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PREFACE 

AhTiiuuGii this volume is pretM'nted an the sixth edition of a work 

which has come to be regarde<l as a standard text-book on Foreign 

Kxchange, it will be B(>en that there is little that is common to this 

edition and those which have preceded it, except the title and the 

arrangement of the chapters. 

It is my aim to maintain this book as the most up-to-date and 

«>mprehen.Hive work on the theoretical and practical aspects of F'orcign 

Kxchange, an<l to this crul pn'vious editions have l>ec*n regularly and 

thoroughly revised. In this e<lition, more radical treatment than usual 

has l>een nect^ssary. The world crisis of 1931, the departure of liritain 

and other countries from the gold standard, the nianifohl forms of 

interfenmee which intense nationalism has impowd on the exchanges 

of all countries, and the never-4-nding changes in practitv, induced 

me to undertake an almost complete re-writing of the lKK>k, while, 

with the object of making the work as useful as possible to students 

and to those who are engagwl in the daih practice of Foreign Exchange, 

much new matter has U^n intixMliicid, and a large numlxi-r of new 

arithmetical example.s have l)e«m incorj*or8te<l. 

In the fai'e of pn^sent instability and continual change, it is 

m'cessarily difficult to discover the basic theory of Foreign Exchange. 

'I’o many whose ex|s*rienw and knowlmlge date from the wmr period, 

the present cemditiona of fluctuation and disturbance must ap]var 

to In* the normal state of exchange affairs, <um) it is not easy for such 

students to visualise the state of ecpiilibriura which existe<l lN*fore the 

War of 1914-19 wrought havoc with the economic organism. Hut 

whether w© are considering pre-VVar or post-War conditums, there is 

only (*ne theory which can explain the working of the exchanges. 

The same principle* apply whetlier conditions are normal or almormal 
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—in normal conditions, the exchanges are in equilibrium; in abnormal 

conditions, equilibrium is never reached. 

The one theory which satisfactorily explain.s the Foreign Exchanges 

is that known as the I*urchasing Power Parity Tluniry, which, of al^ 

exchange theories, goes to the heart of things. It is for this reason, 

and because a knowknlge of this theory is e.s.>H‘ntial to a ch*ar umler- 

standing of the fimdaniental im)blenus of Exchange and Currency, 

that I have made this the approach to niy study of Foreign Exchange. 

£\’en while I write this Preface I am aware that conditions are 

changing—restrictions which art' iniptvsetl cme day are removed a 

few da>'8 later, and it is diihcult to estimate economic effects when 

authoritarian interferenct' tliverts the ojieration of economic forces. 

Hence my chapters on Excliangc Control and Kestrietions, on the 

World Crisis and on the Ihoblem of the CK)ld Standanl, tliough tnte 

to the facts as they exi^t at the time of writing, must bt' regartl«'«l 

as tentative; so. also, tlu' eouclu.<iions suggesti'd l»y those facts. 

My thanks are due, as bt'fore, to many readers,.students and busin(>ss 

associates for numerou.s suggestions for the improvement of this work, 

but I wish, in (larticular, to acknowledgi* my imlebterlness in this nwpect 

to Mr. H. C. F. Holgate, of Llovds Hank (Fon'ign Exchange Depart¬ 

ment), for affording me the IjeneHt of his wmle and valuable experience, 

and also to Mr. I). M. P. Oiniion, Mr. A. T. Hoddle and Miss M. 

Sclarc, B.A.(Lecfl8), wbo have given me much valuable help in the 

preparatuHi of this edition. 

StpUmber, 1034 .S. K. T. 
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PART I 

THE PRINCIPLES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

CHAPTER I 

THBOBT OF THE EZCHANOB8 

Fobkion Exchanqb u that branch of the science of Economics in 

which we seek to determine the principles on which the peoples of the 

world settle their debts one to the other. If all the nations used the 

same kind of money, for example, sovereigns <m- dollars, our task 

would be a fairly simple one, for an exchange between two nations, or 

between two individuals of different naticmality. does not differ funda* 

mentally from an exchange between any two oitixens of the same 
State. C.V>mplicaiinns arise, however, first, from the fact that, as 

different countries are sejwratetl from one another by varying d»- 

tanoes, the transfer of money from «>iu‘ to the other involves expense 

and delay which means that money " here and now *’ is always worth 

more to a creditor than the same amount of the same money in a 

country ],0t)0 milt's away; and, secondly, from the fact that pracUoally 

every tuition has a tiistinctivc money or currency unit of its own, 

differing from the moneys of other nations, not only in name but 

also in design, size aiitl intrinsic worth, while each of these units 

funotioru as money only in the country in which it is issued. America 

anuuMes her enormous wealth in terms of the “ almighty " dollar, 
while Spain spends hers in terms of the “peseta". We in Britain 

pin our faith and base our curtenoy system on the pound stej-ling, 

which we try to keep tied to the solid foundation of the gold 

sovettdgn or of its equivalent weight in gold, whereas Chinese mer- 

ohanta, despite the attempts of Qovemmenls to establish a uniform 

legal odnage, stUI eontinue to buy and sell their goods in terms of 

1 
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a iceight of silver known as the tael, the metallic content and worth 

of which vary in every province—indeed in almost every district. 

There would be complication enough if the nations of the world 

were content merely with this endless variety, but still further difli- 

culties arise from the fact that the same name is sometimes used by 

different States fw monetary units of entirely different form and 

value. The gold dollar of the United States is the dignified head of 

quite a large family of monetary units bt'aring the same name, includ¬ 

ing the silver dollars of Hong-Kong, of Indo-China luid of Mexico, and 

the gold dollars of C'uba and of British Honduras. Similarly, the 

Argentine pe«o has several relatives of similar name but of varying 

form, size and importance, including the pt'sos of Chile, Colombia, 

Uruguay and Salvador. 

Ihe Coitral Problems ol Foreign Exchange.—The exercise of a 

little imagination will at once indicate some of the problenui which 

must result from the existence of such a variety of currencies. Brown 

of London who buys £100 worth of goods from Black of Liverpool can 

settle his debt quite simply and quickly by the di*8i)atch to Black of a 

cheque drawn on his bank. Brown oouM, of course, send Black £100 

in coin or notes, or be could send a banker's draft. But if Blade 

knows &x>wn suflicientiy well, he will have no hesitation in accepting 

a cheque for the amoimt doe. The cheque is iwid by Black into his 

account at his own bank, and it is thereafter collected and paid through 

the Bankers’ Clearing House. Payment of such internal debts as this 

is thus effected, without the passing of any actual coin or currency 

notes, merely by the transfer of funds from an account in the books of 

one bank to an account in the books of another bank. 

But suppose for a moment that Mr. Black of Liverpool becomes 

Motuiiear Noir of Paris. Monsieur Noir buys and sells in terms of 

French francs, and docs not in the ordinaiy course expect to receive 

payment in terms of pounds sterling. If then Monsieur Noir sends 

Brown goods which are invoiced at, say, lO.OtJO francs. Brown wilt 

be faced with the following problems:— 

1. How and where can he obtain 10,000 francs, and how can he 

pay them over in Paris to Monsieur Noir ? 

2. How many pounds most Browm pay in Ijondon for those franrw 

to be delivered to his creditor in Paris? What is the (>quiva- 

lent in sterling of 10,000 francs to be paid in Paris, ami how 

is this equivalent determined at any particular time? In 

other wonts, am lahat basis do pamnds eau^anffe for fimest 
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These arc the main problems which we shall attempt to solve in 
the following pages, and as we proceed we shall find that Foreign 
Exchange, which investigates the principles on which nations settle 
their debts, resolves itself into an investigation of the principles 
trhich govern the exchange of the money of one country for that of 
another. / 

The Bipranion ^^Fdreign ExchangeFrom a purely practical 
standpoint, the U^rm ** Foreign Exchange —and the plural expression 
“ Foreign Exchanges —connotes the mechanism or organisation 
whereby world currencies exchange, the system or the business of 
exchanging currencies, i.e., all those operations and transactions which 
spring from the exchange of different moneys. 

But, as we shall see later, these terms are very frequently used in 
the daily IVcss to mean the fui^tual ratios or rates at which currencies 
exchange one lor the other, in which scmse it is more correct, and cer¬ 
tainly less confusing, to refer to the Bates of Exchange. It is also not 
at all unusual to find the expression Forc^ign Exchange *' used in the 
sense of foreign money During recent years our neuapapers have 
refernxi frequently to the orgjy of speculation “ in foreign exchange 
by which, of course, they mean speculation in foreign currencies or 
foreign moneys. In the same sense, central banka are said to bold 
part of their asmds in fonugn exchange ** and to have the option of 
converting their not<*s into ** foreign exchange the meaning, in both 
cases, being rights to money in foreign centres. Again, banks in Lon* 
don and other financial centres arc said '' to buy and scdl foreign 
exchange by which is meant that they buy and sell foreign cur¬ 
rencies existing us credit iMilamvs in <»ther cx^ntres, or as hills of 
exchange, Ivink noti^ and other remittanoc^s |)ayal>le in other countries. 

MONEY AND ITS VALUE. 

Tha Meaning of Monsf —Since tiie business of foreign exchange 
consists in the exchangt* of one curn*ncy or money for anoUier, it is 
necessai*}'’ to understand at the outset precisely what is meant by the 
terms “ currency ” and “ money In this book the term money 
is used in the sense of anything uhich is inidely used and accepted as a 
means of exchange, and thus, in our own country, it would include gold, 
silver and bronze coins, liank of England notes, cheques and bills of 
exchange. Money is a kind of claim upon all other members of the 
community; a sort of order or promise to deliver which can be enforeed 
whenever the owner {deases. It is a means to an end, held temporarily, 
not for its own sake, but as a means of obtaining other articles or of 
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conunanding tlie servicee of others. Money enables the eonsumor to 

generalise his purchasing power, and to nuUco his claims on society at 

the time and in the form which suit him best.^ * 

Though there are several different forms of money in circulation 
in most communities, the majority of countries have estabUshed one 

form or type as the standard money, i.e., as the basis of all values. 

For this purpose some countries have adopted gold, whilst others have 
used silver; and the national currency unit, or the national unit of 

aeeount, in terms of which the wealth and debts of the people are 
expressed, is fixed by law as representing a specified weight of the 

standard metal, which may or may not be minted into a coin. 

In Britain, for instance, the standard metal is gold, and the stan* 

dard coin is the sovereign containing 113*0016 grains of pure gold; 
but, though sovereigns have in the past been in wide circulation, they 

are not now minted, and in this country, as in others, the standard 
coins are only of importance as a legal basis of the currency generally. 

Indeed, in some gold standard countries the unit of account has never 
bemt minted as a gold coin, but the law—in order to provide a fixed 

basiB for the currency—provides that the unit of account shall be 

regarded as equivalent to a specifie<i weight of pure gold. 

CuTeney and Money.—The term “currency” is frequently 
applied to any medium of exchange which is used within the boun¬ 

daries of a State, and thus includes coins, bank notes, and such credit 

instruments as cheques and bills. But it is best applied in a more 

restricted sense to the form of money tphkh is issued by the State, and 
which is regarded as the current medium of exchange by virtue of the 

Government authority behind it. In Britain, Bank of England notes 

(and gold coins when they are available) are properly regarded as 

currency, but bills and cheques are not current in the soue that they 

are universally accepted and received in payment. When we speak 

in foreign exchange of “ the pttrehase and sale of a country's currency ”, 

we are really referring to the purchase and sale of bills, cheques, drafts, 

etc., all of which represent rights to the currency in which those 

instruments are expressed. 

Legal flsndar Moa«y and Tidnn Moioi$y.~Legal Tender is that 
form of money which must be accepted by a creditor when it is offered 

by a debtor in final discharge of a debt or in full paymntt for com* 

modities or services. In Britain, gold sovereigns, half-sovereigiu, and 
Bank of England notes of 10s. and upwards arc unlimited, or fuB, 

legal tender, i.e., they are legal tender for the payment of any amount. 

* 8. Bvsljm Tbonass, KUments qJ Economies, 6th ed., p. 386. 
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But M gold ooitu have not oiroulatod for some years, the chief legal 
tender ourrenoy in this country consists of Bank of England notes, 

which, being ordinarily convertible into gold on the basis of the leg^ 

gold content of the sovereign, are normally represmtative of the 

standard money. 

Of course, when the convertibility of Bank of England notes is 

suspended (as it is at the time of writing), their connection with the 

metallic standard is severed and they ho longer have any direct 

relation to the standard money. This question will be more fully 

considered in a later chapter. 
Pa3rments of small amount are facilitated by the issue of token 

money, so called because its face value is greater than the actual com* 

modity value of the material from which the money is made. This 

material may be paper, but is luually an alloy of some of the less 

valuable metals such as silver, tin, nickel and copper. Strictly speak* 

ing, all paper money is merely t<d(en money, but the term is not ordi¬ 

narily applied to paper mmiey which functions in place of the standard 

currency and is exchangeable on demand into such standard currency, 

as, for example, the Bank of Knglaml note when Britain is on the 

gold standard. 

Token coins are maintained in circulation because (a) only suffi¬ 

cient are issued to satisfy the requirements of the community for 

making small payments; (6) they are more valuable as coins than as 

bullion, and (e) they are made legal tender for limited amounts only 

within the boundaries of the issuing State. For these reasons token 

coins are not, as a rule, of imimrtance from the point of view of foreign 

exchange. 

In Great Britain. Imth silver and cop|K>r coins are Umiied iegtd 

tender, the former for ]iaymcnts up to forty shilling^, and the latter 

for payments up to one shilling. 

Tbe Impwtano trf llonsy in tiw Modem Oimimanity.—It is not 

necessary to enlarge upon the groat importance of them different 

forms of money to the civilised community. Without tlmn, the 

exchange of goods and services on the modem scale would be almost 

impossible. But money, in whatever form it exists, is not required 

for itself alone. Its value to man and its purpose in the modem world 

spring from the work it perfemns in facilitating tlie transfer ot goods 
and other utilities. 

Trade is StUl, in Seeenee, Barter.—For trade, wheUier internal or 

external, is still in essence the original act of barter. All that gtdd, 

or any other medium of exchange and measure of value, has done Is 
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to wmpKfy the bartoing. It is easier to take in exchange for an 

article a sovereign, or a Bank of England note representing a sovereign, 

and UtMi, perhaps weeks hence, to exchange the sovweign or the bank 

note for some othw article you need, than it is directly to exchange the 

one article for the other. Similarly it is easier to exchange a cargo of 

wheat for its equivalent value in machinery by means of a bill of 

exchange exiffeesing that value in terms not of machinery but of gold. 

Gdd is a store of value, not, it is true, as stable as we could wish, but 

man stable than most materials, and we can either keep our wealth 

in that form or at any time exchange it for an equivalent viUuo in any 

other form of wealth. The world's tratio (at least the tratlc between 

gold standard coiudries) has bt'en built up on value expressed in gold 

and has long been conductetl on the basis that, if tlesirtnl, goltl wuidd 

be forthcoming if it were demandetl by a cretiitur from bis tlebtor. 

But no one except a nuser desires to store uj» mere gohl. tloM lots 

a limited value in itself for list* in the arts and for ]M>rsonal adornment, 

but its r(‘al value is the footl, clothing, houst's, aiitl all the utilitarian, 

phjt'sical, wsthetic, intellectual and moral giasl for which it can be 

exchanged. 

The Bsal Vatne ol Money.— How then is this nal value of money 

determined at any particular time! How do we jwlge whether the 

money for which we exchange our goods and our services is reidly 

worth what we give for it! We shall see later that the answers to 

these proUems lead us to the very basis of foreign exchange theory. 

At this point it will suffice to observe that the real value of mtmey to 

us is what tee can get for it in the form of things which we need—food, 

clothes, books, warmth, light and enjo\ment. If we get more of 

these things to-day per £1 than we could get in 1020, when prices 

were high, then we conclude that money has a greater real value to 

us to-day than it harl in l!t2(t. 

We express these facts mote technically by saying that tlio value 

of money, in whatever form it exists, whether as dollars, pounds, 

francs or pesetas, is its purchaeing power in terms of the goods and 

services of others. Peoirfe in America, or France, or Germany, at any 

particular time estimate the value of their money by its internal pur- 

ekaamg power or command over goods and services. 

Now, this purchasing power, or the value of a currency as money, 

quite obviously paries inversely as the general level of prices. If ten 

books cost £1, the value or the purchasing power of the pound in terms 

of books may be stated to be ten books and each book costs 2s. If the 

price of t^ss same book is put up to 2s. 6d., only eight can now bo 
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purchaaed per £1. and the value or purchaeing power of the pouiKl in 

terma of hooka haa fallen. More generally, we aay that teAea price* 

riee the value of money falls, aince leaa oonunoditiea can be obtained for 

each unit of money. Cbnvcrsoly, u^en prices fail money beeomea more 

valuable, aince each unit will purchaao more commoditiea than 

previoualy. 

It follows also, in accordance with the Quantity Ilieory of Money, 

that the more money we have available in relation to the total quantity 

of commodities and services we wish to exchange, the loss will be the 

value of our money and the higher will be the price of the commodities 

and services. If the quantity of money in a country is suddenly 

doubled, while the quantity of commoditiea remains constant, then 

the price of those commoditiea will also be doubled, for there will now 

be twice as much money available to do the same “money work”. 

On the other hand, if the quantity of money available is halved, while 

the quantity of commcKlitics remains constant, thra money will be 

twic*? as valuable as it was before, i.e., the prices of oommotlities will 

show a fall of 50 %. 

Li putting the theory in such elementary form we are, of course, 

ignoring a number of important reservations, as, for example, that the 

veliK’ity of the circulation of the available money must, of necessity, 

influence its value in relation to the commodities exchanged.. If we 

pass each piece of money from hand to hand in payment for goods and 

services iwi<'o as fast as wo did before, then each money-imit does 

twice as much of the mtmey work as it did previously, and the result 

is the same as if the quantity of money had been doubled; i.e., the 

value of money falls anil prices rise by 100 %. But such refinements 

do not affect the fundanicntal truth which it is easmtial to understand 

at this {loint—that the viUuo of money tends to fall as its quantity is 

increased. 

Clearly, it is to the advantage of any country to maintain the value 

of its mcmey, and ciNiseqiiontly the general level of its prices, as stable 

as iMMsible. ('Iiangea in the value of money have a disturbing infiu- 

eiico on Iratle and production, while they interfere with the relation* 

ship between debtor and creditor. The ideal condition is that a 

country should have sufficient money to enable its inUwnal exchanges 

to be carried out efficicmtly and quickly. If for any reason more money 

than this is available, the value of that money will fsdl and prices will 

rise. Conversely, if the oommunity has less money than is required for 

its working needs, then, other things being equal, the value of the 

money available will be high and prices of commodities will be low. 
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Bow Am Vohw d! Monof ii Indkatod.—Since money is itself the 

measure by which the value of all other commodities is determined and 

expressed, it follows that we have no absolute standard by which we 
can measure the value of money itself. 

We cannot say that at a certain time the purchasing power or 

value of a given currency is 13St, or 72x, where “ x ” is a standard 

measure like feet or grammes enabling us to say that a table measures 

3 feet, or that a coin weighs 10 grammes. And apart from this, the 

peoples of the world spend their money in such a large variety of ways, 
thmr standards of comfort and convenience are so different, and the 

estimation they place on any particular commodity is capable of such 

variation, that it is almost impossible to fix on any accurate basis for 

comparing the internal value of one currency w’ith the internal value 

of another. Nevertheless, if we choose a representative group of 

articles on which the money of the inhabitants of a certain coimtry is 

regularly spent, and determiiio the prices of those commodities at 

different times, we can comfiare the price.s at one time with those at 

another and form a fair (but not an accurate) idea of any changes in 

the general level of prices, i.e., in the value of money, which have 

taken fdace between the times in question. This method is that 

adopted in the formation of what is known as a Prirr Index Numlter. 

Oompiliiig a Price Index Number.—A Price Imlex Numlier is 

calculated by choosing a numlier of representative commodities in 

daily demand within the community, allowance licing ma<le by a 

method known as “ weighting ” for the relative imp«>rtance of the 

various commodities in the average exptmditiire of the inhabitants. 

The prices of these commodities in a year or other period taken as 

the bfwis are then determinc<i and totalliHl. The total is equated to 

100, and that figure is taken as an index or gui<lc to the gtmeral pur* 

ebasing power of the particular currency for the {leriod in question. 

In subsequent periods the prices of the same commodities are obtained 

as nearly as pomihle in the same way, and their total is expressed as a 

percentage of the total for the base pcruMl. If the resultant figure is lees 

than 100, a fall in prices is indicated; if the figure is greater than 100, 

the general level of prices must have risen. 

The most important index numbers of general prices in this country 

an those of the Board of Trade, the Economic and the Statud. 

The Economist price index, a specimen of which is given here, is 

compiled by taking the average whdUsale prices of flfty>eight com¬ 

modities distributed into five groups, viz., (I) cereals and meat; 

(2) other foods; (3) textiles; (4) minerals; and (5) roisoellancous. 
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The baae year now tidcen is 1927, and the price indexes for subsequent 

years are shown as a percentage of the index for this base period. 

But any other year can, of course, be taken as the base period by 

equating the index number in that year to 100, and adjusting the 

indexes for subsequent years as a percentage of the base index. Thus, 

in the second table appended, the index numbers are shown with 1013 

as the base period, and so afford an instructive comparison between 

prices in the last pre-war >’ear and prices in recent years. 

“ Eotmomist ** Wholesale Priee Index. 

(" Eeonomiit ” Commereud HiMoty and ReoUw of 1933.) 

CtremU 
liial HesU. 

tHhrr 
Fcscalii. 

TrxtIWm. 1 MlfMtiUsL. htxuow. 

1927 100. 

Apt^ragr, I9'JS 103-6 93-S 103-1 92-1 95-S 98-1 
M J929 96-9 S5S 92-2 93-6 90-3 92-4 

I9S0 St-0 77-2 64 4 33-6 81-6 77 6 
.. 1931 6S-7 63-3 soo 73-1 63-4 64-9 

1932 6S-2 ej-s 49-2 72 9 61-9 62-6 
Krni. Jmi. 1933 64 3 60 1 480 730 61*1 60*9 

,, Frb. 1933 63-5 60*4 45-8 72*8 60-1 600 
„ .Mar. 1933 63 4 37-H 45-9 73 1 58*9 &9-3 
.. April 1933 tt4-7 57-9 48-8 74*9 62 0 61-4 

Mfiy 1933 64 4 57-7 51 9 80 3 65*5 63*6 
o JutH* 1933 54-7 58*0 .•n-o 81*0 ftS-2 65*0 

July 1933 64-7 iVHH 54-1 79*8 69 9 65-3 
,, Aug. 1933 661 *MI*7 1 53*7 79*4 69*4 65*5 
M 8fpt. 1933 650 i 52-7 79*3 68*6 65*0 
o 1933 64*0 58-9 1 51-H 78*6 67*8 64*0 
M Nov. 1933 63 1 37-3 *50*8 77*3 67*5 63*1 
M IW. 1933 64-5 56'7 i 53 3 77*4 6H-1 63*9 
Artra^, J933 64-4 3S-7 1 30-9 1 77-2 63 6 63-1 

1913 100. 

Avrmfft, i927 139-9 139-3 133 9 121 6 124 6 137-6 
M ms 143-0 149 4 161 7 111-9 119-3 133-1 
.• m9 133-6 136 S 141 9 116-2 112-7 127-2 
M mo 113-4 122 9 99-1 101-6 101-3 106-8 
M mi 96-1 104-1 77-0 SS-9 83-3 89-3 
M m2 93-4 99-6 73-7 SS-6 77-1 86-1 
9. i9SS 90 1 93-3 77-6 93-9 81-7 86-8 

The StatiM index number is based on the average whoUmk prices 

of forty-6 VO commodities, distributed in six different groups (1) vege¬ 

table food; (2) animal food; (3) sugar, coffee and tea; (4) mimrals; 
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(6) textilea; and (6) sundricie, in the standard period 1867-77. Average 

prices during that period having been equated to 100» rises or falls 

in the level of wholesale prices in subsequent periods are shown as 

a percentage of the index number (100) for the base period. 

Index numbers of wholesale prices are published in all other 

important countries, and, though they are compiled in different 

currencies and are based on factors which differ considerably one 

from the other, it is possible to obtain a very fair comparative view 

of the movement of pric^es in the various countries by cHpiating their 

price index numbers to the same base |)eri(Hl, as is done in the tahh* 

opposite, also from the Eamomisi. 

While the method of index numbers is very useful for purposes of 

comparison, it makes no pri'tenw to alwolute accuracy. A price in<ll^t 

number is merely an approximation, and is not in any sense an alwo- 

lute standard measure like the yard or kilogramme. The comnuKlities 

chosen vary considerably in quality and description over a pericxl of 

years, while their choice is, of course, purely an arbitrary one, althouj^h 

it is necessarily made only after great care and delilieraiion Then 

again, of the infinite variety and number of commcjdities bouglit mid 

sold, only a very small pro|xu1ion are taken into account in making 

up an index number, w hile, if we are comparing the purchaiuiig ]K>wenf 

of different currencies, we cannot ignore the fact that goods differ con¬ 

siderably as between countries in tlescripiion, form and degn*e of 

attractiveness to the purchaser. The distribution of income among 

commodities varies widely frtim one generation to another; tlu* 

luxuries of one generation become ihcr nct^essaries of tlie next. Stan¬ 

dards of living change, involving ndistriUition of income, and 

modifying the relative imjiortance of eommoditicnn in the nvemge 

budget. 

Moreover, index niiralxjrs of whoh^salc pri^’C’s (siH'h as thorn* of the 

Slaiisi, at the EconoviiM and of the Hoard of Tnuh*) vary to a much 

greater extent than would lie the ease if they wen* IhummI on n*tail 

prices, and, as they do not inclmle the jiayments which have to U* 

made for such items as rent, fuel and clothing, they do not give* a 

fair indication of changes in the prices of things on which a large 

part of the national income is spent. For this reason Cast of Living 

Index Numbers having retail prices as their main factors (such as 

those of the British Ministry' of Lalxiur and of the United States 

Btusan of Labour) are compiled with a view to affording more accurate 

information concerning changes in the living costs of average families 

(see Table, page 11). 
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Prioe index numbers, then, give only an imperfect indication of the 
pmohaaing power of a currency, and, at best, that indioaticm is only 
relative; we can compare one index number with another and say 
that the purchasing power of a currency has changed, but we have no 
standard or fixed basis of comparismi. But so Imig as wre appreciate 

IndsK Hambns ol RataU Priest in Vtitons OoiinWst» 1922-84. 

{Tkt "Seonomitt” MonMy SuppUmmt, 34M February, 1934.) 

C6st of Living—(Baae 100). 

IMifium. FnuKv. QcTtBAaj. r.s.A. 

Namber ol Ttmiu mmI rnri* n Whole 

twtobrr, 19U. 
IUm . Jiitr, 1914 llWl 1911 JatiuMi-y, A|iril, 

JiUir, |9t 1 

1929—Monthly Average HU 220 556 153-8 IUO-0 
1920—^Monthly Average mSSM 328 S81 147 3 98-3 
1031—Monthly Average mmm 135-9 8S-7 
1922—Monthly Average* 143 1H4 130-9 77*7 
1922—Monthly Average 143 183 520 116 5 KSI 
1922—Deceml^r 142 166 516 118-4 mSm 
1922—January 141 166 — 117-4 KM 

February 139 187 — llS-9 
1 72 1 

March .. 137 163 523 116*6 71*6 
April 136 161 — 116*6 71 6 
May .. 136 177 — 116*2 72*1 
June 136 177 516 116*8 72 6 
July 139 177 — 116*7 
August .. 141 179 — 116*4 76*9 
September 141 162 516 119*0 77*9 
October.. 143 163 — 119*6 76*0 
Kovember 143 163 120 4 77*6 
December 142 163 626 120*9 77*3 

1924—January 141 120*9 77*5 

these impnfections, we can use the index numbers published in 
the varioos countries as an indication of the changes in the pur> 

powers of the respective currencies from time to Umc, 
wdille, wHh diis expUnatkm of the meaning of money and of the 
ate index numbers before us, we can proceed to investigate 
the batit on which the intricate business of foreign exchange is 
oondoeted. 
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BASIS OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE. 

'^Bow ftadfn KidiMf AiiM.—Foreign Exchange anaes from 

intematioiial oomiseroe, which compriaea the interchange of com- 

modfika at aervioes between peoplea, or, in other worda, the transfer 

of wealtii in all its forms from one country to another. No country 

exists in complete isolation from the reaty^ Manufacturing nations 

draw food-stufla and raw materiala from countriea where they are 

giown or produced, and these, in turn, depend upon the manu¬ 

facturing nati<»is for clothing, machinery, and other manufactured 

goods. “ England to-day feeds herself in her factories, and Canada 

clothes herself in her fields." * British ships carry Welsh coal, or 

Bradford cloth, or Manchester cottons, to Buenos Aires or Rio, and 

other British ships leave those ports laden with meat or cereals to 

feed the miner and the artisan of Yorkshire and Lancashire. We 

call this ceaseless interchange of goods between peoples buying and 

selling; and buying and selling give rise to debts. 

But international debts arise in ways other than through the buy¬ 

ing and aelUng ci goods, although that is by far the chief cause. The 

services rendered by the British Mercantile Marine in carrying goods 

to other countries create debts which must be paid to our carrying 

companies by the countries importing the goods. When a foreign 

country contracts a loan in London, say, for the purpose of purchasing 

new railway equipment made in Leeds, the interest on the loan is a 

half-yearly debt doe to Londtm. A broker on the London Exchange, 

selling for a Paris holder, e.g., £1,()00 of our 3 % Conversion Loan, is 

iiuitrumental in creating a debt to the extent of his contract note, due 

from London to Paris. SimiUrly, if ho buv-s the same stock for a 

l*aris investor, a debt becomes due from Paris to Londmr, but there is 

also a recurring debt due by London to Paris, for interest on the invest¬ 

ment, so long as the stock is held in Paris. The foreign tourists who 

flock armually to this country, and cash Letters of Qedit addressed to 

our bankers here, all create so many debts, small perhaps individually 

but in the aggregate amounting to a very large sum, due to London 

from the countries of their domicile, fo, too, the British tourist, 

changing a £fiO note of the Bank of England in Rome to pay for a 

montii’s tour in Italy,creates to that extent a debt due from London 

to an Italian banker. Thus in these, and in many other ways which 

will be exidained later, the countries of the world are continually 

incurring debts one to the other, and it is the discharge of these debts 

* f%t Meommic Fmmdatimt JtMOMtrweljeM, by AUirad Mihios. 
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which brings into play what arc compendiously called the Foreign 

Exchanges. 

Tlw 8ettlem«nt of Intwiuttioiud Debts.—The settlement of the 

debts which thus arise must be effected in a way satisfactory to both 

debtor and creditor. The obvious, but far from the simplest, way 

to do this would be for the debtor to transfer to his creditor an amount 

of gold equal to the amount of the debt, for gold is universally recog¬ 

nised as a valuable and easily exchangeable commodity which a 

creditor in any country’ is perfectly satisfied to accept. Gold functions 
as an international currency, and the only essential to its use for the 

payment of a debt is that both parties shall be agreed as to what 

weight of gold constitutes a fair paj-ment. It was on this basis that 

settlements between two countries were effecterl in the early (laj-s of 

international trade. The precious metals were sent to and fro in 

payment of international indebtetlncss and their value was detemune<l 

primarily by weight. 

A little consideration will show that this method could be adopted 

in the case discussed in an earlier paragraph, where !itr. Brown of Ijondun 

is indebted to Monsieur Noir of Paris for goods worth 10,000 francs. 

In ordinary circum.stances, the Bank of France will give a fixed 

price in francs for all gold offerwl to it. so that our Monsieur Noir 

would be perfectly satisfied if he received from Brown in pa\Tnent 

for his goods a quantity of gold which wouhl realise 10,000 francs on 

being srjhl to the Bank of France. In pre-War days Brown conhl 

have urrangeil to have sent this gf>ld in the form of sovereigns obtaine«l 

from the Bank of England, but to-<lay gold sent from Ix)ndon would 

probably take the form of ingots of the metal purchaserl from the 

Ijondon Bullion Market; both forms would lie quite easily exchange- 

aWe in Paris for the requisite niimlier of franca. 

There are grave drawbacks, however, to the use of gold in this 

way for ordinary trade pajments:— 

(а) The transmission of gold is so troublesome and expenaive, as 

well as being attended by such serious risk of loss, that it is 

impossible to use the metal for any and every type of inter¬ 

national payment. 

(б) The total amount of gold in existence is not nearly enough to 
cover all transactioiM. 

(e) Gold is required for other important purposes, e g., for internal 
onrrenqy (though that use is now almost in abeyance), for 
reserves agmnst note issues and for industoia) uses. 
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(d). Commeroe ooald never be carried on to anything like the present 
extent if each international debt bad to be settled independ¬ 
ently of all the rest by payment in gold. The commercial 
methods of the early Middle Ages arc impossible to-day. 

Credit Initnunents and Credit Transten.—These drawbacks to 
the use of gold were overcome by the dLscoveiy* that the use of the 
precious metals could be vastly economised, and that international 
settlements, however large, could be effected conveniently, smoothly 
and successfully by the use of cmlit instruments, which arc paper 
evidences of the debts payable in the various currencies of the world, 
and (between gold standard countries) are also promises to pay gold 
which do duty for the actual metal. 

Use of the Credit Instrument Exemplified.—Th(* great utility a 
credit instrument is that it saves a debtor trouble and expense by 
enabling him to pay his creditor, not directly, but by transferring to 
him money owed to the debtor by a third i>arty. Suppose, for examine, 
A owes U £100, amd W owes £100 to A. If, on As instructions, W 
pays B, then both As debt and W’s debt are settled by that one 
payment. 

If now we suppose that A lives in London and B and W in Cape 
Town, Ute inconvenience of A sending gold to Cape Town at the same 
time that W is sending gold to London is avoided. In {dace of the two 
gold shipments, all that {lassea bt'twccn London and Ca{>e Town is a 
document, worded according to twtablisheel form, signed by A directing 
W to |)ay B, instead of himself. Such a document, termed a Bill of 
Exchange, is illustrated below. 

<100 0 0. liONDOK, 1st October, 19.. ©On demaml, [dense [my to Mr. Bamaby Brace or order 

the mim of One Hundred Pounds, for value received. 

AxTHony Arkold. 
To Mb. Walter Winans, 

66 OoBBAN Avenue, 
Cape Town. 

BUIe oI EiohBagB.—bill of exchange (which term includes the 
ckoqite) is the commonest type of that most important but limited 
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claas of documents known to the law merchant as Nailable Instru* 

ments. But for tke ev<duiion of this class ci instrument, it is diffi¬ 

cult to see how commoce could ever have reached its present huge 

dimensions. “ A Negotiable Instrument is a document containing a 

contract, to the ownership of which document are attached all rights 

under the contract. Whoever is in bona fide possession of such a 

document is presumed to be the lawful owner of it, and therefore 

entitled to enforce all rights under the contract. The document, and 

with it all rights under it, is transferred either by mere delivery, or 

by delivery accompanied by indorsement, and the person who in good 

faith takes it, takes it free from any rights which might be enforced 

against the person from whom he takes it, and free from any defect 

in the title of such person ” (Disney, Elements of Commercial Law, 

p. 126). 

The bill previously illustrated, if it proved to be in order, would 

be presented to the drawee or addressee, Walter Winans of C^pe Town, 

by the payee, Bamaby Brace, or his agent, to whom it a’ould ordinarily 

be paid forthwith, since the instrument is what is known as a demand 

i.e., one which orders payment to be made on demaml. Actually, 

as is shown in Chapter If, the bills uschI in foreign trade are more often 

“ long lulls ”, requiring payment to be made at the expiration of a 

stipulated period of time, but this variation does not affect the theory 

which we are now considering, vix., that by means of this simple 

instrument two debts between two countries are easily and conveniently 

settled: Winans, by paying Brace, settles not only his own debt to 

Arnold, but also Arnold’s debt to Brace. 

Bills of exchange, even when they are signed only by the drawers, 

provided they are persons known to bo of good repute financially, 

but more so when accepted by the drawees (see Chapter FI below), 

and, it may be, indorsed by one or more transferees, are always worth 

something approaching the values for which they are expressed, and 

as they have a ready sale in the market, they provide a most con¬ 

venient means of settling international debts. 

The Banka Act aa bteniiadiariaa.—'The example already given 

might be carried a stage further; and it might bo supposed that, while 

Arnold is owed £100 by Winans in Capo Town, he has no creditor 

in Cape Town to whom he owes money. Let os suppose, however, 

that there is a London merchant, Vernon, who owes £100 to a creditor 

in Cape Town. Clearly, then, if Arnold were to draw a bill on Winans 

in die form given above, and were to soil this bill to Vernon for £100, 

the latter oooid indtvse it and forward it to his creditor, and all partke 
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would be Mtisfied. Each debtor would pay £100, and each creditor 

would receive £100. 
But here the practical difficulty ariaee that it would be exceedingly 

troubleeome for Arnold to hunt round London aearching for someone 

who owed £100 to Capo Towm, and it is even less likely that Arnold 

would himself have both a creditor and a debtor for the same amount 

in that centre. 
The question then arises: How is creditor Arnold in this country 

going to ratablish contact with a debtor, also in this country, who 
wishes to pay a debt in Capo Town? The answer is that Arnold w*iil 

make use of the services of one of the London banks, who make a 

businiws of buying and selling foreign bills. Let us assume for present 

purposTS that be draws Ids bill in sterling on his debtor Winans and 

that he can " discount ” the bill (i.c., sell it to his bank) at the pre¬ 

vailing rate. Thus, so far as he is concerned, the matter is at an end, 

except that, as a party to the bill, he remains liable for the amount 

until it is paid. 
But it still remains for the banker to reimburse himself for what 

he paid for the bill; and it is easy to understand how he does this, 

if wc bear in mind that he is in possession of a document which 

entitles him to payment of £1110 on demand from the drawee Winans 

in Ca|x: Town, or, should the bill be dishonoured, to £100 from Arnold 
in I>ondon. The banker will send the bill to his agent in Cape Town 

to be ]>resented and coHecteil from Winans, and against the proceeds 

ho will himself sell drafts to English merchants who have money to 

I>ay in Cape Town. It will thus be seen that the operation resolves 

itself into the transaction outlined at the begiiming of this section 

with the bank acting as an intermcdiaiy. Arnold sells his bill, not 

to Vernon, but to the Lomlon oflico of a South African bank: the 

bank sells to Vernon, not the bill drawn by Arnold, but a draft of 

equivalent amount drawn by itself. The reason for this procedure 

is that bankers and others, who deal in claims and rights to money 

in foreign centres, arc better able to purchase lulls and to dispose 

of the collected proceeds than any merchant, for the simple reason 

that debtors and crcilitors continually resort to them, either to buy 

the right to currency deli^'erable in a foreign centre, or to sell tlieir 

claims to such currency. 

The banka buy up trade bills payable in foreign centres which are 

offered to them by exporters and others who have drawn on their 

debton abroad. The bills give the banks daims to money in foreign 

countries, and the instruments are sent by them to their agents in the 

2 
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relatire foreign centres for collection and credit of the proceeds. The 

banks also buy up other rights to fonugn currency, as, for example, 

other bankers’ drafts, telegraphic transfers, circular notes presented by 

travellers for encashment, maturing coupons payable abroad and draum 

bonds payable in other coimtries. 
Thus, a London banker may semi funds to his agents in Paris in 

the form of boiuls or coupons of, say, French Itenteji, Thtmi arc 

collected or sohl and the proceetls plaotnl to his credit. In the sumo 
way, any standanl securities of a foreign country may be forwanltxl 

for reaUsation and creilit of the proeeetls. Dividend warrants and 

coupons of the leading American railways are frequently remittetl to 

America for the credit of London i>ank8 ami finance houw^s, while 

large remittances of the bonds of Jai>anese loans are jx'riotlically 

despatched from London to the Far East, since, being Government 

securities, they are a convenient and secure means for the transfer 

of funds. 
Moreover, some foreign cou|K)ns are jwiyable in a number of tlif- 

ferent centres at the option of the holder, ami the purchasing l>anker 

will naturally .send them for collection or sale to the centre where they 

will realise the most, in terms of his own currency, sterling. 

Against the credit balances so created, the Iwnks sell drafts and 

other forms of remittance (or rights to foreign currency) to debtors in 

their own country who have {layments to make in other countries. As 

a consequence, it is often more convenient for a London banker to 

have funds at his disposal, say, in New York than in ]a>mlon itself. 

A b^nce in the hands of his New* York agent enahh^ the Ltjtidon 

banker to sell rights to dollars in New York to his customeni, w ht never 

he is asked for them. But be could, of course, do this even without 

having an actual balance to his credit in New ^ ork, the matter Is ing 

adjnsted in the Account Current iMdwfxui him and his agent. As is 

the case with New York, so is it also with the other financial centres of 

the world. 

It is clear then that British merchants have no difTiculty either in 

selling or in buying rights to foreign cummey. And what is true fur 

traders in this country is true also for the foreign merchants, as bank¬ 

ing facilities are available for all. Banks and financial houses M|)r<-ial- 

ising in this business, naturally for their own protection make tliem- 

selves familiar with the financial standing of the drawers, acceptors, 

and indotsera of bills, and provided there is no ground for susiiieimi, 

readily take tiie bills offered to them. And, in the same way, they 

make it their business to be able to appraise instantly the value of any 
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other rights to foreign money which they mey be offered for purchase. 

As a result of the world wide ramifications of British commerce, 

London banks are in a position to sell rights to currency in almost any 

place in the world against the proco!^ of those'they have bought. 

There is thus no necessity for an English merchant who has to pay 

money, say. in Monte Vidc*o to seek out anotlier English merchant who 
has to receive mon€*y from Monte Vidifo, in order to effect “ an 

exchange of his debt. The remitter may without difficulty and at 

any time have a bank draft sixH*ially drawn by his bankers to meet 
his particular rc*<ium*ments, or he may obtain from them any other 

form of remittance convenient for his purpose. 

The banks do not. of course, jH rform these most valuable 8er\nct*fi 

for nothing. On the contrary, they make remunerative profits not 

only from tlie difference* b<*tw<^*n the price at which tliey buy and the 

price at which they sell, hut also from favourable movements in the 

raU's of exchange and in the rates of inten*st earned on th<*ir funds in 

foreign centra's. 

Cfleaitng Houses lor International Settlements.—Thus we see that, 

as in the m«HliTn community the va.Ht majority of inUTual dt‘bt<> ari>ing 

for iwiyment frt^m day t<i day an* st ttUsl by means of ch<Hjues and 

bills, so also, in much the same way. the vast sums of indebtedness 

(Hintifuially arising various o^mrUries arr‘ R‘ttle<l by means 

of cnxlit instruments and enslit tran>ft‘rs. .-Vnd just as the praotioal 

wis<loin of generali«»ns of bankers has evolvcnl the Hankers’ (leaning 

House, whf'H* the < nnrnuHis ma^s nf claims which ea<h bank has to 

pnwnt daily to the utlicrs are all bnnight together and disehargiKl by 

a proce,NS of s«*t-ofT. sti, in the larger sphere of inteniational corainen'e. 

the tinanctal criitn’s of tlie tliiTcn nt countries may l>e likeniMii to clear¬ 

ing houses when* the claims of one country against the others arc 

similarly ailjust4H|. With the minimum of trouble, lalnnir and ex|iense, 

international jmyments n^Oidiing stui^endous figures are groujwl into 

vast aggn*gat4*s which an* simply s«'t off and canceller!, one against the 

other, by transfers in the lMK>ks of the banks and oUier financial houses 

wdiich undertake exchange busineas. 

The moat vital internal currency problems in any country are 

Cimeemetl with the nu*ans by which lc*gal tender money is economisiHl 

by the use of ereslit oml ennlit instniments. In like manner, the 

problems of international exehangi* entail a study of the metho<ls by 

which the use and transmissitin of gf>Id are eoonomiml by the ererlit 

mechanism manipuIatiHi by the exchange banks. In lK>th spheres of 

exchange, iniemiU and external, tbo goldsmith, with his scales and 
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his adds for testing, has been superseded by the banker and the 
exdiange broker, who, though all their dealings are still oonduoted 
on the basis of payment in gold—at least in countries that have 
retained gold Standard of value—now buy and sell, borrow 

and lend vast sums ol 'money which exists merely in the form of 

credit instmmmits or of credit entries in a ledger. 
Hmchants are thus able to concentrate their attention on the pur¬ 

chase and sale of goods, and to leave to the bankers, brokers, discount 
and accepting houses much of the actual work of providing and 
nuuiaging the intemational currency used to discharge foreign 



CHAITER II 

BIZX8 OF EXCHANGE 

As the bill of exchange pla^-s such an important part in the settle¬ 

ment of international debts, it is necessary to consider that instra- 

ment somewhat more folly. 

Definition.—As defined by the Billt of Exchange Act, 1882, a 

bill of exchange is “an unconditional order in writing, addressed 

by one person to another, signed by the person giving it, requiring 

the person to whom it is addressed to |>ay on demand, or at a fixed 

or determinable future time, a sum certain in money to or to the 

order of a specified person or to bearer 

Every word in this definition must be complied with in order 

to constitute the document a valid bill of exchange. Thus a 

document shich is not signed by the drasvr, or in which the dras'cc 

or, if not payable to bearer, the pa^-ee, is not indicated with reason¬ 

able certainty, or which orders anything to be done except the 

payment of money, or which makes payment contingent upon the 

happening of an event which is not certain to happen, or which 

leaves the actual sum to be paid open to doubt, or which 

orders the mcmey to be paid out of a particular fund, is not 

a valid bill of exchange. The reason for this, says Story in his 

work on Bills, is “ that it would greatly perplex the commercial 

transactions of mankind, and diminish and narrow their credit 

and negotiability, if paper securities of Uus kind were issued out 

into the world encumbered srith cemdiUons, and if the persons to 

whom they were offered in negotiation were obliged to inquire 

when these uncertain events srould be reduced to a certainty. And 

therefore the general rule is that a bill of exchange always imidiee 

a pcrsoiial general credit not limited or apfdicable to parttcular 

circurostanoes and events uhich cannot be known to tte holder 

in the general course of its negotiation 

A document satisfyirrg the requirements as defined above, so 

as to conatitate it a valid bill of exchange, conveys to a person 
ti 
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who takes it in good faith and for value a legally enforceable 

claim against the person from whom ho takes it (provided, of 

course, that the transferor has indorsed the bill; and a trans¬ 
feree would always insist on this) and against all other parties, 
i.e., signatories to the bill. 

In practice bills of exchange, particularly foreign bills, are 
rarely exactly similar in form to the example already given on 

page 15. As a matter of fact, no precise form is legally necessaiy, 
though commercial practice has nnhiced the forms to certain wt‘ll- 
defineti classes. Bills are frequently drawn ])ayable in curn*ncies 

other than sterling; the time of payment varies; refertmet's an!» 
frequentlj- made on the bill:— 

(а) To the particular accouiit to be debited with tlie pavrnciit, 

or 

(б) To the fact that the documents attache*!! to it an* to 

surrendered only on the bill being either accepttxl or 
patil as the case may Ix!*, or 

(c) That the bill is to lie paid either with interest, or at an 

indicated or determinable rate of exehangi\ 

None of these additions varies the effect of the bill so as to make 

it a conditional document, since the order to pay remains unconditional. 

An Inlaad BUI is a bill both drawn and (myabk within (he 

British Islands or uno which is drawn witiiin the British Islniuls 
upon some person resilient therein. Any other bill is a t\trcign 

Bill within the meaning of the BilLs of Kxehange Act, 18H2; but ibiH 
definition docs not apply to the .Stamp Act (see below). 

The following, in aildition to the simple form of a foreign bill 

already given, illustrate the usual comnieroial forms of bills of 
exchange. 

1. Inland BUL 

£276 0 0. Lo.sdok, Novrml>fr 3, l!>.. 

Two months after date, pay to John Joniw or onler, 

two hundred and seventy-five pounds for value 
received, and charge to account aa advised. 

Thomas Kobinhox. 

To ICa. Aaxou) Jbmkihs, 
1, Lomo Acbb, E.C. 
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2. Inlud BilL 

28 

No. 73. 

1806 17 8. Nkwcastur, Uovembtr 22, 19.. ©Thfpo davH after aight, pay to myself or order, three 

htindnMl and six ixninds, ac^ventcen ahillinga and 
two p<*n«*, for value rtH’eivwl. 

R. Smith. 

To MiiaaRs. .Ioniw asi» Him., 

1, Nkwkv Roai», Hki.kast. 

3. Foreign BilL 

( <»MMKR( lAI.. 

No. 735. 

Fee. 7205.50. Man('Hk.stkk. May In, !u.. 

Fourteen flays after date. |»ay this hill of exchange 

f ^ tft our order, the aum of seven thousand two 
I sump . hunflitvl and live francs, fifty eentimea, value 

^ receivtsl, whit h plaw to nc4.x)unt as jier advice. 

A. BrnuR. 
To Miywiui. .\i.BKRT Frkk»>. 

Lvtts.s. 

4. Foreign Bill. 

(’oMMKtu'iAi. I/i.vij Him. okvws i xokk a ('rkiut. 

<870 0 0. Nkw Yt)RK, January \1, 15K. 0 Sixty tlayti aftor Mjiht of thb First of Exchange 

(Si^ooiul aiiul Thin! of the same tenor ami date 

un]Mid), {lay t<» the tinier of tlie First National 

Rank, New York, nine huntlml anti seventy })ouiKla 

sterling ftir value reet'iviHl, and charge same to the 

aeooiint of loo halos of etdton jn'r ** Adriatic.” I. (' No. 1.1372. 

To Lloyds Bank, Ltd., 
London. 

Anthony Ti,ms and Son. 
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6. Fonigii Bin. 

Bamkcbs' liOMQ Bnx. _ 

No. 619. 

moo 10 0. Deutschland Bank, Bkri.in, 

January 17, 19.. 

Ninety days after sight of this our First of Exchange 

(SectHid and Third of same tenor ami date being 
unpaid), pay to the onler of Messrs. Jacobs and 

Company, the sum of three hundred and sixty 

pounds, ten shillings sterling, value re«*ivtHl, which 

place to account of this Bank as adnsed. 

For and on behalf of Deutstihland Bank, 

To Messrs. Coptts and Co., Oswald SciiMiirr, MaiiiipT. 

London. 

6. Banken' Sight or Demand Draft 

The Guaranty Trust Company. 

16^000. I»NDON, May 20. lit.. 

On demand, plea.se pay to .M»*ssrs. Uobins and i’ark 

or onler the sum of six thoti.sanfl dollars. 

For and on liehalf of the Guaranty Tnist r<ini|Muiy. 

To the Guaranty Trust Company, Abr.am Linuoi.n, Mi»iia>jcr. 

New York, U..S.A. 

7. Foreign Bill 

Payable ExniANOE ah per Indorseme.nt. 

2865 0 0. Ltverp(X)L, May 27, I'.).. 

Ninety days after sight of this First of Excliange 

(Second and Third of same tenor and date iinimid), 

pay to myself or order the sum of nine hundml and 

sixty-five pounds for value receivorl, exchange os 

per indorsement, and place to account as per advice. 

Albert Robakts. 

To MBseBS. Mark, Brucb and Co., 

Rio DB Janeiro. 
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8. Tonisn BOL 
Documents against Acceptance wmi Interest Ci^usr. 

Exchange for £1,000. London, June 30, 19.. 

Ninety days after sight, pay this First of Exchange 

(Se<»nd and Third of the same tenor and date 
un|)aid) to tl»o order of IJoyds Bank, Ltd., Ixmdcm, 

the sum of one thousand poumis sterling, payable 

at the National Bank of India’s drawing rate for 

sight drafts on liondon on the date of payment, w'ith interest at the 

rate of 6 (six) per cent, per annum from the date hereof to the approxi¬ 

mate due date of the arrival of the n‘mittanc« in Ixjndon, value 

retvived. Documents to l>e surrendeitHl against acceptance. 

pp. A. Makks, Ltd. 

To MK.S.SK.S. Hovo A.ND Uk'IIariks. I. Ilnnrn, 

(’au'ctta. DircA-tor. 

In neeil a-ilh .\. Kiehanls and (’o.. for honour of <lrawers. 

9. Foreign BiU. 

DcKTMKXTS T«) BK Sl'KRKNnRRRD ON PaYMKST. 

$570. NomSOHAM, Oclobrr 22, 19.. ©Ninety »lays after sight of this our First of Exchange 

(Sc*e«»nd ami Thin! of same tenor ami date un|vaid), 

|wy to our ortler five hundred ami wventy 
dollars, value receivetl, anti place to awuuit 

as advise<l. .Shipiung documents attaehcil to lie 

SHirenderetl on payment. 

A. Robinson and Co. 

To Abki. Boyd, Esq., 
Shanuhai. 

FetUm to E BID; AooqitEnOB.—^The person who draws and signs 

• bill is called the drmnr, the persmi to whom it u acKIreaaed is the 
drmete, and the person to whom the bill is expressed to be pnAwble 
i* the payee. 

The only persona liable on a bill are the parties thereto, but a 
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person does not become a party until he affixes his signature to the 

instrument. When a bill is issued there is only one signature thereon, 

that of the drawer, and he is therefore the only person responsible for 

its due payment until it is signed by someone else. Very frequently, 

the drawer and the payee of a bill of exchange are the same pi’rsou, 

i.e., the drawer draws the bill payable to his oun order. If the 

drawee agrees to obey the order, i.e., to pay the bill, he signitira his 

consent to the order by writing his name across the face of the bill. 

This is called accepting ” the bill, and the bill, which Ixdore 

acceptance is frequently n-ferred to as a “draft”, is then called 

an “ acceptance ". Usually, the drawer adds the word “ accepted ” 

to his signature, but the signature is the vital thing. When the bill 

is drawn payable “ after sight ”, it is necessary for the acceptor to 

add the date of presentation or “sighting ”, since it is from tlwt tlato 

that its maturity is iixe<l. It is customary when ac<r]>ting a bill 

to add the name and address of the banker who will pay it at 

maturity. This is called “ domiciling ” a bill. Thus the acc<‘i>tanee 

of a bill drawn payable at a spccifietl i)erkKl after sight would, in 

practice, run as follow-s:— 

Accepted Jutly 15, 19... 

Payable at Lloyds Bank, Ltd. 

Kino Wiluaji St., E.C. 

Rctteb, Jonks, Focuces and Co. 

The result of acceptance is that the drawee liecomes a party to 

the bill primarily liable for its due payment, both to the drawer 

and to any other person w*ho may subsequently take the bill, whetb^T 

for value or not. The drawer is not, of course, liable on the bill 

to the acceptor, but, after acceptance, he remains liable to all other 

parties if the bill is not in due course paid by the acceptor. 

Indorsemant—If the payee iKlis the bill, or, as we say, transfers 

it for value, he evidences the fact of the transfer by writing his 

name mi the back of the bill. This is called “ indorsing ” the bill. 

Indorsement is necessary in all cases, except when the bill is drawn 

payable to bearer, or, having been drawn payable to order, has liecn 

indorsed in blank by the payee or indorsee, when the document imsses 

1^ mere delivery. Similarly, any holder who transfers an order bill 

must indorse it. Should the bill be dishonoured, each indorser, i.e., 

tfansfenw indorsement, is liable for its foil amount to all indorsers 

subsequent to himself, unless ho expressly excludes himself from 

UahOity by adding after his signature the words sons rmmrt, or 
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withoui rteowrat to me, or unleaa he indonee purely as agent, md the 

form of hia indorsement clearly shows that he is indorsing as the 

agent for another, and not as a principal, in which case the principal 

is liable, and not the agent. The acceptor of a bill is the person 

primarily liable, then the drawer, then each indorser in the order in 

which he indorsed. Thus the final holder of a bill may very well 
have quite a number of different guarantees that the bill will be paid, 

as the security of the instrument increases with the number of sig* 

natures thereon. Indeed, so numerous sometimes are the indorsements 

that the back of the biU is iiunifficient to accommodate them, and a 

slip of paper, called an " allonge has to be attached to the bill 

itself to provide additional space for them. 

Usanoe.—-A perusal of the specimens gi\'en above will show that 

the term of bills, i.e., the time within which they are payable, 

is variable. Hills may be drawn {layable at sight, or on demand, 

or within a few days of sight or date, or at quite long intervals after 

sight or date. There is no general rule, legal or otherwise, for fixing 

these periods, but as between certain countries it has long been the 

usage to <lraw bills at a certain customary fwriod after date or after 

sight. For example, cotton bills between New York and London are 

usually draw*n at sixty da>*8' sight, that being the long-established 

" usance ” between the two centres. 

Formerly, hills u«>d to Is* draum at one, two or more 

usnnctHi; but this practice can now be reganicMl as obsolete, though 

the " usance " between two c<*ntr«*s may still be of some importance 

in determining the rights and liabilities of parties to a contract. 

Nowadays, the term “ usance ” is use«l to denote the term of oay 

farm of rnnittanee, aiwl it is in this 8<'nse that it is used in some lists 

of exchange rates where a column hcailcd “ usance ” 8{iecifies the form 

of remittance to which the exchange rale quotwl refers. 

Dl]W of OfMt.—In the British Isles, on all bills other Utan Uroee 

drawn payable on demand, at sight, or which are overdue, Uiree days 

of grace beyond the time of payment menUtmt'd in the lull are 

allowed before a bill becomes legally due for payment. If the last 

day of grace falls on a Bank Holiday, then the bill is payable on tbo 

day after, but if the last day ot grace falh on a Sunday, Christmas 

Bay or Good Friday, the bill is payable m the {Mreoeding busineM 

day. If the last day of grace fails on a Sunday, and the secemd 

day of grace b a Bank Holiday, the bill is paj'able on the succeeding 
business day. 

Bays of graoe are not allowed in most foreign countries. 
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Crienlatiiig D«ie of Fvnneni—In oalonlating the due date of a 

bill, calendar moniha are reckoned and no allowance is made for 

lacking days. For example, a lull dated Slst January at one month 

is payable on the third day after the 28th February, i.e., on the 

3rd March, whereas a similar bill dated 29th February in a leap year 

is payable on the 1st of Ajuil. 

Of course, if a bill is drawn payable at so many day» after date 

or sight, the requisite number of days most be carefully calculated 
by taking into account the varying number of days in the different 

m<Hiths, due regard being paid to the fact that February has 29 days 

in each leap year as against 28 days only in an ordinary year. 

Thus, a bill dated 1st January, 1932, and made payable “ 90 days 

after date*’, would fall doe for payment on the 3rd April, 1932, 

whereas a similar bill dated 1st January, 1933, would not fall due 
untU tbe 4A April. 1933. 

Stimp Date.—Nearly all countries require stamp duty to 

be paid on bills of exchange drawn or negotiated within them. 

Foreign bills usually bear adhesive stamps, inland bills must gt>ncrally 

be drawn on impressed stamp paper. The duties vary considerably 

in different countries, according to tbe nature of the bill and the 

time for which it is drawn. Bills on demand bear a small stamp, 

whereas those for long periods usually re<iuire ad valorem duties on the 

amount for which they are drawn. 

Under British law, foreign-drawn bills must have adhesive stamps 

affixed by the person who first negotiates them in this country, but 

inland bills, with some exceptions noted hereunder, require to Im 

drawm on paper impressed with tbe appropriate stamp. The duties 

are as follows:— 

Bill of exchange payable on demand, or at sight, or on 

presentation, or within three days after date or sight 

for any amount (both inland and foreign drawn) ... 2d. 

Note.—^Tbe stamp may be either impressed or adhesive. 

Bill of exchange of any other kind and any promissory note 

(except a Bank note) for an amount 

not exceeding £10 . . . . 2d. 

Exceeding £10 but not „ £2ff . . . . 3d. 

£25 ,. „ £60 . . . . 6d. 

» £60 ,, „ £76 . . Od. 
„ £76 „ ,,£100 . . * . Is. 

Every additional £100 or fiuotkmal part thereof Is 
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Note.—Thew atampa muat be impreaaed on aU Ulla draum in this 

oonnbry other than thoae apeoified above, but for f<H<eign-drawn billa 
the apedal adheaive atampa moat be uaed. It muat be understood 
that the definition of an inland bill in the Billa of Exchange Act, 
1882, doea not apfdy for atamping purpoaea. The Stamp Act lays 
down that billa drawn in the United Kingdom muat bear impreaaed 
stampa although they may be foreign billa within the former Act, 
aa, for example, a bill drawn in England on a peraon resident abroad 
and made payable abroad. For porpoeea of stamfung, it should be 
noted, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man are regarded aa foreign 
places. 

The duty payable on a bill of exchange drawn and exinesaed to 
be payable out of the United Kii^om, when actually paid or indorsed 
or in any manner negotiated in the United Kingdom, is aa follows:— 

Where the bill exceeds £S0 but does not exceed £100...6d. 
For every additional £100 or fractional part thereof ...fid. 

For example, a bill drawn in Paris payable in Berlin is correctly 
stamped fid. per cent, if negotiated in this coiuitry, but a bill drawn in 
Paris payable in London requires stamping in accordance with the 
schedule given above. 

Note.—The stamp duty on bills over £100 according to the 
above table is at the rate of Is. jier £100, or Is. per 2,000 shillings, 
i.c., the duty is | per mdle. This rate of stamp duty is often taken 
for working examples on the exchanges, as it is a fair average fur 
most countries. 

Vaiioas Kindi of Billl.—The specimens of bills given above indicate 
that many different t>7>cs are met with in practice. 

Cheques, “ demand drafts ” nn«l “ sight drafts " are terms used 
for bills which are payable on presentation to the drawee. Cheques 
are paid without acceptance. 

Long BiXU are thoae which are drawn payable at a certain specified 
period after date or sight. They are sometimes called cttirency biUs, 

a tom which is, however, ambiguous, stnoe it may refer either 
(a) to a HU which has not yet reached maturity and is therefore 
current, or (6) to a HU which is drawn in foreign currency and not 
in sterling. 

LUcowiae, the phrase “ current o/ a bdl ” may refer either to the 
period which tlie HU has bUU to run before its maturity, or to the 
monetary unit or nnits in terms of which the HU is expressed, though 
ihe former meaning is the most nsoal. When a HU is said to be 
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drawn “ ol a oorraioy ”, the meaning is that the Nil is payable at 
BO many days, weeks or months after date or sight. The expression 
does ntd refer to the monetary units in terms of which the bill is 
payable. 

Short BiSU are those which, whatever their original tenor, have 
only ten days or so to run before maturity. 

Bank BUta include (a) bank drafts, which are drawn by bankers 
in one place cm their branches, agents or correspondents in an¬ 
other, either at the request of their customers, or of the branches, 
agents or correspondents; and (6) onlinary commercial Nils which 
are accepted by a reputable bank. 

In the Market, bank bills are known as lint-class bills, or ” best 
paper ”, or “ financial paper ”, because of the financial guarantee 
embodied in the signature thereon of a well-known bank, either as 
drawer, acceptor, or indorser. 

Bills wNch bear the signature of a bank in the capacity of indorser 

(and not of drawer or acceptor) are not rcgardtHl as tmnk bills pro|M<r, 
thou^ they are included with the latter in the general term ” bank 
paper ”. 

Trade Bills, or Commercial Bills, also described as " ordinary 
bills ”, “ trade paper ” or “commercial paper ”, are those arising from 
the usual course of mercantile dealing between merchants and manu¬ 
facturers. Although these instruments arc usually quite secure they 
fail to command as good a price in the Market as bank paper (i.e., 
they can he discounted only at higher rates of discount) becauw* the 
credit of the parties is not considered to lie as good as that of the 
banks and financial houses whose signatures appear on bank pa]WT. 

Bank Bills and Trade Bills con be either (a) currency bills or tenor 

Nils, or (6) demand drafts or cheques. Long bills arc more usual 
between distant centres. 

CSswi Bills and Docamentazy Bills.—Documentary Bills are those 
the payment of which is secured not only by the parties to the 
Nils but also by mwchandise. A documentary bill has attached 
to it the documents relating to the sNpment in respect of which 
the bill is drawn. These documents wre usually:—^the Bill of Lading, 
Marine Lunruice Polity, Invoice, and, sometimes, a C^ertificate of 
Orq;m of the goods, or a Consular Invoke. As a bill of lading is a 
doenmoat of title, bona fide possession of the bill of lading is tanta- 
mount to possession of the goods; so, if the documentary Nil is 
dishoDonted either ly non-aooeptanee or ly non-payment, the person 
in possession of the bill of lading can obtain the goods. eeU them 
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and Apply proceeds against the amount of tlie dishonoured bill. 
Seeing slw that the holder of such a bill has the security of the 
drawei* and indorsers, he can call upon all or any of them to make 
good whatever deficiency may be disclosed between the amount of 
the bill plus expenses, and the proceeds of sale of the goods. 

The documents are usually given up to the drawee when he 
accepts the bills, and in such cases the bill is marked “ Documents 
against Acceptance ”, and is known as a ” D/A Bill ”, or an ” accep¬ 
tance ” bill. In other cases, where the credit of the drawee is nut 
considered so good, the documents are not to be given up until pay¬ 
ment is made, and the bills are marked ” Documents against Pay¬ 
ment ”, and are known as ** D/P Bills ” or simply “ payment bills ”. 

Frequently, the drawee of a D/P bill may wi^ to obtain possession 
of the grxxis before the bill of exchange is due for payment, but as 
he caimot claim the goods without the relative documents, he must 
make a special arrangement with the person holding the bill and 
documents so that he can obtain and handle the latter in order to 
obtain the goods. When the bill is in the hands of a bank, the 
drawer is usually asktMl to sign a document in favour of the accom¬ 
modating bank called a Trust Iteceipt. by which he pledgee himst^lf to 
hold the goods in trust for the liank. Alternatively, he is allowed 
by mercantile mstom to take up. i.e., pay the tall, at any time 
before it is duo, under rebate, and so obtain the documents, the 
rebate allowance made by the banker being as a rule } % above 
the rate for short deposits for the period the bill has to run. 

Sometimes, too, bills are markwl D;A/D or D/A/P. The former 
instruction {DoenmenU a^in-et Aeeeptamce at eoUeOimg bank’e Du~ 

eretion) enables the collecting hanker to withhold the documents 
if any circumstances arise which render it a<lvisable in the interests 
of the drawer tiuit the documents should not be surmidcred cxoe[^ 
against payment by the drawee. The documents would be withheld, 
for examine, if the ctdlecting banker bad reason to suspect the sol¬ 
vency of the drawee; but if there were no such suspicious circum¬ 
stances, they would be surrendered. 

The D/A/P clause {Dommraia agaitui Aa»pkiHe« pronded all 

ovisianding drafU are Paid) is an instruction to the collecting 
bank to withhold the documents if other bills in course of cuUectioo, 
And having the same drawers and drawees, have bevsi dishonoured. 

Clean BtUs have no documents attached, either because they do 
not relate to t^ sale of goods or beoanse the credit of the drawee 
is considered sofflciently good to permit the doeuments to be sent 
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to him direct (see Chap. XV). It will be appreciated that a D/A bill 
becomes a clean bill when it has been accepted, since the documents 
are remo\’ed from the bill and handed to the acceptor. 

The majority of dean bills fall within the category of finance bills, 
i.e., bills drawn by banks on-their foreign agents and bitmches, not 
against the actual shipment of goods, but for the purpose of transferring 
funds or satisfying the demand for exchange when trade bills are in 
sh(»t supfdy. (See Accommodation BiUa, bdow.) 

Disbonofor ol Bill.—U a bill is not accepted by the drawee when 
it is presented for acceptance, or paid by him when it is presented 
for payment, the bill is said to be dishonoured, and the presenting 
banker may have it “ noted ” by a notary public. The bolder of a 
bill which is dishonoured must immediately give notice of dishonour 

to the drawer of the bill and any indorsers whom he intends to hold 
liable for payment, otherwise he will be unable to hold them liable 
for due payment. After having been noted, a foreign bill may be 
''protested", or the holder may have it protested immediately after 
dishonour, and so dispense alto^ther with the formality of noting. 
Usually, however, the bill is noted first, as this is a relatively simple 
and inexpensive procedure, and later, if it is decided to sue on the 
bill in a foreign country, the holder can have the noting *' extended ” 
into a formal protest as of date of the noting. A notary’s protest 
is l^al proof of dishonour in every country where the lex mereaioria 

prevails. The ex])enses of noting and protest can be recovered from 
any of the parties liable on the bill. 

ClM ol Hood.—On some bills, as in Example 8 (p. 25), an indi¬ 
cation is made at the foot of the name of some person or persons 
who will pay the bill in case of dishonour for the account of a party 
to the bill, usually the drawer. The object of this is to obviate the 
considerable loss arising from the dishonour of the bill in a foreign 
country, and to preserve the honour and good name of the party 
for whom the case of need acts. Payment in such a case does not 
discharge the party at fault, who remains liable on the bill if bis signature 
appears thereon, otherwise he remains liable on the commercial contract. 

The insertion of a “ case of need ” is particularly useful in regard 
to documentary 1^, the dishonour of which usually means that the 
drawee has refused to take delivery of the goods. In such ciroum- 
stances the referee in case of need, who will usually be an agent or 
eorrespondent of the drawer, will be able to obtain possession of the 
goods and to realise tiunn qniddy at the best price obtainable, so 
reducing to a minimum tbe loos suffered by the drawer. 
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It must be obeerved, however, that the h<dder of a bill which 
inoludes a oaM of need ia not bound to resort to the latter if the 
bill ia dishonoured, though in practice he will oauidly do so in 
his own interests. 

Aceommodattoin Bills.—Where a bill does not arise from any 
actual commercial transaction, whereby one person becomes a 6oiia 
fide debtor of another, but is created solely in order to enable one 
(or more) of the parties to it to put himself in funds by discount* 
ing the bill, it is knouTi as an Accommodation Bill, and the person 
or persons lending their names for the purpose are called Aeeom^ 

modation Parties. The person primarily liable on such a bill is the 
{icrson accommodated, bo he drawer, acceptor or indorser of the 
bill. 

Such bills are naturally frowned upon by {jankers and they would 
not knowingly facilitate their use. This is not so much a question 
of commercial morality as of financial prudence, for accommodation 
bills are more likely to be dishonoured than are genuine trade biUs, 
since the signatories usually resort to this device because their financial 
position ia weak. 

Not all accommodation bills, however, are of an undesirable 
character. There is one class of accomrootiation paper, in particular, 
which bankers handle largely and which serves a most useful purpose. 
In agricultural countries, for example, where the inhabitants live on 
the proceeds of sale of harvestiHl cro|>s, Itankers are called upon early 
in the year to supply drafts to the merrhanta of such countries to 
|Niy for their imiiorts of manufactured articles ami machinery. These 
drafts arc issued by the bankers against the future proceeds of bills 
which the merchants will draw later in the year when the harvest 
has been ingathcred, sold and exported. Obviously, this kind of 
antici|>atory drawing is capable of very wide and beneficial extension, 
and such bills, as well as finance bills proper (see page 32), stand in 
a very different category from accommodation bUls properly so called, 
and derisively referred to as “ kites ", or " windmills ”. 

Bills known as " bites " are similar to other accommodation bills 
in so far os they arc drawn merely for the purpose of raising mrmey, 
but they are derisi\’ely called " kites " l)coause they are drawn by 
a firm or bouse (called a " kite flyer ”) which, trading on its repu* 
tation, induces other parties to accept its bills for a consideration 
for the sole purpose of placing itself in funds. The process ia known 
as “ kite-flying 

Market dealers find it diflioult to deteot suoh bills, as the opera* 
8 
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tions are often oarried out by finaiioe houses, sometimes even by 
banks, which have drifted into difficulties and choose this method 
ot keeping their heads above water—^for a time. A well-known 
instance was provided in the case of the Bank of Egypt which failed 
some years ago. This bank raised money over a long period by 
selling its drafts on London in return for cash in Egypt, and by 
providing cover for the drawings by drawing afresh. Gradually the 
Market dealers became suspicious, and, as soon as they showed 
hesitancy in taking more of the bank’s paper, its activities came 
to a sudden end. 

Houa Fliper.—Bills drawn by one branch or office of a bank 
or mercantile firm on another branch of the same concern (i.e.. so 
that drawer and drawee are identical) are known as " Rouse i^pur ", 
or derisively as " Pig on Pork Occasionally, the operations in¬ 
volving the issue of such bills are long undetected because one branch 
may be trading under a diffcitmt name from the other and the bills 
may continue almost indefinitely to pass as " two-name paper ". 

Of course, if such bills have a backing in the export or import 
of merchandise and have attached to them the documents covering 
the shipments, they are perfectly good. But when, as sometimes 
happens, they have no documents attached, it is necessary to ensure 
that they do in fact represent an actual traiuaction, e.g., they may 
be drawn by the office overseas to obtain funds for moving produce 
from the interior to the coast. By reason of the difficulty of testing 
the genuineness of bills of this t^'pe, doubt is often thrown rm their 
value, and the Market always becomes suspicious when such bills 
regularly come forwarri without documents. 

Cnm4taing.—Another practice sometimes resorted to by dabblers 
in accommodation bills is known as “ croiu-firing ", a term given 
to the system under which two parties regularly draw bills on each 
other, i.e., regularly give acoommorlation each to the other, and so 
enable each other to raise funds for current operations. Uko most 
transactions involving the issue of pure accommodatimi bills, this 
practice is, of course, thoroughly unsound. 

BOIl fat h Set—Bills on foreign places are usually drawn in a 
set of two or three parts, denominate First, Second and Third of 
Exchange, all of which are exactly similar except for the number 
and reference to the other parts, but only one part is accepted, and 
onlfy one part is stamped, the tiiree parts forming one hill. The 
object is to relieve die parties of the consequencce of the km of ona 
part in the eoniae of tranemieeion, and also to facilitate ncgotla- 
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tioD. Tb« First of Exchange con be sent forward to the drawee for 
acceptance, the Second following by a later mail, while the Third 
part can be negotiated at once. When the three parts reach their 
destination, they are attached tc^ether, and are thereafter regarded 
as one bill. The drawee of a bill in a set should always take care 
to accept only one part (otherwise he will be liable on every part he 
accepts), and the holder should endeavour to got possession of all 

three. 
IntsnfL—As a rule, interest does not enter into bill transactions 

arising from the purchase and sale of goods, but sometimes express 
provision is made for the payment of interest (see Examine 8, p. 25). 
In that case, the amount of the bill to be paid by the dravree is 
increased by interest at a fixed rate for the period menti<med in the 
bill. A “ sum certain in money ” is no less a sum certain because 
it has to be paid with interest, or by stated instalments, or at an 
indicated rate of exchange. 

If such a bill is offered to a Irnnker for n^otiation (i.c., sale) he 

will obviously be willing to ]iay more for it than he would for a bill 

similar in every other respect but Iti'aring no interest clause. He 

will, in fact, give the seller cre*lit for the interest that will lie added 

to the bill. In due course the Imnker, through his agent, will collect 

from the drawee the face value of the instrument, p/iis interest at 

the preserilied rate for the |ierifvl inentiomHl in or determinable from 

the bill. 



^^^^jEJdAirrER III 

THE BASIS GH WHICH CUBBERCIES EXCHANGE 

In the fiist chapter it was ez|daincd briefly how the debts arising 
from international trade are settled through the intermediary of 
bankers who bay and sell rights to money payable in other countrice. 
By way of illustration we took the case where an exporter, Arnold 
of London, drew a bill on lus debtor in Cape Town, and we assumed, 
few the sake of simplicity, that the bill was drawn and payable in 
tterling. 

Although many debts arising from the export of goods are nowa¬ 
days payable in the buyer’s currency, the vast majority of inter¬ 
national debts are expressed to be payable is terms of the curreHcy 

or money of the creditor's oum country. An American who buys “ old 
masters ” in London generally undertakes to pay for them in sterling, 
while a London merchant who buys fashionable dresses in Paris has 
usually to provide pa^Tnent for them in French francs. 

Clearly, the American who has to pay money in London must buy 
the ri^t to the requisite amount of steriing with his own currency— 
dollars—and, similarly, the London merchant who has to |iay a debt 
in Paris must buy the right to the requisite number of fran*^ in I’aris. 
We already know how this is done—the debtors merely resort to the 
hanks who make a business of buying and selling rights to money in 
all parts of the world. But what we do not know is the solution to 
the problem already postulated in the first chapter—why arc so many 
fmaen at any particular time regarded as equal to the English pound 
steriing! On what basis do francs exchange for pounds, or pounds 
for doUant Or, more generally, on what basis does one currency 
frrnbangia for another currmicy f What govrwns the price d the mtmey 
of one country in torms of tiie money of anotho’l 

At Bito of Bwhame.—Many students of Foreign Exchange 
saqMrisoM difficulty at this point because they fail to undentand how 
H is possihte to buy money with money, and how it is possible to have 
a ** priee *’ for nwmey when monqy it^ is i»ed to express the prioss 

N 
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of all othcnr articles. Such difBcaltios would be understandable if we 
were considerii^ only one form of money, but in F<«dgn Exchange we 
are concerned with Uie buying and selling cd one form of money in 
terms of another form of money. The best plan, therefore, is to regard 
all foreign currencies—whether they exist as coins or notes, or meedy 
as righta to currency in the form of bills or credit balances in a bank’s 
books—in exactly the same light as any other commodities which we 
buy and sdi. Nowadays, it is as easy to enter a bank and buy so 
many thousand francs or dollars or |)esetas as it is to enter a stock¬ 
broker's office and buy the same number of gramophone shares, or to 
enter a local grocer’s shop and buy a number of candles or tablets of 
soap. 

In Foreign Exchange*, thc‘n, we are concerned with the buying and 
selling of one money or currency for another money or curreimy, and, 
the price of the unit of one curreney in terma of another currency ia cattoi^ 

a Hate of Exchange. 

Fixed ** and “ lloeable ”, Pence and Cnnency Bates.—On the 
Ijondun >farket tliere an; two ways of expressing these inices or rates 
of exchange. Tiu* pricra of some currencies are expressed in the same 
way as any other prices in this countr)', i.e., ia terma of pounds, ahillinga 
and pence per foreign unit of currency. At the time <d writing, the rate 
of exchange on India is about Is. 6d. pi'r rupee, while that on Hong- 
Kong is almut I7d. jier dollar. Hates of exchange quoted in this way 
an* dettcrilied as pence ratca, or ns "fixed" or "certain" or "direct" 
rates. 

The majority of rates cpioUxI in London, however, arc expressed in 
reverse fashion, i.e., in terms of foreign curreney to the £1. Thus, the 
price of Fn*nch cum*ncy in terms of sterling, or the rate of exchange 
on France, is given in terms of francs and centimos piff £1, e.g., £1 
<e= 124*50 francs. The rates of exchange on U.S.A., Germany, Bel- 
giimi and other important countries are similarly quoted, the rates 
being referred to as currency rates, or as " nuwabte ", " umeerUtim ", 

“ indirect " or “ mriabte, " rates (in contra-distinction to the pence 
quotatioiw referred to abo\’e) because the price is expressed in terms 
of foreign currency. 

For some inexplicable reason the latter method of quoting the rates 
of exchange gives studmits of Ftweign Exchange no end of trouble, but 
a little ctmsideration will at once show that thma b re(dly no difficulty 
about it at all. If we miter a shop and buy three noveb for £1, we say 
that the price of each novel b 6s. 8d. But we could just as well regard 
oumdves as sdUtog our £1 note for noveb, and coorider the selling 
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price of our £1 oc three oovds In just the saxue way» we can buy 
(MT aril French franca in tenna of so many pence per franc or in terms of 
80 many francs per £1; and just as bananas are cheaper when they 
are “ seven for sixpence ” than when they are “ five for sixpence ”, 
so are francs cheaper at 125 to the £ than at 124 to the £. 

There are several reasons for the preference for the ” currency 
rate ” method of quotation in London. One reason is that the pound 
sterling is one of the world's largest monetary units, so that it is more 
ocHCiTeiuent to quoto in terms of the smsller units to the £1 to 
quote in terms of a few pence to the foreign unit. But the more impor* 
tant reason is that the quotation of the price of foreign currency in 
this way facilitates comparison with the prices of steiiing as quoted 
in ^e worid's most important financial centres, having originated 
when the pound sterling was supreme in the worid’s markets, 
and British toaders did not dream of quoting prices in foreign 
currency. Then there were coni]mrativcIy few dealings in foreign 
exchange in Ixindon, and Continental (luotations were iisetl as the 
basis of all operations. 

Mnchanls Boy at the Bate of Richawga.—We should now under¬ 
stand that the merchant who wishes to pay a debt abroad must pay 
his bank sufficient sterling to buy the riglit to the requisite amount of 
foreign currency at the prevailing rate of exchange. 

Suppose that on a given day a Loiulon bank quotes the rate of 
exchange on Paris as 125 00 francs per £1. and that Brown <rf London 
wishes to pay 10,000 francs to Monsieur Noir of Paris for goods received. 

10 000 
Brown wUI pay the bank -j~' »e., £80, and will be handed a sight 

draft on the bank's Paris agent for 10,000 francs. This he will send to 
Monsiear Noir, and that gentleman will obtain payment in his own 
currency by presenting the draft for payment to the Paris agent of the 
lAmdon bank. In ordinary circumstances the London bank will have 
a balance in francs standing to its credit in the books of its Paris agent, 
and against this balance the amount of 10,000 francs will be debited 
in respect ot the draft cashed for Monsieur Noir. 

MidEst Oondittein of Dsnuuid ud Supply.—But the foregoing 
explanation does not indicate why, at any particular time, £1 thovld be 

worth 126-00 fraiK*. or 4-86 doUan, or 36 00 belgas, and not more or 
IsM. Of course, if there is a much greater demand in London for 
fnwm to-moirow than there is Unlay, then the banks may give their 
enitomen only 124-60 francs per £1 to-morrow although they may be 
wiiliiig to give 126-00 franca per €1 to-day. The pitee orrato «l 
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CTfihMigB betiwaeii any two saoh currencies will naturally vary some¬ 
what according to the vagaries of supply and demand, in just the same 
way as the price of eggs on a country market varies according to the 
relationship between the quantities brought in for sale by the local 
farmers and the quantities demanded by the people who come to the 
market to buy. 

From a more practical aspect, an excessive demand for francs in 
London means that London banks are being asked to atU more French 
francs than they are being offered or than they have available for 
sale. Finding their balances of francs in Paris becoming depleted, 
Uie banks endeavour to adjust matters by charging a higher price 
for francs, i.e., they offer to sell Um francs per £1 and so lower the 
rate of exchange on Paris. Moreover, in order to keep up their 
French balances, the iumks will bid for francs in the Market, i.e., 
they will offer to accept fewer francs (wr £1, and their actions in this 
direction also will tend to depress the rate. 

If, on the other hand, there is an excessive supply of francs in 
London, i.e., if the I/>ndon banks are lx:>ing asked to buy considerably 
more francs than they are aske<i to sell, their balances in Paris will 
grow larger tlian is considered desirable, while their funds in London 
will to that extent be depleted. Hence, their unwillingness to make 
further purchases of francs will find expression in a reduction in the 
price they arc willing to pay for them, i.e., in a rise in the rate of 
exchange, London on I’aris, while this chea{«cning of francs will have 
the effect of encouraging buyers of francs to come forward, so tending 
to level up demand and supply. 

The supply ci any currency in London at any particular time will 
consist mainly of offerings of rights to that currency in a variety of 
fewms by persons who have sent goods, securities or money to the 
foreign country. The demand for the foreign currency arises chiefly 
from persons in this country who have to buy rights to Utai currency 
in ordor to pay for goods, securities or money imported from the 
foreign country concerned. And, as we have seen, both the demand 
and the sop|dy will bo concent rated ultimately in the hands of 
the banks. 

In addition to demand and supply springing from the actual tnms- 
fer of eommodities, ftweign currencies will be in demand to pay for a 
variety of servioes rendered by other countries in connection with the 
tnanfer, insurance and financing of goods, while, conversely, ofofngs 
of foreign ourrenoy will be made by British shipownere, factoR, com* 
nMon agents, aooepting houses and other aguicies which undertake 
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servkcs connected with the transfer and finance of goods on forc'ign 
acooont. 

Hie elements thus entering into the aggregate indebtedness 
brtween one country and other countries are more fully considered 
in Chapteia X and XIII. 

From the middle of the nineteenth century, when Goschen wrote 
his fanHNiB Theory of the Foreign Exchangee, until the pt'riod of the 
Ghost War it was almost generally agreed that tlie ratee of exchange 
between any two countries were determined by the market conditimis 
d supply and demand for remittancce from one country to the othtw, 
and that those conditions depended mainly on the balance of trade 
indebtedness between the two countries. 

It was left to Professor Gustav Cassel, of StockJidm, to emphasise 
tile fact that the explanation afforded by this orthodox theory of the 
foreign exchanges does not go far enough. Whilst it exiJsined the 
course d the exchanges in the normal circumstaiu*et» of pre-war days, 
it offered no satisfactory explanation of tlie abnormal position and 
unparalleled fluctuations of Uie rates of exchange between independent 
currencies daring and immediately after the Great War. Apart from 
the fact that the movements were of such frequency and of such extent 
that they could not be accounted for by the din*ction of trade even 
in normal circumstances, trade between many nations during the 
period d violently fluctuating exchange rates was practically at a 
standstill. 

Some d the fluctuations were, of course, attributable to the action 
d speculators in foreign currencies, who, during and after the War. 
made enormous purchases or sales of foreign currencies according to 
tiiear judgment whether the future value of tliosc currencies was likely 
to rise or to fall. For, in addition to what wo may term legitimate 
demand and supply, based on payments for goods, securities atul ser¬ 
vices, there is always an important epeeulative demand and supply in 
the most important foreign currencies. Just as on the Stock Exchange 
we have “ bulls ” who buy certeun shares they do not wish to hdd in 
the expeetotion d a rise in price, and “ bears ” who sell certain shares 

wdiieh they do not possess in the hope that the price d these sharm will 
lafl stiO further, so also the fmeipi exchange market has its bulls and 
hean who buy and sell the various currencies in tiie hope d making 
profile from fluotoations in the rates d exdiange. 

IheieenltdsiMh conditions is that there urn continual movements 
in the piins^pal rates d exchange not only from day to day, but also 
from hour to hour. Sometimes the movements are very sU^I; at 
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other Umee they are violent in tiie extreme. But in all caaea, t^e 

actual rate of exchange at which buaineaa ia tranaaeied ia—aa Whittaker 

BO wdl remarka—“ forged out between the and tito anvil of 
bid and offer At any particular moment, or on any particular day, 

dollars are worth in terma of pounds only ukat (he buyera on the market 
will five for them, or, conversely, what edlere are prepared to lake for 
them. If the market ia flooded with doUan, or if speoulatom are sdling 

dollars for all they are worth, then the price of dcdlaiB in terma of 

pounds will fall rapidly. On the other hand, if there are rdatively 
few dcdlais on offer, and bulla ” of dollara are much in evidence on 

the market, then the price df dollars will rise and the rate of exchange 

on New York will express the prevailing tendency. 

But even after giving due weight to the effects <d the whims and 

fancies of speculators, the existing theory did not afford a true inter¬ 

pretation (d the position at which the rates of exchange tended in the 

long run to rest, and, for this reason, Profeaaor Oaasd and others set 

themselves to find a fundamental theory of the foreign exchanges 

which would not merely explain the trend cd exohaitgc movements in 

terms of the balance of trade or of indebtedness, but would, as it were, 

get behind tire old theory and explain why the balance of indebledneee 
arieing for settlement at any time should be what it is. In other 

words, they sought to determine why a foreign currency is in demand 
(U all and what, in the long run, determines the price that people, 

say, in this country, are willing to give for dollars or francs or 
pesetas. 

Tnw Value and Market Piioe.—The reader who has some acquaint¬ 

ance w*ith Ivconornkw will know that the market price of a commodity, 

as determinetl by demaml and supply at any particular time, may have 

very little, if any, relation to the normal jtriee of the commodity as deter- 

minnl by its cost of production. Again, to-day’s price of a gramophone 

share on the London Stock ISxchange may have been forced up by 

promoters, underwriten and bull apeculaton out of all {Hopration to 

the true value td the share aa an investment and interest-bearing 

security. In just the same way, the price of one currency in terms of 

another aa indicated by the prevailing rate of exchange may be merriy 

Uie molt of market bargaining and afford no patticolar indication ci 
the real value of one oorrmioy in terms of the other. 

But howevw much the prioe of a commodity, of a ahare or of a 
currency may fluctuate from day to day, there is in the long run a 
true value to which the market jwioe always tends to return. In the 
oaae of a omnmodit^ that true value is He oost of prodoetton, while in 
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the case oi a share it is its inveatment and income valoe. What, then, 
is the tone or ultimate value of one currency in terms of another cur¬ 
rency? The answer isthat, in the long run, the worth of one ouirenoy, 
A, in terms of another ouirenoy, B, is judged by a oompariscm of the 
pwrcMatiitg power oi A with the purchasing power of B. 
J Ihe Rdatire Powdiarfng Power o! Two CorrMiciea.-;:jdoney, we have 

seen, is wanted nmdy because it gives its possessor the power to pur- 
ehaee the goods and stsrvioee of othen. Since each country uses its 
own particular form of money, that particular form must be obtained 
by anyone who wishes to purchase goods or services from the country 
eonoemed. In ordinary circumstances it would be usdess for a Spanish 
trader to try to buy tinned meat in Chicago with pesetas, or for an 
American merchant to offer dollars in pajrment for silk purchased by 
him in Milan. In the absence of special arrangements, selleis of goods 
expect to be paid in their own money—that money which is provided 
f<Mr thdr use by the State, and which represents the only nnivcmal 
form of purchasing power within the boundaries of that State. 

Now, at any particular time, people in London who are buying 
dollars or francs or marks may bo willing to giro for them whatever 
they are asked in the market—they will be prepared to buy at the 
prevailing rate of exchange. They buy dollars because that is the 
only way in which they can obtain purchasing power wherewith to 
pay their debts in the States; and. if the rate fails to reflect the true 
worth, there will be an adjustment in the demand for dollars which 
will bring about an sfljustmcnt in the rate quoted. In the long ran, 
the price which will be paid for ddlars is determined by the quantity 
of goods which dollars will buy as compared with the quantity <rf 
goods which pounds will buy; in the long run, buyers of dollars in 
this country will give for them only what they are considered to be 
worth in terms of goods and aervkes. 
/ We judge the value at a foreign currency to us by its command 

over goods and servkes (i.e., its purchasing power) as compared with 
the command of our own money over similar goods and services. The 
greater the pnrehasing power of tiie foreign currency unit, the hi|^iar 
the price we are wiUi^ to pay for it. As we have seen, pureharing 
power is indicated by the gm^ level'of prices, so that if prices in a 
forai^Pt country are high compared with our own, the money of that 

oomitiy will not go very far, and we therefore expect to get more of its 
money in erehange for onr own money. the franc or the peaeta ii 
not parohaaing enooih goode and aervicee to aathd^ onr gi 
jmUea or eqpiaUty at the moment, we will not pay a high price lor it^ 
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and the highw the level erf prioee in the foreign country rdntive to our 
own prioee, the less will we pay for the money of that country. If 
we have purchaeod goode in France and have -therefore to obtain 
francs to meet the debt, we may be obliged to pay the rate demanded 
by our bankers; but if we consider the rate too high, we shall be very 
oareful in giving further ordera fur goods from Paris. And normally, 
of course, any purchaser of French goods will take into account 
the ruling level of the exchange before giving bis orders for the 
goods. 

Let us state the position in another way. A pound in my pocket 
here in this country will purchase so much—it has a certain purchasing 
power in terms of goods and services. I expect to get with it so many 
cigarettes, so many pouitds of sugar and so many loaves of bread. If 
I wish to buy goods from France, I must first exchange my pound for 
French currency, but having done so I ex|HKrt to get that amount <rf 
French currency which will enable me to buy just as many cigarettes, 
and just about an much sugar and brea<l, ns I can get for each £1 in 
England. I am willing to pay more or loss for the franc according 
as it gives me a greater or lens command over goods and services in 
Franco. If I had visited France in lill.*! and found that 2.'> francs 
went just about as far an a sovereign in England, then, of course, I 
should have been satisfied to exchange my Bank of England notes 
for francs in Paris at the rate of 2.’» |»er £1. But if I go to France 
to-ilay and find that it takes an many as HO francs to go as far as the 
pound note does in this country, I shall naturally ex]ieet to exchange 
my £5 nerfo for more than three times as many francs an I received 
in 1913. 

Professor Ckinad expresses these fundamental facts in this way; 
Our willingness to pay a certain price for foreign money must ulti¬ 

mately and essentially be due to the fact that Um money possesses a 
purchasing power as against commodities and services in that forrign 
country. On the other hand, if we offer so and so much of our own 
money, we are actually offering a purchasing poa'er as against com- 
moditiea and suvioes in our own country. Our \’alnation of a foreign 
currenoy in tmms of our own, therefore, mainly deitends on the relative 
purohasing power of the two currencies in their respective countries.^ • 

The Pnrdiaiiiii Powr Fwtty.—We may thus oonohide that the^ 
value of the unit of one ourrenoy in Uwms of another currency is deter¬ 
mined, of partiaiiar time, by the market crmditionB erf demand 
and oopply, but in tk* long nm timt value k determined by the reiativ« 

* Memg and Foniga Fmekmtgt AJttr 191#, p. 138. 
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'▼•lues ol the two ouiratoke aa indicated by their lelatiTe purchasing 

power over goods and services.') 
In other words, the rate of exchange, in spite of temporary fluotua- 

ti<ms due to the conditions demand and supply on the f(»eign 
exchange maihet, will tend to rest at that point which exiireBBes 
equality between thf respective purchasing powers of the two 
currawiee concerned. This point is called the Purchasing Pmctr 
ParUg. 

Let us consider by way of illustration some representative group 
or Mock of commodities which are in demand both in the United 
States and in Great Britain. For the moment we will ignore trans¬ 
port costs and assume that these goods can ]mi88 freely from the 
one country to the other without impediment or restriction of any 
kind, and that, at a- certain time, thk representative group ran be 
purchased in the States for $500 and in this country for £100. What 
then should we expect? Clearly that people in the two eountri(« 
would regard the purchasing }>owcr of |500 as equivalent to Ute pur¬ 
chasing power oi £100, and that, in exchanging doHan for pounds, they 
would expect to do so on tliis basis of the real relative worth of the two 
currencies. In other words, they would expect a rate of exchange of 
|5 per £1, and if, in fact, they did not receive this rate, their af'tions 
would cause economic forces to come into play which would tend to 
bring the exchange rate to this point. 

The truth of this can be easily verified. Suppose that, although 
|500 boy the same block of commodities as £100, yet the market rate 
of exchauDf^ is only $4 per £1. Then, so far as English purchasers of 
doUan are concerned, dollars are ovemUued in the foreign exchange 
market, because, for each £1, buyers get only |4, whereas, on the 
valoatkm of the dollar in terms of commodities, they should get |5 
per £1. On the other hand, so far as American porebasen of (wunds 
are concerned, pounds are undervalued in the foreign exchange market, 
because buyers hare to give only |4 toe each pound which represents 
pnidiasing power over commodities costing |5 in the States. 

Buyers of dollars in London would thus be dissatisfied with the 
market rate of exchange offered to them and they would refrain from 
enterfqg into farther transactions with America which would necessitate 
further purchases of ddlars. 

Srilen, on the contrary, would oideavoor to take advantage 
of the isiatlvely h^ price of dollars. Consequently, the London 
demand lor Arttats would fall off wh«sas the supidy would Incnnse^ 
the pcieeflfdflllsn would fall and the rate of exdiangs would rise. In 
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New Yoric, on the other hand, there would be eager buyen of atoling, 
but sellers would be disinclined to part with their holdings. The 
tendency would be for ddlais to be exchanged into pounds so that the 
proceeds could be spent in the centre where money is the more TaluaUe 
in terms of goods. Thus demand for sterling would tend to exceed 
supply and tto price of sterling in terms of doUus would rise, i.e., the 
rate of exchange on London would move upwards from $4 per £1, and 
would tend to rest at the purchasing power parity of $5 per £1. 

The adjustment would perhaps be slow, since many of the pur¬ 
chases and sales of foreign currency have to be made to liquidate 
existing contracts, and the buyers or sellers have to accept the current 
rates. But if the disequilibrium were sufficiently maihed and showed 
a likelihood of remaining, the adjustment would come about through 
the actions of traders in the two countries. 

In the illustration given, importers in this country would find that 
their imports from the United States were unprofitable and would 
either give up importing or drastically cut it down; whilst British 
exporters would hasten to expand their sales to the United States. 
Importers and exporters in the States would behave in enctly the 
opposite manner. As a result, there would be a reduction in the 
demand for dollars and an expansion in the supply, whilst sterling 
would be offered less and demanded more. These changes would 
cause the rate to more towards the purchasing power parity. 

How tho PniehMing Power Parity it Detamined.—In spite of its 
theoretical truth, the great practical difficulty about the purchasing 
power parity is that it is largely an abstract conception, ^ere is no 
absolute basis by which we can measure the rriative r^ values of two 
currencies because these currencies themselTos function in their respec¬ 
tive countries as tho basis of all values, and,^;yre have seen in dis¬ 
cussing jwioe index numbers, there is no ly?"* !^. *M!Wsing 
tho purchasing power or internal value of a currency, 

When, however, different currencies are linked together by the 
gedd standard, gold |»ovtdos us with a basis for determining the 
relative values of oommodities in different countries and also for 
oomparing the values of two different currencies by rdferenoe to their 
relative purchasing power in terms of gM. 

Ckdd, ws have shown, is an international eurnney, accepted 
throuf^out the world in full disohaige of debt and in full payment 
for oommodities. Whether it oonsists of bars or ingots, or of coins of 
a denomination whieh hi ntteily uninteUigible to the rsciptent, gold fa 
takmi anywhere and at any time, without cavfl or oonunent. 8o 
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that, » oonntry is on the gold standard, its motley, because 
of its relaticHiship to the common denominator, gold, is measurable 
in terms of any other gold currency, and it is so measurable in a way 
that is universally understood. 

The Padniiiig Power Parity under a Free Oold Standard.— 
Fot many years fnior to the outbreak of the Great War in 1914 the 
currencies of the principal countries of the world were based on what 
is known as the fuU gold tiandard or gold specie standard. This implied 
that the moneys of each of such countries were freely exchangeable 
for gold, in bullirm or in coin, at practically the same rates as those 
at which the standard coins were minted, that all debts payable in 
the countries concerned were, if required, payable in gold upon demand, 
and that gold cmns were in circulation. In other words, a French 
creditor who was owed £100 in London could obtain in payment 
either 100 gold sovereigns or gold bullion containing the same weight 
of pore gold as is contained in 100 sovereigns. Moreover, these 
sovereigns, or the bullion if it were preferred, could be taken to the 
Bank of France and gold francs containing an approximately equal 
weight of pure gold could be had in exchange. 

In these circumstances, gold flowed freely from one country to 
another. The prices of goods in the principal countries were gold 
prices. If, for any reason, gold became relatively scarce in one ot 
these countries, its commodity prices would fall. Other nations 
would therefore buy its goods and gold would temi to be sent to that 
country in pa3rment, thus increasing its supplies of gold and restoring 
its level of prices. The quantity of gold in existence thus tended to 
be dktributed among the nations according to their relative require* 
mernts, and prices throughout the world tended to reach equilibrium 
at the point where a given quantity of gold bought approximately the 
same quantity ot goods in one country as it did in another. In other 
words, both money (i.e., gdd) and goods tended to have the same value 
in ail places.^ 

CoodHiohs are much the same between natioiM which, in {dace 
of the full gold stmidard, have adopted one of its two modified forms, 
known respectively as the gold buOion standard and the gold eacdumge 
standard. The essential feature of any type of gold standard is that 
the value of Uie monetary unit is kept equal to the value of a defined 
weight of pore gold. Under the gold speem standard this is done 
by inoloding the defined weight of gedd in the standMd coin and by 
piaaing no restrictioiis on the exchange of bnllicm for coin, or vies 
vena, or on the export or import oi either bullion or g(dd oidn. 
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Under (he goU buUion standard (such a« waa opentive in this 
country from 1925 to 1931), gold ooina are replaced by notes tssned 
by the Qoeemment or central bank, and the note-issuing authority 
is obliged to buy and sell gold buUitm at fljced rates. Thus in Great 
Britain, under the Gold Standard Act, 1025, the Bank of England 
was obliged to buy all gokl offeitHl to it at £3 17s. 9d. per oz. standard * 

(equivalent to 84/o||d. per oz. fine). It was also obliged to sell standard 

gold (i.o., gold eleven-twelfths fine) at the rate of £3 ITs. lOJd. jjer 
oz. (equivalent to 84/11 |d. per oz. fine), provklod the amount demanded 
waa not leas than 400 ounces troy of fine gold (about £1,700). By 
these arrangements, a fixe<l relation waa established between the 
value of legal tender money (i.e.. Bank of England notes) and the 
value of gold, and, while gold was made available for export, it was 
withdrawn from internal circulation. 

Umler the gold exchange standard, the currency consists of notes 
(or silver token coins), and the note-issuing authority is obliged to 
convert those notes (or the silver coins), not into gold bullion, but 
into foretgn exchange, at fixed rates on a country which itself is on 
a gold specie or gold bullion standard. tSometimes the authority is 
given the option of converting into gold or gold exchange. By these 
arrangements, currencies establisheil on the gold exchange standard 
are indirectly linked to gdd, and can be indirectly exchanged for 
gold bullion (see also Chapter XV^III). 

In practice, therefore, the maintenance of a gold standard of one 
of titeaa three types nocesaitates the maintenance of the convertibUiiy 
of the circulating legal tender currency into gold or its equivalent. 

Convertible Paper.—^The convertible note has many advantages as 
currency. It is both convenient and economical, and, so long as it 
is issued in suitable denominations, and is always convertible into 
gold or its equivalent on demand, it fulfils the same functions as a 
metallic currency. The great virtue of a convert ibb currency is that 
its volume is automaUcoliy limited by the available reserves of gold 
or gold exchange, and the danger of over-issue is thereby avoided. 

It is imperative, of course, that adequate reserves should be 
maintained so that all demands for eonversioD of the notes can 
at once be met. It is found, howevw, that <mly a very small pro¬ 
portion of a oonvertible note iasne is actually presmited for encashment, 

* Thia prioe wm originally known as tha Mint Price o/ Ootd, aa it waa Uw 
sqtttvakMU which the Mmt would |iay (or every ouaca of standard gold oOrred 
to It for minting into coins. The equivalent wm bosod on the le^y defined 
fold content ctum enin reign, namely, llS-OOlt gmias of fine gold. 
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•nd, 80 k»ig as oonfidmoe in the issue is maintained, the notes continue 
to droulate without a thought for the reserves which lie behind Uiem, 
with the result that their use effects a oonsideraUe economy in the 
use of gold, and huger supplies of that metal are consequently available 
for export and other purposes. 

Whok, by the adoption of one of these forms of gold standard, 
the currency of a country is established on the gold basis, any person 
in that country who wishes to compare the value of his own currency 
with that of another country on a gold standard will naturally think 
first and foremost of their relative values in terms of gold. If, there¬ 
fore, Britain and the United States are both on the g(dd standard 
and $5*00 purchase as much pure gold as £1, then an American who 
has to boy sterling will be satisfied to accept a rate of exchange of 
$5*00 as £1, or, alternatively, he will be satisfied to sell goods which 
be vahiee at $5*00 in return for the right to £1 pa^-able in London, 
i.e., the right, if he likes to enforce it, to one pound’s worth of gold 
in London. On the other hand, an Englishman buying goods from 
New York will, ^ the same circumstances, be satisfied to pay his 
bank £1 for each amount of |5*00 paid out on his account by the 
bank’s agent in New York against the purchase of the goods. 
f If two countries maintain the gold specie standard, the gold coins 

of one will be clearly interchangeable for those of the other merely 
by wei^t—due allowanoe being made, of course, for any difference 
in the purity of the gold contained in the ooiiu, and, imder any type 
qf 0oU standard, whether gold coins are minted or not, the purchasing 
power of the standard currency unit will be approximately the same 
as the purchanng power of its gold equivalent. Moreover, the basis 
of the rate at which one gdd standard currency will exdtange for 
another can be determined by finding the ratio between the legal 
fixed g(dd equivalents of the two standard monetary units. This 
bans is called the Mint Par of Exchange. 
■bit FW of Eidiaiigo.—^As between two countries on the fuQ 

gold standard, the Mint Par of Exchange is defined as:— 

** 'Hie exact equivalent of the standard coin of one country, 
expressed in terms of the standard coinage of another country 
having the same metallic standard, the equivalent being deter¬ 
mined by a comparison of the quantity and fineness of the metal 
contained in the two standard edns as fixed by law.^ 

By En^Clkh law our standard coin, the sovereign, contains a ddhiite 
wcfi^t of gold of a definite finenem. By Frsnrii monetaiy law a 
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hundred-franc g(4d piece also contains adefinite weif^fc of gcdd of fixed 
fineness. If then we know these laws, or Mint regulatkms as they are 
called, it is an easy matter to determine the exact ratio which the pore 
goldinasovweign bears to the pure gold in a hundred-franc gold piece. 
Similarly, we can determine the exact ratio which the pure gtdd in a 
sovereign bears to the pure gold in the standard gold coin of any 
other gold standard country. 

Clearly, the foregoing definition of a Mint Par of Exchange will 
not apply if one or both of the countries concerned has not minted 
or l^fally provided for a standard gold coin, i.e., if one or both of 
the countries has adopted the gold bullion standard or the gold 
exchange standanl, and, instead of providing for the mintage of a 
standard coin, has declared by law that its unit of..account shall be 
regarded aa equivalent to a specified weight of pure gold. Where 
such conditions apply, we can say that: — 

The Hint Par of Exchange expresses the ratio between the 
statutory bullion e(|uivalents of the standard monetary units of 
two countries on the same metallic standard. * 

Examples of the maimer of calculating the Mint Pars of Exchange 
are given in a later chapter. Before Britain's departure from gold in 
1931, the following were the principal Mint Pars between the English 
gold sovereign and some of the Icatling monctaiy’ units:— 

^United States . 
Germany . 
Belgium 
France 
Italy . 
Switxerland 

*Spain . 
*Denmark . 
•Norway 
•Sweden 
The Netherlands 

£l = I4-8665 
„ — Rmks. 20*429 
„ BeJgas 35*00 

Fes. 124*2134 
- Lire 92*46 

.. - Fes. 26*2215 
— Pesetas „ 

„ — Kroner 18*15952 
M ^ f» ft 

,, = Kronor „ 
„ — Florins 12*107 

It is clear from the definition that a Mint Par of Exchange can bo 
established only between two countries having the same metallio 
standard. You cannot have a Mint Per between one country with a 
gold stMidaid and another with a silver standard, though you may 

• 4^ the tioM of writing (IW>rusry, 19S41 tho goM stsodsid Hm been sus' 
psodsd in (hiss oouatrisa. 

4 
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have a liGnt Par of Exchange between two ooontriee whoee standard 
is silv^ No ratio can be definitely fixed between silver and gold, 
because the market price d one metal in terms of the other is a vari¬ 
able and not a fixed price. In gold standard countries, silver is simply 
a commodity subject to fluctuations of supply and demand, just as the 
base metals are; and similarly the price of gdd in silver standard 
countries is a fluctuating, not a fixed price. The Chinese silver dollar 
is worth in London only what it will fetch as silver, and in China 
the value of our gold sovereign depends upon the number of silver 
dollars which will be given for it by banks and bullion dealers in that 
country. 

The Mint Par of Exchange between any two gold standard coins 
is simply the theoretical measurement of one standanl gt>Id coin in 
terms of the other. To say the sovereign is equal to 124*21 gold 
francs is just like saying that 1 kilometre is equal to 0*6214 of a mile, 
or that 1 kilogram equals 2 *204622 lb. But the mini {tar has nothing 
to do with any actual sovereign, or any particular 124*21 gold francs. 
It assumes that the two coins concerned are of the full legal weight 
and of the absolute standard of fineneas required by the mint regu¬ 
lations. For these reasons the mint par is unaffected by the fact 
that coins may suffer abrasion through being circulated, or that there 
might be a slight difference (permitted as loUranee by the Mint Laws) 
between the actual weight of the coins minted and their legal weight, 
or a slight difference (permit teil as remedy allowance by the Mint 
Laws) between the actual purity of the coins and the standard of 
purity required by law, or that there is a margin between the central 
bank's buying and selling prices for gold bullion or gold exchange. 

Any such differences must, of course, be taken into account if it 
is sought to exchange one gold currency for another, but this does not 
affect the thecwetical mint parity between those two currencies. That 
parity is a creation of law, and so long as the monetary laws of the 
countries remain unaltered, the Mint Par of Exchange between them 
win remain unaltered. 
V [Qold Foildi or l^eoio POfota.—^ long os gold can flow freely 
between two gold standard countries, then the rate of exchange 
between them most tend to keep very closely to the mint par. If 
botii eurresiciee are freely convertible into gold, their purchasing power 
is really the purchasing power of gold and the purchasing power 
parity between them should omnoide with the mint parity. In prao- 
tiea» the mariket rate of exohangs will not remain exactly at the mint 
par. It wiUniove on rithff ride (rf that intio within two limits, knoim 
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as the goid poinU or tpeeit points, which are determined by the coat of 
moving gold between the two ooimtriee concerned. 

The theory of the gold points can be explained and understood 
cmly if we consider the case of two countries which are both on the 
gold standard, and for obvious reasons it is desirable that one of those 
countries should be our own country, Britain. At the time of writing 
(January, 1934), Britain unfortunately remains off the gold basis in 
consequence of the conditions which led to the crisis of 1031 (see 
Chapter XX), but for purposes of the following explanation it is 
nevertheless assumed that the gold standard is still in operation in 
this country and that the sovereign containing 113*0016 grains of 
pure gold is still the standard coin. 

We have seen that £1 in gold is the exact equivaloit of Fes. 124*21 
in gold, so that, in theory, a standard sovereign would be exchanged 
in Paris for 124-21 standard gold francs, and 124*21 standard goid 
francs would be exchanged in London for a standard sovereign. But 
to move a sovereign between London and Paris entails expense and 
involves a certain loss of interest, and due allowance must be made for 
those and various other factors, discussed in Chapter IV\ in calculating 
the yield resulting from buying gold in one centre and selling it in 
the other. 

For purposes cl illustration, we will assume that the cost of trans* 
mitting gold between London and I^aris on a given date is apjnoxi* 
mately 50 centimes per £1, and that gold can be. bought and soli ta both 
countries at mint par rates, i.c.. that legal tender notes in the two 
countries are freely c-onvertihlo into gold at the legal rates. 

Then, for eveK* sovereign’s worth of gold sent to Paris, a London 
remitter would realise— 

Fes. 124-21 minuscxix'nses -50 ~ Pcs. 123-71 net, 

and, on the day in question, this would be the outgoing or erpwt gold, 
specie or bullion point from London to Paris. 

On the other hand, to pay a gold sovereign (or its equivalent) in 
London it would cost a Paris remitter— 

Fbs. 124*21 plus expenses -50 = Fos. 124*71, 

and this, on the day in question, would be the incoming or import goid, 
spMie or bnllkm point into London from Ejaris. 

yUnalli to ton PriOM ol llmHtonow.*~Cleariy, there ate two giM 
points between this country and each country whose monetary stan- 
dMd is gold, one nh which it is cheaper to ^p gold to pay foreign 
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orediton rather than buy and use any other form of remittance, and 
the other at which it ia cheaper fat foreign debtors to remit gold rath» 
than use any other form of remittance.} 

Debts wiU always be paid in the cheapest possible way, and people 
in one coontiy will not pay more on the foreign exchange mai^t for 
the corraocy ot a foreign country (i.e., for purchasing power in that 
country) than they can realise by buying gold aird paying the expenses 
of transmitting it to the foreign country, thereby obtaining gold 
purchasing power in that country. If at any particular time the g(dd 
points with France are those which we have quoted, Uien so long as 
the rate with France is over 123*71 per £1, it will pay an English 
debtor to boy francs in the market rather than send gold, for he thereby 
obtains more than 123*71 francs in France for every £1 he pays in 
liOndoiL Once the rate drops below this figure, it will pay better to 
send gold rather than buy francs on the market; and this point, 
obtained by deducting from the currency equivalent of the sovtweign 
(i.e., the Mint Par) the actual cost in the foreign currenoy of obtaining 
and remitting each sovereign, is known as the Export Point from 
England. 

The Import Point to England is the Mint Par ( => Pcs. 124-21) pins 
the actual cost of obtaining and remitting gold per unit of Fes. 124*21. 
This cost we have assumed to be *60 franc; hence, on this 
basis, the import point to England is Fes. 124-71, and this point is 
reached when a French debtor is asked to give more for sterling remit¬ 
tances than Fes. 124-71 per £1, notwithstanding that he can send gold 
and roaUse that rate. 

We may express the same conclusion in alternative fashion by 
stating that the export specie point from a country is the rate of exchange 
obtained by purchasing gold at home and selling it abroad, while the 
import specie point to a country is the rate of exchange obtained by 
purdiasing gold abroad and selling it at home. 

If we are dealing with foreign currencies which are quoted in 
London as “ currency rates ” (e.g., so many francs per £1), we can 
say that if the rate in London rises above import gold point there 
wUl be a tendency for gold to flow to this country from the fore^pi 
centre, whilst if the rate falls bdow export gold p^t gold wUI te^ 
to flow from London to the foreign centre. 

Where the foreign ouirency ia quoted as a “pence rate”, gold 
wffl tend to move when the rate falls bdow impmi point or ifres 
■1^ m^oii point. 

4 At Artonwrtte OhMk of OoU MovooMihb-^i^ow the fundnmmkil 
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importanoe of the g(4d pointa is not ao much that they act aa iimita to 
the prioaa of remittaiioea between two gold standard coontriea, but that 
they afford a definite indication that gold movementa (or other 
alternative measures) are necessary to adjust the relative price levda 
ot the two oountrms. If the currencies of any two countries are 
maintained on tiie gold standard, then the price levds in both coun¬ 
tries will represent the purchasing power of gold in tcums of com¬ 
modities and services. And so long as gold can pass freely between 
the two countries, its purchasing power in both will be approximately 
the same, and the purchasing power parity betweep the two cur¬ 
rencies tends always to coincide with the mint parity.. 

If prices in one gold standard country—Country A—arc relatively 
high as compared with those of other gold standard countries, the 
imports of Country A will increase and its exports will fall off. There 
will be, as a result, a reduced demand for A's currency, and at the 
same time, an increased supply of its currency, on the exchange 
markets. This will bring about a depreciation in the exchange value 
of A’s currency relative to other gold standard currencies, and even¬ 
tually A’s rates of exchange on other gold standard countries will 
roach export specie point. Gold will then flow from Country A, the 
volume of its currency and credit will contract, and the level of its 
prices will fall. This process will continue until prices in Country A 
are once more in equilibrium with world prices. 

But the adjustment of the exchange position through this process 
would be very slow, oven though it were acoclerated by the credit 
policy of the banks. A more immctdiate atljustmcnt is provided by 
the action of bankers responsible for the movement of gold from 
Country A to Country B. If the movement is undertrdien by a banker 
in A, he will sell the gold in (Country B, and so obtain posseaskm of 
more of Uie currency of that country'; whilst, if the movement is 
errangod by a banker in Country B, he will hav'e to purchase the 
gold in A in exchange for some of A's currency, which he will give 
up. Hence the supply of B's currency in Country A will be increased, 
or the supply of A’s currency in Country B will bo reduced, bringing 
about an immediate rrdJusUnent of the exchange rate. Meanwhile 
the adjustment cA prioe levels will be proceeding slowly but surely, 
through the oontra^on of the basis of credit in Country A. Thk 
adjustment will be expUined more fully in a later diaptcr. 

Henoe, betwerm two oountrios on a gold stmidaiti, forem are con- 
Btantly at work which tend to bring rrbout an equality in their respeo- 
tlve prioe levels, i.e,, an equality in the value of gold in both countries. 
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•nd also to keep the ejcohange rate between those oountriea within 
the g<dd points. Those forces may have practical effect in a number 
of ways, but ultimately gdd will move when the exchange rates reach 
the specie points, those limits which indicate that the time has arrived 
when gold must be moved if the price levels are to be adjusted. 

OoU Shipmenti Bstnlt from Aethms ot Bankart.—^In praetioe, of 
course, the merchants and traders who have to make payments to 
other cotmbries do not worry about purchasing power parities, or 
about the value cff currencies in terms of 'gold. While, in thewy, 
there is nothing to prevent any merchant or trader from smiding gold 
in payment of a debt if he cannot buy a credit remittance at a suffi¬ 
ciently cheap rate, in practice shipments of bullion are undertaken 
only by bankers and bullion brokers, wbo make a special business of 
this class of transaction, and who have at their command not only 
apjdiancee of particular kind but also protective measures of special 
character, all of which enable them to carry out such transactions 
at the lowest possible cost and at the tuininium of risk. 

Nevertheless, the economic forces underlying the purchasing power 
parity theory operate unfailingly through the actions of bankers and 
oUieis in the various financial cenires. A banker who is anxioim to 
maintain his franc balance in Paris will not accept less francs per £1 
for his customers’ bills on France, or for remittances offered to him 
by the Foreign Exchange klarket, than he can realise by shipping 
to France gold obtained from the Bank of England or from the London 
Bullion Market. He maintains his franc balance in order to supply 
his customers with purchasing power in France, and if he cannot buy 
that purchasing power in the form of rights to French currency at a 
cheaper rate than ho can buy and ship gold, then, of oourse, be will 
ship gold at the earliest possible opportunity. On the other hand, 
the Fiench banker who seeks to maintain his sterling balances in 
London will not pay more francs per £I for his customers' l^ls or 
for any other form of remittance to London than he can realise by 
exporting gold and paying the expenses of transmission. 

For these reasons, banken and others who make a business of 
shipping gtrid carefully watch the exchange rates and arrange for 
gold to be sent in or out of a country when it becomes proAtable to 
move it. The iiwtitution which exports the metal will receive oedit 
in the currmey of the country to which the gold is oons^ined, and 
most therefore make doe allowance for idl the expenses and diaiges 
invirived, when mdcolating the rate of exdiange at whidi it can 
pcodtaUy cany out tite diipment. 
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Suppose, for example, that the London rate of exchange on New 
York for telegraphic transfere is approaching the point at which a 
London banker, with his intimate knowledge of all the expenses 
involved, knows it is profitable to ship gold to the United States. 
He maintains a careful watch on the course of the exchange market 
and as soon as ho sees his opportunity he arranges for a consignment 
of gold to bo sent and sells dollar remittances against the anticipated 
proceeds. 

Bankers in New York are similarly watchful, and when such a 
movement is warranted by the exchange position, they remit sterling 
to London and instruct their London agents by cable to buy a specified 
quantity of gold on the Ix>ndon Market and to ship it at once to Nevr 
York. Tiie New Yoik banker is debited by his liondon agent with 
the cost of the gold and with all ex[>ens(a attending the shipment, 
including freight, insurance, packing, cartage, etc. This debit will in 
due course lie met by the prf>cee<ls of sterling remittances sent by 
the New York banker. When the gold is realiM*<l in New York the 
banker in that recoufw himsc^If for the sterling remittances he 
has forwartled to Ixindon and any Iwilanei^ remaining rc*pre«ents his 
pfpfit or loss on the transaction. 

We may say, thert*fort% that beUrftn any itm free gold markri^, 

gold ehipmenU trill be made oa an exchange of>eralion whenever the yield 

or otiidum from the pureheiee of gold in one rew/rc and its sale in another 

yields a profit over the current rate of exchange between the two cenires^^ 

‘^InflnencM iHiich Affect the of Gold Bsehange Floctoatioiif. 
—Sinre the export and import a])eric pointe rpprceent the limiU within 
which gold exchanges fluctuate in ordinary circumatancoe, it will be 
clear that, the closer those limits are to the mint parity, the smaller 
will be the range within which the exchangee can fluctuate. Conse¬ 
quently, any factor which hoe tiie effect of reducing the cost of moving 
gold between two countries roust also have the effect, other thinga 
being equal, of leuening the gap between the upper and lower gold 
pointa and thus reatrictiDg the range of exchange movements. More 
speedy means of J^gnsport, the use of air transport between Continental 
centres, the lowering of interest rates, and the cutting of igsuranoe 
and freight obatges consequent upon competition for the businees, are 
all examples of facton which have the eff^ here dimuased. 

On the other hand, even thost^bountriea which purport to maintain 
the gdd standard often place restrictions on eitihor tte export or the 
ipiport of the metal. The effect of sudi restrictions is that the export 
And impmtspeoie points no kMiger act aa limits to tlw movements of the 
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rates of exchange, and, unless other devices are a<lopted to control 
the exchanges^it is likely that the country im|)osing the restrictions 
will be forced to acknowlcxlge its abandonment of the gold standard. 

The Pnrebasiiig Power Ferity when a Cnrreney is lhooiiyer(iUe*~ 
When a country leaves the gold standard, the effect is that its currency 
is no longer tied to gold, and fluctuations in the value of that currency 
in terms of other gold currencies are no Iongt>r subject to the checks 
of automatic gold movements. When the exchanges move against 
the country and its currency falls in value, gohl does not automatically 
flow outwards in oitler to rectify the position, although there will 
ordinarily be nothing to prevent gold from flowing into the country 
if conditions should be so unusual that the exchange value of the 
currency is for any reason oAave its mint par value. 

Actually, restrictions on the outwanl movement of gold need not 
necessarily cause the exchange to fall away from the mint pars, 
because the central bank or the Government may take stejis to 
control the exchanges (as by the instittition of an Kxehange Kqiialisa- 
tion Account or by the im|)asitioii of n'strietions on t^xchange ojiera- 
tions) with a view to keeping them in much the same position as if 
gold were free to move either into or out of the countrv'. 

In general, how'ever, the effect of the al>andonment of the gold 
standard is to cause the exchanges of the country concemiHl to movo 
markedly away from the previoiwly existing mint parities, for, even 
if trade conditions do not justify such a movement, the failure of 
confidence in a currency whicli generally follows its departure from 
gold immediately caus<*s adverse movements in the exchange rates. 
This is due mainly to the ofieraitons of Hfieculators who sell the inoon* 
vertible currency in aniirijKiiion of a fall in its value. The mov'enient 
is accentuated by the actions of private investors who hastem to move 
their funds from the country wncemcvl. 

The failure of confidence in the stability of a cum^ncy which has 
become inconvertible is due mainly to the fact tliat, in the past, 
inoonvertibUity has almost always been followrod by inflation, i.e., the 
deliberate and conscious issue of currency to excess. When this 
happens, prices rise in just the same way as they would if an excess of 
gold coins were put into cinmlation, but, in the case of inconvertible 
noteSf there is no automatic adjustment. The paper cannot be 
sent abroad, as foreign creditors will not accept it in payment, Imt 
instead, the value of the money as measured in goods and senrioes 
tends still further to depreciate; traile is disturbed, and, as the country 
becomes a good market in which to sell, imports are encouraged and 
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exports are discouragcdt there is a premium on imports and a 
correlative drag on exports. If this continues, the exchanges pass 
the outgoing specie point, and gold, not being available, cannot be 
sent as a corrective. In such circumstances, the exchange fall until 
they reflect the depreciation of the currency; the premium on imports 
gradually disappears, and the excliange will remain at the lower level 
in terms of sounder currencies until €»conomic forces bring about a 
change, or steps to tliat end are taken by the monetary authority. 

Now the questions arise: How is the exchange iKdween an incon¬ 

vertible currency and a gold standard curn‘noy determined at any 

particular time? £And in what way is the exchange l)etween any two^ 

inconvertible currencies determimnl ?'^As an inconvertible currency 

is divorced from gr>hl, its exchange value cannot Ik* determine<l by^ 

reference to the quantity of goi<l for which it is legally exchangc*able 

or to which it is legally e<|uivalent. at any jKirlicular time, therefore, 

the value of an inconvertible curn*n<*v on the exchange market is 

what it will fetch in terms <*{ other currencies, but. ultimately, that 

exchange value will tend to Ik* dc*termin(*d by the puix‘hssing jKiwer 

of the currency in terms of grsKls and sc*rvict*s, and the exchange 

rate's Ixdwec'n that curpuicy and <»thc*r currencies will tend to rest at 

the purchasing power parities lK*twc«c*n Hie curreneic^ 

Here we am fa<x*d with the* difticulty that the purc^hasing power 

parity lietween any two curn‘nc*i<»s is basixl on factors wliich are 

continually changing, but we can calculate it roughly at any j^articular 

time by taking the tluMimtical mint par of exchange lietwwn the 

two cumuicies as our starting |>oint. and by using price index 

numbers to measure the chanp's which have taken place in the internal 

purchasing jKiwers of the ourn'iicics simv they ceased to function on 

the gold standard. 

Suppose that under a common gold standard, the currency of 
country A exchanges for that of country B at the rate of $5 ^ £1, 
and that both countricKi resort to a long {leriod of inflation until 
ultimately A’s currency is inflated twofold, while B s is inflated four¬ 
fold, i.e., the value of A's currency is lowered to one-half of its former 
value, i.e., by 60 %, while the value of B’s is lowered to oneH)uarter 
of its former value, i.e., by 75 %. The degn*es of inflation in the two 
countries are therefore in the proportion of I : 2, and the new pur¬ 
chasing power parity will thus be one-half of what it was belore, 
i.e., |2*6«£1. 

Again, take^the esse of two countries, A and B, both of which 
were on the full gold standard in 1029, and let us assume that the 
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index numbers of wholcsalo prices in both countries stood in that 
year at 100. Let us assume, further, that the mint parity between 
their two currencies is lx «= 5y and that tliis reflected the purchasing 
power parity between the two currencies in 1929. Suppose that by 
January, 1934, A had maintained the full gold standartl and that her 
index number had moved slightly to 120, whereas B had inflated her 
currenoy and that her wholesale prict* index had risen to 3tX>. Then 
we may estimate the purchasing power parity in January, 1934, as 
follows:— 

Mint Parity in 1929 is lx = 5y 
120 

lx in 1929 == of lx in 1934 
100 

300 
5y in 1929 = — of .'»y in IttM 
^ 100 

120 3<X) 

“ '“*• roo^ ” isr. ^ •’» 
300 

i.e., in lx =* '— >: 5 — 12-5;/ 
120 

Thi« would lx? the appmximato purf haxing parity Udwoon 

the twocurn?noies in Januan', I03-I, ami the market rate of exelmn^e 

would tend to fluctuate around thin pirity. The new jxirity indicate* 

that IVs cummey ^ lietwcxm ll>29 ami l!>3-4 tlepreciaU^il 1*jO % in 

relation to Xu cum.‘ncy. If the inflation of Bh inirnmey had U*en 

greater, her index numlier w<mld have Ux'n higher and the pimdiaatng 

power parity would aImi have lieen higher. 

Although the thfH'irv here illustrated ha* Ix^en lionie out in actual 

practice, there art? for a variety of reaaon* ftm««idenihle variation* 

between the prevailing rat^** <jf exchange and the jnirchaaing p>wer 

paritie* a* obtain^ by calculation. 

^.^Defiatioiis from the Purchaaiiig Power Parittee.--Variat ion* 
between actual exchange rate* and eahnilatefl ptirchaaiiig |x>wer 
paritie* are known a* deviations from the purthasing potrtr parities 
They may be accounUvl for by a number of factor*. In the fiiwt 
place, we may refer to the arlmiited inaccuracy of price index num¬ 
bers, and to the fact that they are calculated in different countries 
on entirely different base*. Furthermore, index numbers of internal 
prices are representative of all price* within the country, including 
the prices of many commodities and services which do not enter into 
international trade and which do not give rise to foreign exchange 
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operations. And even if it were possible to calculate an index number 

of the prices of commodities exchanged externally, allowance would 
liave to be ma<ie, as it must bo made in the case of gold, not only 

for the cost of moving the commodities from one country to another, 

but also for any ex|X)rt or import duties which have the effect of 

increasing the cost of the fX)mmoditie8 to the importing country. 

Moreover, since the purchasing power parity theory is a theory 

that looks primarily at the manner in which the demand for and the 
supply of foreign exchange is influenced by the movement of goods^ 

it fails to take into ticoount many inffuenoes which have no connection 

at all with the movement of gcKids. It is true that the state of trade 

lietwcHUi two cMJuntrieH will iiifliieiu^* their mutual indebtetlm-ss in 

re«{)ect of items such as fnights, tnsumiuv and the like; but it w’ill 

not direeMg afft^et items sin*h as the movement of bankers* funds for 

investment puqKwes, public inve^stment in st4Hks and shanks, transfers 

in respect of intergovernmental indi'bUHiness, spc^culative purchases 

and sales, ami similar faet<irs. Yet all (het«<* influence's caust* exchange 

fluctuations as much as do |Mymetits in n*s|NH*t of g<Kxls. 

It must also Ik' nunemlK'rtHl that the purx'hasing jiower jiarity 

thi'ory is no more than an exjirvssion of a long’term tendency which 

assumes the fret' interplay of economic forew. In recent years 

authorities res|X)nsible for monetary control have indulged very 

largely in Ojx'rations which have to a gn*at extent ol>8cured the 

working of the thex^ry. It is true that gohl has movcxl from country 

to country more or less fnvly in rt'spoiw to fluctuations in price- 

levels and/or exchange rat<x< ; but in a nuxlem <x>mmunity credit has 

as important a liearing u|K>n the price level as has money or g^dd 

itself; and the volume of credit within a country is not aVjsolutely 

and rigidly tied to the volume of its gt>hl. 

For example, as a result of ri'pa rat ions and other war debt settle¬ 

ments, France and the United States aocumulate<l vast stocks of 

gold during the {leriod 11129-1031. But a large proportion of this 
gold was ** steriliiiod i.e,, prt'vented fn>ra serving as the basis of 

additional currency and crtxlit. Imports of gold were arldcd to, and 

exports of gold subtracted from, the sterilised ** gold; and the price 

levels of those countries were not affected by variations in tlieir gold 

holdings. Thus the automatic adjustment of price levels as a result 

of gold transfers did not take place. 

To take another example, there is little doubt that when Great 

Britain returned to the gold standard in 1925, the parity adopted 

gvsatiy ** overvalued ’* the pound in relation to the current price levds 
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in this and other oountriee. But, although we lost large quantities 
of g(dd, we succeeded in nuuntaining both the internal and external 
value of the pound by dint of heavy short-term borrowings abroad. 
The fact that we were eventually for^ off the gold standard in 1931 
is, of course, a vindication of the ultimate truth of the purchasing 
power parity theory'; but it shows also the time which a “ long-term 
tendency ” may take to work itself out. 

ImporteDoa of the Poichasing Powor Parity Hieocy.—In spite 
of these drawbacks, the purchasing power parity theory of the 
exchanges is of the greatest importance inasmuch as it is the only 
theory which is applicable to all tj'pcs of currencies, to all systems of 
money and to all conditions of the exchanges. It is the only theory 
which explains the relationship between currencies which are on an 
effective gold standard as well as the relationship between those which 
are hopelessly depreciated thrtmgh the issue of inconvertible paper. 

Moreover, the theory is superior to the old balance of trade theory 
of the exchanges enunciated by Goschen and his successors because it 
is more fundamental. It goes further than a mere statement of the 
fairly obvious fact that the rates of exchange arc determined by the 
balance of indebtedness. It exytains how that balance oj trade or of 
indebtedness is itself determined. The rates of exchange between any 
two countries are determined in the long run, as we have seen, by 
the relative price levels of the two countries. If the exchange rates do 
not properly reflect the relative position of those price levels, goods 
and money tend to flow lietwecn the two countries in such direction 
that equilibrium tends to be rcoche<l at the purchasing power parity. 
In other words, the direction of trade and the flow of capital are 
changed until the rates of exchange truly represent the relation between'^', 
the values of the currencies of the coimtries engaged in that trade. 

If two countries rigidly maintain the goki standard, the exchange 
rate between them will fluctuate only slightly on either skle of the 
mint par between the limits imposed by the gold points, i.e., the cost 
of buying gold in one country and selling it in another. If boUi coon* 
tries give up the gold standard, and inflate their currencies to Use mm* 
extent by the issue of inconvertible {laper money, then the rate of 
exchange between them will still remain near the mint parity because 
the relative purchasing power of their currencies is unchanged and 
time is no divergence between the values of the two cuirenciM mffi* 
dent to warrant a change in the direction of trade. But if one of 
those countries resorts to further inflation whilst Uie other oohntiy 
maintains the existing position, then forces at once begin to bring 
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about Ml entirely new purehaaing power parity, and, through a change 
in the direction of trade, an adjustment of the exchange rate to the 

new parity, 
Suppoee that country A maintains the existing value of her cur- 

renoy, whereas country B doubles the quantity of her inconvertible 

ourrenoy. Prices in A remain as they were, whereas prices in B are 
doubled. This will make B a good country in which A may sell goods 

but a bad country in which A may buy. B s imports from A are 
encouraged and her exports are discourage<l. Thus the balance of 

trade between the two countries is cliangt^l and this sets in motion 

an adjustment of the exchange rate, which moves in As favour until 

it reflects the full depreciation in the curn*ncy of B, i.e., until it reaches 

the new purchasing power |)arity. 

The operation of the theory between two ^ndard countries 

whose price levels have divergixl first effects an adjustment of the 

exchange rate to the new jjarity. This in turn n^ults in the move¬ 

ment of gohl from one country to tin* other and so brings the price 

levels back to equilibrium. 

Finally, we may oliserve that a grasp of the purchasing power 

parity theoiy* is essential to an understanding of the basis on which 

the reorganisation of the world s currencies had to be effected in 

consequence of the War, and, ns we shall s(h^ later, it is essential also 

to an understanding of the nu^tlMKls now adopted by the world’s 

central banks to control the cYtxlit jxiHition and rt^ilate the exchange 

rates of their respective countries. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE GOLD FOIHTS 

^Fbom the praotioal ateiulpomt. the specie points between eny two 
gold standard countries are the rates of exchange at which it 
becomes profitable for a bullion arbitrageur to make a profit by oovering 
a sale of one currency in exchange for another by shipping gold between 
the two oountriee concerned. From this it follows that the specie 
points must act as limits to the fluctuations in the rates of exchange 
between any two gold standard countries, for one reason because 
settlements will not be effected by the ordinar>' credit methods if they 
can be effected more cheaply by remitting gold, and for another reason 
beoanse the operations of bullion dealers in snatching profits when 
rates of exchange more beyond the gold points roust tend to remove 
the margin which makes those profits possible^ 

We have already noticed that the transfer of gold from one country 
to another involves, besides its purrbasc in the one country and its 
sale in another, the incurring of various exi>enses for such items as 
freight, packing, insurance and assaying. In addition, those responsible 
for the movement of the metal have to make allowance for the interest 
lost between the date on which they buy the gold and the date on 
which they receive payment in the ff*reign centn'. 

fteight Chargee.—Thtw are usually the chief item of cost, and 
they vary for a number of reasons. They will tw relatively less per unit 
on a large consignment than on a small one, while they may differ from 
time to time because one shipper is able to make a letter contract for 
the traiuport of the metal than another, nr because freight and trans* 
port costs generally have changed. Competition for gold shipments 
as between the shipping companies and other agents is extremely keen, 
and freii^t rates are not only cut to a minimum but vary considerably 
from time to time according to the relative convenience of the shippen 
and other dreumstanoee. Again, very largo consignments may be 
sent by more than one boat, with the result that freight chargee will 
be rdativdy greater per unit, although insurance chargee will be lest, 
than in the caee of a heavy consignment sent in one parcel. 
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Usually the shipper obtains a quotation for a “ through ** rate 

of freight which covers carriage by rail ancl/or sea, together with 
transhipment from one conveyance to another. 

Competition of Air Transport.—An important factor affecting 

freight charges is the comj)eiition of air transiK>rt. Between Euro¬ 

pean c<?ntrcs, particularly, this methcsl is now almost always uned by 

reason of its advantages of H|XH*d, smaller risk of Icms from theft 

and relatively low cost- the latter chiefly b«*ause little or no interest 

is lost on account of time taken in transit, and because, on small 

consignments such as can onlinarily l>e conveyed by aeroplane, the 

freight is less by air than by mil ami sea (se<* Chapter XXVI). 

One result of this saving of time and <v>st by air trans|)ort is that 

gold movements Ijetwwn Kurofican mitn^ have tended to be smaller 

but more frtHjuent, I>ecf4use o}M*mt4irs have Ixim able to take advantage 

of the opf)ortunities f<ir profit to Is* giun<*4i by moving consignments 

of ndatively small dimension, and IxH-ausc* aert»plane tmnsport is not 

always available at a moment’s noticx* t<i take gtild bullUm in at all 

largf* quantities. 

The Intersft FiCtor,—Tliose wlio buy gold in one centre to Sell in 

another cover themselves at once either by selling the currency of the 

retxdving centre sjKit or by s<dling it forward. Arbitrageurs w*ho have 

the necensary funds available sell sjKii and mplenish their foreign 

balances in due course from the proc'cxHl.s of the gold: others who have 

not sufficient funds at their disjxisal mdl the fortdgn currency forward, 

and meet their contract lait of the pnxHxxls of the gold. In either 

case, the dealers are out of the funds investetl in the gold until it 

arrives and is ri'nlisetl, so they must naturally take into account any 

loss of interest involved during the time of tmnsmission. 

The rate i>f interest to Ix' taken into acc'ount by the exjwrter will 

depend on hi.s method of covering. If he sells the foreign cummey 

equivalent «if the gold formml for delivery on tlie date when the 

proceeds are available in the im|Hirting ct'ntn\ he is out of his funds 

in tht txpariing cenlrt, and will low* inter«*st at the rate at which he 

cemld have employiHl his funds then*. If. on the other haiul, he scdls 

the currency i*qtn\*alcnt at oiux* (i.c,, in his own market, he will 

be out of his funds in the t#n/K>rfi>#(/ rrnirr until he geta paid for the 

gold, so he must reckon inten*st at the rate he could have eanieel or 

wrill be charged in that centre. Which method he will adopt will 

depend on the dispoaition of his ftimls, on the interest rates ruling in 

the tw*o centres, and on the margin Ijetwreen the spot and forward 

exchange rates. 
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The element of interest is thus of great importanoe» especially 

in gold movements between distant centres* The amount of 

interest lost during the shipment of the metal will, of course, 

depend essentially on the prevailing value of short-term funds, Le., 

on call-money rates, and on the speed with which the transfer is 

effected. Exporters of gold will save interest if they are able to ship 

the metal by a fast boat, and for this reason gold shipments between 

London and New York are made w*herever possible by the Mauulania^ 

Bremen^ Europa and similar tirst-olass vessels. By using one of these 

\T88els instead of a slow boat as much as two days* interest may bo 

saved, quite an appreciable item on a large consignment. Hence, if 

a fast boat to New York is available soon after the arrival of bullion 

from South Africa in London, the gold can be taken from London 

at an appreciably higher rate of exchange (i.e., a lower sterling cost) 

than if a slow boat only were due to .sail. On the other hand, the 

absence of a fast boat may so affect the intercut position as to prevent 

a movement of gold which would otherwise be made. 

Between London aiul New' York, the voyage is shorter by about 

one day in winter than it is in summer, liecause in summer the ships 

have to take a more southerly route in onler to avoid the icebergs 

which drift dow-n from the Arctic at this time of the year. 

When interest rates are high, the question of speedy transfer is of 

considerable importance. FNery extra day taken by the journey 

from London to New York, or from South Africa to London, means an 

additional loss of interest whilst the metal is in transit. Hence, in 

times of high interest, the movement of gold from London to New 

Y'ork may just be prevented on a fall in the exchange merely because 

there is no fast boat immediately available, and in the same way 

the difficulty of obtaining aeroplane accommodation at short notice 

may be sufficient to prevent the exix>rt of gold from London to a 

continental centre. 

VYhen interest rates are low, as they are at the time of writing, 

the importance of interest as an expense factor is, of course, markedly 

reduced. 

In certain circumstances, the intercet factor may be ignored alto¬ 

gether. Suppose, for example, that a large bank holding considerable 

balances in a fomgn centre dex^ides to withdraw some portion of those 

balances in the form of gold. Since the banks do not reckon to earn 

interest on their purely cash holdings, they are naturally in a position 

to ignore interest lost during transit in the case of a movement of the 

type here disctissed. As a result, it may be profitable for a bank to 
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move gold when the {Kmition of the exchange is not such as to induce 
other institutions to undertake gold shipments. Again, it is obvious 
that a foreign l>ank which purchases g<ild with a non-interest- 
earning balance at the Bank of England, will natunilly ignore any 

loss of interest; for no loss is involved. On the other hand, a foreign 

bank which sells English Trt^asury Bills in onler to purchase* gold 
from I»ndon loHi*s inte!x*st by so doing, and must n*ekon this loss 

of interest in the wist of the shipment. 
Insurance.—It luis alrc*ady biH*n mentione<l that the cost of insuring 

a consignment of gold grows heavier as the size of the c<insignment 

increases. This is Ixfcause underuTiters refuse to take more than a 

certain share in the risk unless they are jmid a higher rate of pit*mium 
for the exeeas. If, for instaru'c, £750.(KI0 of gr>ld has to lx* insurc*il, 

the premium on the first may lx*, say, Is. that on the 
next £2l)0.0(K), say, Is. tkl. that on the ne.xt 2s. and 

the premium on the last 28. (kl. 

Moreover, the greater the amount that is in one ship, the 

higher the rate of pn*mium. It must lx* rememlx*n;*<l here that a 

8hipix*r has to conteml with the o|K*rations of other 8hipjx*rs, and, 

at a time when large .shiptiu nts an* lx*ing ma4le from the «ime a*ntre, 

one ship|K*r may have to jwiy a higher prt*mium meredy lK*caufX‘ an¬ 
other shipfx'r has arrangixl to st*n<l gold on the same vesst*!. To some 

extent bullion dealers can guanl against this risk by armnging “ flixit- 

ing ” jxdieies at a pn*<lctermine<l rate, under which they are allowe<I 

to dcH'lare each shipment as it i.s ma4ie. 

Brokerage! in n*sjM*ct of Siiles 4>r purchases of gohl an* |myable 

only in L»nd<in, for in f<m*ign i'«*ntn*8 then^ an* no o|x*n markets for 

the mf*tal. In Ixnnltm, a bn)ker must lx* employcxl in res|x*ct of 

all deals earrie<l out with the Bullion Market, and, in pnicticx*, the 

servi(*es of a bn>k<*r an* utiUs4*4l also in n*sjK*ct of gold sold to or 

purchase<l fnim the Itank of Englaml. 

Packing. -A further item for whit'h allowance* must lx* made is 

the cost of parting the goUl, The shi]>jx*r may either undertake this 

himmdf or entrust it to the hn>ker. Not only must the gohl lx* care¬ 

fully and sc*cun'ly [xickcxl in wooden Iwxes or eases, but also its 

handling must lx* su|K*rvisiHl and protectixl thmughout, as alsc^ must 

the Uxuling and unh>a4ling. This item is. however, relatively small. 

Special Chargee on the Purchaee or Sale of Bullion.—In calculating 
the out-turn of a gold shipment, due allowance must, of course, be made 

for any special addition made, on Uie one ^ide, to the buying price of 

the metal, and for any deduction made, on the other side, for mintage 

5 
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or assaying. As a rule, there is m gold standard countries a iixed 

legal price at which the central bank or monetary authority must 

buy ail gold offered to it, and either the stuno or another prit^e at 

which it must sell gtdd on demand. Actually, however, a scdler of 

gold will not realise the full legally fixenl price, for he will ordinarily 

bo required to pay melting and assay chargt^. In addition, the scdler 

must ordinarily take into account the loss of intt*n*8t which is occa¬ 

sioned because crcilit for all the gold is not given until it has Ixen 

in the hands of the recidving bank or authority fur some days, most 

of which are taken up by the assaying and itdining. 

At the time of writing, for instances the rnittni States Treastiry 

must buy all gold offennl to it at the rate of |xr tine ta., but 

on delivery of the gold, onxlit is given for only 07 c»r OS of the 

total, the balance being rt^taiiud for assaying, for t4)2S days, during 

which time the seller losc*s intert‘st, which otherwise c*t)ulil Imve Utm 

earned on the funds investi\l in the g<»ld also Chapter XX\ 1). 

Gold Points am in no Sense Fixed—It follows then that the 

vield obtained by buying gold in one country and selling it in another 

varies from time to time and can never Ih' tixeil with ajiy dt gn-e of 

exactness. The exact cost, however. Is immatiTiaJ. The |H>int to 

remember is that gold shipix^l fnun one centre to another, aftt*r 

allowing for the exfjensc of getting it then*, yield.*^ a definite nt‘( nit4* 

of exchange, which varies fn^m time to time as the ex|K*iv8es and other 

elements vary. 

Pre-War Specie Points.- X<fW in pre war days, when monetary 

and other conditions were far more stable than they are tO‘<iay, g*»ld 

could usually be bought or sold in the leading world centres at pricitj 

which approximated very closely to the rates at which the metal 

was minted into the standard coins. In London, for instance, the 

Bank of England was legally Umnd to buy all gohl offereil to it at the 

price of £3 17s. Dd. per siandaitl ounce. Similarly, the rnited States 

Treasury had a fix^ price of $20*67183 jkt ounce tine at which it 

would buy or sell any quantity of gold. Mort*ovcr, gold coins wen? 

in wide circulation in all the leading countries, and it was always 

possible, therefore, to obtain such coins in quantity for export to 

oth^ countries even if gold could not be easily obtained frt)m the 

central banks. 

8ueh coins were readily purchased on the basis of their fine 

gold content by any central bank or monetary authority, which 
would either melt down the coiim and ro-mint Iheni into its own 
eoifiage, or hold them in their original form for eventual re-export. 
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Again, the movement of gold >>etweon the leading world centres 

wan BO much a matter of fixed routine and fixed charges for the different 

items of cost that the total expenses involved were relatively stable. 

Of course, changes in the items of cost did take place from time to 

time : interest charges were naturally not fixed, whilst the all-in price 

at which gold could lie bought or sold, even in Ixmdon, was subject 

to some slight variation. 

I’siially, gohl exi)ort4‘d from this country was obtained by ex¬ 

changing not(*s for gold at the Issue IX^partment of the Bank of 

England, which was always willing to deliver sovereigns or bar- 

gold for its notes at the Mint Price of £3 17s. lOjd. jK^r oz. of 

standanl gold, j^-ths fine, ecjuivalent to about £4 4s. 11 Id. p<*r oz. of fijie 

gold. If demand was jin*ssing. however, the Bank took advantage of 

the position and chargc^l a iMuiny or two extra for bar-gold, which is 

preftTHsl for exiKirt owing to its great<T convenience, or it issued 

Utjht wtiijhi sov(*n*igns. which meant that the equivalent selling price 

might Im' as high as £.4 iSs, 2d. |K*r ounce*. Under the Gobi Stan<lanl 

Act, ltf2o, the ikink (»f England coubl at its option encash its notes 

with gold in the form of sovereigns <»r of bars, .so long as the amount 

was iu»t less than 4tMi ounci»s of fine gold. Henct*, light coins could 

still, if nee<‘.s.sary, Im' issuer!. 

In the oentn' to which such coins were* exix>rt4^1 they were, of 

eour.s(\ n'garded mendy a.s so much bullion, and on^dit was given for 

them only according to their weight. In calculating the out-turn of 

a gold shipimmt, then*forf*. <lm* allowance had to lie ma<le for any 

incn*ased c*ost of the gold due to the pn'sence of light-weight coins 

in a consignment of the metal. 

Even if the Ikink jwid owi gold in the form of l>ars, its only 

oldigation was to supply bars of the standard fineness of J^ths; 

though it wouhl usually .supply/ric (i.e., pun^) gold ujion nxiuest. 

In marked contrast to eonditions to-day, however, costs such as 

freight, insurance, packing and iissiiying were subject to verj* little 

change over a long jx'riod. Actually, the changes in the total expenses 

were so small that it was usual, l)efore the War, to quote an average 

all-in figure to represent the totiil cost of moving gold, including tbe 

necessary allovrances for interest between Ix>ndon and the leading 

world centres; e.g., 10 centimes i)er £1, or about 4 per mille, between 

London and Paris, 5 \wr mille l)etwecn I>oudon and Berlin, and so on. 

As the leading countries wore at this [leriocl all on the gold standard, 

the rate (i.e,, neglecting extx^usos) obtained by the puroliase of 
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gold coins in one of them and their s^tle in the other would be approxi¬ 
mately the Mint Par of Exchange between the two countriea, so, to 
obtain the gold points, all that was necessary was to add to or deduct 
from the mint parity the customary allowance for expenses, thus:— 

London and Paris. 
IncomiiUL 

(Tu EoitUiid.) 

Mint Par.25-2215 
Expenses .. -10 

Specie roints 25 • 3215 

London and Hew York. 

Kx|x«nees Jrotn Landon to New York were* lutimlly givt-ri as 8 inilli*, and 

those /rom Stw York to lA>iidon as 5 jx-r null*-. 

Inomilntf. Outtfoiag 
(Tu KtttfUnd.) (From KiitfUmS } 

Mint Par.4 Ht>t5 .4-880 

.4dti expeimea 5 jx*r inille -024 Jhduet 8 ix-r 

nuUe .. .. .. •03lt 

Specie Points . . $4 - Hixj $4 * 827 

Outgoing. 
(Pnim Kiiglsad.) 

25-2215 
-10 

25-1215 

London and Berlin. 

The Geni^an Mint Par in pre-\^iir da^-ii uas» num<-riralty, the same as it is 

to*ilay» \'iz., 20-429 marks p«-r £1, and the ex|X'iLS€-s of moving gold Ix^fut'cn that 
country^ and Britain were invariably given as 5 jx*r nulie, Ih-nw: 

lammiag. 
fTu KiigUisil.) 

. 2U-429 Mint Par 

KxpdUics 5 per millt? .. 

Sfxcie i*uints 

102 

(Hitte>lng. 
(froin aiigl^) 

20 429 

• 102 

20-531 20 327 

In the case of Fnince, for instance. th<* outgoing tigurea meant that, 

if govereigHB were transmitted ti# Paris for Halt* to the Itaiik of France 

at it« lc*gal buying price, the ni't “out-turn ” of the shipment after 

dciiuction of all co8t« would Ik* Fch. 25-121.5 yet £1. In other WTirda, 

the rate of exchange obtaimxl by Mmding «r>veitrignH from Isondon to 

Paria w*aa approximately Fes. 25*1215 per £1. Likewise, the incoming 

figures from Newr York, for instance, meant that, if gold dollam were 

shipped from America and 8old to the liank of Knglatid at ita fixe<l 

baying price of £3 17«. 9d. per ounce standard, the net rate of exchange 

produced, after deduction of all expenaea, would lie approximately 

$4*80 per £1. 

Prawnt-Dtjr Specie Pcinte.-4Although it has long been the praotioo 
to use the term “ specie point ” in connection with the rates of exchange 
between gold standard countries, there is a tendency, now that so many 
of the leading countries have abandoned the gold standard, to iwe the 
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term in a rather wider senae tc> mean tiio rate of exchange at which 

it is profitable to move gold between any two countries, wheiher they 

are mi the gold standard or rwi.\ But there remains the important 

difference that, whereas lietwecm gold standard countries the specie 

{)oint8 act {is well-known and relatively stable limits to the rates of 

exchange, the so-called “ 8[Kf<?ie joints between a non-gold country 

and a gold country, or between two non-gold countries, are the fre¬ 

quently varying exchange rates at which gold arbitrageurs find it 

profitable to move gold from one country to another, and, while in 

a gold standard country the price of gold is fixed by law and is not 

affectc<l by the prevailing nites of exchange, in a non-gold country the 

price of gold de]K*ndH directly c»n the rates of exchange between that 

country and countries which an* on the gold stjindard. 

At the time of writing, for example, the gold standard is susjKmded 

in Britain hut is effeirtive in France, where the metal can Ik* Isjught 

from and sohl to the Bank of France at fix<*d prices. Now a London 

bullion dealer who wishes to im{K>rt gold from Paris must obtain the 

reijuisiie quantity t>f francs for its purchase, and, as the Bank of France 

sells at a fixed pri(‘e, the price at which the gold will l>e sold in Ix>ndon 

will de]K*nd mainly on the rate of excliange lK*twcen London and Paris. 

The price of goUl in I»n<lonthus calculatoil by applying the London- 

Paris rate of exchange to convert the Ihink of France s buying price 

into sterling iscalh*!! the Frenrh {nr franc) partly price. If the priiX^ 

is calculi!UhI by n'fen'iu'e io the Xew York-liondon exchange and the 

U.S. Tn*asury price for gold, the ligun* no (»btaiiUHl is calleii the Sew 
York (or /lmenV/i«) jHirtiy price (si*e ('hapt<T XVI). 

Even as lH»twtH*n countries v Inch art* still on the gold stiindard there 

are a numlK*r of factors which make the calculation of the preseut-day 

H}K*oie iK)ints a matter of gn*at complexity. 

To-divy, gold coin.s have dlsiipiioarod from ciroulation Uiroughout 

the world ami the g«>ld stamhml is nothing like the Bxturo that it 

userl to Ik*. Tln'rc is nowaihivs far less certainty concerning either 

the price at which gold axn lie obtained (if at all) in the one country 

or the price at which it can be it*alitMHl in another. The conditions 

under which gold can be obtaine<i from or sold to the central banks, 

and the charge's which are iin]iotied by tlioso banks for minting and 

assaying, are subject to fre<pient change. 

Actually, most of the so-oalkNl “ gold countries ** now maintain 

what may bo called “ one-sidoii ” or one-way ** gtild markets. The 

central authorities concerned are usually oom|)elled by law to buy 

all fine gold offered to them, but» when they are asked to sett gold. 
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they resort to various devices to avoid the unpleasiint necessity of 

doing so. Thus the central bank of a gold country may fall back 

on its legal right to sell gold exchange (i.e., credit remittances on gold 

standard centres) instead of actual gold, or the central bank may 

impose an exporting charge or an assaying fee, or insist on paying 

out light foreign coins (e.g., the Argentine in 1929), or obsc^lete foreign 

coins, or foreign coins of a country other than the one to which the 

gold is being shipped, or bars of lower tineness than 900 (i.e., bars which 
necessitate additional refining charges), thus reducing the out turn 

or otherwise discouraging a shipment. 

Again, the price at which gold w’ould be bought by the Ignited 

States Treasury was several times changed in 1933 us pirt of rresident 

Roosevelt’s policy of reflation, while the Bank of Fmncc, as part 

her policy of defending the gold standard at all costs, has, since 

1928, several times altertnl the conditions under widt h she wouhl buy 

or sell gold in quantity. For examjdo, the Bank Ims ntbuttl its 

assay charge in order to encourage inij>orts of g(»ltl. anti. thouLdi it 

has been consistently prejxired to deliver gold at the otiicial Si lling 

price, it has from time to time kept exjKirters waiting a <lay or tw<» 

for delivery’ and has occasionally issueil gt)ld (»f lower tinen»’ss tlian 

usual, so, of course, increasing the refining charges which the exjHTter 

had to meet in the imiiorting centre. 

On the other hand, thert^ ha\e lH.*en in.^tances ula n* ctaiiurus 

have resorted to various expedients w ith the object of rnt nuragimj tl»e 

outflow of gold. Thus, in the United State.s, the Fe<ltT:il K€*siTve 

authorities have on occasion delivered gold free? un board .ship iiral 

thus saved exporters certain incidental expenses on that sail?. 

So far as non*gold countries are concerned, it is now’ iin]»<».«>sihle to 

say that, when their exchanges reach a certain level, g*)Ki will flow 

inwards or flow outwards: such countries are not, of coiirM*, likely to 

impose restrictions on the import of gold, but only in ext i ptif»niil 

circumstances will gold exports from such countrie.H be made in 

response to ordinary exchange conditions. If gold is inov«-<l at all 

from one of these countries, it is almost always moved by the central 

bank. Some gold may be moved by hoarders, but ns there is no 

free gold market in most of these countries, bullion forex|>ort cannot 

be obtained from the central bank at a legally fixed price. It must Ix) 

purchased, if at all, from the central bank or from othi r source 

at the current market price, which price will Ikj the w^orld price of gold 

expressed in terms of the currency of the country concerned. 

Britain’s position is rather better than that of other non gold 
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oountries. Although the gold Btandard is suspended in this country, 

London is still the world’s principal gold market and the only free 

market to which newly mined gold can be sent, so that gold for export, 

though no longer obtainable from the Bank of England, can still be 

purchased without difficulty from the London Bullion Market at the 

prevailing market price. On the other hand, gold imported into 

this country will bo sold, not to the Bank of England as it used to be, 

at the Bank’s legally fixt*il buying price, but on the London Bullion 

Market for whatever jirice it will fetch. And this sterling price will 

vary, for the retisons previously given, with every change in the 

rates of exchange Ixjtween Lmdon ami the leading gold standard 

centrt*s. As then* is now no stiibility in exchange rates between sterling 

ami other currencies, and, thendore, no fixity alKmt the price quoted 

on the I»ndon Bullion Market for gold, it follows that the specie points 

betwe4*n this ('ountry and otluT countries are continually changing 

and that it is now lUJt jK>s.silili\ as it was in pnvwar days, to give a 

sUihle ligun* to repmsimt tin* cost of buying gold in this country and 

84*iling it abnwul, or rurc vrrm. 

Apart from changes in tlie Lmdon price of gold, variations in 

the other it<uns of c<ist aix' now of very frt^iuent occurrence. Freight 

chargtv< are not nearly as stablt^ <ts they u.sihI to be, partly because 

increaiMHi coin|Kdition ls*tw*een the shipping companies themselves, 

and iK'twivn the shipping companies and air lines, has Icni to a stciidy 

RHlm^tiun and has lirought thcs<* charges far Inflow the pre-war level. 

Other eharges, es|HH i,illy insurance, have Ihmmi siibji»ct to similar cuts, 

uliile rates of in(er<*st have lK*come a most variable factor. 

Refining and Assay. -When gohl is so/d by a leading central bank 

or immetary authority it will usually give its own certificate of the 

tiueness of the metal and due allowance f(»r that fineness will he made 

in the pric<* dcimiiulcil from the buyt'r. When gold is sold to a central 

bank, however, it will usually nHjuin' to have the metal assayed ami 

|MM(sibly ix^fined to that slantlaixi of purity or fineness which it is 

authorised to accept: most central iMinks are rc^iuircd to buy “ fine ” 

gold, though a margin of 6 |>er l.tMK) is usually permitted, i.e., a varia- 

titm down to Ifilo fine. The Hank of France, for example, will ordimirily 

accept only gold which is of 91)5 fineness and upwards, so Uiat if British 

Ht4inclani gold (910] fine) is ofTcred to that Bank, as frequently hap|^>ens, 

the Ihink makes a charge for ass^iying and refining. Pmctioally all 

central banks, therefore, make a stipulated charge to cover the cost 

of refining any gohl offered to them which is lielow their customiiry 

fineni^, whilst others make a charge for minting into ooin (though the 
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metal may, in fact, never be minted). In addition, a charge will 

be made for assaying unless an accepUible certificate of assay accom¬ 

panies the gold. As these charges are varied from time to time, 

the}" necessarily affect the price at which gold cun be bought or the 

price at which it can be realised in the centres concerned. Moreover, 

assaying and refining all take time, and there may be 8i>ecial delay at 

times when the refineries, whase dail}' capacity is limitctl, are l>eing 

asked to handle more metal than thej" can reasonably co\ye with {me 

page 73). 
Bullion dealers must, of course, allow for any such i)erioil during 

which the bullion is passing through the refineries and so losing interest. 
If, for instance, a dealer has arranged a shipment of £1,(X)0.(XM) British 

standard gold from London to Paris, the gold will normally take a 

day or two to refine in London, and can only \>e «*nt over ti) Paris 

piecemeal as it is received from the refiners. In the meantime the 

dealer who has purchased the gold for sale in Paris will have !M>ld the 

anticipated franc proceeds on the Fort*ign Kxchange Market, but. 

pending the arrival of the gold in Paris, he will U? unable to effect 

delivery and will, therefore, be in the |x>sition of incurring an over¬ 

draft in Paris for part of his sale of francs. Even if the franc procwls 

have been sold forward, the position will l>e little diffenuit, since the 

margin between spot and forw'ard francs will follow the cost of obtaining 

an overdraft in Paris. The J^ondon dealer must, thertdore, take the 

interest on such an overrlraft into account in estimating the out-turn 

of a shipment of gold to Paris. 

This fact w'as the cause of an inten^sting situation in when 

the Bank of England, which had for a y»'ar or mon^ U‘f»n with 

a 8tea<ly outflow of gold to France, announccil its intention of jiaying 

out only standard gold. At that time the Bank of Fnince wouhi buv 

only fine gold or gold of the standard fineness of ^^ths, so the net ion 

of the Bank of England had the effect of lowering the f\xjK)rt H|S‘cie 

point to Paris by the cost of rc^fining the gold and also of limiting 

gold transfers to alxiut £3()0,(XX> daily, as this was the maximum 

capacity of the I»ndon refineries. It was said that this step was 

taken by the Bank of England liccause it ha<l exhaustr^l its stes^k 

of fine gold ; but there is no doubt that the liank of Franco cn o|)i*mtH 

so that the arrangement should restrict gold movemc^nts from Txmdon. 

In January, 1930, when the situation had somewhat earn!, the French 

central bank announce<l its willingness to accept British standani 

gold. 
Similar conditions applied during the great gold rush from Paris 
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to London which in 1933-34 foilowed President Roosevelt’s decree 

empowering the United States Treasury to buy all gold offered to it 

at a higher price than had formerly ruled. Much of this gold passed 

to the United States from Paris via Ixmdon. The demand on the 

Rank of France proved greater than its facilities could cope with, 

HO the London price of gold was at times as much os 4s. over the 

hVenoli imrity price; yet bullion arbitrageurs could not take full 

advantage of the premium to make profits for themselves because it 

was jiliyHicully impossible to get the gold across the Channel in suffi¬ 

cient quantity and within the necessary limits of time. 

For the same reasons the United StaUm parity price at this period 

was for days at a time much above the market price ruling in 

Lindon though bullion dealers in all countries were making use of 

every inch of liner siwice to move gold from Ixindon and the Continent 

to New York. So long as a profit could Ik* obtaine<l by moving gold, 

it is obvious that banking and fiiuincial concerns with the nccesHaiy’ 

cajtitid available would attemjd to transfer bullion from one country 

to the other: but their efforts in this n*ganl were limitc'tl by such 

facts as the cajuicity of the refineries in Ixindon and in New York; 

by the capacity of the UniUnl Slates Treasury to handle the gold; 

by the amount of space available on the ts'can liners, and by the 

limit to the amount of gold |K*r ship which iiuderwliters were willing 

to cover by insiinince. 



CHAPIER V 

FOREIGN EXCHANGE UARKETS 

Just as there are markets for the purchase aiul sale of the raw 

materials of commerce, so, also, iii the financial lontres of llie worM 

there are foreign exchange markets, whore foreign currencies are Ixiiight 

and sold. In recent years, considerable changes have taken place 

not only in the organisation and structure of these markt*ts, but 

also in the methcxls of traimcting business Ijetwa^o!! them The 

local, personal markets in the various financial centiTs, \vh<‘re trans¬ 

actions were effected by informal conversation ami barg lining U‘t\u»en 

the dealers, are steadily losing much of their imp^rtanie. In their 

place we have a complicat<.sl system of t»xchange and intcn luinge 

conduct<Kl by telephone, telegraph and cable, and a thous;\nd ojn'ratioiis 

where once there were but a few. 

Conditions before the War.—ik forc the Great War the can»‘cIlation 

of the multitude of debts arising Uuwcon nations having a griMt 

variety of monetary units and .systems—a ta.sk whic’h at fir.ni niglii 

would apjiear well-nigh hojK^less—liad rcductsl iisrlf to tlu' roin* 

paratively simple prfxess of buying and wiling bills of c.xchangc, 

which represented the debts due by the nationals c»f tlif‘ various 

coimtries to one another. So far as Britain was coiurrncii, the 

prcKJess of settlement was even simphT than in tin? caw of an\ other 

country, for her merchantxS and manufacturers would ha\f link* to 

do with foreign currencies, and, as a result, the vast pr<»jMirtif>n of 

her foreign business wuh conduct<xl in her own currency - sterling. 

To understand clearly how this [XKsition arose and was allowt^l 

to persist, we must revert again to the elementary tht'ory underlying 

the settlement of debt by means of the bill of exchange, that 

instrument which, by rcasrm of its simplicity and ready a<ceptability 

throughout the world, for a long ixjricKl of years maintainfsl its 

pre-eminence as the chief medium for the settlement of international 

obligations. 

To Effect Settlement, One Country Only need Draw.-It in a{)]miTnt, 
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if wo visuuliHo the merchantn of tw'o countries in two aggregates, 

that liecauao the bills drawn by the creditors of A upon their debtors 

in B can be purchaKod and remitted by the debtors .of A to fwiy their 

crtnlitors in B, only one of the countries need draw’ ufion the other 

in onler to settle the debts arising Ijetween them. In practice both 

countries draw, but in the ease of Great Britain the bills drawn 

by her tnulers have Utni for many years i>iist Viistly outnumU^rt^l 

by the bills drawn by foreign traders on this country, and, in 
[Mirticular, on I»iidon. 

London the World's Chief Financial Centre.—The nason for this 

is to 1)0 found in the fact that, |mrtly by chance, but mainly by 
hanl work, l.^»ndon has established liersidf as the chief settling [>lace 

of iriteniational indcbtis:bi<‘ss, the world's foremost financld centre, 

ami, to a gr<*at extent, the woiUl's commercial clearing-house. In 
spite of the trenicmlotLs handicap im{s>S4Nl by Britain's |Mirt in the 

worM c<»nHict, arul in spite tif the kct*n com)>elition of rival c<uitres 

more happily situat4Hl <luring the (insit War, Ix)n<lon still retains 

her leadershifi. wliich is attributable to tie* following main factors:— 

(1) For two (dituries British manufactiin*rs ami merchants have 

lisl tlu* worhl in industry lunl foreign triule. ami the gn*ater 

|)iirt of the pro<iucts <»f the worlds industry Inis Udi 

trans|K»rt<Hl in British shi|>s. (Ireat BritJiin has IxHm the 

great coIiiiiImt of tin* world, ami wherever her sons have 

js’iielrated British trade Inis followtHl. The world-wide 

I’Xteiisiiui of Biilish coininene cn'ates everywhere* a dem.'Uid 

f(»r bills oil l>»ndon. 

(2) Knghiiul. rmw thnuigh a happy accident thiiii from settlini 

jsilicy, was the first country in the Wi»rld adopt the 

gt»ld standapfl. whicli ga\<* Iut that gn^it priduidition of 

all industrial progn*ss, \iz.. a stable curnmey. 

(3) I/»mlon is the gn*atest frei* market for gold in the world. Most 

of the world's gold gravitates to I^unlon for .siih*. ami, 

oieliiiiirily, m» n'strietioiis an* iinjsis4*d by this lemntry either 

on the ex|K>rt nr on the irn|>or1 of the metal, though such 

restrictioim have long Uvn common in other jueuninent gtdd 

standani lountrii^. In ordinary cimimstanix^. thcmf«>n\ 

a bill on Ismdon can without difficulty Iw convcrt<xl into 

gtdd if gohl is nspiinxl. and sterling has ixiine to Iv n^ganfixl 

everyw’hefx* aa Ixnng the sim*st nuHliiim for obtaining gold. 

Though^ an a nxiuli of our suspension of the gold standanl 
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in Septenilier, 1931, Rank of England notes arc^ no longer 
am vert i bio into gold, London remains the worltl’s gn^atost 

free gold market, and gold in quantity cannot bc' obtaimxl 

anywhere as quickly and as easily as it can Ik? in liondon. 
(4) British firms, accepting houses, and iKinks have a world¬ 

wide reputation for prudence, fair dealing, and integrity. 

Bills Waring the names of well-known English firms are 

freely acceptetl throughout the world, and still mort' true 
is this of bills Waring the signatun^s of London luinkers 
and aca'pting houses. 

(3) London acta! as the pioneer in insurance business and her 

international maritime agencies—in pirticular Lhiyd’s—have 

established themselves in an impregnablf* {KKiition in 

relationship to the world’s 8hij)pLng and marine insurant'e 
business. Thus the siifety and security of vast international 

trading operations are dejiendent on the financial stn^ngth 

of the London underwriting market, and it stands to the 

world-wide cralit of that market that the confulence therein 
has never been abuscnj. 

(6) The enormous extent of our <K)rnmerce and hwins to fc»r%*ign 

nations gave us large fK‘cuniary inten\sts in i‘VtTy country, 

and ma<Ie the Tnited Kingdom a gn*at creditor nation. 

The gmit profits we clerivefl from our cornrnenv and the 

hanrisome n*v'enuea we n*a*ived f<»r our ship])ing, Imnking, 

and iasurance s^'rviees to other nations, created for us that 

“ ability to leiul ’’ which established our financial leadership, 

while the world-wide use of sterling as an international 

currency conifjelled every countrj^ to maintain lmlanc'<»s in 

Ixmdon, and contributed in jMirt to making Lornlon the 
cheapf‘st centre in whieh to iKjrnjw. 

In this way wc not only accumulated an enormous hoMing 

of oversi-as investments, hut, with ea<h mu in vestment, 
our range of customers extended and our n\Hounes iiu n aMKl, 

thus stnmgthening Ixmclon’s ixwition as the marked for 

long-term capital investments and as the a-ntrt? for that 
short-term financing so vital to international trade. 

(7) The fortunate geographical ixjsition of the British Islands 

relative to the land masses of the earth; the stability of 

our Government, and the resi^et for duly constituted 

authority usually characteristic of our i)eo|>le; the 

efficifflicy of our bankiiig system; and the general reiwU- 
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tion enjoyed by persone of Britwb blood for reaeonablenesfli 

and fair-minded dealing have all, in their degree, con¬ 

tributed to conaolidate the ixmition won for London by 

the enterprme of our manufacturers, the technical aptitude 
of our artisans, ami the sound quality of our pnxlucts. 

(8) Finally, we may note a factor which is prolmbly implied in 

the foregoing enumeration, and that is the wonderful and 

imique organisation of the Ixmdon Money Market, particu¬ 
larly its adaptability to changing conditions, its extensive 

and varied resources, and its pre-eminent discount market, 

whose members have a kn(»w*ledge. as nmiarkable as it is 
unrivalled, of the names and standing of c<imm(*rcial firms 

in all {>arts of the world. A vital rc^piisite for a gre^at 

financial world centre is a healthy, active, and regular dis¬ 

count market, and the existence in Lcndun of sm h a market, 

built u|Kin the sedid foundations of hmg exix*ricnce, B^>und 

finance, and unfailing punctuality, was a |s»tcnt factor con¬ 

tributing to the establishment of ls»ndon as the world's 

fuitmujst financial <H*ntre. 

London Bills an International Currency.—The ]>re-< minent position 

of IjDiidon as an international finamial centre naturally created 

a wc»rld-wide pnvlige for the sterling bill of exchange. Bills on 

Lond(»n are to lie found wherever men trade. They are acc<q>tcd 

almost as fnviy as gold itself, {Missing throughout the world as a 

kind of international ciirrem'y universally taken in jxiyment of 
debt. It is a world-re<'<*giiiscxi j)nietie<> to use such bills not only 

to iw'tlle debts arising from fort'ign trade in which this country is 

dinnqly iin()licated either as ex{HuieT or iin|>oiier, but alst> to settle 

a large jmi|)ortion of the debts arising Udwetm foreign nathnis in 

res|XH't of giKsls w hieh never touch our shores. In such circumstantx^s 

Ijondon figun's merely as a financitig agent, and, of course, exacts 

a commission for its m^rvit'cs in that eafvieity. Thus a Oermaii 

mert'hant imfsirting gixvls. say, from San Francisco, may arrange 

for the American ex|xuier to obtain {Xivinent by drawing bills on 

a l/m<lon Isink or aciX'pting h<ntse with which the Orman men^hant 

has o|iemH} a credit. 

ykewtse, a Chinese merchant selling tea to France may sti|>ulate 

in the eotiiraei of sale that he shall obtain {xiyment by drawing his 

bill on a liondon bank, with which he would ex|iect a credit in hts 

favour to lie opened by the Firetich importer. Ixmdon banks, 
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accepting houses, and large British merchant firms, by accepting 

bills drauTi on them for foreign account, make themselves liable 

for huge sums in the aggregate, and annually earn conaklorable sums 

by wa3’ of commission for their services. 

Settlements with Britain were Initiated Abroad.—This state of 

affairs is still of great consequence, but in pre-war days, when most 

of the world 8 business was settled by bills of exchangt', it was 

jjarticularlj" important. It meant, in the first place, that the British 

exjwrter l^ecame accustomed to expect in |>aymcnt for his gcsids 

a bill drauTi on and |>ayable in Lmdon in sterling, while, on his pzirt, 

the British ini|K)rter exi>eoti'd to i^ay for his goods by Uung <lrawn 

upon in sterling. Neither the Lmdon exiH>rter iH»r the imjK>rter 

troubled much alxmt the rate of exchange. Their contract was 

to receive or to j^ay so much sterling. By leaving the oxchangt* 

operation to the foreigner, the British trader wiw to a great extent 
rid of the trouble of buying or s(‘lling foreign currt*ncie.‘4, am! of having 

to quote prict'S, draw up invoices, and issue catalogue's in fun ign 

money. If he was a seller, he quot<'<l and chargtsl in sterlitig aiul 

expected to get the sterling amount, neither more nor less, for his 

goods. If he was a buyer, he contracte<l for g<Ksls at a price in 

sterling and paid that and no mons 

The Standpoint of the Foreign Merchant- It was otherwise with the 

foreign trader who had to sell or buy a bill on Ixmdon. Variati<>ns 

in the rate of exchange were of great concern to him, since they 

affected the amount which ho hail to receive or i>ay for his bills, 

and if he was able to make a g<x>d bargain when buying or S4‘llijig 

bills he reaped the benefit of it. Ho usually mtulo a study of the 

exchanges and was well content to accept the chance of snatching 

an additional profit on the transaction arising from a change in his 

favour of the rate of exchange. Contracting to sell or to buy at 

a stated price, he often found that, when it came to reciuving |Miy- 

ment, or to pajdng for the goods, he could secure an acMitional 

advantage because the exchange on London had moved in his favour. 

If he was an exporter, he drew and sold his bill as B<x>n as the gcxsls 

were shipped, and so quickly recovered the capital investe<l in the 

goods, otherwise he would have had to wait for a remittance fiom 

London foUowing actual receipt of the goods in this country. If 

he was an importer, he preferred to buy and remit a bill on fxmdon, 

for the price he had to pay for the bill dc)Mmded u|)on his own 

success at bargaining, whereas, if a bill were drawn on him by his 

English creditor, the rate at which he would have to pay it would 
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gonerully bo fixed by the London banker or broker who negotiated 

the instrument on bi^half of the English drawer. Finally, the foreign 

merchant, wherever his domicile, was always sure-of selling a bill 

on London at a good price, and, per conlra, a bill on I^ondon could 

be bought in all centres of commerce. 

London Exchange Rates were Fixed Abroad.—Othe r imix>rtant 

results ensueil. The fact that so great a j>ro|X)rtion of the worlds 

foreign exchange settlements were eilectcxi by means of the sterling 

liill, combincHi with the existence of unrivalled discount facilities 

on the Ixmdon Money Market, established a distinct “ busincM^s 

in sterling exchange, which as likely as not brought profits to the 

holders (juite additional to tho.se arising from trade. 

It hiis, in fact, cstimattsl that in jac-war day.s fully nine- 

tcnth.H of our own tragic and as much as one-half of the world‘.s 

overseas trade were linancinl by stcrlifig bills. ConsfXjuenlly, our 

rat<'s of exchangf* with (»tlier nations were determined primarily by 

the relation lx*tweeii the demand fi»r luul the sujiply i»f su<'h bills in 

the exchange markets of the world, and it may be? s;iid that the 

Foreign Kxt hange Mark<»t in b»rmer times consisted largely of the 

market in sterling bills in the princi|tid financial centres. To lht?se 

centres our fimuieiers were well etmtent to leave a considerable 

])ro{Hirti<in t»f llie risLs arul profits of exchange business, and inci¬ 

dentally also the fixing (»f the prevailing rates of exchange on I>»ndon. 

The prices of bills on Jsaelon (i e , the rates of exchange on l.s>ndon) 

were fixinl hi the foreign ix^ntres where these bills weri' sold ami 

negotiated, so that isaidon benx*lf luul relatively little to di» with 

dmiding at what rale;^ her cum*ncy should exchange ft»r the cur- 

rencii^ of other natuins. 

The London Foreign Exchange Blarket in Pre*War Days.—Such 

exchange business as was transjicttsl on this sitle was almost entirt'ly 

conductfd through the iiudiiitii id u few brokers by the Ixmdon 

otfices <d the foreign luid colonial lnuiks and by a small numWr of 

old established i»xchaiige ImnkerH. Heprcisentatives of tluw institu- 

tums and the bn»kers nM*t to form the actual bi-wwkly market on 

tho Royal Exchange, which was of a similar chanicter to the foreign 

exchange markets in the chief Continental ix^ntixs^, although |H)ssihly 

not as tm|xiri4ini or as gi^>graphically extensive in its ileaJings. In 

fact, the im(K>rt4ince of this market had considerably decreased even 

licforo tho War, for tho brokers had taken to the practiire of making 

daily visits to tho offices of the princt)ial Ixinks and of fixing up the 

exobsngo transacUoiis for tho day by personal intarviow. 
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So far as the operations undertaken by our banks were concerned, 

they consisted chiefly in the purchase and sale of long bills of exchange, 

and in the issue of drafts on various world centres to met^t the 

demands of the trading community. Arbitrage business was neces¬ 

sarily somewhat limited by reason of the relative stability of 

the rates of exchange, for movements such as we have been daily 

accustomed to see during recent years were almost unheard of in more 

normal circumstances, and such movements as did occur were 
generally anticipated and provided for in advance. The business 

of the exchange dealer was, in fact, largely confined to the sale of 

long bills and demand dnifts, and, more rarely, cable transfers (stH^ 

page 116), against purchases of sight bills and long bills on the same 

centre. 

Thus the exchange banker conducted a profitable and non- 

speculative business by supplying drafts to onler drawn on his 

balances with agents in foreign centres, the balances being replenished 

from time to time by the purchase of such bankers' and commercial 

long bills or sight drafts as happened to be available. When rates 

were fairly stable and there w'as an absence of marked fluctuation, 

it was not as imperative as it would be under present conditions 

that the banker should at once cover his sales of exchange by corre¬ 

sponding purchases, but it Ls clear that if his himinc^s of issuing 

drafts to order was to continue, he had to take ftte{)s to maintain 

his credit balances abroad or to reduce any oveniraft which he might 

have created. In ordinary circumstances ample commercial cover 

would be available, but in the event of a scarcity of exchange on 

any centre or centres, resort would be had to the remittance of 

securities and ultimately to the transfer of gold or silver bullion, 

as the case might be. 

Two other factors must be mentioned. The first conc*ems the 

comparatively restricted market in forward currencies, which was as 

yet in its infancy, dealings being limited to dollars and—to a much 

smaller extent—French francs. Secondly, it must lie unfierst^xxl 

that the great majority of transactions were mrulo through the 

medium of the post. The bulk of remittances were eiTcH?tcd by the 

despatch of cheques and bills by the ordinary mail, those of larger 

amount consisting of parcels of bills on the centre eoncH^rned for 

collection and negotiation. Transfers of funds by cabk? tranj^ferji) 

or by telegraph {tekffraphic transfers or T.T.) wore, os yet, little used. 

Tho Ctmngm in Bacent Tetll.-—Conditions to-day am vastly 
different. Not only has the attitude of London bankers towaids 
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the foreign oxcbanges had to be reviaed, but the mechaniam of the 
market has been completely altered and the volume of tranaactiona 
—in London aa well aa in other imixjrtant financial centres—has 
greatly increased. In many rt*a{)ects the changes which have taken 

place are directly attributable to the frequent and violent fluctuationa 
in the rates of exchange consequent upon the uncertainty engendered 

by the War; on the other liand, they are no doubt traceable in part 

to that development which was boiuid to come sooner or later in 
onler that the exigc*jicit*s of modem commerce should be adequately 

and efficiently served. 

At the ciul of the nineU*cnth century^ the bill of exchange was 
still the basis of both internal and external trade, and formed the 

staple comnuKlity desalt in on the London Foreign Exchange Market. 

Even Indore the War, however, the home trailer had become loo proud 
to accept a bill and preferrf*<l to settle his ilebts by l>aying cash or 

by issuing a clu^pie against a loan arranged with his banker. This 

U»ndency extended to foreign trade during and afUT the War, when 

the banks in varied the field of the accepting housc^s, and undertook to 

ncaqit bills und*T citilits ojjened by home an<l foreign exjx>rtcr8 and 

imfKirters, As a ri'sult, bank drafts ai sight took the place of many 
Utntj trade bills. 

A New Machaniim.—Possibly the most striking change is that 

which cunc<*nis the mechanism of the market. Nowadays by far 

the greater |iro|X)rtion of excluuige transactions is effecteil by 

telephone, cable or telegraph. Most of the world s exchange buaineaa 

now consists, os we have alreaily obwrvcd, not essentially in the 

purchase mul sale of bilU of excluuigt^ on fondgn centres, but in the 

purchase and sale of righis to foreign cum^ncies, such rights existing 

usually as balatiocs or raendy cnxlits with Ixinks abroad. Actually, 

of cours<\ no diffeif’iKX' exists, for a bill of exchange on a jxirticular 

country is merely a right to a givem amount of the currency of that 

country. 

i)ne im|K>rtant nv*ult of tiu' changt' is that long rates of exchange 

rarely apfiear nowailays as pnhUshtd quotations, although they are 

still quoted by the banks to their customers whenever rtHiuiml. 

Most exchange quotations published at Uie present time are for 

telegraphic transfers. 

The paymeuta are effected out of current accounts conducted by 
all l»ankers of importance with branches or agents in the foreign 
places, the accomits being maintained in credit not only by the pre* 
war method of remitting parcels of commercial bills when they are 

0 
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available, but also by the immetliate purchaser of cover in the niarkeL 

Thus a London exchange dealer who sells a T.T, on New' York fur 

$1(K>,(KH) will immediately cover his sale by the purchase in the 

Exchange Market of a T.T. of eorre8j)onding amount, for in the 

present uncertain state of the world’s exchanges rates fluctuate so 

considerably that bankers are careful not to keep too large balances 

in any centre and not to maintain an “ ojK^n ” or uncovertHl jKwition 

in any cummey for longer than is absolutely essential. 

The Altered Internal Mechanism.- In London, as in other gix^at 

centres, the “ internal ” mechanism of tlu^ market has also under¬ 

gone a complete change. In most fondgn centres the Ikmrsi*, or 

actual meeting of dealers in exclumge, still j)i‘rsists. but it has not a 

tithe of its former importance. The structure of the I»ndon Ft)rt‘ign 

Exchange Market is de^dt with later in this chapter, but at this jKunt 

it may be stated that the comj>4iralively leisurely manner of buying 

and selling bills by personal interview is enlin‘ly suiJcnudc^tl. The 

exchange market to-day consists of a certain numlxT of deah^rs ami 

brokers in constant telephonic communication not imly with one 

another, but also with dealers in other centres, while thi*y are linker! 

up with more distant places by the telegraph and cable. DtNils are 

conducted with amazing rapidity and with startling fn'quency, the 

transactions in each imiKjrtant currency aggregating very large suni>. 

So closely connected are the dealers in each centre with tho>s4» in 

other places that the adjustment of rates of all (ontincntal markets 

with those of New York find I>ondon Is im‘rely the* mattiT of a few^ 

minutes. 

The Vast Increase in the Volume of Operations.- Thf* vast im*n use 
in the volume of exchange tninsfictions is traccfible to a numU*r 

of factors. In the first place, the greater rafudity and tdliciemy 

of the exchange mechanism itsidf has li^d to (imsiderably im reams! 

and more frequent transfers of capital from one country to anothiT 

in order to take advantage of bedter interest rales. Sec»»ndly, the 

frequent abnormal movements in the exchanges in recent vears havi» 

provoked international speculation in foreign c*urn*nci< s on art enor¬ 

mous scale—in many cam*s with such detrimental idTects that active 

Government interv'cntion has Ijeen necessary to abate the «»vil. 

Then there is the fact, which is of sjKitial im|)ortance so fur as 

this country is concerned, that, owing t4) the contraction of worbl 

markets and to the intense comfxdition which now f»xi«ts among 

sellers of goods, exporters have usually to quote prias and take pay¬ 

ment in terms of the importers currency. To-day, each country has 
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to be content to receive payment for a large part of its exjjorla in the 

form of fonngn currency, and an important renult i« that the sterling 

bill has lost some of its former pn^stige as a means of international 

«c‘ttlenient, while transactions in foreign curnmcies by British 

merchants are far more extensive and numerous than they used 

to be. 

The Rise ol London’s Foreign Exchange Departments. -This 

growth in Ixmdon’s exchange* business was one of the chief n*asfins 

for the changfHl attitude of our hanks towards foreign exchange, for 

it meant that facilities had to lx* provided for the British trader Mho, 

no longt'r able to tmnsact all his for»»ign busin<*ss in sterling, had t^» 

fx* prepan*d to buy and sell in the currcmcies of other nations. Ajxirt 

fnmi the fact that the )>anks Mere naturally desiix>us of aa^^isting their 

cu.Ht<imers by the provision of complete exchange faciliti(*s, they 

eoulfl not but rt'cognise the vast |x>s.Hibiliti<‘H of an extension of their 

exidiange busim^. Prior to 1914 the large joint stock banks kept 

fcM', if iiuifxxl any at all, oi^rative currency accounts Mith banks 

abroad, and foreign busine^ Mas largely conducted by them through 

the iiifNlium of the Iximlon oftici's of the foreign banks or through 

the bea<l oflici^ of those Kngll*<h banks then ojicrating abroad. As 

a nile, settlement M*as imme<liately ma^ie on a sterling basl*^, thereby 

leaving boUi the exchange risk anti the exKution of any ntn^cssary 

(covering op<‘rations to the foreign bank. 

All thw has noM’ Iwxm changcHl. and all the big Imnks have of 

late years either inaugurat^xl or exiMindcHl their fondgn departments 

so that at tin* pn*sent time there Is jwactically no class of fomgn 

Inisincss M*hi^h cannot be undertaken by thf^e banks dimtly Mith 

agents or hranc!u*s in nil foreign centres of im{>ortanee. As a natural 

n^siilt, the Ixmdon list of exchange quotatums has extendcnl from the 

comparatively small (’oursc of Exchange table of pre-war days to 

the much more compndu^nsive Fcindgn Exchange table of to day, 

embra4dng all the iro{K)rtant centres of the Morld. 

Tha Development of the Forward Market—Finally must be 

mentiomxl the striking devi^lopment in for\vard transactions, Mhich 

are such a featun* of the fon-ign exchangt* market at the prt*sent 

time. Such o|>enitions not only enable the banking and tratling 

community to eliminat4' much of tbe risk which must ntH'«’«<satily 

accompany the frequent and someUmes vioif ni movements charac¬ 

teristic of exchange rat<a in recent j-ears, hut also pmvwle a nuans 

whcft'by exchange d<Hilera can safely turn to profitable account high 

ratoe of intermt ruling in other centres. Exam pit's of the ty|x> of 
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operation involved are included in Chapter XXX, while the theory 

underlying forw-ard exchange is discussed in Chapter XI. 

THE LONDON FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET TO DAY. 

We may now proceed to consider briefly the structure of tlio 

Foriign Elxchange Market as it exists in London at the pn^sent time. 

In its chief aspects the organisation is typical of that whiiii exists 

in the other financial centres of the world, and the description which 

follows should theit'fore 8er\'e to acquaint the rt‘ailer still mon* closely 

with the mt'chanism of modem exchange dealing. 

The real rnefnbers of the London Foreign Exchange Market art> 

the British and foreign banks, the accepting houH<\s, and the other 

City finance houses, whose names are l>v custom acct^pte<i without 

cavil as “ market names i.e,, as soum! for any transiu^ticuis into 

which they may enter with any other ineml^ers of the Market. The 

foreign exchange business of tlu\He eoncern.s is actually tran.**aet«*<l 

by their specialist dealers ”, who number in all alK>ut lOO, and who 

are engaged thioughout the day in the purchase and sale of fc»reign 

currencies on Ijehalf of their respective ifistitutions. 

The Foreign Exchange Brokers.—As a general rule, pn^sc^nt day 

exchange cjn'rations are nut efff'cUxl directly between tht* ticalers, 

but through the interme<liary of exchangt* brokers, of whom then' an' 

about forty in the City at the time of writing. Km h (h aler is in 

direct telephonic communication with pn>l)ab!y twc'iity brok(*rs, who 

bear the cost of installing private telephone lines iK^twi'^-n themM'lves 

and the debaters, and, for a small commission, whi»*h I’onstitute.s th(*ir 

only profit, link up the dealers purch;ising a iwirlicular (Mirn*n(w with 

other dealers who an? in a jx)sition to .si^ll it. As a rule, eac h firm 

of brfikers specialises in a certain group of nirnmcies, and vnrh dealer 

has ilirect lines to thn'^j or four firms o[)emting in each of the various 

groups. 

Most of these brokers can lay claim to long years of cx|NTtence 

as exchange o|ierators, hut compf'tition is so keen that clients and 

business soon drift away unless a high pitch of efticieiK'v and a first- 

rate service ans rigidly maintainerl. 

Unlike the brokers on the Stock Exchange, or on a IVwlwce 

Exchange, the foreign exchange broker has no profc^ional status. 

Anyone, without any special qualifications, is perfectly frt'^^ to set 

up as a broker in the Foreign Exchange Market. The only essfiitials 

to his success arc that ho shall understand his business; that he shall 

be sufficiently well acquainted with a few of the Imnk dealers to ensure 
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that Homo of their businegs will be panHod through hia haiida, and 

that lie is a member of the Ix)ndon Foreign Exchange Brokers’ Asso- 

ciation, which was formed in 1933 in consequence of the growing 

desire in the Market for some means of n^gulating the business, more 

esjx*cially as the dealers in the reputable Imnks ha<i evinced a 

det€«rmination to confine their transactions to those brokers who 

showtHl a 8i*nse of n‘S|K)nsibility and a i)roixT recognition of the 
im|K)rtance of their functions as {xirt of the financial mechanism. 

Whilst there are no rigid restrictions on the opc^rations of bnikers, 

it must lx* realisiHl that, since a liroker is entirely dejjendent for his 

business on the goixlwiil of the dealers, he is bound in practice to 

n*strict his o|X'rations to th<»s<* which meet with the approval of the 

«leah»rs. For this mison a bn»k<‘r must act only as an interme<iiary: 

he must luit buy or sell on his own aec*oiint, nor must he endeavour 

to take any pndit fnmi the rate he <)uc»U*s. Further, he must not 

deal with a bank or other institution which is not a n*t'ognise<l memlx*r 

of the Mark<*t: he is thendon* pn‘clu<l<‘<l from dealing diitKl uith 

memU^rs of the public or with ('ontinental ami other fortugn Iwinks. 

As a foreign f‘xchange broker is ess4‘ntially an intcnne<liary, he 

do<*s not shouhier any <if the risks inci<lental to exohangt* dealings. 

On the other hand, in spite of the eom|Mirative smallness of his com¬ 

mission, his earnings in a jn^rio*! <d gix^at .sjK*culalive activity may 

Ik* very c<»nsidenible. ami his promptitude, alertness, and general 

integrity may cn'ate for him a very luenitive and exten.sive 

His funetion is to kts'p Ins rlients, the Iwink dealers, {sist^nl with 

“ twt>.way (i.e., buying and sidling) priivs at which he finds buyers 

ami sellers in the exmrse of his eiupiiries nmnd the Market. If his 

judgm<*nt is cxmsistently faulty and he “ rcails '* wrtain of his rlients 

aa huyers or s<dleni at various pri<x's when, in fact, they are not so 

int<*n*st<Kl, then the pri«'t's he quotes will \h} found to be unreliable, 

his clients will fall away fn»m him and will wvk some other broker 

W’hf> can U* cxnintiKl u|K»n to supply or take at least a n^asonable 

quantity of the eurnuiey at the pricx^ which he has quot^xl. Hence, 

his sucoixiH de]K*tuis very largidy on his jiuigment in determining 

whether the dmiers on whom ho is himmdf relying can lx relied u|K>n 

to deliver or a<Hx*pt the curnmey for which they have quotixl him. 

If a dealer “ lets him down he has no rcHln*ss; he must do his l>est 

to (iiui another dealer who is willing to do Imsincss and so avoid 

having himself to dtsap|ioiiit the dealer who has taken him firm 

The brt>ker must also lx an exixrt in mediation, or the art of 

oomjiromiae. Ho has to try to bridge the gap Ixtween buying and 
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selling prices by persuading one jmrty to come to the others price 

or both parties to meet at the middle price. And, of course*, he is 

largely kept “ up to scratch ” and in a high state of elliciency by 

the fact that the dealers, in their search for the best rates and the best 

services, are continually putting one broker in coni|>etition with others 

who deal in the same currency, and tend to j)ass their business through 

the broker who proves to Ik? most deserving of contitlence. 

Tbe Exchange Broker’s Organisation.—It is clear that the |x?r- 

formance of the comparatively simple functions here described does 

not necessitate any elaborate olliee organisation. In fact, the typic al 

arrangement amsists of a room containing one or inort* long tables 

around w^hich are seated a nuinlx^r of assistants, c‘aeh of whom has 

a telephone receiver connected with 8witchl>onnls fn)m which private 

lines emanate to ix>s.sibly one hunclnnl (»r more* banks in the ('ity. 

Each assistant transacts businc.ss with certain s|Kcitied Iwinks, and 

proceeds to discuss business as scmui as the name of one of the.s4» luinks 

is oalle<l by the switchlxmrd ojK^rator. If the business is surticiently 

large, 8ej>arate roc^rns may Ix' utilis<*d for (lilTcTt‘nt curn ru ics or grou|wj 

of currencies. Thus one well-known linn ha.s one large (lc|>artmt*nt 

transacting haziness in dollars only, \\hilc another d< [>artnu rit (‘on- 

ducts operations in (Continental currencies, and .so on. 

The actual conduct of businesvS gex^s on at a rajud |vu*c\ An 

operator often has his finger cm sc*veral pn>sp‘ctivf* deals at the siuno 

time, and must continually .nwitch over fnmi one line t<» another. 

Moreover, considerable ability is n-cpiinNl to Uargain nceurately and 

profitably in a room where? |KKc>sibly a dozen telephone eonversation.s 

are Ixing conducted simultaneously, and c*.sjK*cially in view of the 

fact that the broker must listc-n to his c!olleagi*e.s with one ear, so an 

to catch at once? any change? in the rate in which he i.s ojierating. and 

at the 5»ame time carry on a conversation with hi.s clii»nt. 

The procedure is somewhat as follows. A clealer at oiu' of the 

large joint stock banks rings through for a rate for the j)urchase of 

a given amount of dollars to be delivered in New York on the follow- 

iiig day. From his knowledge of the tendency of the market or 

from the fact that he has offerings of dollars from other clients, the 

broker is generally in a p>sition to quote a rate at once. Alter¬ 

natively, he may require time to communicate with other custcemem 

in order to determine whc?ther they have the dollars for dtspisal 

and if ao at what rate. 

The aucceaii of a broker, however, de[)ends esmmtially upm bta 
ability to keep pace with and to “ reacl ” the market, ao that he can 
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i 111 media t<)ly supply hitf clients with reliable two-way prices. His 

groat object is to be ** firm ** at the prices he quotes, tliat is, to be 

prepared to take or to deliver some at least of the currency in 

question, and if he makes a firm price to a dealer he is biiund 

(itnli^ he wishes to low* future business) to stand by that price for 

a rt*asonabl(; amount of the curnmcy in question, say, or 
Fes. 2r)<b(KHK 

111 order to quote firm prices he relicts, of course, on the statements 

which have been niiole to him by clients to whom he has spoken 

just previously, and who reveal themselves as probable buyers or 

sellers. Should he be taken at his firm price, say, by a seller, he at 

ou<‘e communicates with his probable buyer, but if by chance the 

broker has Ixhui too long (usually more than two minutes is con- 

sidtTcd t<M) hmg, but sometimes even thirty seconds is l<»ng enough 

for a dt'aler to cry i»fT) he may fin<l tin* proliable buyer iu» longer 

wishes Xif function. Nevertheless, he bound t4) supjHirt bis jirice 

to tiu* selling dealer who “ trxik ” him, an<l must tlu n fore find another 

buyer fc»r the curnmey which he has accept^sl, and himwlf K-ar the 

loss if the rat4» has moved unfavourably. This, in fact, i.s the tally 

financial risk which a brx>k<T runs, but it will U* apprf*ciat<*<i that the 

amounts invoUanl can tpiite csaisidenible if he makes firm pric<*s 

without due care. 

If will Ik* clear that, as all Inisiinss is dom* by wortl of nnnith, a 

griMt deal must dejs nd <ui whetluT the parties abide strictly by their 

agnsiuiients; but in pnu tic e any di aler <»r bn»ker who j>rt>\eti unreliable 

in this resjKnt would sulTt r t ithiT in tin* (c»rm cd retaliation t»r frxmi 

loss of busint*s8. The br<>ker. t*sjK*ciuUy, would soon U»se his clients 

if bis tpiotations wen^ found unn*liable or if he failed to stand by his 

firm offt»rs, and it is f(»r this nason that the brokiT will usually 

sliouldtT the loss hiniw'lf nither than a dealer dowji. It should 

U* clear, mnnsivi'r. that this in(<»rnial metluHl of transacting business 

makes it Cnssential (hat memU*rs of the Market should lx* of first class 

standing and reputation. Hemv any wrtc kink is only nn'ognistHl as 

a memtK*r of (In* Market wluui the existing rneinlK'rs an* quite siitisfusl 

as to its Htnntiing. and by ndiising io 'Make the name *’ of a new 

entnuit to the Market, the existing metnU*rs can sexm make it im- 

|Kiasible, or at least very diftieult. for the firm ixinct^niiHl to tnuisnct 

exchange business as a mernU^r of the Market. 

The Broktr’f Oontract Note.- As soon as the rates are agnx*ablo to 

Iwnth parties the bargain is conelude<l, the broker ailvif»es each dealer 

of the name of the other party, makes a note of the transaction 
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on a book or pad in front of him, and in due course forwards to buyer 

and seller contract notes in the following forms :— 

SPEdMENS OF EXCHANGE BROKERS’ CONTRACT NOTES 

(1) To the Bayer—BOUGHT CONTRACT FORM (on blue-tinted pi»|H>r) 

BOUGHT for your a/o. Value Date, 
-:5tk June, 19-25. 

Fes, 2$0M0--T,T. Paris at 106'26. 

1 OP Royal Bank oj Canada, E,C, I 

Bro. NU. 
BLANK, DASH ft CO.. LTD., 

FoREIOM KXCMANGK HROXRRa, 

999, London Wall, 
B.C.2. 

June, 1925 

(Pencilled on the reverse ia the riAnie of the buyer (Britiah ()vor>ieAJi Hunk, 
Ltd.) to whom the nieeaenger has to deliver the contract.} 

(2) To the Sdler—SOLD CONTRACT FORM (on dead white paj»er). 

SOLD for your a 'c. 

Fe*. 250.000—T.T. Pan* at 100-25. 

TO Britith Overata* Bank, Ltd., London, K.C. 

Bro- >0*. 

Vatne Date, 
■J.Uh Junr. to-:.',. 

iSrd June, 1925. 

BLABK, DASH ft CO.. LTD., 
FuaMON Kxcmanuk Hrokrim, 

999, London Wall. 
E.O.S. 

[The Msller’e name (Royal Bank of Canada) in i>Rnoi|lr<l on llii> reverw oh 
in the other case.] 

“ VallW Datot.”—^Thc contract notes give particulars of the amniint, 

the rate, the names of the buyer and seller, and the mlur dnU, i.e., 

the date, usually two or three business days ahead, when the liargain 

is to become effective by the delivery or receipt of the currency in 

the foreign centre at the same time os sterling is paid or rcreivetl in 

London. The value date also fixes the time from which interest ran 

be charged or allowed as the case may bo. Usually the ctimmoy 
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haA to bo paid over on the same day aa the sterling Ib payable in 

l^ndon; thus the market terras ** tyi/ei/r compensie” and here and 

there ** mean that the value date of payment of the sterling and of 

the foieign currency is “ eora[)ensat4^ or, in other words, that 

payment on lM)th sides (“ here and there **) takes place the same day 

so that no loss of intert‘Ht accrues to either party. 

The following are the rtH'ognised value dates for the principal 

exchanges at the time of writing :— 

New York or Montreiil, T.T. .. Value two clay# later. 
ehc'cjuo .. Delivery #an»e day, payment on 

the folhmiriK day. 
Kranre, Sc*iiiulitiavia, 

Holland, SwittcTlatKl. Spain .. Valuer two dayft later. 
Italy, HermauN, l*'>rtuj:al, .Auatria, 

C/eolio Slovtikia, India, Ja|*an., Value thn^e day# later. 
Uiitiiariia. Ju;*o-Slavia, 11 unwary. 

Bulgaria, CjnH*<'e, Finland . . Value nev* ii day# later. 
Buen«i# Aire# Value* two da\(i later. 
Rio do Janeiro .. Value* throe* day# later. 

Vitrialions from these recogmsetl value dates are made by mutual 

cHinsiutt of the |>arti<‘s. while \V«*stern currencies art‘ often dealt in 

“ fYiific* to day ”, whic h implic^s the* j^ynicnt of sterling and delivery 

of eummev on the day the cleal is actually IntnsActc^tl. 

Completion of the Deal. Ti»e ('ontmet note sjM*cifies the amount 

and rate of the deal, and also the* name of the other party to the 

bargain. It is recogniscnl as conelusive evidence of the contract, 

which must be fultilled and cannot thereafter Ik* varied by either 

party thereto, i\mseipiently, the buyer and seller carefully check 

the contract notes, ancl in due course communicate u*ith each other, 

confirming the puri'hase or sale and the delivery daU^, and also the 

names of the agents in the fonugn centres by whom and to whom 

resi)ectiv<*ly the eummey is to be delivere<l. In the case of deals 

betwi*en the banks, thes<* names are arrangetl by teh^phone by the 

res|K*ctive “ Instructions Dejuirtments ”, soon after each deal is 

cimiplet^nl, and later a I'tmfirinatorv ineinorandtim, known as an 

“ Kxehange CVudirnmtion ”, is wuit by each luink to the other. 

The agents w ill l>e advisiKl by mail, telephone or cable, as the case 

may l»e, and on the value date the whole transaction Is finally com¬ 

pleted by a sterling jmyment between buyer and seller in Ix>ndon, 

and by the transfer of the relative currency lietween the agents in 

the foreign centre. In the event of any default or delay in delivery, 

interest is charged at prevailing rates against the defaulting i>arty 

from the value date, as already Indicated. It is clear, however. 
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that the omission of the dealer or his foreign agent to conform to 
the letter of the bargain is a serious matter for the dealer and for 
the other contracting party. Consequently, such happenings are of 
rare occurrence, but, if they do arise, the ilefaulting party hastens 
to make amends as soon as he possibly can. 

One other point in relation to the broker may be mentioned, 
and that is the fact that as a rule he is not put to the necessity of 
making calculations, mci'hanioal or otherwise, involving the con¬ 
version of one currency into another. He is concerned merely with 
linking up the purchase and sale of a given amount of currency at 
a giv'cn rate, and consequently his only calculation is that nc'<essary 
to determine the amount of commission or brokerage chargeable to 
his clients for the transaction (»f the business. 

The Foreign Exchange Dealer*—The foreign exehange dealers in 
the City include the ex|H^rt operators in the foreign exehange depart- 
ment.s of the Lmdon banks, accepting bouses, and tinaneial hou.ses, 
together with a few iivde|K‘ndent tinns of dt»alers in foreign e xchange, 
who act mainly as Ix)ndon exchange agents for banks in othf*r 
countries. 

The functions of the exchange dealer in any institution of repute 
are of considerable difficulty and of far-reaching imp)rtanre, for ujKm 
him devolve the duties and risks incidental to the purchase and sale 
of foreign currencies in large amounts, and at the .same lime the task 
of conducting arbitrage bu.siness through agents in other centres 
with the object of making profits out of differences in the prevailing 
rates of exchange. It is therefore not surprising that this work is 
confined to officials of a high degree of ability, and that oven in the 
largest joint stock banks foreign exchange dealing is usually in the 
hands of not more than half a dozen o|WTaiors, each of whom tends 
to specialise in a group of currencies or in one important ciirrenry. 
Furthermore, the essentially specialised nature of the dealings has 
resulted in the concentration of exchange business with India and 
the Far East in the hands of the Ixindon offices of the Eastern 
banks, and of business with the British Dominions and ('olonics in 
the hands of the Ixmdon offices of the Dominion and (Colonial bank.s. 
Moreover, only a few brokers handle thc^se currencies. 

The Exchange Dealer’f Organintkm.—The necessary limiUiion 
in the number of dealers in the exchange department has already 
been mentioned. In some respects this is attributable to the highly 
responsible nature of the work, but it is also a necessary result of 
the organisation of the department itself, which would make it 
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oxtroinely diflicult to oo-onlinate the work in the dealere* oilico if 

the nundx'r of o[)eratorH were much inoreascHl. 

In ita essentials, the exchange dealers' office docs not differ con' 

sidorably from that of the exchange broker. The dealers are usually 

to l)e found sc*ated around a table on which are anumlierof telephone 

instruments connected with switchboards linking the dej>artment by 

private line with the brokers, imiK>rtant branches of the bank, leading 

cable com]>anies, a few siK^cial customers, and certain banks or 

financial houst^s with which the bank is closely associated. Each 

dealing “ position " is also connccU*<l to the bank’s public telephone 

8witchlK>artl an<l to the internal HwitchlK>anl f(»r communications with 

all other di^jmrtmeiits of the institution. 

The private line switchlxmnl may U* of the old Post Office type 

with the familiar “ iloll s eye drop indieators, or the modern so-calletl 

“ Fr<‘nrh Umnls”; i.c,, flat tables having sevenil grouj>8 of cxdounxl 

pn*ss buttons or studs by which contact can hi} establishecl with any 

of the private lines. Each grcuip of buttons comjirises a dealing 

j>osition, contn'll«*d u'^ually l»y one dealer^ and each button is accom- 

jMinKxl by two small lights. n‘d and green nNsjKctively, the former 

indicating an incomittg call fn»m the private lim* conc*eme<l and the 

latter an tmUjoing cull. These lights show’ simultane<msly on all the 

[Kisition.s, and so iiulicate to each clealer that the bn»ker or bank or 

cust<»mer is on the win*. 

The numiMT of sejianile ]>ositions, and so the mmil)er of dealers, 

dejieiids on the amount of business which the bank is accustome<l to 

tninsact. In small dejMirtments there may lx* only two or three 

dealers; in large ones, as many ax ten or a dor.cui. in which caao the 

dealers will onlinarily s|K»cialis<! in diffenuit curnmeies. The stmior 

dealer, for example, will exen'i*i<' general suj»ervisi<m ami Ix^ respon¬ 

sible mainly for the most im|H>rtant curn ney American dollars; his 

chief assistant will handle the heading Continental currencies, such 

ax French fnincs, Ixdgas. ami lin'; while a third will take charge 

of the Central and South American gmup. 

Highly inijxirtant adjuncts <if the dealing departments an' the 

%'arioux tyjx'S of ealeulating maclune, the ingenious mechanism of 

W'hich cumblex the dealer to convert amounts in one euireney into 

another and to detiTniinc e<|utvalent rates and iiarities with amaxing 

rapidity and extreme acouraey. It can, in fact, Ix^ said that this 

nmehine has largely stipplantixl one qualification oonsiilennl essimtial 

in the pre-war exehangt^ op'rator—that is, the ability to calculate 

quickly and accurately. At the same time it has minimised the 
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risk of loss resulting from an unfortunate error on the part of 

the dealer. 

In order to record his purchases and sales of various currencies, 

each operator is provided with a dealer’s “ book,** ruled with a number 

of columns and divided into sections for each currency dealt in, or, 

alternatively, he may utilise what are kno\m as position sheets, one 

for each of the principal currencies in which he is operating. Pur¬ 

chases of a currency are entered in the Bought Column of the 
sheet or book, while sales are entere<l in the '' Sold ” Column, and 

as each operation is effected (or |>eriadically as the case may be, 

according to the currency concerned) a balance is struck so that 
the dealer can determine at a glance his “ position in the rt'lati\e 

currency, i.e,, whether his purchases balance his sales of the particular 

currency, or whether he has oversold gone short ”) or overUaight 

('* gone long ”) in that curnmcv. Sometime's Hep4init4' sht'cla or 

separate columns are nmeil for spot and foruxird dc'als, that tln' 

operator has no difficulty in summing up his ]x>sition in either of thciw^ 

two important divisions of his work. 

In addition to the position sheets, the dealer is provided also 

with lists of all the important foreign o.xchange centres, against each 

of wrhich he notes the prevailing rate of exchange as it is advised to 

him from time to time in the course of the day. 

At this point it may be mentioned that although the dealer is 

linke<l by private wire with the brokers with whom he transacts 

most of his business, he is not as a rule in direct communication with 

any of the other dealers in L<mdon. In the same w*ay, although the 

brokers are directly linked up with quite a nuinl>er of dealers in 

the City, they are never connected by private wire with one 

another. 

A Tnrical Day in the Exchange Department—The actual pro¬ 

cedure of exchange dealing may be l>est explaineil by a con.Hideration 

of the operations of the dealers during a typical bustness day. On 

their arrival at the office at aljout 9.30 a.m. (by which time they will 

have made themselves conversant with the? latest news of the world’s 

economic, financial, and political happenings), the first duty of the 

operators is to examine all letters and decxxjefl cables frt>m dealers 

and correspondents in other centix^s and from lcK*al customers. 

The communications from local customers will contain onlers for 
spot or forward purchases and sales of various currencies, while the 
letters and cables from abroad will give the closing rates ruling in 
the foreign centres on the preceding day, together with orders and 
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offers to do business in exchange, some of them with definite limits 
for the transactions and others with instructions to buy or sell at the 
liest rates obtainable. 

The first hour or so will be spent by the dealers in “ feeling ” 
the market, by ascertaining from the brokers and from Continental 
friends the opening exchange rates for the day and the general opinion 
of the “ tendency notes of the quotations being made by each 
ojx*>rator on the list of currencies before* him. 

By alxiut 10 or 10.15 a.m., the Market will have been ojjened up 

by offers, thnjugh the brokers, to buy or hc*11 currency at indicated 

rates, and as tninsacticuis art* effected and quotations are varied from 

time to time, so the list of rates will lx* t*ntertHt up and amended by 

the dealer, ritimately, the list is suflick ntly complete to permit the 

dealer to st*iul <M>pies to the various <ie]Mirtments for their guidance 

during the day, though transactions will not Ik* bascnl on these ratt*« 

without n*fereiu*e lx*ing again made to the Kxchange Di*j)artment 

for confirmation and for the ix‘conling <»f the trans4iction on the 

{Kisition slH*t*ts. 

During this time the dealers Mill receive advice fn>m the Accounts 

Department of the positum of their currency balances in foreign 

centn*s an<l the <*xt<*nt of their forvianl commitments in each currenev, 

and they Mill nijxi rfwive the first notifications fn>m the other dejmrt- 

nients of the early tmnsacti<»ns effect4*<l and of imixirtant jiaymenta 

and n'i'-eipts fn»m an<l to the accounts kept Mith agemts abn>ad. 

The dealers take ean'ful details of the various amounts, and having 

ascertaim*<l the lialamv in t‘ach cum*ncv. ent4T such balances on the 

relative |x»sition sluvts, after which they an* nvidy to g4*t to grijis 

with the day's o|K*nitions. 

Onlers from ousUimers, branches, and coiTcsi>ondents at home 
and abroad are now continually coming in by letter, telegraph, tele¬ 
phone and cable, and the tlealers are unceasingly '' plugging in " 
to the various bn>kers for nites and entering into the nei'easary 
cummey deals, M hile an appn*ciable number of deals M ill lx* transacteil 
by telephone direct M’ith the iMinks in the chief CVmtinental centres, 
without the intervention of the brokers. 

The chief biisincss of t he dealer conaisia in the purchase of currency 
(in the form of bills, drafts, and cre<lits with foit*ign l^anks) from 
cusiomers and foreign agents, and in the disposal of the currency 
balances so created by selling them, at higher prices, to other cus¬ 
tomers and agents, in the form of drafts and mail or telegraphic 
transfers issued by his own bank. Generally speaking, operations 
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of this kind are of a non-speculativo character, for the dealer does 

not, as a rule, offer to sell exchange to customers or to agents unless 

he is sure that he can immediately cover such sales by corrt'sponding 

purchases; while, on the other hand, he does not usually piirchaHo 

exchange in any form unless he knows that he can at once dis|>ose 

of his balance at a reasonable profit. Nevertheless, these non-specu- 

lative operations affoitl the astute dealer plenty of opportunities for 

profit by judiciously covering one form of transaction by another 
form and one tj^je of deal by another deal of quite diffen^nt character. 

When a dealer c'ompletes a tmnsaction with a customer, he does not 

(except in the case of large transactions) necessarily at oik'c cover 

by an exactly similar o])eration in the rt'verse din‘ction. On the 

contrary, he looks for an opportunity to cover with a view t4> making 

as large a margin of profit as possible. 

The “ market ” deals carrie<l out by an exchang<‘ dealiT are, of 

course, of great importance, but they are undertaken chiefly with the 

object of covering his transactions with customers and agents. The 

latter are very numerous and vary considerably in amount and type', 

whereavS the market deals are less numerous, arc us\jally of fairly 

considerable size, and are usually for T.T.’s. 

Other market dt^als undertaken by the bank dealer are almost 

always in the nature of agency transactions. I'hus, one of his foreign 

correspondents may request him to “ Buy 100,(MH) francs at 123*54) 

or beM The banker will prf>bably carry out this deal in the Market 

at once, and do his b<^st to obtain the francs at a more favourabh* 

rate than 123-50 so that he can benefit his corres|X)ndent and attract 

further business. 

When a dealer wi.shes to carry out an c»xchang<* trans/ic-tion, he 

has only to ring up one or more of the brokers dealing in that par¬ 

ticular currency to receive at once a double-lmrndled pri<e at which 

it is certain or practically certain that the bn)ker in question can 

find respectively sellers anrl buyers. 

Let us assume, for example, that Lloyds Bank has sold one million 

francs to a customer and that the bank dealer, having had sin-eral 

telephone calls to the Continent and recruvwl cables from America 

showing the pric?e of francs in other c<*ntres, still finds that they an* 

offered most cheaply in the Ixindon Market. In such circumstances 

the IJoyds Bank dealer will ask a broker dealing in francs for a price, 

and, if this appears satisfactory', he will tell the br^^ker that he will 

take 1,000,000 T.T. Paris. 

The broker immediately rings a bank which ho knows to lie a 
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Hcller and aakA tho dealer there if ho will him Fc-h. I,(J(XI,()00 at 

the price previously mentioned. Gn the dealer’s agreeing, the broker 

will tell him that this amount is sold to Lloyds liank, and he will 

then again ring Lloyds Hank to inform the dealer there that the francs 

are sold by, say, the Swiss liank. 

IX'inanding if anything a gmiter degn^* of expcTtness than tho 
o|>emtions with customers and on Ix^half of fonugn agents, are the 

arbitrage and investment deals undertaken by the ojjerator with his 

foreign agents in such centn*s as New' York, Paris, Amsterdam, 

Hrusst'Ls, and licTne, in <»nler to pn>lit fn>m dillert^nws in the prevailing 

mtes of interest ami t»f exchang«‘ (six* Chapters VI and XII). 

Taking a View.*’ In tuitlitnin to the hmg-distanc'e arbitrage 

ojKTations and tla^ deals on account «»f clients, some (*xchange <h*alers 

(es|K‘ci;dly those in the fonign banks) undertake market deals with 

the object of profiting fn»m tcinjM>rary or (iniiripakd movements in 

the rates. Thus th<' management of a fortign l*ank, having canfully 

n'\iewi*d economic and linancial t^imlitions generally, may rt'a<ii the 

c<mclusion that a ( urrency will .nhortly appnciati*. so they may decidt* 

to “go long ' of that currcm\v for a jsri<sl cd two, tlmv, or more 

months. A<’<*onlingly, they instruct their dealer to lake stejis to 

iiien*4kse their hohlings <»f the curnncv by puniiast's (m the market, 

with a \iew‘ to selling out lat<*r at a profit. Alt4Tnalively, a luink 

may sell lieavily in antiei|witi<»n of a fnlni'e fall and oj»jx>rtunities 

for <M>vering at a lower prim*. 

dearly, ojs rati^nis t»f this kind partake of the nature t>f s|K‘eulation, 

and must ae<‘ordingly U* pLOilattMl by <M»nsiderable pnnleiux^ and 

foresight. In I/aidon. as in other centn’s. however, then^ an* many 

i'X|sTiene<Hl tiiianeiers who are pnunpt to tak<‘ a4lvantagi‘ of any 

liktdy intlueiuH' <»n th<' markil 4»f rumour ami Sf iitinu'nt. 4»( scH'ial 

aiul |>olitieal iomplii-ations, ami td larg«' purchase's or .s;des ma<lo by 

<»t!HT t»jMTat4irs, at home* or abriKui. 

Only in \rry exei’ptional eircuinstancis an* ojx'rations of this 

<h*s<Tiptioii umlcrtrtk«‘n by cb'alers in the Knglish joint stock Uutks. 

K\ery sm h dt'ahT inakt*s it a prai'tiix' t4> avoiel taking up a lu'axy 

“ jxisitioii in any eurnmey, even thotigh his antici]vitions may Iv 

Ixiaed on the mnindest I'tinsidcTutions, for the objtH't of the big Ixanks 

is not to enter into s|s'rulative ojierations in fondgn exchange but 

to pnivifie exchangf' facilith^s b^r their customers. 

Never!hfdfw. the sjH'euhitive ami investment tran.siirtions under¬ 

taken by flealers in Ix>ndon arc' cd the gn'atest iinj>ortam'o. not only 

as infiuencx>ii responsible for niarkcnl movements in the excluuigo 
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rates, but also as factors in the nation’s balance of {mymonts and 

international financial position generally. 

Whatever the object of the operation, as soon as any currency 

is bought or sold, a record is made by the dealer on the relative 

currency Position Sheet, and full details of the transactions are entertnl 

on slips which are passed forward to the dealers* clerical assistants, 

who record them in the respective books and, in the case of market ” 

deals, carry out the subsequent routine work of checking the contract 

notes received from the brokers, confirming with the other party 

to the bargain, advising the agent abroad to be prepared to pay or 

to receive the requisite currency, and paying or receiving the sterling 

equivalent in Ijondon on the value date. 

The Dealer’s Position Sheet—The dealer s [losition sheet in any 

currency is arranged so that he can sec at a glance how he stands 

Dealer’s Currency Position Sheet 

Aj at dose of Bnsiiiess, 27th March, 19.. • 

Spot. Forward. 

Holds. ti‘»n of 
Hai&nnnt. 

SohU Bought Sold. B«>ught 

BeigM 
Oenuftii rnurkt .. 
Freoch frmac* 
Swtei fran<9 
Doteb Sorias 
Dftoish kroner 
Norwci^n krun4^r 
Svedteo kronor .. 
PttetM .. 
Urn 

doUan . 
Amcfteno dollnra . 
AosUtoa •ehlllings 
Cieebo kronen .. 
Onehmne 
Id 
Finnish marks .. 
PoftociMte esetidos 
Zlotjr 
Indian rupees .. 
Colombo rupees .. 
Buenos Aires pesos 

in relation to that currency, and so that he can take steps to cover 

himself accordingly. This does not mean that tx)ught and sold 

transactions are covered item by item by deals in the opposite 

direction. On the contrary, a running position is maintained 

throughout the day, always on the basis, however, that too largo a 

balance, debit or credit, is not outstanding in any one currency at 

any particular time. As a general rule the aim of the dealer is to 
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end the day with a “ level ” book; in other words, he endeavours 

so to arrange his purchases and sales that there is no appreciable 
outstanding balance, debit or credit, against him in respect of any 

currency or currencies. 
\Vlu*n the day’s business is completed, the dealer compiles a 

statement of his general currency |)osition for the guidance of himself 

and of his colleaguc-s at the o[M-niiig of business on the following day. 

French Francs. 
nth June, 10.. 

CUKSKXCT. Stikliso. 

c. £ t. U. 
SjhjI Imlaiici'A from lit. or />r. or 

Jnv 6.7m,943 25 5.5,522 17 4 
(*urruiicv iKUiKiit ilurin^ tlay .. 1 1,077,^74 5U />r. 113.302 U» 3 

hoM durtri)* ilay I3.s74.2t):i 90 CV. ni.hMl 4 10 

SjHii baliincon am uii<i<‘r 
lit. or 

he 
hr. Or 

.56,030 8 

ToUil iKHjyfht for^iirii . . .'»9.n7S.243 no />r. 47.’..24l 1 11 
*rotitl Hol<l f<ir\var<l tK> (V. 532.5U2 11 5 

Firutl ovrrlKui^ht or I m i 4^ 
ovrn»oUi lor> 4^^ 1 18,774 20 orCr, 32.5 0 9 

Mtorlin^ va1u»* 1-4 *10 .. 151 5 8 

I’rofil or U<*kh to <lat4‘ . , rroGt .. 

t - 15 1 

Spot (.‘urrt'nt'V liuliinrt*** of 

On Acr<»\int 

t>11 Account . . 

Un«iii«« liilU, «'lo. 

F«i. e. 
1,894.551 SO 
4,m>,l>00 
1,094,(KK) 

6,988,551 80 

A of the tyjH? of form umxI for thus ]Hir(>oise apjK'ars on 

In onler to aacertain tho {>oaition relative to each currency at 

the cloae of tho day, the baianceti dbcloaed by the ]>osition aheeta 

arc cora[>anHl with the currency balancea extracted from tho ledgers 

and forward currency records, and any discrepancy, (aust'd by items 

too small to be recorded liy the dealers, is adjusted on their position 

sheets. 
These returns extracted from the Icnlgeni are usually somewhat 

on tho lines of the table given above. 
The table shows an uncovenxl }iosition of Fes. 18,774‘20 “ short 

7 
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and for practical purposes the book would bo considered as “ level **, 

The profit is arrived at by ascertaining what it would cost to purchase 

the necessary francs at the current rate of 124*10, and this gives 

£151. According to the books there is a total of £325 available, 

so that the difference of £174 represents the profit to date on 

transactions in IVench currency. Unless the amount is consider¬ 

able the uncovered currency is not actually purchased each day, 

but is carried forward as the opening figure on the next day's 

position sheet. 

The item Spot Currency represents that amount in French 

francs which has been or is in course of being paid for, wluToas the 

items "‘Bought forward" and “Sold forward" are the t<»tals of 

forward contracts outstanding. Profits are taken out of the account 

j>erio<iically—w'eekly, monthly, or half-yearly, as the case may be— 

and the figure of £174 represents the profit on French franc deals 

since the profits were last taken out of the account. 

It w'ill be understood that although the profits on non 8|>eculalivo 

operations are necessarily limited, they nevertheless amount to a 

considerable total w’hen the transactions are luunerou.s and a large 

turnov'er is involved. Furthermore, it must be remembered that, 

apart from the balances actually carrie<l in foreign centres, the capital 

involvetl is not appnM-iable, for» unl«'*s the deah r th liU rately runs 

an o}K‘n {K).sition, or has to cover heavy forward sal»‘s by s|s»t piir- 

ehast\s, he .sells exchange against <*xchHiuje wliich he has lM»ught, ami 

endeavours so to arrange his book that his sales bfdance hi.s purefiases 

when the day’s business is complet4*d. 

In these covering ojx^rations the dtalcr drH*.s not, of cdurM*, have* 

to de[)f*nd on I»ndon alone. Witli the clox* intcrcn/nrnuni«’afion 

lx?twe<f*n the variou.s financial centre.s by tch phonr. telegraph, <able, 

and even w*in‘li*,ss, the whole world is now praetically (»ne vast b»reign 

exehangc market, within which each centn^ is continually lM*itic linked 

up with every other centre. Hence, a dealer wh«i cannot find eoviT 

in the I»ndon mark<*t can, within a n*lativ«dy short sj)ai'f* of time, 

and with gn*ai eascr and rajmlity, scareh praetically the whole wc^rld 

for whatever curreney he n’quin-s. First he may try the ('ontinental 

dealers and agents with whom he is regularly in touch, and, if they 

fail him, he may go further afield to North America niul e|sc*wherf% 

deciding ultimately to do business whenever th<» rales offen*fl ia him 

are favourable to the ofN^rathm which hf? has in hand. 

Making a Rate. —In quoting rat**!* to tho Itank'n cuxtonu’in or 

•gent*, the deeler mtut, of ooumc, have regard priioarily to the rate# 
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which are being quoted in the market either for buying or 8<dling the 

curnuicy in (|ije«tion. If he in aakecl to curnmcy, and has no 
balance to Ium cnnlit in the foreign centre, he nmut rely u}K>n obtaining 

cover in the Market and will accordingly quote a rate to hia customer 

which allowB him a profit on the Market’a selling price. Likewise, 

if he i« buying curnuicy, he will offer a rate which will affonl him 

a pn)fit after he haa rt^aohl the curnmcy to the Market at the latter's 

Inlying prices. At any jMirticular moment, a dc*aler could only be 

Hnre of Killing to the .Afarkel at the rate offertxl by market buyers, 

and of buying fnnn the* Market at the rate a^ke<! by market scilers. 

iX'alers, for example, may Ih* quoteil by the broker at 4• HG-4 • 8ti 

which in«*an8 that sailers offer dollars at 4*^1), while buyers rc*quire 

4’H()|, the diffi‘ren('^* l)(*tw«*<*n the two pric4‘s rc^prf'stmting the market 

turn ' or “ market margin d'ht^st* rates reprc*sent the limits at 

which th«^ dealer can safely niy for cover at any p*irti<‘ular moment, 

though it is (|uit4* likely that busim*ss couU be transiict^xl at slightly 

lK*tter rates. In (pioting a <‘UHt4>mer. the dealer will judge by pre¬ 

vailing conditions * i.e., ac tivity or dullness in the ptirticular currency 

conc<*nuNl ~ whether 1h‘ <H>uld entindy ndy on the brt>ker‘s rates during 

the tiim* within which he has to fix up with his customer; but if for 

any rt'iuum he feels uiusTtain on tin* matter, he will natunilly quote 

rates to his cust4)iner which will allow for a movement of the Market 

against him. 

Herein lies one tif the tirst criteria of a suct'essful fondgn exchangt* 

dealer. As in the cas4* of th<* broker, his siuwss dejxmd.s largidy on 

his ability t4i sc»ns4‘ the tn'iul ol the Market—s»n his instinct or judg- 

nu'nt in weighing up all the <xmiplicat4xl factors which frtmi minuto 

to minute determine the coursi* of the exchangt* rates. 

Here we may olwrve that a first class exchange dealer, a man of 

good personality, ca|)able. alert, and fars4H'ing, may attract an 

immense* amount of business, with profit to himsidf and to the insti- 

tiitiim by which he is employed. IX*alers at home aivl abroad with 

whom he is in daily contact art* impressse<l by his cajxicity and 

geniality, and soon the w'4»rd gets round that the dealer in the Iwink 

concerned can lx* ndicil upon for the prompt and able conduct of 

business, and for his judgment ami a^ivice in matters )x*rtaining to 

foreign exchange o|x*mtions. Ami, of course, the influence does not 

stop there; for in the wide range of Ixuiking business there are many 

transactions outside the work of the foreign 4*xchange tlealor which 

may to brought to the bank in cons€H|uenoe of satisfactory and 

efficient senrice on the dealer's part. 
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THE NEW YORK FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET. 

The organisation and working of the Foreign Exchange Market 

in New York is in many important respects similar to that of Ix>ridon. 

There is no local, personal market eorresiK>nding to the Bourse which 
still exists in the Continental centres, but, as is the case in London, 

there is an elaborate system of telephonic commmiicalion betwec*n 
the sixty or so brokers and the foreign exchange dealers who together 
constitute the personnel of the market. 

The New York Market is closely connected by telephone with 

Chicago, Philadelphia, anti other centres, so that most of th«' exchange 
business of the States is concentrated in New York. MonH»ver, much 

of the Canadian business g<x^ through New York. 

The market in New York opens at 9 a.m., which corre«|K)ndH 
to about 2 p.m. English time, anti explains the afterntKm rush on 

the London Market when the first cables from New Yt»rk Ingiii 
to come in giving the rates at w*hich that market o|Hms business. 
As in London, the bulk of the biLsine.ss in New York is tninsacted 

in the latter half of the day, and although the market is timt^il to 

close at 5 p.m., operations are fre<iuently earrksl on long after that 

hour, particularly m “ boom ” j)eriods. New York, like Luiilon, 

fixes the rates of exchange for the whole coimtry, and, just as in this 

country banks and dealers in the im[)ortant provincial toums are 

connected directly by telephone with the I»ndon Market, so also 
are the New York brokers and dealers linkcH^l by dir<*ta private lines 

to banks and agencies in Boston, Cliicago, Philadel|)hia, and other 

important centres. 
The method of dealing and settling is almost exactly the same 

as that of the London Market, the vast majority of opc^rations lietng 
conducted through the intermediary of s|)e<dalisi'<l brokc^rs, who work 

on a commission basis, a smaller proportion Udng cfltHded dircM:rtly 

between the exchange dealers. There are, however, one or two 

special features in the Now York Market. In the first place, some 

of the brokers work, like our stock jobliers, not for a fixctl commission, 

hut for a “ turn ", i.e., they buy and sell on their own account and 

their profit (or loss as the case may be) consists of the differetiee 

between the prices at which they buy and sell. In such circumstances, 

bofwerer, the name of the broker himself does not appear as a party 

to the bargain, since it is customary for the broker to make an 
amngement with his banker whereby the latter, in return for an 
agreed cominissioD, allows his name to be given by the broker as that 
ot Urn other party to the baigain. 
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Another [joint of difference m that although commercial firms in 
Ixjndon rarely if ever trannact business dir(‘ctly with the exchange 
brokers, it is a common occuritmco for such firms in New York to 

deal directly with bn>kers without the intervention of the banks, 
buying and selling fortngn currencies according to their requirements 
and, in particular, selling to the brokers sterling long bills drawn 
against exiJorts of produce to this and other countries. 

THE PARIS FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET. 

The structure of the Foreign Exchange Market in Paris is typical 

of the markets of thc^ pnm^ifml Contiiient4il centres. While the bulk 
of ofierations, as in I>jiuh»n and New York, are conducted by 

telephone U'twivn <leaders and brokers, the position is complicated 

by the existence of a ItK’uI market on the Paris exchange or “ Bourse 
Thus, although a large projKirtion of foreign exchange business is 

transactctl at the Iknirw* during the time it is o[jen from 1.15 p.m. 
to 5.15 pm., considerable dealing takes jilace by telephone betvreen 

the dealers outside tlKW hours. 

O|)crations arc* conductc'd by the foreign exchange dealers either 

tlirectly or thnnigh tin* intermediary of bn^kers, the ft>riner method 

|jt*ing rather more usual on the (\mtinent than in London and New' 

York. (\>mmen*ial firms onlinarily jKias their exchange business 

thnuigh the hands of the banks, Imt certain imix>rtant houses deal 

dire<d with the bn»kers sjWH'ialisijig in the currencies with which 

they art* intimately concenunl. In rt*sjRX't of all transactions which 

take plact? on the Bourst*. contract notes are [xisstnl to an official 

rt*<'ortIer who occupies a large r<K*in in the c<*ntre of the exchange. 

His business is to take a m>te of the details of each transaction, 

with the objfx't n<it only of pnjvkiing an indejjendent check on the 

dealings as lietween the iNirtk*s then*to, but also of obtaining a record 

for the pur])os<* of compiling an official list of quotations known as 

the .l/oycfi. .\ft4*r the (*ontnict note has U'cn it*corthd it is 

officially stainpe<l and passtxl liack to the dealer or broker conceme<l. 

Foreign exchange brokers in Paris do not work on a commission 

Ijosis in the same way as the bnikers in Ism<ion. Insteail, they work for 

a turn lietwwn buying and s(*lling pri«vs whic*h is known as an '"ami 

this iliflenmee bidng paid to the broker by the buyer of the cum*ncy. 

Comditiona arising out of the World War accent uate<l in striking 

fashion the pextuliar sub8ervicnc*e fif the Foreign Exchange Market in 

Paris to that of London. Dealers in the two centres are in the most 

oonstant and intimate rdationsbip by telephone and telegraph, and 

although Pteis forms the main link betvemi other Continental centres 
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and the outride world, her rates of exchange are based almost entirely 

on those niling in the Ix>ndon Exchange Market. Moreover, since 

London is the world’s leading Foreign Exchange Market and acts 

as a bridge between the Continent and the rest of the world, in 

particular the United States, it follows as a natural conseqiUMice 

that the majority of oix>ration8 on the Paris Market are in sterling. 

Naturally this fact, together with the fact that Paris is closely 

connected by telephone and telegraph with all imiK>rtant (’ontinenlal 

centres, accounts for the expeclitious manner in which Ixindon doiilers 

are able to conduct theur very extensive arbitrage business in 

Continental currencies. 

THE BERLIN FOREIGN EXCHANGE MAUKCT. 
The Market in Bt^rlin works on very similar lines to the Paris 

Market, the Ikjurse o|K*ning at alsmt the same tim<‘. 'Fhe “ ollieial 

rates” for the various currtmeies are tixed in mu4*h the namv way 

as the French Coiirs Moycn, but they an* eompilt'd l>y <»theial brokers 

(nominated from amongst the brokers;, each of whom is ns|)onsil>le 

for a single currency or group of curn*ncie.s. 'rhe> rates pulilisheil ns 

official must be rigidly a<lherctl to by Uiuks iii exeetUinp orders which 

are given to them for execution at the ofliciiil rut«‘, hut they im.' 

allowed to charge a margiu of about J |)er cent, on the rate, by way 

of commission. 

In Berlin, the exchange bn>kers work on a commission ha.sis as 

they do in London. 

THE EXCHANGE MAUKirTS IN THE FITCKE. 
It is hoped that the foregoing brief summary of the organisation 

of the world’s principal Foreign Exchange .Murket.<i an<l of the pro¬ 

cedure in a London exchange dealer’s office will eiiahle tlu; reader 

to appreciate the remarkable mechanism which has sprang up in 

recent years to cope with the vast increase in ioreign exchange 

business. Although, as we ha%'e seen, the purchase and sale of bills 

and the issue of drafts are still important sections of exchange l>usiness, 

the prevailing rates are influenced by a great variety of additional 

factors. Nevertheless, by reason of its unrivalled adaptability for 

the postponement of payment and for the transfer of capital, the bill 

oi exchange will no doubt continue to be used by the ordinaiy trader 

for his foreign settlements, and, in the future as in the {mst, the 

exchange operator will rely for a considerable part of his foreign 

bolanoes on the proceeds of bills sent overseas for collection. 
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London, of course, is likely to benefit by any increase in the use 

of the bill of exchange as an international medium of exchange, for, 

apart from the fact that Ix)n<lon is unrivalled for its discount market 

and acceptance facilities, there is no reason why the sterling bill should 

not regain much of its popularity as a means of international settlement. 

During the years when sterling has been divoroc<i from gold, the 
world has ha<l ample opportunity for Ixnng impn^ssed by the amazing 

financial strength of Britain, the immense “ following ” of sterling, 

and the almost insujK'rabh^ difliculties which beset the |>ath of any 

financial mitrt' which stacks to challenge I»ndon*8 8upn‘miU!3\ 

In this rt‘H|s?ct, the War plactHl the UniUMl States in a most 

favourable j>o.sition. In the years Ix^fore the War, America was a 

largt' Isirrower from aiul jmrticularly fr^mi this country, while 

her citizens found ample outletsH for the inv(^tm«*nt of their savings 

in the ever developing induHtrics of their own land. Furthermore, 

the existence* in that country of various legal and customary restric¬ 

tions on luiiiking and dis<H)unting o|>f‘rations, and the al>«ence of an 

organisi*<l discount market, considerably limilwl the extent to which 

dollar bills were us<h1 in international trade. 

In con**<‘<|uence of the (ireat War conditions weit* entirely cluingixl. 

Britain’s annual trading surplus was largely nMiuctHi, her ability to 

lend abn)a<i was conskhTably Ies.si‘ntHl. her American st*curities were 

heavily s^iUl, and for st»V4*nd y«*ars the pi mud sterling was l>adly 

depri'ciafiHL On tin' other hand, the TnitiHl States establishtnl a 

large annual trading Isilance in her own favour, and constHpiently 

Is'came a vast en'ditor of this and of other ciwintrk's, while her gold 

reserves wen* enormously stnuigtheiUHl. The reluctance of the 

American citiziui to invest his savings overm*as tendtHl to diminish 

with his greater realisation of the financial sirtnigth of his own country, 

and with his griulual appn'ciation of the high ndurn to Ik* obtained 

on fonugn loans. 

Thus the gmit rt'sounx's of tlio New York Market attract<Hl to 

that centre much of the bu.siness of long term Jinancing (i,e., by long- 

period loans to foreign States ami municifxalities) ami of short U'rm 

financing (i,e\, by bills and transfers of bankers’ funds) which formerly 

flowfHl tiatiirally to Ijondon. To promote this result numerous 

amcnilments were ma<Ie in the Fcilcral KeaerTO Isiw^ and in American 

lianking pnietioe, while tlie use of Uie dollar in international tnule 

wan oarcfutly oncotiragtsl by lending American financiers. 

Tho rupture between sterling and g<dd in 1031 gave New York, 

proudly canseioita of vast rosourees of gold, another incentive to take 
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the fullest advantiige of Britain’s difficulties and attract business 

which had been frightened away by our departure from the gold 

standard, and, to this end, unremitting efforts were ma^le by American 

bankers and financiers to improve the facilities of the New York 

money market. 

Happily for us, little real progress in this direction was ma^Ie. 

In fact, the Uniteti States burnt her fingers Imdly in her overseas 

financing, and gradually the world realised that Britain had been 

forced off gold by circumstances beyond her contnd, that the manner 

in which our financial difliculties were surmountetl indicate<i a position 

of amazing strength, and that our banks ha<l weathertHl the storm 

without the faintest suspicion of weakness, 

Paris, too, has sought to establish an aeceptarur business and a 

bill market and to capture Continental financial business which had 

previoiwly gone to Ix)ndon. But, despite the enormous stnmgth of 

the French financial position, no more 8ucc<\ss luis Ikhmi achieve<l than 

in the case of New York. The French, with thiur wry small pri)jxir- 

tion of world tragic, have found that it is one thing to have gn^at 

wealth and quite another to create facilities for tuniing that w<*aUh 

to profitable account as liOiuion has done for over a hundre<l and 

fifty years. Foreigners generally have unmistakably indicated their 

preference for sterling and for Ijondon m'ttlements, and Paris has hail 

to be content with her old r6le of purv(‘yor of curnmcies for the 

London Exchange Market. 

This preference—^and with it the pn\stige of sterling was even 

more accentuated after the dollar collajw in ItKW. And, at the time 

of writing, condition-s arc .such that we may stiffly conclude that, 

given fre<ylom from further war, industrial p<*ace at home, and the 

cordial co-operation of employer and employed, there is little reason 

to fear that the pound sterling will \n» ousUhI by the dolliir fnim its 

position as the world’s chief mcMiium of exchange. 

The international strength of sterling is a trn<lition: it dejxuids 

on a world-wide reputation built ufK>n long years of service. The 

unrivalled discount facilities of the I»ndon Market an^ the product 

of a wealth of experience and of an accumulation of ex|s*rt knowledge 

reaped from years of careful work, and with these facilities those 

offered in the United States cannot comfmre. Only very gradually 

could such an organisation—as remarkable as it is efficient —l)e 

acquired by New York or by any other centre, and in the meantime 

it ajqjears that the traders of the world will continue to use that 

medtum which has pfroved its worth and which suits them best. 



CHAPTER VI 

EXCHANGE MAXIMS AND TEBMINOLOGT: BUYING AND 
SELLING EXCHANGE 

The outflow of gold fn>m a gold ntandard country is regarded with 

dii«fuvour, eajxHdally if it ia of «uch atrc^ngth Jia to lower the nation's 

reserve of that metal lieyon<l what ia conaiderwl adequate to support 

its cretlit system, ensure financial stability, and provide a sufficient 

margin for contingencies. A strong gf>l<l reserve pc^rmits a low rate 

of interest for loanable cajiital, ami, inasmuch as industry is largely 

conducted on bciirowtxl capital, a low interest rate facilitates trade. 

For this rt‘as(m exchange rates which approach or go beyond the gold 

fTpori point are termed unfaimmibU, while those approaching or 

passing the import gold point are termed famumble. 

In England, most rates are quoted in foreign money per £1, and, 

when the gold standanl function.^, the outgoing six^cie i)oints to countries 

so quoted are brlow the Mint Par, whereas the incoming points are 

atjoxr the Mint Par. That Iieing so, rates moving dowmward from 

U)c Mint Par are unfavourable to u.h, not only l)ecau8e, when we are 

on the gold stamlard, they arc tending to the |H>int when gold may 

leave us, but also l>ecause they mean Uuit our money is falling in value 

in terms of the money of other countries. Convcrw'ly, currency rates 

moving upward from the Mint Par are favouniblc to us because* they 

arc Uuuling to the |>oint w hen gold w ill flow to Ix>ndon and also because 

they mean that our money is becoming more valuable in terms of 

other currencies. 

When, therefore, a rate is quotes! in foreign money per £ (i.e., all 

airrenaj rates), the maxim to lie rememliewHl for all calculations is:— 

High ittoi are to Oft low rataa against ua.** 

And this maxim holds good for any country, provided the rale of 

exchange is quoted in the same way, i.e., so much forcign currency 

(or each unit of the home currency. 

Buytn or SaDora.—Besklei being iroe from the national point 
lOS 
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of view, the above maxim is true from the standpoint of the buyer of 

foreign currency'. A London dealer, for example, who is buying a 
draft cm Paris for Fes. 100,000 is far better pleased if ho obtains 120 

francs for every £1 he pays than if he gets only 125 francs for £1, 

for as against the £800 which he pa3’-8 in the latter case, he pays only 

£793 12s. 6d. in the former. The seller looks at the matter from an 
opposite point of view to the biij-er: the fewer francs gives for each 

£1, the better for him. If, then, we are buymg foreign currency, high 
rates are favourable, but, if we are selling foreign currency, low rates 

are the best for us. From this we deilucb another most useful and 

easiW remembered maxim, true for all quotations in foreign currt^nc}' 
per home unit, i.e., currency ** rates:— 

higlu sell tow/’ 

Tliis maxim is most useful in interpn^ting a “ two-way or “ double- 

barrelled quotation. When a London banker quotes Paris T.T. to 

a customer as Fes. 123.5.VC5, for example, it nutans that he will butj 

francs at Fes. 123.65 and sell them at Fes. 123.55. 'Die differeim* or 

“ turn ” between the two rates represcMits the margin from w hich tlm 

banker expc*cts to make his profit. It will lx* found, thendore, that 

the rates quoted by a banker to hi.s customer are wider than the 

market nites, i.e., the rate.s quote<l for market deals, since the banker 

must allow* for his profit on the rates at w hk h In* can obt^iin cover in 

the Market. 

Bates Quoted in English Money. For all penn rat< s, i.e., raters 

quoted in pence jicr foreign unit, the fon*going maxim.s an? n^versed, 

as will clear from an example. 

Exchange on Japan i.s quoted as so many js*nce js*r yen, the Mint 

Par being 24*58d. If the rate is, say, Is. 11,'^d., the yen is worth Uas 

in terms of sterling than the normal ratio, and the raU;, though " low* 

is “ favourable to Britain because I(‘hs jieiice have to lx? given |x^r 

yen than the Mint Par. 

Therefore, when exchange rates arc cj|tiote<l in our own money, 

i.e., for “ pence rates, we say that 

High rates arc against us, and low rates for us,*’ 

and the maxim for buyers and sellers Ixxromes, 

** Buy low, sell high.” 

Clearly, it is better for a buyer to give as few pence as possible, and 
for a seller to get as many pence as possible for the same foreign unit 
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Better Claes Bills and Bemittanoes.~Oertain types of remittance 
have recognined advantages over others, and therefore command 

higher prices than others. For instance, a bill representing money due 

for payment within a few days is worth more than a bill payable in 

three months, because, in the latter case, a much longer time must 

eia{M!»e before a purchasiT can obtain payment from the drawee or 

acceptor. If the holder of a long bill wants Ciish for the bill immediately 

he must discount it with a bank, in which case he will receive less than 
the face value. 

Again, tlie parties to some bills are world-renowned banks and 

firms of luuiwii stability, aiul, naturally, a man buying a bill the pay- 

nuuit of which is so guanuiteed is prepan*4i to pay more for it than he 

would pay for an ordinary trade bill, the pfirties to which, being 

completely unknown to him, offer less securitv for [>ayment. 

A banker who issues a draft bejiring his signature expects to l>e 

paid not <mly for the cost of “ covering i.e., providing funds for the 

due payment t>f the draft, but aUo for the expensc*s incurred by him 

in <lraw ing the draft an<l advising the fortugn correspomlent on whom 

he draws. In addition, he ex|s‘ets to make a small profit for himself, 

and an allowance for commission payable to hia oorrespondent. 
Invariably, then-foo\ the price of the banker's dnifts will he. higher 

than the curnmt pri<*e of onliiiarv trade bills (»f the s.irne tenor, while 

a bank(T s <lraft. licing first i lass jrnjHT, can Ik* discoimte<l at a lower 

nite than a tra<le bill, which lK*long» to pajier of the second order of 

merit. 

Now a higher priw for a bill when the rate is quote<l in foreign 

money per £1, means a lower rate of exchange, and so we get a further 

maxim:— 

The better the bill, the lower the rate/^ 

For example, supixKio a Ix>ndon dealer is offered two bills for 

Fes. 10,000, jmyablo in Paris, one a first-class bank draft, and the 

other an ordinary trade acceptance. He would offer a rate of, say, 

124*05 in the former case, and possibly 124*75 in the latter. Clearly, 

the seller would got more sterling, i.e., a higher price, for his bonk 

draft. 

In the latter case the £1 is worth more* francs than in the former, 

and so the inferior (that is the trade) bill is cheaper to buy than the 

superior bank draft. The Imnk draft is worth more to the Iniyer, not 

only because of its greater security, but also because it can be dis¬ 

counted at a lower rate of discount than would be applied to the tnulo 
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bill. If both bills are offered for discount in Paris, less discount will 

be deducted from the bank draft than from the trade bill. 

Boks for Dealing in Foreign Cnnenog.—In applying a rate of 
exchange to any particular transaction, three questions must be 

decided:— 

1. How is the rate quotetl-r-foreign currency for the home unit 

or vice versa 1 
2. Are we buying or selling ? 

3. Are we considering the rate from a foreign, or a homo stand* 

point? 

“ Home ” is used to inilicate the country in which we are dealing, 

and if this is France, British currency is foreign, and the British 

point of view a foreign point of new. 

Remember in dealing with rates of exchange that :— 

(а) 'What is good for the seller is against the buyer of foreign 

currency, and vice versa. 

(б) What is good from the homo standpoint is adverse from the 

foreign. 

Consider again the maxims already given:— 

When rates are quoted in forciqn currency for the home unit, then 

(o) Buy high, sell low; (6) The Ixsttcr the bill, the lower the rate; 

(e) High rates are for us, low rates against us; (</) High rates are favour¬ 

able, low rates unfavourable. 

Now let us apply these maxims to the following quotations London 

on Paris, viz., Fes. 123 per £1, and Fes. 125 per £1. 

(а) Buy high.—It is better to buy 125 francs for each £1 than 123. 

Sell Uno.—It is better to sell 123 francs for each £1 than 125. 

(б) The better the bill, the lower the rate.—A liank bill, lieeaiise it 

offers better security than a trade bill, will cost more than 

a trade bill, i.e., fewer francs will be given per £1 in the case 
of the bank bill. 

(e) High rates are for us: high rates are favourable.—It is better 
for an individual remitter when be can obtain Fes. 125 
per £1 instead of Fes. 123 per £1, and better for us nationally, 
since the pound sterling is then more valuable and will boy 

'more francs. 
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{d) Law nUes are against us: law rates are unfavourable.—It is 

worse for an individual remitter whcm he can obtain only 

Fes. 123 per £1 than when he can obtain Fes. 125 per £1, and 

worse for us nationally, since the pound sterling is then less 

valuable and will buy fewer francs. 

Now let us consider the aln^vo rates from the French point of 

view, remembering that French exchtnge. q%uMUions are in the home 

currency per foreign unit, e.g., Fes. per £, and that therefore the maxims 

are reversed. 

(a) Buy louK—It is Ijctter for a Frenchman to give Fes. 123 per £1 

than Fes. 125. 

Sell high.—At Fes. 125 per £l he (ihtains more francs for a 

bill in sterling than at Fes. 123 iK?r £1. 

(fi) The betUr Oie. bill, the higher the rate.—As a bank bill costs 

more than a trade bill, the Frenchman will have to give 

more francs |x*r £1 than he would for a trade bill. 

(f) Ijow rates are for us : low rates arc favourable.—^To the individual 

Freirdi remitter, IxH'ause. with the exchange at Fes. 123 

jvr £1, he can buy each £1 sterling for fewer fmnes than when 

the rate stands at Fes. 125 jx^r £1; and to the nation as a 

whole, since the franc is then more valuable. 

(d) High rates are against us . high rates are unfavourable.—To 

the in<liv'ul\ial French ri'mitter, because, with the exchange 

at Fes. 125 jKT £1, each pouiul sterling costs him more than 

when the nite stands at Fes. 123 j)er £1; and, also from the 

national point of view% since the franc is then less valuable. 

High Price (or a Foreign Corrency - Low Rate of Exchange.— 
When an exchange rate is quoted in foreign currency jier home unit, 

a high price for the currency of a centre so quoted means a low rate of 

exchange on that centre. The convenie is also true: a low price for 

a foreign currency means a high rate of exchange. It follows, thereiore, 

that a rise in the rate of exchange on a centre so quoted indicates a fall 

in the price of its currency, and a fall in the rate of exchange a rise in 

the price of its currency. If, for example, the Paris exchange falls 

from Fos. 125 per £1 to Fes. 123 per £1, ihm an English buyer of franos 

must pay more sterling for a given number of francs at Fos. 123 per 

£1 Ulan at Fos. 125 per £1. A rise in Uie rate of exchange on any 

foreign centre, provided the quotaUon is in foreign currency per £, 
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favours English buyers of the currency of that centre, and a fall favours 
^tglish sellers of such currency. 

V Eiehange TumiiKdogy : Rise ** and Fall etc.—Much con¬ 

fusion frequently arises in connecticm with references to the fluctuations 
in the exchanges, owing to the ambiguous w'a^'s of using the words 

“ rise ” and '* fall ”, ** appreciation ” or “ depreciation ” in regard to 

the rates or currencies quoted. 

The terms “ rise ” and ” fall ” are usually applied to rates of 

exchange, in which case they mean exactly what they say. Tlius, 

a rate of exchange which moves from 10 marks ]x'r £ to 20 marks 

per £, or from Is. tkl. i>er yen to la. lOtl., ia in each case «iid to have 

" risen ”, though tire changes represent exactly opiwaite movements 

in the value of sterling. Similarly, a rate ia said to have fallen ” 

when it has moved to a lower figure, irrt*spective of the manner in 

wliich the quotation is expressed. 

These are the normal uses of the terms; but mime confusion arises 

from the fact that dealers sometimes six'ak of a currtney (not, Ih> it 

noted, a rate of exchange) as having “ risen ” or ” fallen ”. In such 

cases the terms refer to the value of the currency, anti the direction of 

the movement in the rate depends upon the manner in which the 

rate is quoted. 

If the Paris rate moves from 124 to 12."> (a “rise ” in the rate), 

francs are said to have ” fallen ” in value, whilst the value of sterling 

in terms of French francs will have “ risen while if the quotation 

on Bombay moves from 18d. to 18,V,d. (again a “rise" in the 

rate), the rupee will have “risen” but sterling will have “fallen" 

in value. 

The confused usee of these terms may lie necessary to preserve the 

traditional obscurity of market reports; but for the ordinary person 

it is best to confine their use to their unambiguous description of 

movements in rates of exchange. To describe movements in the 

tuofue of a currency, the terms “ appreciate ” and “ depreciate ” are 

more lucid to indicate that a currency has become respectively more 

or less valuable in terms of another currency. 

If the Paris rate changes from 125 to 124, francs have become 

more valuable in terms of sterling, and may therefore bo said to have 

** appreciated ”. On the other hand, if Japanese yen are quoted at 

Is. iA. instead of Is. 4d., they have “ depreciated ”, whereas sterling 

has “ appreciated ” in terms of yen. (See also Chapter IX.) 

Otbtf expressions much favoured by City editors in describing 
the oonne of foreign exchange rates are “ weak ” and “ firm ”, with their 
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derivatives, “ weakness “ firmer ”, etc. The financial writer who 

describes the peseta os ” weak ” intends to convey to his readers that 

the value of the peseta tends to fall, i.e., that the London exchange 

rate on Madrid shows a tendency to rise. Dollars, again, may be 

described as having been “ very firm ” on the previous day, an 

expression intended to indicate that buyers of dollars were much in 

evidence, and that the price of dollars showed a tendency to rise or 

appreciate, i.e., that the London rate of exchange on New York was 
inclined to fall or move against lx)ii<lon. (See also Chapter IX.) 

Premium aod Discount—Thc*se terms are applied in foreign 

exchange for several different puriKJses, and their precise meaning must 

Ik* judged from the context in which they appt*ar. They are sometimes 

uw*<l to expn*H8 the value of one currency relative to another currency 

hanmj ihe mme mint mlue as, for example, to exprt*ss the value of 

the South African or New Z<*aland or Australian jK)und—all of which 

have prc*<'isoly the same mint value as our sovewugn—relative to 

our own |K>und. As a rule, the premium or discemnt is given as so 

much per cent, nnis the pn*mium on Ixmdon exchange in South 

Africa may Ik* given as “ 3 ”, meaning that South African banks 

art* charging £103 South African for £1(X) sterling i>ayablc in 

l»ndon. 

The same nu*th<Kl may Ik* urkI to expn*8s the jx)sition of the 

exchange rates lK*twtK‘n any two currency units which are of intrinsi¬ 

cally eciual value, although it is now’ l>ecoiiung the gi*neral practice to 

quote all such rates on the basis of a jwir value of 100. If, for example, 

MellKjurno quotes Ixmdon at £101 Australian jK*r £100 sterling, the 

English pound sterling st-ands at a pix*mium of 1 % in Australia; if 

at £09, the English jsiund stamls at 1 disi'ount. Si*e rhaj)ter XXXI 

fur methixls of calculating pn*nuum and iliscount. 

Another imjxirtAnt, but rather more confusing use of the terms, is 

to express the value of one currency relative to another of differeni 

mifU tnlue. For example, when the Parisdx>ndon rate is unfavourable 

to this country, it is frecpiently stated that Uie pound sterling is ai 

a di^onni ” in Paris, or, conversely, that the franc is ” ai a premium ” 

in Ixmdon. Tliese statements mean, of course, that the pound sterling 

purchas€*s few er francs than is n'pn*senled by tlie mint pjir of exchange 

between the two curit'ncies; or, alternatively, that a greater amount 

in sterling is needed to purchase a given nunil>er of francs Uian is 

rf*qutrorl at ihe mint equivalent. In other words, the pound sterling 

is at a discount in Paris when Uie rate of exchange is below the mini 

paTi and at a premium in terma of franoa when the London-Pkria 
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rate is above the mint parity of Fos. 124.2134. The methods of 

calculating the premium or discount per cent, in such oases are explained 

in Chapter XXXI. 
The third important use of the terms is to express the value of 

forward currency relative to spot currency, a matter which is explained 

fully in Chapter XI. French francs for delivery in three months’ 

time may be quoted at 5 c. premium ”, in which case the forward 

quotation is dearer than the spot price by the amount of 5 centimes per 
£1, i.e., less francs are purchasable per £ I for delivery in three months’ 

time than can be purchased immediately. 

Finally, the terms are used in quotations of the forward prici*s of 

fdlver bullion, such prii*es being given by the marked dealers, as ex¬ 

plained in Chapter XVI, in terms of a pn^mium or discount on the 

spot price, i.e., the price for immediate delivery of silver bullion 
against cash. 

It is sometimes said that a premium or discount shows a tendency 

to ” run off ”, which means that the [)n‘mium pr disc'ount is narrowing, 

or tending to disappear, and that the rates in question are approaching 

parity. 

The Term **Sterling”,—Of the U?nn "sUTling” it may not be 

out of place to remark that its coimotation has extendwl from the 

actual coined sovereign to which it was originally restricted. It is 

now generally used abroad to denote British standani currency in any 

exchangeable form in which it apiiears, e.g., as a bill on London, or 

as a credit balance in the hands of a I»rid(»n \mnk, Furtbermiue, it 

may be added for the benefit of the reader that a simple statement 

such as frequently appears in the money article, to the effc*ct that 

“ sterling improved ” or sterling depreciated ”, has direct reference 

to the value of the pound sU*rling in terms of the leading world 

currencies as indicated by the principal rates of e.xch/inge. 

^^Tbe Pound is worth 13s. 4d.”-—Since Britain’s sus|x*iision of 

the gold standard in 1931 it has become a common practice for the 

newspapers to include a column showing the value of the [lound in 

foreign centres as being so many shillings and pence. 8uch a table 

may appear as follows:— 

Value of the £ Yesterday. 

Paris.13/(4 

Berlin.I3/0| 
Amsterdam.13/(4 
Zurich.13/6i 
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The meaning ie, of course, that the depreciation of sterling in 
terms of gold currencies is such that the ratio between the current 

quotation and the Mint Par is the same as the nitio between the 
sterling figure quoted and twenty shillings. 

This method of describing the depreciation of sterling will not 
appeal to the purist in Foreign Exchange terminology; for by British 
law the pound can never bo worth anything except twenty shillings. 

Nevertheless, it is a convenient way of stating shortly what could 
otherwise be expressed only in involved and technical language. 

Parity.**—^Tho use of this term in such phrases as “ the parity 

of sterling in New York, Paris, etc.**, is another frequent source 
of confusion. It should be obf**irved that '' parity *’ simply means 

equality**, so that when sterling, for example, is said to be of parity 

in Paris, or, in any other centre, it simply means that the value of 
sterling in that centre is the same as its value in Ix)ndon in terms 

of the foreign currency concerned. If Ix>ndou quotes Paris at Fes. 124 

per £1, while Paris quotes London at the same rate, then the value 
of the pound in terms of francs (and, of course, of the franc in terms 

of pounds) is the s^imo in both centres, i.e., the value and the rates of 
exchatige arc at parity. 

*rho example given is simpliiie<i by the fact that the exchange 

rate is quoted in the same form in boUi centres, i.e., us so many francs 
to £1. But between other centres the position is not so simple. For 

instance, in Paris, dollars are quotcnl as so many francs per dollar; 

whereas in New York tlie franc rate is quoted as so many dollars per 

1(X) francs. 
If, therefore, the New York quoUition is $3,811 per 100 francs, 

ICM.) 
the Paris parity quotation would be-francs per |1 — 25.71 francs 

per 11. 

In other contexts, the term “ parity " is frequently used to mean 

that the indirect equivalent of one currency in terms of another is the 

same as the direct rate quoted at the time. A French banker who 

wishes to buy dollars will ascertain the cost of doing so throu^ 
London, or Amsterdam, or Berlin, before buying them directly for 

francs. But it will frequently hapiwn tliat the indirect, or arbitrated 

rate at which he can purchase dollars by, first of all, buying sterling 
or florins or marks, is exactly the same as the direct rate, Paris on 

New York. In such circumstances, the dealer will describe the rates 

as being “ at parity ”, and there is no advantage to be gained by 

opwating through another centre. (See Chapters XXIX and XXXI; 

also ArbitnUed Parity, page 128.) 

8 
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Finally, we may obeerve that the term is all too frequently used 

with much ambiguity to mean mini parify or purchaaing power 

parity, in which case the sense can be judged only from the 

context. 

MhUiods ol Settling Foreign Debti.—Before proceeding to discuss 

the operations which give rise to the purchase and sale of foreign 

currency by a foreign exchange dealer, we may briefly review Utc various 

methods by which a debt owing in a foreign country may be discharged. 
From the explanation already given of the function of a bill of exchange, 

it will be clear that there are two baaic modes of settling debts by 

means of a bill:— 

(а) The Debtor may be left to buy a bill drawn upon sumo one 

in the creditor's country* and remit it to the creditor, leaving 

the latter to present the bill to, atul obtain payment from, 

the drawee; or 
(б) The Creditor may himself draw a bill (A cxchangt* on his foreign 

debtor, and sell the bill to a local banker or broker. In 

due course the bill will be presented to, and paid by, the 

foreign debtor. 

Both transactions have the same effect; but in the one the creditor 

himself draws ” a bill, whereas in the other tlic debtor “ remits '* 

a bill, or, more usually, a bank draft. 

Which of the two basic metliods is adopUd thus (hqiends on 

whether the debtor or the creditor takes the initiative, but in [iractiee 

any one of several different forms of remittance is available to 

both debtor and creditor. 

Bemittanoe by the Debtor.—This may take the form of:— 

(а) A Banker's Draft in the creditor's currency purchosetl by tlie 

debtor from Ids own banker, or drawn by the debtor's banker 

against a balance on the debtor’s Foreign Currem y .Account 

(if he has one), and remitted to the creditor. 

(б) A Banker's Draft in sterling purchased and remitted in the same 

way. 

(c) The Debtor's Own Draft on his Foreign Cum>ncy Account (if 

he has one), or on his oniinory sterling current account, 

remitted by him to the creditor. 

(d) A Cable Transfer or T.T. made by the debtor s banker, 

whereby payment to the creditor In the foreign centre is 
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macla by the bank’s agent on receipt of cable or telegraphic 
instructions sent by the bank at the instance of the 
debtor. The debtor would pay his banker the sterling 
equivalent, or his Foreign Currency Account would be 
debited, while the creditor would receive payment in his 
own currency. 

(e) A Mail Tratutfer^ whereby pajmient is made to the creditor 
by the agent of the debt^ir's banker on receipt of mailed 
instructions from the latter forvardwl at the instance of 
the debtor In this case, also, the sterling equivalent would 
l>e paid over by the de btor or the amount in foreign currency 
would be (Irbitenl to his Fon*ign (\irrency Account. 

{/) A Trade Hill pim hased by the debtor from a bill broker or 
foreign exchange dealer but this Is now unlikely so far as 
Ixindon is concerne<l. 

In certain circumstances, international debts may be discharged 
by the remittance of international w^curities or interest coupems 
which are n^aliwible in the country and c\irrency of the creditor; or, 
as a last resort, gold may Ik* sent. Ihit it must be reiterated that 
these methods are a<lopted ow/y 6y Ipankers and financiers, not by 
ordinary traders, and that gold shipments, in |wrticular, are under¬ 
taken only by bankers or bullion brokers who have the requisite 
facilities and technical know ledgt*. 

Draft by the Creditor. The creditor may draw , either in sterling 
or in foreign cum*ncy: • - 

(а) On the debtor, and <‘itlu‘r sell his bill to a banker, or forward it 
for collection through his banker with the objtx't of obtaining 
credit for the prociH^ls when ri>ceivixl. 

(б) On o bank in the debtor's country under a credit arranged by 
tlio debtor, in which C4iao Uie bill will also be either (a) sold, 
or (6) forwarded for collection, 

(c) On a bank in his otcit country, under a creilit arrange<l by tlie 
debtor, in which cone he can discount the bill or bold it 
until maturity. 

A« the vast majority of international setiloments are now effected 
through the intermediary of Uie Imnks, the most common tj-pe of 
remitUnce muit by a debtor is a bank tlraft, T.T,. or mail tninsfer, 
whilst a cnxlitor who draws a bill frequently does ao under a bank 
credit. 
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BUYING AND SELLING EXCHANGE. 

In the course of the day’s business in the Exchange Department 

of his bank, the exchange dealer has to apjdy in practice the various 

maxims discussed eariicr in tliis chapter. Natundly, the skilful operator 

makes no conscious refenmee to such rules, for constant practice and 

long familiarity nith the rates of exchange enable him to decide 

instantaneously and mechanically whether a rate is favourable to him 

or otherwise. 

In bis dealings with the bank’s customers and with the Foreign 

Exchange Market, the operator will be offered and l)e required to sell 

rights to foreign currency in a great variety of forms. Apart from 

the transfer of bullion or securities, money may lie sent from one 

country to another in several wa^-s, and, since the elements of time 

(involving interest) and security for <lue payment varj' with each form 

of remittnnee, different rates of e.vehaiige arc quoted for each. The 

bank’s cheque or sight draft on a fon-ign centre is sold at a rate of 

exchange different from that ai)i>iieii to a bill of exchange payable, 

say, three months after the date of issue, while other rates are charged 

for transfers of money by cable or telegraph. For greater convenience 

and clarity we will consider the rates applied by the o|ierator in (o) the 

sale of foreign currency and (6) the purchase of foreign currency. 

•SELLING FOREIGN CURRENCY'. 

The exchange dealer sells rights to foreign currency in tlie form of 

cable transfers, telegraphic tramifers, mail transfers, drafts at sight or 

at fixed periods after date or sight, foreign notes and coin, and letiers 

of credit of varioas kind. 

CftUe Tnuisfen and Telegnutliic Dranaiatt.-~€ab)c or T.T. rates are 
quoted by the dealer for transfers by which foreign currency is paid 

by the bank’s agent to a named person abroad on receipt by that 

agent of instructions, conveyed by cable or tdc^rafdi and authenti¬ 

cated by private code. As soon as a cable transfer or T.T. is sold by 

the dealer, he passes the necessary information through to the special 

department of the Foreign Branch whoso business it is to deal with 

the despatch, authentication, coding, and confirmation oS all cable 

and tdegrajduc messages, and the payment is made by the bank’s 

foreign agent within a short time ct the receipt of the instructions 

contained in the cable or telegram. The actuiU time of the payment 

depends on what is known as the vahu date (see page 88). 

As a rule, all T.T. and cable transfers sold between tnariet deaJere 
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are subject to payment on the value date fixed by market rules, and 

this may be one, two, throe, or more days after the day on whicli 

the actual deal is effected. In the case of New York, for instance, 

the value date is two days ahead, so that a dealer who sells T.T. New 

York on the 1st Juno will get paid on the 3rd and will cable New 

York to pay the dollars on the same day. When T.T. are sold to 

euaUmera, however, it is the practice to demand payment in sterling 

ed once, and to send off the necessary cable instructions immediately, 

so that a dealer who sells a customer T.T. New York on 1st Juno 

will receive the sterling and instruct his agent to make the pa}rment 

on that day; i.e., the T.T. would be soltl “ xxtlm to day ”. If, however, 

the T.T. is sold on a centre whose time differs from London time, 

it is likely that the cable would not be received by the foreign agent 

in time to eiuible him to make the }><tynu*nt on the sitme day', so 

that, if T.T. Prague were sokl to a customer lui the 1st June, the 

sterling would be paid in l^ondon on that clay, but the Cz. crow'ns 

would probably not be {stid over until the 2nd. 

Clearly, telegraphic transfers can be made only between parties 

who are in close relationsliip (as, for example, l)etween banks, 

financial houses and large business firms, and their foreign agents), 

since the methcxl implies the existence of current accounts between 

the parties, as well as a prearrangcHl private or 8c*nu-j>rivate ccxle for 

authenticating the tek'graphcd nicssagi's. Moreover, as the value 

of a T.T. depends entirely on the undertaking of the seller to make 

payment and of tlie buyer to accept delivery, T.T.’s are made only 

between bouses of market importance with " gilt-edged ” names, 

and not between ordinary business firms. 

Since this method of payment involves no risk of loss, little or 

no loss of interest, and no stamp duties, the T.T. rates between any 

two currencies, representing the current rate for the purchase of 

currency which is to bo immediately available in the foreign centre, 

may bo n^ardsd as the truest reflection of the relative value of the 

two currencies at any particular moment. The T.T. rate is, therefore, 

the basic rate of exchange between any two currencies, i.e., it is used 

by dealers as the basis of their rates for all other types of remittance, 

and changes in the T.T. rate are immediately reflected in the rates 

for other forma of remittance unless the changes are balanced by 

movements in any factors, such as rates of interest, which enter into 

the composition (ff the rates for other remittances. 

Moreover, a bank which undertakoa to sell a T.T. to one of its 

Ottstomers haa to pay out the money abroad ol ones, whmeas, with 
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any other form of remittanoe, it gaiua interest on Uie funds abroad 
until the remittance is paid. Further, the bank must be covertnl for 
its trouble in sending the message and conlirming it to its foreign 
correspondent, so tliat tlie rates charged for cables and T.T.’s are 
dearer than for any other form of remittance. 

The actual rate chargtxl in any particular case de|HMuls on several 
considerations. The chief of tht^e are demand and supply os re!it*ct4*d 
in the rates of exchange, com}>etition of other dealers, ability profitably 
to cover his fort'ign agent making the iwyment, and the imiHjrtance of 
his customer. But, in addition to all this, the dealer naturally charges 
a higher rate {kt £1 for making a small than for making a large n*mit- 
tance, because the trouble and ex|H‘nse of seiuling and confirming the 
cablegram or Udegram is tlie same in either case*. *Vs a rule, the cost 
of the cable or of the ttdegraphic im^ssagt^ is chargt^tl hejiarately to 
the customer, but, if not, the dealer will onliuarily svo that he is 
covereil for this item in the rate at which the tran>fer is sold. 

Naturally, large ami intiuential eu>tomers who ojK^rate frcHpieiitly 
receive greatcT eousideration than less iin)»ortant ones, who oj>erate 
intermittently, and whilst dealers will eut their n\U^ and ignon' cable 
expe^nses for large or fnsjuent transactions, tlu‘V charge dean»r rat4t< 
and mjuire |)ayment of the cable costs for transactions of It^ 
consequence. 

When a cable or telegra[>hic transfer is made on btdialf of a 
customer, explicit instnu tions ami an indemnity against delay, etc., 
arc taken from him by the bank on a form wonk^l somewhat as 
follows:— 

Order and Indemnity for Cable Transfer. 
To Till: XOKTHI..4ND HaNX, LtP., 

Lomuakd Htrret, E.C. 

CmSTLKHKIf, 

W© roqueni you to despotch a Tologrmphie Mriwiiii;^^, either literally or in 
C}T>h©r, direct or through your Agents, to AmlroJir <jrid .SVw, Korlr, UimihI 
upon the instructionii at foot hon^of. It is distinctly undemtoisl lietwecn u« 
that the said memuige ts to be sent entirely at oitr risk, and that yoti are not to 
be held liable lor the consequencee of any <lelay, mistake, or omission, which 
may arise in its traosmismoo, or from its misinteriiretatiun when received, or 
from errors in identification. 

Yours faithfully, 
JumtJt Hrvum usd C*o« 

INOTIilTCTIONS. 

Pmy Ambftm and Hcn^ Fifth New York, $100,000, accauni ehipmeni 
per Afiama Ut Brawn and Co., London. 
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Mail Tranaieni.—Mail Transfer (M.T.) ratee are quoted by the 
dealer for making a payment or tranKfer by instructions fora^arded 

by mail to his agent in a fensign centre. The J^ransfer takes the 

form of a letter under authoristni Hignatim^ addressed by the issuing 

banker to his (orrespondent, who is instrucU*d to make the payment 

and to obtain a retreipt then*for. 

As the mail transfer itself carries the signature of the issuer, there 

is not the same nex'd, us in the case of T.T., for authentication and 

confirmation by code ; but the mail tninsfer, like the T.T., presupposes 

the existence of a current account lH‘iwc<*n the issuer and his pacing 

agent abroad, and there is, of courHC\ no sex^urity attaching to the 

remittance other than the undertaking of the issuer, so that an M.T., 

like a T.T., would not be acceptable unless issucxl by a bank or large 

firm having an “ apjirovtxl name 

When a dealer undertakes to make a mail transfer on bc^half of a 

customer, he takes from the latter explicit instructions, and requires 

payment from him of the sterling c*quivalent of the sum to Ije trans- 

fernxl at the* agrtM‘d rate of exeliange. As a rule, the transfer will 

be made to the crexlit of the customer s nominee at a reputable bank, 

but, if nci'esaary, tlu' sending bank will have the jwyment in the 

fondgn ctuitre made by its agents by cheque or l^iinker’s draft. This 

apjities to T.T. also. 

Since the hank issuing a mail transfer has the use of the money 

|>aid by its customer for the mailing jHTiiHl which elapses before 

jMiynu nt is made by the foix'ign agent, the bank is compelled by the 

force of e4imjs‘tition io allow its custi»mers interc'st on tlie T.T. rate 

at the rate Inung jmid on biinkers’ funds, i.c., on call money in 

the fnrtugii cxuitn* to which the nuniltance is made. Hence, the rate 

chargtxl fur a mail transfer, like that for sight drafts or cheques, is 

usually chea|KT tlian the rate for T.T. by the amount of the allowance 

for interest for the “ mailing jx'riod ” l^'twecn the two centres. 

The ai'tual amount of the allowaiiee will de{>end on the time which 

must elajise hctw<vn the issue of the transfer and the anticij>at4xl date 

of imyinent in the fon^ign centn^. This time will, in turn, deiieiul on 

the distance and on the date of the next outgoing mail from London to 

the centre coneeniixl. SupjKxe that a Ijondon banker sells a customer 

a mail transfer on New York for $259,090. and that, allowing for the 

next outgoing mail, the transfer is oxpecte<l to l»e paid in New York 

seven dajw after the date of sale to the customer, TIic banker may 

alreaily have the dollam to his credit in New York, or he may cover 

himself at onoe by purchaaitig a T.T. on the London Market, but, in 
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either oaae, he haa the use of $250,000 in New Ywk for about seven 

daja, whereas if he had sold T.T. he would have paid out the dollars 

the same day as he received the sterling. Hence he is compelled by 

the force of competition to allow his customer a fair proportion of 

the interest earned by the dollars standing to his credit, at the current 

rate being paid in New York on bankers’ funds or on short loans. 

Chutttnteed Mail TnatSm (also called ChianntMd Mail Pay- 
mania).—^The remittance of money by cheque, or sight draft, or mail 

transfer involves a slight risk of loss through delay in the mails, 

which, if it occurs, means an unexpected, and usually unwished for, 

gain of interest to the seller and a loss of interest to the buyer. 

Further, it may happen that a debtor has to remit money at a date 

which, though not so early as to merit the purcluise of a T.T., does 

not admit of the delay incurred by the remittance of funds by M.T. 

To meet these difficulties and to avert disappointments and mis¬ 

understandings over the time of arrival of mails, it has become the 

practice in the Ix>ndon Market for dealers to soli OuaranUed Hail 

Transfers (G.M.T.’s), whereby thej* undertake to effect pa>'ment in 

the foreign centre on a stipulated date (umially the approximate 

date of arrival of the next outgoing steamer), irrespective of the actual 

time of arrival and delivery of the mail. The seller ensures that 

payment in the foreign centre will be made on the agreed date by 

advising hb agent immediately by cable. For example, the mailing 

period between London and Buenos Aires may be anjihing from 

18 to 30 days, depending on the time of departure of the next boat, 

but a London dealer may sell a G.M.T. by which the buyer can be 

certain that payment will be made in Buenos Aires in, say, 24 days 

from the date of the transaction. 

The rates for G.M.T.’s are naturally somewhat dearer than those 

for ordinary' mail transfers, but they are calculated upon the same 

basis, viz., the T.T. rate, allowance being made for interest for the 

time to elapse before payment, with the advantage that, as the period 

before payment is certain, the margin for interest off the T.T. rate 

can be exactly calculated, and so a true price can be fixed which is 

fair to both buyer and seller. Because of these advantages, Q.M.T.’a 

are frequently used by bankers for tranafemng their funds for invest¬ 

ment to other centres for fixed periods. 

It is interesting to note that, owii^ to the possibility of their 

being involved in heavy claims for damages, Imnkers selling O.M.T.’s 

nsoidly stipulate that, in the event of delay miscarriage of their 

instmetions, their liability is to be only for interest from the date 
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when payment ahodd have been effected. Moreover, they avdd, 
so far aa poaaible, using the term ** guarantee " in connection witii 

such deals; i.e., they refuse to be liable for any ajtecufl damages, apart 

from loss of interest. 

Sight Dfaits and Cbeawt.—These comprise drafts or cheques 
payable at sight or on demand, drawn by the bank on its agents and 

sold to its customers for despatch to their creditors in foreign centres. 

The draft or cheque is handed to the customer against payment of 

the equivalent at the agreed rate of exchange, and the onus of trans¬ 

mitting the draft thus falls upon him, whilst his correspondent is put 

to the necessity of presenting it for payment to the bank's foreign 

agent. As the issuing bank has the use of the money during the time 

the instruments are in transit, the rates quoted, like those for M.T.’s, 

are slightly cheaper than the rates for T.T.’s. Usually, the rates for 

cheques and drafts at sight are the same as those quoted for M.T.’s, 

but the former are, in general, more popular, despite the fact that 

the latter are more convenient an<l certainly safer. 

The dificrenoe between the sight or cheque rate and the T.T. rate 

on the same centre is frequently referred to as the “ spread " between 

them and varies from time to time aeconling to the rate of interest 

on short-term loans of bankers’ fun<ls in the foreign centre and the 

time of the next outgiiing mail to that centre. 

As a rule, a nominal charge is made for drafts under a certain 

minimum value, but above that the banka take their profit in the rate 

of exchange. Most drafts and cheques are requiretl on the leading 

foreign centres, such as New York and Paris, and, as each of the leading 

banks has more than one agent in thaac centres, drafts are issued 

alternately on one agent and then on another, i.e., the “ rota ” s^-stem 

is employed, so that each agent may have some shore in the business. 

If a draft is itMpiircd on a remote town, the practice is to issue 

the draft on the bank's agent in the nearest large centre, and to request 

that agent to ad\'tac the issuer if the draft is not presented within a 

reasonable time of its issue. 

Sometimes a bank is asked by a customer to sell him a Otrling 

draft drawn on a foreign centre. For this service the bank charges 

a small commission, and it is usual to enfaoe such a draft with the 

clause: “ Paydblt at the Bank's Buying Rate of Exchange for SigM 

Drafts on London." 

When a draft of this kind is presented for payment, it is paid by 

the foreign banker (in acoordanoe with the clause) at his buying rate 

for si^t drafts on London. He reimburses himself by debiting the 
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London banker in his sterling account, and, against the credit so 

created, he can himself draw and sell a draft on the London banker, 

in which case his profit is the difference between the rate atwhich he pays 

the London banker’s draft and the rate at which he sells bis own draft. 

Short Bates*—^These are applied to drafts payable within any 

period up to about ten days. Here again the slight aclditional allow¬ 

ance made for interest above that involved in sight or demand drafts 

makes the sliort rates cheaper than the sight or chetjue raU*#*. 

Short Sight Rates.—These are sometimes quoted by dealers in 

New York on Paris, Amsterdam, and Berlin, and relate to ^lraft^4 |>ayable 

in those centres eight days after sight. On lx)ndon, New York quotes 

a “ Seven-day rate in addition to several others. 

Letters of Credit—^All important banks in this and other countries 

now undertake the issue of letters of endit c»f various kind, whereby 

their customers atv enablid to obtain control of such agn*ed sums in 

foreign currency as they may require for business purjxjsi's or for 

pleasure. Thu.s, a Londoner desirous of sfx^nding a month s holiday 

in Switzerland may arrange with hw bank to have a certain sum in 

Swiss currency placed at his <lu<j)o«al. The currency is Imndcd to him 

against payment of its sterling ecjuivalent in the form of TrtnxUern 

Cheques or Circular Notes, or he may l>e given a Trarrllers* JjfUer of 

Credit enabling him to draw' funds at the SwLss agencies of his ow n bank. 

An operation involving much the same principle arises, for t*.xamplf\ 

when an importer in this country instructs his bank to o|M'n a cmlit 

in foreign currency in favour of a foreign ex|ort4‘r at n bank in the 

exporter 8 own town. The total sum n*<juir<d in the fort*igii cum»ih y 

is placed at the disposal of the customer against payment of the 

equivalent in sterling, or against the dei)o«it of satiHfa<dory sfx urity, 

as the bank and customer may agree. 

In all such cases the rate of exchange must tixid by the dealer, 

and it is his business to see that all transactions of this kind ntv ade¬ 

quately “ covered ” by the transfer of funds, if re<iuinxl, to the fortdgn 

agent who will be callcxl upon to make the? |aiyments. The raU*s fixinl 

by the dealer for the sale of forc*ign currency in the form of letters of 

credit will, of course, he based on prevailing market rat<*s, but they are 

not cot to such fine margins as rates applud in other cases, and the bank 

thos secures a slight a^lclitional profit from the turn in the exchange. 

A large proportion of letters of crixlit are insind in sU^rling, and in 

such cases no exchange operation takes place on this side. The sterling 

cheque or draft presented by the customer is exchanged (i.e., purchased) 

by ituB forrign agent at a rate fixed by him, ami the agent roimburaea 
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himself by debiting the sterling aooount of the issuing banker, to whom 
he returns the paid draft. 

Foreign Notes and Coins.—^Thcse items are usually handled in the 

large banks by a special department known as the '' Foreign Money 

Department ”, which maintains stocks of notes of the leading foreign 

countries to meet the requirements of customers, though in London, 

as in certain other large centres, the items can speedily be obtained 

from one of the three or four brokers who specialise in the purchase 

and sale of foreign notes and coin. 

The transactions of this depiirtment art^ ordinarily so small that they 

are not t4iken into account by the bank dealer, but at times, of course, 

he has to buy supplies to replenisli exluiusted stocks, or to sell quantities 

of forc*ign notes and coin which are in excess of the Money Depart* 

ment s recpiirements, as hap{x*ns, for instance, during the tourist season 

hen foreign visitors bring in largo amounts of their money forexchange. 

The rates of excliange chargt*<l for fortMgn notes are based on the 

T.T. rates, but they are m*<x‘SH*irily somewhat dearer as the bank has 

to be recoujxHl for the additional trouble and expense of obtaining 

such items to mc*et the customer’s itHjuirements, and for insuring, 

{)iicking, and deg]>atching notes or coin which are in excess of its 

current re<|uirements. Nowadays, gold coin is usually sold as bullion. 

rUHCHASfc;S of foheign cukkency. 

The de4Uer s pundiosi^ of foreign cunency follow much tlie same 

lifu>i as his sali^s, altiiough in all easc^ his buying price will, of course, 

Ik* lower than Uic price at which he hulcL himself n^ady to sell the same 

tyix5 of remittance, Ixnig bills, sight drafts, ami other similar instru¬ 

ments arc quite frequently offered to tlie de4iler by the bank’s ordinary 

customers, and he will from time to time purchase cable transfers, 

telegraphic transfers, and mail transfers from the market to replenish 

his own balances abroad. Less fref{uently, the dealer may arrange 

a gold shipment to a fondgn centre and will have the proceeds credited 

to his account. 

Fdreign Drafts and Oheqoas.--xTust as the foreign agents of an 

Kngitsh bank purchase sterling drafts, iravellere’ clux|ues, etc., issued 

by banks in this countr}\ so also our banks are called upon to purchase 

from their oustomers sight drafts and cheques in foreign money sent 

by foreign debtors in payment of amounts owing, and also to purchase 

or encash ohcnpies, etc., in foreign currenoy presented by foreign 

visitors to this country; such cheques may be either drawn under 

letters oi owdit or issued by the banks* foreign s|psnts to their oustomers. 
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The rate applied by the dealer will, of oourae, cover the cost of 

coUeotion of the prooeeds, together witb any other incidentals, such 

as stamp duties and postage, and loss of interest. Just as there is 

a spread betvreen the banker’s selling rates for T.T. and sight 

drafts, so there is a spread between his buying rates for these remit* 

tanoes, but in the latter case the allowance for interest in respect of 

the sight draft is calculated on the basis of the overdraft rate ruling 

in the foreign centre, since to cover the purchase of such a draft by 

selling T.T. involves creating an overdraft in the foreign centre during 
the mailing period. 

In general, bank dealers will purchase drafts and cheques on 

foreign centres only from their customers, and tlien only “ with 

recourse ” against the customer in the event of non payment. More¬ 

over, the dealer must ensure that any such purchases are witiiin tiio 

limit ” or “ sanction ” imposed by the bank managers on the 
exchange operations of the customer concerned. 

In the case of drafts drawn under travellers' letters of crwlit, the 

encashing banker can rarely rely on his right of recourse because of 

the difficulty of tracing the recipient, so that he must take every 

precaution to satisfy himself respecting the validity of the letter of 

credit and the bona fides of the holder. Having once undertaken the 

responsibility of cashing such items, the banker must stand or fall by 

his action, and if it subsequently turns out that the letter of credit 

was in wrong hands, and that payment was made against a forgery, 

the encashing banker will not be able to debit the issuing bank s 

account or to claim payment from him, and must subticquentiy bear 
any loss which arises. 

Vmtgn Coupons and Drawn Bonds*—The increasing international¬ 

isation of securities brings into the hands of the foreign branch a 

constantly growing quantity of coufions and drawn bonds payable in 

other currencies. The majority of th(?se items an* collctrUxl by the 

banker and the proceeds, less expemw^s, cn^diUxi to the customer's 

sterling or foreign currency account, but quiU* fn^quently they are 

purchased outright by the banker and are collected in due course for 

his own account. If the latter method is adopted fairly wide rates are 

applied in order to cover the bank for its trouble in obtaining payment 

and bringing home the pocecds, involving such costs as listing, packing, 

postage and insurance (on largo parcels), and also for the interest lost 
durii^( the period of ooltection. 

Ji coupons or drawn bonds are expressed to be payable at specified 
rates of exoliapgs in cme of mrmU currencies, at the option of the 
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holder, the dealer will naturally ensure that they are sent for collection 

and payment to the centre which will give the best return at tiie actually 

prevailing rates of exchange. 

Long Bills : Nsgotiatum and Collaetion.—The chief practical points 

arising in connection with the negotiation and collection of long bills 

are dealt with in the next chapter. 

Stodc Dratts and Bavetse Stodt Dialts.—An instrument with 

which an exchange banker is sometimes called upon to deal is that 

known as a Stock Draft or Stock Cheque. Stock drafts are instruments 

drawn by a stockbroker in London upon a bank or a stockbroker 

abroad, in respect of securities purchased on behalf of the latter. They 

are invariably drawn at sight and have attacluxl to them the certificates 

or bonds in respect of which they are drawn, these documents being 

surrendered against payment of the draft. 

A banker who is asked to negotiate a stock draft will take care 

that the current value of the security, which should be of a readily 

saleable type, is sufficient to cover the amount of the draft; and, 

unless the drawer is of the highest standing, he will call for a cash 

margin of about 10 %. When tlie stock market is in on unsettled 

condition, it may l*e advisable to value tlie security from daj’ to day 

to ascertain whetlier an extra margin should be required; though an 

additional margin cannot, of course, be required in the absence of a 

special agreement with the tirawer. 

The draft sliould not Ik? wortled “ Against delivery of the attached 

certificates, pay . . .”, as such a clause wouUl affect its validity as 

a bill of exc^nge, though tlie draft may lK*ar a memorandum noting 

the security to which it n*lat<‘s. The security should be either in 

bearer form or indorsed in blank, or accompanie<l by a blank transfer. 

As various incidental charges (for packing, postage, and insurance) 

are incurred in connection with the remittance of the securities, stock 

drafts ore negotiated at rates slightly leas favourable to the drawer 

than those ruling for sight drafts. 

Example.—M the cheque rate between London and New York is 

3*30, a London banker, on being asked to purchase a stock draft for 

$0,732*05, might calculate a rate for stock drafts as follows;— 

Cheque rate .3*30 

Add Insurance, say, J .. .. *00165 

(kdlecting charges, say, J %„ .. *00082 

3*30247 
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The dealer wouid, therefore, quote a rate of |3*30^ per £, and would 

credit his customer enth £ 
9,732-65 

3-3025 
= £2,947 Is. Id. 

Alternatively, of course, he could adjust the principal amount of 

the draft by deducting his expenses and charges, and then apply the 

cheque rate. 

A Reverse Stock Draft is a similar document in sterling drawn by 

a foreign stockbroker in respect of securities sold to a buyer in Ix)ndon; 

and from the London banker’s point of view the purchase of such a 

draft is equivalent to a sale of currency to the liondon stockbroker, 

the rate to include interest for the jieriotl of the mail plus insurance 
and postage on the stock. 

If, for example, a London stockbroker (Smith) has purchnse<l from 

a New York stockbroker (Robinson) 1,009 Internatiomil Nickels at 

$25 per share, Smith can instruct his bankers in Ixuwlon to c«»ble tlieir 

New York agents, “ Pay Robinson, New York-, $26,OtfO against delivery 

1,000 International Nickels with draft £ . . . on Smith, London, 

attached, ship insured to us.*’ 

The banker will work out the rate at which ho is willing to buy the 

draft and will inform the customer of the amount in sterling for which 

the draft most be drawn. Tliis amount the banker will collect from 

his customer when the draft arrives. 

Example.—The above deal being taken as a basis, what rate of 

exchange should the Ix>ndon banker quote to Smith, assuming he is 

a dealer in spot dollarsat 3-40J-3-41, insurance costing 8d. per £100, 

postage $5, and the mail period being 10 days? Interest to he alluw(*d 

at 4 %, New York terms. For what amount shoultl the draft l»« 

drawn? 

Banker’s selling rate for “ spot ” .. 3 •40.5 

Less 

Insurance J %o .. .0011.35 

Postages 19^ .. -000681 

Interest .. .. -OOSi&O •OO.’WDO 

3-399401 
.*. The Ijankcr will quote a rate of, say, $3 ‘.30 } per £. 

.. ....... . 
The staling draft should be drawn for £,; -■ — 

3-3fMw75 

= £7,.354 5s. lOd. 
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AKBITIUGE OPERATIONS. 

Arbitrage operations are transaotions undertaken by exchange 

dtMilers with the object of realising prohts from differences in the 

exchange rates ruling at various centres at the same time. The 

business requires gn^it skill, and, as the dealings must bo conducted 

almost siinultamHiusIy, the telephone ainl the cable are the necc^asary 

means of commimieatiun. 

^)uplK>se, for example, that at a time wlien the T.T. rate in London 

on Paris is Fes. 124-10 ~£l, a lx)ndon operator is informed by 

telephone from Paris that the T.T. rate in Paris on London U 

Fes. 124*12} =£1. An arrangement may be made whereby the 

Paris house immediately sells a sterling T.T. to the extent of £10,000, 

ut the rate of Fes. 124* 12|, realising Fes. 1,241,250; at the siime time 

the London operator sells T.T. on Paris to tlie amount of Fes. 1,241,000. 

For this ho receives £10,000, when-with he is enabled to pay the sterling 

sold by his Paris correspondent. The m-t result of the transaction is 

that tliere remains the sum of Fes. 250 to tlie credit of the parties in 

Paris, and this amount, after deducting expenses, b halved by the two 

ofK^rators, and rt*pR^nts their profit in the operation. 

If a nuiniKT of dealers uiulc^rtake similar o{)enitions the effect will 

far to de{tft*ss the value of sterling in 1 Wis, i.e., lower the rate of exchange 

on London, and to depress Uie value of francs in I^ondon, i.e., send up 

the rate of exchange on i^aris. Hiuioe the rates of 124* 10 and 124* 12^ 

will Im^ moved in revt^rse diriM^tious until tliey are approxinuitelv e<|ual, 

i.e., iU iMrily, and no pri>lit cum made by further lirbitrage. 

Tliis is an example of siiiijile or Uco poini arbitnige, but transactions 

of tliis kind may be much more eoniplkuitcd, and may involve three 

or more currencies. If the Paris exchange on Ixindon b high, a 

Paris banker, having sold T.T. on Ixiudon, and being under the 

iieei-sstiy of providing cover, may find that hb cheapest way of doing 

so is to buy DuU^h lloriiis in Paris and to use these in Amsterdam to 

purchase sterling in I^iidon. Being nowadays in constant touch 

with all important centnw by telephone, he knows the trend of tlie 

market in the various ourreiictos. Heme he buys in the cheapest 

market and seUs where the price b highest. 

Furthermwe, dealers know by exporienoe that oertain centres 

are sjieciaUy good markets for particular ouneiicies. The leading 

])osition of the London Foreign Exchange Market, with its experience 

and recouroee, its geographical advantages and wide mnge, b sufficient 

to eneuio that the mine quoted by the Loiidoa deelsm are usually 
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as good as can be obtained elsewhere. For this reason, no Con¬ 
tinental dealer would put through a transaction of any magnitude 

without first of all feeling the London Market. Amsterdam, 

largely by reason of her intermediary position during the War and 

partly bcM^ause of her geograjihical situation, is an excellent market, 

so far as London is concerned, for dealings in marks, belgas, French 

francs, and dollars. In the same way, Berne and Zurich are strong 

markets for lire and pesetas, while Stockliolm is recognised as good 

for transactions in all Scandinavian currencies. 

Hence the Continental dealer who is under the necessity of buying 

a considerable amount of sterling or dollars first of all esUiblishes 

telephonic communication with the centres which are usually in a 

position to offer these currencies at the best rates. In deciding 

which is the best rate at which to o|)erate, he makes use of one or 
other of the various t>*pes of calculating machines alw*ays to be found 

in the dealers’ offices. As soon as a dealer in, s^iy, Paris, hears the 

rates quoted by Amsterdam and Berne on London, he quickly applies 

his calculating machine to determine the cost of sterling bought 

through those centres com|iared with its cost to him in the Paris 

Market. Frequently, the stealing will be bought through two or 

more centres. It is mcn^ly a question of buying at the lowest 

obtainable price, and it dui*s not matter to the dealer, concerned 

with an important ojieration, whether Umt price is obtained by tlio 

purchase and sale of one, two, three, or even more currencies, 

i.e., whether it involves a (wo-, three-, or oven four-point arbitrage 

operations (see also Chapters X and XXIX). 

Cm. iUH ud AtbttnM Hkillcd arbitrageur can 

often make a protit by taking advantage of tlifTerencee which may 

exist between what are known as ctom raks ” and the rates quoted 

in his own centre. 

From the point of view of a London dealer the ohms rate between 

two foreign currencies is the rate at which one of those currencies 

is quoted in terms of the other. Thus the cross rate lictwoon dollars 

and francs (i.e., between New York and Paris) is either the rate for 

dolJars in Paris (i.e., in terms of francs), or the rate for francs in New 

Y’ork (i.e., in terms of dollars). For reasons which wo have already 

explained, these two cross rates tend to equality, but when they differ, 

as often happens, then the arbitrageur has an oji|X)rtunity to snatch 
a pre^t.^ 

^The “ Arbitrated Parity " or “ Arbikaied Bate ” between any two 
cnxrenoies it tlw rate which is calculated by the quotattoas tot 
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those ourrencies in terms of a third currency. Thus the arbitrated 
parity between francs and dollars can be calculated from their 

quotations in terms of sterling. If. in London, francs are quoted at 
80, and dollars are quoted at 5, then the arbitrated parity between 
francs and dollars is obviously 16 francs to the dollar, or $6-25 per 

100 francs, each of such arbitrate<l [>arities between two currencies 
being the “ reciprocal parity of the other. If at any time the 

arbitrated parity between two currencies does not tally with the cross 
rate between them, then arbitrageurs will at once take advantage of 

the opportunity to snatch a proHt, and their oi>erations will tend to 
remove the disparit}^ 

8up|)Ose, for insUiiiw, that with the above quotations in London, 

dollars are quoted in Paris at 17 francs to the dollar (taking a wide 

diflerence for puqHJsc*s of illustration). Since the arbitrated parity' 
in London is 16 frames to the dollar, it will be clear that a gross profit 

of one franc |ier dollar can be made by the purchase of dollars again.st 

francs in London and by sidling those dollars in Paris at 17 francs 
}x*r dollar. 

On an outlay of £200 the profit would arise as follows:— 

Cost of $1,000 in L)ndi»n at $5 ]K*r £1 .. £200 

Sale of $1,000 in Paris at 17 francs |K*r $1 .. .. Fes. 17,000 

Sjile of Fes. 17,000 in London at Fes. 80 |)er £l .. £212*5 

A profit of £12*5 is therefore made, less, of course, the cost of cables. 

When the two currencies conceriu*d arc botli on the gold standard, 

fluctuations in Uie cross rates '* are limitixi to the specie points 

b<?twet*n the two countries, and, as any wdile difTeixMice l)etween the 

cross rates and the arbitruUxl jKirities in a third centre will be remciliod 

by arbiirtvge cqierations, it follows that the arbitrated jmrities must 

also keep within the " cross s|x*<'ie jxiints. 

Thus, the Mint Par between Paris and Berlin, two gold standard 

centres, is about 607 fnincs |x?r ICKI Kmk. Tlie Paris Ifcriin rate 

cannot move from this Mint Pur beyond tlie cost of sending gold in 

cither dirccUoii, and Uio Ixuidon rates with the two centres must 

therefore yield an approximately equivalent arbitnitiMl parity. 

For purposes of illustration let us assume that, at a given time, 

the rates in London are 70 francs to the £, and 10 Rmks. to the £. 

so that the arbitrated jiarity is 7 francs per Kmk. Now the Parts* 

Berlin cross rate will bo in the netghboiu^hood of the mint parity of 

6*07 francs per Rmk., so that a person in London requiring marks 

8 
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will not pay for them at the rate of 10 marks to the £, because, by 

baying francs at 70 to the £ and exchanging th^ in Paris for marks 

at the rate oi about 6*07 francs per mark, ho can obUtin about 11*3 

marks pw £1. The purchase of francs in London and the reduced 

demand for marks would therefore adjust the quoUttions until the 

arbitrated rate approached the Paris-Berlin jxirity of 6*07 francs 

per Rmk. 

llM Value Craes Bates to the Dealer.—The im{x>rtanco of 

these limits to the ” cross rates ” between gold standartl currt*ncies 

lies in the fact that an exchange dealer can regard a “ long {josition ” 

in one of the gold currencies us being covere<l by a “ short jHJsition ’’ 

in another of the gold currencies. Since he knows that the “ cross 

rate ” between them cannot tluctuate far from tlio specie joints, ho 

is provided with a reliable measure with which ho can estimate their 

relatire values. 

To use the example as before, 8up|X)8e a dealer has an overbought 

position of 60,700 francs. He may, if he chooses, sell an equivalent 

amount of francs for sterling and so level up his books. But it may 

happen that he already has an oversold ])osition, that is, a “ short 

position ”, of 10,000 marks. Since he knows that the “cross rato" 

between francs and marks cannot deviate far from 6*07 francs })cr 

mark, he can safely consider the ” long position ” in fraiK's as covered 

by his ” short position ” in marks. In other words, however much 

sterling may depreciate in terms of gold currt*ucics, the sterling the 

dealer will require for the purchase of 10,000 marks will bo approxi¬ 

mately yielded by the sale of 60,700 francs, provided both Paris and 

Beriin remain on the gold standard. He n<‘cd not, therefore, sell francs 

or buy marks in order to level up his books. 

If the two countries concerned were not on the gold standard, then 

a “ long position ” in one could not be set off by a ” short jiosition ” 

in the other. The ” cross rates ” would bo liable to w'ide fluctuation 

and each position would need to be levelled up at once in order to 

avoid risk of loss.* 

• At the tifno of writing, tho onrrotiJi oxt han^f rr^irivt'uMiA nilinK in iU^rttuuiy 
preclude the uim^ of reicli8tniirk« in the ImuuR^r imiiciiUHi, for, althoti|cb the 
reichernark ie in tlnrory convertible into gokl, tbo niarki't m wry r«^t noted, 
and there m altraye a cli^giT that tlie gold ftandarrl tiuiy iruiipend<*d. 



CHAll’ER VII 

NEGOTIATION AND COLLECTION OF LONG im.TA 

Muai of the foreign oum*ncy bought by Ixtndon banks is obtained 

through tlie negotiation and collection of long bills of exchange drawn 

by British ex]x>rterB in respect of goods sent abroad. Such bills may 

be drawii either in foreign currency or in sterling, and they may be 

received by the Iwinker from his customers either for collection or for 

negotiation. In both cases the banker ensures that he is fully protected 

by obtaining his customer’s signature to a form of authority, worded 

somewhat as follows, in which the customer agrees to indemnify the 

bank in the event of non-pa\'mcnt of the bills concerned. 

Ciistoiner*s General Form of Anthorlty lor OoUeotkHi or Negottatkm 
of Foreign Billt. 

To THE NoRTHI.ANr) DaNE* I^TD., 
Lomhari) Street, K.C. D(U$. 

GEKTUCIfEN, 

\Vi% inny hav« occasion from time to time to hand you for coUcction or 
nc((otiatt<m dictjucei, llrafta. or liilla of KN:chan<;^' (with or without documenta 
attached) and wc hcrr«)»y a^jrrryi to your forwarding the aaine to your agenia for 
the tinn' Unng for c<»llcrtion or negotiation. 

In aihliiion U> your onhnary rigfita aa holders of such nioquos, I>raft«,or Bills 
of Kxchangi*, you arc authonfavl to accept in payment thereof a l>anker*s cheque 
or hankers* chequt^ on Ixuitlon, ami in the event of such cheque or cheques not 
being ptud on pressmtation to debit the amount to our arcoimt with ail charges 
inouritHl thereon. 

It is underst^xvi tluit these transactions are in all respects at our entire risk 
and respotuiibiliiy. 

Yours faithfully, 
James Brawn and Co., 

17, JKosteAeop, IT.C. 

Long Bntai ol Bnlutng*.—At ono time the exoiunge tables 
published in London regularly quoted long rates of exehangt on the 
principal foreign oentrea for the sale or negotiation of bills having 
30 days and upwards to run before they reaohed maUuity. 

Nowadays, very few long rates are published in London, since 
I^ndon banks are rarely asked to sell long bills to their oustomers; 

ui 
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the only long rates regularly quoted in the exchange tables are the 

90-day rates for certain South Ameiioan centres (Lima and Valparaiso), 

and the long rates on South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. 

Hence, it is now the practice to negotiate long bills at tel qud rates 

calculated by making the necessary adjustment for interest, etc., on 

the prevailing T.T. rates. 
At the same time, London banks will alwaj's supply a long rate if 

they are asked to do so, and it is, therefore, still necessary for the 
dealer to be able to calculate a long rate from the sight or T.T. rate 

quickly and accurately. We may observe, too, that New Ywk 

always quotes on London at 60 days’ sight as u-ell as for cable and 

cheque, for the reason that considerable quantities of 60-day bills on 

London are drawn and negotiated in the United States. (See Tables 

in Chapter IX.) 
The long rate is obtained from the T.T. rate by making allowances 

for interest, stamp duty, and risk in tltc manner explained in Chap¬ 

ter XXVII. Naturally, the element of credit is of considerable impor¬ 

tance in the case of long bills, since the holder must rely on the parties 

to the instrument for ultimate pa^mient during the time the bill has 

to run before reaching maturity. For this reason, a throe months’ 

bill drawn or accepted by a bank or first-class financial houao commands 

a better price than an ordinary trade or commercial bill of the same 

tenor. Moreover, a bank bill is discountable at a finer (i.c., lower) 

rate of discount, and thus gives the holder a higher present value than 

a trade bill, which is discountable only at a higher rate. 

Begolarity Ct Foreign BiDt.—llefore negotiating or collecting a 
foreign bill a banker must examine it carefully to ensure that it is 

apparently in order, otherwise he may bo unable to obtain payment, 

or at least he may suffer considerable delay. 

In psrticnlar, it should be remembered that the bill must conform 
not only with the laws of this country, but also with those of the 
country on which it is drawn. The stamp duty payable in this country 
should already have been paid, and the bill should therefore boar the 
necessary impressed stamps. The foreign stamp duty will not, of 
course, be paid until the bUl teaches the other country. 

In certain cases, e.g., bills on the South American republics, it is 
desirable that the bill should be drawn in the language (e.g., Spaniah 
or Portngnese) of the country on which it is drawn. Moreover, where 
it is oostotnaiy for the bill to be drawn in a set this rule should be 
followed; bills on South Americs should always be in triplicate. Again, 
between some coonbries there is a customary usance, which should 
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as a general rule be adhered to, though in moat oases there is now 

considersble variation in the usance. Thus, bills on Australia or New 

Zealand have a usance of anything up to 120 d/s, though 60 d/s is 

most usual. On South Africa, the usance varies from demand to 

120 d/s, though 90 d/s is now most common. Bills on the Argentine, 

Brazil, Uruguay, Chile, Peru, and Bolivia are usually at 90 d/s, whereas 

those on Mexico, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Salvador, and Venezuela are 

generally at 60 d/s. 

In the case of bills drawn in sterling it is important to see that a 

suitable exchange clause is included where that is customary (see 

below). 

Finally, the banker should be careful to ascertain with certainty 

whether tlio bill is D/A or D/P, or whether any restrietions are to be 

placed on the release of the documents. The latter must, of course, 

he strictly in onler and in conformity with the law of the relative 

country. 

Collection of Foreign IKUs.—In tlic case of bills received for 

collection, the banker acts niendy as an agent of his customer, and 

it is extremely important, therefore, tli.at he shoukl take explicit 

instruct ioiw from the customer as to how each bill and its proceeds 

arc to be dealt with, together with a clear undertaking from him to be 

responsible for fonugn st^imp duties and for the collecting charges 

of the bank itself and its foreign agent, unless these are recoverable 

from the drawee. Special care is required if the bill has documents 

attached, and, in such a case, the banker would require to be instructed 

on the following matters 

1. Is the drawee* or his agent to Ik* usketi to ps»y collection charges ? 

If so, what action is to U* taken if {wyment of tlieae charges 

is refu8e<l ? 

2. Is the " fate ” of the bill, after preaentraent for acceptance 

and/or ]myment, to be advised by cable or by mail! 

3. Are the documents acoomjianying the bill to be handed to the 

drawee, or his agent, against acceptance or against {Myment ? 

4. If the bill is dishonoured by non-aeceptanoe or non-pa^-ment, 

is it to bo protested, and, if so, does the customer agree to 

be liable for the cost t 
5. Is there a esse of need t If so, has he any authority to dispose 

of the relative goods! 
6. Is the foreign buyer to be allowed to take samples of the goods 

before giving 1^ aooeptanoe or bdlore paying the bill! 
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7. If the goods are rejeoted, are they to be stored and insured at 

the customer’s expense ? 

8. How are the proceeds of the bill to be dealt with ? 

Inward OoUectiODS.—As in collecting foreign bills, so in making 

inward collections, the banker must keep a close w'utcb for irregu* 
larities, if he is to avoid delay. The following are iKiints which he 

must watch with j)articulur care:— 

(а) Indorsements in foreign characters,—London bankers will not 

pay bills so indorsed without a notarially attested transcription or 

a London banker’s coniirmation of the indorsement, licence a banker 

receiving for collection bills so indorsed should obtain the consent of 

his foreign agent to any expense incidental to this procedure. 

(б) Unclaused bills in foreign currency.—Such bills are payable at 

the ruling rate for sight drafts on the day they fall due. 

(c) Indorsements confirmed by foreign bankers.—Knglish bankers 

will not usually accept such confirmations of irrt'gulur (»r illegible 

indorsements, so the London collecting banker sJiould add his ow^i 

coniirmation in all such cases. 

(d) Indorsements inixtlid according to Knglish /atr.--Tlie general 

rule is that action can be brought upon a bill in this country only if 

the indorsement w valid according to the law of the country in which 

it was made: it Is immaterial in such a case whether the inflorsement 

is or is not valid according to Knglisli law. The bill must, however, 

l>ear an indorsement purporting to be maclc by, or on bc^half of, the 

payee or indorsee. Thus, in the case of Koechlin d* Tie v. Krstenbavm 

Bros., VJ27, it was held that the mere jKTsoiial sigmiture of an agfuit 

on the back of a bill payable to his princijNil, although widely recog¬ 

nised on the Continent, dcx*s not constitute an imlorscmient according 

to English law*. 

(e) Bills drawn in a foreign language.—Tliese art? usually |>aid 

w'ithout question, but the drawee is entitle<l to demand a notarially 

attested translation of the bill. 

ChuunmlMf in Beipact ol Documentary Billa*- Occasionally, bills 

received from an agent for collection or for preHcntmeni for ucoept- 

ance have attached to them documents which are incomplc*te, but 

which are accompanied also by a covering letter which includes a 

note to the effect that:— 

•* This Bank has received a full set of ahipptiig docuimnta, iho rrmaititng 
copies of whidi wilt be forwarded by next mail.** 
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If in Buob oiroumsianoeB tho corrctipondcnt is one who can be relied 

upon, the bank would be satistied that the documents were in safe 

hands, and if, on presentation of the bill, acceptance (or payment) 

were refused on the ground that a full set of documents or an indemnity 

were required, the bank would naturally give this indemnity. 

In practice, this so frequently happens that a system has grown up 
whereby tiio banks aiul accepting houses exchange general leUera of 

guamnUe in tlie following form:— 

To r/ui Blank Bank, IM., .19.... 
lAfndon. 

In roiuiiiii'ratitJii of your acceptin^/{>aying bills presented to you by ua 
from time to time, lM*anng the* iiKlorm ntt'nt of any of the banka liaUd overleaf, 
we hereby untleriake to hold you indf^mnifb^i af^fainst any low or damage you 

may atintaifi by reaa<in of th<* fiiet that the bilU are not accompanied by a FULL 
fx't tif aliipping fltx'uiru^nta. 

Yours faitlifully, 
Thf aVoftXcm Bank, lAd, 

On tho rewtM*. of thin letter w tyjxyl a lint of lianks abroad from 

whom the bank or ac€<*ptiug houae b in the habit ot receiving docu¬ 

mentary bill8, aiui who have aignitiinl their agreement to account to 

their Lciiulon agent for all the documents in a sc^t. 

iiaving ajitiatieil himai'lf on theaei inattcrH, the banker aenda the 

bill to hU agtuit abroatl with a m^uest that ho w*ill present it to the 

foreign drawx'c for acceptance, and at maturity, for payment, and 

that he will either arrangi* for the rtdurn rt»mittanoe of tlie proceeds, 

or creilit them in the KkniI currency concerneii to the London bank's 

noHiro account. When a<lvice of i>ayment of the bill is received by 

tlie I^indoii bank, the pnKXHHls, the bank's cluirgea for collection, 

ait? plaml at the customer’s dlsjxisiil. 

If the hill is <irawn in a/cWi«(/, it will as a rule be paid by tlie foreign 

drawee in his ow n eurrency at a rale of exchange agreeti upon betwreeu 

him and the collecting agiuit (see “ Kxcliaiige Claiisea below), but 

tlie prcx?e<Mls will wme back to this country as sterling and will be 

credited to tho customer less charges. If the amount of Uie bill is 

in /offign currency, Umt amount will, of course, be paid over. In 

this case, however, the Ixindon bank will usually arrange to purchase 

the foreign currency proceeds from its customer on receipt of advice 

from his agent, crediting the sterling equivalent to the customer's 

account. The rate applied will be that for spot cuironey, i.e., T.T., 

since the currency is already in the bankas name. 

In certain oases, tho proceeds of foreign bills handed to a banker for 
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c<dIection are credited by him to his customer’s Foreign Currency 
Account, and if, thereafter, the customer wishes at any time to exchange 

part of his foreign balance for sterling, the conversion is effected at the 

bank’s atrmU buying rate for the currency in question. 

As a gmieral rule, exporters in this country prefer to negotiate 

(i.e., sell) their foreign bills rather than to hand them to the bank 

for collection, since the former method enables them to obtain imme¬ 

diate command over the proceeds instead of having to wait imtil 

maturity of the relative instruments. Bills are usually sent for collec¬ 

tion only when they are drawn direct on a foreign importer (that is, 

not on a bank abroad) and thus afford the London bank insufficient 

security to induce him to negotiate them. In passing, it may bo 

pointed out that this disincUnatimi on the part of bankers to negotiate 

bills drawn on ordinaiy traders is one of the main reasons for the vogue 

of the bank draft and bank credit, since the security offeml by the 

name of a well-known bank renders the bill much more ri'a^lily con¬ 

vertible into cash by sale or discount. 

Hegotiatkm Foreign Bills Dnwn in Sterling.—Bills drawn in 

sterling by drawers in this country on foreign imfiorters are very 

frequently offered to bankers for negotiation, i.e., sale or discount. 

Such bills will not, of course, be acceptc<l for negotiation unless the 

bank is satisfied as to the standing of his customer, and os to the 

standing of the parties to the bill, or is otherwise secured in case of 

non-pa^-ment. 
The drawer cannot, of course, draw his bill in sterling unless he has 

quoted his price in sterling; and, as it is becoming niitn* niHl more the 

practice to quote prices in th«r imporU-r's currency, tJie drawing of 

bills in sterling by expr>rterH in this country is becoming less 

common. 

Kichanga Ctouiw.—Where a bill is drawn by the exporter in 

sterling, it is clear that any risk of loss tlirough exchange fluctuation 

must be borne by the importer, atul the qiitfstion arises as to the rate 

of exchange at which he will pay. Fre<|uently, this matter is settled 

by the wording of the bill itself, since it is nowadays usual 
to include in foreign bills drawn in sterling what is known as an 

Exchange Clause, i.e., a clause prescribing the method of determining 

the rate of exchange at which the bill is to be paid. 

** lidiMUg M per Kadonemant**—One of the best known exchange 
dauMS applied to bills drawn in sterling on foreign places is that 
which reqnirM pajrment to be made by the foreign drawee at a rate of 
exehaage endoned oo the bill (see Examjde 7, Chapter II). The 
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oncloraemoni in made by the banker who negotiates the bill and takers 

the following form:— 

“ Pay X.Y.^ or order, at the rate of .... for £l sterling/* 

The banker also converts the sterling amount into currency at the 

indicated rate, and uTties tlie amount as converted on the face of the 

bill, the currency amount so inserted thereafter taking the place of 

the amount in sterling, iiy thus empowering a London banker to 

iix Uie rate of exehangi*, the English drau*c*r when he sells his bill 

obtains cash for the full sterling amount of his invoice; he is 8{)ared the 
trouble of quoting prices in foreign currencies, and shifts the speculative 

jiart of the bargain on to the foreign buyer. He is freed from all trouble 

in connection with obtaining {myment of the bill and from all risk of 

exchange fluctuation. Moreover, he receives more by this method 

than he would obtain by drawing an unclaused bill and forwarding it 

for collection or by discnninting it with a banker; for, in the first case, 

he would have to lK*ar collection charges, and, in the second case, he 

would Ik* charg«*d discount. By dniwing tlie bill witli the “ Exchange 

as pc*r endor«*ment ** clause he receives the full sterling face amount 

ol owre. for tiie banker n:HHni|is himsc^lf for loss of interest by an 

adjustment of the rate he emlorscs on the bill. 

In spite of its advantages to the British trailer, the clause “ Exchange 

os per endorsement ” has in recent years fallen into disfavour, and 

it may said that, as a general rule, the clause is not now applied 

exi*ept by sfiecud arrangement \iith the drawee. The chief reason for 

this is that, when excluuigc rates have fluctuated consklenibly, foreign 

drawcK^ have refusetl to pay at the endorsed rates, particularly 

when the exchange rate has movid in their favour between the time 

of endorsement ami the date of maturity. Moreover, foreign drawees 

often obj<*et to the application of this clause on the ground that the 

rate endorsiHl by the negotiating Ixinker is fixed at such a level as to 

charge the drawee for inirrtM on the fnet mine for (he period that mnM 

flapsf before moinrity. This is liecaiise the negotiating banker, who 

pays the exporter in sterling the full face amount of the bill, adjusts 

the rate for conversion into foreign currency to include interest on 

his money until the bill falls due. In other words, the banker applies 

to the bill a tel quel rate in which he makes due allowance for interest to 

cover the period during which he will be out of his money. 

Owing to these difficulties, banks nowadays fiequently inform the 

^ The banker's aftmi or eorrespondeni in the forrign renlre. 
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oustonier of the rate to be applied to the bill, and request bim to 

insert this himself in his oum indorsement, while, in nearly all eases, 

the dran’er is requested to inform the drawee of the raU' endorsed. 

Naturally, the negotiating banker will himself run the risk of loss 

from fluctuations in the exchange unless he t4ike8 steps to cover him¬ 

self. Hence, he will treat the transaction like any other purchase of 

foreign currency, i.e., tlio currency acquired will be useil by him as 

cover for his sides of remittiinces in the siuno currency, and the 
banker’s profit will consist of the margin Kaween the rate at which 

he buys and that at which he sells. 

It should be noted that the clause descril)ed is not used on bills 

drawn on India and the Fiir East, or on South American countries, 

for each of which there is a more or less recognis4*d clause (or clauses). 

Exchange as jier endorsement ” is, however, i>ften seen on bills 

draw'n on the British Colonies and Dominions, the it'ason for tlio 

continued use of the clause in these cases being that the colonial rates 

are usually fixeil by agreement by a ** ring ’’ of banks, and, whether 

the drawee likes it or not, he has no alternative but to pay at the 

exchange nites which are so tixe<l. 

Other Exchange Claiises on Sterling Bills. At the pm^ nt time 

the greater pro|K>rtion of bills drawn from this country m sterling bear 
one of the following clauses:— 

*. r, I, J bankers 'I s*lUntj 1 , , f bills \ 
layajU ^ y litud'g {dmtnnfj j''*' dmju] 

on London on date of jHtyment." 

„ „ ,, .11. If If (T‘ltijmj)fnr TranMj,rit\ 
Fayable at banker« selling rate for t , , , > 

^ I days Sight drafts j 

London on date of jiayntmt." 

on 

“ Payable mOt approved Ixtnker’s chnpir on hmdon for full faer 

value." 

“ Payable without loss in erehange." 

Hie effect of the fiiKt and accond of theae clauaea ia that the foreign 

drawee muat provide in hia centre auflicient of hia own currency to 

pnrehaee the reqaiaite remittance on Ixmdon for the face value of the 

bill, of a rate of exchange fixed by the collecting banker. 

It idioold ^ obaerverl that the clanaca provirlo for payment of the 

bOlii at the preaenting haiik'a '* drawing rate ’’ (i^;., ila selling rate) 
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and not ita buying rate for tho reaaon that the former rate ia leas 
favourable to the foreign drawee than the latter. 

The clause providing for payment by 90 days’-sight draft is largely 

used in bills drawn on South America, such bills being often negotiated 

at a special rate known as a “ FUii Rate of NegoHaiion ” (see (Chap¬ 

ter xxvn). 
As a nile, sterling bills on tho Argentine, Uruguay, Ecuador, 

Colombia, Salvador, Venezuela, Xicaruguii, and on the Central American 
countries are }>ayablo by sight drafts, and it is di^sirable that they 

should Ik* elaiiwHl to that elI<H.-t. Sterling bills on Brazil, (*hile, Peru 

and Bolivia are usually {mid by 9t) d^s draft on London, and should 

not inclutlo a claiist* calling for ]>.tyinent by si/jhi draft unless the 

drawer has made an arrangement to that effect with the drawee. 

AnoUier {>oint in coniuxjtion with Stmth Anierican bills is that thej^ 
should not be made |>ayable “ plus liank ('hargt'S If the drawer 

is to recou|j hiiUM*lf ft>r such charges they should be included in the 

amount of tlie bill. 

'Ihc third and fourtli clause*^ give the dra\^ec the o|>tion of {jurchas- 

ing the nHpiiml sterling fniin any <»ther local bank which will quote 

him a better rate than is ollered him by liic coUcKrting banker. Hence, 

the draw ec is not iMiiind dow n by the wording of the clause to a rate 

fixfKl by the collecting banker: he is free to make his own bargain 

for the ndurn nunittance, aiul he may, of course, pnqmrc for the 

mqtlement lH»fur\»hand by a forward purclusc* of sight exchange on 

Isnidon in the way explaincil in C hapter XXI. If he divides to 

{airchasc^ tho sterling from another bank, however, he must l>e able 

to satisfy the collcvting banker that the remittanw he oilers Ls sound, 

i.e., Ik* must prolTer an apyrxned banker's chi*<iue. 

Whichever of the clausi^s is umJ, the collcvting banker will enface 

the bill with the rate tixcnl by him aiul will claim Uie amount of Icval 

currency as converteil at this rati*. If the bill Ivars eitlier of the 

fust two elaum's, Uie banker will coUevt the amount claimed and will 

lie in a {Hmition to n*init to his coin*s]s>ndent tile full sterling amount 

of tho bill (in the form of sight draft, T.T., or 90 d/s draft, according 

to the clause eiiqdoyiHl) less the cost of stamps. Ho will not usually 

dfxiuct n collecting charge as he obtains lus {wofit in the rate tixeil by 

him - lie has sold sterling at the rate fixed on the bill. 

Bui if the bill lioars either tho third or the fourth clause, the drawtv 

will lie entitled to ignore nlttqjpethor the amount clainuHl by the 

collecting banker and con hand him in full settlement a sterling sight 

draft for the face amount drawn by a reputable local banker. If the 
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drawee does this, (lie ooUeoting banker will be deprived of his profit 
on the sale of sterling and will therefore reooup hiniself for expenses 
by deducting from the sterling junoeeds not only (he stamp duties, 
but also a collecting charge. Moreover, in fixing his rate on such a 
bill, the collecting banker w'ill obviously have to bear in mind the 
competitive rates quoted by local bankers, and he will not be able to 
claim such a profitable rate as he w'ould on a bill bearing the first or 
second of the clauses above. For tliis reason he will charge a collecting 
commission to his correspondent whether the drawee accepts his 
rate w not. 

Ihe main difference between the clauses from the viewpoint of 
the original holder or negotiating banker in this country is this: that 
where the first or second clause is used, the holder or banker will receive 
a sterling remittance for the full face value of the bill (leas, of course, 
the stamp duty on both outward and home remittances); whereas, 
under the third or fourth clause, the holder or bunker will receive 
the sterling face value less the collecting charge and stamp duties. 
Hence, bills falling in the former class will fetch a slightly higher 
price in this country than bills of the latter class. 

If it is desired to avoid |>ayment of collecting < l)arge.s. the clause 
should indicate that the charges are to bo covered by the ]>uymcnt 
made by the drawee. The following are some examples of such 
clauses which are in actual use:— 

ACSTRALUN BiU-S fob CoUJtCTIOS. 

“ Payable at the current rate of tjcrhange for demand draft* 
on London plus stamp duty." 

“ Payable at current rate of exchange for a demand draft on 
London, together iri/A all bankers' eharges for eedlection." 

Where either of these clauses is used, the coll«<cting bank in 
Australia fixes the rate at which the bill is to be paid by the drawee, 
and. in doing so, the bank places on the drawee’s shoulders the cost of 
•tamp doty in the first case, and of collection charges in the second case. 

Hence, where the first clause is used, the rate fixerl by the collecting 
banker will be based on bis setting rate for a draft on lA)ndon plus 
an allowanoe for the stamp duty on both the bill and the return draft. 
The oostomer wrill be credited with the sterling amount of the bill 
{less collecting commission) at the date of the return mail. 

Where the second clause is used, the banker in this country will 
indicate on the bill the amount of his o<dlootiog charge, while the 
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ooHeoting banker in Australia will add his charges and fix his rate so 
as to cover all eolleoting charges. The drawee must either accept 

the rate quoted or provide a sterling remittance for the full amount, 

inclusive of charges. In either case the customer in England receives 

the full sterling amount, without deduction, at the date of the return 

mail. 

Acstrauak Bills fob Necotutios. 

“ Payable with exchange and stamps for negotiating bills on 

the Cohnies as per endorsement." 

This clause is normally used only on bills which are to be neg<4iated 

in this country—as distinct from being sent for collection. Bills 

bearing this clause are treated in the same manner as bills bearing Uie 

usual “ Exchange as per endorsement ” clause, and the negotiating 
banker will usually allow for his commission in the rate at which he 

endorses, but will add the stamp duty payable in Australia. The 

figure obtained by converting the amount of the bill at the endorsed 

rate, plus the local stamp duty, is written on the face of the bill in 

place of the amount as drawn, and, in due course, this amount will 

be collected by the negotiating bank's Australian branch (usually 

free of any collecting commission) and the full amount, less the local 

stamp duty, will be credited to the Ix>udon office under advice. The 

negotiating customer will, of course, receive at once lAe full sterling 

amount of the bill. 

Biu.fl os N’kw ZkaIwISu am) Soith AnucA. 

Bills on AVic Zealand usually bear one or other of the clauses used 

on Australian bills. 

South African bills usually bear the “ Exchange as per emlorae- 

ment " clause if they are to be negotiated in Ixtndon, but if they are 

to be sent forward for collection, the clause used is generally “ Payable 

at collecting bank's drawing rate for sight drafts on London An 

interest clause, similar to that used on Eastern bills, is sometimes 

inserted in bills drawn in the rnited Btatos on South Africa. 

Indian and Eastern Bilin. 

“ Payable at the A .B. Bank's drawing rate for demand drafts 

on London, together with interest at ... per cent, per oniium 

from date hereof unhl approximate date of (mind of remittance 

iM London." 

This clause, now almost universal in bills on the East, is known 
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M the “ EeuUm Clause ”, and any sterling bill bearing it will be sent 
forward for colleotion through one of the Eastern banks (they will 

not negotiate such bills). The banker fills in Uie rate of interest (at 

the current rate for advances in the Eastern centre) and remits the 

bill to his ag^nt or branch in the centre on which the bill is drawn. 

The latter fixes the rate for conversion (its drawing rate), and claims 

from the drawee the amount in local currency representing the 

equivalent at this rate of the sterling amount plus the interest payable. 

When the bill is paid, the agent credits the London banker with the 

proceeds, and the latter credits his customer with the sterling amount 

less collecting charges. 

It should be noted that, although the customer is entitled to be 

credited with the sterling as from the date of the bill (by reason of 

the interest clause), it is ctistomnr>' for the banker to allow him to 

draw only a certain percentage of this amount (say 75 %), treat¬ 

ing the sum drawn as an advance. Then, when advice of payment 

is received, he will allow the customer to draw the remaining sum 

plus interest. This procedure, invoinng the issue of a Marginal 

Deposit Receipt, is explained more fully on page 146. 

The rate of interest specified in the interest clause on Eastern bills 

will be that fixed by the Association of Eiistern Exchange Banks. This 

rate is designed to cover both the interest and the charges incurred in 

the place of payment (e.g., collecting commission and stamp duty), 

and is, of course, varied from time to time. Once the rate is inserted 

in the clause, however, it Ix-coines jsirt of the hill ami cannot l>e 

altered during the term of the instrument. If. on the other hand, the 

rate of interest changes during the term of the hill, and the bill, at 

maturity, is not p4»id but is renewed, then the new interest rate will 

be inserted for the new period. 

Sometimes there is added to the interest clause the phraae ” plus 

aU eotteetion charges ”, in which case the banker in this country nill 

add the amount of his charges, and require his Eastern agent (after 

adding his own charges) to collect the whole amount, plus interest, 

from the drawee. In this case the drawer of the bill (i.e., the expewter 

on this side) receives the full sterling amount without deduction of 

collecting charges. 

CSearly, an exporter cannot place the burden of interest on his 

importer except where the terms of their contract allow him to do so. 

Where goods have been sold on e.t./. terms (i.e., where the price quoted 

covers the cost of the goods, together with insurance and freight) the 

seller is entitled (by the custom of the Eastern trade) to claim interest 
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at the prevailing rate on the total amount of hk invoioe, and he 
accordingly onfaces his billa with the interest clause. If such a bill 

provides for the delivery of documents against payment, and the drawee 

tenders pajonent before maturity, he will automatioally receive from 

the collecting banker an allowance for the unexpired period of the 

bill in the fonn of a smaller charge for inU*rest. 

Under a c.i./.c.i. contract, however, the price charged for the goods 

sold uill cover banting commission and inUresl, as well us cost, 

insurance, aiul freight, sii tiiat the ex]M>rter’s bill will not include an 

interest cIuum*. If in such circuinstaiices, therefore, the bill is drawn 

I) I* aiul the drawee tenders jKiyment Is^fore maturity, some other 

provision must lx* nuule for him U> obt^iin an allowance for interest. 

Hencts it is usual for D P bills drawn under c.i.f.c.i. contracts to carry 

at tlie foot what is known as a R^UiU Clause^ which is generally 

wordcnl tlius:— 

“ If payment is vuulc bf/orc tnaiurity, allow rebate at . 

per cent, per cmaum, plus IS days if paid by T.T/* 

In tliis clausc> again the rate of int4*n‘.st ins€Tt4*<l will lie that of the 

Eistern Kxchangi^ lianks, while the clause* provides that, if the bill 

is luiiil by T.T. (insUuid of by cluKjue, as is usual), the drawee shall 

be allowc*il an additional rebate in the form of interc*st for 18 extra 

days, i.e., the approximate mailing juTuxl. 

Another variant of the intends! claiist* is as follows*— 

** Payable at draurr's opiion at the AM. Rant's drawing 

rate for demand drafts on Isnidon or at tbeir telegraphic 

transfer rale on lAmd*m, with intertM at , per cenl. 

. . . fir.’’ 

llic ellfM^t of tins clause is tlie same as that of the [^reciHling one, 

for what the drawtM? who p*iys at tlie T.T. rate gains in a rtHluciion 

of iiiteix*«ft he loses in a less favourable rate for the T.T. <is coiU{>anHl 

with a sight draft. 

iVnothcr clauac sometimes usckI on Eastern bills is: — 

** Payable at the A.Ii. Itant^s current rate for demand drafts 

on London together u?ilA aU ceMecting charges.** 

This liM practically the name effect as the similar clause used on 

Australian bills. 

Origitially, bills on the Hast were ofUm drawn Exchange as per 
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endorsement,” bat this is seldom done nowadays, the “Eastern Clause ” 

being used in almost all such oases, as also on bills on British East 

Africa, Kenya and Tanganyika. 
Before leaving the subject of exchange clauses it may be pointed 

out that none of the clauses here described should be inserted 

on a bill draum in this country tN foreign eurrency. Tlie exchange 

clauses are used on bills drawn in England only if they are 

expressed in sterling. Furthermore, the draw-er of a bill should 

not insert an exchange clause without first obtaining the consent of 

the drawee. 

Rndanted Bfllt Drawn in Steriing.—Bills are sometimes drawn 
in sterling on foreign centres without the inclusion of an exchange 

clause, but even then it is unusual for such bills to be ]>aid in sterling. 

As a rule, a bill so drawn is paid at a rate of exchange which is customary 

in the foreign centre or in the particular trade out of which the bill 

arises. For example, bills on Brazil usually contain the clause Pay¬ 

able at the presenting bank’s drawing rate for 00 days' sight drafts 

on London on date of payment ”, so that a bill on Brazil which was 

unclaused would nevertheless be negotiated ami paid as if this clause 

had been included. 
If no such customary clause exists, the bill will be paid, according 

to general usage, at the foreign collecting banker’s selling rate of 

exchange for sight drafts on Ix)ndun on the date of maturity. 

Usually, the collecting banker will “ claim ” an amount representing 

the face value converted at such a rate as he considers fair. The 

drawee may then either pay the amount requcste<l or dispute the 

rate fixed. Alternatively, the drawee may tender a bank sight draft 

on London for the sterling amount of tlie bill. In either cose, of 

course, the risk of loss through exchange fluctuation falls on the 

drawee, and the negotiating banker will receive from the collecting 

agent the sterling amount in the due course of mail. 

In fixing his price for negotiating such a bill, therefore, the banker 

will deduct an allowance for stamp duty and discount for a period 

which, in the case of a draft payable at a period after sight, will 

include: (a) the time of the outward mail; {h) the time which the bill 

has to run, i.e., the period from the date of “ sighting " by the 

aooepior until the date of maturity; and (c) the time of the homeward 

mail. 

Ifagottatiop of Loaf Bob Drawn in Fbnifn Onmnef.~It is now the 

practice of Ixmdon bankers who are asked to negotiate a long bill 

drawn in foreign currency either to credit the sterling eguivalent 
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direcUy to the sterling current account of the holder, or to give in 

exchange a banker’s sight draft or cheque for the sterling value of 
the bill. 

In calculating his rate for negotiating such a bill, the banker must 

pay sjx)ciiil regard to (a) the standing of the various parties to the bill, 

and (b) the condition of the currency in which the bill is drawn. A 
bill drawn on or accepted by a (irst claas bank abroad would obviously 

be a more attractive pro{>osition than one drawn on a foreign merchant, 
and would command a higher price, since it could be rC'discounte<l in 
tlie foifign centre at a bettc*r rate. Similarly, a bill drawn on a 

country whose currency is unstable, or where there arc restrictions on 
exchange dealings, would be more difticult to re-<liscount than one 

drawn on a country with a st4ible currtuicy and a strong banking 

organisation. 
In calculating the amount with which he will ercnlit his customer, 

the Imnker must take into conskleration;— 

(a) The Imsic rate, or rate for purchasing demand drafts or T.T. on 

the centre on which the bill is drawn. 

(b) The raU^ at which the bill can be re discounted on its arrival 

in the fortngn oentre. 
(c) The jx*riod which the bill has to run before maturity, allowing 

for the time tjiken in mailing the bill (if it is payable so 

many days or months after sight) and for days of grace, if any. 

(rf) Any stamp duties to w Inch the bill is liable in the foreign centre. 

(e) Any chargi's for colU^t'tion which tlie foreign Ixinks may make. 

(/) An appropriate allowance for |K>ssible delays of mails or other 

contingencies. 

(g) His profit. 

In calculating the [wriod which the bill has to run, the banker can 

ignore the outw^anl mailing peritKl if he is basing his rate on the current 

rate for demand drafts, for this rate already allows for tlie interest 

lost whilst the draft is in transit. On the other hand, if the banker 

is taking Uic T.T. rate as the basis of his calculations, he must allow 

for the mailing period, since the T.T. rate is the price of currency 

deliverable immeduUcly in the foreign centre. 

No deduction mil, of course, be made for British stamps, since the 

bill, having been drawm in this country, will be on paper bearing an 

imprened stamp, and, in the rare circumstances when such a bill has 
been drawn abroad, the customer must stamp it before transferring 

it to the banker. 

10 
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UtilintiOD ol Piooeads*—When a banker purohaaes a currency 

bill from a customer, two courses are generally o{)en to him for securing 

the return of his expenditure of sterling. If he elects to forward the 

bill to his correspondent banker in the centre on wliich it is drawn, 

for discount on arrival and credit to hk currency account, he is in a 

position to sell: (a) a T.T. or cable transfer and incur an overdraft 

until the arrival of the bill; or (6) a demand dnift whose presentation 

abroad will approximately coincide w'ith tlio credit for the discounted 

bill; or (c) fon%ard exchiinge for delivery to coincide approximately 

with the crcilit for the discounted bill. 

In crises (cl) and (6) the banker recovers his sterling at once. In 

case (r) he luis to wait for the duration of tlie outw'ard mail. Which 

course he will adopt depends upon his exchange position, on the 

demands of his customers, on the ruling inU^rest rates, and tm the 

comparative merits of the rates of exchange available for the tliree 

classes of reniittanw. 
There is another course available hIiouIcI the banker not wisli to 

re-discount a bill he has purchas<Hl. He may scuid it to his com*s|xin- 

dent abroiul for acceptance, etc., and have it held abn^ul in portfolio, 

or returned to him until the <lue date approjiclies. IiisU^ad of si*lling 

T.T., cheque, or a “ short ’’ forward aguiant Iiis purchase*, he may sell 

forward exchiinge for delivery on a tlate coinciding witli the due date 

of the bill. 

In the latter case, the banker turns the transaction into an 

meni deal with the ejccfuiryje nerured, i.e., he can cahnilate exactly wdiat 

return he will receive on the .sterling he has invested. Examples of 

this tyjje of traasiiction are to lx* found in Chapter XXX. 

Marginal Deposit Receipts. When* foreign bills in sterling or in 

currency are drawn ilirect by an exjK>rter on an importer abroad, it 

occasionally hapjx-ns that the standing of the {>artics is not regi^rdcd 

as sufficiently good to enable Uic banker to negotiate the bills for their 

full value. As a result, it is the practice of banks to advance a specified 

percentage of the value of each draft and to retain a margin of 

about 25 % as security. The amount so retained is placed to the 

cfedit of the drawer on Marginal Deposit Account, and a Marginal 

Deposit Itecc*ipt is issued in favour of the customer. Intemit is 

allowed at the same rate as was charged by the tianker for negotiating 

the bill (so that the customer docs not suffer an additional loss of 

interest). Where the bill inoludes an interest clause, the rate inserted 

in the bill is made applicable to the margin on deposit. 

As a rule, the receipt thus issued to the customer specifies that the 
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funds are retained by Uie bank against all maturing .bills, thus giving 

the bank the right to hold the funds until all matured bills have been 

paid and the proceeds received by the bank, and also to apply the 

deposit to meet any bill or bills which may be dishonoured. Of course, 

no bank would insist on the retention of a heavy deposit held in 

respect of several bills of a good customer if part of the bills had been 

met. Usually, in such circumstances, part of the deposit will be 

released; but everything depends on the standing of the customer, 

and what tlie bunk will readily do in one case it may not do in another. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THB STBUCTUBB AND WORK OF THE FOREIGN BRANCH 

As a general rule, the exchange dealer’s office forms part of the 

Fortign Branch or Foreign Department of the institution cuiiceniccl, 

and as the extent of the dealer’s transactions in any currency is 

ultimately dependent on the operations of the other sections of this 

larger organisation, it is necessary to have some acquaintance with 

the work of the latter before one can appreciate fully the importance 

of the dealer and the object of his opc^rations. It is then'fore proposed 

to consider briefly the arrangement and work of the various depart¬ 

ments of the Foreign Branch of a large English l>ank. 

It must be clearly understood that the Fortngn Branch referred 

to here is that section of a large bank which is responsible for the 

conduct of its foreign operations in Ix^ndon, and it must not be con¬ 

fused with a foreign branch situated abroad. Except in the case of 

Lloyds Bank, w^hich has branches in India, the big English banks have 

no branches abroad, although they are usually represented! in other 

countries by affiliated but enttr(*ly distinct com|)^inies, as, (or example, 

Barclays Bank (I>)minions, Colonial and Overseas), Ltd., which has a 

head office in I^ondon distinct from the I»ndon Foreign Branch of 

Barclays Bank, Ltd. 

Unless it works in collaboration with an affiliated! institution of 

this kind, the Foreign Branch conducts its overKeos o[ic rations through 

agents or correspondents in other centres, and usually reciprocates 

by acting for those correspondents as their Ixmdoii agent. The 

London Foreign Branches of the English banks do not, however, 

undertake such reciprocal arrangements with Imnks in the Dominions 

and Colonies which have their own Ix>ndon offices, since it is customary 

to pass all oniward Dominion and Colonial busincm thniogh the I^ondon 

offices of the banks in those countries. 

In this connection, it is interesting to notice that many foreign 

banks which have their own branches in London (and occasionally in 

one or more of the large provincial towns) have nevertheless agents 
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among the London bankers with whom they transact diteci business 

from abroad, the London banks reciprocating by keeping accounts 

with the foreign banks in overseas towns. 

The London Foivugn Branches or Foreign Departments of the banks 

are largely in the nature of clearing houses for foreign dealings and 
business of all kinds. Every day they receive onlers and remittances 

ill almost endless variety from their branches all over the country 

and also from their agents and correspondents abroad, and uithin 

the branch s[H*cialise<l sections or departments are in ojieration to 

deal with the various articles and ortlers. The actual arrangements 

vary considerably in different institutioiiK, but generally speaking 

the iniire iinfiortaiit stations deal with the following classes of I)usines8, 

each of uhich is briefly dis<*us.He<l in the succeeding paragraphs :— 

(1) Foreign Hills for (^dh^tion and Xegotiation. 

(2) Drafts, Mail and Cable Transfers Issued. 

(3) Inwartl < ollin tions ami C'mlits. 

(4) Foreign C'rtxlits Outwartl. 

(5) Foreign Cashier. 

(fl) Foreign (Viuisms and Securities. 

(7) I>e4ilers and Exchange (\mtracts. 

(S) ('abh*s and Com*s[>ondeiice, 

(9) Accounts. 

The business of the Foreign Branch i.« kept quite .s^qwirate fn^m the 

onlinary hiuiking business of the lunik, siiu't* this business is clearly 

of a 8|iecial charact<*r. The Fon^ign Branch optroifA fW a dt^tincl 

concern, n'ganling all imrtU's with whom it has dealings as customers, 

whether such parties an' bankers abn»a<l, other lianks in Dindon, 

private jn'raons in Limion and abnia*!, or offices of its own luink. 

The only diffenmoe made in the case of tlealings with other offices 

of the same bank is that, white such ofTux's deal with the Foreign 

Branch direct, all miiletntniji an^ effi*ct<Hl thnnigh the head office. 

Moreover, each dejiartment of the Foreign Branch is kepi quite 

separate fn>m the others, and each dejiartment treats the others as 

customers for all book-kt'eping purjioses. 

The one Foreign Branch usually transacts the majority of the 

foreign business of the bank, though occasionally some of the larger 

branches have their own direct connections with foreign correspondents. 

In other oases, branches may buy their requirement of foreign cur¬ 

rency from the Foreign Branch ami ro-sell it to their own customers. 
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The Aoooante Dq^artment—This section of the Foreign Branch 

may be regarded as the key to its operations, for all transactions of 

the various sections must of necessity pass through the accounts 

and records in some form or other. 

All the bank’s foreign exchange transactions with its numerous 

customers, whether at the head ollico or at any of its many brandies, 

all its dealer’s operations w ith the market, and all its foreign exchange 

transactions with the bank's agents and correspondents abroad, are 

recorded, checked, and summarised in this important department. Its 

daily work, therefore, covers an extremely wide field, yet it must be 

so completed that the Ixiuk’s position in any forcigii currency cun be 

quickly and easily ascertained, and so that the dealer, in particular, 

can be given a correct view of his operations in each currency with as 

little delay as possible. 

The accounts themselves fall into two main divisions: (a) Sterling 

Accounts, and (6) Currency Accounts wliich, if maintained with foreign 
banks abroad, are called Nostro ” Accounts. 

Sterlmg Accoants. Thc-se include: (i) The sterling accounts 

recording amounts received by the liank for sterling letten of credit, 

travelk-rs’ chcque.s, and similar documents issued in favour of people 

abroad, and aUo for .sterling drafts and mail transfers, the sterling 

remaining on tiu'se accoiuits until the pacing ugirnt in the foreign 

centre reimbui><es him.ielf by drawing ujiun the foreign branch; (ii) The 

sterling accounts maintaine<l with the in.stitutioa by its foreign agents 

and correspondents, out of which it {wiys sterling drafts issued abroad 

by its correspondents, and any transfers which they instruct the bank 

to make. There is little ditlercnce between the actual form and 

working of an account of this kind and an ordinary domestic current 

aocoQot, except that the former is provided with a column for the 

“ value ” date, to which reference has already been made. 

** Vostro ” Aooonnto.—All such sterling accounts maintained on 

behalf of foreign agents and correspondents are distinguished by the 

Foreign Branch as ** vostro ” (i.e.," your ”) accounts, a term which is also 

applied by the a^nts to the accounts in foreign currency maintained 

with them by the London bank. Thus the dollar account of Uoyds 

Bank in New York would bo descrilxd by the Now York agent in 

any oommunications with Uoyds Bank as the latter’s vostro account, 

wUJe the sterling account of the Now York agent with Lloyds Bank, 

London, would be tefened to by the latter oa the former’s «Mfro 

aoommt. In effect, a wwiro account is identical with any other account 

kept in the home currency, and interest is charged or allowed 
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thereon, oooording to the (state of the balance, at the prevailing market 

rates. 

“ Nostro ” Aoootmts.—The aecounta in foreign currency kept by a 
bank with its agents abroad are referred to by the Foreign llranch as 

noBtro accounts. Readers with some knowledge of languages w ill have 

no diflieulty in understan<iing that the term Nostro Acc*ount is inter¬ 

preted to mean ** Our account with you.” Thus IJoyds Rank, Ixmdon, 

will have a nostro account kept in francs with its agent in Paris, and a 

dollar nostro atrount with its agent in New York. 

A nostro account in a foreign centre is oj>erated in exactly the 

same way as arc current accounts with banks in this country, except, 

of course, that all transactions thennin are in the foreign currency. 

To the credit of the account pasi* all purcluises of the forf*ign currency 

made by the exchange dealer and n‘mitt<»<l by him to his foreign agent 

(e.g., coin and notes, drafts, anti mail or cable transfers), and also the 

prociHKls of bills and coupons sent for colk^ition and of securities sent 

for realisation in the foreign centre concernetl. It is also credited witii 

any |>ayments in fortdgn curnmey matle by the l>ondon bank on behalf 

of the fonugn agent. On the other hand, the balance of the nostro 

account is debited \iith any sales of the currency concerned in the form 

of ch<’*c|ues. mail and telegraphic <ir cable transfers on the foreign agent 

sold by the Ixindon bank, and witJi jiayments made by the foreign 

agent on behalf of Urn I»ncion bank agaiiLst bills or drafts drawn under 

clean or documentary letters of cre<lit. 

Clearly an aecount (»f this kiiul with a fluctuating balance may 

bo in oretlit, or it may l>eoome ovenirawn. and aeconlingly interest 

is caloulat<Hl by the agent on the daily balance in exactly the same 

way as is done in the case of a current account with an English bank. 

Furthermore, each lu^Cfuint of this kind has a ” value ” column to 

indicate exactly when interest will Ix^gin to run in respect of ea<h 

item, as circurastnnees often arise in which the value date differs 

from the date of the entry. FrcKjuently, Uhi, a commission on the 

turnover will bo charge<l by the agent for his trouble in making 

payments and in colletding the proceeds of bills, coujKins, and securi¬ 

ties, although sometimes the agent's eommissiun is sejmmtely charged 

with each item as in the specimen account on page 154. In the 

case of currencies subject to frequent fluctuation and a limited forward 

market it is naturally to the advantage of tiio exchange dealer to 

keep his balances on the nostro accounts to a minimum, but in those 

oases where rates are reasonably steady and commitments are easily 

covered by forward deals» ho will be influenced in hb decision to 
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maintain a large credit balance or an appreciable overdraft in any 

centre by the relation lietween rates of interest in that centre and 

rates of interest in this country. 

As a general rule» the balances carried by important bAnks with 

their agents in the princiiml centres are nei*essarily considerable, 

for they must be ready at all times to meet the demand of their 

customers for remittances to those centres. Such holtUngs do, in 

fact, constitute part of the liquid assets of the banks concerned 

(appearing in their balance sheets at the calculated sterling equi¬ 

valents), and it is therefore understandable that they endeavour to 

utilise such balances to the full extent by turning them over as 

rapidly and remuneratively as jK>ssible, while at the same time they 

seek to obtain as high an intc^rest rate as iM>ssible on the amount 

which may be outstanding. 

Reciprocity plays such a large part in modern international luinking 

that all important Ix^ndon banks maintain fonugn currency accounts 

with the princip<\l foreign biinks with whose sterling accounts they are 

entrusted. Hence, it is quite u.«<ual for a large london bank to keep 

a do^en or more current accounts ninning with Ivinks in one largo 

centre, e.g., New^ York or Pari.H, as well as minor accounts in alt the 

princtpil cities of the world. As the foreign banks work on the same 

principle, the probk^m of maintaining a show* of activity on all Uiese 

accounts is a diflicult one, and the total sum locked up in maintaining 

even small credit balances with some hiindrc*ds of Imnks nil over the 

world is considerable. 

It IS usually the task of one man (backetl by iip to flute statinties 

from the Accounts Department of the bank's |K>sitiori with €*ach of iia 

foreign agents) to watch the activity of each correspfinflenl’s nc*count, 

so that the n/>sfro and vostro accounts shall reflect reciprocal w*arking. 

And at times when remunerative biisinms in bills and credits is rela¬ 

tively small, transactions must Ijc ‘‘spread'* as much as |K)ssiblc; 

e.g., credits are opened with different banks in turn, collections arc 

despatched first to one bank and then to another, tirafts for each day*a 

work are drawn on different banks, and ho on. 

It is obvious, then, that, by keeping on friendly terms with his 

foreign correspondents, the dealer in I^>ndon can do much to attract 

bitstness to his bank. Hence it behoves him to execute the commtisiions 

entnisted to him by foreign correffpondents on the Imd possible terms. 

If the foreigner An^ that the dealer in one London bank can be relied 

on to quote him a slightly more favourable rate for exchange opera¬ 

tions than that quoted by other dealers, it is obvious where the buidneaa 
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will be aent» and with it will go a Urge proportion of the foreign bank’s 

other transactions. 

On page 156 is a specimen nostro account of a London bank as 
it would appear in the books of its agent in New York. 

The ^Noitro*’ Ledgeri of the Foieign Branch.~It is necc^ssary 

for tlie Foreign Branch of a bank, whether in liondon or abroad, to 

maintain exact countcr{)arts in its own ledgers of the foreign nostro 

accounts, for it must have firKt-hand information of the state of its 
balances in other centres. 8uch counterpart accounts arts in fact, 

double accounts, for all entries therein are made not only in the 

foreign currency concernc<l, but also in the home currency, the 

equivalents being work<*d out at the rates at which the tniiisiu tions 

are e(Iei*t<*d, while balances are converted at the raU* of the day. 

Thus a Ixmdon bank will rc*cord its own accounts with fon^ign agents 

in its nostro ledgers, entries in which are made from day to day in 

a<?cor<lance with mail, telegraphic and cable advices from the foreign 

agents, and in accordance with instructions to pay or to receive 

currency sent to the fonugn agents by the various m*tions of the 

Foreign Branch. 

In some banks, the nmtro account for each foreign ag«‘nt or corre- 

s]Min<h*nt is kept in two scH'tioiis, describcHl rt'S|i(*ctivcly as ** Nostro 

No. 1 ** ami “ Nostro No. 2 **. In the first an* n‘eonkHi the funds of 

Uie Fordgn Itranch itsrlf >%ith its agents abnmd. uhile in the second 

aro recordcfl imriiciilarN of the ffireign cuirency held abraid on hthalf 

of the (atnk's eusUmiers, Other lianks ke(*p a c<unbincd noMro 

iceoiint, in which the money held on liehalf of customers is merged 

with that l)elonging to the l>ank. 

But while the eiitru*s in the nos/ro accounts at home and ahn»ad 

will usually In? identical as to rate of exchange and amount, they 

will, of course, fall on the rev€*r»o sides of the hdgtT, in just the same 

way as a customer’s passlKiok is the coiinterj^art of his account with 

a bank, although the entries are on opposite sides. In other words, 

a debit in the nostro account maintainecl by the Foreign Branch of a 

London luink will appear as a credit in the oostro account of that 

bank in the foreign centre. For example, if a Ismdon dealer buys 

I0t>,000 French francs, ho will {mss the amount to the debit of the 

nostro account with the Paris agent in the Ixmdon nostro UHigent. 

and in duo course the Paris agent will credit the vostro account of 

the London institution to the sstne extent. If Uie liondon Foreign 

Branch remits bills to its foreign agent for oolleetion and criHlit, the 

relative nostro account in the Foreign Branch ledgers is debited with 
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the prooeede on advice (Hinoo the amount ia owed by the agent), wheieoa 

the agent, of oourHO, givea the London bank credit in ita Foreign 

Ciurency Account on collection. 

Similarly, if the Ijondon bank fselbi iU customer a draft in the 

foreign currency drami on its foreign agent, the relative nostro ledger 

account is credited, wheit^as the agent abroad ddbits the London bank 

with the amount imid out against the draft. In general, items which 

are reeeiml by the for(*ign corresfiondent on behalf of the London bank 
arc debited to the ntsiro iiccount in the Ixmdon ledgers, whereas items 

which are jniid out by th<? fonugn agent are craiiUd. fxuresjxmdiiig but 

roversi? ealries will U* tuiule by the fon*igii agent in the Ixmdon Ixuik’s 

Fi»reign Cunt*iu?y Aeeount, deHignat4‘d a vostro account by the agent. 

In addition to this, however, other im{K>rtant differences arise 

betwt'en the entries in the two accounts by reason of the time which 
must e|fi|iHe lK*twe<*n the 4lat«*s of despatch and dates of receipt of 

such items as mail transfers, advices of eidltvtions of bills and cou[K>ns, 

and advices of payment of bills. C<inscH|uently, entric*s may be made 

in the noHro acotmnt in <ine centre days and even wwks bidore the 

corrc‘«[Kin<ling entry is made in the account on the other side. Thus 

a Ixmdon banker may issue a dollar mail transfer on his Xew’ York 

agent to day and will at once creilit the nostro account with the 

amount, but the actual payment may not l>c made until one week 

hence or hmger. Again, the Lsmdon banker may forwani to hia 

New York agent a part'd of American bills for collection. (.)n rec'cipt 

of the pnMHH'tls the ag<*nt will at once criHlit the Ixuulon banker's 

ro account with thed<illars. but thect»rrt\HjH>ntlingentry in the nostro 

Ictlgers of the Ixmtlon F<»reign Branch will not Ik* made until advice 

of thecolh^tion has lx*en n'ceivetl, usually hy pttst several days later. 

Sometimes, it may l>e noietl, the furc*ign correspondent will he 

crwliteil with colUnjlions even Is'fon* they have actually l>een made. 

For inst4ince, if a Metro|Kilit4in cheque is reoeivwl for eolh'otion on hia 

bidialf on January 27th, the vostro acetmni may lie crethUxl at once, 

“value January 2Sth,** whilst a (Vnuitry chenjue may be cretlitetl 

imnuxHntely, “ value January 20th.*’ In each case the ViUuc date is 

fixed aeconling to the <Iate when tlie prooewla alioiild be tttrirtd: 

in these circumsianccii the sums arc mkl to be ervdit^xi wiUi “ forward 

values*’. On the other hand, where a remittance is rectnve<l for 

collocUon on some out of-the-way place, any the Isle of Man, and it 

is not known exactly when credit wdll bo roceivixl, the vostro account 

will not lie creditocl until Uie hank has rec?oived advice of Uie cnxlit 

from ita coliociing agent. Thus, if such a cheque is received on 
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January 27th, and on February lat the bank is advised by its agent 

that the cheque has been coUeoted, value January 30th, the vasiro 

account will then be credited (on February Ist),'' value January 30th 

Ibis is known as a '' back value 

As the value dates of certain items cannot, therefore, be accurately 

inserted in the remitter s books, it is not usual to include columns for 

interest and charges in the nostro accounts. The practice is to have 

all statements from abroad carefully checked when they are received, 

and to calculate interest after the items have been reconciled with the 

entries in the nostro accounts. 

Beconciling Home and Foreign Entries*—In view of the con¬ 
siderations mentioned above, it is not surprising that a high degree 

of importance is attached to the prompt di^jMitch and receipt of 

advices of payment and cre<lits affecting nostro accounts, particularly 

as the actual entries have sometimes to l>c adjusted by allowances 

for expenses incurreil. In fact, no entry in a nostro account is 

regartled as iitial until a duly signe<l debit or citHlit advice has been 

received and carefully checked. 

Where the cummey funds of the Branch itsedf and of its customers 

are sejwrately re<.*orde<l in “ Nostro No. 1 ** and ** N<istro No. 2 it is 

usual to keep scqmrate accounts w ith the foreign agt'nt, so as to facilitate 

the n*conciliation of the balances thereon with the Foreign Currency 

Accounts abroiul. Tlie balance on the Nostro No. 1 Account corre¬ 

sponds approximately to the exchange |iosition in the currency con- 
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oerned as shown by the dealer's position sheets, and these are kept 

in such a manner as to facilitate agreement with the nostro accounts. 

But the Nostro No. 2 Account is affected only when purchases or sales 

are made on o/ccouni of customers. Thus, if a customer v^iahes to have 

a draft payable in New York issued against his dollar account, that 

account is debited and Nostro No. 2 Account credited. On presenta¬ 

tion of the draft in New York the Foreign Branch's No. 2 Dollar 

Account is debited in the books of the New York correspondent, thus 

reconciling that account and the Nostro No. 2 Account. 

Arrangements therefore exist for the periodical agreement of the 

entries in the accounts from time to time. In practice, this is 

accomplished by the despatch from agent to principal of statements 

of account^ which are sent quarterly, monthly, weekly, or even daily 

ill the case of accounts of frequent ojieration and first rate im{Kirtance. 

Such statements enable a reconciliation to l>e effccte<l V>etween the 

home and foreign nostro accounts, for each statement gives full details 

of all entries since the date of the last return. A specimen of such 

a statement would l>e very similar in appearance to the specimen 

of the vostro account on page 154. In fact, if the posting is machine 

done, the statement will be an actual carixm copy of the le<lger 

account, while in other cases it may be a photographic repriKiuction 

of the ledger Images. The entries are cjirefully ticked with the 

account in the nostro letlg<*r, and in due course* a Kcc«»nriliali<»n 

Account is drawn up very much on the same lines as the Kci'onciluition 
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Statement or Acooont periodically drafted in eveiy buaineM house in 
order to agree the balance shown by the firm’s bank passbook with 

that of the bank account in its own ledgers. 

It remains to be added that any queries as to the nature or 

amount of any of the entries are taken up immediately with the 

correspondent so as to minimise any loss or di£5culty which may 

result from delay. 

Vorwaid PmehasM and 8alM ol F(»«ign Comney.—Forward 
transactions (see Chapter XI) do not alTect the nostro account until 

they mature. But, pending their maturity, some record must be kept 

of the amount in currency which is outstanding in the form either of 

a forward purchase or of a forward sale. For this purpose special 

impersonal accounts, sometimes known as “ Term Accounts ”, are 

kept, one for each ourrenoy. 

A f(»waid purchase of, say, francs will be entered to the debit of 

the Term Account for francs or the Forward French Francs Account, 

whilst a forward sale is entered to the credit of that account. When 

the forward purchase matures, the bank has the francs paid direct to 

the frueign agent, or remits them to him; in either case, the aostro 

acooont relating to the agent will be debited and the*^^ existing debit 

in the Term Account cleared. Similarly, when the forward sale 

matures, tlw francs are delivered by drawing on the agent or issuing 

a mail or cable transfer on him; the noafro account is then credited 

and the Term Account debited. 

If, however, forwaitl transactions are covere<l by spot purchases 

or sales, the latter will, <jf course, apjiear in the relative Nostro “ Spot " 

Accounts. Thus, if the dealer sells 1100,000 forward, 3 months, and 

buys spot to cover, the New York Nostro .•\cc<»unt will bo debited in 

respect of the s]>ot purchase, but the credit to that account in respect 

of the forward dollars will not be passed until the dollars are delivere<l 

to the forward buyer by the bank's agent in New York at the expiration 

of the 3 months. 

It will be clear that any balance appearing on the dtbil side of the 

tMMfro account in the t>ooks of the Foreign Brunch will represent a 
endU balance in the books of the foreign agent in favour of the London 

bank, i.e., it will represent the funds held by the agent on behalf of 

the Londrm bank. In general, as the exchange dealers of our leading 

banka seldom run an uncovered position, any credit balance on the 

nottro aecounts which docs noi belong to the bank's customers will 

represent cover for drafts or M.T.'s in transit, cre«lits not yet utilised, 

actual fonrard sates, and so on. 
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In any events the agent will allow interest on this credit balance 

at the prevailing local rate, and it in this local rate which decides the 
London banker aa to the size of the credit balance it will pay him to 

maintain. Conveniely, if rates for temporary accommodation are low 

in any given centre, it may pay the banker to allow his accounts there 

to become overdraw^n; e.g., he may cover forward purchases or pur¬ 

chases of undue bills by sides of s|Kit currency. 

Nostro Oontred Accounts.- The system of maintaining separate 

Nostro No. 1 and Nostro No. 2 Accounts is not used by all banks; 

indeed, it is probably true to say that no two brinks adopt precisely 

the same system of foreign exchange accounting. 

Because of certain practical difliculties which arise from the use 

of nostro accounts which include lioth currency and sterling columns, 

some banks have a system whenin the transactions with each foreign 

agent are entered in a Nostro Cunt*ncy Account for that particular 

agent, this account recording the amounts in foreign currency only 

and halving no sterling columns, whilst tttry transaction in that 

currency with any of tlie bank s agtmts (including puix^hasi^s and siiles 

on beluilf of customtTs who kevp currenc’y accounts) is ]iaKscil Uiruugh 

a Nostro Conirxd Account for that cuircncy, with sterling columns for 

exUmding the cf|uivalents. 

The aiivantage of this system is that the accounts of individual 

agents art' iit»t liurdene<l with detail in sterling which really dot*s not 

alTeel their |K>sitioii (.m.! that it is xnucli easier to nconcile them with 

the HtaUinents retxive<l fruin aliroa<l), while the whole of the trans¬ 

actions in each eumiicy are brought into a tvntra11*^411 account wherein 

the ** net {xmttiun, either in currency or sterling, can be easily and 

cjuickly asc(*rtaimxl from time to time, ami fn»m which it is easy to 

calculate Uw pn»lits on oisTaiions in the curnmey coiK'erntHi. 

* Currency Accounts of Customers.—Apart fn»m the eummey and 

sterling m-couiits of the bank and ita agents, are the eurrency acrounts 

which are c»jK»ned by the Ftireign Branch for its Knglmh customer^. 

As a general rule, the curnmey balances so maiiit4iiiuxl ix»prt*sent 

provision ma<ie by the eiistoincrs bur futun^ |Miyinents which they 

have to make abmad, as, for example, for iiiiiwrts of gtxKis or for 

purchases of securities, but in some cases they are held purely b^r 

spoculativc purposes. In any case*, the funds an^ actiially held 

abroml in the foreign nostra areinint in the name of the Iwink con- 

cerno<l, thn^ugh which all oiKTations on the aecount must l>e ]>assed. 

But although such currency Intlaitces held on tiehalf of customers 
are held by the bankas foreign agent on behalf of the bani^ the money 
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belongs to the customer and not to the bank, and it is for this reason 

that distinct Nostro No. 1 and Nostro No. 2 Accounts are maintained 

by some Foreign Branches. In some banks these currency accounts 

of customers are known as "" UM AccounU and they will be main¬ 

tained by the head oflice or the branch of the bank at which the 

customer keeps Ills ordinary current account in much the same form 

as an account of tlie latter kind. 

The balance so held may bo built up by the customer either by 

the outright purcliase of T.T. uith instructions that all fortugn currency 

is to be credited to the Hold Account, or by allowing the proceeds of 

bills for collection, or bonds or coupons sold, to remain at the foreign 

place of payment for use as opportunity arisi^s. 

The fortugn currency balanct^ or ac^counts of the various customcm 

are known in the fort^ign branch as low^ (i.e., their) balaticitt or act <iunts, 

to distinguish them fn)m tin* fMtro (i.e., our) balanct^s,comprising the 

foreign i>ank s own currency balances w itli its agents abro^id. Ihese 

accounts are kept in a Customers’ Currency Ledger. 

The currency balance is, of course, entirely at the risk *ind dts{Htttat 

of the customer, and the hank accepts no res(K>tutibtlity in the event 

of its being unable to obtain delivery or credit for the currency when 

required. In order to avoid any misunderstanding on this }K>int, 

the customer is usually aske<l to sign an agreement in the following 

form on opening an account of this kind - 

CUSTOMERS REQUEST TO OPEV A FOREIQE CURREVOT AOOOUIIT. 
To THK NoRTHUIND BaNK, LlMfTXD. f>OU. 

Diear Sirs, 

I you to in your books in my n*iri<» «n account in Fivnrh 
Currency, anrJ in cofiiti«kiratioa of your ao doing, I herwby agm* that %hrm funds 
shall be h<»>ld abroad with your CormiponfkrnU in your and that «uf*h 
funds, togothrr with any amounts which may subar*<|ucntiy be (daerd to tha 
credit of this account an* at my entiro risk in evrry rfa|)cct, and that it is clearly 
undcrstoo4i that you accept no mspocuiibitity whatsoever in reefiecl of such funcls. 

Yours faithfully, 
Jfums Brown, 

Nc/rR.--This form is particularly vaiitalile when a cuslotner draiirsa to hold iha 
eumrncy of a foreign c^nintry wherein Unanctal and mcwielary conditiona are 
unstable. The form renders the cuatmner alonff respottaible for any lasa which 
may arise, as, for example, if the bank's foreign agent goes tianknipi. For 
purposes of the bank s au'Ht the customer is from time to time sent a statement 
of his Foreign Currency Account and is rsquired to sign an airknowliKlgiiienl 
cd the correctneas thereof and of the fact that tha funds are entirely at hts 
own risk and rewponslbllfty. 

• The term loro is someitmes used when one bank remits to another on behalf 
of a third periy, wtsm the amoont is slated to be ** for eiwdii of lore aeootati 
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If the Foreign Branch is allowed intereBt by ita agents abroad on 
its foreign currency balances in their hands* it will in certain cases pass 

on part of that interest to the customers who liave accounts in the 

currencies concerned. This will depend* however, on the size of the 
customers’ accounts and on their remunerativeness to the banker 

Any interest allowed will, of course* be credited in the foreign currency 

concerned to the customer s loro account. 

The advantages of the systc^m will be appanmt on a little coiihidera- 

tioii. Sup|xjse that an im{K>rter buying goods abroad is recpiired to 

make |)ayment for them in fonign currency. As soon as he accepts 

the cjuotation in the fonign currency, he can at once fix the 

sterling e<}uivalent of the g<Kxls, by purch.ising imnnxliately the 

riHjuisite amount of the cunt‘iicv eoiicenied, and having it placed to the 

credit of a Fi>reign Currency Account in hi> name. When he wishes 
to make a paynumt* he issue's a chcnpie or bill against the balance 

outstanding, or, as is mon* usual* he instructs the bank to issue a draft 

to hw onler, or otherw ise to transfer the n«'essar>' sums to the foreign 

exporter as, for example, by mail transfer or T.T. 

If the imiKjrter has any jwiyments to rtr^ivt in the foreign cummey 

concemi*<l (as, for example, procwnls of bills drawn by him, or of 

coiiiK>ns sent for collc*ction), he may have the amounts cretlited to 

the foreign curn'iicy account for disi»osal as he may «iibse<iuently 

decide. 

In the same way, an exporU'r may have all sums in foreign < ummey 

due to him enHlit4'd to a fonigii currency account in \iis nAm«% w ith the 

objiH't cither of utilising the balance's for any payinc'iits which he may 

have to make in that cum^ncy, or of selling the balance w hc'n he* tliinks 

it most op|Hirtune to do so. If and whem he dccidc's to sell, the bank 

will pim'hase all or a portion of the foangn currency balance fnmi him 

at an agriHHl rate of exchange. 

Clearly, an arrangement of this kind is of considerable advant%age 

to an exjjorter now that gocxls smit nbroacl are edmost alwaj^s paid for 

in the currency of Uie importing country, and now* iliat so many bills 

arc drawn in foreign currency. The proceinls of such bills can Ik* 

phiccHl direct to tlie. exporter's Foreign Currency Account, and Uio 

ex|)ortcr can convert the currency as and wiien it suits him. He din 

thus awwit a favourable movement of Uie rate of exchange - 

though by doing so he also nins the risk of losing by an adirrse 
movement. 

tjie . . . Bank ttieaning t^al tho sum is to bocretiited to the account kept Uy 
Oia . . . Bank with iha laciplaiit. 

11 
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Another advantage of the foreign onrrency account both to im¬ 

porters and to exporters is that they save themselves not only the 

trouble of continual transfers in and out of foreign currency, but also 

the profit which would otlierwise accrue to tlie bank ns its “ turn ** on 

each conversion. Tliis profit margin is, as wo have seen, extremely 

small in the higlily competitive excliange markets of to-day, and 

especially so in the case of important currencies, but it nevertheless 

amounts to a considerable sum on a turnover of aiij' magnitude, and 

it is, t}ierefort\ an expense which a trader will mitundly attempt to 

save if it is at all possible. 

It sometimes hap{K^ns that an exiK>rter accumulates considerable 

sums on a foreign currency account, yet is at the same time short of 

liquid funds in his own currency, Le., sterling. In such circumstances, 

it is not uncommon for the liank to grant him a sterling loan or over¬ 

draft agaiast tlie security of lus foreign currency balance, subject, erf 

course, to the maintenance of an ample margin of foreign currency 

to provide for any adverse change in its vidue. Such advances are 

frequently granted bj’ banks to customers who regularly operate on 

margins in staj^le commodities, such as gniin or cotton, and may 

save the customers considerable ex{)enso which w^ould otlierwise be 

incurred in the remittance of funds to and fro be^tween this and other 

countries. 
Conversely, the customer may find that the total currency pay¬ 

ments which he has to make exceed the currency oiedits which he has 

to receive, and he may then arrange to obtain temporary acoommoda- 

tion fnjm the banker in the form of a loan on his Foredgn (hirrenoy 

Account. But the banker s willingness to gnint such accommodation 

will, of course, depend on the banking conditions existent in the 

foreign centre, on the absence of exchange restrictions, and on the 

security which the customer is able to offer. 

Currency accounts are specially [lopular with insurance under¬ 

writers doing foreign business in respect of which the premiums are 

calculated as a percentage of the amount of currency which has to be 

paid in the case of loss. In such cases, the amount which requires to 

be sent home in sterling is tlie net profit over a pc^iriod, and, as this is 

very small in relation to the turnover, it is more economical to use a 

currency account and so avoid the continual payment of a '' turn ** 

in the rate to the banker, os would be necessary if all premiums, on 

the one side, and all losses and exjienses, on the other side, were 

regularly converted in and out of sterling as they arose. 

Foreign Bil]s.*-Tbe next section of the Foreign Branch which we 
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have to consider is the Foreign Bills Department. This deals with 
bills drawn in sterling or in oorrency which have been received by 

the bank either for collection on behalf of customers or agents, or 

for negotiation, i.e., having been purchased by the bank with recourse 

in the event of non-payment. Particulars of all bills received for 

collection are entered by the department in suitable registers, and 

the bills are then despatched to the agent abroad with a request to 

obtain the proceeds from the drawee. In the case of sterling bills 
for collection the agent may bo instnicte<i either to remit a sterling 

draft on London in payment, or to credit the London bank with the 

sterling amount: in the latter case, the foreign agent will be debited 

in his naairo account. As a rule the proceeds of currency bills are 

credited by the agent to the currency account of the remitting 

bank. 
So far as the agent abroad is concerned, there is no difference 

in procedure between a bill for collection and a bill received here 

for negotiation. Such bills are, however, differently dealt with in 

the Foreign Dejmrtment, for while a bill for collection remains the 

property of a customer, a bill negotiated is actually purchased by 

the bank at the time it is receiver!. Hence, when the banker nego(i<UeA 

a bill, he cnnlits the customer at once, but when he receives a bill 

far coUtetion, he dex's n<»t credit the customer until he has received 

advice of payment. 'Ilicn. on receipt of the sterling in I^ondon, or 

on receipt of advice of the cmlits in the cast* (»f c\irrpncv items, he 

citMlits the customer with the pnK'iH'ds in the cast' of sterling bills, 

and in the case of cunt'ncv amounts, either (a) buys the cum*ncy 

at the rate of the day (or at the agrt'ctl rate if a forward contract has 

lieen arrangtHi). ami cnxlits the sterling etpiivalent to the customer, 

or (6) places the currency amount to the credit of the customer's 

currency account if he hapjiens to ]>ossess one. 

Dnltit Mail and Cable Tranters broed. -So far as their ulti¬ 

mate effect is concerned, the draft and the mail or cable transfer 

are very similar—all three enable funds to l>e transmitted from one 

centre for account of people in another*—but, for reasons explained 

in Chapter V^I, there are im)K»rtant differences both in form and 

in procedure. 

In order to avoid risk of loss or delay it is clearly of first im¬ 

portance that due confirmation of the issue of drafts and transfers 

should be sent by the selling Imnk to its foreign agent. Hence, in 

the case of mail transfers, duplicates are usually forwarded by 

different mails, while in the case of drafts on distant countries, it is 
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usual to issue the drafts in duplicate and also to forward duplicate 
advices thereof by separate mails. Cables and telegraphic transfers 

are likewise confirmed by duplicate advices sent by different mails, 

the advices being signed in all oases by duly autliorised officials. The 

actual cables, it should be noted, are sent in code, the amount being 

verified by the inclusion of a “ test-word 

For similar reasons, it is usual to advise foreign agents of all 

payments which are to be made io them, so that they can imme¬ 

diately communicate with the bank concerned if the expected funds 

are not received, and also in order that they can arrange their cash 

holdings with due regard to the expected transfers. As a rule, 

advices of this kind are forwarded by cable or telegraph if the expected 

payment is being made by either of these methods. 

In the case of currency remittances, the agent, on receiving 
instructions to pay by mail or cable, immediately debits the issuing 

bank's currency account, but with regard to currency drafts the 

procedure varies. In some cases, the currency account of the issuing 

bank is debited by the agent immediately on receipt of advice of 

issue of the draft, but in other cases the debit is not passed until 

the draft is actually presented by the holder. In due course advice of 

the payment against the currency draft, mail transfer, or T.T. will 

be forwarded by post to the issuing l>ank by the foreign agent, and 

on receipt of such advi<*e the Foreign Ilranch Accounts I>c*|Mirtment 

is in a position to check the entries alrea<iy made to the foreign agent s 

credit in the nostro ledger. 

So far as sterling drafts or transfers arc^ concenied, the usual 

procedure is either to retain the necessary sterling amount on a 

special account in the Foreign Department until such time as the 

agent abroad reimburses himself by drawing on the issuing l>ank, 

or the amount may l>e credited at once to the tw/ro account of 

the foreign agent, or if no such account exists, the sterling amount 

may be paid over to the London agent of the foreign bank for its 

credit. 

Inwaxd Ctollectioiia ind Inwafd Credits.—The work of this depart¬ 

ment is to deal with bills, cheques, coupons, etc., payable in this 

country and forwarded to the Foreign Branch by its agents abroad 

for collection and credit of the proceeds, and also to handle all credits 

opened by its foreign agents for operation in this country. In some 

eases the Collections and Credits will be bandied by separate depart¬ 

ments of the Foreign Branch. Collections may be drawn either in 

•UfUng, or \nfar€ii/n currency, the i>rooecds of the former being credited 
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to the agent’s vosiro account, and of the latter to the nostro account 
kept in hia name. 

Sterling collections will yield no exchange profit, so that unless 
they are being hiindled franco, i.e., free, a commission will be charged 
against the foreign agent. Bills drawn in terms of foreign currency 
which the Department receives for collection from foreign agents arc 
marke<l, before presentation, with the rate of excliange at which the 
bank is willing to accept [Miyment, i.e., the rate at which it is willing 
to sell tlie currency to the drawee. But the latter may, of course, 
refuse to accept the rate, and it is then a matter of bargaining between 
him and the banker, since, unless such bills include an exchange 
clause, they are legally |uiyablc at the current rate of exchange ruling 
on the date of |>jiyment. 

Foreign Credits Outward.—Ab its name indicaU’^S, this S4^!tion of 
the Fiireign Branch deals primarily with the optming of creclits 
abroad, either in currency or in sterling, and much of its work consists 
in the examination and c<mfirmation of the relative dcKuments and 
vouchers against wdiich payments have Ix^cui made by the agents 
in the fortugn countries. In addition to commertdal cnxlits, this 
dejiiirtment may Ik^ n*sjK>nsible for the issue of world-wide letters 
of mxlit, travellers’ che<jues, and circular notes, although in some 
banks these duties are jKTformetl by a separate Drafts Ik‘partment. 
It will be explaiiunl later that, in the bast thm‘ cases, the cheques 
and notes are issuetl against payment of the relative amounts by 
the customer, but with onlinary commercial credits it is usual for the 
issuing bank to rwjuire satisfactory cover, and this generally takes 
the form of a sterling or currency de|K>sit, the de[x>sit Inung retained 
in the department on a special account earmarked against the 
particular cnxlit. 

On the issue of travellers’ credits the customer s current account 
is debited with the total amount involved, and any unused balance is 
refunded when Uio letter of credit is returne<l. No entry is passed to 
the account of the foreign agent in the nostro ledger until ri'ceipt of 
duo advice of a payment under the credit. So far as the agimt is 
concerned, he reimburses himself as a rule by debiting Uie issuing 
bank’s currency account in the case of a currency creilit, ami, in the 
case of a sterling credit, eitlier by drawing in sterling on the issuing 
bank and negotiating the draft abroad at the prevailing rate, or by 
debiting the London bank in his noslro account. 

It may be added that the work of this department has increased 
considerably in recent years, for the collapse of credit and the world 
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failure of confidence follo\«ing the War induced home traders to rely 
upon bank credits to an ever-increasing extent as the most secure 

means of financing their operations wUi other countries. 

Foreign Cashier.—The foreign cashier’s de|)artment is concerned 

with the purchase and sale of foreign notes and coins of all kinds. 

As a rule, the rate of exchange applicable to these articles differs 

slightly from the rates quoted for T.T., for they are largely affected 

by the relation between the demand for and the supply of the notes 
concerned in London, and also by the facility or difficulty with wdiich 

the notes can be obtained from the res|HH*tivo financial centres 

abroad. Moreover, transactions of this kind are usually for com{mra- 

tively small amounts; consc*quently the rates are not cut so fine as 

they are for large sums. 

Again, the ex|Kirt of these articles is at times prohibitcnl or cur- 

tailiHl by the foreign (Jovernments coiictTiicd, while their transftT 

always involves exjH'nse in the way of insurance and loss of in¬ 

terest. Furthermore, the rates are to some extent de|M*ndent on 

the denominations of the notes availabb* ; on (K'casion notc*s of small 

denomination arc at a premium in eompari.Hon with large notes, 

w*hilst at other times the n*verse may U* the case. For example, 

on a certain date the quoted Paris T.T. rates w^ere :— 

liujing Ho’TO Selling 95-50 

and at the same time the relative rates for notes were quoted as :— 

Buying 96 »Selling' small notes 95 

large notes 95*25 

It may l>e added that there exist in the ('ity several foreign 

note brokers, w ho H{x*<'ialise in dealings in foreign notes of all kinds, 

and must not Ik^ confu.scj^l w'ith the fon*ign exchange brokers already 

discussed. The note brokers kei*p their tiwn st<K*ks of foreign notes 

and regularly visit the various foreign dfqmrtments and batiks in 

order to ascertain and satisfy their requirements, selling to them 

such currencies and denominations as they need and buying from 

them any surplus notes which they may have for disposal. In fact, 

the note brokers, who arc principals and not agents, act as inter¬ 

mediaries lietwcen buyers and sellers of notes and thus perform a 

function somewhat similar to that of running brokers in connection 

with bilb of exchange. 
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Foreigii Ooopoiui and Saenritiea.—^This flection deals mith currency 
coupons, bonds, share certificates, and other documents of a similar 

nature which have to be sent abroad for payment or sale, or for the 

renewal or provision of new cou[K>n sheets as the case may be. It 

deals also with all stock orders for the purchase or sale of securities 

which are dealt w^ith on the foreign bourses. 

The coupons relating to many international stocks are expressed 

to bo payable at the holder s ojition in I>ondon» New York, Paris, or 

some other fon^ign centn*, the amount ])ayable in each centre being 

clearly designatcHl. TIiuh, a cou{)on may be payable for £1 in London, 

for $4 *861 in New York, aml/or Fes. 124*21 in Paris. Clearly, a 

British hohlor will claim jiaymcnt in that centn^ whow‘currency stands 

at the highest price in Utiuh of sterling, provided, of course*, that there 

are no exchange n\strictions which pn*vent his obUiining p:iyroent 

(see jKwf, i’hajiter XIX). 

The routine work is in some resjK*cts very similar to that in 

conmx'tion with rurn*iicv bills, for the coujK>ns and lK>nds arc* either 

purchased by the bank with ircoursc, or are receivc*d for collection 

on behalf of customers, while, as in the case of currency bills, the 

agent abroad passes all disbursements or receipts of currency through 

the bank's currency account under ailvice. 

One im[>ortant difference arises, however, betwenm the procedure 

relating to bills and that rt*lating to coujKms and dividend warrants, 

and this concerns the de<luction of British Income Tax. Where 

the cou|)ons or warrants are purchased by the bank with recourse 

the matter is a simple one, for tax at the appropriate rate is in such 

cases deducte<l from the sterling equivalent due to the customer. 

On the other hand, when* the procee<ls of the cou|)ons arc n*tained 

by the customer in currency, a pn>iH>rtion equivalent to the rate of 

tax—for example, at 4s. in the £ the prt)iM»rtion would be 20 %—is 

deducted from the currency total and is converted at the current 

rate of the day into sterling, the relative amount lieing {mid over 

in due course to the Inland Revenue Authorities. 

Dealers ind Bschange Oontnets. Finally, we come to the Dealer's 

Office, the operations of which ore ultimately dejiendent on the extent 

of the business transacted in all the other departments of the Foreign 

Branch. Upon the dealer devolvcMi the task of ensuring that sufficient 

currency is available on the foreign nostro accounts to iiund any 

commitments entered into by any of the other departments, and at 

the same time he is expectwl to iitiliiie to the full extent balances 

transferred to these accounts as a result of the opi'^rations of the other 
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sections. The dealer is therefore advised by the Accounts Department 

at the beginning of each day of the exact state of the bank’s balances 

in the hands of its foreign agents, and he also receives from the other 

foreign departments immediate and accurate returns of all currency 

transactions for which they are responsible. 

Omission to give the dealer prompt adviet' of all such ojK'rations 

may result in endless trouble and possibly in si^rious loss. For 

example, the omission of the Fonugn Bills IX*{>artmont to make a 
return of a heavy piiyment to the bank’s Fnnch franc account (as, 

for example, by the credit of proceeds of bills for collection) may 

result in his having overbought* francs to mec^t commitments entered 

into by him in that {larticular curnncj'. On the other hand, the 

omission of the Foreign Credits Dt‘partment to advise him of an 

appreciable debit to the bank’s New York tiostro account may cause 

the dealer to becomt^ orersoU f in dollars, i.e., he may have dis]K>si‘d 

of his available dollar balancx* on th<' market and U* comiH*lled to 

cover the en dit transaction at a loss. 

In practitv, therefore, it Is a general priruiplt' that no de]Hirtment 

shall |>ass an entry in a foreign currency unles.s the relative slip is 

initialk*d by one of the dealers, an«l a further safeguard it is arranged 

that no o[KTation in ex(t\ss of a HximI limit, say stiall lie 

carried out unless a rate is first of all obtained from the Exchange 

I)e|>artment, 

In some Foreign Branches the Exchange. ron/rocM section of the 

Dealing Dejiartment is rf^]x>nsible for the work which is is^rformed 

in other banks by the Foreign InMruclumn Department. To this 

section are passc^d particulars of all exchange transactions complf*te<l 

by the dealers, and it is the businctis of the de]iarttnf*nt to gid into 

touch with the other parties concerned, and to confirm, or arrange 

for confirmation, of the deals by tek*phom*, Udegram or lidter. In 

addition, this clcpartment is rt*sponsiblf* for issuing any necessary 

instructions for the prejiaration of cabU-s, firafts, or mail transfers, by 

the special sections w hich deal with thorn* items. 

In effect, the function of the Contracts or Instructions I>partnw*nt 

is to commit to pa{)c*r the precise details of all the iransa^dions effected 

• Or ** Qone lono *’ in. 
t Or ** gone Mor# ** in. In pracltci*, il would scurfcly ovrr hspficn that Ihs 

position in «n im|iortani ciimrncy wns exsrtly hut joint stork bank 
clealrrs always ensun* that any fitffrrrnm lirtwrrn |nirrhasrs and sales of a 
currency at the end of the day s hiisinrsa is trivial in fetation to the tumomr in 
thai currenry. Furthermore, (or reasons already given, an oulstaniling lialanca 
in one goki rurmM!y mny hr rrgarKlr<i as Isdng covered by a Isitancc tho other 
way in another gokl currency. 
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by the dealer, chiefly by word of mouth. From the vouchers so 
prepared, all entries in thetiooksof the Foreign Branch are ultimately 

completed, and it follows that extreme care has to be exercised by the 

staff concerned to ensure that all particulars given or received are 

entirely accurate, especially when messages have to be taken or 

transmitted by telephone or telegraph. 

Cables and Oorrespondence Department—This section of the 

Foreign Branch is responsible for most of the incoming and outgoing 

correspondence relative to the Branch, and for the work of coding 

and decoding cables and telegrams embodying instructions to and 

from the bank's agents in the foreign centres. 

Customer's limits —It is clear that, in purchasing from a 

customer instruments such as long bills, sight drafts, and coupons, 

the dealer runs certain risks of non-{Kiyment, and. as was explained 

on page* 131, he ensures a right of n*courscuigainst his customer, should 

any such loss arise, by taking from him an “ Authority for Collection 

or Negotiation In so doing, the dealer is relying ujxm his customer 

to recoup him in the event of loss, but clearly it would l>e dangerous 

to place t<Ki heavy a relianc'c on any one “ mime hence it is usual 

for banks to place fixecl ** limits on the amounts of contingent 

liabilities which may be outstanding in any one name on any one day. 

These ** Limits or iSanctions as they an* sometimes calknl, are 

tixc*d by the managfunent of the bank, and any dealer who incurs 

loss through exceeding a limit so fixcnl is likely to Ik* censurtHl, 

Limits are fixe<I not only in respci»t of the various tyix*s of tnins- 

actions carrie<l out for spei'ituHl private customers (e.g., forward 

contracts, purchases of long bills and sight bills), but also in res()ect 

of market names. The risk in the latter case is considerably smaller, 

of course, as the i>arties conceriKHi are of high standing ami the 

transactions are chiefly T.T.s, though even with a T,T. (hc^ix* is a 

risk that the other fsirty may default. 

If, for instance, the dealer arranges to sell a T.T. on Fari.s to the 

X. Bank, he will haw to make the necessary transfer in Paris some 

hours before he receives the sterling from the X, Bank. Although 

the risk is only of a few hours' duration, it is nevertheless substantial. 

The V.O. Begifter.—For this reason all market deals involving 

payments valeur eompensfe are recorded in a sjiecial book, known as 

the “ V.C. Register*', showing the total risk in tJiis connection out¬ 

standing against each " name 

To enable the dealer to sec almost at a glance that the V.C. 

risk " in rospeot of any one market name is not in exoess of the limit 
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fixed for that name, the Register is ruled with bought and sold columns 

on each side of the page, together with columns for the date of each 

transaction, the currency involved and its sterling equivalent (usually 

to the nearest £), and the value date. A separate page in the Register 

is allocated to each name, and the sanction or '' limit ” fixed by 
the management is clearly indicated at the head of the page. 

So far as is possible, the entries are made in such a way tliat 

contracts maturing at the same time are close togt^ther, for the limit 

applies, of course, to any one day. The total amount of incomplete 

deals with any one market name may be twenty times the limit, so 

long as the commitment for an}' one day does not exceed it. 

With a view to minimising the V.('. risk, every important dealer 

has a system whereby he advises his foreign agents of the sums which 

they ought to receive for his crt*dit, wiiilst the agents have sUinding 

instructions to wire or cable immediately if an exi)ect4Ml payment for 

the dealer's account is not received. 

The V.C. risk in connection with soles of currency is not so marked, 

for in such cases the dealer has to receive sterling on this side against 

a currency payment by his foreign agent, so before entering into the 

risks for a new' day he has only to ensim* that he has receivecl any 

outstanding sterling payments in rCwSjH^t of complete<l transactions. 

Actually, the V.C. risk is negligible in connection with T.T. sales 

of dollars for delivery in the western hemisphere, for the reason that 

the New York Exchange Market o|s'ns when it is aftcnicxm in 

Ix>ndon, and so a London dealer can easily obtain (xiyment on this 

side in sterling before cabling his corres|K)ndent to transfer the 

dollars. On the other hand, the risk in n^s|)ect of a purchase of 

dollars is a very real one, for the stcTling |myment must Ix) made 

on this side lx?foro the dealer can jsswibly know from his corre¬ 

spondent whether or not the seller luis execut<Ki his ptirt of the 

bargain. 

Special Retumi in the Ftmign Branch.- IVrioilic^illy, the Foreign 

Branch compiles certain special rt^ports for the information of the 

dealers and officials. Among these are:— 

(а) Spkcul Liability Siiekts, giving details of transactions out* 
standing in the name of any one customer whoso affaire 
require daily review*, and specifying the daily cost of liqui¬ 
dating the outstanding position in the event of the cus¬ 
tomer's default. 

(б) RaruEN of Fobwaed Tkaksactions Outstandifo on the 
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date of the return, with the namcis of the ouHtomem for whom 

the transactions have been effected. 

(c) Periodical I^fit Sukets.—From time to time, the balances 
of foreign currency on the various accounts are extracted 

from the nostro ledgers. The currency balances are con¬ 

verted into sterling on the date of the return, the profit or 

or loss up to date is calculated, and, if necessary, adjustment 

is made therefor in the accounts. 

How Foreign Exchange Profits are Hade. Whilst the clement of 

speculation necesmirily enters into all foreign exchangtt ojierations, it 
is iiii{M)rUint to notice tliiit tlu^ foreign exchange dealc^rs in the banks 

and reputable financial institutions confine themsidves almost entirely 

to what may Ik* descrilKil as legitirnalo ilealings as op|K>scHl to specula¬ 

tions pure and simple, which are concerntHi entindy with the endeavour 

to make a profit <mt <»f int)veincnts in the rates of exchange 

And w’hile the foivign exchangi* dealers naturally aim at making as 

much money as they can for their res|K*ctive institutions, it must Ik* 

rememliered that the fortdgn exclninge branches and departments 

have l>ocm orgamm*d very largely t4) provide* Knglish traders with the 

necessary facilities for dealing in foreign curnmeies. 

I>ondon dealers, therefore, make it an almost invariable practice 

to “ cover as they go; if they sell a certain amount of fomgn currency, 

they take the first opportunity to scpiare their position by purchasing 

an equivalent amount, and vice Their object is to end each 

day with a balanced bciok, to sell no mon* than they have bought, 

and to buy no more than they have sold. 

Fon*ign exchange dealings fall into two chief categi>ries: - 

(1) Selling ejtthangc of one kind against purchases of exchange of 

another kind, e.g., s|Kit exchangt* against forward, cable transfers 

against long bills or chcKjucs, short, bills or cheques against long bills, 

and so on. 

(2) Selling one LHnd of exchange against purchases of the same kind 

of exchange, e.g., forward TT. s against long trade bills, forward 

against forward, and so on. 

The exchange dealer finds his beat opix>rtunitie8 for profit in 

dealings of the first category. He buys any kind of maturing exchange 

which is offered to him, such as demand bills, short bills, long bills, 

coupons and drawn bonds, and against Uie proeoeds ho sells cables, 
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nutQ transfm, cheques luid sight drafts, according to the demand. In 

these operations he can make a profit not only from the difference 

betureen his buying and selling prices, but sometimes, also, from 

differences in the rate of interest earned by funds in Uiis country and 

abroad. 

In this category, dealers find a fruitful and non-speoulative source 

of profit in the sale to importers of demand drafts drawn against the 

proceeds of long bills drawn against exports of produce. This tj'pe of 

operation formed the bulk of foreign exchange business in pre-war 

days, and, although it has been lessened to some extent by the greater 

popularity of cable remittances, it is a class of business which still 

affords opportunities for profit. 

In the same category are placed the now frequent and profitable 

operations involrccl in buying “ spot ” and selling “ forward ", or 

rice verM. The system of forward exchange has proved such a boon 

to traders during pertixLs of considerable exchange fluctuations that 

a vast amount of business is now transacted in forward currencies, 

and the existence of a well-develojicd forward market presents the 

exchange dealer with an excellent opportunity of investing his funds 

in other centres by " 8|)ot ’’ purchases of their currency whilst covering 

himself agaitist exchange fluctuations by selling an equivalent amount 

of the currency forward. 

Arbitrage operations in exchange are rather less frequent, but 

many of them are accompanied by considerable profit. Thus, a dealer 

who is faced with a heavy demand for exchange on Paris may find 

that his best method of getting funds to Paris to cover his sales of 

francs is to buy marks and to use them in Berlin for the purchase of 

francs for remittance to his Paris agents. 

The opportunities for profit in the second category are not as great 

as those in the first. Clearly, there can be very little difference between 

tiie prices quoted at any particular time for cables or for demand bills, 

so that a banker does not stand to make much money merely by 

buying one cable and selling another, or by buying a demand draft 

and selling a mail transfer against it, or by selling forward against a 

forward purchase of the same currency. Nevertheless, a small profit 

is assured, since the banker always maintains a margin or “ turn " 

between his buying and selling prices: he never quotes a customer 

exactly the same rates as those at which he himself is able to deal 

on the Market. In quoting a rate to a customer he always makes a 
small allowanoe on the rate at which he can obtain cover in the Market, 

oddiog or deducting his charge as the cose may be. 
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(Nber flouiOM ol th* ionign Braneh’i ProAti.—Apart from the 
actual dealings in exchange here discussed, foreign exchange bankers 
and foreign departments make considerable profits from a great 
variety of related operations, such as issuing letters of credit, travellers’ 
cheques, and circular notes payable in foreign currencies; arranging 

for exports and imports of gold when the exchange position makes 
such operations profitable; loaning funds to agents in other oentoes; 
buying and selling foreign coins and notes; investing money abroad; 
discounting and negotiating bills; collecting bills, cheques, coupons, 
and drawn bonds; purchasing and selling international securities; 

handling merchandise, and performing various other 8er\'ices on behalf 
of home and foreign customers, agents, and correspondents. 



CHAPTER IX 

FOBEION EXCHANGE LISTS AND QUOTATIONS 

The Foreign Eiduuige Table.—The lists of current rates of 
exchange between Ix)ndon anil the leading countries of the world 

which are publisheil every morning in the leading newsptipers are 

usually compiled from information supplietl either by the joint stock 
banks or by the private banking house, Messrs. Samuel Montagu A t^o. 

Every business day this well-known firm makes two lists of rates 
available to every newspaper, one giving the “ closing ” rates ruling 

in the Market at 5.30 p.ni. on the day in question, and the other giving 

the “ range of quotations for that day, i.e., the highest and lowest 

rates at which business was done in the Market, this list l)eingcompiled 
from information supplied by all the more important brokers as to the 

highest and lowest rates at which they have dealt during the day. 

Though most of the published tables are built up from data obtained 

from either or l)oth ♦ of these sources, it is unfortunate for students 

that the methoil of presentation and the arrangement of the tables 

varj' considerably as U^tween one newsp«i|x*r and another. Some 
papers give only one rate of exchange on each centre, that rate l)eing 

either the mean or average of the rates of exchange for the preceding 

business day, or the ** middle rate ” ruling at the close* of businesii 

on the date indicateil. Other papers (e.g.. The TimtA) give the 

“range” of quotations on the two precwling business flays; some 

(e.g., the Financial Times) give the “ closing ” rates on those days, 
whilst the Financial Sews, a specimen of whose exchange Uible is 

reproduced on page 176, very instructively gives both the closing rates 

and the range of quotations for the two preceding business days. 

Unfortunately, too, there is an alisenoe of uniformity as to the 

order of the currencies in the different tables. In some papers, the 

various centres are arranged into groups, but the system of grouping 

is not uniform, some papers adopting a geographical grouping and 

* The table in the Financial Times m built up from information supplied by 
Mesm. Montagu, by the Esstem Kxehangff banks and by the South American 
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others a division according to the Bpocialiaation of business in the 
Foreign Exchange Market. 

The former method is used in the specimen list from the Financial 

Netea, the names of the centres given in the first coli^mn l>cing arranged 

in groups according to the following geographical distribution so that 

readers can more easily nfsH the niarket in which they are interested: 

(o) North America; (6) the Latin (kiuntries; (r) Scandinavia; (d) Cen¬ 

tral Europe; {e) South-Kustern Kuroj)e; (/) South America; (</) Near 

Etist; (t) India and the Far East ; and (A) Japan. 

New York takes pride of place l>eciiusc transactions in dollars are 

by far the most important, while Montreal and Mexico are shown in 

association with New York U'cauw* of the close ndationship between 

the currencies of those places and the United States dollar. Ilecxiuse 

of the position of the franc as the second most important foreign 
currency from Ix)iuIoirs |K>int of view, Paris app(*ars next at the hea<l 

of the s€H)ond grf)up, comprising holding Continent4il currencies in 

which transactions on the Ix>ndon Market are most numerous. 
iVmstenlain follows at the head of the HO*caUe<i Scandinavian group ** 

of currencies, though in other pii]wrs the florin is usually included 

in a group, headed by Paris, which is known as the Gold bloc 

i.e., the group of Continental countries which still maintain the gold 

standard. 
In the fourth group, heade<l by Perlin, are the leas important 

Continental currencies, Hometimes referrtHl to as the “ Exotics 

which, having lieen establisluHl or ix'conditiontHl since the Great War, 

have since had choqucn*d carei^rs. Tallinn (Estiumia), which appears 

in this group, is usually includcxl by other j>a|KTS with the Scandinavian 

countries, and rightly so, Inx^ausc* her st^iiulard curnuiey is intrinsically 

the same as that of Norway, Swcnlen and IXuimark. 

Athens heads the fifth group, comprising the currencH^s of Metliter- 

ranean countries in the h^ist of Eun>j>e. Buenos Aires follows in tho 

van of five South American cumuicies, whilst Alexandria (Eg\pt), 

like Kobe (.lapaii), enjoys the distinction of having a group to itself. 

Bombay stands first of a group which includes the Indian and other 

Far kkistern currencies, most of w’hioh an* (pioted as pence rates, 

i.e., in UTms of shillings and |wnce to the foreign unit. 

Type Ot BemitUaoe Quoted.—The majority of the rates quoted in 

the table reproduced, as in the case of all foreign exchange tables 

published in London, are the rates quoUd by London dealers for tele¬ 

graphic transfers on tho centres indicated, i.e., the rates are those at 

which payments In the foreign centres can be effected immediately. 
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It will be observed, however, that some of the centres are asterisked, 
and that a footnote to the table states that the quotations so dis¬ 

tinguished are rates on London, i.e., the latest iivailable rates for 
remittances to London from the centres concerned, in which case the 

quotations usually reach the bank dealers overnight by cable from 

their agents and correspondents in the foreign centres. 
The rates for Lima and Valparaiso are further distinguished as 

"" 90 days ”, which means that the rates are the latest ones quoted by 
the banks in (Aose centres for dealing in 90 days* sight bills on London. 

Where the term ” sellers ” is imlicated, the meaning is that, whereas 

there were sellers of the currency concerned, there were no buyers 
ojftring to take supplies; in other words, the currency was being 

pressed for sale. 

When the exchange is descril)ed as “ nominar*, the meaning is either 
that no exchange business was transacte<l on the date indicated, or 

that, because of national difficulties or the existence of restrictions, 

no exchange operations were {KMsible. The meaning of the term 

** official ”, applied to some of the rates in the table, is discussed below 

on page 180. 

The Double Quotation.—In the table given there is in the case of 

most of the currencies a “ double-quotation ’’ in both the ” close” and 

the ” range ” columns. In the “ close ” columns, the double quota*, 
tion represents the dealers* ** two-way prices *’—at one of the rates 

the bank dealers were offering to sell the currency concerned aWthe 

close of business, whilst at the other rate they were willing to buy, 

subject to small adjustments if the business was either very small or 

unusually large. The difference between these two rates represents 
the dealer's margin for profit, and is comparable with the jobber's 

turn on the Stock Exchange. 

It will be observed that the difference between the two prices is 
extremely small in some cases (e.g., for New York it is only ) cent), 

whereas in other cases the difference is much higher (e.g., for Sofia, 

it is as much as 30 leva). In general, the wider the market in a cur¬ 

rency, the narrower the margin between the buying and selling prices 

on the Market. If there are only a few people wishing to buy and sell 

a given currency, then it is obvious that the rate of profit must be 

higher than in the case of a currency (such as the dollar) wherein 

transactions may run into many millions in the course of the day 

and where the size of the turnover permits good profits to be made 

even at a very small turn between buying and selling. Moreover, 

exchange brokers naturally expect a larger commission on deals in 

.12 
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currency wherein the market is narrow than on deals in a very active 
currency. 

Finally, there is the consideration that, if a currency is highly 

speculative and subject to marked fluctuations, dealers who have to 

cover themselves charge wider prices in order to protect themselves to 

some extent ag^iinst the risk that rates fnay have moviHl against them 

before they can marry ” their transactions. It is fur this reason 

that the spreads between buying and selling prices are widtT in a time 

of uncertainty and sjK'culative activity than they arv in mure norinal 

circumstances. Thus, the 8prt‘ad bt^tween the quotations for dollars 

has biH‘n much wider since we have In'cn off the gold standanl than 

it was between 1925 and 1931, 

The question now aristas: Which of the two ratios st) (|Uot4Hl is 

the dealer's buying price and which is his S4*lling {»rice ? dearly, the 

London dealer ex|)ects to buy more fortugn currency per £1 than hi' 

is w^Uling to sell, so that the higher rate in foreign currency is his 

buying price, and the lower rate is his s^»lling ligurt'. Thus, the closing 

quotation on New York fur lUth Mandi, 5-071-071, means that 

London dealers w’ere sidling dollars T.T. at 5-071 \n*r £1 and buying 

dollars T.T. at 5 *07} per £1. 

In the case of jience rates quoteil in Ixfndon, the lower quotation 

I the dealer’s buying price and the higher figure the ilealer’s wdling 

rice. Thus, at the close of busim^ss on the lOth March, the London 

ba^s were buying T.T. on Bombay at IH^/l. p<»r rujK*c and mdling 

such remittances at Ifl^d. 

Here it Lh most iinpi^rtant to notice that the buying and selling 

prices are reversed in the case of the asterisked rates which are quoted 

from abroad on Ijondon, Thus the ckxsing rate on London in Hong 

Kong on th# 10th March was IH iH|d., and, as the banks in that 

centre are buying and selling sterling in excliange for the local currency, 

it is obvious that they would be buying at the high rate, viz., 18jd., 
and selling at the lower rate of 18d. per dollar. 

In the range ” columns, the two rates are not two-way " 
prices: they represent the extreme limits to thfj prices quoted by the 
dealers at any time during the day in question; in other words, the 
highest and lowest rates at which business was done on that date. 

It must bo reiterated that, in the case of the important exchanges, 
the rates which are thus pubbshed agree with the rates applie<l to 
only a small part of the actual transactions in the Market. Tlie actual 
rate at which business is done depends on the magnitude of the opera* 
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tion, on the keenneas of the bargaining and on other considerations^ 

the ohief, of course, being the relation between the demand for and the 

supply of the foreign currency concerned at the time of the bargain, 

A heavy demand and a short supply sends prices up; a redundant 

supply coincident with weak demand brings prices down. 

In general, business in the Market may actually have been done 

somewhere between the two published rates. If the latest raters on 

New York are given as 4-W5j^--“4-80?, the figures mean that business 

was offertd by the dealer furnishing the quotations somewhen* near 

the rates given, i.e., that he was willing to sf‘ll dollars somewhere near 

4-80^, and that he was n^ady to buy at approximately 4 H(^. 

Obviously every transaction there is Ixith a buyer and a scdler, 

and the final nites at which transactunis an* efTecte<l an*^ fixe<l only 

after some slight bargaining, say, slightly moit' than 4-88^ for scdlers 

and slightly less than 4*88? for buyers, pnibably at 4*8(^. 

Moreover, in the case of sales of forc*ign currencies, as in the case of 

sales of other commodities, there is a retail and ako a “ trholesaU ” 

price. A trailer w'ho 4as to deal in large amounts of foreign currency 

will generally be quote<l somewhat finer nites by the dealer in order 

to secure the business. Again, a dealer who undertakes a relativelv 

small operation will not ns a rule imme<liatcly cover himself as ^ 

would do in the case* of a large transaction. (Consequently, he^iay 

for a time have to carry an ojx'ii |K>sition in n^spect of the small 

ojiemtion, so, to cover hinijx’lf against a pr>ssible movement of the 

rate against him, he will pnilmbly charge the customer a little extra 

for the acblitionnl risk. 

The Foreign Departments of the banks send the larger branches 

each evening a list of rates for their guidance on the following day, 

although all important oix*ratlons above certain fixed limits are based 

on rates obtained by telephone direct from the dealers at Head Office. 

Ordinarily, the rate given to an important customer in London will 

be that ruling when the enquiry is made or the order executed, and 

this may differ considerably from the closing rate and from the 

extreme rate for the day as given in the Press. On the other hand, 

for small transactions in their Metropolitan and country branches, 

the banks usually apply The Times middle rale for the previous day, 

i.e., the mean of the two extremes for buj^rs and sellers, with, of 

course, the allowance of a margin for their profit. 

It should now be clear to the reader why the rates at which l>anks 

transact business for their customers rarely coincide with the rates 
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puUished in the newspapers—a fact which not infrequently calls 
for a little ingmious explanation on the part of a harassed bank 
cashier or accountant. 

Glow Price and Wide Price.—When the margin between the buying 

and selling rates quoted by a dealer is small, the customer is said to 

obtain a “ eloae price ”, and it may be regarded as an indication that the 

rate of exchange concerned is fairly steady. IVhere, however, there 

is a good margin between the two figures, it is a sign that the exchange 
concerned is fluctuating and uncertain, the quotation being in such 

circumstances referred to as “ wide ”. The mean of any two buying and 

selling prices is called a “ middle price ”, to be clearly distinguished 

from The Times ” middle rate of the day ”, which, as already explained, 

is the mean of the extreme buying and selling prices quoted by London 

dealers on the previous day. Since the abandonment of the gold 

standard by this country in 1931, exchange rates have fluctuated widely 

and rates are now quoted with a much aider margin than was the 
case when we were on the gold standard. 

Official Quotations.—We hare obsei^’ed that some of the rates 

in the London Foreign Exchange table are described as ” official ” 

rates, and it will bo seen that, in each of such cases, there is only a 

single quotation. In some tables of exchange rates all the quotations 

are of this character, as, for example, in the tables, reproduced on 

pages 188 to 190, which are issued in New York, Paris and Berlin. 

In some cases, i.c., in the case of countries where exchange dealings 

are subject to official control, these official rates are fixed by the 

Government or central bank; in other cases, they are fixed by certain 

brokers appointed by a committee representative of the Foreign 

Exchange Market, and arrived at by a consideration of the rates at 

which business was actually done in the Bourse itself at a ct-rtain fixed 

hour on the date conoemed, 1.30 in some centres, 2.30 in others, 

and so on. 

The great advantage of the latter arrangement is that it provides 
an official and generally accepted rate for any particular date, whereas 
different methods of quoting the rates such as exist in London give 
no really satisfactory method of record. Moreover, in some centres the 
official quotation settles once and for all the rate at which bills drawn 
in foreign currency <» the country concerned have to be paid, the rate 
so fixed being valid up till twelve o’clock the next day, provided, of 
coarse, a bill bears no special exchange clause which entitles the 
ccdlecthig banker to eolfect at a different rate. 

Prior to 1021 a qoari-anaagement of the sort existed in London, 
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the rates fixed at the bi-weekly meeting of bankers and brokers^ and 

published as the London Couth, of Exchange^ being regarded as more 

or less official. Nowadays, however, there are no published lists of 

London exchange rates which are it^garded as official in the sense 

that they are accepted as an unassailable basis for dealings in the 

Market or that they can be insisted upon for any purpose, though the 

list of quotations which apix^ars in The Times has an accepted standing 

inasmuch as the rates therein are regardc^d as trustworthy evidence 

for legal and State purposc^s. 

When, therefore, a banker in the City now presents for paj^nent a 

draft drawn, say, in marks on London, be attaches a slip giving the 

amount of sterling he will accept for it, leaving it to the drawee either 

to accept that rate, or to try to do better in the market or with his own 

banker, as, for example, by buying a banker's draft in marks for the 

face amount of the bill and {laying this bank draft to the banker pre* 

senting the bill in settlement thereof. Lc‘gally, the presenting banker 

can, of course', demand payment in sterling, calculated at the 

cum*nt rate? of exchange (IhlU of Exchange Act, 1882, Section 72). 

System of Notation—A final {K>int to lx? obserxetl in it^gard to 

|>ublishe<l nites is that when‘as some rates are given in decimal form, 

others are expressed by whole numbers and vulgar fractions, though 

the latter are invariably fractions which will decimalise exactly, 

i. o., multipIcA of (e.g., etc.). Fractions such as 

j, j are never quoUxl or u.sc<l in foreign exchange work. 

In practioo, rates of exchange arc usually quoted on the Market 

to the nearest “ step ’’ or dealing figun' which, for the time being, 

is being applic<i to the ])articular rate concerned, e.g., to the nearest 

of a cent for the dollar rate, the nearest ^ of * penny for the rates 

on the Far East, to the nearest J centime in the case of the Swiss, 

and Belgian rates and so on. A rate thus given to the nearest 

dealing figure is sometimes described as the nearest commercial or 

market rate. 
The steps and fractions arc in no sense permanently fixed. When 

business in the leading currencies is very brisk, finer rates and so 

smaller fractions may be quoted than when business is stagnant. 

Dealers who are actively competing for business a-Ul not bo reluctant 

to quote in smaller fractions Utan is usual if they are thereby enabled 

to secure an order. In general, the wider the market in a currency 

the smaller Uie fractions in whidi it is dealt and the narrower the 

margin between buying and selling prices. Oonvorsely, the narrower 
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the market in a currency, the larger the fractione and the wider the 

difference between the two-way quotations. 

¥tu of Eichange Cohimn.—The figures included in this column are 

the apprarimaU equivalents of the British sovereign in terms of the 

currency of the various centres indicated. Thus the mint parity 

between Britain and Switzerland is given in exchange tables as 

Fes. 25*22 or 25*22^ although the equivalent obtained by calculation 

is 25*2215. 
The advantage of the coliunn of [larities is that it enables us to see 

at a glance whether the rates given in the table are favourable to tliis 

country or not, and for this piurfKise we must keep in mind our maxim 

that'' High rates are for us, and low rates against us If a rate given 

is in foreign money, and is over the Mint Par, it is u\ favour of Britain, 

and rice versa. Henci\ in the table on fwigi* 17fi, the nit4‘8 on Moiitn'al, 

Mexico, Madrid an<l the Scandinavian ct^ntrt^s an* all in our favour, 

whereas the rates on Paris, Brussi»ls, Oneva. Milan, Ainstenlain and 

Berlin, amongst others, are markedly against us. 

On the other hand, ratt*s in pc‘net* and shillings jx*r fon*ign unit 

are favourable for this c*)untry when the fort*ign croin exehangi's f<»r 

less than its {>ar value in our money. Ix>w mtes an* for us '' in these 

cases, so that, in the fon*going list, the nit4*s on Buenos Aires, Monte 

Video, Rio and Kols* an* all in our favour, whereas thos4> on Ikmiliay, 

Calcutta, Singa{x>re and Ikingkok an* against us, since* they are quoted 

above the par of exchange. 

Xo comp^irison of the [>osition of the Hong Kong and Shanghai 

rates can be made, bt'causcj no Mint Par is given for these* places, 

which have a silver and not a gold standard currency. 

The Foreign Exchange Artida^^-In nearly all n<rws|NipTs which 

publish foreign exchange rates, the table is acc4)mpaiiied by a brief 

commentary on the principal movements of the foreign exchange 

rates during the preceding business day. rnfortiinately, the cf>m- 

ments are alw'ays couche<l in market jargon, which is almost unintel¬ 

ligible to those well verw**! in Ff>rrTign Kxchange, let alone the onlinary 

reader, and it is by no means uncommon t4) fincl in the comments 

some indication of a serious confusion of thought on the part of the 

assistant City Editor n*sponsible for their compilation. 

The reader who seeks to unveil the mysteries of modem foreign 

exchange must, however, make it his first business to obtain such an 

acquaintance with the foreign exchange lists and their accompanying 

market report as to be able to understand immediately what the writer 

wislias to convey. With the object of affording some assistanoe in this 
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direction, wo will proceed to connider, step by step, the remarks which 

have appeared in The Times foreign exchange article on two different 

occasions. 

"Dm Times” Foreign Exchange Article. 

EXAMPLK I. 

Tlio N«w York exohiinge dixpUyecI Htrongth during tho earlier part of the 

day, the rate rising to $4*851*^. Suheequently, however, much of the advance 
wa« lout, doilara Ix^ing finally l»td for on London account, and the cloning quota¬ 
tion wan $4*85A. a Hue of c. on balance. ForuanI doilarM were not quite 
eo much ofTenxl, i^rticularly in the caae of the longr^r datea. A Kharp riffe, to 

$4 *86, occurnxi in the Montreal rate. Tho Gorman oxcliange at 20 m. 40 waa 
slightly oaiiior, but some of tho other Contin<*ntal rates continuc^l to move in 
favour of sterling, the Swias excliartge further lidvaricing to 25 f. 20j, the Dutch 

to 12 fi. 08|, the French t4) 124 f. 07), and tho Swedinh to 18 kr. 14. Spanish 
Ix^Metas W€'m dixin»r. the Miulriil rate chtsing 2 c. lower at 20 p. 71J, and the 
Italian rate inovtHl in favour of the lira. Turkish curnmey showed depwiation. 
Weakness was again ap{»arrMit in the Jafanese exchangi*, the Kobo rate closing 

t^d. lower at Is. lO/.d. 

“ The New York Exchange displayed strength during the early part 

of the day, the rate rising to This is a partieularh' good 

example of the tyjie of comment which cannot fail to confuse the 

fttiideni of Foreign Exchange. In Booking to determine its meaning 

we must rememlKT that the ('ity hilitor ia referring to rates of exchange 

quoted hy Ixmdoii on other ctmtrea, and, therefore, that in thia state* 

ment he is dealing with the Ix>ndon rate of exchange on New York. 

He means that during the early part of the day the rate showcid strength 

sofara«Iiondonwa8conoeme<l,i.e.,that moredollars were purchasable 

jXT £!, and that the rate accordingly rose to |4*85^. 

“ Subsequniily, Aoiirtyr, much vf the adtance uxis lost, doilara being 

finally bid for on Ixmdon account, and the closing quotation uas $4*85^, 

a rise of c. on balance/' This mwins that, aa the day wore on, 

dealers in I/ondon were anxious to buy dollars and consequently forced 

up their value n^ative to sterling. i.e.,/rfrrr didlars could lie purchaserl 

I)er £I and the rate of exchange then*fore moved against Ixuidon and 

in favour of New York. Xevertheleas, this demand for dollars did not 

completely wijie out (he previous advance in favour of Ixindon, and 

at the close of buainesa the rate of exchange was about c. above that 

for tho previous day, 

** Forward dollars were not quite so much offered^ particularly in the 

ease of the longer dales/* A currency, like any other commodity, is 

offered when Hollers thereof are in excess of buyers. (>n the date in 
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question, sellers were not as eager to dispose of dollars for forward 

delivery, particularly for delivery in two or three months’ time. 

“ The German Exchange at 20 m. 40 teas slightly easier.’* The 

term “ easier ” in reference to a rate (as distinct from a currency) 

is used by City Editors in the same sense as weaker ”, so this 

comment is intended to mean that the rate had fallen, i.o., that fewer 

reichsmarks were purchasable per £1 and consequently that the rate 

on Berlin moved slightly against London. 
“ Some of the other Continental rates continued to move tn favour 

of sterling, the Swiss Exchange further advancing to 25 /. 20L etc.’* 

A movement in favour of sterling means that the £1 can purchase more 

foreign currency than previously, hence the several rates referred to 

moved upwards, and the currencies concerned became less valuable 

in terms of English money. 

“ Spanish pesetas were dearer, the Madrid rate closing 2 c. lotoer at 

29 p. 71J c.” Since {lesetas were dearer, fewer were purchasable 
per £1, and consequently the rate on Madrid fell until at the elose of 

business, the rate quoted was about 2 centimos below the closing rate 

for the previous day. 

” The Italian rate moved in favour of the lira." By this statement 

it is meant that the lira became more valuable in terms of sterling, 

i.e., the rate moved downwards, so that fewer lira were purchasable 

per £1. 
“ Turkish currency showed depreciation.*' A currency depreciates 

when more of it can be bought per £1 than before. Ccnsequently, 

more Turkish piastres were purcha.>«able {ler £1 on the date in question 

than were purchasable on the preceding business day, and the rate 

therefore rose in favour of London. 

” IFeaitneM was again apparent in the Japanese exchange, the Kobe 

rate closing lower at Is. lO^d.” This means that stdlcrs of yen were 

more in evidence than buyers, so that fewer pence had to be given per 

yen than on the preceding day, i.e., the yen had weakened or fallen in 

value in terms of sterling. 

If the reader will carefully consider this comment in relation to 

tboee made on the New York and Berlin rates, be will understand how 

the City Editor of The Times uses the terms weak and strong. He 

refers to the London on New York Exchange as “ displaying strength ” 

and ” riinng ”, whereas he speaks of the ” weakness ” of the Japanese 

Exchange because the rate had fallen. He refers also to the German 

Exchan^ beii^ ” easier " (i.e., weako*) because the rate had fallen. 

Coof^erable care must be exercised in interpreting these terms 
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when applied to rales. A rate —like a plant—i« atronger when it riaea 

and weaker when it falla, and thia ia the caao whether the rate ia quoted 

in ourrenoy or in pence. Unfortunately, however, the terma are liable 

to cause confusion because, if a currency rate rises and is described as 

“ stronger ”, the value of the currency ia actually weaker, because more 

of that currency is purchasable jx‘r £1; whereas, if a pence rate rises, 

the value of the currency in terma of sterling also rises. 

In the case of a pence rate, therefore, a weakness in the rate will 
coincide with a weakness in the currency. In the case of a currency 

rate, on the other hand, the rate will l>c weak when the value of the 

currency is strong, luid eice versa. 

EXAMPLE II. 

Weakness of French francs was sf^iii the dominating feature of the foreign 
exchanges. French puit'hiiscs of sterling were again in evidence, and in the 
afternoon New York also show4*<i an inclination to support the pound. During 
the morning the New York rate rcinaiiu^l at almut $3*28), but shortly after 

midday it rose sharfdy and eventually reach<Mi $3*30^ before sales of sterling in 
the late diallings csiumhI the rate to rca<'t anti cIom* at $3*28{. compared with 
♦3-28* on Weeinestlay. Forwarrl dollars wert* rather wanted, the discount being 

c., one month, and H, thn'c montlis. Francs were at a discount in all 
other gold currencies and the Paris Ixintiun rate rom^ to 84 f. before a reaction 

oceurred wkich left the closing rate at K4i f., ti rise of § f. on the day. Forward 
francs were generally c^uoteti nt alnnit jiar. Other Continental gold exchanges 
showed small rises, the Uelgian okising at 23*78{ b., the Dutch at 8*18) t!., 

ami the Swiss at 17*11 f. A further a«lvaiH'e to 18*35 kr. occurrwl in the 

Swetlish exchangt*, and the Oslo rate was also higher at 19*43) kr. Ja|Mnese 
jw were a little dearer at Is. 3|'.d. Oana silver exchangta were slightly easier 
at Is. 3|tl. for Hong kong an<l Is. h|<l. for Shangliai. The .Argentine exchange 

was again low*er«xl, la*ing quottHl at 421,-d.. »(*llers. 

” Weakness of French francs i/ym ayain the dominaiing fealure of the 

foreign exchanges.*'—Here the refen^iice to the rurrrnry as “ weak 

moans that its value is tending to decline in terms of other curreneies. 

Since the weakmn&s of fmnes is HiK>ken of as l>eing the dominating 

feature of the foitdgn exehangi*s. it may lx* aastimed that francs were 

falling in value not only in Ixmdon, but also in other important centn^s. 

Further, the word again ” infers that the tendency had been apiuirent 

also on the previous day. 
” French purchases of sterling toere again in etddence, and in the 

afternoon New York also shotred an inclination to mipport the pound.*'— 

The weakening of francs would, of course, be due to sales of francs by 

people in other countries and/or purchases of foreign cuirency on 

French aoooiint. French purchases of sterling would tend to raise 

the value of the pound in terms of francs, i.e,, would cause the franc 

rate to rise. This it actually did, as the writer explains later. 
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Owing to the difference in time, the New York Market doea not 

open until it is afternoon in London. The statement that “ New York 

showed an inclination to support the pound ” implies that, as soon as 

orders from New York began to come in, there were more offers to 

buy sterling than to sell it. 

During (ht morning the New York rate remained at about 3*28}, 

but shortly after midday, it rose sharply.** It may l)e assumed from 

this that in the early dealings there was no git'at divergence IxdwiH'n 

offerings and purchases of dollars, as the rate showcil little change 

from the overnight rate. The purchases of sterling by New York to 

which the writer has already referretl naturally caus4‘<l sterling to 

become more valuable in terms of dollars: mon* dollars had t4> Ix' 

offered for each pound; and accordingly the rate rose to a higher tigim*. 

“ (The rate) eventually reachol $3*30} before salt,^ of sterling in the 

late dealings caused the rate to react and close at $3-28}, comjmred frith 

$3-28} on Wednesday.** It would apixar that when the New York 

rate had risen as high as $3*30^ piT £1, dollars wen* n*ganlf*<l as an 

attractive purchase. Hence, towards the c'lofu* of business in the 

afternoon, dealers began to purchase* dollars (or txdl sterling). Tliese 

operations would naturally cause the sterling value of dollars to rise 

and the London-New York rate of exchange to fall, fewer dollars bc*ing 

offered for each pound. One would conclude. ht>wcv(T, that on the 

day s dealings sellers of dollars pnxlominatHl us sterling n>se in value 

by the end of the day’s business, when the ruling rate wa.s $3>28{, 

i.e., I alx)ve the previous day’s clf>sing rate of $3'2HJ. 

“ Forward dollars were rather wanted, the discimnt bring ^ | c., owe 

month, and c., three months** Forwanl dollars, i.e., dollars f<»r 

delivery at a tixe<i future date, arc at a <liK(-r>tnit when they an> teiw 

valuable than sput dollars ami the fonvanl rate (Ix-ing expretwod in 

dollars per£l) is higher than the Hjiot rate. The market «{Ui>tutionH 

are for forward “awaiw”, which will la* exiilaiiH*«i in Chapter XI. 

Since forward dollani were ‘‘ wanted ”, i.e.,w«*re in demand, it may las 

inferre<l that they were rpiote*! at a higher diseount on the previotiadny. 

” Francs were at a discount in all lAhtr gold currmcirs, and the Paris- 

London rate rose to 84|j /. before a reaction occurred which left the chtsing 

rate at 84^ /., a rise of ^ f. on the, day” If franca wen* at a diarimnt 

in all other gold curreneiea, the value of franca in eentri'a attch as 

New York, Berlin, Zurich and Aniaterrlam would have fallen below 

the value denoted by the Mint Par ratio. The atatement that the 

franc rate rose oonfirms the earlier statement that franca weakened, 
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a rise in the London rate denoting a fall in the value of francs. As in 

the case of the dollar rate, it is apparent that early purchases of sterling 

were sucooedod later by sales, so that the early rise iii the rate was not 

hold. The rate of 84^ f. at the close of business is stated to have been 

I f. higherthan the previous day*8 closing rate, which was evidently B4| f. 

** Forward francs were generally quoted at about par,*" This state¬ 

ment moans that the rate for francs for future delivery was approxi¬ 

mately the same as the rate for “ sjjot ” francs. 
'"Other ("ontinenUil gold ejtchamjes showed small rises^ the Belgian 

cUysituj at 23-70J 6., the Dutch at 8-lSJ ft, and the Swiss at 17-11 /.'* 

The term “ (Continental gold exchanges n-fers to those Euniix^an 

ciirn*nci<*s which an* fuin-tioning on the golcl standani. We are told 

that all thcjk^ ratc.s nwe, i.c., that the ciirn^ncics coiu-i-nunl decline<l 

in value as (*om|vin*d with st<*rling. 
“ A further admnee lit 18*30 At. itccumd in the Swedish exchange^ 

ami the Osh rate mis also higher at 19-432 At.*' These* rates also rose, 

d(*noting a fall in the valuc.s of the currc-ncics ef>nc'cnu*d in terms of 

sterling. 

'"Japanese yen urre a little dearer at Is. 3*^^</. ’ »Sin(H‘ tlie rate for 

Ja|>anese yen is ({uot4*<l in sterling, the fact that yen were dearer 

implies that the rat^* fn)in .some lower figim* to that cjuote<l, 

and that ven luwl UHnuiic relatively mt>n* valuable in teniis of 

sterling. 
“ t^hinn silver exchanges were slightly easier at Kv. 3J</. for Hong¬ 

kong and l.«, Hjf/. for Shanghai." The fact that the silver exchange's 

went “ eitsier ” implies that silver curn*ncH's wen* chea})er in terms 

of sterling. The rates will therefon* have fallen fnmi those ruling on 

the previous day. 

“ The Argentine exchange uas again louTrcd, being quoted at 42“</., 

sellers,** 'rhis stat^'inent implies that, for at least the seooml day in 

Hum'ssion, Argt'ntine eurn'iicy <lepnH*iat<Hl in terms of sterling. At 

the close of businesH. ix'sos went offered for sale at 42~d. per gold peso, 

but appamitly no buyers were forthcxmiing at this rate. 

RATES OF EZCHANQB AT FOBEiaN OENTREL 

The following tables of the rates of exchange quoted in fontign 

centres are taken from The Kconomist and from foreign newspjipers. 

They are repnKluce<l here to convey some itlca of the foreign method 

of quoting exchange rates and also to jHtrmit of their comparison with 

the lists of London quotations already considered* 
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In moet cases the lists are solf-ezidanatory, but where necessary 

a slight explanation of the meaning cf the rates is appended. 

In the French Course of Exchange the first column explains the 

meaning of the rates, and a perusal of this will show that the French 

method of quoting is a fairly homogeneous one, the principle being 

adopted of giving the value in francs and centimes of 100 rmits of the 

foreign currency, except for London, whereon the rate is quoted per £1 

sterling, for the reason that the £ is such a large unit as compared 

with the franc. 

THE PAKIS COURSE OF EXCHANGE. 

{L« Tempa, 26th February, 193-1.) 

Devbc*. 
l>«ml«ri 

count 
ofncieli. 

ClAtaie dr U 
•etitalas 

1 livre .. 124 21 Ixmdrt^.. 77 45 78 

100 dollars 2552 38 NVw-York 1..524 75 1.534 
1(.K) marks CU)8 01 Allomamic — — 

100 pesos.. 1083 48 .'Vrg»'’ntine — — 

100 belgas 354 90 Ik^lgifjue 354 25 354 

100 milrets 305 34 Hr^ttl .. — — 

100 cour. .. 684 02 Danemark — 345 

100 pesetas 492 49 F.sf)agno 205 75 205 625 
100 marks 64 28 Finlanfie — — 

100 florins 1025 95 Hoilande 1.022 75 1.021 75 
100 pengOe 446 41 Hongrie.. — — 

100 lire 134 34 Italic .. 130 85 133 55 
100 cour. .. 684 02 Xorv gc 387 50 386 50 
100 zlotys 286 33 ! Pologno 286 50 286 50 
100 cour. .. 75 62 ! Prague .. 63 10 — 

100 lei 15 27 Kounianic — 15 15 
100 dinars 44 95 Yougoslavie — — 

100 cour. .. 684 02 8u* «ic .. 402 403 
100 francs 492 49 Suisse 1 490 75 490 625 
100 schilling 359 15 Vienne .. ! —. 

The rates quoted in the Paris Course of Exchange are for tele* 

graphic transfers, or for cable remittances, as in the case of the London 

Exchange table. The quotations, which are given for the previous 

day and for the last business day of the previous week, are, in each 

case, the official rates for the date in question. 

The table on page 189 is adapted from the BerUner TagtblaU, of 

24Ui February, 1934. 

This table is most instructive in that two sots of rates are given, 

one for deviten, i.e., exchange exinessod in the form of bank credit 
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(i.e., T.T.)> other for bank notes, the latter rates being lower 
in every case than the former, for reasons already explained (see 
ante, p. 123), 

As is now customary in London, the bank rates ruling in the foreign 
centres are given, whilst the exchange rates quoted are those for the 
two previous days. The two columns for each day, heade<l respectively 
“ (rrf,” and ‘‘ (meaning OeUl and Brief), rt'fer to the buying and 
selling rates, respectively. The mtes in the column hea<led (Ukl (the 
bujing rates) will be found in each case to In* lowtT than those in 
the Brief column, which is in accortl with the slogan “ Buy Ix>w, 
Sell High"', tvhen rates are quoteil in home currency to the foR'ign unit. 

NEW YORK R.XTES OF EXCH.XNOE. 

2Sfh February, 193!.• 

Swm York 
Ratr, lUtr, Rato, lUtr. 

Oft'"" Par Mar. 1, Prb. 14. Pttb. 31. Peti. 3H, 
Urrl. 1933. 1934. 1934. 1991. 

Loadoa 
' 

<0 dajf .. .. , 3 4035 5 01S7 5 0737 5 0513 
Oftbto .. OolUnforfl 4 3 41 5 09 5 0450 
Cheqtxm .. .. ‘ 3 41 5 035<> 5 09 5 114541 

pMii . . Ch«<|U«f OnU for 1 trmao 3 9447 e 535*7 4 55 4-5754? 
Bnunlt.. • • «• C«at« for 1 B«]^ BkSfjljH 14 04 33 10 33 30 33 30 
SwitMrUxkd - • •• CefiU for 1 frooc 19 M 33 03 33 10 33 35 
Itmlr 
Bcr^ 

• • .. C«ou for 1 llTft s uz 5 115 H 70 4 44 4 54 
. . ,, C«oii for 1 m*rk 33 90 39 10 39 50 19 43 

VteoaA .. f'tiL. for Aa«trn. ahh;. 14 «/7 — H So 14 tt5 H 95 
Mft4ri4 .. OaU for 1 porta 19 30 ! S 35 13 43 13 47 13 57 
AmctorviAin .. eVoU for 1 glider 40 I9’» 40 4H 44 To 44 95 47 15 

•« ) 
CroU for 1 kroorr 2»: «0 ‘ 

15 34 
i: 53 

33 5«» 
35 35 

33 71 
35 4'> 

33 rn 
35 50 

Stockholm .. « i i 14 15 34 00 34 35 34 1.5 
Athouft .. • • ». ! CoaU for 1 drmrhma 1 39 0 93f 

lilt a 
0 94 0 94| 

39 95 

Mostmol CmU fcMT Can. |1 100 
so to 

10(»| 
3o ■ I u Tokolmiiui • • .» 1 '«oU for 1 ren 49 1)5 39 95 

HoosKooc C«oU for H' XooN $ — 
Stmijfhai • • *♦ C«ou for 1 Url _ 
GkIcolU • • ». t Vntii for 1 rufirr So 50 35 50 95 00 3 4 60 34 30 
SiMoof Aire* • • Ool«l poKMi for I too 109 55 — 
Bio d* Jooeiro C«nu tor 1 inilrrhi 11 »« _ 1 

VolponBo CrotU for 1 p«ao 13 135 — i ^ -- — 

• Beonomui, 3al March, 1934. 

The table given above w that publishefi by the EeonnmiM to dhow 
the rate* of exchange quoted in New York f>n varioiie centres. The 
rates are all for cheques, except in the case of the Ixmdnn rate, for 
which three forms of remittance are specified. The cheque rate and 
the cable rate are identical, and dearer than the 60-day rate, on 

more dollars are demanded for each £ payable in London by cheque 
or cable transfer than for each £ payable in 60 days. 

New York Exchange tables frequently include other rates. Thus 
the table reproduced by Th* Times gives rates on London for “ grain 
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bilk at sight ’’ and also for'' Seven Day bills ”, while Paris, Amsterdam 

and Berlin are quoted ” Short sight ”, a term which is explained 

on page 122. 

The third column gives the Mint Par values with gold standard 

countries, and a comparison of the rates with these values will indi- 

cate whether the exchange is favourable or not to the United States. 

No par b quoted with the silver standard countries, for the reason 

already given. 
The rates for three wi*eks, and also for the corresponding 

IK'riotl of the previous yt^ar, are given for coiiqiarison, but it will be 

notetl that one rate only is includcMi in rt^speei of each date, that Ixnng 

the closing or “ marked ** rate on the <latc indicated. 

All centri\s exc<*pt Loudon ami Buenos Aires are (|uoted in the 

same way, the values Unrig given in <'ents |H‘r foitngn unit, i.e., the 
majority of the quotations an? jUai, certain or diriri \ they an* all dollar 

quotatioiLs. 

The l»ndon <|uotation is likely to nnnain as it is for two n^asons: 

(a) because the £ is rather a large unit, (b) to facilitate comparison 

writh the rate quoted in London. 
Although the meth<Mls t>f quoting which an* general in foreign 

centres ans tinnier for the layman to understand, the biisinc^ of the 

foreigner is cxjinplicatiHl by the fact that any cemtR' in the cuirency 

of which ho is dealing has usually an entirely different method of 

quoting fnim that ruling in his own centn*; each cjuotes in terms of 

its own curnmey. Hence*, it is continually necessary for him to 

calculate or to nder to tabh*s of j^arity rates **. The I>.mdon dealer 

c^ca{ies tliis difficulty, for nearly all fon'ign (piotatioms on l.x>ndon are 

expri?t«Hi«>d in the same way as the Ixnulon quotation. 

DOHnnON RATES OF EXCHANGE. 

The two tablw on pig<' IIH show the rates iK^twoon Ix>ndon and 

the Ijiion of Kotith Africa. Kh<Hli*sia, the Commonwealth of Australia 

and tho Dominion of New Zealand, when't he standanl coins—sovereigns 

—lire precisely the same in weight and fineness as thase of tho Mother 

Omntry. The Mint Par in all cast's is therefore £l = £1, and conse¬ 

quently tho Ix>ndoii exchangi^ nites on each of these countries are 

quoUHl in U^rms of so many I>ominion {>ounds per £100 English. 

The rates quoted in the Dominions on liondon are expressed in the 

same fashion. 

As some difttoiilty is freiiuently experienced in understanding why 

any fluetuaiions should occur when the exchange is quoted in terms 
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of pounds for pounds, it may be stated that the possession of £100 

in London by an Australian, for instance, does not by any means 

imply the possession of £100 in Australia. Even if there were no 

other factors involved, it is obvious that money '' here and now is 

bound to be worth more than the same amount of money ten thousand 

miles away, for one thing because, if we assume that the money con* 

cemed is gold, there is considerable trouble, expense and risk involved 

in moving gold all the distance from Britain to Australia. In faot» 
what is sometimes referred to as the geographical factor " is of 

considerable importance in connection with the Australian exchangea» 

as it is with those of New Zealand and South Africa. 

Actually, the money circulating in Australia and in England con* 

sists for the most part of Bank notes; but even if these notes were 

interchangeable, and were legal tender in either place, the rate of 
exchange might still vary from parity, because of the expense (chiefly 

the loss of interest) involved in transferring the notes from one place 

to the other. For rates of exchange, after all, represent the price of 

rights to notes, or other currency in a foreign centre. In such 

circumstances, the limits to which the exchanges could fluctuate would 

be set by the cost of transmitting the notes. 

But it must be remembered that the notes of England and of 

Australia are not interchangeable. Notes of the Bank of England are 

not legal tender in Australia, nor are Australian notes legal tender here. 

From an exchange standpoint, the two currencies are just as different 

as are pounds and francs; and, like the exchanges between France and 

England, or between England and the United States, they fluctuate 

according to conditions of demand and supply and are greatly in* 

fluenced by the state of trade. Moreover, when both countries are 

on the gold standard, limits to the fluctuations are set by the gold* 

points, just as they are between any two other gold currencies. 

On the other hand, the exchanges between London and Australia, 

New Zealand and South Africa, differ markedly from most other 

exchanges because the exchange mechanism of those Dominions is 

mainly in the hands of the Dominion banks, which have offices in 

London and meet the demands for remittances to and from Britain 

out of the supplies of funds at their disposal in London and in the 

Dominion concerned. Thus the Australian banks in London sell 

remittances on Australia which are paid out of their balances in that 

country, while their various branches in the Dominion sell remittances 

on this country which are paid out of the balances in the hands of 

the London offices. Conversely, British claims on Australia are 
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purchased by the London offices of the Australian banks, and the 
collected proceeds of these claims in due course increase the balances 
at the disposal of the banks in Australia. 

The banks operating in each of the Dominions work in the closest 

association in regulating the exchanges between London and the 

Dominion concerned. Thus the rates Ijetween Australia and London 
are fixed by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia, in association with 

the trading banks, while the Ixuulon rates are usually altered by the 
Association of Australian Hanks in London to correspond with any 

changes made on the other side. The rates between New Zealand 

and I^)ndon have, in the past, In'cn fixed by the six trading banks in 
collalxinition with the Government, but it is likely that the Govern- 

menCs functions in this regard will, for the future, bo taken over by 
the recently established New Zealand Central Reserve Bank. The 

nites lietween Ixmdon and South Africa, and ricc versa, are fixed by 

agreement fK^twe^en the three leading banks, viz., the SUindard Bank 
of South Africa, Barclays Hank (Dominion, C^'olonial and Overseas) 

and the Netherlands Hank (sw post, page 202). 

/w the short ruti, the banks conceriuHl tix the rates at quite arbitrary 

levels to suit their own convenience, though, in the long run, the rates 

have to bear some relation to economic conditions. The Dominion 
exchanges an^ therefore not free ", as are the majority of other 

exchanges in the normal exchange market, to Ik* determinwi by daily 

aind hourly conditions of demand and sujiply; on the contrary, the 
Dominion ratios may remain for months at the levels fixed by the 

banks, even though conditions may have justifietl a change since 

they were last altenxl. 
On the other hand, the arbitrary control of the Dominion exchanges 

tends to prevent the violent fluctuations which would othenvise be 

iKuind to (xjcur by reason of the fact that, as the IXuuinions are primary 
producers, their trade varies inarktHlly according to the seasons. 

Australia, for instance, ex[K)rts chiefly wrool and grain, wrhich are 
usually shipjKMl l>etw'een the months of tkttol>er and February, and 

arc mainly paid for through the Australian banks in I^ndon, so causing 

a demand for Australian currency as against other currencies, and an 

accumulation of funds in the hands of the Australian banks in London. 

Unless they exercised some control of the exchanges, therefore, the 

banks would find themselves with a large part of their funds tied up 

in London just at the time when their resources m AnMralia were 
being taxed by the great demands for currency for the wool clip and 

the harvests, and by the heavy demand for loans to finance the exports 
18 
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OV£BS^4S DOMINION RATES. 

COMlfONWKiLX«TH OW AuSTRAUA AKD DOMINION OV NeW ZEAXJkND. 

(From The Economist,) 

Loodou on AustnlU and 
New ZggUnd. 

Ausdraihi and New Zealand 
on London.* 

liuyiug. Selling. lUiyiug. Selling. 

Au«* 
tnUu. 

N«w 
ZaiLud. 

Au»* 
trgtiA 

New 
Z4*alatid- 

Atui< 
tralia. 

New 
Zealaliil. 

Aus¬ 
tralia. 

New 
Zealand. 

T.T. _ 12o I24i 125 12oi 125 

Sight 126^ 126 125i 124i 1211 124 12.71 124i 

30 daya 127| 126i 1 - — 124i 1231 125i 124} 

60 da>'s )27i 127i — — 124,. 123| 125| 124i 
90 day's 127i 

“ 

j 123i 125 124* 

• All rau*« (Aimtnilia and New Z«ulaiitl) iiuw Uuitd on ilUO LONDON. 

SOUTH AFRICAN EXCHANGE RATES. 

(From The Econ4fnhUt.) 

LoodoD on:— 
Rhodesia 
South /Vfrica 

(BtYiNo Kates per £10U Stuulino.) 

T.T. 

London on;— 
Rhrxlegia 
South Africa .. 

£ g. d.; 
lUO 5 01 
un) 17 6| 

bight. 30 Ihfc)’** 
biglit. 

OO !>ay»* 
bigtiU sUglit. 

». d. £ ». d. 
102 7 0 

(Seluno Kates per £1(X» Stereino.) 

bight. Tci(itrat4)lr. 

£ g. d. 
UU 15 0 
09 17 0 

£ g. d. 
99 15 0 
99 17 9 

of wool, meat and grain, bouth Africa’s position is miicli the same, 
for in the late summer months she harvests and exports large quantities 
of wool, cereals apd fruit, and so accumulates large balance in London 
ai|d Pfhcar wprld centres. 
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For tbefie reamm, the Dominion banks, like the banks in all other 

countries which have a seasonal produce and exchange movement 

(e.g., the United States and the Argentine), even out the jiosition by 

anticipatory operations, as, for example, by letting their London 

balances fall to a low ebb during the slack season in the sure know* 

ledge that they will able to replenish them from the heavy offer¬ 

ings of sterling when the export tmde is in full swing. 

Even so, however, it usually happens that, during the export season, 

the Dominion banks which arc accumulating funds in London are faced 

with the problem of getting the money home, and this means that they 

are more anxious to make payments out of their London funds against 

money hande<l to them in the Dominions, than they are to make 

payinente in the Dominions against sterling paid to them in London. 

Similar conditions arise if one of the Dominions borrows heavily 

in this country and considerable amounts are placed to her credit at 

the Ix)ndon offices of her banks. Again the balances in this country 

are increased, whereas the funds raiscil may actually be required for 

payments within the Dominion, and there is a consequent drain on 

the banks which it is difficult to meet. The rates on the Dominion 

therefore tend to a premium, and it will be realised that, if heavy 

borrowing on foreign markets coincides with the accumulation of large 

surplus funds abroad in consequence of a favourable trade position, 

the difficulties of the banks in dealing with the transfer of funds become 

extremely pronounced. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the rates at which remittances are 

bought and sold by the banks dej>ond on the relation between the 

amounts of their balances in Ix)ndon and their balances in the Dominion 

concerned, for apart from the fact that the banks endeavour to employ 

their funds to the lH\st advantage, they consistently aim at keeping 

adequate but not unduly large balances at either end and particularly 

at not accumulating iw great balances in London. Consequently, if 

the Australian banks, for example, have accumulated large balances 

in Ix>ndon which they wish to transfer to the I>ominion. they endeavour 

to discourage an increase in those balances (and to discourage pay¬ 

ments out of their cash resources in Australia) by charging higher 

rates for remittances to Australia, i.e., the Australian exchange lends 

to a premium, though if there should be a heavy demand for money 

in Ixmdon, and conse<tuenUy high interest rates, it is possible that the 

desire of Dominion banks to obtain funds to lend in the London S^Iarket 

will counteract the premium on Dominion funds which would other¬ 

wise be created by the offerings of sterling, and so drafts on the 
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Dominions will possibly be issued in London at par or at only a small 

premium. 
On the other hand, the banks will show their eagerness to buy 

claims on Australia by offering better prices therefor, i.e., they may 

offer £102 in London for a £100 claim on Australia, for the purchase 

of such a claim, whether it exists as a bill or otherwise, enables them 

to get rid of a pirt of their London balances and at the same time to 

increase their Australian funds with the collected proceeds. For the 
same reason banks in the C'ommonwealth will sell exchange on London 

more cheaply, i.e., they may offer to pay out £102 in London against 

payment of only £1(X) in Au.stralia, for such a transaction enables 

them not only to increase their funds at home hut also to get rid of 

a portion of their sur|)lus London balances. Similarly, they will 

endeavour to lesstni the dniin on their rt^sources at home and to avoid 

adding to their London balances by incrt*a.sing the disc‘ount (i.e., 

lowering the prices) at which they will jntrcfuh^e produce bills on 

London from the exjx)rter8. Reverse condititms would imturally 

apply if the London balances of these banks were to l>e unduly deplete<L 

While the rates on the Dominion.^ are thus tixe<l by the Imnks, 

it must be underst<xiKl that, when both Britain and the Dominions are 

on the gold standard and gohl exjiorts lK»twt‘en them are unhimleriHl, 

the expense of moving gold imjH)ses limits to the riw' and fall of the 

exchange, for, though bullion movements also are in tlu? hand.s of the 

banks, they cannot u.sually demaiul more *»r offer le.ss for n'lnittances 

than traders would pay and receive resjHM tively if gold remitUinccs 

w'ere made. At the time of writing, the gold standanl is sus]>end<Ml 

in Great Britain and in all the Dominions, so tliat there is, of course, 

no limit to the possible extent of the thurtnations of the exchanges. 

(See Chapter XX.) 

As all the Dominion rates are fi.xcMl from time to time by agree¬ 

ment between the banks who are ** in the ring the fluctuations art^ by 

no means as frequent as in most other cases. Normally, the fluctuations 

which do occur are due to the seasonal influences, the rates in Ixmdon 

tending to fall in iSeptemlier and OcIoIkt in cons<?quenco of the great 

movement of crops, and to rise in April when the excess of Dominion 

exj)orts gradually diminishes, i.e., the exchanges move in favour of 

the Dominions in the autumn and move against them in the spiring. 

Eiduttige Qnotatknis between London and the Dominions.—The 

rates quoted in the tables on page IIM should now lie easy to under¬ 

stand. The figures quoted represent the buying and selling prices at 

which the Dominion banks are prepared to deal in the currencies 
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indicated. The Ixmdon rates on the Dominions apply to every type of 

transaction {large or smaU) and to every type of customer. They are 

not varied either for large transactions or for dealers in the London Foreign 

Exchange Market (aa is sometimes erroneously 8tate<l), though for 

very small transactions (e.g., of £1(X) or less) a commission charge may 

bo made by the banks over and above the exchange rate, while a 

small commission upon sales of Australian exchange is allowed in 

London to anyone recognised as a banker. In the case of the rates 
quoted by the Dominions on l^ndon, small concessions are made in 

certain circumstances to large regular remitters. 

In general, the ditTen*nco IxHween the buying and selling prices 

for the siime tyiKJ of remittance represents the ojK*rating bank's margin 

for profit, out of which it must, of course, make allowance for any 

ex|K»nses which are not jiasMul on to the customer. 

From the tables it will !>c simmi that the Ix>ndon rates on Australia 

and New Zealand are at a di<roun( (i.c., the Australasian currencies 

are cheajK*r than 8t4Tling, and sterling purchases more than £100 

Australasian currency), whereas those Dominions quote London at a 

premium (i.e., sterling is dearer in terms of the Australasian cur¬ 

rencies, and more than £100 Australasian currency must he given 

for £UK) sterling). 

In the case of South Africa and Rhoilesia, the London buying 

ralesare at a discount, whereas the selling rates are at a slight premium, 

i.e., Ixindon bankers in s<*liing South African or Rhodesian pounds 

wore willing to give less than l^K) of them jh-T £UK) sterling. 

Spreads,—In res[K*ct of each of the Dominions, raU^ are quoted 

for several kinds of nunittance, the dearest rate in every case being 

that for T.T., which is the basic rate. The difference, or “ spretid ”, 

betwwn this and the other rates de|KMuls mainly on the amount of 

interest wiiich must Iw t^iken into account before the longer dated 

remittances fall due for piyment, plus a small allowance for com¬ 

mission for handling documents in the case of bills for 30 days and 

upwards. In practice, ne^irly all T.T. transactions are ” clean ” 

whereas the majority of other transiiotions are documentary. 

Jn the case of the buying rates for bills, either in London or in the 

Dominions, the intereet taken into account is the overdraft rate r^ing 

at the other end^ on the principle that the Rank is out of its money 

until the bill is |)aid. The selling rates on each side are, however, 

based on the deposit rates ruling at the other end (e.g., the London 

selling rates on Australia are baaed on the deposit rates ruling in 

Australia) on the principle that the Bank must allow the buyer of a 
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draft interest for the use of his money until the draft falls due for 

payment. 
Naturally, the banks do not allow as high a rate of interest in buy¬ 

ing as in selling, and the difference may be comjmreil to the difference 

between the rates at which the English joint stock banks lend and the 

rates at which they borrow. When the Dominion banks in London 

buy bills they, in effect, make advances of sterling against future 

payments in the Dominion, and so they recpiire a high rate of interest 

which is comparable with that on other forms of bank advances; on the 

other hand, when they sell bills, they receive sterling from their 

customers and, like all bankers, allow them only a low rate of interest 

for the use of it. 

In the case of sight drafts and cheques, the interest is calculated for 

the “ mailing jx^rkxl ”, i.e., the |H?rkKl which must elap.se l>efore such 

instruments can he presented for payment, whilst in the case of long 

bills, the period to be taken into account will be the i>eriod for which 
the bill is drawn in the case of after date ” bills, with the addition 

of the mailing period in the case of after .sight ” bills. 

Whilst interest is the main factor determining the spreads between 

the rates of exchange charged by the Dominion banks for different 

classes of remittance, it i.s by no means the only factor, as is indicated 

at once by the fact that the rates of exchange may remain unchanged 

although interest rates may have moved to an appreciable extent. 

As the exchange mechani.Hm is a monop)ly of the banks, it is only to 

be expected that they will, so far as is ]H>ssible, charge whatev<T rates 

the Market will bear, and that they will fix the rates largely in accordance 

with domestic factors which are not made public. 

Actually the rates which are charged by the banks are a frequent 

subject of complaint amongst traders, and. at times, business 

houses have sought to avoid dealing with the banks by making their 

own private arrangements for tranKferring funds to and from the 

Dominions. In general, however, the banks have Ix^n able to make 

such traders “ toe the lino ” by resorting to retaliatory measures, os, 

for example, by charging special commission on current account 

entries arising from such bootleg ” exchange operations. It is 

difficult to say that the banks are not justified in this action, because 

it has to be remembered that the ability of outaido agencies to transact 

exchange business depends on their monetary position from time 

to time, whereas the banks stand ready to make exchanges at any time 
and la any amount,—at times which are convenient to them and at 
times which ate highly inconvenient. It ia reasonable, therefore^ that 
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tradeni who oxj)ect exchange facilities from the banks when things 

are difficult should give the banks such business as is going when the 

hnancial machine is operating smoothly. 

All this serves to show that the Dominion rates of exchange, for 

term transactions especially, are largely arbitrary': in fixing the rates 

the banks necessarily take interest into account, but they also con¬ 

sider many other factors, and, in particular, the general trade position 

and their view of the future trend of monetary affairs in the Dominion 

concerned and in I^uulon. With these facts well in mind, we may now 

turn to a more det^iiled consideration of the rates quoted on page 194. 

London Rates on Australasia.—Taking first the London rales on 
Australia, we s<*e that the Australian hanks in Ix>ndon were offering 

to sell T.T. on that country at £!2o Austnilian |)er £100 British, and 

that they would sell sight drafts on Australia at £12*1^ Australia per 

£1(K) sterling piid in I/uidon. 

LONIJOX ON ATSTHAIJA. 

1 
Uuyln^j. j Si*rf,v!. SfUtlitf. Si*reJi4. 

MunSn for 
K\ch*ii4re 

Pn^Ot. 

T.T. 
Sij:ht.. .. . . ! 

30 <liiy« 
t»0 ilayii 
ISi <luyH 

1 

! 

1 i2«ih 1 j 

12S| » 

125 \ 
1251/ 

i 

i 
1 

u 

Thus the difTen»nce IxdwcM'n tlu» nite at which the lianks in London 

would M*ll T.T. <»n Austnilia and the rate at which they would sell sight 

drafts {i.e., the spn»ad lictw^H-n the T.T. aiul sight rates) w^as iper cent 

in Jamur of the buyer , i.e., for each £ltH> j>.^id in I^aulon, the Australiiui 

banks woultl j>ay out in Austmlia inon^ in the case of a sight draft 

than they would |>ay in the case of a T.T. If we ignore 8|K^cia] factors 

and any commission whi<’h may Ik? includf^l, this differenoo represents 

thi? allowance which the imiiks wvre unlling to make the purchaser of 

a sight draft for the right to u.Ht' the money fiaid by him during tlie 

time which must tdaiise Udwenm his |>ayment of sterling in Ixmdon and 

the payment of the sight ilnift in Australia. In brief, the bulk of the 

difference represents an allowance? of interest on the purchase money 

for the “ mailing pericKl which, as between Ix^ndon and Australia, 

is about 28 or 29 days. If wo take this roughly as 30 days, we aoo 

that the allowance amounts to approximately j X — X i.e., about 
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2\ % per annum on the £125 Australian to be paid out by the Dominion 

banks. 
In the case of New 2SeaIand, the spread Ix'tween the selling rates 

for T.T. and sight drafts is also J %, and the same conditions apply. 

The next point for notice is that the banks in London do not 

quote any rates for selling long bills on Australia or New Zi^aland, though 

rates for the purchase of such bills an* ciuotcHl in the adjoining column. 

The principal reason for this is that, although long bills arc drawn 
by traders on tliis side and are either sold to the Imnks or sent through 

them for collection, the banks themselves are rankly, if ever, askcnl to 

sell long bills on the Dominions, whereas the Imnks in the Dominions 

not only buy quantities of biUs dniwn on Dnulon but also themscdvcm 

draw and sell such bills. 

Turning now to the buying rates quoted by the Dmdon banks, we 

note first that no rates an? c[uoted for T.T. TIu* mison for this is 

that the banks are rartdy askt^l to buy on (he Dominions, as 

such transactions emanating from I»ndon arc^ vc^ry limited, and, if 

the banks are offered such bu.siness, they quote for it on the basis of the 

Dominion rates for sculling T.T. an London^ the liomhm ofiiccm of the 

Australasian banks taking the view that siuh tninsactions should be 

controlled from Australasia. 

As the Australian selling rate for T.T. on liondon is 125J, we may 

aasume for purposes of illustration that on the date of the table 

the London rate for buying T.T. on Aii.^ttnilia would alx>ut £120 

Australian per £1(J<) sterling, i.e., ajiproximately £1 % aU)vc the 

I./)ndon sc*lling rate, the differt*nce reprosecuting the banks' margin 

for exchange profit. On this assumption, the? difference lx‘(wcH[*n the 

buying rate for T.T. and that for sight drafts would lx? £J jxt 

£125 or I %. Taking the mailing p<*ri<xl as 30 days, the diffennee 

represents a spn/ad of about 5 % jxjr annum, comprising mainly 

the interest which the banks would exix?ct (he sculler of a sight draft 

to allow them for being out of their funds for alxiut Ik) days, the time 

which must ela|)se bc?fore the sight draft is presc*nted and paid in 

Australia. In accordance with what has Ixxn stated, this rate of 

interest is about twice the rate involvcfd in the spn^ad on the selling side. 

Next, it will be oliservcd that the spread on the buying side 

between the sight rate and the 30-day rate was { %, or | % more 

than the assumed spread between sight and T.T., while the spread 

between 30-day and 60-day, and that between 60-day and 90-day, 

are also | %. This additional allowance of | demanded by the 

banks does not represent interest (that, of course, will be the same, 
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since the period—30 days—is approximately the same) but is doubtless 

taken by the banks to cover (a) their trouble in handling documents, 

(b) the increased risk involved in a long bill, and (c) the heavier stamp 

duty on a long bilL 

Anstralaaiaii Rates on London.—From the tables it will be seen 

that the Australian banks were buying sight drafts on I»ndon at 

24J % premium, i.e., at £124 15s. Australian f)er £100 sterling, whereas 

their buying rate for T.T. was £125, which (again ignoring other factors) 

AUSTRALIA ON LONDON. 

gives a spreiul of J iH)Vcr the iiiten‘st lost by the banks between 

the date on wliicli th<‘y would jwiy out cash in Australia and the date 

on which the drafts would arrive in London for collection, i.e., the 

“ mailing perunl 

On the same date the spread Ix'tween sight and 30 days' rates 

w'iis also J reprewnting an allowance for one month s interest on 

£125 Australian at alx)ut 2| %, the discount rate ruling in Ix)ndon. 

llc'tween 30 days and 60 days and between GO days and 90 days, 

however, the spread was only %, the smaller allowance presumably 

being duo to the fact that the lAmiinion liaiiks were anxious to obtain 

such bills. 

From the tables it will Ix^ seem that there an* similar “ spreads 

between the Australasian banks selling rates for the different types of 

remittancim on Ixjndon. 

On the buying side, the spread of £J |)er £126 between T.T. and 

sight is equal to g %, which, for 30 days, representa (if w*e ignore any 

other factors) 2| % per annum (the London discount rate) on the funds 

invested by the banks in the biUs. On the selling side, the spread 

between T.T. and sight is | per £125, or ^ %, representing the interest 

(at %) which the banks in Australia would allow the bu3*er of a 

sight draft, indicating again that the banks will not allow interest at 
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as high a rate as they expect to receive, and that they ordinarily 

obtain an interest profit in addition to their exchange margin. 

Between each other pair of remittances on the selling side the 

spread is the same (viz., J). 

Sonth Africa and B^odesia.—consideration of the spreads 

between the various London rates on South Africa and Rhodesia 

serves to show how arbitrary the Dominion rates really are. It will 

be seen, for instance, that the l>anks quote the same rates for selling 
sight bills on both countries as they do for stalling T.T., though in 

a free market it would seem most likely that the sight rate would bc' 

cheaper by an allowance for interest for the mailing {htkhI l^etwccn 

London and the country conotTued. Again, the diffeitmct' Indwt^en 

the bujing rates for T.T. and for sight drafts is exaotlj’ the same 

(i.e., 10s.) as the difference l>etw(‘en sight and .*10 days, .30 day.s and 

60 days, and 60 days and 00 days; whereas it seems likely that, in a 

perfectly free market, relatively dean^r rates would 1)0 quotcil for long 
bills as compan.^:! with sight drafts to cover the greater degrt^e of risk 

and the slightly higher stamp duty. 

On the basis of interest alone, it w<»u!d seem, too, that, as tin* 

mailing pericKl between London and South Africa is alxuit twenty days 

at the most, the margin between T.T. and sight slumld not onlinarily 

l)e the same as the margin Ix^tween .sight and .30-day hills, l)f*cauM*, 

in the latter ca.se, more interest would havc‘ to taken into acc<»unt 

than in the former case. The banks have, howev(T, to take into 

consideration the facts that the period of twenty days may l»e 

cxceedetl either becau.se a bill may Ixj payable in the interior or Is'c^ausc 

bill tramsaetions may originate some days l)eforc» th»' nc‘Xt mailing day. 

Hence the l>anks in fixing their rate.H have to work to a maximum 

period up to alx)ut thirty days. 

Actually, the rates of exchange for n*miitances l>etween 

London and South Africa an^ fixed by agrr^ernent Udwenm the thn*<* 

leading banks, the Standard Bank of South Africa, Barelays Bank 

(Dominion, Colonial and Ovcrs<.*as) and the Netherlands Hank, tliough 

the basic rate, that for telegraphic transfers, is fixed by the South 

African Reserve Bank. In general, because of South Africa s position 

as the lea^Jing exporter of gold, and of London’s [Xjsition as the princi|)al 

market for gold, the T.T. rate will dejiend on the price of gold in 

London, and will tend to rent at approximaUdy the exjKirt specie [Kiint 

from South Africa to London. This is so because*, if the rate of 

exchange wore to stand at a Unoer figure than the export, specie point, 

gold shipments to London would not profitable: if the rate were 
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to fall below this point, it would pay the gold producers to deliver 

their gold to the local mint and, with the funds thus acquired, to 

purchase a T.T, or M.T. on London at the current rate for the purpose 

of remitting their profits to London (for disbursement as dividends). 

These purchases would of course tend to force the rate once more 

up to ox[K)rt 8[x*cie point. 

On the other hand, were the rate to move much higher than exix)rt 

s|x»eie |>oint, it would be pnifitable for the proflua^rs, instead of paying 

their local ex[X‘ns<\s in gold, to ship additional gold to London and to 

employ the procetnls in the purchas<‘ of South African currency with 

which to meet their exi>c*nst‘s. Again tlu‘ ( fleet would lx to drive the 

rate back to the s[M*cie point. 

The n*.sult of these sjxHial (^onsi<lerations is that the South African 

'r.T. rate is usually n‘markably stable and frequently nmains unaltered 

for a long {XTi<xl. When chang(\s do occur, they an* gencTally of slight 

exti'ut and art? pim‘ly temjK)rary in nature. The nites for term 

nunittanexs art*, however. dejK*ndent on otht‘r factors: n‘lative Intercast 

ratt'H, tlu^ state of trade, futun* prosjx'cts of trade and influences cd 

a pun*ly domestic chameter >\hich must lx taken into consideration 

by the Ixinks in fixing the rates at width they will buy and sell bills. 

Finally, wt* may <»bs<*rve that one r(‘sult of Britain’s almndonment 

of tile g«»ld standard in S<*pteiuU*r. and (d South Africa's attemj»t 

for some time afterwanls to maintain the gold standanl, was that 

dir(ct ratc*s <d exchange wt*n* arninged Ixtwcxn Scaith Africa and the 

gohl c*('ntn's, Amsterdam and 1‘aris. Tlu'se rates an* still fixed and 

quoted in iSouth Afri<a, and it may Is* i>rcsuim*d that they still form 

the biisi.s of a certain aimaint id business, but no nitc*s an' (luolcxl in 

the reverse* din*ctitin, i.e,, by Am.'<terdam or Paris on South Africa. 

Stamp Duties on Long Bills. It should lx can*fiilly observcxl that 

the rates (pioted by the Imnks for billing long bills on the Dominions 

do not in(*lude the cost of stamp duty in the placx of |)ayment: that 

charge has to lx iKime by the pun*hasc’r or by the jxrson who n'cxives 

payiiumt of the bill fmm the issuing bank's corn»spondents. On the 

other hand, the rates applied by the lianks in the purcha.^t of long bills 

always include stain]) duty and any other charges which may have to 

be im'UrrcHl on collection of the bill (see Chapter VII). 

Another ]x>int is that, although the tables repnxluccd do not quote 

for bills having longer than IH) days to run, such rates (e.g,, for 120 days) 

are occasionally given, and they can, of course*, olw’ays be obtained 

from the banks if they are required. 
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CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICAN EXCHANGES. 

Transactions on the countries in the following list of rates are not 
of veiy frequent occurrence, and the quotations (which are cabled 
every night from abroad) represent the current rates of exchange, 
ruling m 0^ foreign centres on London, at which business may or may 
not have been done on the date of the table (13th March, 1U34). 

Coimtjy and Centre. Csance. Market 
Drawn On. Par Value. 

Uteat 
Quotation. 

BoUvia (90 d's) 
La Pax .. London Pence to liolivbno .. Ki • 

Colombia .. (Sight) 
Bofloti .. 

Ecuador (Sight) 
Loudon Piwosto£l 5 1)0 7 17tJ 

Guayaquil 
Guatemala 

London Sucrtiitoi;! .. :.*l 33L'l • 
(Sight) 

Guatemala City 
Nkaragna 

London Quetzales to £1 
(Sight) 

Managua Ivondon 1 Cdrdokis to £ 1 .. 1 4 • 
Salvador 

San Salvador 
Venexuela 

(Sight) 
London Column to £ 1 .. .. 1 1 0 73 14 70 

(Sight) 
Caiicas .. London Ikilivart^ to £ 1 j ‘35 2^) 16 tM) 

* No rates available. f Nominal. % Kates calculateU on baali> of New Vork cross rate*. 



CHAPTER X 

CAUSES OF FLUCTUATIONS IN THE EXCHANGES 

Since the rate of exchange between one currency and another is 

detemiuuHl, at any particular time, by the relation between the 

demand for and the Kupply of the two eurrencica concerned in the 

world's exchange markets, and, in the long run, by the purchasing 

power parity betwetm the two forms of money, it follows that the 

factors which bring about changes or movements in the rate of 

exchange between two curreiwics must be divisible into two 

groups; — 

(a) The influences whieh have greatest efl<*ct in tht short period 

because th<*y pnaluce changes in the daily (and even hourly) 

relationship betwtn-n demand and supply on the Foreign 

Exchange Market ; and 

(b) The influences which have greatest effect in the long run 

b«H'ause they nuxlify the relationship betwwn the pur¬ 

chasing powers of the two currencies eoncemed. 

Fur the sake of clarity, it will Ih$ advantageous to consider these 

factors principally by rt*fi*rence to the rates of exchange between 

London and other centn«. 

FACTOIhS WHICH INFLl’ENCE THE DE^UXD FOR OR 

SUPPLY OF A CURRENCY. 

In ordinary circumstances, both the demand for and the supply 

of a foreign currency on the London Fon>ign Exchange Market arise 

mainly from the necessity of settling business indebtedness between 

this country and the foreign country concerned, and the intensity 

of demand and supply, or, in other words, the aciivUg of the market 

in Uie foreign ourrency, will depend very largely on the amount of those 

debts which are in process of being settled. 

The aggregate amount of debts owing at any moment by two 
tot 
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nations to each other is made up in several ways, but it must be 

made clear, at the outset, that the total amount duo from one country 

to another at any particular moment has no imiiu'iliate effect upon 

the prevailing rates of exchange. France may, in the aggregate', owe 

Great Britain one thousand million pounds, and Great Britain may 

ow'e Prance no more than the same number of j>ence, but, if the 

debts are not to be settled till this day next year, they can have no 

influence on the rate of exchange between Paris and Ijoriduii to day, 
or tliis day next week. It is not the aggregate of outManding indebtedness 

that affects the rate of exchange between any two countries; it is 

that portion of it which is immediately arising for settlement] tliat 

cumulative amount of outstanding debts of all kinds which the dt^btors 

of both countries endeavour to settle immediately by seeking means 

to remit. 
For convenience, we will consider the various sourct^s of inter¬ 

national indebtedness which give rise to the daily demand for and 
supply of a foreign currency under the following main heads: 

(1) Trade ,^^pe rat ions; (2) Stock Exchange Transactions; (3) Inter- 

Go vemmcntal Traiwfers; (4) Banking Oi)erations; aiiir{r)) SiK'culative 

Dealings in Excha^e. 

TRADE OPERATIONS. 

The main source from which debts arise for Kcttlcinent between 

any tw*o countries is the imj>ort and export of goods, and, in onlinary 

circumstances, the mcjst important influence affecting the relationship 

between the demand for and the supply of one curnmey in relation 

to the other is the necessity for making payments for goods passing 

to and fro between the two countries concerned. If the debts arising 

for settlement between any two countries A and B rf^sulUd solely 

from the exchange of goods between them, th(*n we should find that 

the trend of the rate of exchange between their two currencies would 

reflect the direction or balance of current trade between the tw o countri<*s. 

If, during the first quarter of the year, A exported more goods to 

B tiian B exported to A, then A would have more claims against B 

than B would have against A. In country B there would bo more 

debtors of A than creditors, and, if settlements for the goods were 

being made forthwith, the rate of exchange on A in B would be 

favourable to A and unfavourable to B. Reverse conditions would 

prevail if, in the second quarter of the year, B exported more goods 

to A than were received in exchange. In such circumstances, the 
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rate of exchange would move favourably to B and unfavourably 

to A. 

But apart from the indebtedneBS arising from purchase and 

Hale of goods, debts of considerable magnitude are created between 

different countries in n«pect of a variety of services connected with 

the exchange of commodities. The movement of goods from one 

country to another involvc^s expense in the form of freight, packing,, 

and insurance; landing and warehousing charges; commission for a| 
factor or broker who effects the purchase in the one country or the ^ 

sale in the other, and, as likely as not, commission for a bank or 

accepting house which financc^s the transaction and ensures due 

payment for the exporter. All such items result in the creation of 

debts, additional to the actual selling price of the goods, which have 

to be jmid to the country whoso services are given. 

The majority of debts arising in this way from services rendered 

in connection with the movement of goods are settled at the same 

time as the debts duo in rcspec^t of the goods themselves. In many 

cases, the exiMUises of shipment are addwl by the exporter to his 

invoice, and thus the payments made by fonugn importers ordinarily 

include a pi*rcentage for carriage, insurance, and other charges (see 

page 280). If the exporter doc*s not charge the items separately on 

his invoice, he will naturally recoup himself by increasing the price 

chargi*d for the goods. 

Debts due for Services have the Same Effect as Debts doe for 
Goods.—But, in whatever way the services are paid for, the important 

point to observe is that, so far as the fonugn exchanges aro concerned, 

it matters nothing whether debts become due to a country from 

the sale, or from the insurance of goods; whether payments are for 

money lent, or for serv ices nuiderod. The demand for and supply of 

<«xehaiige are influenced by payments and itM^eipts for non-merchandise 

items just as much as they arc by payments for imparts and exports 

of commcxlities. 

Ijc*t us suppose, as before, that country A trades with country B, 

but that all the goods art* carried in B s ships and that the insurance 

and financing of most of the shipments are effected by highly deveJoped 

agimcic^ in B. Wliat then should we expect t Clearly, that A must 

pay B considerable sums on accoimt of thfse various services. 

IndfHHl, we might find that, oven though the quarterly balance 

betwmi imports and exports, i.o., the visible balance of trade, is 

actually in favour of A, yet when the debts due for services are taken 

into acoounl, the net bakmee qf paifmenU made and received between 
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the two countries, or the nei bakmee of indebtedness, as it is called, 

might very well be in favour of B. We may illustrate the position 

with some imaginary figures as follows:— 

QUARTERLY STATEMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS BETWEEN 
COUNTRIES A AND B. 

Due to A for— Due to B for— 
Exports to B .. .. £36,000.000 Exports to A .. £34>000»000 
Balance in favour of B £2,500.000 Services renderoii to A £4,500,000 

£38,500,000 £38,600,000 

If there were no other factors to be taken into account, the obvious 

result of this position would bo that, in general, the debts in process 

of payment by A to B would exceed the debts being paid by B to A. 

The great majority of these debts would set-off or cancel one another, 

but the balance of current payments on trade account in favour of B 

would tend to influence the exchanges in her favour and adversely 

to A. 

This statement must not be understood to imply that the rate 

of exchange between two countries is in any sense determined by the 

balance of trade payments or by the balance of trade indebtedness, 

for there are a great many other factors besides trade whi<*h influence 

the rates of exchange. Moreover, it mu.st be understoofl that no 

such thing as a balance is ever deliberately struck. The principle of 

setting out the debits and credits in balance sheet form is adopted 

for illustration only; in practice, the settlement and sc^tting-off 

go on ooiftinuously, and adjustment is effected automatically 

Chapters XIII and XIV). The whole point to be ob8er\'e<l here 

is, that since the short-period rate of exchange is determincHl by the 

conditions of daily demand and supply, the current payments arising 

from trade must exert an important influence on the prevailing ratc^ 

because trade is one of the main influences affecting the demand 

for and supply of remittances between any two countries. 

Let us take the argument a step farther and coaHider the trade 

of country B, not solely with country A, but with the rest of the 

world. Let us suppose that B is a highly industrialisiid country, 

such as Great Britajjp or Germany, and that her exports consist 

mainly of manufactured articles and minerals which arc*, semt all 

over the world in return for imports, chiefly in the form of focnl and 

raw materials. 

Now suppose that B’s total aimual imports of goods from the 
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various countries of the world are much in excess of her total annual 

exports. What should we exx>ect in such circumstances? Clearly, 

that since B will have more trade payments to make than to receive, 
her exchanges with other countries will tend to be unfavourable. 

But let us suppose, as before, that B has a great mercantile marine 

and is highly organised as a world linancial, insurance, and invest¬ 

ment centre, her shijM carrying goods for all other nations, and her 

bankers, financiers, and underwriters bearing the financial burden 
and risk of half of the world's trade. Obviously, considerable sums 

must annually accrue to B in respect of these services, and those 

sums, if they are not paid in money, i.e., gold, or in securities, must 
be paid in the form of goods. In other words, the excess of B's 

imports of goods will represent payments being made to her for the 

many services rendercnl to other nations by her shippers, bankers, 
and underwriters. Whilst B's balance of trade in goods may be 

tinfavourable, the net balance of trade payments may be considerably to 

her a<lvantage, and, as a result, the dirt*ction of trade indebtedness 

will tend to exert a favounible influence on her exchanges. 

The Demand for and Supply of Sterling on Trade Acoonnt—This, 
in fact, is precisely the position so far as Great Britain is concerned, 

and a most important fac*tor bearing on her rates of exchange is that 

much of the world's foreign trade is conducted and financed through 

British inU‘nue<liaries, who have no diri'ct concern wdth the actual 

goods bought and sold. Their only interest is in the commission 

they earn as buying or selling agents for the goods, or as carriers, or 

as iasurers of the goods, or from financing the transactions in the 

capacity of acceptors of the bUls draw n in respect of the goods. Con- 

8<Hiuently, in considering the influence of trade operations on the 
l^ondon exchanges, we have to look l)eyond the actual goods which 

w»o import and oxj)ort, and consider also the payments w^e have to 

n'ceivo on a<'count of commiHsion, freight, and interest. Further, we 

must look Ix'yond the tra<!e conduote<l by the Unite<l Kingdom on. 

Us oum orcouri/, and inclufle in our view much of the trade of foreignj 

countries as well. 

Seasonal Trade Influences on the Exchanges.—No more conclusive 
evidence of the influence of the direction of trade on the exchanges 

can bo a<lduccMi than the seasonal fluctuations which arc in normal 

times such a marked feature of the rates of exch^ge iKawcen lx)ndon 

and the great produce-exporting countries, notably the United States, 

Australia, Canada, South Africa, and Argentina. 

As between London and New York, for instance, Uie position is 
14 
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that in the autumn, large payments have to be made to the United 

States in respect of her vast exports of grain, cotton, and tobacco to 

Ehirope. A great part of this produce is bought by and consumed in 

this country, and is paid for by drag on Tendon l. but much of it 

goes to other European countries, and this also is largely paid for by 

bills on I^i^on^the foreign importers having to recoup the London 

acceptorsTSTlhe maturity of the bills) for the amount of the bills 

plus commission. The result is, then, that in the autumn, bills on 

London are plentiful and cheap in New York, and the exchange on 

Loudon is in favour of the Unite<l States. But at other times of the 

year the tide turns, and the New York exchange is usually in favour 

of London. For then, owing to the largt' i^xjHjrts to the States of 

British manufactured goods, and to the niiml>er of bills a^xx^pteil in 

London on behalf of U.S. imj>orters of the products of other nations, 

such as tea and silk from China, and manufactured gtxxls from 

Germany and other European countries, the demand in New York 

for bills on London exceeds the supply. 

When Britain is on the gold standanl this seasonal influence on 

the exchanges causes an “ autumnal drain '' of gold from London toi 

the United States, but, over a long ixjriod of yt^ars, the drain has been 

so regular and well-marked in its effects that, as a rule, no alarm is 

occasioned by the adverse tirmd of the exchanges or by the large 

quantities of gold which usually leave for New York. On the other 

hand, the position can easily become serious when other faetoni 

accentuate the adverse movement of tlio exchanges and increase thej 

demands for gold from London, and it is largely for this n^son thatr 

Britain's great crises of the |)ast liave almost always reacheil their 

climax in the late autumn an<l early winter months. 

If we confine our attention for the moment to the trade demand 

for and supply of sterling in the world’s fon*ign exchange markets, 

we may summarise the fiosition briefly as follows:— 

Demand.—^The demand for sterling abroa<l on trade account, 

arises because foreign importers have to pay (1) our merchants and( 

manufacturers for goods supplied by us; (2) our shipping and 

insurance companies, and brokers for the freight and insurance of 

the goods; (3) our merchants, brokers, accepting houses, and bankers 

for oommission, brokerage, and interest on such mercantile business 

as is transacted for foreign account; and (4) other countries for goods 

imported from them and serviccH rendered by them which are settled 

by bills and other remittances payable in London. 

supply of sterling abroad on trade account is fur- 
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nuhed chiefly in the form of bills drawn by foreign merchants an^ 
exporters of goods to this country (1) for the shipments made td 

our importers, including the cost of freight and insurance; (2) for] 

their charges for any of the miscellaneous services enumerated 

above, which they undertake for British account; and (3) by arrange-] 

ment with liondon accepting houses and banks, for the purpose of 

making payments to other nations for goods exported and scrvicta 

rendered. 

STOCK EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS. 

These comprise: (a) Investment, and (6) Speculation in Inter¬ 

national Stocks and Shares; (c) The Issue of Long-Period Loans; 

(</) Payment of Dividends and Interest, and Repayments of Capital. 

Investment.—The growth, throughout the world, of joint stock 
companies, whose capital, divuled into sharers, or consolidated into 

stock, is freely transferable, and the institution in the chief cities of 

Stock Exchanges whore stocks and shares can easily be marketed, 

have had the result that the capital of many of the w’orld’s chief 

corporations is held more or less internationally. An American citizen, 

for example, may hold a block of the shares of Vickers, Ltd., or of 

J. A P. Coats, Ltd., or a Frenchman may be the owner of stock in 

an American railway. Similarly, securities repn^senting national debts 

provide a wide area for international investment. 

During and immediately after the Great War there was practically 

no invi>stment by British nationals in overseas securities, but in more 

recent }'ear8 there is ample evidence that British investors, and 

particularly insurance conijianies and investment tnusts, have retumeti 

to their old favourites. Each year considerable sums are being placecl 

in American stocks and I>onds, while not inconsiderable amounts 

pass into Continental securities. 

In the other direction, we have a steady stri'sim of sales from the 

London Stock Exchange to the British Dominioiis, which, as tbey 

become richer and more independent of the Mother Country', buy 

back the securities imported from them in the da^w of their youthful 

development. Furthermore, the insatiable demand throughout the 

world for good class, high-yielding investments has caused certain 

British securities, and in particular those issued by the British 

Government, to bo specially favoured by investors in the United States 

and other countries. 

Now, a purchase of British securities on the London Stock 

Exchange for foreign account, or a sale in New York of U.S. securities 
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for British aocoont, crestee a debt due to London; a sale of British 

securities in London for foreign account, or a purchase abroad of 

foreign securities for British account, creates a debt due/rdm London.^ 

In any such cases, the purchasing or investing centre imports share 

certificates, debentures, scrip or bearer bonds from the other country, 

and such imports have to be paid for in precisely the same way asy 

other imports. Either the centre selling the securities offers ths 

currency of the importing countiy on the foreign exchange marken 
or the importing centre enters the market as a buyer of the other 

countr3’’8 currency. Thus the export and iniport of securities have 

the same effects on the rates of exchange as the export and import 

of goods: heavy investment by countiy A in the securities of country 

B has the same effect on the exchange rates as extensive exports, 

from B to A—the rate of exchange is influf‘nccd in favour of B and 

against A. 

• Specnlatioil in Stocks.—Speculation in international stocks implies 
chiefly the purchase of foreign stocks and shares in anticipation of 

a rise in their price, with no immediate intintion of holding them 

for investment and income purposes. Action of this kind tinds to 

be more spasmodic than investment pun^ and simple, and, for thb 

reason, its effect on the exchanges Ls much more erratic. Very con¬ 

siderable movements may take place in consequence of a sudden 

speculative demand in one country for certain securities of another. 

When stock markets are active, ctmsiderable speculative business 

in American stocks is tran-sacted from London, dealings in futures 

and options through New York brokers being found very attracti%'e 

by a section of the British public. During the summer of 1U20, for 

instance, the stock market in New York experienced a tremendous 

boom and there was a remarkable rush of funds from I>ondon for 

investment in that centre. On the other hand, considerable sums 

pass from New York to London for speculative investment in British 

stocks and shares, jiarticularly at times when those stocks and shares 

are enjoying a boom (as was the case in 1928), or when uncertainty 

in the States leads capitalists to favour overseas investments. There 

are also extensive speculative dealings between the chief European 

centres—London, Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Frankfort, Berlin and 

Milan—the great bulk of the transactions being, of course, effected 

by tel^raph or telephone, as they are effected between London and 
New York by cable or telephone. 

This aspect of intemationidism is not without its element of 

danger. The exchange market may bo suddenly and seriously die- 
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turbod by the dumping abroad of largo blocks of securities accumu* 
lated by a country which is for some reason plunged into a financial 

or industrial crisis. Moreover, “ Central banks rightiy fear speculation 

in stocks and shares as particularly dangerous to credit stability. 

Redundant imports of securities are more easily attracted than^ 
redundant imports of commodities, and, once imported, are 

more likely to remain unabsorbed in the hands of dealers or' 

speculators.” • 
On the other hand, international investment and speculation are 

not without their advantages. The freer negotiability of national 

stocks and shares on an international market has beneficial effects 

on. joint stock enterprise, while the wide distribution of the debits 

and credits arising from thc«c stocks and shares over a number of| 

countries tends to lessen the shock and minimise the danger of those, 

industrial and financial disorders which are apparently inevitable iir 

the modem commercial organisation. 

Stock Arbitrage.—Closely allied to the speculative purchase of 

stocks is the form of operation known as ” stock arbitrage”, involving 

the purchase of a security on one stock market and its simultaneous 

sale in another at a favourable difference in price. A London 

dealer may get into simultaneous touch by telephone with the stock 

markets in Paris and Amsterdam, and may secure a quick and certain 

profit by purchasing such international shanks as Royal Dutch Oil 

Onlinary in the one centre and selling them immediately in the other 

at a slightly better price. 

Considerable business of this type is transacted between London 

and the important Continental centres by the London branches of 

foreign (and especially Continental) banks, certain large brokers, 

many City finance houses, and several of the joint stock banks. 

The success of stock arbitrage necessarily depends on the fact 

Uiat slightly different prices are quoted on the various markets for 

the stocks concerned. The existence of different prices is accounted 

for partly by the fact that the quotations are in different ourrencieB, 

necessitating an exchange oonvetsirm from one to the other, partly by. 

differenoes in the relation between the demand for and the suppljC 

of a certain stock at a given moment (frequently induced by varying 

conditions of ease and tightness of money in the respective centres), 

and partly by the variation in the times at which the stock markets 

open and close. The New York Market, for example, continues 

* '* The Ck>ld Standard and Uw Balance oi PaynMnts,” R. Q. UawUsy 
Bemomio Jmtmol, Manh, IMS. 
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business several hours after the London Market, and each morning 

arbitrageurs in the latter centre have opportunities for profit in the 

differences between the New York overnight prices and those at which 

the London Market opens. 

But while successful arbitrage depends on price differences, its 

effect is to reduce those differences. The various centres are so closely 

knit by telephone and telegraph, and the compt*tition for the business 

is so keen, that any profitable margin s(X)n disapi)ear8. On the 

other hand, the number of arbitrage securities tends constantly to 

increase, while the linking up of new centres by telephone opens up 

new avenues of profitable operation. 
' Clearly, every stock arbitrage operation must have a direct effect 

on the prevailing rates of exchange, although that effect may bo 

neutralised or ol>scun*d by other factors. If, for instanc<.*, a London 

operator buys securities in Paris and sells them in London, he must 

at the same time buy francs against sterling to j>ay for his purchase. 

His ojDcrations will, therefore, tend to stri'ngthen the value of 

francs in terras of pounds and to influence the franc exchange against 

London, n 

% The Issue of Long*Period Loans.—In no din*ction has the growth 

of economic interdependence been more strikingly illustrated than by 

the increasing extent to which the wealthier nations of the world 

have lent their resources for various purposes to other countries, 

and, in particular, to tht>se States in need of capital for the develop¬ 

ment and exploitation of their natural n.sources. \ 

In pre-war days, Britain stood unrivalled as a lending country. 

From the early years of the nineteenth century until 1914 a steady 

stream of productive capital flowed to other lands from the great 

reservoir of wealth which Britain had amassed through her epoch- 

making inventions connected with the steam-engine, railw*a>^, and 

textile manufacture. The savings of British investors contributed 

to the opening up of the gold mines of Australia and South Africa, 

to the development of the productive interiors of the Argentine and 

^Brazil, to the construction of railways in India and Cluna, to the 

establishment of rubber plantations in Malay, and to the planting of 

cotton fields in the Sudan. And happily for Britain, the outflow of 

capital was accompanied by an export of British machinery and 

/manufactures, and of British skill, both of employers and of workmen. 

/The textile and engineering industries, first of Belgium, then of 

Northern France, and later of Germany, owed much of their develop¬ 

ment to these exportations, while the subsequent growth of their 
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mining industriee wm largely attributable to the import of inventions 
which came into being during ^e industrial revolution in tiiis country. 
On the Continent, in North and South America, in Australia, South 
Africa, and the Far East, railways laid and equipped with the aid of 
British capital and British contractors promoted still further develop- 
ment, and a still greater demand for British products and British- 
capital. 

Apart from assisting enterprise of a purely industrial or com¬ 
mercial character, British investors over a long period of years have 
financed foreign Governments and municipalities on a liberal scale 
for such purposes as the construction of docks, harlx>ur8, railways, 
canals, and tramways. British capital has thus been poured all over 
the globe, adding to the productive jx)wer of all countries and of all 
peoples. 

Some idea of the extent of the financial assistance rendered in 
this way by Britain to other nations may be gauged from the fact 
that her aggregate overseas investments in 1914 were computed to 
be in the neighbourhood of and, despite the sales of 
our dollar securities during the Great War, it was estimated in 1930 
that our total overseas investment was scarcely affected. 

After 1914, the l’nite<l States of America ranged herself alongside 
Britain as a great loaning country. At the outbreak of war, the 
l;nite<l States owo<l the world about £l.<M>0,(t00.O0O, but the fortunate 
position attaine<l by that country during the Great War enabled her 
not only to pay off practically the whole of this indebtedness, but also 
to lend the world, and war-stricken Europe especially, upwanls of 
£4,000,000,000. Statistics for 1927 an<l 1928 indicate that the United 
States was in those years adding to this stuptMulous figure at the rate 
of approximabdy £40<\000,000 a \'ear, but following the world crash 
of 1929 oimI her unfortunate expcrienco with some of her overseas 
loans, she has, since 1930, practically ceased to lend abroad. 

The Effect ol Foreign Lo^ on the Exchanges. -Clearly, the transfel 
of vast capital sums suoh as those indicate<l must have very important 
effects both on the distribution of world indebtedness (uid on tha 
prevailing foreign exchange rates. The actual effect will depend onj 
whether the money borrowed is spent in the lending country or in 
some other country. 

If the proceeds of a loan are used to purchase additional goods, 
suoh as machineiy and other manufactures, of the lending country, 
there will bo no immediate effect upon the exchanges of that country, 
since tho proceeds are distributed amongst the suppliers of the goo^ 
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and no exchange transaction becomes necessary. Similarly, if the 

proceeds are used to pay off debts owing in the centre where the loan 

is raised, the exchanges will be unaffected. 

If, however, the loan is utilised to buy goods of a third country, 

then that country is placed in the position to offer currency of the 

lending country on the world’s foreign exchange markets, with the 

result tiiat tbe exchanges of the lending country are adversely affected. 

The same result ensues if the borrowing country spends the money 
internally: her nationals offer currency of the lending country for 

sale and thus depress its price, i.e., unfavourably influence the rate 

of exchange. 

Suppose, for example, that Brazil borrows £4,000,000 in Ijondon 

on the understanding that the money shall bo spent in this country 

on the purchase of British goods—say on railway stock or on fitting 

ships. There will be no immediate effect on the rate of exchange 

between London and Rio de Janeiro: the effi>ct will be indirect and 

spread over a period of time. Ultimately, the goods sent out of 

this country must be paid for, and such payment will be made 

gradually over a number of years in the form of interest, or spas* 

modically in the form of capital repayments. The effect is as if the 

home investor hod sold goods to Brazil on credit, receiving in return 

interest and repayment of capital in accordance with the tenns arranged 

by the borrowing State. 

Let us suppose, however, that the money borrowed is used by 

Brazil to purchase goods from some other country, or that she 

employs the funds at home on new constructive work, such as the 

building of roads, harbours, and railways. If the funds are used to 

purchase machinery or textiles from Germany, German manufacturers 

obtain payment by drawing bills on London, thus increasing the 

supply of sterling in Berlin and influencing the G(*rman exchange 

against London. If the money is spent with contractors and traders 

in Brazil, they will naturally be paid in their own currency, but that 

currency will have been obtained by the responsible authority through 

the sale of the sterling proceeds of the loan, again influencing the 

exchuiges against London. 

Ultimately, the result in both cases is that foreigners come into 

possession of sterling which they will want to use. In general, they 

will use it fOT the purchase of British goods, since the increase in 

the supply ci sterling abroad makes the pound cheaper, and thus 

stimulatee foreign purchases of British goods whose price is expressed 

in sterling. In such circumstances, it pays the foreigner to tom 
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the sterling funds which come into his hands into locomotives, steel 

rails, or other commodities of which ho may be in need. 

The final case is where the funds borrowed are used, either directly 

or indirectly, to purchase gold from London; i.e., where such heavy 

loans are made by us to other countries that the offerings of sterling 

on the world’s foreign exchange market forces down its value below 

gold export point from London and so causes gold to be sent abroad. 

Even so, the ultimate result will be the same. The export of gold 

from this country results in a contraction of credit here and a fall in 

prices. The lower prices encourage foreign purchases of goods from 

us, while the contraction of credit in this country raises interest charges 

and so discourages further borrowing until the exchanges move 

favourably and the position is adjusted. Thus, in the long run, 

the effect is the same as if the proceeds of the loan had in the first 

place been spent in this country. 

“ Every Foreign Loan Creates an Export”—We may say, therefore, 

that, unless the proc€*e<l8 of a foreign loan are wholly spent in the 

lending country, the immedUUe effect is to influence the exchanges 

against the lending country and to cheapen its currency in the world’s 

foreign exchange market. But the uliimaie effect of every foreign 

loan, in normal circumstanav*, is that the proceeds go out of the 

country almost entiitdy in the form of goods and more rarely in the 

form of gold, for which reason it is often stated that “ Every foreign 

loan creaUs an export 

We can see more easily that this is the case if wo look at the matter 

from another standpoint. In general, foreigners borrow money from 

us in order to obtain rights to buy goods in this country or rights, 

which we jxissess, to buy goods in other countries. If the goods are 

lx>ught in this country, there is, as we have seen, no effect on the 

exchanges. If we lend the bornmers rights to buy goods in other 

countries, those rights will usually bo represented by claims against 

o^her nations which wc have created by the cx|)ort of our goods and 

services. When we lend abroad tec do not transfer our own money^ 

liecause that money, which nowadays consists principally of Bank of 

England notes, is onlinarily useless to a foreigner; what we do 

transfer are credits, standing to our name in other countries, which 

can be used to purchase goods and services from those countries. 

Outstanding examples of the effect of overseas lending on the 

exports of the lending country can be found in the history of Britain 

and of the United States. In the nineteenth century, for instance, 

BritainV active policy of overseas lending led to a vast outflow of 
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machinery and manufactures from this country to all parts of the 

world, and, as our markets expanded, so we had greater surpluses 

available for lending to other nations. Similarly, the vast loans 

made by the United States to other countries during the War and 

post-war years led to a marked expansion of her exports to other 

countries and consequently gave her a much wider interest in inter¬ 

national trade and affairs. 

Payment o! Dividends and Interest, and Repayment ol Capital.-|l 
The raising of loans tends at the time to turn the exchange againsfl 

the lending and in favour of the borrowing country. But th(f 

periodical payments of interest on the loans have the reverse effect. 

Foreign purchases of British stocks and Shan'S exert a favourable 

influence on the London rate of exchange at the time of purchase, 
but the periodical remittance to the foreign holders of dividends 

earned thereon tend.s the other way. (Vmverscly, Kriti.sh purchases 

of foreign stock.s, shares, and Ismtls adverst'ly affe(‘t the l»ndon 

rate of exchange at the time of paying for them, but the influence 

of these transactions is wholly favourable to this country when the 

dividends and interest due in respect of the hohlings are being 

received. The repayments of capital by a borrowing to a lending 

State have at the time of the repayments an exactly similar effect 

on the exchange l>etwcen the countries as have the )myinent« of 

interest, i.e., they tend to turn the rate of exchange agnin.st the 

borrowing and in favour of the lending State. 

Sometimes the repayment of money borrowed is arrangfKi by 

the establishment of a Sinking Fund in the lending country out of 

which some portions of the loan are paid from time tr> time, as, for 

example, by periodical drawings of bonds. In such circumstances, 

the borrowing country must each year remit to the Icmding country’ 

the agreed annual contribution to the Sinking Fund, and the effect 

on the rate of exchange is therefore favourable to the lender but 

adverse to the borrower, being on a par with any other form of 

repajrment of capital. 

British Embajrgoes on Foreign Loans.—The adverse immediate effect 

of heavy foreign loaning on the exchanges of the handing country 

received world-wide recognition during the early months of 1925, 

when Britain was in process of resuming the gold standanl. To 

strengthen the exchange and prevent the depletion of our gold reserves, 

the Bank of England, acting in consultation with the Treasury, 

considered it necessary to place an unofficial embargo on foreign loam 

on the London Money Market. This step undoubtedly had the 
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required effect of steadying the exchange, and, in the circumstances, 

was possibly justified by the result it sought to achieve, and was 

doubtless preferable to the alternative of raising still further the Bank 

of England rate of discount. A similar unofficial embargo on foreign 

loans was imposed following our suspension of the gold standard in 1931. 

The term “ tinoflicial ’* is delil}eraiel3^8tn‘88ed, for when a so-called 

embargo exists, there is no oflicial prohibition of foreign loans, but 

the Bank of England has suflicient jwwer to render very dangerous 
any delilx'mte attempt to flout its wishes in this direction, and there 

is no financial house in the City which could hope successfully to float 

a loan or make an issue against the wishes of the Bank. Such active 

interfenmee with fon^ign Ixirrowing is not a desirable expedient for 

a country in the fK)8ition of the United Kingdom, since it must react 

detrimentally on the position which I^ndon scH^ks to maintain as the 
worhl’s fon?mo8t financial ci^ntre. Hut it has l>cc*n justified in recent 

years on the grounds, first, that the amount being invested abroad 

tended to outstrip the surplus which the nation had available for 

ovenu*as investment, and, secondly, that the capital was more urgently 

ncedtd to foster internal tra<le and employment. 

Of s}XTial importance so fur as our own country is concerned 

is the fact that, in whateviT way funds borrowed in this country 

arc ultimately sj^mt, Britain in the long run stands to benefit not 

inconsiderably from the entn*p6t, financial, insurance, and shipping 

services which it is more than likely she \\ ill calle<l upon to render 

in connection with the movement of gootls made |X)S8il)le by loans 

granted to foreign countrit^. It is for thc^se reasons that economists 

in this country with a true appreciation of the jx^ition welcome the 

removal of any emlvirgo on fondgn loans. 

Borrowing, Usually Advantageous, has its Limits.—The loaning^ 

of money abroa<l is not only advantagi'oiis to the lending countrj\ 

Within limits, it also reacts to the greatest possible benefit of tlie 

borrowing State. We have ol^sorvcHl that foreign loaUvS tend to increase 

the exports of the lending c*ountry. Intimately, they have the same 

effect on the exports of the borrotcing State. When the latter pays 

interest or repays capital, people in the lending country come into 

possession of its currency, and will want to use it. Directly or indirectly, 

that money is spent in the l)orrowing country and its exports of goods 

are therefore increased—a movement wdiich is also encouraged because 

the increase in the supply of the Iwirmwing country s currency on the 

world’s markets lowers the value of that currency and so sUmulatea 

thei>uying of goods which are purchasable therewith. 
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But boRowing money has its limits. In this respect a nation is 

in much the same position as an individual. Borrouring can be 

justified only so long as the security remains good and credit is 

unimpaired. Too frequently, houever, foreign borrowing is carried 

to excess, and therein lies the danger. While the ultimate effect of 

borrowing abroad ia to encourage exports, the tmmaftote effect is to 

encourage imports, since people in the borrowing countiy are placed 

in possession of currency of the lending country which they will use, 

as a rule, in the purchase of goods from other countries. 

Now a country which imports more goods than she can properly 

afford, whether they are necessaries or luxuries, is in the same position 

as an individual who spends in excess of his income. W'hen such 

circumstances arise, the position requires to bo most carefully watched, 

otherwise the nation concerned may find itself in most serious financial 

straits, and, unless it can in some way markeill}’ increase its own exports, 

it will ultimately be compelled to take drastic stejM to curtail its 

imports, as, for instance, by a strict restriction of luxuiy* imports, or 

by the adoption of import quotas. 

In recent years there have been several cases where this has be<‘n 

done. Brazil, Germany, Hungary, and Aust ralia, among other countries, 

have reached the position where their export surplus has been in¬ 

sufficient to meet their debt liabilities, and they have all had to institute 

sweeping measures to remedy the deplorable state into which their 

finances had fallen as a consequence of a policy of extravagant overseas 

borrowing. There can be little question but that the i)ast actions in 

this regard of these and other similar countries have been one of the 

major causes of the present world crisis. By continually borrowing, 

these countries have persistently jiostponed repayment of their debts, 

and have had to make heavier and heavier sacrifices and resort to one 

expedient after another in order to meet the services of their vast 

obligations. They have built up their economic and social life on 

borrowed money and on the entirely insecure foundations of a vast 

annual tribute, so that, when the great falling off in international 

trade in recent years made it increasingly difficult for such debtors 

to export to other countries, there was the inevitable result—a large 

number of distressing defaults in their ranks and much hostility on 

the part of their creditors. 

Again, many international loans, as we have seen, are made not 

for the financing of production, but to provide funds for Governments. 

A large proportkm of the loans made to European countries after the 

War fell into this oat^oiy. Every such loan inoreases the taxation 
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burden of the borrowing country. Similarly, where a young country 

obtains loans for development purposes, there is always the risk of the 

process being carried so far that the interest burdpn will become too 

heavy for the country to bear without serious financial embarrassment 

We may conclude then that a country should resort to borrowing 

from other countries only in so far as it can hope to be able to meet 

the interest and other charges as they fall due, and also to pay offi 

the capital sum loaned in a reasonable time, by the export of its own 
products or services. / 

Every foreign loan implies that the borrowing country obtains 

advances in the form of goods and serx’ices from the lending country, 

and that, tn (Ae long run, the interest on these advances as well as the 

loans themselves cannot l»e paid except by the transfer of other goods 

and services, either by the borrowing country herself or by other 

countries which have got into her debt. We can say, therefore, that, 

unless a borrowing country can create a surplus of exports over and 

above what that country requin's to pay fur her normal imports, her 

loans can never bo pn)perly rejuiid (mH* Chapter XIV). 

Varioni Hetbodi of Borrowing have the Same Basalt—Although 
the general effect on the rates of exchange is similar in all cases, there 

are several ways in which loans are negotiated in one country on 

behalf of another Thus China may borrow huge sums in this country 

by inviting applicK'iouM tltrough London financial houses for various 

forms of stock or berdn. The proceeds arc then utilised b^' the issue 

of bills or other forms of remittance against the accumulated funds, 

for making paj'ments cither in this country or abroad. Another 

method is to send bonds for sale in London, and at the same time 

to draw bills against the probable proceeds, selling those bills to obtain 

immediate capital for disbursements. When the bills fall due they 

are paid off out of the proceeds of the gradual sale of the bonds, which 

are held as security by the London accepting houses or financiers 

on whom the bills are drawn. 

During the post-war years, loans of considerable magnitude were 

granted, particulariy by the United States and Britain, in tiie form 

of credits made available at central banks, against which payments 

wore mode and foreign currency sold by the countries accommodated. 

This method was widely adopted in connection with the reoiganisation 

of the finances of various countries after the War. Some of the credits 

were established with the assistance and co-operation of the League 

of Nations, while others were arranged between the central banks of 

the borrowing and lending countries. 
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INTER^VERNMENTAL TRANSFERS. 

' Of increasing importance in recent years have been purchases of 

foreign exchange made by central banks^ and Governments in onler 

to effect payments in respect of reparations and war indebtedness. 

Before the Great War, the exchanges between tlio various countries 

of the world were a fairly reliable barometer of the state of international 

indebtedness, whilst the regulation of the financial forces was mainly 
in the hands of the central banks and the money markets of the leading 

financial centres.* Nowadays, howev'er, Government transfers and 

Government operations have imparted a high degree of artificiality 

to the exchanges. So important have such opc^rations become that 

exchange control has passes! very largely into the hands of the Govern¬ 

ments and we can say that the ke^^' to the exchange position is now 

more likely to be found in the €rovernmcnt offices than in the money 

markets of the world. Moreover, the strain im(X)8eil upon the 

mechanism of the exchanges by Goverfiment transfers was largely 

responsible for the virtual breakdown of international finance in the 

years after 1929. 
The problem of these transfers in all its complexities is of such 

importance that the reader is referrc<l to Chapter XX for a full 

description of the considerations involved. Here it must suffice to 

point out that ‘every payment by one Government to another n^sults < 

in a demand for the currency of the recipient country and that it has, 

therefore, the same effect on the exchanges as that of a i>aynient for" 

imports from the creditor country. , 

BANKING OPERATIONS. 

Transactions in foreign currency originating from the operations 

of bankers at home and abroad most powerfully affect the rates of 

exchange. They will be discussed briefly under the following heads: 

(a) The Issue of Letters of Credit, Circular Notes, and Travellers’ 

Cheques; (6) Arbitrage Operations; (c) The Transfer of Bankers’ 

Funds from one country to another for short term investment, as 

by the purchase of bills or otherwise. 

The Ima ol Letters of Credit. Circular Notes, and Travellert^ 
CdieqiMI.—^Letters of credit issued by banks in this and other 

eountries partake of such a variety of forms, and are of such importance 

to the trading community, that a consideration of the utility and 

ohancteristics of the fwincipal types must form the subject of a 
later chapter. At this point it is merely necessary to observe that 
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the U8ue of letters of credit ultimately results in an increase in the 

supply of the currency of the country of issue in the hands of foreign 

nationals, and, consequently, tends to influence the exchanges against 

the issuing country and in favour of the country wherein the letters 

of credit are made available. An Englishman who cashes sterling 

circular notes in Switzerland receives Swins francs in exchange from 

the encashing agent or banker, who thereby comes into possession 

of English money which he must 8ubse<iuently convert into his own 
currency. The same effect is productnl when a Swiss exporter of 

goods to South America obtains payment by drawing bills on a 

London accepting hoiute. The supply of sterling on the Sw iss Foreign 

Exchange Market is increasixl, and the influence is consequently 

against London and in favour of Switzc^rland. 

It should Ik* notictHl, however, that there* is a considerable difference 

in the ultimate effects as between a creilit iHsut*d to finance the movement 

of tjoo(h, and one which is uschI to cover travelling ex|)ense8. Credits 

issucKl to finance the movement of gcxKls fall within the province of 

Trtule Conditiom. The issue of such a crwlit in Ixmdon, to finance 

the imiK)rt of gcxsls to England, tends to move the exchangc*s un¬ 

favourably to as—we an* fmyiiig for the iinp<»rt of gocxls. But where 

the crt*dit is issucsl to finaiux* gcHsls exjiorted, say, from Switzerland 

to S^mth America, the immesliately lulverse effect on our exclianges 

is followinl later by a stnmgor movenumt in <»ur favour when the South 

American iiiqxirtcr luis to n'lnit us sterling to cover the credit and 

the aecx*ptanoe commiHsion. The uei effect on our exchanges is 

r(*pn*sentcMl by the n'lnittancx* of the aetx*ptancc* cx>mmission, and the 

“two-way effects” arising fmm the actual transfer of the value of 

the goods do imt uUimaUiy affect our excluuiges, as we have no jiaymeut 

to make or to nnx'ive for gtXNls wiiich do n<»t touch our shores. 

Crcnlits issutxl by oxir l>anks to enabU* a tniveller to 8ix*nd money 

abroaii exercise an imincMliately adverse* effect i»n our exchange’s, for 

hero Hterling is lading [>aid out for gmKls sold to the traveller or for 

m*rvioes n*nden*d to him, and, in these cast's, there is no sul)sequent 

cx^untaracting dt'inaiul for sterling. lUnerse effects cMisue, of cwirse, 

when fon*ign banks issue crtHiits encsashable in this country: those 

banks must remit sterling to ls>nclon to cover the encashments under 

the cnxlits, and the exchangf,^ are cotise(|uently influenced in our 

favour. 

^^IfiniilMtored*’ or ^^Finuoe^’ BtUs.~It fiettuently happens, in 

praet4oe, that the offerings of a oertain fuit^^ign currency in a particular 

market are toadequate to meet the demand. These offerings will 
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consist largely of commercial bills in the foreign currency which creditors 

have to sell, and a little consideration wdll show that, if the supply 

is inadequate, the price of such bills, as represented by the rate of 

exchange, must tend to rise against the purchasers. The heavy demand 

may be due to a large excess of imports over exports, or to the necessity 

for making heavy payments to the country concerned for interest on 

loans or repayment of debt. 

At such times, the banks with foreign connections are favourably 

placed to make profits in that they can supply bills specially draum 

on their foreign agents to meet the demands and requirements of 

those who have to remit abroa^l. Where the l>anks have funds avail¬ 

able abroad, or where they have ovenlraft facilities (as, of courm.', 

is nowadays always the case between l)anks of world important), 

they can sell T.T., or M.T., or sight drafts, but, if they have no such 

facilities available, they will, as a rule, me<‘t the demand by drawing 

long bills of exchange on their agents and correspondents. 
Long bills which are so drawn or “ manufacture<l to mc'ct an 

additional demand are known as “ finanre Hills since they do not 

arise directly from such commertnal transactions as the imjK>rt> or 

export of goods, but represent financial ojierations undertaken by 

banks and by finance houses with the object of making profits. Thus, 

a banker in, say, New York may draw at fiO days’ sight on his liondon 

agent, and may sell his bill in New York. In due eourso (usually 

three days before maturity of the bill) he will remit the nec€’!ssary 

funds to his agent in London, 8^> as to enable the latter to meet the 

bill when it is presented for pajTnent. 

The seasonal fluctuations in the demand for exchange resulting 

from tlie seasonal flow of trade which w*c have already noticed earlier 

in this chapter exercise a considerable influence on the drawing of 

finance bills. For example, sterling is usually cheap in Now York 

during the autumn by reason of the lai^e numlx'rs of bills on Ixindon 

drawn by American exporters of pnxluce (especially cotton, grain, and 

tobacco) to Europe. In May and June, however, sterling bills are 

scarce, and rates on London high. Consequently, during this period 

the banks sell finance bills at the higher rates, and cover themselves 

in the autumn by purchasing bills when they arc cheap and remitting 

them to London for coliec'tion and cn*dit of their accounts. 

Even if the New York bankers do not make profits on the rales 
at which they perform these operations, they ordinarily get the use 

of the numey realised by the sale of the finance bills for about three 

or four months at the London discount rate, whi<di, finder normal 
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oonditions, ia lower than that ruling in New York during the early 
summer months, though it tends to stiffen later on. 

On the other hand, the quantity of finance bills sold in this way 
depends mainly on the crop estimates ”, and, if the autumnal harvests 

turn out to be poor and exports correspondingly low, the bankers are 
compelled to cover their finance drawings at unremuneraiive rates, 

with the result that their anticipated profits may be converted into 
appreciable losses. 

Much the same thing happens between the Dominions and Britain, 

though in this case the effect may be obscured by the operations of 

the banks which, as we have seen, have the exchanges almost entirely 
in their own hands. 

From a thc'oretical point of view, the importance of these drawings, 
or this “ manufacture ” of bills by bankers whenever the oomm€*rcial 

supply falls short, lies in the fact that fluctuations in the exchanges 

are thereby in some measun'* levelled out, and that the tendency to 
goltl movements is reduced, since the^se bills provide an alternative 

form of remittantx' to gold. The drawing of finance bills tends to 

prevent exchangers from actually reaching the gold points, as the 

proci*s8 of building up positions begins before these points are 

reached. 

Finance bills are rnanufacturrrd by the banks for many reasons 

other than the fact that commercial bills arc in short supply. Indeed, 

they are drawn at any time when the iMinks see an opix>rtunity of 
making a profit either by the transfer <'f funds from one centre to 

another where n*ady money can he employed more profitably, or 

where the drawing bank requires a tem|X)rary loan, e.g., for invest¬ 

ment in st'curities offering prospt'cts of profit or aulditional income. 

They may also be create<l when a bank or merchant house in the 

drawee country wishes to lend money abroad, or when a foreign 

country borrowing money in London, (or instance, drawls on tiie loan 

issuing house. 
Many of these bills are, of course, drawn by a bank in one centre 

on its own branches or agimcies in another, in which case any question 

of security for due payment w^ould not arise; but in many cases the 

bills arc drawn, under acceptance credits, on other banks and accepting 

houses, in w^hich case the accepting house or bank may require security 

if it is not able to rely merely on the drawer's name. In this event, 

the security may consist of bonds and shares of a high-class character, 

or, indeed, of any other form of security which the drawees regard as 

•atisfactoiy. Whether the drawees themselves are secured or not, 

15 
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bills which receive their acceptance an^ generally rt'ganlecl as among 

the safest that can be dealt in, and, though not clearly arising from 

trade operations, are always readily taken on the Market, 
It has been suggested by some authorities that the term “ finance 

bills should be restricted to long bills drawn by banks and accepting 

houses in one country on those of another, for tlu‘ exprt'ss purposes of 

raising money at an op|X)rtune moment. It would seem, liowever, 

more reasonable to include in the term all hilh draum fat the various 
purposes enumerated above^ which re^nresent transactions in money and 

credit and which are not based directly on the ifnjH>rt or export of goods. 

The latter definition covers bills which are drawn for purfioses other 

than “raising moneyas, for instance, where a bank with ample 

resources draws and sells a bill merely to sjx'culate in the exchange 

or to take advantage of a low discount rate abroail. 

For example, if interest rates in London are 4 ami in New* York 

6 jp.a., a New York banker may arrange to dniw tK) days* sight 

bills on his Ix)ndon agent at an inclusive acceptance charge of | Vq 

(= J % per annum), and he can negotiate such bills in NYnv York 

on the basis of the rate of discount ruling in the ctMitre on which 

they are drawn, i.e., at 4 His total cost in intcit'st and commis¬ 

sion on the dollars he rt‘ceives by mdling his bill is tht‘n*fore 4J % per 

annum, and as he can use these dollars in his own market at fi %, 

he makes a profit of l^ % He must, of counx*, provide his 

London agent with sterling to meet ihest? drawings at maturity, 

but the credits under which the bills are drawn are usually renewable 

every two months, so that two or three days before the first bill 

matures he draws a fresh bill, sella it, and, with the proi^*cila plus 

part of the interest alrea<ly earned on his original investment, he buys 

the necessary sterling to remit to his Ijonclon agent to cover the 

maturing bill. 

The so-called liencwals ”, i»c., covering drawings by drawling 

afresh, have no influence on the exchange, though tin? drawing of the 

original bill naturally tends to move rates against the? dniwce country, 

and the purchase of the final remittance; (i.e., without drawing afresh), 

which closes the series of transactions, will, of course, U*nd to turn 

the exchange in favour of the drawee country. 

As stated, it is a feature of such transactions that they run on 

indefinitely, new' bills toeing drawn to pn>vido cover for the old. On 

the other hand, no one accc^pting such bills flare have more of his 

paper current on the market than the market can readily absorb, 

for any rsluotance on the part of the discoonten to absorb more ol 
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a finn’B paper would be damaging to ilB reputation; the same eon- 
siderationB apply, of courBe, in the case of the drawer. 

Apart from this, it is clear that there are distinct limits, at any 

particular time, to the quantity and value of finance bills which can 

profitably l)o created and placed on the market. If they are drawn 

to meet a deficiency in the supply of commercial bills, then, when 

this demand is satisfied, no inon^ will Ix' drawn. If they are createil 

to finance otluT ojK'nitions (e.g., to prt)fit by differences in inten^st 
rates), the (‘oinjx?tition of bankers to make pn>fits wdll soon remove 

the profit margin. 

Although linaiu'o bills ait' still drawn in considerable quantity, 

it may lx? statcil that tin? volume of such bills drawn on I»ndon is 

much less than it was Ixdort* the War, an im|K)rtant rt*ason Ixung that, 

when the Treasury found it neccMisary to employ the services of the 

Ix>ndon Discount Market for financing large amounts of its own bills, 

the Imnks and aewpting house's agrtH^l nut to give their acceptances 
forapy other purpose than to promote and encourage trade. 

JArbitrairo Operatioil8.^;llie effect of these operations is to minimise^ 

rather than accentuate exchange movements. The fact that a large 

number of skilhnl operators in ea(*h of the world s financial centres 

are w^atchful for any favourable difference in the rates necessarily 

implies that dealings are instituUnl as soon as the margin becomes 

wide enough, while tlie effwt of the deals is either to wdpe out the 

margin altogether or to nxluce it to unprofitable proportions. The 

general result is to exert a levelling influence on the exchanges, cutting 

off the sharp edg<^, so to speak, and preventing acute movements, 

with gn*at advantage to inU»rnational trade. 

A|>art, from their tendency to snuxdh out fluctuations, these oix^m-^ 

tions generally result in what are known as “ sympathdic movements'^ 

of the princi|xil exchanges. )Ut US siipix>se, for instance, that there 

is a heavy demand in I*ari.s for sterling. The Imnks in Paris w ill sell 

sterling so long as their Ixmdon Imlances last, and they will replenish 

those balances by the pun hasi^ of sterling tnnie ami Imnk bills, maturing 

Treasury bills, coinxuis, etc. Tltimately they may find that the demand 

for sterling is so strong that it jmys them to purchase marks, lire, or 

pesetas, and exchange these' in lk?rlin, Milan, or Madrid, respectively, 

for rights to sU?rling in liondon. 

A demand thus arises for sterling not only in Paris, but also in the 

other Continental centres mentioned, with the result that the chief 

European rates of exchange on liondon tend to rise togethe^ And 

just as they tend to rise together in such droumatanoes, so they fail 
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together when reverse conditions prevail. For, in the face of a 

continued growth in the demand for francs in Ix)ndon, coupled with 

no increase in the quantity of francs on offer, the rate of exchange 

London on Paris will tend to fall. The increase in the cost of francs 

in terms of sterling will mean that bankers in this country who require 

francs will endeavour to get them through other centres where sterling 

is relatively more valuable. They will thus offer sterling for marks, 

pesetas, etc., and buy francs with those curnmcies. The offer of 
sterling against these currencies naturally sends down the rates between 

London and the respective centres, so that the principal European 

rates on London tend to move against this country. 

Precisely the same considerations apply betw€H*n the Continental 

centres themselves, ^ith the general result that the prices of one 

currency expressed in terms of other currencies tend to move in 

the same direction in the world's exchaiige markets. If a currency 

is in strong demand in one centre, supplies are attractinl from other 

centres in which the demand is not .so great; on the other hand, excess 

supplies of a currency in one place bring al)out a fall in it.s price which 

is immediately reflected in other places where the supply is not so 

large. 

This close relationship lx*tween the European exchanges has lx?en 

greatly accentuated by the m^xleni organisation of the exchange 

markets and the rapidity of t<*lephonic and telegraphic communication 

over great distan(X‘8. Indeed, we may rightly it'ganl the great 

European centres as branches of one great market in the most intimate 

relationship, particularly in so far as Euro{K*an crxchanges with the 

rest of the world are concc*med. 

The opportunities of making profit from arbitrage o]ierations are 

necessarily much more restricted when the w'orld's principal exchanges 

are steady than when they are fluctuating markedly, while the narrowing 

of the margin of profit by intense? comjietition (arising largely from the 

increasingly close communication which exists lK?twf*c?n all important 

foreign exchange markets) means that appreciable sums must be dealt 

in if the return is to lie w'orth w’hile. Indeed, so far as London is 

concerned, the position at the present time seems to be that, although 

simple arbitrage operations are froqucntly capable of lx?ing pc*rformed 

at a profit, the restricted yet rapid movements in the rates render 

compound and circuitous arbitrage scarcely worth the trouble and 

forethought which the business involves—especially as stock arbitrage 

offers much better opportunities for profit. In this respect, however. 

Continental centres have an advantage in the fact that they can 
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frequently deal through London at better rates than they can obtain 

by dealing direct. 
The Transfer of Bankers* Funds for Investment—The transfer of 

bankers’ floating supplies of money from one world centre to another, 

in order to take advantage of a possible exchange profit and/or to 

benefit from the best available rate of interest for short term loans, 

is nowadajns of such tremendous importance in world finance and 

plays such a vital part in the modem foreign exchange market, that 

detailed consideration thereof is postponed to Chapter XII. 

SPECULATIVE DEALINOS IN EZCHANOE. 

Spt'cuhitive deulings in foreign exchange must lie clearly dis-^ 

tinguislicHl from arbitrage. The latter consists of simulianemis deals 

in opjKisito clirf'ctioiiH with a view to taking a profit from differences 

in the rates ruling at the .same time in various centres. Speculative, 

oiwrations, on the other hand, invedve the purchase or the sale of/ 

foit*igTi curivnov with the object of .st‘curing a profit from a atibsequeni 

rise or fall in its value. All such transactions are, of course, precisely 

on a |)ar with the ojicrationH of bull and Ix^ar six^culators on the? 
Ht4>< k markets and pro<luc<» exchanges. “ Bulls ” of a foreign currencyl 

hxiy amounts of that curn*ncv, not to make commercial paymenta 

abnMul, but lK*cauw they exjs'ct its jirice to rise. On the othea 

hand, “ lM*arH *’ m*ll fonugn currency which they do not jx>sses8,\ 

in the expi*ctatiun that its value will fall and that they can subs^ 

quently “ bu}* in ” at a lower price. 

The effei'ts of 8[)eculation vary acconling to its exact nature, ^ 

IValingH by wclbinforme<l six*culator8 usually reflect future tendencies; 

i.e., if they exjx*ct a ri.si' in the value of sterling, they “ buy for the rise ” 

and, by m dt>ing, caust* sterling to rise immetliately; w'hen the rise 

takes place they mdl out, m <lepres.sing the value of sterling. Tho 

general effect of such o{K'rations is to smooth out fluctuations. 

Amongst other factors which will attract the attention of the 

speculator are: the overissue of currency; budgetary instability; 

an unsound banking position; political uncertainty; and labour 

unrest. Any one of these is sufficient to injure tho credit structure 

of a country, and is often followed by inflation and depreciating 

exchanges. Hence, the ever-watchful speculator who sees signs that 

one of these factors is about to come to a head will become a bear ” 

of that ourrenoy. On the other hand, when a country which has been 
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siiflering from any of the evils mentioned takes effective steps to set 

its house in oitler, the speculator \i'ill become a “ bull ’’ of its currency 

and will buy for a rise. 

Closely allied to 8j)eculative movements are those selling opera¬ 

tions emanating from persons and firms who have invested funds 

abroacl, but who, fearing for the safety of their money, hurry to 

repatriate it as soon as there are rumours of trouble. Such nervous 

transfers of funds can scarcely be tcrmcnl sjR'culative, though they 

have the same effect on exchange rates. 

Prosperous industrial and commercial conditions, a stable govern¬ 

ment, sound finance and |K)litical |X'atv tend, therefore, to rtxluce 

speculative exchange oi)eratioiLs, when'as contrary conditions--falling 

trade, jxditical unn^st, lalxair troubles, and other disturbing factors- - 
tend to pixxluce exchange uncertainties ami so to encourage sjx'culators 

whose actions may either modify or accentuate the effects which may 

be expected to result from the factors mentumetl. Mon^ usually the 

latter is the case, |)articularly in the case of a ilepreciating and fluctu¬ 

ating exchange, for unless steps are tak«*n to improve matters, the 

exchange Ix'comes not an index of business and (‘omim^nnal conditions 

but the men? pla\ihing of the speculator. 

As recent exj)erience has .shown, exchange sj^eculutioii affonis ample 

possibilities of loss as well as of profit during time's of widely fluctua¬ 

ting rates. Most rea<lers will nuneinlx'r the unpn*cfHlente<l scale of p>st- 

war speculation in foreign curn*ncies -j>articnlarly in UtTnian marks, 

Fnmch francs, the S{>anish p*s«*ta and the Austrian knuie. IVviple 

could not get riel of the idea that the value's f»f these currencies would 

some day \)c n'ston*fl, and const^piently they were lM)ught uj> in vast 

quantitic*s to be hoarded away in the form nl notes, or held in the 

form of balances with banks in this and other countrit's. 

When a currency is badly depreciated, enormous movements may 

be brought about once holders have bc'cn scared into an attempt to 

realise their holdings, and, in such circumstances, wc may witness a 

world-wide race to disfxxie of the currency concerned, as happened 

in the case of the'' flight from the mark ’’during 1923-24 and the sevend 

"flights from the franc ” which followed changing pditieal events in 
France and Europe. 

In some cases, of course, the speculators were well n$warded. 

This was especially true of speculation in French francs^ since this 

onrrency, before it was stabilised in 1928, was as prone to appreciate 

violcmtly as it was to fall rapidly in value. Hpoaking generally, 

howerer, there is little doubt that the Angers of the majority of post* 
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war speoulators in foreign currenoica were badly burnt, and the total 

amount lost in this way must have been considerable. 

Speculative dealings of the kind here discussed* art? rarely, if ever, 

undertaken by reputable dealers in the market. It is, of course, 

part of the business of every professional dealer to “ take a view 

i.e., to decide for himself whether it will pay to “ go short ” or “ go 

long ’* of a currency, according as the indications arc that the currency 

will either fall or rise in value. But it is always a rule with dealers 
in the Knglish joint stock hanks to maintain n “ level book *’ in all 

curnmcies (fluctuating or not), and to leave the type of transaction 

we have dt^scril)e<^ to the dealers in the fonugn banks and in the City 

iinancH^ houses. 

But whatever the source or the cause of these operations, the 

important point to be* observ'cd here is that, at timers, the speculative 

influence on the prevailing exchanges may be so strong as entirely 

to obscure what we have d«*scribe<l as the legitimate* position, and 

in such circumstance's the course of the exchange rates may for the 

time being be entin*ly unn*latt*d to the financial or trading position 

of the country conc<*mc»<l. This w as largely the case w ith the majority 

of the exchanges during and imm<*<liately after the Great War. The 

combincxl effects of d<*prcHnation and speculation caused movements 

unprecedented both for their dimension and frcnjuency. Each of 

the European cum*ncies, in turn, btHame the butt of world-wide 

speculation, vast purchases and corrcs|>ondingly gri*at sales accom¬ 

panying every change* in the internal and external }x>litical and 

financial position of the country concerned. 

In such circumstances, no theory could entirely explain the 

course of the rates of exchange. They were determined not by any 

considerations of relative punduising power or balance of trade, but 

merely by the U'm|>orary ndation between demand and supply, 

depending on the whim of the 8i>f*culator and on the latest rumour 

afloat in spcnmlative cindt's. 

FACTORS WHICH AFFEtTT THE RELATIVE PURCHASING 

POWER OF TWO CURRENCIES. 

Since the rate of exchange bt'iween any two currenoiw is deter¬ 

mined in the long run by the relation between the purchasing powers 

of those two cum*noics, it followis that any factors which bring about 

changes in the purchasing power (i.e., in the tnlemol value) of cither 
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currency must also bring about fluctuations in the rates of exchange 

(i.e., in their external purchasing power). 

Now a currency’s internal value must, of course, depend on the 

type of standard which is in use. Some countries have a silver 

standard, others a standard of inconvertible pajx^r, but in normal 

circumstances most of the nations of the world pin their faith to gold, 

by the adoption of one of the three forms of gold standart! mentioned 

in Chapter III, viz., the full gold standartl, the gold bullion standard 
or the gold exchange standard. 

Changes in Purchasing Power under Free Oold Standards.—When 

a currency is maintained on the gold standard, the tendency is for 

both its internal and its external purchasing power to be the same 

as the purchasing power of gold. If there are no restrictions on the 

free movement of gold, exports and imports of the metal auto¬ 

matically bring about the necessary equilibrium. Gold flows out of 

the country when its value falls too low, and flows into the country 

when its value becomes too high. 

Between a gold standard country and any other countiy on the 

[same standard, the rate of exchange tends constantly to return to 

the mint parity. The internal and external purchasing powers of 

both currencies tend to equal the purchasing power of gold, so that 

the purchasing power parity bc^tween the two currencies is the gold 

parity. Such fluctuations in the rates of exchange as do occur are 

confined within the gold points, i.e., the limits marking the cost of 

bining gold in one of the countries and selling it in another. 

Let us suppose that under these conditions one of the countriett 

issues more currency than is actually requires:! for the purpose of 

satisfactorily effecting her internal business, and satisfying the need 

of her people for exchange media. The existing currency may consist 

of gold coins, or of tokens of metal or pap<T which are convertible 

into gold on demand. Clearly, if we assume no change in the volume 

of goods exchanged, the result will be that prices will rise and that 

the value of the currency (and so of gold) will fall. Credit, being 

based on the legal tender currency, expands. Retailers and whole¬ 

salers borrow more freely and increase their stocks of commodities. 

Producers of these commodities receive more in profits and wages 

and so are able to spend more freely. They buy both foreign products 

and home-trade products, including, in the latter category, services 

of domestic servants, teachers, builders, etc., whose income and 

demand for goods are also increased. The extra demand for foreign 

prodnets will attract additional imports, and may restrict exports 
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by diverting exportable goods to the home market. Moreover, the 

rise in prices will cause the purchasing power parity to move out of 

line with the exchange rates so that imports will be encouraged and 

exports discouraged. Imports therefore increase relative to exports. 

The adverse movement in trade will cause the country’s exchanges 

with other gold standard currencies to move beyond the export specie 

point. Gold therefore tends to flow out and goods to flow in. Credit 

contracts, and the value of the currency rises. Ultimately, equili¬ 
brium tends to be c^stablished at the point w'here the country has 

just suflicient currency for its needs and where the purchasing power 

parities, and hence the rates of exchange, its currency and other 

gohl standanl curn*ncies approximate to the mint pars of exchange. 

Such conditions apply between all countries which have currencies 

based on the gold standard. There are forces constantly at work 

tending to establish ecpiilibrium both in the value of gold and in the 

level of prices in all the countries. The available supply of gold is 

distributed among the various countries until each one has just 

suflicient to maintain her credit system, to support adequately such 

curremey as she requirc^s to eff(*ct her internal exchanges with efficiency, 

and to serve the nml of her international financial position. The 

use of the common gold standard makes for a uniform price level 

throughout the worhl, and deviations thcn*fn>m in any one of the gold 

countries an* automatically corrt'cteil so long as gold moves without 

restriction. 

The Effect of Restrictions on Gold Exports and the Gold Exchanges — 
But although the exchanges between gold standard countries tend to 

fluctuate within close limits of the mint parity, it must not be thought 

that such exchanges are never subjcH't to more violent movements. 

One factor which may bo responsible for wider fluctuations than 

would otherwise oc<!ur is the im{M>8ition of restrictions on the export 

of gold from countries whieh n^tain the other t'ssentials of the gold 

standard. 

In pro'war days, France and Germany afforded well-known 

examples of countries which acted in this way. Whilst they were 

at all times ready to withdraw^ gold from other countries, they resorted 

to various devices to prevent gold exports of any magnitude. In 

France, the Bank of France either refused to supply such gold as 

was required for export purposes or offered to exchange its notes for 

silver instead. In Germany, would-be exporters of the precious 

metal were made aw*aro that their action in removing gold from the 

country would be viewed with disfavour by high authorities. 
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Restrictive action of a similar, though of a far more c^oinprehensivo 

kind, is taken to-day by practically all countries which have eontinue<l, 

in theorj’, to maintain the gold standard, but, in practii*i\ have rt'sorted 

to various devices with a view to obviating gold exi^orts and ket*ping 

their exchanges as nearly as possible at a pn'deterinined h‘vel in terms 

of currencies on an effective gold standard. Actually, such restrictivt^ 

action, involving interference with or complete control of the exchange 

mechanism, has bi'en taken in countries other than those which hav«' 
sought to maintain the gold standard, but a considi‘ration of the tmdless 

variety of restrictive opt'nitions must Ih' didiTit'd to a later chapter 

as their full implications cannot \yo understood until ctTtain otherasjx'cts 

of the exchange problem have l)t‘en discussed. 

Credit Factors and Gold Exchanges- Of very great imix^rtance in 
producing relatively wide movemc^nts of gold exchanges are tlis- 

turbances of credit. In ail modeni coiumunitit's the vast majority 

of daily exchangt»s are effecttnl by meaas of cn*<lit instruments, such 
as Government or bank not<"s, che<jues and bills of exchange. As 

a result, a vast .superstructure* of cn‘dit is built u[Km a Hiiiall metallic 

reserve, and any variations in the volume of that credit necc^ssarily 

have most widesprt*ad efffx ts both on the trade of the nation and on 

its foreign exchanges. 

In ordinary cin.*um.stanci‘8, the volume of crnlit expands or 

contracts fairly regularly in n*sj)onse to trade demands, but there 

are tim<*s when the expan>ion i.s so great and the subsequent con¬ 

traction so violent as to cause widespn*ad disturbance. A periotl of 

trade activity, progress and bu.sint*ss initiative, basisl on the prosptx t 

of increasixi gain, gives rise to general filings of buoyancy, an 

expansion of commercial enteq>rise and an extension of cretlit. Pricc« 

rise and speculation is encouraged. If this i.s contininyl to an unwise 

extent, reaction inevitably follow.s, bringing in its train whoh*sale 

liquidation, a period of trade depression, business uncertainty and 

falling prices. 

It is now the generally accept<*d aim of all esUiblishcd Govern¬ 

ments and central banks so to rc^gulatc the volume of credit as to 

minimise such disturbances and, so far as it is possible, ensure steady 

internal prices with reasonable stability of the foreign exchange rates. 

The basis of central bank policy throughout the world is the prevention 

of a cycle of excessive buoyancy and markf^l depression, and the 

maintenance of steady commercial and industrial growUi without 

serions set-backs. Accortlingly, when credit shows a tendency to 

expand beyond the limits of safety, steps arc^ taken to curb speoulationy 
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as, for example, by raising the rate of interest at which funds may 

be borrowed for speculative use. Conversely, when business condi¬ 

tions incline to stagnate, an endeavour is made to promote legitimate 

trade enterprise by lowering the rate of interest and thereby encouraging 

the use of borrowwl money in h<*althy business operations. 

Even in the bt^t regulaU^l communities, however, troubles are 

bound to arise. From time to time events occur which have the 

elle<?t of causing a violent and unexpected contraction of credit. 

The imnu^ate cause of the reaction may be a single event, such as 

a great Hmxl, the failun* of a hann^st, the outbreak of war, a strike 

in an imiK>rtant industry or the failure of a great financial house 

or banking firm. Or there may be a serit^s or secjuence of events or 

disturbing causes which, although individually of relative unim- 
|X)rtnnr<‘, have a cumulative depn^ssing (‘fleet on business activity. 

In any such case, the disturbing factor or fa< tors l(*ad to a loss of 

confideiK'e on the part of bu^inesN m(‘n, lM)tli at home and abroad. 

Foreign trade is nci'essarily discouragtxl, and fluctuations in the 

foreign exchanges follow tlu* upheaval in trade, the withdrawal of 

fondgn balance's, and the chang(<s in the ])urchasing |>ower parity 

brought about by the variations in intc^nial price's. The tendency 

is to unfavourable exchange's, and, if gold can be withdrawn for 

ex|X)rt, it may leave the eountry in coit'^iderabh* (piantitu's before 

the ixxsition is finally adjusted. 

('oiulitioiis of this kind have arisen on several cK‘casions during 

the past history of Hritain. and only at the cost c»f h(*avv iimwLs 

into her gold riverves has she b(H‘n able to maintain her rigid ad- 

hen‘nce to the principle of tht* gold standanl and of a free gold market. 

Th(' events of HKII wen* (»f the natiin^ deseriUnl, but on this occasion 

the disturbafus* was (d such magnitude that it was found imjx>Hsible 

to maintain the ('onvertibility <d our notes (sec' /xxd, Chapter XX), 

Other countries, when factxl witli similar conditions, have not been 

so willing to part with their gold luildings, and thus, in spite of their 

theori'iieal mainU'imnce of the gold standanl, their exchanges have 

fluctuated considerably Ix'Vond the liinita im{Kiseii by the export and 

import specie points. 

Inconvertible Correnciee.-—Uncertamt v in exchange is much accentu¬ 

ated when one or both of the two cuirc'ncies coiuvnied is depreciated 

through excessive issues of inconvertible tokt'ns of metal or paper. 

The grt'at draw^bai'k to an inconvertible jmjx'r currency is that, 

while ite quantity can be increaiMMl without limit, it cannot be 

earUracUd in the same w^ay as a convertibk^ note issue. Once such 
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paper is put into circulation, it remains in circulation until such time 

as the Government is in a position to redeem it, and decides so to do. 

Theoretically, if the amount is strictly limited, and the issue is regulated 

according to the demands of trade, it is jx^ssible that with proper 

precautions an inconvertible note issue might perform the usual 

functions of an efficient internal currency and the exchanges be kept 

reasonably stable. Britain, since she sUx^jx'iidtHl the gold standard in 

September, 1931, has clearly shown that, by rigid attention to the 
national finances and by a it'gular Ixilancing of the Budget, control 

of an inconvertible currency is passible. 

But what Britain has achieved by |)ainstaking sacrifice might not 

be achieved by other countries, and, unfortunately, the history of in¬ 

convertible paper issues throughout the world is not enctiuraging. 

In brief, the value of an inconvertible curn^ney is not firmly ticnl 

to the value of gold, as is the ease when the notes art' fnxdy cc^nvertible 

into gold, and it is maiidy for this reason that inconvertible j>a|x*r is 

always liable to be issued to excess. A Govc'ninu'nt issue of incK>n- 

vertible currency is in the nature of a fonvd internal loan, costing little 

or nothing to raise, and carrying no interc'st or obligation to repjiy the 

principal. The temptation to over issue is thertdore often irrc*si8tible, 

and in times of financial stress Ministers are glad to avail themselves 

of a method which, merely by setting the printing press to work, 

places large funds at their dis|K)sal. Appetite grows by what it 

feeds on, and every additional issue still further depreciates the 

national currency. The prices of coiniiuKlities rise, including those 

of the precious metals. Gold and silver coins are melted down, 

hoarded, or are exjiorted and sold abroad, and thus dis{ip|H»ar from 

circulation. The paper currency l>ecome8 so discredited that the 

people will accept it only under compulsion. 

Generally, it may be said that the deliIxTate over-issue of a pii|K»r 

currency {inflation, as it is calle<l) is made by the Government con¬ 

cerned for the purpose of cxjvcring a budgetary deficit, a state of affairs 

which may result from the outbreak of war, or the occurrence of other 

national disasters, such as widespread crop failures, or extensive flcKxls. 

Funds must be raisixl in some way, and an additional issue of in¬ 

convertible notes affoirls the easiest, though not the best, method 

of raising them. 

Unfortunately, inflation, once started, is difficult to stop; the Govern¬ 

ment finds its expenditure continually outpacing its revenue, since the 

former increases with every rise in prices, whilst the latter is paid in 

notes whose value is continually falling. Hence the Budget deficit 
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must be mot either by the issue of more notes, leading to further 

inflation, or by the imposition of heavier taxation. The first alternative 

is usually taken, and so matters go from l)ad to worse; the fear of 

further inflation causes traders to charge “ to-morrow’s price ”, thus 

accentuating the tendency for prices to rise still higher and making 

noccmsary additional issues of currency. It is obvious that, under such 

conditioiis, domestic as well as foreign trade must be a matter of great 

difficulty and anxiety, and such difficulties will continue until drastic 
act ion is taken to place the national curremey and finance on a sound basis. 

Inconvertible Currencies cause Widely Fluctuating Exchanges.— 
Since the purchasing power of the inflated currency w^ill vary each 

time its quantity is increast‘d, it ne<‘essarily follows that the pur¬ 

chasing power parity will also move and engender still further 

fluctuations in the prevailing rates of t‘xchange. Moreover, the 

{XMition will Ik* renden.*d even more complicated and unstable by 

the anticii>atory dealings of 8jK*culators “for the fall”, and, on 

ocTasion, ” for the ris<* 

Movements of the exchanges are violent enough betureen an 

inflated currtmey and a gold standard currt'ncy. But the exchange 

position is still mon? complioaU'd and uncertain when boih currencies 

are depreciated. The inffuenc(*s aff(*cting the relative purchasing 

power parity betwiTii the currencies then come from two directions; 

exchange fluctuations are brought about by every change in the 

value of either currency following on further issues of inconvertible 

papi*r. If we assume that both countriw start from the position 

of a common gold standard, then we may say that the purchasing' 

power parity between their currencU^s will be deU*rminc*d by the 

relative degree to which thoee currencies are inflated (see Chapter III). 

Whenever inflation is resorted to there is, in practice, always a 

fear that it will Ik* carric*<l further (this is esjiecially the case with 

an inconvertible currency), and, lK)th at home and abroad, there is a 

failure of confidence in the currency, (k^naequently the rate of external 

depreciation, i.e., the rate at which the foreign exchanges move against 

the country, tends to ho mort' rapid than the rise in internal prices. 

In such circumstances, the currency is said to lie under-txdued, 

i.e., it will buy less goods abroml than it will buy at home. This 

at first makes the country a cheap market in which to buy, since 

its currency is cheap in terms of others, and the internal prices of 

its products are little more than normal, Exfiorta are therefore 

encouraged, while imports, owing to the low purchasing jiowTr of the 

home ourrency, are discouraged, anil the tendency is towards a favour- 
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able balance of trade which would automatically create a demand 

for the home currency and improve its value. Experience haa shown, 

however, that inflation of a paper currency, once begun, has a 
strong tendency to continue, while the rate of rise in internal pricvs also 

increases, until the margin of advantage to fortugn buyers di8ap))ear8. 

The extent to which a paper currency is dcprt'ciated is shown, 

approximately, by the premium on gold, which rises higher and 

higher with each new currency issue. If, for example, £200 in notes 

will exchange for no more than £100 in gold, the premium on gold is 

said to be 100 %, and paper is reckoned to be at a discount of 50 %. 

The extent of the premium on gold will usually indicate how far the 

exchange rate has diverged from the Mint Par or normal exchange 

value.* 
As is natural, the frequent variation.^ in the rates of exc^hange 

cause widespread uncertainty in business iyrcles. They disturb 

trade and make future contracts wellnigh impossible. To protect 
themselves, exchange dealers charge high rates in onlcT to cover 

the risk of exchanging a currency of uncertain value, with the result 

that transactions for legitimate trading customers arc^ not conducted 

on the ordinary basis of a reasonable profit. Moreover, the tendency 

is for legitimate traders to shun bu.siness with a country whoso 

cuirency is depreciated and subject to constant fluctuation. They 

prefer to do no business rather than to do bu.sines8 which partakes 

of the nature of absolute speculation, and which, iastead of offering 

some certainty of reasonable profit, is quit^* likely to cause serious 

loss. A country with a currency of this kind can buy goods abroad 

only if her traders undertake to make pajmient either in the currency 

of the selling country or in a widely accept«*<l gold currency, such as 

the dollar. But by so doing tho-si* trailers are comiM'lle<l to ls*ar the 

risks arising from exchange fluctuation. 

Though legitimate traders thus tend to avoiil fluctuating ami 

depreciating exchange’s, speculators make the m their happy hunting 

ground. Every change in the economic conditions and cmlit of the 

country conceme<l as disclosed by its pubiishcii statistics of industrial 

activity, of forc*ign trade, of circulating currency, and of budgetary 

finance is followed by operations on the part of Mp'culators who take 

a favourable or unfavourable view of the latest developments. If 

currency returns indicate that inflation of the currency is in progn^ss, 

or if the budgetary position shows a heavy deficit, spc’ciilatoni “ sell 

short ’’ of the cairrency in the exp(-*ctation that a future fall in its value 

^ This fact is racognlsed and expressed in I^rd King'$ Ixtw, mm Chapter XVf. 
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will enable them to meet their eommitmentB at a profit. If, on the 

other hand, a country’H traile returiw whow that itn poHition ia improving, 

or if, after a jxtriod of financial <liHorder, a nation's finances an* subjected 

to rigid control and its budget i>rojK‘rly balanced, siK*culators who take 

an optimistic view of the ]K)sition will “ go long ” of the currency, 

i.e., buy supplies of tiu* eurit iu y in onh r to sell lat<*r at a prr>fit. 

Sooner or laUT, of course, a remedy must be found, for, as long 

as conditions of this kind jK-rsist, the country concerntxl cannot 

hojH* to maint^iiii a {xmitioii of any great importance among the 

trailing nations of the uorld. Unless steps are taken to establish 

her currency on a projHT biisis, the national credit will be damagi^l 

to such an exUnt that she may exjxTience great diliiculty not only 

in re c^stablLshing her trailing ]Kisition, but also in obtaining from 

othcT nations that financial co o)HTation in the form of loans and 

creilits w hich is almost always necessary in such t ases. The harmful 

effect of a depixH-iali^d internal cunt*ncy i>n ft>ndgn tra<le and on the 

exchaugi^s beiomcu wellnigh disastrous if it is ailowcxi to continue 

to the iKiint where the national cri‘iiit bixomes badly impairc*d. 

Now ailays,cn*dit, the expri^ssum of mutual conlidence betw mi man and 

man, and betwetn one nation and anothiT, plays a most conspicuous 

role in inUTiiational traiicand exchange. Everything whic h tends to 

promote that confidence expands, and everything which tends to 

impair that confidem c* rc-stricts, those busim-ss ojxTations which, in 

the mcxleni world, arc iUmost c*ntircly dc^ixiident on crcxiit. For 

th(*se re^isons the effects of a disorganisiHl cum‘ney and of a badly 

dejinsLUaU'd exehaiigi* tend to be euinulative, and the eTixlit of the 

country concvnicd sinks lower and lower until drastic steixi arc taken 

to put its house' in orde r. 

It should ber fairly obvious, too, that Uie various factors to which 

wo have already i\*femxi as causing sudden disturbances of credit 

in gold standard couiitrii't» must have far more disastrous consequences 

where a depnviaUxl inconvertible curreiiey rulctj. \Vheri> Uie cur¬ 

rency is already (ieprtxdatwl and subjivt to frecpicnt ffuctuatioii, tho 

whole credit nux'hanism not only becomc's extremely sensitive to 

disturbing events and to change's in public sentiment at homo and 

abroad, but also rc'cuils far morv extensively from such intluonces. 

Moreover, a countr}* whose cum'iK^y is in such a condition takes a 

far longer time to recuiH^ato from a {K'riod of depression, and has to 

make far gn^ater sacrifices to do so, than a country w hich is in tho 

more fortunate position of having a reasonably stable basis of inU^rual 

and external exchange. 



CHAPTER XI 

FOBWABD EXCHANGE 

Forward rates of exchange are those which are quoted for j>urclia8e« 

or sales of foreign currency to be coin})leted at the expiration of a 

specified period. The essence of these transactions is that a rate of 

exchange is fixed nou' between a buyer and wller at which a certain 

amount of foreign currency shall bo delivere<l on a 8})ccitic<l future 

date, which may be one month, two months, three months or mort^ 

ahead from the date of the bargain. Forward tninsaetions are carried 

out not only on the ^^larkct but also between banks and their customers. 

Although properly completed contract forms (see Chapter XXI) 

are exchanged between buyer and seller at the time the deal is effected, 

no actual cash passes until the agreed future date, when the foreign 

currency is delivered by the seller, and the ecpiivalent in sterling is 

paid by the buyer. 

nie Devekvment ol the Forward Market- In pre war days, when 

fluctuations in most rates of exchange were corilined within very 

narrow limits, such Limited forward facilities as existed were 

practically confined to fluctuating exchanges, in particular, those of 

Sooth America. 

The Great War brought into being vastly different conditions. 
Many exchanges fluctuated with a total disregard of economic factors; 
they were influenced by every change in international politics, and 
by ev^ whim of the speculator in foreign currencies. Hence busi¬ 
ness men in this and other countries were compelled to give far more 
attention to international exchange. They had to recognise that a 
movement in an existing rate might easily wipe out a fair commercial 
profit, and our own traders, more especially, were forced to assume 
part of the exchange risks which they had formerly left almost enturdy 
to the foreigner. The merchants naturally turned to Hie banks for 
assistance, and, as a result, the machinery of forward exchange was 
considerably extended until it embraced all impmiant ourrencies. 
International trade was thus relieved of some of its diffioulUes, and 

S40 
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the risks which had become inseparable from exchange opmitions 

were transferred to the shoulders of the banks. 

The Method of Quoting Forward Rates ot Exchange^—In practice, 
forward rates are quoted, not (like spot rates) in terms of a number 

of units of one currency for one unit of another, but at par, or at 
a “ margin of so many points premium or discount, relative to the 

spot rates. The margins are usually expit^ssed in terms of the sub¬ 

sidiary unit of the currency concerned, i.e., in terms of cents for the 
dollar rate, centimes for the French rate, and pfennigo for the rate 

on Berlin, but, occasionally, the rates are quoted in terms of the 

currency unit itself, e.g., or J franc and i or j lira. 
Although the published quotations arc* invariably for ptTiods of one, 

two or three months, it is usually possible to obtain quotations for 

longer periods up to six months, or for broken or irregular periods, 
such as six or ten wwks. In general, houever, such exceptional 

quotations can be obtained only at rales which are proportionately 

not quite as a<lvanU&gf*ous to a buyer as the ortlinary standard market 

rates. 

In actual fact, as explained on ])age250, the rates which are quoted 

on tht Market, and which arc siilwsequently reproduced in the news¬ 

papers, represent the <litlerenct^ for which s|X)t currency C4in be 
exchuiigtHl or “ swappcxlfor fom^anl currency, bociiuve Market forwaixl 

dciils are randy outright purchasers or sales of forvrard currency as are 

the transactions Iwtween bankers ami their customers. The rates for 
transactions with customers an\ however, bivsed directly on the 

market rates. 

Thus at a certain time the following rates were quoted on New 
York and Paris:— 

“ New York, T.T. .. 4-86J Paris, T.T. .. 92-60.’’ 

At the same time the forward rates were quoted :— 

Now York—1 month J, 2 months j, 3 months premium.^' 

“ Paris—1 month 45, 2 months 80, 3 months 112, discount,'' 

In the case of New York the fractions represent cents which are 

deducted from the spot rate (i.e., forward dollars are at a premium 

and dearer than spot dollars), while the iigures in tiie Paris quotations 

represent centimes which are added to the spot rate (i.e., forward 
francs are at a discount and cheaper than spot francs). 

The following table shows the rates eorrcs|K>tidtng to the above 
quotations:— 

16 
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SPOT RATK. 

FOKWAKD RATES. 

1 nionUi. 2 moatlkt. 8 moiillis. 

New York 1 premium 
- 4 S5 

1 premium 
= 4-84J 

^ prwmium 
4 -84| 

Paris Fes. 92 -60 45 discount 
-93 05 

80 discount 
- 93-40 

113 discount 
93 *73 

Prom these figures it will be seen that when forward quotations 

are at a discount and the rate is quoted in foreign currency, more 

currency is obtainable per £l at the end of the stated time than would 

be obtained by a purchase of spot currency, and, on the other hand, 

when forward currency is quoted at a premium, the forward rate is 

lower than the spot rate and consequently less currency is obtained 

at the end of the fixed time than could be purchaseni by a s{X)t deal. 

It should be noted also that the premium or discount for forwanl 

quotations may remain the siime although the s|K:)t rate may fluctuate. 

Forward quotations are sometimes given for buyers and sellers 

in ** double-barrelled ” form in the same way as the six)t rates. Thus 

the forward rates on Paris may be quoted as 10 20 c. ix?r month, 

discount,*' at a time when the 8}K>t rate is given as 124 *00-124-121, 

and, if the quotations w^ere applied in dealings with customers, the 

corresponding rates would Ixj as follows:— 

.'ielUnir. liuyLnfi. 

Spot rate .124 iX) 124-125 

1 month fomi’ard rate .. 124-10 124-325 

3 months forward rate 124-30 124 - 725 

The reader should observ-c that in this ease th«> margin lH-tw«t-n 

selling and buying prices increases as the forward jx-riiMi lengthens, 

since the forward discount is said to Iw so much “ per tmmth 

When the forward margin is under spot (i.e., at a pn-niiuni) it is 

usual to quote the double-barrtdled rates thus: “ 20~10 e. js-r month, 

premium It will be notice«l that the figures are reversed to facilitate 

comparison with the buying anrl selling sjMt quotations in which the 

lower is usually quoted first. 
Forwavi Ksohange QaoUttoas.—It remains to be stated that 

forward exchange rates on the principal centres are nowadays quoted 
in Uie newspapers in oonjunctian with the lists of daily quotations 
which are discussed in the foregoing paragraphe, and refesvnoee ore 
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almost invarialby made in the Foreign Exchange Article to the flnctoa* 

tions which have taken place in the forward rates. 

Appended is a 8p<*cimen of the table of forwarrl exchange rates 

given by the Economint. In this table the rates on New York, Paris, 

Forward Exchange Bates. 
(EconomUl^ 13th January, 1934.) 

(rioaing quotatiouR.) 

on 
Jnri. 5, 
ni34. 
IVr £. 

Jan. 9, 
)U34. 
Prr £. 

Jan. 10, 
11134. 
IVr £. 

Jan. 11, 
11434. 
iVr £- 

(M (6) (t) (t) (b) (b) 

f 1 Month 31 3| 31 3| 21 3i 21-31 11 21 11-2 
Xfw York,^ t» 5 r>j r> 5j 4i .71 4| 5| 31-41 31-31 

1 3 .. 7 7J 7 7i «! 71 01-71 51-61 6-51 

<t) ('>) (t) (b) (b) (b) 
[ 1 Month 4 8 4 7 5 H 5 8 4 8 5-8 

PariR, cent. o 11 Itl 10 15 10 15 10 15 10-15 12-17 
1 3 .. 10 21 17 22 20 25 19-24 19-24 19-24 

(<d (^») («) (a) (a) (<!) 

f 1 Month 1 P'W 1 I*»r 1- 1 pnr J-par i-par 
Hollnnil, cent. < o ^ •« 1 F«r 1 l«r 4 pi»r 1 pnr 1-per i-par 

1 3 #, j 1 iwr 1 i>ar 1 ]>ar l-|ktir l-j)ar 1-par 

1 
{{') (h) (t<) (M (ft) (b) 

f 1 Month 1 ) )mr 1 I>ar 1 |>ar-l fiar-l par-1 
t* |t»ir 2 {ttir 1 iwr 1 i |)iir 1 jiar 1 par-1 

1 3 ]Mir 2 |mr 1 par 1 I>ar 1 jkiir 1 1 |iar-l 

(^0 (^0 (rl) («) 1 in) (a) 

f 1 Month 1 jMir 2 jHir 2 1 2-1 2-1 2-1 
Zurit’h, ooiit. o ^ »• 2 {wir 2 par 3-1 3 1 3 1 3 1 

[ 3 3 1 3 1 31 11 3|-11 31 n 31-11 

i {(>) (<») (fc)^ (b) (b) (b) 
r 1 Month '■ i i iV rV } > 

». “ 1 r. *-1 ,-.-1 
Italy, lira . . -{ «> •* •• 

m m l-i 11 
1 3 HI HI 11 1-1 

(o) l*reiniiitu, i.o., iifuior (6) Diarouul, i.e., *'over spot.** 

BniHst‘l.s and Italy am over spot, i.e., they am at a ilist'omit. On 

the other hand, the rates on iiolland and Zurich am iimler 8|x>t, i.e., 

the forwartl (piutations for one month am at a pmmiuni. 

The following paragraph on forward rates is taken from The 
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Manchester Chtardian Comtnercial, and should be readily understood 

in the light of the foregoing remarks. 

The forward markets have been dull. Forward dollars have been in strong 
demand on account of investment ** swaps ** and firm money rates in London 
with easy rates in New York. The premium ()aid has been as high as ^ for 
one month and for three months. Other perioils have been dealt in at 
various rates up to for six months. French francs have been between 
40 and 50 centimes discount for one month throughout the week with a three 
months* Quotation of Fc. l*10-Fc. 1*20» but business has been only moderate. 
Forward lire still command a premium of 15 centesimi for one month and 
40 centeeimi for three months. The premium on Swiss francs and Dutch 
guilders is easing off, one month Ixung practically at par in each case with the 
spot rate, while for three months a slight premium of ) centime is asked. 

The fractions \\ and used in connection with forward 

rates on New York are, os previously indicated, fractions of U.S. 

cents per £1, and as the rates are said to be at a premium, the fractions 

must in all cases be deducted from the spot quotations to give dearer 

forward rates for purchasing dollars. It will be noted that the 

premium on dollars on the date in question was due chieBy to transfers 

for investment purposes, the market preferring to keep its funds in 

London rather than in New York by reason of the higher money 

rates in the former centre, and thus resorting to purchases of forward 

dollars against spot sales, as explained on page 276. In other words, 

holders of dollars in New York sell them for sterling in London and 

purchase forward dollars, thus Bxing the rate at which they will 

ultimately convert their sterling holdings into dollars. 

Covert Forward Operatioiis.—It Is obviously no part of a banker’s 

business to assume risks which should properly be borne by his cus¬ 

tomers. No banker can possibly sell a customer pesetas, three 

months forward, at 32 per £1 and himself run the risk of having to 

buy them in at 25 per £1 when the time comes to deliver. Nor can a 

banker undertake to buy Japanese yen from a customer, three months 

forward, at 2s. Id., and run the rink of their being worth only Is. 6d. 

when handed over by the customer at the expiration of the agreed 

period. Consequently, it has always been the practice for banks to 
cover or protect themselves in respect of all ordinary forward opera* 

tiems by one of several methods which are available. Theoretically 

there are four possible methods which may be adopted, for example, 

by a banker who has eold foreign currency forward. He may:— 

(1) Lay down the requisite funds in the foreign centre at once by 

the purchase of T.T., M.T., G.M.T., cheques or sight drafts 

on that centre, so that the difference between the rate at 

which he buys and that at which he has sold forward 
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represents his profit on the transaction, subject to any gain 

or loss of interest occasioned by the transfer of his funds. 

(2) Buy in his own market a forward T.T. in the foreign currency, 

deliverable on the same date as the one he has sold, i.e., 

cover his own forwanl sale by finding another dealer in the 
Market who has the s^ime currtmcy to sell forward. 

(3) Arrange by wire or cable with his agent in the foreign centre to 

sell that agent sterling against the requisite amount of 

foreign currency, either spot or as a forward deal. We have 

alreaily noted that banks abroad are far more willing to run 

“ ojx*n |K>sitions *’ than are our leading banks, so that a 

I»ndon de^iler may easily find among his foreign corre* 

spondents someone w’ho is w'illing to sell him the foreign 

currency (i.e., to buy sterling) forward for deliveiy on the 

maturity date of tlie banker’s contract with his customer. 

(4) Buy long bills in the fortngn currency concemc<l, maturing at 

approximately the same time as the forward payment is due 

to be made by him. 

Relatively few forwanl sales are coveiod by the hvst method, 

i.e., the purchase of long bills maturing at approxiraaU4y the same 

date, for there are obvious practical difiiculties in the way of doing 

this. There is first of all the difliculty that bankers could not always 

obtain bills of the right amount maturing just when the funds are 

re([uirtHi, so that they more often cover their purchases of long bills 

by forward sales than they cover forward Siiles by purchasing long 

bills. In practice, too, bills come along as }>art of the banker s routine 

business; the banker does not seiirch for such bills because he wants 

them as cover or for any other reason. But when bills do come into 

his hands, he will use them as cover whenever he can suitably do so, 

but more especially when the bills earn a higher rate of interest than 

he can obtain by employing the funds either at home or elsewhere. 

Finally, there is the difliculty thiit, as bankers in this countiy do not 

draw long bills or re-sell foreign bills which have come into their hands, 

they are obviously not in a position to cover their forward purchases 

of foreign ourrenoy by the sale of long bills in the same currency. 

The first method, i.e., covering forward sales of foreign currency 

by an immediate spot purchase of T.T,, M.T. or cheques, means that 

the bank dealer is faced with the necessity of making an immediate 

outlay for the purchase of the spot currency. But, so far as ordinary 

business is concerned, a variety of reasons may render any such action 
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both unprofitable and undesirable. Banks prefer to keep their funds 

liquid, and the practice of laying down funds abroad for any jieriod is 

resorted to, in the absence of special circumstances, only when the 

banks find it remunerative to do so from an investment stundjKiint. 

Pealers who buy or sell forward, therefore, cover themselves by 

the second or third method, and can do so liecause the develojunent 

of the Market in forward currencies has made it possible for the banks 

to marr}’ ” their forward transactions, i.e., to match or w't-olT 
forward purchases with forward sales, and vice versa. Nowailays, a 

dealer who has sold currency forward can usually without dilliculty 

obtain forward cover by resorting to the forward market through the 

intermediary of one of the many brokers with whom he is in constant 

touch. Thus it has become a common practice to cover all important 
forward operations by entering into corresj>onding transactions in the 

opposite direction, such covering transiictions IxMiig etlectiMl, in the 

great majority of cases, on the dealer’s own market. 

As regards smaller trans<ictions with his customers, the dealer usually 

sets off his purchases against his sale.s, and only when the one exct^cHls 

the other by a con.siderable amount d<H*s he trouble to cover: then he 

covers the whole balance in one o|)eration, and, as a nde, ho exjKTiences 

no difficulty in picking up, either in London or in the fonugn centre, 
sufficient fomard cov'er for all his ordinary requirements. 

The Basis o! Forward Batej.—Like all prici^s, the price of forwanl 

exchange dcix*nds on demand and supply. In normal times, however, 

the forward rates are very closely iink<*d to the sjK)t rates, ami the 

margin between them is dcfiendent almost entirely on diffi^nniccvS in 

interest rates. 

The reason for this is not far to seek. Supprisi^ for instance, that 

on any given day the offerings of forwanl frarws excc?<xl the demand 

for them, and that the price of forward francs conse^juently falls 

below the price of sf)ot francs, i.e., fom'ard fntiics go to a discount. 

The discount must l>e sufficient to induce dealers to take up the surplus 

forward francs, and, in the absence of sufficient forward cover, this 

means that they will have to cover by spot sales. 

Now the obvious result of covering a forward pundiaao iiy a s|)ot 

sale is to involve an immediate transfer of the dealer's funds from 

Paris to London. When the dealer sells spot francs his sterling balance 

in London is enlarged, while his balance in Paris is depleted. If 

interest rates are higher in Paris than in Ixmdon, the dealer will 

naturally view such a movement with disfavour, since the francs in 

Paris would earn more interest than can be obtained by employing 
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sterling in London, and he will not therefore undertake the forward 

purohase unless the di^couni is at least sufficient to compensate him for 

this loss of interest and to provide him with a reasonable margin of 

profit. On the other hand, the force of competition will prevent the 

discount on forward francs from becoming much greater than the 

int<^r(*.st margin, for, if the difference l>ecomes at all marked, dealers 

wiU buy forward francs against spot Siiles with a view to gaining a 

profit from the margin after allowing for the loss of interest. 
The liondon forward rate on Paris will therefore be quoted at a 

discouni, which will represent the amount which sellers of forward 

francs must give away in order to earn the higher interest rates in 

Paris. If interest in Paris is 2 % higher than it is in London, the 

difference represents approximately 20 centimes per month on a rate 

of 124 franc.s, and this is the maximum amount per £1 which the 

Ix)ndon dealer can give away without incurring loss. Hence, the 

one month foru'anl rate in such circumstances will not normally be 

at a discount of much more than 20 centimes. 

If in such circunKstanccs the margin l)etwecn the Intercast rates is 

increased by a change in the bank rate in one of the centres, the 

tendency will Uj f(»r the discount on for^vanl fnincs in Ix>ndon to 

increase, i.e., the margin bi?twei*n the spot and fonvanl rates on Paris 

will Ik* wideneil. Conversely, if the difference l)etwecn the interest 

rates in narrourd, the discount on forwanl francs will tend to deort*ase, 

i.e., the margin Ix'twwn the RjK)t and forwanl rates will tend to narrow 

and may, in fact, diHap|x*ar entiniy in favour of a premium. 

In reverse conditions, where interest rat<*8 in Paris are /ot/'cr than 

they an* in Ixuulon, dealers in the latter centre will lose interest on a 

purchase of sjKit fnincs to cover a forw’anl sale ami will therefore 

charge moro for forwanl fmnos. If |>ossible, they will repatriate jvirt 

of their funds in Pari.s by selling s|>ot francs and buying forwani francs 

to cover. The market tendency is therefore to depreciate the 8|X)t 

rab^ and send the forwrard quobition to a premium^ representing the 

amount which must bo paid by anyone wishing to buy forwrard francs 

in onlor to overcome the n»luctance of the lx)ndon dealers to transfer 

their sjiot funds to Paris, this reluctance being measured by Uie loss 

of interest occasioncHi bj’ such a transfer. 

SupjKMH?, for example, that interest rates in London are 2 % higher 

than in Paris, and the spot rate, lx>ndon on Paris, is Fes. 124 — £1. 

Then the premium on the forward French quotation will tend to l)o 

20 centimes per month, i.e., the one inonth forward rate will tend 
towanls 20 centimes premium. 
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The premium on forward francs in London will incr€€ue if a change 

in interest rates, either in London or in Paris, increases the difference 

in favour of London. Conversely, the premium will decrease if such 

a change lessens the difference in London’s favour, while it will tend 

to disappear altogether in favour of a discount if interest rates in 

Paris ultimately become higher than those in London. 

From this explanation it will be clear that, other things being 

equal, the forces which send forward sterling to a premium must send 
forward francs to a discount, and tnce versa. When interest rates are 

low in Paris and high in London, the influence of the desire of London 

dealers to withdraw their funds from Paris is accentuated by the desire 

of dealers in Paris to transfer their balances to London. Conversely, 

when interest rates are higher in Paris than in London, the effect of 

transfers of London funds to Paris will be accentuated by the with¬ 

drawal of French funds from London. 

A Practical Dlustration.—Let us assume that a Ix)ndon dealer is 

able to deal at 4 • 86-4*86J on New York, and that he is asked to 

quote a rate for the sale of $50,000, three months forwanl. Let us 

assume further that the best rate which the dealer can obtain on funds 

in London is 4 %, but that he can get a rate of 6 % by placing funds 

on three months fixed deposit in New York. What rate will ho 

quote for three months forward dollars in these circumstances? 

Following the principles explained above, w'e must assume that 

the dealer can cover him.self imrae<liately by purchasing the wime 

quantity of dollars spot. He knows that he can place these on fixed 

deposit in New York, to earn interest at 6 % jxjr annum, i.e., 2 % 

more than the equivalent sum can earn in London. On $4-86 (the 

rate the dealer will have to jwy the Market) interest for 3 months at 

2 % per annum is $*0243, and this sum represents the gross difference 

(i.e., neglecting expenses) which he can gain per £1, or per $4*86, by 

transferring funds from London to New York. 

Theoretically, therefore, the London dealer would arrive as follows 

at the best rate which he could quote in the circumstances:— 
I 

He can purchase spot dollars at . • ..4*86 
The gain by holding these in Now York for three months is .. 0* 0248 

4 8843 
Deduct expenses, brokerage, etc., say .. 0*0026 

Hcmifitfm forward selling rate which he can offer without loss 4*8818 

Nearest commercial rate.. .4*88t 

or 2} o. discount per three months on the market quotation for 
spot dollais. 
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In other worde, the dealer could safely sell the required three 

months forward dollars at 4*88| per £1 without incurring either profit 

or loss. Actually, of course, he will want to make a profit, but the 
force of competition will compel him to pass on to the buyer part, 

at least, of the interest gained by the transfer of funds to New York. 

At times, circumstances may compel the dealer to hand over prac¬ 

tically the whole of the advantage, but it will be clear that, by offering 

the buyer anything less than 2^ c. in the rate, the dealer will make 

a profit. 

Let us now consider the reverse case where the dealer, instead of 

being asked to supply forward dollars, is asked to quote a rate for the 

purchase of $50,000, throe months forward. How is the rate deter¬ 

mined in this case 1 

The dealer will assume that he must sell dollars at the spot rate 

in order to cover his forwani purchase, say, at $4 • 86He may have 

the requisite dollars actually standing to his credit in New York, but, 

in arriving at his rate for the forwanl purchase, he may not give the 

seller the benefit of this unless he is particularly desirous of bringing 

his funds home from New York. If the dealer’s sale of the forward 

dollars involves his becoming overdrawn with his New York agent, 

ho will be compellcHl to piy interest, at the rate prevailing in New 

York, on the amount of his overdraft, say 6 %, but he must make 

allowance for the fact that by selling dollars spot ho has the use of 

sterling in London for the period of the forward transaction at, say, 

4 %. Hence, the inteiest allowance which the dealer will make will 

t4>nd to be the difference between the overdraft rate in New York and 

the rate at which he can employ his funds in London. 

Theon?tieally, then, the forwanl buying rate would be arrived at 

as follows:— 

The dealer covers by selling at the spot rato .. -. .. 4 • 8625 
Loss by transferring funds from Now York for three months, say @ 2 % 0*0243 

4*8868 
Add expenses, etc., say 0*0025 

Lowest rate at which the dollars will be purchased, three months forward 4 • 8893 

say, 4*89, or 2{ c. discount per three months. 

As already pointed out, the force of competition may cause a 

lower rate to bo quoted on the Market by other dealers who have 

dollars standing to their credit in New York and who ore willing to 

repatriate their funds. If the dollars are earning only 5 % in New 
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York, dealers will allow for an interest difference of only 1 % and 

will, therefore, be able to quoto a smaller discount. 

Swaps.—We have now to consider a further important qualification 
of the statement that bankers nowadays commonly cover their forward 

transi\ctions by opposite forward deals in the Market, for, except where 

a currency is in a very stable position, the method of covering a for¬ 

ward transaction in the Market does not usually consist solely in a 

corresponding forward deal in the opposite direction, as would appear 

at first sight. 

By way of illustrating the actual proce<lure, w-e will assume that, 

when the Lon<lon-Xew York spot rate is quoted in the Market at 

$4-801-4-85^, and the three months* forwranl rate o. 

under sjx)t, a dealer sells to a customer $150,(HX) three months forward 

at 4-84}. (The basis on which this rate is fixed will be explaine<l 

below.) 

Now the dealer’s first step as a rule will not l)e to cover his forw'ard 

sale by an immediate forwani purchase, but to buy spot dollars to the 

amount required, i.e., he will buy a T.T. on New York for $150,000, 

say, at $4-851, with the result that he will l>e in the position of having 

sold $150,000, three months forward, and of having Isnight that 

quantity of dollars for immediate delivery to him. But ns this s]X)t 

purch«ase of dollars means that the doaler*B funds will be tied up in 

New York for three months, ho next execuU^s what is known as a 

“ spot and forward operation ** in order to balance his position, i.e., ho 

executes a amibined deal through a broker, wiling $150,000 spot and 

buying the same quantity three months forw'ard at a difference— in 

market piirlance, he “ sw'aps ’* his spot dollars for forward dollars. 

For example, he may sell the spot at $4*85-^ (the market buying 

rate for sj>ot), and buy the forw'ard at a difTerence of cent against 

him, i.e., at $4*85. In other words, the dealer will give away u 

margin of cent in the rate in onler to swap his sjK)t dollars for the 

same quantity of forward dollars. 

The dealer’s jiosition after completing this “four-cornered” opera¬ 

tion may be stated as follows:— 

Sales. Purchases. 

$160,(KK), three months forward, to $150,000, spot from the Market 
eostomer @ $4*84}. (S) 

$150,000, spot to the Market @ $150,000, three months forw*anJ, 

■ wmA- from the Market $4*85. 

The result is therefore that the denier hns bought and sold his 
spot ourrenoy at a loss of ^ cent in the rate, whilst he has purchased 
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the forward dollars for ultimate delivery to his customer by the market 

seller at a margin of J cent in his favour, i.e., at a rate which, from 

his point of view, is J cent better than that at which he has sold to 

his customer—showing a gross prolit of *1^ cent on the transactions* 

To arrive at his nei profit the dealer must, of course, allow a certain 

percentage in the rate for expenses and brokerage, possibly amounting 

in all to approximately ^ cent in the rate, leaving him with a net 

prolit of about ~ cent for each £1 of his outlay. 

Swaps of this description are done as part of a dealer’s ordinary 

o|KTationH to put his forward ];)osition square. If, for example, a 

dealer has over sold forward dollars, lie at once buys sjKit to make his 

IxMik level (i.e., to sipian^ his total purchase's and total sales of dollars). 

But his fonvard position still remains unbalanced ; that is to Siiy, he 

has bought sjxit and contractcHi to st*ll forward, and, as a series of 

o|K*ratioiis like this wouhl result in a large amount of the dealer's 

funds being locked up in dollars and lying idle until his forward siiles 

mature, he rcuiUMlies the position by a “ swap ”, i.e., he sells sj)ot 

dollars and liuys them forward in one combiiml deal. 

It now remains t4> exi>lain why the dealer who has undertaken to 

si*U a quantity of dollars forward covers himsc‘lf first by purchasing 

sj)ot dollars instead of imiiKHliately elTc'cting a forward purchase of the 

n^quinnl (piantity. The most imjKirtant reason for this is that market 

transiictums in forward curn*ncy mainly take the form of combined 

sjK)t and forward deals “ at a lUITerence ”, and that the market in 

** outright ” forwards (i.e,, ojK'rations involving the simple purchase 

or sale of forward currency as distinct from “ forwanl swaps ”) is 

very restrictxHl. Hence, a deal(*r wdio tried to cover a forward side of 

dolhirs by an outright purchast^ of fi>rward dollars would exjx'rienoe 

dilTicidty in getting a ** fine ” nite, i.e., the rate^ qiioUnl to him would 

probably Ik? less profitable, as the margin on “ outright ” business is 

much higher owing to the n^strietcHl comjK'tition. 

Secondly, since the 8|>ot nitc is the basis of the forwanl rate, it is 

to the dealer’s advantage to fix this rate absolutely, otherwise he may 

find, when he comes to cover, that the spt>t rate, and consequently 

the forwanl rate, have moviMl agiiinst him. Once he has purchased 

8[H)t currency ho is protect<Hl against an adverse movement cither of 

the spot or of the forw’anl rate, l>ecau8o the forwanl rate follows 

every movement in the 8ix)t rate, except, of course, when the wwiryin 

between spot and fonvard alters. Hence, the banker’s only risk of 

loss is that the difference ” betw^een the spot and forward rates may 
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have moved against him by the time he is ready to cover. Such 

changes are of small amount and occur relatively infrequently. 

Let us suppose, in the example given, that the dealer had delayed 

covering his forward sale and had looked around for a favourable 

outright forward rate. During this time the spot rate may have 

moved to $4-84||~4*85, though the forward margin has remained 

imaltered, with the result that the forward (as well as the spot) rates 

will have moved against the dealer, whereas, by carrying out the 

immediate spot cover he would have been safeguarded against any 

change in the spot rates. The only way in which ho might suffer loss 

would be by an unfavourable movement in the forward margin, but the 

basis of forward margins, as we have seen, is the difference in the rates 

of interest current in the two centres, and these would very nirely 

change in the course of a few hours. Hence the dealer, knowing 

this, is safe in effecting a spot operation, as soon as he has settled a 

forward deal with his customer, if he desires to keep his position “ all 

square 

It wUl be realised, too, that another great advantage of this method 

of covering is that a dealer is able to cover his spot and forward 

transactions at the same time. He keeps a running total of his spot and 

forward sales, and continually compares this with the total of his 

spot and forward purchases: the balance he covers by buying or selling 

spot, as the case may be. Then from time to time he adjusts his spot 

and forward positions by judicious swaps. At busy times it is far 

easier for the dealer to cover his forward transactions in his s}X)t 

operations because the latter are far more numerous (although not 

necessarily as lai^e) so that the spot cover can be worked in with 

current deals without difficulty. 

The actual settlement of a swap on the Market is carried out just 

as though it were two separate deals. Hence, a dealer who sells spot 

francs against forward francs must deliver the spot francs (and will 

receive the sterling proceeds) immediately. The forward francs will 

be delivered to his order at the expiration of the agreed period, against 

pa3rment by him of the sterling equivalent. Only one brokerage is 
payable on the combined deal. 

One further point may be noticed. The fact that roost market 

forward transactions consist of a combined deal at a difference, over 

or under the spot rate, explains the quotation of forward exchange 

rates in terms of a given discount or premium per one month, two 

months or three months, over or under the spot quotations. This 

method makes it much easier for the dealers to determine the profit 
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or Io68 likely to accrue through a forward operation conducted at the 
quoted rate. 

Spot Cover Still Used on Occasion.—It must not be imagined that 

even to-day dealers cover all forward business by swaps: whether 

a dealer will do so or not depends mainly on the remunerativeness of 

this method as compared with that of the other methods which are 
available to him. For instance, a dealer who has sold francs forward 

may cover by buying spot francs because he can find a specially 

attractive form of investment for the spot currency. By covering in 
this way he will, in effect, be transferring funds from London to Paris 

for the period of the forward contract (e.g., for two or three months), 

and he will therefore need to take into account the difference in the 

respective yields on his money in London and in Paris when comparing 

the cost of spot cover with that of forward cover. Occasionally, too, 

the forward market in a given currency is so restricted that it becomes 

necessary for a detiler to cover his foiw^ard operations by spot trans¬ 

actions, in which event the dealer will base his rates for forward 

transactions with customers on the cost of the spot cover. 

Usually, however, the forwanl market is sufficiently active for 

a dealer to l>e able to rely on obtaining all cover for his requirements, 

and, for this reason, he commonly bases the forward rates which he 

quotes to customers on the ruling rates in the forwartl market (with 

an allowance for profit), tliough this does not prevent him from covering 

his oi)eration8 with customers by sjiot transtictions if it happens to be 

]K>s8ible for him to do so more profitably than by covering forward. 

Filiiig Forward Rates tor Customers.—It should now be apparent 

how the banker fixed his rate for selling $150,000 to the customer in 

the example on page 250. He knew that he could cover by buying 

spot in the Market at $4 *85^, and that he could effect a sw^ap at a 

difference of cent against him. Hence he will actually obtain his 

forward cover at $4*85j less c. = $4-841^ . Allowng himself a 

margin of cent for profit and ex|)ensea, he quotes $4*84} for selling 

to the customer. 
If he had been asked to buy from the customer he would have 

calculated that ho could cover by selling spot at $4*85-^ and that 

the swap would yield him cent, so that his forward cover would 

be effected at $4*85-^ less ^ cent, i.e., at $4*85}. Hence, allowing 

himself a margin for profit and expenses, he might quote $4*85} for 

buying from a customer. 
It 1^1 be noticed that, in the first case, the swap costs the banker 
cent, because he is selling forward dollars (which are at a discount) 
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against spot. In the second case the swap yields him cent, because 

he is buying the cheaper forward dollars against the dearer spot. 

Interest is Now a Fundamental, but not the Only, Factor Determining 
Forward Rates*—Before forward exchange business developed to any 

considerable extent, relative interest was practically the sole deter¬ 

minant of such forward quotations as were available. Some forward 

exchangee, in which there were few dealings, were—and indeed still 

are—quoted in terms of a certain arbitrary difference on either side of 

spot, that difference depending mainly on the state of the balances of 

the bank or banks which specialise in the currency concerned. But in 

the majority of cases the interest factor was predominant. Foni ard 

rates on some centres were even quoted on a j)ercent4ige basis, over 

or under spot, that percentage depending on the difference between 

the interest levels in the two centres concerned. 
Nowadays, the manner of fixing the rates is ran:*ly as straight¬ 

forward as this. The quotations are largely deixuulcnt on conditions 

of demand and supply, and they therefoi-e df^iKMul to 8oni(3 extent on 

speculative factors which in turn are detennined mainly by psycho¬ 

logical influences (see below). 

Nevertheless, interest is still the main factor determining the 

forward rates between countries having sUihlo rates of exchange, 

reasonable stability of currency and credit, and active, well-organisifd 

money markets. 

If interest rates in a foreign country are higher than those at home, 

the forward rate on that country tends to l)o at a discount, botjuuso 

dealers endeavour to benefit by the obvious advantage of transferring 

funds to that country by buying its currency spot and selling it forward. 

If money earns more in New York than it does in Ixunlon, the forward 

dollar will be quoted at a discount; that is to say, the forward rat© 

on New York will be higher than the spot quotation. This means 

that a dealer buying spot dollars for investment will sacrifice on his 

covering forward sale some part of the additional interest which ho 

obtains by transferring his money to Now York. From another j)oint 

of view, it means that some part of the advantage gaincfl by trans¬ 

ferring funds to New York must be passed on to the buyer of the 
forward. 

On the other hand, if interest rates in a foreign country are lower 

than at home, the forward rates on that country tend to bo at a 

premium because dealers aim at selling its cummcy 8ix)t and buying 
it forward. 

It should not be assumed, however, that the “ swap and deix)sit 
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method in used to move funds only to centres where interest rates 
are higher than they are in the centre where the funds are already 

employed. For example, if the currency of another centre can be 

sold forward in Loudon at a lilgh enough premium, funds may be 

transferred to that centre even though interest rates there are lower 

than in Loudon or even though the funds are actually left idle in the 

foreign centre, always provided that the premium on the foreign 

currency more than makes up for the loss of interest involved. 

Thus, if s|)ot lleiclismarks can be bought in London at 13} and sold 

forward * for throe months at a premium of 20 pf., it would pay to 

transfer funds from Ix)ndon to Berlin, though interest rates might be, 
jx?rha|)s, 1 % per annum lower in that centre. A concrete example 

will make this clear;— 

(Int4Tf«t riiXr in I^nnrton 3 % |x»r ariiiuin; in B«*rlin, 2 jx'r annum.) 
CoHt of Urn. 150,000 (n) 13*75.£10,909*091 
InU'iVHt for 3 inoatlm a) 3 % 1^’r annum on slorling outlay .. 81 *818 

Total SU'rling Cost .. .. .. .. .. £10,990*909 

of Uin. 150,000 ft) 2 |x*r annum earns Rin. 750 in 3 inontlis. 
Procoe^ln of mile of tiejxmil (Ria. 150,7.50) (fT 13*55 = £11,125*461 • 

Hon<*e, tht' traim^ietion shous a profit of £131*552, Inung £131 lls. 00. 

The foregoing example illustrates what is meant by the statement 

that a forward rate allonls an interest turn of so much per aiuuim 

and it also allonls a further illu.stration of the reas<^)ns why forward rates 

U*nd to reflect the dilTcnuice l)ctwecn the interest rates ruling in the 

two centres coiKK^nuHl, They do so not so much because dealer 

deliberately cjilculate their <iuotatio!Ls uj)on the basis of differences in 

interest rates (though that is the only basis on wliich they Ciin evolve 

quotations when forwanl cover is not available), but rather because 

the demand for and the supply of forwanl exchange tend to be so 

adjusted as to fluctuate around that basis. It is, in fact, obvious 

that so long as the premium or discount on forward ciurency is grejiter 

or less than the figure reprosenteil by the difference in tlie interest 

rates concerned, then “ 8wap-and‘dej>osit ” oj)erations in one dinK?tion 

or the other will show a margin of pn)tit. And provided the Market 

has oonlidcnoc in the st^ibility of each centre concerned, these ojwra- 

tions will oontinuo until the pn>tit-margin disappears. Thus, in the 

al>ovo example, the chance of making a profit by selling forward marks 

against spot marks will cause dealers to enter into such deab, and 
* At ihe time of writing there is actually no forward market in Keiciiainarks, 

while the restrictions to which the Oertuan exchanges are subject would make 
Che deal impossible. 
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as a result the premium will tend to be reduced until the profit margin 

is eliminated. 

The Influence of Demand and Supply.—It may be reiterated that 

forward rates are fixed by the interaction of supply and demand, and, 

although in normal times the operations of dealers bring demand and 

supply into equilibrium at a rate which reflects the difference in interest 

rates, there are times when this influence is obscured by a heavy one¬ 

way flow of funds induced by other considerations. 

In general, the course of the forward rates follows fairly closely 

the course of the spot exchange, and the forward quotation always 

reflects a major movement in the spot rate. But the relation between 

demand and supplj* in the forward market is not necessiirily the same 

as that in the spot market, with the result that the forwaitl rates 

may move quite independently of the sjwt rates. In other w'ords, 

changes in the relation betw'een the demand for and supply of forwanl 

exchange may cause the discount thereon to widen, or may cause the 

premium thereon to become reduced, although interest rates may 

remain unaltered. The tendency may be briefly summarised as 

follows:— 

The discount on forivard rates tvill tend to increase, or the premium 

on foruard rates mil tend to diminish, when— 

(а) there is an increase in the supply of forward exchange relative 

to the demand, without a corresponding change in the 

spot position; or 

(б) there is a decrease in the supply of spot exchange relative to 

the demand, with no corresponding change in the forward 

position. 

The discourU on fonvard rates will tend to decrease, or the premium 

on forward rates will tend to rise, when— 

(а) there is a decrease in the supply of forward exchange relative 

to the demand, with no corresponding change in the spot 
position; or 

(б) there is an increase in the supply of spot exchange relative 

to the demand, without a corresponding change in the 
forward position. 

AnticilMitOfy Operations.—Apart from the actual existence of an 

inducement in the form of a favourable interest level, the mere expecta¬ 

tion that a favourable movement in interest rates is likely to take 
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place will be sufficient to affect the forward quotation^/ bealers 
who are constantly on the watch for opportunities to employ their 

funds more remuneratively will not wait for the actual announcement 

of a rise in a foreign bank rate if they already hav6 a shrewd idea or 
reliable information that such a rise is about to take place. They 

will at once begin to move their balances, and their actions will have 
the effect of influencing the forward quotations before any such move¬ 

ment appears to be justified by a change in relative interest. 

We may illustrate this by supposing that interest rates in New 

York have for some time exceeded those ruling in London, and that, as 

a result, considerable funds have been invested in New York by 

London bank.s. In these circumstances, the discount in the London 

forw'ard rate on New York will roughly rtqiresent the interest gained 

by holding funds in the latter centre, l^et us suppose, however, that 
the exchanges now show a strong tendency to move adversely to 

London, and that the Bank of England loses large quantities of gold. 

Cloiirly, such conditions point to an early rise in the English Bank 
rate, and astute dealers in London will not overlook the portents. 

They know that w'hen interest rates do rise in London, balances will 

at once become less remunerative in New York. Hence, they im¬ 
mediately institute a withdrawal of their funds from the States. 

Clearly, such anticipatory movements, which re.sult in sales of spot 
dollars against purchases of forwanl dollars, must lessen the discount 

betwx^en the spot and forward dollar rates in antici{>ation of the change 

in interest ratea. 
These oj^erations will result not only in a lowering of the value of 

spot dollars relatively to the value of forward dollars, but also in an 
absolxUe fall in the value of sjK)t dollars (e.g., if rates w'ero original!}’ 

$3*45 for spot, and 3*50 for three months forward, they may now’ 

move to $3*47 and $3*49). This movement will probably be accen¬ 

tuated by sales of s{>ot dollars against sterling effected by speculators 

who aiitici{)ato a strengthening of the sterling rate. 

The tendency for the margin between spot and forward to dis^ippear 

will be countcractod, to some extent, by speculative sales of outright 

forwani dollars (i.e., sales of dollars for forward delivery) by dealers 

who “ take the view ” that dollars will decline in value, and will 

therefore be purchasable, when the forward contract maturt's, at 

a sufficiently cheap rate to enable profits to be made. Hence, the chief 

effect on the exchange will be a rise in the spot rate. 

When the change in interest rates is actually made, more funds 

will be repatriated, with the result that the discount on the fonvard 

17 
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dollar rate will be still further reduced, and may possibly disappear 

altogether in favour of a premium. 

Anticipatory dealings of similar character often occur between 

tM’o stable countriee, such as Britain and U.S.A., which experience 

marked seasonal movements. Ordinarily, the heavy transfer of 

crops from U.S.A. to Europe in the autumn tends to depress the value 
of sterling in New York at that period, whereas, earlier in the year, 

the tendency is in the other direction. Many other exchanges have 

similar definite and well-kn0\ni tendencies, and such facts necessarily 

influence the figures at which buyers and sellers are prepared to 

operate. A little consideration will show that dealers who are well 

acquainted with the position may make considerable prolit by outright 

sales or purchases of forward exchange, or time arbitrage as it is 

sometimes called, while their actions will, at the same time, exert a 
steadying influence on the rates of exchange lK?tween the two countries, 

because they tend to minimise disi>arities in the relationship between 

supply and demand for forw'ard currency. If dealers consider that, 

in all the circumstances, forw'anl currency is unduly tlepreciated in 

relation to spot, they will buy the forward “ outright as a pure 

speculation, and their actions in this dirt»ction will tend to narrow' or 

even eliminate the disparity betw^een the spot and forward c|uotation8. 

Needless to say, dealers in the large hanks in this (aaintry, w ho carefully 

avoid taking up a j)osition in a currency, are debarriHl from s[X}culativo 

transactions of this kind. 

Speculative Influences on Forward Quotations.—»S{k aking generally, 
a big premium or discount on the forward quotation is an indication 

of the failure of all normal means of ecpialising demand and supply in 

relation to forward transactions, anfl is usually concliwivc evidence 

that speculative influences are resix)nsiblc for the [>re\'ailing rates. 

An excessive in the forw ard quotation of a foreign currency 

in London is a fair indication that speculators here am buying that 

currency forward in the expectiitioii of a marked rise? in its value. 

But if such a premium fails to reflect the relative level of interest 

rates in the two centres, it cannot last long unle.H.*i conditions are such 

that dealers are unwilling to hold their funds in the centre concenied, 

as will l)e the case if credit conditions in the foreign country are dis¬ 

turbed; if there are any special risks atUiched to holding balances in 

that currency; if the foreign Government is likely to interff?re with the 

free movement of balances, as by restricting fomign exchange opera¬ 

tions; or if there is a possibility of financial trouble or {xilitical disoitler. 

In these circumstances, the interest factor will \ye of slight import, 
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and dealers will require a much larger inducement to undertake forward 

aalee, if indeed they will do m at all. For these reasons, the forward 

rates for the sale of the currency in question may be quoted at a 

premium even though the interest rates ruling in that country are 

much higher than those existing in London. On the other hand, 

dealers may not be eager to buy the currency for forward deliverj’^ and 

may quote their buying rates at a discount. There will therefore be 

a very wide spread between their buying and selling rates. The 
continuance of such conditions is likely to lead to a collapse of the 

forwartl market, as has in fact occuitchI in recent years in the case of 

the markets for those currencies which are subject to onerous exchange 

K'strictions. 

If there is a general feeling that a currency will depreciate owing to 

the prtn'alenoe of unsatisfactory conditions in the country concerned, 

the forward rates on that country will tend to be at a discount, for the 

anticipation that the currency will fall in value induces buyers to 

post{>one their pim^hases while speculators will sell forward in the 

anticipation of being able to provide cover at a better rate. Thus 

the margin between spot and forward rates tends to widen to such 

an extent that forward facilities, in just those currencies in respect of 

which they are chiefly neede<l, l>ecome extremely limited or altogether 

unobtainable. 

IVior to the stabilisation of European currencies, such factors were 

entirely responsible for the level of the London forward rates on 

certain Continental centn*s. WTien the Paris exchange moved from 

120 to 240 and back again in the course of a few months it naturally 

offered a happy hunting ground for profit seekers. At one time 

sfK^culators would sell forwani francs for all they were worth; at 

another time their purchas<'.s would cause the market to be all buyers. 

When the value of the franc was rapidly falling, speculators in this 

and other countries envisagecl a further depreciation. Hence they sold 

forwani in the hojx? of being able to buy the francs back before the 

maturity of the contract at a cheaper rate, and thus snatch a profit. 

The banks, who had, of course, to cover these forward operations, 

naturally experienced considerable difficulty in finding the necessary 

cover, and therefore increased their margin of profit and reipiirwl 

a special allowance for the added risk of these operations. Conse¬ 

quently, forwani francs moved to a he^vy discount as compared with 

spot francs. 

In the same way, when the German exchange was depreciating 

rapidly, forward business became almost impossible, being effected, if 
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at all, only at an enormous discount. This was because there was a 

general feeling that the mark would continue to depreciate, and that 

the longer one waited the less valuable it would become. Consequently, 

anyone selling for forward delivery had to allow the buyer a consider¬ 

able discount to cover the probability of loss. 

It will be realised that an abnormal speculative selling of a currency 

for forward delivery places on the banks and other regular dealers the 

strain of covering the risk by selling spot. For this reason excep¬ 
tionally heavy forward sales have a tendency to depress the ajK>i 

quotation. Conversely, exceptionally heavy forward purchases lead 

to abnormal purchases of spot currency and thus tend to raise the 

spot quotation. 

In our own country the abandonment of the gold standard has 

added an element of speculation to our exchange rates, and, since the 

speculative dealings in sterling are influenced by anticipated changes 

in the spot rate rather than by the relative levels of interest rates, 

forward rates in London are now more liable to fluctuation through 

influences other than the interest factor. 

Moreover, our forward rates tend now to be rather nominal in 

character because dealers are more careful in taking “ names ** than 

they would be in normal conditions, and are not so keen in looking 

for business. 

Specie Points and Forward Bates.—It is interesting to note that, 

in normal times, the 8X)ecie points have, to some extent, a limiting 

influence uix>n forward as well as upon S|x>t quotations. For example, 

it has happened that, when this country was on the gold standard, and 

the spot rate, London on Paris, was, say, 124 00, the difference between 
the interest rates in the two centres was on occasion such as to justify 

a premium on 3 months forward francs of about 30 c. Yet, as the 

exjKut specie point to Paris was about Fes. 123-89, the market forward 

quotation did not go much beyond 11-12 c. premium. If it had, 

speculators would have undertaken outright sales of forward francs, 

in the certainty that they would be able to obtain cover at a profitable 

rate upon maturity of the contract, if necessary by shipping gold. 

Conditions Necessary for Development of a Forward Market.— 
It will be obvious from what has been said above that a well-developed 

forward market cannot exist unless there are wide and free dealings, 

and that there must be confidence in the stability of a country if 

there is to be a good forward market for its currency. J'or this reason 

there is at the time of writing no forward market in German currency, 

as the onerous exchange restrictions effectively preclude forwa^ 
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operations. Similarly, when a currency comes under the domination 

of the speculative influence and rates fluctuate wildly, the position 

may become so unsound as to render forward operations impracticable. 

The market in forward sterling abroad is probably the most 

extensive, while, in normal circumstances, the largest markets in 

London are in dollars, francs, belgas, marks and lire. Transactions on 

a more moderate scale are effected from London in the Scandinavian 

currencies, in pesetas and in Dutch florins. Where, however, there is 

little or no exchange business in a foreign currency, as, for instance, 

in the currencies of Roumania, Chile and Latvia, it is not always 

}X)S8ible to obtain immediate forward quotations. In some such 

cases of limited market, banks wiiich s|>ecialise in the currencies con¬ 

cerned undertake forward business at arbitrary rates, which they may 

fix at a certain amoiuit or iKTccmtage ( ither side of the spot rate, or 
may arrange by negotiation. 

A country which has no organised short-term market is in much 

the same ix^sition as a centre in w'hieh rates of interest are particularly 

low. The tendency of forward exchange rates on such a centre will 

bo to stand at a pnmiium, whilst the forward rates in that centre on 

more im]K)rtant centres will ordinarily stand at a discount, even 

though the it'lative intenvst level is not in favour of those centres. 

No Forward Rates on the Dominions,—Here it may be observed 

that a factor which has an imi)ortant l)earing on the difliculties 

experienced by merchants trading with the British Dominions is the 

abscui(!c of forwaixl exchange facilities in the currencies concerned. 

Thus an Knglish imjxjrter of Austnilian products has no means of 

protecting his exchange other than by an immtxliate purchase of the 

necessary it'inittance (whether a T.T. or a bill of exchange) at the 

prevailing rate, the objection to such a course l)eing that funds are 

locked up which could be more nununeratively employed as part of an 
active turnover. If rates an^ high there is naturally 8t>mc disinclination 

to fix up the contract, and a tendency also to blame the banks for 

any existing pitmiium on the exchange. It would seem, therefore, 

that the institution of a forwanl market in these exchanges w’oiild tend 

to relievo traders of much of their present troubles, w^hile it might also 

ameliorate some of the difficulties w^hich have hitherto arisen in conse- 

quenoo of the seasonal fluctuations in the trade and exchange of the 

Dominions. 

Actually, the Dominion banks in London have agreed never to 

quote forward rates of exchange from London, but one Australian 

bank in London has been known to break away from the '' ring or 
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association, and to have dealt in forward exchange on Australia. 
As the possibility of doing forward business has thus boon established, 

it now only needs the will to make a forward market, and such a step 

would bo decidedly advantageous to commerce. 
Although there is no oiHcial forward market in Dominion cur¬ 

rencies in London it is in normal times possible to buy forwanl sterling 

in the Dominions. Even on that side, however, there has never been 

a forward market', no forward rates are published or fixed, and whether 
the banks will deal or not depends entirely on circumstances, business 

being in all cases a matter of negotiation between them and the 

customer. 



CHAPTER XII 

SHORT-TERM INVESTBIENT AND THE RATES OF EXCHANGE 

One of the mast iwtent factorn cauHing movements in present-day 

rates of exchange between the leading countries of the world is the 

transfer of floating balances for short-U^rm investment. The bulk of 

these balances represent surplus funds in the hands of banks and 

linaneial housi'S which partake of the nature of banks. Occasionally, 

the Foreign Exchange Alarket has to cope with large sums, seeking 

profitable investment abroad, belonging to private individuals or 

firms. But, ns a rule, private balanera do not migrate at all readily. 

They tend to be retaiiuxl in the centre or centres where they will be 

ultinmb'ly required. On the other hand, the surplus funds in the 

hands of the banks n-present their stoc‘k-in-tra<le. The large exchange 

banks, i>sixvinlly, must maintain considerable balances frcelj' avail¬ 

able for rapid transfer from one centre to another according to the 

need of their customers and corre.s})ondents, whilst many foreign central 

and other banks regidarly maintiiin part of their semi-liquid invest¬ 

ments in the form of ennlit balances with banks in other leading 

countries. Generally sjieaking, these balances may Ik; held in any 

inqMirtant centre which maintiiins the gold standanl and which places 

no restrictions on gold movements, since the removal of the funds 

from any such ceiitn* involves no e.xehange risk other than the fractional 

movements within the gold |Knnts. Having thus a fairly free choice as 

to where they will hold their foreign balances, the banks are naturally 

quick to move them to whichever centre offers the greatest possi¬ 

bilities of return in the form of interest or exchange profit. 

The total of the balances which arc thus cajwble of flowing freely 

from one country to another is extremely large. It is estimated that, 

just before the crisis of 1031, Ix>ndon held foreign liquid balances to 

the value of more than £300,000,000, and there is little doubt that very 

considerable sums are hold in New York, Paris and Switzerland. 

Obviously, the magnitude of these balances is in itself sufficient 

to ensure tliat any important change in their location must have 
ao3 
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pronounced effects on the prevailing rates of exchange. But these 

effects do not depend on magnitude alone. There are certain other 

important factors. 
First, the development of the modem methods of transacting 

exchange business by telephone, telegraph and cable implies that 

huge sums can be moved from one centre to another with great ease 

and rapidity. Secondly, the necessity of keeping these surplus 

balances liquid yet remunerative means that bankers are eager to 
seize any opx)ortunity of employing them to greater profit on a favour¬ 

able change in the interest level in one of the world’s financial centres. 

The third important point is that tliese funds are concentrated in the 

hands of the very people, i.e., the bankers, who are not only specially 

qualified to secure the most remunerative use for them, but have also 

the best possible exchange facilities at their 8er\dce for effecting the 

necessary transfers from one countrj’ to another. Finally, the move¬ 

ment of these balances in response to action taken by the world’s 

central banks has, to a very great extent, taken the place of movements 

of gold in bringing about that equilibrium necessary to the maintenance 

of stable exchanges and stable currencies. 

In pre-war days, the transfer of surplus funds was almost entirely 

effected by the purchase of first-class long bills payable in the fon^ign 

centre where it was desirt'd to hold tlic funds. As a rc^sult, the raters 

of exchange, and in particular those between the chief Euroiiean 

centres, were very considerably affected by changes in the inve^stment 

demand of bankers for long bills of exchange. Nowachi^'s, a ver^' 

large proportion of bankers’ floating balances is invesUnl in ways other 

than by means of bills of exchange, but the investment deinaml for 

such bills is still of such importance as to justify a detaile<l considera¬ 

tion of its objects and ultimate effects on the prevailing exchange 

rates. 

The Transfer of Bankers’ Funds by Investment in Bills.—There 

are four important reasons why bankers in all countries have long 

recognised bills of exchange, chosen discriminatdy, as an excellent 

form of investment and banking security:— 

(1) Bills are a self-liquidating investment since they automatically 
turn into cash at maturity. 

(2) Payment is secured by the signatures of the acceptor, drawer 

and indorsers, all of whom are individually liable for 
punctual payment. 

(3) Bills are easily saleable or discountable owing to their 
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negotiability and their uko as a means of settling in> 
debtodnoss. (London joint stock I)anker8 do not, however, 
discount bills once acquired.) 

(4) Bills often yield profits in addition to the interest reckoned 
to bo earned, because (a) a favourable change occurs 
in the market rate of discount at the foreign centre on 
which the bills are drawn, or (6) a favourable change 
occurs in the rate of exchange on that centre. 

A certain proportion of the funds of all banks is therefore in¬ 
vested in long bills of exchange, many of which are obtained by 
discounting them for customers. In pre-war days, London bankers 
confined themselves solely to London paper, and did not favour 
foreign bills as investments, but it has long been the practice of 
Continental bankers to invest largely in foreign, as well as home 
aeeeptanees. IikUhhI, the con.stitution of several Continental central 
baiik.s (esj>ecially those in countries wdiich instituted the gold exchange 
standard) requires tlH»m to hold a certain jx^reentage of their assets in 
the form of liqui<l se<'uritieH (known variously as “ gold exchange 
“ mhita or “ det'i.scn ”) payable in the chief gold centres. First- 
class Wlls of exchange on gold standard countries are strongly in 
demand for this j)uqK)se, and, in normal circumstances, the portfolios 
of the banks in question usually contain bills of various maturities 
drawn on the principal gold centres. 

In this resjwct the ]X)licv of British banks has to some extent been 
moditiinl by n'ason of the gn'at extension of their business in foreign 
exchange, and, nowadays, most of our banks hold in jwrtfolio a con¬ 
siderable projxwtion of bills drawn abroad. The great English joint 
stock banks, however, do not care to discount bills drawn abroad 
unless they Ix'ar the signature of a first-claas Ix>ndon house. More¬ 
over, they confine their discounts almost entirely to sterling bills, 
and, oven though they may negotiate foreign currency bills for their 
custofners, they do not as a genend rule reckon to purchase such bills 
as an inveshnent. Hence, the }x>rtfoIio of an English joint stock bank 
will usually consist almost entirely of sterling bills payable in London^ 
a large part being Treasury bills and the remainder bills discounted 
for customers or bills bought on the Discount Market after they have 
been accepted on this side. 

Other London banks, especially the Dominion, Colonial and foreign 
banks, normally hold considerable quantities of bills payable abroad. 
The Dominion and Colonial banks for the most part hold bills payable 
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in the Empire countries overseas with which they are specially con¬ 

cerned, and they do not deliberately vary their holdings of these bills 

as part of their investment policy. On the other hand, the foreign 

banks in London and the smaller merchant banks hold bills payable 

both in sterling and in other currencies, and operate rather more on 

the lines of the Continental 1 bankers. 
It will be clear, therefore, that the gn?at part of the international 

investment demand for bills comes from the Continent, and its effects 

are the more important by reason of the fact that Continental bankers 

hold their bills only so long as they lind it profitable to do so. Their 

bills are purchased, held or sold from time to time as the exigencies of 

securing a profit, or averting a loss, may dictate. Consequently, wiiat is 

know'n as the Continental Bankers' investment demand for bills 

necessarily has an important influence on the rates of exchange, and 

especially on the rates of exchange between Continental centre's and 

London. 

Now the first-class foreign bills of exchange requircnl by bankers 

for investment may usually be purchase<l in sufficient quantity in the 

investing bank s own country. Many of tliera will be brought in for 

sale and discount by the bank s own customers, but, if this .source is 

inadequate, others may bo obtained from the local bill market. Fail¬ 

ing this source, also, the banker who is particularly anxious to obtain 

bills payable in another centre may instruct his agents in that centre 

to purchase them locally for him. Bankers in Paris, for example, 

may instnict their London agents to obtain such bills from bill brokt'rs 

or discount houses in the City, the cost of the bills Ix'ing debited to the 

Paris banker's sterling ournuit a(‘count. 

One other point may be noticed. In pre-war days the bilis thus 

purchaseil by foreign liauk.s for investment purpose's were*, almost 

without exception, first-cla.ss hillH of rjrhamjr, drawn or ae«;ept4*<l by 

bank.s of known repute. Conditions arising from the War k*<l to a 

comparative scarcity of such bilis, anil thi*ir place on the Money 

Markets was largely tiiken by various forms of (hivernment obligation, 

such as the Treasury bills of our own country, which, in recent years, 

have become a highly poj>ular form of investment with iminy foreign 

bankers. 

We may note in this connection, however, that some of the foreign 

central banks with which the sterling bill is a popular form of invest¬ 

ment are bound under their constitution to hold “ two-name ** paper, 

and are therefore not allowed to invest in Treasury bills: hence, a 

heavy demand from these banks for first-class commercial or bank 
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bilk on London has at times resulted in a finer rate being quoted 
for these bills than for Treasury bills. 

London Bills Preferred.—^Tho main considerations influencing a 

banker who seeks an investment for his funds are: (1) safety; 

(2) liquidity; (3) remunerativeness. The preference shown by foreign 

bankers for the sterling bill must de|)en(l, therefore, on these considera¬ 

tions, and wo find, in fact, that the London bill satisfies the first two 

requirements to jxjrfection for the following reasons:— 

(a) London bills, thanks to the reputation for soundness earned by 

our banks, accepting housc^s and leading business firms, are 

readily saleable in all parts of the world, and have, in fact, 

long functioneil as an international currency. 

(b) As l^ondon has the most highly organised Discount ALirket in 

the world, sterling bills can always l>e sold in Ix>ndon, and 

at a gcKxl price, while th«‘ dealing margin in London is 

very small, Ix'ing usually J.,nd or % jxt annum in the 

discount rate. 

(c) As Ixmdon is the world's leading Foredgn Exchange Market, 

sterling bills can always Ik* pim*ha.sixl at fine rates of exchange 

and can l>c sold at equally eomi)etitive rates. 

(fi) For a long iktkkI of ye;tr.'<, Ixaulon bills could always be con- 

vert<Ml into gold on demand and no other centre maintained 

such an “ o}x»n ” position in this resjKH:‘t as was maintained 

by Ix)ndon. 

In view of such advantages, it is easy to see why sterling bills 

(including London bank bills, British commendal bills and British 

Treasury bills) have long Ijeen favoured as investments by foreign 

central and commercial banks. iSinee our departure from the gold 

sUindanl in 1931, it is true, lx)ndon bills are not so strongly in demand 

iis they used to be, for now the foreigner has not the same certtvinty 

that ho can get back his funds without loss or that he can obtain gold 

fmm London if ho requires it, while, so far as foRu'gn central banks are 

conoeriKKl, sterling bills are no longer classtxl as “ gold bills and are 

not, therefore, eligible as backing for a currency which is supjx>s<Hl to 

be on the gold exchange staiuianl. lx)ndon bills are nevertheless 

still readily accepted by most ovenx^as banks, and foreign commercial 

banks still invest part of their funds in them. 

Sterling bills of first rank are particularly in demand by French 

commercial banks. As France has a rolativel}^ small acceptance business, 
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few bills are obtainable in that country, and sterling bills can, whenever 

necessary, be sent to London for discount at fine rates, whereas French 

domestic acceptances held by the French banks can only be re-dis* 

counted by them with the Bank of France at very high rates, usually 

2 % per annum above the discount rate charged by that Bank to its 

customers. 

Moreover, as pointed out in Chapter XV, the French banks prefer 

not to resort to the central bank for re-discount facilities if they can 

help it. Hence, when they require to increase their liquid funds 

they turn to their foreign bills or to the foreign balances which they 

keep available for this purpose. For this reason, although sterling is 

now off gold, the French banks continue to use sterling bills and 

London deposits as an outlet for an imporUmt part of their funds. 

The Investment Yield on Bills.—^Tho third consideration to which 
we have referred, viz., remunerativeness, is also of imix>rtanco to a 

foreign banker who has to estimate the relative advantiiges of alterna¬ 

tive forms of investment. Given two eciually siife and liquid ty[)e8 of 

bill, a banker wdll obviously place his money in that which is likely 

to jdeld most profit. As a general rule, an investment in bills will yield 

the greatest profit when interest rates arc high in the centre where the 

bills are payable. This nile is subject to several qualilications, w'hich 

will be discussed later, but we will for the moment coitsider the way 

in which the jield or profit on an investment in bills is affected by the 

rate of interest. 

Let us suppose that a banker in France buys from a customer a 

bill on London payable three months after date. Now the French 

banker will fix the rate of exchange at which he buys the bill, i.e., his 

“ long rate at such a level as will yield him a reasonable margin of 

profit,and, as is indicated in Chapter XXVTI,he will calculate this rate 

from the basis of the T.T. rate by making an ullow'ancefor inU^restfor 

the period of the bill ai the discount rate ruling in London, together 

with small allowances for stamp and risk. For insbince, if the T.T. 

rate on London is Fes. 125 per £1 and discount rate in Ixindon is 4 % 

per annum the French banker will calculate his long rate (ignoring 

stamp duty) as follows:— 

T.T. rate .Fes. 125 

Less Interest for 3 months at 4 % .. 1*25 

Long rate on London .Fes. 123*75 

Now, if the French banker buys a bill for, say, £1,000 at this rate, 
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he pays out at once Fes. 123,750. In three months’ time, when the 

bill is paid, the banker will have £1,000 paid to him in London, and, 

provided the sight rate between London and Paris is still Fes. 126, 

he can realise the sterling for Fes. 125,000. Thus the banker receives 

an additional Fes. 1,250 on his outlay of Fes. 123,750, representing 

interest for three months at approximately 4 % per annum. 

Clearly, then, the investment yield on a purchase of foreign bilb 

held until maturity normally works out at the rate of discount rulinf 

in the centre where the bills are payable. It is for thb reason that 

Continental bankers tend to invest their funds in bilb drawn on those 

centres where discount rates are highest. Given an equal degree of 

safety and liquidity, the centre with the highest discount rates will 

enjoy the strongest demand for its bilb. 

Here is to be found yet another reason why London bilb are 

ordinarily in keen demand for investment purposes, for, by reason of 

the open ” position maintained bj" I>ondon, the liability of its reserves 

to bo dniwn upon by other nations, and the tendency for the foreign 

liquid balances invested in London to be withdrawn when confidence 

fails either in thb country or abroad, Ix)ndon rates of discount tend in 

normal times to rule somewhat higher and to move upward more 

freely than rates of discount in other world centres which are not so 

sensitive to prevailing economic conditions. 

In the past, this upward ” tendency of Ix)ndon discount rates 

has been largely resjwnsible for the magnitude of the Continental 

Investment IXunand for sterling bills. Naturally, a Continental 

banker would not allow his preference for sterling bills to weigh against 

the prospect of a considerably larger profit to be obtained by investment 

in some other centre; but, if discount rates were roughly the same in 

the leading world centres, the London bill would be most sought after, 

and, in ordinary circumsUinccs, a rise in the London rate, by increasing 

the yield on I^ndon bills, would strengthen the investment demand 

for such bills, and so infiuence the rates of exchange in favour of thb 

country. When circumstances favour the operation, the Bank of 

England takes advantage of thb effect of a rise in the rate of discount 

on the investment demand for sterling bills in order to influence the 

exchanges in favour of thb country (see post^ Chapter XVII). 

Natunilly, an investment demand for sterling bills will arise only 

if bankers abroad can foresee a reasonable chance of a safe profit, and 

their outlook in thb respect will, of course, be influenced by the general 

state of credit here and abroad, by the financial outlook and by other 

important factors. However high the discount rate hero, London bills 
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will not be bought if a great crisis in Britain is impending, or if we 

are likely to be suddenly plunged into war witli another great nation. 

Changes in Discount and Exchange Rates—So far we have con¬ 

sidered only the jdeld obtained by a banker who buys a bill and holds 

it until maturity in order to realise the pro<;eeds at the same rate of 

exchange. But, as we have already observed, there are other con¬ 

siderations to be taken into account and, of these, the most imj>ortant 

is the possibility of a change in the relevant rate of exchange. If the 

rate of exchange moves against the investing banker before the bill 

falls due, he may lose part or all of the anticipated profit unless he 

had taken steps, as explained later in this chapter, to cover Ininsc^lf 

against exchange fluctuations. Conversely, if the exchange moves in 

his favour, he maj" gain an additional profit. 
We may illustrate this b}* referring to the e.xamj)le given on page 268. 

If, when the sterling bill in question reached maturity, the sight rate 

between Paris and London had fallen to Fes. 124 per £1, the proceeds 

received by the French banker against the £1,1KX) bill would be only 

Fes. 124,000, so that his jield on the bill would l>e reduccnl to Fes. 250, 

instead of the anticipated Fes. 1,250. t)n the other hand, if the 

exchange rate had risen to Fes. 126, the yield w'ould be increased to 

Fes. 2,250. Moreover, if, as frequently happens, such a favourable 

movement in the exchange rate occurs during the currency of the bill, 

it is more than likely that the banker will take a quick j)rofit by dis¬ 

counting the bill at once and selling the procc*eds, or, alt<‘nuitively, 

by re-selling the bill in his own centn* at the higher rates which will 

follow the rise in the exchange. 

Quite apart from the possibility of making a profit from a favourable 

movement in the rates of exchange, there is also a chance that the 

banker may benefit from a reduction in tlie discount rate ruling in 

London. Referring once again to our illustration, let us 8up|K)s<j that 

the rate of discount in London falls to 3 % soon after the l)ill is pur¬ 

chased. The immediate effect is to increase the present value of the 

bill, which, if the exchange rates are unaltered, can now l>o sold at a 

better long rate, thus:— 

T.T. rate .Fes. 126 

Less Interest for 3 months at 3 % .. 0*94 

Long rate on London .Fes. 124*00 

Present value of £1,(X)0 bill .. Fes. 124,060 
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Hence, by selling the bill at once the French banker could make an 

immediate profit of about Fes. 310. 

From tho foregoing it should be obvious that, whereas the banker 

(in tho absence of a covering operation—see l>elow) stands e(£ually to 

lose or to gain from movements in the exchaiuje rales, ho need not suffer 

any loss through changes in discount rates unless he is compelled for 

other rt^asons to make a forctxl sale. When a favourable movement 

(i.e., a fall) in discount rates occurs he can, if he wishes, sell his bills 

and so gain an additional profit; but when an unfavourable movement 

(i.e., a rise) in discount rates takes place, the banker who attempts to 

realise his bills will do so at a loss l>ecauso the present worth of the 

bills will bo leas. Hence, if discount rates move unfavourably, the 

investing banker will usually retain the bills until maturity, so earning 

on his funds the sttaily yield which he anticipated when he made the 

investment. 

The C.k)ntinentiil banker who invests in sterling bills may be con- 

Hidorecl, therefore, as holding the bills primarily as an investment, 

but as being n*ady at any moment to sell them again, either in his own 

centre or in London, should a favourable movement occur either in 
the exchange rates or in the discnmiit rates or in Ijoth. For this reason 

Continentiil bankiTs will Ik? more ready to buy l^mdon bills when 

discount raU's are high in London, for then they know' that the rates 

are more likely to fall than to ri.'^e. In briid, the investment demand 

for sterling bills will lie greater if thost* bills are already cheap than 

it will be if they are dear. A rise in the discount rate makes these 

bills still chea|H*r, and thendort? increase's the maigin of profit which is 

likely to l>o made when they Inn'oine dear again. Cheap bills are more 

likely to rise in price than to fall, ami high rates of discount are more 

likely to fall than to rise still higher. The.se factors are naturally very 

iraj>ortant to bankers, who never know when a siulden demand may 

bo made on them for cash, wdiich may com|K'l them to rcaUise their 

bills quickly. 

SupiK)8C', for example, that sterling has Ikxui displaying weakness, 

with Biink rate? at, say, 4 %, ami that a rise in Bank rate is generally 

ex{)ccted. In such circumaLince.s, foreign bankers wdll be chary of 

buying l^mdon bills, first Ixviiuse of tho weakness of sterling, and, 

secondly, becauso they will sei? no jKissibility of a quick profit from a 

change in discount rale, since Limdon rates are more likely to rise 

than to fall. 

But if the Bank rate is now raised to 5 % the demand for London 

bills will be at once strengthened because: (1) the yield of such bills 
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will now be 6 % instead of 4 %; (2) the increased demand for such 

bills may be expected to strengthen the sterling exchanges, and so to 

bring about an improvement in the value of sterling; (3) with Bank 
rate at 5 % and sterling improving, there is a possibility^ of a reduction 

in discount rates and the possibility of a resultant prolit from a quick 

sale. The latter influence will become stronger us the sterling exchanges 
strengthen. 

It should now be clear why a rise in the London Bank rate tends 

to cause an increased demand for sterling bills and so to strengthen 
the sterling exchanges. 

Conversely, a fall in London rates of discount leatls to a slackening 

in the demand for sterling bills. Continental bankers, as has been 

shown above, hasten to take the profit which accrues from the reduc¬ 
tion in discoiuit rates by selling their bills on London at their now 

higher value. But unless they are prompt in doing this, they are 

likely to lose the whole of the benefit from the lower discount rates 
because of a fall in the value of sterling, i.e., the favourable mov'ement 

in discount rates may be offset by an unfavourable movement in 

exchange rates. This is the more likely to wcur since the actions of 
the bankers themselves in selling their London bills have the cffc?ct of 

weakening the value of sterling. Here also is the explanation of the 

fact that, whereas when discount rates in London are high a con¬ 

siderable number of sterling bills are held abroad until maturity, when 

rates in London fall there is at once an increase in the numl>cT of sU^rliiig 
bills coming forward from abroad for re discount. 

Now in pre-war days, when the exchanges betwecui the leading 

centres were relatively stable and fluctuated only within the gold 

jK)ints, bankers who proposed to invest abroad first forme<l an estimate 

or “ took a view ” of the probable course of the exchanges and were 

thereafter content to take the risk of any fluctuations which came along. 

This procedure, for reasons which have been explained, is likely to 

prove dangerous in these days of widely fluctuating rates, so bankers 

who make investments (as distinct from sixjculations) in foreign 

centres, whether by means of bills or otherwise, endeavour if ixissiblo 

to protect themselves by using the facilities of the forward exchange 
market. * 

fiummary.-The foregoing explanation is sufficiently important 
to deserve summarising:— 

(1) BatAers m all countries invest a certain proportion of their 
funds in bills of exchange. 
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(2) Continental bankers prefer London bills because— 

(а) Gold can ordinarily be demanded in exchange, if 

necessary. 
(б) London bills are generally safe and freely saleable. 

(c) The return on London bills is frecjuently higher than on 
others. 

(3) Bills are purchased for two purposes:— 

(a) To hold till maturity and earn a steady interest on 

money invested. 

(b) To sell at the first favourable opportunity at increased 
prices. 

(4) Profits are made — 

(а) When rates of discount fall at the place where the bills 
arc pa3’able, thereby making the bills dear, and 

saleable at a profit. 

(б) When ratios of exchange move in favour of the country 
wherein the bills are j)ayable, thereby raising the 

value of the bills in the foreign centre. 

(5) If the Loiulon discount rate rises above the general Con¬ 

tinental level, or if Continental rates fall 1k4ow the London 

rate, then London bills will normally be purchased for 

investment. 

(6) If reverse movements take place in the rates, London bills 

will usually be sold, and Continental bills hv purchased. 

(7) A high discount rate in Ixmdon therefoR* causes an extra 
demand for bills, and has a favourable influence on the 

exchanges. A low discount rate in lA>iulon has the reverse 

effect. 
(8) The investment demand varies greatlj" in intensit^^ according 

to the state* of cRclit, the political outlook, trade conditions, 

and the probable movements of the exchanges and discount 

rates in London and abroad. 

Modem Methods ol Employing Surplus Balanoes.—Conditions 
arising from the Groat War brought about notable changes in the 

method adopted by bankers and others for investing their surjilus funds 

in foreign centres. The great disturbance of foreign trade necessarily 
caused a great falling off in the volume of bills created for international 

settlement, whilst the wide and frequent fluctuations in the rates of 

exchange and the world-wide failure of credit, rendered investment 

18 
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in foreign bills far more hazardous than it had been before. Moreover, 

the vast increase in the volume of foreign exchange operations con¬ 

ducted by the banks made essential the niaintenance of much larger 

floating balances in foreign currencies to meet tlie nniuirements of 

customers. These balances must be kept absolutely liquid and as 

secure as is humanly possible, while they must, at the same time, 

be used so as to obtain the liighest available return. 

One result of these conditions is tliat banks throughout the world 

now employ balances of huge aggregate amount in the chief linancial 

centres, and especially in London and New York, merely by placing the 

funds on deposit with their agents. Advantage is also taken of the 

services of agents to employ surplus funds in other directions. Foreign 

banks and other financial institutions make use of their I^ndon 

branches and agents to purchase not only British Treasury bills but 

also the bonds and other forms of obligation issueil by municipalities 

and local authorities both here and in other countries. Sums of 
appreciable magnitude also are employed, through the interme<Uary 

of agents, at call or short notice on the world s leading nu)ney markets. 

Liquid funds may also be moved from one world ce ntre to another 
by being transferred from the securities of one Government into those 

of another. Since the War there has come into existence a vast total 

of securities issued hy the Governments of Jiritain, France, the United 
States and other countries. These can be turned into money very 

quickly and without much los.s on any of the leading markets, and the 

proceeds can be made available for immediate ijivestment eLsi^where. 

Naturally, therefore, bankers and others who have liquid funds for 

disposal make full use of the availability and realisability of these 

securities, and by moving their funds from one set of securities to 

another as prudence or panic may dictate, they nei-essarily exert as 

profound an influence on the exchanges as is exerteil by the transfer 
of other forms of mobile capital. 

Most of this investment basiness is effected by U*legraphic transfer. 

The New York banker who wishes to invest in British Treasury bills 

may purchase sterling T.T. to the requisite amount, and instruct 

his London agent to invest the proceeds as directed. Alternatively, 

the telegraphic message may instruct the agent to deduct the requisite 
funds from an existing deposit. 

Similarly, a London banker who wishes to take advantage of a 
high interest rate in a foreign centre, say, in Vienna or Rio, may 

telegraph his agent in the centre concerned to sell T.T. on him to a 
stipulated amount and to place the proceeds on fixed deposit for a 
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given period, Bay, three or six months. The London banker pays out 

sterling against the T.T. at once, unci the effect is that part of his 

funds stand on deposit in Vienna or Rio for a specified time instead 

of lying idle or being employed in London at less profit. 

Clearly, this close relationship between the banks in the various 

centres must bo atUmded by great advantages, and has opened up 

many previously untried avenues of profit. But the question arises : 

How is the banker who resorts to operations such as those described 

in the last paragraph to safeguard himself against the likelihood 

that the rate of exchange may have moved against him by the time 

he wishes to bring home his funds? How can a New York banker 

who has invested, say, $50,000 in three months Treasury bills, ensure 

that he can reconvert his sterling into dollars, w^hen the bills mature, 
without losing all or more than he hoptnl to gain in the way of interest? 

Even when the full gold standard is in opc^ration between London and 

New York, movements of the rate of exchange may take place between 

the import and export gold points, i.e., approximately 4*89 and 4-85 

—a total movement of 4 c. in the rate. Such a loss during a period 

of three months is equivalent to an interest difference of over 3 % per 

annum, and clearly involves a far greater risk than a banker can afford 

to take in normal circumstances on an ordinary business oj^eration. 

The Application ol Forward Exchange.—Fortunately for those w ho 

undertake tliese operations, the rink of lass from an adverse movement 

in the curn'nt rate of exchange can Ik* entirely eliminated by taking 

advantage of the present widt*ly developed forward exchange faciii> 

ties and resorting to w hat is t^x’hnically known as “ covering fonvard", 

A dealer who ha.s invested funds in a fondgn centre for a sjHX?ifieil 

period by the pimdiasc' of spot currency of that centre safeguards 

himself against a future los.s on the exchange by selling the same 

quantity of that currency forward, i.e , deliverable by him at the 

expiration of the period. The New York banker in the case instanced 

above, wiio invests in three months Briti.sh Trt‘asury bills by pur¬ 

chasing sterling T.T., covers him.seif by selling the anticipated proceeds 

of the bills three months forwanl. By so doing, ho transfers liis 

funds to London in the secure knowledge that he w^ill not lose an3rthing 

on their ultimate reconversion into his own currency. Thus the 

great post-war development of forwaixl exchange business has opened 

up a new mode of short-tenn investment, combining the advantages 

of speed, ease of oi^eration and freedom from risk. 

In some cases, as we have previously observed, bankers who 

transfer their funds to a foreign centre do so as a deliberate speculation 
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and are so satisfied with their own “ view ” of the position that they 

do not take steps to eliminate the exchange risk. Others, however, 

are not so content to go unsecured, and they accordingly cover their 

spot purchases of the foreign currency in which they are investing by 

forward sales of the same currency to mature on the date when they 

wish to bring their funds home. 
Investment operations of this character are usually effected by 

means of “ swaps in other words, the dealer who proposes to transfer 

his funds puts through a combined spot and foruxird operation, involving 

the spot purchase of the currency of the centre wherein he 'wishes to 

invest his funds, together with a forward sale of approximately the 

same amount. Looking at the matter in another way, the dealer 

sells his own currency spot and covers himself by buying it forward, 
i.e., he effects a swap of spot against forw’ard and, by so doing, has 

a given sum in the foreign currency placed at his dis})osal in the foreign 

centre, while he undertakes to deliver the same amount to the other 

party at the expiration of the period concerned. 

“Swap and Deposit”: “Swap and InvestmentNow the rates 

of exchange which are applied in the swap w'ill depend entirely on the 
state of the Market, but to the investing banker a highly important 

consideration ■will be the manner in which the funds are to l)e employed 

in the foreign centre, usually by his agent acting under his instnictions. 

The funds may be placed on deposit with the agent (or with another 

bank) for three, six or more months, acconling to the jxriod of the for¬ 

ward sale, in which case the transaction is known as a snap and dejfosil. 

Thus a banker in Berlin may buy spot sterling against sterling 

three months forward (or, what comes to the same thing, may sell 

spot marks against marks three months forward), and may place the 

sterling so obtained on fixed deposit -with a Ix>ndon bank at an agreed 

rate of interest. Possibly such a tran.saction will emanate from a 

London bank which requires funds for a limited period in Berlin, in 
which event it may couple an offer of a sterling “ swap ” to a bank 

in Berlin with an offer of a stipulated rate of intcre.st upon the deposit 

of the funds in London, i.e., the London bank may offer to buy spot 

marks against a sale of forward marks, and to pay a specified rate of 

interest on the sterling proceeds of the spot sale, until the forward 

contract matures. Such an oi)eration will be a “ swap and deposit ” 

from the standpoint of the German bank, the deposit being held by 
the London bank ■with whom the “ swap ” is executed. 

Alternatively, the investing dealer may instruct his agent to 

employ the funds in the purchase of first-class bills of exchange, or in 
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the Short-Loan Market, or in some other form of short-term investment 

—^if in London, British Treasury bills; if in France, Bons du Tresor 

Publique, and so on. 

The position is to all intents and purposes the same when a foreign 

banker buys sterling bills and covers himself against exchange fluctua¬ 

tions by a swap. As explained earlier, this may be done by first selling 

»poi in cover and then swapping the sjx)t for forward, by buying spot 

against a forward sale. Actually, Continental bankers sometimes cover 

their purchases of London bills by outright forward sales, but as a general 

rule it can be asserted that the purchase of foreign bills is covered by 

swap ojxjrations, or is itself part of a swap ojxjration, as explained above. 

Obviously, the profit or loss which the banker ultimately makes 

on an o{>eration of this kind deiKmds on two factors; (a) the rate 
of intercut earned by his funds in the foreign centre; and (6) the 

“ difTerence ” which he receives or has to give away in effecting the 

spot and forward operation. In practice, of course, the dealer will 
have calculatc^d his anticipated profit before actually undertaking the 

oix'ration, and, since he is eoven^d against any [X)ssibie a^iverse move¬ 

ment of the exchangt', there is in ordinary circumstances no reason why 
his exiK'ctations should not be fully realLstnl. 

On occasion, the difference on the forward rate may be such that 

a profit etpiivalent to 7 % or 8 % j)er annum may be earned on the 
funds, afU'r making full allowance for the cost of telegrams and for 

the expense of confirmation by past, even thougn interest rates in the 

foreign centre are not sj^ecially favourable. During the year 1929, for 

instance, the o|ieratiuns of bull sjx?culators in the i^eseta caused the for- 

wanl rate on 8i)ain to Ik* quotetl at a premium of 31 c. jkt three months, 

wliich w^as equivalent to 4 % jK*r annum on the rate. Since banks in 

that country were willing to pjiy 4 [x*r annum on three mouths 

fixeil de]K)sits, l.*ondon dealers could obtain a yield of approximate!}' 

8 % jx5r annum by the purchase of 8|K)t jksc'Us against three months 

forward sales, without incurring any risk w'orth mentioning. 

With a ajK)t rate, Ix)ndon on Madrid, of 32 jKsctiis j>er £1, such 

a transaction w^orketi out approximately as follows:— 

Peaetas purchased at the spot rate, per £1 .. 32*00 

Interest thereon at 4 % per annum for throe months .. .. *32 

Total of deposit in three months’ time .. .. .. 32*32 

Proceeds of forward sale at 31 c. premium 

32*32 
= £—— = £1 *0190 approx. 

31-60 
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The return of £*0199 on an outlay of £1 in three months is equivalent 

to approximately 8 % per annum. 

Opportunities sometimes arise involving even higher interest 

rates, when other countries are especially anxious to secure short-term 

loans, and offer special inducement in the way of interest on fixed 

deposits with the object of encouraging investment by foreign banks, 

thereby affording the latter a clean, quick way of using short-term 

capital. 
Operations involving swap and deposit or swap and investment are 

now imdertaken very frequently, and numerous examples of such 

transactions are shown fully worked in Chapter XXX. 

Outright Purchases for Investment.—xVIthough the majority of 

modern investment deals are carried out in the manner described, 

by means of forward operations, this is not the invariable rule. Where, 

for example, a currency at the time of the investment is unusually 

cheiip to buy, and no doubts are entertained as to its future stiibility, 

dealers who wish to invest in that cumuicy and who are not averse to 

a reasonable speculation will probably do so by outright purchases of 

spot currency, which they can rely upon being able to sell at a more 

favourable rate in the future. But it must be realisetl that the latter 

type of operation involves ** taking up a position and would cer¬ 

tainly not be employed by a dealer who is not accustomed to take 

speculative risks. 

Bills En Pension ’’ with Exchange Secured. -It will now be 

clear how foreign bankers who make investments in sterling bills can 

cover themselves against any risk of exchange loss by selling the 

anticipated sterling j^roceeds of the bills foruxird, i.e., for delivery 

on a date corresponding with the maturity date of the bills. So 

common has this practice become that a siKJcial machinery has devclo|xxl 

for carrying out the necessary tratmctions. This machinery, known 

as the purchase of bills en pension is being increasingly used. 

Suppose, for instance, that a foreign banker wishes to make a three 

months’ investment in British Treasury bills. He will first inquire 

from a London dealer by telegram or telephone the rate in the foreign 

currency concerned at which the dealer can sell three months Treasury 

bills subject to returning the foreign currency, plus interest, at the 

expiration of the period. In other words, the I^ndon dealer has to 

decide (I) at what price he can sell three months Treasury bills; 

and (2) at what margin in the foreign currency he can sell spot sterling 

against the purchase of the sterling proceeds at the expiration of the 

period involved (or looking at the second point from another aspect. 
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the dealer has to decide at what rate he will buy the foreign currency 

spot and sell it forward, plus interest, at the expiration of the period). 

The rate actually quoted to the foreign banker is expressed in the form 

of a percentage yield, i.e., it indicates what interest the latter will 

earn on his funds after allowing for the cost of the forward cover. 

If the rate quoted by the dealer is satisfactory and the transaction 

is arranged, the London dealer provides the necessary sterling at once 

(in return for the agreed foreign currency) and invests it in Treasury 

bills for the account of his foreign correspondent. At the expiration 

of the three months the London dealer pays out the amount of the 

proceeds at the agreed rate. Thus the foreign banker will obtain 

his sterling for the purchase of the Treasury bills (which he will leave 

in the London banker’s jKjrtfolio, i.e., “ en pension ” in London), 

and, by the forward operation, will secure himself against any fluctua¬ 

tions in the sterling value of his currency between the time of the 

transaction and the time when he has to bring home the proceeds of 

his operation. He will be certain of earning the agreed yield on his 

money, without any risk of loss from exchange fluctuations. 

The London dealer receives a given sum in foreign currency which 

he has to pay back (with the interest gained on the Treasury bills 

and after allowing for the swap cost) at the expiration of three months, 

so, to cover his own jmsition, he effects a “ swap ”, i.e., he sells the 

foreign currency sjHjt and buys it for forwanl delivery in three months’ 

time, BO making his ]K)sition ])ractically secure. He is thus protected 

against any fluctuation in the rate of exchange, and since he bases 

his quotation to the foreign banker on the rates at which he can carry 

out the swap, he should n‘c<'ive a reasonable margin of profit without 

any risk to himself or any inve.stment of his bank's capital (see also 

post, (’haj)ter XXX). 



CHAPTER XIII 

THE BALANCE OF TRADE AND THE BALANCE OF 
indebtedness 

Trade Statistics.—The Governments of all properly organised States 

publish periodical statements setting forth details of the nature, 

quantity and value of all goods imported and exported by the country 

concerned during the preceding month, quarter, half-year or year, 

as the case may be. These statements are compiled from particulars 

furnished by traders on invoices and other documents to the Customs 

and Excise authorities, and they afford most valuable information 

respecting the nature and direction of the country’s trade during the 

period concemetl. They indicate whether its exports of goods exceed 

its imports, or vice versa-, the main items compri.sing its exiwrts and 

imports respectively; the main sources of its foreign supplies ami the 

chief overseas markets for its own products. 

In addition to statistics of goods, separate records are maintained 

by all important countries of the movements of gold and silver bullion 

across the national frontiers. Gold and silver, by reason of their 

widespread use as money, are easily the most important commodities 

in the world, and it is right, therefore, that full ami accurate details 

of their movements should be available. 

In our own countiy, statistics relating to our imijorts and exports 

of goods and bullion are published from time to time by the Board 

of Trade in the Board of Trade Journal, and we may note here a point 

to which we shall have to refer later, that in this country, as in other 

leading countries where silver bullion is regarded as an article of 

merchandise (and not, like gold, os a basis of money), it is usual to 

include imports and exports of silver writh the imports and exports of 

other goods, but to specify gold movements quite separately. 

Another important point in connection with our trade statistics is 

that imports are entered at their O.I.F. value (i.e., their value including 

original Cost, plus Insurance and Freight to the port of delivery), 
but exports are entered at their F.O.B. value (i.e., their value plus 

260 
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any charges necessary to place them Free on Board ship at the port 

of loading). Hence, to afford a true comparison of the relation between 

the values of our total exports and imports, the total value of the* 

exports should strictly be increased by the estimated total of freight 

and insurance charged in respect of them. 

Omitted Items—Invisible’* Exports and Imports.—The statistics 
of imports and exports which are published by the Board of Trade 

relate only to the movement of goods and bullion, and contain no 

record of payments made to or by a country in respect of the many 

other items which give rise to international payments, e.g., debts 

arising from the carriage, insurance and finance of goods, debts to be 

paid or received in respect of the loaning and investment of funds 

abroad, and debts arising from the transfer of funds by banks and 

other institutions. The absence of such items from the recorded 

statistics of trade has led to their being described as invisible imports 

and imisible erporis. We know that they exist and that, in the case 

of this and other countries, they amount to millions annually. But 

w’e have no precise record of their quantity, direction or value, and 

we have to he> content with the estimates of their value which are 

made and published annually by the Board of Trade. 

The term invisible exports is applied to those unrecorded iU^ms and 

8er\'ice8 for which payments have to be made to a country, and which 

have thert'fore the same effect as exports of actual goods, e.g., exports 

of British Treasury bills purchased by foreigners. They create a 

foreign demand for the currency of the selling country, and must 

in the long run be paid for by the purchasing country either in money 

or in goods. On the other hand, services and other unrecorded itc^ms 

for which a country has to pay are referred to as invisible imports, 

since exports of money or of commodities have to be sent in payment 

to other countries. 

It should now be apparent why tlie difference betw een the recorded 

details of a country's imports and exports of goods and bullion during 

a given period is referred to as the visible trade balance during that 

period. The object is to distinguish this balance from that which 

is struck after including the estimated totals of the pa^unents to 

be made and received by the country concerned in respect of the 

various invisible items referred to. 

Invisible Exports and Imports of the United Kingdom.—Actually, 

the Board of Trade figures (see page 286) disclose that our total imports 

of goods and silver bullion are not by any means all covered by similar 

exports. In other words, they show that we have a markedly adverse 
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balance of visible trade. Hence the question naturally arises, how do 
we pay for our excess imports? 

The answer to this question is to be found mainly in the fact that, 

on balance, enormous sums have regularly to be paid to this country 

in respect of our heavy invisible exports. Some of these payments 

represent accruing income or revenue, whereas others are capital items, 

i.e., they represent new investment or the realisation of existing 

investments between this country and other countries. If wo apply 

an accounting analogy, we may say that the income or revenue items 

are those which pass into and out of our Income Account with the rest 

of the world, whereas the capital items are those which affect our 

Capital Account. Only the former, examined below, are dealt with 

in the Board of Trade estimates. 

Shipping Income.—This item covers the net revenue received by 

Britain in respect of the services of her mercantile marine and associated 

industries. It is estimated by the Board of Trade that our net shipping 

income for the ten years before 1930 averaged about £120,000,000, 
though for the following three j’ears the average was reduced by the 

world depression to about £70,000,000. This huge tigure includes, 

besides remuneration for the carriage of goods, comjxjnsation to our 

shipping companies for many other services performed through their 

agencies in overseas ports, together with sums paid by foreign ships 

in British ports for bunkers, stores, jiort dues, etc. On the other 

hand, deduction is made of the estimated total sums paid by British 

ships in foreign ports for similar services and of the amounts paid 

by merchants in this country to 8hijx)wner8 abroad. 

Investment Income.—It is unfortunate that bankers and financiers 

in this country, who have the requisite information available, have not 

yet thought it worth their whUc to conduct investigations with the 

object of providing some reliable data rc'sjx'cting the magnitude of 

Britain’s annual income from overseas investments. The only in¬ 

formation so far available is that based on the pre-war researches of 

Sir George Paish, and the more recent inquiries of Sir Robert Kin- 

dersley, who estimated our total holdings of foreign investments in 

1930 to be in the neighbourhood of £3,400,000,000. Thanks largely 

to the efforts of these investigators, the Board of Trade was able 

to arrive at a figure of not less than £155,000,000 as the net income 

accruing to this country in 1933 from overseas investments, after 

allowing for deduction of income paid to foreigners in respect of their 

investments here. 

From the figures quoted on page 286, it will be observed that 
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Britain’s estimated annual investment income is always considerably 

in excess of her annual investment of new capital abroad, as evidenced 

by the total overseas issues on the London Market. For this reason, 

Britain shares with the Netherlands the dlstinctioju of being a mature 
lender, in contradistinction to lenders who are described as immature^ 

because their annual capital investment apparently exceeds their 

current investment income. 

Income from Banking, Insurance and Similar Servioes.^Under 
this heading are included: (a) the payments made to our bankers, 

brokers, merchants and accepting houses for commissions and broker¬ 

ages in respect of services rendered in the financing of trade and the 

marketing of goods; (6) payments by foreign Governments and corpora¬ 

tions for what is called the ‘‘ service of loans i.e., payments made 

to London bankers on account of rcxlemption of drawn or matured 

bonds, payment of interest coufions, and for the carrying out of the 

hundred-and-ono duties devolving upon the linancial house which 

attends to all this, including, amongst others, the keeping of stock 
registers, and generally acting as a representative of the foreign 

Govermnents for purposes connected with the loans; (c) the premiums 

paid to our insurance companies, brokers and underwriters in respect 

of the insurance of goods exiK)rted from this country, and in return 

for marine risks undertaken on foreign account, i.e., for goods which 

never touch our shores; and (d) commissions paid to brokers and agents 

on the London Stock Market and produce exchanges for business 

executed on foreign account. For the year 1933 the total under this 

heading, after dcnluction of tlie sums payable by this country in 

respect of similar items, was considered by the Board of Tnuie to be 

in the neighbourhoixl of £30 millions, but, as no reliable stivtistics are 

available, the estimate is very largely a matter of expert opinion. 

Miscellaneous Receipts on Income Account—Apart from the 

main items in the foregoing paragraplis, tliere are a considerable 

number of other items of less importance from the point of aggregate 

annual value which give rise to payments by otlier countries to the 

United Kingdom. Among tlieso may be mentioned payments made 

on account of the sale by Britain of second-hand ships; the sums which 

are sent homo by British settlers or emigrants in other countries; the 

sums remitted on account of profits by the overseas branches and 

agencies of British commercial houses; royalties on British films and 

British literature; exi)enditure by foreign Governments on their 

diplomatic and consular services, and amounts paid by other countries 

in respect of tourists’ expenditure in this country, giving rise, as we 
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have seen, to drafts drawn under letters of credit, travellers’ cheques 

and circular notes which have to be collected by our banking institutions 

from the issuing banks abroad. 

Miscellaneous payments of similar kind have, of course, to be made 

by Britain to other countries, since all the chief commercial nations of the 

world become creditors, in their degree, of the other nations in respect 

of such items, but the Board of Trade estimates that the net total 

paid to Britain under this heading averages between £10 and £15 

millions, although this figure also is regarded as conservative. 

Government Receipts.—For several years past our Government 

has received appreciable sums from overseas in resjiect of such items 

as loans made by it to other Governments, war debts due by European 

countries, reparation ptiyments made by Gennany, the payments made 

bj" India for British Government and other charges (e.g., civil and 

military pay and pensions), and the contributions made by other jmrts 

of the Empire for services rendered by the War Office, Admiralty, 

Dominions Office, Colonial Office and other Ciovernmont Departments. 

On the other hand, payments falling within the same group are 

made by our Government to other countries (as, for example, the 

payments made to the United Stiites on account of war debt), and the 

figures given b3’’ the Board of Trade show the net payment or receipt 

under this heading. 

Britain’s Favourable Balance on Income Account.—^The importanco 
of the foregoing enumeration of the various items comprising Britain's 

invisible ex{)orts and imports lies in the fact that the total annual 

payments which have to be made to our own country in respect of 

these items are greatly in excess of the total annual payments which 

she has to make in respect of similar items. Each year, in the Spring, 

the Board of Trade publishes estimates of the balance of jmyments 

made and received by this country during the preceding year in 

respect of invisible items, and these estimates, when combined with 

the actual figures of our visible trade, show that the net income accruing 

to us on account of invisible items is usvcHly considerably more than 

is required to redress our large adverse balance of visible trade. 

The figures thus published by the Board of Trade for the years 

1928-33 are reproduced in the table opposite. 

It must be clearly understood that the values here given for 

receipts from our invisible exports of services are merely estimates, 

which are in fact based on such slender material that, at the best, 

they can only be described as approximate. On the other hand, the 

figures are compiled only after exhaustive investigation and con* 
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sideration, bo they can bo said to give a reasonably accurate (though 

oonservative *) idea of the amount which Britain exacts from the other 

countries of the world for her services as an international shipper, 

underwriter, banker and financier. 
More important still, they indicate whether wo are paying our 

United Kingdom Balance of Payments, 1928-33. 
{MiUiotis of Pounds.) 

1928. 1929. 1930. 1031. 1932. 1933. 

Visible Trade 
Imports; 
Mprrhandiito. 
Silver Bullion ami Si>ecie .. 

1,195C 
10-2 

o
cib

 

1,044 0 
8-5 

861-3 
8-4 

701-7 
7-8 

67.5-8 
10-4 

ToUl . 1.205-8 1 1,229 1 1,052-5 869-7 709-5 686-2 

Exports: 
MerrhamllHe. 
Silver Bullion ami Siavle .. 

843-9 
9-2 

839 0 
9 1 

657 6 
8-4 

454 5 
6-8 

416-0 
6 0 

416.5 
5-3 

Total . 853-1 848-1 666 0 461 3 422 0 421-8 

Exeem of Importa over Ex porta, l.e., 
ADVRR8K Visible Balahce .. 352-7 381 0 386 5 408-4 287-5 264-4 

Net IirvTsiBLE Ixcome 
Exreaa of (•ovemnient Keceipta fn>m 

(Iverweaa 
Net Shlppltiff Itirome .. 
Net Income from Foreign Investments 
Net Income from Short Inteitstt ami 

(Vimmlsakina (l.e., In reaias't of 
luttiklnu ami inniirance )«ervicc*s) .. i 

Mbtctdlaneoua Kt'celpta 

15 0 ! 
130-0 
270 0 

05-0 
15 0 

24 0 
1,30 0 
250 0 

05 0 
15 0 

19-0 
105 0 
220 0 

55 0 
15-0 

14 0 
80 0 

170-0 

30 0 
10 0 

24* 
70-0 

145 0 

2.'» 0 
15 0 

65 0 
155*0 

30-0 
10-0 

Net Recelpta from Invisible Ilenw .. 495 0 484 0 414-0 304-0 2.55 0 260-0 

Balakcb of Paymknts - 
Favourable <-i ), or .Adverse < -) .. -1 142-3 ^-103 0 H 28 0 - 104-4 1 - 56-5 -4-4 

Net Kxitorta (1), or ImiHirta (-), of 
Clold. 

New Overaeaa Issues on the Ixmilon 
Market . 

-t-12‘7 

143 0 

-f 15-1 

94 0 

-5 0 

109 0 

-f- 35*0 

40 0 

-18-0 

29 0 

- 191-0 

38 0 

Balance UNAcctirxTKi) for -hI2-0 -»-24 1 - 80 • 5 !-115 4 !-103 5 -233 4 

i i i i 1 i 

• Kxcc'fts of (lovernmeiit iviyincnta overseas. 

way, i.e., whether the value of the gootls which we sell and the services 

which wo render to other countries is sufficient to pay for the goods 

and services with which other countries supply us. In this regard 

it will bo seen from the table that, before 1931 (when the great world 

crisis upset our trade (xisition), the total of the estimated net ptiy- 

ments due to us on account of invisible trade was more than sufficient 

♦ Private estimates are usually more favouroble to this country than those 
of the lloartl of Troilo. Tlius our unfavourable balance for 1932 (mcluding the 
war debt parents, £24 millions net) was estimated by the KconomxM to l)e 
only £50 millions, whilst the jFinanctW Ntws considered that a figure of 
£44 millions would be the limit of the deficiency. 
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to wipe out our adverse balance of visible trade, i.e., we had a 

favourable balance of payments on income account Since 1931, our 

net invisible income has so seriously diminished that it has not been 

sufficient to cover our adverse balance of visible trade, though fortu¬ 

nately the position greatly improved by the end of 1933, when, thanks 

mainly to the strong measures taken by the National Government, 

our estimated deficit was reduced to £4*4 millions. 

Movements of Gold.—It will be observed that the net movement 
of gold bullion is shown separately after the balance of payments has 

been struck. One reason for this has already been mentioned, viz., 

that movements of gold are regarded as transfers of monej" in all 

except silver-using countries, and another reason (shortly to be fully 

explained) is that the movement of gold is one of several forms of 

“ equilibrating factors ” or balancmg items i.e., transfers of capital 

which have the effect of redressing a balance betw een the total debits 

and the total credits on a nation’s international balance sheet. 

Loans made to and obtained from other countries are the other 

principal forms of balancing items, and such loans may take the form 

of long-term loans (as, for example, the Overseas Issues on the Ix)ndon 

Market specified in the foregoing table); or short-period borrowings^ 

such as the transfer of bankers’ funds for short-term investment, 

discussed in Chapter XII. It will be explained below' that these 

short-term borrowings, of which the leading countries have in the 

past maintained scarcely any record, are the main constituent of the 

Balance Unaccounted For ” in the foregoing table. 

A Tangible Balance Does Not Actually Exist as Such.—In examining 

the above table, it must be clearly understood that figures such as 

those quoted are compiled by the Board of Trade in this countrj% and 

by similar agencies in other countries, merely to provide some indi¬ 

cation of the relation between the pa3anents which a country has 

received within a given period and the payments which it has made. 

It is entirely erroneous to regard such a balance as existing between 

one country and the rest of the world at any particular time, or to 

imagine that a nation, like a trading company or an individual, is in a 

position to “ strike ” a Balance, or to draw up a Receipts and Payments 

Account, covering a given period of time. It is possible for experts 

to estimate the total debits and cre^dits resulting from a nation’s 

international business. But experts cannot say that, up to a given 

date, a country’s nationals have paid away so much and received so 

much and, therefore, that there is a certain balance which must be 

immediately paid or received in order to square ” the accounts. 
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At no time does the relationship between the inflow and outflow of 

goods, or the relationship between the payments being made and the 

payments being received on the Foreign Exchange Market, boar any 

diroct relationship to the estimated balance on a country’s current 

account. The relationship between the inward and outward move¬ 

ment of goods is an ever-changing one. On one day, the value of 

imports may be in excess of the value of exports. On another, the 

value of exports may be the greater, while it is conceivable that at 

certain times the two values may be equal. 

It uschI to be stated by foreign exchange theorists that this changing 

relationsliip betwcHin the inflow and outflow of goods w^as mainly 

responsible for the position of the prevailing raters of exchange. But 

a little consideration will sliow that the payments being made on the 

London Foreign Exchange Market at any particular time have not 

the slightest relation to the quantities or values of the goods which 

are at tlie same time passing in and out of the United Kingdom. From 

day to day, from hour to hour, debts are being paid, set off and can¬ 

celled one against the other by the actions of the foreign exchange 

dealers. But some of these debts concern goods which have passed 

between this country and otliers during the previous three months; 

others are debts incurre^d in respcHit of goods which are being paid for 

in advance, whilst others again repre^sent manufactured goods and 

rolling stock sent overseas probably twenty, thirty or very many more 

years ago. 

All this goes to show' that the payments passing between one 

country and another during any particular ixu'iod are in no sense a 

matter of jii-st one year's trading. They stand for interest and capital 

repayments of old debts, payments on account of new loans, payments 

being ma<le out of faith, hoix? and charity, lis well as paj’ments wliich 

have the more solid backing of material gootls and of services rendered. 

Some payments represent gcKxls which have long ago been usexi up or 

destroyed; some are instalment imyments on account of goods in 

actual course of transfer, while others again are payments in advance 

for commodities yet to be harvesteil, mined or manufactured. 

Just as there is no relationship between the total value of the 

debts being settled on the Foreign lilxchange Market and the actual 

movement of goods at the same* time, so also there is no relationship 

between the total value of debts in process of settlement and the 

aggregate balance owing to or by a country on any particular day. 

Hence a balance of indebtedness if it exists does not in any sense 

determine the rates of exchange. The most that can be said is that, 
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where a country has a consistently adverse balance of payments, the 
tendency will be for its daily payments to other countries to exceed 

its receipts and for the exchanges to move against it. And the 

converse will also be true. Moreover, the state of a country’s trade 

and finances naturally influences the view which investors and specu¬ 

lators take as to the suitability of that country as a depository of 

funds. While, therefore, it can be stated generally that an unfavour¬ 

able balance of payments tends to produce unfavourable exchanges, 

and a favourable balance to produce favourable exchanges, it is 

im]>ossible to establish any more precise relationship. 

What Becomes of Britain's Balance on Income Account P— 
Although the Board of Trade estimates of Britain’s annual income 

account balance vary considerably from one year to another, they 

invariably showed, when we were on the gold standard, a very con¬ 
siderable balance in our favour. Now, if we looked no further than 

these figures, we should expect to find that (a) the exchanges were 

usually very much in favour of this country and practically always 

at the gold import points, and that (b) we imj^rted from other 

countries as much gold as they would release. 

Actually, the rates of exchange Ixjtw'een London and other centres 

were on the whole favourable to this country, and rarely moved 

much beyond the gold specie points. Again, while in the course of a 

year Britain imj)orted considerable quantities of gold, she also exported 

almost equally large quantities, and on balance there was usually very 

little in it. Indeed, in some years, she exported far more gold than she 

received. 

Obviously, the exchange position of the United Kingdom in normal 

times was one of comparative equilibrium. The demand for sterling 

in other centres kept reasonably close to the supply. How, then, 

could this position be accounted for in face of the large balance esti¬ 

mated to accrue in our favour each year ? 

The answer is that Britain, through the unrivalled agency of the 

London Money Market, annually invested abroad at least as much as 

the estimated surplus of her receipts over her payments. In other 

words, her annual excess of receipts due to her heavy invisible exports 

was counterbalanced by invisible imports of securities from other coun¬ 

tries in respect of capital issues made in the City of London on behalf 

of foreign Governments, municipalities and commercial enterprises. 

The estimated surplus arising from her income account transactions 

never accumulated to the extent that other countries had to send 

her vast amounts of gold or had otherwise to effect payment for 
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services rendered. The surplus was depleted at least as rapidly as it 
was earned. The income or revenue was never actually “ pocketed 
almost before it was due and received it was earmarked as a loan or 

capital export to some needy borrower. In other words, our exports 

of goods and the commercial services which we rendered to other 

countries were paid for partly by imports of goods and bullion, and 
partly by imports of securities. 

This position is indicated by the figures in the foregoing table 

which relate to the totids of new overseas issues on the London Money 

Market. They show that in 1928, for instance, we invested overseas 

almost exactly as much as our estimated favourable babnee of pay¬ 

ments. Much the same thing happened in 1929, but for later years 

there was a considerable difference between the figures, and we see 

that, when we take the movements of gold into consideration, there 
was an increasingly large adverse “ Balance Unaccounted For ”, which, 

in 1933, reached the huge total of £233*4 millions. 

The Movement of Short-Term Balances.—Now it will be clear that 
some part of the “ Balance Unaccounted For ” in any one year is 

likely to be due to the incompleteness and inaccuracy of the estimates, 

which, though carefully compiled, might easily involve a difference of 

several millions either one wa^^ or the other. 

But there is actually a far more important equilibrating factor to 

be taken into account, and that is the movement of short-term liquid 

balances to which we have referred in an earlier chapter. We have 

seen that it is not unusual nowadays for vast amounts of short-term 

funds to move from one world centre to another in response to 

differences in interest rates and other factors. Now such movements 

clearly mean that the centre to which the funds are sent is in the 

])Osition of borrowing them for a short period from the centre or 

centres from w*hich they are received; in other words, these short-term 

movements of funds involve borrowing by one centre and lending by 

another just as much as the issue of a long-period loan; and their 

effect on the exchanges is just as important. Unfortunately, howrever, 
the figures of overseas issues compiled in London and in other centres 

refer to public joint stock issues only, and so exclude not only the 

vast short-term investments and loans which are involved in tho 

movements of short-term capital, but also any other loans which are 

made between private individuals in one country and those in another. 

Nevertheless, it will be understood Uiat these movements of short¬ 

term balances are quite capable of making up a large difference 

between the debit and credit sides of the international account of a 

19 
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country such as Britain, which, as we have already observed, acts as 
the world’s banker, and so not only receives large sums from other 

countries in the form of short-term deposits but also at times has to 

meet heavy withdrawals of such funds. So we may conclude that 
the deficit shown on our international account for 1930 and subsequent 

years (after taking into account our long-term lending) was balanced 
to a considerable extent by private loans and by short-term borrowings 

from other coimtries. And, although in 1930 wo apparently overlent 
to the extent of £86 millions, the possibility was that we had 
“ borrow'ed ” a large part of this sum from other countries mainly 

in the form of short-term deposits. 

We may say, therefore, that although the Board of Trade estimates 

usually show’ a fairly large difference unaccounted for between the 

debit and credit sides of our international account, the account is 
actually balanced by an increase or deert'ase of foreign investment in 

sterling bills, by the movement into and out of London of short-tenn 

funds and, to some extent, by an increase or decrease in our holdings 
of foreign securities. When we are in deficit, w^o raise our Bank rate 

to encourage foreign purchases of London bills and the movement of 

short-term balances from other countries. On the other hand, when 
w’e have a balance on the right side, we lower the Bank rate, so 

encouraging an efflux of funds, i.e., we increase our short-term balances 

abroad, permit those already with us to be withdrawn, and lessen the 
attractiveness of sterling bills to the foreign investor. Thus equili¬ 

brium in our international balance of payments is achieved by modi¬ 
fications in the relative totals of our invisible imports and exports of 

capital securities and short-term investments. 

The truth of this statement is borne out by an analysis of the 
conditions ruling in those years w’hen our accounts were apparently 

very much out of equilibrium. For example, the year 1929, in which 

we lent only a small portion of our suqfius, was a year of intense 

speculative activity on the New York Stock Miirket (see Chapter XX), 

with the result that we had to meet heavy withdrawals of short-term 

balances from London. These withdrawals no doubt accounted for 

the difference of £24 millions between the total of our surj)lu8 on 

income account and that of our investment overseas. By 1930, how¬ 
ever, the boom on Wall Street had collapsed, and, though lx)ndon was 

throughout the year embarrassed by withdrawals of short-term balances 

on French account, it is probable that the return of balances from New 

York more than made up for those withdrawals, and so enabled us to 

lend no less than £86 millions in excess of our surplus on income account. 

The year 1931 was, of course, exceptional, for then the failure of 
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world confidence caused persistent withdrawals of foreign funds from 
London, and (though there was a large counterbalancing withdrawal 
of funds from abroad by London banking houses and by the Bank 

of England and the Treasury against the credits.established in their 
favour in Paris and New York) the withdrawals finally proved so heavy 
as to force us off the gold standard. 

The fact that we abandoned the gold standard did not, of course, 

mean that we were relieved of the necessity of taking steps to improve 

our international balance of payments and so ensure a better balance 
between the supply and the demand for sterling on the world’s exchange 

markets. Actually, our departure from gold brought into operation 

a number of factors which rapidly improved our position. The depre¬ 
ciation of the pound meant a considerable increase in the sterling 

value of debts and payments due to us in foreign gold currencies, so 
that our investors were naturally encourage<i to bring home their 

foreign balances and to realise their foreign investments. Foreigners, 

too, were encouraged to buy sterling because the pound was cheap 
in terms of their currencies, and so it was not long before there was 

a largo influx of foreign funds into London and a great increase in the 

world demand for sterling. At the same time our trading position 
rapidly improved. With the fall in the value of the pound, Britain 

became a much l>etter market in which to buy goods, but not such a 

good market in which to sell foreign products. Hence our exports 
very quickly incn'as«^l. whereas our imports fell away, again leading 

to an improvement in the position of sterling on the world’s exchange 

markets. Idtimat4»ly, the elTei't of the OjX'ration of the factors men- 
tionwl w'as to adjust the disparity l)etwwn our total debits and total 

credits, and so to !)ring the sterling exchanges into a position of 

greater e(|uilibrium. 

A Large Balance on the National Income Account Must be Offset 
by Capital Movements,—This analysis of Britain’s international balance 

of payments will have prepare<I the reader for the importi^nt con¬ 

clusion that no country, and esjxxually a country wdiich seeks to 

maintain the automatic working of the gold standard, can for long 

have a large annual balance of current indebtedness one way or the 

other. While a nation may have an advexse or a favourable balance 

of trade, i.e., a balance Iwtween the total values of her exports and 

imports of goods, it is not possible for any nation to maintain a con¬ 

sistently heavy adverse balance of indebtedness in respect of all national 
transactions; nor, on the other hand, a permanent favourable biilance 

of any magnitude. 

We may go even further than this, and say that the current in 
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debtedness of every nation must be balanced from day to day. If 
tlie nation has more to pay in respect of visible and invisible imports 

than she has to receive for both types of exports, she must either 

borrow or send gold to adjust the balance. The borrowing may be 

in the form of a long-term investment, or it may take the form of a 

short-term loan effected mainly by the transfer of bankers’ funds. The 

latter method does, in fact, operate largely to smooth out the day-to-day 

fluctuations, and so avoids the necessity of frequent gold shipments. 

The Adjustment ol the Balance ot Trade in a Gold Standard 
Country.—A root fact about the maintenance of the gold standard is 

that the exchanges shall be kept as close as possible to the mint parity 

with any other gold standard country, and that actual movements of 

gold shall be reduced to a minimum. But neither of these objects 

can be achieved in the face of a considerable balance one way or the 

other on the national Current Account. Small adjustments can, of 

course, be effected without difficulty by imports or exports of gold, 

but it is quite another matter when it comes to the settlement of a 

heavy balance. It is more than likely that the available supplies 

of gold might not be adequate for the puqyose, and, even if they 

were, the movements of considerable amounts of the metal would 

(in the absence of counteractive measures) have such disturbing 

effects on the credit machine in both the importing and exporting 

countries that they will be avoided if it is at all possible. 

A favourable balance on Current Account, such as that which has 

usually been enjoyed by the United Kingdom, or an unfavounible 

balance, such as Australia, New Zealand and the United States had to 

face every year in the early stages of their youthful development, must 

be offset in some way. The national accounts must balance, and that 

balance will be achieved either automatically because the prevailing 

conditions bring about a change in the direction of trade, or arti¬ 

ficially by the stimulation of transfers of capital, in the form of either 

long-period loans or short-period investments. 

VVe wdll verify the truth of this statement by considering the two 

cases of (a) countries which have a large advcr.se balance of indebted¬ 

ness on income account, and (6) countries, in the reverse position, with 

a large balance of indebtedness in their favour. 

Gold Standard Countries with an Adverse Balance.—Ix^t us suppose 
that an important gold standard country consistently imports much 

more than it exports, and does not make up the difference between 

the values of goods imported and exported by invisible exports of 

services and other items. What will be the result? Clearly, the 
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demand for foreign currencies on the country’s Exchange Market will 
tend to exceed the supply, while the supply of that nation’s currency 

on the world Exchange Market will tend to exceed the demand. In 

either case, the rates of exchange will be unfavourably influenced 

against the country concerned; the value of her currency in terms 

of other currencies will tend to fall, and, when the export specie point 

is reached, gold will be sent abroad. 

The movement of gold will, in itself, tend to bring about the 
necessary readjustment, since it must have at least the same effect 

as a visible export of goods. But the effect of an export of gold is 

even more radical than this. As explained in Chapter X, the excess 

of payments to be made by the country in question must, if it Ls of a 

persistent nature, be attributed to the fact that prices in that country 

are unduly high comparetl with prices in other gold countries. Now 

the exix)rt of gold will tend to bring about a lowering of domestic 

prices, since it leads to a contraction in the volume of currency and 

credit. As a result, the country becomes a less favourable market 

in which to sell but a better market in which to buy. Imports of goods 

are then^fore discouraged and exports of goods are encouraged. This 

position is accentuated because the producing classes and exjx)rting 

interests have to curtail their expenditure, part of which will be on 

commodities and part on investment. Purchases of foreign-produced 

goods, amongst others, will therefore diminish, while foreign invest¬ 

ment will be decrease'll. The slackening in the demand for home- 

produced commodities makes the home markets less prosperous, 

credit contracts and the value of the currency rises. Its external 

purchasing power improves, and thus the general tendency is for the 

exchange to return to the mint parity, for the adverse balance of 

trade to be corrected, and for a }K)sition of more permanent equilibrium 

to be esttiblished. In practice the adjustment will be very gradual, 

and a very serious “ drain ” of gold will be needed before the price 

level is affected. 

The tendency towanls a lower price level will probably be strength¬ 

ened by the action of the central bank in the country concerned, 

because that bank, seeing ita gold reserve diminishing, will probably 

raise its rate of discount. As a result, interest rates in the country 

as a whole will tend to rise, so encouraging the inflow of foreign funds 

for investment and tending to strengthen the country's exchanges. 

If this occurs, the painful readjustment of price levels w^hich is necessary 

before the trade balance can be rehabilitated may be postponed for 

a time with the aid of loans from investors in other countries. 
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In certain circumstances it is better that the balance should be 

adjusted by borrowing rather than by a reduction of imports, for the 

country concerned may not be able to live and to prosper without the 

help of imports from other nations. She may be a war-impoverished 

State like Germany or Hungary in 1918-28, endeavouring to get on 

her feet after a great war or an internal revolution. She may be a 

young country, like Australia or New Zealand or Brazil, seeking to 

develop her resources and build up her economy. Imports from 
abroad are in such circumstances essential, whereas exports, for some 

time at any rate, must be relatively small. If investors in other 

countries are willing to invest their money in the debtor country, the 

inward flow' of capital will permit of a continuance of the disparity 

betwei‘n imports and exports, and yet bring about a i)o.sition of 

equilibrium between the nation*s debits and credits. 

It must not be imagined that the borrowing here referred to is 

undertaken delilx^rately by the Government of a country with the 

object of attaining a balanced international account. On the contrary, 

the bulk of such loans are usually issued by trading and llnancial 

undertakings, and are utilised in linancing productive developments, 

the revenue from w’hich should provide the whercw'ithal to meet the 

annual interest and sinking fund payments. But, as has been pointe<l 

out in Chapter X, there is a limit beyond which it is not prudent 

for a country to borrow, w'hether for commeixual or for Government 

purposes, and when this limit has been reached, if the balance of 

payments is still unfavourable, it is better that the adjustment of prices 

should take place rather than that the country should encuml>er itself 

with an incubus of debt. 

Gold Standard Coontries with a Favourable Balance.—Economic 

forces operate in the reverse circumstances where a nation’s commodity 

exports regularly exceed her commodity imports, or when?, as in the 

case of Britain, a nation’s adverse balance of visible trade is more than 

counterbalanced by the excess of current payments to be received 

on account of invisible cxjiorta. Qearly, in the absence of other 

correctives, the position in such a case will be that the exchanges arc 

influenced in favour of the country concerned, and that she should 

receive considerable quantities of gold from other nations in settlement 

of the balance in her favour. 

But the inflow of gold will not continue indeflnitely. Apart from 

the fact that the available supplies of gold may not be adequate, 

forces will be set in motion which tend to effect a closer balance 

between payments and receipts. The constant excess export of goods 
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and the inflow of gold eventually cause prices to rise and the value 

of money (i.e., gold) to fall. The country becomes a better market 

in which to sell but a less favourable market in which to buy. Hence 

imports are encouraged and exports are discouraged until the direction 

of trade is changed and a new equilibrium established at a price level 

readjusted to world conditions. 

All this presupposes the absence of other correctives, but just as 

a country with an adverse trade balance usually resorts to foreign 

borrowing in order to effect equilibrium between her payments and 

receipts, so also a nation with a favourable balance usually equilibrates 

the position by investing the surplus overseas. 

If a nation has an excess of exports over imports, the producers 

of the ex|X)rts will receive relativelj’^ increased profits and wages which 

they will want to sptmd. The same applies to those in receipt of 

lucrative incomes from invisible ex|)orts. Part of this income will 

be spent on commodities and part on investment. The w^holesale 

and retail dealers sell more goods and they also find their incomes 

increased. Hence tliey, in turn, spend more on commodities or on 

investment. Any a<lditional amount spent on fort'ign-produced 

coramoiliti(‘8 will naturally tend to rectify the disparity between 

imports and exports. The part that is applied in investment may 

be invested at home, but normally there is a greater increase in 

attractive inv<?stments overseas than there Ls at home. Hence the 

greatcT projK)rtion of the available money wdll be attracted abroad. 

The process continue.s until the excessive exports are fully covered 

either by imjwrts or by external investments. If the standard of 

living is already high- as it is in Britain's case—the proix)rtioD 

spent on investment will be relatively greater than that spent on 

commodities. The t4uuleney is for the excess of exports to be invested 

abroad, and with each addition to the total of overseas investments, 

the annual income therefrom increases and so adds to the future 

surplus available for the purpose. 

The readjustment will probably bo quickened by the action of the 

central bank, which, liiuling its gold reserves growing unduly large, 

may low^er its re discount rate. As a result, interest rates generally 

will tend to fall and investors in the country concerned will seek an 

outlet for their funds in other countries. In the first place, there will 

doubtless be a movement of funds for short-term investment abroad, 

but, if the favourable balance continues, it is quite easy to see that 

there will be everj" encouragement for funds to be transferred to other 

countries for jx^rmanent investment. 
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InoonvertiUe Camndes and the Balance Indebtedness.—If, thou, 

a g<M standard country has a consistently favourable or unfavourable 

balance of payments, the ultimate adjustment is provided by the 

movement of gold, which causes internal prices to be brought into 

line with prices in other countries. Where a country has an incon¬ 

vertible currency, however, there is no such adjustment. 

If such a country has a consistently adverse balance, its exchanges 

will depreciate until they reflect the purchasing power parity. The 

fall in the external value of the currency will encoumge e.xports and 

will discourage imports, and so tend to redress the balance of indebted¬ 

ness. Thus the exchanges tend to adjust themselves to the price level, 

whereas in the gold standard country, prices tend to adjust themselves to 

the mint parity. Of course, the downward adjustment of exchange 

rates may be postponed for a while bj’ borrowing operations, as in the 

case of a gold .standard country, but, as statccl above, there is a limit 

to the extent of safe borrowing. 

If the country has a consistently favourable balance, the exchanges 

will tend to move in its favour until they reflect the purchasing power 

parity, though here again the adju.stment may be .suspended so long 

as the countiy lends its surplus abroad. 

Borrowing and Lending Effect Equilibriom.—Thus we conclude 

that, if a nation’s annual traasactions involve a large standing dcflciency 

of receipts as compared with pajTnents, she will bo compt‘lled to 

remedy the position by borrowing abroad, for either short term or 

long periods, or, what comes in effect to the same thing, she will be 

forced to raise credits abroad out of which to make the excess payments. 

If, on the other hand, the transactions of a country rt'sult in a con¬ 

sistently heavy surplus of receipts, the position will be equilibrated, 

in the absence of other measures, by loaning the surplus to other 

countries for development and other purposes. 

An individual whose income exceeds his expenditure ordinarily 

invests the surplus in securities which by their yield of interest increase 

still further his future income. So also a nation whose annual inter¬ 

national business brings in considerably more than she has to pay, 

invests the surplus in other countries. She pays away the excess in 

return for securities which she imports, and by so doing achieves that 

balance between her payments and receipts which is so essential to 

the maintenance of stable exchanges and a stable price level. 



CHAPTER XIV 

BALANCraa A NATION’S INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTS: 
EXCHANGE RESTRICTIONS AND CONTROL 

In the preceding chapter it was shown that it was impossible for a 

nation 'permanently to maintain a heavy adverse or a markedly favour¬ 

able balance on its international accounts, and that, although an 

abstracted statement of visible and invisible items (including any gold 

movements) might show a balance one way or the other, that balance 

must, in fact, be offset by lending or by borrowing. From the stand- 

|)oiiit of ultimate iHpiilibrium it dm's not matter whether the nation 

lends or borrows for long or for short periods; but there is a vast 

difference between the two from the standpoint of their immediate 

effect on the prevailing rates of exchange. To understand why this 

is so, wo must revert brieHy to the important question of relative 

intere.st rates discussed in Chapter XII. 

Central Bank Influence on the Exchanges.—^The control of interest 

rates in most countries is vesteil in the hands of a central bank. 

In our own country wc have the Bank of England, in Germany there 

is the Reichsbank, and in the Unit<Hl States the Fwleral Reserve 

Banks which collectively |)erforni the central banking functions for 

that country. The centnil bank exercises its control over the pre¬ 

vailing rates of interest through its j)ower to force all other interest 

rates in its own centre to follow the movements in its own rate of 

discount (i.e., its rate for discxninting Krst-class bills of exchange), 

which is fixed according to the dictates of its i)olicy and usuallj’ 

in close consultation with the Government of the country con¬ 

cerned. The actual mechanism by which this result is achieved in 

this country will be considered in detail in the next chapter, but it 

will be apparent that, if the central banks are able to control the rate 

of interest in their own centres, they are in a position to inlluence 

the inflow or outflow of floating balances for short-term investment, 

and can accordingly bring about considerable modifications in the 

prevailing rates of ex9hange. 
297 
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The Keynotes of Central Bank Policy.—What, then, determines 
the policy followed by the world s central banks in fixing their rates 

of discount and so the rates of interest in their respective centres? 

There are two main objects. The first is to maintiiin a steady internal 

price level by so regulating the volume of credit that internal trade 

and industry shall be disturbed as little as possible by changes in the 

value of the circulating media of j>ayment, and so that the foreign 

exchanges shall not be disturl>e<l by changes in the purchasing power 

of the currency. The second object is to maintain stability of the 

external exchanges so that the country’s foreign trade may l)o smoothly 

conducted on a certain and secure basis. 

In seeking to achieve these two objects, most central banks pin 

their faith to the gold standard. This, as we have seen, implies the 

maintenance of both the internal and external values of a currency as 

nearly as possible on a par with the value of gold. Intemall}", the 

circulating currency must be exchangeable for gold on demand. 

Externally, the exchanges must l^e kept as close as possible to the 

mint parities with other gold-standard currencies, and fluctuations 

in the rates of exchange must be confined witliin the gold j)oints by 

the removal of all restrictions on the import and ex])ort of the metal. 

Ensuring Temporary and Permanent EQuilibrium.—But the 

adherence to the gold standard implies something more fundamental 

than this. It implies, first of all, that there shall l)e a position of 

reasonable temporary equilibrium between the demand for and supply of 

the currency concerned on the Foreign Exchange Market, so that the 

rate will not move too far from the mint parities with other gold 

currencies. Secondly, it implies that there shall be a jK>sition of 

move pemtaneni equilibrium on the nation's international account, i.e., 

that, in the long run, a nation’s credits shall balance its debits. 

It is the function of the central bank to ensure that these ]K>sitions 

of both temporary and more j)ermanent e([uilibrium are achieved. 

Temporary or momentary equilibrium is automatically attained, ns in 

any market, by reason of the fact that neither demand nor supply is 

a fixed or determinate quantity. They are both quantities which 

adjust themselves through the mechanism of price so as to produce 

equilibrium. In other words, if demand at any moment tends to 

outrun the supply—as indicated by the offers of currency for sale— 

equilibrium will be brought about by a rise in the price (the rate of 

exchange) which will induce more sellers to come forward. 

Buyers and sellers of currency can be divided broadly into two 

classes: (1) those who require currency in or^ler to effect essential 
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payments or who have currency coming to them and wish to convert 
it at once; and (2) those who make a business of buying and selling 

currency. 

The first class is made up chiefly of persons who have to receive 

or make payments from and to foreign countries on account of the 

visible and invisible items of trade, i.e., exporters, importers, insurance 

companies, shipping companies, and, to some extent, investors. The 

second class comprises professional dealers in foreign currency who are 

willing to take up a position in a foreign currency. It therefore 

excludes our large joint st(Xjk banks, who always aim at keeping their 

{K)8ition scjuarc, though, as active dealers in the market, they play 

their part in fixing prices and in fixing the relation l>etween spot and 

forward rates, as by selling sj)ot against forwanl and rice versa. Other 

professional dealers, however (esjHvially the foreign banks), are less 
averse* to taking uj) a position; and it is their operations which fulfil 

the eejuilibrating function, as when they offer foreign currency (e.g., in 

the form of finance bills) when it is in demand and dear, and purchase 

foreign curn*ney to rej)lenish their balances when it is in supply and 

cheap. 
The meml>ers of the latter class act as buffers; they provide the 

demand or supply which is nmUnl to effect complete eciuilibrium; but 

they do so only at a price. This means that, if demand from the 

first class is far in excess of suj>ply from that class, it will be necessary 

for members of the sei'ond class to provide the additional supply, and 

they will do so only if a higher j>rice is paid. Hence, momentary 

oc|uilibriura is attained through fluctuations in prices, i.e., in rates of 

exchange, and, stj long as these fluctuations do not go too far, move¬ 

ments of gold and int<*rfeRMice b}^ the central bank do not become 

nece.s.sary. 
If, however, the exchange rates continue to move until they n*ach 

the sjKXjie joints, and so make profitable either the import or the 

ex})ort of gold, financial house's, banks and bullion dealers immediately 

tiike stops to arrange such transfers, and their actions in this direction 

tend to balance the jK>sition, i.e., the automatic corrective action of 

the movement of gold is engendenxl by the efforts of the banks to 

obtain a profit from the disparity between current demand and supply 

on the exchange market. 

Ultimately, the central bank itiself may intervene with the object 

of exjxxliting the adjustment of demand and supply. In a gold 

exchange stiuidard country, tho central bank does this by holding 

itself open either to buy or to sell foreign currency on demand at 
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fixed prioes. In a gold standard country, the central bank may itself 

undertake the movement of bullion, or it may buy and sell exchange 

as may be required, or it may resort to other measures to influence 

the volume of credit and so rectify the position. 

Balancing the National Debits and Credits.—As a general rule, 

the result of the operation of these factors is that the adjustment 

of the debits and credits which go to make up a nation’s international 

accounts is brought about automatically, we might almost say un¬ 
consciously, by various forces which come into play. The interminable 

operation of debt settlement which goes on from day to day and from 

hour to hour between one nation and the rest of the world is a restless 

process of creating and extinguishing debt tending constantly to 

square the totals of that nation’s receipts and payments. 

When, however, the national balance of payments remains con¬ 

sistently adverse or consistently favourable, all ordinary means of 

remedying the position are doomed to failure. Radical methods must 

be applied to correct the disturbance of equilibrium. Again, it must 

be emphasised that this disturbance is not revealed because a nation 

from time to time extracts a Balance Sheet or an Income and Revenue 

Account, like an individual or firm, and then and there decides that 

special action must be taken; that, if the balance is adverse, the time 

has arrived for a foreign loan to be obtained, or, if the balance is 

favourable, that arrangements must at once be made to lend the 

surplus abroad. 

On the contrary, the disturbance of equilibrium is indicated by 

various symptoms which unmistakably reveal the trouble to those 

responsible for the application of the recognised remedies. In normal 

times, the movements of the principal gold exchanges, in particular, 

unfailingly indicate the state of a nation’s balance of payments, and 

if the exchanges of a gold-standard country remain in such a state that 

gold flows inwards or outwards in large quantities, it becomes clear 

that active interference is called for by those responsible for the nation’s 

monetary affairs. 

In normal circumstances, this interference take's the form of action 

by the Government or by the central bank, and most usually the 

latter, witk the object of modifying the relationship between the 

demand for and the supply of the national currency on the world’s 

Foreign Exchange Markets, by (a) encouraging the creation or the 

extinguishment of debt, and/or (6) bringing about a change in the pur¬ 

chasing power of the currency through a suitable adjustment of credit. 

Now the second of the above methods takes some time to operate. 
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Changes in the value of a currency, i.e., in the general level of prices, 

are brought about through the actions of traders and consumers, 

through the interplay of supply and demand—processes far too slow 

in operation to save the situation in a country which is being denuded 

of its gold reserves and is suffering from other effects of consistently 

adverse exchanges. They are equally unsuitable as a quick remedy 

in the case of a country which is being flooded with unwanted gold. 

The first method, involving the encouragement of the creation or 

extinguishment of debt, has no such disadvantages. It is a remedy 

which can be applied with the greatest ease and one which is capable 

of extreme rapidity of action. To explain more easily why this is so 

we will confine our attention for the moment to the case of a country 

which has accumulated a large adverse balance on current account, 

and assume that the important foreign exchanges have become dan¬ 

gerously unfavourable through the consistent excess of foreign supplies 

of her currency in relation to the demand, or, what is, in effect, the 

same thing, through the consistent excess demand on her own market 

for important foreign currencies. 

In these circumstances, adjustment can be effected in one of two 

wAys: (a) the supply of foreign currency available for making pay¬ 

ments abroad may be increased; or (6) the foreign demand for the 

country’s own currency may be increased. Now the supplies of 

foreign currency wherewith to make payments abroad can be increased 

by exporting gold. But, with the possible exception of a country 

which is a large producer of the precious metal, this is a method which 

is limited by the supplies available and is obviously one which cannot 

be continued indefinitely. 

The Government or central bank may, therefore, endeavour to 

increase the available supplies of foreign currency by borrowing 

money abroad, either by floating long- or short-period loans or by 

establishing credits in other countries; or, it may adopt the other 

alternative, and take steps to increase the foreign demand for its 

own currency. 

The first of these alteniativos, i.e., borrowing money abroad, is 

one which has been very widely adopted during recent years for the 

pur)x>8e of equilibrating national accounts. But this method also 

has its disadvantages. It takes a little time to arrange loans in other 

countries, while borrowing abroad is not alw^ays desirable, or even 

possible. 
We are thus thrown back on the other alternative of increasing 

the foreign demand for the ourrenoy of the country concerned, and 
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it is here that advantage is taken by the world’s central banks of the 

existence of the investment demand already explained. If the trend 

of the exchanges and the available startistics indicate that the country 

has accumulated an adverse balance on her international account, the 

central bank raises its rate of discount in order to attract foreign 

balances for short-term investment and thereby induces a foreign 

demand for the nation’s currency. 

In actual fact, of course, the transfer of such balances is merely 

a form of short-period loaning, so that this method is similar to the 

others in that the country endeavours to remedy its position by borrow¬ 

ing abroad. But its great advantages of immediate ojK^ration and 

extreme ease of application will be apparent from the earlier exjdana- 

tion of the methods employed by the banks for transferring their 

floating balances from one centre to another. 

Similar, but reverse, action may be taken by the central bank 

when the symptoms indicate that a nation has accumulated a heav}" 

favourable balance, and it is desired to discourage the inflow of gold 

and the expansion of credit. The central bank lowers its rate of 

discount with the object of encouraging the outflow of short-term 

balances. 

It should now be clear that it is the transfer of short-term funds 

which provides the adjusting factor between current demand and 

supply on the Market. We have spoken of the professional dealer 

who ‘‘takes up a position” in a foreign curremy, in response to a 

favourable movement of the rate, as l)eing resyK)nsible for providing 

the necessaiy’ adjustment—acting as a bulTer. In effetd, by talking 

up a position he is making a transfer of funds. If a dealer buys 

francs in London, to hold them in Paris, he is making a short-term 

loan to Paris. If a Paris dealer buys sterling in a similar manner, he 

is making a short-term loan to Ix)ndon. It is to encourage or dis¬ 

courage these operations that the central bank alters its rate of 

discount. 

The Importance o! the Transfer of Floating Balances.—It may be 
reiterated that the magnitude of bankers’ funds an<l the ease with 

which they can be transferred render their movement the most potent 

of present-day influences on the rates of exchange in the short period. 

Clearly, the sudden transfer of funds to the amount of several millions 

sterling from London to New York, in order to t^ike advantage of a 

high interest rate in the latter centre, may be quite sufficient to cause 

a marked movement in the dollar-sterling rate of exchange and enough 

to neutralise or entirely reverse the effect of any other influences. 
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As we have already observed, the importance of the movement of 

bankers’ balances has been accentuated with the adoption of the gold 

exchange standard by several countries, necessitating the holding by 

their central banks of liquid reserves abroad, usually in any of two 

or three centres. Naturally, these balances tend to flow to the centre 

where they can be most remuneratively employed; while they are 

immediately withdrawn from any centre about the stability of which 

there is the slightest doubt. Thus, in any period of financial uncer¬ 

tainty, unsetthxl conditions are aggravated by the action of central 

banks in withdrawing these balances and so giving a lead which others 

do not fail to follow. Jn fact, the recent growth in the activity of the 

inUTnational market in short-term money has tende<l to make inter¬ 

national finance far less secure, liankers* funds are held mainly in a 

few ndatively stable centres such as London, New York and Paris. 

These centres are thus jilaced in an extremely open ” position, since 

their whole financial stiibility can be upst^t by the action of foreigners 

who have deposite^l funds with them. Just as the soundest bank 

could not continue to pay out funds in the face of a considerable 

“ run ”, so no centre can maintain the stability of its exchanges if 

its creditors all tiike it into their heads to demand repayment at 

once, as they are bound to do when there is a marked failure of 

confidence. 

Dangers ol Borrowing Short ’’ and Lending Long This is 
precisely what happened to Britain in 1931, when the system of 

equilibrating our international accounts by attracting short-term 

balances to London provc<l to he full of danger. At the best of times 

the presence of these balances incit'ases the sensitiveness of our 

exchange position, especially in relation to moneta^ry conditions in 

the Unite<l States and France, and, in times of crisis, our “ oj^en ” 

jx)8ition tends to throw a great strain uj)on our financial stability. If 

there is any approach to jxinicky conditions abroad, one of the first 

actions of foreign bankers is to get their funds home to strengthen 

their domestic reserves, while, if any event shakes foreign confidence 

in our sUibility, foreigners naturally hasten to repatriate their London 

deposits or to move them to some other centre. In such circum¬ 

stances, London is placctl very much in the [K>sition of a banker upon 

whom there is a ” run ”, and the offer of relatively high interest rates 

may be powerless to stop the withdrawals or to attract transfers of 

fresh balances to adjust the i>osition. 

London has been even more unfortunately placed than a banker 

subjected to a run for a banker always invests his funds with an 
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eye to liquidity. He does not, if he is a good banker, borrow “ short 
and lend “ long The same rule should be observed by a nation if 

it wishes to avoid difficulties. But the position in regard to short¬ 

term lending is complicated by the fact that, although the lending is 

referred to as lending by one centre to another, it is in fact conducted 

not by the nations or the centres, but by individuals, and in the past 

no co-ordinated steps have been taken in London or elsewhere to 
maintain a liquid position. 

When foreigners send funds to London they merely buy up sterling 

and either dej)osit it at interest with a London banker or utilise the 

services of a London banker to invest it for them. The Ix)ndon banker 

observes the recognised banking precept of liquidity, but, as ho has 

accepted a sterling deposit, he concerns himself only with his ability 

to rejmy that amount of sterling should he be called ujK)n to do so. 

The transaction does not involve him directly m a foreign exchange 

deal, so he does not concern himself with the question of reconverting 

into foreign currency the sterling which has been placed on deposit 
with him. 

Before the crisis of 1931, no special action had ever been taken 

by our bankers to accumulate foreign short-term claims to offset 
foreign-owned sterling balances, so, at the time of the crisis, London was 

in the position of having the custody of large funds which were 

repayable b^' her on demand or at short notice, but of having inade¬ 

quate re8er\'es of easily realisable foreign claims that could be used 

for repaying the sterling balances in the event of a “ run’’. 

In the summer of 1931 there was a sudden rush on the part of 

foreigners to withdraw the funds which they had deposited with 

London banks and financial houses, and such difficulty was experienciMl 

in coping with these withdrawals that eventually we had to suspend 
the gold standard (see Chapter XX). 

Short-Term Movements Hide Other Pactors.—Another disadvanhige 
of short-term lending as a balancing factor is that, iis no statistics are 

made public regarding transfers of funds, an adverse trading position 

is no longer automatically disclosed by movements of gold. A country 

can overlend to a serious extent without the position booming generally 

known, as was actually the case in Great Britain before the 1931 crisis. 

Between 1929 and 1931 our trading position had been getting gradually 

less and less sound, and it was not realised, until disaster came upon 

us with alarming suddenness in the autumn of the latter year, that 

we had for some time l>een lending heavily abroad against a “ surplus ” 

which no longer existed—or which was, at best, but a shadow of its 
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former self, being composed largely of foreign funds moving into this 
country for short-term investment. 

The development of the system of transferring liquid balances has 

also had the effect that seasonal movements of the exchanges, as, for 
instance, those between London and New York, are far less marked 

than they used to be, partly because the banks make anticipatory 

transfers so well in advance that fluctuations which would otherwise 

occur are smoothed out, and partly because the seasonal movements 

are obscured by the magnitude of the bankers’ transfer operations. 
In the result, people are let! to believe that the trade and exchange 

position is better than it really is, and only when some disturbing 

factor causes a reversal of the short term movement is the true position 
revealed. 

Kx|)erumce has shown, too, that large transfers of funds can be 
made with startling suddenness, and, in this respect, there is a con¬ 

siderable difference between the influence of such transfers and the 

influence of other factors affecting the exchanges. The influence 
exerted by the direction of trade on the state of the exchanges is 

necessiirily one which takes time to operate. The same applies to a 

change in the purchasing pow’cr of a currency: the effect is not imme¬ 

diate. The change must work itst'lf out through the actions of buyers 

and scdlers—through the inteq)lay of legitimate business and specu¬ 

lation. But it is quite otherwise with movements of large floating 

supplies of loanable money. Almost before the announcement appears 

that the rate of interest in an imjx>rtant centre is to be raised by 1 %, 
bankers are frantically cabling and telegraphing their agents with the 

object of effecting the necessary transfer of funds to the centre con¬ 

cerned. 

If the movements took place solely in resjK)iise to such economic 

conditions as are evidenced by changes in the rates of interest, the 

]X>sition w^ould not be, as it has become, a source of great anxiety. 

Unfortunately, how^ever, such movements are influenced by innu¬ 

merable factors of indeterminable importance. Vast funds may be 

moved in resjKUise to the merest change of sentiment. They may bo 

transferred at a moment's notice from one centre to another as prudence 

or panic dictates. They may bo scared away from a country by a 

premature deduction from a political declaration or by the publication 

of the annual Budget figures. They may be attracted by nothing 

more definite than the jxxssibility that the country to which they flow 

is likely to secure some degree of war debt relief or other financial 

benefit. The magnitude of these operations is such that the normal 

20 
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exchange mechanism is liable to be upset by them unless special 

arrangements are made to meet them, and it is no exaggeration to 

say that at the present time the transfer of funds often completely 
obscures all other exchange influences, particularly in the case of the 

exchanges between the great financial centres, London, New York, 

Paris, Amsterdam, Basle and Berlin. 

The Transfer of Balances Largely Replaces Gold Movements—To 
a very large extent, therefore, the transfer of floating balances takes 

the place of the movement of gold. In fact, the maintenance of the 

gold standard to-day depends essentially on the existence of these 

large sums of liquid funds, and on the fact that they move very easily 

from one centre to another, in quick resj)onse to central bank i)olicy 

as epitomised in changes in the ruling rate of discount. Such transfers 

not only economise the u.se of gold; they are also quicker, safer and 

more economical than movements of the actual metal. The movement 

of credit balances involves no risk of loss, no loss of interest, and 

practically no expense, while it eliminates the loss through abrasion, 

etc., w'hich takes place on a transfer of gold. 

But it must not be imagined that the conditions which have here 

been described relate only to gold currencies. On the contrary, they 

apply with little modification to all currencies. The rate of exchange 

is in every case fixed by the interaction of supply and demand, and 

equilibrium is effected by movements in the rate of exchange to that 

level where demand equals supply. The great difference, lanvever, is 

that, whereas l>etween gold currencies the fluctuations are limited by 

the specie points (any movements beyond these })oint8 being correcteil 

by the shipment of gold), the rates of exchange for a currency which 

is not linked to gold are free to move to an unlimited extent. The 

equilibration of demand and supply is again brought about by the 

movement of funds, but, where a heavy disparity exists (by reason, 

for instance, of an adverse balance of payments), it may rcvpiire a 

violent movement of the rate of exchange to induce the necessary 

transfer of funds. 

The Balance ol Trade Theory is no Longer Tenable.—If the fore¬ 

going analysis of the position is in accordance with the facts, we must 

admit to have reached a point in our explanation of the theory of 

foreign exchange which is in almost direct opposition to the view which 

has so long been held that the rate of exchange between any two coun¬ 

tries is mainly determined by the balance of indebtedness on trade 

account between those countries. 

We can admit that the daily or hourly rate of exchange is influenced 
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by the relationship between the demand for and supply of foreign 
currency required to make international payments on trade account. 

But that influence is only one of many, and is liable to be neutralised 

by one or more of several other factors. Moreover, the influence 

attributable to trade settlements at any particular time bears only a 

slight relationship to the current balance of trade indebtedness between 

the countries concerned. It has no relationship whatsoever to the 

aggregate balance of indebtedness outstanding or accumulating between 

one country and another, or between one country and the rest of the 

world. 

Primary Producing Countries.—^The exchanges of the primary 

producing countries (such as Australia, Xew Zealand and Argentina) 

differ somewhat from those of the more highlj" developed countries 

(e.g., CJreat Britain, U.S.A., France, Holland and Switzerland) in 

that the}’ are still fairly closely related to their respective trade 

balances, mainly because their linancial mechani.‘im is not of inter¬ 

national importance, and because their currency has not become the 

plaything of international bankers and speculators. In the newer 

countries there is little or no movement of funds for short-term 

investment; but their exchanges are. of course, subject to the influence 

of such viHsible imports as the payment of insurance premiums and 

shipping freights, and, above all, the payment of interest on the heavy 

loans which these' countries have* raiseel in the past for devedopraent 

pur])Ose*s. The raising of new loans also has its effect on these 

exchange's, but these o])eTations aiT nowadays le.ss frequent than they 

uscmI to be. 

An important re*sult of the'se conditions is that the exchanges of 

these countries are usually clo.sely controlled by the leaeling traeling 

banks, geni*rally backe'd uj) by the (Jovernment, anel over a jH'rioel 

the rate's of exchange tenei to move in cle>se^ sympathy with the 

din*<'tion of trade. day-ti)-day fluctuations In'ing smoothed out by the 

o]K*rations of the banks. 

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTS OF THE UNITED STATES. 

As a result of the War, the United States ranged herself alongside 

Britain as a great crixlitor nation, annually loaning or investing 

enormous sums in other countries throughout the world. Ai)art 

from the fact that she regularly exjx)rt8 to other countries more than 

she imi)orts, the annual balance of invisible payments on current 

account, mainly in rcsjx^ct of income on foreign investment, is com- 
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puted to be heavily in her favour; so heavy indeed that the United 

States has accumulated vast reserves of gold, which, during the years 

1914-28, reached such proportions that the Federal Reserve authorities 

had to take drastic action to prevent a dangerous rise in internal prices. 

The position was accentuated by the heavy payments which had to 

be made on account of war debts by the European Governments to 

the United States, and on account of debt services in respect of 

loans made by the United States to Europe, and particularly to 

Germany, in the years after the War. Transfers on this account 

caused America’s balance of payments to move heavily in her favour, 

and this, combined with the erection of a high tariff wall—tantamount 

to a refusal to accept goods in payment of debts—resulted in a per¬ 

sistent flow of gold from the debtor countries into the vaults of the 

Federal Reserve Banks. 

According to the theory which w'e have examined, the normal effect 

of such imports of gold would be to lower the value of United States 

money (which is based on gold) and to send up the prices of goods. 

Imports of goods would therefore be encouraged, while exports w^ould be 

discouraged, and gold w’ould ultimately tend to flow outwards. But the 

authorities considered that such a rise in prices would have had harmful 

effects, particularly as bank credit w’as expanding at a rapid pace, and 

they therefore took steps to counteract the possible effects of the gold 

imports by storing the metal away and preventing it from causing an 

additional expansion of credit and a rise in prices. In other words, 

they sterilised the additions to their gold reserves, and thus artiflcially 

prevented them from effecting that adjustment of the balance of trade 

which would otherwise inevitably have taken place. Only by resorting 

to special measures of this kind could the United States resist the 

operation of the economic forces which we have discussed, and continue 

for a considerable period of time to receive far more payments than 

she was called upon to make. 

Although for a time America was able in this way to delay the 

oi)eration of economic forces, the one-way movement of gold could 

not fail to have disastrous effects on the world flnancial mechanism, 

while the countries which had to pay for American exports with gold 

or by raising loans and establishing credits in New York had ultimately 

to find some other means of payment. On her part, America could 

not continue indefinitely to absorb the greater part of the world’s 

gold and extend unlimited credit to other nations. As we shall see 

later, the drain of gold from countries which were debtors of Amerioa 

led eventually to a suspension of the gold standard in many of those 
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countries and contributed to the general collapse of world trade. But 

the problem of America’s balance of indebtedness remains to be solved. 

Clearly, a drastic reorganisation of her balance of payments is 

required. To effect this she can resort to one or some of four alter¬ 

natives:— 

(a) Decrease her visible exports of goods ; 

(b) Decrease her invisible exports on account of interest and ser¬ 

vices rendered; 

(c) Increase her visible imjmrts of goods by buying more from 

other countries; 

(rf) Increase her invisible imports by lending more abroad. 

The first two methods she can scarcely be expected to adopt. Like 

every other country, America seeks to establish as large a volume of 

exports as possible. Her exporters would justifiably oppose anything 

in the nature of a restriction on their trade, whilst American ship¬ 

owners, bankers and others w^ould ecpially object to a curtailment of 

their income. In any case, it would l>e absurd to suggest that the 

|)osition should be improvtHl by placing further restrictions on trade. 

Hence we come to the third method, the adoption of which is 

rendered wellnigh impossible by reason of the high tariff barrier 

maintained in the States and by the attitude of the American business 

man, who still believes that his country must have a favourable balance 

of trade. 

Before the Great War the United States was a debtor nation, 

needing a favourable visible trade balance out of which to meet her 

annual commitments for interest and capital repayments. Like most 

debtor nations, she adopted a jx^licy of high tariffs to assist in obtaining 

that balance, while lier industry and commerce were built up in such 

a way as to develop large exporting industries which were capable of 

creating the necessary export surplus. 

During the Great War, the United States rapidly changed from 

being a debtor country to being the largest creditor nation in the 

world. Unfortunately for both that coimtry and the world, however, 

the changed conditions came so quickly that she was unable to alter 

her industrial and commercial structure to meet them. In fact, 

Americans did not realise that any change was needed, mainly* because 

the peculiar conditions which prevailed during and after the War 

obscured the real position and led them to sell goods abroad on a 

large scale whilst buying as little as possible from other coimtries. 

The need for a change of policy did not, therefore, make itself felt, so 
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America foimd no reason for discontinuing her policy of excluding 
foreign goods, as far as was possible, and of selling as much as possible 

abroad. 

One important reason why the Unite<l States was able to continue 

this policy was that her debtors were able for a time to seiul gold to 

meet a large part of the debts which were due from them. And in 

justice to America it must be acknowledged that in the early post¬ 

war years she fulfilled her function as a creditor country by lending 

considerable sums abroad. Thus, in 1927, the foreign capital issues 
in the United States totalled, in round figures, S1,597,1)1)0,000, 

equivalent to about £325,000,000. Tn 1928 they reached the recortl 

total of $2,090,000,000, or about £440,000,(X)0. In 1929 the suix^rior 

attractions of the local boom in stocks reduced them to Sl,4O0,(X)O,OOU, 

or about £300,000,000; in 1930 they rose slightly to $1,550,01X),(K)0, 

or about £320,000,000. 

Unfortunately for the United States herself and for the work!, 

many of these investments proved to be unsound; some debtors 

entirely defaulted, whilst others were unable to meet the servi(re of 

their debts, with the result that Americans have become very loth to 

employ further capital ovenx'as. In 1931, a year remarkabk^ for a 

complete absence of world confidence, American inv'cstments abroad 

slumped to S507,000,01X), or just over £1(K),000,000. 

There can be little doubt that the problem Indore the United 

States—how to exclude the go(Kl,s of other nations and yet obtain 

payment of their debts—is one which concerns not only the United 

States but also the world as a whole, for the ])rosperity of the world 

depend.s on the prosjKTity of the greatest cre<litor nation and on the 

making of some arrangement which will enable debtors to nu‘et their 

obligations without ruining them.selves. I^oth exi^rience and theory 

prove that America cannot continue to function as a great creditor 

nation and to lend vast sums overseas unless she makes it possible for 

the debtor nations to make their payments. The nations of the world 

cannot continue to increase their capital indebtedness to the Unitcxl 

States when that country, by the maintenanccj of almost insujwrable 

tariff barriers, persists in excluding their goods—the only form in 

which payments of interest on the loans and repayments of cajiital can 

ultimately be made. Even the United States cannot ignore the con¬ 

sideration to which The Economist * has referred, that “ To lend money 

to all the world and then to restrict imports is to invito all debtors to 

repudiate their obligations by making it difficult and expensive for 

♦ Free Trade SupjtlemerU, April, 1929. 
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them to pay their debts by the only means by which international debts 
cun finally bo paid, namely, by the trade of goods and services 

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTS OF l^RANCE. 

Since the Great War, France has ranged herself alongside Great 

Britain and the United States as a holding creditor nation, her x)osition 

as such being due largely to the amounts allocated to her in respect of 

German reparation payments. Unfortunately, France, like the United 
States, has in recent years j)ursued a policy which could have only 

di8(*qiiilibrium as its inevitable result. Not only has she maintainefl 

high tariffs and imported relatively little from other countries, but 

she has also steadfa.stly refused to re invest abroad any appreciable 

portion of her admitb^lly large surplus of payments. It is true that, 

at the time when French currency was deprc^ciating rapidly as a result 

of the post-war inllation, large sums were invested abroad at short 

term by her bankers in their desire to convert their holdings into 

stabk? currencies. But France has done little in the way of long-term 

lending abroad, while, following the stabilisation of her currency in 

1928, the bulk of her short-term balances were repatriated, in most 

casi‘s at a consi(h*rable profit in cons<*quence of the devaluation of her 

currency. 

As a result of this policy, the gold holdings of the Bank of France 

rose from £1(»4 millions in tfuly, 192S, to £971*1 millions in Dtxjcmber, 

1932, at which figure they rej^resented nearly three-eighths of the 

world’s supply of monetary gold, and were nearly £50 millions higher 

than those of the Federal Reserve Board, whose reserve amounted to 

£020 *0 millions (though this figun^ tm^k no account of the holdings 

of the UnitxMl States Trt^isury—.some £250 millions). The Bank of 

Franco, as a result, adopted a policy of sterilisation ” similar to that 

of the United States, whilst the other countries and the world as a 

whole passed through one crisis after another because of the fall in 

prices which followed the maldistribution of the supplies of monetary 

gold. 

There is thus no doubt that, in the recent scramble for gold, with 

its disastrous eff('cts upon world trade and finance, France has been 

the chief culprit. Like the United States, she has sterilised a hirge 

part of her gold rostTves and has refused to allow her debtors to pay 

her in the form of goo<is, while she has restricteil overseas investment 

to a far more serious extent. IndecHl, France has long since reached 

the point where her debtors can no longer pay her; and there is reason 
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to believe that, despite her enormous gold reserves and her convinced 

determination to maintain the gold standard at all costs, the day is 
not far distant when she will sufTer difficulties as severe as those 

through which Britain and other countries have had to pass. 

EXCHANGE RESTRICTIONS AND CONTROL. 

\hi recent years, Governments and central banks which have sought 

to wect equilibrium in their national balance of payments have been 

faced with almost insuperable difficulties arising from the dislocation 

and falling off in international trade, the frequent fluctuations of the 

foreign exchanges, and the disturbance of the exchange mechanism 

by the vast transfers on account of war debts and reparation payments. 

As a result, a variety of extraordinary methods have been adopted in 

order to achieve the main object of ensuring a balance of international 

pa}rment8, and to achieve some or all of the ancillary objects of: (a) main¬ 

taining the gold standard without the necessity of making gold exports 

when the exchanges diverge from the mint parities; (6) preventing 

exchange speculation and ensuring a fair equilibrium between the 

legitimate demand for and supply of exchange; (c) obviating exchange 

fluctuations and the consequent disturbance of trade; (d) preventing 

the outflow of capital and/or a “ flight *’ from the currency concerned. 

Maintenanoe of a Balance of Payments.—Wo have observed that, 
under a free gold standard, a nation’s international account is almost 

automatically balanced because, when the national balance of pay¬ 

ments becomes either too adverse or too favourable, the oiieration of 

economic forces tends to change the dinjction of trade, though steps 

may have to be taken by the Government or the central bank to 

expedite or strengthen the natural forces of adjustment. In recent 

years this interference by the Government or central bank has become 

both more direct and more radical, and in practically every country 

drastic action of one form or another has Ijeen taken by the Govern¬ 

ment or the central bank to secure equilibrium of the balance of 

payments. 

As the state of a nation’s balance of payments is practically indicated 

and largely determined by the position of her foreign exchanges, action 

to improve the balance of payments usually implies direct or indirect 

interference with the exchange mechanism. Naturally, the measures 

adopted in various countries differ from one another in both intention 

and application, but six principal forms of interference may be 

distinguished: (a) Exchange Pegging; (6) Exchange Depredation: (c) 
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Exchange Resiriciian; (d) Restriction of Transactions which Give Rise 
to Exchange Operations; (e) Blocked Accounts; (f) Exchange Clearings, 

Exchange Pegging.—THih involves official interference with the 

exchange mechanism of a country, usually with the objects of mini¬ 
mising fluctuations in the rates of exchange and of stabilising the 

rates at a predetermined level. The level so chosen may be the 

ordinary mint parity, when the country concerned seeks to maintain 

the gold standard; or an arbitrary gold parity, when the country con¬ 

cerned has a currency of silver or paper which it seeks to maintain at 

a given level in terms of gold or of other gold currencies. 

Although detiiils may differ, the essential of the system of exchange 

pegging is that the Government or other responsible authority is 

established as a large dealer in exchange, prepared to buy or to sell 

foreign currencies whenever the principal exchange rates show a 

tendency to move from th<‘ rates which it is re(|uired to maintain. If 

the exchanges of their own accord keep near the required level, then 

the authority concerne<l takes no a(dion; but, if the rate tends to 

move away from the desired level, the authority enters the Market 

as a buyer or seller, as the case may be. 

This procedure was adopted by the British Government during'the 

Great War to peg the London-New York rate at the arbitrary level 

of $4.76 per £1, and also more n‘cently, since our departure from 

the gold stiindard in SeptemlxT, 1931, to control the sterling rates 

with other nations (see Chapter XX). Ultimately, too, this system lies 

behind the gold exchange stan<lard system worked with such success 

by India for many years bi»fore the War, and in recent yejirs so widely 

adopted by other mitions. 

To achieve the neoessiiry control and to maintain the exchange at 

a particular level, the Government or the central bank must have 

adequate resources ; hence it si'cures fuiuls or crtMliU in foreign centres, 

especially in the centre of the curnuicy to which the home currtuicy 

is to be pegged ”, and it utilises these funds to openite on the Foreign 

Exchange Market. If there is a fall in the exchange value of the 

“ pegged ” currency, the controlling authority intervenes to raise that 

value by taking supplies off the Exchange Market, or (what comes to 

the same thing) by selling foreign currency. If, on the other hand, 

there is a rise in the exchange value of the currency, the “ control ” 

intervenes by offering the currenc}* for s^vle, or by making purchases 

of the more important foreign currencies so as to influence the exchanges 

in the other direction. « 

During the War the British Government pegged the New York 
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rate by arranging credits with its agents, Messrs. J. P. Morgan & Co., 

who were empowered to buj' sterling in New York at the fixed price. 

A large part of the fimds in the United States were obt^iined by the 

purchase by the Government of all British-held American securities, 

which were then sold by our agents in New York: and, when these 

resources were exhausted, loans w’cre obtained din'ct from the United 

States. 

Similar credits were raisetl in the United States and France by the 

Bank of England and by the Treasurj- during the crisis of 1931 in an 

attempt to keep sterling on the gold standard. For some months after 

our suspension of the gold standard, the sterling exchanges were left 

to find their own level, but early in 1932 the Government definitely 

adopted the policy of exchange control, and, with a vit^w to preventing 

marked fluctuations in the rates of exchange, placed at the disposal 

of the Bank of England, in what is known as the “ Exchange Ecpiali- 

sation Account a sum of £175 millions * which the Bank was 

emi)Owered to use for the puqwse of preventing undue fluctuations 

in the principal exchanges.) Likewise, the United States Government 

in 1934 placed at the disjx^sid of the Secretary of the Treasury an 

even larger fund of $2,000 millions which the United States Treasury 

was autIiorise<l to use for such purcha8^‘s or .sales of gold, for<*ign 

exchange and Government securities as the n^gulation of the curn^ncy, 

the maintenance of the credit of the (iovernment and the general welfare 

of the United State.s may require Similar efforts at |)egging exchange 

rates have been and are benng made by many other countries. 

As the ways in w'hich these funris are used depend entirely on the 

arbitrary dccLsioms of Govemment.s and/or central banks, and as tho.so 

decisions are, in turn, determined by an infinite variety of factors, 

largely political, it is quite obvioii.s that it is impossible to explain 

the resultant jwsition of the controlled exchanges by nderfuice to any 

foreign exchange theory. 

Ultimately, of course, the aim of these control oj)erations i.s much 

the same as that of alterations in the central bank rate, or of ojkjii- 

market operations such as tho.se iinderLiken by the Bank of England 

and other central banks. But direct intervention by the jiurchast? and 

sale of currency in the Market is far more immediate in its effects, and 

it has the great advantage that speculation is discrouraged l>ecauHc of 

the knowledge that the controlling authority stands at any time ready 

to intervene when the exchange tends to move from the pc^gged rates. 

On the other hand, the system has the great disadvantage of involving 

* IncreaisMl in 1933 to £375 mil lions. 
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the monetary authority in vast financial transactions which are really 
unrelated to its real functions and which may saddle it with enormous 
liabilities and even loss. Soon after the War, for instance, millions 
were lost by the Indian Government in an endeayour to keep the 
rupee at its fixed ratio of Is. 4d., while in September, 1931, before we 
were forced off the gold standard, far greater sums were lost by the 
British Government in its unsuccessful attempt to maintain the 
exchange value of sterling near the mint parity with the franc and 
the^dollar. 

(^Control of this description is extremely beneficial if it acts as a 
(leterrtuit to unhealthy sjR'culation; if it succeeds in smoothing out 
lluctuations; if (as in the case of the British fund) it is used to obviate 
disturbance of the exchange rates by the actions of speculators or by 
large transf(‘rs or withdrawals of “ refugee ’’ capital; and if it prevents 
the exchange value of a currency from reaching an entirely artificial 
and possibly harmful The danger is that the effect of control 
may be to “ peg ” the exchange at an artificial level which may not 
1)0 justified by th<* financial condition of the country and may be quite 
out of k<H*j)ing with the maintenance of a healthy trade position./^ 

Exchange Depreciation.—t’losely akin to the foregoing in its effects 
on a nation's int^Tiiational balance sluH.‘t is the method of exchange 
(lepiHH iation resorted to in recent years by countries whose international 
cre<lit is high and whose currency has not been wildly inflated, 
in particular by Japan, Great Britain and Czecho-Slovakia (see 
Glu^>terH XI \ and XXV). 

('Fhe elltH t of this (iclil)erate lowering of the value of a currency is 
(for'"tim<\ at any rat4‘) to make foreign currencies more profitable to 
stdl and dearer to buy, and so to jdace a bounty on exi>orts from the 
country coiuern(‘il and to dis<'ourage iinjwrts into that country.' The 
country bt'comes a bt'tter market in which to buy goods but a i)oorer 
market for the pnxlucts of other nations. 

As is to Ik? ('xpei t<Kl, however, the usual result of currency depre¬ 
ciation is to stimulate defensive measures on the part of the countries 
which suffer from it. Vltimatoly, it leatls to a competitive race in 
the depreciation of world curnuicies, and, as Professor Gregory has 
nKjently showiK^ it lMH?ome8 a jiowerful deilationary factor in the world 
as a whole, iH.'causc? it cannot fail to cause a fall in the price of those 
comnuxlities which have their greatest market in the countries whoso 
curnuicies are depreciated as w'cll as a fall in the w’orld prices of 

• Metiiomnitum on Monrtory Policy, Intonintioiud Oiivinln'r of t'oinmori'o, 
March, 1034. 
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exports from those countries. Hence, the final effects of depreciation 

may be more serious than the evils which it was hoped to cure, whilst, 

as will be explained later, efforts to improve the balance of trade by 

such means usually in the long run defeat themselves. 

Closely allied to exchange depreciation both in its methods and 

in its effects is the process of devaluation^ whereby the gold equivalent 

of a standard coin is reduced below its previous value, as was done, 

for example, b}’ France in 1928 and by the United States in 1933 

(see Chapters XIX, XX and XXV). 

Exchange Restrictions.—In the pure form of exchange pegging 
which we have described, no restrictions are placed on ordinarj^ 

exchange operations: all dealings are left jx'rfectly free, but the 

responsible authority from time to time enters the Market as a buyer 

or seller. Experience has shown that, in many cases, this form of 

interference does not go far enough, and it is found impossible to 

control the exchanges unless transactions in ft)reign currencies are 

subject to some form of rt'striction. This has In^en the case mainly 

in countries which have a heavy burtlen of international indebtedness 

and which have suffered markedly from currency instability, including 

most CJontinental countries, all South American countries, Japan, 

Australia and New* Zealand. 
t_ 
(ITie restrictions themselves are of almost endleas variety. In some 

countries all exchange operations are undertaken by the Government 

or the central bank, and no other dealings are |)CTmittcd; in others 

the commercial banks are allowed to oj^erate in exchange transactions 

provided they conform to an “ official rate ” and make the necessary 

returns.') In some cases exchange tran.‘<iictions must be licensed by 

the responsible authority; in others any foreign currency obtained for 

exports must be surrendered to the central bank; whilst in other 

countries again the Government has gone so far as to decree that a 

proportion, say 10 %, of the jmyments due to exporters shall be taken 

by the national bank operating the control ” and held for the 

purposes of the State (e.g., for meeting debt service abroad). In New 

Zealand and Australia, for instance, the Governments of those countries 

undertook the control of exchange with a view to ensuring that 

sufficient credits would be available in London for meeting State 

payments in that centre, and, to this end, the Dominion banks were 

compelled to pay a certain proiK>rtion of their exchange resources into 

the lx)ndon account of their resjxjctive Governments. 

^8 a rule, exchange restrictions of this kind are accompanied by 

an embargo on speculative operations, and penalties are imposed on 
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tranBactions which are held to be for other than legitimate trade 
purpoaes.* ^ 

Restrioaon of Transaetionfl Giving Rise to Exchange Operationa.— 
Less direct, but equally effective in their ultimate effects on the 

exchanges, are the steps which have been taken in several countries 

to modify the national balance of payments by 4ction intended to 

encourage exports and check imports. The imposition of tariffs, 

anti-dumping duties and the granting of export bountie^re, of course, 

old-established means of improving a country’s international financial 

position, but in recent years there has been a wide extension of such 

measures, together with direct action to restrict altogether or subject 

^ licence the import of certain (and especially luxury) articl^ with 

the immediate object of lessening overseas payments. In many 

countries “ import quotas ” are in operation in reference to a wide 

variety of articles, while action having much the same object is the 

restriction of foreign lending, typified by the embargo on several 

occasions placed by the British Government on foreign loans from the 

London Money Market. 

Most of such special restrictions have been imposed as a means of 

self-defence against forces which have threatened the countries con¬ 

cerned with financial embarrassment, if not disaster; and though their 

immediate effect on the balance of payments may have been beneficial, 

it is impossible to say whether they will ultimately prove advantageous. 

Certtiinly they are oj)en to the usual economic objections to protective 

devices, while, from the standpoint of the exchanges, their effect is to 

strangle trade aiul so to diminish the volume of those commercial 

transactions upon which both the creation and the demand for exchange 

depend. 

Blocked Accounts.—In certain fort'ign countries, notably Germany, 

Austria and Hungary, the system of exchange restriction has been 

carried to the extent of blocking within the country concerned, 

funds which arc duo to foreign nationals on account of old debts, or 

for current imports or services rtuidered. As a rule, the funds so 

blocked camiot be sold except under licence from the Government or 

responsible monetar}* authority, and, in giuieral, such funds cannot he 

used by the foreign nationals to which they belong unless they are 

applied for specific purj)08es wiUiin (he restricting country, such as for 

the purchase of goods other than for ex}x>rt, or for investment in 

* In 1931, Austria paAsod a law to tho offoct that anyone who rocotnmeuded 
an Austrian subject to buy foreign stock not quoted on the Vienna Stock 
Exchange should bo liable to a fine of IK>,OUO schillinga or one year's iinprisoiuncnt. 
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property, or in mortgages. In general, the object of blocked currencies 

is to supplement exchange restrictions by preventing foreigners from 

withdrawing funds due to them and so reducing the amount of funds 

which are available for transfer to other countries.) 

An important effect of the system is to protect a debtor in the 

country concerned against possible future depreciation of his currency, 

because if (in the absence of a system of blocked accounts) such a 

debtor is merely restricted from making his foreign payments, any 

depreciation of the currency by the time he is permitted to pay may 

cause him serious loss. On the other hand, the foreign creditor is 

almost bound to suffer, and actually such creditors have in many cases 

been glad to sell their rights to blocked currencies at a considerable 

discount. In fact, despite the objections of the authorities concerned, 

blocked currencies are dealt in (more or le.ss illegitimately) at a discount, 

i.e., at lower rates of exchange than the rates officially fixed for “ free '' 

currency^ 

In most countries where the blocked account system has been 

instituted, the central bank has taken on the functions of a Clearing 

House for foreign exchange, and, having complete control over all 

purchases and sak^s of foreign currencies against the home currency, 

it can maintain its official rate at whatever level it plcas(»s, though it 

must, of course, pay some regard to the interests of traders. In these 

circumstances it may be pos.sible, through the intervention of the 

central bank, for an exporter to the re.stru ting country to obtain the 

release of blocked currency due to him, ])rovided he can arrange for 

an importer in his own country, or in any third country, to use the 

currency to pay for goo<ls in the re.stricting country. It will ho clear, 

therefore, that the system of blwke<l cuirem ie.s can 1h‘ .so ojxTat<*d as 

to ensure a balance between payments and recfupt.s in respect of the 

movement of goods or services, whilst preventing the withdrawal of 

funds from the countrj' by foreign nationals. 

The system of blocking currencies has not beem applied to transfers 

of capital by the nationals of the restricting country^ mainly because 

those nationals are so impecunious that they have no funds, over and 

above their current requirements, which they can spare to transfer 

abroad. But this system would obviously Ik; ina[)plicable as a means 

of currency stabilisation in large creditor countries (e.g., Britain and 

the United States), for the simple reason that the nationals of such 

countries have such large sum.s which they can transfer, if they are 

disposed to do so, that it would be impossible to control the exchanges 

if withdrawals by foreigners only were prevented. 
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From the broad standpoint, the system is objectionable because it 

practically puts an end to international settlements: payment in 

blocked currency (except to the extent that it can bo sold at a discount) 

is to all intents and purposes no payment at all; and whilst the 

currency due to one country remains blocked in another country, the 

state of indebtedness between the countries is, of course, unchanged. 

In this re8|XJOt the position is worsened in some crises because the 

central bank is actually ])ermitted to utilise blocked currency balances 

as part of its resources, even to the extent of lending the funds to its 
own Government, an arrangement which, of course, amounts to a 

forced loan by the creditor country to the restricting country. 

It is not surprising that the existence of restrictions such as we 

have described has liad the effect of causing a rapid decline in the 

foreign trade of the restricting countries, and that, w’herever they 

exist, traders are strongly agitating to have them modified or removed 

altogether, whilst foreign exjHjrters are tending to regard orders from 

restricting countries as being of little value and scarcely worth bothering 

about. ^ 

Exchange Clearing.-*~F(jr these rciisons, several countries have been 

le<l to try to obviate the strangling effect of exchange restrictions by 

entering into agrwments for the establishment between them and other 

countries of the system known as “ Exchange Clearing whereby all 

jmyments and receipts between the two countries are required to pass 

through the hands of an esUiblished authority, whose business it is to 

effect an equilibrium by offsetting the pa}’ments against the receipts, 

and so do away with exchange dealings by individual traders^ 

The first of such agreements were those concluded in November, 

1931, Iwiwei'n Switzerland and Hungary, and between S\vitzerland 

and Austria. Since tlien, Switzerland has eoneluded agreements with 

half-a-dozen other countries, while most countries in Central and 

Sijuth east EurojK? and several South American countries have made 

similar arrangements with countries to which they export or from 

which they import on a fairly subsUintial scale. 

As betwwn Switzerland and Austria, for instance, arrangements 

w’ere made whereby all payments and receipts on account of imports 

and exports betwtH?n the two countries were to pass through accounts 

at the Swiss National Bank and the Austrian National BiUik 

resjiectively, andftlie intetitioii is to ix'strict imj>orts by each country 

from each of tlm participating countries to the amount of funds 

available to pay for them and so to ensure an automatic biUanco of 

payments. ) 
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(xhe advantage of the system is that exporters in Country A ensure 

a market for their goods in Country B, as well as ensiuring payment 

for those goods out of funds due by importers of Country B’s goods 

in their own Country A. Mor€K)ver, it brings home to a country in 

unmistakable fashion the fact that it cannot continue to sell abroad 

unless it is also prepared to buy, and that, broadly speaking, all 

purchases of goods from other countries must be paid for by exports. 

Hence, as between countries operating the clearing, the system tends to 

reduce such obstacles to foreign tra<le as exchange restrictions, import 

embargoes, tariffs and quotas, while it automatically discourages the 

dumping of goods abroad or the application of the device of exchange 

depreciation in order to obtain an advantage in foreign trade. 

Whereas the effect of exchange restrictions is to impede trade, the 

ultimate effect of exchange clearing is to increase both the imports 

and exports of the participant countries, i.e. to encourage their 

foreign trade by balancing their im|)orts and exports in an upward 

direction. ) 
There are also other advantages. For instance, Austria saved her¬ 

self immeasurable suffering on account of shortage of food by instituting 

clearing arrangements with Hungary and Vugo-8lavia. Moreover, the 

comparative monetary stability which has l)een enjoyed by the 

countries of Centml and South-east Europe since the post-w’ar period 

of reconstruction has l>een largely due to the exchange clearing 

arrangements which have existed between them. 

It must be understood that the system of exchange clearing is in 

no sense an alternative to the gold standard; neither is it incompatible 

with the gold standard. On the contrary, the system o{)erates more 

smoothly under conditions of stable currency than otherwise, for, as 

between two countries on the gold standard, the mint |)arity serves as 

the basis for the settlement of all claims, whereas if the exchange is 

a fluctuating one, complications are inevitable, and someone (either 

traders or the authorities) must bear the loss of any adverse movements 

in the rates. With this in view, some clearing arrangements provide 

for the establishment of u fund (out of the commissions |)aid by 

exporters) to cover losses which may arise from exchange fluctuations. 

^he main disadvantage is, of course, that the system represents 

an interference with the free play of economic forces and with the 

liberty of action of the subject. Further, it tends to encourage imports 

of goods which might otherwise not have been purchased, or of goods 

which could have been purchased on better terms elsewhere. It is 

said that, as a result of the Swiss-Hungarian exchange agreement, for 
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instance, every Hungarian wears two Swiss wrist-watches, and 
that he would probably wear more if he had more than two 
wrists! 

More serious is the disadvantage that the systein is likely to break 
down unless there is a true balance of trade between the two countries 

concerned, and that it is usually the country which is in debit on the 

clearing account which is not in a position to make the necessary 
balancing payment in cash^ with the result that the agreement is likely 

to fall through unless the creditor country will accept further payments 
in kind. This, of course, may mean that the creditor country is 

placed in the position of buying what it does not want, and that to 

induce it to do this the debtor may have to accept uneconomic prices 

for its gooils. This actually hapi>ened as between Hungary and 

Switzerland; when in 1933 Hungary accumulated a heavy adverse 
balance on the clearing account, Switzerland undertook to accept in 
payment a large quantity of Hungarian wheat at a price which 

coni])arc<l unfavoumbly with the world market price. 
To some extent the difliculties will be removed by the institution 

of tliree-cornered or multi-cornered clearing arrangements such as that 

which was made in March, 1934, between Germany, Greece and 
Czccho-Slovakia, whereby Greece, w’hich was largely in debt to Czecho¬ 

slovakia on their mutual clearing account and in credit for much the 

same amount on her clearing account with Germany, cancelled both 
accounts by agreeing to creilit Czecho-Slovakia with the sum due from 

Germany. This arrangement naturally obviated the necessity for 

heavy artiticial transfers of goods, and, if it is developed, the system 

of exchange clearing should work far more satisfactorily and tend to 

encourage the expansion of international trade,^ 
There are other im]X)rUint objections. One of these is that the 

principles of the system are so far from being settled that modifications, 
based on experience of the working of the arrangements, have to be 
continually intitxluced. Hence, w’hen an agreement expires there is 
no certainty, until the new agreement is actually published, how the 
new arrangements are to operate or how they will affect exporters 
and im]X)rters. 

^ From the 8tand|>oint of creditor countries which are not parties to 

the agreements, the airangements are definitely objectionable because 

they imply that the countries which enter into these agreements give 

preferential treatment to their mutual debts as against debts which 

may bo due by them to other creditors. Hence, such agreements tend 

to stimulate bilateral trade at the expense of three-cornered or 

21 
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multi-comered trade. In other words, they tend to ignore the fact 

that international to^de is largely triangular or multi*angular in 

chan\cter and that it cannot be split up into watertight compartments 

embracing only two countries at a time. Under the agreement between 

Switzerland and Hungary, for instiince, the position was that Hungary 

gave preferential treatment to her S\i4ss cn'ditora despite her heavy 

indebtedness to Britain; likewise, Germany’s clearing arrangements 

with Holland and Siiitzerlaud have leil to the preference of her Dutch 

and Swiss creditors as against her other creditors. In other cases 

(e.g., Yugo-Slavia), tlie purcliase money for imports from countries 

which have exchange clearing agret'ments is j)aid into the exchange 

clearing account, whereas money due to countries with wliich there is 

no such agreement is paid into blocked accounts, and it is not difficult 

to imagine that the latter tyi)€ of creditor fart*s the worse. 

Such discrimination has naturally k‘d to ])rotests from the creditor 

countries concerned, and esjoecdally from Great Britain. Banking 

circles and authorities in this country are, in fact, strongly opposed 

to exchange clearing arrangements, but in June, 11)34, the Govern¬ 

ment came to the conclusion that the system is a necessarj' evil to 

which we, too, must re.sort if we are to obtain payment of what is due 

to us from debtors such as Germany, who are oiKTating clearing 

arrangements to the advantage of their other creditors. 

Following Germany’s threat to default on the Dawes and Young 

loans, powers were taken un<ler the Debts Clearimj Office and Imports 

Restriction Act, 1934, to set up an Exchange Clearing Oflice in any cases 

where the Treasury is siitistied that payments due to this country are 

being subjected to restriction.s, or are prohibited, or have Ixjen dis¬ 

continued. By the f«nne Act the Jk)ard of Trade was given power to 

prohibit or restrict importation from any country imjKising quanti¬ 

tative restrictions against Briti.sh trade, if such restrictions are, in 

the opinion of the Board, discriminatory or six^cially detrimental to the 

trade of Britain or of any of it.s colonies or mandat'd U^rritories. The 

operation of the Act is limited to tw'o years. 

In 8j)ite of the many objections and widespread criticisms (esjiecially, 

of course, from countries which are not parties to the agreements and 

whose exports consequently suffer), these agreements have undoubtedly 

been extremely beneficial to the participating countries, and none of the 

countries immediately concerned has found rc^ison to discontinue them. 

They have certainly proved more generally advantageous than other 

forms of exchange restrictions to which we have referred, and have 

been applied as successfully by countries (such as Greece and Yugo> 
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Slavia) with inconvertible currencies as by countries (such as France 

and Switzerland) which maintain the gold standard. 

Evils of RestrictionY^On the whoIe» there can be no question that 

the multitude of exchange restrictions existent at the time of writing 

are steadily digging the grave of international trade. As soon as one 

country imposes restrictions, other countries become appreheasive of 

their own positions and proceed to do likewise, until even the relatively 

strong countries feel themselves bound for their own protection to 

follow the general practice. 

Moreover, the existence of restrictions almost invariably leads to 

evasion and to underhand methods of exchange dealing which intro¬ 

duce an unnecessary and unsavoury element into perfectly legitimate 

business. Kven first-class traders have unwillingly to resort to such 

operations; othenifiso they would suffer from the competition of other 

trailers who have no compunction in the matter, and so we find that, 
in most countries where restrictions exist, there is, outside the official 

exchange market or Bourse, an unofficial market (or so-calle<l “ Black 

Bourse ”) in which dealings take place at rates which are markedly 

diffeit'iit from the oflicial quotations. In the case of New Zealand 

and Australia, for instance, the unofficial markets in exchange became 

particularly important during 1933-34, when the rates of excliaiige 

btitwtHm these Dominions and lyondon were fixed by the Governments 

of those* countries at an unduly low level with a view to encouraging 

e.xiK)rtH and discouraging imports. 

As the name indicates, the object of the Black Bourse is to provide 

a iiKMlium for outwitting the authorities'but exi>erienco has shown 

that it is not always the authoritie.s that are outwitted: the secretive 

nature of the business has (xx'asionally leil to fraud (as, for example, 

the issue of fake<l drafts), of which honest traders have unwittingly 

iKHiome the victims. On the other hand, the business traimcted on 

the Black Bourse* has, in cert4un cast's, [irovtMl so extensive that it 

lias had to bo given official nx:ognition. 

Actually, the attiiiiiment of the very purpose which exchange 

restrictions arc^ desigiuHl to foster is in itstdf a powerful intluence 

against their continued ofTixjtiveness. For so far as these restrictions 

have the efft'ct of influencing the balance of |>{\ymenU in favour of the 

country concernetl, they also strcnijUicn its currency and encourage a 

me in its value, so placing a handicap on ex{K>rts and encouraging 

imports, with the n*sult that the balance of payments tends again to 

become unfavourable. Hence the restrictions Ix'come oven more 

difficult to uphold, and increasingly severe restrictions are called for if 
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the original object is to be achieved. In a word, any attempt to secure 

a permanently favourable balance of payments by artificial interference 

with the exchanges is doomed to failure since it involves an attempt 

to maintain a state of disequilibrium in the face of the strong economic 

forces working in the opposite direction. Moreover, these restrictions 

might have been borne at a time when trade was more prosperous 

and so in a better position to function in spite of obstacles, but they 

must be doubly discouraging when productive operations are already 

being so seriously hampered by imeconomic prices and a world-wide 

lack of confidence. 

We can, therefore, only hope that in time the world will realise 

that restrictions and control completely stultify the natural tendencies 

and correctives which in the past have been proved to work best in 

the long run, and that the time will come when the exchanges are 

again largely an automatic mechanism freed from the arbitrary and 

uncertain interference of Governments. 



CHAPTER XV 

THE LONDON MONEY MARKET 

An attempt wa« made in the preceding chapter to explain the vital 

imimrtance in the modem world of the rates of discount fixed by the 

central banks in the various coimtries with the object of regulating 

internal credit and fa<'iiitating the balancing of international accounts. 

In the present chapter it is i)rc)[K)8ed to consider briefly the organisation 

and structure of the London Money Market, with a \dew to explaining 

how the control of the central bank in our own coimtry is attained and 

made effective. 

The London Money Market.—^Therc is probably no more important 

nor more highly organwed centre of human activity than the intangible 

entity known as the " Ijondon Money Market”, yet it is practically 

impossible to give any preci.se definition either of the present scope 

of its activities or of the sphere of its operations. Whatever the 

“ market ” may have lHH,*n in the past, it has now no meeting place, 

while its motleni activitu*s are limitless in both distance and time. It 

can best be defined as t lie sphere of o]K*ration8 of the bankers, brokers, 

discount houses and linanciers in the (.’ity of London, who deal in 

money and crwlit. It connotes the dealers and dealings in the closely 

knit organisation, centreil roimd the Bank of laigland, whereby those 

who desire to Ixirrow are brought into contact with those who are able 

to lend. Although it is essentially a London organisation, its opera¬ 

tions extend to practically every comer of the civilised world, and its 

influence is felt wherever men trade. 

By imiversal consent, the I»ndon Money Market stands pre-eminent 

above all others, not only by virtue of its wealth, efficiency and soimd 

organisation, but also because of the unrivalled exjierience and recog¬ 

nised capacity of its membere. No one would deny the immense value 

of its services in promoting trade, encouraging enterprise, and financing 

the wide gap between production and consumption throughout the 

world. Its im)x>rtanco to our own country can scarcely be exaggerated. 

It has enabled Britain to attain and maintain her position as the world’s 
3S5 
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foremost financial centre, wliile it represents an investment which 

regularly brings her an income of many millions sterling j^er 

amium. 

While it is correct to say that the Market deals in “ money and 

“capital ”, it should be borne in mind that both these terms have 

mdely different applications. The “money** which forms the alpha 

and omega of the London Market is not actual cash—which is 

rarely seen on the Money Market proj^er—but credit money in its 

infinite variety of forms: bills, cheques, notes, promises to pay, 

bank balances and sec'urities. 

In the same way, the term “ capital ” is invariably applied in the 

Money Market proi)er to mean short-term or liquid capital which is 

immediately available to extinguish debt, whereas in the sjK'cialised 

section of the ^foney ^larket known as the Capital Market (which 
is centralised round the Stock Exchange) the term may include, in 

addition to short-term cai>ital, monetary cajntal w hich is made available 

by long-term loans for prcKluctivc use i»ver lengthy i)eri(Hl8. 

But the primary and aIi-im|K)rtant function of the? Lmdon Money 

Market is to deal in loans for short piTitnls. Its siKH-ial business is to 

organise and regulate the demand for and supply of short-term capital, 

and to fix the rate of interest at which short term borrowers shall be 

accommodated by lenders. 

These short-term loan.s are made in t\\o distinct way.s: (u) By the 

discount of bills of exchange and Trea.sury Jhlls, in which (ase the 

interest earned on the sum advance<l by the lender in respect of each 

bill is represented by the discount deducted from the fate value of the 

instrument, while the sum advanced consists (d the truv preMut worth 

of the bill, i.e., the face value of the bill less the <liscount- a procedure 

which Ixslongs essentially to the Discount Marhi, (6) bg the loan of 

sums of money against parcels of maturing bills or other short-dated 

securities—a procedure which Ixdongs essentially to the Short Loan 

Market, although, as we shall see, loans of this description arc made 

also on the Di.scount Market. 

Lenders on the London Money Market—By far the largest lenders 

on the Market are the mammoth banking institutions known as the 

“Big Five’*—the Midland, IJoyds, Barclays, the Westminster, and 

the National Provincial. Doing a similar but much smaller loaning 

business are the other clearing banks, such as Martins and Glyn Mills, 

together with the dominion, colonial and foreign banks having offices 

or agencies in London. 

The funds lent by the banks arc obtained mainly from the 
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deposits of their customers. Much of the money they receive is 

invested in Govemmont and other securities; much more is used in 

granting loans and advances to customers. A proportion of their 

funds is retained in cash to meet everyday demands, and a large 

amount is loft on current account at the Bank of England—the bankers" 

bank. Beyond all tliis, the banks have a floating surplus of money, 

described in their bahinco sheets as “ Money at Call or Short Notice ” 

which they lend out in the Money Market at low interest for short 

periods—overnight, from day to day, or for seven days. Most of this 

money—constituting the greater part of the Short Ixxin Fan/1 of the 

London Money Market and totalling probably upwards of £150 millions 

at the present time—is n^payablc at call (i.e., on demand) or at specified 

short notice, and is, thendore, (piickly available to meet extraordinary 

emergencies. 

Apart from the pimply banking business of accepting dejx>sits and 

lemling moiun* on curri*nt and loan account, the banks also under¬ 

take many of the functi<»ns iK'rformed by more sj)ecialised organisations. 

They transiU't the bulk of present-day foreign exchange operations. 

They undertake acceptance business, grant loans against goods entering 

into international trade, provide short-term credit for the bill brokers 

and <liscount houses, and assist the underwriters and issuing houses 

in raising caj>ital fnun th<' investing public. 

Consid<*rable sura.s are also lent on the Market b\" Ix)ndon discount 

houses, investment firms, insurance comp^uiie^ and imderwTiters, while 

still further sums are remuneratively employed in the City, tlu*ough the 

intermeiliary of Ixmdon agents and corresix^ndents, by banks, financial 

houses and commercial organisations in all the other coiuitries of the 

world. The liondon nuTchant banks and the I.<ondon otficesof foreign 

banks in j>arti(nilar, oixlinarily have large sums left on dej>osit with 

them by foreign banks and custfuners, and the holding banks naturally 

make use of a large part of such funds by (unploving them on the 

I.«ondon Money Marktd. 

Borrowers on the London Money Market—In ordinary circum¬ 

stances, the chief Market borrowers of short-term fluids are the bill- 

broking agencies who together comprise the Discount Market, 

These include the three world-renoiniod discoimt houses, .tVlexander s 

Discount Co., Ltd., the Union Diseoiuit Co. of I.iondon, Ltd., and the 

National Discount Co., Lul, together with a number of bill brokers 

proper, constituted as private companies or private partnerships. 

Although the three discount companies employ considerable capital 

of their own in their businesses, and also accept fimds at interest from 
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the public, a large part of their operations and the major part of the 

operations of the ordinary brokers are conducted on funds borrowed 

for varying periods on the cheapest possible terms from the banks and 

other financial institutions. These funds are employed in buying 

(i.e., discounting) bills of exchange and other short-term securities, 

mainly British Government Treasury Bills. 
Another important class on the SJiort Loan Market comprises the 

stock brokers and stock exchange dealers who borrow for the purpose 

of dealing in securities, and especially for financing the “ carry over 
of transactions from one settlement to another. 

Since the Great War, the British Government has established 

itself as the largest borrower in the Market, the aggregate of ita tem¬ 

porary borrowings in the form of Treasury bills (see below) being 

now far in excess of the whole of the Market’s short-term loans to 

other borrowers. 

Finally, there are the dominion, colonial and foreign Governments, 

the world-famous accepting houses, such as Broun Shipley A Co., 

Kleinwort Sons A Co., and Frederick Huth A Co., and the merchant 

bankers, such as Rothschilds, Hambros, I-Azards and Schroeders—all 

of which lend, or borrow, large sums on the Market, and o.xert a strong 

influence on the prevailing rates of intort‘st charged for the use of 

capital. 

It must, of course, be understood that there is no clear line of 

division between the lenders and borrowers on the Market, or between 

the different sections of the Market. If certain memlK^rs of the 
Market take a view as to the future of money rates, and act upon 

their opinion, the normal function.^ of l>orrower and lender may be 

reversed. Again, the functions of the Discount Market overlap with 

those of the Short Loan Market. Discount houses and bill brokers 

belong to both sections, but .stock exchange dealers who born)w funds 

for carrying over stocks are essentially part of the Short Ix)an Market 

and have no connection with the Discount Market proper. 

The Bill Broker.—Bill brokers arose in the first instance to under¬ 

take a class of business which the banks, with their manifold other 

lines of business, regarded as being outside their province or as being 

too troublesome for them to undertake. The banks were willing 

enough to invest their funds in suitable bills, but they were not willing 

to seek out persons wishing to sell bills, nor were they at all times 

willing to buy such bills as happened to be on offer. Hence dealers 

or brokers with a specialised knowledge, enabling them to undertake 

business which the banks would not risk, and willing to quote very 
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fine rates made possible by the magnitude of their turnover, fulfilled 
a very real need. 

To-day, the term “ bill broker is frt^quently something of a 

misnomer, for the modem bill broker is usually much more than a 

mere intermediary. He usually discounts bills on his own account, 

and holds funds for his clients on deposit account, while the great 

“ Discount Houses,” though really bill brokers on a large scale, per¬ 

form functions and undertake business which the early bill broker 

would have regarded as l)eing beyond his reach. 

Thanks to the system of bill-broking, important channels of liquid 

investment are ojK^n to the banker who has funds for investment: 

he can lend “ call ” money against the security of floaters deposited 

by the brokers who daily n'quire large sums in order to carry their 

discounts; or he can purchase from the brokers parcels of bills selected 

so as to n?turn his funds on given dates, when he will require them, 

and so as to afford him a variety of names representing a wide distribu¬ 

tion of security. For the bulk of his investments in bills, therefore, 

the banker is saved the trouble of dealing with the real borrowers. 

Further, even if all the discounting wert* in the hands of bankers, 

it is doubtful whether tlu'y would Ijo able themselves to reap the small 

turn fna<le by the broktT. 

Another gn'at a<lvantag<‘ of the pix'scmt arrangements is that the 
broker acts as a kind of ch^aring house In'twc^m tlve ftrms and banks 
which have surplus bills for disjHXSiil, and the banks which have surplus 
funds for temi)orary investment in bills. From the fact that all 
such transactions an* effected thnmgh the medium of a bill broker, 
whoso business it is to know the names on the jmj)er })assing through 
his hands, and -mo.st imi)ortant of all—to that they bear a first- 
class name or names, it will Ih' underst<KKl that the bills thereby 
attain a .standing that th(‘y would otherwise lack. Further, it is easy 
for the banks, wh<*n dealing with a broker, to decline bills bearing 
names for which they do not care, or Ix'aring names of firms of whose 
|>aper they consicler they alixnuly hold sufficient. 

As the total of Tn'asury bills on the Market is prolmbly four or five 

times that of trade acceptancM's, the necnl for a knowledge of credit 

is not nearly so im|K>rtant as formerly, while the brokers and discount 

houses ([)art of whose normal function is to assist the banks to get 

suitable bills) actually com|K'te with the banks in tendering for the 

weekly allotments of Treasury Bills. One result of this is that at times 

the Treasury Bill rate has lieen forced to such a low [xnnt that the 

banks have had to fix a miatmum charge (regardless of the Market 
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discount rate) at which they will grant accommodation to the 

brokers. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that, but for the bill brokers, 

the banker would not so easily be able to employ liis daily surplus 

funds from day to day. The average bill broker of experience has an 

unequalled knowledge of the standing and worth of the names which 

usually appear on London piper, and, by his specialisation in this 

business, he relieves the banks of much bunlensoine detail and justilies 

liis claim to be an indispnsable element of the London money 

machine. 

It may be added that the Bank of England insists that the bills 

against which it lends money to any bill broker must be biised on 

transactions the history and character of which are l)eyond reproach. 

As the Bank is the source to which the bill brokers must go when 

other supplies of mone^' are withdrawn, the brokers arc the inter¬ 

preters of the wishes of the Bank. An account at the Bank of 

England is a necessity to a bill broker, and the Bank exercises great 

care in opning accounts, accepting as customers only mt*n who fulfil 

certain requirements. 

Speaking generally, both brokers and discount houses make their 

profits from the differences between the rates at which they buy bills 

and the rates at which they borrow their working funtls. In neither 

case is their decision unfettere<l. The rate at which the broker borrows 

from the banks or other deix)sitor8 can rarely fall below' the rate at 

which the banks them.selve8 borrow' from their depwitors,^ whilst the 

rate at which the broker purchases first-class bills from the oversc^as 

banks cannot be higher than the Bank rate, i.e., the rate at which the 

Bank of England itself is prepared to discount bills for the Market. 

And since the rates of discount on the Market vary fn^iuently, the 

success of the brokers business necessarily depnds on the care with 

which he watches and anticipates changes in the rates, and the manner 

in w'hich he manipulates hi.s funds so as to s<»cure the highest rfdurn. 

A fall in discount rates obviously means a rinr in the present value 

of discountable bills, with the prospict of a<iditional profit to the 

alert broker who can find a buyer at the enhanced pric^e. 

Acoeptiug Houses.—^The accepting houses constitute another 

integral part of the Discount Market. These institutions originally 

sprang from the ranks of merchants of high standing and repute whose 

names were known in other important trading centres of the world 

• But “ overnight *’ or day-to-day money may bo lent at very low rates when 
market eoppJiee of funds are plentiful; it may even bo unlendablo. 
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and who wore consequently often called upon by importers of less 

standing to lend their names on bills, for which the importers put 

up the necessary fimds at maturity and also paid a commission for 

the facilities thus afforded. So profitable did these wealthy mer¬ 
chants find these financial operations that in time they made the 

acceptance of bills a special and important part of their business, 

and 80 became known as merchant bankers. Later, some of them 

entirely abandoned their original trades in favour of the new class 

of business, and so became accepting houses pure and simple. 
The function of the modem accepting house is to guarantee, with 

its signature, t he fulfilment of contracts represented by bills of exchange. 

In n*turn for a commission, which constitutes its profit, the accepting 

house undertakes to give its acceptance on bills drawm by the seller 

of giMKls u[)on the accepting house instead of upon the buyer. 

London accepting house's make it their business to know the 

financial standing of traders throughout the world, and they are able 

to function successfully by maintaining a careful watch on the general 

c<»urse of business aia.! monetary conditions surrounding their opera¬ 

tions, They are materially assisted in this n^gard by the experience 

and knowie<lge gaiiuMl by those of their j)artnors who function on 

the Boards of the joint stock banks, and on the Court of Directors 

of the Bank of England. 

In rec(‘nt years a considerable part of the world s acceptance 

business has passed to our joint stock banks, and in London, par¬ 

ticularly, the joint stock banks now actively compete for this work 

which, in the past, was confined almost entirely to the specialist 

institutions and overseas banks. 

As a rule, the London acceptance facilities for Empire trade are 

provided by the Dominion and Colonial banks, and for Eastern trade 

by tlie Eastern banks, the banks in each of these groups naturally 

H})ccialising in business with the countries w’ith which they are most 

intimately concerned. 

The commission charge<i by the banks and accepting houses is 

usually calculated as a {)eret?ntage on the face value of the bills and 

varies according to the usjince and acc9nling to the strength of com¬ 

petition for businesH, though the basic rates are more or less fixed. 

»So, while the joint stock banks charge their first-class lunik customers 

only I % per annum (i.e., J % on a three months' acceptance), and 

other customers 1 % and upw ards, the accepting houses charge varying 

rates acconling to the standing of the client. For first-class foreign 

banks they quote usually a rate of 1 % per aimuin, w-hilst to first-class 
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foreign firms and smaller foreign banks they quote anything up to 

2 % per annum. 
To the activities of the accepting houses is due, in no small measure, 

the high prestige of London as an international financial centre; 

for the use of London banks and acceptance houses is by no means 

confined to trade with this country. The prestige of sterling has led, 

as we have seen, to its use in many transactions between foreign coun¬ 

tries ; and this demand can be met only by adequate acceptance facilities 

in London. Foreign countries regularly settle for goods sold and 

services rendered to one another through the intermediary of what 

is known as “ Londm Reimbursement ”, i.e., acceptance and finance 

facilities arranged with a London bank or accepting house. 

Security on the Honey Harket.—^The st^curity taken by lenders on 

the London Money Market depends on whether the ailvance is l)eing 

made by discounting bills or by short-term loan. 

In the case of discounts, the security is represented by the names 

of the parties to the bills concerned: if those nanu‘s are of first-rate 

quality, as in the case of bank bills, then the st‘ciirity is of the highest 

and the rate of discount will be low; i.e., the prici* of the bill concermnl 

will be high. If, on the other hand, the names on a bill are those of 

ordinary business firms and traders, the security (and so the rate of 

discount applied) will depend on the Market s approi.sement of the 

standing and reliability of the parties. In general, the market value 

of commercial bills (i.e., bills which do not l)ear the signature of a 

well-known bank or acct'pting housi*) will not Ihj as high as that of 

bank bills, and the rate of discount will higher than is applicnl to 

paper recognised as Ixjing of first quality. 

Because of their gn^at marketability, their high degree of security 

and their great advantage to trade, first-class bills of exeliange, of not 

more than three months to run before maturity, have always Ikhui 

regarded as the most acceptable form of short-term .security on the 

London Money Market. Such bills have always Ixsui in demand by 

the banks as an outlet for the investment of their Huq)luH funds and, 

before the Great War, a large part of these funds was invested in 

first-class acceptances. 

Following the outbreak of the Great War the position changed in 

several important respects. The falling off in trade and the failure 

of confidence throughout the world led to a great decrease in the 

quantity of such bills, while the British Government, compelled to 

finance its day-to-day commitments by borrowing practically the 

whole of the floating supplies of money on the London Market, got 
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the London banks and accepting houses to agree not to accept any 

bills other than those drawn for financing trade. This led to a marked 

decrease in the number of financial bills on the Market, but the 

deficiency was made good by the issue of Treasury Bills, which are 

of much the same effect as bills of exchange i)ayable several months 

after date. The similarity was accentuated by the adoption of the 

system of offering these bills for sale by tender in such a way that 

the discount from the face value of the bill represents the interest 

on the money paid by the lender (see Chapter XVII). 

As a result of the great post-war depression in trade, of the develop¬ 

ment of acceptance business by other centres, and of the spread of the 

practice of financing trade by bank loans and overdrafts, the volume 

of Ix)ndon acceptances has continued to decrease,* with the result 

that Treasury Bills have become firmly established as the principal 

form of short-term sc'curity on the London Market, while the Treasury 

Bill rate (i.e., the rate of discount at which Treasury Bills are dealt 

in on the Market) is now the main criterion of monetary conditions 

in I^ndon. 

At the time of writing, the total of Treasury Bills outstanding is 

about £8(K),000,000, and, as a large part of this huge amount is held 

by the Money Market, it is clear that Tn^asury Bills (although originally 

a temjx)rary exix‘dient) are likely to lx? an important market factor 

for some years to eonif'. 

Floaters.—The other form of borrowing on the Market is by 

short-term loans, in which case the security usually consists of parcels 

of maturing bills of exchange and short-dated Government securities, 

such as Tn*asury Jfills and Tix'asury Bonds. Short-term securities of 

other descriptions are also taken, and occ^vsionally short-term advances 

are granted against Ixauls which do not mature for as long a period 

as three or four years. 

In general, the securities given for short-term loans on the Market 

must have the characteristics of absolute safety and immediate 

rcalisability. When this is the cast*, the securities concerned change 

hands so fn'quently, and, as it were, “ float about the Market from 

• Mr. K. L. Friinklin. of Samuel Montagti & Co., staloci in January, 1934 
(“ The Scramble for Foreign liills**. Financial AVttw -Ififiit'rrmrj/ .VtimW), that 
just iH'fort' the War the volume of lx>ncioir8 acoeptmicoa waa about £380,0(K),1HX), 
of which one-itixlh or one-sevenOt wen' acivptanoca of tho Hritiah iie{K>8it banka. 

The Macmillan HejX>rt eatimatecl that lx>n(lon'8 aooeptanct'a on foreign 
occount totallcHl about £202,500,(XK) in mid-1929, and about £iri2,900,iHK> in 
Man^h, 1931, when'oa at the time of writing (April, 1934), tho total ia iH'liovod 
to lx» between £110,000,000 and £120,000,000, of which at least ont-quarter 
are London clearing bank aoceptanoee. 
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one person to another that they are in market parlance referred to as 

"*floaier8 Although conditions have necessarily had to be modified 

with the great falling off in the number of bills of exchange available, 

the joint stock banks usually insist upon a high percentage of bills 

in the parcels which they accept as security for their short-term loans, 

and they are generally more stringent in this respect than are other 

market lenders. For this reason borrowers with a high proportion of 

bonds to offer as security will prefer to do business with lenders other 

than the banks, and may often be preparetl to pay a slightly higher 
rate of interest than is being demanded by the banks for loans of 

similar character. 

Short-Term Lending.—^The method by which London's vast 

short-term loans to the Discount Market are given and taken is 

characteristically informal. Each morning about ten o’clock the 

silk-hatted brokers make a round of the oflices of the banks, accepting 

houses and merchant bankers, to ascertain which are sellers and which 

are buyers of bills, what loans each bank can offer, and at what rates 

each is willing to lend. Most of the arrangements for accom¬ 

modation, or for the sale or purchase of bills, are made during these 

visits, although further contracts for lending, for borrowing, or 

for the purchase or sale of bills, are made subsequently by telephone 

after the broker has finished his rounds and has ascertained conditions 

in the Market generally. 

This morning “ round ” of the bill brokers may be largely a matter 

of custom, a relic of the days when the telephone was not so extensively 

used as it is to-day, although it does serve a useful function in providing 

personal contact between broker and banker, and it also often results 

in the acquisition of some useful tips ” that might not be forth¬ 

coming if deals were conducted entirely by telephone. 

When terms have been arrange<l on a mutually satisfactory basis, 

a parcel of bills and/or other securities passes from the broker to the 

bank as security for a short-term loan which the broker will repay or 

renew, as the case may be, at the expiration of an agreed period. 

The loans made by the banks to the brokers are classed as weekly 

money, day-to-day or call money, and overnight money, according to the 

terms of the loan. 

Weekly money is, as its name implies, lent for a period of seven 

days, though some loans of this class are made for varying periods 

of from six to ten days. As a rule, weekly money is automatically 

renewed and the amount on the Market does not vary greatly. 

Day-to-day or call money is lent on the condition that it may be 
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called for repayment on any day, and its quantity varies more than 

the volume of weekly money, although it does not fluctuate greatly 

from day to day in normal times. Unless day-to-day money is 

“ called ** by the lender before raid-day, the loan is automatically 

renewed for another day. 

Ovemighi nwney is lent to the brokers on the condition either that 

it will be repaid the next morning or that repayment may be demanded 

next morning. In the latter case the loan must be “ called ” or 

renewed before twelve noon on the day following that on which it 

is lent. Oveniight money is much more elusive than the other types 

of loan, fluctuating much more in aggregate amount and moving 

about the Market from one lender to another mainly acconling to the 

current demands on the banks for cash. Hence, it must be sought 

out by the shrewd broker wherever it happens to be obtainable at 

the moment. 

Bills on the Discount Market.—A very considerable amount of bill 

discounting is done by the joint stock banks for their own customers. 

To a b<ink, the oj)oration of discounting affonls a most convenient and, 

at the same time, secun^ method for tlie employment of part of its 

auriilus funds, l)C‘cau8e the money invested in discounts is continually 

flowing back into the bulk’s coffers as the various bills are paid at 

maturity. Also, all the banker needs to do in order to replenish his 

reserves at any time is temporarily to cease discounting. It is for 

this reason that loans for indefinite jK*riods, though they may be 

technically repayable on a certain notice, repn^sent a greater tie-up 

of capital than investments in short-term bills. 

The bills which are thus diseouiitetl by the joint stock banks for 

their onlinary cu.stomers are not, however, those which are dealt 

with on the Ixmilon Discount Market. The chief reason for this is 

that large joint stock banks never in any circumstances rediscount 

the bills which come into their hands from customers, this practice 

having been adopted b'cause of the danger that unfavourable con¬ 

clusions might l>e drawn if bills btMiring joint stock bank indorsements 

were to apjiear on the Market. Another reason is that the joint stock 

banks, which are the most imixirtant factor in the Short Loan Market, 

prefer for their security bills w Inch arise from the financing of overseas 

trade. Hence, the bills which do find their W’ay to the Market are 

mostly bills which are drawn from abroad on London under acceptance 

credits with the London accepting houses, merchant Imnks and the 

overseas banks (Foreign, Dominion and Colonial) having oftices in 

London. 
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Some domestic or inland bills do, of course, find their way on 

to the Discount Market through the bill brokers, discount houses 

and other market agencies, but despite strong efforts in recent years to 

increase the use of domestic bills of exchange as a highly convenient 

means of short-term finance, the quantity of such bills in circulation 

and on the Discount Market is now far less than it was in pre-war days,* 

and the main activity of the Market in bills of exchange to-day, as 

always, centres around the I^ondon bank bill, reprt^senting the enormous 

accepting facilities granted in London to merchants and bankers at 

home and abroad. These bills are drawn on liondon accepting houses 

and banks under acceptance credits in res|x?ct of goods moving, not 

only into and out of this country, but also directly l)etweim other 

countries of the world. They come to the Market chiefly through the 

foreign and colonial banks, merchant banks and accepting houses. 

Many of them are purchased in foreign centrt's by the agents and corre¬ 

spondents of these institutions, while many others reach the smaller 

London banks and discount houses from corres|X)ndents abroad. 

Some of the bills are discounted by largo firms direct with discount 

houses or brokers, wliilst others are obtained by the ordinary brokers 

and discount houses from running brokers, who, as their name implies, 

seek bills wherever they can be found and pass them on to the brokers 

proper, in return for a small commission for their stTvices as 

intermediaries. 

We have observed that the banks which discount, or lend money 

on, bills for the Market look for their security to the names of the 

parties which appear thereon as drawer, acceptor or indorser. In the 

case of bank bills, the signatures of the accepting hou.HCs or banks 

are in themselves sufficient to guarantee the worth of the instruments, 

but even in such cases, and more particularly in the case of trade bills, 

the banks satisfy themselves that the other names are sound. In 

addition, the Ijanks are secured either by a general guarantee from 

each broker with whom they deal, or by the indors<?ment of the 

borrower on each bill taken by them; and, though the security of a 

bill may not \)c much enhanced by the signature of a broker whoso 

working capital is only very small in pro[)ortion to his portfolio of 

bills, the signature of a first-rank bn^ker or of one of the discount 

houses would l>e regarded as undoubted 

Commercial Bills on the Dtsconnt BIarket.~Wc have already 

• In Febnjary, 1933, tho lttU» Mr. Hfjnry Ik'll Huggmted that thoro wan 
then in existence one-tcuth the quantity of dornciftic trmie bill* oe cuinpanMj with 
December, 1913. i 
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observed that commercial bills (also known as Trade or “ White 
Paper) do not command such fine rates of discount as do bank bills. 

Thus, if a banker were buying a 3 months’ bank bill for £100 he 

would quote, say, 3 % per annum, and pay, roughly, £99 58. for 
the bill. If, however, he were asked to buy a 3 months* commercial 

bill for £100, he would quote perhaps 4 % per annum, and pay only 

alK)ut £99 for the bill. Moreov<‘r, the rate applic^d to a trade bill 
will vary slightly with the standing of the parties whose names appear 

on the instrument; the higher that standing, the low'er the rate of 
discount and the higher the j)riee j>aid for the bill. The acceptances 

of some first-class concerns (c.g.. Union Cold Storage) are, in fact, 

discountable at prai'tically the same rates as bank bills. 

Clean and Documentary Bills on the Market.—C’ommercial bills, 
as we have seen (Chapter II), are of two kinds: they may be either 

clean or documentary, according to whether or not they have attached 

to them documents of title to go<Kls. Some clean bills *’ are drawn 

without any documents attached, whereas others are documentary 

bills which have lx*come clean " after acceptance, i.e., bills dra\%Ti 

“ Documents against Acceptance whose documents, after acceptance, 

have lx»en surrendertvl to the accejitor. 
The Discount Market pref(*rs to deal in clean bills, and ‘‘ Documents 

against Payment ” bills are practically undiscountable. But the 

Market usually requires bills which are draten clean to bear a statement 
that they an* drawn against s|K*cified shipments of goods as evidence 

that they are clean commercial bills, and not mere finance paper, 

of which both the Market and bankers arc wary. Such a statement 

is not normally lu'ctssary on accepted D/A bills, since the fact that 

documents of title originally accomjmnied a draft of this kind is 
evidence that the bill is the result of a commercial operation, i.e., that 

it is a trade bill. 

The Market prt'fers “ clean '* paper for two main reasons: first, 

because the fact that a bill arising from a commercial deal is drawn 

clean or D/A is regarded as evidence of the standing of the drawee, 

since such arrangements will, as a rule, be made only where the 

drawee is known to be perfectly good for the amount of the bill; and 

secondly, because bills with documents attaclunl (D/P bills) may be a 
nuisance. 

Bills change hands with such frequency on the Market that it is 

a matter of considerable trouble to trace any particular bill; yet, if 

the goods covered by a D/P bill arrive before the bill matures, the 

drawee will usually wish to obtain the documents in order to clear 

22 
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the goods, and for this purpose he will wish to retire the biU, i.e., take 

it up under rebate (see page 31), 

On the other hand, if the goods arrive before the bill matures 

and the drawee does not take it up under rebate, the holder must 

either himself arrange for storage and insurance of the goods imtil 

the due date or see that the drawee stores and insures them on behalf 

of and in the name of the holder. This ty{ie of operation is outside 

the scope of the business of bill brokers and discount houses, and, 

accordingly, they avoid paper which is likely to involve them in such 

transactions. 

Bankers and Clean and Documentary Bills.—^The position of bankers 

is different in several res|iect3. In the first place, they regularly 

handle documents of title to goods in connection with produce advances 

to their customers and thus have both the exjx>rienco and the organisa¬ 

tion necessary for handling hills with documents attached. Then 
the fact that the large British banks do not re-discount bills purchased 

from their customers means that no dilViculty is exptTienced when 
the drawee wishes to retina a bill. Again, bankers who di.scount bills 

naturally seek to secun) themselves as much as possible, so they 

favour D P bills, which aix‘ backe<l l)y the security of the goods as 

well as by the names of the {Kirties. Hence, the banka, a« distinct 

from the discount houses and bill brokers, will remlily discount 

D/P bills for their customers, provided, of course, they are satished 

with the standing of the jiarties to the bills. 

There is one other factor. Wh<*n^ a bill is retirtvl under nibato, 

the rate at which the bill is ** rebate^l ” is loiver than the discount 

rate (see ante, p. 31), so that the holder of a rol>atcd bill gains a slight 

additional profit in the form of extra inten^st. As D P bills arc far 

more usually rebated than (fit her i^/A or clean bills, this is anotlior 

reason why such bills are nMclily taken under discount by bankers. 

On the other hand, although bankers will discount D/P bills, thc^y 

will more readily take bills drawn or rnarkcnl Documents against 

Acceptance ”, since the pn?sence of the documents servers as evidence 

that the bill is dmwn in r(‘Si)ect of a tmde deal, i.e., that it is com¬ 

mercial pap(fr, while the fact that documents are to Im dedivered on 

acceptance is r(*garded as an indication of the good standing of the 

drawee. Hence, D/A bills anf usually discountable at gcxxl rates. 

In general, it may Ixj said that hanks prefer documentary bills, 

either of the D/A or D/P type, to clean bills. The danger with clean 

bills is that they may not Ik? commi^rcial pa])or, i.e., that they may 

not be drawn in respect of a commercial transaction but may be 
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merely finance bills. Since banks endeavour to avoid discounting 

finance bills, they will usually require any customer who asks them 

to discount a clean bill to give some assurance that it is a clean trade 

bill and not merely an accommodation or finance bill. 

Foreign Domiciles.—^Tho designation ^'foreign domiciles'* is 

applied in our own country to those bills accepted “ payable in Lon¬ 

don ** by persons and firms resident abroad, while, more generally, 

it is applied to any bill payable in a country other than the country of 

the acceptor. 

These bills have in recent years become undiscountable on the 

London Market, as the assets of the acceptors, lying abroad, are not 

readily available in the event of dishonour. Consequently, banks 

receiving them have been obliged to retain them in their portfolios 

until maturity, with a consequent lock-up of capital. 

iSimilar coitsiderations apply to the acceptances given by English 

branches of foreign concerns. Bills so accepted are called ‘‘ agency 

paper " and often find no n‘a<ly market here. Of course, foreign 

banks and some large commercial houses, although financed and 

controlled from abroad, have l)ecomo well known on the Market, 

which, HJCOgnising their inhen-*nt soundness, will take their bills quite 

willingly. Even in such cases, however, the rate applied will tend to 

ho higher than that applied to first-chiss English bills, and will naturally 

vary ^inth the Market’s estimate of the standing of the concern accepting 

the bill. 

Forward DisCOimting.-~-An intcix‘sting ])roc*<‘dun‘ that has developed 

considerably in r(?cent years is that of '' forward discounting sterling 

bills drawn under confirmed credits. Eorwanl discounting c'Oixsists 

in the sale of Ix)ndon bank acceptances for delivery at some future 

date at a rate of discount fixed at the time when the contract is 

arranged. It thus enables an exiK)rter at home or abroad to fix in 

advance tho rate at which lu^ will ho able to discount his bills upon 

acceptance, and so enables him to avoid any risk of loss through 

fluctuations in discount rates. 

Foreign banks also avail themselves of forwanl discounting facilities 

by cabling to their Ixuulon agents the amounts and approximate 

mailing dates of bills relating to forthcoming shipments. The London 

agent then has these bills discounted forwanl for the account of the 

coiTe8}K)ndent liank. 

Tho rates obtainable for forward discounts naturally dejKuid 

upon tho Market's opinion of the probable tnuid of discount rates 

during the period concenied; but they also dejK'nd largely ujK>n the 
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maturity dates of the bills in question. For example, bills maturing 
a few days before the end of the year (invariably a time of monetary 
stringency) tend to command very fine rates. 

The Importance ol the Discount Market—The London Money 
Market is frequently likened to a great reservoir of liquid capital, 
replenished from day to day from the surplus funds which accumulate 
in the hands of the banks, and os quickly exhausted by the funds 
transferred through the discount houses and bill brokers to those 
various agencies which bring bills of exchange to the Market to be 
turned into cash. The discoimt houses and bill brokers thus con¬ 
tribute relatively little to the enormous volume of capital which passes 
through their hands, and although the proportion which accrues to 
them as profit for their services may seem at times to be very low, the 
aggregate of the operations is sufficiently large to ensure for them a 
very comfortable return on the capital they do supply. 

The late Mr. Otto Khan, the well-known American banker, stated 
that “ the requisite for a great financial centre is a healthy, active and 
regular discount market London has been fortunate in the fact 
that her Discount Market has established itself as second to none, 
and that it remains supreme in spite of the stress of years of mi paralleled 
financial upheaval. The brokers and discomit houses provide the banks 
with a first-class short-term liquid investment for their floating supplies 
of money. Both the amount and date or dates of repayment are 
arranged to suit each bank’s own sjiecial requirements, enabling it to 
increase or decrease its cash holdings according to its own convenience. 

The Discount Market places the funds so lx)rrowed at the disposal 
of the overseas banks and other agencies from whom the bills are 
obtained by purchase or discount. In brief, it converts the short-term 
credit obtained from the banks into medium-term credit, of anything 
from six weeks to three months, transferred to the agencies supplying 
the bills. Both the investment and the repa^Tnent are conducted with 
the greatest ease and informality, yet vith almost alisolute reliance 
on the one side and the utmost confidence on the other. 

By its creation of a free market for go<xl bills and its insistence on 
a high degree of business integrity, combined with the fact that the 
sterling bill can ordinarily lx? convcrU?d into gold in I^ndon, the 
Discount Market has contributed in no small degree to the world-wide 
acceptability and negotiability of the bill of exchange on London. More¬ 
over, the market organisation is so efficient and competition so keen 
that the rates charged for discounting the acceptances of well-known 
English houses are much lower than the rates charged on ordinary 
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commercial acceptances, and the difference is usually sufficient to 

recoup the trader for the cost of arranging the acceptance facilities. 

Acceptanoe Business essentially BritislL—Before the Great War, 

the provision by bankers of acceptance facilities was an essentially 

British business, and London was practically the only Discount Market 

in the true sense of the term. No other financial centre, not even 

Paris, had a Discount Market in the sense that bills of exchange could 

bo freely and actively dealt in therein. Since the Great War, however, 

several financial centres have sought to imitate Ix)ndon in developing 

acceptance facilities and in organising a Discount Market, notably 

Paris and New York, and, to a less extent, Amsterdam and Stockholm. 

Among the incentives were the desire to obtain some of the lucrative 

business which has so long flowed to Ix»ndon ; the desire to increase 

the supplies of prime bills with tlndr ailvantages as a means of granting 

crtnlit and as a means of liquid investiiuuit: the j»n‘valence of very 

low discount rates and the short supply of shortderm investments. 

Mori'over, other centres were naturally (‘iicouraged to compete for 

Lmdon business at times when contidcuiet‘ in sterling and in British 

institutions was at a low (‘bb. From the eh»se of the War until alx)ut 

1927, New York made great headway, and attracted to herself not 

only the bulk of long-jK*riod lending but also some of London's 
acceptanoe business. 

Fortunately for us, fon'ign acceptance business in New York is 

such a recent development that it is not nearly so important to the 

functioning of the Market as it is in Ixuidon. In New York, the banks 

employ the bulk of their surjdus funds in loans at call to the Stock 

Marked against the security of stocks, shares and bonds; only to a 

much smaller e.xtent tlo they dt'pimd on bills of exchange as an outlet 

for their funds or as security for their loans. The Ix>ndon Market, 

liowevfT, grew up and pros]K.*nHl on I^)ndon bank acceptances, and 

though their ])laco ha.s now Ix'cn largely taken by Treasury Bills, 

commercial bills are still gn*atly in demand and are so essential to 

the work of the Market that strong efforts l)eing made to increase 

their numl)ers. 

Ix)ndon*8 position was improved after our return to gold in 1925, 

but with the revaluation of the franc in 1927 (one of the cleverest 

international financial o|X'rations ever carried out) the Frtuich Goveni- 

ment placed Paris in an extixunely strong jxjsition. Having, by that 

devaluation—a mere stroke of the j^en—secured at no cost the gn'atest 

stock of foitugn curnuieies in the world, the Bank of France aimed 

at making Paris the universal clearing house! outsicle the American 
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oontinent, and the great European acceptance market. But it is one 
thing to have goods and another thing to bo able to sell them. France 

had plenty of gold and almost unlimited credit, but as she has only 

6 or 7 % of the world’s trade, scarcely any of the world’s inhabi¬ 

tants thought of going to Paris for exchange and acceptance facilities. 

The greatest handicap from which Paris suffered, however, was the 

fact that she has virtualh* no Discount Market. In the absence of such 

a Market domestic bills cannot be regarded as a liquid investment 
unless the central bank is prepared to provide generous rediscount 

facilities. But the Fivnch commercial banks and other market 

agencies always avoid having to n‘-discount bills with the Bank of 

France, because that bank (with nuinert^us branches) is not only an 

active competitor of the commercial banks but also charges them 

2 % above the oHicial disccuint rate if they have to apply to 

it for accommoilation. Hence the Fn^nch banks rt'ly mainly on 

balances held in (or tirst-class bills on) fon'ign centrt's such as Ix>ndon 

for their ‘'second line of defence”, and their actions and attitude 

in this resjxjct have natumlly done nothing to foster tlie grow'th of 

French acceptance business on fonagn account. 

Ultimately, the [x>sition in B>27-11)31 was that Paris nuigcHl herself 

in support of Ix)ndon in its rivalry with Xew York, but following our 

departure from the gold standard in SeptemlxT, 1931, I>ondon suffered 
a severe setback. Now York and Paris now drew together in defence 

of the gold standard and I-i^mdon lost a great deal of businc.ss. During 

1932 and 1933, however, the wonderful rt‘covery made by Britain 

evoked world-wide admiration. Business gradually rctume<i to 

London, and sterling, despite its divorce from gold, ( limlxxl back to 

its old position of pre-eminence. The discomliture of the dollar was 

complete when the American crissis 1933 brought that country to 

the verge of disaster,'^ w hilst Paris, intent on ndaining tin* gold standanl 

in the face of every opposition, has Ix^en very son*ly pn'ssi^fl from 

every direction. At the time of wTiting, therefore, Ihen.^ is no reason 

to fear that London will lose much, if any, of hf*r great acceptance 

business to those who so ardently seek to obtain it, and though the 

lx>ndon Discount Markcrt suffers from the great decline in the numl^cr 

of bills which has resulted from the falling off in international tnulo, 

the Markets in other centres have sufferc^d to a far greater extent. 

One of the main reasons for this is that the essential condition of 

• Between the enri of 11129 nw\ the end of 1933, the total valuo of American 
bankers accc^ptances (as re|Kirtcd to the American Acceptance Council) cl(H;lincHl 
from $1,732,436,388 to 47f54,110,.^68—a decrease of nearly 11,000,000,000. 
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a good Discount Market, as of any other Market, is a large and steady 

turnover, but this, whilst already assured to I^ndon by reason of her 

established reputation and long experience, can scarcely be obtained 

by each one of several centres which are actively competing for the 

available world business. Moreover, in no centre other than London 

are to be found so well developed the essential conditions for the 

perfecting of a great financial market, viz., ample credit resources 

available for lending abroad; an adequate and efticient banking 

organisation; frt'cdom of the financial market; an investing public 

willing to ac(|uirf*i and to hold foreign seeurities; a stable currency; 

an efticient fort^ign exchange market ; jK>litical stability, and a deep 

sense of inteniational co-o|H‘ration. 

THK BANK OF ENGLAND. 

Occupying the jnvotal position in the Ivomlon Money Market, 

maintaining a close watc h on all its ojKTations and intervening when 

necc'ssary as a len<h‘r or as a borrower, is the Bank of England, 

proudly and honourably distinguishcHi in this country as The Bank, 

As the oonier-sione of our English banking system and the foremost 

banking institution in the world, the Bank of England naturally exercises 

a most profound influence on the uholeof the* Market's business—and 

this, not so much by virtue of legal authority and statutory enactment, 

as by an informal, characteristically Ihitish reliance on a moral 

leadership established by custom and universal consent. 

For. in spite of apiK'araiues to the contrary, the Bank of England 

is entirely a privat<» ccmcern. managed for thc» iKuiefit of its stwkholders 

by a Court of Directors <‘onsisting mainly of merchant bankers chosen 

from the City. Btil ina-'^much as it transacts the financial busines.s of 

the State atid is in the most intimate relationslup with all the other 

banks of the country, the Bank of England has certain duties aiul heavy 

res)K)nmbilitieH thrust ujion its shoulders, which aix* unshaml by the 

other lianks. Although most intimately connectcxl with the Money 

Market, the Bank is not usually rt»gardcd ns jmrt of it, and its }x>licy 

sometimes runs counter to the immediate inten'sts of the brokers and 

others in the Market outside. 

The Bank ix'rforins most of the usual functions of an ordinary 

bank, accepting money on ctirnuit account fnim ita various customers, 

and employing that money, ns well ns the capital subscrilKHi by its 

proprietors, in discounting bills and in making advances against 

security. Apart from other considerations, however, the Bank differs 

from the other leading English Imnks in that it is privileged to enjoy 
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the monopoly in England and Wales of the right to issue bank notes, 

and that its notes are the only form of legal tender jmper eurnuiey in 

Great Britain and Northern Indand. 

In its ordinary loan ojx>rations, the Bank comes into com{)etition 

with the banks and dealers in the o|K'n Market, but in normal circum¬ 

stances the banks and other market lenders aiv able to outbid the 

Bank and so to secim* the bulk of the busiiu^ss which is offering from 

time to time. 
At times, the large banks and other lendt'rs on whom the Market 

is accustomed to dejn^nd for its supplies of floating money find it 

newssary to nnliuv the quantity of money which they place at the 

Market’s disjx)s<il. This means that the bill brokers are deprivt*d of 

a part (frequently a large p^irt) of their working capital, but, as they 

must continue their business, they apply for accommcxlation to the 

Bank of England, which, as the central n^stTvoir of crt'dit, is always 

ready to re-discount eligible bills at its official rate, or to grant advances 

for not less than one wwk against approv«*d bills of <‘xchange or other 

forms of security for approved meinlx'rs of the Market. In the.se 

circumstances, the Market is s^iid to Ix' ** in th*' Hank ”, and, as Ikink 

rate is always higher than Market rate whilst the Hank charges 

\ % al>ove Bank rate for advaruvs (as distinct from discount.s), 

being *’ in the Bank ” is never a plcas<int arnl is always an exiHUisive 

experience for marked Ixjrrowcrs. ft is at such times that the Bank 

is able, by dictating its own terms for granting th<» recpiinnl acewn- 

modation, to force the Market to follow its lead in the matter of 

cityiit policy (jxx' (*hapter XV^'II). The furndion of n^-dis(Huinting is, 

therefore, a highly inijxjrtant factor in the liank’s (‘ontrolof cnnlit, 

and it eon.stitutes one of the main elements in the elasticity and world 

.supremacy of the I»ndon Discount Market. 

The Bank of England's Note Issue. —Since its formation in IffM, 

the Bank has been governed by a Charter which has Ix^en subject to 

revision from time to time. The most drastic n'vision took plac<? 

in 1844 as a result of the financial disxLsters which followixi the 

Napoleonic Wars and the sulwxxjuent prolonge<l controversy on tho 

subject of the ccmtrol of i>aper currency. The Bank Charter Act of that 

year rigidly rcgulatexl the bank note system, anil jirovidcil for tho 

gradual but ultimate extinction of all private issues and the centralisa¬ 

tion of bank note issues in the hands of the Bank of England, an aim 

which was achieved in 1923. 

The Act ensured that then? should Iks a^lequate publicity as to tho 

state of tho Bankas issue by providing for the weekly publication of tho 
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“ Bank Rc'turn By this Act, also, the Bank was permitted to 

make a “ fiduciary ’* issue, i.e., to issue a certain amount of notes 

against a backing of Government securities; but the rest of its issue 

hail to be backed pound for |>ound by gold (or by silver to the extent 

of one-fourth of the gold held). 

For many years Ijefore the Great War, the Bank of England note 

was fully convertible into gold coin or bullion on demand, and so 

faithfully was this obligation carried out that the Bank's notes came 

to be it'gardtxl, not only in this country but also in other countries, as 

being “ as g(xxl as gold 

From the outhn^ak of the Great War in 1914 until 192S, Bank of 

England notes ceasiKl to be the only form of pai)er money in England 

and Wales; during tliose years they circulate<l side by side with the 

Tn'asury notes issiuhI by the Treasury in 1914 in order to fill the 

gap in the curr<*ncy caused by the withdrawal of gold from circulation 
and to nuH*t the gn‘atly incrt'ase<l demands for curn*ney. 

Naturally, as s<H)n as reform and deflation wert‘ contemplate<l 

after the exwsst^s of the war jK*ri<Kl, then* an)se the question of 

amalgamation and centralisation. In 1918 it was n*(*ommeiule<l by 

the Cunliffe Committee on Cumney and f'onign Exchanges that this 

should lx* aecomplish(*d by the transfer of the Treasury note issue to 

the eontnd of the Bank of England as s<x»n after our return to the 

gold standanl as ix>ssible. Further, the machinery set up by the 

Bank Charter Act, 1844 (though otherwi.st' highly eommendf*d), was 

eritiei.st*il on th<* gnninds that by tying the issue of bank notes to 

gohl it gave us a very inelastic curnmey: if siuld(‘n expansion were 

desirt'd, the <inly way to incn*ase the lidiiciary issue was to sus|X*iul 

the Bank Act. 

The Gold Standard Act, 1925. Following the n'commendations 

of the CunlilTe Committiv of 1918 ami of the Coinmittt*e on the Cur- 

n*nev and Bank of England Note Issues of l92o, Gn'at Britain, by the 

Gold Standard Act of April, 1920, alK>lish<\i all n*stricti<»ns on the 

exjx>rt of gold, and atloptixl a gold bullion slandard. 

This Act pn>vi<bsl that g«>hl bullion could no longer bo taken to 

the Mint for conversion into (*0111 by anyone extx'pt the Bank of England, 

but that it could still Ix' ofTeitnl in unlimiteil quantities to the Bank, 

which was to buy it at the rate of £3 17s. 9d. |x*r standanl ounce; 

that both Bank of England notes and Treasury notes wert* to lx* 

inconvertible into gold coin; and that holders of “ any legal tender 

(i.e., Bank of England notes. Treasury notes and sovenugits) could 

demand from the Bank in exchange gold bars, containing approximately 
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400 oz. of fine gold (approximately £1,700) at the price of £3 ITs. 10|d. 
per standard ounce. 

The Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1928.- Three years after our 

return to gold, it was considered that the time liad arrived for the 

centralisation of the note issues, and in 1028 the Currency and Bank 

Notes Act was passed. Briefly, this Act provided that:— 

(1) All outstanding notes issued under the Currency and Bank 

Notes Act, 1014, were to be deemed to be Bank notes, and the 

Bank was made responsible for their rejiaynient. 
(2) To regularise this action, the Bank of England was eni[X)weit'<l 

to issue notes for one pound and ten shillings. These notes 

were made legal tender for any amount in England, Scotland 

and Northern Ireland, and by the l^ank or any branch of the 

Bank, even in ixmnent of its larger notes. Moreover, the 
£5 Bank note was made legal tender/or atnj afnount\ not, 

as had previously l)een the case, for amotints i^f over £o only. 

(3) The Bank was authorised to issue Bank n<»tes upt*) the amount 

of gold coin and gold bullion (and not gold or sUvrr as under 

the Bank Charter Act, lvS44) held in the fssuo IV'partment, 

and. in addition, to issue notes against first-class securities 
to the amount of £2fi<>,<HKXf.(}0. 

(4) The securities l>ehind this fiduciary issue of ,()()() (^ould 

include silver coin to an amount not exce#»ding 

(the amount then held in the C’urnuny Xf>te KiMlen^ption 

Account). 

(/>) The profit ari.sing <mt of the note issu«‘ was to nccTue to the 

Tn^asury, as U 

(fi) Subject to Tn*a8ury .sanction, the r>ank was to Iw jK*riiiitte<l 
to issue notes to a sf^eified amount in exces.s of the fiduciary 

issue of £2fi(),0<)f),fiti(» for a j)eriixl not exceecling six months, 

but any such sanction was to 1k^ immcxliately communicated 

to Parliament. Any authority sr» given eoidil l)e nmc»wed 

for further jierirHis c»f not exm'ding six months, providtH,! 

that no exjKinsion of the fiduciary circniatirm n*mained in 

force? for more? than two years without exprf^ss Parliamentary 

sanction.♦ 
(7) The Bank was given power to ref|uire jiarticulars of any holdings 

of gold exfxjeding £10,(ifW>, and, unless the gold was held for 

• Advantage was takrn of thin provision in .Aiigiut, 1931, when the Sduriary 
issue was increased to £275,000,(X)0, llio Urluciary tssue remained at this figures 
until March. 1933, when the increase wf«i allowed to lapse and the normal figurs 
of £200,000,000 was restored. 
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immediate export purposes or industrial purposes, or was the 
property of any foreign national bank or person, the holder 
could be compelled to sell the gold to the Bank at the statutory 

price. 

By virtue of the provisions of the two Acts n.'ferrefl to, the position 

at the present time is that the Hank is jx^rmitteHl to issue notes to a 

fixed amount of £2G(),(KK),()(M), against a n\sc*rve coasisting of first-class 

securities and an amount of silver coin not exceeding £5,r)()0,<XK). All 

other notes must Ixi covered |>ound for jXiiiiul by gold held by the Bank. 

The Gold Bullion Standard. -Th<‘ j)raetical effect of the 1025 

provisitms was to mak(’ tlu* Hank s notes convertible into gold for 

exjKirt pur|K)ses only, so tliat goM was not available for internal 

circulation in tliis country. In other words, a fjold bullion standard 

n‘pla(.*<?<l the pre-war full gold staialanl under which gold sovendgns 

circulatoil si<h* by side with, and were fn^ely interchangeable for, 

Hank of Kngland notes. 

An imj)ortant n*sult of the IU2S Act was to enable the Bank of 

of Kngland to imnn int<*rnal dcinjin<N for legal t<‘nder, not by issuing 

gold sovereigns, as was the ca,<e in pn* war days, but by issuing 

notes of sinalliT denomination. Th*‘ Nation’s goM biddings were thus 

mobilised for the vital purpox* of maintaining our exchanges with 

other nations, and wliile the domestic use of gold wa.s restricted, the 

e«>untry obtaiiunl tlu' full Ixmetit <»f the gokl standanl for external 

pur|>o.ses. Idle effect of tlit» ri«’tion that t)nly tlie Hank could 

pn'.sent gold It) tlu* Mint for c<anag(' was that gold entering the country 

was diverted into the Nation's central n\‘ierve in.stea<l of into domestic 

circulation in the form of lu'wly coiiuHi sovereigns. 

Suspension of the Gold Standanl.—This iK)sition continued until 
iSoptembt*r, 1951. wIumi the gold .standard Wivs susjxmdcd by tho 

passing of the doll Standard {Anicndmcut) Acl, 1951, the effect of which 

was that the Ihuik of Kngland wa.s ndieviHl of its obligation to sell 

gold bullion in exchange' for its notes. No change was in^ule in rt'ganl 

to tho Bank's obligation to i.sstie notes in exchiuige for gold, but this, 

of course, is mert'ly of thcon^tical inten'st, for the immcxliate result 

of our dej.mrturc from gold was to send up tho market price of gold 

far alK)V(' the Bank of Knglaml's buying price, so that no one would 

offer tho Hank gold at its legally lixtHl rate. 

Nowadays tho vast ([uantities of gold which ait^ taken by foreigners 

from London arc purchascHl in tho liOndon Bullion Market, whither 

tho gold is sent from abroad for dis]K>saI. As the Bank is relieved of 

ita obligation to [my out gold in exchange for its notes, bullion or coin 
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can be withdrawn from the Bank only as a special operation on behalf 

of the Bank itself or of the Government. 

The Bank Retnm.—Since the Bank of England acts as banker for 

the State, and is also a bank of issue and the leading banking concern 

in the kingdom, it is only just that its financial position should be 

frequently disclosed. The Bank is, therefore, compelled by law to issue 

a weekly Return, in wliich the liabilities and assets of its two legally 

constituted departments, nz., the Issue I>ei)artment and the Banking 

Dei>artment, are specified seimrately. 
This statement, known as the “ Bank Return is issued on Thurs¬ 

days after the Bank Court has been held, and is published next day in 

the princijial newspiix'rs. The form of the Return rtunained un¬ 

changed from 1844 to 1928, when it was slightly modified on the 

coming into o{>eration of the provisions of the Currency and Bank 

Notes Act. A sjx?cimen of its pit'scmt form is shown on j^ago 349. 

The Bank Return is of such great im|K)rtance to our bankers and 

financiers that it has lx‘cn described as the “ Barometer of the Money 

Market This is partly due to the fact that the gold (oin and bullion 

he:d by the Bank in the Issue Dcjmrtment rcpresc*nt practically the 

whole of the Nation’s stock of gold, and (when we an* on the gold 

standard) is liable to lx* drawn u{K)n by anyone in this country or 

abroad who possesses a sufficient amount of the Bank's notes, which, 

as we have s<*en, are promises to |my gold. 

Issue Department. 

The first item on the right-hand side of the statement, the Govern- 

ment Debt, has been unchanged since 1844. It represents the amount 

which the Bank had advanced to the King and Government up to that 

date, and was largely resix>nsible for the various privileges accorded 

to the Bank after it.s inception. It in not repri*sente<l by any six'cific 

Government securitic.s and bears interest at %. 

Other Government Securities and Other Securities an* the items which 

fluctuate from time to time with changes in the Bank’s fiduciary issue. 

The Govenjment Securities held by the Issue Department arc, of 

course, entirely indepcmlent of those held in the Banking Dc*partment 

(see opposite). Most of this item consists of Treasury Bills, though 

it also includes other long- or short-dated securities, while Other 

Securities include first-class bank and commercial bills of exchange, 

both in sterling and in foreign currencies. 

Silver coin is limited by the Act of 1928 to a face value not oxccixling 

£5,500,000. 
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These four items together make up the security for the ilduciary 

issue, i.c., the fixed amount of notes the Bank is legally empowered to 

issue without a gold backing. All notes issued beyond this amount 

must be covered pound for pound by gold. 

The most important item in the Return of the Issue Department is 

BAHK OF EHOLAND 
Return for Week ended Wedmoday, 7th March, 1934, 

Iftsni Departmbxt. 

iMUCll — 
InCirrulation .. 
In iUakini: Ivpartim-nt 

£ 

370.219.R33 
80,709,:iO<5 

Oovemment Debt 
Other (ioveminent Securities 
Other Securities 
Silver Coin. 

£ 
11.015,100 

245,OM.493 
357,410 

3,542.997 

AmoMDt of Fidiictarj' Issue .. 200,fi00,iKl0 
Gold Coin and IhiUioii .. 190.979.339 

£450.979.339 £450.979.339 

Proprietors* ('aplul 
Rest 
Public I>ep<utits • 
Other l>e|x>sit4 - 

Hankers 
Other Accounts 

7* Day and Other Hills 

Haxkino D] 

£ 
14,553.000 

3.<IH4.3H2 
.. 21,811,071 

£ 
99,737.51H 
36.573,912 
-- 130.311,430 

1,029 

Oovemment Securities 
Other Securities— 

Disctmnts and Ad¬ 
vances 

Securities 

Notes 
Gold and Silver Coin 

£ 
.. 76,729,732 

£ 
5.S<X).140 

I2,t.r29.44l 
..- - 17.829.581 

Ml. 759,506 
1.042,U9 4 

£176,360.912 £176.360.912 

• Inolthlini;]; P-xrhtHjucr, Hanks, Commisaionors Natitnml Debt and 
Dividfuid Accounta. 

the (told i'oin and liuUion, which represents virtually the whole gold 

rest’rve of the Nation. 

Banking Department. 

From the stondiraint of the Bank’s stability, the most significant 

items apiwar in the Banking Department section of the Ret turn. The 

left side shows the amounts which are duo by the Bank to its share¬ 

holders and to its customers (including the Government); on the right- 

hand side are shown the ways in which the Bank has invested the money 

it has borrowed. The item described as ReM comprises the Bank's 

Reserve Fund, representing the accumulation of undivided profits 

since its formation, together with the balance of its current Profit and 

Loss Account. In recent years, the Rest has never been allowed to 

fall below £3,000,000. 

Public Deposits, as is explained by the footnote to the Return, 

includes the balances held to the credit of the Government Depart¬ 

ments. They vary with the collection of income tax and the payment 

of Government Dividends, and with Government borrowing from the 
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Bank on “ Ways and Means ’’ advances. The weekly payments 

by the Market for Treasuiy^ Bills allottc'd, and the payments made by 

the Treasurj' in respect of Treasury Bills matured, necessarily have 

an important influence on this item. If the amount of such bills 

allotted in any week exceeds the total maturities, then Public Deposits 

are likely to rise, as the Market will bo paying the Treasury more 

than the Treasury will be paying out. If, on the other hand, the 

Treasury pays out more in respect of matureil Treasury Bills than it 

receives for new’ allotments. Public Dt'posits are likely to fall. It is 

not, of course, possible to say defmitely that there will be a rise or 

a fall, as other factors may be in operation, e.g., a large inflow of 

revenue may more than counterbilance excess |>ayments made in 

respect of Treasury Bill maturities. 

Other Deposits include the balances held by the Bank on behalf 

of other banks, together with the crtnlit balances of all of its other 

customers except the Government. Fn>m the purely banking stand* 

point, these items are more in the nature of current account balances 

than deposits, since they are withdrawable on demand and no interest 

is allowed thereon by the Bank. 

The item Bankers D(posits is. frt>m several jx>int8 of view', by far 

the mast imj)ortant in the R<*tuni. The figure includes the Imlances 

of all the Ix>ndon clearing banks, the other Kngli.sh joint stock and 

private l>anks, and the Scotti.'ih and North(Tn Irish banks. The 

l>alances of l>anks which op^nite mainly abnm<l, imhuling those of 

foreign commercial and central banks, are cr)inpris<Hl in the item 

Other Account.*ij which also include the dejH»sits of the Bank’s private 

customers, the merchant banks, di.scount hous(‘.s, insuraiKc* and tni.st 

companies, and foreign and colonial Governments, together with the 

dividend accounts of non-(iovemment .stock.s rnanagf*<l b\* the Bank. 

The importance of the figure of BanktTs’ Dopasits lies, tirst, in the 

fact that the link’s control of credit depends very largely on its 

pow'er to induce fluctuations in the amount of these balances, which 

are regarded by the other banks as Ixdng to all intents and purposes 

as good as cash, and, therefore, capable of lx*ing uscsl as a basis for 

the creation of cre<lit. Secondly, the level of Bankers’ Deposits affords 

most valuable information as to the amount of disjKisable funds on 

the Market and as to the jirobable attituch^ of the banks to prevailing 

economic conditions. 

A high level of these I>?posits, taken in conjunction with other 

factors known to market men, may presage either conditions of ease 

owing to an excess accumulation of surplus funds by the banks, or it 
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may presago stringency ahead because the banks are for some reason 

strengthening their reserves by calling in funds from the Market. 

If the high level of Bankers’ Dejiosits coincides with a reduction in 

Public Dei)osits, it may indicate heavy Government disbursements 

(such as 3 % Conversion I^oan interest payments), or it may be due to 

an excess of Treasury Bill maturities over re-investments therein. 

On the other hand, a low level of liankers’ I>e[K>8it8 may indicate 

that bankers, having no immediate apprehensions as to the course of 

monetary conditions, are employing their funds to the full on the o{x^n 

market, or it may afford evidence that tloating money is in short 

supply and that conditions of stringency are ahead. Such conditions 

may arise when bank balances are lx‘iiig depleted by revenue payments, 

or when more market money is being re-invested in Treasury Bills than 

is bluing received from maturities, in both of which cases Public Deposits 

will, of course, be increased at the ex])enBe of flankers’ Deposits, 

('learly, it Is imi)088ible to decide merely from the appearance of this 

item. As in the cfise of other items in the Return, its significance must 

be judged in conjunction with other portents before any accurate 

conclusion can lx? reaclieti. As will lx* e.xplaincil later, the Bank is in 

a ])osition, by means of its Open Mark€t Policyy to vary the level 

of Bankers’ Deposits at will, and so to vary the volume of credit. 

Hence, nowadays, any marked movement in the total of these funds 

can bo attrilmted to tiie jMdic'y of the Bank in seeking to expjind or to 

restrict credit, as the case may lx?. 

Seven-day and other are chietly Bank Post Bills at seven or 

sixty days’ sight issued by the Bank of Kngland and usutally n^quiring 

acceptan('e. They were originally issueil in order to prevent loss by 

theft of money in transmission, but are nowa^lays chiefly use<l by 

pi^rsons travelling abrotul and occasionally for domestic transfers. 

The amount is always small. 

On the OHSids side of the Return of the lianking IX»partiueut, the 

first item, GoturnmefU Sccuritir^y includes Ways and Means AdvaIKX^s 

to the Qovommont, U)gflher with the Ihink's holdings of Government 

stock, Treasury Bills, etc., acquinnl by the Bank on its own initiative 

(as distinct from those' presentiHl to it for discount). 

The total under this heading fluctuates maricedly with operations 

undertaken by the Bank in pursuance} of its open market policy, 

and also with Goveniment financial oi^erations. When the Govern¬ 

ment borrows from the liank (e g., on Ways aiul Mean.s Advances), 

the Return shows an increase in Goveniment StH^urilies and either in 

Public Deposits or in Other Doixisits. Public Deposits will show the 
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increase until the borrowed funds are paid away by the Government, 
when the total of Other Deposits will rise. When the sums so borrowed 

are repaid, the fall in Government Securities will be accompanied by 

a decrease in Public Deposits or Other Deposits. 
The total under the heading Other Securities rt'prescmts the Bank's 

investments in Securities^ which comprise the following securities 
purchased by the Bank on its own initiative, viz., Indian, Colonial or 

foreign securities, miscellaneous securities and commercial bills (i.e., 

first-class bills other than Treasuries), and also its Discounts and 
Admnces, which include Trt'asury Bills and bills of exchange brought 

to the Bank for discount, together with advances made to the Discount 

Market and to private clients. 

A rise in Discounts and Advance.s, accom{)anieii by an increase 

of approximately the same amount in Bankers’ Deposits, is a sure sign 
that the Market is “ in the Bank ”, while corresjx>nding falls in these 

two items indicate repayments to the Bank of market loans. 

The Bank Beserve.—The two items which appear last on 
the assets side of the weekly statement are the vital part of the Return, 

and constitute what is known as the Bank's Reserve. They are the 

only liquid assets available immediately to satisfy the demands of the 
Bank 8 creditors. All its other funds are locked up in securities, and 

the whole of the gold in the Issue Department is held against the 
Bank notes which are in circulation, or which are held in the Banking 
Department. The amount of Bank notes held by this DcjMirtment can 

be exchangid for gold by pn‘senting them to the Is.sue lXq>artment; 

but no more of the gold held by the I.hsuc Department is available for 

the Bank's own purposes than this amount; the rest is held to secure 

the notes held by the general public and by other banks. The notes 

and gold held by the Banking Department are regarded as a Reserve, 

not only by the Bank of England, but also by the other banks in the 

coitntry, owing to the peculiar position of the Bank of l^lngland as the 

holder of their surplus funds. In brief, this n‘Hervc constitutes the 

Nation’s sole cash reserve against the whole of its liank credit. Gold 
and silver coin n^pre.sf,‘nts the coin requiml for day-to clay transactions. 

At the date of the Return reproduced here, the lieservo of 

£81*7 millions is held against liabilities on Public and Other Deposits 

totalling £158 millions, the whole of which is repayable on demand. 

The ratio between these two items—universally referred to as ” fAe 

Proportion*' ^ and standing at 51-7% in the Return here given— 

• llie ratio l>etwoen the total cold stoclui held by the lesue l>(*partment and 
the total of the Bank*s outside liabilities (i.e., notes issued, deposits and seven-tlay 
bills) is known as the ** reserve ratio **. By some authorities this ratio is con* 
sklered to give a clearer indication of the strength of the Bank*s position. 
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is of the utmost importance to the financial and commercial com¬ 
munity, since it is, without doubt, the main factor determining the 
Bank’s current credit policy. 

The Bank of England—^the Bankers’ Bank«-*-In this country, 
an engagement to repay money is an undertaking to pay in legal tender 

on demand. Bankers who accept deix>8ita from their customers do 
so on the understanding that they will repay the money in legal tender 
either on demand, or at notice, acconlmg to whether the money is 

placed on current account or on deixwit. In practice they find that 
only a small pro|>ortion of the money is demanded at one time, and 
after ap|K>riioning a certain amount as till money to meet ordinary 
demands, employment is found for the sur[>lu8 by investing it in 
various securities, and by using it in granting advances and loans. 

All the banks find it convenient to leave a floating surplus of this 
money at the Bank of England, as a fluctuating balance on current 
account.• The aggregate amount so left is a largo sum, the whole of 

which is treated by the bankers as equivalent to cash, capable of with¬ 
drawal whenever necessary in legal tender on demand. In spite of 

this, the Bank of England treats the banks as ordinary customers, and 

makes no siie<*ial provision to mc'et an}* demands which may arise. 
On the other haml, the banks are accustomed to regard their balances 

at the Bank of England as equivalent to actual cash, and alwaj^s look 
to these balances to furnish them with any extra funds wiiich they 
maj' require. If an e.xtraordinary demand for money arises in any 

part of the country, it is ]>as8cd on tlirough the branches to the head 

offices of the banks, who fall back for supplies on their balances at the 
Bank of hingland. The Reserve of the Bank of England is therefore 

liable to ho drawn upon at a moment's notice to supply the extra 
monetary requirements of the whole nation. 

Demands (or Currency.—In normal times, demands for money 
throughout the country are fairly steady, and it is possible for well- 

informed iKjrsons to gauge fairly accurately the requirements of the 

nation for ordinary piir^Hises, such as for the pajment of wages and 
salaries, and for making everyday purchases and payments. It is also 

passible to judge certain periodical demands, such as those which 

arise in the harvest season for the pa>^ent of extra wages, and in the 
holiday season, for spending on amusement and enjoyment. But 

extraordinary demands are more difficult of appraisement. 

In ordinary circumstances, credit documents such as cheques, bills 
and promissory notes form a large part of the media of exchange 

* The Bank allows no interest on these deposits, and insists on the mainte* 
nance of a minimum balance. 

28 
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whereby commercial transactions are effected, and people aoce|)t these 

documents quite readily, in the belief that they will be paid in due 

course. The value of these instruments depends on the trust re]x>8ed 

in the parties to them. As soon, therefore, os any event or events 

occur which disturb credit, and make peoj)le apprehensive and suspici¬ 

ous, credit instruments fall into disfavour, and a heavy demand arises 

for legal tender. The banks take immetliate steps to increase* their 

till money, and to do that they draw on their funds at the Bank of 

England, and so deplete the Beuik’s Keserve. 

Apart from obtaining Treasury sanction to increase its fiduciary 

issue, the Bank has no al>solute means of m(*eting a w'rious drain on 

its Reser\'e as a re.sult of such an extnionlinary demand, but, when 

wc are on the gold standard and the Bank is obliged to pay out gold 

on demand, internal demands an* not nearly a.s imjiortant a.s heavy 

demands from abroad. When, in such circumHtanc«*s, a heavy demand 

from overseas coincidc.s with an extraonlinarv internal demand, the 

position may b«*come extremely acute, and it i.s then that strong 

protective measures are necessary (see Chapter XVll). 

tre are on the gold standard, a fon*ign demand on the Bank 

of England's gold usually ari.s<*8 when stcriirjg has lx*oome n*latively 

cheap in foreign centres, and the outgoing specie isiint from Iximlon 

has been reached. Banks and bullion dealers then undertake ship¬ 

ments of gold which they pureha.se fnun the Market so long ns the 

market price is lower than that of the Bank of England; but when 

market supplies are exhaustc<l they buy the metal from the Bank 

of England at its statutory price, i>aying for it out of their Imlances 

with the Bank or with other bankers or with funds move<l to Ixmdon 

from other centres. Apart from shipments undertaken for the jnirpose 

of reali.sing a profit (known as bullion arbitrage), gohl may also be 

demanded for other purposes, as, for example, to increami the re8er\x' 

of a foreign central bank; to meet the iasatiable demand of India’s 

gold-boarding population; to provide the basis for a note issue in 

South America; for currency in a new country which prefers to leave 

the trouble of coinage to us; or for industrial ptirposes. In normal 

times, whenever gold is required abroarl, the call usually falls on 

London as the world’s leading gold market,—a position achieved 

largely by reason of the fact that it was for many years before the 

Great War the only free gold market in the world. 



CHAPTER XVI 

THE LONDON BULLION HABKET 

Thb London Bullion Market is the specialised section of the London 

Money Market, where certain long-i'stablishcd firms of world-wide 

reputation conduct highly centralised operations in gold and silver 

bullion. 

Britain’s financial and industrial leadership, her steadfast cham¬ 

pionship of the gold stamlard and the fact that nearly three-quarters 

of the world’s gold is produced in the British Empire, had the natural 

result of establishing I^ondon as the world’s largest bullion market, 

to which a large part of the world’s newly produced gold naturally 

gravitates for sale. Ami while thcs<* factors contributed very materiallj’ 

to the maintenance of the prestige of the Market, the existence of the 

Market has been a very potent stimulus to the growth of London’s 

financial sxipremacy. 

Similar factors o|x>rated in the case of silver. Although very little 

of the world’s silver supply comes from the British Empire, the fact 

that Ijondon established so high a reputation as a gold centre, together 

with Britain’s intimate ties with the great silver countries of the East, 

1(h1 to the establishment ami growth in Ijondon of an unrivalle<l silver 

market. As a result, jwactically the whole of the world's silver prmluc- 

tion is now markete<l in London, her brokers fixing the prices of the 

metal for the whole world. 

Strange as it may at first app'ar. our suspension of the gold standard 

in If)31 has not seriously affected the operations of the Bullion Market, 

since the market for gold is still free and the import ami exiiort of 

gold are unrestricted. There has, of course, been a marked rise in 

the price of gold on the London Market, owing to the depreciation 

of sterling, but this has not affected dealings. 

Hm London Gold Bullion Market.—All dealings in gold bullion 

on the I/)ndon Market arc conducted by four long-established firms 

of bullion brokers, Messrs. Mocatta and Qoldsmid (est. 1684), Messrs. 

Sharpes and Wilkins (cst. 1796), Messrs. Pixloy and Abell (est. 1852) 
au 
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and Messrs. Samuel Montagu and Co.* (est. 1853). So high is the 

reputation of these firms and so o£ficient is their manner of business, 

that they are relied upon implicitly by banks and others who undertake 

dealings in gold and silver, not only for the actual conduct of such 

dealings, but also for the fixing of the price of gold bullion from day 

to day. 
Two other important constituents of the Market are the two firms 

which o^Ti refining plants in London, i.e., the well-known banking 

partnership of Messrs. N. M. Rothschild & Sons, which has long 

undertaken highly important transactions in gold; and the firm of 

Johnson, Matthey & Co., Ltd., which has large refineries in London 

and in other parts of the world. Both these firms and the bullion 

brokers work in close association with the Bank of England. 

The fixing of the daily price of gold bidlion is characterised by 

a remarkable informality wliich is at once evidence of the reliance 

placed upon the dealers concenied as well as an indication of the 

extraordinary centralisation of the market. Every moniing at 
11 a.m. (10.30 a.m. on Saturdays) the bullion brokers assemble at 

the offices of Messrs. Rothschild. Each broker then declares the quan¬ 

tity of bullion wliich he has either to buy or to fk'll, and, after some 

discussion and due consideration of the Ixmdon Market ]X)sition, 

i.e., the relation betwei*n the total supply thereon and the total demand, 

the price for the day is fixcil by general consent. The most im|)ortant 

market day is Tuesday, when the weekly (’ape 8hi[>ment which arrives 

in London on Monday is put up for sale, for the bulk of the gohl im- 

jiortcHl into thi.s country cornc.s from the mines of the Transvaal, 

which profluce alKiut one-half of the world’s total yearly output. 

The London price of gold is quoted m terms of sliillings anfl pimce 

per fine ounce troy, for gold in the form of fine bars or ingots of 

approximately 4(X> ounces. Most dealings in goUl bullion arc for cash, 

since there is normally no forward market, but during 1031, when 

special circumstance.s ma/le forward tran.saetions in golcl j)n>fitable, it 

became quite a common practice for gold in course of shipment from 

the Ca|)e to te sold “ for arrival ”. In s<^)mo casf\H, though the gold 

was sold forward in lymrlon, it was shipix-d direct to the buyer— 

usuaUy on the Ckmtinent. Forward tran.sactions are comparatively 

uncommon at the time of wTiting. 

The Bullion Market quotes its prices for fine gold, and not for 

British standard gold (ll/12tlis fine), for two reasons. First, because 

^ Messrs. Samuel Montagu ^ Go. carry on a bonking busini*f<ii in addition 
to their bullion broking. 
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a large proportion of iU dealings are in the pure metal received from 

the refineries, and secondly, because standards of fineness are not the 

same throughout the world, and it is, therefore, most convenient that 

transactions on the leading market should bo effected and prices 

quoted in terms universally applicable. On the other hand, the Bank 

of England prices are for British standard gold, ll/12ths fine, for the 

reason that the Bank ordinarily buys and sells gold in the form of 

sovereigns or bars of this standard fineness. 

Whilst we were on the gold standard, the fact that there existed 

in Ix)ndon legally fixed prices at which the Bank of England was 

obliged to buy and sell gold, nece.ss{irily imfK^s(*fl limits to the price of 

gold in the ojK'n market. The Bank, it will be n*memlx*rc*d, w'as 

obliged by the 11128 Act t4) buy gold at O 17s. 9d. and to sell gold 

at £,3 ITs. lOid., jX‘rstandanl ounce trt)y, 11 12thsfine. The equivalent 

prices jKT ouikx? of fine gold arc^ 84/9*81Sld. for buying, and 

84/11 •454rMl. for stalling, so that s<41ers wen* not likely to accept less 

in the o|)<*n mark(‘t than the former figurt*, while l)iiyers (who couhl 

obtain gold from th«* Bank) wen* not likely to pay the bullion dealers 

mon? than the Bank's selling priiv. 

Another n*sult was that, so long as no abnormal circumstances 

existe<l which interf(*n*<l with the Bank's jx>wer to buy and sell gold, 

variations in the price of gold on the ojK*n market wcri‘ |x)ssible onl)^ 

l>ecause the Bank of England quotetl slightly difTt‘n‘iit prices for buying 

and S4*lling. If thesis ])ria's had Ix'en identical, the market price 

could not have difTenxl from the Bank of England price. This waa 

exemplifitsl in the <’ase of New York, whc'n* gold was fn*ely lH>ught or 

sohl by the l’nit<Ml States Tn*asury at the fixed priix^ of $20*fi7183 

jx^r fine ounce, with the n*sult that all transactions in gold in that 

centn* were effcctiHl at this fix<Hl pri<'e. 

The ix'iiioval of the Bank's obligathui to srW gold has abolishixi 

the upper limit to the sterling pricx* of g<»hl. The lower limit remains, 

of courw*, though it will not Ix^ of any imjK»rtaiu*e unless and until 

sterling recovers. 

World Movements o! Gold.-—The dLs]x>siil of gold on the Bullion 

Market will Ixj more clearly understcKxl if it is appreciate!! that move¬ 

ments of gold between the countries of the world may take place 

indefx^ndontly of the s[)ecio ix)ints, and that gold moves from one 

coiuitry to another for reasons other than that the state of the 

exchange rates has rendered g!)ld shipments profitable. International 

gold movements may, in fact, belong to one of several categories. 

Marketing Movements,—First, wo have the shipments of the metal 
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from the sources of supply in the gold-mining countries to a gold 
bullion market as, for example, from South Africa or Australia to 

London. In this case, the gold is merely an ordinary commodity 

import and export, although it is one of such a special character that 

it is always given prominence in the trade returns of the nations 

concerned. 

The flow of gold from the mining countries to the Bullion Market 

marks the iirst step iti what we may call the economic life of the metal, 

and by far the greater part of it finds its way to London. There are 

two important reasons for this. Li the first place, most of the world’s 

gold is mined in new countries, such as South Africa and Australia, 

which have no highly organised bullion markets of their own, and 

must, therefore, market the metal abroad. And the London Bullion 

Market is chosen because it stands pre eminent for its extent 

and freedom, for the experience and reliability of its members, and 

for the fact that it attracts buyers and sellers from every part of the 

world. 
In this first category we may also place movements of gold from 

the producing countries, or from the Bullion Market, to India or China, 

where the metal is sold in large quantities for hoarding i)urjK)ses, m 

well as for personal adornment and ornamental uses. 

Industrial Transfers.—The second class of gold movement com¬ 

prises that in which gold, like any other metal, passes from one country 

to another purely as a raw material for industrial pur]X)ses, as, for 

example, gold imported into Switzerland for watch-caso making, and 

into other countries for use in jewellery manufacture and dentistry. 

In this case, also, the transfer is regarded by the countries concerned 

merely as an ordinary trade import or export, although recortled 

8X)ecially in the trade returns. 

Banking Operations.—In the third class are gold sliipments wliich 

are essentially banking oiJcrations, as, for example, those made to 

strengthen or to establish the metallic reserves of a central Imnk or 

other bank in a gold standard country, or those which merely represent 

the transfer of part of a bank’s gold balance or reserves from one 

centre to another. In such circumstances, gold may bo moved whether 

the exchange position favours such a movement or not. The transfer 

takes place not purely as the result of the working of ordinary economic 

forces through the exchange rates, but essentially to meet the con¬ 

venience or requirements of the bank responsible for the shipment. 

If a newly established central bank must have gold to form a basis 

for its credit operations it will naturally obtain that gold even though 
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the position of the exchanges may render the import a relatively 

unprofitable operation. 
Bullion Arbitrage.—Finally, we have the most important class of 

all, comprising shipments of gold which take place when the exchange 

rates diverge so far from the mint parities as to render the movement of 

gold profitable. 

In this connection it is necessary to emphasise that, while the 

movement of gold from one country to another tends to redress 

an adverse balance of indebtedness, it is quite wrong to suppose that 

gold is ever sent ddibiraUly with that motive. Gold moves simply 

as a result of tlie play of natural economic forces. Provided that it 

can l>e freely obtained and that there are no restrictions on its imix)rt, 

it will be S4‘nt as soon as bankers ami bullion dealers decide that it is 

profitable to make the shipment, i.e., when the demand for remittances 

from the country at any givtm moment is sufticiently large to cause 

the exchange rate to move lK*yond s|)ecie pant, a fact which itself is 

a nvsult of a mal adjustim/nt of indeljUnlncss Ix'twwn the countries 

coiuvmed. 

Once the metal has rt‘ache<l the Bullion Market it ^il\ move 

according to the strength of the demand in one of the other three 

categories. Since the bulk of the gold on offer on the Market emanates 

from the same source, there is little in the way of competition among 

sellers, but there is occasionally keen bidding from would-be buyers 

for the quantity available. As a rule, there is a fairly regular demand 

for induHtrial purjxiws and f<»r shipment to India or other Eastern 

countrh's. But neither of these abstirbs more than a small pro|x:»rtion 

of the w<H*kly supply, most of which is taken, in normal times, by the 

Bank of Knglaml (*ither to stix'iigthen its own rt'serves or on l^ehalf 

of a so-callc<l “ uruli^tclosrd " buyir. The latter term is one which 

frt‘c|ueiitly <»ccurs in the Bullion Market n'jK)rts. and it stands for one 

or (>ther of the fon*ign iM'iitral banks, vvhi(*h, usually through the 

agency of the liank of England, is in pnnx'ss of strengthening its 

gf>ld rt'tHjrves by purchases fn>m the Ixmdon Market, i.e., converting 

part of its sterling Imlaiuvs into gold bullion. 

Bt'foro we 8usj)ended the gold standard, the Bank uschI automatically 

to take at its fixed buying price any balance of gold left over after the 

requirements of the tnwle, of India and of other buyers were satisfied. 

But it sometimes hap[)eiuHl that a strong demand from other quarters 

prevented the Bank from obtaining any part of the supply, either for 

itself or for ita customers. Such conditions arose mainly when one or 

other of the gold exchanges >vas so adverse to this country that exports 
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of gold could profitably be undertaken, and bullion arbitrageurs were 

able to offer more than the Bank's statutory buying price. In such 

cireunistances, the gold available was takep off the Market by the 

liighest bidder or bidders. 

As a rule, the Bank did not bid for gold in comiK'tition with outside 

interests, but there was nothing to prevent it from buying gold at 

a price slightly in excess of its statutory buying price. 

Now that the market price of gold has risen far above the “ Bank of 

England Price ”, the Bank cannot obtain any of the gold which comes 
on offer unless it will {>ay the market price. It is interesting to 

note in this connection that the Bank is now indemnified against the 

pa})er loss which it suffers when it pays, siiy, 30s. for gold which must 

apjx?ar in its books as £1. This indemnity was given to the Bank 

by virtue of the Finance Act, 1932, which authorise<l the setting up 

of the Exchange Equalisation Account, the funds on which were to 

be used, inter alia, to indemnify the Bank for losses incurred in the 

manner described (see Chapter XX). 

The Price of Gold and the Foreign Exchanges.—So long as gold 

c*an bo purchased in Ix)ndon, there is an important connection lH>twcen 

the price of gold in Ix)ndon and the sterling rates of exchange with the 

princiixil “gold” curnmcie.s. Other countries which sc*<»k to obtain 

gold fn.>m I^ndon must do so by the purchase of rights to sterling in 

the Foreign Exchange Market, an<l by .suksccpiently u.sing the sterling 

proceefls to buy gold bullion, dearly, then, a rate of exchange which 

is favourable to the foreign buyer of sterling will enable him, without 

extra cost to himself, to pay more sterling for the? gohl which he requires 

than he would do if the rate of exchange were.* unfavourable to him. 

Hence, it may Ik? stated that, as a general rule, the price of gold on 

the London Marked tends to fall when the foreign exchanges nwve in 

favour of this country, and tends to rise when the foreign exchanges nu>ve 

against London, 

The price of gold in I^rmdon and the sterling exchange rates interact 

upon each other. If gohl rise's in price in London anti remaims stable 

in terms of other gold curnmeies, then sterling will depreciate to the 

extent of the rise in price in Ixmdon. If this did not occur at once, 

bankers would find it profitable to undertake gold arbitrage operations, 

the effect of which would lx? to bring about the necessary harmony 

between exchange rates and the price of gold. 

When we were on the gold standard the London price of gold 

was the basis of prices throughout the world, but nowadays there is 

no direct link between gold and sterling, and, as Paris now offers the 
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largest free market for gold, the Bank of France’s buying and selling 

prices for gold normally fix the limits to the price which can ho charged 
in London. 

Thus, the Bank of France is willing to buy gold at Fes. 526*24266 

j>er fine ounce. Hence, gold in London can be sent to Paris and sold 

to the Bank of France at this figure. If the current exchange rates are 

Fes. 79*90-79*95, then, allowing 2Jd. per ounce for expenses of ship¬ 

ment, every ounce sent to Paris will realise:— 

£526*24266 

79*95~ 
less 2}d. 

- 131/5id. 

This price, 131/5|d., is the French parity price ()f gold (based on a 

market bu3-ing rate of 79*95), and it represents the lowest price wdiich 

can rule in the London Market. Clearly, if the price offered for gold 

in London were only 131/4<1. it w’ould pay to buy it at this price, ship 

it to Paris and sell francs against the procee<l8. The parity price varies 
inversely with the exchange rate and it fixes the lower limit lor the 
London price of gold. 

The upper limit is calculated frtmi the Bank of France’s selling 

price (Fes. 527*625 per fine ounce), which, converUHi at 79-90 (the 

Market’s selling rate) is equivalent to 132 Id. Adding the exj)ense of 

shipping gold to Lt)ndon, we get 132 SJd. as the upi>er limit to the 

price of gold when the market rates are 79-90-79-95. It will be seen 

therefore that the premium to which the Ix)ndon price of gold maj’ 

rise above the French parit\' price deiKuids on the spread Ix^tween 

the Bank of France’s buying and selling rates, and the spread betwreeu 

the market rates of exchange. 

Lord King^S Law.—^Thls relationship lietween the price of gold 

and the exchanges of a countrj" with a depreciateti inconvertible 

currency w^as observe<l many j’cars ago and was thus cxpresse<l hy 

what is known as Lord King s I.*aw*:— 

“If a metallic and an inconvertible currencj* are circulating 

together, and the market price of bullion exceeds the Mint IVice, 

whilst the foreign exchanges have fallen below the specie point, the 

paper currency is depreciated, and the difference between the 

market and the Mint Price of bullion is the measure of that depre¬ 

ciation.*’ 

Arithmetically it may be expressed thus:— 

Prevailing rate on gold centre Mint price of giild 

Mint Par London market prii?e 
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This means that if the usual specie points are inoperative, the rates 

of exchange between a country ha\ing a depreciated currency and 

a gold standard centre will iwm against the former country to the 

extent representing the premium on gold, as measured in terms of 

its inconvertible paper (see examples in Chapter XXXI). 

Bullion Retonis and the Bullion Article—In view of the great 

importance to the Money Market and to the country generally of 

movements in bullion, it is only to be exjXH'ted that returns of such 

movements should be frequently publisheil by the Bank of England 
for the information of all interested. Towards the close of business 

each day the Bank of England issues a Daily Bullion Return or Bulletin 

giving particulars of all arrivals or withdrawals of gold during the day, 

the importance of the figures to the Market b<‘ing strikingly illustrated 

by the throng of messengers and representatives of the banks and 

diseoimt houses who await the appearance of the Return in order to 

convey its contents imme<liately to their principals. 

The information given by the Bank of Irlngland respecting gold 

movements is of the scantiest kind, and it is not possible to determine 

the origin of the arrivals or the destination of the withdrawals merely 

by a ixjnisal of the Daily Bulletin. As a rule, however, this information 

may be gleaned from the Market, or is determinable from the pcxsition 

of the principal exchanges. 

The Daily Return u»8ued by the Bank of England is, of course, 

concerned only with gold w'hich is received by or withdrawn from the 

Bank. No mention is made therein of gold which is purchased or 

sold on the Bullion Market without the intervention of the Bank of 

England, or of gold purchased by the Bank in the Market on behalf 

of foreign central hank.s. Fortunately, however, the cleticieney is 

made up by the Weekly Return of exports and imports of gold coin 

and bullion issiicfl by the .Statistical Department of H.M. (’u.stofiiH 

and Excise. This Return not only gives the total value of all the 

gold movements, but .sjx'cifie.s also the countrie.s from which gold is 

received or to w'hich gold i.s exporte<J. 

Natiu-ally, the bullion figures disclosed by the Bank of England 

are discussed in some detail in the Money Articles of the principal 

newspapers. As a rule, the City e^litors are able to state, from informa¬ 

tion gleaned by them from the Money Market, the destination or 

source of the gold movements announced by the Bank, and, as far 

as is possible, they explain the causes tmderlying those movements. 

As, at the time of writing (April, 1934), Britain remains off the 

gold standard and the Bank of England is free of its oliligation to 
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exchange its notes for gold, the London Bullion Market reports are 

relatively far loss informative than they were before our departure 

from gold in 1931. Accordingly, the following daily and weekly 

bullion articles dated 1929 arc left for the information of the reader, 

who is advised to compare them with any more up-to-date reports 

wdiich may l>e available to him. 
Nowadays, most arrivals and withdrawals of gold rejKjrteil by the 

Bank of England are in the form of burs, although, before our dejxirture 

from gold in 1931, the Bank Bullion Return frecjuently recorded the 

receipt or withdrawal of sun rvujns. It will be rememl)i*re<l that under 

the (Sold Standard Act, 1925, the Bank was entitled to j)ay out gold 

for exi)ort at its ojition in the form eitlier of bars or of sovereigns, 

and the lattiT were soiiu'tiines prefern‘d by the foreign inijx^rters, 

particularly wlu*n* the gold was reqiiirc‘d by a foreign central bank 

as jxirt of its reserve. 

DAILY BULUON ARTICLE. 

The Tunejt, 2\)(h Fkiuii akv, 

Tho Hank <»f EnghuKi tinnouncixl y«*8t«nlay the punliaso of £712,300 in 
Bar tiOLO. »Sinoo Wt\inrtkU4y Uiai thort* luis Ufii a nt*t influx of £600,323 as 
sliown U’low:— 

Arrivals. 

£ 
Withdrawals. 

£ 
February 14 Ffhniary 14 - 

Bars .V>.(*06 
4,O00 

Februaiy 15 Febnmry 15- - 
liars 8,6.'>2 

Febmaiy 16 — Ff'bniary 16 . . — 

Fobruar>* 18 , . — February 18- 
Ikirs 3.419 

February 19- - i Fel>niary 19 . . — 

Bars , . T12.:9K) Influx since WtHlnesday last 660.323 

Total . , £7I2.3<H) Total. £712,300 

Knitix fnr 11I2H (acrnniiiig to jaiMihlitHl inovtanoiits i*f gold), £1.321,956; 
eflhix for 1929 tii dat<», £I,9S7.197. 

In tho hullion market £923,000 of Uir gtdd wiis availat^lo. This was dis|K.^»e<d 
of at H4m. lOjd. a dev lino td Id. "ilio Bank of Kngliuid scxmitnl aU»i]t 
£710,000, India £80.000, tho Stmits ScOtloinonts £50,(HK>, tho home trade £40,000, 
and the Cxtiitinontal tra<lo £3<h000. (lold ongiigoinonts f<ir tho sti^nor leaving 
Dtirlian for India on Fehniary 25th wen> cIoihxI yivitonlav, a sum of £464,000 
in bar gold having Ixxm engagoil for shipment by this vossek 

Stiver advaitciHi shar})ly as a result of a strong t'hinesc' demand for the metal. 
This was undomtood to be aRsociat4xl with the recent loss favourable |K)litical 
ropi^rUi fmiu China. Itulm w as also a buyer at lower {irices, and there were only 
small oBerings. Tho eaali priiH) ailvanmi ItL to 25{d. per ounce, while the 
forward quotation at 25{d. show*€xl a rise of 3-16(L 
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Bullion and Spnoue. 

Imports of gold into Great Britain and Northern Ireland, registered * from 
midday on February 14th to midday on February 18th, amounted to £6,160, while 
exports amounted to £8,269. In the same period imports of silver amounted to 
£4,261 and exports amounted to £70,658. 

Indian Paper Currency Rkservb. 

FebruAry 15. February 7. 

Iacs of Iacs of 
Rii|)e<« 

Note circulation 19,144 18.916 

The reserve against it was heltl in the following fonn:— 
Silver coin aiul bullion in India 9,910 9,882 
Gold coin and bullion in India 3,221 .3,221 
Securities (liovemment of India) 4,327 4,327 
Securities (British Government) 780 780 
Bills of Exchange 1 900 700 

Total. 10,144 18,916 

♦ 1,0., by H.M. Custoiiis and Kxciso. 

WEEKLY BULUON ARTICLE AND BULUOH LETTER, 

The KconofniM, 2nd February, 1929. 

Tlio following;; statistics of imports and exports of gold for W€M»k endwl 
Janiiar>' 31, 1929, are issufxi by the Statistical I><*[>artment of H.M. t'usU>iiis atul 
Excise:— 

Imfortcrl into Girat Hritain an<l 
IrrianO. 

Exi>ortc<l from Urcat Britain and 
Nortbem IrrlamJ. 

From— £ To— £ 
Germany .. 2.iXK) Norway .. 137 
France 21,946 Poland 3,700 
U.S. of America .. 2.577 Germany .. 25,830 
British West Africa 3.3,111 Netherlands 33,100 
British South Africa 822,1.37 Franco 12,731 
Other countries .. 

Total declared value of 

1,673 Switzerland 
Austria .. 

. 
U.S. of America. 
Java 
Gibmitar .. 
Ik»mbay, via other ports 
Straits Settlements 

Total declared value of 

51,665 
12,300 
13,808 

2,128,413 
1,150 
3.000 

01,369 
20,355 

imports £883,344 exports £2,307,617 
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GOLD MOVraODITS 

The arrivohi and withdrawals of gold during the past week, as announced by 
the Bank of England, have been as follows:— 

1929. Arrivals. £ 
Jon. 25 Bars bouglit .. 4,805 

„ 26 Sovs. from abroad .. 53,000 
.,28 . ~~ 
„ 29 Bars bought .. 474,300 
,.30 . — 
M 31 . — 

Total .£532,105 

1929. Withdrawals. £ 
Jan, 26 — 

„ 26 Bars sold 24,212 
Sova ex|x>rt 17,000 

„ 28 liars sold 3,451 
„ 29 Bars sold .. 827,524 
„ 30 Suva export 3,000 
„ 31 Ban sold 3,385 

Sovs. 6,000 
Sova set aside 500,000 

Total ..£1,383,672 

Net withdrawaLs, £851,467. 

Messrs. Samuel Montagu ami Co. write on January* 30(Ii aa follnws:— 

GOLD 

The Bank of England gold re8er\*e against notc*a amounted to £153.103,414 
on the 23rd instant (as comj>are<l with £154,171,272 on the previous Wednesday), 
and represents a decrease of £802,001 since .April 20, 102%5, when an effective 
gold stafulard was resumed. About £817.0(K) l)ar gold from South Africa was 
available in the open market this we<»k. The Hank of England purcluvse<l aU>ut 
£475,(X>0, os is shown below'. New York £300,000, and India ami the tnido the 
balance. There was a net efflux of gold of £394,507 <iuring the wet»k under 
n?view. 

Following are the l>a!anee of tnuio figures for India, in lacs of fur the 
month of I>ecemlx*r, 1928—Imports of nierchamiise on private account. 1,849; 
exports, including r0-cx|K>rts, of merchandise on private account, 2.C95; net 
im]K>rts of g«dd, 273; not iin()orts of silver, 25; net im]>orts of curnmey notes, nil; 
total visible balance of trade, in favour of India, 552; net l^hince remittanco 
of funds, against India, 404, 

SILVER 

Sollem have been rather mhict4tnt at the lower prices t^)uchc<l <lurmg the fvist 
week, neither China nor America being dis^xtsid to furnish supplies. Although 
the Indian bazaani have made some re ives, buying orders fnnn this quarter have 
predominated, and the market has assumed a steady tone, with sul^sequent 
recovery in the quotations. The rates fixed on the 24th instant—vis., 26ci. for 
cash and 26|S|d. hir two montlis* delivery—were the lowest fixed for some con¬ 
siderable time—for spot since October 29, 1927, and for fi»rwarti since March 9, 
1928. l^irehasos by the Indian bazaars for near shipment resulted ^^estoniay 
in the price for cash sihw, which had been at a discount since last No\*cmb(^r, 
being quoted level with fonvard at 26|%; a premium of |\^d. on sil\*cr for two 
montlis* delivery was, however, re-establishcci to-<lay. 

The following were the United Kingdom imports and ex|x>rts of silwr mgistered 
from midday on the 21st instant to midday on the 28th instant;—lnux>rU: 
France, £20,791; other oountries, £230; total, £21,021. Exports: Notherlandsy 
£67,400; Irish Free State, £18,008; British India, £23,580; other countries, 
£4,577; total, £97,616. 
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Indian Currkncy Rbtubns (In Laos of Rupeea). 

January 7. January 15. January 22. 

Noise in circulation .. 18,910 18,929 18,909 
Silver coin and bullion in India 10,047 9,996 9,890 
Silver coin and bullion out of India — — — 

Ctold coin and bullion in India 3.151 3,221 3,221 
Gold coin and bullion out of India — — — 

Securities (Indian Government) 4.327 4,327 4,327 
Securities (Britiali Government) 685 685 771 
Bills of exchange 700 700 700 

The stock in Shanghai on tho 26th instant consistcni of about 66,100,000 
ounces in sycee, 106,000.000 dollars and 5,160 silver Uirs, as comimriHl uith 
about 64,300,000 ounces in sycoe, 105.000,000 dollars and 2,320 silver bars on 
the 19th instant. 

GOLD AKD SILVER PRICES 

Silver—Per Ounce. 
Gold— Date. Silver. 

Per Ounce. 
Caah. Forward. 

Caah. 

1929. 8. d. d. d. d. 
Jan. 23 84 m 26i 26 Feb. 9, 1923 .. 30} 

.,26 84 Hi 26,'. 26i .. 8, 1924 . . 331 

..28 84 m 26l 26 ^ ,. 6, 1925 . . 32} 

..29 84 Hi 26,*, 26,». 5, 1926 . . 3011 

.,30 84 Hi 26\ 4, 1927 . . 27} 
..31 84 Hi 1 i 26i 2, 1928 . . 

The inclusion in the Bullion Article of so much detail respecting 
the trade {X)6ition and note circulation of India is, of course, striking 
proof of the imiwrtance of that country as a factor in the market. 
If India's trade jiosition Ls strongly in her favour, the market can count 
upon heavy demands for the precious metals for exin^rt to that country, 
and, of course, conversely. Changes in the figures of the Indian 
currency note returns are imfiortant for similar reasons. 

Gold Earmarked and ReleasedAn interesting feature of 
the Bank's Daily Bullion Ketum, which has dis4ip{)earefl now that tho 
Bank no longer sells its gold, was the practice whereby withdrawals 
of gold W'ere descrilNxi as earmarked ” or Met a^ide ", whilst arrivals 
were sometimes referred to as “ reJeased Items “ earmarked ” 
represented withdrawals of s<jvereigns which wxtc not actually moved 
away from the Bank, but which were set aside on account of some 
foreign institution or institutions. This, as a rule, was a centml 
bank which, instead of actually imjiorting gold in order to maintain 
its reserves, purchased the metal from the Bank and arranged with 
the Bank to hold the gold on its account. If gold thus set aside was 
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afterwards exported, no further record appetired in the Bank’s Bullion 

Ileturn (though it appeared, of course, in the Return of Exports), 

but if the gold again returned to the ownership of the Bank of England, 

it was described in the Daily Bulletin as “ releasefd 
An iui]Kirtant instance of such “ earmarking ” hapjx?ned in Decern* 

l)er, 1932, when the Bank reported the withdrawal of over £19,OCX),000 

of gold. This withdrawal was maile on account of the Government 

for the credit of the U.y. Government and represcnteil the payment 

duo in resjR'ct of our War Debt. It Avas obviously impossible to 

export the whole (quantity at once; instead, the greater jjiirt was ear¬ 

marked and withdrawn as shipments were made. This operation 

was, of course^ an abnorinid one, for nowadays the Biink no longer 

sells its own gold to foreign banks. Nevertheless, it still undertekes 

purchase's of gold in the Market on their Ix'half, and holds the bullion 

at their di8[K>sid until they ilecide either to sell it or to have it8hipi)ed 

abroad. Gold so held by the Bank of England is regarded merely 

as being held in safe custody. It is not included in the published 

total of the Bank’s Reserve; and the right of its owners to withdraw 

it is not affecteil by changes in the regulations governing the sale of 

gold by the Bank. 

The London Silver Market—The price of silver bullion is fixed 

at 1.45 p.m. on each business day in very much the same w’ay as is the 

price of gold. Slightly before the time stated, the bullion brokers 

meet in conference to consider the conditions of supply and demand 

and to lix the market prices for silver, the ])rices so fixed being im- 

miHliately cabled to the Wi>rld’H most imj>ortant monetary centres. 

Two prices are fixed by the market for silver bullion:— 

(а) The “ ^pot ” or “ iiVadi/ ” price for silver which must be 

deliverwl by the ik*ller witliin one week from the date of the 

sale. Most of the metal is ret'clveil from the foreign mining 

countries in wiH'kly shipments and thus, in respect of many 

of the smiles made before the metal has actually reached the 

market, the silver is sold “ to arrit^c ” in not loss than one week. 

(б) The "" foruxtrd ” price for deliveries which must be mado by the 

seller two months after the date of purchase. 

The prices in both cases are quoted in |)ence per ounce of standard ♦ 
silver, *925 fine, and no< per ounce of fine metal as in the case of gold. 
As a rule, the metal comes on the market in the form of bars of standard 
fineness, weighing anything from 900 to 1,3(K) ounces. 

* I.a, pft*tS20 •UftSArd—iM Chapter XXV. 
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The price for forward sOver is ordinarily quoted at a premium or 

discount on the “ spot ” price, the margin between the two varying 

according to the anticipations of the market as to the likely state of 

demand and supply on the future date when the forward contract must 

be completed. Forward contracts in silver are, of course, similar to 

all other types of forward contract. The price is fixed at the time 

the c<mtract is made, but the silver is not actually deUvore<i and no 

cash passes until the agreed future date for forward delivery. 

The market for silver is peculiar in several respects. In the first 

place, the volume of forward business is much greater than the volume 

of spot business, and the forward quotation is consequently by far the 

more important. There are two main reasons for this. First, refiners 

of silver ore are eager to take advantage of the forward facilities in 

order to relieve themselves of any risk of loss through fluctuations in 
the price of the metal. Secondly, the market is very much dominated 

by the demand for silver from India, China and other Eastern countries, 

where the metal is not only used as the principal form of currency, but 

is also widely in demand for ornamental purposes, particularly in the 

Indian Bazaar trade. This demand is concentrated mainly in the 

hands of the Eastern exchange banks, who are very large buyers of 

forward silver, more especially because, by buying forward, they 

ensure that they have the necessary silver available to meet Eastern 

silver bills at maturity. 

Another feature of the London Silver Market is that a considerable 

proportion of the silver sold in the Market is never actually received 

there. Much of it is sent direct from the producing country to the 

purchasing centre, as, for example, from the silver mines of Western 

U.S.A. and Canada to China and India. 

The London Silver Article.—Although the Silver Market in London 

is necessarily overshadowed by the world-wide importance of the Gold 

Bullion Market, the Daily and Weekly Reports of conditions and prices 

in the Silver Bullion Market are of considerable interest to bankers, 

financiers and Eastern traders. The Bank of ^England itself is not 

greatly concerned with the position or movements of silver, and no 

official Return is issued by that institution corresponding to the 
Daily Gold Bulletin. 

The reports of conditions on the Silver Market are issued for the 

guidance of the Money Market by the old-established firms of dealers 

previously referred to, and a summary of the conditions on the Market 

is given in the daily and weekly financial papers. A specimen of the 

Silver Article from The Economic appears on page 366. 



CHAPTER XVII 

THE BANK RATE AND THE MONET MARKET: THE CONTROL 
OF CREDIT AND OF THE FOREIGN EXCHANGES 

Thk Bunk Rato w the oflTicial advertised minimum rate at which the 

Bank of England will discount aj)j)rove<l ♦ (i.e., first-class) bills of 

exchange for members of the Money Market. For its customers other 

than members of the Market, the Bank may discount at slightly lower 

rates. The Bank Rate is fixed by the Ikink Court of Directors at 

their meeting on Thursday in each week, and its great importance lies 

in the fact that all other rates in the Money Market and in the country 

are regulated by it. 

There are several rates of interest in the Money lifarket whieh, 

while all are more or less dei)endent upon each other, are all 

dependent on the Bank Rate. 

Market Rate* of Discount are the rates charged by brokers, discount 

houses and bankers other than the Bank of England fer discounting 

bills of exchange. Different market rates are quoted for bills 

having var3-ing periods to run beff)re maturity, while higher rates are 

quoted for trade bills than for bank bills. The term “ market rate ”, 

sometimes called the “ pritrite ” rate, is commonly u.sctl to mean the 

rate for three months baiik bills. This rate is nearly always lower 

than the Bank of England rate. 

Bankers’ Deposit Bate is the rate of interest allowed by bankers 

on money placed with them on deposit by their customers, and is 

usually fixc<l at 2 % below Bank Rate, with a minimum of | "j,. 

Brokers' Deposit Bate is the rate allowed by brokers and discount 

houses on money lodged with them repaj-ablo at call or short notice, 

and is usuaUy slightly higher than Bankers’ Deposit Rate. 

Bankers’ Coil Bate or Day to Day Bate, and Bankers' Short Bate 
or Seven-Day Bate, are the rates charged by bankers for lending 

money to bill brokers and other members of the Money Market, 

reiwyable on demand or at short notice. 

* An ** approved " bill mual have two good Engtith names, one of which 
muat be that of the acceptor. 

24 
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Treasury Bill Bate is the rate of discount at which Treasury bills 

are dealt in on the Market. 

The following table adapted from The Economuil indicates the 

method of quoting the various rates on the London Market:— 

LONDON RATES. 

May It). 
11)34. 

Miiy 11. 
I‘)34. 

May 12. 
ll»34. 

. 

May 14. 
lt>34. 

May 15. 
11)34. 

May 16, 
l*,)34. 

.May 17, 
ll»34. 

Bank rule (rlumged fruni % O* .1% /O 
O' 
.o 

O' 
>o 

O' 

June 30, 
Market mtea oi diHtMuint — 

*> ♦> •> •> o *> 

60 iiay»‘ bankers’ drafts.. i i i i I i 
3 nionttu* do. i-^1* i 1 I I 1 I M 
4 UK>f|tilS' do. ' if 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 tnontlw* do. 1 1 1 1 liV 11*. 1 1 . 1 l.V, 

Diseount (Tnjasury JlULs) - 
2 montlts' * ■ » 1 >_; ■ t'-i: 

j 1 ) ■• ■ • 

3 ntontlns’ t 4 - « *. 1 i ‘ 1" 1 
\ 1 

1 1 
Loans-- Uay-to-day 1 r 11 

k 

{ 

\ t i ^ 
Short . 

nllownnctc liank 
i 1 1 1 

k 

\ 

i 1 
i 

1 

1 1 1 I Li 
1 

1 discount )>oink-s at call 
.4t notice 1 1 1 1 1 

Most of the “ nuirkd vwmy which forms the short loon fund of 

the London Money Market is derived from the funds held by bankers 

on behalf of customers. These funds consLst partly of depo.sit balanccij 

on which low' interest is paid and partly of current account balances 

on which no inUTest is paid. Since tliesc* de|H>sits are n?payable on 

demand or at short notice, the banks must take stej>s to provide a 

reserve for po8,sible withdrawals, and this they do by st»tting aside a 

jX)rtion of their funds to be held in ca.sh or at the Bank of Jtingland. 

The remainder they seek to employ as remuneratively as [H>ssible, but 

their obligation to repay at very short notice? forces them to have 

careful regard to the liquidity of their investments. Hence they use 

part of their disjxisiible funds in making loans to cu.stomers, part for 

investment in Government and other .scx’urities, and the balance for 

use in discounting bills or in making short-term advances to members 

of the London Money Market. This fluctuating balance useil on the 

Money Market constitutes the bulk of the “ »Short Loan Fund '' of 

the Market. 

Now, the price at which bankers will lend money at call or short 

notice is naturally dependent on the price at which they are able to 

borrow from their customers “ on deposit”, and as “ Deposit Kate ” 

is by custom based on Bank liatc, a rise in tlie Bank liate causes 

a rise in the Call and Seven-Day Kates, at which the bankers lend to 

the brokers. The brokers, having to pay mcm for the money they 
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borrow, must charge higher rates for discounting bills, and the result 

is that Market Rates also go up. The same set of forces operates in 

the other direction when the Bank Rate is lowered: ultimately Market 

Rates are brought down. 
It is thus true to say that the Bank’s rate of discount determines 

the level of interest rates throughout the country. But movements 

in interest rates seriously disturb commercial contracts, impart an 

element of uncertainty to business transactions, and, in many cases, 

cause hardship and loss by disturbing the relationship between debtor 

and creditor. For these reasons, the Bank authorities change the 

official rate only after most careful deliberation, and only when all 

other means at their disposal have failed to control the money machine. 

The Immediate and Ultimate Objects ol Raising the Bank Rate.— 
In the discussion of the purchasing power parity theory of the exchanges 

it w^as explained that the rate of exchange prevailing in the Market at 

any particular time is determined by demand and supply, whereas in 

the long run, the rate is determined by the relative purchasing powers 

of the two currencies concerned. We have seen, too, that the main¬ 

tenance of the gold standard implies both temporary and consistent 

equilibrium between the nation's total debits and credits. Conse¬ 

quently, when the Bank of England decides that it is necessary to 

raise its rate of discount in order to prevent an outflow of gold (or 

when we are off the gold standard, to counteract a Biigging tendency 

of sterling rates), it has two objc'cts in view. 

Its imnmUate object is so to influence the ndationship lx5tween the 

demand for and the supply of .sterling in the gold-attracting centres 

that a l>etter ec|uilibriuni Ix'twt'en debits and credits arising for settle¬ 

ment is at once achieved. In other wonls, it endeavours to turn the 

rates of excdiango in favour of Ixmdon so as to prevent an outflow of 

resources, in the form of gold or of floating capital, and, if possible 

to induce an imnuHliate inflow of such resources. 

This first obj(HJt is acdiievcxl mainly liecause the liigher rate of 

interest increases foreign short-term investments on the London 

Market (either by the juirchose of Ixuulon bills or otherwise, as 

explaincxl in an esrlier chapter), while, at the same time, it lessens the 

attractiveness of fonign centres for the investment of fimds from this 

country. The investment of foreign funds in Ix)ndon leads to a 

demand for sterling exchange, while the decrease in the investment 

of British fimds abroad results in a falling off in the London demand 

for foreign currencies. The market rates of exchange move in favour 

of London and the gold outflow is stopiied or prevented. The inflow 
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of phort-term balances remedies the current deficit in the nation’s 

international position, and brings about conditions of equilibrium 

between the total debits and credits in process of being set off. 

If this first effect of a rise in Bank Rate were the only effect, 

it would leave unchanged the basic conditions that had caused 

the outflow of gold which necessitated the alteration of the Bank 

Rate, so that, in time, those conditions would again influence the 

exchanges adversely and the outflow of gold would be resumed. 

Actually, however, a rise in Bank Rato has other effects on the 

credit and price structure of the country, and it is these uUimaU 

effects which modify the conditions responsible for the gold outflow. 

Thus the uUimale object of a rise in Bank Rate is the more funda¬ 

mental. The Bank aims not merely at bringing about a change in 

the existing conditions of demand and supply on the Foreign Exchange 

Market: it seeks also to bring about conditions of more permanent 

equilibrium by altering the bases of the rates of exchange, i.e., 

modifying the purchasing power parities between sterling and other 

currencies, thereby bringing about a change in the direction of trade 

and consequently modifjing the ultimate balance of international 

payments. 

The Bank is able to achieve these objects because the rise in the 

rate of interest forces up the internal purchasini? power of sterling. 

Higher rates of interest stimulate saving and discourage borrowing; 

bankers’ deposits increase and their loans contract; credit facilities 

generally are restricted, with the result that the supply of money relative 

to the quantity of exchangeable goods tends to be reduced. Con¬ 

sequently, the price level falls, i.e., the internal value of sterling rises. 

The fall in the internal price level has imjwrtant reactions on the 

flow of goods. The country becomes a relatively better market in 

which to buy but a relatively poorer market in which to scjII. Exports 
are therefore encouraged while imports are discouragc^l. The balance 

of trade is modified to a position of equilibrium. The increase in 

exports adds to the foreign demand for sterling, whereas the fall in 

imports lessens the supply of sterling in other centres. Thus the 

external value of sterling tends to rise along with its internal value. 

Naturally, the change in the internal value of sterling will take 

some little time to become effective, and, in the meantime, the Ihflow 

of funds for investment wrill have raised the external value of sterling. 

Hence the ultimate effect of a rise in the Bank Rate on the price 

s^ctore is not so much to raise the exchange value of sterling still 

further, as to maintain the higher value which has already been 
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eBtabliflhed and to place that higher value on a more permanent and 

more stable basis. 

The Importance ol Ensoring the Eflectiveness of the Bank Bate.— 
If the Bank of England’s credit policy is to be successful it is essential 

that movements in its rate should be followed by corresponding 

movements in market rates of discount and interest. The first-class 

London bills purchased by foreign bankers as investments for their 

liquid funds are discountable at market rates, and not at Bank Rate, 

so that the foreign demand for such bills will not be increased unless 

a rise in the Bank Rate is followed by a rise in the market rate. 

Secondly, foreign balances will not be attracted for investment in this 

country unless the rise in the Bank Rate induces a rise in the rates 

of interest offered on the Market for de{K)8its of bankers’ funds. 

Again, general credit conditions throughout the country will not be 

affected unless the rates of interest charged by lenders generally follow 

the lead set by the Bank of England, for it is obvious that no borrowers 

would resort to the Bank and pay its higher rate if there were sufficient 

loanable funds available elsewhere at lower rates. 

Genenilly 8|x?aking, the influence of a rise in Bank liate is effective 

onlj' when money conditions are fairly stringent. If there are plentiful 

supplies of money on the Market, the competition of brokers and 

bankers to find employment for their funds keeps market rates down 

in spite of a rise in Bank Rate, because they are anxious to secure 

any return rather than no return at all. The Bank must then adopt 

other means to obtain control of the Money Market, and it does this 

by acquiring some of the suqdus money itself, until the excess is 

reduced. Then it often hapjKuis that bill brokers and other market 

borrowers are comj>ollcHl to fall back on the Bank for funds, i.e., the 

Market is forced “ into the Bank ”, and so the Bank is enable<l to fix 

its own price for the accommodation. 

Hie Bank ol England^i Open Market Poliejr. -When the Bank 

of England operates directly in the Money Market in onler to modify 

credit conditions, it is said to be resorting to what is known as its 

“open market policy ’’. Such market oix^rations by the Bank usually 

take the form of purchases or sales of Government or other securities 

(usually Treasury bills or other first-class bills) in return for cash, and 

are at once reflected in the important items of “ Other Deposits ** and 

of either “ Government Securities ” or “ Securities ” includeil in its 

weekly Return. A sale of securities or bills by the Bank to the Market 

is reflected in a reduction in the amount either of ” Government 

Securities ’’ or “ Securities ” and in the total of “ Bankers’ Deposits ”, 
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while the proportion of the Bank Reserve is increased. On the other 
hand, when the Bank buys securities or bills, Bank Deposits ** 

and eitlier “ Government Securities ” or “ Securities are increased, 

while the Reserve proportion falls. 

On occasion, the Bankas intervention may assume a less tangible 

form, particularly when it desires to forestall or prevent developments 

which may have undesirable consequences, either on the credit situation 

or on the foreign exchanges. Thus it may take steps to prevent an 

undue expansion of credit on the occasion of heavy Government 
interest payments by fortifying its {K>rtfoiio of first-class bills maturing 

on or about the same date. The ()ayment of such bills depletes the 

cash resources of the other banks which would otherwise have IxHni 

increased by the dividend payments. In the saint? category, we may 

place the action of the Bank in taking the Market mto its confidence 

and thus securing its co-ojx?ration to prevent the tendency of market 

rates to sag or to harcien more than ap|)ear8 tt» lx? dt'sirable. 

Notable instances of such intervention by the Bank Oi'ciirretl 

during 1928 and 1929. In May-Jiuie, 1928, when large quantities of 

gold were entering the country, the Bank t4K)k active stejis to prevent 

an expansion of credit by selling considerable amounts of securities 

on the London Market, Thus the Bank draintnl any surplus supplies 

of cash from the Market, prevented an increase in the cash ri^ources 

of the other banks, and checked their iK>wer to increase? their loans. 

The gold which had flowed freely into the Bank s coffers was thus 

denied its credit-creating j)ower and its ix)ssible interference w'ith the 

internal price level and the external excluuigeH. At the same time, 

the maintenance of market rates kept up the attractiveness of London 

for the investment of foreign balances, and thus the inflow' of gold 

was larger than it might otherwise have Ixxn. 

In 1929 (and again in 1930) conditions vw.twI roiuul the other way, 

market supplies of credit being much miuccxl by the unusually large 

exports of gold to the Uaite<J St^ites and France. In order to assist 

the Market, the Bank of Knglaiifl Ijoiight consid(*rable quantitie^s of 

securities, thus re-creating part at least of the credit which had dis¬ 

appeared with the exports of gold. 

Principles Underlying the Bankas Policy.--The general olqoct of 

the Bank's open market operations on these, as on other similar 

occasions, is to minimise fluctuations and ensure much more stable 

credit conditions than would otherwise prevail. Tlio Bank aims at 

smoothing out credit fluctuations, offsetting or minimising the effect 

of g<dd shipments, and at obviating the widespread consequences and 
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disturbance which follow changes in its official rate of discount. By 

its open market operations the Bank socures a much finer control of 

credit than by arbitrarily raising or lowering its discount rate. Hence, 

while Bank Kate still remains the basis of the other rates on the 

Market, its movements are far less froc|uent and violent than they 

used to be. 

In general terms, the Bank endeavours to control the currency 

and credit mechanism in the interests of the nation as a whole. Its 

constant aim is to ensure that the couniry*s external exchanges, and 

also the internal credit and monetary iX)8ition, shall be as stable as 

{x>8sible. Stability of the foreign exchanges is, as we have seen, a 

most imix»rtant requirement for the even How of international trade, 

while steailiness of the internal currency and of the credit mechanism 

is necessary to prevent the disturbance of business relationships. 

Now steadiness of the internal currency and credit mechanism 

implies that the nation shall have suffitient circulating currency and 

adequate supplies of cre<lit to satisfy its current needs. That steadi- 

ness is indicat<Hl mainly by the published index numbers of wholesale 

prices and can l>o achievwi by the Jiank by virtue of its possession 

of those eH8<Mitial8 of central bank eqHipnu:ni,—the mono}x>ly of the 

right of note issue, the custcKly of the nation s gold reserves, and the 

jX)8ition of banker to the State and to all our other banks. 

The advantage of the control of the note issue and of the eustod^’^ 

o{ the nation H gold reserves is rather negative than otherwise. The 

Hank's jHjwers in these n^sjX'ct.s are strictly delimitcHl by law, but, 

clearly, luiy outside <'ontrol of the note issue or of the gold reserves 

would l>e incompatible with the Hank's ]K>sition as arbiter of the 

national crc*dit. Much greater jKmer attaches to the ))08ition of the 

Hank as banker to the State and to the other banks. The former 

implies intimate oo-ojH'ration tjctwwn the Hank and the Treasury, 

wdth the objetd not only of regulating monetary conditions for the 

Umefit of the nation generally, but also of regulating them with an 

eye to tho Itoveniment's current financial requirements. Xow’ailays, 

State financial o|)erations connected with conversion schemes, pay¬ 

ments of dividends, tax receipts, and temporary borrowings to cover 

revenue iicHeits, are of such magnitude that considerable dislocation 

would ensue if this close co-operation were not maintained. 

Probably the most im]Kirtant factor ensuring the Bank's control 

of credit is its position as holder of the cash reserves of all the other 

banks in the country, since it is by bringing about changes in the 

total of these reserves that the Brnik is able to secure control of the 
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floating supplies of credit on the London Money Market. In ordinary 

circumstances, it does this by the exercise of its open market policy. 

When credit shows signs of too great an expansion, the Bank attracts 

some of the floating supply from the Market to itself; conversely, 

when there are indications that credit is inadequate to the need of the 

moment, the Bank remedies the position by increasing the quantity 

available. Thus its actions result in a temix)rary or day-to-day 

adjustment of the cre<lit position. 

Since 1932, the Bank of England has lM>en able to use an additional 
method of achieving stability of the exchanges, by virtue of the 

existence of the Exchange Equalisation Account, which, as is explained 

in Chapter XX, is an arrangement under which the Bank is supplied 

by the Government with extensive resources for use in buying and 

selling foreign exchange with a vk^w to maintaining the sterling rates 

of exchange on the leading world centres. Whilst this arrangement 
continues, the Bank of Etigland is, of course, almost entirely freed 

from the necessity of resorting to changes in its rate of discount or to 

open market o|)emtions in order to control Uie foreign cjcchanges, but as 

the exj)e<lient is mainly an extraordinary one, it may l>e assumed that 

the Bank of England will, in time, revert to the methods described 

in this chapter. Actually, at the time of writing, the Bank uses its 

ordinarj' methods mainly to control internal im)netary conditions, but 

those conditions are, of course, so closely bound up with the e.\changcs 

that the Exchange Account mu.st l>e opfTatetl with close regard to 

the Bank's domestic policy. 

Difficulties of the Bankas Position.'--The aim of the Bank's policy 

Is to preser\’e such monetary conditions as arc con-sideriHl to Ik* most 

conducive to the general welfare of the country. When Great BriUiin 

is on the gold standard this aim resolves its<*lf into two main objectives: 

the mainteruince of stability of internal prices, and the maintenance 

of stability of the exchanges with other gold standunl countries. But 

there are occasions when these tw'o olijectives may conflict. 

Let us assume, for exiimple, that, whilst wo arc on the gold standard, 

the exchange rates move against this country' and that there is, in 

consequence, an outflow of gold from Ixindon. In such circumstances, 

the Bank of England may decide that the tendency of gold to move 

out of the country is an indication that our internal prices are too 

high, in which case the Bank will in all probability take steps to 

reduce the volume of credit (e.g., by raising the Bank Rate and/or by 

selling securities on the Market), and so induce a fall in the price level 

and an adjustment of our balance of payments. On the other hand. 
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the Bank may decide that a fall in internal priceB is unwarranted and 

undesirablo, and may consequently take steps to offset the gold exports 

by open market operations, so preventing a fall in prices. In the 

former ease, the Bank achieves exchange stability’at the expense of 

price stability; in the latter case, the Bank maintains stable prices at 

the cost of an artificially supported exchange position. Such action 

may be justihabie as a remedy for temporary disequilibrium, but if it 

is extended further and is used to support an artificial overvaluation 

of the currency, as it was in this country between 1925 and 1931, 

nothing but harm can result. Hence, the ability of the Bank to 

maintain stable crwlit conditions whilst this country was on the gold 

standard was conditional on the maintenance of reasonably stable 

conditions in other countries which w^ere on the gold standard. Even 

now, though we are free from our golden shackles, the Bank’s policy 

must necessiirily be infiuenceil b^^ credit conditions in other important 

countries, and these may on occa.sion complicate its tiisk of stabilising 

conditions at home. 

A second difficulty under which the Bank lal>our8 is due to the 

fact that it has not a monopoUMic contn»l of creilit. We have seen 

that the enormous growth of the joint Ht<K‘k banks in this country 

and the great exjwinsion of their de|H>sits have made it essential that 

the Bank of England should Ih^ able to n*ly u\yon the co-operation of 

these institutions in implementing its ertnlit ]X)licy. In the absence 

of such co-operation there wouhl Ih' considerable danger of a clash of 

interests. But although the large banks are j)erhaj>s strong enough 

to rebel against the lead of the Bank of England, it is unthinkable 

that any such action is likely, though, as was ]H)inted out by the 

Macmillan rommitUs*, then' is a real danger that the banks genenilly 

may work at cro.Hs-pur|>osi's with the Bank of England through 

ignorance of its exact aims, and f(»r this n* ison the C’oininittee suggested 

a much closc'r contact Ix'twtH'ii the central bank and the other 

institutions (scm? {>age 3S2). 

A far more potent factor which might, if uncontrolle<l, undermine 

the ascendancy of the Bank of England in the Money Market is that 

arising from the heavy short term l>orrowings of the Government. 

These borrowings, however, are in practice very carefully managed bj^ 

the Treasury, acting in conjunction with the Bank of England, in such 

a manner that, instead of competing with the operations of the Biink, 

borrowing operations by the Government are so arranged as to 

Hrengthen the Bank of England’s powers. 

8hori-T«im Bonowing lor the Govemmoit—The Government’s 
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short-term borrowings from the Money Market are made chiefly by 

the issue of Treasury Bills and by taking U'ays and Means Advances 

from the Bank of England. The latter, as the name implies, are 

current account loans made by the Bank in its cajwoity as banker to 

the State, and they appear in the Bank Hot urn as Government 

Securities. Treasury bills, however, are of considerable interest, since 

they are issued not only to the Bank but also to the public through 

the Bank. 
In effect, although not in form, a Treasury bill is the same as a 

bill of exchange drawn on the Government, and is made payable, on 

a fixed future date, at the Bank of England out of the Ck)n8oIidatcHl 

Fund of the United Kingdom. Moreover, a Treasury bill is similar 

to its more prosaic prototype in the fact that it is issuc<l and sulme- 

quently sold at a diseoimt from its fac‘e value, but it is imlike many 

bills of exchange in the fact that it is always baekeil by the finest 

possible security—British National Credit—and is thus a short term 

investment of the utmost liquidity and value. 
Originally use<l as a mere temjK^rary exjK.»<licnt to cover r<*vemn' 

deficiencies, Treasury bills have Ik^coiuc not only an integral and very 

substantial part of the British floating debt, but also a factor of the 

greatest importance in the nation's tinancial machine as centraliscHl 

on the London Mone}* Market. 

How Treasury Bills are Issued.—The prcKcslure ndoptcnl by the 

Government in issuing Treasury bills has varitsl from time to time, 

although they are invariably made available through the linnk of 

England, acting imder mandate from the Treasury. At times, the 

bills have been sold by the Bank at a fixe<l, ailvcrtisinl price; at other 

times, they have been sold by tender, while, on other (XM^asions 

(including the period from April, 1921, up to the pres#‘nt time), a com¬ 

bination of lx>th these methods has l)een adtiptcxl. The system now 

existent is as follows:— 

On Thursday in each week the Bank of England announces in the 

London Ouzelte that it is prepare<l to receive tenders up to one o'clm^k 

on the following Friday for Treasury bill.s, in denominations of £5,000 

and £10,000, up to a stated maximum arnciunt, M’hirdi varies acconling 

to the needs of the Exchcfpicr. All Umders must lie made through 

the intermediary of a bank, discount hou.se or bill broker, and the 

tender must state how much per £100 the jx^rson tendering is prepared 

to offer for a specified quantity of Treasury bills. No temler for a 

smaller amount than £50,000 is accepted. Occasionally, bills for six 

and even twelve months have been issued, but nowadays the whole 
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amount allotted is in billa of three months, the person tendering hav^ing 
the option of indicating from which day of the following week he 

wishes to have the bills dated, thereby fixing their date of maturity 

and of repayment. Separate tenders must be submitted if bills of 

different maturity are require<l, since the rate of discount may vary 

to the extent of a few jn'iiee according to the repayment date chosen. 

Jiarly in the aftern(X)n the successful applicants are notified, and 

if the lowest jjrice aocepte<l is not roughly what the Market expected, 

market rates may abruptly distiirlxxl and brought into approximate 
coiifonnity with tlie allotment rate. As soon as the allotments are 

aiinouiued, forward dealings in the new bills usually begin forthwith, 

an<l, until the next wries of liills an‘ allotUxl, the bills issued each week 

an? known as “ hot ” Treasury bills, i.e., the bills outstanding wdiich 

have the longest time to run Indore they n^ach maturity. 

In addition to the amounts allotte<l by tender in this way, the 

Hank sometimes iialieates its willingness to supply Additional 

Treasury Hills ** at a lixtnl rate, known in market jargon as the “ tap 

rate ln.*cauik5 the bills arc reganksi as lx*ing “on tap i.e., available 

as aiul when retpiired. Hills on tap are slightly dearer than those 

allotttnl by tendt'r during the previous wtvk, since the tap rate applied 

throughout each wwk is tixinl slightly bc*low the average rate at 

which bills were allottoil in resjamse to tenders received on the pre¬ 

ceding Friday. Additional bills also differ from those issued by tender 

in the fact that the i>ers(»n tendering is given no option ro6[>ecting their 

date: they are invariably dateil from the day after receipt of the 

application. 

The Effect of the Issue o! Treasury Bills on the London Money 
Blarket.—Sinc-e the wiM'kly offerings of 'IVcasury bills are varied 

acconling to the mvd of the (h)V«Tnment for money, it folkws that 

the total amount outstanding on the Market must also vary from time 

to time, but an examination of the particulars of offerings anil allot¬ 

ments over a jHTiiHl indicates that, on averagi', the amount outstanding 

at the j)resiuit time amounts to the hugt? total of alnnit £-kW-50U 

millions,* most of which is held by meinl>erH of the Ixindon Money 

Market. 

The first |K)int which strikes one on considering these figures is 

that the issue of Tn^asury bills must have made good the poet-war 

deficiency in first-idoss bills, reijuired by the Money Market—and 

especially the banks—for short-|>priod investment. The second point 

♦ Additional to tho £S50 millions issuod in connection with Uio Excliange 
Equalisation AccH>unt. 
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is that the availability of such vast supplies of these bills, backed by 
the finest security, must necessarily influence the rates of discount 

at which other bills are bought and sold. Indeed, full use of this 

fact has been made by the Bank of England and the Treasury, 

working in close co-operation, in order to manipulate credit conditions 

on the Market. 
If, for instance, the authorities desire for any reason to restrict 

credit and force up the rates of discount, a larger amount in Treasury 

bills is offered and allotted than is automatically returned to the 

Market from the maturing Treasury bills. Thus market funds are 

reduced and discount rates harden. 

On the other hand, if the authorities wish to relieve a prevailing 

stringency and bring existing rates down, they offer for sale or tender 

a smaller amoimt in Treasury bills than the total sum to be received 

by the Market from imix^ndiiig maturities, with the result that market 

funds increase and rates tend to ease. Until conditions veer the other 

way, and the full quota of Trt^asury bills is Issued, the Government 

finances itself, if nece.ssary, by obtaining Ways and Means Advances 

from the Bank of England. 

Xec<lless to say, all such o|HTation.s are carrieil out by the Bank 

and the Treasury in close collaboration, and the issue of Treasury bills 

has, in fact, now become an im|K>rtant part of the Bank of England s 

open market operations. 

Clearly, the issue of Treasury bills is a methcxl of Government 

finance which has the combined a<lvantages of economy, flexibility 
and adaptability. It enables the Government of the day to borrow 

precisely such sums as it requires to meet current nec<ls on the best 

possible terms, since conqK'titive bidding for such bills as are made 

available each week ensures that the rate of interest paid by the 

Government is kept to a minimum. At the same time, the control 

of the issue by the Bank of England in consultation with the Treasury, 

not only gives great flexibility to monetary conditions in the Market, 

but also ensures that those conditions can be mexlified as is considered 

necessary by those responsible for the nation’s currency and credit 
machinery. 

Criticism ol the Bank’s Policy.—The Bank of England will not, 

of course, maintain a high rate of discount longer than is, in its opinion, 

absolutely necessary. High rates of interest, by increasing the cost 

of liquid capital, necessarily have a depressing and restrictive effect 

on industrial and commercial activity, and would seriously diminish 
production if continued too long. 
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Unfortunately, there is no absolute basis for determining when a 

relatively high Bonk Rate has outgrown its utility and has become 

detrunental rather than beneficial. For this reason, the Bank’s action 

in imposing or maintaining a high rate, and in otherwise influencing 

credit conditions, is frequently the subject of much criticism. In 

particular, its credit policy immediately before our return to the gold 

standard of 1925 and in the years following was widely attacked 

(m a number of grounds. Mr. McKenna went so far as to attribute 
the industrial depression and the severe unemplo3mient in this country 

from 1923 onwards to the too stringent control of credit exercised by 

the Bank, pointing out that trade and employment would have been 

stimulated if greater accommodation had been made available on 

n<m-inflationist lines, as was done in the United States. Other experts 

were equally critical, while most violent attacks on the Bank’s policy 

came from certain business and industrial associations, which assigned 

to that policy much of the blame for the difficulties which trade and 

industry in this country had to face in the years after the War. 

Hw Position of the Bill Brokers.—^The method of protecting the 

Bank’s Reserve described above makes the bill brokers’ position 

particularly difficult. As dealers in money, lending out capital day 

by day for short or long periods, fluctuations in the rates at which 

they can borrow or lend are to them of prime importance. In normal 

times, when Bank Rate is low, a broker may largely increase his 

commitments in the belief that the low rate will continue. Suddenly 

an advance in the rate is annnunce<l, hLs estimated profit disappears, 

and ho may be confrontc<l by a loss. But that is not all. The 

manoeuvres of the Bank to obtain control of the Market also cause 

him hardship. If fimds Ixx'omc scarce as a result of the Bank's 

borrowings or sales of securities, the other banks on whom the broker 

relies fur accommodation call in their loans, and comiiel him to obtain 

funds elsewhere, usually at a higher rate of interest. 

If the stringency continues, the brokers are compelled in the end 

to resort to the Bank, which in such circumstances is alwajt-s willing 

to lend, 6ui on its oum Urms. This means that the Ibink charges the 

broker | % over Bonk Rate, and will not lend for less than a full 

week. Now the broker works to a very fine margin of profit and 

the success of his business depends very largely—if not entirely—on 

his aptitude in anticipating the future course of market rates. Conse¬ 

quently, such changes as wo have described entirely upset his calcu¬ 

lations as well as disturb his arrangements, and at best his margin 

of profit, which is always a low one, is bound to disappear. 
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Betomui Baoommended by the Macmillan Ckmunittee.—The Mac¬ 

millan Committee on Banking and Currency, in its Report dated 1931, 

made numerous suggestions in regard to the Bank of England. 

Dealing with the Bank’s open market jKilioy, for instance, the Com¬ 

mittee expressed the opinion that the success which in the past has 

attended the Bank’s open market operations was in itself a justifica¬ 

tion for their development, but that the Bank’s position could bo 

strengthened if it were afforded more detailed information resptH?ting 

the nature and extent of the cash holdings and deposits of the joint 

stock banks, and if there were closer collaboration between the Bank 

and the joint stock institutions. 

In this connection the Committee pointe<l out that the publi.Hhod 

figures of the clearing banks show' a reserve of about 10*5 % of their 

deposits, comprising 6% in cash and 4*5% in balances with the 

Bank of England. But this latter figures is higher than is actually 

the case from day to day, for the averages an' not daily averages 

but relate to particular days, W'hen the rt'serves art^ inflated by 

“ window dressing The Coramitt<*e rec^ommended, therefore, that 

the process of window dressing should l>e abandoncnl and that the 

London clearing banks should keep a daily average of cash, in bank 

notes and balances with the Bank of England, of not less than 10 % of 

their deposits. This would involve their kiH'ping larger rejH'n.'es. 

It was considered, too, that banks other than the clearing banks 

should increase their liquid reserves to a proportion to l)e determine<l 

in each case after consultation with the Bank of England. Tht? main 

object of these larger re}H?rv(*s would be to proviile the ec»ntral bank 

with adec{uate resources with whu-h to manage the monetary system. 

With the same objecjt, the Committee further suggested tluit the Bank 

of England should consider an ajjpreciable incn*a8<j in the amount of 

its capital. 

The Committee con.sideri*d that if, following fre<[uent and n^gular 

meetings with the Bank of England, the hank.s would from time to 

time accept the Bank of England’s a<lviee as to tin? average figure 

at which to keep their reser\'eH, it wa.s jK>Ksible that the relaxation 

or tightening up of this figure could Ikj made an irn|K>rtant part of 

the Bank’s machinery for the regulation of crcslit and that it could 

usefully replace some ojien market oj)cratiori.s, particularly if the joint 

stock banks’ deposit rate were made more clastic. But, in the Com¬ 

mittee’s opinion, these arrangements could be successful only if the 

joint stock banks were taken into the Bank’s confidence and plainly 
informed of its current credit policy. 
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Dealing with the question of the resources of the Bank of England, 

the Committee pointed out that before the War, Britain’s liquid 

international assets consisted mainly of the Bank of England’s gold 

and of sterling acceptances on foreign account. These were at least 

equal to and sometimes in excess of our short-term international 

liabilities. In recent yetirs, however, the vast business in international 

deposit banking conducted by London bad caused her liabilities in 

rcsjject of short-term bills and deposits held on foreign account to 

exceed greatly her chiims in respect of acceptances. At the same 

time, there was evidence that London had been undertaking a larger 

volume of long-term linaneing than was justified by the surplus which 

we had available fur lung-terra overseas investment, with the result 

that we had been financing long-term foreign loans by short-period 

liorruwing in the form of precarious foreign dej>osits, which could be 

retained in l>undon only at the cost of high rates of interest. In brief, 

our ]x>sitiun hud become much less liquid. 

The ('ommittee expres.se<l t he opinion, therefore, that the Bank of 

England's liquid assets should be substantially increased at the first 

up}K)rtunity. Bunk Rate should be used s])aringly when the object 

was merely to balance iiUKlerate changes in the short-term position 

by attracting foreign funds. It should be rightly used to contract 

credit either at home or abroad. 

Teinjwrary contingencies, sjiid the Committee, would often be 

better met l»y the Bank's ndiiujuishing its own liquid assets. For this 

rc;isun, fluctuations in the volume of us.sets should be allowed to a 

gitviter extent than in the (uist. Thus the Ikiuk's gold reserves should 

lx? ulluwid to fluctuate Ix'twwn, sjiy, i;l75,tHX),UOO and i:100,OUO,000, 

and they should lx* supplemtuitixl by li([uid resources up to £50,000,000 

held in fonugn centres and with the Ikink fur Intcmitioual fScttlements. 

It was considered that the suability of our jxisitioD would be 

strengthened if the Ikink of England were kept informed of the extent 

of our short-term intlebUHiness on foreign account, and to this end it 

was recommended that details should regularly be compiled by the 

Btink, from inforinatiou supplied by the various financial institutions, 

showing the total of short-U?rm de{H>sits held on foreign account and 
the total of our outsUuuling liabilities on account of accoptanoes. 



CHAl^ER XVIll 

THE SILVER EXCHANGES: THE GOLD EXCHANGE STANDARD: 
THE INDIAN EXCHANGE 

Wb have seen that the niniuTieal biisis, or the st^irting-point, of 

the rates of exchange betwei*n any two gold standard countries is 

the Mint Par of Exchange, calculated by eomparbig the weight of pure 

gold contained in the n^sjx'ctive raonetiiry units. Such a parity can, 

of course, be calculated between any two silver standard countries. 

We can determine the weight and fineness of the silver contained in 

the respective coins, and calculate a theoretical basis for the exchange 

of one currency for another. But any parities so determined would 

be of little practical imix)rtance, because only a comparatively small 

amount of trade and exchange takes place dirt'ctly between the silver 

countries. Most of their international business is transacted with 

the gold standard countries, and the question therefore arises: What 

constitutes the basis of the rates of exchange between a silver standaid 

centre, such as the busy port of Hong Kong, and a centre such as 

London or New York, where silver is only a commodity, w^hose price 

fluctuates from day to day, and where all payments, internal or 

external, are, in ordiiiiiry circum.stances, based on payment in gold? 

The London-Hong Kong Exchange as an Example.—The cummey 

of Hong Kong consists mainly of silver Hong Kong dollars 

(minted at the Royal mints in London, Bombay, and Calcutta) of 
416 grains (900 fine), and notes, issued by three Eastern banks, all of 
which are convertible into dollars. The actual rates of exchange are 

quoted on the basis of |>ayment in these notes, but, as these are con¬ 
vertible into silver, we can say that the exchange is based on the 

silver dollar. 

A merchant in Hong Kong who sends gixxls to England will 

expect to receive i>ayroent in silver dollars or in paper currency ex¬ 

changeable into silver, whereas the English merchant will calculate 

what he owes on the basis of pounds sterling. We have therefore to 

investigate the basis upon which the rates of exchange between this 
m 
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country and Hong Kong are calculated; in other words, we must find 
an equitable method of exchanging a currency based on the gold 
sovereign ♦ into a currency based on the silver dollar. 

It is manifestly iiufiossiblc to establish a Mint Par between a gold 

coin and a silver coin, IsK-ausi* we have no fixed relationship lx*tw(?en 

the two metals u|K>n which to work. For instance, if gold to-day 
happens to lx? fifU*i*n times as valuable as silver, we cannot proceed 

to work out on that basis the relative values of our sovereign and the 

Hong Kong dollar, lx‘eaus<‘ to-inorrow the value ratio of silver to gold 
may have fallen to loj or 1(5. Hut, it may ls‘ asked, is not silve r also 

a legal tender in this country, and do not twenty shillings equal one 

sovfTeign ? Why not therefore establish a Mint Par betwc*en the 

Hong Kong dollar and our shilling, which is one-twentieth of a sovereign, 

ami use that n^lution as a basis of th<‘ rat4*s of exchange? 

A moment's consideration will reveal the spexiousness of this 

suggestion. Our silver shilling is not a standard coin, but a token 

coin. Its face value excavds the value of its silver content and that 
value is inaintaimNl beeau>e, by law, the shilling is imule to represent 

onc-twcfitieth of the sliiiMlird. the pound sterling. Furthermore, it 

must be noU*^! that shillings, and other silver token coins, are not 

fmdy minUsl. 1’h<* coinage of silver in this country is a monopoly 

of the (lovernment. wliieh makes a profit tui it.s issue. A holder of 
.silver bullion who wi.sla's to turn it into st^-rling cannot take it to the 

Mint and demand that it shall Im‘ converte<l into coin at the rate of 

five shillings and six|M»nee ounci' (the rate at which our silver 
cairnuicy is coinc'tl). He e.in convert it into sUTling only by selling 

it on the Bullion Market at tin* eurn.*nt market priee, and, as this is 

far lower than the rat<* at whii li silver is made into coin, no exporter 

in thi.s country would at*c<'pt silver bullion at llie mint rate in jwiymcnt 

for hi.s gcKKl.s, 
It is not |)ossibh». thcn*fon\ t4> estjiblisii a jur lH'twiH*n the standard 

coin of a silver standard eountry and the Knglish shilling. The only 

way in w^hich a ndati<»n can be estaldislunl betwetui the standard coin 

of a silver standard eountry and sterling is on the basis of the value 

of the silver conU'iit of that sbindard c<»in calculatoil at the current 

price for silver in the Kullion Market. If there is a large supply of 

silver on the Market, coincident with a weak demand for it, the price 

of silver will fall; a strong dcmaml coupUnl with a short supply will 

• For pur[s»«>cA of the ft»llowitig explanation, it ia atmunuHl that Britain i« 
•till on the gold iit4Uidanl atul that the iio\*en'ign is the basis of tho English 
currency. 

25 
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cause the price to rise. And every sucli fluctuation will affect the 

value in terms of sterling of a silver standard coin; as, for example, 

the Hong Kong dollar. 

The Rate ol Exchange between a Silver and a Oold Currency.— 
The rate of exchange between a silver and a gold currency will be 

affected, in the same way as are the prices of remittances between 

two gold staudarxl countries, by the coiulitions of demand and supply, 

which, in turn, are influenced by the usual caust\s of fluctuations 

already noted. 
But as silver will always Ik' taken in jiayment in a silver stamlard 

country, a person who has a debt to pay in such a country will not 

pay more for a bank draft than it w<uild civst him to buy silver at 

the current market j)rice and to forward it to the silver-using centre. 

Hence, if I have bought gcHnls from Hong Kong valued at 

I will not pay more for a bank draft entitling my crtH.iitor to that 

amount than it would cost me to obtain from Ix)ndon or elst‘wliero 

at the prevailing market price that quantity of silver bullic»n which, 
when forwarded to my crtnlitors in the Kast, will exchange for 

SlU,tX)0. 

On the other hand, an Eastern exporter who is entitlc'd to so much 

sterling will not accept fewer <lollars in settlement of his debt than 

he could obtain by utilising the sterling at his disjKmal in buying 

silver on the l^^ndon Market or else where ami shijjping it home. 

Likewise, an Kistern iinjH»rter will not jwiy more for a remittance to 

London than it would cost him to buy and send silver for rc^alisiition 

in I»ndon, and to pay his debt out of the sterling pnx-’iMHjs. 

The Silver Specie PointsIt will thus be clear that, just as 
the gold pcjints between gold standard countrieH act as limits to the 

rates of exchange between them, so also the cost of buying silver and 

moving it to or from a silver standard country im|)Oses fluctuat¬ 

ing limits to the prices of remittance's which we may dc‘scribe as 

“silver specie points”. If, for example, ICH) silver dollars are sent 

from Hong Kong to London, they will always realise in London 

the market price for silver less the expenses of transmission from 

Hong Kong. On the other hand, the silver bullion content of UH) silver 

dollars, if sent from Ix>nclon to Hong Kong, will always realise 100 

silver dollars k^s the expenses of transmission. Ik?twcen a silver centre 

and London (or any othcT gold centre), thendore, there are limits on 

both sides to the price of remittances, which, though fluctuating accord¬ 

ing to the changes in the value of silver, can neither rise much higher 

nor fall much lower than the value of the silver currency at tbo 
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market price of silver plus or mmus the expenses of transmission to 
the country concerned. 

In the same way as gold tends to move to or from a gold standard 

country when the balance of indebtedness turns in'its favour or against 

it, so silver tends to flow out of a silver country when the balance 

of indebtedness is unfavourable, and to flow into that country when 

the balance is favourable. But just as the movement of gold l>etwc‘en 

gold standard countries is carrie<l out mainly by bankers and bullion 

dealers, so the shipment of silver to and from silver countries is 

practically monopolised by such dealers, who, mort‘over, handle most 

of the exchange business with silver countries. 

Eastern Bankers' Limits lor Buying and Selling Exchange.— 
Actually, the ratios of excliange iK'twetui luistern centres and London 

are flxtMl by the banks in the Ivist. The basic rate is that for T.T.’s, 

though the banks have n‘gularly to quote for the sale and ]>urehase of 

sight clrafts and long lulls, and. in doing .so, are giiidcxl by the discount 

rate ruling hen*, while aeo<mnt is ali*o taken of stamps and any other 
oxjienHes. The h^istcTn branches an* in constant teh*graphic com¬ 

munication with their I.K>ndon oflices, which ket*p them closely advised 

of the sterling price (»f silver. di.s<*ount movements, and of the tendency 

of the M<mev Market geiHTally. 

The basic rate, for T.T. V, naturally <le|K*nds on conditions of demand 

and supply, but, in the long run. the ]»rice at which a banker in the 

East will buy or m*U <*xchange is govenunl by the price at which he 

can cover. At s<mie sc*a.sons his onlinary customers will j»n>vide him 

with Hufticient bills to nus t his sales <if drafts on Ismdon; at others, 

his drawings on Isuulon will be considerably in excess of his purchases 

of hills (in the onlinary course* of business) and he is driven to the 

Ojien market. His funds in l.^mdon will be provkhnl by his floating 

balance with his ageiit or head ofliee: his current nmiittances (i.e., 

purchase's of bills and T.T.’s): and ennlits on account of drawings 

on him by his Ixindon agent or head ofliee, and on account of the 

latter s T.T.V, mail transfers, etc., on him. When he has exhaustinl 

these, either {a) he may instruct his Isuulon agent to draw on him 

and disjK>s<* of the hills so drawn for cash in ls)ndon: or (6) he ma}* 

draw against an ovenlraft in l.^>ndon. Naturally, he will not do this 

unless the rate is suflieiently favourable to o(uer all his exjvnse's, but, 

in any ease, the rate cannot jvjiss Ik'voiuI the exjxirt sj>ecie jsiint, fe>r, 

if it did, the banker's customers wwikl Is'gin to move silver rather 

than jMiy his high prices for Iwink drafts. If. how’ever, the demand 

for reniittiinccH on Ixmdon were so strong aa to force the nito to 
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specie point, the Eiistem banker would himself ship silver to bo 

retiliseil in London. But whereas the banker in a gold standard 

country who shi]>s gold to another gold standaitl country knows what 

the gold will realise on arrival (bcHjausc' its ])rice is more or Ic'ss fixed), 

the 8hipj)er of silver is faced with the jx>ssibility of most serious 

fluctuations, unless he sells forwanl or ‘‘ to arrive by which is 

meant that he cables to London to stil his shipment of silver imme¬ 

diately for delivery when it reaches lx)ntlon. 

Just as a heavy demand in i’hina for exchange on other countries 
may cause silver to Ik* sent abroad, so an exee.'vsive siipjily of exchange 

will cause rates to move in favour of ( hina and so lead to an influx 

of silver. In each case the movement of silver brings al»out the 

necessary et|uilibrium iK'twt'im tlemand and suj»ply. 

Suppose, for instance, that at a given moment the j)rice of silver 

is such that the ex|)ort .sjxrie |)oint fn*m (iiina is. say, Is. 4d. |)er 

dollar, but that the demand for remittances on l^>ndon forces the 

rate dowTi to Is. 3jd. In tlH*se circumstanct‘s, baiikei^^ in (‘hina will 

ship silver to Ixmdon and will .<ell remittanci\s against the jina’ccnls. 

The effects of these transiictioms art*: (1) to lower tin* prict* t»f silver in 

Ix>ndon; (2) to lower the co.st of reinittaiice.s in (’hina; thus from two 

directions the equilibrating influence is felt. 

It should lie clear, thert*fon*. that the prices chargetl by the bunkers 

for remittances to and from silver countrie.H (i.e., the rat€*8 of exchange 

on silver countries) art* ultimately limitetl by the rates at which the 

bankers can cover their commitments by moving silvfT to the jdaeo 

of payment (or the receiving eentn*). 

An Eiistem banker who is s<*lling bills on J^)iHlon is milly buying 

local silver W'ith his sterling ba.lances, so /o trill tint ,sfll hi/( bilU at a 

higher rate in pence (i.e., his cuMouurs more junr* jnr dollar) than 

he would hare to jtay for silver anywhere abroad whev all(»wing for the 

cost of getting it to him. (Sole: The high(*r the exehangt^ exjireased 

in [KJiice, the kes.s remunerative it is to him to firaw.) 

Convers<‘ly, when he is buying bills on I«ond(n) (i.e., sibling silver 

for sterling to l)C |wiid to him in l.^>ndon), he will not aver pi fewer pemc 

per dollar than he could fjljtain by shippimj silver to lAmdon or sitme 

other centre, after allomny for the cost of transmission, which must, of 

course, be deducted from the rate f?xpressf^d in jK*nce jst dollar. 

When he in buying sterling bills, the h^astern banker bus to jwiy 

out silver. If the rate is low, he gets relatively few jMUiee in I»ndon 

for each unit of silver jiatd out by him in the East, and he has to 

consider whether it would l>e cheaper to sell his silver in London or 
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ol»ewhero; in which caee he ha« to pay for tranamiHsion, thus lowering 

the number of pence received per ailver unit. In other worda, the 

coat of tranamiaaion muat deductcnl from the aterling value of the 

ailver coniaiiUHl in the dollar to arrive at the banker’a buying rate. 

It ia imjiortant to notice that the Efiatern banker will cover hia 

commitmcnta in ailver in the eliea|)eat |H)Haible way. If he haa to buy 

ailver, he will buy in the cheaiM‘ai market ; if he haa to aell ailver, he 

will aell it in the market which bids the Ix^at price. 

So, too, a IxjiKion banker who haa to !>uy ailver to cover his sales 

of .‘<ilver currency cares nothing when* the ailver comes from, so long 

as he can ktvp down his costs. He may ship it from London, but 

more probably he will arrange to move it from India, or C‘hina, or 

Japan, whichev(*r is the <‘hea|R*st wmrce. Other bankers will do 

likewise, and if it hap|K*ns that they etTt*it a saving in covering their 

commitments 1)}* the })urchas(^ of silver, the force of comixtition will 

lead them to pass on some of that saving to their customers. In other 

words, the lower the cost of moving .silver, the lower the price charges! 

by the banks for n*mittances. 

Actually, there cannot for long be any appmdable margin l>etweon 

the cost of buying silver in one centn* and the cost of buying it in 

another, for th<* price of silver, like that of g(»ld. is a uxjrld price, and 

any price di!Ten*iu*c which may exist lM*twt*<*n any two centres soon 

di.saj)jKMrs lK*caus<* of the actions of bankers in seeking to take 

advantage of that diircrence. 

The Silver Parity. From %\hat has lH*en said above, it will l)0 seen 
that the exchange lK*twivn a gold standanl country and a silver 

country lluctuates alxait what is callcxl the silver ixirity (or “ rclalit^ 

par the rate yiehled by calculating, at the current market price of 

silver, the gold value of the silviT content of the standanl coin of 

the silver-using country. It will be oUs^tvchI that the silver jxtrity 

is somewhat akin to the Mint Par, in that it exprt\sses the it'lationship 

l>etwtR*n the valiu's of the bullion contents of the two currencies. 

Hut w^hereas in gold standanl eountru's the price of gold is fixcnl 

within very narrow limits, so that the Mint Par In'tween those 

oountries is fixe<I, the price of silver lluctuates daily acconling to 

the supply of and demand for the metal, ami, in conse<pienc<*, the 

ailver parity also fluctuates fnHpiently. 

It is explained later in this chapter that the world value of silver 

(as expresseil mainly by its price on the I^omlon Hullion Market) is 

subject to gmit variations —far greater, in fact, than have ever lx*en 

the case with gold. In general, therefore, the exchanges between 
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London and silver countries fluctuate inucli more frequently and 
seriously than the gold exchanges, and exchange ojwations with 
silver standard countries are far more hazanloiiH than exchange 
operations with gold standard countries. It is for this rt*ason that 
exchange operations have long comprisetl an iinjH)rtant jmrt of the 
functions of the banks which o|x'rate in London and in the Hast, 
and it is for this reason, too, that prices of gmxl.s sold to silver-using 
countries by gold standard countries nrv generally quoted in the 
currency of the latter, so that the exchange risk is borne by the 
Eastern trader. 

When Ix)ndon is off the gold standanl and tlie gold equivalent 
of sterling tliietuates from day to day, anothiT indettTininate factor 
is introduceil into the calculation of the silver parity with sterling. 
But as the I-X)ndon <juotation for silver is the basic world price, we 
may calculate a direct parity* lH‘tweeii st<‘rling and silver without 
reference to the gold value of sterling. 

Silver Exchange Constants.—^"Fhe ndationship Indwinui the price of 
silver in Ixmdon and the ratios of exchange on luistiTii countrie.s is such 
that it is possible, at any tiin<‘, to iletermine what a particular rate 
of exchange should lx* by taking the market pri(*e and making certain 
established allowances for the cost of moving silver and for converting 
it into coin. In practic<», this is effectcxl quickly by the use of what 
is knowTi as a constant, i.e., an arithraeliral i xpn^ssion which gives 
the constant or [XTmanent relationship Udween th(» price of British 
standanl silver and the price of silver in (he form of the cummey cif 
the centre whereon the exchange is to Im» cahmlated. An example 
will make this cleariT. 

The Hong Kong dollar contains actually 4lo-qsr) grains of silver, 
900 fine. British standard silver is now fiOO flru‘, hut the Lmdon 
Market still quotes its silver prices per ounce of 480 grains of the 
old (prc-1920) standard fineness of 925, or I ths. (S<e (’hapter XXV.) 
From thc*se details we can obUiin a constant which enables us easily 
to convert the Lmdon price of silver into the Ixmdon price of Hong 
Kong dollars. We do this by the LTiain Rule, as follows;— 

Let the London price of silver tie z jjfjnco [ler standard our»co; then: 

T How many iH*nc« 1 Hong Kong dollar; 
If 1 H.K. dollar 415*985 grains H.K. standard silver; 

Grains 1,000 H.K. silver 900 grains fine silver: 
Grains fine 925 l,0<i0 grains standard; 

Grains standard 480 «- af pence, 
415*985 X 900 X 1,000 

* LOOO X 925 X 480 ^ * 
Price constant as • 843213 :r 
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This means that if we know ar, the London price of silver per 

standanl ounce, we can multiply it by the constant, *843213, and 

obtain the value in pcmce of the silver in the Hong Kong dollar. If 

that silver is to ha used for making payment in Hong Kong, we must 
allow for the cost of converting it into coin, and also for the expense 

of transport, including intert^st. thus: - 

Coruttarit .. .. .. .. .. *843213 
Add for 

Soij^iiontgo chargo for minting, say 2 %o .. .. *001686 
Frt'ight, say 1 •• *008432 
InU^rost lost during traDsit, say 36 days at 4 % . . *003373 

Exi'hangf* constant .. *856704 

By multiplying the I»ndon price jXT ounce for standanl silver 

by this figun* it should |K)Ksil>le to obtain the rate of exchange 

for T.T/s l)etw(xui Ixnidon and Hong Kong, and, so long as the various 

allowance's for wigniorage, fnught and inter<*st n*main unchanged, 

a figure such as this may 1k' applied for the immediate calculation 

of the exchange rate according to tluctuations in the priet^ of bar 

silver. Thus, if the I>»iuh>n price is 24<l, jx r ounce, then the rate of 

exchange for T.T. In'twivn Hong Kong and lx)ndon should be:— 

24 X •sr»r)704 - 20-r>61, say 

To determine tlu* rat^' of oxchang«' pro<luce<l l>v shipping silver to 

liondon. the cx]K*nscs would have to U' d(ducted frenn the constant. 

But. as wa.s explained ♦‘arlier. shipments to Ixmdon are usually sold 

forward, so that the constant must Ik* ajipliiMl to the price (pioted for 

forwanl .silver in I.^mdon. 

Similar constants an* applied in the case of other silver exchanges, 

as, for exampU*, to d('t<Tmine the T.T. rate {>er dollar l>etween Shanghai 

and rx>ndon, and tlu* rate of exchange Ix^twc'cn Hong Kong and Ix>ndon 

when the dollars are obtained aiul movtsl from Bombay or ("aloutta. 

Kvery day the price of silver on the lx>n<lon Markt't is cablcsl out 

to the banks in the Kastern |x^rt.s. ami the constant current at the 

time is at mice applhsl to <let4Tmine the rates of exchange on Ixindon, 

Rul)je<d, of eourw', to any adjustment of the constant mvessitated by 

a change in any of its factors, and subjei't also to the }>ower of the 

banks to vary their rates, within the silver specie jwints, according to 

conditions of demand and supply. The rates thus determined are then 

telegraphed to the various branch banks in the interior and at other 

ports, so that they, in turn, can fix the rates at which they can 

profitably buy and sell sterling. 
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It is most import4!int to notice that these “ silver constants are 

operative even when sterling is not tied to gold. They are used to 

determine the nitio between sterling and silver without any necessary 

reference to the gold value of sterling. 

The Purchasing Power Parity Between a Silver and a Gold 
Currency.—Because the value of silver has such a dominating in¬ 

fluence on the rate of exchange lietu'cen a silver eurnuicy and any other 

form of currency it must not Ih' thought that the I^irchasing Power 

Parity theory does not apply to such rates. This theory is applicable 

to all exchange rates, but in the case of silver rates it is obscured 

and adjustment is much delayeil. 
We have seen earlier that Ix'twwn two gold staiulani countries 

the purchasing |>ower parity and the Mint Par terul to ciiincide. If 

owing to a change in the price levels of either or lH)th of them the 

purchasing j)Ower parity is alteml, the rate of exchange will tend 

to move to the new purchasing jK»\ver parity. If the rate moves 

outside the specie points, gold will thov from one country to the other, 

lowering the price level in the scmdiiur country, and raising the price 

level in the receiving country. 7'hus hoth price levcis are altensl to 

re-establish the purchasing power parity at al)out the Mint l^ir. 

The case of a rate Ijetwc'im a silver curitmcy ami any other cum'ucy 

is somewhat analogcnis, for the purchasing jm>wit parity tetwls to 

coincide with the silver parity. But wh(‘n‘ th«*y <liverge, and bullion 

is shij>j)e<l, the price level of only one country will affi‘ct<‘d, and 

hence adjustment will lie im^re protractc»<l. 

As a rule, silver will \h^ the metal shij)|KHl. which means that 

adjustment must lx? effected in the price levti of the silver stamlard 

country. The price level in that country will \h* shover to rt*s|K)nd 

to bullion movements than woulcl the price level in one of the heading 

gold sttiiidard countries, Ix'cau.^x* the silver using countries are back¬ 

ward, their inhabitants arc jirxir and t<‘rul to prexlucf* mainly for their 

own consumption, there is a ten«lc‘ncy to resist change, and the volume 

of external tra<ic is very small eompare<l with the volume of inteninl 
trade. 

Adjustment will \h; still further ilelayeil by the fact that the silver 

parity itself is constantly changing. No sexmer has equality Ixfui 

established lx?tween the purchasing p()wer jMirity and the silver parity 

than the latter alters and sets in motion economic forces trending to 

an adjustment at the new level. But these forces will take mime 

time to work themselves out, and, in the meantime, the price of silver, 

and hence the silver pirity, will again have altered, probably many 
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times, and each alteration will affect ihoHC forces which are tending 

to effect equilibrium. From this it can bo seen that adjustment is 

likely to be a never-ending process. 

nuctoatioiui in the Price o! Silver.—We have obsc'rved that every 
change in tlie price of silver in L>n<lon affects the current rates of 

exchange In^tween Ix)ndon and the silver-using countrk^s. In the 

CiiHC^ of goltl, there is always a strong demand for the metal, liecaiise 

so many countries use* it as a monetary standard, and its value is 

fairly constant all the world over, since definite n*lationships exist 

lx?tween the various gold currt^neies. But silver is usihI in most 

countries only for token coinage, wlu)se circulation is delilicrately 

restricteil. The GovtTiiment sch‘s to it that enough is issued for trade 

nH|uinMnents, and no mure. Hence, there is no unrestricted demand 

for .silver as then* is almost everywhere for gold; luily silver standaitl 

countries demand silver in lar^e amounts, and fhen*f(»re when a great 

mine is ojxuuhI up, nr some great hoard of .‘silver is suddenly thrown 

on the Market, tin* j»rie<* dre^ps imnuHliately. Su])ply exceeds demand, 

until the surplus is used up in the arts or is absorlxMl by the silver 

countries. 

In recent years, the value of silver, (is indicatcKi by its price in 

Lmdon, has tluetuat<d violently. At the outhmik of Wiir in UU4, 

the price of silver stixsl at about 2tkl. jht ounce standard, but the 

heavy War and i)o.st-war (h'lnands for the metal for eurreney, for war 
nieiials and for other pur|K>s<’s, eomhine<l with a falling off in supplies, 

causc*<I its price to rise* ct»ntinually, until the rei‘ord level of SDjd. 

JHT ounce was attained in February. ll>2(). 

In 1921 the price of silver colla|>sed with nunarkable suddenness 

in cons<'Cjuence of grx»atly inemis^Ml pnKluction from the mines and 

the n*leas<' of large <|nantities of the metal hv the U.S.A. and other 

countries. Following this, the price nunaimnl stable for some years 

at alM)ut 24d. jK*r oune<', but a furtluT stoi'p fall was exj>erienciHl 

from 1929 onwanl.s, and quotations as low as 12d. \>or ounce were 

n»o*)rdfMl in 1931. This fall was aftrihutahle to si»veral factors;— 

(1) The dwn'asiMl use' of silver for subsiiHary eoinages by many 

gold stanclanl eiuintries. owing to the substitution of nickel 

coins uTid notes for small amounts, and the delxiseincnt 

of the British silver coinage. 

(2) The increascnl use of lwjK*r money in place of silver nijiees 

which, in 1929, followe«l Indtas adoption of the g<>ld 

standard in place of the existing sterling exchaiigt' standard. 
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As a result, the Indian Government was saddled with huge 
quantities of silver, and her attempts to realise these hel{)ed 

to flood the silver market. 

(3) The general fall in commodity prices in terms of gold, silver l>eing, 

of course, an ordinary commodity in gold-using countries. 

(4) The increased production of the metal owing to: (a) compara¬ 

tively quiet conditions in Mexico (one of the chief producing 

countries); (6) improved methods of extraction; and (r) the 

increastxl quantity obtiiineil as a hy-pnxluct of base metal 
mining which has attaincil gn^ater extent and importtuice 

since the War. 

(5) Heavy sales of silver by C'hina necessitated by the heavy 

surplus of imports over exports, which had fallen off mainly 

beciiuse of internal disturbances. 

Since the suspension of the gold standard by Britain in September, 

1931, the sterling price of silver has reflected the depn»ciation of the 
pound in terms of gold and has risen to the neighlKJurhocKl of I8d. 

per ounce. 

Effects of Fluctuations in the Value of Silver.- Such mark(Hl 
fluctuations in the world value of silver coulil not fail to bring alamt 

violent movements in the rates of exchange l)etwc*en silver cumuicics 

and other currencies. The general effect of the post war rise in the 

price of silver was greatly to increase the value of the cummcies 

of the silver standard nations, and to lowtT the relative value 

of other currcmcies. The ]K)und sterling, for example, cleprtMuated 

in countries such as India and (’hina, and those exchanges inovisl 

increasingly against this cotmtrj'. Such erratic movements of the silver 

exchanges are naturally disastrous to trade relations. Incalculable 

elements of risk and speculation arc introduced into all business 

transactions; producers and exporters are uncertain r»f ttuur itduni, 

while importers and consumers arc unable to estimate the prices they 

will have to pay for goods. The result is that business operations 

degenerate into mere gambling transactions, while legitimate tra<le 

languishes and eventually becomes practically impossible. 

Although the violent fluctuations in the rates of exchange are 

disastrous to trade, changes in the relative values of silver cummeies 

and other currencies may l>c attended by certain beneficial conse¬ 

quences. If the price of silver rises in liondon, the piirctuudng power 

of a silver currency in London is increased and our exchanges with 

silver standard countries will become unfavourable to us, i.e., sU^rling 
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will beoorne oheapcr in terms of silver currencies. Our exports to 

the silver countries are therefore stimulated, but our imports from 

such countries are discouraged, because the gcxKls cost us more. This 

is a favourable movement as far as we are conoemed and an un¬ 
favourable one for the silver countries; but at best the movement 

can only be temj>orary. The increase in the imports of the silver 

standard countries and the decrease in their exports will lead to the 

ox]K)rt of silver (or, in practice, to the temporary cessation of silver 

imports by those countries), which will cause a fall in its price. In 

con8o<|uenoe, the rates of exchange (in jjence jxjr silver unit) vrill fall 

and the direction of trade will again turn. 

Suflicient has becui sai<l to indicate that the price of silver is highly 

im[)ortant to merchants who specialise in trade with silver-using 

countries, and that they are, in consequence, far more intimately 

concerned with the course of the exchanges than are merchants who 

deal primarily with gold standard countricH. If an English exporter 

sells grKKls to a silver-using cotintry on the basis of jmynient in silver 

curauioy, he can never be certain of the ultimate return for bis gcKsls 

in his own currency. If he contractefl to supply $10,000 worth of 

go<Kl8 to Hf>ng Kong at a time when the dollar was worth, wty, 2s., 

and agrei‘<l to take payment in the silver currency, he might find 

when th(^ time came for w'ttlemont that the dollar had fallen in value 

to Is. (kl., in which ease* ht» would ixH'cive one-quarter less than he 

should do, i.e., £750 inste^id of £1,<H>0. In like manner, an inijK)rter 

from a silver country who buys on the iimlerstanding that he will 
pay in silver currency may find himself eom|H‘lle<l to jmy such a high 

rate of exchange as will deprive him of any pnwjjK^ct of jirotit. 

Thus, t4ie sjKXJulative uncertainty of the exchange is superimpose<l 

on the usual and unavoidable business risks which any trader stands 

propannl to accept, ami, while the chances of extra pndit are pmbably 

iw? great as the pn)S{iects of loss, the speculative element is usually 

far t<xi great to he aco<q)te<l by the ordinary trader in countries 

accustomed to more stable conditions. 

For thesci reasi>ns, exjvirters of goods to silver countries generally 

fix their prices in one of the leading w*orld currencies and stipulate 

for imyment in temi.s of the same currency, thus placing the onus 

of the exchange ojx^ration on the h^ostem importer, who, of course, 

is faced with difficulties Biniilar to those explained al)Ove. As a rule, 

the exporter in this country stipulates for paj^icnt by sterling T.T. 

on London, or arranges to draw on the Eastern importer a sterling 

bill enlaced with one of the exchange clauses described in Chapter VTI. 
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Hedging in Silver Transactions.—Merehantii who deal with 
silver standard countries, and who cannot place the exchange risk 

on the other pirty to a transuiction, are not able to cover themselves 

by forward exchange operations, as the banks do not undertake 

forward transi\ctions in silver currc'ncies. Nevertheless, a largo 

importer or exporter dealing with, say, C'hina, who has arrangt^d to 

pay or accept jwiyment in C’hinese dollars, can to some extent cover 

himself against loss through a change in tlie value of the dollar by 

entering into a forwartl transaction in silrer on the London Market. 

For instance, supjK)sc a Ixuidon merchant has ei\tered into a 

contract for the shipment of goods from C’hina, and lias agrcMxl to 

pay $*50,000 in two months* time. In onler to prottn^t hiinsc^lf against 

loss through an appn.'ciation of the dollar he could buy the dollars 

at once. But this would inx^-essitate an unprolitable loi'k iip t)f his 

funds for two months. He can protcH‘t himself almost as fully by 

buf/ing formird the silver eipiivalcnt <»f on the l^iuidon Bullion 

Market (where silver is sold “to arrive’*, two mimtiis forward sc?e 

Chapter XVI); then, when the two months I'lapse, he can sell the 

silv'er “ sjxit If the price of silver has rrsr/i he will have made 

a protit on the hedtring o|KTation: but siiuo tin* value of the Chinese 

dollar will have risim roughly in the s«ime proportion, he will lo8<^ 

this profit in the increas<*<l price h»? now has to pay for his dollars. 

Actually, the *’ lu'^lgc “ w'ill not afford a js^rfi^ct cover Invausc' the 

exchanges do not ejc(u:tlfj reflect every change in the price of silver; 

but it will protect the merchant against loss due to major fluctuatkuis 

in the e.xchange. 

Since the forward [)rice of silver is quotisi for tlelivery /ux) monUm 

ahead, and at no other maturity, the merchant who has contrackHl 

to [Kiy out dollars at a longer jktusI, s*iy four months, must carry 

out hw hedging operation in two .stagt^s, i.e., he will buy silver “ for 

arrival in two months, and, at the end of that |K»ri«sl, he wall sell 

spot and buy two months’ forward again. In this cam5 the cover is 

still less complete than in the first in-stiince imuitioncsl; but, as idready 

stated, it is lietter tluin no cover at all. 

A London er/zor/cr, it follows, am protect hims(*lf, when he is 

expecting payment in .silver dollars, by Belling silver to arrive, and 

buying it in at the spot price when the two months elapmi. 

Investment in Silver Countries. --The Ktistern silver'Using countries 

are among those which have lienefitcxl greatly from the investment 

of funds by the great lending nations, nobibly Britain and the United 

States. But the investor who places bis money in investments in 
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those oountries is in precisely the same position as the merchant so 

far as the hazards of silver nuciiiations are concerned. He may 

invest his siivings at an apparently prolitahle rate when the silver 

currency is relatively dear in terms of his currency,.and subsequently 

find that a fall in the world value of silver has rwjuced his dividend 

payments very considerably, and wijKHl out a large projxirtion of his 

capital. 

For these? reasons, financial houses in the leading centn^s who 

H|X)nsor the issue of loans to silver countries take every j>ossil>le pre¬ 

caution to protect the investor against exchange loss. They commonly 

stipulate that dividends and cou]>ons shall Im^ jMiid, and loans repaid, 

in terms of a leading worhl cum*iicy (frt*quently sterling), so that 

the onus of arranging the n(*C(\sHiiry exchange transiictions is placinl 

on the foreign (joviTiuiH‘iit or coqMjration Ix^netiting from the loan 

or investment. 

THK (IIINKSK K.\(TL\NGE. 

China, the most jsqmloiis country in the world, is not only the 

largest country which still continues to use* silver as a basis of interniil 

exchange, but is also ^ine of the major factors in the Silver Bullion 

Market, ('hina, like Indi.i, has long actinl as a vast absorln'r and 

hoanler of the worKl's .silver supplies, as may Ik* gauginl from the 

fact that in th<* live years India and (1una iK^twtvn them 

absorlKsl 94i) million line ounces out of the total world s supply of 

1,424 million line ounces, or alsait (Hi % of the whole. 

Unfortunately, Uhina's curnuu-y jsisition has always Ikhui a highly 

unsiitisfactory one fnun the st;tnd]>oint <»f Western {s'oples. Although 

in 1933 the (’hines<» (hivernment establishi»«l a new silver dollar as 

the national eurnuu'V unit (stv 1h»1ow), business trans;ietions in C'hina 

have for centuries Ikhui condueUnl in terms of the UuL which is a 

weight of silver and not a c<»in. its actual value dilTering in various 

centres. Of the eighty known varieties, the chief are the taels of 

Shanghai, C'anton, Huikwan and K'uping, all dilTering in weight, 

fineness and exchange value. The exchangi* ratios lK*twc*en C'hina and 

L>ndon until nn'cntly, c|iioUm1 in termsf>f the Shanghai and ('anton 

UcIh, wdiile the K'upirig tael vrixH usihI for all oflicial Government 

pur|K>Hes except fi>r the jmyment of customs dues, w4iich ha<l to bv 

paid in terms of the Haikwan tael. The various taels jkuss from hand 

to han<l in the form of ingoU or “ shws " of silver, varying considerably 

in weight, but l)eing usually in the neighiKnirhcKHl of .10 taels. The« 

shoes (ho called from their shai)e) are kiiow^u as sycce, from the Kuropoan 
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pronunoiation of the Chinese words sat ssu^ meaning '' fine silver 
The average fineness (or touch *’) of sycee silver is in the neighbour¬ 

hood of 985, but some idea of the uncert^iinty which attaches to its 

valuation may be gaugeil from the fact that sycee silver exchanges 

for Shanghai currency on the basis of a fineness of 913. 

Several varieties of silver dollar liavo long circulated in the country 

districts. For upwards of fifty years prior to the revolution of 1911 

the most widely used was the Mexican silver dollar, which suiierseiliHl 

its predecessor, the Carolus (or Spanish) dollar, also minUd in Mexico 

during the time when that country was a Spanisli colony. The actual 

coins in circulation \vere considerably debased, and, apart from this, 

they circulated side by side with imitations, nianufacture<i by Chimtse 

silversmiths. Thus, although the legal weight of the Mexican dollar 

is 417*8 grains, *902^ fine, the majority of the coins in actual circu¬ 

lation differed from this standard both in wi ight and in fineness, the 

average weiglit lK‘ing in the neighbourhood of 416*5 grains and the 

average fineness about *898. In eonscMpienee of this del>asenH*nt and 

issue of imitations, the exchange houses resortetl to the practice of 

marking (or “ chopping ”) the genuine Mexican dollars so that they 

could at once be recognised, and coin.s not bearing the chop were 

accepted by w^eight and not by count. 

From time to time successive Chinese Goveminents have attempted 

to reorganise the currency by minting silver dollars to raplace the 

foreign issues. In 1890 the Imperial Govenunent authorised coins 

which subsequently became known as ** Ihragon dollars. Each 

province issued its quota of the coins, but th«*y were so debased both 

in weiglit and in fineness that their circulation between the various 

provinces was hindered, while merchants would accept them only by 

weight. In 1910 an attempt was made to unify the currency by tlie 

introduction of a standard silver dollar for the whole country, Init it 

was not until 1914 that anything was done. In that year the Yuan 

Shih Kai dollar was issued, its official weight bc*ing 7 mace 2 candareens 

of a K’uping tael, and its original fineness 9(X), althougli this w^as 
subsequently reduc€?d to 890. 

The Chinese “ Clash —^To make confusum worse confounded, 

there is the fact that, when*as businr^ss transactions, particularly 

in the wholesale trade, are conducted in terms of taels or dollars, 

yet probably 390,000,000 of the 400,000,000 or m Ghineia^ iiw' nothing 

but the vulgar copper cash or It, the native tokens of uncertain 

value kept for safety on a piece of string. The vagaries of this currency 

have been most amusingly described by Mr. Edwin J. Ilingle in tli^ 
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Financial Times. “ Nobody ”, he sayn, “ knows the value of cash. 

In some parts of China, it is reckoned to be one-thousandth part 

of a tael, but in other parts the copper cent (nominally one-hundredth 

of a dollar—the dollar being from 70 to 75 hundredths of a tael) bears 

the superscription ‘ representing ten cash \ Generally speaking, 

however, a ctush is nominally one>tenth part of a c(*nt, and exchange 
varies all the way from, say, 1,050 to 1,850 to the dollar. 

More often than not, a hundred cash is not a hundred, and a 

thousand cash is not a thousand, but some other and totally unciTtain 

number, to ho ascc^rtaiiied only by exj^i-rienoe. In wide rc*gions in 

China one cash often counts as two that is, it does so in numbers 

above 20 —so that when one hears that he is to be paid 500 eiish he 

understands that lie will receive 250 piece.s, Ic^ss any local abatement, 

which |)er[)etually shifts in dilTeixmt places. 

“ Then there is a constant mixture of small and spurious cash, 

Iciuling to inevitable dispute between dealers in Jiny commodity. 

At irn'guUir intervals local magistrates ^‘tome impressed with the 

evil of this abasement of tlu* currency and issue st<*ni proclamations 

against it. This gives the swarm of underlings in the magistrate’s 

jurisdiction a chance to levy ‘ sqiUH^zes ’ on all c<‘ish slumps in the 

district; then the rain comes <lown and washes the ink from the public 

proclamation, and all is 8t‘rene again. 

“ In China money is truly filthy lucre, but all the same, for centuries 

that dirty little coin with a hole in the middle has U'en the only money 

that the pn>letariat has known, and, in the opinion of the wxiter. a 

settled currency on either a gold or silver biisis will not be workable 

in the far interior for a long time to conic.” 

Naturally, tlie existence of such a variety of coins, and the fact 

that tlicy arc almost always delnised, causes great complications and 

inconvenience. The position is by no means improved by the circu¬ 

lation in certain parts of China of noU^s of various denomination 

issued by more or less oonstituteii authority. Some of these are 

accopt<Hl only at a big dis<'ount, and their values vary considerably 

as Ix'tween one district and another. 

China^s New Dollar Currency (1933).—It has l>oen long recognise<l 

by progressive Chinese that a uniform currency is badly ni'eded in China, 

and, when the now central bank of Cliina was establisheil in Novemln'r, 

1928, the Governor announced the intention of the authorities to 

standardise the currency on the basis of the silver dollar current in 

Hong Kong. Nothing was done until 1933, but early in that year 

an attempt was made to establish a standard silver coin, and this 
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latest attempt seems likely to be successful. On Ist March, 1933, the 

Chinese Government promulgated an order intended to bring about 

the abolition of the tael and the substitution of a new standard silver 

dollar. A new central mint was opene<l in Shanghai to coin the now 

dollars, which weigh 26*6971 grammes, contain 88 % of pure 

silver, and are exchangeable for the Shanghai tael on the basis of 

71*50 taels for $100. 
The new dollars at Hrst apj>oare<l to Jiml little acceptance, and 

the exchange rates eontinueil to be cpiotetl in taels. In Ajiril, 1933, 

therefore, in an endeavour to force the u.sc' of the new dollar, the 

Chinese Government requireil all priv’ate anti public transiu^tions to 

be made in terms of silver dollars, ami proviihul that any transactions 

that were not so made would null and void at law. Furtherinort', 

an export tax of % was im{>os4Hl on silver bullion in onler to 

induce the banks to have tht*ir silver minted into dollars, the ciwt 

of minUige being the siune as the new duty. 

Despite the obvious atlvantages of a centralist^d standanl coinage 

to replace the tael, the banks hesitati*<l for some tirm* to abandcm the 

tael as a unit lK*cause of their lack of conti<lem’e in the iu‘w dollar, 

and their doubt as to the adequacy of the arrangements made for 

supplying and maintaining it, in view of past e.\|R*rience of the <*tTorts 

of Chinese Governments to intro<luc<‘ a new standard coin. By May* 

1934, however, their major doubts apjK.*ar to have lH*en Si»t at rt*st, 

for the method of quoting the exchange with Shanghai was alteit*!! 

from pence per tael to jK*nce per dollar. 

Prospects o! a Gold Standard. Although the supinirters of the 

silver standard in China an* particularly numerous, many intiuential 

people in that country favour the adoption of a gold standanl, and 

in 1929 a ( ommlssion was set up under the Chairmanship of Dr. 

Edwin Keinraerer, charge<l with formulating soini* plan for the 

establishment of a uniform ( hinese currency on a gi»ld basi.s. 

This Commission reported in April, 1939, uml its main recom¬ 

mendations "were that:— 

(1) China should establish a Gold Exchange Standanl. 

(2) A new currency unit should be institut'd, to Ik* known as the 

“ sun ”, having a parity of Is. 7 *77265tl. with sterling and 

$0*40 with the Cnite<l States dollar. 

(3) Gold should not lie use<i for intermii circulation, but for this 

purpose there should be issued a token coinage of silver, 

nickel and copper. 
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(4) A gold Btandard trust fund should be eBtablished amounting 
to at least 35 % of the total value of the coinage. 

(5) The trust fund should consist of two parts: (a) gold and gold 

exchange held in New York and London; (b) gold coins 
and bullion in China. 

Since this rcjwrt, conditions in China have been subject to such 

frequent political disturbances that no move has been made in the 

matter, and, in view of the recent intHsluction of the standard silver 
dollar, it does not seem likely that Chimi will adopt the foregoing 

recommendations—at least for many years to come. 

London Exchange Bates on China. In view of the confused 
sta^te of the currency and of the uncc*rtainty attaching to the value 

of silver in terms of gold, it is scarcely 8ur))rising that the problem 

of the Chinese exchange is one of the greatest complexity'. Fortu¬ 

nately, however, the jKjsition in to some extent ameliontted by the 

fact that the bulk of (^hina*s business with the rest of the world is 
coinluote<l througli Hong Kong aiul the treaty jK)rts of Shanghai 

and Omton, which have made rapid progn*ss under Wt^stem influence, 

and which, through tlu ir w'orld rc*no\nied Imnks, conduct the greater 
p<irt of China’s foix^igii exchange ojx'rations on a basis intelligible 

to Western ptH»ples. For these reasons, the principiil rates quoted 

between China and other countries art* those* on Shanghai and Hong 

Kong, which art' expn*sst*d in terms of shillings and pt'iice |>er 

Shanghai dollar and Hong Kong df»llar r(*sjMx*,tiveIy. 

Thus the basic l>on<lon exchange rate on the former centre is that 

for Telegraphic Transfers, by which a sjK'citietl sum in sterling is jvjiid 

in I»ndon for each silver dollar lakl down in Shanghai. The Eastern 
banks in (’hina quote cheajx'r rates for first-class bank bills at four 

and six months* sight on Loiulon. 

The rates with London are chiefly fixtHl in the Chinese centres, 

since the majority of debts iK'tween the two countries are settled by 

bills drawn on London. Chinese imports from Britain art' paid for by 
bills on Ix>ndon, and Chinese ex|x>rter8 obtain payment by drawing 

and selling sterling bills. China's trade with other nations is also 

largely settled by London bills, under arrangements with London 

financial houses. In fact, China is an excellent example of a country^ 

which utilises Ijondon bills to their full extent, in the manner described 

in Chapter V, thus exemplifying the truth of the statement that 

London draws few bills but accepts many 

26 
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THE REVALORISATION OF SILVER. 

It has already been pointed out that a fall in the value of silver 

decreases the external purchasing power of the silver currencies and 

so lei\ds to decreased imports by the silver countries. At the siime 

time, it cheajwns the exports of the silver countries and either leads 

to an increase in their exports or, if this is not possible—as was the 

case, for example, during the early i)eriod of the present depression— 

it leads to a lowering of the prices of similar exports from other 

countries. C'learly this course of events will have dis^idvantageous 

re{)ercussion8 on international trade. The diHjrt'ased imjKirts of silver 

countries affect the exjxjrts and hence the prt>.sj>t*rity of the indus< 

trialised nations, while the decreascHl prosjK*rity of those countries 

retlects on the nations producing primary prinlucts, many of which 

are also adverst^ly affected by the rt*tluction in price of the ex{X>rts 

from silver stamlard countries. 

It is iiTgueil that, if the price of silver couhl be raiseil, the silver 

markets of the East would have gn‘aUT purchasing power and would 

thus buy more from the industrial nations. It is thought that this 

increased purchasing {x>wer would ari.se nut only from the increased 

value of the silver currency itself, but also from the increaised value 

of silver luxanls, which constitute a large jmrt of the wealth of Eastern 

races, ami which, if increased in value, would probably be more freely 

spent. Hence, it is maintained, raising the price of silver would bo 

a measure likely to have im|)ortant effects as a remedy for the pre.sent 

world depression. 

One of the most obvious ways by which the price of .silver could 

lx? artificially rai-sed is by a restriction of siippli<%s of tht^ meUil on 

the Market, and one of the few' achievements of the W'orld Economic 

(.onference of 1033 was a Siher AtjrfAment having this end in view. 

Since 1927, when India d«xdd<xl to adopt the gold standunl, and, to 

that end, procecxled to dispose of her enormous stock of about 400 

million ounces of silver with a view to n^phieing it with gold or gold 

exchange, the world has lived in fear of a wholesjile dumping by India 

of her silver sUxjks, with seriems effcicts on thi* world price of the 

metal. Hence, the Ixindon Silver Agre<?nient prfjvidcxl that for four 

years (the life of the Agreement) sales of silver by India and Spain 

should bo restricted to a specificxl amount, that the (lovemments of 

silver-producing countritm should purchase or otherwise kwp off the 

Market a quantity of silver, equivalent to the amount sold by India, 

and that China should not sell any demonetised silver. It was claimed 
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for this arrangement that it would have the result of raising silver 

prices because its effect would l>e to withdraw from the Market roughly 

22 % of the new production of silver from the mines. 

For several reasons, doubts were cast on the effectiveness of the 

Agreement to raise the price of silver. It was argued, in the first 

place, that the amount fixed for maximum sales by India exceeded 

the average annual actual sales since 1(127. Secondly, it was con¬ 

sidered that the restriction on sales of demonetises! silver by China 

did not apply to bullion (e.g., in the form of syew*) held by the banks, 

of which there is a huge stock; and, thirdly, it was argued that the 

quantity of silver sjx^citiod for absor])tion by the Governments of 

silver-producing countries was so small as likely to 1m? of negligible 

effect, for at the time of the Agreement Mexico alone was already 

absorbing ov’er two-thirds of that quantity. That thew doubts were 

justified is indiciited by the fact that there has lMM?n practically no 

change in the price of silver since the conedusion of the Agreement. 

Even if a practicable scheiuo for artificially raising the price of 

silver could be devisi'cl, it is by no means certain that such a scheme 

would be quite so l)eneficial as many imagine. There seems no re^ison 

why Eastern jK^ople should dissipate more of their hoards in puixrhases 

of Kurojiean gocnls merely In’cause those h<mrds have increased in 

valiK?. And if we admit that a rise in the price of .silver will incrc^ase 

the purchasing power of Kastern nations, and even if we aivsume that 

silver hoanls w'ouM bi‘ iiu reasingly uscmI to make piinhases of foreign 

goixis, the higher price* of silver would not inert'ase prt>s|)eritv in the 

East. It w'ould, in fact, destroy itsedf, unless it wen* part of a general 

icorld nV in cornmeMitg prices. 

The truth of thi.s will imiiKMliately iM'come aj>j>;irent ujx>n a clost^r 

examination. If the price (»f silver is raised whilst j>rices in general (and 

es|Hxially the prices (»f Kast4‘rn exjxirt pnaluot*) n'lnain constant or 

fall, the exchange value of silv<T curni ncies w ill ris<' and the purchasing 

|xnver of Eastern silvtT countries will umloubtedly 1h' incn'ascd. This 

will lead to incmiml iinj>orts into silver using countries and to a 

decrease in their exjxwts. Hut Ix'fon' very h»ng this change in the 

dirtHJtioii of trade will cause the exchange value of the silver currency 

to fall again, and silver will Ix' ex|K>rt<xl. These exjx>rts will tend 

to oaUHC the value of silver to fall, aiul s\ieh exjxirts, as well as the 

tendency of the price of silver to fall, will continue until the former 

equilibrium is re establishcHl. 

In other wonls, any attempt to raise the price of silver to an 

artificial level will set in motion forces tending to bring the price Ixick 
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to the economic level, and these forces will become ever stronger, 

necessitating even more vigorous action to maintain the value of silver. 

Gnidually, prices in the silver countries may tend to fall and those 

in the gold countries may be intluenceil upwaitls by the incmised 

demand from the East; but these movements will be very gradual, 

and pending the adjustment of prices in the gold and silver countries 

it will become increasingly difiicult to maintain the price of silver. 

What the advocates of an enhance<l silver price appear to overlook 

is that China (and any other silver standanl country) does not pay 
for her imports with silver (the supplies of that metal, like the supplies 

of gold, are limited), but with her exjx>rts of beans, silk, textiles, 

groundnuts, tea, skins and coid. Hence, what is really needed to 

restore the purchasing power of the VAxst is not a rise in the gold value 

of the currepicy of the silver countries, but a rise in the value and in 

the volume of their ejtporiA, To enforce a risc^ in the gold value of 

Chinese currency, for example, is mert*ly to imj)Ose on ('hina that 

exchange appreciation which Britain, the I’nitCKi States and Japan, 

amongst other nations, have themselves so anxiously sought to avoid. 

There would l)e some justification for such exchange appreciation if 

China were importing too little and ex|K>rting too much, but, actually, 

the reverse is the case. China’s imjK>rts are gri'atly in excess of 

her exports, and there is a danger of great difficulty to l>oth ( hina 

and other mitions if the disparity is inereascMl In^cause of an artificial 

increase in China’s purchasing power. 

It would seem, therefore, that the greatest hope lies in action to 

increase the gold value and volume of exjK>rts from (’hina and other 

8ilver-u.sing countries. If this couUl efTecte<l, the result would Ik? 

a natural and inevitable rise in the world jirice of silver. (Vrtainly 

China would benefit from any jJan likely to achieve gmiter stability 

in the value of silver in terms of gold and other commodities. But 

as against this, it has to Ixs remeinlx^red that (’hina is .such a vast 

countrj' and is so largely self-contained that she is not so susceptible 

to outside influences, such as the world price of silver, as is sometimes 

imagined. (Inly to a very moderate extent, for example, has she 

suffered from the world depression, while her internal prices have 

moved scarcely at all. China, indeed, is in great nce<l of several 

things—better government, better communications, improvc<l export 

prices and less taxation—in comparison with which a change in the 

price of silver appears to l>e of small moment. In this connection, 

the fact cannot be overlooked that China has even yet not ratified 

the London Silver Agreement. 
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BimetalUiill.—In spite of the very grave doubts regarding the 
effeotiveness of a rise in silver prices as a remedy for world difficulties, 

there are still many people, especially those reprinting the interests 

of silver producers, who continue to advocate an artificial rise in the 

value of silver. By some it is considered that it would be sufficient 

if international action were tiiken to raise the value of silver; but 

others go further and advocate a return to the system of Bimetallism. 

This system involves the adoption of two metals—usually gold 
and silver—iis legal tender for the payment of any amount at a legally 

fixed ratio, and the coinage of both metals with equal facilities. 

Bimetallism is otherwise known as the Double Legal Tender System, 

and was adopted in 1803 by France, and in 1805 by the ImHh Union, 

comprising Franco, lielgium, »Switzerland and Italy. Other Continental 

countries aifterwartls adopteil the siime principle, and, during the last 

<lecade of the nineteenth century, strenuous elTorts were made to secure 

the a<lheronce of Britain and other nations with a view to ensuring 

stability in the world value of silver. 

The early Bimetallists advance<l as their main argument the con¬ 

tention that the universiil use of both silver and gold as standard 

money wouUl stabilise the value of lK>th and so lead to price steadiness 

throughout the world. They also iiiaintaincHl that world sujiplies of 

gold were likely ultimately to prove inadequate to satisfy the reejuire- 

ments of all countries if they i)ersistiil in their adhenmee to Mono- 

metillism. 
Kxj)erience showwl, however, that Bimetallism had two serious 

disiidvantages: (a) the great difticulty of maintaining the mint ratio 

iKJtween the metals in face of constant iluctuations in the ratio Ix'twecn 

their market iwices; and (6) the imjiosHibility of preventing the under¬ 

rated metal from Inung driven out of circulation as soon as the 

market jirices divergetl from the mint ratio, resulting in an alternating 

currency first of gold and then of silver. 

Grmsiiam\s I..AW.—This latter tendency is recognised in what is 

known as Ureshafns Jmw, which is to the effect that bad money tends 

(o driiv good money out of circulation, i.e., that if there are two forms 

of currency circulating aide by side (e.g., silver and gold; or gold 

and {>apcr; or silver and jMiiK^r), and one of the two forms of 

currency is more valuable (i.e., has a higher commodity value) than 

the other, then the currency of higher value will bo withdrawn from 

circulation whilst the currency of lower value will be retained to be 

used for current exchanges. 

If, for instance, a country maintains a circulating currency which 
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consists partly of full-weight coins and partly of debused coins, the 

full-weight coins tend to bo withdrawn from circulation and to be 

hoarded or molted down or sent abroad in settlement of debt or for 

profit, w'hereas the light-weight coins tend to be retained in circulation. 

In earlier times this frequently hapjH>nc'il. tiolilsmiths and bankers 

who tradeil in gold kept back the full-weight coins coming into their 

hands, and passeil on those which were worn or debased. As the 

metid was sold by weight, heavier coins were obviously more profitable 
to export, since light-weight coins could he iiseil for internal puqK)se8 

Just as well as those fresh from the Mint, so long as no law prohibited 

their tender or acceptance. 

For the ojH^ration of Gresham’s law two conditions art* essential. 

First, there inu.st lx* in circulation at least sufficient inoni'y for elTecting 

the necesssary exchanges within a community. GtHnl moiu\v cannot 

l^e hoitrtled or exporttnl if the circulating medium is scarce and is 

urgently needed for business re<|uirements. It is for this n*asc)n that 

the circulation of token coins in nuHlern communities is always rt*8tricte<l 

to the quantity rtHjuirtsl fur small change and that the coins arc made 

limited legal tender. If larger amounts wen* issuetl anil the coins were 

maile unlimited legal tender, there would lx* a tendency for the token 

coins to drive the standard money out of ciixnilation. 

Secondly, bad money cannot displace giKxl if the community as 

a whole refuses to accept and to circulate it for exchange puqx>ses. 

Under such ci>nditions the giKsl mc»ney will be retained against any 

pressure tending to its removal. Moreover, the depneiiition of the 

currency may lx; so griulual as not to lx; noticed by the public until 

it has reache<l an advanced stage. 

In modern times the oj^i'ration of Gresham’s law w obviateil not 

only by a restriction on the issue of token cians, but also by a very 

careful control of other circulating coins. Light-w^eight coins are 

constantly withdrawn and reminted, and cease to Ik? legal tender if 

they fall bfdow certain legally fixeil minima. 

But exjx^rience has shown that there is gn?at difficulty in preventing 

the operation of Gresham’s law in those countries which have sought 

to maintain bimetallic systems. Under any such .sysU'in the law fixes 

the value of one metal at a given ratio to the value of the other metal, 

but every time the ratio between the market prices of the two metiils 

diverges from the bimetallic ratio, the efle*ct is that the legal ratio 

in the bimetallic country overvalue's one of the metals as compared 

with the other. If the two metals are gold and silver, luid the 

bimetallic ratio is 15 of silver to 1 of gold, whereas the market ratio 
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ill 16 of silver to 1 of gold, it is obvious that silver is overvalued in 

the bimetallio country. Silver will be the “ bad money and gold 

the “ good ” money of Gresham’s law, and in accordance with that 

law, gold will be withdrawn from circulation for -more profitable use 

elsewhere or for hoarding, whilst silver will continue to be used for 

internal exchange purposes at its enhanced value. 

tSo far, it has prove<l impossible to devise any plan to maintain 

stability of the market ratio l^etween the two metals, and so countries 

which have sought to maintain Bimetiillism in the past have been faced 
with one difiiculty after another lK*cause of the great fluctuations in 

the work! price of silver. 

France, in pjirticular, as the staunchest supporter of Bimetallism, 

experienced great difficulty in adhering to her bimetallic arrangement. 

In fact, the systx'm as it operated in that country had so broken down 

bidoro the (irent War that it wiis sometimes refeiTe<l to derisively 

as the italan l>o%t^ujr or “ limping ” standard, l^egally, the French 

national unit of account was the franc, clefincHl as one gramme of 

silver, nine-tenths fine, and the silver fi-franc piece was legal tender 

for any amount on a jmr with gokl. Yet there was no free mintage 

of silver ami the silver currency actually in circulation was only 

•H35 fine, while Frances oxtenial exchanges wen' maintaimxl on a 

ptiH'ly gold basis, except that, wlnmever there was an exceptional 

demand for g()ld. the Ikink of France prt'vent<Ml a drain on its re.serve8 

by paying out silver o-franc j)ieoes. 

Modem Support for Bimetallism. -In s])ite of the disadvantages 
wliieh have n'sult^nl in practice from the adoption of Bimetidlism, 

many leading economists a<lv<H'ate a universid bimetallic system on a 

scientific basis. They contend that, if s<'veral of the leading countries 

COojMTatiMl to maintain the circulation of the two metals at a ratio 

fixtsl by international HgnHMnent. then no pix>fit would accrue by 

exjM>rting one of the metals fn>m one country to another, and con* 

se<|uently (tresham’s law wouUl not ojx'rate. A strong combine of 

mints oouki arrange to maintain the joint standanl l>y c^mtrolling 

the market jwice of bullion, and coukl prevent any serious <livergence 

l)etwec'n the universal mint ndio and the market ratio. Such arrange¬ 

ments, they suggest, w’ould md only make }>os.sible the advantages 

of a bimetallic system, but woukl also solve the difficulties nowadays 

experienced in exchanging g<d<l standanl currencies for the currencies 

of silver stiindard countries, as well as those arising from the world 

shortage of goKl. 

The United States, which produce a largo jvirt of the world supplies 
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of silver, have long had leanings towards some arrangement that would 

increase both the demand for and the value of silver, and have long 

been sympathetic towards the proposals for Bimet^illism. 

In May, 1934, the States took an important step in the direction 
of Bimetallism when a Bill was introduced into the Senate and the 

House of Representatives to increase the amount of silver in the 

nation's monetary stocks with the object of having and maintaining 

one-fourth of their value in silver and three-fourths in gold. In his 

message outlining the projK>8ed legislation, 1^'sident Roosevelt referretl 

to the desirability of broadening the metallic base of the monetary 

system, and to the advantages which would follow the increased use 

of silver (e.g., in place of bank notes of low denomination). He {>ointed 

out that some measures in this direction were appropriate to inde|)en- 

dent action, but that others rtH|uireil concerteil international co¬ 

operation, or at least concerte<l action by a large group of imjH^rtant 

nations. R(X)sevelt also intimatetl that he had alrei^dy taken some 

steps to confer with the neighlK)urs of the I'nited States (understocxl 

to be Canada and Mexico) rt‘garding the u.<e of Iwdh gold and silver, 

preferably on a co-ordinatetl basis, as the staiulard of monetary value. 

It would thus apj)ear likely that Bimetallism will in the near future 

be once again brought forw'ard as a sc^rious object for world co-ojx*ra- 

tion. But it must \>e rememl>ere<l that the Unite<l States have a direct 

inte^rest in any measures takfm to raise the value of silver, since they 

produce a large part (»f world supplies, ami that other nations who 

have not similar interests may not be so nNidy to fall in with the 

suggestions. Thu.s there can l)e no doubt that real dilliculty will lie 

in obtaining international agreement. The British (Jovemment, in 

p^irticular, whose aid would 1x5 almost imlispensable in n*-establishing 

Bimetalii.sm, has always set its face rigidly against it. 

THh] GOLD KXf HANGK STANDARD. 

The system of currency known as the ** (iold Kxchange Standanl 

wa.s originally a kind of half-way house lx*twc*<*n the silver sttindard 

referred to in the foregoing paragraphs and a full gold standartl. This 

system has proved specially suitable to those countries which desire 

to regulate their external exchanges as far as is possible on a gold basis, 

but which are unable to adopt a full gold standard and so are obliged 

to retain either a pajx^r or a silver currency for internal use, either 

because of the comparative poverty of their inhabitants, or because 

of their early stage of development, or because their resources have 

been impoverished by war or other destructive agency. 
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The gold exchange standard has been in operation in more countries 

than is generally known. India has probably had more experience 

of the system than any other country, as she operated this form of 

standard with a high degree of success from 1893 until her arrangements 
were disturbed by the Grciit War. Holland, Austria-Hungary and the 

Philippines are among the other countries in which the system operated 

successfully until the war period, while most of the countries whose 

currencies have had to be reorganised in consequence of the War— 

notably Austria, Hungary, Helgium* and Germany*—have applied the 

principles of the gold exchange standard in order to stabilise and 

maintain their rates of exchange with the gold standard countries. 

The essential of the system is the provision of a cheap internal 

currency of silrer or }xiper and (he nuiitdenance of the value of that 

currency near practicable to a ft.nd jxtr with gold (or with the gold 

currtuiey unit of another country) by fitting the rate(s) at which the 
(toi^ernmeni or central Ixtnk will convt'rt the home currency into one or 

more of the chief gold currcncie^t and by strict regulation of the internal 

currency. 

To achieve this, the State (or a central l)ank acting for the State) 

must either adtH|uat4' n‘si'rves of gold or of its e<|uivalent in the 

form of gold exchange, i,e., saleable exchange on one or some of the 

chief gold sUindard countries. If gold n'si*rves are maintained, they 

an? kept generally in the foreign centn* whose curnuicy unit is taken 

as a basis; thus, India’s gold rescTves have ordinarily iK^en kept in 

Ixmihm, those* of tFapan chielly in New* York. l/:>ndon and Paris, those 

oi the Phili]>pines in New York, and tho.se <>f tfava in Amstenlam. 

Operation ol the Gold Exchange Standard. -The establishment 
and maintenance* i»f the n'wrves, and the ctmduct of the operations 

mHH*s.Hiiry to the sucees.sful working of the standard, imply clo.se 

collulMiration lH*twtH»n the (iovernment or central bank of the gold 

exchange country an<l the central bank of the country where the 

n'st?rves an^ held. The rt's<*rves may establishofl in the first instance 

by the de]X)sit of gold, or the floating of a loan, or the establishment 

of a credit in the gold amiTv, Hut, thereafter, they will be main¬ 

tained through the action of the central bank in the gold exchange 

country holding itself o[ien to purchase good class commercial bills, 

or any other form of debt payable in the gold centre, at or near the 

Fixed rate of exchange between the two currencies. As a result, 

the bank will ordinarily hold among its assets considerable quantities 

of maturing bills (or “gold exchange“), tlie |>racet'd8 of which 

* Tliose countries subsequently adopted a gold bullion standard. 
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are constantly becoming available for the replenishment of its 

reserves. 
Against these reserves of gold or gold exchange, foreign exchange 

will be sold when the demand for remittances to other countries 

tends to force the exchange rate away from the fixed parity. The 

remittances are paid for either in notes or in silver, according to the 

currency of the country concc^rned; contraction of the circulation 

enhances the value of the unit and tends to restore the exchange, 

whilst the pai^micnt of the remittance's lowers the restnve of gold in 

the foreign centre' or lessens the amount of gold exchange held by the 

Government or ct'iitral bank, ('onversc'ly, when there is a strong 

demand abroad for remittances to the gold exchange standard cxnmtry, 

or, in that country, an excess supply of gold standard exchange, and 

the market exchange rates tend to move lioyoiul the fixe<l limit, the 

Government or the c^entral hank again steps in to prevc^nt any great 

divergence from the parity. It c1(K‘s this cither hy holding itself open 

to buy gold exchange in unlimited (piantity, or hy selling for gold 

currency in foreign (viitrcs homeward remittance's clrawn on itself and 

payable in the home currency. In l>oth cas<*s, tlic cfli'ct is that tlie 

circulating currency of the gold exchange country is increas'd, the 

value of its unit falls, the exchange rate U»('omes more normal, and 

the gold curremey receuverl in the forc'ign t'cntre adds to the rt'serve. 
In brief, therefore, the etTt*ct of a gold exchange standard is to 

make the circulating curn^ncy (whether it consi.sts of silver coins or 

of note's) ultimnUlif convertible into goUl at a fixinl U»gal rate (or rates), 

and, as the central hank intervcn«*.s when the c^xc haiige has sufficiently 

diverged from parity to make the movement of gold profitable, the 

value of the pajjer or silver monetary unit is fixed within close limits 

of a certain defined ratio in terms of goM, or in terms of a gold standard 

currency, such limits (’orrcspinding to the* inc^iming and outgoing 

specie points of a country on the full gfK>d standard or on the gold 

bullion standard. The sale of gold f*xcliangi' by the (X'ntral bank 

(with its contractionary efli ct on the currency) is similar in its eflect 

to an export of gold hy a country maintaining the full gold standard; 

whilst the purchas*‘ of gold exchange (or the sale of hmeunrd remit¬ 

tances) is precistdy similar in its effeet to an ivijM/rt of gold. 

Advantages and Disadvantages ot the Gold Exchange Standard* - 
Whether the currency consists of silver or of paper, the result of the 

adoption of the gold exchange standard is that the country concjenied 

obtains a cheap, easily managed ciirrcmcy for intenial use, and yet 

at the same time maintains a steady exchange o[K$rating on much 
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the ttame basis as if it were on a full gold standard. The system is 

Hix^cially suited to a country which is anxious to trade on a gold basis 

yet cannot afford the luxury of a full gold standard. It enables 

the exchange position to be adjusted quickly and easily according to 

the trade position ; it enables trade to be conducted on a certain and 

non-speculative exchange basis; it permits reasonable control of the 
internal price level; and it ensures considerable economy of gold. 

The gold exchange standard is not, however, entirely free from 

dimidvantages, and tlin^e of these, in particular, may Ik? mentioned. 

In the first place, it involves artificial mamujenuni of the cum*ncy 

by the Goveniment or by the central bank (which is generally under 

State control), and thus lays the currency ojxm to manipulation for 

purely jK)litical ends. It inu.st lx* adniitUKl, however, that there is 

no great disadvantage here, since, even in a country with a full gold 

standard, there is always the clanger that a (Sovernment, when suffi¬ 

ciently hard>pn*s.s<‘d, may resort to ine*»nvertible note-issue.s. 

Sc*condly, a nation having a gold exchange standanl and then‘fore 

holding large balances aliroad, to .some <*xtent sacrifices its autonomy 

and al>solutc indcjH*ndcnce in linaiu'ial affairs, since its currency and 

exchange j)osition must, of necessity. Ik? cloudy bound up with those 

of the gold country wherein its n*s<‘rves an* held. This dlsfidvantage, 

of coursi?, is one which ajiplit^s to any stainlard which involves the 

bolding of n*s<'rvcs (*ithcr in gold in a fonugn centn* or in saleable 

exchange? on that centn*. Hut the danger in the case of certain gold 

exchange standanls has at times prined to Ik* more acute because 

the reserves have 1kh*ii held vntirtbj in one centre, which means that, 

if the currency of that centre is divon?ed from gold, the currency of 

the gold exchange centn* is nuxst likely to suffer the Siimc fate, as 

hapjK’iKHl in the case of India in Hk’ll when sterling and gold }>arteil 

company. (»Seo (’ha]»t4*r XX.) 

Thinlly. the pn*s('nce in such centn's as New York ami Liuulon 

of the reserves of gold exchangt* countries has n‘iulenxl these centres 

extremely sensitive to external inlluenoes which have had nothing to 

do with their own trading or financial |K>sition (see pag<i? 3(K1). 

Essentials of the Gold Exchange System. -Quite H}>iirt from the 

question of the jHwsc'ssion of adetpiate n'si^rves in a gt>ld centre, as 

well as resources at home, there an? UiitH' esscuffial conditions to the 

Huocossful working of a gold exchange standanl. 

In the first place, Uie Aome currency circulation fnuM tpe mhjeci (o 

reffulation by the GotTrnmeni and mmi be restricted to the needs of trade. 

If too much currency is issutxl, its value will tend to fall irrespective 
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of the exchange poaition, while, if too little is issued, its value will 

be forced upwards in spite of any Goveriunent attempt at control. 

Hence, if the exchange conditions of a gold exchange country 

demand, the^ notes or silver coins paid for remittances to the gold 

centre must be kept out of circulation imtil the internal value of the 

monetary unit is forced up to the requinnl level, and, if necessary, 

this appreciation must be stimulatc'd by a suitable n^striction of credit, 

brought about by the mainteiumce of a high rate of intert^st or 
otherwise. 

Secondly, the intrinsic icorth of the home currency (i.e., its value 

as metal) must be tcell below the face value, otherwise it would l>o 
impossible to expand the circulation. This, of counK\ follow's from 

the fact that increuse<l issues decrt‘ast» the value of each currency unit; 

and, if this currency value falls btdow the bullion value, then currency 

will be withdniwii for use as bullion until the two values once more 

coincide. 

In the third place, there must be a close and friendly relationship 

beticeen the country operatiny the gold exchamje standard and the centre 

where its reserves are kept. In this regard there is, of course, alw'ays 

the risk that the outbreak of war may cut off the two centres from 

each other, or that w'ar may pnnent the gold ex(‘hangc country from 

obtaining possession of any reserves whic h it might hold abroad. 

It is not necess4iry for the working of a g<»ld exchange standard 

based either on silver or paix'r that the country concerntxl should 

keep actual gold res^*rves either at home or abroad, provided that it 

can otherwise arrange, w hen nc^cc'ssary, either to sc^ll or to buy exchange 

on the gold centre. Nevertheless, the c urreiK’y laws of most gold 

exchange countries require that |>art of the mserves shall Ik* hold in 

the form of gold. 

INDIA’S CURRKNX Y AND EXCHANGE. 

The currency unit and principal medium of exchange in India is 

the silver rupee, containing 180 grains of silver, J^^hs fine, which 

circulates side by side with notes issued by the Government, and is 

legal tender for any amount. Prior to 18U3, India had a silver standard 

currency based on the rupee, and her exchanges and trade were subject 

to those evil consequences, already noted, of frequent fluctuations in 

the gold price of silver. The urgent necessity for a stable basis of 

exchange decided the Government, after prolonged discussion, to 

undertake the regulation of the currency in order to stabilise the value 

of the rupee and steady the exchanges. 
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In taking thin decision, the Government had to face the fact that, 

apart from the usual disadvantages attending the existence of a silver 

currency, India was beset with peculiar difficulties of her own. These 

were largely attributable to the fact that she waa obliged to make 

large and regular payments abroad for the service of Government, 

for pensions, for military pay, and for purchases of bar silver for 

coinage, as well as on account of huge interest payments for the colossal 

amount of capital invested in her railways, her famine relief works, 

her irrigation schemes and agricultural enterprises. 
The majority of such ])aym(*nts ha<l to be* made to the gold standard 

countries, princii>ally England, whereas the revenue of the Indian 

Government w'lis collected entirt‘ly in terms of the silver rupee, the 

gold value of which fluctuated markedly with every change in the 

world price of silver. The consequence was that the finances of 

the Lulian Government suffewd sc^verely, and conditions became 

serious diuing the early nineties of the last century, when the value 

of the rupee in terms of gold rapidly depreciated. 

As a preliminary step the Indian mints were, in 1893, closed to 

the free coinage of silver, with the object of enhancing the vaJue of 

the currency by contracting its amount. The exchange gradually 

improved, and in IHIHJ the Indian Government undert<K)k to issue in 

India rupees, or niix^^ notes, in exchange for gold sovereigns at the 

ratio of 15 rupc^es j)er £1, and definitely adopted the |X)licy of main¬ 

taining the exchange with liondon at that ratio, i.e., at the value of 

Is. 4d. per ru|x?c, by selling exchange either in London or in India as 

was required to mtx't demands for remittances to and from India. 

In the same year, the English sov(‘reign and half-sovereign were made 

legal tender in India at the rate of 15 ruiHHi^s to the £1. This ratio 

w'as maintaiiKHl for twenty years until 1919, when, in consequence of 

the gri*at rise in the worlil prii'c c»f silver, the value of the rupee was 

raised to 28., i.e., 10 niixx's |)er £1. (Set* below.) 

The Ckdd Exchange Standard in India.- Under the gold exchange 

standard system operative in India during the i^eriod 1893-1920, the 

Govenimcnt of India underttmk bi issue silver nqiees or rujiee notes 

in exchange for gold at the ratio fixed by law, at the offices of the 

Imperial Bank of India in Calcutta, l)onil>ay and Madras. The 

Government influenced the exchanges by maintaining large reserves 

of gold in India and liondon, against either of which it sold remittances 

when conditions required. So long as the exchange w^as fairly normal, 

the Qovommont interfered as little as possible, often not at all. But 

when the demand for remittances caus^ Indian bills to rise in price, 
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and the value of the rupee in London rose above the fixed parity, 

then the Secretary of State for India sold Council Bills and Telegraphic 

Transfers in London drawn on the Indian Treasuries, in quantities 

varying with the course of the exchange. These bills and transfers 

were paid for in London in gold, and were i>aid in India by the Indian 

Government in rupees. The gold received in Ix>ndon increased the 
reserve, and was used to pay off India's indebtedness to Europe, while 

the rupees paid out in India increased the circulation in that country. 

In addition to the Council Bills and the Telegraphic Transfers for 

immediate iiayment, the ScH.!retarv of State later issued “ Deferred 

T.T"s for payment in India 18 days after payment in lx)ndon. 

Sales of remittances were made by weekly tender through the Bank 

of England. 

If the exchange moved in the reverse direction, i.e., against India, 

the value of the rupee fell below the fixed parity, and the Secretary 

of State abstaineil from selling Council Bills or Telegraphic Transfers 

in London. If the downward movement in the rate continued until the 

exchange reached the point when it was profitable to ship gold from 

India, the Indian Government sought to prevent the export of gold 

by selling bills in India drawn on its reserve in London. These remit* 

tances, called Reverse Councils, took the form of bills, or Telegraphic 

Transfers, and were paid for in India in rujKM's, thereby lessening the 

volume of currency in circulation. By retaining the nij)ee.H and notes 

so withdrawn from circulation, the Indian (Jovernment helped to 

restore the exchange and to maintciin the value of the currency. 

In both cases the net result was the same as if gold had l>een 

exported to, or imported from, London, but what actually hap{)ened 

was that the gold balance standing to the credit of the Secretary of 

State for India at the Bank of England expanded or contracted, and 

the rupee circulation in India varied pro[)ortionatidy. The Indian 

Government interv'ened w hen the value of the rup<?e moved sufficiently 

far from the fixed price to make profitable gold movements to or 

from India, and shipments of bullion were obviated as long as Council 

Bills could be obtained at lower rates than the cost of sending gold. 

The Government of India therefore not only undertook the supply 

and control of the currency in Imlia, but also rendered great service 

to trade by remitting large sums, of money on trade account. It 

obtained the money required for its disbursements in England and 

Europe, and provided bankers and merchants with a safe, simple 

and extremely convenient fonn of remittance to and from India. 

AHhough the State thus aimed at stabilining the exchange, a 
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weak point was that whereas the Government was legally compelled 
to issue rupees in exchange for gold, it was not under an obligation 
to issue gold in exchange for rupees. Consequently, if the balance of 
indebtedness remained against India, and the supply of remittances 
by the State was exhausted, gold for export could not be obtained, and 
the rupee necessarily fell to its market value as silver bullion. This 
is what actually hap|Kmed after the War, in spite of the Government’s 
praisi‘worthy efforts to check the depreciation. 

The Indian Exchange Daring and Alter the War. The suc¬ 
cessful operation of India’s Gold Exchange Standard was dependent 
on three important factors. In the first place, as the silver rupee was 
linked to gold on an artificially fixed basis, it could be maintained in 
circulation only if its market value as silver bullion remained below 
its artificial value as an exchange medium. If, for example, the rupee 
was exchangeable for gold at the rate of 15 rujx^*tt per sovereign, or 
Is. 4d. per ru|K*e, hut its value as silver bullion reached 28. in conse¬ 
quence of a rise in the world price of silver, then it was a practical 
certainty that many of the* silver ru|K*e8 in circulation would be melted 
down and sold as bullion either in India or abroad. When the gold 
value of the rufK*e was lixed at Is. 4<1., what may l>e tenned the 
“ melting {K)int ” was, in fact, reache<l when silver was aljout 4lid. per 
ounce, and the success which attended the institution of the gold 
exchange stiindard in India would never have hern jH)ssible had it 
not btH»n for the fact that, during the twenfy tive years from 1893 
to 1917, the world price of .'iilv<T di*l not exeeiHl this limit. 

Secrmdly, it will Ih' appreciaUnl that if the Indian Govenunent 
was to continue to pn)vide remittances on India in London, and 
remittances on Ixindon in India, it had to maintain at its dLs{x>Bal a 
sufficient supply of rujx'cs in Iiulia and of sterling in Ix>ndon in order 
to encash its dnifts when they were presenteii for payment. It docs 
not require much imagination to understand that such an adjustment 
of balances required considerable administrative ability on the part 
of the financial officials responsihle. This was particularly the case 
in view of the third factor, which demanded that, in order to maintain 
a fair degree of stability in the exchange, there should be a rough 
correspondence between India's annual balance of indebtedness 
(i.e., including bullion, giKuis and invisible items) and the balance of 
obligations which had to l>e met hv the India Office. In other words, 
it was necessary that the balance of indcbteibiess should lye favotirable 
to the extent of the iintuial sums in sterling which had to bc^ provided 
in London by the Indian Government. This was the more neoessary 
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as the Indian Government did not (as is now usual in gold exchange 

standard countries) hold a large reser\'e of gold or of sterling in London. 

Hence, there was always the danger that any unduly strong demand 

for sterling in India might cause a collapse of the rupee exchange. 

Until 1917 the necessary conditions were fuIfillcKl to a remarkable 

degree, and the gold exchange standanl ojK'rated so successful!}’' in 

the case of India that it was hailed in many quarters as the ideal 

exchange system. The Great War brought a prt>found change. From 
1914 to 1919 India enjoyed a jK^rkHl of grt^at prosjx'rity. Her goods 

were in great demand, the annual trade balance was much to her 

advanhige, and the value of her currt'ncy unit apprt^ciated conskkr- 
ably in consequence of the great risi' in the price of silver. This 

prosperity was destined, however, to bring in its train tinancial difii* 

culties of the first iin|X)rtance. The sjK^tacuiar rise of silver to more 

than double its pre-war price made the coiiunl riq)eo far mort* valuable 

as bullion than as a medium of exchange at Is. 4<1., and the tJovernment 

of India was therefore forced to rais** the exchange value of its unit 

in order to prevent a wholesale melting down of tin* curnuiey. lk*tweon 

Aug\ist, 1917, and February, 1920, the price of silver rost‘ from 46d. 

|)er ounce to 81kl. |X'r ounce, and during the same jxTiod the official 

value of the rujxx? was raisi'd by successive stejKs from Is. 4<1. to 2s. 7d. 

Such fluctuations were naturally most tlis4;oncerting to tratlers, and 

consequently, on the advice of the Indian ('ommittcx* on Exchange 

and Currency, 1919, an Act was passcnl in Kel^ruary, 1920, making 

the sovereign legal tender in India at the ratio of lO rujX'es per 

sovereign, thus raising the gold value of the nijxx* from Is. 4d. to 28. 

Once again, however, economic forces were to prove stronger 

than artificial regulations, and as from January, 1920, conditions 

inclined the other way. Foreign markets w'cre glutted with Indian 

produce, and, whilst many PJumpe^an countritrs, ow ing to their inability 

to restore production, were unable to {my for Indian gcHxls which 

they had purchased, others were resuming their pre-war export of 

machinery and manufactures to India. The trade balance thus moved 

against the country, and wrhile there were heavy demands for Revemo 

Councils for making remittances to London, the sale of Council Bills 

on India fell off considerably and had eventually to l>e discontinued 

altogether. But this was by no means all. difficulties attri¬ 

butable to the trade position were greatly accentuated by the rapid 

drop in the price of silver, which by March, 1921, had fallen to dOd. 

per ounce, just one-third of that ruling one year previously. Not 

unnatofaJlyi full advantage was taken of such movements by speou- 
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latoro in bullion and exchange, while the constantly increasing import 
trade led to large transfers of capital from India. The effect of these 

conditions was immediately reflected in the exchange, which, in spite 
of the vast amounts of Reverse Councils sold by the Government 

at a heavy loss in an endeavour to save the position, fell away until 

ultimately it reached the low level of Is. 3|d. The fixing of the 

value of the rupee at 2s. had thus proved abortive. Consequently, 

in September, 1920, it was decided to stop the sale of Reverse 

Councils, and the Government abandoned its efforts to maintain 
the exchange by artificial means, leaving the value of the rupee to 

find its own level according to the prevailing market price of silver. 

Fortunately, the results attending this decision w'ere much less dis> 
turbing than might have btxMi anticijmted. After the violent reaction 

of 1921, India’s trading position tended gradually to improve, the 

price of stiver remained fairly steady, and consequently the value of 
the rupee and the Indian exchange fluctuated within comparatively 

narrow limits in the neighbourhood of Is. 6d. 

In 1923 the Government of India began to take over from the 

Secretary of HUito the control of the sale of Council Bills and Reverse 

Councils, and, as it was soon found that this was a more satisfactory 

arrangement, the entire control was by 1926 transferred to the Indian 

Government. 

As might be ex^xK^ted, the fact that the value of the rupee remained 

fairly stable at Is. 6d. over an extended j>eriod gave rise in many 

influential quarters to the demand that the exchange should be 

stabilised at iSd. The proposal rt^sulted in an acute and prolonged 

controversy. An important section of the trading community favoured 

a return to the old basis of 16d. which India had so successfully main¬ 
tained for nearly twenty-five years. Gradually, however, it became 

evident that Indian public opinion was strongly in favour of a complete 

reorganisation of the currency and exchange system with the object 

of supenKMling the gold exchange standard—apparently regarded “ as 

a brand of subjection and inferiority by Indians ”—in favour of a full 

gold standard, considered as the sign and symbol of political 

freedom by the Indian {KH)plo 

The absolute breakdown of the gold exchange standard after the 

Great War was a strong factor in favour of reorganisation. The 

failure of India’s exchange system had thoroughly disturbed her trade, 

had given rise to social, economic and political difliculty, and had 

involved her Government at one time in a loss of £25,(KH),tKX) in an 

endeavour to maintain the fixed ratio. In 1025 a Royal Commission 

27 
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was appointed '' to examine and report on the Indian exchange and 
currency system and practice, to consider whether any modifications 
are desirable in the interests of India, and to make recommendations 

In a long and exhaustive Report the Commission indicated its 

conclusion that India should supersede the gold exchange standard by 
a gold bullion standard^ l>ased on a silver rupee definitely linked to 
gold, and not merely to sterling, at the rate of 8*47512 grains of 

pure gold per rupee. The value of the rupee in terms of sterling 
would thus be fixed at 18d., or 13*33 rupees |)er £1, but the Commission 
recommended that the sovereign and half-sovereign should bo 

demonetised and the rupee made sole legal tender. The Commission 

also advised the transfer of the control of the currency and exchange 

of India from the Government to a new central bank, which should be 

obliged to buy and sell gold bullion for rupees without limit, and for 
any purpose—intenial or external—at rates based on the prescribed 
parity. It was maintained that this obligation w^ould not only ensure 

the strict convertibility of silver rupees and rupee notes into gold, and 
therefore firmly establish the Indian currency on a gold basis at the 

fixed ratio, but W’ould also ensure that the exchange with gold standard 

countries would be confined betwt'en the upper and lower gold points, 
marking the cost of moving gold to and from India ; e.g.,as between 

India and London, about Is. and Is. ajd. respectively. 

\Vhile, therefore, the adoption of these arrangements would give 

India the benefit of a cheap and acceptable currency for intenml use, 

the obligation to convert that currency into gold, not only for export 
bul for any purpose, would give her all the advantages of an absolute 

gold standard. The principle would bo established that gold is the 
standard of Indian currency at a fixed ratio, and that the currency 

authority admits it, and must maintain it ^ At the same time, the 

compensatory action of the movement of gold, both on the exchanges 
and on the price level, would be maintained. The sale of gold bullion 

for notes would contract the currency, lower prices and correct the 

exchanges by increasing exports and diminishing im{K)rts, w^hile the 
purchase of gold bullion with rupoes would have the reverse effect of 

expanding the currency, raising prices and correcting the exchanges 

by encouraging imports at the expense of exports. 
Effect was given to several of the proposals of the Commission 

by the Indian Currency Act, lli27. The 18d. ratio and the demone* 

tisation of the sovereign became law, but pending the establishment 
of the new central bank, the Indian Government as the currenoy 

authority was placed under obligation to buy bar gold, but was given 

^ Report of the Indian Currmey Commieoion, | SI. 
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the option to sell for rupees either gold or gold exchange. The Govern* 
ment also continued, as hitherto, the Siile of remittances to and from 
India in the manner ojwrativo under the gold exchange standard. 

India thus reached a transition stage between the gold exchange 

standard and the full gold bullion standard which she will ultimately 
adopt, but her revisc'd currency and exchange s^’stem, although a 
“ hybrid **, afforded her jM30plo the satisfaction of having a unit which 

was free from fluctuations in terms of other gold currencies, and which 
had a steady and deterniinato international value. 

Unfortunately, India’s ]»lans for the future were upset by the 1931 

crisis, when the authorities were corniKdled to allow' the ruj>ee to depre¬ 

ciate along with sterling, to w'hich it was still linkcHl. The system thus 
reverted, in effect, to that (»f a sterling ejcchange standard (see l>elow). 

The Indian (Government now' manages the exchanges with the 
co-ojK*ration of tin* chief banks, (‘ouneil Bills ami Heverse (Vnincils 

are no longer sfdd, hut the Controller of the Ciirrency now calls for 

weekly temlers for the sale of sterling to the Imlian GovcTnment. 
The Indian bank.s make tenders and so disiK)se of their suqdus sterling 

holdings. The Government is rarely called uj>on to s(U ix^mittances 

on L)n<lon as thest? can usually be purchaw^d more cheaply from the 
banks. 

The Services o! the Indian Exchange Banks.—Indian Government 
it'inittances have so long taken a lea<iing pirl in the finaneing of 

Indian trade, that it is fnHpu‘nlly forgolti-n that the Indixm bt^nks 

nmder considerable service in effecting st^ttlements on trade account. 

Bills are drawn on or by Indian merchants in the usual way, and are 

S4'nt forwanl fi>r collection through the Iwinks or art' sold outright to 
them. And apart from buying and sidling bills, the bivnks oix*n 

cix'dits either in Ixuulon or in India, undertake acci'ptanee business, 

arrange for the movement of bullion, aiul undiTtake collections in 
one country for their customers in the otlu*r. 

An intert'sting jxiint in connection with the price charged by the 

Ix)iidon l>anks for wmittances to India has recently arisen as a result 

of the inauguration of the ix'gular air mail service to that country. 

The time taken by the air mail is now so much less than it is bj" the 

sea route that sight drafts forwanled by the former means are pre¬ 

sented for payment much sooner than would otherwise be tlie case, 

and are consociuently charged for at I/32nd of a pemiy more per 
rupee than the chcipio rates appliiMl to drafts forw'arded by the sea 

route in the usual way. 
Finally, w'c may observe that there is annually a considerable flow 

of gold to India in the form of sovereigns and gold bars, which, in 
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ordinary circumstances^ can be easily exchanged for or purchased with 
rupees or rupee notes. India is, in fact, a most voracious consumer 

of gold, largo quantities being regularly imported from the London 

Bullion Market and direct from South Africa (see Chapter XVI). Much 

of this gold is hoarded or used for ornament, in which case it partakes 

of the nature of an ordinary commoility import. 

In this connection, it is interesting to note that the high price 

of gold in terms of rupees which has prevailed since 1032 has caused 

the flow to be reversed, with the result that coitsiderable quantities 

of gold from India have found their way to the London Bullion Market. 

Sterimg (and other Currency) Exchange Standards.—One great 
lesson which the world has learnt from the monetary experiences of 

India is that a gold exchange standard which is based on a single gold 

currency unit will continue to fimction successfully only so long as 

the value of the basic gold currency is absolutely on a par with the 

value of gold. So far, India’s gold exchange standartl has been in reality 

a ^"Sterling exchange standard'^\ the rupee has been linked to sterling 

and not directly to gold. Consequently, when sterling and gold have 

parted company, the gold exchange standard in India has lost its 

direct link with gold. 
The realisation of the defects in the Indian .system doubtless caused 

several of the countries which adopted the goUl exchange standard 

after the War to fix the value of their currency, not in terms of another 

currency such as the {X)und sterling or the dollar, but in terms of a 

given quantity of gold. The post-war gold exchange sUindanis have, 

therefore, much more right to the description than the so-culled gold 

exchange standards of pre-war days, and the latter arc probably best 

distinguished as '' currency exchange standards ”, lM>cause their basis 

is a gold standard currency and not gohl its<*lf. The value of a 

true gold exchange standard currency varies only with the value of 

gold, whereas the value of a monetary unit which functions as ])Art of 

a currency exchange standard must fluctuate with every variation in 

the gold value of the currency on which it is based. 

The present currency system of the Irish Free State affords an 
example of a pure currency exchange standard, inasmuch as the Irish 

legal tender notes are directly convertible into sterling deliverable in 

London. But the fortunes of Ireland and Great Britain are so insoltibly 

blended that any other system would be both inconvenient and un¬ 
economical, and it is unlikely that the Free State will suffer any S|)ecial 
disadvantage from the linking of her currency with the pound sterling 
instead of with gold. 



CHAPTER XIX 

RECENT EXCHANGE H18T0BT 

It hoH bei‘n otalcd at several points in the preceding pages that 
in cons<‘(|uence of the Great War the foreign exchanges were totally 
disorganised. The Mint Pars of Exchange between the gold standard 
countries became items of historical rather than of practical import, 
while the siwcic ]K>ints were entin-ly inop*Tative as limits to the rise 
and fall in the raU-s of exchange. This demoralisation was due princi¬ 
pally to the fact that the financial strain rt'sulting from the War led, 
in many countries, to the abandonment of the gold standard and to 
the issue of vast quantities of inconvertible paper money. Gold, and 
in some cases silver also, was driven from circulation, and the free 
exj)ort of the former metal was prohibited almost everywhere} 

Much of the gold cum-ncy thus withdrawn was hoarded, but more 
generally it found its way into Government or bank rest'rves to provide 
some backing for the issui's «jf pajH-r, and to be used for export when 
required. IVices in most countries rose to unpn*cedented levels, and 
throughout Euroiw the di.sorgunisation of the national currencies 
cn‘ate<l an atmosphere of such unwrlainty that business activity was 
stifled ami international trade <lemorali.xed. 

Thecollapst' of the currencies was acctimjwnied in a number of cases 
by the total colla|)se or s<‘ri«*u8 imixiirment of the crerlit of the countries 
conc<-me<l. Rroadly siM'akiug, the War destivyetl the economic life 
of the chief European peoples, and so affected the other nations of the 
world that the w'holc fabric of national life and the wider international 
relationships had to be reconstructed. In the case of Russia and Ger¬ 
many, particularly, disorganisation was still further accentuated by 
political and social revolution. 

Tbs BSedi of ^"**lt**f"—^The painful, sometimes tragic, economic 
sufferings of the world since the Great War have been largely due to 
monetary mismanagement, evidenctH:! mainly by the interminable 
inflation of the voriotis ourrcnciee by the issue of inconvertible paper. 
Inflation may be defined as a deliberate expansion of currency and 
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credit beyond the amount necesstvry to meet the need of internal trade 

and exchange at the existing level of prices. 

An expinsion of currency and credit to satisfy demands which 

spring from the economic progress of a community is, of course, a 

most desurable and necessary thing and is not regarded as inilation. 

But inilation is an evil because the suj)ply of ourrt'ncy and criM.lit is 

arbitrarily increased, without refertmeo to tvonomic needs. The 

Government, in order to pay otf a budget deficit or to meet extra- 
ordinaiy' current requirements, is forced to borrow unduly from the 

central bank, and to liquidate the credits thus creaU'tl has ultimately 

to issue, or authorise to l)e issued, more and still more currency* 

Usually, too, the CJovernment inflates credit by encouraging the 

extension of bank crcilit, either to finance public subscriptions to 

Government loans or to finance the paynu nt of high taxes imjx>sed for 
emergency purf>ost‘s. 

Whichever method is adopted, the ultimate result is t(» place more 

purchasing jx>wer in the hands of the community than is ne<?e»»iiry 

for the existing volume of tra<le. The result is that prices rise, wages 

rise, still more currency is requisitioned from the banks, cmlit expinda, 

prices ri.se again, and so the vicious circle g<H‘s on. 

The Problem of Stabilisation- -It is diOiiMilt to .see how the vast 

ex|xmditure of the iH'lligerent countries during tlie War could have 

l>een met without inflation. But then* is a limit to the extent to 

which a Goveniment can finance itsi*lf by this unsound method. 

Every increase* in the quantity of an inflated currency lowers its 

purchasing fK>wer in terms of comnuslities gem*rally, induces frequent 

and violent fluctuations in the rates of exchange and eventually makes 

trade wclbiigh impossible. Finally, a stage* is reach(*d when some¬ 

thing has to lx; done if international business is ever to Ix'^ n^sumed 

on a reasonable, non-sjjoculative basis. 

The problem of iK>st-war currency instability was tackletl by 

statesmen, financial exploits and wonomic theorists in almost every 

country', and gradually one p>int of unanimity emergcfl from the 

welter of conferences, resolutions and di.s< iissions. It was n*cognised 

that the main stumbling-blocks to economic j;rogn?ss and rehabilitation 

were uncertainty and insecurity. The ncsx! of the world was eUUnlity— 

stability of internal prices ao that industry could thrive and the jx*ople 

prosper, and stability of the external (*xchanges so that inteniational 

trade could be resumed with some certainty as to payment and 

ultimate profit. 

Influenced by these considerations, the International Economio 
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Conference held at Genoa in 1922 adopted a recommendation of ita 

expert committee advii^ing the immediate ntabilisation of inflated 

currencies as closely as iK)K8ible to their then existing values in terms 

of gold, i.e., in terms of the gold standard currencies. 

Devaluatioil and Deflation.—Now the stabilisation of a currency at 

an existing depreciated value meant, in effect, that the monetary unit 

must be regarded for the future as lx‘ing worth, in terms of gold, only 

a fraction of its pre-intlationary gold value. It meant the acceptance 

of the fact that the restoration of the pre-war value of the currency 

had lx‘come impossible, and that the currency must lx? devalued by 

reducing ita legal gold content to that extent necessary to make the 

mint paritic^s with gold standard centres approximate!}’ equal to the 

existing rates of exchange. 

The alternative to dtvaluation was deflation^ defined by IVofessor 

Cjisscd ♦ as “a process by which the internal value of the monetary 

unit is increased. This means a delilx'rate raiding of the purchasing 

powi r of the unit in n'gard to commo<lities and wTvici^s i.e., a general 

and uniform n‘<luction of priw^s, wages and salaries as measured in 

terms of the monetary unit ”, Thi.s is effected by n\stricting the 

supply of the means payment and eonsecpiently nducing muninal 

purchasing jH)wer in the hands c»f the ]>ublic. JSueh action involves a 

ri.se in the central bank rate, a nduction of cn dit facilities and a gn’ater 

discrimination in granting loans. At tlu‘ same time, increased taxa¬ 

tion and nxluccd Govt nanent exjx’nditun* an^ usually necessary in 

onler to raisct a fuiul for tin' reduction of excessive note issues. In 

con.siMpieru'e of the rapid fall in prii*es, capital development practically 

cease's, while nqiairs ami n‘m*walH an' n*d\iei‘d to a minimum. IVo- 

duc<‘r8 curtail their output, and workers suffer through unemploymtmt. 

Pn>fit« diminish and trade generally iH comes ilepn'ss<d. 

Koth inflation and deflation havt* thus most inijiortant jxsychological 

effects on the economic organi-'^ation. While inflation tends to over- 

confideiKM', dangennis s|x*eulation, and an extension of business which 

is not justified by the n'al economic ]x>sition, deflation tends to lack of 

confidence, stagnation ami general clepression. 

It was, of course, n'cognisi'd by lYance, Italy and other similarly 

placed countries who favoun'd di'flaticm, that an imnudiaie n'ttini to 

the pn?-ww iMisis was out of the question, since that would involve a 

far too violent fall in pricx's and pnffound economic disturbance. 

The effect of such a step would lx* to place on the depn'ciated currency 

an artificial exchange value which would hopelessly overvalue it in 

• The WterlTe Monetary Problems^ p. 112. 
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the Foreign Exchange Market, i.e., the artifioial value, when converted 

into foreign cunenciee, would give it a purchasing power abroad greatly 

in excess of its purchasing power at home. As a result, trade would 

be seriously disturbed. Foreigners would rush to sell their goods in 

so profitable a market, but home exporters would be discouraged from 

selling goods overseas. Imports would thus be encouraged and 

exports discouraged. Unless active Government measures were 

taken to support the exchange, as by borrowing abroad or raising 

adequate credits in other countries, the country would be drained of its 

gold to meet the adverse balance of payments. These conditions would 

persist until the influx of goods and the efflux of gold had raised the 

home purchasing power of the cummcy to its pre-war value. But 

the final cost, in the case of a badly depreciated cuntmcy, would far 

outweigh the Siicrifice involve<l. Moreover, in some countries the 

depreciation had gone so far that the gold reserves would have been 

exhausted long before adjustment could be effecte<l. 

Although, for these reasons, the immediate n^storation of the pre¬ 

war |3arity was recognised to l>e im[>o.s.sible, the eountric's which favoured 

a gradual return to that parity by steady deflation did not foresee 

the evil and cumulative effects of such a policy on the economic life 

of the community, and many valuable years were wasted in futile 

attempts to restore pre-war conditions. 

The Case For and Against Deflation.—^The arguments in favour of 

deflation were largely psychological and ethical. People in the countries 

w'hich had suffered inflation could not get away from the idea that the 

War and post-war conditions were tem|K)rary disturbances which would 

ultimately give way to the “ ideal conditions of the “ good old pre-war 

days”. Such people overlooked the fact that the world’s industrial 

and financial lay-out was changed completely by the War, and that 

adjustment to the new conditions was essential if progress w^as once 

more to be achieved. 

A more reasonable psychological argument was thot devaluation 

involved the admission that the currency concerned had become hope¬ 

lessly depreciated an admi.Hsion regarded as damaging to the national 

pride, credit and reputation. Undoubtedly, this argument w*as one 

which could not l)e ignored in the case of our own country', with its 

world-wide financial interests luid its position as an international 

monetary centre. Moreover, the immense total of our overseas 

investments was a strong practical argument against voluntarily 

reducing the world value of the capital sums due to us, which would 

be the effect of devaluating the pound. This aspect of the question 
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was of less moment in the case of countries such as France, Belgium 

and Italy, whose credit and national prestige were already damaged 

to a considerable degree by the violent fall and distressing fluctuations 

which had taken place in the value of their currencies. 

On ethical grounds deflation was championed because it was con¬ 

sidered that devaluation was not a policy worthy of any Government. 
Many people held that the Governments c(>ncc*med were morally bound 

to restore the status quo ante by remedying the serious injustices 

betw'ecm individuals which inflation had caused. But those who ad¬ 

vanced this contention overlooked the fact that deflation ttxmld not 

and could not restore the status quo. In most countries, inflation had 

been so prolonged that time and change had alre^idy effaced many of 

its injustices. Investments had changcnl hands and debts had been 

transferred from one cretlitor to another. 

The practical objections to deflation are even more weighty. A 

long-drawn-out restriction of er<*dit necessarily imjK>ses a serious drag 

upon industry and trade, since money-profits, which provide the 

incentive to pnxluction. are progn^ssively reducecl. And the evil is 

more tluin [psychological: for real profits are also rcKluced, since costs 

fall less rapidly than the wdling price of the product. 

Moreover, deflation, by effecting a change in the value of money, 

causers a s<»riou8 redistribution of wealth. The loss to the producer and 

the liorrower the active membt^rs (»f society- is a gain to the investor 

and h’luhT—the inactivt members of society. Thus social relationships 

are dhturbed and profXTty rights are seriously infringed. 

On these and other ground.^, far-.siving financial experts ivero 

convinced that deflation, as a general policy, was undesirable. True, 

it was generally (though by no means universally) agreed that, in 

the jKTuliar [K^sition ol Britain, some degn^e of sacrifice to restore the 

pre-war gold value of sterling was justified. But in the case of other 

countries whose* currencies had bc'cn subject to much greater deprecia¬ 

tion, theorists n*cognise<l, long Indore statesmen would admit the fact, 

that deflation was not only undesirable but quite impossible, since any 

attempt to restore the pn'-war value of the currencies concenied 

would have imposed an intolerable bimlen on the taxpayer and upon 

industry. 

The Choice between a Currency's External and Internal Value.—It 
will now be ap[>arent why most countries which had suffered from an 

inflated currency were ultimately compelled to resort to devaluation of 

the monetary unit in order to achieve stabilisation with the least 

possible friction and economic disturbance. Such countries had the 
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choice of three alternatives for the new gold value of the currency: 

(a) the external value of the unit as indicated by the prevailing exchanges 

with the important gold standard centres; (6) the internal value of the 

ciurency as revealed by the nation’s price index numbers; and (c) an 

entirely ne%v value determined after ex|H'rt examination of the linanetal 

and monetary conditions and needs of the country. 
In accordance with the purchasing jiower parity theory of the 

exchanges, the tendency is for the external value of a eunrency to 

approximate, in the long run, to its internal value. But this adjust' 

ment is very indetinite, particularly in the case of an unstable currency 

whose value is subject to sjieculativo and psychological influences. 

Usually such a currency is either overvalued or undervalued by the 

external exchange. 

Overvaluation imj)lu‘s that the value of the currency in the Foreign 

Exchange Market is higher than its internal value. In other words, 

home prices converted into gold at the current rate of exchange are 

higher than world prict\s, and thus a stimulus is given to imports and a 

handicap is placed on ex|K>rt8. 

Undervaluation, on the other liaiul, implies that the value of the 

currency in the Foreign Exchange Market is lower than the internal 

value; in other words, home prices at the curn*nt rate of exchange arc 

lower than world gold prices. As a result, exjK)rt« are .stimulated and 

imports discouraged. 

Such undervaluation may result from spt^culative .selling of the 

currency concerned in the exchange market, as hap[K‘ned, for instance, 

in the case of the “ flight ” from the franc and from the mark, when, 

owing to the fear of further inflation and lack of contidence in the future 

of these currencies, they were wildly sold to an extent that was not fully 

justifled by their internal depreciation. 

If a currency which Is internally depreciated is thus undervalued in 

the Foreign Exchange Market, it is said to Is* ^peci/ic«/'y depreciated, 

and the amount of this specific depreciation measurt*8 the extent of 

the divergence of the prevailing exchange rate from the purchasing 

power parity. 

Now, a Government which embarks on a stabilisation scheme must 

decide at the outset whether the currency shall lx? stabilised at its 

lower or at its higher value. In practice, this means that the currency 

may be stabilised either at the current rate of exchange or at an alterna¬ 

tive rate, higher or lower than the current rate. Whichever alt4*rnaiive 

is finally adopted, some internal adjustment is bound to bc' necessary, 

and, as I^rofessor T. £. Gregory has pointed out, the effects of stabiliza* 
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tion on iht^ economic life of the country dcpcmd, not on whether the 

internal or external value is chosen, but on whether the higher or 
lower value is adopted as the future basis. 

Stabilisation and Adjustment Crises.—If a currency is undervalued, 

and the external value (i.e., the lower value) as indicated by the 

current rate of exchange is adopted, the internal value will have to be 

forced down to the lower external value. This implies that internal 

prices must be raisc'd, by a continuanai or rc*sumption of inflation, 

until they reach a level at which they are in equilibrium with external 

prices at the stabilisation rate adopted. While inflation is proceeding, 

exporting trades will be stimulated and imports will be discouraged 

by the existing undervaluation, until the margin between internal and 

external values disap])ears. At the .sa?ne time, internal activity will 

bo stimulate<l by the inflation of profits resulting from the rise in 

prices, and by the desire to ae(|uire whose prices are rising rather 

than to hold a curn'ucy which is continually declining in value. 

When (UU‘4» tlu* ne<*<‘ssary ailjustment is achieved and parity is 

reached, tlu* di.scontinuanoe <»f the inflationary process will it‘sult in 

the checking of the tem|K>rary lHM)in. and cause what lYofessor Gregorj^ 

has de.scrilH*d as a st(M!isa4ion crisis. The country must then face 

the nece.ssity for damping down expansion, and inflation must be 

stopp^nl, otherwise internal and external values will once more get out 

of touch. Such wa.s the exiHirience of st'veral countries, not^ibly 

(hTinany and Belgium, where the stabilisation rates adopte<l did not 

fillip' represent the internal value of their currencies. 

If, on the other hand, a cum*ncy is overvalucyl and the external 

value is adopted, the internal value will have to be forced up to the 

higher external value; in other wonls, home prices must he forced 

down by deflationary measim's. This j^nx^ess caust's a slackening in 

trade (owning mainly to the fall in jwices), an*l, pending the adjustment 

l)etwcen intenial and ext<'rnal values, the fact that the currency is 

overvalued on the exchange market encourages imports and disco\irages 

ex|>ort8. From both elTccts homo producers suffer, and the crisis, 

which IVofossor Gregory distinguishes as an adjwshnetU rrisM, involves 

trade depression and uneinjiloyment. This w'as the exj)erience of 

England and Sweden. 
The second method given above is to stabilise the currency at its 

internal value. If, then^fore, the currency is ot^nxdued externally, 

the rate chosen will give the currency a lower value than is represented 

by the existing rate of exchange; hence, the Government will have to 

be prepared to force down the exchange rate. On the other hand, if 
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the ouirenoy is undervalued, the rate of exchange chosen will give the 
currency a higher value than that actually prevailing, and the Govern¬ 

ment wiU have to force up the exchange rate. In either case, official 

pegging operations will be necessary. (See below.) 

Thirdly, an entirely new value may be chosen, probably somewhere 

between the internal and the external values. In this case, the 

Government will have to operate not only on the exchanges but also 

on the domestic price level to bring both into line at the new rate. 

Whichever method of stabilis^ition is ailopted, some form of crisis 

is unavoidable so long as there is a divergence between the internal 

and external values of the currency concerned. Some classes in the 

community are bound to lose while others gain. On the grounds of 

equity there is much to be Siiid for raising the value of a depreciated 

currency, but, in practice, the problem Wconus ont\ not of ethics, but 

of expediency, and it is im{)ossible to ensun* justice for all classes. The 

simplest practical solution is undoubtedly to stabilhe at the rate which 

is calculated least to disturb existing conditions, and j)ost-war exjXTi- 

ence would seem to indicate that the adjustmi^nt crisis, involving 

internal deflation, is the more painful and prolonged method. In any 

case, the ultimate effects of the stabilisation process nect*ssarily deiH^nd 

on the magnitude of the divergence lx*twc‘en the internal and external 

values of the currency, on the ehisticity of the factors of production, 

on the coimtry’s economic organisation and on the skill of those 

responsible for its monetary p<ilicy. 

Stabilisation Facto’’ and Jure”.—In most c^nmtries 
which determined on a policy of stabilisation, the first step taken was 

to stabilise or “ peg ” the foreign exchange rates on the imjxirtant 

gold standard centres within narrow limits of the pro|x)scxl new parity. 

This stabilisation de facto, as it is calh*d, w as achieve<l by the establish¬ 

ment of credits and the raising of loans in foreign centit*«, with the 

object of enabling the central bank of the country concerned to buy 

or to sell exchange as was requirc'd to keep the goUl exchange rates at 

or near the fixed value. After some experienc’c of the practical opera¬ 

tion of the new parity, the f)Osition was legalhxxl by a stabilisation de 

jure, i.e., by the passing of a law' defining the new' gold content of the 

monetary unit and thus definitely fixing its future mint parities with 

other coimtries on the same standard. 

WORLD MONETABT HI8T0BT, 1918-198L 

We are now in a position to examine how the foregoing principles 

were applied in practice during the post-war stabilisation period, and 
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to this ond we will briefly review the main features of the exchange 
history of the leading coimtries during and after the Great War. 

Great Britain.—During *tho war years Britain, like the other 

belligerents, was engrosse<l in production, not for'exchange, but for 

destruction. Great miisses of the j>eople were withdrawn from the 

fields and workshops to swell the national army, and their places were 

taken by wnmen, old men and boys. All had to be clothed and fed, 

mainly from foreign sources, but there were few exports to pay for 

the imports, (‘onseijuently, as our exports dwindled, our enormous 

demand for raw material, for munitions and for other war supplies, 

both on our own lx?half and on behalf of our Allies, caused our imports 

to increase by leaps and bounds. Our balance of trade, which even at 

the best of times is extremely unfavourable, became almost ruinously 

adverse. Our shipping income practically ceased by reason of the 
employment of our mercantile marine for war purposes. The profitable 

earnings of our bankers, underwriters, shippers and brokers were 

greatly curtaile<l by the disorganis^ition of international business, and 

the sterling exchanges were comj>elled to bear the strain of the vast 

payments made by Britain in her cajmeity of financier to the Allied 

cause. 

Payment of the heavy sums due for goo<ls to non-lx‘lligerent States 

had to lie effwdcHl by any means available, i.e., by shipment of gold, 

or by sale of foitugn m'uritu*s held in this country, or by raising loans 

and establishing cmlits in the suj>plying State. The necessity for 

conserving gold leil to its di.‘<use as currency, and to the substitution 

of the emergency issue of Treasury notes. These, owing to the 

increasing demands for Government disbursc'ments on account of war 

8up])lies, milit4iry pay and allowances, had to bo issueii in ever- 

increasing quantities. The inflation of the currency in this way, 

coupled with a shortage of coinnuHlities owing to reduced production 

and importation, combined with incrcjised demand, caused a general 

rise in prices. This occasioned further currency expansion and thus 

the vicious circle continued: inflation, rising pricea, further inflation 

and still higher prices. 

The prevalence of high prices in this country naturally encouraged 

imports and discouraged such cxiK>rts as we were able to make, thus 

accentuating the adverse trade position. Ultimately, our currency 

became markedly inflated, its purchasing |M>wer relative to the 

cuirencies of the so-calkHl “ neutral ’’ countries gradually declined, 

and consequently the rates of exchange betw^een those countries and 

London remained for several years at distinctly unfavourable levels. 
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The Sterling-DoUar Rate.—Clearly tran.scending in iro]>ortanei^ nil 

other rates of exchange is that betwt'en Great Britain and the United 

States, financially the world’s strtmgest^ nation and a creditor of 

Britain and of other countries for enormous debits incurrc'd mainly 

because of the War, when the Uniteil States Government placed 

dollar credits at the disposal of the Allies to linance the purchase of 

munitions, foodstuffs and raw materials. Further loans were made 

after the Armistice, and, by the end of 1920, the debt duo to America 
reached the enormous total of $9,035 millions, of which $4,075 millions 

was owing by Great Britain. We. in turn, had made loans to the 

Allies amounting in all to about £1,000 millions. 

The consistently adverser tendency of the dollar sterling rate of 

exchange during the Great War naturally caused the greatest anxiety 

to financial and political leaders in this country, although the unfavour¬ 

able position was all that could be exjic'cted in view of the ext4'nt of 

the contributory factors. America s late entrance into the War, her 

relatively insignificant sacrifices of lK)th men and money, and her 

enormous supplies of hxxl, raw raatiTials, silver and munitions to the 

Allies at high prices, placed her in a superlatively good financial |)osition 

relative to this and other lx*lligerent nations. The i‘xternal value of 

sterling was necessarily influenced unfavourably by the c<\ssation of 

our exports, of both goods and sc*rvic<‘8; by the grt^at decrease in our 

investment income as a result of the sale of our holdings of American 

securities; and, finally, by the fact that, since the bulk of Allied financial 

operations with the United States, including loan.s, Wf‘n‘ passcHl thn)ugh 

London, the dollar-sterling exchange Wcame mon^ than ever a N<*w 

York-European rate. The adverse influence of th<*w^ factors was, 

of course, accentuated by the fall in the purchasing |)ower of our 

currency in consequence of its inflation by the issue of the inconvertible 

Treasury notes. 

The magnitude of the burden placed on the exchange was such that 

it cculd not be dealt with by any ordinary methods. Gold was sent 

in large but totally inadequate quantities. But all the gold in the 

world w'ould not have IxHm sufficient to pay Europe’s debts to the 

States; hence loans and creclits of vast amount wen^ arranged in that 

country by Britain and her Allies, while practically all American 

securities held by people in this country were requisitioneil by the 

Treasury, and were sold as and when rec|uircd in order to support the 
exchange. 

By the adoption of these methods, the Exchange Committee in 

London “ pegged ” or stabilised the New York exchange at the rate 
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of $4*70^ ix*r £1, from January 6, 191G, to March 20, 1919. On the 

latUT date control WiWi removed, and the excliange fell away steadily 

and pi^rsistcmtly, until in February, 1920, it had reached the extremely 

low figure of $3*20|. 

The Cunliffe Committee on Currency and Foreign Exchanges, 1918. 
—In 1918, the financial difiicultieB with which the country w^aa faced 

induced the Trt'osury to apjxiint a committee of bankers and business 

men to investigate the problems ^^hich had arisen in connection with 

the currtmc}' and the foreign exchanges, and to consider the powers, 

functions and working of the Hank of England. The most im[X)rtant 

recommendations of the (’ominittee were, briefly: (a) The restoration 

of the gold standard at the earliest possible moment to lessen the 

handicap to industry caused by the violent fluctuations of our 

exchanges, and to restore the financial and commercial status of 

Britain as the business centre of the world. (6) The cessation of 

Government borrowing, so as to curtail credit expansion and the 

issue of uncovere<l Treasury notes, (c) The reiluction of Government 

indebtedness, particularly of that j)ortion held by the banks in the 

form of Treasury bills and Government securities, (d) The restoration 

of the fr(M3 market for gold, and of tlie efieitiveness of the discount 

nite of the Bank of England as the recognised machinery for preventing 

a drain of gold. (^) The fixing of the legal maximum fiduciary issue 

of I'rciisury notes in each year as the maximum for the following ycAT, 

(This limit on the issue of Treasury notes became known as the Cunliffe 

Limit.) if) The payment of curix*ncy notes in gold on demand in London 

only, and (g) The institution of arrangements whereby the Bank should 

bo given cognisance of all exports of gold, be ro(j[uired to establish a 

central reserve of £150 millions of gold, and ultimately be given 

complete control of the issue of currency notes. 

The Oold Standard Ck^ntroversy.—The conclusions reached by the 

CunlifTo Committee were generally accepted, and successive Govern¬ 

ments endeavoured to give effect to its recommendations. Neverthe¬ 

less, a considerable body of expert opinion strongly opposed both the 

findings of the Committee and the measures adopted by the Govern¬ 

ment to give those findings practical effect. As a result, monetary 

opinion in this country wi\s sharply divided into tw^o opposing schools 

of thought, the Sound Currency School and the Managed Currency School. 

The Sound Cummey or lx)ndon School, comprising most of our lead¬ 

ing bankers and City men, unhesitatingly affirmed the recommendations 

of the Cunliffe Committee, and maintained that Britain should make 
every possible effort to return to the oomplete gold standard and, to 
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that end, should restore her rate of exchange with New York to parity 

as soon as possible. 

By this School it was maintained that the gold standard, which 

had fimctioned satisfactorily for many years before the Great War, 

was the best and only practical standard, as gold was the only 

dependable and universally acceptable medium of exchange. The 

gold standard, they said, had been proved to l)e the only system by 

which it was possible to ensure stable exchange rates, which they 

considered of vital importance to a country such as Great Britain, 

whose very existence dej)ended on her international trade, involving 

large purchases of food and raw materials from abroad and the sale 
of manufactured products to other nations. They also believeil that 

the re-adoption of the gold standard would enable London to regain 

her former premier j)osition in international finance. 
The Managed Currency School, on the other hand, held that 

stability of internal prices was of greater imjK)rtance than stability of 

the exchanges. They accordingly advocatetl the adoption of a managed 

currency based on a tabular stamlard of value. In brief, such a scheme 

would involve the issue of an inconvertible currency, the value of 

which would be kept stable, in terms of the group of selected 

representative commcKlities forming the tabular standard, by the 

expansion or contraction of the note Issue and by careful regulation 

of credit according to the needs of trade. By this method, it Wiis 

maintained that, providing the management were proi)erly conducted, 

the currency would always have approximately the same purchasing 

jx)wer, i.e., its internal value would be kept stable in terms of 

commodities and 8er\'ices. 

A fuller consideration of the arguments advanced in favour of the 

two oppo.sing systems is deferral to the next chaj)ter, for the contro¬ 

versy has again become a matUT of im[K)rtance. For the present, it 

is sufficient to say that the views of the Sound Currency iSchool were 

ultimately adopted in this country as the basis of action for the 

restoration of the gold standard, and that the recommendations of 

the Cunlifle Committee, which were eventually carried into effect, were 

based on the principle that the gold standard was superior to any 

system of currency management. 

SterUng’s Climb towards the Parity.—In spite of the theoretical 

attractions of a managed currency and in spite of the anticipated 

danger of our being bound to the United States by chains of gold, the 

Government was induced by the weight of financial opinion in this 

country to persist in its declared policy of restoring sterling to parity 
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with the dollar, and of effecting a speedy return to the essentials of 

the pre-war currency system. 
From the record low level of |3*20| reached in February, 1920, 

the New York rate slowly recovered during the succeeding three 

years, until in February, 1923, it maintained an average level of 

approximately $4*70. The persistent improvement was due to a 
number of causes. 

Possibly the most important factor was the greatly enhanced credit 
of this country which resulted from the reduction of our expenditure 
and the balancing of the budget, the funding of our American debt, 

the improvement in our foreign trade, the progress made in re¬ 
establishing our industry and commerce, and our avow’ed policy of 

restoring the value of sterling to its jire-war level. Secondlj% the great 

boom of 1920 was followed in this country by a severe fall in prices 

(largel}' a result of the <leflationary oiKTation of the Cunliffe Limit), 
which contrasUd with the tendency of prices in the United States either 

to decline m<)re slowly or at certain })eri(Kls even to rise. In the third 

place, the demand for dollars w’as considerably lessenetl in consequence 

of our greatly diminished im|)orts from the States, while, on the other 

hand, supplies of dollars in the exchange market were increased as a 

result of the large loans made by the States to Xorw^ay, Holland, Chile, 

Brazil, the Argentine and other countries. 

From Febniary, 1923, until July, 1924, however, |K>litical and 
tinanciul uncertainty were n\sj>onsible for a rt*action, and the value of 

sterling in terms of dollars gradually declineil until at the latter date 

all the headway made in the priMHxiing twelve months had been lost. 

Britain's Return to Gold.—The later months of 1924 witnessed 
a further complete change. The fears reganling our {K>litical and 
timincial jK)sition provinl to Ik' unfoundtHl, and, ui spite of the usual 
autumnal demand for dollars, the sterling rate rapidly improved, until 
in the early months of 1925 it had so nearly reacheil the j>arity that 
the return of this country to goUl at last became {>088ible. 

By the Gold Staiulaixl Act, 1925, provision was made, as we have 

seen (an/e, |>age 347), for the est^iblishment of our currency on a goW 

buUion standard, on the mune legal basis as had prevailed for many 

years before the War but with the exception that gold coins were not 

to be used for internal purjH)se8. 

In the light of later experience, there can be no doubt that our 

return to gold at the pre-war [Mviity, if not entindy mistaken, was at 

least unduly precipitous. The forcing up of the exchange value of 

sterling, pro|>aratory to the return to gold, was in part at least effected 

28 
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by attraoting short-term funds to London by raising interest rates 

here above the level in New York. In consequence the exchange value 

of sterling was hoisted to an artificial level which did not truly retlect 

the purchasing power parity. There is no doubt that, in 1925, an 

exchange basis of $4*8965 per £l considerably overv^aluetl sterling, 

having regard to our internal price level, with the result that our 

exj)ort trades, on which our prosjKTity so largely dependcil, were 

severely handicappeil, and that the large volume of unemployment, 

with which the nation had been left in consequence of the Great War, 

was markedly uicreaseil. Theoretically, the divergence Ix^tween the 

internal and external values of sterling should have disiip|)eared as 

economic forces brought about a fall in our price level, but in fact 

this adjustment was delaycnl Ixx^ausc^ the world price level was at the 

same time gradually and j)ersLstently falling, and lHM)ause the inflow 

of foreign funds to London outweighed the factors which would 

normally have caused sterling to deprc^ciate. 

In spite of this enormous handicap, Britain managed to maintain 

the gold standard for six years, although then* cannot now Ih> any 

doubt that she was able to do so only at the (jost of vast real mierilices, 

as was indicated by the fact that there were at times serious losses of 

gold to the Uniteil States, and, later, to France, which naturally forceil 

interest rates in this country to high levels and so placinl a heavy 

bunlen on industiy. Ultimately, as is exj)lained in the m»xt chapter, 

the forces oj)erating against our retention of the gold standard provcKl 

too great for u.s, so, in 1931, we w'ere forced to abandon that standanl and 

give up the convertibility of our currency. However much wo may 

pride ourselves on our action of 1925 as a gestim* of financial integrity, 

we cannot deny that it wa.s a ge-^^ture that ultimately faiUni in its 

purpose, and we may well question whether so many years of sacrifice 

W'ere justified. 

The Exchanges with Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.— 
The Dominions have in recent years exiKjrienccd considerable difficulty 

with their exchanges, mainly because of the great fluctuations which 

have taken place in their balance of indebtedness on international 

account. In 1919-20, for example, Australia's balance of trade was 

not less than £42,000,000 in her favour, whereas in tlie following year 

she actually bad an adverse balance of over £9,000,000, a difference of 

£51,000^000 in two successive years. 

Naturally such violent changes plac«*d an enormous strain on the 

resources of the few banks res[Kinsible for the transfer of funds to and 

from the Dominionsi and in view of the figures quoted it is not surprise 
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ing U) find that the AuHtralian exchange mechanism did, in fact, break 

down entindy in 1922. In the later months of 1924 also the difficulties 

were considerable, the premium on remittances to Australia rising to 

as much as 70h. %, and causing much dissatisfaction amongst im- 

porters in this country, who were inclined to blame the banks for 

the prevalence of such high ratc‘8. 
The diilicultu^s relative to the Australian exchange after the War 

wen? considerably intensified by the heavy and jK?rslstent borrowings 

of (he (Vjinnionwealth in this country. Thus a great deal of anxiety 

was felt in 1924 by the fact that in the ten previous years Australia had 

iKjrrowed no K^.ss than £1.*10,009,009 from the I»ndon Market. Loans 

of such magnitude necessarily involvetl a considerable addition to the 

sjK*nding power of a community numlxTing little more than six 

million iktsous, and constcjueiilly there was an appn‘ciable increase 
in the demands made on the resources of the banks. As, how’ever, 

the banks in Australia could not nuH't demands ujx)n them for currency 

or for accommodati(»n agaiast funds to their crt'dit in London, the 

exchiuige probhun Wiis greatly accentuated by the very real difficulties 

resulting from a shortjvge of currtmcy. 

FortunaUdy full c^ignisant'o of tin? facts was taken by the Govern¬ 

ment, and many of the difficulties wt*re removed by the passing of the 

Gnninonwealth Hank Act, 1924. This phiced the sole control of 

Australian note issues in the hands of the Commonwealth Bank, 

which was authorised to issue notes against a gold reserve of 25 %, part 

of whi(di can lx* kept in the form of funds to its credit in Ix)ndon. By 

careful manipulation of its cnnlit balances in Ix)ndon, the Bank is 

normally able to nuvt the muisonal demand for currency resulting from 

the movement of the wool and wh<*at cn>|xs without disorganising the 

exchange and currency systems, and without im{X>8ing an additional 

burden on the trailing community in the form of heavy charges for 

reraitUuK'es and discounts. 

The fall in world prices since 1930 seriously afIccto<l the economic 

position of Australia, as <if every country producing primarj* com¬ 

modities. She Huflen'<l a heavy de<dine in the value of her er|X)rts, 

while her im|x>rts, consisting mainly of manufactured goods, wero not 

com*s|Kmdingly rcHluccnl, and her heavy extonial debt payments were 

not, of eours(\ nMlueed at all. Unfortunately, it was im{x>ssible for 

Australia to obtain further loans abroad, |>artly lx>cause of the gimeral 

collapse of st<H'k markets and, in imrticular, IxxMiuse of the unsound 

financial )K)licy of her LalK>ur Government then in jHmvr. The 

nifusal of the Ixibour Party to consider a reduction in wages also made 
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it difficult for Australia to reduce her costs and so compete more 

effectively in world markets. 

The position at one time became so serious that the banks were 

compelled to “ ration ” remittances to London to prevent the exhaustion 

of their balances in that centre; and the Fedeml Government was 

compelled to come to the rescue of New South Wales, which had 

defaulted in its debt payment. Matters iinj)roved somewhat following 

the shipment of large quantities of gold to Ix>ndon and the establish¬ 
ment of an “ exchange pool b3’ the Australian banks; but sterling 

is still, at the time of writing, at a premium of 25 % in Australia. 

Similar difficulties were experienced bv New Zealand, and in 1933 

that countr3’ deliberately depreciated the exchange value of her currency 

in order to stimulate her exjxirts and so improve the ]x>sition of her 

industries. 

The Union of South Africa was in a sounder position, and through 

the critical period of 1929 and 1930 managed to keep her exchanges 

approximately at par with sterling. When Great Britain abandoned 

the gold standard, the South African pound naturally appreciated in 

terms of sterling, and the Union suflere<l bv’ the fall in the gold values 

of her exports, though this disadvantage has since l)een partlj' offset 

by the great rise in the commoditj' value of South Africa’s gold exports. 

Her abandonment of the gold standard in 1933, though dictated rather 

by policy than by necessitv’, was largely' decided u]>on because of the 

difficulties which hampered her exporters of commodities other than 

gold. 

The Neotral Exchanges.—Under this heading arc included the 

exchanges between London and Switzerland, Holland, Scandinavia 

and Spain, all of which countries w'cre intimately affected by the 

conflict which raged around them, mainly because the^* supplie<l the 

belligerent States with food and raw materials. The sterling exchanges 

with neutral countries had to bear the brunt of vast payments on 

behalf of the British Empire and its Allies, and there was practically 

no means of meeting those payments other than by raising loans and 

establishing credits against the British Government’s guarantee. 

During and for some years after the War, therefore, the strength of 

the guilder, the Swiss franc and the Swedish krona was a noteworthy 

feature of the London Foreign Exchange Market. 

So far as Holland is concerned, the part played by the guilder in 

European financial operations—largely owing to the proximity of 

Holland to Germany—gave that currency and also the Amsterdam 

Money Market a position of considerable importance, and the demand 
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for guilders in subsequent years to finance large shipments of rubber, 

sugar and other products from the Far East tended to maintain it at 

a premium relative to sterling. 

The sterling value of the Swiss franc also held steadily against this 

country for several years after the War, chiefly owing to the diversion 

to Switzerland of capital from other countries whose currencies were 

depreciating, and to the persistent demand for Swiss currency on the 

part of foreign tourists. In 1929 Switzerland adopted the gold 

exchange standard, but replaced this with a gold bullion standard 

upon the establishment of the Bank for International Settlements in 

1930 (see page 445). 

The stabilisation of the Swedish krona on a dollar basis necessarily 

maintained that currency at a premium in terms of sterling so long as 

the New York rate Wiis against us. The result of stabilisation in 

Sweden, according to Professor Caasel,* was “ a most violent economic 

crisis, which aiuiihilated the fortunes of a great many people, exposed 

the banks to serious difliculti(>s and for a time pandysed the industry 

of the country.’* Nevertheless, “ Swecleii reaped the fruits of its 

determination and its sacrifice, the economic life of the country started 

again on the new gold basis, and in the iu‘xt few years comparatively 

gri'at prosperity w'as n*ach<‘d In 1931, Swwlen’a close business ties 

with Britain caused her to follow sterling off the gold standard. 

Our exchanges with Norway and Denmark, which remained 

consistently unfavourable during the war period, thereafter rose to 

the pre-war parity. As was only to l>e expei‘te<l, these countries 

experienced a violent reaction after the War and j>ost-war boom, and 

the disorganisiition of their economic structure naturally had its effect 

on their currency and exchange, while siHxnilative activity—especially 

in foreign exchange proved so detrimental to business conditions that 

it had to be curbe<l either by State restriction or b\’ co-operation on 

the j)art of the banks. 

The position in Norway was not improved by internal labour 

troubles and banking difficulties. Nevertheless, the active deflationary 

policy of the Bank of Norw*ay and the improved trade position 

gradually brought into being conditions of greater stability, ultimately 

permitting Norvray to establish a gold bullion standard, wliich was 

maintained successfully until its susix^nsion in 1931. 

The Government of IXmmark, by luidertaking an active policy of 

deflation and by supporting the exchange with extensive credits in 

New York, sucoessfully stabilised the crown on the basis of the U.S. 

^ Poit-IFor MfmUam StakiUsaHtm^ p. IS. 
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dollar, with the result that, as from Ist January, 1927, Denmark was 
able to re-establish the gold standard and remove the restrictions on 

gold exports. This {x>sition continued until 1931 when Denmark 

followed Britain's lead and suspended the gold standard. 

Spain was aifected in much the same way as Norway and Denmark, 

but the depreciation of the peseta was intensified by the unsatisfactory 

political conditions in Spain, and by the disturbance of Spanish credit 

in consequence of frequent political disorders and of the drain on the 

National Exchequer to meet the cost of the war against Morocco. 

Speculation in foreign exchange has had a particularly detrimental 

effect on the value of this currency, an<l political di.Hturbances have 

accentuated the position. V’arious tenative efforts have btvn made 

tow'ards de facto stabilisation, but no successful scheme has yet been 

devised. 

The Exchanges of onr European Allies.—Tiulcr this heading arc 

included the rates l)etween this country and her chief Allies in the 

Great War, viz., France, Russia, Belgium and Italy. 

The economic structure of our Eurojs*an Allies was thoroughly 

disorganised in const^quence of the War, the adverse* effects of which 

upon their currency and u|x>n their tinancts gtnerally were clearly 

indicated by the extent to which their exchanges with Britain and the 

United States became depreciated. The i)rincipai n^asons for the 

movement of their exchange raUs in favour of this country may lx* 

briefly reviewed. We tinananl them during the W ar, supplied them 

with food, raw materials and munitions, made tla ir j^urchtises and 

8ettk*d their debts in other countries. Their exjxirt.s almost entindy 

ceased, and as a result of the Uevastation and dcstnuinm of the War, 

they could make only slow progress in rc-e.^^tablishing production. 

Their currencies were enormously inflated l)y the issue of inconvertible 

notes. Their monetary units lx?c*aine depreciated, and cf)ins of g«>ld 

and silver entirely disappeared from cin ulaticm. Gold exix^rts were 

generally prohibited, or even when? allowed, were totally inadequate 

to correct the exchanges. Finally, their financial {K)Kition was seriously 

jeopardised because they made no real effort to balance their 

budgetary postion. 

During the War there were, of course, no exchange rates with 

Belgium, as most of that country' was-under German occupation. The 

rates with France and Italy, however, were still quote<l, and were 

prevented from showing any undue depreciation by rigid control of 

the exchanges. 

After the War^ however, inflation continued in Franco and Italy, 
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whilBt it also occurred in Belgium, so that the values of the currencies 

of all three countries markedly depreeiated. Unhappily, speculation 

in these currencies caused the falls in their values to be much more 

pronounced than might othenv'ise have been the case, as also did the 

80>called “ flights from the currency which from time to time took 

place, when Ix^th foreigners and nationals of the country concerned 

converted their holdings of the currency into some more stiible currency, 

c.g., dollars or pounds. Such a ‘‘ flight ” Wiis particularly pronounced 

in the case of the French franc. 

For a time the Belgian fraia^ tendwl to move with the French 

franc, as the fortunes of the two countries seeriKHl insolubly blended. 

But Belgium's finances proved to l>e in a more healthy position than 

those of France, and the action of the Belgian (iovernment in checking 

B])eculation and in supjxirting the exchange, together with the improve¬ 

ment in the country*s trading position, made possible a reorganisation 

of the currency in lb2ti. in OetolnT of that yair Belgium, having 

arrangt^l extensive credits with fortugn central banks to support her 

exchange, devaI^u^d her currency by instituting for external jmrposes 

a new' unit know'ii as the heUja, which W'as made equal to five Belgian 

francs, the new jmrity b(*ing tix<*<l at ikdgas 35 = £1. The franc 

continued to l>o uso<l as the inUrnal curn^ney unit, and the circulating 

currency was made convertible on demand into gold exchange, i.e., a 

gold exchange standard was instituti'd. I^iiter. in February, 1927, a 

fr(H' gi)ld market was established, and in August, 1939, Belgium 

follower 1 this u|) by instituting a gold bullion standard, which she has 

nmintaiiUHl up to the present time. 

The example of Ikdgium was soon follow’tHl by Italy, where the 

Fascist (fovernment had succwhIchI in winning confidence in its ability 

and detiTtnination to re establish the fortunes of the country. As a 

result, iho exchange ros<» from 140 lire i>er £l by August, 1926, and 

nMicluHl 90 lire {)er £1 by May, 1927. The Government then announced 

its intention to j)eg the exchange around that level, and gradually 

internal prices fell until they were roughly in accoixi with the exchange 

quotation. The lira was finally stabilised at a {larity of 92*46 {)er £1, 

foreign cretlits Indiig usihI to help to maintain its value over the initial 

sUibilisution |KTiod. 

At about the same time, France made serious efforts to tackle her 

currency problem. In July, 1926, a (k>alition Government under 

M. Foincar^ was formcil, and. foliowring energetic measures to improve 

the exchange {K>sition, the lx>ndon-Paris rate fell from 250 on 20th July 

to 170 by mid-August, at about which figure it remained until October* 
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Action was then taken to force up the value of the currency still 
further, and proved so successful that, by the middle of Decemlier, 
1926, the value of the franc had risen to Fes. 120 ^x^r £1. 

Throughout 1927 and the first six months of 1928, the French 
Government pegged the exchange at a knit 124 to tlie f. During the 
same period expenditure was decreased, the budget was balanced and 
the amount of floating debt was much rtHlueetl. As a result, the 
Government in June, 1928, found it j>ossible to convert the de facto 
stabilisation into stabilis^ition de jure; a gold bullion standard was 
established, and the franc was given a new mint parity of Fes. 124*21 
per £L 

Each of these thn*e countries has maintaincH^i the gold standanl 
through the difticult years of 1931-114, and they constitute, with France 
as the leader, and Holland and Switzerland as stalwart 8up|K>rters, 
the chief members of the so-calltHl Continentalgold bloc ” (see jwige 473) 
which has shown its determination to maintain the gold standard at 
all costs. 

The vast social and iK)litical upheaval in Russia not unnatundly 
left a permanent mark upon her financial organisation. The methotl.H 
of the revolutionarj’ Governments in repudiating fonugn loans and 
earlier currency issues led to a complete collapse of Russian cnnlit in 
other countries. Trading relations with fortugn States conse<|uently 
became quite impossible, and exchange rates with Russia were 
practically non-existent for several years. 

Later, however, active steps were taken by the S4>viet Govern¬ 
ment to improve the economic position of the country, and in 1924 a 
new unit of currency—the tchervonetz (plural tchervonizi) was intni- 
duced, and ail former currencies were nquidiated. This new currency 
is not convertible into gold, but by stringent Government control, not 
only of the exchanges but also of all foreign trade, its value has l>een 
successfully maintainecj at the nominal parity of Teh. 945*8 {kt £1,000. 

The Eastern Eichanges.—India and China.—The nn eni history of 
the currency and exchange of India and China is dealt with in 
Chapter XVIII, to which the rea<Ier is n‘fem*d. 

Japan.—For a considerable fx-riod during and after the Great 
War the favourable jxwition of Japan<*se trade was reflected in the 
appreciable premium on the yen in terms of sterling. After the 
disastrous earthquake of 1923, however, conditions inclined in the 
other direction, and for some years the exchange continued to bear 
witness to the ruinous nature of the catastro]>he, to the consequent 
great decrease in the export trade and the vast addition to impents, 
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and, in general, to the great difficulties which had to be faced by the 

Jajmnese peo])le during the jieriod of reconstruction. Ultimately, 

Japan 8Ucceode<l in 1930 in returning to a gold exchange standard at 

the old i>arity, and subsequently was able to institute the gold bullion 

standard. Unfortunately, she suffered so severely from the depression 

of 1930-31 that she was compelled to susj)end the gold standard, and 

since that time the value of her currency has depreciated considerably^ 

even in U'rms of sterling. It is generally agreed, however, that the 

d€^preciation of the yen is, to some extent at least, attributable to 

direct manipulation by the Government, with a view to assisting 

Japanese exjwrters in their onslaught on world markets. 

The South American Exchanges.- dluring the Great War, the 

exchanges with the princi|)ai South American countries were generally 

much in their favour, largely in consequence of the extent to w^hich 
Britain and her Allies were comjiellcd to rt*ly upon these countries for 

supplies of fcKKl and raw materials. In more recent years, however, 

the unsatUactory financial and political conditkms in the South 

American republics and the severe fall in the world price of the 

focxlstuffs and raw' materials constituting imj>ortant South American 

ex|>orts have Ihhui reflwte<l in widesprt'ad fluctuations of their exchange 

nites and in the considerable depreciation of their currencies. 

In Knizil the currtMicy and exchange |>osition became so unsatis¬ 

factory that, after investigation by the Montagu (Vmimission, it was 

de(dd(Hl to devahu* the cummcv an<l to base it on a new unit, the 

cnrAciro; but the Sidieme has never lH*en carricxl through. Chile also 

w'as comjK*lle<l to <levalue, but Argentina ami Uruguay were for a time 

more fortunate. Argentina, in particular. pn>sj>ercHl exceedingly in 

the years Indoix' 1931, and was able to maintain the gold bullion 

sUindanl on the* jire war curnuicy basis. Since 1931, however, she has 

suffenNl in mucTh the same way as other primary proilucing countries, 

and, like all the other South American countries, has l)een com|>elled 

to suspend gold exports and resort to a variety of devices with a \new 

to regulating her exchange^ position (sec i>age 904). 

Exchangee of the Ex-Enemy Nations.—It is only to lie expected 

that, os the Allied finances and exchanges W’ere so disorganised by the 

War, the exchanges of our late enemies should have been completely 

dMorganised. A]>art fnim the enormous strain im|x>sod upon the 

economic resources of Gt'rmany, Austria-Himgary, Turkey and 

Bulgaria by the actual pursuit of the War, their flnal defeat by the 

Allies and the extent of the Allied demands for reparation |>ayments 

resulted in a complete collapse of their credit in other countries. 
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The situation in Germany and Austria-Hungary was still further 

disturbed by internal political disorder, ending in the estiiblishment of 

a republic in the case of German}' and in the disintegration of the 

Austro-Hungarian dual monarchy into several independent States. 

The internal financial and political difficulties naturally affected the 

exchanges between these countries and other nations, tlie rates Huctiia- 

ting in a manner which could scarcely have been dreamt of by the 

most imaginative o|)erator. 
Austria.—Although the Austrian krone deprt^ciated to rtunarkably 

low levels, its collapse was by no means as absolute as was that of 

the German mark. In fact, largely as a result of the efforts of the licague 

of Nations, Austria was able to make a remarkable recovery, and it 

was found possible to stabilise her exchajige for a considerable p<Tiod 

in the neighbourhood of 310,0(X> kronen jxt £l (actually 70,(KK) kronen to 

1 gold U.S. dollar). The success of this na'asure KmI to the institution 

in 1925 of a new currency unit the which was ba.sed on 
gold and made equivalent for ex< hangt* puq)ost*s to 10,(MK) pajicr 

kronen. A similar rec‘onstruction took place in the case of Hungary 

(see page 598). 
In May 1934, the schilling wa.s devalued at the TAto of 128 new 

schillings to 100 old one.s, thereby legalising a state of affairs which 

had existed for over a year. The o|x»ration resulted in a consideraljlo 

profit to the central bank, from the revaluation of its gold reserves, 

which wa.s used largely to finance the banking n^i^onstruction then in 

progress. The effect of the devaluation was also exix^cted to show 

itself in an improvement in the country’s trading po.sition. 

Csecbo*81ovalda.—The remarkably strong |K>sition maintained by 

the new State of Czecho slovakia ever .since its formation is in distinct 

contrast to the unsatisfactory conditions existing in other divisions 

of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire. To a great extent this is duo 

to the essentially industnal and commercial character of the new 

State, but it is also attributable in no small degree to the courageous 

policy adopted by the Government in balancing its Budget and in re¬ 

fusing to water down its currency. After being mainUiined for a long 

period within close limits of fixed parities with the gold currencies, the 

monetary unit was devalued in 1929 to the equivalent of I64*25| jK^r £1. 
Fonorwing the crisis of 1931, the departure of Britain and other 

countries from the gold HtanfJ«'Lrd tcoided to have pnqudicial efftxjts on 

the trading position of Czecho-Sloviikia and induced her in 1934 to 

devalue the crown by one-sixth, making the mint parity witli sterling 

Kr. 191 *626 per £L This devaluation, like that canied out bj Austria 
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(seo above), was designed to enable Cm^ho-Slovakian exporters to 
ooiupete more readily with other countries. 

Germany.—In Germany, as in Franco, the full effects of inflation 

were not reflected in the exchange quotation until after the end of the 

War. The inflation was, however, very considerable. The Grivemment 

financed its ex{x»nditui^ largely by the issue of Treasury bills, and 

by Scpti^mber, 1918, it was calculated that 99 per cent, of the Reichs- 

bank’s bill holdings consisted of Treasury bills, against which it issued 
noWs. 

After the War had ended, the value of the mark fell rapidly, mainly 

owing to vast increases in the note issue. The dangers of an unregu¬ 

lated note i.ssue wcTe not appreciated, the current view bidng that, 

a.s there was a scarcity of money, due to its low value, the correct 

procedure was to issue more, which, of course, further reduced its 

value. .Mort‘over, the Riuchsbaiik was avtTse from incrciising its discount 

rate, and this remained at o % until July, 1922. 

Ai unbalanc4Hi Budget contribute d to the iitflation, although itself 

largely due to the inflation, while the value of the currency was 

falling, the real value of tiix receipts inevitably fell Ixdow the estimates. 

So long as the Allies doinandcKl fri*sh paymentsof Rejmrations * which 

could not lx* met from taxation, it was, in any case, imjK>s8ible to balance 

the Budget. Thus the Allied demands for payments in May, 1921, 

June, 1922, and April, 1923, (*aeh terminated periods of relative 

stability in the value of the mark. 

From January until April, 1923, that value had lx*en kept fairly 

stable by sale.s of foreign currency coupled with a rationing of foreign 

exchange purcluisc».s. Thi.s policy was continued until OctolxT, 1923, 

but without success, jis it men*ly led to the depletion of the Reiclis- 

bank’s gold holdings. The depreciation was increast*d by enormous 

sales of marks by Chrmans who had lost confidence in the currency, 

and also by wddesprL*ad s{K*culatioii in the leading for(*ign exchange 

markets. 

Futile attempts were raiule by legislation to prevent speculation, 

but none of the remedies touehetl the causes of the fall, and they 

theiX'foro proved ineffective. The final collapse was caufiKHl by the 

occupation of the Ruhr area by the Fn^nch in 1923, in consequence 

of Germany's failure to imvt the re]mrAtion payments due in that year. 

The rt'sult of these factors was that, by the end of 1923, the mark 

• The feparstiem wore the |)A>n)ent« which (tt'rmiuiy and her 
Alltes wen* hound hy the Tn'uty of VonMulh's to |my as a war iiulemnity chiefly 
io France, Belgium/Italy, the Lhiited State* and Great Briiaiii, 
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had become utterly valueless, the rate of exchange between London 
and Berlin being at one period quoted in terms of biUions of marks to 

the £. The “ flight from the mark was faur more ruinous and cer¬ 

tainly far more spectacular than the flight from the franc. 

After the degeneration of the pre-war mark into a valueless imit, 

attempts were made with inteniational tussLstance to establish Ger- 

mmiy's finances on an improved footing. The reorganisation of the 

currency proceeded by two stages. In the first place, the renUnmark^ 

an inconvertible note equivalent to one billion [mper marks, was 

issued for internal use. The devaluation of a currency in the ratio 

of 1,000,000,000,000 to 1 is no doubt the most remarkable case of its 

kind in history, but the value of the new unit, which was based on the 

gold dollar, was maintained with considerable success. 

In 1924, the establi-shraent of the Gt'rman Gold Discount Bank, 
the adoption of the recommendations of the famous Dawes It4*port 

in regard to the war debts and reparation jmyments due by Germany, 

and the successful floi^ition of a large international gold loan, enabled 

Germany to take the second step of al>olishing her old paper mark 

and the rentenmark, and of replacing them by the gold reichsmark as 

the unit of currency. The new unit, which for conversion purposes 

was made equal to the rentenmark, was for some time artificially 

maintained at piir with the United State.s dollar, and later a gold 

bullion standard was adopte<l. 

The subsequent history of Germany s finances is insolubly bound 

up with the question of reparation.^. Time ami again her excliange 

position was threatened with collapse by rea.son of the enormous 

transfers of funds which she w'as ex[x*ctc‘<l to make in payment of 

interest and principal of her foreign loans and of the reparations due 

to the Allies. Unfortunately, too, Germany’s internal i)OHition was 

far from sound. The inflationary period, during which the under¬ 

valuation of the mark had unhealthily stimulated German industries, 

had left a legacy of over-capitalisation and inflaU?<l productive capacity. 

Now that credit had been contracted, industrialists siifTcrod severely, 

and there were many bankruptcies. But there is little doubt that, 

had it not been for the burden of reparations, Germany would have 

been able to re-establish her industrial as well as her financial 
machinery. 

As it was, Germany had continualiy to raise loans abroad (largely 

in America) in order to obtain the foreign currencies out of which to 

meet the demands of her creditors. During the period 1027-28 it 

became only too clear that some modification of the Dawes Plan was 
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essential. Germany was experiencing increasing difficulty in collecting 
funds for the reparation and other payments which she was required 

to make, and it was obvious that her finances could never be safely 

re-established if she continued to meet her obligations by borrowing 

abroad more than her economic structure could properly and con¬ 

veniently afford. 

Early in 1929, a special committee of experts was appointed by the 

interested countries to examine the position, and as a result of their 

deliberations the “ Young Plan ** was formulated, providing for a 

considerable reduction in the total amount which Germany had to 

pay and introducing necessary modifications into the arrangements 

by which those payments wore to l>e efIocte<l. Even this Plan proved 

unworkable, however, and in 1931 Germany was compelled to suspend 

reparation paj^ments (see page 457). 

The Bank for International Settlements.—The most successful 

provision in the Young Plan was that providing for the establishment 
of the Bank for International Sottleinonts. This Bank took over the 

duties of the Agent-General for llei>arations, est^iblished under the 

Dawes Sc‘heme, and the dist'harge of his functions in connection with 

the reparation jiaymcnts from Ciermany. It was not intended!, how¬ 

ever, that the Bank should be tcrminate<l when these duties (obviously 

of a temporary natun^) came to an end; it was to become a permanent 

institution in international finance. With this objwt in view, the 

Bank was ein|>owered to conduct banking and commercial operations, 

and to act as banker for the w’orUrs central banks. 

Unlike the ndation.s In'tween a centnil bank and other banks in 

the same country, the ndations Iwtween the International l^nk and 

the world’s leacling central banks are reciprocal. The International 

Bank may not only kf*ep gold de|)08its on account of central banks 

but may also dejxisit gold with them. It may re discount bills held 

by central banks and it may have its own bills re-discounted by them. 

It may o|>cn and maintain current or dej>08it accounts either for 

central banks or with central banks, and it may act as agent or corre¬ 

spondent for any central bank and appoint any central bank to act 

as its agent or coiresjK^ndent. 
In addition, the Bank may buy and sell gold coin or bullion, 

exchange, or negotiable securities, for its own account or for the 

account of centml banks; it may lend to or borrow from central 

banks against gold, bills of exchange and oilier short-term obligations 

of prime liquidity or other approved securities. Subject to the consent 

of the central l^nks affected, it may deal with private individuals 
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also, but, in practice, this concession is not likely to be very effective. 

On the other hand, the Bank may not issue notes, accept bills of 

exchange, make advances to Governments or oi)en current accounts 

in their name, acquire a pre<lominant interest in any business concern 

or remain the owner of any real property except in so far as it is 

required for its own business. 
The International Bank is not intendt^d to interfere with the 

national independence and inlluenee of central banks in their own 
markets, and to obviate the jK>.ssibility of .s\ieh eom|x*tition the central 

banks may veto any ojK^nition in their eurn‘ney or (»n their territory 

which is likely to involve the withdrawal of funds invested in the 

country. 
ftovisions as to tlie actual rescTve to 1h' inairdaintHl by the Bank 

are omittcil from the statutes, but the Bank must hold assets 

appropriate to the maturity and character of its liabilities. 

An im}K)rtant prosjM*ct is that the Bank will obviate, or at any 

rate considerably lessen, the fur tlie int<*rnational movement of 

gold by substituting therefor transfers In'twivn the accounts of the 

central banks in its books. Current balances of the central banks 

concerned will imlicate the state of international indebtedness, while 

depicted balances will be restored by the oj»eration of re>di.scounting 

commercial bills and dejKmiting approval si'curities. Thus the out¬ 

come of the institution of the international bank should l>e greater 

stability of the world s crt^ilit structure, with ultimate advantage to 

the whole field of internatioiuil trade aiul finance. 

That this prospect is Inung fulfilknl is indicated by the annual 

rejK»rts of the Bank. Thes<.' show that, since its establishment at Basle 

in 1930, the Bank has made very rapicl progress, and that it has alreiidy 

come to lie an integral jmrt of the world’s machinery of international 

finance. It has received large dejKwits fnim central banks and for 

various Government Treasuries, on whosi^ ls*half it makes payments 

abrofid. ITie growing practice of central banks of kcf^ping a {Mirt of 

their foreign reserves with the Bank has jHTmitted the development 

of transfer ojsTations from bank to bank, by the simple? nu^tluMl of 

book debits and credits in the accounts of the Bank, thus avoiding 

the disturbance which W'ouhl otherwise? Ik? caustKl by ‘‘ Hpxdai 

operations in the fiireign exc hange markets. The develojirnent of 

clearing ofKjrations and the elimination of n€?edle.HH gold movenuuits 

are gradually l>eing develojicii. 

With the cesmition of reparation jmyments, the Blink's ftinetiona 

as an agent of transfer have la{ised, but its sUitus hiis by no raeiina 
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been impuircil, as it can now concentrate on ita more important 

funotiona of promoting central bank co-operation and facilities for 

international finance. Its resources luivo, nevertheless, bc<?n seriously 

diminished, not only on account of the lapse of reparations but also 

ixH3ausc an unfortunate restriction in its statutes prohibits it from 

working “ for its own account ” with currencies which are mi based 

on gold or gold exchange. In consetiuence, the abandonment of the 

gold standard by all but a f(;w countries has had the effect of wTioiLsly 

restricting the Bank's activities, and this effect has lK,*en accentuate<l 

by the practical disapjHMrance of any effective gold standard exchange 

and the tendency of central banks to convert their foreign exchange 

;iL‘wi‘ts into ijohl. The restriction cannot be removed without a 

jinoditication of the Bank's statutes, but as representiitives of the 

EurL)])oan gold countri(*s wield the greaU\st amount of jyower in the 

.Banks councils, it apjx*ars unlikely that any such change will come 

about in the near future. 

Nevertheless, there is evidence that the Bank is Uking an iinporUint 

part 1!) Kuru|X‘an nvonstruction, and, .since tlie erlnis of 1931, it has 

granted assistaiice to and iirranged loans for several distressed 

Eurojiciin countries. Further, tlie control of the Bank is in the hands 

of repri*si*nUitives of the leading central baiiLs of the world, ami llieir 

meetings provide excellent opj)ortuuitk‘«s for the dlscu.s.'^ion of world 

monetary j)robleius and the formulation of .schemes of co-o{)eration 

such as have never exisUsl lx*fon*. It is likely that co-ordiiution of 

central banking policy will b<* of the utim)st importance in the future^, 

and ill view of the in<inv problein.s whosc^ solution rcs^uires interiiiitioual 

consultation, the Bank for International Settlements is likely to 

maintain its sphere of usefulness. 



CHAraER XX 

THE WORLD CRISIS AND THE PROBLEM OF THE GOLD 
STANDARD 

The causes of the depression which has prevailetl since the autumn 

of 1929 are naturally complicated, but there is little doubt that the 

world’s difficulties have lK*en mainly due to the great changes which, 

in the last two decades, have taken place in the organisation of the 

production and the distribution of goods, and in the eflectivo supply 

of money. 

The Changed Face of Production.- To understand the changes 

in production it is necessary to go back to the conditions of the Great 

War. The War knl to a vast re-shuffiing of national and of intiTnationai 

production. Whilst in several countries many new' indtistries came 

into being and some old-established indu.stries were greatly extended, 

many existing industries were badly disorganisiMl. In those industries 

which were important for war purposes the elTwt of exi>ansion and of 

great improvements in technical efticiency was to increase their pro¬ 

ductive capacity far beyond normal |)eace-timc rc*quirements. 

Viewing the w'orld as a whole, there was a marked change in the 

geographical distribution of industries: there was a vast exjmnsion 

in the production of raw materials in sejme countries, and a wide 

re-distribution of manufacturing industries in others. Many countries 

(notably Japan, India and the Dominions), which had previously 

relied on the industrial countries (such as the Uniteil Kingdom, 

Germany and France) for their supplies of manufactured goods, 

found their supplies cut off, and so began to undertake the production 

of these gowls themselves. By the end of the War, manufacturing 

industries were flourishing where formerly they had been almost 

non-existent. When })cace was declartnl, factories were converted 

from munition to industrial uses and the demobilised armies were 

re-absorbed into the ranks of prcxluctive labour. There followed a 

period of industrial activity whilst the different countries sought to 
44S 
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repair the dainageH of war and to satiafy needs which had necessarily 
been poHt{>on6d during the War. 

Unfortunately, the period of activity was short-lived. The boom, 
which reached its j3eak in 1920, W'as built on an unsound basis of inflated 

currencies and abnorinai demand for goods. Very soon the increased 

demand which was a feature of the transition from war to peace 
conditions was sati.stie<l, and the institution of a dellatioruiry jx)licy 

in this and other countries, t^>gether with the attempts of (Jovernments 

to disjHise (if suqilus war materials, IchI to a break in prices. In 
1920-21 the boom c<»lla})Si.*d. 

Then followed a jK^ruxl of depression, out of which the world 
gradually einerg(*cl during the years 1922 25. This ]K*rkxi \%itnessed 

a gradual recovery of prcsiuction in KurojK^ accompanied by a rapid 

expansion in other parts of the world wliich had not suffered so 

s(*v(^n*ly frciin the war-time dish>cation. The }x^riod may be regarded 
as a time of recoitstruction and adjuNtment. during which the economic 

system endeavouml to adapt itself to the new conditions. 
Gradually, contidcnce returned. The evacuation of the Ruhr and 

the a(‘c<*j)tanco of the Dawes Plan in 1924, the settlement of war 

debts, the stabilisation of many intlaUMl curixuicics, the tinancial 

n‘c(»nstruction of several (Vntral KurojH*an (‘ountrics, and the return 

to the gold standard in CJn*at Britain, together with an improvement 
in the general ])olitioal situation, all assisted in cn\4ting a spirit of 

optimism. An abnormally gcHnl harvest in 1925 heljxHl to make that 

year a turning jK)int. 
Kn»in 1925 until 1!>29. world trade gradually ex])andiHi. In most 

countri(*s a fair level of prosjH*rity develojH'd as oiu> by one the im- 

]K»rtant trading nations struggh*d back to sound curnuicy conditions. 

By the middle uf 192S, most countries which had Ihxmi involve<l in 

monetary dilViculth's had succ(HHkMl in stabilising their ourrencies. 

I'lu'ir ('xchang<»s wen* functioning with a friHxlom from tiuctuations 

that bon* coin]>arison with the stable conditions of pre-war days. 

The gold standanl liad Ihvii generally restored, and, with it, confidence 

in those countri(»s that had n^turned to gold. International invest¬ 

ment had Imhui revivcnl, and international trade had bcHMi freed of the 

risks eng(*nderiHl by fluctuating exchanges. 

But the revival was inhenmtly unsound, for there was a lack of 

harmony Iwtween world capit4d movements and world trade. 

Disloeatton of Intematioxial Finance.—The main defect in the 
financial mechanism arosi' from the fact that, as a result of the War, 

the balance of intematioiuil indebtedness had been completely changed. 

29 
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Before the War, Britain was the world’s largest creditor, receiving 

on balance some £100 millions each year from our overseas activities. 

This balance wo had been accustomed to re-invest in foreign countries, 

as the rules of the gold standard demanded, and, by so doing, we had 

kept our international debits and crt^dits in a state of equilibrium and 

also permitted the gold standard tofunction freely throughout the world. 

In consequence of the Great War the Uniteil States and France 

took an important place as world creditor nations. During the War 
vast sums had been borrowtxl by Great Britain from the United ^States 

and had been largely re lent by us to our Allies, whilst afti^r the War 

the Reparations Agreement required the vanquished countries to pay 

huge sums by way of indemnity to France, Great Britain and the 

other victors. But the new creditor countries, instead of helping their 

debtors to i^iy in goods (the only way in which international debts 
can ultimately be paid), clost*<l their markets by raising high hiritls. 

In another resj)ect, too. the creilitor nations faile<l in their functions. 

It is true that the United ytates lent considerable sums ubri>{id, in 

particular to Germany; but the loans of this pc^riod dilTertxl marktHlly 

from those which we, as the world’s gTeate.st creditor, had made in 

pre-war years. Our pre-war loans were made at long term, largely 

to new’ ’’ countries for purjK)se3 of development, ami that develop¬ 

ment, as it proceeded, ])rovided us with interest and with repayment 

when it was due. The i)Ost-war loiins, a considerable jx^rtion of which 

were short term, were made largely to the old ’’ countries of Kuro|)e 

which had been imjK)veri>hed during the \\\ir, and which ha<l large 

war debt or reparation jKiyments to make. Tlu‘y were usixl mainly 

for the purpcjse of enabling borrowers to defer payment of their accruing 

obligations, instead of promoting new industries and developing new 

areas. 

Largely as a result of the tariff jx)Iicy of the Unitcxl States, gold 

tlow’ed in enormous quantities to New' York, but it was not allowed 

to bring alwut a commensurate rise in j»rices- - the automatic adjust¬ 

ment provided by the gold standard. Instead, the gold was largely 

sterilised, i.o., prevented from forming the ba.Hi8 of additional currency 

and credit, so that, while the United States were sitting on mountains 

of gold, the growing scarcity of the metal in the world outside led to 

a severe contraction of currency and omiit, with its inevitable results— 

a fall in the world price level, and the impc.s$ition of a heavier burden 

than ever on the debtor countries. 

For a time the loans made by the United States and Great Britain 
to tile debtor countries had the effect of stimulating business activity. 
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But, unfortunately, in many countries the increase in activity led, 

as it had led so many times before, to over-confidence and disastrous 

speoulation. Towards the end of 1028 boom conditions prevailed in 

several countries, particularly in the United States^ where the banks 

unwisely participated in financing real estate and stock market 

operations, so promoting a Hj>eculativo boom which far out-paced the 

improvement in industry. On Wall Street, stocks and shares soared 

high above their true values, even the most reputable houses vastly 

extendcnl their ooinmitmonts, and interest rates reached extravagant 
heights. 

Unbalanced Production. —The trade position was no more sound 

than the financial structure. Although productive activity in the 

years 1925-28 was gradually exjKinding, the expansion was not balanced 

by a proiKjrtionate oxteii'^ion in the demand for good.s. During these 

years coinjH^tition became exceedingly fierce, and, in an attempt to 

regain lost markets and to ho!<l their own in world markets, producers 

resorteil to rntionnliHation —a system involving the re-organisation of 

industry on the most economic and scientific lines with a view to 

avoiding ov(‘rhi]>ping and waste. The result of rationalisation, in¬ 

variably implying amalgamation of existing units and the introduction 

of labour saving machiiuTV, meant a n'<luction in the demand for 

labour, so that, whi!(» industrial and agricultural })roductivity increased 

enormously, tluTe was no corresponding increase in the demand for 

consumers* gotkis. 

Another iinpt)rtant cause of the maladjustment between production 

and consiimj)tion was the n^Iatively small advance in the standard 

of living. True, that sfandanl did improve, but it did not advance 

as much as was warrantetl by the growth of protluctive power. 

Thougli there was a inarketl ri-^e in the demand for certcun “ luxuries *’, 

the iiuTeast' in tlu» demand f<»r commodities in j/cMcrfld was nothing 

like adetpiate to t'ope with the .suppl\. esjxx?ially as most of the 

incrtnwHMl imxiuctive jsnver went to swell the capacity of existing 

iiuhistri(*s, for whosi' pnKlucts the demand was limited. , 

These conditions werc^ such as are usually as.sociato<l \^ith the 

later phas(\s of a trade cycle. Hut, t)wing to the re-distribution of 

production which had (K!cuiTed during the War, the prcKcas was on 

a larg<*r scale than that of any earlier trade cycle. Moreover, the 

maladjustment of pnxluction and consumption was increased by 

disjxirities in the price levels in various countries arising out of the 

war-time inflation, and by the still worsts offexsts of divergent national 

currency and t4irifT ixdicies. 
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The question of t^iriffs became of increasing importance as the 

years wore on. The War left in its wake a legacy of trade restrictions, 

and in the years following the War, the general tendency was for 
further restrictions to be imjiosed. Attempts were made to reach 

international agreement with a vi<*w to removing some of the 

restrictions, but the most that was achieved was a temjKirary halt 

in the process of turilT-building. largely tine to the efforts of the 

Economic Consultative Committee set up by the World Economic 
Conference in 1927, The enormous growth of trade restrictions had 

the effect of j)er]>etuating and accentuating the gtHigrajihical mal¬ 

distribution of pnxluction which arose as a result of the War, 

The Slump Ol 1929.- The growing disparity l)etween jmsluetion 

and consumption exercis^Hl a steady downwanl drag on world prices, 

and this tendency was accentuated by the sterilisation ]K»lic‘y of the 

United States and by the flow of gi»ld from the debtor countri«‘s. 

With the fall in prices, prolit margins were rcductMl aiul in many 

cases disap|X‘ared, pHslucers lost conrulciice. and the trade b(K>m 

col!a|)sed. In this country the loss <if coniidcia t' nvsult^sl in a slump 

on the Stock Exchange in the summer of 1029 and this was fc»llowed 

a few months later by a far more devastating crash on Wall Str<M*t 

which involvc^^l thousands in min. 

In Germany, conditions had Ix^^n going fnun bafl to w<>rs<*. She 

had found it increasingly ditlicult to nuM t her rej).iratic)n jmyments, 

even by dint of continuous borrowing, lint this resort faih^I her 

in 192s, when American investors found it mon* pn»litable to u.se 

their money at home. F<»r a tinu* (‘ollapse was st4ive<l olT by the 

Young Plan of 1929, which mobilised p;trt (Jermany’s liabilities 

by converting them into long-dated bonds whii li w<‘n^ taken up l>y 

investors in this an<l other <’<aintries. Ihit this settlenu^nt proved 

as imf>ermanent as the Dawes Plan of 1924, and (oTmany rapiflly 

drifted towards banknijitcy. 

As W’c shall later, the final collapse fame in 1931, hut during 

the prece<ling two years, 1929 39, eondition.s throughout EurojK^ 

grew steadily w'orw. One country after aiiotluT fell into the thnx^s 

of de])ression as the? hanl-won confidc'nce of 1928 meltfsl away, and 

by 1932 the world was involve<l in a slum]) of unj)recc<lent4'd dimensionH. 

The Growth of Economic Natiohalism. The fall in ]>riecH which 

had Ijegun in 1928 had continued iinabaU^l and every country wan 

glutted with unsjileable prcKlucts. These exersss HtiK^ks hsl to a furious 

struggle for markets. (yom]K?tition was intensified in every <lin?ction. 

We in this country found nornjM^titor.s w'hero formerly we bad found 
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customers, and wo found, too, that our trade rivals were under>8elling 

us almost everywhere. In other directions, important markets for 

our goods were l>eing closed l>ecause of the financial and political 

diflioulties of the buying countries, or because other countries, faced 

with the necessity of maintaining a favourable tnide balance and of 

protecting their industries (in some eases but newly established), 

raised tariff barriers against foreign comjxstition. 

Ewrywhere there was an extension of the spirit of economic 

mlionalivn which had gnjwn originally from the War. In many 
countries, too, currt‘ncies were depr(*<iat<‘<l and exchange transiictions 

were restrictcnl in an att<‘inj)t to protect the home market and to 

encourage exjK)rts. Nations vie<l with each other in a disastrous 

j)oli(*v set'king to reiiu^dy tludr trade ]>osition by incrciising existing 

tariffs or inuxising new ones. Each cmintry sought to sell as much 

as jM>ssil)l<* of its own g<HHls abroad, whilst at the same time trying to 

huy as little as [sissible from other countries. Little thought was 

given to the fa^ t that goisls an<i s<Tvices soM to other luitions cannot 

in tin* long run Ih^ paid for e.xcept in the form of other goods and 

vices. 

In the result, this protectionist policy had the opj>osite effect to 

that which was int<*n<led. Tariffs, wlien adopteil by one or two 

countries, miiij prove luiu’licial to them in assisting them to develop 

their own in<lus(ri(*s; Imt, when universally mlopted, tariffs must re¬ 

sult in a contrarfiun nf u’^trhl trad*. So, just at a time when all nations 

nt'<shsl nothing so much as an expansion of trade, their economic 

])olicies had just the op{K)site etfis*t. International trade w'as com* 

pletely throttled and th(» figures of unemployment in most countries 

nMclusl colossal heights. 

Great Britain, t^uite apart from sharing in the world depression, 

Britain had her own sjKH ial ditlieultii^.s. Two factors, in imrticular, 

were largely responsible for the financial troubles which culmimiteil 

in our susjHuision of the gold standard in September, 11)31. These 

were: (a) an adversi' ehangt* in our international trading iK>sitioii; and 

[b) a similar change in our bxining jK>sition. 

Our Ohanuki) Bai.an('K of Baymknts. -Tn spite of the decline 

in our cxjwrts after our return to goltl in 1925, and in spite of the vast 

sums which wc had to pay the UiiiUhI SLate^, we were able to maintain 

a large favourable balance on our international account for each yeiir 

up to 1929 (hoc page 285), From that year, however, our favourable 

balance of i>aymenta dwindled away. For 1930, it wtvs only £28 

millions as against £103 millions in the previous year, while the figures 
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for 1931 revotUed an even more aerious poaition—an adverse balance 

of £104 millions. The reasons for this were that our overseas income 

(i.e., GUT credits) had fallen badly, whilst, on the other side of the 
account, our expenditure abroad (i.e., our debits) had fallen in a much 

lower proportion. 

Credits.—Our risible credits, that is our exports of gomls, had fallen 

because of the ojHTation of several factors: (1) Other countries were 

able to produce just as well as we could some of the goods prc^viously 

supplied by us. (2) Our prices for certain goinls were much Uk) high 

because of the rigidity of our costs, i.e., manufacturing costs in thw 

country (especially wages) had kept up, though similar costs in other 
countries had dropjx'd considerably. (3) When we returned to the 

gold standanl in 1925 we placetl a higher gold value on the ])Ound 

sterling than was justitied by its value in terms of g<Hxls, .so that 

people who wanted our gcxxls had to pay about 10 % more for them 

in their own currencit‘s than they had previously di>no. On the other 

hand, a number of foreign countries, and e.-'isrially France*, hatl stabil¬ 

ised at rates which underrahud their ciirrencits, and .so were able to 

undersell us in foreign markets. 

Likewise, our inrisible credits, such as our income from shipping 

services, banking .services, and oversea.s inve.stmentvS, fell olT consider¬ 

ably as a ri‘sult of the (*ollapse in world trade, the default of oversi*a8 

debtors and the fall in dividends of foreign companies in which we had 

sunk our capital. 

Debits.—Our debits are chielly imj)orts. Although these decreas4Ml 

(mainly lx*cau.se of the grf,*at collajise in world jirices), the fall was 

relatively much less than the fail in our exports Im?<mu.s<?: (I) Fon*ign 

countries dumjx'il gcxxls .at cut j>ncc»s in our fn*o trade markets. 

(2) The overvaluation of the j)Ound (sec (3) iil)Ove) conferrwl a benefit 

on the foreign ex]>orter lx?cause it gave him a relative* advantage over 

our own producers. (3) The fall in prices in this country involved a 

redistribution of income on a grand scale: people with fixed money 

incomes and sections of the wage-earning class lx3nefite<i most, and, 

in sjx*nding the extra money, they stimulated im|K>rts of certain raw 

materials and of consumption goods, c.specially of food. 

The Change in Ouh Ixianino Position.—The diiliculties of our 

trading position were ficcompanied by even more serious defects an 

our loaning position, due mainly to three factors: (a) the dis^ippcaranee 

of the balance on our international account; (6) the increase in our 

short-term borrowings; and (c) our continuance of long-U;nn lending 

in spite of the decline in our favourable balance of payments. 
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The increase in oiir short'term borrowings arose largely from the 

fact that, during the post-war period of inflation, foreign bankers 

(especially in France, where, before 1928, the trend of monetary 

policy was uncertain) who were anxious to place th^ir funds in a stable 

currency transferred much of those funds to England. For the same 

reason, several gold exchange countries left their gold standard 

reserves in this country. And, on several occasions when we ha<l to 

face hciivy withdrawals of gold, funds were attracted to London by 

the usual method of raising int<?rest rates. 

As a result, Ix)ndon ])robably held liefore the 1931 crisis short- 

])eriod dej)osits totiilling at least £300 millions, all in the mtture of 

temjxirarv loans immediately withdrawalile, and, as such, a source of 

extreme dangiT, This was particularly so IxHjaiise, when the foreign 

balance.^ won' transferred to Ixindon, we ilid not -indeed, we could 

not take any largi^ jiroportion of them in the form of gold. What 
hajijK'ncd was that the purchast^s of sterling so depressed the values 

of forc'ign curnuuues that wo were encouraged to spend on goods and 

to invest in foreign countries, at long term, money which was repayable 

at .short notice. For during this jxtkhI the flotation of foreign loans 

on the lyjndon Market continutHl as in pre war rlays, and we continued 

our business of international dt^jiosit hanking without increasing our 

international <‘ash resi'rve projMirticuiately to our dei>osit liabilities. 

Thus, we vuflatiHl th<* fumlainental hanking principle that assets held 

against deposits must he k('pt as liquid as possible. In brief, we 

accumulaUHl a vast amount of short-term indehteilness which, if lack 

of contidenco led to a “ run wo could not meet, l>c*cause our assets 

wert^ tii‘<l up in long-term fonugn loans. 

From time to time, thendon^, the Hank of England had to cope 

with large-scale movements of funds which were due, not to any actual 

distH[uilihrium in our balance of indebtedness, but to disturl>ed condi¬ 

tions in other countries, and w hich normal niethmls, such as Bank rate 

changes, could not adecjuately counteract. On a nnml>er of occasions 

these movements took the form of heavy transfers of gold from 

Ixindon, an<l necessitated vigorous action on tho part of the Bank of 

England to prevent undue disturbance to internal monetivry conditions. 

Gfold Withdrawals from London.-- Ono of the earlier occasions 

on which this country was involved in difficulties as a result of her 

position as a custodian of tho world’s monetary deposits was during 

the Wall Street “ lioom ” of 1928-29. During that period, intense 

speculative activity in Now York led to tho offering of extravagant 

rates of interest (on occasion as high as 20 %) for call-money in that 
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centre, and naturally led to heavy transfers of funds to New York, 

particularly from London. For the greater part of 1928 and 1929 

gold was being steadily shipjHHl from I^iulon to New York, and, 

though Bank rate was raised to as high a figure as OJ %, it was only 

the collapse of the boom in the States that save<l the situation. 

Even before the American withdrawals had ceased, a ketui demand 

sprang up from France; and from the autumn of 1929 and throughout 

1930 the weekly supplies of South African gold on the London Bullion 

Market were taken almost as a matter of courst* for transfer to Paris 

and there were almost daily withdrawals from the Bank of England 

for the Si\me puqx^se. These withdrawals were not, at the outset, 

due to any particular lack of confidence in sterling, but were a natural 

consequence of the flight from the franc of a few years before. 

Funds that were then withdrawn from France under coralitions of 

panic naturally tended to flow back to Franco as confidence was 

restored; but the action of France in taking much of hot trading 

surplus in the form of gold, and in withdrawing, ria I^oiulon, funds 

that she had inve.ste<l in New Y<»rk, added to the delicacy of our 

position. 

By 1931, I^^ndon's jK>sition had Ixvome so wt*akene<l that it only 

required a .sudden demand on her resources to ])lace lier in a jx^sition 

of considerable danger. This d«»mand now came from the (’4mtinent, 

where unsettled conditions induce<l bankers to make (*vtTy effort to 

strengthen their jK^sitioms by witlulrawing their licpiid funds from 

other countries, and, in particular, from London. 

The German Crisis.—The trouble.s on the f’ontincnt centrc^l in 

Germany, which, owing to difficulty in meeting her reparation payments, 

experienced one cri.Mi,s after anotlier. Much of the trouble anw 

because .she had l>orrowed abroad mainly at short term ffiore thin 

mifficient to meet these ])ayments, and hml applif^l the sur|)luH to 

increase her imjK)rts. The payments due to other nations as int4»n*.st 

on this money iKiiTowc*^! at high rate.s accentuated Germany's 

financial diflicultiCsS, ancl .she wa.s able to square her international 

account only by continually increasing her borrowings. 

The fall in world j>rice.s had caii.s^Ml fiennany’s reparation payments 

to Ixjcome an everdiicreasing burden. She fountl it more and more 

difficult to find markets for her exjiorts {which alone coxild provide her 

with the surplus out of which to meet her foreign deblA), and her difficulties 

in this connection w'ere increnmfd hy the mounting tariff harriers of 

other countries. Fimdly, when the Stock Exchange slump in the 

United States caused that country to stop her foreign lending (which 
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had until then enabled Germany to keep her head above water), it 

l)eoame evident, early in 1931, that Germany would not be able to 

pay the sums due from her. By June, 1931, the position had liecome 
extremely grave. 

A 8i.*rie8 of bank disast<TH, including that of the Credit Anatalt in 

Austria, had severt'ly shaken ])iibiic confidence in Continental centres; 

the gold reserve of the Heichsimnk had becm depleknl; and the German 

Government was faced with the uiqileas^int alternatives of finding 

itsidf without sufVieifuit cash to enable it to mec*t its monthly payments 

for salarie.s, etc., or else of embarking on the stormy seas of inflation. 

Collapse seeiiKHl immiiuuit when Pre^sident H(K>ver, on behalf of the 

I’nited *States, int<*rveiH‘d with a dramatic; offer to ]>oslpone, for a 

|K^riod of one y(‘ar, all jiayments due in re.sjx^et of reparations and 

war (h‘bts. This jimjiosal for a moratorium was enthusiastically 

rcHHUved in creditor as well as in debtor countries, and a markiMl revival 

of confidence took ]>lac<». I'o tide over the jH'riod jKmding the adoption 

(»f the sc’heme. the Bank of Kngland, in conjunctiem with the Bank for 

International Settlements and other central banks, arrangcnl for a 

short-term credit of to Ik* grantinl to the Reiohsbank. 

Cnfortunately, however, France was so }K)IiticaIly prejudiced as to 

n*fuse to aeo<‘]jt the sehcunc* in its simple f<»rin. Fatal delays occurred 

and early in tfuly it lM*c‘aine ajiparent that not even the Hoover Plan 

would pn*vent a seven* banking crisis in (lermany. 

Gtdd and cajiital left Germany in large quantities throughout the 

early days of July, and there we n* prolongt*d negotiations for the raising 

of an international loan to assist he r. Again, the intransigent attitude 

of France delayc*d a st*ttlcment. in spite of the fact that an atinosphen' 

of panic w’as ra]udly d<*vcloping. 

On 13th July, crisis suj>c*rvened, and the Darmsliidter uiul National 

Bank (a (German hank w hieli was ccunjmrable with one of our “ Big 

Five ’*) elos<*<l its doors, w ith liabilities amounting to some F5CK) million 

Iteiehsinarks. Othc*r (h rman banks were subj(vt<Hl to a run and were 

eoin|M'lled to limit withdrawals to from 0% to 20% of de|K)sits. 

The B<*rlin Boursi* was elosinl by (ioverninent onh*rs, and siib.seciuently 

all banks and H^ivings banks were elostnl for some days. 

At the Skvkn-Pow’kh Com*khexck held in l^mdon to oojh' with the 

{K)Hition it was agn*t*d that: (1) the £20,00(),(HH) ennlit to the Uoiehs- 

bank should Ik? renew’e<l for a further tlm'c months; (2) eonoerteil 

measures should Ik* taken by financial institutions to maintain ertxlits; 

(3) the Bank for International Settlements should l>e inviteil to set up 

a (Committee to inquire int^i Gertiiany*8 immediate further credit needs 
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and to study the possibility of converting a portion of her short-term 
cretiits into long-term credits. 

The situation in Germany led to the locking up of balances held 

in that country on foreign account; and siibsc^quent dillioulties in 

obtaining exchange preventeii the repatriation of these ''frozen'' 

balances. An early agreement was reacluH.!, however, by which 

bankers holding balances in Germany temporarily postponed demands 

for their rej^ayment; and at the Berlin Conference held in Januar3\ 
1932, a Standstiil A(prtemeut was reached by which a moratorium was 

granted until February, 1933. This agrt^ement was subsequently 

renewed. 

Meanwhile, European foreign exchange and money markets had In'en 

thoroughly disorganised. On 13th July the Reichsmark quotation 

in London at one time rose to 31, and, though it subst'quently recovered, 

the collapse could not fail to affect us. It was known that l>ondon 

had lent Germany al)Out £70 millions in the form of acceptances and 

short de|)Osits, and it was feared that difficulties would l>e ex|)erienced 

in obtaining payment. Hence a feeling of uncertainty spread abroad; 

quotations for sterling in other centre's, notably New York and Paris, 

were depressed and there were heavy withdrawals of funds from this 

countrj\ In the fortnight ending 30th July, the Bank of England 

lost over £30,000,000 of gold, mainly to France, and this despite the 

fact that Bank rate had been raised funst to 31 % and then to % 

(30th July). 

The Crisis Spreads to Britain.—At homo, too, there were factors 

helping to undermine confidence and thus increiise the drain of gold. 

First of these was the appearance of the Report of the Committee on 

Finance and Indu.stry (the Macmillan lieport) in July, 1931, which 

cx|>08cd to the world certiiin weaknesses in our banking and financial 

system. 

It now became clear that unless foreign credits could be sedat'd and 

confidence restored our gold reserves would be seriously depleted. In 

an attempt to withstand the stupendous strain, the Bank of England 

obtained credits in France and in the United »States for £o0 millions, 

whilst it was empowered by the Treasury under the provisions of th«5 

Currency and Bank Notes Act of 1928 to increase its fiduciary issue by 

£15 millions. 

For the moment these steps stemmed the tide, but further trouble 

was brewing at home. On 31st July the Report of the Committee on 

National Exjienditure (the May Hepfjrt) was puhlishecl, and, unhup])ily, 

it served to confirm the suspicions that our national finances were in 
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a bad way and that we were living much beyond our means. It showed 

that, largely as a result of the huge loans made by the Treasury to the 

Unemployment Insurance Fund, we had not been balancing our 

Budget for years, and that, with the prospect of d Budget deficit of 

£120,000,000 for 1931-32, we were heading for serious financial 
disorder. 

This ItejMjrt was widely circulated abroad, and foreign confidence 

in sterling was badly shaken. It became obvious that we should have 

great difiiculty in balancing our international account and in keeping 
to the gold standard. Foreigners who had money in I^ondon thought 

that they had l>etter get it away while they could, and gold exchange 

standard ccaintries, esiHvially, hasteiuHl to transfer any gold exchange 

re8(*rveH held in sterling into nu^re stable currencies. 

By this time our j)restige overseas was seriously undermined. It 

had fallen so low that we could not have rais^sl any further crc<lits 

abroad. The value of sterling was tottering and tht*re was every indica¬ 

tion of a “ flight ’’ from the ]>ound. ('onliden(»e was j)artially restore<l on 

the formation of the Xalivtial f/orfrwwewf j)ledge<l to stringent domestic 

c*conon»y, but, in the third wcH'k of Sc^ptcmlKT, difficulties abroad and 

nervousness on the part of foreign holders of sterling caused the London 

Money Market to 1h' inundati^d with selling orders. In four days 

£43 millions wer<» exjK'ndiNl out of the Treasury's cre<iit of £80 millions 

in an attempt to 8U])jK)rt the sterling exchange. Heavy gold shipments 

were made to Holland, and the witlulrawals of foreign liquid balances 

rt'aclunl the .‘*tujM*ndous total of £2<K).0(X),(X)0, while the Bank's gold 

resc^rve was re<luc<‘<l to £13(>.000.(KK>. 

It w^as made plain to our (Jovcrnment that further credits w’ould 

not Ih' graiit^nl by Bairis or New^ York, and it was obviously undesirable 

that the Bank of Kngland’s Hes^'rve should be allowe<l to fall any lower, 

('ou.**equently, the (Government had no option but to agree to the 

Bank s mpiest to l>c allowed to rtduse to sell gold. 

BRITAIN’S SUSPENSION OF THE GOLD STANDARD, 

SERrEilBER. 1931. 

On 2lHt SeptemlHT, 1931, the Gold Standard (Amendment) Act, 

1931, was rushe<l thnnigh Parliament. This Act suspended Section 

1 (2) of the 1925 Act winch comj)elle<i the Bank to give gold in exchange 

for its notes. It also authoFisod the Treasury to make such Onlcrs in 

relation to the exchanges as they should consider expedient to meet 

any difliculties arising in connection with the su8j>enaion of the gold 
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standard. A Treasury Minute issueil tlie next day prohibited pur¬ 

chases of foreign exchange by British nationals except in resjxxjt of 

(a) bona fide trade traimctions; (b) travelling exj)ensi'8 or other jx^rsonal 

requirements; and (c) commitments enteretl into bt'fore 2l8t SeptemlxT, 

1931. 
The jmssing of this Act was accompanied by a rise in Bank rate 

from 4J % to 0 %, and, as a precautionary measure, the Government 

requested the Stock Exchange not to o|K‘n for business for two days. 

At the same time, an embargo was imposed upon the flotation of new 

issues on the Stock Exchange, and, when the Exchange re*o{)ciuH.l, 

restrictions were introduced to curb sjKvulation. 

Effects of the Suspension of the Gold Standard.Our susjH^nsion 

of the gold standard nuule very little change in our ititernal currency 

]x>sition. The susjx'iision involved no change in the conditiiins of 

issue of our currency ; gold still controls the aiiuaint of currency, subject 

to the elasticity clause^ in the Act of 192vS, and the reduction in the 

external value of the pound has not greatly atlccted the prices we 

have to pay for goods and services as b^^twtx^n tiursc‘lves. 

Externally, the etrccts of the su>{R‘n>ion wwv advantageous to 

Brit^iin. It was obvious that the value of sterling would Ihj adjusUnl 

at Iccist to the jK)int where the prices of our gtKsls in terms of gold 

currencies fell to a Iev(‘l w Inch reiltx'ted the world price li?vel. Actually, 

however, the fall in th<* external value of .sterling was great<»r than 

this, ami the exchanges gnidually Si*ttle<l down at a [H>int which 

represented a depreciation of al)out 3U in terms of the leading 

gold currencies. This heavy depreciation was iinmt*diately traceable 

to current conditions of demand and supply. As our balance of 

indebtesiness w’as heavily unfavourable, .sterling wa.s " on olTer ” ami 

its value fell. But part, at least, of the heavy H<‘lling of sterling 

must lie attributed to the actions of spHnilators, who, foreseeing a 

heavy inflation of sterling ahe4id, pnxje(»diHl to sdl sterling short. 

As a result, the value of .sU^rling fell even further tluin was w'arranted 

by the fact that it had previously IxMrn over-vahuMl. Wo were able 

to undercut comjieting nations on foreign markets, and thcn3 w'as every 

encouragement for f<ireigners to buy from us, ancl every incentive for 

us to increase our ex|Kirts. 

The lowering of the external value of our money also meant that 

gold standard countries which had lent us mom*y rejxtyable in Bktling^ 

or which had money on dejHisit in Ixindon, or which held British 

securities, suffered from a dejirecuition in the value of their claims, 

since sterling had become less valuable in terms of their ourronoies. 
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Withdrawals of funds from this country were, therefore, at once 

automatically discourageil (wliether by foreigners or by our own people), 

whilst there was every encouragement for British investors to repatriate 

funds which they had invested in countries whose currencies were now 

much apj)reeiated in terms of sterling. Hence, the susjiension of the 

gold standiird and the reduction in the exUTnal value of sterling while 

internal prices remain(*d stea<ly, coupk^tl with the economy measures 

of the GovcTiiment and the intrfxluction of tariffs, gave a tillip to our 
exjw}rt industru‘s and t4‘nded to ( urtaii our imjM>rts, whilst at the Siime 

time the improvement in our budgetary jK>sition and the general 

strengllu*ning of our iinances encourage<l foreign investment in this 

country and dis<'ourag(‘<l tlie outihnv of fumls for investment over¬ 

seas. In brief, the effect was to improve our international balance of 

payments. 

The w(‘ak j>oint in our position was the |M).ssibility and probability 

of otluT countries following us off the gi»ld standard, as w'as, in fact, 

done almost imiu<*diat<*ly by Norway. Dimmark an<l SwtKlen. Had 

they not don<‘ so, tlu'ir large exjM»rt trade to Britain would have l)oen 

wTiously thre«itene<l laxausi* their gmsls would have cost us more 

and w‘(* might hav(‘ fon‘ed to buy less from them. 

Other countrie.s with which wa* liave an important trade connection 

also f(»llow(xl us off gold, and in other countries w here the gold standard 

still nunained luuninally ojsrative. exchange dealings were subjected 

to such restrictions that it laxame difficult for us to carry on trade 

at all. Tin* bounty given to our exjMirt trades by the deprtx‘iation of 

sterling was cons<‘(juontly of limite<l effect; and, e\en in those markets 

when' we have Ikmui abl(‘ to (juote inon^ comiH’titive rates, conditions 

ha\e Inxn so stagnant that buyers have scarcely U'cn forthcoming 

at all. 
Ensuring Exchange Stability. It will he clear from what has been 

stutixl in earlier i>ages that the divorce of sterling from gold was bound 

to n'sult in marked ffuctuations in the fort'ign oxchangea unless steps 

were taken to control the positum. Naturally, the sterling exchanges 

were, at ffr.*<t, suhjwt to viokuit aiul frinpient movements, but after 

a few^ months, w hen the fear of inllation had juussed and the speculative 

st'lling had ceasiul. a nuMsure of st^ibility was reached, and the Biiiik 

of England wd about the task of lagging the exchanges in order to 

pn)twt trailers from the evils of ffuctuations. 

dearly, the task was by no means an Ciisy one; whereas at first the 

BankV energies had to lie direi'icil towards 8upi>orting sterling, before 

niuiiy months had passed foreign funds began to return to London 
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in 8uoh quantity that the Bank had to reverse its prooedure and 

prevent sterling from appreciating too rapidly. 

The appreciation of sterling and the flow of funds to London had at 

least one good effect in enabling the Bank to pay off at maturity the 

credits granted during the crisis by France and the United States. 

But strong measures were needed to prevent too rapid a rise, and in the 

Finance Act of 1932 provision was made for the setting up of an 

Exchange Equalisation Account, whose funds could be used (by the 

Treasury and the Bank of England in co-oj)eration) to control the 

foreign exchanges. 

Exchange Equalisation Account.—The fund was formed 

partly by the transfer of the balance of about £25 millions still out¬ 

standing on the Dollar Exchange Fund (which had been established 

in 1915 to support the dollar-sterling exchange, and had been used 

subsequently by the Treasury in coimection with our war debt pay¬ 

ments to the United States), but, in addition, the Treasury was 

authorised to borrow (e.g., by the issue of Treasurj^ Bills) up to a total 

of £150 millions. 

The primary purpose of the Exchange E([ualisation Account is to 

furnish a fund which the Bank of England can use (either by building 

up reserves of gold and foreign currencies or otherwise) to prevent 

the temporary inflow into the London ibirket of foreign balances 

from causing too great an appreciation in the exchange value of sterling, 

and also to prevent the sudden withdrawal of thos<^ funds from causing 

a serious drain upon our resources and a heavy depreciation of sterling 

in terms of other currencies. In addition, the Fund has l)een used to 

indemnify the Bank of England for the lossc*s sustaine<l in rejwiying 

the foreign credits raised in France and the United States during the 

1931 crisis; to adju.st the differences (either prolits or losses) which 

accrue as a result of the purchase or sale of gold by the Bank of 

England at a price differing from the Mint Price (at the time of writing 

the market price of gold is in the region of 138s. per fine ounce, i.o., 

about 60 per cent, above Mint Price); and to adjust differences arising 

from the appreciation or depreciation of foreign currencies held by the 

Bank of England in connection with its operations in controlling the 

exchanges. 

In May, 1933, the limit on the librrowing powers of the Treasury 

in respect of the Account was raised from £150 to £350 millions, making 

total resources of £375 millions. Experience had shown that, during 

a period of heavy buying pressure on sterling, the resources originally 
provided were hardly adequate. 
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Thk Operation of the Account.—The actual manner in which 

the Exchange Equalisation Account is oj^rated is a matter of conjec' 

ture, since no official light has been shed on the subject,) but it would 

appear that the initial funds were provided in July, 1932, when the 

Bank of England transferred to the Account some £32 millions of 

foreign exchange in return for Treasury bills. Since then the Account 

has been in operation continuously, but the Government and the 

|bank of England take every precaution to keep the transactions secret, 

in order that 8j)eculatora may not take advantage of knowledge of the 

Government 8 intentions and so defeat the purpose of the l?\ind. 

It is clear, of course, that when sterling shows a tendency to rise 
unduly the Treasury buys foreign exchange, i.e., sells sterling, whilst 

if sterling tends to depreciate unduly some of the exchange held on 

the Account is sold, i.e., sterling is bought. If the latter tendency 

were particularly strong and the whole of the exchange held on the 

Account were exhaustc<l, the Treasury, if it wished to keep the sterling 

exchange rates stable, would be forced to buy gold from the Bank of 

Englaiui and ship it abroad, in order to replenish the resources on 

the Account: these resouix'cs would then l>e available to support 

sterling. But it is probable that in such circumstances the Treasury 

would allow the sterling exchange to bdl, rather than deplete our 

gold holdings. 

On the other hand, if sterling showed such a strong tendency to 

appreciate that the Treasury had to use the whole of the sterling 

resources of the Account to buy up foreign exchange, it wxmld still Ik> 

})Ossible to continue ojx*rations, for the sterling resources could be 

replenished by using some of the exchange held on the Account to buy 

gold abroad, ship it to Ix)ndon, and sell it to the Ihink of England., 

Although the Exchange Ktiualisation Account was instituted to 

enable the Treasury and the Bank to cope with extraordinary condi¬ 

tions of a temporary nature, there seems to be no reason w^hy it should 

not remain a j>ermanent feature of our linancial machinery. Even 

if the gold standard is fully restored, the central bank in this country, 

as in other coiuitries, wdll have to be in a position to exercise a much 

wider degree of control than was the case in pre-war days, for Bank 

rate policy and ojien market policy are pow’crless to cope with the 

largo capital movements which are now^made possible by the world's 

highly organised exchange markets. Jiut, however extensive the 

powers granted to the respective central btinks, it would seem that, 

to obtain really effective control, there must be a much higher degree 

of mternational oo-operation than has hitherto been achieved: action 
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by the Bank of England and the Treasury will be largely ineffective 

if the central banks of other nations are ojx?ruting in a contrary 

direction. Economic nationalism smashed the gold standard in 1031, 

and, if it continues, no exchange fund is likely to be a permanent 

defence against ciu'rency instabilityj 

Sterling Returns to Favour.—Beioro the payment of the December, 

1932, instalment of our war debt to the United States, the sterling 

exchanges had weakemnl considerably, to such an extent, in fact, 
that the Treasury had bei'n obligeil to remove the “ jM'g The 

weakness was due to several causes:— 

(1) The seasonal pressure on sterling; (2) tiie continue<l fall in 

prices abroad, unaccompanied by a furtht*r fall in st4»rling prices; 

(3) the iin|)ending payment of the war debt instalment, giving rist* to 

s|)eculatiYe selling of sterling; and (4) the fear that, following the 

conversion of the 5 % War IwKxin, a fairly considerable amount of 

stock might have to be repaid to foreign holilers. 

Actually, the payment of the w'ar debt instalment had the effis^t of 

restoring contidence in sterling, and the fact that it was piiid in gold 

avoided the necessity for purchasing dollars in the Market. Moreover, 

only a small projx)rtion of War I-ioan stock ha<l to Ikj repaid abroad. 

As a result, the early days of 1933 saw a considerable strengthening of 

the sterling exchanges, wliile our financi.il i)osition had iK'come extra¬ 

ordinarily liquid as compared with that existing during the crisis 

of 1931. 
From the trough of the dej)ression in the sumnuT months of 1932, 

our domestic trade and industry had shown a vigorous reirovery, 

w'hich was more marked than was the case in most other countries. 

Government finance had been put on a sound basis by the balaiaung 

of the Budget, whilst the banking |>osition had Ix'en markedly 

strengthened by an influx of gold which had made it jmsibhj to nnluce 

the fiduciary Issue to the old figure of £260 millions. 

A reduction of Bank rate to 2 per cent, had made {H)ssiblo the 

most stuf)endous conversion scheme ever undertaken by a Government, 

namely the conversion of the £2,000 millions of 5 % War Loan to a 

3J % basis. Further, the Boarrl of Trade estimates showed that, in both 

1932 and 1933, there was a delinitc improvement in our international 

trading position, the estimated deficit on our international lialanco 

of payments for 1933 lieing only £4,0(X),(KX) (see nn/c, page 285). 

Reparations and War Debts.—^I'he strenuous efforts of Britain 

and other leading nations to restore some measure of jirosperity have 

been severely handicapped by the existence of the vast amount of 
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unproductive international debta, chiefly reparations and war debts, 
which during recent years have crippled the world's trade and dis¬ 
organised the exchanges. The problem of the payment of such debts 
is two-fold: there is the difficulty of raising the money to pay reparations 
or to meet the service of the debts, which is largely a problem of the 
taxable capacity of the debtors; and, secondly, there are the difficulties 
involved by the strain imposed by such abnormal payments upon the 
exchanges, i.e., the irafisfer j^rofjlem. 

By virtue of various funding arrangements the inter-Allied war 
debts were considerably scaled down during the years 1925-27, whilst 
the rc‘paration payments, t<x3, were tlrastically reduced by the Dawes 
Plan, and later by the Young Plan. At the time of the 1931 crisis, 
Great Britain was on balance a creditor for but a small amount, as 
she had agree<l to pay the I’nited »States the whole amount of over 
£32 millions jkt annum received by her as reparations from the 
ex-enemy countries, and as part-payment of war debts from the Allies. 
France had aiuiually to pay some £40 millions, against receipts of 
alK)ut £24 millions, whilst German}' had to pay over £80 millions 
each year. 

Germany has, of course, Ikhmi the worst sufferer from inter-govern- 
mentiil debts, for the amounts of the annuities to be paid by her were 
fixed at such a ridiculously high figure as to constitute an intolerable 
bunlen. To raise the money she had to imjx>se ruinous taxation, and 
after a time she w^as quite unable to meet the payments. 

Even more difficult than the problem of collecting these payments 
was the problem of transjerring them to creditor countries. The money 
had to Ikj jMiid by Germany in terms of ][>ounds, dollars and francs, and 
this meant that, as she had no surplus ri'serves of gold which she could 
use for the purjK)se, she had either to builil up a sufficiently favourable 
balance of trade out of which to provide the suq)lus or borrow money 
abroad in onler to mwt her debts. Unfortunately, the tariff bivrriers 
maintiiined by the crcxliU^r countries prevented Germany from settling 
the debts by the exjKirt of goods, so she w’as forced to raise loans 
abroad (largely in New York) in order to meet some of her liabilities. 
Obviously, this procedure could not go on for ever; after 1930, Ger¬ 
many's balance of trade steadily became more adverse, while lenders 
became gra<lually unwilling to make any further loans. By 1931 it 
was clear that Germany would not be able to make any payments 
at all. 

The problem of transfer was not felt by Germany alone. Each of 
the countries concerned found that the maintenance of stable exchanges 

80 
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was difticult in the face of the enormous transfers of foreign currency 

on account of inter-govemmental debts. These transfers of funds, 

which had no comiection with genuine trade transactions, threw a 
strain on the exchange mechanism which it was entirely unsuited to 

bear, and also helped to bring about price disparities in the various 

countries. 

As far as possible, the debtor Governments accumulated funds in 

readiness to make payments at times when the exchange rates were 
favourable, and suj>plies of the ci-editor country’s currency plentiful; 

but if conditions were not sulliciently favourable to enable them to 

do this, some other course had to 1h' followed. Sometimes it was 

possible for the central bank concerneil, by altering its discount rate, 

to attract supplies of foreign exchange to its Exchange Market, or, 

in other w'ords, to stimulate the investment demand for its own 

currency. Frequently, however, it was not found jK)ssiblo to attract 

sufficient foreign currency to cover the neceasary payments. The 

debtor country was then left with only two alternatives: it could either 

ship gold to the creditor country, or adopt the more usual course of 

raising a foreign loan to enable it to nu^‘t its jjayments. Even these, 

however, are only temporary expedients. Gold shipments are jxxssiblc 

only to a limited extent, while the raising of foreign loans is an 

expensive method, and one that can be pursued only so long as the 

borrowing country’s credit holds goixl. Ultimately, a debtor country 

can meet its adverse balance only by increasing its exix^rts of goods. 

The Lausanne Conference* 1932. -The establishment of the Bank 

for International yettlements easixl the situation to some extent, for, 

besides fulfilling its main function of arranging for the transfcT of 
German reparations, the Bank also lent its assistance to the central 

banks of other countries to faciliUite their transfer ojxjrations. But 

this could only be a tem{K)rary palliative. It was obvious that 

ultimately the whole question of war debts and reparations w'ould have 

to be revised, and for this purpose the Lausanne Conference was 

convened in 1932. 

At this Conference calmer counsels prevailed, and the European 

nations reached an agreement providing for the virtual cancellation 

of all reparations. Unfortunately, ratification of this agreement was 

made conditional upon a satisfactory settlement l^eing reached with 

the United States on the question of war debts. But the latter country, 

at the expiration of the year's moratorium granted in 1931, showed no 

willingness to postpone the payments due in December, 1932. Great 

Britain was compelled to remit over £19 millions of gold in settlement 
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of this payment, while default waa made by France and Belgium, 
among others. 

The World Economio Conlerence, 1933.—At Lausanne it was 
concluded that, even if the vexed question of reparations and war 

debts were arranged Batisfaotorily, the world would still have to face 

the task of rehabilitation and recovery of industrial and trade conditions. 

Accordingly the League of Nations was invited to convoke a World 

Conference “ to decide upon the measures to solve the other economic 
and financial difficulties which are res{>onsible for, and may prolong, 

the present world crisis'*. 

The Conference met in London in June, 1933, with a very extensive 

agenda, ranging through six divisions: (1) Monetiiry and Credit Policy; 

(2) Prices; (3) Resumption of the Movement of Capital; (4) Restrictions 

on International Trade; (5) Tariff and Treaty Policy; and (6) Organisa¬ 
tion of Production and Trade. 

It was recognised that while the discussions on “ economic dis¬ 

armament were proceeding there ought to be a “ truce to further 

economic warfare. A moderately satisfactory tariff truce was there¬ 

fore concluded Ixdoro the C'onfeRuue met, and, immediately after its 

assembly, efforts were nnule to n*ach a similar “ exchange depreciation 

truce, without which any agreements not to raise tariffs were clearly 

of no more than theort'tical value. 

The Government repre.sentatives of the major Powers succeeded 

in reaching an agreiunont for t4*m|K)rarv exchange stabilisation; but, 

as the United States early in 1933 ha<i abandoned the gold standanl 

in an attempt to revive her depressed iiuiustries (see below), the mere 

hint of dollar stabilisation brought a sharp reaction in Wall Street 

and in dollar commodity ])riees, so President Roosevelt promptly 

repudiated the agreement. He later nduseil point-blank even to 

discuss stabilisation or “ long-range ’’ monetary j)olicy. 

Without currency stabilisation, any agreements which might have 

been reached on tariffs would have l)een valueless, for the effects of 

pn)tection can l>e obtaiiunl b\’ curnuiey depreciation without any 

raising of tiscid barriers; similarly, discussions for the removal of ex¬ 

change and other restrictions would have been impracticable. 

Thus the (inference draggcnl on for six weeks before it adjourned 

for an indefinite “ receas ”, and virtually nothing was done in the form 

of tangible agreements (wive the Silver Agreement, referred to on 

page 402), largely owing to the uncompromising attitude of the United 

State's, whose domestic situation tied the hands of her representatives 

in any attempt at co-operation in the matter of financial policy. 
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THE AMERICAN CRISIS. 

When the great financial boom in tho United Stjites collapsed in 

the autumn of 1929, conditions in that country were left in a pirticu- 

hirly sensitive state. Thousands of people had l)een ruined by the 

heavy slump in security values, whilst many others were hard hit 

because the loss of confidence which followed the crash caused a 

serious fall in conuiKxUty prices. Agriculturists, esj)ecially, suffered 

because the prices of their products had fallen oven more than the 

prices of manufactured goods, while tho banking system, already 

notoriously inferior to that of other leading countries, could not fail 

to be affected by the adverse general conditions. 

Tho unfortunate domestic situation naturally made the United 

States particularly sensitive to tho Euroj)ean disturbances which 

characterised the years 1929 to 1931, and the j>osition was not iinj>rove<l 

when, following Great Britain’s 8us|Kmsion of the gold standard in 

September, 1931, the alarm among short-term lenders in all countries 

led to a heavy withdrawal of funds from New York and to a vast 

export of gold from that centre. Actually, the gold reserv'es of the 

United States were so vast that she could well have withsUxxl a far 

greater drain than any to which she w'as subjeeUnl during these critical 

years, and the causes of the revolutionary “ exi^riinents which in 

1933-34 startled tho world were to be found mainly in the nation's 

umsatlsfactory banking structim*. 

The Banking Crisis, 1933.—The history of banking in the I'nitcxl 

States has Ixxjn punctuated by a hx*ri«\s of disa.stiTs which find no parallel 

in the history of any other country. Towanls the end of 1931 it 

became apparent that tho American banking systeiTi was heading for 

another such crash. Following tho Wall Stnx»t collajwe, many banks 

had been badly hit by the depreciation of S4‘curities in which they had 

invested, while their difficulties were markixlly increascHl by the depres¬ 

sion in the agricultural industry, in which the banks of the Middle 

West and West were heavily coinmittcHi. Actually, a large part of 

America’s economic system had fallen heavily int<j debt during tho 

preceding perifxl of pros|x?rit3', and as prices (es|xx?iiilly agricultural 

prices) fell anfl the purchasing |K>wer of money corresjK)ndingly rose, 

the burden of debt Ixx^amo increasingly crushing, llebtors had no 

hope of paying their creditors in a currency which had risen so much 

in value. Agriculture and industry were to a large extent insolvent, 

and the banking system was ncx;essarily imperilled. 

During 1931 there had Ixi^n runs on some of tho banks, and these 
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banlcH were unable to obtain adec|uate funda because their aecurities 

were difficult, if not impossible, to realise. In October, 1931, President 

Hoover induced the banks to set up the National Credit Corporation 
for their mutual protection, but this proved incapable of dealing with 

the situation, and, in January, 1932, it was replaced by the Recon^ 

atruction Finance Corporaiion, a Government institution with vast 

resources at its dis()osal, charged to grant advances to banks and 

financial institutions which were in necnl of liquid funds but which 

wore otherwise sound. Despite these efforts, the banking troubles 
continucHl. 

In February, 1933, a run develoj>ed on the Michigan banks and 

8<K)n spread to other States. Many iinjKirbint banks and hundreds 

of smaller local banks were eoinjK‘lled to stoj) payment and, as a result, 

the publics all over the country drew out their de{K)8its and hoarded 

note.s and gold in enormous quantities. Even the strongest banks 

wen) unable to withstand the jiressure, and, to save the situation, 

Pn^sident HiX)seveit (kH.*lanHl a banking moratorium and forbade the 

exjKirt of gold. So suceensful was this aedion that after a few days 

the banks were able to re-ojKUi, and, though the dollar had depreciateil 

during the interval (owing (diiefly to a flight of fund.s to London and 

other Euro|K‘an centn\s), it s<M)n recovered the lost ground. 

Nevertheless, the financial jKXsition of the country had reached 

such a pass that drastic measures w(Te called for. In some way the 

unfortunate past had to Ik' liipudated. Either half the debtors and 

pnxluctivc undertiikings in the country were to be allowed to go 

bankrupt, and swell by furtluT millions the existing millions of iinem- 

jiloyetl, or the nation as a whole ha<l to acknowledge its failure by 

devaluing its cumuicy in onler to raise jirices and lessen the burden 

of debt. For obvious reasoiLs the first alternative was out of the 

(piestion. 

Roosevelt’s Prosperity Programme.--After the crisis, President 

Roosevelt launchcnl his “ prosjxTity programme and, as a preliminary 

to his reconstruction mdiemes, ho dwided to free the dollar from 

external influences and to subject it to Government control. To this 

end the dollar was divorced from gold by a Proclamation of 6th Man*h, 

1933, confirmetl by an Onler of 29th April, 1933, and its exchange 

value began at once to depreciate. 

The I^t»ident was definitely committcil to a policy of currency 

inflation with the object of raising prices to their 1926 level. To this 

end the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 12th May, 1933, gave him 

wide powers with regard to finanoo and industry. He was authorised 
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to reduce the gold content of the dollar by 50 %, to issue S3,000 
millions of paper currency, and to legalise the use of silver as money 

at a fixed ratio to gold. 
In addition, plans were made for restricting agricultural production 

and in other ways raising agricultural prices, and for the absorption of 

the unemployed on enormous schemes of public works, to be financed 

by the issue of Government bonds. Large sums were alKx^ated to 

the direct relief of the unemployed, and other measures were taken 

under the comprehemsivo National Industrial Recovery Act (N.R.A.), 

passed on 18th June, 1933. 

As all debts in the United States were payable in terms of gold 

dollars, it was necessary, in order that debtors might obtain the full 

benefit of currency depreciation, to supplement these infiationary 

measures by depriving creditors of their right to demand pa>nnent 

in gold and by comjxdling them to accept payment in the depreciated 

legal tender currency. Accordingly, the Gold Clause Abolition Act, 

passed on 6th June, 1933, rendered ino})erative any clause in dollar 

bonds whereby the debtor was bound to j)ay in gold dollars. As a 

result, all dollar bonds and all debts ex]iressed to bo payable in dollars 

are now payable in pai^er dollars. The tdlects iiro to lighten the 

burden of American debtors (as the dollar bc'coraes less valuable in 

terms of goods) and to deprive cre<litors in gold Htamlard countries of 

part of the money due to them. 

The whole programme dciKiided for its succe.ss ujjon an ex}>ansion 

of purchasing |)Ower and the raising of j>rict‘s. This being the cu&se, 

the abandonment of gold was an esscmtial preliminary. If the dollar 

had remained linked to gold, any rise in dollar prict^s would have 

handicapped American exjiorters and would have produced an infiux 

of goods from abroad. At the same time, the value of the dollar on 

the Exchange Market w'ould have been forced down, gold w'ould have 

flowed outwards, and the basis of credit would have contracted, so 

defeating the whole object of the scheme. 

It was because of these plans that K<.x>8evelt was unable, 

through his representatives at the World Economic Conference, to 

agree to take steps to promote a co-operative financial policy: to 

have done so would have meant abandoning the whole programme of 

reflation. 

Increasing Purchasing Power.~For a few months Roosevelt’s 

plans seemed likely to have the desired effect: there was a considerable 

rise in the United States price level and a marked fall in the exchange 

value of the dollar. Towards the end of July, however, the rise in 
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prices stopped and there was even a reaction which threatened the 
success of the Recovery Programme. There was much unrest among 

the masses because wages had remained practically stationary and 

unemployment ha<l been scarcely affected, so that the x)urchasing power 

of the people had not incrciised in proj)ortion to the rise in prices 

which had taken place. Moreover, that rise had by no means satisfied 

the farming and cotton-growing classes, whose clamour for more 

drastic inflatiomiry rnoasun's the President could not afford to ignore. 

Hence, further plans werci impleinentetl U) bring about the rec^uired 

acceleration in the prtK*esses of prcxluction and distribution. 

Steps had to 1h' taken to augment the purchasing jK)wer of the 
community so that it could keep pace with, and even exceed, the 

rise in commodity j)rice8. The burden of unemployment, too, had 

to be relieved in some way. Accordingly, R<x)sevelt determine<l 

U[K>n certain additional ineasurf‘s involving the extension of public 

sjRUiding by s]Kv<ling up his public-works schemc.s, whereby he hoped 

to create a demand for capital gtKxls; more stringent control of wagers 

and hours of work in order to reiluce unemployment and extend the 

demand for consumers’ goods; the control of crop.s, of sj^culation 

and of other factors so that the prices of agricultural pro<lucts should 

rise more rapidly than the prices of industrial prixlucts and so benefit 

the jK)litically im|K)rtant farming community: and, more im|K>rtant 

still, delinite steps were taken to intrcHluce the long-exj>ee,ted out-and- 

out inflation jKjlicy for the implemenUition of which the President 

was In'ing j)n‘s.s('<l on all sides. 

In Septcml>cr, the Treasury was <‘mjM)wertMj to buy gold freely 

at prices above the existing legal ]>riee of S20*()71S3 jK^r fine ounce, 

and in October this jxjwer was traiisferriHl to the Reconstruction 

Finance CorjHiration, This new jndicy was basinl on the admission 

that the existing mint ])ric<' for the metal did not offer a sufficient 

inducement to American gold proilucers. 

It waa ho|)cd that by raising the price of gold in terms of dollars 

it would he jH)8Hihle to cause a further depreciation of the dollar, and 

a further rise in dollar prices. At first only domestically mine<l gold 

was bought, but, as these supplies wen' small, the purchases had little 

effecl, and the programme was extendetl to include official gold 

purchases in the world markets at gradually increasing jirices. In the 

result, large quantities of gold were bought, and the dollar dej>reciateil 

still further, but internal prices did not follow at all reailily. The 

fact was tliat, though the President had succeeded in considerably 

expanding the bcLsis of credit in the United States, he had not succeeded 
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in creating a demand for new credit: reflation cannot be successful 

unless there are both ample supplies of credit and a retidy outlet 

for them. 
The plans of the President and his Brain Tru.st could not comjM^l 

producers to work at a loss; thej’ could not force consumers to buy 

goods at higher prices or to buy mort> gtnxls than they rt‘(|uired. In 
brief, Roosevelt’s supermen found that their iK)licy of taking control 

of such vast economic factors as existed in the United Suites involvcnl 

difticulties with which even the^' were incapable of dealing at all 

adequately. 

Moreover, the continual juggling with the currt*ncy was now 

disturbing confidence, and thert^ were unmistakable signs (notably 

a fall in the price of public stwks) of a flight from the dollar. The 

gold-buying plans of the Rc(‘onstruction Finance (V)r|M>ration had 
proved a comjilete failure, and the time liad come when the dollar 

had to be again solidly estahlisho<l on a gold basis. 

Roosevelt Devalues the Dollar.—On 31st January, 11K14, President 

Roosevelt Issued his momentous pnK^lamation providing for the 

revaluation of the dollar by a re<luotion of its nominal gold content 

to lo^ grains (9CH) fine), as compare<l with its normal content of 

23‘8 grains. It was also announced that the Treasury would buy 

all gold offere<l to it at $33 j)er ounce, ainl would 8C‘ll gold if the dollar 

touched gold ex|K)rt iK)int. These provisions brought the United 

States back to the gold stamlard with a gold value for her currency 

equal to 59-Of) % of its former gold value. 

The gold value of the dollar was thus nnliiceil to nearly one-half 

of its old value, and, as the cxU*rnal value was bound to come into 
line with the gold value, it wa.s ho|xsl by thos«) resismsible for this 

plan that the internal value w'ould .s<K>n follow suit, i.e., that internal 

prices w^ould .‘xx^n ri.se. 

The President’s Proclamation was followcnl by the Gold Reserve 

Act, 1934, which em|X)were<l the Treasury to appropriate the whole 

of the gold stocks of the Federal UestTve banks, to withdraw all 

gold from circulation, and to re<Iwun the legal tender papcT cufrency 

only to the extent nccjessary to maintain the purchasing power of 

the currency. 

With the object of providing the United States Treasury with 

funds which it could use to maintain the external value of the dollar, 

a Dollar Siahilimiion Fund was established to perform duties similar 

to those of our own Exchange Rc|ualisation Account, with resources 

amounting to 12,000,000,000, the proceeds of the profit resulting from 
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the revaluation of the U.S. gold it^rveH, following the devaluation of 
the currency. 

It is highly important to observe that by this action the United 

States (lid not stabilise in the legal sense, as there is no Act embcxlying 

the now gold content of tlu^ dollar; it was fixed merely by presidential 

proclamation. Further, the gold content is not pernuinenUy fixed, 
for the Pn^sident has for two years power to vary the content at will 

within the range of 50 % an<l (K) % of the dollar's former gold 

content. Nevertheless, the UniUnl States is now definitely back on 

gold, and the external value of the dollar in terms of other gold 

currencies is clost*ly limited by its gold value. True, the gold standard 

set up is not the kind of gold standard that we have been used to, and 

it might w'cll Ik* descriljed as a “ flexible bullion standard for the 

gold content of the dollar can lx? alteriMl at the discretion of the 
Prt'sidcnt, and it is clearly his intention to stabilise the dollar, not in 

relation to the intcrniitional gold standard, but in rt*lation to American 

internal pri(*cs. 

Following the devaluation of the dollar, there was an enormous 

flow of gold from KuroiH* (and esjHvially from l»ndon) to the United 

St4iteH. while (as a n*sult of th<* undervaluation of the dollar following 

its rapid depreination) American producers naturally became stronger 

comjK*titors in world markets. IndiHHl. the latest phasi* in the American 

ex|K*rimcnt is lik(*ly to l>e far-reaching in its cffecds on conditions in 

the United State's and the world generally. In jwrticular, it cannot 

fail to thn*aten the stability of the “ gold bloc ”, comprising France, 

lk*lgium, Holland, IViland and Switzerland, who, largely as a result 

of Hoos(^veIt’s attitude at the World Kconomio Uonference, informally 

agnHHl ♦ to adhere to gold at all costs and to render one another mutual 

assistanci*. Though Inith the Swiss franc and Dutch guilder have 

Ikhui in son? straits, the “ hkn* ” has so far Ikhui etTeidive, but its 

fuiun? jK>Hition will de|H*nd largely on the action taken by the United 

States by means of the IX)llar Stabilisatum Fund to stabilise the 

external value of the dollar. 

American industries have, of courst*, everything to gain from the 

maintenance of an undervaluiHl dollar, Invause that ine^ins that they 

can com|K:?to on favourable terms with the industries of other nations, 

and that the depreciatiHl exchange alTonls them a degree of protoc- 

tion additional to that of their already high t^iriff wails. The 

undervaluation of the ourrency is an automatic check to imports and 

* At A meoting hoM in l^ndon on 3rd July, while the World Kconomic Con¬ 
ference wee in seiiiion. 
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a distinct inoentiTO to exports. It would seem that a continuance 

of this policy is bound to have disastrous effects on European trade 

with the United States, and must certainly make it impossible for 

the United States to obtain payment of their European debts. More¬ 

over, the favourable trade position of the United States is bound to 

lead to a rise in the external value of the dolhir al>ove mint parity, 
unless the Dollar Stabilisation Fund is used to check that rise. Doubtless 

it is the present intention of the United States authorities to use the 

Stabilisation Fund for this ])urpo.se, but, in view of the insistence of 

the United States on a favourable balance of trade aiul its disinclination 

to lend abroad, it seems scarcely possible that even the large resources 

at the disposal of the authorities will enable them indetiniudy to buy 

up such surpluses of foreign currencies as are bound to come on the 

&Iarket. 

The indications, therefore, are that the drain of gold from Europe 

to the States will persist, and. if this does hapjxui, the “ gold 

bloc ” countries will tind themstdves in sore straits, and are likely, 

therefore, to be forced either to deflate their currencies or to suspi^nd 

the gold standard. If the gold standard is abandonecl by these 

countries, w^e, in turn, will suffer, as sterling will upprecnate and our 

competitive position will be threatene<l. Our Exchange K(|Uiilisation 

Account will have to l>e used to counteract the rise in sterling, and a 

currencj' war between Britain and other countries will Ix^ inevitable 

in the absence of any agrfx;ment on monetary policy. 

THE PR0BIJ3I OF THE GOLD STANDAKI). 

It will be obvious that Britain cannot continue indefinitely to 

maintain the currency arrangements which have cxIsUmI since her 

departure from gold in Scidember, 1931. Under thos45 arrangements 

we have a hybrid system which is neither a gold sUindard nor a managed 

system, for, although the volume of our note issue depends on our 

holdings of gold, our currency is not convertible into gold. And, ns the 

law still requires all notes in excess of the Bunk of Englands fiduciary 

issue to be backed by gold at the old parity, the Bank makes a theoretical 

loss on any gold which it purchases and stores in its vaults, while our 

exchanges (though partially controlled by the Treasury through the 

Exchange Equalisation Account) are subjcK^t to the same fluctuations 

as would occur if our note issue were entirely divorced from gold. 

This patched-up arrangement cannot Ixr more than a Umi|K>rary 

expedient. The course of world affairs may com}iel us to maintain 
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it» perhaps for some years to come, but eventually we shall have to 

decide whether we are going to revert to the gold standard proper, or 

whether we are going to strike out in some new direction. In other 

words, wo shall, eventually, again bo face<i with the problem which 

received such prominence before wo ix^tumed to gold in 1925—whether 

wo will re-adopt the gold standard or institute a “ managed ’’ 
currency. 

Although the earlier controversy on this matter resulted in a 
victory for the gold standard, there was, long before our abandonment 

of gold in 1931, wide support for the view that our action in returning 

to gold at the old parity in 1925 was ill-advis(*d, and that we should 

either have returncxl at a lower j)arity (i.e.t devalued) or have established 

our currency system ujsm a scientitically “ managed basis. The 

trend of events since the crisis of 1931 has done much to strengthen 

the opjK>sition to the gold stamlard. 

The Case for the Gold Standard.—We have, in the course of this 

book, nderrtHi many times U) the arguments in favour of the gold 

standard. Brietly, the case for the gold standard rests iq>on the two 

principal projKwitions that it automatically comj>els any countries 

by which it is maintained to pursue a sound currency policy, and that 

it cnsure.s reasonable stability <»f the exchange rates between those 

countries. Monetary history certainly lends siipj)ort to these argu\ 

ments, for in most case's where the gold sbuidard hiis been abandoned, 

inflation and often disiister have resultoil. Under a gold standard, 

the monetary authority can increase its note issue only against further 

supplies of goKl; and, onliuarily, incn‘ased supplies of gold can bo 

obtained only if a nation has a favourable balance of international 
indebtedness. Furthermore, for reasons which we have reviewed, • 

a gold staiidanl country must pursue a sound monetary policy and 

abstain from inflation of her currency, otherwise her exchanges will 

become unfavourable and her tinaneiai position is likely to be 

jeopardised by a drain on her gold reserves. 

Both our examination of the thiH>ry of foreign exchange and our 

review of the recent history^ of world currencies will have clearly 

demonstrated that the gold staiulard, if proj>erly operated, tends to 

minimise the evils of fluctuating exchangi's and so to remove one of 

the greatest obstacles to international trade. For a long period of 

years before the Great War the gold standard unquestionably brought 

a high degree of stability to tlie world's trade and exchanges, and it 

is very diilicult to convince the majority of people that such stability 

can be achieved by an untried system, particularly a system which ^ 
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involves a high degree of human interference and which is not directly 

tied to any external indej^endent basis such as gold. 

One of the strongest arguments for the gold standanl is the 

confidence it has so widelj" insj^ired. When wo are considering inter¬ 

national money and the basis of the world’s creilit, the jwychological 

’'and moral aspects become as vital as the purely economic con¬ 

siderations, and there can bo no question, so far, that the majority 

of the people of the world not only consider the gold standard to 
be the best standard, but also have greater confidence in a country 

which is on that standard than in a country which is divorced from 

gold. 
Finally, there is the very im]K>rtant argument that the iMxsition of 

this country as the world’s banker, of l^ondon as the world s leading 

financial centre, and of sterling as the principal international cur¬ 

rency, demand our adherence to the gold staialard. Our vast inter¬ 

national financial bu.siness has been built up largely ^^‘ause sterling 

and gold have Ix^^n so long synonymous. Kort‘ignt‘rs were willing to 

settle vast obligations in terms of sterling lx‘caus<^ 

confidence that it represented a certain value in terms of gold, the 

only medium of exchange which has so far earne4l international 

acceptance. Moreover, they placed vast sums in Ix>ndon dej)osits 

and in British securities (and so markcnlly in<Tcase<l I»ndon’H financial 

resources) becau.se they had confidence that their funds could be 

withdrawn at any time \%ith relatively little risk of lo.s.s. 

The Disadvantages of the CK>ld Standard. The* grc*at disa<ivnn- 
tage of the gold standani is that, although it ensures exchamjt sUibility, 

it does not ensure stability of internal ;/riw. 

Over long j)eri(xls the world value of gold in tcTins of commcxlities 

has fluctuated considerably. There have Ix'cn jx*ri<xls wh<*n the 

supply of new gold has excee<led the demand for cumMKjy and other 

purpcjses, with the result that there has then Ixxui a long-pt'ricxl 

tendency for prices to ri.se. At other times the supplies of new gold 

have failed to meet the increascxl demand which has arisen from 

increased industrial prcxluctivity, and then there has Ixxm a long-period 

tendency for prices to fall. 

But these general rises and falls, although distinctly noticeable 

over a long period, have not proceeded regularly. They have l>een 

interspersed with pericxls of expande<l credit, high priccji and trade 

booms, followed by nxlucecl credit, heavy falls in prices and depressed 

trade—each series of boom and depression constituting the phenomenon 

known as the trade cycle, which our existing knowledge and methods, 
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including the gold standard, have been unable to avoid and scarcely 
able to mitigate. 

Another dimidvantage is that, as the world, price level and the 

value of gold are interdependent, a country which adopts the gold 

stiindard and so ties the value of its curnuicy to the value of gold, 

ties its own price level for gcxKi or ill to the world price level. For 

if its price level is higher than that of the world price level, it will 

lose gold which can be used more profitably elsewhere, while in the 
reverse circumstances it will gain goUl. These movements will go on 

until internal prices corrosjx>iui to world prices. 

Every gold standard country knows that, in adopting gold as its 
standanl, it is taking a chance that natural supplies of new gold will 

be ade<juate, exccwive or inadequate for the world's needs. But 

recent exi)erience has show'ii that those? supplit?s, and consequently 

world prices and the monetary affairs of all countries, may l>e artificially 

affetitetl by the ill-conceivtsl monetary jwlicies of so-called gold standard 

countries. 

Both the UniU*<l States and France, by their sterilmtion of gold 

supplies in the years after 1925, niarkcslly accentuaUHl the fall in the 

world price level at a time when supplies of new’ gold might otherwise 

have been aile<|uate to the w^orld’s nmls. 

If these countries had allowe<l their additional gold supplies to 

bec’ome the backing for increased Issues of notes, the incre^isetl supplies 

of money would have caustnl their prices to ri.se above world prices; 

i.e., the value of gold in those countries would have fallen relatively 

to its value elsewhere. (Jold, therefore, would have betm withdrawn 

and ilistribuUHl anu)ng other countries where its purchasing |>ower 

w^as now greater. In this way, a new’ e<|uilibrium would have been 

estalilishiHl Ix^twwn prices in these countries and W'orld prices— 

pnibably at a slightly higher level. Actually, however, the sterilLsation 

jK>licie8 of the United SUtes and France preventixl their prices from 

rising and thus preventiHl world prices from reaching a level com¬ 

mensurate with the HUj)plies of gold available; in fact, prict's in those 

countries as well as in other gold standanl countries continued to fall. 

The first Interim Rcq)ort of the Gold Delegation of the Financial 

CommitU'o of the I.<cMigue of Nations, publishixl in 1930, reveale<l yet 

another disadvantage. AfU'r exhaustive enquiries the Delegation 

re{K>rtod that, if no new goltl discoveries were made, conditions {pointed 

to a pnigressivo decline in gold production after a few years. Working 

on the assumption that there would be no im]K>rtaiit changes in the 

reserve requirements of central banks and that the increase in tlie 
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demand for currency would continue at tlie normal rate, the Delegation 

concluded that the supply of new gold for monetary purposes would 

prove inadequate by 1934, Up to the present the anticipated shortage 

has been postx>oned because the abandonment of the gold standard 

by this and other countries, leading to a much higher price for gold, 

has made it profitable to work some of the poorer gnide ores and 

poorer mines, and has caused a considerable increast* in gold production. 

It seems likely, however, that in time this intluenco will wear off, 
and in the absence of new gold discoveries, the world will doubtless 

again be faced with declining gold supplies and, if the gold standard 

is generaJlj' adopted, a j)eriod of falling prices with all their attendant 

evils. 

A Managed Gold Standard.—It has been })ointi^l out that a 

strong argument in favour of the gold stantlard Ls that it })rovides an 

atUomaiic regulator of the exchanges. In practice, the aut4)iiiatie 

working has been very largely modified by central bank manipulation, 

because it has l>et*n found that, if the standard w'as allowed to operate 

without control, it was liable to result in undue disturbance of the 

delicately balanced monetarj^ mechanism. Mon^over, it has only too 

often happened that, when the automatic adjustment In^gan to take 

place and gold lx‘gan to How* from one countrj* to another, the country 

which w*a8 losing the gold was unable to staial the strain, and after 

a time was force<l to susj)end the st<indard although it was merely 

performing its function as an equilibrating device. 

Now those who pin their faith to gold consider that the disiidvan- 

tages of the gold standard are often exaggi^rated, and that many 

of these di.sadvantages could be removed by ajjplying a system of 

management to the gold standard as it ojMTate<l in pre-war days. In 

other words, they maintain that the world should not return to tho 

purely automatic gold standard, but that it should geiuTuliy adopt 

a form of managed gold sUndard similar to that which has in fact 

existed in the most progressive countries. 

The Macmillan Committee of 1931 in their Majority ilc?port 

recommended that the monetarj' system of this country should bo 

a managed system, though (for reasrms which wo have already dis¬ 

cussed) a system tk*d to gold. According to the Committee, the three 

main objectives of a sound monetary jiolicy are: (a) the maintenance 

of the parity of the foreign exchanges; (6) the avoidance of tho credit 

cycle; and (c) the maintenance of the stability of the price level. These 

objectivee, they considered, could not be achieved by allowing the 

gold standard to work automatically; on the contrary, their attainment 
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would necessitate the constant exercise of knowledge and judgment 

by an institution of ripe experience, great resources and unchallenge- 

iible authority. Nei'dless to say, they proposed, that the Bank of 
England should be the institution chosen for this purpose. 

The Cominitt<H? did not confine their projiosals to the management 

of our domeMic currency system. They considenMl, t<X), that the 
iniermUiofuil gold standard should be manage<l by co operation between 

central banks, first to raise the general price level, and secondly to 
maintain tluit j>rice level as stable as possible over long [>eriods. In 

view of the Report of the Gold Delegation, rc*ferred to above, it would 

sei*m essential that the nations of the world should come Uy some 
arrangement for the international management of the gold stancLird 

if it is to work satisfactorily in the future. 

A Managed Currency. The opposing sc1uh)1 of thought favours 
a complete divorce from gold and the iastitution of an inconvertible 

pajHT currency managtxl in such fashion as to ensure stability of prices 

within the country. They argue, with some reason, that if it is possible 

to “ manage " the gold standard so as to achieve price stability, it 

would bc' just as easy to manage an inconvertible note issue divorced 

from gold, an<l that the management would be more scientific and 

more ettcittive. 

In its elementary form, the manage<i currency theory advocates 

the e^stablishment of what is known as a tabular standard of value or an 

isometric standard, bascnl on a carefully compiled price index number. 

This would bt! calculated on j»rice«s ruling during a “ normal " period 

(regardiNl as the basis or standard). At s|>eeilie<l intervals the current 

index numlwr would be calculatoil. and. if the level of prices showed 

a fall wiiich it was desired to correct, the currency would be expanded, 

in onler to bring abtnit a rise in prices. On the other hand, if the 

index indicated a rise in prices, the currency would lx? contracted in 

order to bring alH)ut a fall in the price level. Thus, the intention and 

efleet woukl bo to sUbilisc pricers at the level of the standard period. 

ExiU'tly how the currency should be or would bo expanded or 

contracted is a ditlicult subject. No doubt the existing instruments of 

the Hank rate and Oj)en Market Policy >vould be used, but it is equally 

certain that the central bank w*ould have to adopt other and more 

direct metluxls of contn)I, including probably some method of manipu¬ 

lating invastinent and siivings. 

Actually, the modern conception of currency management implies 

far rnon? than the elementiiry principle of maintaining rigid price 

stability by reference to a standard index number. It means the 
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control of currency and credit with the object of maintaining the 

most desirable relationship between retail and wholesale prices, stock 

exchange prices and foreign exchange rates. 

The Case lor a Managed Currency,—Naturally, the case for a 

managed currency is based very largely on the criticisms levelled 

against the gold standard. Of these, the most imjx^rtant is the 

criticism that the gold standard does not ensure stable internal jirices ; 

that, under the gold standard, the value of our money in terms of 

goods is frequently changed. 
It is not claimed that a managed curnuioy would eliminate price 

fluctuations altogether, but that it would prevent thosi' long dowmwanl 

or upward trends in the price level which seem inseparable from the 

gold standard, and which are so detrimental to trade. Small fluctua¬ 

tions about the agreed standard (or normal) level of j>riees ux>uld 

occiur; but, if necessary, these w'ould be eorrtvte<l almost at once 

and so would have a negligible intluence on trade. 
Although a stable price level w'oukl not, of itself, eliminate the 

adverse effects of the trade cycle, it w'ould do nuu’h to lesscui those 

effects and to make trade more stable. Under a gold stanilard, trade 

fluctuations and price movements react upon one another. If trade 

slackens, prices fall, and the fall in prices causes further trade inactivity 

which, in turn, leads to a further fall in i>rices. According to the 

advocates of a managed currency, this interactionary j)r(KjeHs would 

be cut short. If trade slackenecl, prices would not lx> allowed to fall. 

As soon as the downward tendency w'as obstTved, more currency would 

be put into circulation, a slight upwrard move correcting the previous 

downward tendency would result, and trade activity would l>e fostered. 

The minimising of the effects of the tra<le cycle, and the removal of 

the monetarj' causes thereof, would, it is saUI, also make easier the 

elimination of other causes of the cycle. 

Objections to a Managed Cnrrency.—Onc of the most imi^rtant 

objections to a managed currency is that, although such a currency 

system might minimise internal price fiuctuationH and so stiibilise 

the internal value of the currency, it would not obviate iluctuations in 

the exchange rates, i.e., in the external value of the currency. It is 

contended that, as exchange fluctuations are damaging to trade— 

particularly to international trade—and as the economy of this country 

is so dependent upon international trade, the loss resulting from 

exchange iluctuations would outweigh the advantages derived from 
a stable domestic price level. 

Of course, if all nations adopted a managed currency there would 
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be no reiison why their exchanges should be subject to marked fluctua¬ 
tion, since the purchasing power parities between them would not 

vary. Although it would seem that there is little likelihood of such 

an achievement, the j)08sibility must not on that account be entirely 
ignored. Experience since 1931 has shown the practicability of such 

an arrangcnient, for, although sterling since that date has been off 
gold, quite a number of countries have based their currencies on sterling 

because it has proved to l>e more stable than gold. Hence it is 
contended that, if sterling were made a manage<l currency and thus 

given even greater stiibility than it now |X)ssesses, the countries 

constituting the sterling bloc would follow suit, and there would bo 
established a large area of stable prices and sUible exchanges. 

It will l>e realiseil that tlie greatest Ix'netits of international currency 

stability could not Ix) achieved under even a managcxl currency system 

unless there were very dost* co-o|x*ration lx:‘twcx*n the central banks 

of the great nations. Ihit this is cHpially true of the gold standard 

for ex}K»rience has show'ii that if one or two great nations adopt an 

isolated |K>licy whilst ojxTating the gohl standard, they may completely 

upst?t the working of tlie standanl in all other countries. 
Some eciinomists oj)jX)se currency inanagi‘nient on the ground that 

complete stability of internal jirices is not necessarily desirable. The 

value of money, tlH*y say, ought to vary as the eflieieney of production 
changes, and the inaintenanci' of a rigid level of internal prices would 

merely add another element of rigidity to our already too rigid economic 
system. 

One reply to this is that rigid stability of jiriees is bedter than 

the uncontrolled fluctuations which tx'cur under a gold standard. On 

this |K)int it is diflicult to dccifie unconditionally in favour of either 

alternative, but rigidity would apjx*ar to carry with it such serious 

evils that it should at all costs Ih» avoidtMl. For this n\ison supjx)rter8 

of currency management an^ willing to concede this point and to 

agree that management should not aim at scc'uring rigid stiibility 
of prices, but rather at conlroUiiuj prices in the interests of stable 

tnuic and linanco. 

It might also be diflicult to ensure that a managed inconvertible 

note issue would be free from political interference, and that the 

management was exercised purely in the interests of stability and 

not in the interests of certain sections of the community or of the 
political aims of the party in power. To this the advocates of a managed 

currency reply that no system is free from such influence. It cannot 

be denied, however, that the success of currency management, like 

81 
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that of any other standard, would bo dependent on the adoption of 
a sound tinancial policy by the Govenunent; and the comparative 

ease with which a managed currency could be manipulated to political 

ends is an important argument against its adoption. 

Another important objection is that Britain, with her de[)ondence 

on international trade, cannot divorce herself from the effects of an 

upward or a downward move of world prices merely bj^ maintaining 

the stability of her domestic price level by the adoption of a managed 
currency. However well managed our currency, we should still suffer 

from a dislocation of world trade. As against this it is argued by 

the managed currency theorists that we should not suffer any worse 

than we should have done with a gold standanl, and that wo might 

reasonably hope to prevent the worst rei>ercu8sion3 on our domestic 

conditions by maintaining price stability at liome. 

A further point advanced as an objection to currency mamigement 

is that monetary policy is only one of many causes of the trade cycle, 

and that trade stability would not be achieved merely by ensuring 

the stability of internal prices unless the other contributory factors 

were subject to control. 
Finally, there is the most damaging argument of all, that even 

though a comprehensive system of currency management may be 

desirable, we have not, at the prestmt stage of economic develoj)ment, 

sufficient knowledge of the monetary mechanism, nor sufficient data 

regarding current conditions, to emible any currency authority (oven 

though it were given unlimited I jxjwers) to ojK*rate safely and success¬ 

fully a currency system which depended almost entirely on human 

judgment. It is Siiid that any attempt to do so would amount to 

little more than a blind groping in the dark. We should be Sidling 

in uncharted seas. Who, for instance, could say to-diiy to what 

extent it is desirable that the various price le\ els should Ik3 raised ? 

Should wholesale prices rise 10 %, and retiiil prices only 5 % ? How 

far should .stock exchange pricfjs be raised i Ami should our rates 

of exchange Ije raised or forced down? These are the questions 

which would have to Ikj <leeidc?d by th<; curreiKjy authority, <ind it 

is suggested that with our jjrcsent limited resources of experience 

and knowledge the answers would Ijc little more thiin guesswork. 

This argument appeiirs to be uniinswerable. The enormous 

divergency of opinions at the present moment as to the changes 

which are needed in the price stnicture proves how difficult 

would be the task, and how doubtful the success, of any attempt 

to regulate artificially the delicate price relationships which are so 
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important a factor in the maintenance of equilibrium in our economic 
system. 

For this reason, if no <ither, it appears tliat the institution of a 

managed currency system might result in effects as harmful as, if 

not worse than, those exjxTienced under a -gold standard. And as 

the latter has at least the advantage that we have exi>ericnce of its 

working and knowItMlge of its methcxls, we are forced to the conclusion 

that a return to gold should bo the ultimate aim of monetary policy 

in this country. 

Sterling V. Gold. - Although our abandonment of the gold standard 

in 1931 was a purely toinjH)rary measure, and although the official 

intention was again to link sterling to gold as soon as conditions 

jxjrmitted, it is possible that it will he some time before sufficient 

stiihility is achi(*ved to enabk* us to return to gold and that, in the 

meantime, sUibility, both for this country and for other countries 

which are faced with the same ])roblem, may bo achieve<l in quite 

another way, viz., through the <‘stablishment of a powerful Sterling 

Group of curronci(*s, by agn^ement Ix^tween a group of countries to 

maintiiin tixe<l rates of exchange with one another. There would be 

a luanagtHl international standard bastnl on no common measure, 

neither gold nor silver. Within the group there would be only one 

currency policy; n<^ member would ])ursue an independent policy, 

and then? would be none of the comjxtition between the currencies 

of the memlxTs of the grouj) which has Ixvn res|)onsible for so much 

ilbfeeling. 

('on.sciou.'^ly or not, Great Britain has ilemonstrated that price 

stability can for the time being be achieved more readily under a 

regime of management or control than it can by maintaining the gold 

staiulanl. Since our su.^ix)n.sion of the gold standard in 1931, the 

sterling ])rice level has remaintHi stable, although the sterling exchange 

rates have ffuctuattHl, but the price level in gold standanl countries 

continiu‘d for sonu^ time aft<T the (Tisis to show a dowiward tendency. 

Indeed, a compari.son Ixdween this country and gold standard countries 

shows that, at the time of writing, eiuuiitions lierc are l)etter than they 

are in the gold stiindard countries, thus apjwrently substantiating the 

contention that a stiible price level is more Ixuieficial than exchange 

stability. It is for thes<3 reasons that several foreign countries have 

sought to achieve price .stability by joining the sterling group instead 

of rcunaining true to gold. 

Alreaidy most of the countries of the Empin:3 arc more or less 

definitely linkcxl to sterling, while several of the other countries which 
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followed Britain off gold (notably Eg^'pt, Portugal and the Scandinavian 

countries) have linked their currencies to sterling and have made 

clear their intention of remaining off gold so long as Britain is in that 

position. In some cases the link has been established by law, whilst 

in others it has not; but in all cases the policy has been adopted on 

the grounds of commercial or iinancial exinxliency as, for instance, 

in the case of the Scandinavian countries. 

If this tendency continues and the sterling group extends, it is by 

no means impossible that wo may have at least for some years to come 

an international monetixry system based, not on gold, but on a controlled 

sterling currency. 
A Sound Money Policy.—^At the moment, as wo have endeavoured 

to show' in this chapter, there are in oju'ration three conflicting i)olicies, 

each aiming at the establishment of sound money conditions, and 

each having powerful and staunch adherents. There is the declared 

policy of the United States, w’hich seeks to establish a dollar that shall 

have the same purchasing power a generation hence as it has now. 

Secondly, there is the policy of the “gold blix;'' countries, whose 

adherents have dcx?lared their intention to maintain the gold sUindard 

at the present rate of parity; and, thirdly, there is the ‘‘ sterling bloc 

which is really an international standard based on the iwund sterling. 

Both the “ gold bloc ’’ and the sterling bloc favour international 

co-operation and an international monetary p<jlicy, when^as the Unite<l 

States is concerned more with raising its own })rice level by direct 

internal action than with international reactions. It is obvious that 

each of these three groups, in .s(H?king to establish its jx>licy, must 

come into conflict with the others, and s<^ accentuate existing financial 

disturbances. While the antagonism betwet;n them continues there 

can be little hope for the establishment of sound money conditions, 

and attempts to restore economic prosjKjrity can meet only with 

failure. What the outcome of the struggle will Ix) is a matter for 

conjecture. 

So far as Britain is concerned, the present ]X)sition is both artificial 

and abnormal. Her great economic past has l)een built up on the 

solid foundatioas of the gold standard, and it does not seem possible 

that her future can be assured unless sterling and gold are again made 

synonymous. Britain, internationally situated as she is, cannot 

isolate herself financially from the rest of the world by the institution 

of an independent currency system. 

One thing is certain; if wo in Britain decide to re-establish the gold 

standard, we must, before taking the final step, establish conditions 
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which will enable it to function aatiafactorily. Amongst other things, 
it is essential that the present artificial barriers to world trade should 

bo broken down and that a satisfactory settlement of war debts and 
reparations be concluded. Secondly, gold must be allowed to flow 
freely between the gold standard countries, and so to exercise its 
adjusting influence on domestic price levels. Thirdly, the great central 

banks must co-operate closely to ensure harmony between the monetary 

policies of the various nations, and, in particular, with the direct object 
of rcme<lying the present serious disparities in costs, prices and wages, 

by bringing about a rise in world prices, without which it would seem 

im]>ossible for the volume of world tra<le and industry to be restored 
with any hoiw of |)crmanence. Fourthly, there mu.st be a revival of 
international investnjent, and, as this involves a return of confidence, 

everything must be done to remove the j)re8ent financial chaos; nothing 
less than a complete overhaul of (Jovornment and private budgets 

will restore the faith of isdential lenders. Finally, if devaluation of 

sterling and of other currencies proves to be necessary (as it is not 
unlikely that it will), no attemjit should be made to fix |XJrmanently 

the now golil values until a jx^riod of stabilmtion has prove<l satis¬ 
factorily at what levels devaluation can l>e effected in the various 
countries in the l)e.st interests of the world as a whole. A comjietitive 

race in devaluation must at all costs Imj avoided, for its results would 
1)0 as detrimental as a recrudescence of tariffs and re.strietions. Hence, 

countries which j)lay an im|K>rtant part in world trade should endeavour 
to reach agrivment on the new values for their currencies, and those 

values should be fixed at levels which are ai)propriate to their internal 

costs and prices. The e.\tensivc errors of jwst-war stabilisation must 
on no account l)e roj)eated. 

It diH«4 not seem jH)ssible that we can again establish gold as the 

basis of our currency and ertslit sjstem unle.ss wo are assunxl of the 
majoritj', at least, of these .safeguanls. To attempt a return to gold 

under any other conditions would be merely to court a rej)etition of 
the turmoil of IfiSl, with the likeliluHMl that wo should not again be 
able so successfully to negotiate the tremendous obstacles with which 

wo were then confronted. 



CHAPTER XXI 

THE ELIMINATION OF RISES CONNECTED WITH FOREIGN 
TRADE AND EXCHANGE 

Even at the best of times, international business bristles with 

difficulties. It involves agreement between two persons who have 

to overcome not only the factor of distance and the uncertainty 

which distance entails, but also the complications which necessarily 

arise from diflerences in race, language, law and business customs. 

Moreover, distance usually means time, and the time element is vital 

where credit is concerned. A business deal may seem sound enough 

when it is ftrst effected and for some months afterwards. But when 

fulfilment is called for and settlement is required, conditions may have 

changed to such an extent as to make completion impossible. Political 

unrest, a collapse of credit, the outbreak of war, the failure of a harvest, 

or disordered exchanges are all matters %nthin the l)ound8 of possi¬ 

bility which may make a contract quite ineapaV)le of j^^rformanc'e, how¬ 

ever good the intentions of the parties. And finally, there are the risks 

of physical misadventure to the goods concerned which, particularly in 

the case of overseas business, may arise in a hundred different w^ays. 

Small wonder, then, that traders in all countries have in recent 

years sho\im themselves increasingly disposed to take advantage of 

any facilities which will foster international business and relieve foreign 

trade and exchange of some of the risk with which it is naturally 

invested. These risks fall into three grouiw: (a) those inseparable 

from the process of exchanging one currency for another; (6) those 

inseparable from all trade, i.e., that goods paid for will not be 

delivered, and that goofJs delivered will not be paid for, owing to the 

failure of the credit of the other party to the transaction, or for any 

other unforeseen reason; (c) the risks of loss, delay, or damage to 

goods in process of transit between one country and another. 

THE ELIMINATION OF EXCHANGE RISKS. 

The roost general risk attending foreign trade ari.ses from tlie fact 

that an exchange of goods between any two countries involves the 
48a 
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tronfilation of the currency of one country into that of the other. 
The im}X)rter in this country buys his goods and calculates his profit 

on the basis of payment in sterling, whereas the exporter in, say, 

Holland or India, fixes his sterling selling price on the basis of his 

own currency, florin or rupee, as the case may be. 

Clearly, the risk is not very considerable between two currencies 

which are properly functionmg on a gold standard, for the extreme 

variation which can take plac*e in the exchange rates is represented 

by the margin between tlu* exiK>rt and import 8i>ecie i)oints, and, in 

many case's, the contract price fixed Ix'tw'cen importer and exporter 

may adequately provide for any such movement. But, in other 

cases, the margin of possible profit may \)C so fine that some means 

must be found of safeguarding the partu^s against the likcliliood of 

exchange loss, and such a safeguard is, of course, doubly necessary 

w'hen the value of one currency in terms of the other is an unocTtain 

quantity, as when one or lx)th are depreciated through the issue of 

inconvertible pa]x*r, or when tlu* two currencies concerned are based 

on diflc*r('nt metallic standards, as, for example, silver and gold. 

It is fortunate for the trailing community that bankers throughout 

the world have apjilied themsi'lves to the provision of facilities 

whereby the risks of exc'hange loss may Ix' entirely eliminated, with 

little or no cost to the parti(*s concerned. 

The Standpoint of the Exporter from this Country.—If, for clearness, 

we confine our att<‘ntion at the outset to the 8tand]>oint of an 

exix)rter from this country, we find that he may adopt one of three 

possible methods of safeguarding himself against exchange loss: 

(а) If he luis arranged to sell and In' paid for his goods in sterling, 

he will <lrawa bill for the sterling amount on the foreign im- 

j)ort<T and, as is usual, enface the bill with an exchange clause 

fixing the rate at which it is to l)e paid to the eollecting banker. 

(б) He may agree to accept payimmt in foreign currency, in which 

case he can arrange with his banker, at the time he quotes 

for the goods, the rate of exchange at which the bank will 

buy the foreign currency/ori/Yird; i.e., at the time he con¬ 

tracts to supply thi' goods he arranges the rate at which he 

will sell the foreign currency when it is delivered to him by 

the importer abroad. 

(c) In certain irpecial circumstances, he may obviate exchange loss 

by having any foreign currency duo to him crcxlited to a 

Foreign Currency Account ojx'ned by the Foreign Branch of 

the bank at his request and in his name. 
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Exchange Clauses.—^The object and effect of various types of 

exchange clauses have been briefly explained in Chapter VII. The 

only point which requires to be emphasised is that foreign importers 

'will not, at the present time, always pay a bill in accordance with an 

exchange clause unless they have previously contracted to do so. In 

pre-war days, there was rarely, if ever, any question about the 

matter. The English exporter merely drew his bill, embodied an 

exchange clause recommended by his banker, and trusted to the fact 
that the foreign drawee would not object. Nowadays, however, the 

position is not quite so easy. On occasion, foreign drawees have 

refused to pay at the required rate when they have found that the 
exchange clause reacted to their disadvantage by comjx'lling them to 

accept from the collecting banker a less favoumble rate than they 

could obtain elsewhere, a jK^sition which arises, itior' esjiecially, when 

the exchange rate concerned is subject to marked fluctuation. For 

this reason, it is essential that an exporter who i)roiK)st^s to draw in 

sterling should make precise arrangements as to the metluxi of pay¬ 

ment at the time he effects the contract of sale. 

The use of the exchange clause on a sUTling bill d(K‘8 not, of course, 

afford any protection to the foreign importer against movcmients in 

the prevailing rate. Subject to the considerations alH)ve mentioned, 

his payment must be effected in accordance with the provisions of 

the bill at the time it is presented for payment, and, unless he has 

taken steps to safeguard hirasidf (as by a forward opt'ration in the 

manner descrilxjd Ixdow) he mu.st, of course, lx*ar any loss which 

may arise if the exchange has movcnl against him lx*twei*n the date on 

which his purchase was made and the date of payment. 

Forward Contracts.^—By far the greater j)roix)rtion of exchange 

risks which arise from the necessity of having to receive or to i)ay 

money on a specified future date are eliminated by resort to the 
forward exchange facilities now provided by banks in all the leading 

countries. As was explained in Chapter XI, the unprecedented 

fluctuations in the exchanges during and after the Great War gave 

a great impetus to the development of the forward market, and 

enlightened traders of all nations as to the exceptional advantages 

afforded by the machinery of that market. To the ext^mt that he 

could draw in sterling and utilise an exchange clause, the British 

exporter was protected against fluctuations in the sterling value of a 

foreign currency; but that method afforded no safeguard to the 

importer abroad. By the system of forward exchange, however, the 

positions of both home and foreign trader, whether exporter or 
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importer, can be equally protected, aa will be clear after consideration 

of a few practical examples. 

Forward Exchange and the Importer.—Assume that when the 
sterling exchange rate on Paris stands at Fes. 125 per £1, a London 

merchant orders from a Paris manufacturer a parcel of goods valued 

at Fes. 125,000, which he at once Bt*lls in I»n(lon for £1,040, and thus 

makes an apparent profit of £40 as a result of the deal. The goods are 

made and delivered, and, in accordance with the standing arrange¬ 

ment for a month's credit between himst‘lf and his correspondent in 

Paris, the Ivondon merchant proceeds to effect payment for the goods 

at the expiration of one month from the date of the order. On 
approaching his banker, however, the merchant finds that the Paris 

rate has moved to Fes. 120 jkt £1, and, in consequence, he has to pay 

£1,042 for his remittance of Fes. 125,000. Thus, what was an 

apparent profit at the date of the purchase and sale turns out, in fact, 

to be an actual loss of £2. 

To avoid such a risk, therefore, the Ix)ndon merchant resorts to a 

forward deal with his banker. Wlu n ht^ gives the order for the goods, 

he arranges to buy from his banker, one month forward, Fes. 125,000 

at the existing forward rate, say, Fes. 124*75 per £1. At the time of 

settlement, the merchant pays the banker £1,CK)2, and, irrespective of 

what the rate then hapjK‘ns to be, receives in return a sight draft or 

cheque on Paris for Fes. 125,(KH>, which he remits to the French manu¬ 

facturer. In this way, the I^ondon merchant safeguards his profit on the 

purchase and sale of the goods, and also relieves himself of all anxiety 

concerning fluctuati<»ns in the exchange Ixdween London and Paris. 

By way of further illustration we may suppose that a merchant 

in Manchester has purchased $20,00i) worth of cotton from a merchant 

in U.iS.A., and has arranged to make the payment in New York three 

months after date of the order. The Manchest<'r merchant wishes to 

arrange tht' sale of the cotton Ix'fore it actually arrives, and to do this 

he must quote a firm price to the buyers. A.s, however, the dollar 

exchange may have moved very considerably by the expiration of 

three months, he will have some difliculty in determining note how 

much sU'rling he will 1h^, called ujxm to pay in three months in 

order to scuttle his debt of $20,(HH) in New York. If, for example, the 

exchange when he orders the gooils stands at 4*89, but, by the time 

ho is called upon to pay, has fallen to 4*84, the fall in the rate would 

make a difference of al>out £42 in the sU^rling equivalent of the 

amount due to his crt‘ditor. Naturally, this is a loss W’hich a merchant 

could not generally stand on a contract of such a sixo. 
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To obviate any such loss he makes a forward contract with his 
banker, on the day that ho orders the goods, whereby the latter agrt'es 
to accept a given sum in sterling in three months' time for the delivery 
at that time of $20,000 to the New York exix)rter. In other words, 
the banker contracts to deliver $20,000 in three months' time at a 
rate of exchange which is fixed now, so that the merchant knows 
exactly how much sterling he will ho called uj)on to jMiy, while his 
foreign creditor will in due course n'ceive the $20,(KK) due to him 
without any loss due to exchange fluctuation. 

These examples serve to explain that, in the absence of some 
such arrangement, an iinjx>rter who orders goods on the basis of 
pajTnent in foreign curnuicy can never be certain how much he will 
be called upon to pay when the time of settlement arrives. If ho 
orders on the basis of an exchange rate ruling to day, he may find that 
when he comes to pay in two or three months' time the rate of 
exchange has moved against him, and the sterling cost of his purchase 
has so increased as to wipe out part or all of the anticipated profit. 
But having arranged with the banker that he shall be supplied with 
the requisite currency at a fixed price, he is enabled to fix up his 
contracts with the confidence that he will not lx* called upon to pay 
more than that rah*, whatever the state of tiu^ exchanges may l)e 
when the time conus for payment. He setths at ome the sterling 
cost of goods wliich he is jmrehasing abroad, and can proce<‘d, without 
risk, to fix his selling ])rice to purchasers here. If he is a factor, he 
can fix his selling price to the wholesale hou.se.s; if he is a wholesaler, 
he can fix the price at wliich he will sell to the retail dealers. He 
thus assures himself a reasonable profit anrl avoids the possibility of 
making either unexpected profits or disastrous losses through unfore¬ 
seen movements in the rates of exchange. 

Forward Transactions avoid a Lock-up of Funds.—1'he observant 
reader may, at this stage, wonder why the imjjorter, in the* examples 
postulated, should not avoid the risk of exehange fluctuations by 
buying the foreign currency immc*<liately he enters into these trans¬ 
actions. He could, it i.s true, buy sjx)! currency in this way, and 
so avoid any risk. But by so doing ho would locking up part 
of his funds and thu.s rlcpriving himself of the benefit of the credit 
extended to him by the foreign tradcT. Wo may say, therefore, 
that forward exchange transactions by imj)orterH save them from 
unnecessarily t3ring up their funds in fondgn currencies. 

Forward Exchange and the Exporter.—Forward oiK*rations are of 
just as much benefit to the exporter. I^et us illustrate this side of 
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the question by taking the case of a South Wales coal factor who haa 

accepted a contract to supply a given quantity of coal to a European 

country whose currency is subject to marked fluctuations, as, for 

example, Spain, at the time of writing. The contract may be for a 

fixed quantity to be delivered in one shipment on a certain future date, 

or it may bo for pc»riodical supplies throughout a given period, as, for 

example, so many tons per month for six months. In any case, it is 

quite likely that the contract is fixed up before the coal is actually 

brought to the surface, yet the price jx^r ton must, of course, be agreed 

upon at th(^ time of the bargain. If, as is most usually the case 

nowiulays, the arrangement is that the coal shall be paid for in the 

currency of the importer, then the exporting factor can safeguard 

himself from loss t)Ccasione(l by {uturc* movements in the value of the 

pc'seta only by arranging at onc4‘ with his banker the rate at which 

the latter will convert the anticipated future payments into sterling. 

If only one shipment i.s involved, the hank will arrange to purchase 

the [X'seta jMiyment at an agreeil rate. If payments for successive ship¬ 

ments are to Ik* made from time to time by the Spanish imi)orter, then 

the bank will arrange to purchase the various amounts of pesetas, either 

at differing rates or at one rate apj)licable to all deliveries of pesetas by 

the factor during a given ixmkxI, e.g., tbj following six months. 

By an arrangement of thi.s kind, the (‘xporter is enabled to fix at 

once the sterling equivalent of the jx*seta payments to be made to 

him on account of tht* coal ex])orted, and can proceed to purchase the 

required quantities of coal from one or other of the colliery companies 

on the lK*st jxissible terms. When the jx\setas are received, whether 

in the form of bankers' <lrafts, M.T. or T.T.. from Spain, they are paid 

ov<'r by the factor to his hank, and his account is credited at once with 

the sterling equivalent at the agreed rate. 

It is possible, of course, that a transaction of this type may be 

arranged on the basis of settlement in sterling, as, for example, by 

the exporter 8 draft in sterling either direct on the importer or on a 

bank under a lettc*r of credit, or by the imjx>rter'8 remittance of a 

sterling draft on a London bank. In such circumstances, the coal 

factor would bo placed in practically the same position as if he had 

effected a sale to someone in this country, and it would devolve upon 

the Spiuiish importer to safegiiard himself against exchange loss by 

purchasing forw'ord the requisite amount of sterling. 

Again, a British mercantile house exporting goods on consignment 

may wish to convert the net proceeds into sterling from time to time, 

and, in order to avoid loss from movements in the rates of exchange, 
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may resort to forward sales of the anticipated amoimts in the foreign 
currency. Suppose that a London firm exports goods on quarterly 

consignment to an agent in Chile and that the approximate net 

receipts from the sale of the goods total about 10,000 Chilean dollars 

every three months. As soon as the goods are exported, the London 
firm arranges a forward sale of the anticipated proceeds, $10,000. At 

the expiration of the period fixed, the dollars are handed by the agent 
to the banker’s correspondent in the foreign centre and the sterling 

equivalent is paid over to the firm in Ix)ndon. 

Other Applications of Forward Exchange.—Apart from its applica¬ 
tion to ordinary trade operations of the kind here explained, for¬ 
ward exchange is of the greatest advantage in other directions. The 

British and other Governments have had to make heavy purchasi^s 
of dollars from time to time in order to make payments on account of 

war debt and interest in Xew York With the object of avoiding the 

dislocation of the exchanges which would result from heavy purchases 
al one time, the requisite amounts of dollars have lK*en purcha.sed and 

accumulated more or less continuously, “ outright ” forward purchasi^s 

being frequently resorted to according to the currt'nt view taken by 
the Treasury officials of the probable future course of th(‘ exchanges. 

We have seen, too, that the system of forward exchange is utilised 

to secure the exchange risk when fumls are dtq)Osited (for fem/x/mry 

investment) in a foreign centre, that is, when sterling is converteil 

into foreign currency and the latter is invested in tlu^ foreign centre 
(see Chap. XII). These ojKTations are carried out chiefly by bankers, 

but even private investors can adopt the same ])ractioe, i.e., by 

selling foreign currency forward when they transfer thiur sterling 
into investments in foreign securities. 

Forward Options. — Ordinary forward contracts n‘(|uire the 
delivery or acceptance of the foreign curn*ncy on a sj[x»cified date. 

For example, a merchant who has $10,()(X) falling due to him on lOth 

June, and who effects a sale of the dollars one month forward on 
lOth May, contracts to deliver those dollars to his banker on lOth .Tune. 

If the merchant fails to deliver on that date, the banker w'ill buy the 

currency in against him at the ruling spot rate on the day of delivery, 

and will charge him with any resultant loss or credit him with any 

resultant profit. But if later the merchant receives the dollars duo to 

him, he wrill still need to convert them into sterling, so that, if ho 
receives payment, say, on 16th June, ho must sell his dollars at the 

ruling spot rate on that day, and he will, of course, incur a loss if 
the rates have gone against him. 

Now it will be clear that many merchants cannot definitely 
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undertake to deliver foreign currency on a certain specified day. For 
example, an English exjx)rter may sell goods to Canada, shipment 

to bo made during Juno, payment ‘JO days after date of shipment. 

He makes his contract early in May, and knows that he can manu- 

facture the goods and have them really for shipment during June; 

but he cannot be certain that they will 1x5 ready on any specified day 
in June. If other orders are slack he may have them ready during 

the first wet‘k; if other orders are fairly heavy, he may not be able to 
ship th(*m until the last week. 

Let us assume that tlu‘ exiK>rter has sold his goods at a dollar 

price. Now he knows that he will n‘C(‘ive hi.s dollar payment, say 

$20,000, sometime during July, and naturally he will wish to cover 

himstJf against e.\ehang(‘ losses. Hut for obvious reasons an ordinary 

forwanl deal will 1k' of little use to him. He can only be certain 
that he will 1k‘ able to deliver dollars by the end of July. If he con¬ 

tracts to deliver on any otluT date he may 1x5 involved in loss. If 

he contracts t4> delive r <»n the last <lay of July and actually obtains 

jmyment earlier, h<» is hdt with idle* funds for a cc^rtain time. 

To mot‘t such difficulties bankers have introduced what are known 

ns “ option forwards Under an option forward contract the banker 
undertakes to (hJivcT a sjK*<‘iti(Hl sum in foreign currency to the 

cu8t4)mer, or to accc»pt delivery of a sjXMifnHl amount of foreign 

currc*ncy from the customer, at any time bttween tux) specified dates, 

Hy such a contract tlu' jmrties an* as much lx)und as in an onlinary 
forwanl contract: the option is merely as to the date of completion of 

the contract, ami is not in any sense an 4>})tion as to whether the 

contract will in fact lx* fultilled or lx* }x*rmitted to lapse. Thus, in 
the example cpioted alK)ve, the merchant wouhl contract to sell 

forwanl to his banker for delivery at his (i.e,, the merehanUs) 

option any tiim* during July, and, assuming he makes the forwanl 

deal on Ist May, he woidd contract for an option over the third month. 

The onlinary forwanl d<*al n*cpiiring delivery on a six'cified date 
is often calli*d “fixed forwanl or “one month forwanl “, to 

distinguish it fnnn the forwanl option. 

When a Imnker is nsk(*d to quote a customer for a forw’anl option 

ho will base his (quotations on the curnmt market rates for fixed for¬ 
ward deals. By way of illustration, let us assume that the following 

are the current quotations in Ixmdon on New* York;— 

8pot .. 
Fonvard, 1 month 

„ 2 months 
„ 3 months 

5-10-5* U. 
.. 5-Oc. discoimt. 

lO-UJc. „ 
.. 16i-17c, „ 
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Calculating in the manner explained on page 253, we see that the 
rates at which the banker can deal without profit are:— 

Spot .. . 
Buying 

.. 5*14 
Selling 
5*10 

1 month forward fixed ,, .. 5*20 5*15 

2 months forward fixed • • .. 0*25* 5*20 

3 months forwartl fixed .. .. 5*31 5*25* 

If we assume the banker takes Ic. in the rate, the rates he will 

be willing to quote to his customer will 1h» :— 
Buying Selling 

Spot .. .. 5-14* 5 09* 
1 month fonvaixi fixotl .. 5-20* 514* 
2 months forward fixed .. 5-20 5*19* 
3 months forwartl fixed .. 5-31* 5*25 

Now’, if a customer sells his banker forward dollars for delivery 

at his option during the following month, the banker undertakes to 

buy those dollars from him at the agrt^ed rate, at any time during the 

month. Hence the customer can elect to deliver the dollars on the 

first or last day of the month or at any intervening time during the 

month. Thus the banker knows that the customer can deliver, at 

the earliest, at once, and at the latest, at the end of the month, and as 

these represent the two extremes of option granted to the customer, 

a consideration of the rates applicable to those dat<\s will triable the 

banker to fix his rate for the contract. 

Taking the rates given alx)ve, we .see that the banker’s buying 

rate for sjxjt—the rate applicable if the customer delivers at once— 

is 5-14J, and that the rate for one month fixe<l forward -the rate 

applicable if the customer delivers on the last day of his option—Is 

5-20J. Since the banker has to take the risk that the customer 

will deliver at any time during the option jK>riod, he will apply to 

the option that rate which is most favourable to himsedf ; i.e., in the 

case in question he will quote 5-201 as the rate for the forward ojition. 

Working on similar lines for each of the other possible options, 

we arrive at the following option rates (quoted by a banker on 

Ist May):— 
Btiyini{ Selling 

1 month forward option (for dc*Uvciy during May) 5*20^ 6*09} 
2 months forward option (for delivery during May or 

June). 6*20 6 09* 
Option over second month (for delivery during June).. 5*20 6*14} 
3 months forward option (for delivery during May, June 

or July) .. .. .. 5*31* 6*09* 
Option over second and third month (for delivery during 

June or July) ..6*31* 5*14} 
Option over third month (for delivery during July) .. 5*31* 5* 19* 
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If dollars are at a 'premium^ the same principles will be applied. 

Thus, if the market rates on 31st May are spot 4*98-4*99, forward 

1 month, 3-2c., 2 months, 6-4Jc., 3 months, 9-7c. premium, and if, as 

before, the banker requires ic. in the rate, the rates he will be willing 

to quote his customer will be:— 
Buying Selling 

Spot.4 *994 4-974 

1 month forward fixivi (d<divery on 30th June).. .. 4-974 4*944 
2 rnontlis forward fixed (delivery on Slat July).. .. 4-95 4-914 
3 inontha forward fixed (dt-livery on Slat August) .. 4-924 4-884 
1 month forwani option (delivery during June) .. 4-994 4*944 
2 months forwartl option (delivery during June or July) 4*994 4*914 

Option over st^cond month (delivery during July) .. 4-974 4*914 
3 months forward option (dc*liv€»ry tluring Jun<-, July or 

August) .. 4-994 4-884 
Option over 8<‘ron<i and thin.1 immth (delivery during 

July or August). . .. .. 4*974 4-884 
Option during third month (d**liv«-ry during August) . . 4*95 4*884 

Option forward rates can be ascertained on similar principle's for 

pence rates, i.e.. rates quoted in pc*nee jxt foreign unit, but as there 

is ndatively little forward dealing in currc^ncit s so quoted, forward 

quotations for pence rates are raitdy given in the Press, though they 

arc HMidily qimted by hanks whieh transact Eastern business. 

Forward Deals are Definite Contracte.—Whilst a forward deal may 

give one party an option as to the date of delivery or acceptance of the 

currency concerned, it is never an option in the sense that it may or 

may not be ultimati ly completed. It is a dt fiiiite contract bidween 

two parties -the one undertaking to pay sterling and to accept cur¬ 

rency at an agreed rate at some determinable future time, or within 

a given period, and the other party agreeing to pay over the currency 

and to accept the equivalent amount of sterling. If either party fails 

to carry out his obligation, he is liable for any loss which may fall on 

the other party in consequence of the breaking of the contract, which 

means, in practice, that the latter is entitled to “buy in “ or “ sell 

out ” in the Market at curn'iit rates an<l to claim reimbursement from 

the defaulter. 

In practice it often happtuis that a oustoinor, when entering into 

a forward contract, does not know exactly how much curmicy he will 

have to receive or to pay, and it is therefore usual for the banker to 

allow him a margin of 5 % either way. Another respetit in which 

the banker alloNVS his ciistorner latitude is by permitting him to com¬ 

plete an option contract instalments, provided they come within 

the option jx^sriod. 

As a rule, no money passes between the parties to a forward trans- 
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action until the foreign currency is delivered by one party to the other 

on the maturity date of the contract. But, in imdertaking forward 

business for his customers, a banker must necessarily be guided by 

the credit and standing of the other party to the transaction, other¬ 

wise he may be involved in serious loss by the failure on the part of 

his customer to accept or to take up the currency on the maturity 

date in accordance with the arrangements. For this reason, projK^rly 

completed contract forms are signed by the customers, and, in addi¬ 
tion, a sterling deposit may be demanded in ctTtain cases as security 

to cover the risk involved, especially when the exchange concerned is 

subject to marked fluctuations. The amount of the sterling deposit 
required will usually Ih> fixed as a certain definite ix*rcentage, say, 

10 % or 15 % of the amount involved. Usually the customer is 

expected to maintain the margin* that is to say, if on any particular 
date during the currency of the contract the value ol the currtmcy 

moves £100 against the custonu*r. the hank usually has power to 

demand a further £10 (or £15) dej>osit in cover. 

Reproduced below are spt*cimen.s of the forms of contract use<l in 

one of the large joint st<K‘k bank.s to cover a srrie.i of forward trans¬ 

actions between cu.stonier and Imnk. Similar l)Ut less c«>inprtdien8ive 

forms are used for isolated transactions. 

GENERAL CONTRACT FORM FOR FORWARD PURCHASES BY A 

CUSTOMER. 

TO THE LOMBARD BANK, LTD. 
Dear .Sirs, 

We agree that ortlers whirh wo have giv«*n you, or may hon»aftor give 
you, from time to time, for the purchase of Fonngii (’urn*iiry, bIiaII euhjec't 
to the following conditions:— 

(1) Wo will accept delivery of such Currency in acconlanre with the terms 
of our contract and undertake to provide you with the niH^t^Bsary 
funds in sterling, and if for any reason wo fail to df> so we autiioriso 
you to 8<dl surh Currency in tho o[>en market, and tiiiflertake to 
reimburse you in sterling for any loss you may sufTer in connwtion 
therewith. 

(2) If at any time l>eforo wo accept delivery of such ('urrency the value of 
the Currency shall have depreciaUHl ivs shfjwn by the cpiotation in tho 
London Times Nowsfjai^er, Wo will pay you on demand such sum of 
money as will cover such depreciation, pn)vi«led that in tho event of 
our completing the contract such sum of money shall lie applied in 
part payment for the Currency at the original contract price. 

(3) We authorise you to debit our Account with all payments you may 
make from time to time in connection with any such cfintract. 

(4) Should we instruct you to remit any such Currency abroa<i we agree 
that it shall l)o reinitUMl at our risk, and if held on our l>ehalf by vour 
Agents abroad it shall be so heiri at our entire risk and ros{K)nsibility. 

Yours faithfully, 
James Drown Jb Co. 

DaU. 
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GENERAL CONTRACT FORM FOR FORWARD SALES BY A 
CUSTOMER. 

TO THE LOMBARD BANK, LTD. 
Dkar Sirs, 

Wo agrt^ that sales of Foreign Currency vhieh we have made to you, 
or may from time to time make to you, shall be 8ubjcx;t to the follow'ing con* 
ditions;— 

(1) W’e will make delivery of such Currency in accordance with the terms of 
our contnict, and if for any rc'ason we fail to do ao yau are authorised 
to buy such Currency in the o|xm market and we will reimburse you 
in sterling in resfxvt of any loss you inaj^ siifTer in cormection there¬ 
with, and you may debit our account with such loss. 

(2) If at any lime Ix^fore wo make delivcr>^ of such Currency the value of 
the Currency shall have appreciatiHi as shown by the quotation in the 
Dmdttn Titnejt NewH]MHK»r, we w ill |>ay you on demand as security such 
a sum of money as will cover such an appny'iation, but such sum shall 
Ih) rotunuHl to us on our completing the contract at the agreexi rate in 
due ct)urso. 

Yours faithfully, 
Jatnt-a Jirown db .S'oiw. 

IhiU .. 

Foreign Currency Accounts.--The methcxl of eliminating exchange 

risk by the ojK*ning of a Foreign (Uirrency Account (dewribed on 

page 159) ia of conijiaratively restricted application. Although the 
ay stem jmgseHses groat advantages, it docs not entirely eliminate 
exchange losses, A debtor who covers his exchange risks by a spot 

purchase as soon as the debt is incurred is in the position of paying 
cash for his jmrehases, and this may involve a considerable loss of 

interest on the capital locked np, since the interest allowed on his 
holding of foreign currency will probably Ik' at a very much lower 

rate than the same capital would earn in his business. As regards 

the cretlitor, he avoids a loss in exchange only if he can convert the 

foreign currency at a rate af least as favourable as that prevailing when 

the debt to him w'as incurred, or if he can use the foreign funds at 

least as prolitably abroad in the ])urchase of gcKxls, services or 
securities, as he could have done at home had the debt been paid 

in his own currency. 
For these reasons it is usually In^tter for an ex|K)rter or importer 

to sell or buy forteard exchange and thus fix the rate for conversion 

of currency on the basis of the current rates, upon which his prices 

will have In'en based. The system of keeping currency accounts is, 

however, of value to merchants w’ho both imjiort from and export 

to a foreign country, as, by having the proceeds of their exports 

cretliied to a foreign currency account, they can utilise them to effect 

payment for their imports from that country, and thus save the profit 

made by the exchange dealer. This method does not, however, 

82 
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obviate all exchange dealings, as it is unlikely that a merchant’s 

imports and exports will be exactly equal: either the balance due in 

respect of excess imports must be purchased and remitted, or the 
balance due in respect of excess exports must bo converted into 

sterling through the medium of the exchange dealers. 

When used in this manner the system of foreign currency accounts 

is clearly of value, and is frequently used by merchants trading with 

the Dominions. But even in such cases tlieso merchants negotiate 

both their outward and homeward bills in order to obtain the benefit 

of bank finance for their shipments, w^hich they evidently consider 

to be well worth the small additional expense entailed by the dealer’s 

“ turn The practical value of such accounts is therefore limited 

to those concerns possessing good financial resources who can tinancc 

their shipments either from their own li([uid reserves or by means of 

bank overdrafts or loans. 

THE ELIMINATION OF CREDIT RISKS 

The fact that a merchant may free himself from the risk of loss 

through movements in the rates of exchange by taking advantage of 

the facilities described in the foregoing paragraphs does not, of 

course, prevent him from incurring loss through tht^ failure of a foreign 

importer to pay what is due. Even this ditliculty, however, is to u 

very large extent overcome by the use of Letters of ( rtniit, whereby 

the reputation of well-known banks and accepting houses is iiuide 

available to reinforce the credit of buyers and s<*llers. 

Apart from thus providing crtnlit facilities w'ith benelit to both 

importer and exporter, the banka also undertake a variety of allied 

functions which ensure, on the one hand, that goods can be claiiiUKi 

only if payment therefor is duly made, and, on the other hand, that an 

importer obtains those goods, and only those gcxxls, fur which he has 

properly paid. In addition, they provide credit facilities for [xople, 

other than traders, who wish to purchaser irorn other countries, not 

material gocxla, but the services afforded to them as travellers by 

railways, hotels and so on. 

Letters of Credit—In general terms, a letter of credit is a document 
authorising the person in whose favour it is made to issue bills 

drawn on demand, or at a siiccified term, upon the issuer of the 

credit, the latter undertaking to honour the drafts, when presented, 

provided they are in good order and otherwise in accordance with the 

terms of the credit. 

A letter of credit is neither negotiable nor transferable, and pay* 
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ment thereunder can be obtained only by the person in whose favour 
the document is issued. 

Ijotters of credit isi^ed in this country and abroad are variously 

described accc^rding to their terms and the facilities which they place 

at the disposal of the grantee^ but all cn^dits may be plaoed in two 

broad classes, viz., those which are Bank Credits and those which are 

not. Strictly speaking, the former comprise only those credits which 

entitle the grantee or benelieiary of the credit to draw drafts on 

the bank issuing the credit. The essential feature of a bank credit is 

that it involves the substitution of the superior credit of the issuing 

bank for the relatively inferior credit of the beneficiary, and any type 

of credit which d(x?8 not embody this feature, even though it may 

l-)e issued by or through a bank, is best not descrilKnl as a bank 

credit. 
By far the majority of cretlits are arranged through banks, even 

though they may not always carry an authority to the beneficiary to 

draw' bills on the issuing bank, but occasionally the credit and reputa¬ 

tion of a concern are t^o w<*ll known that its undertaking to accept 

and pay bills drawn by it.s correspondents will be honoured almost 

anywhere in the world, and, in such circumstances, the concern may 

itself issue letters of credit without resort to a bank. ISuch credits 

are usually descrilMnl as authorities to neyotiaiCy or authorities to pur- 

chas(\ or nojotiatiou rruiits, but. nowadays, tlu* facilities afforded by 

the banks throughout the w'orhl are so extensive that their services 

are usually retpiisitioned to make the neces.sary arrangements for a 

credit of even this kind (.^ee j)age 514). 

of Bank Credits.— By taking advantage of the facilities 

banks in the i.ssue of credits, shipi>ers, merchants and 

reimbur.se themsedves promptly for shipments of 

good.s, the pwbltoiion of which has involved a considerable outlay. 

They are necessity of granting an extended ixTsonal 

cn*dit w'hidjjH^ght cau^e them linancial embarrassment; they 

obtain a IjW which (by virtue of the bank's signature thereon) 

can Iw disoSnt^Hl at the lowtT rates applicable to bank bills, while 

they are alrSidcd a sjHxaly turnover of capital, and are so enabled 

to facilitate and cheapcui production. On the other hand, importers 

am relieved of the necessity of having to pay cash liefore their orders 

lire executed, and are consequently saved the disa<lvantagt> of being 

out of their funds during the time taken to produce, transfer, work up 

and sell the goods ord<»rcd by them from abroad. Frequently, 

importers who roly on bank onxiita arc able to realise their goods long 
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before the maturity of the relative drafts. The fact that a bank of 

established reputation is willing to open a credit in an importer’s 

favour is in itself a commendation, while, in the case of a documentary 

credit, the importer has the satisfaction of knowing that the docu¬ 

ments relating to his goods have been carefully examined by the bank 

or banks concerned. He is assured that they are primd facie in order 

before he pays over the invoice value, and, when he receives the 

goods, he may reasonably expect to find that they conform to bis 

order and instructions to the exix)rter. 

In brief, a bank credit affords essential protection with a minimum 

of trouble, delay and expense to both parties, and, at the same time, 

permits them to utilise their capital in their respective businesses to 

the greatest profit. 

Types of Bank Credits.—All bank cre(lit.s may bo roughly classified 
into two broad groups: {a) Non commercial credits; and {b) Commercial 

or Trade credits. 

Non-commercial Bank Credits are those which are issued mainly 

with the object of enabling customers who intend to travel abroad to 

obtain funds in a foreign country or countries, as and when required, 

on the strength of an instrument or authority issue<l by and under 

the signature of the issuing bank, the main object bt‘ing to obviate 

the necessity of carrying unnecessarily large sums of money from place 

to place. They include Travellers’ Letters of Credit, Travellers’ 

Cheques, Circular Cheques and Circular Notes. 

Commercial or Trode Bank Credits are those which are issued 

mainly for the purix)se of facilitating the transfer of goods, by virtue 

of the fact that they reinforce the credit of relatively unknown mer¬ 

chants and traders by the cre<lit of a bank of known repute. The 

various types of (.’ornmercial Bank Credits will l)e more fully con¬ 

sidered in the next chapter. 

NON COMMERCIAL BANK CREDITS. 

Travellers* Letters of Credit.~This type of credit takes the form 

of a letter addressed by the i.S8uing bank to its agents or com^spondents, 

in which the latter are requested to encash the holder’s cheques or 

drafts on the issuing bank up to a specified amoimt, the issuing bank 

undertaking to honour the instruments on presentment in due course. 

As a rule, these credits are issued only to customers of the issuing 

bank, or to parties who are satisfactorily introduced, while the deposit 

of the full amount involved is required, unless satisfactory security is 
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available, or unless the customer’s standing and account are such as 

to warrant the banker’s dispensing with any such safeguards. 
Some bankers make no charge for issuing credits, considering 

themselves adequately compensated for their trouble by the interest 

earned on the amount deposited, though even these bankers will 

usually make a small charge where the amount involved is too small 

to com|)en8ate them for their trouble. Other bankers regularly charge 

J % on the amount involved, or f % if the credit is issued against a 
guarantee. 

Limited or Special Travellers' Letters of Credit are available only 

at a specified agency, or at H|)eeilied agencies, of the issuing bank, 

and in such cases the agents concerned are advised direct of the issue 

of the credit and are furnished with a sjx'ciinen of the holder's signature; 

in this case no Ixdter of Indication (st'e below) is require<l. 

I'sually a crcilit of this nature consists of a letter from the manager 

of the issuing bank stipulating the amount that the customer may 

draw j)er day, week or month. Such a letter commonly includes an 

intrcxluction of the customer to the foreign corresjx)ndent, acquaint¬ 

ing the latter with the j)ur[)ose of the customer*s visit and asking him 

to give his assistance to the customer in any way that may be possible. 

When, for instance, the customer is on a business trip, it is very 

probable that the correspondent banker may be able to introduce 

him to prospective clients and in other ways assist him in his 

business. 

Frequently, Travellers’ I>*tters of Cnxlit fall within the category 

of Circular or (iem ral or World-wide Letters of Credit, in which case 

they are available at all foreign branches or agencies of the issu¬ 

ing bank, a list of which is handed to the customer in the form of 

a general Letter of Indication, This Iwars the signature of the holder 

(signed in the issuing banker s presence) for puriK)se8 of comparison, 

and contains a request, signed by authorised oflicials of the issuing 

bank, that funds up to a sjx'citied limit shall be placed at the disposal 

of the beneficiary, against his cheques or drafts on the issuing bank, 

drawn within a given ixTiixl, usually not longer than six months. 

The object of the lx?tterof Indication is, of course, to obviate the 

necesaitj' of advising each correspondent with whom the credit is 

available, and of providing each correspondent with a specimen 

signature of the customer, but it is essential that it should be kept 

apart from the Letter of Credit, otherwise they may be misused in the 

event of loss of Ixjth together. For the same reason, these documents 

are always sent separately if it is necessary for them to be forwarded 
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by post, the Letter of Credit being sent first and the Letter of Tndunition 

being sent only when the bank has been advised of receipt of the 

credit. 

Travellers’ Letters of Credit may bo issued in sterling or in foreign 

currency, according to the wishes of the customer, but, as a rule, 

WORLD-WIDE CIRCULAR LETTER OF CREDIT. 

THE LCMHAHl) HANK LIMITED. 
No. 1695, £1000 

Head Office, Hishopsoate, 

London, \lth August, 19.. 

To the Branches and Correspondents of the Dank. 

Gentlemen, 

This Letter of Cre<lit should bo prestNited to you by Mr. Jamejf Broun, 
to whom you will ploiiso furnish such fuiids iis le may roipiirc t<» an amount 
not exceeding in the a^irrt'gate £1000 (say Onr thofts>jfui Pounds St«*r!ing) against 
his Siizht Drafts ujxui this Hank, e^urh Draft bt'aring the clause “ Drawn against 
L/C. No. 1695,'^ 

We hereby engacre that all such Drafts shall mi'ct *lui‘ honour if ncgotiate<l 
within a period of JSix Months fn>m this date. 

All payments ituul*' utuUr this Credit mu.\t he ittscrihrd on the hock hereof, and 
this letter itself should l>e cancelhNl and attached to the final Dii\ft exhausting 
the amount. 

The holder’s signature will Iw fouml on t)\o D'tter of Indication with which 
ho has been furnished and you are. requeMetl to satisfy ynfirstlves by a reference 
thereto that fjayrnent is niiulo to the pn)|X'r party, thi» Dmfts Ix ing signed in 
your presence. 

We are, 0»*ntlemen, 
Your olx'diont S^'rvants, 

TfiC Lofnhurd Bank Ltd, 
William Andrews, Henry Bobinsfm, 

Secretary. General Manager, 

'f)n the Hack is print^sLl 

Sl'MS DRAWN t'NDKH THE WITHIN (‘llF.DIT 

Date 
when pai<). Ky whom pal^t. Name of 

town. 
Anioitrit pat»l rxprt ^M'il 

in WfinU. 
Amount In 

tiKuren. 

£ t. d. 

those issued in this country are available in sterling cheques or drafts. 

In such cases, the cashing agent may charge a small commission for 

bis services, but, more iLsually, as where reciprocal free agency agree¬ 

ments exist between the banks concerned, the cashing ugiuit will take 

his profit in the rate of exchange at which he purchases the sterling 

drafts from the traveller. 
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The credit will prescribe the method by which the cashing agent 

abroad is to obtain reimbursement. In some cases, he will be em¬ 

powered to do so through the central agent of the issuing bank in 

the country wherein the credit is available, in which case the central 

agent concerned will be advised of the issue and details of the credit, 

and furnished with 8i>ecimen signatures of the holder. More com- 

LETTER OF INDICATION AND LIST OF CORRESPONDENTS. 

THE LOMHAHl) HANK LIMITED. 

No. ~ 1797, London, 17//i August, 19.. 

To the Branches and Correspondents of the Bank namod in tho ff>llowinc pa^cB. 
(Jkntlkmkn, 

This lM>ok lifts Ihmmi insuod t<> Mr. James Brown, whose sipiaturo is given 
Ik'Iow ftnd who holils our ('irc'ular lx*tter of (’n*<lit No. 1696. 

Pl«>4ise <lrftft8 <»n uh dniuii in ftrconlftiioo with the crtnlit, the drafts 
to 1)0 signtHl hy the alwive in your presoruM*. 

VouTH faithfully. 
Fur The Lombard Bank Ltd., 

SjH‘<'inieii Siijnaturo of Henry Bobinson, 
James Brtpwn, (icnernl Manager. 

TO THE HOLDER. 

It iM abiofutely imperative that the holder should immediately on 
receipt of this Letter of Indication and (Urcular Letter of Oedit, affix 
his or Iter signature to the Letter of Indication below as a protection 
against forgery should the Letter of C^redit fall into improper hands, 
and the Letter of Indication ehould alwaye be kept opart from the Letter of 
Credit. 

When no longer required the Letter of Indication should be returned 
to the Hank. 

This I.i.st ftuil tho n'lativu (’irrular I>»ttrr of ('nniit an' isHitcvl and tU'ceptod on 
tho oondition that should tlio ('inuilar l.«*tfor of Crf^iit Ik' pn'sont<xl fi»r piyniont 
to}.jothor with thi.s List hy an unautlioris^ni |HTSon, tlio loss, if any, shall fall 
oxohisi\ely on tho jx^rson i<i whom tho saiuo an* ixsiu^i. Soe Notes on following 
pago. 

[A last of Agoiita and Corrosjx^ndonts follow*R.] 

monly, the agent will be instrucUNl to retunip Jnin.'^df by debiting 

the issuing bank with the tlraft.*^. which he will forward to the latter. 

Ikdoic making a payment again.st a credit, the foreign agent care¬ 

fully examiiu 8 the dcKuunent to verify its genuiiiene^vs and to ascertain 

ita terms, after which he comjwcs the signature of the holder to his 

cheque or draft (which must 1h» signecl in the agent s prt'senc'e) with the 

signature on the Iett4»r of indication or with the s|>eoinien signature 

sent to him by the issuing bank. Moreover, ho ensures that e<K'h 

cheque or draft encivshed is clearly markeil with the number of the 

Jjotier of Credit, for purpose's of identitication hy the issuing banker. 
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All sums paid out against a Traveller’s Letter of Credit are required 

to be clearly endorsed in a space provided on the back of the instru¬ 

ment (see the specimen reproduced on page 502), and every such 

entry must be authenticated by the stamp and signature of the 

paying agent. It is naturally of firat importance that no payment 

should be made until the agent has ascertained that the i)eriod of the 

credit is unexpired and that it is still good for the amount demanded 

by the holder, otherwise the agent may himself be held liable for any 

excess. For this reason, any agent who pays over an amount which 

exhausts the total for which a credit is available should cancel the 

TRAVELLER'S CHEQUE 
PAYABLE IN ALL COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD 

Payable irilAin Tirtlrt month* from 

No. 1794 (DaU) JOth August, 19.. 

Draicer's Endorsement... 

(To be 9igne4 in the pretence of the Paging Agent) 

To THE LOMBARD BANK, LIMITED 
LONDON, E.C.2 

Pay Self or Order James liroxvn. 

Ten pounds Thompson^ Man«grr 

t£10 Northtoxm umarh. 

OR THE EQUIVALENT ABROAD AT CURRENT RATES OF EXCNANBS. 

credit and attach it to the last cheque or draft encaHhe<l l)y him. 

Moreover, if he encashes a draft ami fails to endorse tho amount on 

the letter of credit, he must lK*ar the resultant loss should the bene¬ 

ficiary (l>eing of fraudulent nature) take advantage of his omi.Hsion 

to encash further drafts Wyond the amount authoriseil. 

In due course the drafts issued by the* customer will come forward 

from the issuing bank’s foreign agent for payment and credit. If these 

are in sterling, the amount of each draft as it is received will be 

credited to the agent’s sterling (i.c., vostro) account with the Ixindon 

banker. The corresponding debit will go either to the customer’s 

ordinary current account, or to a subsidiary account credited by the 

bank with the total amount for which the letter of Credit was first 

made available. If the drafts presented are in foreign currency^ they 
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will be credited to the relative Foreign Agent’s Account in the 

Ix)ndon bank’s nostro ledgers, and the corresponding debit will go 

either to the foreign currency account of the customer, if he has one, 

or to a subsidiary account in that currency credited with the total 

amount of the credit on its issue. 

Travellers’ Commercial Letters of Credit.—The type of credit 

descrilKjd above is commonly used by persons travelling for pleasure 

as well as for business purjKises. liut sometimes a business man 

goes abroad for the express pur|X)sc^ of buying goods, for which object 

he requires considerable funds. His banker can greatly assist him 

in this matter by issuing to him a Traveller’s Commercial Letter of 

Credit, similar in all resjK‘Cts to that just described, except that it is 

available only on presentation of drafts with shipping documents 

attached. The precautions to be tiiken in regard to these documents 

are discussc^d fully in the following chapter. 

Travellers’ Cheques.—These? are a modern and convenient develop¬ 

ment of the Traveller's Ix'tter of Credit, consisting of cheques dra\^Ti on 

and bewaring the imj^rint of the issuing bank, for certain round sums, 

handed to the customer in exchange for cash. They are signed by 

the customer on receipt in the prestmee of an official of the issuing 

bank, and also on enciishiiumt abroa<l in the presence of the paying 

agent, a comparison of the signatures affording a means of identifying 

the holder, who may, however, be n'quired to produce his passport 

as an additional safeguard. Some banks furnish the holder of travel¬ 

lers* cheques with a Ix*tter of Indication, but the more general rule is 

to provide the holder only with a list of the foreign branches and 

agencies of the issuing bank, imrticularly as no difficulty is ex|ierienced 

by travellers in cashing these instruments at tourist ageneies, hotels 

and exchange bureaux, since payment thereof is guaranteed by the 

isaiiers. The agent who cashes a traveller’s checpie forwards it to the 

issuing bank for reimburwunent. 

Some of these instruments l)ear an indication on their face of the 

equivalent value in various foreign curnmcics at which they may be 

encashed at the agencies of the issuing bank, but, in those cases where 

the amount in the issuing bank’s home currency only is given, the 

usage is for the cashing b(uik abroad to pay the holder at its current 

rate for sight drafts or cheques on the place of issue. 

As no Ix?tter of Indication is issued with these cheques, and as 

the cheques themselves contain a speidmen signature of the |>erson 

entitled to cash them, they should be carefully safeguarded by the 

holder. 
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Circular Cheques.—These instraments, which were issued originally 

by banks in Continental countries, fulfil precisely the same functions 

as travellers’ cheques, but certain distinct differences exist between the 

two forms. 

Circular cheques are issued in blank by banks to their agents or 

correspondents abroad, so that the latter may fill them in as requin^d 

and sell them to travellers about to visit the country of the issuing 

bank. On issue, the cheques are bound like ordinary blank cheques 

in books of 10, 20 and upwards. They bt'ar the name of the Issuing 

bank and are printed in different colours according to the maximum 

amount for which they may he drai^Ti. For example, cheques print<‘d 

in red must not be used for amounts in excess oi 1 .(KM) francs, and so on. 

When the cheques are sold to customers in exchange for cash, the 

selling bank signs the forms and fills in the amounts in the same way 

as a bank’s customer in this country draws an ordinary cheque. The 

selling bank advises the issuing bank of the numbers and amounts of 

the cheques issued, and also of the name of the jx'rson to whom they 

are sold. It also gives the issuing btvnk en*(lit for the amounts drawn, 

and its Foreign Currency Account with the issuing bank is debited na 

soon as advice of the sale of the cheques is received. 

As a rule, the back of each circular checiue Ixars a list of tht‘ most 

important branches and agemnes of the Lssiiing bank, at any tjf w hich 

the traveller can obtain cash in exchange for the instruments, so long 

as he can establish his identity, by his indorsement of th(? cheque, and, 

if required, by producing his passport or other ( vidence. 

Circular Notes.—The.se instruments are very similar in etfect to 

travellers* cheques. They consist of actual sight drafts on the issuing 

banker for certain round sums in the currency of the country of issue, 

being handed to the grantee in exchange for his chefjue or cash for the 

equivalent amount. On the reverse side of ea<di circular note is a 

letter afldre.ssed to the agents and correspondents of the Lssiiing bank, 

syiecifying the name of the holderand referring to a LettiT of Indication 

in his hands. 

The Letter of Indication emboflies a n^que.st to the issuing bank’s 

agents and corresponde nts to cash the circular notes. It also contains 

a specimen signature of the granU'C and particulars of the niimbc^rs 

and amounts of the circular noUjs Lssued in his favour. This letter 

must be retained by the holder until all the noU^s are cashed, but should 

be surrendered to the banker cashing the last note. 

As a safeguard against loss and fraud the holdcrr of circular notes 

should, as instructed thereon, always keep them apart from the Jjottor 
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CIRCULAR NOTE. 

THE LOMUAHU BANK LIMITEH. 

Xo. 1793 E.C. 
17^/t JunCf 19.. 

Circular Note for Ten Pounds Sterling. 

Okntlkmen, 

This C’in-ulikr Xiito should Ix^ pn^twnteil to you by Mr. Jam^s Browrif 
whoso sivToutiiro ft|»|K'iirs on our of Indii iition No. lOSf with which he 
hu8 IxN^n furnislioil. J^lo.a.sc piiy him <ir htJt order tho value of Ten |K.>unds 
stcrlini' at tlio curn'iit rate <»f exehanpo. 

£10 : 0 : 0. We arf\ (lentlemon, 
Votir olxHliont Servants, 

To the iiranches and Corr('Sjxiiuit‘iits Tlie Loiulxird Bank Liinitcnl, 
t)f tho Bank. Henry liobinsont 

General Manager. 

[Oti the Hock is printisl:] 

TO THK LOMH.XHI) HANK IJMITKI) 

£10 ; 0 : 0 Londnn, E.C. 

At night pay to tho onlor of... 
Htorling for valut* rvooivoil at tho mto of 

(lloldor'.'i ugiiiuuro) ... 
(1 >ate). 

of Tntlication. for the note.x will not Ik^ honoured in favour of any 

lioldtT unle.sij he is in inissc'ssion also of the le tter of Indioation. 

A hanker who Ls ealled upon to cash eireular noti s should take the 
same jirecautions as in the case of a IVaveller s Letter of ('redit. 

iSoinetiines, circular notes are made payable abroad at fixed ratCvS of 

conversi<m endors'd on tluMU. ISueh rates are ealculateii well lielow 
par, and thus leave a certain jirotit to the agent, as he remits them 

to tho issuing bank at the rate ruling on tho day of encashment. 
Nowadays, howin er, it is more usual f<»r circular notes to Ik? encashed 

nbroa<i at the cashing bank's buying rate for sight drafts on London 

on tho date of encashment (sih? page 121). 

Sterling v. Currency Credits.—A traveller who nxiuires a Letter 
of Credit tt» [irovide him with funds on his journey has the option of 

purehasing a eredit in sterling or one in foreign currency. The question 
arises: “Which tyjM) of cnnlit will be tho least ex|Hui8ivof“ A 

traveller who takes a currency oreilit and does not avail himself of 

the whole amount will have to sell the balance to bis bank, possibly 
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at a loss if sterling has appreciated meanwhile. On the other hand, 

a traveller who takes a sterling credit will bo able to encash his drafts 

LETTER OF INDICATION. 

THE LOMBARD BANK LIMITED 

London, E.C., 
No. 108 17M June, 19.. 

To the Branches and Correspondents of the Bank, 
named in the following pages. 

Gknti*emex, 

This Letter of Indication hfia l>een issiuNl to Mr. James who holds 
our Circular Notes, nuinlx'nxl 1793-1842, iwiyable at our head office, I.^>ndon. 

We request you to purchase any of these notes pnxsentotl to you for encash¬ 
ment at the current rate of exchange for i*ight drafts on Ltmdon, on their being 
indorsed in your presence in at'oonlance with the 8iXH.‘iiiien signature given l>elow. 

Specimen Signature, We are. Gentlemen, 

James Brown. Your olsnlient Servants, 

The Lombard Hank Liinit^nl, 

Henry Robinson, General Manager. 

IMPORTANT 

It is absoiuisty imperative that the holder should immsdiatsly on 
receipt of this Letter of Indication and relative Circular Notes, affix 
his or her signature to the Letter of Indication as a protection against 
forgery should the Circular Notes fall Into Improper hands, and the 
Letter of Indication should always be kept apart from the Circular Notes, 

The Letter of Indication should be retained by the holder until all 
the Notes have been cashed, when It must be surrendered to the banker 
cashing the last note. 

at a reasonable rate in practically any large foreign centre, since there 

is always a wide market for sterling. It may, however, pay a custc^mer 

who intends to confine his travels to one country to take a credit in 

the currency of that country, especially if he is likely to need funds 

in the smaller towns, where the rates at wdiich sterling drafts are 

purchased may be rather unfavourable. Moreover, by buying his 

currency in one sum, he is likely to benefit by obtaining a finer rate. 

Again, there is nowadays the possibility that sterling may depre¬ 

ciate during the term of the credit; hence, it may pay a traveller who 

proposes to journey in, say, Western Jlurope to take a credit in 

French francs or Dutch florins, which are reasonably stable in relation 

to one another, and which can be exchanged without difficulty in 

practically any centre in Western Europe. The converse applies in 

the Scandinavian countries, where sterling is more stable in value 

than are dollars or francs, or any other gold currency. 



CHAPTER XXII 

BANK COMMERCIAL CREDITS 

Although the classification of credits into the two broad classes, 

Commercial and Non-commercial, is a convenient one for our purpose, 

it is not intended to indicate that travellers* chequc‘8, circular notes, 

etc., are never used for business purpose s. On the contrary, they may 

be just as usefully employed by commercial travellers and business 

men as by jK'ople who are merely on pleasure bc*nt. But these modified 

forms of credit are not so es.^entially utilisc*(l to facilitate the movement 

of gcx)ds and to finance oth(*r forms of business transactions as are the 

large and extrem(*ly im|)ortant classes of commercial credits which we 

are now alx)ut to consider. 

Irrevocable Bankers' Credits.—The Irrevoc'able Bankers’ Credit is 

without doubt the most im|K>rtant of all forms of letters of credit. 

In its essentials, it consists of a written or cabled authority addressed 

by a bank, either directly or througli an intermediary, to a 8j)ecified 

{HTson abroad (frequently a .'^hipjx'r or exj^rter) jH^rmitting the 

accredited party (otherwise the acetidiUe or the bemfeiary) to draw 

bills of s[XHdfied tenor on the issuing l)ank(*r up to a stated limit, and 

eiiiboilying an undertaking on the i)art of the issuing bank to accept 

and, in due course?, to pay those bills provided the stipulations of the 

credit are projK^rly fulfilled. 

The banker issuing an irrevoc'able credit gives his absoluie under¬ 

taking to honour drafts drawn under and in accordance with the terms 

of the credit. Such a credit cannot Ik* cancelled unless the l>eneficiary 

and every iiUereMrd party (e.g., the holder of a bill drawn under the 

credit) agree to the cancellation. Consequently, a banker who is 

asked by a customer to cancel an irrevocable credit which he has issued 

at the customer’s request must first obtain the consent of the l>eneficiary 

and of the banker through whom the credit was advised. To he safe, 

the banker should also require the letter of credit to lx* returned to him 
MO 
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duly cancelled, for, if this precaution is neglected, the banker will be 

bound to honour any drafts negotiated by an innocent third party 

in reliance upon the credit. Furthermore, if any bills have been 

negotiated by the beneficiary before notice of cancellation is received 

and agreed to by him, the issuing banker must honour those bills, 

and he should l>e careful to retain the liability of his customer for 

them. 

Should the iHUieficiary decline to agree to the cancellation, 
the banker must honour the undertaking contained in his letter of 

credit. If he fails to do so, he will be liable for damages for breach 

of contract to the beneficiary and to any holder of a bill drawn 

under the credit. These damages will, of course, l)e the face value of 

the bill. 
This was exemplified in Stein v. Ilambros Bank of Northern Com* 

merce, 1921, where the defendant bank at the reijuest of a customer 

issued an irrevocable credit in favour of Stein to cover payment for 

a shipment of hides. A dispute alx)ut the shipment arose l)etween the 

bank’s customer and Stein, and the former instructed the bank not to 

honour the draft drawn under the credit. The bank did as their 

customer asked, and Stein sued them for the* amount of the draft. 

It was held that the oblitration of the bank was absolute and was 

meant to Ik? absolute, and ju<lgm(*nt was accordingly given for the 

plaintiff, Stein. A similar decision was given in Urquhart Lindmy 

d* Co. V. Eastern Bank, 1922. 

Clearly, then, the great a<lvantage i>{ an irrevocable credit to the 

l)eneficiary is that he is assured that, so long as he complit‘s with the 

terms of the credit, any drafts drawn by him in acconianee with 

its terms will Ik? honoured, and, in vi«*w rff the absolute liability 

of the issuing bank for bills drawn under suc‘h a credit, the lK*ne- 

ficiary is able to negotiate tfiose bills more tuisily and at the finest 
rates. 

(k)n&nned Bankers' Credits.—The rjuestion as to what is or is not 
a Confirmed Bankers’ Credit is one which has from time to time lK*t*n 

the subjerd of much conflict of opinion. It may Iw' stated, howt*ver, 

that by Ixm^lon bankers a ** confirmed ” credit has generally lK*en 

regarded as one which falls within our chfinition of an irrev(x*ablo 

credit, that is to say, one w'hi<*h eml)rkli(‘s th<? isnuing fninCs absolute 

undertaking to accept and pay bills drawn in accordance w ith Hj)ecified 

terms. This view w^as ui>hf*id by the Courts in the case of Stein v. 

Hambros Bank of Northern Commerce, 1921, quoted al)ove, where the 

credit in question was deHcrilK?d as a “ confirmed credit Thus the 
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general practice in thk country has Wen to regard the two terma 

“ confirmed credit ” and “ irrevocable credit as synonymoua. 

In Hpite of this, however, there have long l>een those who have 

followed the American usage of not describing a credit as “ confirmed ” 

unless and until the banker in the exporter’s country, i.e.,the banker 

through whom the credit is advised, himscdf confirms that any bills 

drawn on the strength of the credit will lx* negotiated by him and in 

due couise honoured by the issuing bank. In other words, the rc*s|x)nsi- 

bility of the netjoiiaihvj banker is, as it were, “ tacked on ” to that of 

the issuing banker, a matter which may Ixi of some imix>rtance to an 

expenter in a far-away corner of the world, who has no knowledge of 

the stiinding of the issuing bank but may lx? quite ready to accept 

the assurance of a local bank well known to him. 

In illustration of this jHisition we may take the case of an importer 

n, say, Brazil, who wishes to purchase goods from this country, and 

for this pur]K)Be instructs his bank to o}x*n a credit in favour of an 

exporter in Ixmdon. In due course, the J^ondon exporter is advised 

of the ojK*ning of the cre dit through the Ix)n*lon agents of the Brazil 

bank, but if the exj)orter is not satistuil with the undertaking of a 

foreign bank about which he knows nothing, he may request the 

London agents concerned to conlLrm ” tlu: credit, i.e., to supplement 

the contract with tludr own mulc*rtaking to negotiate the exj>orter’8 

bills. If the London agents are willing to perform this service (for 

which they will, of course, receive a commission from the Brazil bank), 

tlu*y will cable the issuing banker fur pt*rmission to juld their con¬ 

firmation. Uj:Km receiving this ixTini^sion they will give the 

lxfnefi(*iary their confirmation of the credit ami will then assume 

responsibility to him for the due payment of the drafts. 

The InU'rnational ('hainlx^r of ( omnuTce (set' p. 545) has recently 

given sanction to this latter use of the term “ confirmed and it is 

becoming more common to use tlu»unambiguous term “ irnviKable ” 

to descrilxj a credit which cmlKxiics an undertaking on the j^art of 

the issuing bank only. To cover any possibility of doubt arising 

from different usage on the two sides of the Atlantic, the joint descrip¬ 

tion of ** confirmed and irrevocable ” is 8ometime.s applied to an 

irrevocable cri'dit wdiieh has Ixhui confirmed by the negotiating 

banker. 

Unconfirmed Credits.—An Vnconfimicd Credit is one which involves 

no undertaking to the beneficiary, on the part of either the iaauing or 

negotiating banker, that the bills drawTi under the credit will be duly 
honoured. Suoh a credit may in fact be little more thin an intimation. 
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forwarded to the beneficiary by the issuing bank through its agent or 

correspondent abroad, that the bank is at the time of writing prepared 

to honour the beneficiary’s bills drawn under the credit, provided 
specified conditions as to form, amoimt and term are complied with. 

In view of what we have stated respecting the ambiguous usage 

of the term “ confirmed ”, it is not surprising that ambiguity some¬ 

times arises in connection with the term “ unconfirmed ”, which is 

used in America to describe any credit w hich has not been confirmed 

by the negotiating bank (even though it may l)e an irrevot'able credit). 

Consequently, it is becoming the practice to refer to credits as 

“ revocable ”, w'hen they contain no undertaking on the part of the 

issuing bank to honour all drafts drawn thereunder, or wdien the 

undertaking is restricted by the terms of the credit. 

Credits of this nature commonly contain a clause such as ** Kindly 

note that this credit is an unconfirmed owe, and is therefore subject to 

alteration or cancellation at any time, without notice In other castes, 

however, an unconfirmed credit, communicated by the issuing bank 

to the negotiating banker, will contain an undertaking that drafts 

negotiated prior to receipt of notice of cano llation w ill l)e duly honoured. 

Any credit containing this clause is, of course, available only at the 

bank to which it is advised, since the Lssuing banker could not [)OHHibly 

advise all other banks and branches in the event of his finding it neces¬ 

sary to cancel a credit of this description. The inclusion of the clause 

means that the negotiating banker’s jK)sition is reasonably secure; 

if the clause is not included, the banker will not willing to negotiate 

drafts drawn under the cre<lit unless he is prepared to rely solely 

upon the standing of the exporter. He will in any casc^ safeguard 

him.self by requiring control, until the bills are duly accej>ted, of any 

documents of title or other security which may lx available. 

Revocable Credits.—A revocable credit is, therefore, one wdueh the 
issuing bank reserves the right to cancel. The pre<*ise ext4'nt of the 

issuing bank’s liabilities under such a credit de[xnds very much on 

the wording of the document, but in Cape Asbestos Co., Ltd. v. Lloyds 

Bank, Ltd., 1921, it was held that the bank issuing a ” revocable ” 

credit was entitled to cancel it at any time, even without notice to the 

beneficiary. For this reason, bankers who are asked to negotiate bills 

under such credits endeavour, by calling for the insertion of a proviso 

similar to that mentioned alwve, to obtain the assurance of the issuing 

bank that the latter will honour all bills negotiated by the correspondent 

banker before receipt by him of notice of cancellation. 

The necessity for such a safeguard is accentuated in those cases 
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where bills drawn by an exporter under a revocable credit are signed 

by him with the addition of the words “ Without recourse ”, the 

significance of which is that the drawer is relieved of any liability on 
the instrument in the event of its dishonour by non-acceptance or 

non-payment. Since the negotiating bank cannot recover from the 
beneficiary if a bill drawn by him ” without recourse ” is not duly 
paid, bills so drawn are very rarely taken by a bank, and then only 

after the most careful inquiry. 
The exporter may not, of course, draw in this way unless he is 

authorised to do so by the terms of the credit or by special arrange¬ 

ment with the negotiating banker. But if he is the lx?neficiary under 
a revocable credit and does not draw “ without recourse ”, he is placed 

in a much less favourable i>osition. He remains liable as drawer of 

a bill which he has no guarantee will be ultimately paid, and he obtains 
no protection in the event of the bill l)eing unpaid. The only benefit 

accruing to him from the ojRming of such a credit is that he can dis¬ 

count his bills as .soon as the relative goods are shipi)ed, and can do 

so at a finer rate than would Ije applied by the banker if the bills were 

drawn direct on the importer. 

The exi)orter\s i>osition is, of course, greatly improved where the 

credit embodies an undertaking by the is.suing bank that drafts 

negotiated before advice of cancellation will 1x5 duly honoured. In 

such cases his only real risk is that the credit may lx? cancelled between 

the date of shipment of the goods and the date when his bill is presented 

for negotiation. Although in such eiises he may usually exercise his 

right of stoppage in transitu and so recover ix>sse.ssion of the goods, 

he can lcK)k only to the imjx)rter for reimbursement for any expenses 

or losses he may have incurred. 

In view of the disadvantages of revocable credits, it is not always 

easy to see why they should lx? utilistnl in place of the irrevocable type. 

One explanation is to lx? found in the fact that the charges on the 

revocable variety are less than on an irrevocable credit. Hence, two 

traders who have confidence in each other, and have no reason to 
doubt the faithful discharge of their mutual obligations, may wish to 

avoid having to pay the higher charge on an irrevocable credit, but 

may desire to have the advantage afforded by a biuiker’s acceptance, 

i.e., the benefit that the negotiating bank will negotiate drafts on a 

bank at a better price than drafts drawn direct on an unknown foreign 

importer. 
From the banker’s standpoint, there is, of course, a distinct 

advantage in the use of revocable credits, in that if he does not wish 

88 
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to bind himself by issuing confirmeil credits for a weak customer, 

he may safely issue a revocable credit because he knows that he can 

retire at any time from the responsibility lie has undertaken. 

Negotiation Credits, or Authorities to Negotiate The ci-edits 

which have been descrilied above all involve the drawing of bills on 

a bank. But by no nieiuis all credits u]Killed by banks are of tliis type. 

Sometimes a customer will wish to make arrangi^ments for a supplier 

overseas to draw bills direct on him, hut in order that the exiiorter 

shall readily be able to negotiate the bills, the customer requests liLs 

bank to open a Negotiation Credit in favour of the exiiorter. 

In such eirciunstances, the bank will recpiest its corres})ondent in 

the foreign centre to negotiate bills ilrawii by a six‘citieil jxrson on the 

customer apphing for the facility, up to a given amount and subject 

to the fulfilment of certain conditions. There is, of course, no implied 

undertaking on the ])ait of the i>suing bank to honour the drafts when 

presented, since the drafts are not drawn c»n the bank but on the 

customer—though, in practice, the bill.'' N\ill be domiciled at the bank 

in question. But the advantage of making the arrangements through 

a bank is that the mgotiating bank abnuul ha.-^, as it were, the Issuing 

bank's reference as to the standing of its customer on whom the bills 

are drawn. 
Nevertheless, such a request to negotiate bills is in no scurso an 

order or instruction to the negotiating bank, and it is comeivable that 

the latter institution, having reason to doubt the standing and w'orth 

of the accre<litee, may either demand .security or further in.strtictioiiH 

from the Ls,suing bank, or may even refuse altogether to negotiate the 

bills unless the Lsstung bank gives its undertaking to honour any drafts 

negotiated under the credit prior to the receipt by the negotiating 

bank of notice of its cancellation. 

Needle.ss to .say, the bills drawn under .such a credit, Ixdng drawn 

on a traderf cannot lx* negotiated at .such tine rates as are quoted for 

bills drawn under a bank credit; but the rat<r will lx* better than that 

applicable to a bill which Is not drawn under any tyiKj of credit. 

Moreover, the negotiating banker will lx most careful to obtain the 

liability of the drawer, who will not, therefore, lx allowed to sign 

“ without recourse 

Sight and Acceptance Credits.—Strictly aixaklng, a ** Sight ” 
Credit differs from an “ Acceptance ’* Crf*dit merely in the fact that, 
whereas the former provides that the bill or bills drawn thereunder 
shall be paid at sight, on demaml or on presentation to thv grantor, 
an acceptance credit involves the acceptance by the grantor of a 
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draft or drafts made payable at a specified future date or specified 
period after sight. 

But the term “ Acceptance Credit ** has in late years come to mean 
one which involves the acceptance of bills by a bank or accepting 
house of knowTi reputation, the grantee being authorised to draw upon 
it in bills of specified terra within prescribed limits as to period and 
amount. Such credits are usually qualified by the name of the city 
or town where the accepting bank is domiciled, for the reason that 
the location of the acceptor has an important bearing on the discount 
value of the bill. Credits which involve the acceptance of bills by 
a Ix)ndon bank or accepting house are invariably distinguished as 
“ London Acceptance Credits and bills dra^ra thereunder form the 
bulk of the bank bills on the Ixindon Money Market. 

The majority of Ixindon bankers* acceptance credits are opened 
with Tx^ndon bankers and accepting houses in favour of exporters, both 
here and abroad, by institutions which arc acting on instructions of 
importers, either here or in oOicr countries, given direct or through 
the intermediary of othtT banks. Such credits relate not onh^ to goods 
shipped to and from this country, but also to goods which never 
touch our .‘chores, and whi(*h are exported by one foreign country to 
another. 

Thus a Hriti.sh importer of foreign merchandise, say, from Brazil, 
will arrange with a Ixmdon banker or accepting house to issue a 
credit in favo\ir of the Brazilian ex^xirter. which enables the latter, as 
soon as he has .‘<hip]K*(l the goods, to draw a bill of exchange for the 
value of the shipiiu'iit on the aecomnuHlating banker or accepting 
house. The o{K»ning of such a credit authorising the Brazilian exporter 
to draw bills on a house of establi^^hed reputation pcTinits him imme- 
diat4dy to seW his bill on the In'st terms to a Brazilian banker, and 
thereby to obtain a speedy turnover of capital without further anxiety 
as to the due payment of his bill. The British importer has to pay 
the Ix)ndon banker or acc<'pting house a commission for its services 
in thus facilitating his purchases abroad, and he must give an under¬ 
taking, often backinl by security, that he will put the acceptor in funds 
before the bill matures for payment. 

In the same way as I.#ondon bankers and accepting houses accom¬ 
modate our ovra merchants, so they accommoilate foreign merchants 
trading either with this country or with foreign countries. A German 
importer trading with China may request his banker to arrange a 
documentary credit with a London banker, l)ecause the Chinese exporter 
has stipulated for payment byjbills on Ix)ndon. Again, a South 
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American importer may request his own bank in South America to 

arrange an acceptance credit with a London bank in favour of a British 

exporter. In such a case the latter will draw his bill and present it 

with documents attached to the London banker, by whom the draft 

is accepted and the documents retained for transmission to the foreign 

importer. The acceptance may be retained by the exporter until 

maturity, or, more usually, will be discounted by him with his own 

bank. In both of these cases, the foreign importers arrange through 

their own banks to have the necessary funds remitted to London in 

time to meet the bills on their maturity. 

Credits of this kind, which are opened by I^ndon bankers on the 

instructions of banks abroad (w^ho are acting on lx?half of foreign 

importers), are known as London Reimbursement Credits. 

The London banks and accepting houses who grant these acceptance 
facilities rely, not upon the standing or responsibility of the exporters 

or importers, but upon the security afforded by current balances, 

deposits or other items, held by them on account of the banks abroad 

by whose instructions the credits are opened. 

EIxport Credits.—A Continental method of finance which is gradually 

co/ning more into use,in this country is that by which the exporter 

himself opens with his own bank a credit under w hich the bank agrees 

to accept the exporter’s drafts to an agreed limit. This inetho<l is of 

advantage in cases where the foreign buyer is unable or unwilling to 

open a credit of any sort, or w'here it is more satisfactory for the bills 

to be drawn on the exporter’s town than on the town of the importer 
(see posty page 541). 

The banker granting the credit does so on his knowledge of the 

exporter and against the security either of the goods shipped or of 

some other form of collateral, and he earns a reasonable commission 

without having to employ any of his cash resources. The exporter, 

by paying the banker for the use of his name as acceptor of the draft, 

obtains an instrument which he can turn into ready cash at the lowest 
market rate of discount. 

Clearly, it is of first importance that the banker who has accepted 

the bill should retain complete control of the relative documents. 

As a rule, these will be sent abroad to the bank’s branch or corre¬ 

spondent with instructions that they are to be handed to the consignee 

only against payment of the full invoice value of the goods, and this 

payment must, of course, be received in London (by either T.T. or 

approved banker’s cheque) in time to meet the bills accepted by the 

London banker when they are presented for payment at maturity. 
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If the funds are not forthcoming in time, the exporter himself will 

have to provide them at maturity. 

Whether or not this method is used depends on its cost, represented 

by the bank’s commission and the ruling market discount rate, as 

compared with the cost of other available methods of obtaining pay¬ 

ment for the shipment. 

The German form of Akzepi-Kredit^ issued against Letters of 

Hypothecation or margins from the beneficiary, is a common Con¬ 

tinental method of granting accommodation to sellers of goods. 

Instead of taking an overdraft or loan on current account, the customer 

draws a bill on the banker, who, in return for a commission, accepts 

the bill and returns it to the customer, the latter being thus enabled 

to discount the bill in the Market as a bank acceptance. 

Exporters* and sellers* credits are not as popular with London 

bankers as are credits issued at the instance of importers, because 

they prefer to see the buyer make credit arrangements. It is a general 

principle that banking finance for the sale of goods is sounder when 

the buyer is sufliciently trustworthy to be able to make and obtain 

his own credit arrangements. In theory, at any rate, the person with 

the goods provides the better security for the banker. 

Fixed and Revolving or Running Credits.—A Fixed Credit is one 

which is available only for a fixed total amount, either in one draft 

or in several, during a given ]ieriod of time; it expires automaticalh^ as 

soon as the amount is exhausted or the period of time has expired. 

A Revotvirig Credit, on the other hand, is one which is continuing, in 

the sense that the limit up to which the beneficiary may draw bills 

is automatically renewed from time to time in a prescribed manner. 

There are at least five tyi^e.s:— 

(1) Where the credit is available, until cancelled, for an unlimited 

amount in all, but subject to a limit on the amoimt of bills outstanding 

ai any one lime. For example, it may be stipulated that no more 

bills shall be dravm after £1,000, if bills to that amount still remain 

unmatured and unpaid, until advice is received that a bill or bills have 

been paid and that the total amount of bills current has therefore bc^n 

brought down below the limit. 

(2) Where the amount drawn for in one draft at any one time is 

limited to a certain sum. When this draft matures and is {mid, a further 

draft not exceeding the stipulated amount can be issued. 

(3) Where a limited amount in all may be drawn during a 8{)ecified 
period, at the expiration of which the credit is automatically renewed 
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for the same amount and for a eiinilar period, e.g., £10,000 during any 

one month. Such a credit is re-available durmg each period for the 

limited amount only, so that if drafts in any jx^riod do not exhaust the 

limit, the balance cannot be carried forward to the following period. 

This type is sometimes referred to as an Extended Credit^ and it 

differs from the first type in the fact that the drafts outsUinding at 

any one time may be considerably in excess of the limit to the drawings 

for each period. 

A common example of the latter type of revolving credit is that 

known as an Encashment Credit, i.e., a credit opened by a bank in favour 

of a customer who is proposing to spend a holiday in another town, 

whereby the customer is accredited to encash at a branch or agency of 

his own bank cheques up to a fixed limit during any one day, week, 

month, or other defined period. 
(4) Where a single bill up to a fixed amount may be dra\ni at any 

time, and the credit automatically renews itself for the same amount 

after each di'aft is issued. This credit is in effect unlimited, and is 

seldom used. 

(5) Where there is no limit to the amount which may be drawn 

for in any one draft and no limit to the total amount outstanding. 

This tj’pe—a form of blank credit (see lx‘low)—is comparatively rare. 

The commercial advantage of a revolving credit is seen in the 

case of an agent who is engaged in buying n gular “ lines ” of goods 

abroad for his principal. In such circum.sfanccs, a revolving credit 

may be opened to enable the agent to buy goods for his employer up 

to an agreed limit, and to draw bills up to that limit in favour of the 

suppliers of the goods. As soon as the goods are 8hippt*d,or the bills 

paid, etc., according to the terms of the credit, the agent’s limit is 

automatically renewed, and he may proceed to purchase further goods 
up to the fixed limit. 

Revolving credits are also employed to a considerable extent to 

facilitate the drawing of finance bills by bankers and others, when the 

accepting bank is reimbursed for its payment of an earlier bill out of 
the proceeds of a “ renewal ”, 

Omnibus Credits.—^These are in some degree akin to the revolving 
credits described in the preceding paragraph. Though not common 

nowadays, these are occasionally granted to shippers of undoubted 

standing to enable them to finance their purchases by drawing round 

sums on their bankers against a general charge over the goods handled 

by them* There is, of course, a limit to the amount of credit granted 
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to any one shipper, whilst each drawing is generally restricted to a 

percentage (say, 75 %) of the total invoice value of the goods in 

process of shipment at any particular time. A credit of this type 

partakes of the character of the Akzepi Kredit referred to earlier. 

Clean and Blank Credits.—Clean’* Credits arc those whereunder a 
beneficiary is empowered to draw drafts which are not required to be 

accompanied by security in the shape of documents of title to goods or 

other instruments of value. In view of the absence of collateral 

security, banks necessarily exercise the greatest care in opening 

credits of this type, and it may be taken that, as a general rule, they 

are issued only in favour of jx^rsons of the highest standing, and, 

oven then, only against such security as a cash deposit or a 

guarantee. 

Whilst the facilities are usually limited to drafts for a given amount 

uithin a Htate<l jxTiod, they may 1x5 unlimited: i.e., the accreditees 

may l)e empowered to draw u]) to an unlimited amount at any one 

time and with no limit to the total amount outstanding. Credits of 

this t\pe arc u.sually described as blank credits, and they play a con¬ 

spicuous part in connection with the dra\\ing of finance bills. London 

bankers and accepting houses open these credits in favour of foreign 

bankers and firms of lirst-chuss standing to enable them to issue drafts 

on Ix>ndon when conditions are most favourable (see ayUc, p. 226). 

In some fonugn count ru*s, and es|x'cially in the United States, 

many clean credits of this tyjx' are really Exporters^ CrediiSy issued 

to ixM'sons engaged in the shipment t)f goods abroad, for directly 

financing the movenuuit of goods. For example, a New Orleans 

cotton exj)orter, in order to finance hLs purchases from the up-country 

growers, will arrange through his bankers to draw* clean bills on a 

liOndon or New York bank or acce]>ting house months Ix'fore the 

cotton crop is baled for export. 

The common form of credit already referred to, issued by a bank 

in favour of a cuBtomer proposing to stay in another tovm, clearly 
falls within this category, but the term “clean*’ credit is also 

applied to those credita oix'iied by a bank in favour of a banking 

agent or corn'sjwndent, or in favour of a shipix^r of high standing who 

is permitted to handle the documents relating to his shipments and to 

send them direct to his customers, the eonsignees. 

Bills “en pension —This phra^JO was formerly used to describe 

a practice of merchants in the North of England in respect of bills 

accepted by their Continental debtors. At times w’hen interest rates 

on the Continent were considerably higher than those ruling in this 
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country, the discount of Continental bills would have been an expensive 

procedure, so, to obtain funds as cheaply as possible, a merchant 

holding such bills would open an acceptance credit with his banker, 

and would hand over the bills to the banker as security for the latter’s 

liability on his acceptances. The bills thus taken as security were 

said to be taken “ en pension 

A simple example will serve to illustrate the advantages of this 

procedure. Suppose that a merchant in Manchester holds three 
months bills on Rome to a sterling value of approximately £10,000 

at a time when the rate for three months trade bills in Rome is 6 %, 

while the rate for bank bills of similar tenor in London is only 3 %. 

Now, if the merchant were to sell or discount the bills at the rate 

ruling in Rome he would receive only £9,850, whereas, by drawing bills 

to the same amount on a London banker, and discounting them at the 

London rate, he would realise £9,925, less accepting banker’s com¬ 

mission, say, £25, thus effecting a saving of £50 in all. 

The practice has fallen into disuse since the War, and the phrase 

is now used to describe bills purchased by a bank and held in its 

portfolio by order of and on account of a client or correspondent 

(see ante, p. 278). 

Documentary Credits.—All credits which cannot be classed as 
‘‘ clean ” or “ blank ” are descril^ed as documentary, implying that the 

issuing banker agrees to accept draft.s drawn upon him only if they are 

accompanied by specified documents of title to goods, or other form of 

collateral security. 

The term “ Documentary Credit ” is correctly applied to any 

credit—^revocable or irrevocable, confirmed or unconfirmed, fixed or 

revolving—which calls for delivery of documents by the beneficiary, 

whether the drawing of a bill Ls or is not involved. Among the Eastern 

and Dominion banks, however, it is usual to confine the term ‘‘ Docu¬ 

mentary Credit ” to an advice sent by a bank in Ix)ndon to one of 

its branches overseas, or vice versa, authorising a named ex|x>rter to 

draw bills on a named importer. Usually the branch to which the 

credit is advised will inform the exporter of its willingnc-ss to negotiate 

the bills. This it does on the strength of the authority of the advising 

branch, so that the arrangement is closely akin to an Avituyrity to 
Negotiaie (see page 514) and is better so designated. 

Again, some writers apply the term “ Documentary Credit ” in 

a specially restricted sense to a credit which does not involve the 

drawing of a bill, as, for example, to the arrangement, common in the 

Eastern trade, whereby an importer of goods on this side instructs his 
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bank to advise its branch or correspondent in the exporter’s town 

to make advances to the exporter against delivery of documents covering 

his shipments. In these circumstances no bill is. drawn, but the 

importer undertakes to pay for the documents when they are handed 

to him by his bank. 

Such a credit is better described as a PaymerU against Documents 

Credit^ though, strictly speaking, the arrangement does not involve 

a credit at all; it is certainly not a bank credit. The documents, it 
will be seen, remain under the control of the bank or its correspondent 

throughout the whole transaction, and the bank has also the liability 

of the importer (and possibly also of the exporter) to rely upon. 

BeQuest to Issue a Credit.—It is plainly to a banker’s advantage 

to take explicit instructions from a customer for the issue of any kind 

of credit, and \vith the object both of avoiding dispute and faithfully 

carrying out the customer’s wishes, bankers invariably require the 

customer’s signature to their own carefully drafted form of application. 

This precaution is specially necessary on the issue of a documentary 

credit, for, in such a case, the banker requires, not only the usual 

details applicable to all forms of credits, but also precise particulars of 
the documents which are to be obtained from the beneficiary. 

A specimen of a form actually used on the issue of an Irrevocable 

Documentary Credit is reproduced on page 523. It will be observed 

that the customer signs the document over a sixpenny stamp, and that 

ho is required to state w’hether the credit is to be opened by mail or 

cable, and to 8U]>ply the name and address of the accreditee or accredi¬ 

tees. The instructions to the bank provide for delivery, vdth the 

bills drawn under the credit, of the bill of lading, marine insurance 

policy, invoice, and such other documents as the customer may pre¬ 

scribe. Moreover, the application contains an undertaking by the 

customer to keep the goods fully insured, and to accept and pay the 

drafts drawn under the credit, pledging the documents of title to 

the goods to the banker as seemity for the due performance of the 

contract. If necessary, the customer is also required to sign a separate 

Letter of Hypothecation, described on page 533. 

The application form on page 622 is for an irrevocable or con¬ 

firmed ’’documentary credit, i.e., one involving an undertaking by the 

bank to accept and pay the bills drawn thereunder, provided they are 

accompanied by the specified documents. A somewhat similar form is 

used in the case of an unconfirmed or revocable credit. On page 523 

is a specimen of the form of credit which may be issued by an English 

bank in response to the application reproduced on page 522. 
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APPLICATION FOR AN IRREVOCABLE DOCUMENTARY CREDIT, 

To 
THE LOMBARD BANK LIMITED 

NORTHTOWN BRANCH. 

* Strike oat mail 
or cable. 

§ A conilrmed or 
lirevocable credit 
cannot be can* 
celled before the 
date of its ex* 
piry without the 
consent of the 
accreditees and 
others. 

I If any price in¬ 
serted 'give unit 
price if possible 
and state if terms 
are P.O.B., C.&P., 
CJ.F., etc. 

(а) Insert “oerti- 
if necessary. 

(б) If receipts for 
transportation,etc., 
are not to be 
accepted the brack¬ 
eted Clause must 
be struck out 

(e) Insert any 
special documents 
r^uired. 

(d) Insert ad¬ 
ditional risks or 
delete if all in¬ 
surance is being 
effected here. 

t Delete this 
clause if b<*nei]d- 
aries are effecting 
insnrauce. 

I/W'e request you to establisli for my/our acetiunt by an Irrovocahlo 

§ Credit on the following terms:— 

With your Agents in Philadelphia 
In favour of (Name) James Ambrose ifr Son 
(Address) 173 East Avenue, Philadelphia 
To the extent of £2000, say tuv thousand pounds, available for drafts at sixty 
days' sight drawn on The Lombard Bank LimiU'fl, l.undon, K.C.2, and doomnents 
as belotv covering HO Bales Cotton in one or iii«>ro slupinontH J for invoice coki 

at fifteen pounds per bale, CJ.F., to bo ' ^ Orleans to Liverpool 

direct or indirect and with or without tmnshipinont. .Against delivery of the 
followmg documents:— 

(а) Invoice. 
(б) Full set of Bills of Tiding consigned to Order and blank endorsed. 
[Unless specifically otherwise instructed you may accept “n'coived for 
shipment or transportation” Bills of Lading in the form customarily 
issued at the port or place of loading.] 

ic) 

lusert further 
instruct ioi». 

(d) Risk Policies or Certificates covering twenty per cent, above 

the C.LF. value. 

[J Marino and War Insurance will l»e ofTiH-ted l»y . 
and I 'we undertake to keep the said merchandise ade^juately covered by Policies 
of Marine, War, Fire and other usual risks in approved Companies and to lodge 
with you or produce the policies if railed ufX'n to do so, and in the event of rny/onr 
failure so to do you may so insure the .said mf^odiandise at my'our expense.'] 

This Credit is to remain irrevocably valid until six months from the date 
hereof. 

In consideration of the opening of the alx^vo rrf»dit I/we here!)}' undertake 
to accept and to pay in due course all drafts drawn within the terms thortnif 
and/or to put you in fund.s to meet your aeceptanres an<l'f>r to take up and 
pay for all documents negotiate<l thereunder on yiresentation and in default of 
our so doing you may sell the goods liefore or after arrival. 

You are to have a lien on all goods, doniments and policies and proceeds 
thereof for any obligations or Iiahilitif»8 jiresent or future incurrwi by you under 
or arising out of this crfxlit. 

The transmission of instructions under the alstve credit and the forwarding 
of documents are entiivAy at my/our risk. A’nu are not to incur any liability 
Ixjyond 8c;eing that tho drafts and doeumonts purjHirt to comply with the tenns 
and conditions of thi.s credit. 

You are authorised to debit my/our af*eount w ith stims paid under this crodiU 
also with commission charges. 

A'ours faithfully, 

Th\ 

Date, 1th June, 19.. 

\mas Bro\ 

6(1 

Stamp 

wti. 

Mon.—The words withio square brackcUH l.would be deleted In the form In aeiui' 
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On page 524 is a specimen of the form of an Irrevocable Docu¬ 

mentary Credit issued by an American house. The reader will observe 

that it corresponds in its essentials to the irrevocable or “ confirmed ” 

type of credit issued by a bank on this side. 

Procedure Under an Irrevocable Documentary Credit—The pro¬ 
cedure on the issue and utilisation of the credit, reproduced below, 

would probably be somewhat as follows. On completion of the 

application form by Thomas Brown, the Credit Outwards Department 

IRREVOCABLE DOCUMENTARY LETTER OF CREDIT. 

THE LOMBARD BANK LIMITED. 
London, E.C.2, 

No. 1793. 7th June, 19... 
£2000. 
To M KssHs. Jamk.s .Vmhuose Son, 

173 Ka.st Avknuk, 
Philadelphia* 

Di:ak Slits, 
You ttro hereby authonstnl to dmw drafts ujM»n this bank at sixty days* 

sight U> the extent in all of £2(K)U, say Two ihoufwind |)ounds, for invoice cost of 
130 l>alc.s of cotton to !>«• hhi[)(KHl to Tluunas l^nnMi, of 25 Quayside, Liverjxjol. 

This credit oxpin*s, unless j>revi»>u.‘<ly canoollod, six nvuitljs fn»in date. All 
drafts against it must l>e drawn and duly iulvisi*<l to us lx*for(‘ that date, tu'coin- 
]MUiied by Invoice, Bills cd I-iiding is.sued Ut tln‘ order of the shipjwr and endorsed 
in blank, and Marino Insurance Poli<*ies or CVrtificates covering twenty per cent, 
above C.I.F. value. 

Particulars of all drafts drawn under this Crtnlit must Ik* indorsctl on back 
thereof, and the bills must sjXM’ify that they are dmwa under Credit No. 1793, 
dated 7th Juno, 19... 

We lieroby engage with the drawers, indorsers, and bona fide holders of drafts 
dmwn undi'r ami in eomj»lianee with the tenns of this Credit, that against sur- 
nmder to this Bank of the alxive-mentioiuHi documents in order, the said drafts 
shall Ikj duly wcept^Hl jMivahlo in London, Englan<l, on j>resentation in order; 
and that they shall Iw duly honoured on pix'seiitation in order at maturity. 

Wo are. 
Yours faithfully, 

The Lombard Bank Ltd., 
Henry Robinson^ 

(jcncrai Manager, 

of the Lombard Bank would advise the credit to the occreditees, 

Jam<‘s Ambrose anti Son, not direct, but through the bank’s agents in 

Philadelphia. By so doing the issuing hank ensures that the credit 

gets into the pro^n'r hands, and, at the same time, acquaints the 

occrcditcc with the name and addre.s8 of its correspondents, with the 

possibility that any business ensuing uill pass through them. On 

the other hand, the fact that the credit is not made available only at a 

specified bank in Philadelphia means that the accreditee is free to take 

his drafts and documents to any bank which he thinks will offer him 

the best terms. 
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It does not follow, however, that all credits are opened in this 

manner. Very commonly the issuing bank advises the credit direct 

to its correspondent in the importer’s town, and makes the credit 

available only with that correspondent, which means that the importer 

cannot negotiate his bills on the strength of the credit except with the 

IRREVOCABLE DOCUMENTARY CREDIT. 

GENERAL TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK 

Foreign l)e|>artmont. 
New York, 1st July, 19... 

Letter of Credit No. 17326 

Messrs. Thomas Robinson & Co., 
Whiteway House, 

London, England. 

Gentlemen, 

We hereby establish our irrevocable ercilit in your favour for account 
of Messrs. Henry White <t* Co., Inc., New York, available by your drafts drawn 
at Ninety (90) days' sight on the General Trust Coinjuuny of Now York, 32 Ix)inl>artl 
Street, London. E.C., for any sums not exceeding a total of Twenty Thousand 
Pounds (£20,000) Sterling, accompanied by cotnmort'ial invoice, consular invoice, 
ocean bills of lading and marine insurance certiheates. 
.evidencing cost, insurance and freight. 
.shipment of Two Hundred (200) tons of Rubber from the Far 
East to New York during August andjor September, 19.. 
Insurance as above . 

Ocean Bills of Lading must Ije drawn to the order of General Trust Company 
of New York. 

A Copy of the Consular Invoice and one Hill of Lading must be sent 

BY the Bank or Banker negotiating Drafts, direct to the General 

Trust Company of New York, New York. 
The amount of each draft negotiated, with the date of negotiation, must bo 

endorsed hereon. 
All drafts draw'n under this Credit should U^ar the clause " Drawn under 

G. T. Co. of N.Y. Letter of Credit No. 17326 dated Nmv York, Ist Jidy, 19.. ** 

We hereby agree with bona fide holders that all dmfts drawm by virtue of 
this Credit, and in accordance with the above stipulated terms shall mc?et wdth 
due honour ujxm presentation and delivery of documents as Bfjecified to the 
General Trust Company of New York, London, if drawn and negotiated on or 
before 31f< October, 19.., 

Yours respectfully. 

For the General Trust Company of New York, 

James Broymx, 
Manager. 

correfipondent bank. The latter, of course, advises the exporter of 

the opening of the credit. A credit of this tyjio is known as a 

Straight Credit. 

The credit may be opened by cable or by mail, according to the 

customer’s instructions. In the former case, the bank utilises its 

special code, which is applicable to all types of credits and enables a 
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fully comprehensible message to be transmitted with the minimum of 

words. A written confirmation is forwarded by the first mail thereafter, 

and this will embody the essentials of the form of mailed credit repro¬ 
duced on page 523. 

In due course, Ambrose and Son will get together the documents 

relating to the first shipment of cotton from New Orleans, and, having 

verified that they are in order, will present them, with their draft at 

60 days’ sight on the Lombard Bank for the invoice value, either to 

their o^n bankers, or to the local bank through whom the credit was 

advised. The negoiiaiing bank will satisfy itself that the draft and 

documents are in order, and that they conform to the terms of the 

credit, after which they will hand Ambrose and Son their cheque 

for the present value of the draft, or credit them in account. 

The draft and documents arc then forwarded either direct to the 

Lombard Bank, or to the Philadelphia bank’s London house, which will 

present the bill with the documents attached to the Lombard Bank for 

acceptance. 

After giving its acceptance, the Lombard Bank will retain the 

documents, but its manner of dealing with the bill will depend on 

whether it was pn^sented direct or through the London agent of the 

Philadelphia bank. In the latter case, the ac'ceptance ^ill be handed 

to the agf'iit, who will either hold it in portfolio until maturity, when 

the proceeds will be* collected for account of the Philadelphia bank, or 

di.scount it immediately on the linden Market as a fine bank bill, 

crediting the proceeds, as before, to its correspondent abroad. In the 

former case, where the bill is presented direct, it may be returned 

after acceptance to the l^hiladelphia bank, or it may be retained in 

portfolio on its account by the Ix)mbard Bank, which will, in due 

course, credit its correspondent with the amount of the bill at 

maturity. 

Due advice of the acceptance of the bill and receipt of the docu¬ 

ments is given by the Ix)mbard Bank to the accommodated customer, 

Thomas Brown. If Brown is of sound reputation financially, or has 

deposited security, he may be allowed to have the documents imme¬ 

diately, so that he can claim the goods without delay. In other 

circumstances, he may be allowed to have them only against his signa¬ 
ture to a Trust Receipt, Trust Letter or Trust Engagemerd (see post, 

page 636). But in any event he wdll be required to put the Lombard 

Bank in funds to meet its acceptance at least three clear da>*8 before 

its maturity, unless, of course, there are standing arrangements 

whereby the amount of the bill can be debited direct to his account. 
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DOCUMENTS APPERTAINING TO BILLS. 

The majority of documentary credits issued to finance the ship, 

ment of goods involve the drawing of bills of exchange, and, to provide 

collateral security for due payment of the bills, call for delivery of 

what is known as “ a full set of shipping documents The documents 

may consist of some or all of the following: (a) a complete (usually 

triplicate) set of the Bills of Lading testifying to the shipment of the 
goods, made out to order, endorsed in blank, and maiked “ freight 

paid unless a freight receipt is attached thereto; (6) a Marine Insurance 

Policy covering all risks, marine and otherwise, from the point of 

delivery of the goods to the point of discharge; (c) duplicate Invoices 

giving full details of the quantity, marks and value of the goods, and 

certified, if necessary; (d) a Certificate of Origin or Consvlar Certificate. 

certifying the country from wliich the goods are first exported; (e) in 

the case of certain classes of merchandise or of goods from a certain 

port, a Consular Certificate of Health; (/) in certain causes a Weight 

Certificate; and (g) a Letter of Hypothecation. 

The essential features of these documents are briefly described in 

the following paragraphs, but at this point it may be stated that the 

documents tendered to the banker negotiating bills under a credit 

must be precisely those which are required by the terms of the credit, 

and any others are taken at the banker’s oym risk. If the credit 

requires a fuU set of bills of lading, the negotiating banker must not 

accept two parts and be content with the beneficiary’s undertaking to 

provide the third copy at a later date. Similarly, if an insurance 

policy is stipulated, it is not sufficient to accept either a certificate of 

insurance or a broker’s cover note, unless a letter of indemnity is 

obtained freeing the negotiating bank from responsibility. 

The Bill of Lading.—The most important of the documents 

attached as security to commercial bills of exchange is the Bill of 

Lading, since it acts as a document of title to the goods mentioned 

therein, as a contract for their carriage and as a receipt for their ship¬ 

ment. A bill of lading is defined as a document, signed by the master 

of a ship, acknowledging the receipt on board the ship of certain 

specified goods for carriage, and embodying an undertaking on behalf 

of the shipowners to deliver the goods to a named party, '' or to his 

order and assigns”, or merely “to order”, upon payment of the 

freight stipulated for. A document that does not acluiowledge the 

receipt of goods on board a named vessel, or that is not signed by or 

on behalf of the master of the ship, is not strictly a bill of lading. 
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A bill of lading which acknowledges receipt of the goods concerned 

in good order and condition ” is described as clean, as distinct from 

a so-called foul, dirty or claused bill of lading, which records some 

damage to part or all of the goods, e.g., '' one bale tom ”, ” shipped in 

damp condition ”, ” two casks burst ”. 

A bill of lading is not a negotiable instrument in the full sense of 
the term (though the title of a bona fide transferee for value of the 

document will defeat an unpaid seller's right of stoppage in transitu), 
and, if it declares that the goods concerned are deliverable to a given 

person, xvithoui the addition of the words ” or order ”, the effect 

is that the goods can be claimed by that |)erson only, and it is not 

essential that he should even have the document itself in order to 

obtain possession: he can claim the goods merely by presenting the 

shii) ping company's Arrival Notice and paying fnught due. In such 

circumstances, the bill of lading is descril)ed as “straight”, and 

is not a transftTable document of title. It fimctions merely as a 

receipt for shipment and a contract of affreightment with the 

shij) [XT. 

But if the bill of lading is dra>\'n, as is usual, to a named person 

“or his order ”, its effect is that the full projxuty in the goods con¬ 

cerned may be transferred by mere delivery of the bill after indorse¬ 

ment by that jKTson, or by an indorsee, provided that no indorser 

can give a better title than he himself possesses. The po.sition is 

similar when the bill of lading Ls drawn “ to ordvr ” merely, and no 

name is s|K'eitied, in which case the document is dtvmed to be drawn 

to the order of the shipjxn*, and the title thereto passes on his indorse¬ 

ment, followed by delivery. But in either of these eases, the transfer 

is “ subject to equities that is, the tramsferee, even if he takes the 

instrument for value and in gooil faith, will not obtain a good title if 

the instrument is in any way affected by fraud. As a general rule, 

no transferee can acquire, or pass, a better title to a bill of lading than 

that of his immediate transferor, with the exception referred to above 

in regard to stoppage in transitu. 

For safety and convenience, ocean bills of lading, like dcx'umentary 

bills, are drawn in sets of three or four parts, excluding any Masters 

Cojnes (see l)elow) or unsigned copies, whereas coastwise or sliort- 

distance bills are usually “ sola As a rule, different jmrts are sent 

to the consignee or his agent (frequently a banker) hy different mails, 

with the object of reducing to a minimum the risk of loss or delay 

in transit. 

Stamping Bills of Lading.—Each effective ]>art of a bill of lading 
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covering goods exported from this country or carried coastwise requires 

a 6d. impressed stamp. 

An unstamped and unsigned copy of the bill of lading (which is of 

no value as a document of title) is retained by the consignor as evidence 

of shipment and for use in the event of a claim having to be made on 

the insurers under the marine insurance policy covering the goods. 

A second copy (called the “ Master’s Copy ” and usually with these 

words stamped upon it) will be kept by the master of the ship to assist 

him in the identification of the goods. 

It is a common practice for shipping companies to issue to the 

shippers other non-effective copies of the bill of lading, for retention 

as explained above, and these copies are very frequently stamped 

Master’s Copy ” to differentiate them from the effective parts of 

the set. 

Received lor Shipment ’’ Bills o! Lading.—The standard form of 

bill of lading invariably describes the goods concerned as “ Shipped on 

board the S.S._”, the blank being filled in with the name of 

the ship on which the goods are loaded. Such bills are known as 

** Shipped ” or ” On board ” bills of lading to distinguish them from 

what are known as ” Received for Shipment ” or ” alongside ” bills of 

lading, a description applied to those in which the shipping company 

states that the goods concerned are ” Received for shipment on board 

the S.S._ 

The latter practice has arisen because of the fact that, at certain 

times, or in the case of through transit, it is exceedingly difficult for 

a shipping company to undertake definitely to carry goods on a 

particular ship. A “ received for shipment ” bill does not, there¬ 

fore, afford evidence that the goods concerned have been received 

on board a given ship or, indeed, on any ship, and there is, con¬ 

sequently, no guarantee that actual shipment will not be delayed 

indefinitely. 

Such a document is not strictly a bill of lading at all, since it does 

not acknowledge the receipt of goods on lx)ard a named vessel. It is 

not a good tender under a C.I.F. contract ♦ (Diamond Alkali Export 

• CXF. Contracts.—A c.i.f. (cost, insurance and freight) contract is one 
relating to the sale of goo^is in which the scdler uiiriertakcs to |>ay freight and 
insurance on the goo<is. Such a contract involves five duties on the part of the 
seller, via.;— 

(а) To ship the goods, of the description specified, within the time specified 
in the contract. 

(б) To arrange and pay for the carriage of the goods to the specified destina¬ 
tion. 

(c) To insure the goods. 
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Carp, V. Bourgeois^ 1921), and it ehould not be accepted where the 

terms of a credit call for delivery of bills of lading, unless they state 

that a Received for Shipment Bill of Lading shall be sufficient (see 
Note on Specimen Form, p. 622). 

Dock Receipt, Wharflnger^s Receipt and Mateos Receipt.--As soon 
as the shipper has his goods ready prepared for shipment, he arranges the 

terms of the contract of carriage either with the agent of the ship- 

owners or with the master, and he agrees to deliver the agreed quantity 
of goods alongside the ship at a prescribed time. In due course, the 

goods will be delivered either on the quay or in lighters. 

Goods delivered to the loading quay are acknowledged by a Dock 
Receipt or Wharfinger's Receipt^ from which the bills of lading are 

prepared after the goods are put on board. Goods loaded direct on¬ 

to the ship fiom lighters are acknowledged by a “ Mate's Receipt 
In either case, the receipt for the goods is presented by the shipper 

to the shipping company together with the bill of lading (and copies) 

which he has filled in. The shipping company signs the bills of lading 

on behalf of the master of the ship and retains the receipt for the 

goods. In special cases, the bills of lading may be signed on behalf 

of the master wthout production of the mate's receipt if the company 

is satisfied that the person apphdng for the bills of lading is entitled 

thereto, and that the goods concerned are duly shipped. 
Unless the bill of lading is stated to 1x5 “ Freight Forward ”, 

which is not common, the shipping company will not usually add the 

master’s signature to the document until the freight has been paid. 

When the freight is paid, the bill of lading will be stamped “ Freight 

Paid ”, and it should be observed that under the usual terms of a 

bank credit, a bill of lading w’ould not be good delivery without this 

stamp. 
Through ” Bills of Lading.—Sometimes the bill of lading tendered 

to a banker is what is known as a ” Through Bill of Lading ”, in w^hich 

case it may be either of two types of document: (a) a document issued 
by someone other than the shipping company, and purporting to 

(d) To make out an invoice of tlio goods. 
(«) In the ahw'nco of any stipulation to tho contrary, to deliver to tho buyer 

tho bill of lading, tho invoice and tho insurance policy. 

Tho last condition is of particular importance, for a c.i.f. contract is as much 
a contract for tho Sfile of documents of title as for tho sale of goods. 

It is ncH5088ary for a banker, in <lcaling w ith bills drawn under documentary 
credits, to see that tho documents attached are such os form a valid tender under 
tho terms of tho contract concemod, and, since the majority of such bills relate 
to c.i.f. contracts, the banker must bo well versed in the intricacies of the law^ 
relating thereto. 

84 
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cover the movement of the goods overland as well as overseas from 

the place of origin to the port of destination; or (6) a bill of lading 

relating to goods transhipped during their sea-voyage, which covers 
the goods from the port of shipment to the port of transhipment, and 

thence to the port of destination. 

The former type of document is commonly issued by American 

railway companies in respect of shipments of cotton to this country 

(being known as a Transhipment Bill of Lading ”) and it serves 
both as a railway receipt and as a form of bill of lading. It is not, 

however, really a bill of lading at all, since it does not acknowledge 

the receipt of goods on a named vessel. It is not a valid tender under 

a c.i.f. contract; and it should not be accepted by a banker in connec¬ 

tion with a credit which calls for delivery of a bill of lading unless 

it is specifically authorised (see Note on Specimen Form, p. 622). 

On the other hand, where goods are transhipped in the course of 

their sea-voyage, the only good tender under a c.i.f. contract is a 
“ through ” bill of lading covering the goods throughout the whole of 

their voyage. Thus in the case of Landaucr and Co. v. Craven and 

Speeding Bros., 1921, a consignment of goo<ls sold on c.i.f. terms 

had been shipped from Manila to Hong Kong and there transhipped 

to London. A bill of lading was issued covering the goods from 

Manila to Hong Kong where it was surrendered for a fresh bill of 

lading covering the voyage from Hong Kong to London. It was 

held that the buyer could refuse delivery of the goods as he had not 

been tendered a bill of lading covering the whole voyage from Manila 

to London. 

The Marine Insurance Policy.—It is the function of the marine 

insurance policy to cover the third of the great risks of international 

trade mentioned early in Chapter XXI, viz., that the goods concerned 

may be damaged, lost or destroyed during the process of transfer from 

seller to buyer. 

The policy is assignable, and should be made out in favour of the 

bank, or, if it is drawn to the order of the shippers, it should be indorsed 

in blank and the title thereby vested in the holder by delivery. The 

policy indemnifies the holder to the extent of his insurable interest in 

the goods (i.e., their cost, plus freight, other charges and profit), in 

respect of all ordinary risks, but it is important to ensure that any 

special risks attaching to a particular class of commodity are also 

covered, e.g., breakage, leakage or sea-water damage. 

The policy must be properly stamped, otherwise it will bo unen¬ 

forceable. Moreover, in this country a policy cannot be stamped 
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after execution (save under penalty of a fine of £100), unless it was 

made abroad. In the latter case it must be stamped within 10 days 

after its receipt in the United Kingdom. 

Since payment in respect of loss or damage is made by the insurers 

to any person in bona fide possession of the policy, it is clearly of first 

importance that the document should accompany the other documents 

of title to the goods which it covers. Only by taking this precaution 

can a banker who takes a documentary bill ensure that his security is 

not rendered quite worthless by an unforeseen accident on the high seas. 

Moreover, if the credit calls for a policy^ as is usual, a bill drawn 

thereunder wo\ild not be in order unless accompanied by the actual 

policy. Occasionally, the broker who undertakes the insurance of 

goods issues in favour of the shipper a document known as a “ cover 

note **, pending the preparation and issue of the policj". This docu¬ 

ment is not, however, valid evidence of the insurance, and must on no 

account l>e taken in lieu of the policy, except, perhaps, as a purely 

temj>orary precaution. 

It sornetiiues hapiHUis, too, that the banker to whom a bill drawm 

under a credit Is presented for acceptance is offered a brokers’ cover 

note accompanied by a bankers* indemnity. If the banker giving 

the indemnity Is sound, such a tender will usually be accepted. 

Frequently, shippers of good.s do not take out a separate policy in 

respect of each shipment but arrange a gcjirral policyy usually referred 

to as a floating ”, ” declaration ” or ” ojxni ” policy, for a large 

amount, under which they declare shipments from time to time. In 

resjiect of each shipment the shippt'r issues a Certificate of Insurance 

which certifies that the goods named therein have been declared imder 

and are covered to a stated value by an insurance policy effected with 

Htat<Hi underwriters or through a six^cified firm of brokers. The 

certificate gives full details of the shipment, goods, marks, ship and 

voyage; it certifies that it represents the value declared on the original 

policy and conveys to the holder all rights under the policy to the 

specified extent. The certificate may l>e signed by the shipper only or 

it may be signed by the shipper and countersigned by the broker who 

arranged the floating |x)licy. 

A certificate of insurance is often tendered in place of the actual 

marine insurance policy os part of the documents required by a docu¬ 

mentary credit, but it is subject to certain disadvantages. It is not 

a good tender under a c.i.f. contract (Diamond Alkali Export Corpora¬ 

tion V. Bourgeoisy 1921, followed in Scott Co., Lid. v. Barclays Banky 

1023) and should not, therefore, be accepted in lieu of a policy unless 
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the terms of credit so provide, although a certificate may be taken 

instead of the policy if it is properly stamped (where necessary), and 

if it is accompanied by a satisfactory letter of indemnity. 

Dock Warrants, Warehouse Warrants and Delivery Orders.—When 
the goods included in a shipment reach their destination, and are not 

immediately claimed, they will be delivered by the shipowners into the 

custody of a dock company, wharfinger or warehouse keeper at the 

port of discharge, and the recipients will issue, in favour of the persons 
surrendering the bill of lading, a Dock irarranf, or Warehouse Warranty 

as the case may be, stating that the goods named therein are deliverable 

to the person named in the warrant, or to his assignees by indorsement. 

These warrants are transferable by indorsement and delivery, or 

by delivery only if they are indorsed in blank. Frequently, a Delivery 

Order is printed on the back of the warrant, and merely requires the 
signature of the person depositing the goods to permit the goods to 

be delivered either to a named person or to bearer. 

Warehousekeeper's Receipts and Certificates.—^These are ''not 
transferable’* documents issued by warehousekeepers in the form of 

receipts or acknowledgments for specified goods, and stating that the 

goods were deposited on a particular date by a named jx^rson, and 

that they are held at his disposal. These instruments are not docu¬ 

ments of title, and the owner of the goods may obtain possession, 

without surrender of the certificate or receipt, merely by forwarding 

a signed delivery order to the warehousekeeper. 
Warehousekeeper's Receipts and Certificates are not negotiable 

instruments, and they do not operate as a transfer of possession of the 

relative goods. Hence, a banker who takes such a document as 

security should always require the depositor of the goods to give him 

a delivery order, addressed to the warehousekeeixT, requesting the 

latter to deliver the goods in question to the banker, or to hold them 

at his disposal. 

Other Documents Relating to the Shipment of Goods.—It is 

specially important that the documents taken as security for the due 

payment of a bill shall include an invoice as primd-facie evidence of 

the contract of sale and purchase, specifying the name of the shipper 

and consignee, the name of the ship and its destination, and the 

description, quantity, weight, marks, price and value of the goods 

concerned, with details of any incidental charges or allowances, 

such as freight, insurance premium and trade discount. Occasionally, 

the weight of the goods is verified by the inclusion of a WtigM 

Certificate (or Weight Note)^ which is issued by a dock company 
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or by the port authority at the place of shipment, and certifies the 

weight, both gross and net, of the goods or packages enumerated. 

Some foreign countries (notably the United States and the South 

American countries) require goods imported to be accompanied by 

a Consular Invoice^ i.e,, an invoice bearing the visa^ i.e., stamp 

and signature, of the consul of the country to which the goods 

are being shipped, with the object of authenticating the particulars 

and facilitating the assessment of customs duties at the port of 
discharge. 

Other countries, again (especially where goods are to enter under 

a preferential tariff) require the invoice to be accompanied by a 

CertificaU of Origin, specifying the place of manufacture or growth of 

the goods, and certifying the truth of the invoice; while a Certificate 

of Inspection is occasionally required in the case of perishable com¬ 

modities, as evidence of their condition at the time of shipment. The 

latter document is, of course, required by the importer for his own 

satisfaction. So also a Certificate of Origin may in some cases be 

demanded by him as evidence of the exact place of origin of the 

goods, where that is an imix)rt4mt coiisideration, as in the case of 

mocha coffee, which gets its i>eculiar and aromatic flavour from the 

soil of origin. 

Frequently, the Certificate of Origin is indorsed on the back of the 

relative invoice, in which ci\se the whole document is known cus a 

Certified Invoice. 

Apart from the more imix)rtant documents described above, it 

Bometimes happens that other declaratory forms are necessary before 

the goods can enter the foreign country without difficulty or delay, 

either of which may, of course, seriously affect the saleable value of 

the security and thus jeopardise the banker’s position. It is, how-ever, 

impossible to lay do^ix any hard-and-fast rules as to precisely what 

documents are required in any particular case, and it is, therefore, of 

first importance that a banker handling documents in connection with 

bills of exchange should not only obtain complete and explicit 

instructions from his customer regarding the documents he is to 

accept, but also make himself acquainted with the requirements of 

the country and particular trade concerned. 

Letters of Ebpothecation.—^The business of dealing with docu¬ 

mentary bills is one which is hedged with such complexity and diffi¬ 

culty, that a banker who has taken every possible precaution to 

avoid risk of loss can rarely be certain that he is absolutely secure. 

For this reason it is usual for bankers who undertake to accept, dis* 
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count or negotiate documentary bills, or who open documentary 

credits at their customers’ request, or who grant a customer advances 

against bills for collection, to safeguard themselves by requiring the 

customer’s signature to what is known as a Letter of Hypothecation. 

This is a document, signed by the customer, conveying to a banker 

the full o^imership of goods, at port of destination or otherwise, in 

respect of which he has made advances either by loan or by acceptance 

or negotiation of bills of exchange. The document gives the banker 
authority to insure and store the goods in his own name, to pay any 

charges thereon (including freight) to the debit of the customer, and 

in case of the latter s default, to sell all or any part of the goods to 

satisfy his claims thereagainst, subject to his right to proceed if neces¬ 

sary against the customer for any balance outstanding. 

Where a banker has numerous dealings with a customer, he usually 

takes a General Letter of Hypothecation, covering all future trans¬ 

actions. 

It is clear that, even though the negotiating banker obtains a letter 

of hypothecation, his rights to the documents may be restricted by 

the terms of the bill. For instance, if the bill is expressed as D/A, 

the banker will have to give up the documents when the bill is accepted, 

though, upon doing so, he will have as his security the acceptor’s 

undertaking in place of the goods. Where, howxner, the bill is D/P, 

the banker retains the goods until payment, so that his letter of hypo¬ 

thecation remains valid throughout tlie currency of the bill. 

The drawee, on the other hand, will not get the documents under 

a D/P bill until he has paid it. But almost invariably bills drawn 

under credits are D/A, in w'hich case the drawee bank obtains the 

documents on acceptance. The bank may in these circumstanccH 

refuse to release the documents of title to the consignee until ho 

actually hands over the amount of the bill, or it may allow him to 

handle them, and so the goods, with varying degrees of freedom, as 

prudence may dictate. 

Occasionally, the bank hands the bill of lading to an independent 

warehousekeeper, by whom the goods are stored and insured in the 

bank’s name, and are thus available for inspection by the importer’s 

customers and for the taking of samples, but cannot otherwise be 

dealt with without the receipt held by the bank. 

In certain parts of the world banks heavUy interested in the move¬ 

ment of goods maintain their own warehouses. Banks in the United 

States have large cotton and grain repositories under their control, 

while Eastern banks, as is well known, have their own warehouses, 
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colloquially referred to aa go-downs ”, for safeguarding goods held by 

them as security. 

Where bills are accepted under a London Reimbursement Credit 

(see p. 616), the accepting banker invariably forwards the documents 

as soon as he receives them to the banker on whose instructions the 

credit was opened. In this case the accepting banker looks for his 

security to his foreign correspondent and has no direct dealings with 

the importer. 
Trust Receipts.—An instance has been quoted above where the 

accepting banker under a credit allow's his customer (the imjxjrter) 

to have possession of the documents before the customer has dis¬ 

charged his indebtedness. Other cases where a banker releases docu¬ 

ments which he is entitled to retain occur when the banker holds 

D/P bills and the acceptor (an importer) wishes to get control of the 

goods in order to realise them and pay off the bills out of the proceeds. 

In either of these cases, it is a common procedure to release the 

documents, esjxcially w hen the goods are unsaleable w ithout possession 

or where there are inadequate w’arehousing facilities available. The 

release is usually granted under a Trust Receipt^ Trust Letter or Trust 

Engagement, w'hich is a document signed by the person to w^hom the 

goods arc released, a<lmitting the bank’s solo property in the goods, 

and undertaking to hold the goods and the full proceeds of the sale 

thereof in trust for the bank until due payment of the bill is made. 

The release of goods against a Trust Receipt is, of course, an advan¬ 

tage to all parties concerned in those cases wlicre the importer has a 

market immediately available, for then the goods can l>e at once sold 

and the bill paid out of the proceeds. 
Where the goods covered by a D/P bill are released to the acceptor 

Ixfore payment, there is the great disadvantage that the release 

of goods, whether.or not it is safeguarded by the ilepOvsit of additional 

security or a guarantee, lessens the importer’s incentive to take up 

the bill under rebate In^fore it falls due, and thus rekase the banker’s 

funds wduch are tied up in the bill. Furthermore, a banker who 

haa once released goods held by him as security has no means of 

ensuring that they will lx? sold, or that they will be sold at the best 

price. There is always the risk that the security may depreciate, or 

that the importer may sell the most saleable portion of the consignment 

and have the remainder left more or less unsaleable on his hands. 

Again, if the drawee sells the goods but omits to transfer the pro¬ 

ceeds to the banker, the latter’s security is gone unless he can trace 

and identify the goods in the hands of a bu>Tr who has not paid for 
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them, and rely on the principle of subrogation. Finally, there is the 

difficulty that the drawer of a bill, and e8i)ecially an Ehiglish drawer, 

will rarely, if ever, agree to the release of goods against a trust receipt, 

so that the negotiating banker who accommodates an importer in thia 

way probably does so entirel}*' on his own responsibility, and thus must 

be held to have released the drawer from liability for the due payment 

of the bill. 

In the light of these considerations, a rt^ptitablc banker nowadays 

consents to release goods held against a D/P bill only if they are stored 

TRUST RECEIPT. 

Ix)ruion, 
5th May, 103... 

To XoRTHERx Bank Limited. 

Dear Sirs, 
I We hereby aoknowlt^jge the roeeipt of the un<lerni(*ntione<i Dooumc^nta 

uiuler lien to you tuui undertake to tind ileeUrt' that 1 we act as your Tni«tcH*(«) 
for the landing, storage and Side of the ndative inerrhandise. I, We alsci under¬ 
take that the Siiid nuTchanilise will Ik» atored in npproveil warehoiuu'S »i*]Mimto 
from any other goo<is whether Udon^fing to invMelf ounudvea or other |H*nkin8. 

I, We als<3 undertake that the pro<*e«*tls of the sale of the wiid inerehandiai^ or 
any portion thert?of will be receivtsl by na* us as your TruHt<'€(8) and kept se|)arate 
from other menu's and will l)e rernitte<l to you as ami %vhen rt‘<*<dv<Hl by nu* us, 

I/We also imdertake to keep the said iiw^nduindise fully insureil, the ndative 
Policy or Policies of Insurance U ing held and the prfM‘<‘eiiM thtTcof or of any other 
insurance of the saul rnercluindise Udng re€eiv<*<l hy rne/us as your Tnist4*e(s) 
and remitted to you as and when r»Hxive<l. 

I, We further undertake to r*'tum to you on demand th«‘ baliuu'f' of the miid 
merc.‘handise in rvsjx'Cl of which yc»u may not have re<‘eived prcK'ctsls. 

Yours faithfully, 
James Brown & Stiss. 

D(KX.MKNT.S KKKEUUKD TO. 

(The rtdativ»‘ documents are siwH-illed here.) 

in a neutral warehouse in the bank’s name and subject to his holding 

the receipt, in which case no delivery can lx? matlc without his knowledge 

and consent. This procedure is commonly a^lopte(l m connection with 

imports of cotton and wool received in this cemntry. 

Similar precautions arc ol)served by a banker who releast^s dcKU- 

ments to a customer on w*hf>He Ix half he has accepted bills under a 

credit; but in thi.s cose the banker has no one to answer to but himself 

and he can, therefore, exerci.se hi.H discretion os to the facilities which 

can be granted to the customer. 

It will be seen from the specimen here reproduced that, in its 

essential features, a trust receipt comprises:— 

(1) An acknowledgment by the customer of the receipt of the 

documents. 
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(2) An undertaking by the customer 

(а) to hold the goods and, if sold, their proceeds, in trust for 

the bank, to keep the proceeds separate from other 

monies, and to deliver them to the bank to be used in 

settlement of the indebtedness; 

(б) to keep the goo<ls adequately stored, at his own expense; 

(c) to keep them separate from other goods so that they 

cannot lx* merged with other stock, thus prejudicing 
the bankas security; 

{(1) to insure the goods against all risks, to hold the policy 

in trust for the bank and to remit the proceeds of any 

insurance to the bank. 

(3) An agreement hy the customer that the bank shall be entitled 

at any time to resume possession of the goods and rescind 

the receipt. 

In the East it is customary to allow drawees to take part deliveries, 

ex warehouses or “ go-downs wherein the bank has stored the goods. 

Needless to say, this custom throws much additional work on the 

bank, ami precautioms have to l>e taken to see that the drawee does 

not merely take delivery of such goods as have increased in value, 

and so leave the bank with a margin of unmarketable security for the 

lailance of bills outstanding. 

Partial deliveries are rarely made in Ix)ndon, but wherever they 

ore made, tliey should always Ik* strictly controlled, and should be 

noted on all the bills affected, and not merely against the first bill to 

mature, while payment for such deliveries should be obtained at the 

current market price or at the invoice value, whichever is the greater. 

In this way a control of the balance of goods remaining is obtained, 

whereas, if the bank neglects such precautions, it may find itself left 

with, say, 60 % of the amount of a customer's bill outstanding, but 

with only 10 % of marketable goo<ls held against them. 

THE NEGOTIATION OF HUAJi UNDER CREDITS. 

The PoeitioD of the NegotiatiQg Banker.—From the considerations 
discussed in the foregoing paragraphs it will be clear that extreme care 

must be oxercistHl by a banker who negotiatea bills of exchange drawn 

under a LetU'r of Credit. Ho must take ewry precaution to avoid 

incurring any liability himself and at the same time do his best to carry 

out the instructions of the issuing banker. Any failure on his part 

to ensure that the terms of the credit are fulfilled may result in the 
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non-acceptance of the bills, for the issuing banker, though he may 

have undertaken to accept and in due course to pay the bills, will bo 

released from this undertaking by any irregularity in the instruments. 

The negotiating banker’s first care when the credit comes into 

his hands is to ascertain its precise terms and the extent of the 

undertaking given by the advising bank: whether the credit is con¬ 

firmed or otherwise, whether it is revocable or irrevocable, and whether 

it is properly authentioatecl by a known signature or by co<le, verified 

by reference to his procuration and cipher tilt‘8. This completed, the 

banker enters particulars in his Register of Credits Inwards, and, if it 

devolves upon him to advise the btneficiary, he will take immediate 

steps to do so, and, if nea'ssarv, tuld his oun confirmation. 

When drafts are pres^mted, the duty devolving on the banker will 
depend largely on whether the credit i.s clean or d(K'iimentary. In 
the case of a clean credit, the banker will U' handed a draft without 
documents, and he will proceed to satL^fy himsc»lf conccTiiing the 
identity of the Ix^neficiary and the genuiiuuiess of hw signature, the 
availability of the credit and the fact that tlie draft Ixuirs projicT 
reference thereto. If everything is in order, the l»ill will Ik? iliiu ounted 
and the proc4K?ds will Ik? either paid over to the iKuieficiary i»r credited 
to his account. 

Far more responsibility is placed on the n(‘gotiating banker in the 

case of a documentary cre<lit. (Jccasionally, such a <Tcdit inendy 

states that payment shall lx? made against * shipping documimta ”, 

without further specification, in which case the bankiT would lx* 

advised to demand a full set of ocean bills of huling, a marine in¬ 

surance policy or a certificate of insurance, and duplicate invoices. 

All such documents, if accepted, mast be in trfUisferablc iind negotiable 

form, but, obviously, the abse nce of f)recise instructions puts a con¬ 

siderable weight of res[>onsibility on the bunker, since it devolves on 

him to decide whether or not a given document is in order. 

3Iore usually, the credit gives details of the dfxmmcnts requirc<l, and, 

in such circumstances, it is the banker s duty not only to see to the 

details mentioned alx>ve, but also to ensure that the dfKuments pre¬ 

sented with the draft arc? prccuxdy those called for by the credit. The 

invoice must be examine«l te> sex* that its total corn*sponds with that 

cvf the bill, that it details the quantity and class of goods descritied in 

the credit, and that it is, if necessary, certified, or accompanied by 
a certificate of origin or a consular invoice. If an insurance policy 
is required, the banker will ensure that it applies to the goods, that it 
m properly stamped, and that it is made out in favour of the bank or in* 
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dorHed in blank by the beneficiary. And he will not, of courae, accept 

an insuranco certificate, or a broker s cover note, or other evidence 

of the insurance in lieu of the {K>licy unless ho is authorised to do so. 

He must, unless otherwise authorised, refuse to negotiate bills 

drawn against part only of the shipment covered by the credit. For 
instance, if the credit is for £2,500, covering 250 bales of cotton, he 

must not negotiate a bill for £1,000 covering 100 bales, unless the credit 

contains words such as “ tn one or more shipments^' (see form on 

p. 522). In other w'ords, partial shiprnenls must be specifically 

authorised or they will not be valid. 

Particular care must lx* taken in dealing with the bills of lading. 

The banker must ensure that ho obtains a complete set of signed 

copies, fully conforming with the terms of the credit. As a rule, the 

credit will prescribe that the bills must bt^ clean, made out “ to order 

of the coiiHignor and indorsid in bhink by liim, and that they shall be 

marked freight paid ”, or, if not so inarke<l, accompanied by a freight 

receipt or indors<d with a ' freight rckase ” by the ship-broker. 

If all signed topics i>f the bill of lading are not produced, the 

banktT will require a satisfact<iry explanation of the missing part or 
|>arts, and he w ill usually require an indemnity against any loss he may 

suffer as a result of the absence of any such part or parts. In some 

cases he w ill lx? covered by a General Lt?tter of Indemnity in the form 

illustrated on imge 135. In the abs<.*nce of a satisfactory indemnity 

bo should not accej)! ” foul ”or“ dirty ” bills without explicit authority 

to do so, otherwise he may find that the issuing banker will refuse to 

accept the bill on the grounds that the documents are irregular. Bills 

of hiding made out to order of the con^ri^fnec should not be accepted 

in the alisenc'c of s{)ccial instruction, since, in such a case, the title to 

the goods con U? transferxxHl to the accrediting banker only if he 

obtains the cofisignee s indorsement. 

The cjuestion of freight Is also of imiK^rtiuic'e Banks insist on 

“ fitight paid ” bills of hiding, or on a freight receipt or freight release, 

bec4iuse, if the fnught has not paid by the time the goods arrive 

at their destination, the bank will be unable to claim the goods until 

it has paid not only the fnught, but also any port, landing and ware* 

housing chargf^s ineurriHl at the {>ort of discharge. Warehousing 

charges, especially, may prove to be heavj% since an unpaid shijxjwner 

will wan*house tin* gcHnls concerned immediately they are disembarked, 

in which ease they cannot be claimed by the banker unless the freight 

and other charges are piud. 

Ollier precautions to be taken are: (a) the bill of lading must be 
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a valid receipt for goods on board a named vessel—Received for 
shipment ** bills of lading and so-called ** through ” bills of lading 
issued by railway companies, etc., should not be accepted ; (6) if the 
goods are to be transhipped in the course of their voyage, a through ” 
bill of lading is essential; (c) the goods siiecified in the bill of lading 
must correspond with those mentioned in the credit and in the other 
documents; (d) the bill of lading must deal solely with the goods 
against which the bill of exchange is drawn; (e) there must lie no 
clause in the bill of lading permitting delation from the route pre¬ 
scribed, nor any clause giving the shipowner a right of lien for freight 
owing on other goods. 

Having satisfied himself resjxjcting the completeness and validity 
of the documents, the banker will proceed to discount (i.e., negotiate) 
the draft, retaining the documents for desi>atch one set at a time, by 
the next two mails, either to his correspondent or to the importer 
abroad, as the credit may direct. The bill itself he will send forward 
for acceptance and later pa\'ment, utilising the services of his cor¬ 
respondent for this purpose. 

It may be observed, in conclusion, that the negotiating banker is 
under no liability to the beneficiary (unless he has added his confirma¬ 
tion to the credit), nor is he in any way liable to the issuing bank; 
but for his own protection he will nee<l to ensure the regularity of any 
bill he negotiates, since failure to do so will mean that ho will bo 
unable to obtain payment from the i.Hsuing bank. In one important 
respect, the negotiating banker may lx; regarde<l as an agent for the 
issuing bank and, as such, liable for failure to exercise due diligence: 
this occurs where the negotiating Ixmker is instructed to mark on the 
credit the amount of each bill negotiated. If he fails to do so, and 
the beneficiary takes fraudulent advantage of the fact, the negotiating 
banker will be liable to the issuing banker for any loss which occurs 
(see p. 504). 

Position ol the Drawee Banker.—Where the credit is created 
by the drawee banker at the request of one of his customers, ho is 
bound to fulfil the terms of his undertaking, and, if he fails to do so, 
wrill be liable both to his customer and to any other person who has 
relied on the credit and has suffered from the bank's default. But he is 
entitled, and indeed bound, to ensure that the terms of the credit are 
fulfilled by the beneficiary, and must therefore take the same precau* 
tions as the negotiating banker. Furthermore, if the beneficiary does 
nci fulfil these terms exacUy, the issuing banker should refuse to honour 
his drafts, for, if the banker does honour them, he will lose his right 
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to be reimburised by hin cii8tomer. In practice, however, the issuing 

banker commonly takea an indemnity to cover small irregularities 

and the difficulty is cleared up by agreement between the parties. 

In the same way, where the credit is opened at the request of 

another banker (e.g., a London Reimbursement Credit), the drawee 

banker must insist on strict compliance with the terms of the credit, 

or else he will lose his rights of reimbursement by the foreign banker 

at whose request the credit was opened. 

The Position ot the Beneflciary; Financing Outward Shipments.— 
The benefit of a credit to the beneficiary necessarily depends very 

largely on the typt^ of credit concerned, and this is particularly the 

case where a credit is opened in favour of an exix>rter to finance the 

shipment of goods. Clearly, the exporter is most favoured by that 

method of finance which enables him to obtain speedy payment, 

with the minimum of risk, trouble and expense. 

Of the various typc*s of credit, the Confirmed or Irrevocable Bank 
Credit is obviously pre-eminent, since the exporter has the under¬ 

taking of a first-class bank, sometimes strengthened by tlie confirma¬ 

tion of a loc'al l>ank, that his drawings will be duly honoured, and 

that the cre<lit cannot be revoked without his previous consent. 

Henev, although ho remains technically liable as draiver for the due 

payment of all bills draum, the risk is so slight as to be negligible 
for all practical purposes, because, if his bills are dishonoured, he can 

proceed against the issuing bank for reimbursement. 

But even in the case of a confirmed crc*dit, the exporter s position 

varies considerably ac'cording to whether a credit is opened by the 

imporU'r (a) with a l)ank in the exporter'a own country \ or (6) with a 

bank on the importer s aide. In the former case, the exjwrter obtains 

the aecx'^ptance of a \mi\k in his own country and can turn his bill into 

cash as soon as his gocnls are shipped, subject only to the deduction 

of discmint on the face value of the instrument, since all charges in 

connection with the credit will l)e lx>rne by the importer. In the 

second case, the exporter has the option of forwarding the draft (and 

the documents, in the case of a documentary credit) through his own 

bank for acceptance by the bank in the importer's country and 

eventual collection, or of negotiating the bill with his own bank. 

Whichever course he adopts he must bear not only the usual charges 

for discounting, but also his own l>ank’s charges for the service of 

obtaining the foreign bank's acceptance and collecting the proceeds 

in due course. 

Alternatively, the exporter may open an aooeptanoe credit with 
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his awn bank or with a London accepting house, in which case he is 

placed in almost exactly the same position as if a confirmoil credit 

were opened by the foreign importer (see page 610). This method 

is of special value where the foreign importer is either unable or un¬ 

willing to open a credit of any kind, or where the goods concerned are 

being sent out on consignment, as may arise, for example, when an 

attempt is being made to develop a new market. Such a credit is 

ordiniurily granted either on the issuer’s own knowledge of the exporter, 

or against the security either of the documents of title to the goods 

shipped or of some other form of collateral. 

A usual arrangement is that the bank or aca^pting house con¬ 

firms to the exporter that it will accc^pt bills representing about 75 % 

of the invoice value of goods exported, provided the bills are accom¬ 

panied by the documents relating to th<' shipment, valid and in order, 

and provided the exixu*ter signs a Ix'tter of Hyi>othecation in favour 

of the grantor of the credit. After examination and verilication of 

the documents, which art* retained by the bank or ac('ei)ting house, 

the bills are accepted and returned to the ex|K)rt<T, who can immediately 

have them discount'd and the proccH:*<ls placed to his credit. The 

exporter pays a small commission for thi* facility and for the use of 

the acceptor 8 name, and, in return, obtains an instrument which ho 

can at once turn into cash at the lowest market rate of discount. 

It is necessarily of first importance that the bank or acct*pting 

house which has accepted bills under sm h a credit should retain com¬ 

plete control of tht* relative documents. As a rulf>, thest* will Ix^ scuit 

abroad to a correspondent w ith instructions that thf*y are to lx* handed 

to the consignee only against payment of the full invoice value of the 

goods. 

The bank or accepting house will rc^ejuire the maturity date of the 

bill it accepts to Ixj so arrangeil as to allow for the* receipt in Ix>ndon 

of the proceeds of the goods at least three dear days lx*fore the relative 

acceptance matures, and it will further require the exporter to under¬ 

take to put it in funds should any such procvecU not have Ixfcn rc<xdvc*d 

by that date. 

The position of an exporter is naturally not so gexx! under an 

Unconfirmed or Kevocabk Crc?dit, since be has no banker's assurance 

that his draft will be paid in due course, anfl he may go to the trouble 

of preparing his grxxls for export only to find that the crixiit has 

been cancelleil before the shipment is ac tually nwle. On the other 

hand, the ofx?ning of a credit of even this less favourable type is 

not without its advantages to him. It enables him to draw bills on 
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a bank instead of on hia unknown correspondent, and he is thereby 

provided with a discountable instrument instead of one which he 

might otherwise have to send abroad for conection, during which 

time he would, of course, be out of a certain portion of his capital and 

remain liable on his signature as drawer until payment was effected. 

In the latter connection his position is improved, as we have observed, 

if the credit permits him to draw the bills “ without recourse or if it 

authorises the negotiating bank to pay him cash, tcithaui the drawing of 

a bill, merely against delivery of the documents relative to the goods, 

as frt^quently hap{X'ns, for example, in the case of shipments of fruit 
uml wheat froni the United States to Europe. 

Unless the imi>orter is a firm or pc^rson of reputed standing, the 

exporter 8 position is least favourable when be draws his bill direct 

on the imiKirter under a Negotiation Credit or Authority to Negotiate. 
In .Huch circumstances he has no undertaking from the bank that his 

bills will b<‘ accepted and therefore cannot be sure that the bank 

through whom the credit was advised will negotiate his bilLj in due 

course. He will, moreover, Ik' charged discount at the rate ruling in 

the foreign <’entre for trade a<‘c-eptance.‘?, together with the bank's 

commlNsion for remitt ing the lull and ultimately collecting the proceeds. 

If, however, Ixmdon rates of <liscount arc comparatively high, 

a Hriti.*^h exporter will try to arrange with the im|x>rter for a sight 

credit or <uie which provules that the exjK^rter shall draw usance bills 

on the issuing bank abroad, thus jossibly siH^uring the mure favomable 

term.s of discount ]»n‘vailing t»n the other side. In such a cose, the 

question of exchange wouhl have to lx* taken into account, since the 

bills would usually be drawn in foreign currency. 

Ik'tween countries such as (m*at Britain and the Uniteil States, 

wliieh have highly develoiKni acceptance markets, tlie method of 

finance employed will depend largely on the relative interest rates in 

the two centres. For example, shipments of grain and cotton from 

the United States to this ci>untry arc usually financcil by London 

a<H'eptance credits, but if interest rates are markedly lower in New 

York than in Ix>ndon, the tendency will l)e for New York credits to he 

used. 

Marginal Deposit Receipts*—Where bills art' drawn direct by an 

exiiorter on an im|xirter abroiul, it occasionally hap|iens that the 

standing of the parties is not suflioieni to enable the banker to negotiate 

the bills ft>r their full value. As a result, it is the practu'e of l>anks to 

a<lvanee a spccifietl |X'recntage of the value of each draft and to retain 

a margin, usually of about 25 %, as security. The amount so retained 
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is placed to the credit of the drawer on Marginal Depoail Account, 
which carries interest at agreed rates (usually at approximately the 

same rate as that charged on the bill) and in respect of which a Marginal 

Deposit jReceipi is commonly issued in favour of the customer. The 

receipt usually specifies that the funds are retained by the bank against 

all maturing bills, but the practice is to release the margin applicable 

to each bill as soon as advice is received of payment of the bill. 

The So-Called Red datuie —A facility sometimes granted to 
the exporter in connection with credits, particularly those financing 

wool shipments from South Africa and Australia, is that afforded under 

what is known as the “ Red Clause ”, for the reason that it is given 

prominence by being printed in red on the credit form. Its object, 

generally speaking, is to em|>ow'er the negotiating banker to grant 

limited accommodation to an ex|)urter w ho is not financially strong, and 

who requires a payment on account of the goods ordered before he can 

place them in the hands of the shipping company, and thus obtain 

the bills of lading for attachment to his draft. The clause may authorise 

the negotiating banker to grant the accommodation either against the 

exporter’s cheque or receipt for the funds, or against a >varehouse 

certificate or receipt for the goods cont'crned. In the former cast', the 

amount of the advance will be repaid by the exporter out of the pro¬ 

ceeds of bis discounted bill drawn against the shipment. In the 

second case, the warehouse receipt or certificate must be released by 

the bank to enable the exporter to ship the relative goods, and it is 

usual to grant this release against the exporter s signature to a trust 

receipt or trust letter. In due course, the terai)orary a<lvanc*e granted 

to the exporter against the warehouse? receipt is re[)aid by him out of 

the proceeds of the bill drawn against the shipment and presented 

to the negotiating banker with the documents n'quired by the terms 

of the credit. Thus the effect of the ” Red Clause ” is really to provide 

a ”credit within a credit”, but this secondary accommodation is 

necessarily restricted to a shorter period than the major contract from 

which it is derived. 
The following is a typical wording of the clause:— 

As J(m€M may h»vo to fmy foranrl innir in ronnm^tion 
with this shipiw-nt l#cfor« they ran Icxlicr with >tni thr hills of lading, w© 
authonso your Sydnet^ ofTtr<* to Kiwnt thrni mivanr*<»s to th© ©xtrnt of £300 
tn aU repoyabl© by thr prcM-r-rds of th© drafts nrgotiatrd undrr this cmdit. 
It is to b© clearly iinriemUKKl that you are not to U' res|Kinsibl© for ibo 
application of the moneys so a«lvatir«Ml, and, in ronsiderution of your »Sudn€y 
office making surh advanef's, w© undertake to refiay you on demnnd any 
sums owing by the said Alessra, Jones in res|)©ct of such oilvanres, for wliicn 
purpoa© w© agree that the statement of your Sydney office shall b© regarded 
as conclusive proof of 3/c«sr«. Jenus* indebtedness. 
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A credit containing a clause of this nature is known as a Packing 
CredU while the overdrafts granted under this clause are often called 
“ anticipatory overdrafts’* or “anticipatory advances ’*. 

In South Africa the financing of goods from up-country to the 

coast for purposes of shipment has been simplified by the fact that 
railway receipts have been made negotiable instruments^ carrying a 

full title to the goods to which they relate. Overdrafts under a 

“ Red Clause *’ can thus be thoroughly secured by the deposit of such 
receipts. 

Staadaidisatioii of Bank Credits.—Credits issued by banks in this 

and other countries partake of a great variety of forms. The vast 

majority of them are used in international trade, and, since at least 

two countries are always involved, it is sometimes difficult to ensure 

that a crtHiit is applied exactly as it is intended, because there are 
marked diflen*nces in the practice relative to these credits, not only 

as bc^tween the various countries, but also in individual countries. 

From time to time efforts are made to achieve some degree of standardi¬ 

sation or uniformity, with the object of reducing the danger of losses 

and disputes to bankers and traders alike. The International Chamber 

of Commerce, in particular, has worked actively in this direction, and 
has issued for the guidance of bankers and others a set of Uniform 

Regulations for Commercial l>ocumentary Credits. The object of 

these regulations is to bring into line international practice on a 

number of ]>oints where practice had formerly differed; but, as far 

as this country is conevrned, that object has scarcely been achieved, 

as the British reprt'semtatives to the ('hamber made reservations on 

the most im[H)rtant of the {Kiints involved. The following note¬ 

worthy features of these regulations may, however, be usefully perused 

as expressing an exjxTt view on various {X)ints of practical and legal 

interest:— 

(а) AH credits should be classeil as “ revocable ” or “ irrevocable 
These terms arc useti in preference to the terms “ confirmed 

and “ unconfirmed “ discussed earlier in this chapter. The 

term “ confirmed “ should be used in the American sense to 

denote a credit in which an agent or correspondent of the 

issuing bank, in advising the beneficiary of the opening of the 

credit, adds his own confirtnalion. 

(б) Revocable credits are not legally binding undertakings between 

bank and beneficiary. Such credits may be modified or 
cancelled at any moment without notification to the bene* 

85 
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iioiary. But when a credit of this nature haa been adviacd 
to a correapoudent, its modification or cancellation can take 

effect only upon receipt of notification by the said corre¬ 

spondent or by the firm to which the latter has ail vised 

the credit. 

(c) Through bills of lading, Issued by official agents of steam¬ 

ship companies, may be accepted, but bills of lading issued 

by forwarders will be refused, as also will bills of lailing for 

shipments by sailing ve>sels. 

(d) Shipping documents bt'aring reservations as to the apparent 

gootl order and condition of merchaiulise will bo refused, 

(e) When other documents, such as consular invoices or certificates 

of weight, quality or analysis, arc called for, without further 

definition, such documents may lx; accepted as presented. 

(/) The periotl for which all irrevcx'ablc ert^dits are to remain in 

force must lx; stipulat4*il. The validity of a rcvcH^able cretlit, 

if no date is sixxdficd, will be considered to have expired 

six months from the date of the notification sf^nt to the 

beneficiary by the bank with which it is oix^ncd; and this 

bank will refuse imyment after six months unless its customer 

gives sfX‘cific instructions to the contrary. 

The above recommendations were all accepted l)y tlie British 

delegates; but they are in no S4*n>4‘ authoritative, as the British banks 

have not suWrilml to them. 

In connection with certain other regulations, tiu* British dclegati's 

made the following reservations:— 

(Ij “ Received for Shipment or “ alung'^ide bills of lading arc 

not accepted by British bunk.s unless they are s|x*cificalJy 

authorised. 

(2) It is not the practice in Ixmdon to accept a certificate of in- 

Hurance without sjx'cific instruction.s. 

(3) Unless otherwise instructed, banks may not pay for ]>arttal 

shipmenta. 

Credit Information.—An im|>ortant |>art of a bank*fi busineas in 

connection with the financing of foreign tra^le ia that of obtaining and 

keeping up-to-date records of the standing and cre^dti of ihexx* on 

whose names the l>ank is likely to have to rely in discounting or 

accepting bills of exchange. In a large; bank this work is performed 

by a spexaal sectkti, known as the “ Information ” or “ Intelligence ** 

Dsportment, wherein up-to-date records (including Opinions *’ and 
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Reporte ”) are maintained on a card index system, based on informa¬ 
tion ooUeoted by the bank from other banks, agents and corre¬ 

spondents, and from such recognised sources as Seyd'a List, Perry's 

Gazette and Bradstreela' Eatings. In a small oflice the same function 

will be performed by a Coniidential Credit Book, in which are recorded 

details affecting the credit, standing, acceptances, bills of sale, etc., 

of the bank’s own customers and others whose financial position the 

bunk may require to know during the course of its business. 

Closely associated with these records are the “ Acceptance 
R^'gLsters ”, ” Liability Files ” and ” Discount Ijcdgers ”, in which are 

recorded details of any direct or contingent liabilities of the bank’s 

customers on bills, debt<ir ciirn*nt account, credits and so on. It 

nml s(‘arcely bt? staUd that these records are worse than useless if they 

are not kept alMolutely a<HMirate and entirtdy up to date. 

EXPORT CREDITS INSURANCE. 

One rt'Hult of the cullai)s(‘ of credit and the failure of confidence 

which followed the Great War was to place sc*rious obstacles in the 

way of the n*sumption of tnule with many countries, mainly because 

neither merchants nor bankers w'cre preimred to face the extraordinary 

credit risks involved. It soon became apparent that the position w^as 

likely to U* es[K‘cially grave in the case* of our own country, so 

C4ttK*ntially de|K*ndt?nt on a large stream of exjwts, and it was recog- 

nisc*d that the revival of British over»i*as trade in si^*veral directions 

was |>ossible only if the efforts of private traders were reinforced by 

iSUite action. 

Exhaustive enquiry among trarling intei\‘sts on this side revealed 

the fact that there was a considerable amount of business offering 

wdiich exjH>rt<*r8 w^ero unable to undertako becaust! (a) they were 

unwilling t4i shoulder the exo(*ptional risks involvcil, as in the case 

of a country where iut4*mal economic conditions were disturbed or 

uno(*rtain; or (6) they w*en* unable to liniuioe the business owing to 

their inability to discount the relative bills with a bank; or (c) they 

were unwdling to face the risk ami unable to obtain the ne<\*ssary 

financial accomnnxiation. The first of these difficulties could, of 

course, be covered by Credit Insurance (i.e., a form of insinance wiiereby 

the insurer agnses to indemnify the insured for any loss suffered by 

him through the failures of his debtors to meet their obligations), but 

this business was then in its infancy and, in some cases, the premiums 

were higher than oxporteis wrere prepared to pay. Accordingly* the 
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Department of Overseas Trade formulated a scheme with the intention 

of relieving exporters of some part of the risk and, at the same time, 

of increasing the security attaching to their bills so as to enable them 

to get such bills discounted by a bank at a reasonable rate. 

Government Export CSredits Gnaranteee.—The details of the Govern¬ 

ment Export Credits Scheme have been varied from time to time, but, 

at present, there are four essential features of the arrangements:— 

(1) In return for a premium paid by an exporter, the Export 
Credits Guarantee Department is authorised, until March, 

1940, to guarantee, on behalf of the Government, up to 

75 % of any losses incurred by British exporters in connec¬ 

tion with the export of British goods. 

(2) The guarantees apply only to goods which are wholly or partly 

produced in the United Kingdom, since the main object of 

the scheme is to foster employment in this country. 

(3) The guarantees are unconditional and cover all risks, while 
payment is made as soon as possible after the default of the 

foreign importer, up to the limit stipulated. 

(4) Guarantees may be given in respect of all the markets of the 
world, and apply to all goods except munitions of war. 

There is now in operation what is known as a ** Comprehensive 

Guarantee under which the exporter is covered in respect of any 

goods shipped within a period of twelve months provided the credit 

allowed to foreign importers does not exceed a limit approved by the 

Department. By this means, a great deal of unnecessary formality 

is avoided. The exporter is enabled to transact his overseas business 

expeditiously, he is protected against loss through bad debts, and, 

without difficulty or delay, he can obtain advances from his own 

bank against shipments of goods as they are made. 

The scheme comprises two main types of agreement, known as 

Contract A and Contract B. Under the former type the Department 

undertakes to indemnify the ex{)orter against losses on bills. Contract 

B has been devised to facilitate the finance of exx)orts by the banks, 

for it amounts to a guarantee given by the Department to the banker 

who discounts bills drawn by the insured exporter. 

As the premiums charged by the. Department for guarantees under 

the latest scheme are fixed on an economic basis, the scheme has proved 

to be self-supporting. Moreover, the Department has shown itself 

fully alive to the necessity for amending or extending the arrangements 

to meet new conditions as they arise. 
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Credit Inraranoe by Private OrganisatUnui.—^The facilities thus 
provided by the Government have for some years been offered by 

private organisations formed under influential auspices, in particular 

the Trade Indemnity Co., and General Trading and Finance, Ltd. 

These crtdit insurance companies, as they are called, are open to 

give undertakings, in the nature of guarantees, whereby they hold 

themselves indefinitely responsible, in return for a premium, for any 

loss up to a specified limit which bankers or traders might sustain in 

connection with the export of goods. 

The insurance is effected under a tripartite contract between the 

company, the bank concerned and the trader. The latter is required 

to take out a Bill of Exchange Credit Policy, on the strength of which 

the company provides the banker with what is known as a Banter's 

Bond, constituting an undertaking by the company to indemnify the 
bank (up to an agreed limit) within three months from the date 

of the default by the foreign importer, in respect of the amount of any 

bill dishonoured, together with the bank’s charges and loss of interest, 

if any. The advantage of thus insiu-ing agaunst the risk that the 

foreign customer will fail to make payment, is that the exporter is 

enabled to accept orders from buyers whose credit he would not other¬ 

wise rely upon, while, at the same time, it enables him to increase his 

turnover of capital. 

Apparently, however, traders were slow to realise the benefit 

afforded by this form of protection until the matter was given publicity 

by the inception of the Government scheme. Since then it has 

become obvious, from the extent to which the traders have availed 

themselves of Government help, that the supply of these facilities by 

private enterprise is much below the potential demand, and, in spite 

of the anxiety of the Government to hand over its responsibility in 

this direction to commercial organisations, there is, as yet, little 

likelihood that it will be able to do so for some time to come, since 

the private insurers place memy restrictions on the tjq)e of business 

they wrill undertake. 

Similar credit insurance organisations arc at work in other coimlries, 

especially in the United States and Germany. In the former country, 

internal traders have long been protected to a material extent by the 

exoellent credit information mechanism available through the services 

of such well-known bureaux as Dunn and Bradstreets, but in recent 

years steps have been taken to extend credit agencies in the inter¬ 

national field. The American National Chamber of Commerce and 

the Natimud Credit Men’s Association have been giving increasing 
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attention to this aspect of the matter, while, in the actual provision 

of credit insurance facilities, an association known as the American 

Manufacturers’ Foreign Credit UnderwTiters has been particularly 

successful. Ito Germany, there exists what is known as the “ Ham¬ 

burg System of Credit Insurance ”, originated by the Hermes Credit 

Insurance Company, of Berlin, in collaboration with the German 

Government, whereimder a trader can insure his banker against any 

risks which the latter may incur by opening a bank credit in the trader’s 

favour. 

Vigorous efforts to extend the knowledge and application of credit 

insurance amongst traders throughout the world are Ix'ing made by 

the International Credit Insurance Association, which has been 

responsible for a number of imiwrtant conferences in Paris and 

London, called with the object of investigating the best means by 

which this class of insurance may be developed and applied for the 

furtherance of business and industry. Considerable importance is 

attached by the Association to the establishment of close relationship 

between credit insurance and bonking interests, since it is realised that 

the removal of the multifarious obstacles to the development of inter¬ 

national trade can be greatly assisted by effective co-operation 

between these agencies 

Del Credere Business.—Another form of credit insurance, which 

is not well-known, is that undertaken by some of the a< ccpting houses. 

Such a house will sometimes be willing, for a consideration (known as 

a dd credere commission), to add its signature as an indorser to a bill. 

Such an indorsement is knovm as an aval and has the effect of adding 

to the bill the security of the accepting house’s name, so making the 

bill readily discountable. Clearly the arrangement gives no protection 

to the trader (who is the drawer), but it enables him to get his bill 

discounted at a fine rate. The system is also useful to the smaller 

banks, who, having discounted bills for their customers, may get the 

accepting house to indorse them, and so assume liability for their 

payment and enable them to be discounted at very fine rates. 



PART II 

THE ARITHMETIC OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

CHAPTER XXIII 

ARTTHHETICAL OPERATIONS AND CONTBACrTED METHODS 

The imperative need for six^ed as well as accuracy in calculations 

which have to be ma<le in a busy commercial house must be obvious 

to every reader. For this reason, and, at the risk of covering 

ground which should already be familiar, a few examples of abbre¬ 

viated and contracted arithmetical methods are apfxnded. 

I. Abbreviated Multiplication.—^The following short cuts should 

always lx* used. 

To multiply by— 

5 add a nought, and mentally halve. 

9 ,, ,, ,, diduct multiplicand. 

11 ,, ,, ,, add multiplicand. 

20 ,, ,, ,, double. 

25 add two noughts, and mentally divide by 4. 

12o ,, three ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 8. 

Much lalxnir can lx* siived, when multiplying two quantities, 

by a judicious arrangement of the work, and by keeping a careful 

W'atch for digits or sets of digits in the multiplier, which are 

multiples of other digits following or prt'ceding them. 

In deciding which of two <iuantities to take as the multiplier, 

select that one which the more easily lends itself to this method. 

Example 1. 

324567 X 13212 

13212 

3894804 X 12 12 

42842844 = 1100 x 12 = 132(X) 

4288179204 13212 
55t 
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Choose 13212 as multiplier, since 324567 cannot easily be 

split up. Multiply first by 12, and then multiply the first pr^uct 

obtained by 11, taking care to place the first figure obtained in 

the second multiplication under the third place figure of the first 
product. 

Example 2. 

765389 X 189279 
189279 

6888501 X 9 

20665503 = 30 X 9 = 270 
144658521 = 700 X 270 = 189000 

144872064531 189279 

189279 makes the best multiplier. Multiply first by 9, then 

multiply the first product by 3, and so on. 

Example 3. 

561243 X 168852 

168852 

6734916 X 12 

47144412 = 70 X 12 = 840 

94288824 = 200 x 840 = 168000 

94767003036 168852 

In the last example we obtain three products instead of six, 

and the saving is considerable. The student should be con¬ 

tinuously on the watch for similar cases in which a multiplier can 

be split up into its components, and should note that the presence 

of a decimal point does not hinder the application. 

2. Abbreviated Division — The Italiim Method. — The Italian 

method of division provides for the simultaneous performance of 

the operations of division and subtraction as the division proceeds, 

and effects a great saving of time and labour. 

In the usual method of long division, the products obtained 

by multiplying the divisor by the digits in the quotient are written 

down, and then subtracted, but' in the Italian method the re¬ 

mainder only is written down as we proceed, the multiplication 

and subtraction being performed mentally. 

An example will make this clear:— 
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Example 1.—267868 1102. 

Method :— 
(1) Draw a line under the figures of the dividend required for 

the first division. 

(2) Multiply the divisor by the first figure in the quotient, and 

subtract as you proceed, writing down the figures in the 

remainder. 

(3) Bring down the next figure of dividend, draw a line and 

proceed as before, using the second figure of the quotient, 

and so on. 
(«) 

1102)267868(234 2 x 2 = 4, 4 from 8 = 4 (written doam). 

3746 2 X 0 = 0, 0 „ 7 = 7 

4408 2 x 11 =22,22 „ 25 = 3 

Bring down next figure 6, and so on for other lines, until 

the answer is obtained. 

In practice, instead of subtracting, we write doun as the re¬ 

mainder the figure required to make up to the figure above the 

product obtained by multiplying as in column (a), adding to the next 

multiplication any resulting tens figure. 

Example 2.-78934663 -f- 1768. 

Proceed as follows;— 

1768)78034663(44646 4 x8 

8214 4 X 6 = 24, 24 -H 3 

4x7 = 28, 28-i-2 = 30-f8 = 38 

4x1= 4, 44-3= 7-f0= 7 

Remainder 436 

Column (a) gives the figures to be written down for the re¬ 

mainder. Column (6) gives the figures to be carried forward at 

each step. Column (c), read upwards from 7, the bottom figure, 

indicates that the working is correct. 

This method can bo applied to decimals, and also to compound 

division involving money, weights and measures, and it should 

always be made use of by the student for these calculations. In 

such oases the compound quantities should be decimalised, and 

the divinon proceeded with in the ordinary way. 

11426 

8176 

11043 

(O) (6X0 

= 32 -f 1 = 33 

= 27 -f 2 = 29 
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Example 3.—£7215 16s. 9d. ~ 234. 

£7215 16s. 9d.=: £7215-8375. 

234)^5-8375(30-8369 

195 8 

8 63 

1 617 =- CIO 16s. 8Jd. 

2135 

29 

Contracted Methods applied to Decimals.—I>ciinal notation is 

used in most business calculations, and for practical purposes it 

is usually only necessary to work results correct to a given number 
of decimal places. By using contracted methoils all sujxtAuous 

work is avoided without affecting the accuracy of the result. For 

instance, in dealing with money, a calculation to the third place 

of decimals gives a result correct to the nearest farthing. In work¬ 

ing problems involving decimals, the result should be obtained to 

one place more than is actually neces.sary, so as to ensure that 

the subsequent approximation is correct to the place required. 

In approximating a decimal to a required place, allowance 

must lx? made for the succee<ling figure, and if thi.s is 5 or mon', 

1 should be added to the la.st digit rtM|uir(Ml, 

Examj)Us:— 

345-627450 is 345-6 correct to one place (nearest tenth). 

345-63 ., ,, two places (nean\‘^t hundredth). 

345-627 ,, ,, thn?e places (m-are.st thousandth). 

.‘145-6275 ,, ,, four places (nearest ten-thousandth). 

345*6274(1 ,, ,, five j)laces (nearest hundred- 

thousandth). 

Addition awl Suhtrartion.—In addition and subtraction the rule 

for obtaining the sum of .several decimal quantities approximately 

correct to a given place is simple enough. 

Rule: Apprf^ximate the quantities to one place more than 

that required, and add or subtract to thi.s plac-e, approximating 

the answer obtained to the required place. 

This rule generally gives sufficiently correct results, but if a 

large number of quantities are to be added, two or three extra places 

should be allowed, on account of the large carrying figures. 
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Example l.—Add -00743, 4-03450, 2-76746, 17-68, 8-5016 and 
6-54320 correct to two decimal places. 

(a) (6) 
•00 743 Contracted method •00 

4-03 450 4-03 

2-76 745 2-76 

17-68 17-68 

8-50 16 8-50 

0-54 320 6-.54 

30-62 436 — -- 39*02 to two places. 30-62 

Tho third place in the answer is not written down, but allowance 

is made for the ligure carried. 

Example 2.—vSubtracl 2l»*7()r).‘M>29 from 47*87G549 correct to 

three places. 

47 *871)10 

20*705 4 

18*111; Answer correct to three places. 

Example ih—Subtract K>7*0348087 from 207*3214579 

to five places. 

297*3214518 

197*0348919 

99*08050 Answer correct to five places. 

correct 

To obtain the answer approximately correct to five places, we 

o^ld I to the fifth place to allow for the 9 in the sixth, and obtain, 

as the an.swer, 99*08050. 

Contracted Multiplication ol Decimals.—In multiplying two quan¬ 

tities correct to a given place, the calculation should generally be 

made to one place more than that requin'd, so as to obtain a proper 

approximation. 

The following method should l^e used:— 

(1) Choose as multiplier the quantity which will give least 

work. 
(2) Reverse the multiplier and place the units digit under that 

digit in the multiplicand which is one place further to 

the right than the numlier of places required correct. 

If the multiplier has no units figure, supply its place 

with a 0. 
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(3) Multiply each figure of the multiplier into the digit directly 

above it, and those to the left of it, allowing for the nearest 

multiple of 10 from the figure to the right. 
(4) Set down the products so that the right-hand figure in each 

case is directly under the units figure in the multiplier. 

(5) The decimal point will be in the same place as in the multi¬ 

plicand if the figures are all kept in proper columns. 

Example 1. 

373-86150 

-59272 

7477-2300 

2617-0305 

74-7723 

33-6475 

1-8693 

10204-5496 

X 27-295 to three places. 

(а) 27*295 is best multiplier. 

(б) Place units figure 7 under fourth place 

digit 5 of the multiplicand. 

(c) Multiply 2x0 = 0 which is set down in 

fourth place under units figure 7. 

7 X 5 = 35, 5 goes in fourth place. 

Answer correct to three places is 10204*550. 

Example 2. 

1234*5672 X -003241 to three places. 

142-3000 

0 under 2 and reverse. 

Answer = 

3-7037 (o) 

•2469 

•0494 (6) 

•0012 

4 001 

nearer 20 than 10), gives 7 to be placed 

in fourth place. 

Method ot Prediction—When multiplication is to be done to a 

certain degree of accuracy only, it is often unnecessary to use all the 

figures in the numbers that are multiplied together. Hence, if we 

can determine how many figures we shall need at each stage of the 

calculation, we can economise our labour very much. For this pur¬ 

pose the Method of Prediction is used. 

The method is very simple, and can be applied very quickly; but, 

like many other things that are quite easy to put into practice, it 

needs a somewhat long explanation. 
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RULES FOR MULTIPLICATION. 

First Step.—Make a rough estimate of the product by approxi¬ 

mating the given numbers to one figure accuracy and multiplying 

them together. This will indicate the position of the decimal point 

in the result, and show that the final answer will contain either (a) a 

given number of digits to the left of the decimal point, or (6) a given 

number of noughts to the right of the decimal point. 

Example 1.—^22*1324156 x 4*3256398 correct to two places. 

This is, roughly, 20 x 4 = 80. 

Hence the answer will have two digits to the left of the decimal 

point. 

Example 2.—11*321456 x *00032392 correct to three places. 

This is, roughly, 10 x *0003 = *003. 

Hence the answer will have two noughts to the right of the decimal 

point before the first significant figure occurs. 

Second Step.—^Using the information thus obtained by our rough 

estimate, we now have to determine how many of the original figures 

in each of the quantities to be multiplied we may use in our multi¬ 

plication in order to obtain an answer that will be correct to the 

necessary number of places. To this end, we apply the following 

simple rule:— 

The number of figures which must be taken in each of the original 

numbers for the multiplication is the number of places required 

correct in the answer, phts two figures (for correct approximation), 

and (applying the result of our rough estimate) (a) plus the number 

of digits to the loft of the decimal point in the product, or (6) minus 

the number of initial noughts to the right of the decimal point in the 

product. Thus:— 

(o) In Example 1:— 

Places required correct in answer = 2 

Elxtra figures for approximation = 2 

Estimated digits in answer == 2 

Figures to be taken in each quantity 

to be multiplied 9 
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(b) In Example 2:— 

Places required 

Extra figures 

Less estimated noughts in answer 

Figures to be taken in each quantity 

In applying these results, we must take care to write down the 

miiUiplicand so that its right-hand figure is one place to the right of 

the midtipUer: then, automatically, the left-hand figure of the multi¬ 

plier (reversed) will be one j)lace to the left of the multiplicand. This 

will give exactly the same arrangement as was described on i>age 555 

under “Contracted Multiplication of IVcimals,” i.e., the units digit 

of the multiplier will be under that digit of the multiplicand which is 

one place further to the right than the number of places required 

correct. 

Observe that, as ice have already made a rough estimate of our answer, 

we need not insert decimal points in our working; for wo shall know 

exactly where to put the decimal j)oint when the multiplication is 

finished. 

The examples would be completed as follows:— 

Example 1.—22-1324156 X 4*3256398 correct to two places. 

As we are to take only six figures from the multiplicand, 4*3256398, 

we approximate it to 4 *32564. 

221324 

465234 
< 

HS.’iSO 

(•640 

443 

111 
13 

1 

0574 

Answer correct to two places = 95-74. 

In fixing the place of the decimal point in our answer, we must 

use our rough estimate carefully and intelligently. As, in obtaining 

it, we approximated our two quantities only to one Jigure accuracy, 

= 3 
= 2 

5 

_ 2 

== 3 
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it is jmssible that our final answer might have three, instead of ttoo, 
digits before the decimal point. 

SupiKtsc that the figures in Example 1 had been 

24-1324156 X 4-3256398 

our rough estimate would give us, as before, 

20 X 4 = 80 

But on carrying out our short methcKl multiplication we should obtain 

241324 

465234 

96530 

7230 
483 
121 

14 
I 

104379 

Now we roughly estimatwl that our answer should be 80, and 

we know that it cannot be loss; it certainly cannot be as little as 10. 

Actually, our answer is lx)und to be more than 80 because, in our 

rough estimate, we twk approximate figures (20 X 4) which are 

less than those in the «iuantitie8 to be multiplkxl. Hence we can 

see at once that the decimal ix)int comes after the first three figures 

and that our answer must bo 104-379. 

Example 2.—11-321456 X -00t>32392 correct to three places. 

113 
423 

34 
o 

36 

AiiHwor correct to three places == *004. 

It 80 happens in this instAnce that the figure 4 in the multiplier 

is not neocleil: but you will easily sec that it might have yielded a 

carry-over figure which might have affected the answer. Hence you 

will realise that the method gives a margin of safety. 
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The insertion of the two noughts is done by reference to the 
original rough estimate on which all the work has ))een based. 

Example 3.—172*866432 X *0041587 to two places. 

This is, roughly, 200 x *004 — *8. 
There are no integers and no initial noughts in the answer. 

Places required correct = 2 
Extra figures for approximation = 2 

Figures to be taken = 4 

1729 
9514 

692 
17 
9 
1 

72 

Answer correct to two places = *72. 

Observe that, in this case, the 9 in the multiplier was necessary 
for the sake of the carry-over. 

Contracted Division of Decimals.—^To find a quotient correct to 
a given number of places, it is necessary to obtain one place more 
for correct approximation, though the last figure need not actually 
be written. 

The Method of Prediction is as follows:— 

(1) Make a rough estimate of the answer and so determine the 
place of the decimal point. 

(2) The number of figures to be retained in the divieor is the 
number of places required correct in the answer, plus one 
figure (for correct approximation) and (applying the result 
of our rough estimate) (a) plus the number of figures to the 
left of the decimal point in the quotient, or (6) minus the 
number of initial noughts to the right of the decimal point 
in the quotient. 

(3) The number of figures to be retained in the dividend is that 
which will allow the divisor so obtained to be utilised entirely 
or the first division. 

(4) For the second and subsequent divisions, discard figures one 
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by one from the divisor so that it will divide into the succes¬ 
sive remainders. 

Example 1.—373-81936 -f- 8-7243 correct to two places. 

This is, roughly, 400 9 = about 40. 

Places rcquirc^d correct in answer ~ 2 
Extra figure for approximation 1 

PIstimated integers in quotient = 2 

Figures to bo retained in the divisor — 5 

By inspection, we see that the first figure 8 of the divisor will 

not go into the first figure 3 of the dividend, but that it will go into 

the first two figures, viz., 37. Hence, the number of figures to be 

retained in the dividend must be one more than the figures to be taken 

in the divisor, i.e., 6. 

87^2^4^3)373819(42848 

24847 

7398 

419 

70 

Answer correct to two places = 42*85. 

In the above example the numlx»r of figures in the divisor happened 
to coincide with the numlier required by the pre<liction. 

The position of the decimal jxiint was determined by the rough 

estimate. 

Example 2.— 373-81930 ~ 87-243()7 correct to three places. 

Rough estimate = 400 ~ 90 = about 4. 

Number of divisor digits = 3+1 + 1 ~ 5. 

By inspection, nuinlK^r of dividend digits must Ix' one more than 

number in divisor = 6. 

87'2'4)373819(42848 

24843 

7394 

415 

66 

Answer correct to three places = 4-285. 

86 
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Example 3.—373-819567 -r 8724-3241 correct to three places. 

. 400 
Rough estimate, =-= about -04 

^ 9000 

Places required correct in answer = 3 

Extra figure for approximation = 1 

4 

Estimated noughts after decimal 

point in answer = 1 

Number of divisor digits — 3 

87'2)3738(42S 

2.50 

76 

Answer correct to thn-e places — -043. 

Example 4.—87 04091 -r 3738-7 correct to four places. 

Rough estimate, 90 -r 4000 = about -02. 

Divisor digits, 4 -j- 1 — 1 = 4. 

Dividend digits ~ 4. 

3'7'3'9)87(U(2344 

12.S0 

104 

1.5 

Answer correct to four places -0234. 

Example 5.—8972-8345 -j- 241 -73 correct to two places. 

Rough estimate, 9000 200 — 45. 

Divisor digits = 2 + 14-2 = 5. 

Dividend digits = 5. 

24'1'7'3)89728(3712 

17209 

288 

47 

Answer correct to two places = 37-12. 

Division (rf Bfoney.—^The method of prediction is very useful in 

division of money, and, as before indicated, the answer is taken 

correct to three places to get a result correct to farthings. 
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Example 6.—£98732 198. (kl. -r 7456. 
, KXKKK) 

llouffh estimate ar)oiit-— alxnit 13. 
^ Him 

Divisor digits =3+1+2 = 6. 

Dividend digits = 6. 

As tliere arc only four digits available in the divisor, we must 

use it three tinu's Uifore contracting it by casting off the figures. 

This is equivalent to extending it to the (estimated six figures by adding 
noughts. 

7'5'4'())987330(130K41, say 1.3984 

2327.3 

6.350 

31.3 

11 

Answer " i‘l3 Is. 8}d. 

Combined Multiplication and Division.—In many exoliange calcu¬ 

lations a multiplication of <|uantities is followed by a division of the 

prcKluct by anotlier (juantity. 

, 3 1S2.72 : 1-9274.3 
hxample 7. ~ correct to four places. 

^ 7,741-09 * 

Tn the actual working of problems of this lyixy the numerator 

should always 1m» calculate<l first, and the last ojK^ration should l>e 

the division of the numeratt>r by the denominator. Hut in making 

the pi-<*diction to minimise the tigun-s used, the last ojx'ration—i.e., 

the division is always considered first and the other ojXTations an' 

consid(‘ivd in the opj>osite order to that in which they will actually 

Ix^ done. Thus, in the t'xampk': - 

6 
Hough estimat<‘ alxnit -^>07 or -Wl. 

S(MK) 

When a rough estimate is le,ss than unity and its first significant 

figun' is 5 or more, it is safest to take it as 1 in the next place towanls 

the decimal jxant. Thus, if a rough estimate gives -0007, call it 

•001; if it gives -05. call it • I. 3'his lea<ls to the n'tention of ojiv more 

figure throughout (iHM'ause the numl)er subtracted in finding the 

divisor digits is one less) and makes the jxvssibility of a doubtful 

answ'er negligible. Heiu^, 
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Divisor digita (taking -001) = 4 (places required correct) + 1 (for 

approximation) — 2 (noughts) = 3. 

Dividend digits = 3. 

Digits to be retained in original numerator numbers = 6. 

We arrive at the figures to be retained in the original numbers 

in the numerator by remembering that the dividend is the product 

of those numbers, and then, aeeonling to the Second Step under 

“ Method of Prediction ” above, by adding two figtires for safety. 
The example will appear as follows:— 

3182r> 

47291 

3183 

2864 

64 

22 
1 

7'5)613 (81 

13 

Answer correct to four places = -(XIOS. 

13 -82r)4 X •791026 
Example 8.--correct to three places. 

8541 09 ‘ 
. 10 X 8 

Rough estimate-= -001. 
* 90<X) 

Divisor digits = 3+1—2 = 2. Dividend digits = 2. 

Figures to l)e retained in original numerator numbers == 4. 

1.383 

0197 

968 

124 

1 

8'.5) 109(13 

24 

Answer correct to three places = -OOl. 

In this example we calculated on the need for two digits in the 

product of the numbers in the numerator. As it happened, the carry 
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over in the addition provided us with three. The method of pre¬ 
diction allows for this possibility, and, when it occurs, the extra figure 

should be retained. Thus, in this instance we use 109 for our dividend 
—a three-figure number instead of the two-figure number we expected 
to get. In other words, the dividend digits predicted are a minimum', 

if another digit is needed it will come automatically. 



CHATOER XXIV 

DEGIHALISATION OF HONEY AND INTEREST CALCULATIONS 

Decimalisation o! Money.—The currency units of most foreign 
countries are divisible into 100 parts, and fractional quantities 
are expressed as decimals of the unit of currency. As foreign 

exchange rates are usually quoted in decimals, and as most exchange, 
as well as the majority of commercial calculations are made in 
decimals, it is imix;rativc that the student of Foreign Exchange 
should be able to (leciinalise any .sum in English currency quite 
quickly and ea.sily. Sc'vcral methods can l)e used, but the most 
practical is given below. 

Method:— 

(o) The number of £’s is the integral part of the decimal. 
(6) The number of complete florins gives the first decimal place. 

NoU‘. 2s. = £l = -1. 

(c) The next two places = the number of farthings in the 
remaining shillings and {K'ncc plus 1 fur each complete 

24 farthings. 
(d) The remaining places are obtained by dividing by 6 the 

number of pence and farthings (expressed as a decimal 
of a penny) in exce.ss of sixpence, or all the pence and 
farthings if less than 8ixj>ence, writing the resulting 

figures in the fourth and subsequent places. 

Example 1.—Express £702 178. 3|d. as a decimal. 

(o) £702 
(6) No. of complete florins = *8 
(c) Remainder = Is. 3Jd. = 6! farthings -|- 2 = ’063 
(d) Pence and farthings under sixpence 

= 3'26-r 6 = 00054ld 

Answer: £702 -8635416 
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Example 2.—£302 Os. lOJd. 

(a) £302 
(6) No. of complete florins • = •4 
(c) Remainder = 90 + 3 •093 
(d) Pence and farthings over sixpence 

5= 4*6 -T- 6 cs •00076 

£302-49375 

Example 3.—£117 IBs. Sfd. 

(a) £117 

{b) •9 
(c) 23 •023 

(d) 6-75 -r 6 = -0009583 

£117-92395s:i 

Example 4.—£129 168. OJd. 

(o) £129 
(6) Florins •8 
(c) Remainder, 1 001 

(d) -25 6 == -0000416 

flYo ¥010416 

In these examples the answer is obtained correct to several 

places of decimals, but for practical purposes it is usually quite 

euflicient to decimalise an amount correct to three places of 

decimals. The degree of correctness required will, of course, depend 

on the problem which has to be solved, and if a multiplication 

of the amount is necessary, the complete decimal should be obtained 

by the foregoing method. 

The decimalisation of a quantity to the nearest third place 

is most easily done by the following method, which depends on 

the facts that— 

23. = £/„ 

Is- ■= 

6d. 
Is. 6d. = Is. + Cd. 

Id- = 

RuU:— 

(1) Tho number of complete £’s is the integral p»>rtion of the 

decimal. 

= £•! 

= £-05 

= £'025 (== 24 farthings) 

= £075 

a £-001 (approximately) 
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(2) The first place is the number of complete florins, adding 

*05 for an odd shilling, and *025 for an odd aizpenoe, 

in the remainder. 

(3) Add in the second and third places the number of farthings 

in the remainder + 1 if 12 or over. 

By this method the decimal is correct to the nearest third place, 

and practice will enable the operations to be made mentally, quite 

rapidly and easily. It should be obst^rved that by many other methods 

the figure obtained in the third place for amounts such as 10}, 11}, 

etc., is incorrect by *001. 

Example 1.—£414 Ifis. 10}d. 

(1) 
(2) 163. 6d. 

(3) 4}d. = 19 + 1 

Example 2.—£719 17s. ejd. 

(1) £719 

(2) 17s. 6d. *875 

(3) id. *001 

£719876 

Example 3.—£814 15s. 5}d. 

(a) £S14 

(b) 158. *76 

(e) 5}d. = 23 + 1 *024 

£814*774 

or £814 158. 6d. = £814*775 

Leee id. = *001 

£814*774 

ExampU 4.—£505 19s. ll}d. 

(а) £605 

(б) 198. 6d. *975 

(c) 6}d. = 23 + 1 _ 

£505*999 
or £506 = £506 

Ijeat id. = *001 

£606*690 

£414 

*825 

•020 

£414*84.5 
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Note: The second method shown in Examples 3 and 4 should 

always be used when the quantities are nearly complete sixpences 
or shillings. 

In decimaliaing money, the working need not be shown as in 

these examples, but should be done mentally, and the result only 

written down. 

Convenion ol Decimals into i s. d.—For most practical purposes 

it is only necessary to express a given sum of money to the nearest 

farthing, and this can be obtained by reducing a decimal quantity 

to its nearest third place, after which proceed as follows:— 

(а) Find by inspection the decimal representing the nearesf 

sixpence {NoU: 6d. = *026, Is. = '05, Is. 6d. = *076), 

and, as previously indicated, the first place of decimal 

represents florins. 

(б) Ascertain the difference, call this farthings, and add or 

subtract, as the case ma}' be. 

The integral part of the decimal is, of course, £’s. 

Example 1.—Convert £*724 to £ s. d. 

(а) Nearest fid. = -725 or Hs. fid. 

(б) Difference = -001, .•. deduct one farthing. 

Answer = 14s. 5jd. 

Example 2.—Reduce £504-939 to £ s. d. 

£504 

(a) Nearest fid. is -95 or 19 0 

£504 19 0 

lb) Difference =* -Oil, 

deduct 2| 

Answer: £504 18 

Example 3.—Reduce £14'6fi759 to £ 8. d. 

Nearest third place = £14'5fi8 

£14 

(a) Nearest 6d. is *575 or 11 6 

£14 11 6 

(6) Difference <= *007, deduct 1} 

Answer: £14 11 41 
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Example 4.—Reduce £909*49876 to £ 8. d« 

Nearest third place = £909*499 
Nearest 6d. would be 909*5 = £909 10s., 

/. deduct one farthing. 

Answer = £909 Os. lljd. 

Here again the examples are given in full for clearnos.s only* 
but in practice the working should be done mentally and the answers 
written down immediately. 

Examples, 
£112*836 == £112 16 8} 
£17*76375 =. 17*764 == £17 15 3i 

Great care must be used to see that the decimal representing 
the nearest sixpence is taken, for otherwise the ans\ver will be in¬ 
correct. For instance, if in the last example 17*75 were taken 
as the nearest instead of 17*775, we should add 3Jd. (= 14 farthings) 
instead of deducting 2Jd. (=11 farthings). 

As in all ordinary banking tran.sactions, a dealer who i.s transacting 

business with a customer will alway.s work to the iieareM prnnf/ in his 

own favour. If a dealer has to debit a custonuT with, say, £-405, 

i.e., 9s. lOjd., the amount actually debited would Ik* !)s. 1 Id., or 
{X)ssibly even lOs. 0<1.; but if the customer wt?ro to be credited with 

the same amount, the credit would be made out for Os. lOd. 

Rates in Sixteenths, Thirty-Seconds and Sixty-Fourths.—It has 
already been .stated that all fractions usf*d in Foreign F.vehange arc 

multiples of and that fractions such as j and are never used. 
Morffover, several pence rat<*s, notably the rates bedwe^en I^mdon and 
India, are alwaj*s quoted in pence and fractions wdiich are multiples 

of one sixty-fourth, c.g., IS^jd., 17!;^., etc. Hence it is extremely 
important that both the exchange operator and the student of Foreign 
Exchange should l)o able to express any such fractions as decimals 
with the minimum of trouble and delay. Practised exchange o|x?rator8 

can write down the decimal equivalents of any multiple of j^, ^ and 

but for purposes of the average student the Ixjst plan is to memorise 

the decimal equivalents of the fractions gt ii* thence 
to determine the equivalents of the multiples of those fractions in 
accordance with the examples which follow:— 
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1 
2 “ = -6 

1 
4 = = -25 — . 

4 
75 

1 . 
8 ” 

04 

!i li 

S “ 375, 
r> 
8 — •025, 

7 
8 — do

 

1 

lo = - *0025 10 ■- 1875, 
r» 
10 •3125, 

7 
10 “ •4375 

'! 
:i2 • - -03125 

8 
;i2 “ 00375, 

r» 
:’i2 • 15025, 

7 
» ^2 •21875 

1 

04 “ - •015025 
:{ 

04 046875 
r» 

t 04 - - •07812; (j-j ~= • 109375 

The reader will n'alise that, once the six fractions in the 
column uro known, any inultiplca of flicm can be quickly ascertained, 
usually in more than one way, e.g.— 

10 ' 
1 
2 J- 

1 
10 ' • 5025 

11 

io " ‘ 
1 

16 -i- 
in 

10 ' ^ •0025 -i • 025 zr: •6S75; or 
a 
4 — 11 •75 - -00: 25 •0875 

i:{ 

io 
:i 
4 

f 

-T" 
1 

io •- •8125 

<1 I 

1 
I- 

1 
•28125 

n 
••o ■ ■ 

1 
-r 

lo 
■ ■ •(»:U25 H •3125 -34375 

i:i 1 
•i 

a 

8 -03125 •375 = = -40625 

17 
:i2 * TrJ -i- 

1 
tf - *- •03125 + •5 — ' •53125 

<» 
01 ^ 

1 

8 
1 

o'l • 140025 

la 
01 8 -)- 

10 I 1 : . -2031 25 

$ 

04 ' “ ,s 

a 

01 •421875 

40 
04 4 + 04 ~ • 7 (}5025 

Reduction ol Decimals to Sixty-Fourths, etc.—Facility in effecting 

the rcverst' ojieration, i.e., rcnlucing (Icciinals to the nearest thirty- 

second or sixty-fourth (according to the “step’* in the exchange), 

is equally iinjK)rtant. When the decimals corresponding to sixty- 

fourths an.' known by heart, the reduction can usually Ih) done by 

inspection, but, if not, the requinnl result should be asct'rtaiiicil to the 

nearest sixty-fourth (even though the answer may reduce to 32nd8 

or IGths), by the following method:— 
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Example.—Reduce 18-84316d. to the nearest 64th. 

Multiply the decimal by 64, viz.— 

•84316 

8 

6-74528 

_^ 
53-96224 

mu* • ,^53-06 . 10^4 10^7 

This gives us 18--^'', i.e., 18^ or 1832. 

Interest Calculations.—Calculation of interest on a sum of money 

for a specified j)eriod is necessary in many exchange ojicrations. 

It has been previously pointed out that allowances for interest 

are necessary in calculating some rates of exchange, and also in 

determining the prices of bills. 

Interest for Multiples or Fractions of a Year.—^simple Interest 

for a given number of years or for a part of a year is easily calcu¬ 

lated by the formula— 

Interest = Principal x 
rate % p.a. 

Too 
X time. 

Example 1.—Find interest on £400 for 2 years at 5 % jxjr annum. 

Interest = £400 x — x 2 = £40. 
100 - 

Example 2.—Find interest on 575 francs for three months at 

4 % per annum. 

X 4 3 
Interest = 575 x x ~~ 5-75 francs. 

100 12 - 

Mental Methods.—In all exchange operations when interest 

has to be calculated, the money should be decimaliscKl if it is not 

already expressed in this way, as the division by 100 is simply 

performed in all these calculations by moving the decimal point 

two places. The following methods should be known:— 

(1) Interest at 4 % for three months = of principal, /. move 

decimal point two places to the left (see Example 2 above). 
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(2) Interest at 1 %, 2 %, 3 %, etc., for three months can be 

easily found by moving the decimal point two places, 

and dividing or multiplying by 4, 2, 3, as the case 
may be, i.e.— 

1 % — i divide by 4 

2 % = i X 4 %, „ „ 2 

3 % = 2 X 4 %, multiply by | 

6 % - ^ X 4 %, .•.I etc. 

Similarly, interest at 4 % for 6, 9 or 12 months can easily 

be found bj' dividing by 100, and multiplying by 2, 3 and 4 

respectively. 

(3) Int<'re.st at o for one year - x 1 — ^^^th of principal. 

/, Treat £*h in principal as shillings, e.g., 5 % on £625 for 

1 year G25s. ^: £31 5s. 

5% on £70 15s. (- £70-75) for 1 3’ear = 70-758. = 

£3 10s. 9d. 

(4) Interest at 5 % for one month of principal. 

/. Treat £\s of ])rinci]ml a.s jK*nee. e.g.. 5 % on £625 for 

one month 625 ]H'nee ■ £2 12s. Id. By this means 

interest for any number of months is easily obtained. 

(5) Those rates which are met with in exchange calculations 

can be workt-d from the basis of the 5 % rate, which is 

so easily calculated, as shown aboye, e.g.— 

% i td interest at 5 % 
Uo/ 1 r: 0/ 

/O 4 »» M /o- 

3i% (Ml) M ^%or 
(1-1) r,%. 

4 % ” Interest at 5 % minus -th 

•il - Mb 
^2 /O " »» M M 10'" 

6 % „ „ plu.s ’th 

6J % - .. .. i 

1J % = J of interest at 6 %, etc. 

of itself. 

»> 

»» 
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(6) In working rates of interest such as 3} %, 2| %, etc., it is 

often easiest to adjust the principal first, then work 

interest at 6 % on the adjusted amount. 

(®) 31 % on £726 for 1 year 

= 5 % on (J + i) of £726 for 1 ye.ar 
s= 6 % „ £544*5 for 1 year 

== 544 *53. = £27 48. 6d. 

(ft) 2J % on £827 for 1 month 
= 5 % on £413*5 for 1 month 

= 413*5 ponce = 343. 5*5d. 

= £1 14s. 5jd. 

Interest for a Number of Days.—The calculution of interest 

for a given number of clays is more difficult, as 365 fuctori.siNs only 

into 73 X 5. The formula is;— 

Interest = Principal X 
rate per annum days 

365 

365 rarely divides out, so a division by 73 woubl be nearly 

alwiiys necessary to solve the formula. However, multiplying 

both numerator and denominator by 2, we obtain— 

Interest = 
Principal X 2 X rate X days 

73000 

The division of a decimal quantity by 73000 is easily accom 

plished by the approximation method known as— 

The Third, Tenth and Tenth Rule. 

(1) Move the decimal point in the quantity five places to the left. 

i.e. take jqciqqq of it* 

(2) Add to the figure so obtained, | of itself, then of | of it, 

and then of of J of it. 

(3) Deduct of the sum so obtained, and the result is 

the amount of interest required, expressed as a decimal. 

The student should know this rule by heart, and always apply 

it in interest calculations involving days. The product? X 2 X rxd 

should first be obtained, and then the point moved, bearing in 
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mind that we need only work to five places to get an answer abso¬ 
lutely correct to farthings. 

Note: If the interest rate includes a fraction, e.g. 4^ %, it 
is frequently not necessary to multiply throughout by 2, because 
the required denominator 73000 will be obtained in multiplying 
by the fraction. 

Example 1.—Interest on £221 17s, 6d. for 31 days at 4) % 

per annum. 

Interest = 221 *875 x-X — 
100 X 2 365 

_ 61903 125 

73000 ' 

221-876 

279 

1996-875 

69906-26 

61903-125 

iMooo ^ Pro^luct = -61903 

\ = -20634 

,0 o* ; = 02063 

* of ‘ of • - *00206 
10 10 3 - 

•84806 

Move point five places and 

take five places of decimals. 

Less 1 
10000 

•00008 

•84798 

Proof. 

Answer = -848 = £0 16s. lljd. 

£221-876 X — X 
200 

31 

365 

^ 22-1875 X 279 

100 X 73 

22-1876 

•972 

iflTo-? 
1663-1 

4437-6 

6190-3 

Multiply by 279 to first place only, 

because division by 7300 will move 

point four places. 

73)61•903(-848 

683 

Answer ■■ -848 £0 Ids. ll|d. 
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Example 2.—Interest on 74666-76 franca at 7^ % per annum 
for 101 days. 

Interest ^ 
29 2 101 

74565-75 x - X X 
4 200 365 

37282-876 X 2929 
73000 

In this calculation two places correct are sufficient, therefore 

work to 3, moving decimal five places in principal (as halved). 

-372828j76 
9292| 

3^55 ‘ 
7-457 

335 046 
745-657 

1092-015 

^ 364-005 

,oX-; 36-400 

i X i X; 
1496-06 

Less _15 

1495-91 

Answer » 1495*91 franca. 

Interest on Current Account Balances.—AVhen interent is charged 

or allowed on a current account (as between a banker and one of his 

agents or customers) the interest has to be calculated on the balance 

outstanding from time to time as the account is oj)erated. As it 

would be tedious to work out the interest on each balance sepanitely, 

it is usual in practice to employ the “ decimal ” or prinluct ” system. 

Every time the account is operated the balance is struck, and that 

balance is multiplied by the days during which it remains unchanged, 

thus giving a product which, so far as interest is concerned, represents 

an equivalent balance for one day. The products thus obtained are 

extended into a “ Dr.” or ” Cr.” column according as the balance is 
debit or credit, and, at the end of the quarter, half-year or other 

period when the account is ruled off, the products are totalled, and 

the equivalent in interest at the required rate per cent, is determined 

either by calculation, as in the following example, or by reference to 

Interest Tables”, from which it is possible quickly to determine the 
equivalent of any product at any rate of interest. 
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Example 1.—A customor's bank balance on 3l8t December, 1932, U £540. 
The following tranaactions take place:—On 20th January he withdraws £220; 
on 17th February he pays in £155; on 25th February ho pays in £200; on 
3rd March he withdraws £850; on 17th March he withdraws £130; and on 
25th March he pays in £770. Find the balance up to and including 3l8t March, 
if the bank allows 2} % interest on balances and charges 4} % on overdrafts. 

Solution:— 

Date. Porliriilan). Dr. Cr. Habnrt* Days. 

£ £ £ 
1932 

l).-.-, ;»i By Balanct* 610 (V. 640 20 
1933 

Jan. 20 'IVj Self 220 (V. 420 2S 

Feb. 17 By (’ash 155 (V. 57.5 H 

.. 25 By Oish 2<K» CV. 775 6 
Mar. 3 To S«df 1 S50 Dr. 75 14 

M 17 To 130 I Dr. 205 8 

.» 25 By Cash 
i 
1 i 1 

770 Cr. i 

i 
1 

j ^05 

1 

6 

Cr. Dr. 

12800 

11760 
4(KM) 
4650 

10.50 
1640 

3.390 

37200 2690 

The nuinlx'r of (lays l>etween each pair of transac*!ions is counted by omittuig 
the date of iht* earlier transtiction and including the date of the next transaction. 

Intert^st on £372(K) for 1 dav at 2} % £ ^ = £2*548 
* 305 X 2 X 100 73 

201K) X 9 2421 
Inter,-*, on £2.HK) for 1 .Iny at 4i % .. £._^ _ £|^ 

Difference £2*216. 

Balance on Ist April £505 t £2 48. 4d. ~ 

True Present Worth and True Discount.—If a sum of money (P) is 

subject to interest (r) for a given period (f), the amount (A) of the 

money plus interest at the end of the jwricxl is given by the formula: 

/ . . rate \ 
Amount -- PrinciiKiI f Principal X X time J 

or A - P I- P X X . 

i.e., A •'(■+.*) 
Now the True Present WortJt of a sum of money which is due to 

be paid at the expiration of a given period is that sum which, with 

87 
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interest on itself, will amonnt to the sum of money to be paid; so that, 

in the formula, P is the true present worth of the amount A. Further, 

the difference between the sum which is subject to interest and its 

Amount (including interest) at the end of a given period is known as 

the True Discount on the Amount for the jKjriod in question at the 

rate of interest concerned. In other words, 

A — P = True Discount on A. 

It will be clear that the terms True Pn‘st*nt Worth and True 

Discount involve no principle different from those involved in deter¬ 

mining interest, and that true discount on the amount corresponds to 

interest on the principal, whilst true present worth is the prineijml 

which ultimately becomes the amount. 

Example 1.—is the true ciiscoimt on £133 Cm. duo in six iiionthH nt r> % ? 

Solution:— 

We have to find a sum which, in six months at 5 interest, will ainoiuit 
to £133 5b, 

Now £100 in 0 months (a 5 % liecomes £lo2J. 

True discount on £102J £2§ 
2J y 133J 

True discount on £133| t-. £—- 

£3 r>H. 

Example 2.—Wiat is the true present worth of £r>(K) due in three months, 

if the discount rate is 4 % ? 

S(AiUi(m:— 

In 3 months (ft, 4 £1<X) becomes £101. 

£101 is the amount of £100 in 3 months I 

100 X rm. 
£500 is the amount of £-— in 3 months W I 

- £495 Is. ih\. 

Bankers^ Discount (Commercial Discount).—Win n a bill nf exchange 

is discounted, it is the practice to calculate the discount, at the agreed 

rate, on the face value of the bill for the pt^riod of time which the 

instrument has to run before maturity. Thus bankers* discount 

at 4 % per annum on a bill for £100 due in three months* time would 

be roughly:— 

100 X 

In practice, the time is always reckoned in days^ and allowance is 
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made for days of grace in the case of bills payable in this country or 

in any other country where days of grace are allowed (see Chapter II). 

Example 1.—A bill for £885 drawn on 12th January, 1933, at four months 
date, is discounted on 2nd March, 1933, at 3 %. What is the amount of 
discount ? 

Solution:— 

Allowing three dajTi of grace, the bill is due on 15th May. 

From 2nd March to 15th May is 29 -+ 30 f- 15 ^ 74 days. 

Hankers’ discount 
3 

100 

- £5 78. 8d. 

Example 2. —What is the fivce value of a bill drawn at SO days date if bankers* 

discount at 2J is £5 5s. Od.? 

Solution: -- 

Face value li X “ . £.5i 
100 305 

Face value 
21 

V 
3^5 21^ 

- £1210 138. 4d. 

From the foregoing, the following relationships will be clear: 

liANKKR8' Discount = Interest on Face Value. 

Truk Discount Interest on True Present Worth. 

/. IiANKKR.s' Discount — True Discount === Interest on 

(Face Value — True I^esent Worth) 

Interest on Truk Discount. 

This tliffenmee l»etween bankers’ discount and true discount is 

sometimes known as Bankers’ (Jain. 

Example 3.- -A banker has the alternative of placing £200,000 on deposit 

with an ag<«nt for three months at 4 % i)er annum, or investing the same amount 
in three inoiiths bills at the same rate of (liscount. Which is the better propo* 

sit ion. and what dots the bank(>r gain by choosing it? 

Solution: - 
ononoo ^ -i 

Inten'st on the <lc|X'sit £-—^— X j- X —~ = £2000 

If the banker invests in hills, every £100 bill costs him 

100 - 100 X -C X -- too 
100 12 

200000 
/, For £200,000 banker gets £-in bills 

£202,020-20. 
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Thus his investment in bills yields him £2020*2. 

His gain by discounting -- £20 48. 

^ ^ 20*20 X 100 
or about - = *01 % per three months, 

200000 ' ^ 

i.e., *04 % per annum. 

Example 4.—^Tho bankers* discount on a bill of exchange due in four montlis* 
time is £5 28. Od. The true discoimt on a sum of money due in the same time 
at the same rate is £5. What is the rate of discount and the face value of the 
bill? {Work in months and neglect days of grace.) 

Solution:— 

Since Bankers’ Discount — True Discoimt ~ Inten'st on True Discount, 

/. 28. = Interest on £5 for 4 months. 

1 4 

^ 12 ^ " 

Rate of discount 0 

Since Bankers’ Discount = Interest on Face Value, 

1 6 4 

' 100 ' 12 ^ ^ ■ 

Face Value - £25.*). 

Equation of Payments.—It is frequently necessary in practice to 

determine w?ial &um of money can be paid on a Hjiccified date, or alter¬ 

natively when a specified sum of money can lie paid, in ortler to 

discharge several debts falling due for payment at different future 

times. Thus a merchant who has several bills falling due for payment 

in the future may offer to discharge them all on a sjxjcifitHl date by 

payment of an equivalent sum of money allowing for interest, or to 

discharge them all by a single payment on a date w'hich would mean 

no loss either to him or to the creditor. This date is known as an 

Equated Date, and the process of finding it is known as the Equation 

of Payments. 

The method is to multiply each sum to be paid (or the face value 

of each bill, if bills are involved) by the days which have to elapse 

before the payment is due, and then to divide the sum of the products 

so obtained by the sum of the payments (or the sum of the face values 
in the case of bills). 

In calculating the period we must count from the same date for 

each of the payments. For this purpose we fix on any convenient 

date as the zero date, and add or subtract the resultant products as 

the case may be. 
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Example 1Wliat is the equated date of the following bills; 

£200 drawn on 14th Iklarch at 3 months date; 

£300 drawn on 5th April at 2 months date; 
£500 drawn on 14th April at 4 months date? 

Solution:— 

(a) Take 14th March, date of first bill, us the zero date. 

/. £200 (Ut bill) falls duo on 17th June, i.e., 95 days after 14th March. 
£300 (2nd bill) falls duo on 8th Juno, i.e., 80 days after 14th March. 

£500 (3ni bill) falls duo on 17th August, i.e., 156 days after 14th March. 

£1(KK) 

These |)ayinont8 are equivalent to one i>nyinent of £1000 ma<le in 
(200 X 95) 4- (3(K) x 80) -f (500 x 150) 

-days from 14th March 
KMJO 

-- 122*8 days. 

To nearest ilay the (upiated date is 15th July. 

(Ii* practice, thf' calculation should be sc*t out as shown below.) 

{fj) Take Hih June, due date of s*M‘ond bill (i.e., the earliest maturity), as the 
zero date. 

.\ mount. 

£ 
21 Ml 

D.itc Dniwn. Due Date, Xo. of D.iy0. Trod net. 

1 Ith .March 17th Jura* 9 1800 
3(H) 5th April 8th .June 0 0 
5(M) 

£1(MM) 

14th .\pril 17th August 70 35000 

StiStH) 

30800 
30*8 

llMKI 

Say, 37 tlays fnun Sth June. 

KquatecI date 15th July. 

If we take a zero date which is la4er than the duo date of any of 

the payments the prtMluct.s corre.'^ponding to those payments must be 

deduciol from the full total. 

Example 2.—.V customer has accepted the following bills;— 

£250 at tlmM' mouilis from 3ixl .March. 

£200 at two inontlis from 5th April. 
£600 at four montlis from 14lh .Vpril. 

If diHcount is 4 % i>er annum, what sum paid on Ist Juno will clear the 

whole ilebt? 

Solution:— 

Take 1st June os the zero dale:— 

£250 (1st bill) is due on 6th June, i.e., 6 da>T# after Ist June. 
£200 (2nd bill) is due on 8th Jime, i.e., 7 days after Ist June. 
£6(K) (3rd bill) is <iuo on 17th August, i.e., 77 days after Ist June. 

£1050 
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If payment is made on Ist June, the banker must allow 4 % discount on 

£250 for 5 da>'8, £200 for 7 days and £600 for 77 days:— 

250 X 5 == 1260 

200 X 7 = 1400 
600 X 77 - 46200 

48850 

48850 X 4 
Discount on £48850 for 1 day @ 4 % = —Tnui 

X lOU 

£5 78. Id. 

Sum to bo j>nki ~ £1050 — £5 78. Id. 

=- £1044 128. lid. 

If, as often hap|)ens, a banker has to dist^ount a parcel of l)ill.s of 

different quality which are dist'ount^ihle at diffen*nt rate.s, tlie deduc¬ 

tions for discount must lx? calculaUnl inde])endently for each bill, and 

the necessary allowances made for stamj> duty. 

Example 1.—What amount would a banker credit his custonu'r on 14th .April 
for the following bill« if all the bills are subject to Knglish stamp duty anil the 

current rates are:— 

Market R.\tes:— 

60 days bankers’ drafts j 
3 mos. bankers’ drafts . . li 

4 mos. bankers’ drafts .. . . 1 

1 month trade bills .. . . 2 

£200 accepted 16th March, 2 mos. due lUth May, Accepted .\ciiie (’yde (d. Ltd. 

£300 aceeptc<i 5th April, (n 3 mos. due 8lh .July, Accepted LloytU Hank. 
£50<,» acceptcfl 14th April, 'ft, 4 mos. due 17th Augimt, Accep(< il I^i/aids. 

Solution:— 

14th April, 

Bill. Days. KaU*. DUroiiiit. 

£ H. d. £ H. d. 
200 0 0 35 »> n ' 0 7 8 
3<HJ 0 0 85 IO' 0 13 1 
5tKJ 0 0 125 1 * yO 1 14 3 

0 17 »» irr 1i 
Lcfw 3 5 0 Stam|)H 0 10 0 

£906 mr 1) T(»tal (ImrgcH ~r> 0 

Amount credited to customer: i’lMMl ITis. (kl. 



CHAPTER XXV 

MONETART UNITS AND SYSTEBKS OF THE PRINCIPAL 
COUNTRIES—SIMPLE EXCHANGES 

The table on pages 584 5 gives particulars of the monetary units 

of the principal countries of the world. To assist the reader, the 

Mint Pars of Exchange with this country are given in sterling and 

also in currency in the ea.se of those countries which are normally 

on a gold standard. In the following paragraphs brief details are 

given of the monetary systems of the more imi)ortant States. 

Fineness.—It is lU'cessary to explain that by “ fineness ” is meant 

the proportion of pure metal in standard currency units. Our gold 

currency is j^ths (or -917) tine, which means that every 12 parts of 

standard gohl from which sovereigns are made contain 11 parts of pure 

gold and 1 part of alloy. The standairl gold of most other nations 

is j^ljths, -900, or 900 fine, that is to say, there are 900 parts of pure 

gold in every 1,000 parts of the currency metal, so that our standard 

gold is of purer quality than that of most other countries. The 

rea<h*r will observe that it does not matter whether the parts are 

grains, ounces, pounds, or grammes—the fineness or proportion of 

purt' gold is expn^ed in the same way. 

Monetary Systems of the Principal Countries* 

Great Britain. 
4 farthings — 1 penny. 12 i>encc = 1 shilling* 

20 shillings = 1 pound. 

40 lbs. troy of standard gold, -tlis fine, are coined into 1,869 

sovereigns. 

1 sovereign weighs 123-27447 grains, or 7*98805 grammes, of 

standard gold. 

I sovereign contains 113-0016 grains, or 7*322381 grammes, of 

fine gold. 

1 lb. troy = 12 ozs. 1 oz. troy = 480 grains = 31 • 1035grammes. 
58S 
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Count rj'‘ Monetary I"nits. 

Mint Pur of KxrhuiiKe. 

TyiH? of Stamlunl. 

Great Britain Sovereign (— 

Currency. £ 8. it. 

20 stilUlnfiis 
240 iH'nce) 

(told IjullliHit 

British Empire. 
Alien (w Imliu) 
Australia 
British Hon¬ 

duras 
British North 

Borneo 
Canada 
Ceylon 
Cvpnis 
HonR Kong and 

l^buan 
India 

Iraq .. 
Irish Free State 
Janmlca 
Kenya. Tan¬ 

ganyika and 
I’ganda 

Malaya (sfe 
Straits Set¬ 
tlements) 

Malta.. 
Mauritius ami 

Seychelles 
(«ee India) 

Mesofiotauiia 
<<ee Iran) 

Newfoundland 
New Zealand 
Palestine 
Rhodesia 
Straits Settle¬ 

ments 
Sudan 

KEypt) 
Union of Sciuth 

Africa 
West Africa .. 

Pound (— 20s. — 240d.) 
Dollar («» 100 cents) 

S.S. dollar (100 cents) 

Dollar (“ 100 cents) 
Rupee ( =* 100 cents) 
Pound ( “ ISO piastres) 
Dollar (— 100 ctuits) 

Ruixrc(*» 16 annas 
« 64 pice 
~ 102 pies) 

Dinar ( « l.OiH) tils) 
Pound ( - 20s. « 240i!.) 
Pound ( « 20s. 240ti.) 
Shilling (=“ 100 cents) 

Pouml (- 20s. 240il.) 

IV>llar (100 cents) 
Pound ( “ 2t>«. 240il.) 
£P ( « l.tx^) niilli«’*riH‘s) 
Poiinil (2*H, »= 24Ui.) 
I>ollar( --= 100 cents) 

Pound (20s. 2401.) 

Pound ( = 20s. « 2l0d.) 

I 
4*866.'> 

8-57 

4-866:> 
13 33 

1 

113 33 

1 
1 

20 

1 

4 • 
1 
1 

H • ."iT 

1 

1 

I 0 0 
O 4 u 

0 2 4 

0 4 1 32 
0 1 6 
1 0 0 

0 1 6 

1 0 I) 
1 0 0 
1 O 0 

O I 0 

1 0 0 

«> 4 1 32 
I O 0 
I 0 O 
I o o 
0 2 4 

1 0 o 

1 o u 

tiold biilliont 
Sterling exchange 

(•old exchange 

Gold bullion* 
(AVc Indki) 
Sterling exchange 
Silver 

Sterling exchange 

Sterling excliangc 
Sterling exchange 
.'<t«‘rling exchange 
Sterling exiliange 

Sterling exchange 

GoKi bullion* 
Gold bulliont 
sterling ^•\c|mnge 
t»oM s|»<‘cl«‘t 

Gold exclianget 

Golil s|ji‘< iet 

Sterling exchange 

Ecrope. 
Zaiin StandanP 

r 
Alluinia 

I^tvia 

Sfjftln 
Switzerlarul 

Scandxtxavian 
Hiandartl^ 

Denmark 
Ksthonia .. 
Norway .. \ 
Swfslen 

Au8tria 
Belgium 

Bulgaria 
Czecho-Slovakla 
Dantxig 
Finland 

I.<*k (20 (entiriies) 

Franc ( - 100 centiin('s) 
Ijit (^^ lUO gruiM’hi or >25*221.’’* 

8antim<*s> 
PeiW'ta (-- Itg) rentImoH) 
Franc ( UX) centimes) J 

Krone (« 100 <ire) 
Kroon ( Kxi sents) 
Krone f*’ KK) Tire) 
Krona (— IlXiore) 
Hchllling ( KXJ groacheii) 
Belga <» 5 francs 

«» ,VM) cents) 
I>rva(«« lOOstotlnkl) 
Krone(« KXMieller) 
D.’intzlggulden(IU0D.|^) 
Markka ( - 100 penni) 

VISl.’iO:. 

31 

35 00 

673'6.59 
164 251 

I 25 - 
1193 23 

tioM s|)ecie nrtd gold 
exihange* 

0 0 l» .M6<{ (iold bullion* 

Inconvertible |«ii>er 
Gold bullion 

r Gold buiilont 

0 i 

1 

(trdil exchanget 
Itoltl bulltont 
Gold buiilont 

0 0 7 (•old exebunge* 
0 0 6 8.58 ttold bullion 

0 0 (tolil exrlmrtge* 
0 0 ii Gold exchange* 
0 0 9 6 i (•old exchange* 
0 0 11 (•old excluinget 

• Not effective. f .Suspended* 

• Including rountiies which have ailopterl the name system of currency as the now alian' 
doned Latin Union. 

* Includlog coonUfet which have the aamc aystem at the defunct Hcandlnavlan Union. 
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Country. Monetary CniU. 

Mint Par of Flxchanj^e. 

Tyia; of Standard. 

Currency. £ 8. d. 

:uROPB—(roiif.) 
Franc** Franc (** 100 centlrncH) 124 2134 0 0 1*9.32 Gold bullion 
tifrinnny 
<Jrc<’<*c 

Hiiiark. ( = H»0 pfenniue) 20*429 0 0 11*748 (;old bullion* 
Drachma (100 lepta) 375 0 0 0*64 (iolil cxcbaiiKct 

Hollniul Florin U)t) cents) 12 107 0 1 7*824 Gold bullion 
(Nctlicrlumlh) 

llunsary Penjro( lOOlillerorRura.s) 27*825 0 0 8*62 Gold exchanifc* 
Italy .. l.lru (<-» 100 reiit4‘Kirni) 92*46 0 0 2*6 Gold exchange (a) 
Lithuania Litax ( 100 cents) 48•665 0 0 4 * 932 Inconvertible jiaper (a) 
Lux«*iiilK)iin: Franc ( ^ HO pfennlRc) 17500 0 0 1*371 Gold exchange 
rulutiil Zloty (« 100 Kroxz) 43*38 0 0 5*5 Gold bullion and gold 

Porfujral Fxcudo ( ■« 100 centavoK) no 0 0 2*182 
exchange* 

Sterling exchange 
Hiimniiia 1^*11 ( - 100 haul) 813*6 0 0 0 3 Gold exchange** 
Turkey Pound, Tiil ( loO piax- no 71 0 18 1 Inconvertible |»ar.cr 

r.SSH. 
tres 4,000 paras) 

T« h* rvonctr.( i*i roubles) 
(piastres) 

0*946 1 1 1} Inconvertible parxr 
Yutfo-Slavi:i .. l>iriar('- loo paras) 276 32 0 0 0*87 (joUI exchange* 

MKRICA. 
.^rueiiMna Peso ( mo reiitavos)* 5*05 0 3 ni Sterling exehangc 
lb.11 via ibdiviano( - lOOceiitavos) 13*33 0 1 6 Gold bulliont 
Lraril Milreis ( loOceiitavoa 40*7 0 0 5*899 (iuld bulliont 

Chile .. 
- l,<K)0rels) 

Pes4) (1(M» centavos) 40 0 0 6 Gold bulliont 
('olnmlila P**so ( ’ 100 centavo.H) 5 0 4 0 (foKl bullion ib) 
('o^ta Kira Colon ( lt»o centcslinos) 10 45 0 1 10*9 (Jold builioii* 
t'uha ,. Marti ( * «20 C.S.) 0 2433 4 1 8 64 Dollar exchange* 

Kcua<h)r 

peso ( » 100 centavos 
- $1 C.S.) 

Sucr^ ( 100 centavos) 

4 8665 

24 33 

0 

0 

4 

0 

1*32 

10 G(dd bulliont 
<«uat«'tuala .. Duet7,.tl ( Oo iiesos) 4 * 8665 0 4 1*32 lK)llar exchange 
Haiti ! (enirxh't . 1(»0 centa\os) — 0 0 9*87 StaiillUcsi at 1 guuMe 

(l><*mlnl«n) 
lloielurai* 1 Leinidraf 1(U) c<*iitavos) 9*7;13 0 o 0*66 

- $ 20 U.S. 
Gold exebanget 

Mexico 1 Pi'so ( lOO centavos) 1 9 76 0 2 Oi Gobi exebanget 
Ni**araKua 1 C<irdoha( mOceiitaxos) 1 4 8665 0 4 1 .32 Gold exclianget 
Panama j illllHtal PKI ('eiifolinoh) 1 4 8665 4 1 * 32 tiold exebanget 
Parntfiiay 1 P« H<i ( ]o0 ( ( iit;i\os) i ; 5*113 ! 0 3 lU IiK'txnvertible luper 
Peru .. 1 .".d ( mo centavos) ! ' 17*:bs 0 1 1*81 tb>ld luiiliont 
.'N»l\a<!or I Pe>Mi or odoti ( - mo cen- I 

1 lax oh) I 
l>olI:ir ( l*Mt Cents) 

1 9-73 0 o 0 6 (Jold exebanget 

CnltiMl Slat<‘*» ■ 8 2 4 0 *> 8 • .54 Gold bulliont 
Cnitfuay pc*^» ( 10*1 cenlesiinos) i 4*67 o 4 3 Inci'iixt*rtible paHT 
Vefwxncln Holixar( moceiitaxos) j ‘>5.*>**i5 0 0 9* G(dd bulliont 

.«5U. 
China.. Shnnuh.'il iloll.tr (” UHi 

1 
! 
I silver 

Ihitcli K. Inilh'M 
cent-s) 

tillllderl mo Cl Ills) 
! 
1 12 107 0 1 7 .821 Gtdd exchange 

Indochina .. !*la.stre ( lofrano) 12*42134 0 1 7 32 Gold exchange 
Jaitan 
Kiin*a ^ Vi n ( loo .M n) 

Hiyal ( loo dinars) 

‘» * 7*» 0 *» 0•.’>^2 Gold bulliont 

Pcn«la 20 0 1 0 G.dd bullion* 
PlillippineH ., Peso ( •- loo centavos) 9 733 0 2 0*66 Dollar exchange 
Slain .. 'Meal or baht (<• 100 It 0 1 9 * vS2 Gold exclMUget 

krica, 
A iRcria 

satanits) 

Franc <— mo centimes) 124 2134 0 0 1*932 Gold bullion 
Ibdtflan CoriRO Franc ('» 100 centimes) 17500 0 0 1 371 (JobI exchange 
Kitypt Pound t ' UK) plastn's) I 97^ pla. 1 0 61 Gold bulliont 
iJlH-rta r..S. dollar (loo cents) (Sci* C nited .States) 
Mmlatraxcar .. Franc (-« UK) centime's) 124 2134 0 0 1*932 Gold exchange 
Morocco Franc ( «• 100 centimes) 124 2134 0 0 1 932 Fninc exchange 

(French) 
Morocco 

(S|uini«li) 
TrliHill 

Pend A ( UK) c(*ntiima) 25 2215 0 0 9 516 Peseta exchange 

Lira ( — UK) centesimi) 92 46 0 0 2 6 Gobi exch.ange 
TuiiIn Franc ( 100 ccntiincs) 124 2134 0 0 1*932 Gobi exchange 

• Not elT<»rilvc. t Siwp^'ndtHl. 

(fl) Kxrlmngcs iM'entHl. (h) IVggnl rxchantf^ at lOo |>c«>s $1 T.S. 
QtiotAlkitui an» for golil praoa. To convert the quotation to |ia|K'r multiply by 
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According to the Coinage Act, 1891, 1,869 sovereigns are to be 

coined out of 40 lbs. troy of gold, ~ths fine, and a new sovereign 

should therefore weigh 123*27447 grains, but a remedy allowance is 
permitt^ of *4 of a grain or three jxirts per mille more or less than 

this legal weight, and of two parts ])er mille in the fineness. Sove¬ 

reigns cease to be legal tender when they w^eigh less than 122 J grains 

and half-sovereigns wdien less than 61J grains. The gold coins issued 

by the mints at Pretoria, Sj’dney and Melbourne are legal tender 

here, and the English gold coins are also legal tender in Australia. 

Since the passing of the Gold Standard Act, 192“), all gold for 

coinage must pass to the Mint from the Bank of England, which is 

compelled by its charter to buy all gold offered to it at the price of 

£3 178. 9d. per oz. standard. By the same Act, tlie Bank was requircnl 

to sell gold at the rate of £3 17s. 10|d. ])er ounce standard, provided 

the amount demanded w'as not less than 40() ounces troy of fine golil 

(about £1,700), but this obligation was sus]K‘nded by the Gold Standard 

(Amendment) Act, 1931. 

Silver Coins,—The common silver coins are the crown, half-crown, 

florin, shilling, sixj^ence and threejxumy piece. Up to 1920, (>6 shillings 

were coined out of one troy pound w'eight of silver "^ths tine, but the 

silver coins issued since that year are only 500 or ^jths fine. The 

coins are made of an alloy of silver with nickel, copj)er and zinc, and, 

as the value of the metal from which they are made is much below 

the face value of the coins, the Government makes a considerable 

profit on their issue. 

Bronze Coins.—The bronze coins (95 parts copper, 4 parts tin, 

1 part zinc) are the penny, half-penny and farthing. Ix*gally, 

48 pennies must weigh 1 lb. avoirdupois of bronze, or one 

penny weighs nearly 146 grains ; two half-pennies, however, weigh 

175 grains. 

Bank of England }iotes arc issued by the Bank of England for 

amounts of IDs., £1, £5, £10, £20, £50, £100 and upwanls. The lOs. 

and £1 notes were first issuc^d in 1928 to rejilace the Treasury notes of 

similar denomination issued by the Government during and after the 

Great War under the Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1914. 

Legal Tender Currency :— 

(1) Bank of England notes are legal tender for any amount. 

The Bank’s lOs. and £1 notes are legal tender in England 

and Wales, »Scotland and Northern Ireland for all puri)oses, 

including payment of the Bank’s notes of higher denomination. 
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Bank of England notes for £5 and over are legal tender in England 

and Wales for payment of £5 or over, except by the Bank or its 

branches. The Bank's notes of £5 ancl upwards are not legal 

tender in Scotland or Northern Ireland. 

(2) Gold coins are legal tender for any amount. 

(3) Silver coins are legal tender up to 408. 

(4) CoppiT coins arc legal tender up to Is. 

The silver and bronze coins are called token coins, as their com¬ 
modity value is in normal times less than their face value. The limit 

on the amounts for which they are legal tender keeps other more 

valuable forms of currency in circulation. 

The British Empire.—Australia—The monetary system and 

standard arc identical with those of Great Britain, the coins of 

gold, silver, and bronze is.sued by the Commonwealth corresponding 

in value, weight and linem^ss with those issued by this country, 

i‘XC4»j)t that the silver loins are of our old fineness, -925, and that no 

silver coin above 2s. Od. is i.ssiied. The gold coins are identical with 

our OU71, but the silver and bronze coinage is of s]X'cial design. English 

eoias circulate side by side with the Commonwealth issues. 

Notes of various denomination are issued by the Commonwealth 

Government through the Commonwealth Bank, the central banking 

institution. The circulation of gold coins has been susjx'nded in 

Au.stralia as in (ireat Britain. Owing to financial difficulties in 1930, 

gokl exports from Australia were also suspemled, and the Australian 

IX)und has de])reciated by al)out 2o % in terms of sterling. 

British West Africa. British notes and gold coins circulate in the 

Colonu‘s grouped under this heading, together with notes of small 

denomination and token coins of bronze and silver, issued by the 

Went African Currency Board. 

Canada, I dollar ~ 100 cents. 

Normally, the standanl is gold, baswl on the legal rate of $4*8f)§ 

- £1, or $1 Is. 1 -32(1. Silver coins of 1 dollar, 50, 25, 10, 5 cents 

and various smaller tokens of nickel and bronze are issued. The 

English sovereign and American eagle of 10 dollars arc both legal 

tender to any amount and circulate freely, the eagle being accepted 

nn cfiuivalent to 10 (^inadian dollars. The pajx^r currency consists 

of notes of various denomination issucnl by the Government and the 

Canadian bunks. 

The Canadian authorities continue to insist that Canada is still 
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on a gold standard; but, in view of the depreciation of her currency 
and the restriction of gold exports, it is difficult to see how this claim 

can be justiiied. 

Ceylon. 1 rupee = 100 cents. 

The standard is the Indian rupee (see below). The coinage consists 

of silver coins of 10, 25 and 50 cents, nickel coins of 5 cents, and 

copper coins of 1, J and J cent. Currency notes of various denomina¬ 

tion in ru|)ees are also issued by the h^al administration. 

India. 1 rupee = 16 annas. 

1 anna == 4 pice. 1 pice == 3 pies. 

1 lac or lakh of rupees* = 100000 ru|)ees (written lls. 1,00,000). 

1 crore of rupees = 10,000,000 rupees (do. Rs. 1,(X),00,000). 

Note: 12,11,07,250 rupees = 12 crores, 11 lacs, 7250 rupees. 

Rx. = 10 rupees. Rx. 7,99,00,00 = 79,1HX),000 nii>ees. 

The standard coin is the silver rupee of ISO grains troy, JJths 

fine, and J, J, J of the same weight and fineness are called S-, 4-, 2’anna 

pieces respectively. The minor coinage consists of nickel coins of 

1, 2, 4 and 8 annas, and bronze coins of 1 anna and 1 pice anna). 

The rupee is legal tender for any amount, and, since March, 1927, 

its gold value is fixed for purposes of conversion at 8*47512 grains pure 

gold, i.e., 13*33 rupees = 1 sovereign, or 1 ruj)ee ISd. lk‘tw(*en 

March 1920 and 1927 the sovereign was legal tender in India at the 

rate of £1 — 10 rui)ees, but it in now demonetised. 

By the Act of 1927, the currency authority was com|M‘lled by law 

to buy gold, and to sell gold (or gold exchange at its option) at the 

fixed price of 18d. per rupee; but following the HUsjx?n.‘<ion of the gold 

standard by Great Britain, the rupee continued to be linked to sterling 

at the fixed rate of I8d.; i.e., a ""sterling exchange standard'' was 

adopted and the value of the ru|)ee was allowed to depreciate in terms 

of gold. Only the Imperial Bank of Iiulia and other sjKxdally apix)inted 

banks are allowed to deal in foreign exchange. 

Irish Free State.—Up to the end of 1928 the circulating media 

consisted of British coins, Treasury notes, and Irish bank notes 

issued by the various Irish banks under the Bank Charter (Ireland) 

Act, 1845. As from the beginning of 1929 the circulating media were 

replaced by new Irish token currency authorised by the Irish Coinage 

Act, 1926, and by notes Issued under the provisions of the Irish Cur- 

• The term ** liic ** is aliio um*tl on the Ixmcion Kona^^n Kxehanse Market to 
signify “ ono hundred thousand ” in connection with other curn*nc;ies, e.g.,** 1 lao 
yen ** — 100,000 yen. 
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rency Act, 1927, in denonunationH of the HacyrsUmi Pound, the unit 

of accjount. The token coinage coriBistH of eilver coins, 750 fine, 

of 28. 6d., 28. and 1h.; nickel coins of fid. and 3d., and bronze coins 
of Id., j|d. and Jd. 

Tlic notes in circulation are of two classes:— 

(1) Lecjal Tender Notes, issued by the Irish Currency Com¬ 

mission to the banks against the deposit of gold, British 

currency, British Government securities, or sight drafts on 

London. The notes are redeemable in sterling on demand if 

presented at the London agency of the Commission. 

(2) Consolidated Bank Notes, issued by recognised banks, 

and obtained by them from the Currency Commission against 

the deposit of cash or against the security of trade bUls 
or acceptable evidence of advances granted by the banks. 

These notes are convertible into legal tender at the Head 

Office's of the issuing banks. 

The free convertibility of Irish currency into sterling forms the 

basis of the sterling exchange standard which has been adopted as a 

means of ensuring that no exchange difficulties shall disturb the trade 

relationships between the two countries. 

There are no legal restrictions on foreign exchange, but the banks 

exercise strict eontrol. 

New Zealand.—The currency of New Zealand consists of English 

coins of gold, silver and bronze, together with notes of various 

denomination issued by the Bank of New Zealand and certain of the 

Australian banks. 
In 1933, New Zealand's industrial position became so adverse that 

the (lovernment had to intervene and devalue the exchange on the 

basis of £125 New Zealand |>er £1(H) sterling. The six leading banks 

maintain the c*xchanges at this level, but there is also an unofficial 

market. 

The Sudan. 1 piastre (= 10 millidmes) = 40 paras. 

1 Egyptian pound = 100 piastres. 

The gold coins are the Egyptian pound (£E), value 20s. 6d., 

and the fiO-piastro piece of half the value of the £E. The English 

sovereign is legal tender at 97*60 piastres. Gold coins are not at 

present issued, the circulating medium consisting of notes. 

Silver coins of 1, 2, 6, 10 and 20 piastres, and also several smaller 

nickel and bronze coins, are issued. 
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The Union of South Africa.—^The nionet^iry By stem is the same 
as that of Great Britain, the South African pound being the standard 
of value. Early in 1924 a new silver coinage of special design was 
issued to replace the English and the old Kruger silver coins in circula¬ 
tion. The silver coins are 800 fine. 

Notes of various denominations are issued by the South African 
Reserve Bank, and these are gradually superseding the issues previously 
made by the various other South African banking institutions. 

In view of South Africa’s vast gold jiroduction, it is not surprising 
that gold coins continued to circulate in the Union long after they 
had disappeared in other countries, and that the nation was very 
loth to follow Britain's lead in 1931 and suspend the gold standard. 
Actually, this was not done until December, 1932, when bank notes 
were made inconvertible into gold an<l exj>orts of the metal were 
controlled. 

The South African banks (like the banks in the other Dominions) 
have a virtual monopoly of all exchange dealings, rates being fixed by 
agreement between them. There is, however, a private? unofficial 
market where it is possible to deal at cheaper rates than the official 
rates. This market consists of large firms with connections in tho 
Dominions and certain London banks outside the “ Ring **. 

In March, 1932, a new coinage was deert^ed con.^^isting of tho florin 
(11’3(KJ16 grains of pure goki), the cent (l/KM) of the valiu* of tho 
florin), and the randy equal to a lO-florin gold pkte; of silver coins of 
2 florins, 1 florin and 50, 20 and 10 cents; and of bron/.e coins of tho 
value of 4, 2 and 1 centxS, 

Rhofifsia.—The monetary .system is practically the same as that 
of the Union of South Africa, but the gold standard is not now in 
operation. Notes are issued by the various banks and no steps have 
been taken to centrali.se the issue. 

EUROPE. 

The Latin Standard.—In I860, France, Italy, Belgium and 
Switzerland agreed to adopt a uniform monetary system, and for this 
purpose formed what was known as tho Latin Uniony which Greeco 
joined later. The Union adopted a double or bimetallic standard of 
value, based on gold and silver, coins of either metal being made 
equally legal tender in their respective countries at tho legal ratio of 
16} of silver to one of gold. Tho arrangements provided that the 
monetary units or standard coins, although of different design and, if 
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desired, of different names, should all be of the same weight and 

fineness, and should contain approximately *32258 gramme of gold, 

900 fine, gi\ing, in each case, a mint parity with British currency of 
25 *2216 per £1. 

Owing to the great difficulty of maintaining the bimetallic ratio 

(see Chapter XVIII), the countries concerned had to demonetise silver, 

while, in eonse<[uc*nce of currency difficulties arising from the Great 

War, the Union had to l>e dissolved. 

Of the original participants only Switzerland still maintains a gold 

currency standard based on the weight and fineness adopted by the 

Latin Union. The same gold standard basis has, however, been adhered 

to in Spain since 1S91, and lias also been a<lo})ted by two of the 

new post-war Kurojiean States (Latvia and Albania), each of which 

has, thendore, a currency whose Mint Par with sterling is nominally 
25*22ir>: £1. 

The various countries whose currencies are now based on this 

standanl, which, for convenience, we describe as the Latin Standard, 

art* given below. As a rule, toktm coins of silver, nickel and bronze 

are issued by all these countries, but gold does not circulate and the 

curr(»nci<*s consist largi‘ly of paper money of various denomination. 

Albania. 1 fnuio (franchi) - 5 lek ^ lOO centimes. 

The franc contains -290322 gramme of fine gold. Notes, issued by 

the National Bank of Albania, and silver, nickel and bronze coins 

circulate. 

Latvia (Centre quoUd: Riga). 

1 lat - 100 santimes or graschi. 

The currency of the post war State of I>atvia was based in August, 

1922, on a momdary unit known as the hi, t ([uivalent to the gold franc 

adopUd by the old Latin Union, and thus containing *32258 gramme 

of gold, 900 fim», or *2903 gramme of pure gold. 
Latvia is nominally tm a gold bullion standanl: but dealings in 

exchange are subj(»ct to such restrictions that the standard is no 

longer effective. 

Spain (Centre ipioUd: Madrid). 
1 poi^eta ~ 100 centimexs. 

1 peso duro or pia.strc — 5 jit\seta«. 

Spain, 08 we have aetm, a<lopted the same currency system as the 

now extinct Latin Union, her monetary unit, the jtesita, having a mint 
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parity with the sovereign of 25*2215 pesetas per £1. The monetary 
system is still legally bimetallic, but in reality the legal tender silver 

5-peseta pieces, weighing 25 grammes, 900 fine, form the basis of the 
currency. In addition to the new gold coins of 5,10,20 and 50 jiesetas, 
various minor coins in silver and bronze are issued, but the currency 

consists chiefly of notes of various denominations issued by the Bank 

of Spain. The Bank's note issue up to 4 milliards of pesetas must 

be covered by 40 % gold and 5 % silver, but if the issue is between 
4 and 5 milliards, the cover must be as to 50 % gold, and as to another 

10 % silver. 
In spite of her neutral position during the Great War, Sj)ain, by 

reason of various internal difticulties, was unable to maintain the 

parity of the peseta with gold, although the depreciation was at no 
time very great. Spain has ample gold reserves; but attempts at 
monetary reform have l>een defeated by indecisive action, and, later, 

by political disturbances. There are as yet no prosjxcts of a return 

to gold in the near future. All exchange dealings are rigidly controlled 
and at the time of writing the peseta is fairly closely linked to sterling. 

Switzerland (Centre quoted: Zurich or Geneva). 
1 franc = 100 centimes. 

Switzerland, having remained neutral during the Great War, was 

able to maintain the gold standard throughout the period of hos¬ 
tilities. Nevertheless, the circulating currency, like that of other 

European countries, has for some years past consisted mainly of notes 
of various denomination, together with token coins of silver and nickel. 

Early in 1929 an expert Committee, appointed by the Swiss Govern¬ 

ment to consider the currency position, recommended that the country 
should return to the full gold standard, and that the circulation of 

gold coins should be resumed. For the time being, however, the 

notes of the National Bank were made convertible, at its option, into 

gold coins, or gold in the form of bars, or gold exchange^ i.e., a gold 

exchange standard was adopted. Later, on the location of the Bank 
for International Settlements at Basle in 1930, Switzerland iiLstituted 

the gold bullion standard; but no further move has l>ccn made towards 
the re-establishment of a gold specie standard. 

The Scandinavian Standard. 
Norway (Centre quoted: Oslo). 
Denmark (Centre quoted: Copenhagen). 

Sweden (Centre quoted: Stockholm). 1 Krona = 100 ore. 

Estbonia (Centre quoted: Reval or Tallin). 1 Kroon = 100 sente. 

^1 Krone = 100 ore. 
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The Scandinavian Mint CJonvcntion was formed in 1873 between 
Denmark and Sweden, Norway joining afterwards. 

The original arrangements provided that the gold coins, token 
coins and central bank notes of each country should be freely accepted 

in the other countries, and that the coin and note issues of the three 

countries should be interchangeable. In consequence of the War, the 

arrangements broke down, and in 1924 the Convention was formally 
dissolved. In 1931 32, all three couiitric.s 8u.speiuled the gold standard, 
and at the time of writing, their exchanges are controlled and main¬ 

tained as closely as possible to a fixed value in terin.s of sterling. 

(See Chapter XIX.) 
The gold coins legally provi<led for are 20-, 10-, and 5-kroner 

pieces, the Mint Regulations prescribing that one hundred and twenty- 

four 20-kroner pieces, 900 fine, must be coined from 1 kilogramme of 
fine gold, giving a Mint Par with Britain of 18*159 kr. per £1. Various 

bronze, nickel and silver coins, as well as notes issued b}' the respective 

central banks, are current. 
The new post-war Baltic State Esthonia first adopted a standard 

unit known as the imrk, having the same weight and fineness as the 
Swiss franc (i.e., the Latin standard). As a result of currency mis¬ 

management much difliculty was experienced, and in January, 1928, 

the gold exchange standard was instituted based on the kroon. This 
was given the same metallic content as the Scandinavian currencies, 

viz., *403220 gramme of pure gold, so that the mint parity with this 

country is the same as tliat of NorAvay, Sweden and Denmark, viz., 

18*159 kroner per £1. 
At first a gold exchange standard was maintained, but in June, 

1933, Esthonia 8Usj>endod the gold standard, and the kroon w'as 

linked to sterling. This meant a reduction of 35 % in the gold value 

of the kroon. 

Austria (Centre quoted; Vienna). 

1 schilling = 100 groschen* 

The gold standard was adopted by the dual State of Austria- 

Hungary ill 1892, the unit being the gold krone or corona, 3,280 kr. 

being coined from 1,000 grammes of fine gold. 

In consequence of the War, the two countries separated under 

distinct Governments, and in both cases the currencies (and also tlie 

exchanges) became considerably depreciated. In 1925 Austria, with 

the assistance of the League of Nations, remodelled her currency on 

the basis of a new unit, the schilling oi 100 groschen, which for purposes 

88 
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of conversion was made equal to 10,000 paper kronen of the old 

currency. By the Mint Regulations, 1 kilogramme of fine gold is 

coined into 4,723 *2 schillings. The 100-schilling piece thus contains 

21*17 grammes of pure gold, and the mint parity with British cur- 

rencj" is 34*58^ schillings j)er £1. New silver, nickel and cop})er 

tokens have been issued, but some larger coins of the old currency 

still pass as legal tender at fixed equivalents to the new coinage. 

In 1931 dealings in fort'ign exchange were subjected to official 

control, the rates being fixed by the Austrian National Bank. But 

as from September, 1933, control has been relaxed and all private 

and external debts must be settled at the market exchange of the day. 

Belgium (Centre quottHl: Brussels). 

1 belga = 5 francs = 500 centimes. 

The currency of Belgium naturally depreciated considerably in 

value as a rt‘sult of her participation in the War and of her close 

relationship with France. In October, 1926, stei)s were taken to 

remedy the position. A stabilisation loan was floated by tlie Belgian 

Government in London and New York, and the exchange was stabi¬ 

lised at the then prevailing rate of 175 Belgian francs per £1. For 

exchange purposes a new unit was introduced, known as the belga, 

but internal exchanges are still effected in terms of francs, five paper 

francs being taken as equivalent to one belga. 

The belga is based on the equivalent of *232456 gramme of gold, 

^ths fine, or *209211 gramme of fine gold, making the Mint Far 

of Exchange with Great Britain 35 belgas per £1. No gold coins 

are at present in circulation, but the sub.sidiary coinage consists of 
various coins of nickel and cupro nickel. The .s(de rights of is.suing 

paper money are ve.sted in the hands of the Bain[ue Natif)nale de 

Belgique, which is compelled to maintain a n*serve of at least 30 % 

in gold, and must redeem it.s note.s in gold, in gold exchange, or in 

silver at its market value in terms of gold. 

The gold exchange standard originally intrcHluced on the stabilisa¬ 

tion of the Belgian exchange functioned very successfully and has 

now been replaced by a gold bullion standard. 

Bulgaria (Centre quoted: Sofia), 

1 leva = 100 stotinki. 

After several years of currency mismanagement and financial 

difficulty, Bulgaria appealed to the I.ieaguo of Nations for assistance 

with her programme of reconstruction. In 1026 a Refugee Loan was 
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raised under the auspices of the League, and in November, 1928, 
arrangements were finally made for the flotation of a Stabilisation 

Loan of £5,000,000 in I^ondon, New York and Pajis. The proceeds of 

the loan were used to stabilise the leva at the new basis of 673'659 levas 

per £1, or 139 levas per dollar, and a form of gold exchange standard 

was instituted. Stability of the currency has been well maintained, 

but, as in most other countries, the exchanges are now subject to 

considerable restrictions. 

The National Bank of Bulgaria is empowered to issue notes of 

denomination not less than 200 levas, while token coins of silver and 

baser metal are being issiuxl to replace notes of lower value. 

Czecho-SIovakia (Centre quoted: Prague). 
1 crown or koruna - 100 heller or haleru. 

This post-war State adoj)ted the same system as that of Austria- 

Hungary in pre-war days, so that until Februar}", 1929, it had a mint 

parity witli tliLs country of 24 02 i>er £1. In consequence of inflation 

and financial difficulty, the currency depreciated considerably in 

value, and stej^s had to bo taken to stabilise it on a new basis. Credits 

were arranged by the Czecho-Slovak National Bank with certain of 

the principal central banks abroad, and tlie crown was given a new 
equivalent of -04458 gramme of line gold, giving a mint parity with 

with this country of lt)4*25| er. ]H*r £1. The gold exchange standard 

instituted in 1929 is inoperative', stability of the exchanges being 

maintained by oilicial control. 

In March, 1934, facc'd with serious financial difficulties, Czecho¬ 

slovakia sought relief in a further devaluation of her currency. The 

crow'll was devalueei by one-sixth and its new gold content was fixed 

at -03715 gramme of line gold. 

Dantzig. 1 florin or gulden ==100 pfeimige. 

The monetary unit of the Free City of Dantzig is the pajx'r gulden 

of 100 pfennige, ecjual to •292vS95 gramme of fine gold. The currenc}^ 

is a “ managed one consisting mainly of notes of the Dantzig Bank 

of 10, 25, 100, 500 and 1,(KX) florins. Its value W'as originally 

stabilised at 25 Dantzig gulden to the pound sterling, the Dantzig 

Bank being required to exchange its notes, not for gold, but for cheipies 

on London at the outgoing 8|)ecic point of 25-21 fl. ix>r £1. At the 

lower or incoming sjiecie point of 24*89 11, jier £1 the Bank issued 

cheques on Dantzig to the Bank of England in exchange for iK)unds 

sterling, thus keeping the exchange within the two limits fixed by law. 
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Following the suspension of the gold standard in Britain, Dantzig 

abandoned the sterling standard and linked its currency to gold. 

Exchange dealings are, however, subject to official control. 

The units are always referred to as the Dantzig florin or gulden and 

the Dantzig pfennige to avoid confusion with the Dutch florin or gulden 

and the German pfennige. 

Finland (Centre quoted: Helsingfors), 

1 markka (Finnish mark) = 100 penni. 

In December, 1925, Finland devalued her monetary unit, the mark, 

which was instituted on the formation of the State after the War, and 

established the conv'ertibility into gold of the notes of the Bank of 

Finland on the basis of 1 new mark — 03- gramme of pure gold, 

or *0421053 gramme of gold, 900 line. This gives a mint parity with 

this country of 193*23 Finnish marks jx^r £1. The gold standard 

was suspended in October, 1931, and Finnish eiirreney has since 

depreciated considerably in terms both of sterling and of gold. 

France (Centre quoted: Paris). 

1 franc = 100 centimes, 

France was tlie principal participant in the now defunct Latin 

Union, and from 1865 to tlie time of the Great War her currency 

was based on the gold franc, which had a mint parity with the 

sovereign of 25*2215 francs = £1. In addition the silver 5-franc 

piece, 900 fine, circulated as legal tender at the fixed rate of 15J silver 

francs = 1 gold franc, France thus having a dual or bimetallic standard. 

When silver was cheap the 5-franc pieces were worth more in all 

markets as currency than they were worth as silver bullion, and as 

a consequence the system completely broke down, being consequently 

described as the etalon boiieux, or “ limping standard”. 

During the Great War vast quantities of inconvertible notes were 

issued by the Bank of France, and by the Chambers of Commerce in 

the principal towns, with the result that the currency became very 

heavily depreciated. The inflation was continued after the War, 

until in July, 1926, the franc was quoted in the foreign exchfinge market 

as high as 250 to the £1, although there was evidence that this rate 

was considerably below the true value of the currency. 

In December, 1926, a new Government undertook the reorganisa¬ 

tion of the financial and currency position, and as a result the Paris 

rate on London was stabilised from March, 1927, to June, 1928, at 

124 francs per £1, and, in the latter month, stabilisation de facto 
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became stabilisation de jure when the currency was devalued and a 

gold bullion standard established. 

The franc has now a nominal gold content of 65*5 milligrammes, 

~ths fine, or 58*05 milligrammes fine, giving a Mint Par with Great 

Britain of 124*2134 francs per £1. One hundred-franc gold pieces 

are to be minted, and are constituted legal tender for any amount, 

but it is unlikely that these coins will circulate to any extent. Pro¬ 
vision was also made for the issue of 5- and 10-franc silver pieces to 

replace the notes of low'er denomination, and also for smaller token 

coins of aluminium-bronze, nickel and bronze. All gold and silver 

coins existing before the new currency law are no longer legal tender. 

The Bank of France, which has the solo right of note issue, is 

re<iuired to redcH?m its notes in gold on demand in minimum quantities 

agreed from time to time between the Minister of Finance and the 

Hank. The effect Is that gold is available for export in quantity, but 

is not issued for internal use. The Hank is eomjKdled to maintain 

a gold r<‘serve of not less than 33 % of its liabilities against notes 

and current accounts, the laws under which it was previously 

allowed a certain niaxinniin circulation being now' rejK'aled. Owing 

to its policy of sterilisation, the Hank's gold reserve is now* much above 

the legal minimum. 

Germany (Centre quoted: Berlin), 

1 reichsmark =- 100 pfennige. 

The gold standard was adopted in 1871, and gold coins of 10 and 

20 marks were issued, all IKK) fine. As a result of the War, however, 

Germany was compelled to depart from the gold standard, and, in 

consequence of vast issues of inconvertible paper, her currency bc'came 

valueless and her exchange purely nominal. The reorganisation of 
the currency proceecled by two stage's. In the first place renien- 

mark notes were issiuxl and made current at the rate of 1 renten- 

mark = 1 billion marks of the pre-war currency. The rentenmark 

is now replaced by the reichsmark ( - 100 pfennige) of equal value. 

Notes of various denominations in this new' currency have bcim 

issued, together with a new coinage of silver and subsidiary metal 

tokens, all other coins previously issued having been demonetised. 

The Mint Uegulations provide that one kilogramme of fine gold is 

to bo coined into 139} 20-reichsmark pieces, or into 279 10-roichsmark 

pieces, all 900 or -ths fine. 

Following the financial upheaval of 1931, Germany found it neces- 
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sary to place close restrictions on exchange operations, and, though 

the gold bullion standard continues to be maintained in theory, it is 

practically inoperative. 

Greece (Centre quoted: Athens). 

1 drachma = 100 Icpta. 

Until 1928 the monetary system of Greece was based on the 

bimetallic standard adopted by the Latin Union, but in May of that 

year, after a long period of indation and depreciation, the currency 

was stabilised at the ruling rate of 375 per £1, or51,212*87 drachmae 

per 1,000 grammes of fine gold. 
Greece suspended the gold standard in 1032, and exchange dealings 

are now subject to considerable restrictions. 

Holland (Centre quoted: Anifitcrdam). 

1 florin or gulden =- (19*82 pence) -- 100 cents. 

1 florin or gulden — 20 stivers. 

Before 1875 the standard was silver, but, owing to the rapid fall 

in the value of this metal, the coinage of silver was teini)orarily 

suspended, and gold coins were [)ut into circulation. 

The standard coin is the lO-florin piece, weight (>*720 grammes, 

900 tine, containing 0*048 grammes of line gold. The currency in 

Holland is, therefore, based on the gold stamlard, w*ith the silver coins 

issued before 1875 as limited legal tender. 

During the Great War, practically no gold coins were in circulation 

in Holland, the currency coiLsistmg of paix*r money of various denomi¬ 

nation, together with the silver coins and small token.s of nickel and 

bronze. In consequence of her neutrality during the Great War, 

however, and her favourable position as a link betwc(‘n Continental 

countries and the rest of the world, Holland bcn(*fited considerably 

and absorbed more gold than she needed. In 1925 the National Bank 

sought to re-establish the circulation of gold, but the attempt had to 

be abandoned because the gold coins soon di.sapjKjared. 

At the time of writing, Holland continues succes.sfully to maintain 

the gold bullion standard mainly becau.se her balance of trade keeps 

firmly in her favour. 

Hungary (Centre quoted: Budapest). 

1 pengo = 100 filler or garas. 

On her severance from Austria after the Great War, Hungary 

found herself with a currency which was severely depreciated in conse- 
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quence of the excessive issue of inconvertible paper. The paper 

corona was stabilised for some time at the rate of 346,000 per £1, but 

in November, 1925, a new unit was introduced known as the pengo^ 
equal to 12,500 coronas. 

Under the terms of the Currency Act, 3,800 pengo are coined from 

one kilogramme of fine gold, so that the Mint Par with sterling is 

27*825 j)engo jH^r £1. Cold coins are not in circulation, the metallic 

currency in use consisting of token coins of silver, nickel and bronze. 

The National Hank of Hungary has now the sole right to issue 

paper currency, and is charged with maintaining the stability of the 

monetary unit on the basis of a gold exchange standard. Thus the 

Bank must buy and sell such fore ign currency as is necessary to keep 

the exchange within the two theoretical gold points between Hungary 

and other gold standard countries, and is compelled to buy gold 

bullion at the mint i)rice of 3,800 pengo per kilogramme of fine 

gold, lc‘S8 six pengo minting charges, i.e., at 3,794 pengo per 

kilogramme. 

Although a gold exchange standard is nominally o}>erative in 

Hungary, exchange (healings are now greatly restricted, and, when 

IKTinittcd, can take ])lace only at “ official '* rates. 

Iceland (Centre quot(d: Ilitjkjavik). 

1 krona (pi. kronur) == 100 aurar (sing, cyrir). 

Prior to 1929, Iceland was a member of the Scandinavian Monetary 

Union, her currency having a mint parity with sterling of 18-159 

kronur per £1. During and after the War, the krona was subject to 

wide fluctuations, but since October. 1925, its value has been main¬ 

tained at the rate f>f 22-15 kronur ]>er fl. 

Since 1914, Iceland has been ofY the gold standard, and dealings in 

foreign exchange are now* subject to official control. 

Italy (Centre quoted: Milan). 

1 lira “ 100 centesimi. 

On the establishment of the Lrfitin I’nion, Italy based her currency 

on the lira, wliich, like the ISwisa franc and the old French franc, had 

a parity with British currency of 25-2215 francs per £1. In common 

with other Euroix^an countries, Italy entered during the Great War 

on a period of violent inflation, and excessive issues of inconvertible 

notes sent dow^n the value of the lira to about ^th of its pre-war value. 

After a period of great fluctuation, stabilisation was achieved in 

December, 1927, and a gold exchange standard w as adopUnl based on the 
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jpaper lira. This was devalued on the basis of 7*919053 grammes of 

fine gold per 100 paper lire, giving a new parity with Great Britain of 

92*46 lire per £1 and 19 paper lire per American dollar. 

The metallic currency now' consists of silver coins of 20, 10 and 

5 lire, together with nickel and bronze tokens of lower denomination. 

The sole right of issuing paper currency is vested in the Banca 

dTtalia, w'hich is compelled to hold reserves in gold or gold exchange 

of not less than 40 % of its notes outstanding and sight liabilities, 
subject, however, to the power to lower the percentage reserve in 

emergency on payment of a graduated tax. 

There arc at present no official restrictions on exchange operations 

in Italy, but the authorities, in conjunction with the leading banks, 

have been able successfully to “ j)eg the exchange rates and to 

maintain the gold bullion standard. 

Lithuania (Centre quoted: Kaunas or Kovno), 

1 litas (Engl, lit.) = 100 cents. 

The new- monetary unit of Lithuania, termed the litas, was made 

equivalent to --th of the pre-1933 U.S. gold dollar, giving it a gold 

value of *150402 gramme of pure gold. Coins of silver and nickel 

are also issued, together with notes of the Bank of Lithuania for 

various amounts. 

No rights exist regarding the convertibility of notes, but the central 

bank has .successfully operated on the mark(‘t when necessary to 

maintain the exchanges w ithin close limits of parity w ith gold currcuicies. 

Poland (Centre quoted; Warsaw). 

1 zloty = 100 grosz. 

The depreciation of the Polish mark by a long course* of infla¬ 

tion after the War resultecl, in 1924, in the introduction of a new' 

currency unit known as the zloty, having a mint parity with the 

sovereign of 25 *2215 per £1, as in the case of the currencies of the old 

Latin Union. As a result of further mismanagement, however, the 

currency again collapsed and strenuous efforts became necessary to 

improve the position. By rigid adherence to sound monetary policy 

and balanced budgets the currency w'as stabilised for some time at the 

rate of 43*38 zlotys per pound sterling. Later, in October, 1927, a 

gold exchange standard was instituted based on a unit devalued to 

the rate of 1*67177 milligrammes of fine gold per zloty. This gives 

a mint parity with this country of 43*38 zlotys per sovereign. 

The notes of the Bank of Poland are now the only legal tender 
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paper currency, and are redeemable on demand either in gold or 

gold exchange. The total note issue must be backed by a reserve in 

gold or gold exchange of not less than 40 %, but not less than 30 % 

must be in actual gold. 

After 1927 the zloty was kept stable by the operation of a 

gold exchange standard, but the restrictions since introduced render 

the standard practically inoperative and the value of the zloty now 

depends largely on official control. 

Portugal (Centre quoted: Lisbon), 

1 escudo == 100 centavos. 1 conto = 1,000 escudos. 

The circulating currency consists mainly of the inconvertible notes 

of the Bank of Portugal, together with various smaller tokens of silver, 

nickel and copper. 

One result of the great depreciation of the escudo in recent years— 

in 1924, its value fell to 165-54 escudos per £1—is that the rate of 

exchange is now quoted in terms of escudos io the instead of pence 

per escudo, as formerly. 

In June, 1931, a decree was published establishing the escudo on 

a new basis (in effect a sterling exchange standard), and fixing its 

value at 110 escudos j)er £1 sterling. English sovertugns and half- 

sovereigns arc legal tender in Portugal. 

Rumania (Centre quoted: Bukarest). 

1 leu = 100 bani. 

As in tlie case of the other participants in the Great \Var, the 

economic development of Rumania in ix)st-war years was giTatly 

hindered by the deprt'ciation and continual fluctuation of her currency. 

For some time progress towards reconstruction was prevented by the 

short-sighted policy of the Rumanian Government, which placed 

obstacles in the way of the inflow of foreign capital. On a change of 

Government this policy was reversed, and arrangements were made— 

with the assistance of the League of Nations—to raise a reconstruction 

loan of over £20,000,000 distributed in ten of the principal countries. 

As part of the scheme of reconstruction, tlie leu was stabilised in 

February, 1929, on the new gold value of 10 milligrammes, ^ths fine, 

giving a new mint parity with this country of 813-6 lei per £1. 

Bank notes were issued in denominations of 100, 500, 1,0(X) and 

5,000 lei, while subsidiary coins composed of an alloy of nickel and 

copper were struck for amounts of 1, 2, 6, 10 and 20 lei. 

The system adopted was the gold exchange standanl, and the 
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notes of the National Bank of Rumania in amounts of not loss than 

100,000 lei were made convertible at the Bank’s option, into either 

gold or foreign gold exchange, allowance being made in the latter 

case for the equivalent of the cost of shipping gold. There are at 

present extensive restrictions on exchange operations, as a result of 

which the gold exchange standard is rendered inoj)erative. 

Turkey (Centre quoted: Constantinople). 

1 piastre — 40 paras. 

1 lira or pound (or gold medjidre) — 100 piastres. 

Gold coins are J, 1 lira. Various silver coins were issiietl, but, 

although the standard is nominally gold, neither gold nor silver has 

been coined for some time, and the currency consists chiefly of incon¬ 

vertible paper. Formerly almost every European nation had its own 
currency in use, at a certain fixed ratio to the Turkish standard coin. 

Thus the English sovereign passed at 125 piastres and the French 

Napoleon at 100, but in consequence of the depreciation of the cur¬ 

rency gold is now at a premium and out of circulation, although base 

silver coins of various currencies are still bcung used. 

In 1928, all the dilapidated pajXT in use W(us withdrawn and new 

notes printed in England were put into circulation. 

The currency was stabilised in 1929 at about 110 piastre.s to the 

£1 and the Government assumed control of the foreign exchanges. 

U.S.S.B* (Centre quoted: Moscow). 

1 tchervonetz — 10 roubles “ 1,000 kopecks. 

Prior to the Great War, the currency of Russia was base^d on the 

gold rouble of 100 kopecks, the exchange with this country being 

quoted in terms of roubles per £1. As a result of the War and of the 

great political and social disorders in the country, the currency has 

been utterly disorganised and depreciaU^d, various issues having been 

made by the successive Governments. All such issues are now worth¬ 

less, and in 1924 the currency was stabilised on a gold basis, the new 

unit being the tchervonetz, equivalent to 10 roubles and theoretically 

containing 119-482(5 grains of pure gold, tliough no rights of con¬ 

version exist. The currency now consists of teliervonctz and rouble 

notes of various denomination, together with silver and copper coins 

of lower values. 

The silver currency tends, however, to disappear from circulation 

as soon as it is issued, since the masses show an increasing distrust of 

the paper money, and are at great pains to hoard any silver coins 

which come into their possession. 
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The rate is quoted in Moscow in terms of tchervonetzi per £1,000 

or $1,000, but rates on Moscow are now quoted in London in rovbles 

per £1 (Par: Rbls. 9-468 per £1). 

Russia cannot be said to have a free gold market, as the Soviet 

Government has a monopoly of foreign trade. The exchange has, 

however, been kept at parity with gold currencies. 

TugO-Slavia (Centre quoted: Belgrade). 

1 dinar = 100 paras. 

This is another of the post-war States, and its new currency was 

established in 1921 on the basis of the Latin system, at a gold value 

of 25-2215 dinars £1. Subsequently', however, the currency became 

badly depreciated. In 1930 attempts were made to stabilise the 

exchanges, and, after a |K‘riod of de facto stabilisation, the currency 

was devalued, and de jure stabilisation (at a rate of 11 dinars = 1 gold 

dinar) was effected in May, 1931. The new jmrity wdth sterling 

(27G-32 dinars = £1) was successfully maintained by a form of gold 

exchange standard, and, on the abandonment of the gold standard 

by Britain in 1931, the dinar was i)egged to the dollar. 

As in most otluT countries, the gold exchange standard is now 

ineffective owing to the existence of extensive restrictions on exchange 

dealings. 

AFRICA. 

Eg]rpt (Ci'iitrc quoted: Ahwandria). 

The currency system and uiiitu arc similar to those of the Sudan, 

which have already been given. Before the War, English, French, 

German and Turkish gold coins were current at fixed equivalents, the. 

English sovereign passing at 97 J piastres, as in the case of the Sudan. 

At pri'sent, gold coins (including tJie .sovereign) are still accepted at 

the old lixed ecjuivalents if they are offered, but only Egyptian cur¬ 

rency is legal tond(T, notes of various denominations being issued by 

the State and by the National Bank of Egypt, against reserves held 

in London in the form of Treasury bills and similar cover. English 

notes are accepted, generally at a small discount on the equivalent of 

971 piastres per £1, and this ratio has been maintained since our suspen¬ 

sion of the gold standard. 

Morocco (Centre quoted: Fez). 

French zone: 1 franc = 100 centimes. 

Spanish zone: 1 peseta = 100 centimes. 
1 rial ~ 20 biliuns. 
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Towards the end of 1928, an agreement was conoluded between the 

Banque d’Etat du Maroc (i.e., French Morocco) and the French 

Treasury, reafl&rming the principle of monetary union between the two 
countries. Under the agreement the Banque d’Etat will buy or sell 

exchange when necessary with the object of maintaining the Moroccan 

franc at par with the French franc. The notes of the Banque d’Etat 

are inconvertible, but silver coins of 10 f. and 20 f. are being issued in 

the Hinterland, where paper currency is viewed with disfavour. 

In Spanish Morocco the legal tender currency consists of Spanish 

peseta notes and coins, together with silver dollars known as 

“ hdssani issued by native Moorish rulers. 

AMERICA. 

Argentina (Centre quoted: Buenos Aires). 

44 cents gold = 1 paper peso = 100 centavos. 

For many years before the War Argentina suffered from the 

existence of an inconvertible paper currency, the value of which was 

frequently depreciated. During the War, the country prospered 

exceedingly and steps were taken by the Government to improve the 

currency system. In August, 1927, a gold bullion standard was 

adopted based on a gold peso having a mint parity of about 471 pence. 

The paper currency was made exchangeable into gold for exjwt at 

the Conversion Office at this rate, but although a gold coin of 6 pesos, 

known as the argentino, is in existence, gold was not issued for internal 

circulation. Silver, nickel and copper coins are also issued; the 

silver peso weighs 27*11 grammes, 900 fine. 

While exchange quotations are made in terms of the gold peso, the 

currency in actual use is based on the paper peso, the value of which 

in relation to the gold unit is fixed at 44 %, i.e., $44 gold = $100 

paper. 

Argentina again suspended the gold standard in 1929, and exchange 

dealings were suljjccted to official control. Since Novemter, 1933, 

two exchange markets have been recognisecl. The “ Official ** market 

is controlled by the Exchange Control Commission, to whom all bills 

relating to major exports of Argentine produce must bo sold, through 

banks and authorised dealers. The foreign currency accumulated 

each day is tendered for on the succeeding day, through banks and 

other authorised dealers, by applicants holding the Exchange Control 

permit. The other market is the “ free ” market, confined to exchange 

which arises from sources other than major exports and which may 
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bo dealt in without the intervention of the Exchange (>)ntrol Com¬ 

mission. 

In January, 1934, the peso was “ pegged ” to sterling at the rate 

of 36d. per gold peso, which is the basic rate at which the Exchange 

Control Commission will purchase export bills. Rates for other 

currencies are calculated from their value in sterling. 

The letters M/L (moneda legale) or M/N (moneda nacionah) after 

an amount indicate that it is in paper pesos. Gold pesos are indicated 

by the expression $ oro, and minted gold by the abbreviation o/s 
(= oro sellado), 

Bolivia (Centre quoted: La Paz), 

1 boliviano == 100 centavos. 

Acting on the recommendation of Professor Kemmerer, who has 

taken a very prominent part in the formulation of schemes for the 

stabilisation of South American currencies, Bolivia towards the end 

of 1928 thoroughly reorganised her currency and financial position. 

The Banco de la Nacion Bolivians was reconstituted as the central 

bank of issue, and the value of the monetary unit, the boliviano, was 

fixed at -54917 gramme of fine gold, giving a mint parity with sterling 
of 18(1. |X‘r boliviano. The gold standard was, however, susjiended 

in 1931, and the central bank has now the inonojHily of fort'ign exchange 

dealing. 

Silver coins, 900 fine, of various denominations, are in circulation, 

together with nickel coins and the convertible paper notes of the 

National Bank for 5 bolivianos and upwards. 

Brazil (Centre quoted; Rio de Janeiro). 

1 milreis = 1,000 reis. 

Brazil has long suffered from the ill-effects of a depreciated incon¬ 

vertible currency, and for years her exchange has fluctuated con¬ 

siderably. 

An Act of 1927 provided for the stabilisation of the currency on 

the basis of a new unit, the cruzeiro of 100 cents, weighing 800 milli¬ 

grammes, 900 fine. All existing paper money was to be convertible into 

the new currency at the rate of 1 cruzeiro = 4 paper milreis, and 

into gold at the rate of -200 milligramme of gold, 900 fine, per paper 

milreis. 

The new unit was to be introduced after a date of which six months’ 

notice was to bo given, and a Stabilisation Board was formed with 

agents in London and New York, charged with the task of co-operating 
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with the central bank, the Banco do Brazil, to maintain the exchange 

at the new parity of 5*899 pence per milreis by the purchase and sale 

of exchange and the receipt of gold at the fixed rate. But, although a 

successful stabilisation loan was raised and although the exchange 

was maintained for some time approximately at the new parity, the 

new currency unit was never instituted. In 1930, the Stabilisation 

Board was abolished and its functions transferred to the Banco do 

Brazil. 
As a result of the trade depression and Brazil’s difficulty in meeting 

her foreign obligations, the exchange became badly depreciated, and 

restrictions had to be placed on exchange dealings. Since November, 

1933, the exchange has been jx'gged to sterling at about 4d. jx'r 

milreis. 

The method of quoting large sums in Brazilian currency is peculiar, 

the amounts being always expressed as so many “ contos of reis”. A 

“ conto is 1,000,000 reis or 1,000 milreis (1 milreis = 1,000 reis), and 

is written 1 :000 §000. Thus Rs. 69,304:350 $500 is equivalent to 

Rs. 69,304,350,500, or milreis 69,304,350*5. 

Chile (Centre quoted: Valparaiso), 

1 peso ~ 100 centavos. 

The monetarj" unit is the gold pe.so, and gold coins of 20, 50 and 

100 pc\sos arc coined. The currency long consisted ])rincipal!y of 

inconvertible jmper, but as from January 11, 1926, it was devalm*!! 

and stabilLsed on the basis of the 20-])eso gold pierce of 4 06793 

gramme^s, ^ths fine, giving a Mint Par with London of 40 pesos —- £1. 

In 1931, Chile instituted strict control c)f her (exchange's, and, 

following her suspcm.sion of th(^ gold .standard in 1932, tlic^ olficial 

exchange value of th(? pc'so wa.s fixed at 3d. (gold). Th(‘n^ is also a 

recognised ‘ barter” exchange market through which excdiango 

resulting from certain exports is u.scd in payment for approvc^d imports. 

On thi.s market, the quotation is known a.s the “ ('X|K)rt ” rate which, 

on 13th March, 1934, was 125 pe.so8 per £1 sight. 

Ecuador (Centre quoted: Guayaquil), 

1 sucre = 100 centavos. 

After many years of depreciation the currency of Ecuador wa« 

reorganised in 1927, when, on the recommendation of the Kemmerer 

Commission, the monetary unit was devalued and based on the 

American dollar at the rate of 5 sucres per dollar. The sucre was given 

a nominal gold content of *300933 gramme fine, making the mint parity 
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with sterling 24^ sucres per £1. The circulating paper currency was 

made convertible into gold on demand, and a new Central Reserve 

Bank was established on lines somewhat similar to those of the American 

Federal Reserve system. 

The gold standard was siis[>ended by Ecuador in 1932, and restric¬ 

tions were placed on exchange dealings. 

Mexico (Cc*ntre quoted: Mexico City), 

1 dollar or peso — 100 centavos. 

Mexico was for long on a silver standard, the principal coin being 

the Mexican dollar. After the War, a gold bullion standard w^as 

instituted at a parity of 9-70 Mexican dollars per £1, though silver 

coins continiU‘d to be legal tender for any amount. In July, 1931, 

the currency was reorganised and the silver peso was established on 

the gold exchange standard, for which puriK)se it w^as given an 

equivalent of To centigrammes of pure gold. There is no exchange 

control, but though somewhat nominal, the exchange is kept near 

the old gold parity. 

Peru (Centre quoted: Limi), 

£Pl = 10 soles := 1,0(K) centavos. 

The l\‘ruvian pound was originally equivalent to the jx)und 

sterling, and the exchange was quoted from Lima at a premium or 

discount jxt cent, for 90 days’ sterling sight drafts on London. The 

circulating currency consisted chiefly of notes issued by the Reserve 

Bank of Peru against re-discount of commercial bills, subject to the 

maintenance of a statutory re.serve of gold. 

Peruvian currency depreciated considerably after the War, but 

waus eventually stabilised on a gold bullion standard at a parity of 

12* 166 soles per £1. The stabilisation scheme did not, however, prove 

8ucces.sful, and eventually a new' parity of 17*38 soles per £1 wm 

adopted. The gold standard was susjxuuled in 1932, and the sol 

is now at a discount in terms of sterling. 

San Salvador (Centre quoted: San Salvador), 

1 colon 100 centavos. 

Prior to 1920, the republic of Sau Salvador had a paper currency 

issued under a law of 1900, w'hich provided for a minimum reserve of 

60 % in gold and silver. In 1920, the Republic finally adopted the 

gold standard, basing its now currency on tlie colon or peso of 100 

centavos, containing *836 gramme of gold, 900 fine, giving a par of 

9*73 colones per £1, and 2 coloues per United States dollar. 
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The currency now consists of gold, silver and nickel coins, together 

with notes of the three native banks of issue, which must maintain 

a minimum metallic backing of 40 %, and secure the remainder of 
their issues with securities approved by the Government. In addition 

to the national currency, the gold and silver coins of the United States 

are legal currency and pass for all purposes. 

The gold standard was susjKuided in 1031, and, for a time, restric¬ 

tions were imj)osed on exchange dealings, hut there is now no control. 

United States (Centre quoted: New York). 

1 dollar = 100 cents. 

The monetary unit is the gold dollar. Coins of 1, 2.J, o, 10 and 

20 dollars are issued, together with various other coins of nicked and 

silver, and also many forms of Government and bank pa|)er moneJ^ 

Before March, 1933, when the United States was forced by tinancial 

difficulties to place an embargo on gold exi)orts, the gold dollar was 
legally equivalent to 25*8 grains of gold, 900 fine, giving a Mint Par 

with the sovereign of $4*8665 per f 1. In February, 1934, the President 

was given i>ower to vary the gold content of the dollar between *50 
and 60 % of its former value, and, up to the time of writing, the 

gold content has been fixed by proclamation (but not by laiv) at 59*06 % 

of the old gold content; i.e., the dollar is made equivalent to 15^ 

grains of gold, 900 fine, giving a Mint Par with the sovereign of $8*24. 

With this devaluation, the embargo on gold exj)orts was rt*moved and 

a gold bullion standard was instituted. 

ASIA, 

China (Centre quoted: Shanghai). 

1 candarecn = 10 cash or li. 

1 mace = 10 candareen. 

1 tael = 10 mace. 

1 Shanghai dollar = *715 tael. 

These are the moneys of account, but the only coin widely uwd 

by the masses is the brass cash or li, the market value of whicli is 

fixed by the people themselves, although silver dollars in great variety 

are in circulation in various parts of the country. The cash is made 

of an alloy of copper, iron and tin, and although nominally 1,000 

cash = 1 tael (a weight of silver), the latter is worth anything from 

1,000 to 1,800 cash. 
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As is explained in Chapter XVIII, the currency position of China 

has long been one of great confusion, and attempts to improve matters 

are extremely difficult, largely because of the unsatisfactory political 
state of the country. In March, 1933, it was decreed that the 

tael should bo replaced for exchange purposes by a new standard 

silver dollar, weighing 26‘6971 grammes and containing 88 % or 
23*5 grammes of pure silver. The dollar is exchangeable for the 

Shanghai tael at the rate of -715 tael per dollar and for the Haikwan 

ta<'l at 1*558 tael jkt dollar, but the plan has met with mueh opposition 

and the tael is still being widely used for commercial purposes, 

French Indo-China (Centre quoted: Saujon). 
1 piastre = 100 cents. 

The currtuicy of French Indo-China was long on a silver basis, but, 

in 1930, the piastre was maxle equivalent to 9*09737 grains of fine gold, 

and is now maintained by means of a gold exchange standard at parity 
with the franc on the basis of 1 piastre = 10 French francs. The 

circulating currency consists mainly of notes issued by the Banque 

do ITndo Chine. 

Japan (Centre quoted: Kobe), 

1 yen = 100 sen. 
1 sen = 10 rin. 

From 1871 onwards the legal money was the silver yen of 100 sen, 

weighing 416 grains troy, 5)00 fine. This circulated at |>arity with 

the Mexican dollar, though the latter had the larger circulation. 

In 1897 the gold standard was adopted, the gold yen being coined 

in the pro{)ortion of gold to silver of 1 : 16*17, coins of 5, 10 and 

20 yen being issued. Notes of various denominations are issued, 

together with subsidiary coins of silver, nickel and bronze. 

Jajmn was involved in considerable financial difficulty as a result 

of the Great War and the disastrous earthquake of 1924. The gold 

standard was eventually restoreil at the old imrity of 28. OJd., but 

was again susjwnded in December, 1931, and the exchange placed 

umlcr strict Government control. 

Java (Centre quoted: Batavia), 

1 fiorin or guilder = 100 cents. 

The monetary unit of Java (Netherlands East Indict) is the florin 
or guilder of 100 cents, of the same value as the Dutch floiin, with 
which the Javanese currency is linked on the gold exchange standard, 

89 
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operated between Batavia and Amsterdam. Notes of various denomi¬ 

nation, together with coins of gold, silver, nickel and bronze, are in 

circulation. 

Palestine. £P1 = 1,000 mils. 

Prior to 1929 the principal circulating medium of Palestine con¬ 

sisted of Egyi)tian currency, introduceil mainly by British forces 

operatmg in tliat country during the War. This currency was made 
legal tender in February, 1921, but it liad the disadvantage tliat 

neither the British Government—the ilandatory Power—nor the 

Palestine Government had any control over it. 

Accordingly, in November, 1927, a new currency was introduced, 

based on the Palestine pound, having the sanu‘ gold value as the 

British pound sterling and being divisible for the convenic'iice of the 

people into relatively small units—1,000 mils. Coins are now issued 

of varying face value in bronze, nickel-bronze and silver, together 

with Government notes of 500 mils, £P1, £P10, £1*50 and £P100. 

The currency is maintained on the sterling exchange standard by 

arrangements which provide for its exchange pound for pound into 

and for British currency in London. 

EXCHANGES FROM ONE CURRENCY TO ANOTHER. 

The calculations involved in making exchanges from one currency 

to another arc quite simple*, but short meth()d.s should be used 

wherever possible, as results are usually sunicuntly correct to tw'o 

or three places. Two methods can generally lx? U8(*d: (a) I^ractice, 

or (6) Decimals. In many ca.ses, the practice metluMl is quicker and 

likely to give the more accurate resiilt. If decimals are u.st;d, the 

quantities should always be reduced to the simplest terms either by 

multiplication or by division by a factor (see Chapter XXllI). 

Example 1.—Given £1 = Fes. 125’10, exchiuige £120 18s. 9d. into 

francs. 

(a) By practice:— 

100 12510 

20 2502 

7 875*7 

15887*7 

l8. 3d. = 16 of £ = 7*819 

16879*881 

{h) ily dec’iinalH 

120*9375 

125*1 

12*094 

034*087 

2638*750 

12093*75 

16879*881 
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(c) Short cut:— 

125 

126937-5 

8 

_ 

= 15867-1875 

126-9375 X -10 ^ 12-69375 

15879-88125 

Answer to two places: Fes. 15879-88. 

Example 2.—(.liven Fes. 124-75 == £1, exchange Fes. 9876-85 to 
£ 8. d. 

^9876-85 1975-37 

‘ 24 -95 

79-173 

2495)197537 

22887 

4320 

18250 

Answer: £79 3s. 6d. 

Example 3.--How many rujx‘e.s would be obtained for £578, 
exchange at Is. Old. jx-r rH|X'e? 

578 :< 240 _ 578 X 48 27744 

ilTii “ 3-7 3-7 

Answer: 7498 rujxH-s 6 annas. 

Example 4. - A merclmnt wishing to cable $5,000 to New York 
is ofTert-Kl 3-39 jjlus cable charges by one bank and 3-38J ail in by 

another. The eal)le costs lOs. Which should he accept.? 

Solnlion :— 
(«) $5000 at 3-39 = £1474 18 6 

(^ible Charge 10 0 

Total cost = £1475 8 "o 

(b) $5(KX) at 3-38} ='£1476 0 3 

The mereJiant should therefore, accxpt the rate o/ 3-39. 
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Example 5.—Find the value of Ra. 79625 @ Is. 9jd. per rupee. 

Solution:— 

If we use decimals, we must multiply 79625 by -0885416, which is 
a lengthy process and one which might lead to error unle^ss wo tjiko 

the multiplier (-0885416) to eight places. 
By practice, the problem is much simplified:— 

79625 @ Is. Od. - of £1, divide by 20 - 

@ Os. 6d. = J of Is. 
@ Os. 3d. I of fid. -- 

©Os.jd. Aof3<i. 

@ Is. 9|d. = 

£ 8. d. 

3981 5 0 

1990 12 6 
995 0 3 

82 18 10 

£7050 2 7 

Answer (to nearest jHjnny): £7050 2s. 7d. 

Alternatively the equivalents could be worked as decimals, and 

the total converted into £ s. d.:— 

79G25 (di Is. -= £3981-25 
((V 6d. 15)90-625 

(>; 3tl. = 995-3125 
(i! }d. 82-9427083 

£7050-1302083 

Answer: £7050 2s. 7d. 

Example 6.—What is the equivalent in yen of £1625 @ Is. 5^|,d. 

per yen ? 

Solution:— 

1625 X 240 1625 x 240 X 32 _ __ . 
32 

13000 X 30 X 32 _ 130000 X 32 

M9 IM 

Answer: Yen 22732-24. 

It is a golden rule that every answer should be eheoked back, 
wherever that is practicable. Thus, we can prove the above answer 
by practice, as follows:— 
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Yon 22732-24 @ Is. == £1136-612 

@3d. = 284-163 

@ IJd. = 142-0765 

@ Jd. = 47-36883 

@4d. = 11-8397 

@^d. =- 2-95993 

1624-99996 

Exchange Tables.—In business houses where exchange trans¬ 

actions are frequent, tables of multiples are constructed for con¬ 

verting from one currency into another at various rates of exchange. 

By this means much time and trouble in calculating are saved, and 

as in normal times rates of exchange fluctuate only within narrow 
limits, it is not diflicuit to construct tables covering all the rates 

required. From these tables the values in another currency of a 

given amount of money can be written do'wn without calculation. 

(1) Exchange from Sterling.—Given £1 = 20*52 marks, construct 

a table for converting any sum from £ s. d. into marks, and write 

down the value of (1) £19G lOs. 7d. and (2) £27 4s. Od. 

Method.—It will be clear after a little thought that if the values 

in marks, of 1~9 iwunds, shillings and pence are obtained to a 

suflieient number of places in ea('h case, any sum of £ s. d. can easily 

be converted. 

No. 
1 

£ 
20-52 1-026 

ii. 
-0855 

2 41-04 2-052 -1710 The £ column is obtained by 

3 61-56 3-07S -256;) multiplying 20*52 by 1, 2, 3, etc., 

4 82-08 4-104 -3420 respt^ctively. 

5 102-60 5-i:w -4275 The shillings column is for each 

6 123-12 6-156 -6130 value .^th of the corresix>nding 
7 143-64 7-182 -5985 value for £1, and the pence column 
8 164-16 8-208 -6840 is joth of the shillings column. 
9 184-68 9-234 •7695 

(1) £196 10s. 7d. 

£200 = Mks. 4104 

Deduct £3 = 61-66 

98. = 9-234 

6^= -4276 71-2216 

£196 lOs. 7d. = Mks. 4032-7786 Answer. 
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(2) £27 4s. Od. 

£20 = 410-4 

£7 = 143-64 

4s. = 4-104 

Answer: Mks. 558-144 

If the tables are to be used for large amounts, the value of marks 

in £ must be given to several places of decimals, and the values in 

each case likewise extended, but the application of the principle is the 

same. The example just considered is taki‘n from an examination jmper, 

but it will be evident that it caimot l>o aceurat<*ly used for amounts 

of more than two figures, and t‘ven then the values of £ can only be 

obtained to two places, whereas those for jn'iice can be taken to four. 

(2) Exchange into Sterling.—^The construction of tabl(*s for con¬ 

version of currency into sterling is usually a simple matter, as only one 

column of values is necessary, giving the ecpiivalents in decimals of £1 

of 1-9 units of the foreign currency. The reason for this is that most 

foreign currencies are expressed in decimals, but as the £ is a large 

unit, the values should, in practice, extend to several decimal places. 

Two cases arise:— 

(1) Pence rates—when quotations are exprt‘ssed in Knglish money 

per foreign unit, e.g., Argentina, 1 peso ~ 47*578,3. 

(2) Currency rates—when quotations are in foreign moni\v £1, 

e.g., Germany, 20-38J marks = £1. 

The method is illu.strated by the follt)uing table for pesos : 

Pesos. £ Pt*309. £ 
1 • 198243 0 1•189458 

2 •39648G 7 1-387701 

3 •594729 8 1-585944 

4 •792972 9 1-784187 

5 •991215 

Example : Cost of 8321 -45 pesos ? 

8000 = 1585*944 

3tX) = 59*4729 

21== 4*1631 

•45 = -0892 

1649-6092 

Answer: £1649 ISs. 5d. 

A similar table could be constructed for a “pence** rate. 



CHAPTER XXVI 

THE CHAIN RULE—CALCULATION OF THE MINT PAR AND 

THE SPECIE POINTS 

The Chain Rule.—This is an aritlimctical device frequently used in 
exchange calculations for determining the relationship between two 
quantities, whose values measured in terms of other fixed related 
quantities are known or can be found. In the example referred 
to we were given that Ilf pence == 1 mark, and knowing that 
240 pence = £1, wc were enabled to determine how many marks 
were equivalent to a given sum of English money. The principle 
can be applied to the solution of problems much more involved than 
this, where a number of related quantities have to be considered 
before the unknown relationship between two other quantities can 
be determined. 

The method consists in arranging in two columns the quantities 
whose relationship is known, as in the following example :— 

Example 1. 
How many francs ~ £l 

if £1 === 20*60 marks, 
42 marks 24 florins 

and 100 florins 1,055 francs ? 

This is a .simple question arranged with the quantities in two 
columns, so that th(5 last three equations are statements of known 
relationships between quantities, and the first equation represents 
the answer required. It is e.s8ontial, to arrive at a correct solution 
by this method, that the first quantity in each equation should 
be of the same denomination as the last quantity in the preceding 
equation, and that the last and first quantities should be of the 
same kind. These quantities of like denomination are said to be 
“ linked **; the answer required is the “ missing link ** in the 
chain, and may come first or last, provided the correct sequence 
is maintained. 

615 
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The answer is obtained by dividing the product of the numbers 

on the right by the product of those on the left, as follows:— 

20-60 X 24 X 1065 

42 X 100 

Answer: 124*19 francs. 

Innumerable examples can be solved by this method, but 

great care must be taken to arrange the quantities in correct 

sequence. In practice, the chain is expressed in as short a way as 

possible with the question to be solved as the first equation. Thus the 

last example would be written as follows:— 

1 Fes. = £1, 

£1 =20-60 mks., 
Mks. 42 = 24 fl., 

FI. 100 = 1,055 fcs. 

Answer: 124-19 francs. 

CALCULATION OF THE MINT PARS OF EXCHANGE. 

In calculating the Mint Pars of Exchange between the currencies of 

the principal w’orld centres it is usual to employ the Chain Rule method 

in order to link up the data obtained from the Mint Regulations of 

the respective countries. In the examples which follow, the Mint 

Pars are in most cases calculated correct to the fourth place of decimals. 

This approximation is sufficiently accurate for most purposes, and is 

ordinarily used in foreign exchange lists of quotations, but the reader 

should not overlook the fact that, in certain circumstancc-s, many 

more places may be required. 

Although at the time of WTiting, the gold standard is suspended in 

Britain, the gold sovereign remains the basis of our currency system, 

and the coinage law providing that the sovereign shall contain 

123-27447 grains (or 7-98805 grammes) of gold, eleven-twelfths fine, 

remains unchanged. Hence, any of the following calculations which 

involve Great Britain are made on this basis, though they are necessarily 

largely of academic interest so long as we remain off the gold standard. 

1. Switzerland (and all countries on Latin Standard). 

First Method.—Simple proportion:— 

1 sovereign contains 7*98805 grammes of standard gold. 

3* 

7-98806 X 11 
grammes of pure gold. 99 

12 
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1 franc contains 

1 sovereign == 

900 

156 X 20 

7-98805 X 11 

grammes of pure gold 

900 
francs 

12 * 3100 

7-98805 X 341 

108 
Mint Par = 25-2215francs per£l. 

By examining the working here given, the reader will observe that 

the Mint Par between any two gold currencies can be determined with 

great ease if the weight of pure gold in each of the currency imits is 
kno>vn in terms of the same standards of weight. All that is then 

necessary is to divide the greater weight by the less, and the answer 
obtained is the Mint Par of Exchange. Thus :— 

1 sovereign contains 7-322381 grammes of pure gold. 
1 Swiss franc contains -290323 grammes of pure gold. 

7-322381 
Mint Par = —^^— = 25-2215 francs ptT £1. 

290323 ^ 

Second Method,—By Chain Rule :— 
? Francs = £1. 

£1 =r:= 7-98805 grammes of standard gold. 

Grammes standard 12 = 11 grammes of fine gold. 

Grammes line 900 = 3,100 francs. 

7-98805 X 11 X 3100 
Mint Par 

900 X 12 

Which is exactly the same result as we obtained al)ovc by simple 
proportion. 

/• Mint Par 25-2215 francs = £1. 

2. United States. 

(iVo^e.—In February, 1934, the United States dollar was devalued by 
Presidential decree to 59-06 of its former value. The new gold 

equivalent of the dollar has not yet been fixed by law, however, 
so in the examples which follow the old gold equivalent is used, 
viz., 10 gold dollars ~ 268 grains gold, 900 fine. This does not, 

of course, make any difference to the method.) 
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By Chain Rule :— 

? Dollars = £1. 
£1 = 123'27447 grains of standard gold. 

Grains standard 12=11 grains fine gold. 
Grains fine 9 = 10 grains standard, U,S,A. 

Grains standard (U.S.A.) 258 = 10 gold dollars. 
123-27447 x 11 X 10 X 10 

"" 12 X 9 X 258 

Mint Par == 4*8666 dollars per £1. 

Usually quoted as $4 *865. 

3. Oennany. 
? Marks = £1. 

£1 — 7 *98805 grammes standard. 

Grammes standard 12 = 11 grammes fine. 
Grammes fine 1,000 = 2,71K) Reichsmarks. 

7*98805 X 11 X 2790 

12 X 

Mint Par = 20*429 marks per £1. 

4. Holland. 
? IHorins = £1. 

£l = 7*98805 grammes standard gold. 

Grammes standard 12 = 11 grammes fine gold. 

Grammes fine 6*048 = 10 florins. 

10 X 11 X 7-98805 878*6855 

12 X 6 048 ~ 72 *576 

Mint Par = 12*107 florins per £1. 

6. Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden, and Denmark). 

? Kroner = £1. 
£1 = 7*98805 grammes of standard gold. 

Grammes standard 12 = 11 grammes fine. 

Grammes fine 1,000 = 2,480 kroner. 

7*98805 X 11 X 2480 

1000 X 12 

Mint Par = 18-1696 kroner per £1. 
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6. Belgium. 
? Belgas » £1. 

£1 = 7*98805 grammes standard. 
Grammes standard 12 = 11 grammes One. 
Grammes fine *209211 = 1 belga. 

X 7*98805 X 11 X 1 , 

X 12 X *209211 ~ 

Mint Par = 35*00 bc^lgas per £1. 

7. Japan. 
The Mint Par with Japan, which is quoted in jK*nce jx*r yen, is 

calculated as follows 

? Pence — 1 yen, 
1 Yen = • 75 gramme fine, 

CJrainnics line 7*322381 ^ 240 j^nce. 

Mint Par - 24 *5822 jH nce jxr yen. 

8. France. 
? Francs = £1. 

£1 = 7*322382 grammes fine. 

Grammes fine 900 = 1,000 grammes French standard. 
Grammes French standard 0*55 ~ 100 francs. 

7 *322382 x 1000 X 100 

900 X 0 *55 

Mint Par — 124*2134fcs. }H*r £1. 

9. Italy. 
? Lire = £1 

£1 = 7*322382 grammes fine. 

Grammes fine 7*919 = 100 lire. 

7*322382 x 100 

7^ 919 

Mint Par == 92*406 lire per £1. 

Foreign Hint Pars.—It will be useful to indicate here how a 
Mint Par is determined between two foreign SU\tes, o.g., Franco and 

Holland. Two methods can be used:— 

(1) Comparison of Mint Regulations as in the above examples. 

(2) Comparison of the two Mint Pars with Great Britain if they 

are known. 
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Fibst Method:— 

{N<^: The Mint Par between France and Holland is quoted in terms 

of francs per 100 florins or vice veraa.) 

? Francs = 100 florins. 

FI. 10 = 6-048 grammes fine. 

Grammes fine 900 = 1,000 grammes French standard. 

French standard grammes 6-55 = 100 francs. 

100 X 1000 X 6-048 X 100 

6-55 X 900 X 10 

Mint Par = Fes. 1,025-95 per 100 florins. 

Second Method:— 

£1 = 124-21343 francs - 12-10710 florins. 

{Note .- When this method is applied, the two Mint Pars from which 

the calculation is to be made must be known accurattdy to at 

least five places.) 

.’. 100 florins 
124-21343 X 100 

“ pilOTlO 
francs 

Mint Par = Fes. 1,025-95 per 100 florins. 

New Mint Parity Between the French Franc and the Dollar.— 
Following the decree stabilising the dollar at 15 j-, grains of gold, nine- 

tenths fine, the American mints were required to buy imported gold 

at the rate of $35 per fine ounce. The Bank of France’s official price 

for gold is Fes. 16,963,528 per l.tXK) kilos fine, or Fes. 527-625 per 

fine ounce (sec post, page 624). Hence, the Mint Par Ixstwcen the 

franc and the new dollar, as it would l)e quoted in New York, is:— 

^ 35-00 
- X 100 per 100 francs 

527-625 

i.c., $6-63j^ per 100 francs. 

Alternatively, the parity as quoted by Paris would bo:— 

„ 527-625 „ 
= Fes. 15-071 per $1. 

CALCULATION OP THE SPECIE POINTS. 

In view of the considerations and changes which have been 

discussed in Chapter IV, it will be clear that no gold shipments are 
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now undertaken from one country to another untU careful investigation 
of the whole position has been made, and the anticipated outturn 

calculated after making allowance for all the expenses, charges and 

allowances which have to be made at both ends. How necessary this 

is can be seen from the following summary of the charges made in 

London and certain other centres at the time of writing on the import 

and export of gold. A perusal of this summary should enable the 

reader more easily to understand the specie point calculations which 

follow at the end of this chapter, but it must be reiterated that the 

items of cost are in no sense fixed, and it will be seen that, whereas 

some charges, e.g., the handling charge in London, vary in direct 

proportion to the quantity of gold involved, other charges become 

relatively lighter as the quantity increases, whilst others again vary 

according to the fineness of the bullion. 

GOLD CHARGES IN THE LEADING CENTRES. 

LONDON. 

Gold is usually bought and sold in London through the recognised 

bullion brokers, who charge a commission of J %q payable by the seller 
of the bullion. In addition, the bullion brokers also handle ship¬ 

ments on behalf of clients, for which they make a handling charge of 

i %o* or in some cases Jd. per ounce. 
When gold is imported or exported, various other charges are 

incurred. Thus, in the case of imports, it may be necessary to haA'e 

the gold refined and assayed, if a recognised Assayer's certificate is 

not available. Also in the case of exjx)rts, it is obvious that allowance 

must be made for the cost of boxes and packing. 

Apart from freight and insurance, the expenses which may be 

incurred in the cose of imports are the following:— 

Miscellaneous Charges. 

Port Rates (London) 
Customs entry and clearance 
Cartago (including escort) .. 

Melting and Refininq Charges (sinco let 

Gold coin (sovereigns) 

5/- nominal 
£3/10/~ per £100,000 

Doccinbor, 1931). 

.. .. id. per os 
Bar Gold 995/1,000. • • • • id. .. 

990/994-9 id. „ »» 
940/989-9 Id. „ »t 
900/939-9 IJd. .. • f 

800/899-9 2d. „ f» 
700/799-9 2id. .. • t 

Under 700 . 2id. „ f* 
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Allowakck for Silver. 

Bara from the Far East frequently contain a small proportion of silver for 

which the refiners make an allowance at the market rate. 

Assay Craroes. 

900 fine and over.3/- per bar (say I'o pf'r mille). 
Under 900 fine .. .4/- ,, ,, 

Bara bearing a mint stamp (e.g., Bombay) and Assay Report stamped 
on them do not require a London assay, as the refiner accepts the mint 
report. 

When bullion is melted the cost of the assay is paid for by the seller. The 

refiner provides a buyer with tlie assay free of charge. 

Grold obtained from London for delivery to foreign central banks is in bars 
of about 400 otinccs troy of quality not below* * 995 fine, and has to bo ficcornpanied 

by an assay of a recognised Englisli assayer. An exception was made during 

1930-31 when, ow^ng to the weakness of sterling, it was necessary to melt large 
quantities of sovereigns into standard bars for export. 

In the case of exports, the following expenses are incurred in addition to 

cartage, and the customs clearance fee:— 

Boxes ant> Packing: 4/- per box (one box contains 4 bars). 

Insxtrakce Rates. 

New York, 1/- % ; Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, 6d. %. 

Freight. 

London and New York, 5/Cd. %. 

London and Paris. 
By Air ODO fine. 91« fin-. 

Under £5,000 .. 2/(kl.% 2/«kl.% 
£5,000 min. ., •• 2/- % 2/- y, 

£25,000 min. . . .. 1/W. % i/w. % 
£50,000 min. . . .. lAi.y. 1/4.1. % 

By Rail and Steamer. 

£25,000 min. .. 2/Od.% 2/».l. % 
£50,000 min. .. i/w.% 2/- % 

£300,000 min. .. 1/1.1.% 1/2.1. % 

(you.—The freight Is based on the value of the gold, so is higher for quantities of gold of the 
lower fineness, because the bulk of such gold Is greater than the bulk of finer gold.) 

By Air, 
Under 100 kilos 
Over 100 kilos 

London and Amsterdam. 

2/2d. per kilo gross 
1/W. „ „ „ 

By Rail and Sea, 

Under 100 kilos 
Over 100 kilos 

2/- per kilo gross 
l/9d. ,, „ „ 
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London and Bmtiels. 
By Air. 

IJndor 100 kilos .. .. 2/- per kilo 

Over 100 kilos .l/9d. „ 

By Hail ami <Sca. 
Over 100 kilos l/2tl. ix;r kilo 

NEW YORK. 

In Presidoiii Roosevelt’s provisional stabilisation plan of February, 

1934, the American mints were authorised to purchase imported gold 

in the form of bars of -889 or finer at the fixed price of $35 •00 per 

fine ounce, less J % Treasury charge and the usual melting and refining 

charges. The sellituj price was fixed at $35 y>ct fine ounce, plus J % 

Trciisiirv charge and the usual other charges. These charges in New 

York at the time of writing are shown below, together with other items 

which enter into the cost of moving gold to and from the United 
States: — 

Incidental Charoks in Nkw York. 

Brokerage.J 
Tniokage . . ..4c. per $1,000 
CustojiiH (Icchiration, coni and seal .. $10*05 nominal 

Mkltin'o: $l jK‘r 1,000 oz. pln.s lo c. for each 100 oz. or friiclion thereof, coni- 
piitcil on weight after melting. 
Not charged on non-current l^.S. coin aiul stamixHl Mint Bars. 

.illotvatu'c for Loftn in writjhi on MeUimj. —-.Vs melting aiul refining is done 

iniK'h less candully in New York than it is in London, an exjx)rtor of the metal 

to the former centre muHt make an allowance for any loss which may thus be 

iucurrcvl, and it is customary in Loiulon to allow ] for this purpose. 

Rkfinino Ciiakcjf><. 

Where de|)osits of gold bullion contain eight thousandths or more 
of silver base, or where the alloy is not 8uitat>lo for coiniige, tulditional refining 

chargee are iinjXMR^d by the United Htati>8 Assay Oflice, aiul these chargi^ range 
from 1 to 8J cents fX’r gross ounce. It is therefore very neeossary to see that 
gold 8hippe<l to New York has a coptx?r base content. This is customary in the 
case of bars relineil in Kuroi)o but if the gold is bought in the Far East allowance 
inust bo inatlo for any n^lditional refining charges which may ho incurred in New 

York because of the prcHjonco of too much silver or of an unacceptable alloy 

in the gold. 

Interest. 

In reckoning interest on gold shipments to the United States, allowance 
must be made for the fact that, in n^[x>ct of gold handed to it, the United States 
Treasury fiajTi for only 97-08 % on the day after arrix’ul, and that the balance 

is not paid for until the expiration of from throe to four weeks. 
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FRANCE. 

The Bank of France is required to redeem its notes on demand 

either in French gold coins or in gold bullion at its option. By agree¬ 

ment between the Minister of Finance and the Bank, a minimum can 

be fixed for the amounts to be redeemed. For the present, the 

minimum has been fixed at 215,000 francs, which corresponds approxi¬ 

mately to the most usual weight of gold bars. 

Gold is bought and sold by the Bank of France at a fixed price, 

but the buying price is subject to a reduction for minting and assaying 

costs. At the time of writing, the maximum charge for minting is 

Fes. 40 per kilo, but this may be reduced if it is desired to encourage 

gold imports. There is no legal minimum as to the amount of gold 

which the Bank of France may accept and there are no restrictions 

on the import or export of gold, but various physical hindrances may 

be put in the way of unduly rapid withdrawals of gold. 

The Bank's fixoci selling price is.. .. Fes. 16,963,528 ix>r 1,000 kilos fine 

As 1,000 kilos = 32,150*727 oz. troy, 
this price is equivalent to .. .. Fes. 627*626 per fine ounce. 

The Bank's butting price is .. .. Fes. 16,963,628 per 1,000 kilos fine 
Less Fca. 40 per kilo standard (i.o., 

French Standard, *900 fine) .. 44,444 

Net Fes. 16,919,084 per 1,000 kilos fine 

= Fca. 526*24266 per fine ounce. 

In France, gold is accepted for minting only from the Bank of 

France. 

On 14th January, 1931, the Bank of France, which had previously 

insisted upon receiving gold in “ fine ’’ bars (i.e., between 995 and 

1,000 fine), agreed to accept gold of British standard fineness, viz., 

916§ fine. The Bank will, generally s|)eaking, buy gold of any degree 

of fineness between 1,000 and 900, the latter being the legal degree 

of French gold currency, and will, as a matter of customary tolerance, 

admit a thousandth less. 

HOLLAND. 

The Netherlands Bank is not required by statute to purchase gold 

offered to it, but, as long as it is able, the Bank will put gold at the 

disposal of exporters for export to countries which themselves 

authorise the free export of gold. The export and import of gold 

are otherwise unrestricted. 

The Bank is under no legal obligation to redeem its notes in gold, 
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and may, at its option, redeem them in other media of payment 
which are unlimited legal tender, e.g., silver coins. 

The Bank's buying price is .. .. .. FIs. 1,647*500 per kilo fine 
Leae assay charge (FI. 3*50 per bar), say .. FI. *280 

Net.= FIs. 1,647-220 per kilo fine 

£c|uivalent to FIs. 51*2343 per fine ounce. 

The Bank's aelling price is .. .. .. FLs. l,6.'>3-44 per kilo fine 

Equivalent to FIs. 51*4278 p(*r fine ounce. 

The Dutch Mint is required to coin for private persons unless it is 

unable to do so on account of pressure of work for the StaU\ 

BELGIUM. 

The National Bank of Belgium is not required by law to purchase 

gold offered to it, but by its Internal Regulations, it will buy gold 
at 4,763* 1338 belgas per kilo fine, or 148*150111 belgas \yeT fine ounce. 

Bars must weigh about 12J kilogrammes, and must not be of 

a lower fineness than 900. Gold bars must be accompanied by the 
Assay Certificate of a recognised Belgian assayer, though the Bank 

may accept bars covered by the Certificate of a recognised foreign 

assayer, subject to its right to have part or all of them assayed 
at its own refineries, whose charge, debited to the seller, is 45 francs 

per bar. Foreign coins in good condition are accepted at Mint Par 

rates. 
The Bank is required, on demand, to redeem its notes, at its option 

in (a) gold, or (6) silver at the value in gold (though silver is no longer 

held in bank reserves); or (c) foreign gold exchange. 

The Bank will sell gold at the legal rate of *209211 gramme fine 

per bclga, i.e., 4,779*8634 belgas per kilogramme fine, or 148*67046 

belgas {)er fine ounce. 
In Belgium, the export and import of gold are unrestricted, while 

the minting of gold is free for private persons as well as for the National 

Bank, but, as no change has been made in the Mint Regulations to 

give effect to the post-war devaluation, this freedom is entirely 

theoretical. 

SWITZERLAND. 

The export and import of gold are unrestricted in Switzerland, 

but the Swiss National Bank is not required to purchase gold offered 

to it. The Bank is required to redeem its notes on demand in Swiss 

40 
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gold coin, but as long as other banks considered important by 

the authorities do not redeem their notes in gold coin, the Bank 

has the option to redeem its notes in (a) Swiss gold coin; or (6) gold 
bullion; or (c) gold exchange on countries possessing a free gold 

market. 

The Federal Mint is required to mint gold for private persons 

into 20-franc and 10-franc pieces in quantities of not less than 100,000 

francs, subject to the sanction of the Department of Finance in every 

instance. One kilogramme of gold, *^ths fine, is coined into 3,100 

francs, i.e., one kilogramme of fine gold is coined into 3,444^ francs. 

The lO'franc gold piece contains 3*22508 grammes of gold, ^^ths 

fine, and 1 oz. fine gold is contained in 107 • 1342 Swiss francs. 

Determining the Outturn o! a Shipment from London.—^We are 
now in a position to consider the practical calculations made by 

a bullion arbitrageur before he decides to undertake a gold shipment, 

and also the calculations which he makes in order to ascertain his net 

profit or “ outturn ” on a given oj^eration. 

In determining the actual outturn of a shipment which has been 

effected, the bullion dealer wHll, of course, have before him complete 

details of (a) the price at which the gold was bought in the exporting 

centre; (6) all the expenses involved; (c) the rate of interest which 

must be taken into account; (d) the total time (in days) for which 

interest must be calculated, i.e., the period from the date of purchase 

in the exporting centre to the date on which credit is received from 

the sale of the gold; {e) the price at which the gold is sold in the 

importing centre; (/) the rate of exchange at which the proceeds of 

the gold were sold on the Foreign Exchange Market. 

The calculation of the allowance for interest calls for particular 

care. If the arbitrageur recoups himself by selling T.T. on the centre 

to which the gold is exported, he will incur an overdraft in that centre 

until the arrival of the gold. On the other hand, ho may cover by 

selling a sight draft (in which case there will be little, if any, loss of 

interest); or^by selling the proceed.s/oward, if it is |K)ssible to arrange 

such a transaction. Finally, he may decide to incur an overdraft (or 

to use his own funds) in his own centre and to defer selling T.T. until 

the gold reaches its destination. . 

The following is a statement in respect of a shipment of gold from 

London to New York in March, 1934, the gold having been purchased 

in London at 136/10}d. 'per fine ounce, and sold in New York at the 

United States Treasury’s buying price of $35 per fine ounce. 
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LONDON AND NEW TORE. 

PRO FORMA. 

Invoice for 280 Bars Gold. 
Shipped to New York per s.s. Olympic. 

87,439-650 oz. Cn -998 fine. 

£ 8. d. 
-- Oz. Fine 87,264-634 136/lOJd. per oz. 597,216 13 1 

Shippino Charoes London to New York: 

Freight (fl 5/<ki. on £597,250 -. 1,642 8 9 
InHiirAneo (a 1/- % on £600,000 (e.i.f. value) - .. 300 0 0 
Boxca iind Tacking (4/ -jx'r box) : .. .. .. .. 11 12 0 
Bills of Idling and Customs clearniK-e - .. .. .. 0 5 0 
l^ondon Handling charge J ®/qo .. . . . . 149 5 0 

£599,320 3 10 

Interest (on C. and F. value): 
♦10 days (u 2J % on £599,(KK) .. .. £410 5 6 
•30 days n 21 % on £1S.<K>0 (3 ‘Jo) . . 36 19 9 

- 447 5 3 

£599,767 9 ~1 

Note.—Credit was given by the Unite<l States Tretisury for only 97 % of the gold 
on arrival, i.e., in 10 days after leaving Ix)ndon. Credit for the balance of 

3 % was given in 30 days. 

Outturn fn New York. 

87,427*83 oz.* *998 fineness " 

87,252-97 oz. tine sold to U.S. Treasury 'a $35 ^xr oz. fine .. $3,053,853*95 
Treasury charge .. .. .. .. .. 7,634-65 

3,046,219-30 
Melting charge ($1 jx-r 1,(HX> oz. on 87,427-83 oz.) .. 87-43 

Net Pro<*ee<l8 from Assay Oftice . . 3,046,131-87 
;— 

Brokerage in New York on net outturn J "/o© $701-50 
Trucking charges (4 c. jx^r $1,(KK^) . . 122-15 
Customs declaration, cord and seal .. 10-05 

- 893-70 

$3,045,238-17 

♦Note loss of weight, viz.:-- 
W«*ight iH'fore melting .. .. 87,439-55 

Weight after melting .. 87,427-83 

11-72 oz. - -0134% 

Result of Transaction. 

Sold $3,045,238-17 5 07J . 
Bought 87,264-534 oz. Cold at total cost of 

Profit is theroforo 

£ 8. d. 
.. 600,342 13 4 
.. 699,767 9 1 

£675 4 3 

Equivalent to a further return of about 3% on original outlay of £599,320, 
making with the 2| % interest allowed for in the Invoice, a;— 

Total return of 5^ % p.a. 
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Kato of Exchange produced by export of Golil from London to New York 
on the date in question:— 

$3,045,238 

£599,767 
$5 0773 per £1. 

The London “ handling charge ” taken into account in this state¬ 

ment is the charge made by the bullion brokers who purchase the 

gold and arrange for its shipment, while the item “ brokerage in New 

York ” is the corresponding charge on the other side for collecting 

the gold and arranging for its di3jK)sal. If the gold is being moved 

at one or both ends by bullion dealers who do not have to pay away 

such commission or brokerage, then, of course, the position is that 

they can make a slight extra profit on shipments of the metal as 

compared with banks or other concerns who have to employ the services 

of bullion brokers. Moreover, it means that firms which can avoid 

or lessen this or any other item of expense may profitably move gold 

at a less favourable rate of exchange than their competitors in this 

business. 

Strictly speaking, the export gold point from one country A to 

another country B at any particular time is the highest rate of 

exchange, i.e., the most favourable rate to A, at which gold will move, 

since bankers and others who are in a position to ignore certain expenses 

will naturally ship gold as soon as they see a prosj)ect of profit in 

the operation. 

Bough Estimate.—Dealers who undertake shipments of the kind 

here illustrated must, of course, have before them full details of all 

the costs and charges which have to be incurred in moving gold between 

the leading world centres, and they have arningements whereby they 

are immediately advised of any changes in gold prices, rates or expenses 

so that they can quickly determine whether or not shipments would 

be profitable. To this end an estimate of the probable outturn will 

be made on a x)crcentage basis, which, in the case of the shipment 

covered by the above account, would appear as follows:— 

London market price of fine gold, 130/I0|d., i.e., £6*84375. 

London Charges: 

Freight (5/6d.%) .-275 % 
Insurance (1/-) .. .. .. .. .. .. *050 % 

Handling (J ®/oo) •• •** •• •• •• *025% 
Boxes (4/~ per 1,600 oz.) say .. .. .. .. *002% 

Interest (@ 21 % p.a.): 
10 days on whole amount . • .. .. •• *068% 
30 days on 3 % of amoimt .*006 % 

*426% 
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York Chabobs: 

Brokerage (J ®/oo) .. .. -025 % 

Trucking charges (* 04 ®/oo). .. -004% 

Melting (fine bars), $1 per 1,000 oz. •003 % 

Allowance for loss in weight (I ®/|,o) * * •025% 

1^67% 

U.S. Treasury charge (J %) .. -25 % 

•307% 

Nkw Y^ork Prick .. 

Lt98 Charges, Nc»w York 

London .. 

Net out turn 

. $3500 

•307 % 

•42($% 

- • 733 %, say, • 255 

. $34*745 

HvqH i red exeh aufje 
Net outturn 

ixiiuloii priet* 

34*715 

0-84375 
5-07080. 

Thus, by buying gold in I^ndon and selling it in New York, a 

dealer can obtain the equivalent of *07081) i>er £1 to his credit in the 

latter centre, and he can, therefore, make a profit if he can sell dollars 

on the London Market at any rate lower than this, e.g., at 5*07^. 

At this exchange a shipment to New York would give a small profit, 

which would be increased if the actual loss in weight in New 

York was smaller than the dealer’s allowance as was 

actually the case in the foregoing example, where the loss was 

only -0134%. 

In other wonls, when the price of gold in London is 136s. lOjd., 

and expense's are those given in the stiitement, the export specie point 

between London and New York is $5*07689 |XJr £1, but this figure 

would naturally vary with any change in the items of expense or 

other factors in the calculation. 

London and Paris.—^The following are statements relative to ship¬ 

ments of gold from London to Paris and from Paris to London. It will 

be seen that the shipment in the first case yields a rate of exchange 

of 79*61, so that if the francs can bo sold in London at any rate lower 

than this, a profit would be made by the operator. In the other 

ease, the statement is compiled to indicate the lowest price at which 

gold from Paris can be sold in London to yield a profit with the exchange 

standing at 77*30 francs per £1. 
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LONDON TO PARIS. 

Pro Forma. Invoice for 260 Ban Gk)ld. 
£ 8. d. 

100,000 fine (= 3,110*3495 kilos) 132/- . 600,000 0 0 
Freight @ 1/ld. % .. .. . 357 10 0 
Insurance (on £675,000) (gl 6d. .. .. .. .. 168 15 0 

London H^idling @ J "/qq • • .. .. •. . • .. 165 0 0 
Paris Commission @ J ®/oo .« .. .. .. .. .. 165 0 0 
Paris Incidentals @ ®/oo .. .. .. • • .. 33 0 0 
Packing (4/- per box) .. .. .. .. 12 12 0 
Bills of Lading and Customs CltnvraiU'O .. .. .. 10 0 
Interest for two days at 3 % p.a. (on £660,500) . . .. . . lOS 11 6 

£i^7n(nir~ 
Paris Outturn. 

3,110*3495 kilos /i Frs. 16,919-OSI |H‘r kilo .. Krs. 52,624,264• 46 

52,624,261*46 
Equivalent excluiiiqc 06r(i>lo 9*'" 79*61 p»*i* £1. 

Note.—This calculation is based on the assumption that (“ommissiiui i.s [)4iid 

in both centres and that (as i.s usual) Assay Certiticates an* provided by 
recognised London Assiiyers so that no assay chai>;t‘8 are ineurreil in Paris. 

PARIS TO LONDON. 

Pro Forma. Invoice for 230 Bars Gold. 
Gross weight - Oz. 87,439*550. 

Oz. fine -- 87,264*534 Kilos lim* 2,714*232 

(it. Francs 16,963*528 jx'r kilo French Fes. 46,042,952 
Plus .*-- 

Paris Commission | ”/g, . . . . . . . . 11,511 

Freight^—Paris to Loralon a *7 ® . . 32,230 

Packing and sundries .. .. .. .. .. 1,500 
Insurance, Fes. 48,tJ0<J,000 •! { . 12,000 

Total cost .. Fes. 46,KM>,193 

Fes. 46,100,193 bought o 77 *30 .£596,380 5 0 

Literest for two day.s a 3p.a. . . 98 t) 8 
London Handling charge, | °/yg (on Ht«*rling valia* of gold, 

£597,132*) .. ..149 5 2 

Sterling outlay . • .. .. .. . . .. .. £596,627 10 10 

Equivalent Lomlori price at which gold must 1m! sold to c*f)ver (*o8t 

596.627*54 
and exptmses - 136/9<l. |>er fine ounee. 

87,264 * 534 

Actual price realiscfl -= 136/10|d. 
say, £597,132 Os. OfJ.* 

Export point, Paris to Ixmdon == 
46,100,193 

597,132 
Fes. 77*202 per i\. 

•Note.—^The above calculation is based upon J ®/oo commission in both Paris and 
London. This figure will l>o less whoro the transaction is handled by a 

financial house with a branch in Paris, but, during tho rush to withdraw gold 
from Paris in February, 1934, the combined London-Paris coimnission was 

increased for a time to 2 ®/oo* 
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Rough Estimate for Paris.—^As in tho case of New York, the 

bullion dealer will keep before him details in reference to the French 

exchange which will enable him to compute at a moment’s notice the 

conditions in which he can make a profit by shipping gold either to 

Paris or to London. The following is an approximate statement of the 

manner in which a bullion dealer will reckon the gold export point 

from London to Paris: 

Haski) os London Price of Gold 
AT PER OZ. FINE:- 

Shipment TO Pahis; 
1.30/ 140/- 150/- 

100,000 OZ. line . . ITi.'ilMHHDOO £70O,tMHD00 £7.'>n,000 00 

Plus -- 

Fn‘ight .. 
InHuraiK'c . . 
Hrokt'rngc 

PiU'kiiig . . 

(hiHtonm 
('ahicg 

IncidtTitulH 

1 -.‘dd, 
8MT.‘. 902-50 1,031-25 

2 dayn’ interest at :: \k ]).a. 
'•0137^, 8i> 95-9<l 102-75 

(A) £(»50,9S2-80 1 £76i,<C>8-40 £7.’>l,l.‘l400 

(l)ifTpn'iKc‘ for I'lu h 1/ in juioo of gold £0,007• SI.■>.) 

1,000 kilos line at Koh. KidlO,*! • .'i^S Fos. 

]HT kilo .. .. .. ir»,9t>3,628 
Le^a Bank of Franco Minting 

I'osts .. 44,444 

Not French Buying rrir»’ 1(»,019,084 

100,tH)Ooz. .. . 52,024,200(11) 

(1,0(K) kih»R - 32.l5t)-727 oz. tine.) 

(<i, 130/ (r/)140/- j (<j: l-W/- 

H 
Gold Export Point - -- P«'«. 

A 80-838 75-004 70 000 

Conditions Before 1931.~* The foregoing statements may be usefully 

compared with tho following atatementa of gold movements between 

New York and Dmdon, and Paris and I^ondon, during 1929. At that 

time gold could bo purchaaed and sold in London at the Bank of 
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England’s price or at rates closely proximating thereto, while gold was 

being purchased and sold by the United States Treasury at the fixed 

price of $20*67183 per fine ounce. 

Gold Export Point, London to New York, 1929. 
100,000 fine ounces bought from tho Market at 
84/ll-4646d. 

Freight, 3s. on £424,800 

Insurance, 9d. % on £429,020* 
Interest, 8 days @ 5 
Boxes and Packing 
Brokerage in London, 5s. • • 

Commission in Now York, Ss. Voo 

£ s. 
424,772 15 

037 4 

100 17 
405 10 

16 10 
100 5 
106 5 

d. 
0 
0 
6 
0 
0 
0 
0 

£420,205 7 0 

♦ Gold value plus 1 %. 

100,000 fine ounces sold to the Unitetl States Treasury at $20*07183 
$2,067,183. 

Export point, London to Now York 
2007183 

420205 
= $4*8495 per£l. 

or $4*84tf per £1. 

Gold Export Point, London to Paris, 1929. 

32,150*725 oz. fine gold bought in London from tho Bank of £ t. d. 
England at 84/11 Jd. 130,573 12 0 

Carnage at 1 Old. per £100 59 15 3 
Insurance at 6d. per £100 34 3 0 

Packing 20 boxes at 5/- .. 500 

Interest, two days at 4) o/o •• .. .. ,. 33 13 6 

£130,700 3 9 

1,000 kilos of fine gold sold to tho Bank of Franco at 10,903*50 

per kilo .. .. .. .. Fc*s. 10,963,500 
Minting costs at Fes. 20 fx^r kilo, 900 fine, my 22,184 

Net proceeds .. .. .. .. .. .. Kca 16,941,310 

Export specie point, Ix>ndon to Paris = Fcm. 

= Fes. 123*921 ^^* 

10.941.316 

i3¥,y00* 1875 

It will be observed that the French minting cost taken into account 

in this calculation is only Fes. 20 per kilo, as against the charge of 

Fes. 40 per kilo which is operative at the time of writing and which 

is used in the more recent calculations included above. 

PROBLEMS INVOLVING SPECIE POINT CALCULATIONS. 

Example 1.—A London dealer purchases 100,000 ounces of fine gold in the 
London Bullion Market for shipment to New York, at the rate of 84/ll|<l. per 
fine ounce. The following charges are incurred in connection with the shipment: 
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Freight, 3/- % ; insurance, 1/ % ; packing and incidental charges, 1/- %. On 
arrival in New York seven days after shipment, the gold is sold to the U.S. 
Treasury at the rate of $20*67183 per fine ounce. Against the proceeds of the 
sale of the gold in New York, the dealer sells a sight draft on that centre at a 
rate of $4*84)$ per £1. Assuming that the sight draft will not be presented for 
payment until the date when the proceeds are available, find the dealer's profit 
or loss on the transaction. 

Solution:— 

Cost of 100,000 ounces of fine gold at 84/11}<1. £ 
per ounce. .. .. ^£424,739*5833 

Add Freight, Insurance and Packing @ 5/~ % 1,061 • 84895 

Total a^st . r: = 425,801*4323 

Proceeds of 100,000 ounces at $20*67183 per 
fine ounce .. .. .. .. .. — $2,067,183 

The dealer will sell a sight draft for $2,067,183 
at $4*84)1 

2.067,183 
IWIising .. .. - 426.278-232 

Dealer’s Profit .. = £476*8 

£476 16e. Od. 

Example 2.—Given the following data, calculate the gold export point to 
New York:— 

Bar Gold is obtainable in l^ndon at 84/1 Id. per fine ounce. Freight 
charges are % ; Interest 10 clays at 4} % p.a.; Insurance 1/-% on gold 
value. The gold can bo sold in New York at $20*67183 per fine ounce. 

(Packing and trucking in London $ ”/oo*) 

Solution :— 

Cost of 1 fine oz. of gold in Tx)ndon ^ £4 4s. lid. .. .. =£4*24583 

Add Oiarges:— 0/ 
/O 

Freight 1=*, % . ^ 15 

Intenst 10 days at 4J % p.a. = *125 

Insurance at $ •/qo = .05 

Packing and Trucking $ “/^^ = *0125 

^375 

* 3.375 of £1*24,583 .. = *01437 

Cost per fine oz. c.i.f. New York £4*26020 

One fine oz. is saleable in New York for $20*67183 

20*67183 
Gold point, London to New York .. 

4*26020 

= $4*852.32 or $4*8.5^ (approx.). 

Example 3.—An exchange o|x*rator in New York instnicts his agents in 
London to purchase 100,000 ounoos of fine gold at the current market price of 
06/7|d. per fine ounce. At the s^imo time ho purchases T.T. on London to 
cover the cost of the gold and the expenses of shipment at the current rate of 

exchange of $4*10 per£l. The following charges are incurred in connection 
with the shipment: Agent’s commission, % ; freight, 3/- % ; insurance, 1/- % ; 
packing and incidental charges, l/~ %. On arrival in New York seven days after 
the purchase, the gold is sold to the U.S. Treasury at the standard price of 
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$20*67183 per fine ounce. The rate of interest obtainable on banker’s funds in 

New York is 4 %, and is calculated on a 360-day year. 

Calculate the profit or loss on the transaction. 

Solution :— 

Cost of 100,000 ounces of fine gold at 06/71d. 

per ounce .. 

Add Freight and other charges (oj 5/- % . • 

Agent’s commission 

£484,634*765 at $4 *10 per £1 . 

interest for seven days 4 % p.a. 

/, Net cost of shipment to American dealer 
Proceeds of gold in New York - 100,000 (it $20-671 S3 

/. Dealer’s profit 

Say, $7S.<>35. 

£483,125 

1,207 812 

.301 953 

£484,(134 •765 

$1,»87,(M)2 ^537 
1,545 ■446 

$1,988,547 •083 

2.0(17,183 (>00 

$78,635 ■017 

Example 4.—(a) If the Bank of France pays Fes. 10.tK)l*30(» jm'!- kilogramme 

of fine gold (31 • 1035 grammes - 1 ounce), and the franc sterling rate of i*xchango 

is 83i francs per £l,what ia the equivalent price of fine gold p<'r ounce in London, 
neglecting all expenses ? 

(6) Using the answer to the foregoing, if the buying price for gold in the 

United States is fixed at $33*65 per line ouiue, N\hat is the iMpiivalcnt rate of 

exchange between the dollar and the pound ? 

Solution:— 

(a) ? How many £ - - 1 oun<*<' line gold 

If 1 ounce = 31 •11*35 grs. 
grs. = Fch. 16,1*01*301) 

Fes. 83*125 - £1? 

31*1035 X 16,1)01-306 

83,125 

- 6*3241 
French parity price r £6 rij<l. |H*r fine ounce. 

(6) Equivalent rate of exchange lK*twc‘en London an<l New York i.s 

.33*65 
ix'r £ I. 

== $5-.321 

$5 *32>\ pf-r £1. 



CHAPTER XXVII 

REMITTANCES AND DRAFTS—LONG AND SHORT RATES— 
<«TEL QUEL” RATES 

Thk actual niotluxl by which Kcttlement of a debt for goods is to be 

cffcet<‘d will ill most cases be arranged by the parties at the time the 

bargain is iiuule. Sometimes it may be tacitly understood that the 

method to Ik* followed is one which is well known and firmly established 

in the particular trade concerned, but it is, of course*, far lx,‘tter to 

avoid any ])ossibility of mistake or misunderstanding by having the 

matter clearly settled in the correspondence or on the order form and 

acceptance letter. 

Settlement by Telegraphic Transfer or Cable. —Probably the 

simjilest method of settling a debt payable abroad is that whereby the 

debtor requests his banker to instruct the latter s agents in a foreign 

centre by T.T. or by cable to pay a sjx^eified sum to a named person 

or concern. In such a case, the remitter is usually quoted an “ all 

in ” rate by the banker for the facility, or he Ls quoted a rate exclusive 

of the cost of the telegram, which may be charged separately. The 

rate will, in any case, include the bank’s profit, but, as we have seen 

in an earlier ehajiter, finer rates are quoted according to the amount 

involved and tlu* importance of the customer. 

The calculation of the sterling equivalent of a T.T. or cable 

merely involves a translation from one currency to the other 

at the rate to be ai)plied. No interest has to be taken into 

account, since the foreign currency equivalent is paid out on the 

other side on the same day as sterling is paid here. (See valeur 

compensicy page 81).) 

Nearest Commercial Rate. —A banker who is asked by a customer 

to buy or to sell a draft or T.T. will base the rate he quotes on the 

rak's at which he can cover his ojieration in the market. He will add 

(or deduct as the case may he) any necessary allowances to the relevant 

market rate, and will quote the nearest cofnmercial rate in his own 

favemr. That is to say, if he is buying a bill in dollars and works out 

the rate to $4*82765, he wdll apply the next highest commercial rate, 
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i.e., 14*82^, and not the next lowest, i.e., $4*82}, although the latter 

is nearer to his calculated decimal. If he were selling, he would, of 

course, apply the lower rate, viz., $4'821. 
Example 1.—For what amount in sterling would your bank dealer 

sell a customer a T.T. on New York for $100,000, if the Market quotes 

$4*86j^-4'86j|, and the dealer reckons his profit at in the rate? 

Solution:— 

Dealer can cover a sale of T.T. by buying in the Market at $4-86j^* 

He will therefore base his rate for quoting to the customer on that 

rate:— 

Dealer’s selling price for T.T. is $4-86jJ less low ”), 

i.e., 4*861 per £1. , , , 100,000 
Amount charged to customer = -- 

4 * 86025 

= £20,549 148. Id. 

Example 2.—Calculate the price a dealer would charge a customer 

for a T.T. on Buenos Ayres for 25,000 pesos, if the dealer is quoted 

47^-47|][ by the Market, and requires a margin for profit of 1 jx5r 

mille? 

Solution:— 

If the dealer sells to his customer he must cover by buying in the 

Market, in this case at 47^J i)ence. He must therefore charge his 

customer more than this price, i.e., add his profit:— 

Dealer’s selling price for T.T. is .. .. 47 • 890625 pence. 

Plus his profit @ 1 per mille .. .. *047891 

i.e., . 47*938516 „ 

He will quote the next highest sixty-fourth:— 

•938516 

64 

3-754064 

56-31096 

60-065024— i.e., 61 sixty-fourths. 

Say, 47^4 pence per peso. 

/. Amount charged to customer == £25,000 X 475J X X 

= £2,197 17s. Od. 
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Important Note,—Although the London Market quotation on 

Buenos Aires is in pence per gold peso, all transfers are in paper pesos, 

whose value is only 44% of that of the gold currency (see page 604). 

Setttoment by Hail Transfer.—Since payment by telegraphic 

transfer is the most expensive method of effecting the settlement of a 

debt, and involves not only a less favourable rate to the remitter, but 

also expenses for the telegram or cable, parties to a commercial trans¬ 
action, who wish to settle in less time than would be taken by a long 

bill, may arrange that payment shall be made through a banker by 

mail transfer. 

The rates for mail transfers are cheaper than the rates for T.T. 

and cable, because the bank has to allow the customer interest on 

the funds involved for the period which must elapse before payment 

is made in the foreign centre. Thus the rate charged for M/T is 

calculated from the Market’s selling rate for T.T. by making an 

allowance for the soiling banker’s profit, and for interest at the rate 

allowed on banker’s funds in the place of payment, since the banker 

who sells M/T ordinarily covers himself by purchasing T.T. on the 

same centre, and thus has the use of the funds in that centre until 

the M/T is presented and paid. 

GuaranteedMail Transfers.—The period for which the dealer 

allows interest in the calculation of the rate for M/T will depend on 

the distance between the centre's, on the time of the next outgoing 

mail, on the time taken in transit, and on the period which must 

elapse before the mail is “cleared ’’ in the foreign centre: i.e., the 

period depends on the total time which must elapse between the date 

of the receipt of sterling in I»ndon and the date on which the dealer’s 

currency account abroad is debited with the pajTnent to the beneficiary. 

The dealer works on the best information at his disposal as much 

for his own protection as for that of his customer, but, in estimating 

the time of delivery of a foreign mail, the ixxssibility of miscalculation 

has always to be reckoned with, and either buyer or seller of M/T 

for largo amount may suffer unexjx'cted loss or receive an unexpected 

profit if the mail is delivered a day or so earlier or later than is 

anticipated. For this reason, it has become the practice in the London 

market for dealers to sell Ouaranteed Mail Transfers, w’hereby they 

guarantee to make payment in a foreign centre on a stated date, 

irrespective of the time of arrival and delivery of the mail, in return 

for payment of sterling at a fixed rate of exchange. The seller ensures 

that payment in the foreign centre shall be made on the agreed date 
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by advising his agent by cable, sometimes sent at “ deferred ” (i.e., 

cheaper) rates, thus obviating the possibility of mail delays. 

The advantages of the guaranteed mail transfer are that both 

seller and buyer know precisely when payment in the foreign centre 

will be made, and the seller can calculate exactly the “ spread **, 

or difference, between his T.T. rate and the rate to be applied to the 

M/T. It also enables payments to be made in the course of the usual 

mailing period, though, in fact, no mail is due to leave in the imme¬ 

diate future, and has special advantages in connection with the short¬ 

term investment of funds, since the parties can calculate the ixTiod 

involved with absolute certainty. 

Example 3.—Calculate what price you will charge for a G.M.T. for 

$100,000 on New York, if the Market quotes spot dollars at 

4*86|^“U, and you allow interest at 5 % (New York rate) for 

10 days, and your profit at ^th in the rate. 

Solution :— 

If a G.M.T. is to bo sold, the dealer will base his selling rate on the 

rate at w'hich he can cover by buying T.T. in the Market, i.e., $4*86- 

(the Market’s selling rate). Therefore:— 

Dealer’s selling rate for dollars is less his 

profit, l^th, viz., . 

Plus interest for 10 days (w 5 % 

Say, 

$4-8(575 

•()0()7C 

$4-874:5 

[Note the customer is grantetl anaUvuance in resj)cct of the interest.] 

Sterling equivalent = £ 
1(H),(KM) 

4*^ 

1(X),000 

4-87421875 

= £20,516 28. 2«1. 

Settlement by Debtor’s Remittance of Sight Draft or Cheque.— 
The additional expense of payment through a bank by T.T. or M/T 

may be avoided if the debtor remits the amount due in the form of 

a banker’s cheque or sight draft payable in the creditor’s country and 

in his currency. The remittance is paid for by the debtor at the 

short exchange (the rate being usually the same as that for M/T) 
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and, on being received through the post by the creditor, is encashed 
by him at the drawee bank. 

If the draft thus remitted is in the debtor’s currency, the creditor 

will obtain the equivalent in his own currency from the drawee banker 

eitlier at the prevailing rate for such drafts, or at a rate determined 

in accordance with an exchange clause emlx)died in the instrument. 
(See ante, Chapter VII.) 

Calculation of the Short or Cheque Rate.—In some centres, 
e.g.. New York, the majority of rates officially published each day 

are for cheques or demand drafts, and, wherever such a rate exists 

for the cuiTency required by a remitter in the form of a draft, business 
can Ik‘ elTectcd at that rate. In Ix)ndon, how^cver, most market rates 

are for T.T., and, unless a cheque rate exists (as, of course, it does 

ill the case of important centres like New York), the dealer must 
calculate the rate to b(‘ applied in the purchase or sale of cheques, 

short bills and demand drafts by allowing interest off or on the T.T. 

rate for the time which must elapse lietween the issue of the cheque 

or draft, and the date of its presentment for payment to the drawee. 

The interest will be calculated, as in the case of M/T, at the rate 
ruling in thc^ foreign centre in which the cheque or draft is payable, 

and the time will, of course, vary with the period usually taken by 

the mail and the date of the next outgoing mail from this side to the 

centre concerned. Hence, the “ spread ” lietween the rate for T.T.’s 

or cable transfers and the rate for cheques and demand drafts (some¬ 

times called the cheque nuinjin) necess«irily widens with any increase 

in the rate of interest ruling in the foreign centre concerned, and with 

any extension of the time taken by the mail to that centre. 

It is imjM)rtant to notice that the banker’s rate for buying cheques 

(or M/T) is calculated on a different rate of interest from that used 

when ho is scllifuj a cheque. In the latter case ho adds to the T.T. 

rate an allowance for interest at the rate allowed on his deposit in the 

foreign centre; but when askeil to buy a cheque, he works on the basis 

that he will have to cover by selling a T.T., and so incur an overdraft 

in the foreign centre: he therefore a<lds interest at the rate charged 

an overdraft in the foreign centre. Hence we may say that the 

banker’s cheque margin for selling is biised on the rate of interest for 

call money or short deposits, whilst his cheque margin for buying is 

based on the overdraft nite. 
If the rate for T.T. is in foreign money per £1, the cheque rate, 

being for a “ worse ” remittance, will be higher. Hence, if a banker 

is asked to seU a cheque, the allowance for mterest must be added to 
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the Market’s selling rate for T.T., 'while his usual allowance for profit 
must be deducted. 

The sight and cheque rates are the same, because a sight draft, 
like a cheque, is payable on demand. The 8 days’ rate on London 
(quoted by Berlin before the War, and by Paris and other centres 
nowadays, and known over there as the ” Short Rate ”) allows, of 
course, for 11 da}^’ interest, which includes the 3 days’ grace allowed 
in England for the pa^nnent of the bill or draft. 

It may be observed, at this ix>int, that the extending use of air 
mails for commercial purposes has caused some difficulty to bankers 
in connection with the issue of sight drafts and cheques, for the reason 
that, in a number of cases, drafts have been forwarded by air mail 
and presented for payment to the foreign agent before receipt of the 
issuing banker’s advice, which has been despatched by ordinary mail. 
Nowadays, therefore, banks charge less favourable rates for drafts 
which are to be advised and forwarded by air mail, owing to the loss 
of interest and extra postage involved. 

This position may be illustrated by reference to the rates quoted 
by London on Paris, Amsterdam and Bru.s.sel8. Between these centres 
the mailing time is so short that cheques and demand drafts for small 
amounts are usually sold to customers at the same rate as is charged 
for T.T. 

In the case of large amounts, however, there is generally a spread 
between the cheque and T.T. rates depending on the relative value 
of money in the two centres concerned, and the use of the air mail 
between the centres has led to the curious anomaly of the cheque rate 
being at times dearer than the T.T. rate. To understand how this 
position arises, we must remember that, in London, T.T.’s on Paris and 
Amsterdam are normally value two days ahead, whereas cheques are 
paid for in sterling on the day after dealing, and, if they are sent by 
air, can be cashed in Paris on that day, i.e., on the day after purchase 
in London. Consequently, the spread between the T.T. and cheque 
rates on these centres for large sums must, in certain circumstances, 
allow for one day’s interest in favour of the seller of the cheque. For 
example, suppose that when day to day money is worth 4| % in 
London and 6} % in Paris, a London dealer sells cheque on Paris 
for Fes. 250,000. He covers by the purchase of T.T. value two days 
ahead, but the cheque is presented by air mail and paid on the day 
after it is sold to the customer. Consequently, the dealer is ” out of ” 
francs for one day, costing him 6J %, while he is “ in ” steriing for 
the same period, gaining 4| %. He must therefore cover himself in 
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the rate quoted for the cheque in respect of the difference of 2 % 
interest charged to him in Paris, making the cheque rate to that 
extent dearer than the T.T. rate. 

Example 4.—How much will a banker charge for a sight draft on 
AmstcTdam for FIs. 5,254*16, market rates for sight drafts being 
12*12~*13, allowing for the bank’s profit at 1 ^x^r mille. 

Solution:— 
Market selling rate .. .. .. 12*12 
Less bank's profit .. .. .. *01212 

12*10788 

Rate <|Uoteil to eustcaner, say, 12-lOj. 

, , 5.254*16 
^Sterling cost of draft — £- ; ■- 

^ 12*1075 
- £433 19s. 2d. 

Example 5.— For what amount would you issue a draft on France 
against payment of £1,(KK), the market rates for sight drafts being 
124*15-*20, your profit 1 [kt mille? 

Solution:— 
Market selling rate for sight drafts .. 124*15 
Less bank's profit .. .. .. .. • 12415 

124*02585" 

Kate ([noted to customer, say, Fes. 124 *02| per £1. 

Amount of draft - Fes. 124,025. 

Example 6.—For what amount would you issue a draft on Portugal 
against payment of £445 12s. 6d., market rates for sight drafts being 
110-110J, your profit 1 per mille ? 

Solution:— 
Market sidling rate for sight draft .. 110*00 
Less bunk’s profit .. .. •. .. *110 

109*890 

Say, 109j. 

Amount of dnift = £445*625 x 109*75 
= 48,907 escudos. 

41 
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Example 1,—The Market quotes dollars at $4*86 What 

rate would your bank dealer apply on the sale of a cheque on New 

York, if he allows profit at i por millc, and interest at 4 % for 10 days ? 

Solution:— 

Dealer’s selling rate for T,T. is .. .. 4 - SOS 125 
Less his profit at J per inille .. .. .. •(H)12IS 

i.e., .. .. .. .. .. .. 4*Sli6!)07 
Add interest for 10 days (a 4 % . . . . *06541 

8ight rate on New York .. .. .. .. 4*87232 

Kate quoted to eustoiuer 

Exavijde S.—Your bank dealer is willing to deal in T.T. Buenos 

Aii'es at 47i‘^J-l, and is asked to sell a ehe([ue on that centre for 
100,000 pesos. What rate will he apply if his funds earn 0 % in 

Buenos Aires, and he allows 15 days for postal transmission ? 

Solution:— 

His selling rate for T.T. is .. .. .. 47*50 iH*nce. 

interest which he must allow the* custonu r 

for approximately 15 days (5^! 6 %.. .. *117 

47*383 „ 

Say, 47^4(1. pc‘r gold j)i‘8o. 

ExamjAe 9.~ P’or what amount would you issue a sight draft for 

Fes. 20,000 on Paris, the T.T. rate being Fes. 124 • 13-• 15, your margin 

1 jx?r raille ? 

Solution:— 

Market .selling rate for T.T. .. . . Fes. 124*13 

Less margin 1 per millc .. .. *124 

Sight rate .. .. .. .. Fes. 124*006 

Rate quoted to cu.st4>iner ~ Fes. 124 per £1. 

Sterling payment required = 
^20,000 

^ 124 
= £161 5s. lOd. 

Examjjle 10.— How much would a London banker give for a sight 

draft on New Y"ork for S7(KJ, when the market rates for T.T. arc 

$3*461^-11, the interest rate ruling on bankers’ funds in London is 

3 % [Hjr annum, the rate for bankers’ deposits in New York is 
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2J % per annum, and the rate charged on an overdraft by the 

banker 8 New York agent is 3^ % per annum ? Allow J % for the 

banker’s profit. Mailing period is ten days. 

Solution:— 

The banker will cover by selling T.T. in the market at $3-46^. 

Rate for T.T.S3-469375 

Add interest @ % for 10 days . . -003373 

[New York terms: 360 days] 

Banker's profit, J % .. .. -008673 

3-481421 

Rate quoted to customer: $3-481 (to nearest eighth above) 
*"*""*"* TOO 

$700 (a; $3-48j --- £—- 
* 3-4825 

.*. Banker pays £201 Os. Id. for the draft. 

Settlement by Creditors^ Sight Draft.—Very frequently, it is 
arranged that the initiative in regard to the settlement of a trade 

debt shall l)e taken by the creditor, who will draw either at sight or by 

long bill on the debtor direct, or under a letter of credit on a bank in 

the ilebtor’s country or on a bank in his o’WTi country. The bill so 

drawn may Ik* (‘xpre.sse(l in the currency of the creditor's country, or, 

i.s more usual, in the debtor's currency, or, as is frequently the case 

Ixdween countri(*s of n*lativcly less importance, in an international 

curnmcy such as sterling or the 1‘nited States dollar. 
If the creditor obtains ])aymcnt by a sight bill in his own currency, 

he will either turn the draft into cash at once by selling it to a banker 

for its face value le.ss di.scount for the mailing i>oriod outwards and 

homewards, or he may hand it to the latter for collection and credit 

of the prcK*.eeds in due course. 

If the creditor lives in England, he will probably draw his bill 

in sterling and insert therein an exchange clause in one of the forms 

which are customarily used. By so doing he makes certain of obtaining 

the exact amount due to him, less a small charge for the negotiating 

banker 8 commission or profit, and fixes the rate of exchange at which 

the bill shall be ultimately paid by the foreign drawee. If the bill 

is drawn “ Exchange as yicr endorsement," the creditor will receive 

the full sterling amount of his draft; the rate will be sjxeilied on the 

bill by the negotiating banker on this side, the amount of the instru- 
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ment will be converted at this rate and the bill will thereafter function 

as if it were originally drawn in the foreign currency concerned. 

If the creditor draws at sight or on demand on his debtor in the 

latter’s currency or in another foreign currency, the amount paid to 

him in his own currency by the negotiating banker will be determined 

by a simple conversion at the rate of exchange applicable to the class 

of remittance to which the draft belongs, the banker seeing that he is 

covered in the rate for his own profit. 

If the draft is sold in a centre which quotes a cheque rate or sight 

rate in the foreign currency concerned, the conversion will, of course, 

be effected at that rate. In Ix)ndon, however, the short rate to be 

applied must first of all be calculated from the T.T. rate, due allowance 

being made, in the manner already explained, for interest for the 

estimated period during which the negotiating bank will be out of its 
funds (calculated at the overdraft rate in the foreign centre) and for 

the bank’s profit, if that is not already covered in the T.T. rate. 

Example 11.—How much will a bank in Paris pay for a sight draft 

on London for £676 17s. 6d., the market rates for cheques being 

123*98-124*03 ? Allow the negotiating bank a profit of 5 c. in the rate. 

Solution:— 

Market buying rate for .sight drafts . . 123*98 

Lees bank’s profit .. .. .. -Oo 

Rate to be applied .. .. .. 123*93 

Proceeds — Fes. 676 *875 X 123 *93 
== Fes. 83,885-11. 

Example 12.—^What would you give for a demand draft on Milan 

for lire 97,265, if the market rate i.s 92-92jg, your bank s profit 

^ of 1 %, the time taken 4 days and interest in Milan 4 % ? 

Solution:— 

Market buying rate for T.T... 
Add Profit 1 per mille .. 

Interest, 4 days at 4 % 

Banks’ buying rate for sight drafts 

92*0625 lire. 

*09206 „ 

*04036 „ 

92*1949 „ 

Say, 92*20 lite per fl. 

Amount paid for draft = £ 
97265 

92 *y 
» £1,064 18b. 8d. 
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Example 13.—^What amount in sterling would you give for a bill 

of exchange on demand drawn on Warsaw for 5,000 rfotys, if the rate 

is 43*20-25, and you allow Zl. 3 per Zl. 1,000 for stamp duty on 

demand bills in Poland and % for your collection charges ? 

Solution: — 

Amount of bill .. .. .. .. Zl. 5,000 

Stamps .. .. .. .. .. 15 

Zl. 4,985 

Rate for buying 

Pins ' 
^ 10 * * 

Zl. 43-25 

*027 

43*277 

Rate a))pli(*<l to the bill, say, Zl. 43*28. 

, 4.985 
Sterling proceeds ^ 

^ £115*18 

- £115 3s. 7d. 

Settlement by Creditor's Long Bill.—The procedure is not quite 

so simple when the parties agree that 8c*ttlement shall be effected by a 

long bill drawl by the creditor on the debtor. In order to illustrate 

the position, we will assume that a Ijondon merchant imports goods 

from America to the value of £1,(XM) (including expenses on that side) 

and that, the short exchange Ix-ing §4*865 i>er £1, the parties arrange 

that the creditor in New York shall obtain payment by drawing on 

the RritLsh imiK)rter at thn^e months after sight for the amount due. 

Clearly, the creditor who draws a three months' bill for £1,000 on 

London is faced with two alternative ways of obtaining payment: 

(a) He may hand the bill to his banker and instruct the latter to 

present it for acceptance in Ixindon, and to collect the proceeds at 

maturity in due course; (b) He may discount the bill with his banker, 

thereby obtaining its true present worth (i.e., its face value less dis¬ 

count for three month.s), and leaving it to the banker to present the 

bill for acceptance and to collect the proceeds in due course. 

Let us assume that the second method is adopted and that the 

bill is sold to a banker in New York, Now the question arises: 

What rate of exchange is the negotiating banker to apply to a three 

months’ bill on I^ndon if the short exchange is $4*865 per £1 ? 

If we assume that the banker can cover himself at this rate, he 

must make allowances thereon which will recompense him (a) for 
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being out of his money for three months, i.e., for interest lost until 

the proceeds of the bill are credited to him on its maturity; (6) for the 

amount of stamp duty which his London agent will have to pay 

before he can obtain payment or otherwise deal with the bill on this 

side; (c) for the risk involvt'd in dealing with an instrument which 

does not fall due for payment for some time, during which |H*riod the 

position of the parties may change unfavourably, and (d) for his 

trouble in handling the instrument, presenting it for payment and 
collecting the proceeds in due course. 

To the banker in New York, a three montlis’ bill on London is not 

as good as a bill involving immediate payment, hence he will exix'ct to 
buy it at a cheaper price in dollars, i.e., at a lower rate of «‘xchange. 

The banker will therefore build up tlu‘ lomj rate of ejcchaiuje which he 

will apply to the bill by deducting the various allowances from the 
short rate. He will tii*st of all deduct discount at the rate* ruling 

in the place where tlu bill is payable^ i.e., Ixmdcm, this rate beingap])lied 

for the reasem that, if he should subsecpiently re(iuirc‘ to conveut the 

bill into cash Ix^fore its maturity, he must send it to his lx)ndon agtuit 

for presentment for acceptanc'e and rediscount, whereupon discount 
will be charged at the rate ruling in London. 

In this connection we must Ix'ar in mind that, if the parties are 

first-class financial hou.ses or banks, the rate for tirst-class bills at 

the place of payment will be charged, but otherwi.se the commercial 

bill rate, which is higher, will l>e applied. 

Secondly, the New York banker will dcsiuct i ])er millo for the 

English adhesive stamp duty (Is. jx*r and, tinally, he will allow 

about another \ jkt mille for charges and contingencies. On this 

basis, the long rate of exchange to applied to the three monthH’ bill 

would be calculated somewhat as follows:— 

Buying rate for cheques, New^ York on London .. $4-805 

Less discount for three months at, 

^ % (London rate) .. 
Allowance for stamps, \ per 

mille 

Allowance for contingencies, 
•(K)24.33 

\ per mille .. .. * .. •(H)24:{3 

•0($508 

Three months’ buying rate . . 4-7(M>32 

Nearest commercial rate: $4-79;t 
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It in assumed in this example that the banker’s profit is already 

included in the short rate, but, if this is not the case, a further 33 

to /(j c. in the rate would be deducted by the banker in arriving at the 

long rate, making the latter about $4*791. Furthermore, if the long 

rate were based on the T.T. rate, the allowance for discount would 

have to be extended to allow for the mailing period. On the other 

hand, if the long bill were drawm paj'able three months after date, 
and the long rate were based on the T.T. rate, 710 account would need 

to be taken of the mailing period, since the bill would be paid exacth' 

three months after its dat(\ whereas with a three months’ sight bill 

the three months does not begin to run until the ])ill has been sent 

abroad and accepted. 

Thus, by drawing a three months' bill for £l,(X.K) in place of a 

sight bill, the creditor realises §4.799-37 instead of $4,S05 by the latter 

method. His pt)sition is no Indter if forwards the bill for collection 

insteiid of discounting it, for, in such a eas(% he will be out of his nimiey 

during the eurnun y of tin* bill, and be nMpiired to pay the foreign 

stamp duty and the collecting banker’s charge's. Obviously, no 

creditor would l>e content to accept payment by long bill on this 

basis unless he were otherwise covered in the })rice at which the goods 

were sold. In the majority of contracts for the sale of goods, the 

price quotinl by the sellcT allow.for the fact that the buyer will recpiire 

three months’ cn*dit. and in such cases the creditor is not {xmalised 

by drawing at thn^' months' date or sight for the exact amount of 

his invoice, plu.s any charge's incurred on the buyer’s behalf. But if 

no arrangement exists for the granting of credit, the seller is more 

likely to arrange with his debtor that he shall draw his three months* 

bill for an amount in sterling which, on negotiation, will yield approxi- 

mate'ly the same amount in dollars as he would obtain if a sight draft 

we're drawn for the amount due. In such circ'umstances he would 

calculate the amount of his long bill as follows:— 

Value of (looda .. .. .. .. .. £1,0(X) 0 0 

Add three months’ interest •’>%.. . • 12 10 0 

„ Allowance for stamp duty, J ]>e'r mille 10 0 

,, (’harges and contingencies, J jx'r mille 10 0 

Amount of three months’ bill on Ixmdon ., £1,013 10 0 

If w'c ossiime that the sight rate remains at $4*865, this bill for 

£1,013 10s. would be sold at the three months' rate calculated above, 

viz. $4*79|J, and w'ould yield approximately the same amount in 
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dollars as the creditor would have obtained if ho had drawn for £1,000 

at sight and sold at 4'865, i.e.:— 

£1,013*5 @ 4'79|8 = $4,864-17 

CSalcalation of Long Rates from Short Rates.—Tho long rate of 
exchange—which is generally understood to mean tho three months’ 

rate—is calculated from the short rate or T.T. rate by adding, or 

deducting, as the case may be, allowances for:— 

(а) Interest, for the time which must elapse before payment of the 

bill, at the foreigji discount rate for the class of bill concerned, 

(б) Foreign stamp duty, usually about J per mille. 

(c) Agent s collecting commission or charges, together with a small 

allowance for risk and contingencies involved in waiting for 

the money, usually totalling about 1 jkt milic or J %. 

(d) Banker's profit or commission, if this is not already included 

in the short rate, usually, say, J %. 

The calculation of the allowances is simple enough. The difficulty 

lies in ensuring that they are made in the right direction, but this 

difficulty will at once disappear if it is rememlxTed that the long rate 

is always cheaper than the sight rate Ix^cause it represents money 

in the future instead of money at once. Hence, if we are oiXTating in 

this country, we apply to rates in foreign money the oft-quoted maxim: 

“ The better the bill, the lower the rate,'" adding the allowances to the 

sight rate in foreign currency, and thus making the long rate the 

higher of the two. On the other hand, we deduct the allowances if 

we are dealing with a rate in sterling, making the sterling price of 

the long bill lower than the price of a short bill. Thus the charges 

are always deducted from the short rate in calculating a long rate 

if the rates are expressed in the “Aewte” currency, “home” here 

meaning England, or France, or Japan, or any other centre in which 

we imagine ourselves to be dealing at the moment. 

Bankers^ Profit or CrOmmission.—This item requires six^cial care 

if it is to be allow'ed for, since it is not always made in the same direc¬ 

tion as the other charges. If a dealer is buying long bills expressed 

in a foreign currency and wishes to allow for a profit of, say, f %, 

he must, of course, add this to the calculated rate before he effects 

the conversion into his own currency (“ Buy high ”). On the other 

hand, if he is selling a long bill and is working from a short rate in 

foreign money, he must deduct his profit (“ Sell low ”). The converse 

is true if the rates arc in the dealer’s home currency. 
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Days ol Grace.—Allowance for daya of grace niuHt l>e made on bilia 

on any country wherein they are allowed, aince it may be taken for 

granted that the debtor will not usually pay a bill drawn uj)on him 

until the last possible moment. 

It may be observed that three days’ grace are allowed in Canada 

on bills drawn at sight and aftcT sight, but not on bills payable “ on 

demand As a rule, bills on the United States take no days of grace, 

but three days’ grace are allowed on after sight drafts payable in North 

(,'arolina, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. 

‘‘After Date^’ and “After Sight’’ Bills.—Great care is also 

required in apjilying a long rate to a bill of exchange payable at so 

many days or months after sight, i.e., after it is first seen by the drawee. 

In the cose of a bill payable after date, the term begins to run from 

the date written on the instrument, so that the rate to be applied 

to such a bill is calculated directly from the T.T. rate, merely bj’ 

making the requisite allowances, including interest for the unexpired 

jieriod of the bill. In the case of an after siejht bill, the term does 

not Ix'gin to run until the date of sighting, and, in dealing with such a 

bill, therefore, the negotiating banker must obviously cover himself 

in n‘sj)ect of interest lost during the time which must elapse before 

the bill can be presented for acceptance, i.e., the mailing i>eriod. This 

will vary according to the distance betwetui the centres conceriKHl. 

according to the date of the next outgoing mail, according as the mail 

is sent In* a fast ves.scl, or by air, and so on. 

Retween Ix^ndon and New York, from eight to ten days must 

ho reckoned for transmission, Ix^tween London and Paris two 

days,^ Ixmdon and Lisbon three days, and so on. But this additional 
allowance will be made only if the banker is basing the rate to be 

aj)j)lied to a sight bill on the T.T, rate, as is the case in I.ondon, where 

practically all quoted rates are for T.T.s. Rut in other centres, where 

short or cheque rates are regularly cpioted, the allowance for interest 

lost during transmission will have been already made in the cheque 

rate or short rate, and, in such circumstances, the long rate for bills 

after sight is invariably calculated with the quoted cheque rate or 

short rate as the basis, interest being taken into account only for the 

jH*riod of the bill, and the j)eriod of transit being ignonxl. 

Example 14.—Cheques on Paris are quoted in Ix)ndon at Fes. 

124‘I5-*25 per £1, and the commercial bill rate in Wxris is 4%. 

* I.O., by ordinary post. One day only is allowed if the n'inittanoe is 
forwarded by air mail 
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Allowing I per mille for stamp duty, } per mille for risk, and I ])er 

mille for the negotiating bank’s profit, calculate the long rate to be 

applied by a London dealer in purchasing three months after siijhi 

trade bills on Paris. 

Soluiion:~ 
Market buying rate for cheques on Paris .. Fes. 124 *20 

Add 3 months’ interest at 4 % per annum 1-2425 
French stamp duty, J per mille 

Allowance for risk, etc., J per mille 

Bank’s profit, J per mille .. .. -0621 

Fes. 125-6788 jx^r £1 

Long rate on Paris = Fes. 125-68 |X'r £1. 

Example 15.—Market di.^coimt rate in Ix)n(lon is 7 %, in Berlin 6 %. 

Assume that a banker is willing to deal in T.T. on Berlin at Mks. 

20-53--56 per £1. Calculate his long rate for ])urchasing ‘‘ best 

paper ” on Berlin, payable three months after date, allowing 1 ixr mille 

for stamp and risk. 

Solution:— 

T.T. buying rate. 

Add 3 months’ interest at 6 % (Berlin) 

Allowance for risk and stamp duty 

Long rate = Mks. 20-89 per £1. 

Note.—This rate will \)c applicable only on the date f)f the bill. 

If some days of the three months have alrea<ly run, a slightly lower 

rate would be quoted. (See Examplc.s 39-42.) 

Example 16.—A New York banker is willing to deal in cheques 

on Ix)ndon at 4-S5j~^ per £1. Discount in New York is 8%, in 

London 7 %. Allowing, my\ 2 per mille for contingencies and English 

stamp duty, find the rate he will quote for the purchn.so of Ix)ndon 

bills at three months’ sight. 

Mks. 20-56 

•3084 

-0206 

Mk.s. !ST889’“ 

Sedution:— 

As we are operating in New York, rate is in the home currency, 

so deduct charges for the cheaper rate:— 
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Buying rate for sight drafts .. 

Less 3 months’ int. at 7 % .. *08489 

Allowance for stamp, etc. .. . -00970 

Say, $4-7532 per £1. 

The cheaper bill sells for less dollars per £1. 
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$4-85125 

-09459 

$4-75666 

Example 17.—New York quotes T.T. on London as 4-861-1; 

interest on overdrafts in I^ndon is 4 % and discount on trade bills 

in Ix)ndon is 5 % ])er annum. Assuming that the time of mail from 

Now York to l^)ndon is 10 days, what rate would a New York 

banker apply on the purcluise of (a) a cheque on London; (6) a 60 days’ 

commercial sight draft on l^uidon, if he allows his j»rolit at 1 jx^r mille 

and Knglish stamp duty on long bills at J {ht mille? 

Solution:— 

Buying rate for T.T. on LoikIou . . 

1(88 10 days (d 4 .*00533 
Profit at 1 jHT mille . . .. -004865 

Buying rate for chequts on London .. 

Say, $4-Sr42. 

Dulurt Oa (lays (S' Ti . 041897 

StnmiMi @ i IKT mille .. -002427 

Buying rate for 60 d/s drafts on 1s>ndon .. 

Say, $4 81 tx-r £1. 

$4-865 

•010195 

$4-854805 

•044324 

$4-810481 

The more usual method of ealeulating tlie 60-day rate is to take 

the T.T. rate and to deduct therefroni 73 days’ interest at the discount 

rate, jAvs the allowance for stamp duty, viz.. 

Buying rate for T.T. on London .. 

Less 73 days’ interest (§} 5 % 

Stamp duty @ J jvr mille 

Banker's profit (g 1 jx'r mille 

-04865 

-002432 

•004865 

$4 865 

•055947 

$4-809053 

Buying rate for 60 d/s drafts = 4*80^ per £1. 
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The latter method is not, of course, so favourable to the seller if 

the discount rate is higher than the rate charged to the banker for 

an overdraft. 

If the banker is asked to aeU a demand draft or 60 days’ bill on 

London in sterling, ho makes the allowance for interest in the usual 

way, but he adds the amount of his profit (see Example 30). 

Example 18.—At what rate would you purchase from a customer 

a three months* after date bank bill on Milan for liiv 150,000 if the 

market quotation in London for T.T.’s on Milan is 92* 15-*20, and 

market rates of discount are: 5J % i^r annum in London, and 

6 % per annum in Milan ? 

Allow for Italian stamps J per mille and for your i)rofit 1 jkt inille. 

Neglect English stamjis and assume that the bill has exactly three 

months to mn. 

Solution:— 

Market T.T. rate, I^mdon on Milan (buying) 

Add 3 months' interest (a 6 % 

Stamp (n J jxt mille 

Profit (2 1 i)cr mille 

Ixiiig Hat<* .. 

Say, lire 93*72J i)cr £1. 

Example 19.—At what rate of exchange would a l^ondon dealer 

purcha.se from a customer a draft on New York at IM) d/s, if he is 

willing to deal in cheques on New York at 4 S5- S6, and the di.seount 

rate in New \"ork is 5 There are no days of grace or .stamp duties 

in New' Y'ork, and discount is, in practice, calculated on 360 days to 

the year. Allow 1 per mille for risk, etc. 

Solution:— 

Buying rate for cheques 

Add 90 days’ interest (nj 5 % 

4-86 X 90 X 5 

360 X 100 
liisk, etc., 1 JXT mille .. 

Say, 14-9232 per £1. 

Obskrve the cuntom ruling in the United StatcH of calculating 

interest and discount on the basis of 360 days to the year. 

^•86 

•0608 

•0040 

14 0257 

02-20 lire. 

.. 1-383 

-0461 

-0022 

.. 03-7213 „ 
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Example 20.—A customer has to draw in U.S.A. dollars at 90 

days* sight on a bank in San Francisco, under a Letter of Credit, 

such draft having to be accompanied by full set of shipping documents. 

He presents his draft and documents, apparently in good order, to 

you, and asks you to negotiate the draft. Given the following data, 

what rate would you quote him ? 

Market discount rates in London 5J %; in San Francisco 5 %; 

U.S.A. stamp duty, negligible; agent’s charge for handling documents 

I per mille, bank’s profit %; transit from London to San Francisco 

14 days; London market quotation for T.T. San Francisco 4-86^-1. 

There.' are no days of grace. 

Solution:— 

Buying rate for T.T. on San Francisco 

Add Bank 8 profit @ % 

Agent s charge's @ \ i>er mille 

Discount, 194 days 5 % 

(New York terms: 360 days == 1 year) 

$4-86625 

•00304 

•00243 

•07029 

$4-94201 

.*. Ni'gotiating rate to 1k‘ ai>plied is $4-9432 jx'r £1. 

Notk.- -As tliis rate is being ap])lied to a transaction with a 

customer and not with the Market, it is given to the nearest ^nd 

not to the neart'st (S4 -94^'|). 

Example 21.~ On the 22nd XovemlxT a customer i)rcscnts to you 

for discount a bill for Fes. 125,000, iKiyable in Paris and due on the 

1st January following. If the T.T. rate on Paris is quoted in the 

London Market as 124* 15--25, at what rate would you discount 

the bill, allowing % os your profit, and with how^ much sterling 

would you credit the customer’s account for the proceeds? Paris 

discount rate 4 J %. There are no days of grace in Paris. 

Solution:— 

Market buying rate for T.T. 

Dealer 8 profit @ %. 

Dt'aler's buying rate for T.T. 

Add allowance for interest, viz., 40 days @ 4 J % 

Fes. 124-25 

•07766 

124-32766 

•61312 

Fes. 124-94078 
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/. Rate to be applied = say, Fes. 124*94 per £1. 

125 000 
Sterling equivalent = £ ■ - " = £1,000 Os. 7d. 

124*04 ' ' " .. 

To Find Long Bates at Two Centres*—A useful arithmetical exercise is 

to calculate the long rates in two centres when rates in each are given. 
Great care has to be taken to see that the correct discount rate is used, 

and also to allow the charges in the right direction. 

Example 22. 

London on Paris T.T. buying rate is Fes. 124*25. 

Paris on London T.T. bu\"ing rate is Fes. 124*20. 
Discount rate for trade bills in Paris is 5 %, in London 4 %. 

Allowance for risk 1J per mille, stamp J ix?r mille. 
Find banks' buying rates in both centres for trade bills 

payable three months after date. 

Solution:— 

London on Paris T.T. rate .. Fes. 124*25 

Add 3 months’ int. at 5 % (Paris) .. .. 1*5531 

Allowance for risk an<l stani]) at 
2 per mille .. .. .. *2485 

Fes. 120 *0510 

Long rate on Paris = Fc.s. 120*00 ptT £1. 

Paris on London T.T. rate .. .. Fes. 124*20 
Deduct 3 months’ int. at 4 % (I..ondon) 1 *2420 

Allowance for .stamp and 

risk, 2 pc*r mille .. *2484 

- 1*4904 

Fes. 122*7090 

Banks’ long rate on London = Fes. 122*70 per £1. 

We add charges in London, but deduct them in Paris, l)ecause, 
in London, Fes. 126*00 are cheapt^r to buy per £1 than Fes. 124*25, 

whereas in Paris it is cheaper to give Fes. 122*70 pcT £1 than to give 

Fes. 124*20. 

Also:— 
We add charges in London, because 

More francs should be received in three months’ time than if 

they were received now; and 

We ded%ici them in Paris, because 

Le«B francs will be paid to*day for sterling due in three months’ 

time than if it were due to*day. 
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Example 23. 

London on Rio, T.T. buying rate is 5} pence per milreis. 

Rio on London, ,, ,, ,, >> * >> 
Discount rates for trade bills, London 6 %, Rio 8 %. 

Allowance for risk and stamp, say, ~d. in the raU?. 

Find long ratt^s for trade bills payable 3 months after date. 

Solution:— 

Ixmdon oil Rio, T.T. buying rate .. .. . 5'To 

Deduct 3 montlis' interest at 8 % . . .. *1150 

Allowance for risk and stamp .. -0150 

- 1306 

5- 6194 

London buying rate for long bills = .5^® pence per milreis. 

Rio on London, T.T. rate .. .. .. .. 6-8125 

Add 3 months’ interest at 6 % ,. .. .. *0872 

Allow'anee for stamp and risk .. .. .. *0156 

6- 9153 

Ruying rate for long bills on London -- 5^ jicncc jx^r milreis. 

Note carefully that when rates are quoted in the same way in 

both places, then if we tuld charges in one place we must deduct 

them in the other. If, however, the rates are quoted in different 

ways, i.e., om* in .sU*rling and the other in currency, we add or deduct, 

as the case may bi', in both cases. None of these calculations should 

cause any difliculty if it is clearly understood that, in whichever 

place we may Ix^ dealing, that rate of exchange is dearer w’hich 

conqxds us to give more of the home currency, or the currency of 

the place in which we consider ourselves to be, for each unit of foreign 

currency which we buy. 

Short Rates from Long Rates.—Although of little practical utility, 

another useful theoretical exercise is to reverse the process illustrated 

al>ovc, and calculate t he short rate if the long rate is given. This simply 

involves an application of the foregoing principles in the reverse 

order, that is to say, wherever charges are added in the above examples, 

they must now be deducted, and so on. 

Example 24.- Assume that a bank in Buenos Aires is willing to 

buy long bills on London (best paper) at 47} pence jier peso, and that 

market discount in London is 8 %. Find the rate likely to be quoted 
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by the same bank for buying cheques on London, giving the seller an 

allowance of 1 per mille for the smaller risk, etc. 

Solution:— 

Long rate on London .. .. .. 47*75 pence. 

3 months’int. at 8 % .. *955 

Allowance, 1 jx'r mille .. *048 

- 1*003 

46*747 „ 

Short rate — 46J in'iice per gold jx'so. 

Settlement by Debtor^s Long Bill.—Although the ))ractice is 
becoming increasingly less common, remittances from certain countries 

(especially the Dominions) are made by means of long bills (almost 

invariably bankers' drafts) payable in the creditor's country and 

currency. The amount of such a bill is deti‘rmined by precisely tlie 

same considerations as we have discussed in relation to long bills 

draMn by the creditor. If the creditor has agreed to accept payment 

by long bill, and to wait for his money until the bill matures, the debtor 

has merely to purchase from his banker a draft of the required term 

and amount, paying for it at the long rate of exchange applicable? to 

the class of remittance concerned. If, on the other hand, the debt due 

to the creditor is payable immedia/c/y, the face value of the long bill or 

long bills remitted by the debtor must lx‘ suflicient to cover the amount 

owing, as well as the amount of discount and other charges incurred 

by the creditor on the conversion of the bills into cash. This will be 

clear on considering the following illustration:— 

A London merchant owes a French creditor a debt of Fes. 124,000 

payable immediately. The short rate of exchange is 124, and con¬ 

sequently a sight bill for the requisite amount would cost £1,000. If, 

however, long bills are sent, the total amount in francs must be such 

that the French creditor can obtain Fes. 124,000 by immediately 

discounting the bills and paying any necessary charges. As the long 

rate on France is higher than the short rate by the amount of the 

allowance for interest and charges, it is clear that £1,000 invested in 

bills at the long rate should yield the creditor approximately the 

same as £1,000 invested in a sight draft. 

For example, with a short rate of 124 the long rate might be 125*5, 

in which case £1,000 would purchase Fes. 125,600, Fes. 1,500 more 

than could be obtained by the short rate for the same amount in ster¬ 

ling. This additional amount of Fes. 1,600 would just about cover 

the cost to the creditor of discounting, stamp duty and other charges. 
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With this explanation the following illustrative examples should 
be clear to the reader. Banker’s jjrofit is charged as in the case of 
sight drafts, but considerable care must be exercised in making allow¬ 

ances for stamp duties. Where a banker in London is asked to sell 
a long bill he must recoup himself for the cost of stamping the bill; 
hence, he will add the amount of stump duty to the sterling amount 

to be charged for the draft. The cost of foreign stamps will in each 

case bo ignored, since it falls on the customer’s shoulders. 

Example 25.—Buenos Aires quotes I^ndon short at 47I~47 J |)ence 

j)er i>eso. Market discount rates, l^)ndon 8 %, Buenos Aires 71%. 
Allowing 4 jKT mille for Argentine stain]) duty, I % for the selling 

bank s profit, calculate the rate at which a bank in Buenos Aires will 
be willing to sell three months' bills on London. 

Solution:— 

Selling rate for ch(M|ues on I^)ndon .. .. . . 47 - ad. 
Add Interest for 3 months at 8 % 

(Market rate) .. .. .. .. ‘95 

48*45 
Deduct liank'.s j)rolit at | % .. .. *06 

Argentine stamp, i j)er mille *02375 

- *08375 

4^36625 

Long rate say, 4Sj ]H'nee i^vr gold jx^so. 

Example 20. -Assume that a London banker is willing to deal in 

T.T. on Monte Video at 49J-J ]>ence per jk'so, that bank discount in 

London is 5 in Monte Video 4 %. Allowing 1 per mille for stamp 

and risk, lind the rate he will apj>ly to the purchase of commercial 
bills on Monte Video payable tliree months after date. 

Solution:— 
Buying rate for T.T. on Monte Video .. .. 49-75 

Less 3 months’ interest at 4 % .. -4975 

Allowance for stamp and risk, 

1 per mille .. .. •. -0497 

- -647 

49-203 
13 mmmmmmmmmmm 

Long rate on Monte Video = 49^ pence per gold peso. 

The long rate is cheaper, i.e., fewer pence are paid per peao. 

42 
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It will be noticed that the allowances for stamp duty in this and 

the last example are made in each case in favour of the banker, despite 

the fact that in the one case he is buying, whereas in the other case 

he is selling. As a general rule it will be found that, wherever an 

allowance for stamp duty has to bo made in one of these calculations, 

it is made in favour of the bank. 

Thus, in Example 25, the banker in Buenos Aires is drawing a 

bill on London for the convenience of his customer, and ho will naturally 
charge the customer with the stamp duty which has to be paid. 

Accordingly, he has charged this exj)eiLso in his rate, though in practice 

he w'ould be more likeh’' to exclude this item from the calculation 

of his rate, and to add the actual cost of stamps to the price of the bill. 

His customer will have to bccir the English stamp duty when ho 

presents the bill in London, but the Argentine banker cannot grant 

an allowance for this exj)eiise, for to do so would mean cutting into 

his narrow profit margin. 
In Example 2(> the London banker charges his customer for the 

foreign stamp duty which he has to pay on the bill when it reaches 

Monte Video, but, as explained in the last paragraph, ho makes his 

customer no allow’ance for the English sUimp duty already borne by 

the latter. 

It will be noticed also that wdien a banker is selling a long bill he 

makes no allowance to the buyer for risk or other charges; these items 

appear onlj' in the calculation of a bank's buying rate. 

Exaynple 27.—I owe Fes. 30,000, to be j)aid in three months in 

Paris. What is the cost of a tliree months’ draft for payment of that 

amount if market T.T. rates are Fes. 125-15-^25, discount in Paris 

is 5 %, and my bank’s profit 1 per mille 1 

Eolvium:— 

Market T.T. rate (selling) .. .. Fes. 125-15 

Less bank’s profit, 1 per mille -125 

125•025 

Add 3 months’ int. @ 5 % .. 1 -563 

Fc8. 12«-68« 

Kate charged by bank .. Fca. 120-58 

£ H. d. 

Fes. 30,000 @ 126-58 .. 237 0 1 
Add stamps .. 0 3 0 

Total cost of draft .. -- £237 3 1 
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Example 28.—What would a New York banker charge for a 60 days’ 

sight draft on London for £1,000, if the T.T. rates in London are 

$4»86J~| and discount rate in London is 5 % per annum ? Allow Jc. 

in the rate for banker’s profit but ignore American stamp duty. 

Mailing period is 10 days. 

Solution:— 

Market selling rate for T.T. 

Add profit .. 

Less 73 days’ interest @ 5 % 

Rate quoted to customer 

(liarge for £1,(KK) draft .. 

.. $4-8675 

•0025 

4 •87 

•048675 

$4-821325 

$4-82i 

$1,000 X 4-821 

$4,822-50. 

Example 20. 

(a) A New York banker quotes the following buying rates on 

I^ndon:— 

Cable, 3*51 J. 60 days, 3-50J. 

If the difference in rates rejiresents English stamp duty and interest 

only, at what rate (to nearest has the American banker calculated 

intere.st in arriving .at his buying rate for 60 days’ drafts? Mailing 

jHTi(Kl, 10 days. 

(/>) In the above example, assume that the London discount rate 

moves to 1J and adj\ist the t>0 <lav rate accordingly. 

Solution: - 

(n) The cable r.at<‘ is 

Deduct stamp duty at h j>er mille.. 

Deduct 60 days* rate 

Balance repn'sents interest 

The 00 days’ rate is based on:— 

GO days’ usance 

3 days' grace 

10 days’ mailing time 

73 day.s 

3-5125 

•(X)175 

3-51075 

3-505 

dK)575 
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/. If on $3*5125 for 73 days interest i8$-00575 

on $100 „ 365 „ ,, ,, $-00575 x 100 X 365 

3 •5125 X 73 

- -8185 

Rate of interest % (to nearest %), 

(6) The cable rate is .. .. .. .. 3-5125 

Deduct stamps at \ per mille -001756 

Int. at 1J % |>er annum -008781 

- -010537 

3-501963 

60 days* rate = $3*50^ \yeT £1. 

Note.—This calculation is based on a 365-day year, i.e., the banker 

works the interest on London terms,” since the bill is payable in 

London. In the United States interest or discount charged is worked 

on the basis of a 360-day year, but is added on the basis of 365 days. 

Purchase of Long Bills for Varying Terms.--When rates for long 

bills are published, they apply to bills having certain fixed periods to 

run, viz., three months, 90 days, 60 days, and so on. A little con¬ 

sideration w'ill make it clear that the unexpired jieriod of many long 

bills which are brought to a banker for sale or negotiation will not 

correspond with the period for which the rates are available. Many 

bills will have already run some part of the term for w'hich they are 

drawn, whereas others will be drawn for longtT jx-riods than those to 

which the quoted rates apply. 

In those centres which make a practice of quoting long rates, the 

quotations wdll apply only to the most common tyjx of bill which the 

bankers have to handle, e.g., 60 days in Xew^ York, and as it w^ould 

be almost impossible to quote prices to cover the varying piTiods 

of all the bills dealt with, adjustments have to be made at the time 

of sale to comixnsate for the interest gained or lost, as the case 
may be. 

There are two possible methods of dealing w'ith the necessary 
allowance:— 

(а) In practice, the price at which the bill is sold, that is, the 

rate of exchange per unit, is increased or decreased by the 

amount of interest to be allowed. 

(б) Another possible method, now seldom if ever applied in practice, 

is to calculate the value of the bill at the quoted rate available, 
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whether that is a short rate or a long rate, and to make a 

separate adjustment for the interest on the amount so 

calculated. 

In the latter case we adjust the principal, but retain the same 

price, whereas in the former case we adjust the price and keep the 

principal the same. 

“Tel Quel” Bates.—A rate of exchange adjusted by the first 
method is known as a id quel rate, or an “ all in ” rate, because 

it is made to fit the bill “ such as it is”, and must be clearly distin¬ 

guished from the adjustment of the principal made by the second 
method. The latter is not an example of a tcl quel rate, since no 

special rate is calculated. 

As in the case of the calculation of long and short rates, the id 

quel ratc‘8 should, where possible, be calculated to the nearest “step ” 

by which the exchange varies, e.g., to the nearest J centime for France, 

cent for U.S.A., etc., though, in practice, most of the bills will 

be for small amounts, so the nearest J fc. or J c. would be used. It 

is impossible, however, to lay down hard and fast rules in this respect. 

Great care must also be taken to ensure that the correct discount 

rate is used, i.e., the rate ruling in the centre where the bill Lspayable. 

In those centres on which no long rates at all are published, rates 

must be specially calculated by the negotiating banker to cover each 

different tyiK3 of bill with which he has to deal, and all such rates 

may, of course, be projKTly regarded as tel quel rates, whether they 

are three months’ rates or not. 

As ill the calculation of long rates, it is essential in fixing Id quel 

rates for bills payable after sight, to make due allowance for any time 

lost in transmission to the place of payment, and also for days of 

grace, if any, since, during any such period, the purchasc'r will be out 

of his money. Consequently in applying a tel qud rate to a 60 days’ 

sight bill on New York, a Ijondon banker would include interest for 

8 or 10 days, i.e., the time required for transmission by mail and 

presentment fur acceptance. 

Remember also that a two mouths’ bill is better than a three, 

four, or five months’ bill, and that a four mouths’ bill is not as good 

as a bill due in three months, because the nearer the date on w'hich 

the money can be obtained, the more valuable the bill is to the 

holder. In fact, so strong is the preference for a quick turnover, 

that three months' bills are discountable at easier rates than bills 

for longer periods; i.e., the latter are rtlaiitSdy cheaix^r to buy and 
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less remunerative to discount or to sell, for the seller allows the buyer 

interest at a rate slightly higher than the foreign bank rate. 

In brief, the longer the term of the bill, the higher the rate of 

discount. So in calculating a tel quel rate for a bill having a longer 

term than the usual usance, it is best to work from the short rate 

than from the long rate, where both are quoted. Assume, for example, 

that we require the rate for ti ve months’ bills and know that the discount 

rates in the relative foreign centre are as follows:— 

1 month 1 ‘'o ^ months 2 % 

2 months IJ •> »» -i % 

3 ,, l^N, b „ 3‘:o 

dearly, it is better in such eireumstanees to add t<» the elie<juc 

rate interest for live luontbs (f/ 2i i.e.. at the rate aj)pro|)riate to 

the particular class of pajHT, rather than to add two months’ intere.st 

@ 2J % to the three months’ rate. The latter nu'tluMl would not be 

strictl}’ accurate, for the three months' rate involves interest at 

only, so, by using that rate, the full allowance for interest would not 

be made in the case of the live months’ bills. 

Example 30.—Foreign Rate,— Find the (el quel rate for buying a two 

months’ bank bill on Paris: London on Paris cheque rate 124-20-*20, 

your profit J %, other allowances 1 j)er mille. Market rate in 

Paris, 8 

Solution:— 

Short rate (buying) 

Add tw'o months @ 8 .. 

Allow^ances, 1 per mille 

Profit, J % 

Two months tel quel 

Fc8. 124-25 
1-657 

•124 
• 155 

Ft-H. T26 186 per £1. 

Fes. 126 19 j)er £1. 

The two months* rate is cheaper, i.e., higher, than the cheque rate, 

so we add allowances. 

Example 31.—Rate in “ Home ” Currency,—Find the tel quel rate 

at which a Swiss banker will buy a five months’ trade bill on Ix>ndon 

in Berne, if the bank’s rate for three months’ bills is Fes. 25*45-**65 

per £1. Bank rate in Lemdon 6| %; market discount 6 J %. 
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Solution:— 

The bank's buying rate for trade bills is 25*45—the cheaper rate 

in Switzerland (less of their units per £1). The discount in London 

for trade bills will be at the Bank rate of 5| %. 

Three months’ buying rate on Ix)ndon .. Fes. 25*45 

Less tw'o months @ 5J % j)er annum .. *233 

Fes. 25*217 

Five months’ tel quel — Fes. 25*21 J jx^r £1. 

The live months' bill is cheajKT than a tbrn* nu)nths' bill, so that 

it costs less francs in Switzerland. Allowances for stamps, etc., are 

already included in the thn*e months' rate. 

Example 32. Fnrfujn Hate, \ bank in Buenos Aires quotes 

London IH) days at 474 *48 jkuicc jmt pe.M>. Find the rate it will apply 

to the ])urchase of a live months' bank )>ill on Kngland, Bank rate 

in London 51 market rate Ixung 5i 

Solution:-~ 

Three months’ buying rate .. .. 48 jKUice jx'r j>e.so. 

Add two months' (or bO <lays) lo 5] *42 

48*42 

Bat<‘ jipplied, say, 48.^ ]>ence jht gold ]x*so. 

The bill is ‘‘ worse ” than a three months' bill, so that the jx'so 

purchases more ih ium'. 

Example 33. Home ('urrency'^- Find the rate quote<l by a 

Paris bank for the purcha.se of a four months* bill on Ixmdon if its 

3 months’ buying rate on London is 125-35. Discount in Ix)ndon 

Solution: - 

Three months. Paris on London .. Fes. 125*35 

Less 1 month (d) 5 . . .. *5223 

Fes. 1T48277’ 

Four months' tel quel ~ Fes. 124*S2J ]yoT £1. 

The longer bill is worth fewer francs jxr £1. 

Second Method—Adjust Principal.—Another thcon^tical method of 

calculating the value of a bill when there is no long rate applicable is 

that of adjusting tfie principal; the ])resent worth of the bill in terms 
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of the currency in which it is drawn is calculated and converted at the 

short rate. As we luive statetl, a banker in practice will always adjust 

his rate for the purchase of a bill whose term differs from that usually 

quoted, but the method of adjusting the principal forms a useful 

theoretical exercise, as is illustrated in the following examples:— 

Example 34.—^The Market quotes bank cheques on Paris at 

124-20-*25. Market discount in Paris is 0%. your bank’s profit is 

15 c. in the rate, allowances on long bills, say, 1 jx'r mille. What 

would j'ou give for a three months* bill on I^iris for Fes. 12,922, due 

in one month ? 

Solution:— 

(a) Adjusting Principal:— 

Amount of bill Ffs. 12,922 

Less 1 month\s interest ui, 5 »)4G1 
Allowances @ 1 jkm* mille 12-92 

- 77.;-,3 

Present worth .. 12,S44-47 

Market buying rate for cheques .. 1^^.124-25 

Add profit •15 

Bank s buying rate for cheques .. Fi-s. 124-40 

Value of hill for Fes. 12,922 ^ £ 
2.H44-47 

£lo:» 5.H. (M. 
124-4 - 

(b) Practical Method (Tel Quel rate):— 

Market buying rate for che<jues 

Add bank's profit 

Interest, 1 month (/i; (i 

Allowance.s, 1 per mille 

Kc.s. 124*25 

• 15 

•52125 

• 12425 

Fes. r25 145ir 

Tel quel rate, say, Fes. 125 *15. 

Amount paid for bill 
12,922 

^r25“T5 
£103 5s. Od. 

Example 35.—If a London bank quotes its rate for the purchase 

of three months’ trade bills on Spain as 35*00 pesetas per £1, how 

much will it pay for a four months’ trade bill on Spain for 3,570 pesetas ? 
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Dinoount rates: London, 5J % tnule hills, 5} % bank hills; Madrid, 
8 % trade hills, % bank hills. 

Solution:— 

(a) Adjusting Principal:— 

Amount of 4 months’ bill .. 
Interest for 1 month at 8 % 

3,75() pesetas. 
23*8 

3,546-2 

3,540-2 
Amount paid by bank =- £—— — £101 6s. 5d. 

(6) Practical Method {Tel Quel raio) :— 

Buying rate for 3 months’ hills .. Ptas. 35-00 
Add interest for 1 month @ ^ % .. -233 

Ptas. 

Tel quel rate, sa^’, Ptas. 35J. 

Amount paid by hank -- £---^ =- £101 5s. (kl. 
^ 35-25 - 

Example 36.—A hanker in Monte Video is offered a 120 days’ bill 
for £1,(K)0 on Ix>ndon. What rate should he apply if his buying rate 
for IH) days’ drafts is 50|d. discount in London 7 and in Monte 
Video 7J % ? 

Solution:- - 
Buying rati‘ for 00-days’ drafts on Lmdon .. 50-25 |>once 
Add int^'rest id 7 for 30 days . . . . -280 

50-530 ,, 

Tel quel rate - 50 }>eneo. 

Tel Quel ” Rates for Broken Periods.—In the foregoing examples, 
the interest has lieeu calculated for jK*riods of one or two months, 
but most bills differ from the quoted periods by a given number of 
days, and, in such cases, the interest should lie calculated by the 
“ third, tenth and tenth rule ” given in a previous chapter. 

Example 37.—Find how much a London banker will give for a bill 
on Italy for lire 21,458, due on the 30th of Noveml)er, purchased in 
London on the 8th of August. Banker’s buying rate for three months’ 
bills is 93*70, and discount in Rome is 5 %. 
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Solution:— 

Banker’s buying rate for 3 months’ bills (due on 

8th November). 93*70 lire 

Add interest for 22 days (Novemlx*r Sth-30th).. *2824 „ 

^»9824 „ 

Tel quel rate, say, lire 93*99. 

Amount paid by banker — £-^- ^ r ^ £228 Os. Od. 

Example 38.—On the 5th April you are offered for discount a bill 

drawn on and accepted by the Credit Lyonnais, Paris, for Fes. 1(X),000. 

The bill is at 90 days’ sight and was accepted on 1st March. It is 

already French stamped, but d(X*s not In'ar an English stamp. The 

French rate of discount is 2 \ per annum on the basis of a 3()0-day 

year; there is a French Oovernment tax of 2 flat on the discount; 

the last 8 days’ discount is, !)y French custom, worked at the French 

Bank rate, which is 3 and you are a dealer in Paris clieqtie at 

83*90-84*00. Find the sterling amount for which your cheque should 

be made out. Mailing period 2 days. 

Solution:— 

The bill is due on 30th May. It has therefore 55 days to run, 

i.e., 25 days in April and 30 in May. Since a cheque could l)e collected 

in 2 days (mailing period), interest must l>e allowed for 53 days. 

Bujing rate for cheques 

Add interest for 45 days at 2 *^’0 

,, ,, 8 days at 3 % 

.. Fes. 84*00 

•21 

*050 

•200 
Plus tax Cd: 2 on *20r» .. . . •()0.'>3 

- *2713 

F(>s. 84*2713 

Ttl quel rate, say, Fes. S4 27J. 

Amount paid for bill @ 84 27J 
UK),000 

£— - 
84*2725 

.-=£1,180 12 0 

Deduct .stamp .. 0 0 0 

Proceeds .. £1,180 0 0 

Note.—^The bill stamp is calculated at \ per mille. The bill 

bears no English stamp, so that it must have been drawn abroad. 

Example 39.—On 30th September a customer presents to you for 
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negotiation a bill for $15,000 on New York payable on 14th December. 

On the day of negotiation you are prepared to deal in T.T, New York 

at 4'45J~*46. The rate of discount in New York is 4| % per annum, 
and is calculated on a 360-day year. 

Calculate (a) Your buying rate for the bill, to the nearest J c.; 
(6) The amount with which you will credit your customer. 

There is no stamp duty on bills in U.S.A., but you will be charged 

a collecting commission of J %. 

Solution:— 

{a) The bill is due on 14th l)i‘coml>er. Hence it has 75 days to 

run (31 in Octol>er, 30 in NovcihIm-u*, 14 in Dcccinlxu*). 

Banker’s buying rate for T.T. .. .. 4-46 

Add interest, 75 days at 4J -0441 

Collecting charge, J . . . . -0056 

4 5007 

Banker’s buying rate (to nearest ] c.) $4-51 jwr £1. 

(h) Value of bills totalling S15,(K)0 at $4*51 jkt £1 

15,(HK) 

£3,325•942 
. £3,325 iSs. KKl. 

Example 40.—On tho 21st NovtMnlx'r a oiistonicr presents to you 

for (lisoouiit a bill for Fch. 75,000 payable in Paris, due on the 

10th January. If the three inunth.s’ rate on Paris is quoted in the 

Ix)nilon Market as t25J-l, at what rate would you discount the 

bill, allowing % as your profit, and with how much sterling would 

you credit the ctistoiner's account for the proceeds? Paris diseount 

rate is 3} ®/o. There are no days of grace in Paris. 

Solution:— 

Market buying rate for 3 months’ bills 

Add bank’s profit, % . 

Bank’s buying rate for bills due 21st February 

But the bill in qtiestion is due on 10th January 

Hence an allowance must l)e made for 42 dajw 

(10th January-2l8t February). 

Deduct interest for 42 daj’B (<i) 3J % 

Fes. 125-50 

•079 

Fes. 125-579 

•505 

Fes. 125-074 
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Bate to be applied (to nearest working rate) = Fes. 126*08. 

^ 1. 75*000 
Credit customer with £- = £599 128. 4d. 

125*08 - 

Mixed Parcels.—Parcels of foreign bills usually include bills whose 

periods differ from the quoted usance, and also from one another. In 

such cases it is necessary to make an allowance for interest on each 

bill, but if the customer is agreeable to having the bills “ lumped 

together ”, it is possible to w’ork out the proceeds in one calculation 
as in the following example:— 

Example 41.—Find the amount for which a London banker will 

buj' the following bills on Berlin, on the 8th of August, the bills l)eing 

due on the dates shown. Discount in Berlin 4 % jHjr annum; buying 
rate for three months’ bills 20* 13. 

Solution:— 
Bill. Date due. (fi>. (fr). 

Mks. 5,000 2l8t Oct. 18 90,000 
„ 2,500 30th „ 9 22,500 
.. 7,520 2nd Nov. 6 45,120 
„ 10,250 6th „ 3 .30,760 

„ 25,270 188,370 

„ 20*64 = 
_ ^ ^ 188370 4 
Interest -- X- 

1506960 

Mks. 25,290*64 
365 100 ~ 73000 

By third, tenth and tenth rule:— 

= 15*070 

5*023 

*502 

*050 

20*646 

*002 

20*643 

„ , 25290*64 —. 
Proceeds = = £1,266*366 

«= £1,266 78. 4d. 

Method.—In column (o) insert dayis short (or over) the quoted 

period (i.e., the difference in days between the maturity of the bills 
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and 8th November). In column (6) insert the product of the number of 

days X amount of bill. Add, and find the interest as shown. As all 

the bills are due in less time than a three months’ bill they are worth 

more, so the interest is added to the principal, i.e.,-the total amount 

of all the bills. (See Chapter XXIV.) 

Flat Rates of NegotiatioiL—Bills drawn in sterling on places abroad 
(especially South America) and bearing an exchange clause such as 

“ Payable by approved banker’s 90 d/s draft on London ”, are often 

negotiated at a ” flat ” percentage rate deducted from the face amount 

of the bill. The banker, in effect, treats the negotiation of the bill as 

an advance of sterling for the period from the date of negotiation 

until the return remittance becomes discountable, and from then as 

an ordinary sterling discount (see p. 139). 

Example 42.—Calculate (a) the ” flat ” rate of negotiation to be 

applied to, and (b) the net amount which would be realised by, a bill 

for £7,823 6s. 8d. drawn from Hamburg on Rio de Janeiro at 90 d/s 

and claused ** Payable by approved banker’s draft on London at 

90 d/s The period of the mail between London and Rio is 21 days; 

the London banker’s rate for sterling advances is 5 % per annum; the 

London discount rate for three months’ bank bills is per 

annum; Brazilian Ktnini> duty 3 per mille; and agents' collecting 

charge's J %. 

Solution:— 

(a) “Flat" Rate of Negotiation. 

CoHt of Htcriing advance for 132 dajn (!K) {- 42 <lays *) 

at 5 "o \yer annum 1-S082 "o 

Discount of return remittance—93 days at 1 % per 

annum .. •3663 

Brazilian bill stamps at 3 ix*r mille •3 % 
Agent’s charges at J % ad vaL 

2-7245 

The bill would bo negotiated at a flat rate of, aay, 2} ”1, ad. vaJ. 

• Note that the mlviuu'o is matle for the ix'rioii which ola|iaes l)olwooii the 
transaction and the roct'ipt of the “ return remittance in London, i.c.. 

For the outward mailing period .. 21 da>’s 
For the |)eriod of the bill ., .. .. 90 „ 
For tho homeward mailing period .. 21 ,, 
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(6) Proceeds of Bill. 

£ 8. d. 

Face amount 7,823 6 8 

f 8. d. 

Leas—Negotiation charge of 2J % .. 215 2 10 

English bill stamp (\ per miile) 119 6 

English bill stamp on return 

remittance (J per miile) 3 19 0 
- 221 1 4 

£7,602 5 4 

/. Net proceeds of bill: £7,602 5s. 4d. 

Note.—(1) It is important to note that the rate of negotiation applied 

is a flat ’* ad valorem percentage, and not a jKjrcentago 

per annum, 
(2) The charge for English stamps is deducted from the pro¬ 

ceeds and not included in the flat rate. 

Example 43.—You are asked to negotiate at aflat rate a four months’ 

date bill on Bombay. It has just been drawn by a Manchester firm, 

on impressed stamp paper, for £2,904 lUs. 7d., and it is expressed to 

be payable by a banker’s three months* sight draft on Ix)ndon. 

Working on an overdraft rate of 41 mail time 21 days, and 

return remittance discountalfle at 21 %, you can take the Indian 

stamp duty, collecting commis.sion and chargers at an inclusive ligure 

oi \ ro- 
(а) Ascertain the rate you would apply to this !)ill to the nearest 

1. 0/ 
16 

(б) The amount you would credit your customer. 

(c) F^xplain how you would have dealt with the bill if it were 

drawn payable by T.T. on London t()g(*ther with interest 

and collecting charges, as usually incorporated in an Eastern 

interest bill. 

Solution:— 

(a) Flat Rate for 4 months* date bill on 

Interest, 4 months at 4 J % 

„ 21 days at 4J % 

3 months’ discount at 2\ % 

Commission, etc., at ][ % 

Bombay: 

1-5 % 

•2589% 

•625 % 

•g % 

2 8839% 

Rate applied, 2 % (to nearest sixteenth). 
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£ 8. d. £ 8. d. 

(b) Amount of bill. 2,904 10 7 

Less deduction of 2\^ % .. 85 6 6 

StainpH on return remittance 

(J per mille) .. .. 1 10 0 

- 86 16 5 

14 2 

Amount to be credited - £2,817 148. 2d. 

(c) If tho bill bad bt‘en enfaced with an interest clause “ Payable 

at the . Bank's selling rate for T.T. on London, together 

with inUwst at .% ^Kjr annum from date hereof until 

approximate date of arrival of remittance in London plus all collection 

charges the customer could be credited with the fall face value, as 

the collecting banker can recoup himself from the drawee. 

Advance for Mailing Period.—Conditions sometimes justify a 

foreign banker in treating the j)urchase of a sterling bill as lx*ing 

an advance of the home currency during the period which must elapse 

before the bill is discounted, just as in the above examples the English 

banker treats the lirst part of the transactions as an advance of sterling. 

The following example will illustrate this point. 

Example 44.An liulian banker is askcnl to buy a 4 months* 

sight bill on L)ndon. If the discount rate in Ix)ndon is 3 % and the 

mailing [x.Ti(xl is 1 month, calculate the rate he will quote, allowing 

for stamp duty in lx)iulon and for the banker's profit of 1 mille 

on a T.T. rale of Is. 6J<1. Overdraft interest at the rate of 6% is 

to be allowed for on the jKTiiHl of the voyage. 

Eoluium:- 

Banker's buying rate for T.T. .. .. 18*125 

Add Prolit, .*018125 

Stiunp iluty, J .. -OtHKKWo 

InU'rest at 6 % for 1 month .. *090025 

Discount at 3 % for 4 months • 18125 

^2990625 -299 

18*424 jvence 

Say, 18-^ pence per nq)ee. 

Dishonour d Bills.—When a bill is purchaseil from a customer and 

is subsecjueutly dishonoured, the banker has a right of recourse ligainst 
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the customer for the amount of the bill together with any necessary 
expenses incurred through the dishonour. The banker can debit the 

customer with this amount in currency, and where the customer has 

a currency account ho may be willing to settle the matter in this way. 

More usually, the transaction is cleared by the customer s buying from 
his bank the necessary amount of currency, which the banker, in effect, 

pays over to himself, and by the banker's debiting the customer with 

the sterling cost of the currency. 

Example 45.—You negotiate for a customer a IH) d/s draft on a 

secondary' town in Hungary for 30,000 pengOes. On the day when 

the bill is prosent^Hl to you, you are willing to deal in cheque lliuhqx^st 
at 27 *75--80. The foreign stamp duty is ^ jrt inille, and there is a 

per(e de place " or collecting charge of IJ j)er mille. The rate of 

discount applicable is 12 % |X'r annum. Calculate the rate for 
negotiation to the nearest filler and the amount with which you will 

credit your custon\er. 

At maturity the bill is dishonoured and protested. On the day 

of its return the market rates for T.T. BudapiNst are 21) *50--55. The 

protest and other of dishonour amount to 125 j)eng6e8. 

What amount in sterling will you require from your customer to clear 
the bill, allowing yourself a turn of 5 fillers in the rate? 

Solution:— 
Buying rate for cheques 27-80 
Add interest, 90 days at 12 % -822 

Charges 2 jier mille •066 

28-678 

Buying rate for 90 d/s draft.. 

Value of 90 d/s draft for 30,000 pengoes 

_ ^30,000 

“ *■ 28-68 

£1,046-026 

28-68 

Amount credited to customer — £1,046 Os. 6<1. 

Marked selling rate at maturity = 20-60 

JSnniter’s selling rate at maturity = 29-46 

30 125 
Amount required from customer =- £——• 

29-46 

= £1,022-920 

£1,022 188. 6d. 
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Example 46.—You discount for a customer a bill for £1,000, drawn 
from London on a secondary town in Holland. It is at 90 d/s, and 
bears the clause: “ Exchange as per endorsement.*’ The foreign 

stamp duty is } per mille, and there is a perte de place *’, or collecting 

charge, of IJ jK^r mille. On the day of negotiation you are ready to 

deal in cheque Amsterdam at 12-09-*09J. The rate of discount 
applicable is % pi*r annum. 

(a) Work out the amount in tlorins for which you will make the 
bill payable. 

(d) At maturity the bill is di.'^honoured and protested. On the 

(lay of its return you are prejiared to deal in T.T. Amsterdam 

at 12*07‘OTJ. The protest and othercharges of dishonour 

anmunt to FIs. 57. What amount in sterling will you require 

from your customer to clear the bill ? 

Solution:— 

(a) Buying rate for ehecpies .. .. .. FI. 12*0925 

Add stamp duty and collecting charges 

2 per mille.. .. .. .. 0242 

Interest, 90 days at 4J % .. .. *1342 

FI. 12*2509 

/. Bankers buying rate for IM) d/s draft - FIs. 12*25tK) per £1, 
siiy, 12*25^. 

Bill will Ik' made payable for FIs. 12,252*50. 

{h) Anumnt of bill .. .. .. .. FIs. 12.252*50 

Add protest and other charges .. .. 57*00 

FIs. 1^309*50 

. . 12.309*5 
Amount re<[uired from customer - L~~-— 

1 A* * O ( O 

£1,019 88. 5d. 

Reverse Stock Drafts.—The metluxl of calculating the rate to 

l>o applied to a rc^versi^ stoi^k draft has already boon explained (p. 125). 

The following provides another example. 

Example 47.—A liondon banker is asketl by a stockbroker to 

arrange for the payment in Now York of a chtxiue on London for 

$1,319*65. The draft will have attached to it a parcel of bonds. 

Allowing eight days for mailing, ^ % for insurance and 3 % interest 

48 
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in London, how much 'will the banker charge the stockbroker, if ho 
is a dealer in T.T. at $5‘04^'04|? 

Solution:—• 

Selling rate for T.T. 
Deduct Interest for 8 days at 3 % 

Insurance, J % 

§5 0425 

•0159 

'S5d)20(i 

Rate applied, say, $.>-02 J,'. 

Sterling amount for which stockbroker will he liable 
, 1.319-05 

5-020875 



CHAPTER XXVIII 

EXCHANGE DEALING 

The arithmetical operations arising from ordinary exchange dealing, 

i.e., buying and s(‘lling foreign curnmey, are of the simplest possible 

nature, since th(*y mondy involve conversions from one currency to 

another. In practice, the majority of such conversions are effected 

with great rapidity by calculating machines, and the only points of 

difhculty arise in th(‘ application to the particular transaction con¬ 

cerned of the correct rates, buying or selling as the case may be, and 

in adequately and correctly allowing for all exjxuises which may be 

involved. 

It is obviously of the lirst importance* that, in calculating the 

rat<‘8 of exchange at which he is pn*pared to oi)erate. or at which he 

proposes to ojM*ratc, tlu‘ di aler should accurately take into account 

all charge s which he has to incur, .such as brok(*rage. pastages, tolcphom* 

calls, t<d(‘gram.s, cabl<‘S and foreign agt iits’ comnussion, together with 

inl4*rest, if any, lost or gained on the funds involved. 

IntiTcst must l)e allowed at Mu* corn‘ct rat4* for each day that 

the bank is out of its funds, or for each day that it has the use of 

funds. (Commission or profit mu.'it In* n ckoned. where necessary, for 

the bank’s agent in another centre who is ri‘qum*d to execute a pur¬ 

chase or a sale for an-ounl of the oiM‘rating banker. Even though 

such commission or |)ro(it may not Ik* chargeable by the agent as a 

Hej)arate iU'in on a given transaction, it must not U* overlooked that 

there may 1k' a reciprocal arrangement for charging, say, |V, or J 

|H*r milk* on tin* turnover of the ojx*rating bank’s foreign currency 

account, and siu‘h a charge must, of course, lx* allowed for by a dealer 

who is working on a tine margin of pn)fit. Brokerage must also be 

taken into account in any deals with the Market, but it does not of 

course arise in connection with deals with customers, 

S|x»cial care is ri*quir(*tl in connection with brokerages, since these 

are usually of very small amount in the rate ”, but may he con¬ 

siderable on a deal of any importauee. The following table gives the 
m 
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list of brokerages payable in London at the time of writing on the 

most important currencies, but it must be understood that the rates 

are in no sense fixed. 

LIST OF LONDON EXCHANGE BROKERAGES PAYABLE BY 
BOTH SIDES WITH A MINIMUM OF 2s. 6d. EACH SIDE. 

Cl'RRENrY 

U.S..A. . . 
Canada .. 
France .. 
Belgium .. 

Gennany 

Italy 
Holland .. 
Spain 

Norway ,. 
Denmark 
Sweden .. 
Switzerlantl 

Greece 
Egypt .. 
Belgrade 

Bucharest 
Buflapest 
C’onstantinople 

Duntzig . . 
Helsingfors 
Kovno 

IJsl>on 
I’ragiie . . 

l^val 
Riga 

Sotia 
Warsaw .. 

£1 10 0 per 100,000 

0 0 I)cr 1(K),000 
o 0 jH'r lOO.CHH) 

10 0 IH^r 1(H).00() 

£1 10 0 per 100,<H)0 

4 0 l(¥),0(K) 

£1 r> 0 KH),0iH) 

12 0 IX'f KHl.OOO 

12 (5 jX'r 1(K>,0(H) 

12 0 IH‘r HK).0<K) 

12 0 IXT l(M),tHH) 

12 0 100,000 

10 0 100,000 

a 4 jxr £K l,iK)0 

10 0 lH‘r 

5 0 IHT UM),0<K) 

i IX'llgli 

1 ^ of Sterling lupiivalcnt 

£1 0 0 JXT 1(M),<MK) 

10 0 IHT 

£1 0 {) [Hr llHl,0O<» 

12 IHT 1(M»,0<M) 

10 0 lW,0iM) 

£1 0 0 \nr 1(H),fHHt 

£1 0 0 Jier 1<H),<HN) 

10 0 I)or HH),0(K> 

£1 0 0 INF l(H»,fKH) 

Ordinary Baying and Selling.—As an exnni])lf of the manner 

in which a dealer makes profits from ordinary (K‘aling in 

exchange, we may suppose that an ojx-rntor buys, saj', $1<H),(MK) at 

4*84j, and .sells $100,0(Kj at 4-841. The sterling ejjuivalents are 

£20,629 38. lOd. and £20,634 10s. 2d., and the gross profit is, therefore, 

£5 68. 4d. How much of this is net profit depentls on the circum¬ 

stances of the case. If the dollars are bought from one customer to 

the debit of his dollar account and are sold to another customer to be 

credited to a dollar account, the bank has practically no expenses 

except for cables, and makes alxiut £5 profit. If, however, both deals 

are done on the London Market, the bank has to pay two brokerages 

of SOs. Od, each and two cables (a “ pay ” and a “ receive ”) costing 

about 5s. each, thus reducing the net profit to £1 16s. 4d. 
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Although brokerages, as indicated by the foregoing table, are 

usually quoted as so many shillings and/or pence for a quantity of 

foreign currency concerned, dealers who have to take brokerage into 

account when transacting business for customers or with the Market 

facilitate their operations by reckoning the brokerages as so much “ in 

the rate’*. In other words, a dealer who receives a given quotation 

from the Market will mentally figure out the “ all-in ” price of the 

currency concerned by allowing for the brokerage which will have to 

1)0 j>ai(l. When rates of exchange arc stable, the equivalents of 

the brokerages in the various rates are naturally subject to little 

alteration, but when rates arc frccpiently fluctuating, as they are at 

the time of writing, the e<piivalents must be calculated by the dealer 

as often as the rates move sufliciently to allect the equivalent. 

Kxttmple I. -'riio rat<* <if l»rok**raj;f on Fn nrh frarifs is £1 \Hyr million 
to iNM'li tlfiilor, and on dollars £1 jnt If franc^a are 80 to the £1 
and ilollars an* 4*50, as(‘<*rtiiin: - 

{it) Th<» proj)ortU»n of l)rok«‘rap' jxt inilli* (i.e.. |H‘r £1,(KX>). 
{ft) What the hrokora^e aniountK t<i “ in th<‘ rato **. 

(c) Jhiy $IOO.OiM) at and t4«dl thoiii at 4*50. 

Deduft two hrokeraj^t's as above, aiul aMortain not prolit. 

Solution : * 

(<J) Kes. // HO £ll\r»00. 

A liroki’rage of £1 on £12,500 ia ecpiivalent to 

1 

12,5(Ki 

SltHhtHK) it 

^ - jH*r inille 

l(K).tHH) 
4-50 £ 4.50 

diH |X‘r mille. 

* £22,222 approx. 

brfikera;^^' of £l lOs. on £22,222 is ocpml to 

1-5 1,(H»0 

1 
jH'r inille *0075 |>t»r inille. 

(/>) *08 |v-r niille on 80 franes Fes. 
•OS X 80 0-4 

1.000 I.IKH) 

Hrokerap* on franes Fes, *0004 in the rate. 

•0075 X 4-50 •30575 
*Ofi75 jH'r inilh' on 4^50 

.*. Hn)keni)je on dollars S^0003 in the rate. 

lOO.tXK) £ a. a. 
$100,0(K) sold 4 • aO realisi' £—.—- 

4-50 
22,222 4 

100.000 
$100,0<K) bought {/I 4*501 t'ost ^47^j0.>;5 22,209 17 s 

UrtMW Profit fnr 0 IT 
Ve iuct 2 Hrokemgi^a («i; £1 lOs, 3 0 0 

Not Prolit £9 ti 
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Example 2.—What allowances should a Loudon banker make in his rates on 
Paris and New York respectively, to cover; (1) a coiniiuHsion of } jwr inille; 
(2) brokerages of 2s. per Fes. 100,000 and £l 10s, \yor $100,000 respectively? 
Assume basic rates of Fes. 80*25^ and $4•75/,-. State whether the allowances 
should be added to or deducted from his rates (n) for buying, (6) for selling, 

and give two examples of such adjustments. 

Solution:— 

1 SO-20 
(1) 1 per mille on Fes. 80 -25 \ ^ • 

=-= Fe«. *n4 approx', (or 4 vvutuwH). 

1 4 • o’> 
I p.«riniUeou $4 -75 x j 

-- $• 002375 (or | i4-iii). 

(2) 2s. |H'r Fes. UK),01)0, wht-n francs are SO-25 t‘| 

is equivalent to Fi s. S ]K‘r l(M).ooo 
or JWT lllllle. 

• OS sni.*5 

•08 |X‘r iiiille (>11 Fes. SO*25 ^ ^ • 

Fes. IMttU iSay { eentiiiie). 

31H3. jK-r $1(X),000, >\hen tlollars are 4*75 i'l 
4 -75 ;• 3 

is equivalent to $ , jn r 100,000 

4-75 V 3 
or - i>-r mill.- 

•0712.') i.T iiiilli-. 
•0712.'. I -7.'. 

•712.7 i>T millc on S4-7j i 

$-(M>03t (say , • c» iit). 

For bwjitujy these allowances .should he wliUd i Ibiy lli^di). 
For selling, they shouM be d* durtnl (S«-ll J.ou ). 

Thus, given basic rates of Fes. 80*251 and $1*75,'., (h«- foilou ing adjust • 

ments are neotled:—- 

Francs. 
Buying rate would be Fes. 80-251 plus 4 c. ■ .} c., gay. Frg. SO-30. 

Selling rate would be Fes, 80-251 less -IJ c., gay, Fcg. 

Dollars. 

Buying rate would lx? $4-75|'„ plus 1 c. • c., gay, $ 4-7511. 

Selling rat© would be $4 • 75 f*. less v. c., say, $ 4 • 75 -;. 

Example 3.—(iiven that the PXfM^n/trn ineurre<I by a hanker on « deal of 

FIs. 20,000 amount to £2, ealeulate what margin hf? Hhotild allow fur thesis 
expenses on a rate of FIs. 8-05 p(;r £1. 
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Solution;— 
£2 couvt“rt<‘cl at Fla. 8-05 ■ Fla. 10-10 

ItllO 1,000 
Fla. 10 -10 on Fla. 20,000 X —j— per nrullo 

— • 805 jajr mille. 
805 X -805 

•805 jxT inilli* on Fla. 8-05 - -- 
J ,vH)v 

Fl«. -imr} 
Stty, I cf nt. 

Note how tho clnirK«* is oxprcKSfnl fipHt ss ii rnillengo. This stop is not 
ossontial, of roui-w, Imt it is <li‘Hinil>lo to inclutle it» os a per inilleagc can often 
be more easily harailed than a mere fra/ tion. 

Ezchange OperaKons with Foreign Centres.—Apart from the 
deals elTected witli cnstoinors and those transacted on the London 

Marked, a Loialon dealer carries out a eonsiderahle number of deals 

on f(»reij^n inarki ts. Tla se 1h‘ cdT(‘cts through the intermediary of his 

agents abroad, to wlnim his instructions are sent usually by telephone, 

telegram (»r cable. On hi.s ]mrt, the dealer carries out deals on the 

London .Afarkel on behalf of bis correspondents, and in some eases 

he operates on joint account with such agents. 

When the business is transacted by telephone, the parties con- 

cerm^d (who are in ccuistant touch with their respective markets) 

compare rates and arrange the bargains during the ]>eri(Ml of the call, 

the transactions being subse([uently contirmed in writing. 

If telegrams or cabk's are used, the time taken to execute the 

busines.s will di^iKiid on the distance Indwi^en the centres and on the 

exiNHiition with whiih the me.ssage is dealt with by the Post Oflioe 

or the cable company concrrneil. Apart from the fact that all such 

im'ssages must Ik* pnn>erly authenticated, the opcTating banker must, 

of course, givi* his correspondent preci.se instructions as to whether 

or not he is to u.se his di.scretion in executing the order ; i.e., whether 

tiu' agent is to Imy or sell at the lH\st rate obtainable (‘* at hest ”), or 

at a limiltd rate. And in tdllier <*as<' the operating banker may imiH>sc' 

a time limit within wliich he requirt's tiu* transaction to be executed, 

for he cannot, of course, kinqi busine.ss indefinitely ojK'n on this side 

whil(‘ his correspondi'iit s(*archcs his own market for a buyer or seller. 

With the object of saviiig ('XjHuise on telegrams and cables, messages 

involving orders to buy or to sell are expressed in abbrt'viated form 

wherever possible, certain symbols and contractions Inking employed 

which are made up by the dealers concerned in such a manner as to 

1)0 intelligible to the recipients. 

Tho made-up words, though usually only abbreviations of plain 
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English, are accepted as code for transmission by the cable companies 

provided they do not contiiin more than a sjHKMiied number of letters 

or figures, but the limits have been varied from time to time. At the 

time of writing the limit per word is five letters or figures, but the 

following examples, which were compiled when the limit wius ten letters 

or figures, are retained because no change of principle is involved. 

Message : BUYMILAN HAFMILION BEST 
Interpretation : Buy 500,000 lire at the best rate obtainable on our account. 

Message : SOLDOLS HALFMIL 48626 
Interpretation : We have sold $500,000 at 4*80jil on your account. 

(Note.—^The rate is always understood to bo in decimals, which, in the case 
of the Nc'w York rate, are given to the fourth pla<‘o. Thus 5-011 i* 
5-01125, but is given as 50112; 5-01 iv is 5-014375. hut is given as 50143, 
and so on.) 

Message : LIMIT 2680 SELDOLS TWOHUNTHO 
(Sent to Stockholm) 

Interpretation : Sell $200,000 at a rate not higher than $26-80 fwr 100 kronor. 

Message : LIMIT 2680 BUYOSLO HUNTHOJNT REPLYHKKE FIVLATEST 
(Sent to New York) 

Interpretation: On our joint account buy 100,000 Non^egian kronor at not more 
than 26-80 cents per krone and subject to your advice IxMng n'Ceived heft» 
not later than 5 o'clock to-day. 

Message: BESTPOSSEL IIUNFIFTHO DOLLARS FRI 

Interpretation: At best possible rate sell $150,000, value Friday. 

Message: SLPD8TWNTY THOFRIAGST ENDAUGPST 
Interpretation: Sidl at Ix-st ]X)8sible rate £20,000 value Friday against a purchase 

of the same amount for delivery at the end of August. 

Message: OFRYOUDEM SVXTYFVTHO 48487 DOUAGKEE 
Interpretation : Wo offer you a demand draft on London for £75,000 at 4 *841. 

Do you agree ? 

Message: SLR.STWOlirX THOMOXTRL XOVFIhTEEX ORYOUROrrX 
NOVEMBER 48581 

Interpretation : Wo are sellers (»f 200,000 Canadian dollars (i.o., M»)nlrf*al) value 

15th Xovemlxjr or delivery at your option during Novoml>er, at 4-851 

Message: BUVJOIXT OSLOCOP HUXTHEACH REPLYHKRK FOUR- 
LATEST 

Interpretation : On our joint acc<iunt buy 100,000 Norwegian kronor and 100,000 
lianish kroner, subjetjt to your o^ivice bedng recoive<l hero not later than 
four o'clock to day. 

Message: REMIT ZURICH TWOHUNTHO BEST 
(To Milan) 

IfUerpretation : Buy 200,000 Swiss francs on our account at the best rate obtain* 
able against your own currency, i.e., lire. 

Message: HOVVYUGIVE TAVOHUNTHO PARIS SPOTAG8T ENDAUGUST 
Interpretation : At what rate will you sell 200,000 French francs spot against a 

similar amount deliverable at the end of August: i.e., at what rate will you 
swap 200,000 Fes. spot against 200.000 Fes. forward, end August. 
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MMmge : SWAPPARI8 FIFTYCENT8 YURFAVOUR 
Interpretation: Wo will swap tlio French francs at 50 cents in your favour. 

Mentiiuje : SKLLPAUIS FIVHUNTHO FUIDACiST THHEEMOS FlPrCENTS 
OUKFAVOITH 

(From Paris) 
Interpretation : S<»il 500,000 French francs on our a<!count for delivery Friday 

against purchase of three months forward francs at a difference of 50 c. in 
our favour. 

If the London spot rate is, say, 124*20-*30, the rates applicable to tho 
swap will lie 124*30 and 124*80, i.e., the forward, to lie sold at 50 centimes in 

favour of tho French buyer, must bo higher than the spot. 

Message : EYPARISPOT TWOHUNFIF THOGSTDOLS LIMIT 393 
(From New York) 

Interpretation: Buy 260.000 T.T. Paris against dollars on our account at a rate 

not worse than 393 cents per 100 franca 

A« is indicated above, it is the practice to employ five figures 

such as 48031 as a code meaning 4-86^^ (4*863125 abbreviated), but 

this should not be done unless the abbreviation is under.stcKxl by the 

dealer on the other side. Cases have occurred where the symbol has 

been taken literally. Thus 

HUXTH PDS 48631 

lias bt'on interpreted as flGO.lKK) at 4*8631 and $486,310 have been 

paid instead of $486,312*50 as exiK^cted. For this reason any dealer 
who jiroposi's to use this form of abbn'viation should do so only 

if his agent abroad clearly understands that the dealer will alw^ays 

deal in fractions of a cent. 

Orders to Buy and Sell at Best - If the cabled or telegraphed 

rnes.sage containing an order, despateheil to or receiveil from a cor- 

re.siiondent, contains no reference to a rate, it is understocMi to me-an 

that the operation i.s to Ik* transactt*d at the best rate obtainable. 

Thus a teh‘gram to a I.iondon dealer from his agent in StiX'kholm 

instructing the d(»aler to buy $5(K>.(H>0 at best might be wordtil: - 

“ Ihplh hajml best, 

Strebkr 

In such a case, the reply and advice to the SwiMlish bank might 

read:— 

“/ifd/w hafml 48631. 

lAymbk\'" 

By this message the Swedish banker understands that his Ixmdon 

correspondent has bought $600,000 at $4 -86j"“ jx'r £1 on his account. 
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and he will, if necessary, take steps to cover the transaction by selling 

the requisite amount of dollars and purchasing the sterling re(piired 

to meet the debt against him in Ix)ndon. 

Example 4.—A London dealer has bought Kr. 150,000 (Stockholm) from a 

Continental seller at 18* 15, being under the impression that they could bo sold 
at a l>etter price. Unfortunately the Market here turns against him, so he 
deckles to sell the kronor in Now York and accoixiingly wires his agent there at 

close of business in Ix>ndon:— 

“ SELL BEST 150.000 STOCKHOLM AOAIXSr DOLLAUS ’’ 

In anticipation of the o.\€‘cution of this ordi‘r he sells a roiiml amount of 

dollars ($45,000) against the exjX'eted proceeds of the kruiu>r, at th«‘ market rate 

of 5 *35.i. 
The dealer in New York wires execution at $20*75 per Kr. 10<>. 

(<i) At what equivalent rate (1 kronor 1‘1) has tin* dfaler reiilly sold flu* 

kronor? 

(6) What will Ih* his profit or loss, ignoring t»\j^‘ns< s? 

Solutiof} :— 

(«) ? How many kronor 

if £1 
and $20*75 

£1 
$5.:]5i 
llM) kronor 

535 • 5 

20*75 
Kr, 1 |M*r £1. 

{h) The dealer buys Kr. 150,fMM) »/ IS-15 

In New York, Kr. 150,<mM) sold o §20*75 p«T IfMi 

n*alise $1,54M> . 20*75 §ll,t»25, uhich have 

, . - 11.025 
been covi*red >/ 5*.351 and so n*alis«‘ £. ^ 

£ M. d. 
S.20I 0 3 

H,333 fi S 

Pn.lit £r>H 17 5 

Example 5.—A Stockliohn hanker has sold $If>0,fMM) to a (ustomer at 

Kr. 3*733 per dollar and wishes to cover through London. He telegraphs a 

Ix)ndon dealer to huy the dollars at In-st fe.g.,“ Eiplh fninth hrst ”) and is informed 
by wire that they have hecn obtained at l-.StJ} (e.g., “ IthUfi htinth |Si;25 *'). 

If the Stockholnt hanker can fnirr hasi* the sterling neees.H.uy to cover his purf'hase 

of dollars at 18*1.5, uliat is his profit r>rloHs«>n the t rarisact ii»n iit terms of kronor ? 
Ignore? expense^j nrul e'harges. 

SoltUian :— 

Proeecfls of sale? to customer 

Sterling cost of $100,bfK) Oi 4*H(iJ 

Kr. cost of covxTmg st€?rling 

KKI.OOU X 3*733 Kr. 3.733.<M)0 
UHKim 

^ r 8fl25 
IfHMKMt y 18* 15 

4*8825 

Profit 

Kr. 3,732.848 

^kr.352 
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Limit Olden.—If the foregoing order to the London dealer waa 
to be executed at a limit, the mesaagc might read: — 

“ Limit 48625 bydls hunth. 

Swebkr 

The figure of 4*86J would have been arrived at by the Stockholm 

banker after conaideration of the rates at which sterling and dollars 

were res|)ectively quoted in Stcx^kholm, for he would not, of course, 

instruct the l^ondon dealer to buy dollars against sterling up to the 

limit specified if he were able to get them any chea{)er in Stockholm 

or, for that matter, in any other centre. 

Occasionally the corres|>ondeiit may Ijc given limits in resiK^ct of 

two or more currencies, and he may lx.* instructed to buy or to sell 

that currency whose current price i.s the nearest to the given limit. 

Or th<* agent may 1h? asked t<j sell one currency and to buy another, 

for the account of th<* oixualing dealer, at or Ik Iter than certam limits. 

In such cases it rarely ha]>]»ens that the ])revailing market rates 

agree with the limits lix(‘d by the dealer forwarding the message, 

and the agent must tluTebae determine first of all whether the order 

is to lx* executed or not. 

Viewing the matter from the point of view of London, we see that, 

for a simple order to buy or to sell a given currency, all the dealer 

has to do is to determine whether j)resenl rates are better or worse 

than the limits (juoted. For this purpose it is necessary to bear in 

mind the maxim previously referred to for currency rates:— 

“ Buy high, sell low,** 

the reverse being true for ]Kncc rates. That is to say, if he is buying 

he must watch for a present rate in foreign money which is e<pial 

to or hujher than the limit (juotfMl, and he would not execute the 

order if the rate had droi)pe<l behnv the limit lixtMl by his corresj>ondent. 

On the other hand, he would watch for an eciuivalent rate or a lower 

rate in foreign money if he had to sidl foreign currency, and he would 

n<»t execute a sale order if the rate eoncerneil had risen above the 

limitcfl price. 

In accepting such “ limit orders ” from the customers, it is the 

practice of bankers to disclaim all resjumsibility for their exc'cution. 

Customers frequently leave limit orders giKxl for, say, three months 

at a rate well removed from the current rate; and it is quite j>ossiblo 

that the rate may momentarily touch the atipulatiHi figure without 

there InMiig any possibility of executing the order. For example, 
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if an order is given to sell dollars at 4*90 at a time when the current 

rate is about 4*95, it is possible that at some time the rate may drop 

to the figure stipulated, and an odd deal or so be done at that figure; 

yet within the next five minutes the rate may rally two cents or so. 

It is, therefore, the practice to stipulate when acknowledging limit 

orders received from customers that while this order will receive 

our careful attention, it is accepted only on the understanding that 

we incur no liability for its execution, even though the rate reach 

the stipulated limit 

This precaution is not, however, usually necessary in reH|Krct of 

orders received from banks, as such orders are rarely good for longer 

than half an hour or so, or, |K‘rhaps, overnight. 

Optional Orders.—A currency which is under strict Governmental 

control may only \)0 saleable or purchaseable with difiieulty. In 

such a case, in order to give the corresjmndent in the centre con¬ 

cerned a reasonable chance to fultil an order, alternative methcHls are 

offered. Suppose, for example, that a London dealer rcniuires blocked 

I>engoes and that he instructs his agent in i^udajK'.st to buy some for 

his account. Now, if the order is sent “ Buy P. 100,000 at best 

the restricted nature of the local exchange market may make it diflicult 

for the Budaj)ost agent to .secure the currency at anything like a 

reasonable price. In such a case, the Ix)ndc)n bank will wire “ Buy 

P. BX),(X>0 against {Hnuids, dollars or any gold currency whichever is 

best thus giving the local dealer a chance to fix up a deal in his own 

town on tlie ea.siest and lx‘st terms. 

Example <).—A Lon^Ion bank c«bl«*8 its Hun>;»nan curn :— 

** Huy P)0/KM) ngninMt Htorling or ” 
“ Zurich whichever !>e8t ”, 

and receives a wire— 

” Ikaight for your account PcngOcs pay ” 
“ Credit Suisse Zurich our account Swiss ” 
” Franc-s 42,4CK) 

At what rate <loc» the London bank obtain the jwng* es, if llie L<uidon Market 
rate for Swiss francs is 15* 90 j ? 

Solution :— 

The cost of Sw. Fes, 42,400 bouglit in I^MUidon is 

42.4rK) 
£v--,-r - £2,606 13fl. 4<l. 

liJ * wU 

In exchange for this, the Ix)ndon tmrik is crediteci with Peng. 100,000. 
The rate at w'hich he gets the peiigOes is 

100.000 
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An alternative method is for the Ix)ndon dealer to quote actual 

figures to indicate the relative values of stc^rling and any other currency. 

Thus, ho may cable his agent in Prague : “ Sell £500 or Sw. Fes. 8515, 

whichever better.” 

If his agent replies: “Sold £500 121”, he knows that the agent 

has sold a T.T. on him for £500, at Kr. 121 = £1, realising Kr. 60,500. 

In effect, the Ix)ndon dealer has obtained Kr. 00,500 for £500. 

By wording his cable as above, the dealer indicates to his agent 

that, in London, £500 was equivalent to Sw. Fes. 8,515; consequently, 

if his agent could obtain more kronen for one currency than for the 

other, he was to sell that currency which produced most kronen. 

Covering Operations.—Usually, the orders received by a London 
dealer from abroad instruct him to buy or to sell a foreign currency 

against sterling, but sometimes he is instructed to buy or to sell one 

foreign currenc)’ against another foreign currency, probabl3’ at limited 

rates. 

A Ix)ndon dealer may be instructed to buy francs against marks, 

i.c., to buy francs and to cover by selling marks, or he may be 

instructed to sell dollars and to cover by the purchase of Swedish 

kronor. The correspondent may supply the dealer with limited rates 

applicable to both currencies, or, as is often the case nowadays, he 

will merely supply a limited rate for the excliange between the two 

currencies concerned. 

Whichever method is adopted, it devolves upon the dealer who 

has to carry out the transaction to determine whether the existing 

rates for the currencies involved are such as to enable him to execute 

the order with advantage to his cormspondent whilst retaining the 

usual j)rotit or “ turn ” for himself. 

If the agent supplies two limited rates, and market quotations for 

lK)th currencies have improved, the opt»ration can, of course, be carried 

tlirough, whereas if both have got worse for the particular transaction, 

i.e., purchase or sale, as the case may be, the order cannot be executed. 

Frequently, however, one rate improves while the other gets worse, 

and in this case it is necessary to determine wdiether the gain on one 

compensates for the loss on the other. 

Theoretically, w'e may do this by the simple arithmetical process of 

expressing improved rates as improper fractions, and deteriorated 

rates as proper fractions, thereafter simplifying into decimal 

quantities. An improvement is indicated by a quantity above unity, 

whereas deterioration is shown by a decimal. If the amoimt by which 

one fraction falb short of unity is made good by the excess of the 
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other fraction above unity, then the operation can be made, and the 

simplest way to determine this is to add the two quantities, and find 

if they are greater or less than 2. 

Example 7. 

Order: Buy francs @ 124*25; sell marks @ 20*40 

Present rates: Paris 124*20, Berlin 20*38. 

;— 

For buying Paris has deteriorated, for selling Berlin has improved, and if 
the improvement compensates for the loss the oi\lor can be executed. 

124*20 
Worse rate, Paris = •——r- = *9990 

124*25 

20*40 
Better rate, Berlin = —” 1 * 0009 

2*0005 

The operation can therefore be conducted, as the loss on one transaction is 
more than made up by the gain on the other. 

Example 8. 
Order: Buy francs @ 124*25; sell Buenos Aires (a) 474* 

Present rates: Paris 124*30, Buenos Aires 471. 

SohUion :— 

Paris is better for buying, Buenos Aires (in sterling) worse for selling 

124*30 
Better rate = r-r:—rr — 1*0004 

Worse rate -= 

124*25 
47*375 •997 

47*5 1*9974 

The order cann<»t Ik) execut«Nl. 

Example 9. 
Onler: Kcinit to Berlin 'lit 20*38; draw • on .'\in.stertluin a 12* 11. 

* In traiiiwurtions of this kind rt'mil means tie* foreign rurreney and 
“ draw ” means W/ it. 

Present rates: Berlin 20*41, Amsterrlam 12*12. 

Solution :—• 

For buying Berlin is bettor, 

F*or selling Amsterdam is worse, 

20*41 

20*38 

12*11 

'i2^» 

Order can just l>e execute<l. 

1*0014 

•9991 

2*()005 

Equivalent Rates.—The method givc*n under the last heading is 

only a rough-and-ready rnetiuxi that i.s not niathematictilly exact, 

and it cannot be relied upon where tlu? margin alH)vo or below 2 in 

very small or where wide fluctuations have occurred. A more accurate 

method is to take the present price which has improved, and to calcu- 
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late, by jiroportion, the value of the other rate to which the banker 

is limited if he wishes to carry througli the oj>eration without loss. 

To do this, express the two limited rates and the improved present 

price as ratios, representing tlic unknown value of the deteriorated 

rate by x. When x is determined, it is then a simple matter to decide 

whether tiie actual prescuit rate given will enable the transaction to 

be completed or not. 

Example 10. 
Order: Buy francs (a) 124*30; sell iiinrks 20*41. 
Present prices: Taris 124-25, lV*ilin 20*40. 

Sola (tun ; — 

Berlin lias iinpmved for selling, therefore the Paris rate can get worse for 
buying, i.e., go down. Find how l<»w the Paris rate can fall and yet permit the 

tranmvetiun to bo carrie<l through without loss. 

20*41 

20*40 

124*30 124*30 X 20*40 
* =.-- j- = 124 -24 (approx.). 

This indicates that the Paris rate at 124*24 would just permit the operation 

to Iki iniide without loss, but as the present rate of 124* 25 is higher than this, the 
order can profitably cxocutcii. 

Example 11. 
Order: Buy francs ^ 124*35; sell Argentine pesos 47i’,. 
Present nttes: l^aris 124*50; Buenos Aires 47J. 

Solution :— 
Paris has iinprove<l for buying, therefore Buenos .\irea can gel >Norso for selling 

without lo.ss, i.e., the rate ean fall, so liiul equivalent rate:— 

124-50 

*■ 124*35 

47*4375 
-, = 4<| (approx.). 

.At th<' rate of 47j[ on Buenos .Aires, the onior could just l)0 executed without 
loss, but the Bik-uos .Aires ral<’ has dropped further, to 47J, so the order ciuinot 

1)0 coinplcjtoil. 

Kcjuivalciit raU'tt are also required where only one present rate 

LB given, and it is necessary to deU‘rminc the limit in the price for 

the other o{X}ratioii. 

Example 12. 
Order; Buy francs C«i; 124*43; w}\\ marks @ 20*43. 
I’rtMKml prico of francs is 124*30, what is the e(iuivalent rate on Berlin at 

which tho o{>eraiion can bo mado without loss? 

Solution - 
Paris is worse for buying, theroforo Berlin must improve for selling, i.e., 

go down, 
124-43 20-43 

•** 124-30 ‘ 20-408 

The Berlin rate must drop to 20*403 or Use to prevent lose. In other words. 
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since more has to be paid for francs, more must be obtained for the marks sold 
to cover. 

Example 13. 

Order; Buy lire @ 92*25; soli Argentine pesos @ 47r«. 
Present price on Milan is 92 * 45, what rate on Buenos Aires can bo used if no 

loss is to be incurred ? 

Solution :— 
Milan is bettor for buying, therefore Buenos Aires can get worse for soiling, 

or go down in sterling, consequently because 1 can buy lire at a oheapt^r rate 

than the limit fixed by my correspondent, I can accept slightly less for i)0808. 

92*46 47*3125 
oiTw -X—’ • (apprux.). 

Example 14. Sale oj Dollars against Kroner. 
A London dealer receives a cable from his Oslo corre8|X)ndont *' 8ell fifty 

thousand dollars limit 37375**. If the brokers call Oslo 18*20 23 and Now 

York 4*86i-n. can the dealer exei’ute the order at a profit to himself, and if 
so, of how much, expressed as cents in the dollar rate ? 

Solution :— 

The correspondent must get for each dollar not less than 3*7375 kroner, which 
the dealer can buy in the market at Kr.l8*20 per £1. ^ 

By Chain Rule, the dollar parity is:— 

?$ = £!. 
£1 = 18*20 K (the rate at which kroner are offered in lx>ndon, i.e., 

the Market’s selling rate). 
Kr. 3*7375 = $1. 

18*20 

3*7375 
$4*86956 

Therefore, at the limit given in the telegram, the dealer would be purchasing 
the dollars from his corresp<mdent on a I>a8i8 of approximately $4*86,*1 per£l. 
He can sell them in the London Market at 4*801L and thus get a gross profit of 

$4 *8621-4*86} 5 = cents per £L 

Comparison ol Bates at Two Centres.—^There are generally two 

distinct rates of exchange between any two centres at the same 

time. For instance, between Madrid and London there is the 

London rate on Madrid, and also the Madrid rate on London. Either 

or both of these may lx; short or long rates, or the method of quotation 

may differ in some other respect. If the rates arc both short, they 

are usually tending towards equality, whereas if they arc long rates 

they may differ by the period which they have to run, and also by 

the difference between the interest calculated at the home and foreign 
discount rates. 

It is frequently necessary to compare these direct rates existing 

at two centres, in order to determine the most advantageous method 

for transferring funds or for paying debts. 
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la order to make the comparison, the rates on the two centres 
must be reduced to the corresponding short rates if they are not 
already so expressed, and both rates must be expressed in the same 
terms. 

There arc three cases to be considered:— 

(1) If both short rates arc given, and they are quoted in the 

same way, they can be compared at once. 
(2) If one short rate is quoted in a different way from the other, 

e.g., one in sterling and the other in currency, a calculation 

is necessary to express one in the same way as the other. 

(3) If a long rate or long rates are quok^d, they must be reduced 

to short rates by adding or subtracting interest for the 

IX'riod quoted at the foreign discount rate, afterwards 
changing them to quotations of the same kind. The interest 

must be taken into calculation because it affects the two 

rates concerned in opposite ways. Allowances for stamp 
and risk and for other charges can be neglected, because 

they are usually too small to affect the result. If, how^ever, 

they are appreciable, they must be adjusted in the usual way. 

To Determine which Bate is Best lor Remittances or Betoma.— 
When any necessary calculation has been made, and both rates are 

expressed at the short prices in the same terms, it is possible to decide 

which of the two rates can be more advantageously used for the 
transfer of money. For the sake of clearness, the operations are 

considered from the London point of view, but the application of the 

theory is the same wherever the dealings take place. 

In exchange operations in England, the term '' remittances ” is 

used for transfers of money from England to foreign countries, and 

the expression “ returns ” for transfers to England from other countries. 

In other words:— 

For remittances, England is the debtor and must pay. 

For returns, England is the creditor and should receive. 

Remittances,—^Money leaving England. 

(1) London can buy and remit currency of the foreign ctnitre 

In the form of T.T., M.T. or bills on that centre, i.e., London 

is a buyer of the foreign currency against payment of 

sterling; or 
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(2) The foreign centre can offer sterling for sale, in the form of 
drafts, M.T. or T.T. on London. In this case also London 
pays out sterling. 

Seturns.—Money from abroad to England. 

(1) I^ndon can sell the currency of tlie foreign centre as 

drafts, T.T. or M.T., i.e., London is a seller of foreign 

currency and recij)ient of sterling ; or 
(2) The foreign centre can buy aiul remit sterling in T.T., M.T. 

or bills on London. Here again London receives sterling. 

Example 15. 
London on I’am aiiort rato -= 124* IS. 
Paris on London short rato — 124*20, 

Which rate is the better for remittances from London, and how shoulil 
payment be made ? 

Solution :— 
As sterling is worth more francs in I*uris than in Li>nflon, it is Is^ttc'r to use 

the Paris rate, mid the agent or creditor in Franco should be asked to ilraw 

on London. 

Example 16. 
London on Monte Video sliort rato *= 47J pence fwr dollar. 
Monte V’ideo on London long rato — 48 ,, „ 
Discount in London 6 %, Monte V^ideo 6 *5©. 

Which is the better rate for rotunis from Monte Video, and how should 
payment be obtained ? 

Solution :— 
Monte Video on Lcjndon long rate.. 

3 mos. interest at 6 % 
Stamp and risk at 1 per miile 

Short rato on London 
London short rate 

England has a higher sterling rate, so a London creditor should draw on 
Monte V^ideo, thereby obtaining more pence. 

Example 17. 
The following rates are quoted on a given date:— 
London cheque rate on Paris 124*20; Rate in Paris for three months prime 

bankers* bills on London 122*85. 
London T.T. rate on Buenos Aires 47j)|d.; Buenos Aires 90«day sight rate 

on London 48id. 
If interest in London is allowed at 4 %, find the best rates for n^mittancos 

and TOtums (a) between London and Paris; (6) between London and Buenos 
Aires. Allow | per miile for English stamps, but nogloet all other charges. 
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Solution :— 
Reduction to Similab Rates:— 

London cheque rate on Paris 124*20 

Paris on London, 3 months 122*85 
Add interest at 4 % 1*23 

p, stamp, 1 per mille •06 

Cheque rate (approx.) 124*14 

Ix>ndon T.T. rate on Buenos Aires .. 47i5 

Buenos Aires on London, 90 days* sight ,, 48*25 
Less interest at 4 % for, say, 104 

days (London terms) *65 

„ Stamp duty .. *024 

*574 

T.T. rate (approx.) 47*676 

Say, 47r4a. 

Ai’PLYino the Kohkgoing Hi lks to the«o rato.s, we see that— 

For Htmittancea.—Ixindoii the debtor :— 

(1) Ixindoii ha« the higher currency rate, therefore it is best to buy francs in 
London. Fes. 10,tKK) will cost less at 124*20 than at 124*14 per £1. 

(2) Londoti has a lower sterling' rate, therefore it is lx>8t to buy pesos in Ixjndon. 
Pa^nnent of a debt in jx'sos costs less at 47] i ix?nce than at 47,|:)ence. 

For /?«0inij?.--I.rondon the creditor:— 

(1) I^mdon has a higher (•urn‘n< y rate, thi‘iX‘fore it is bt‘8t to buy sterling in Paris, 

It costs a Frenchman less francs to jniy £1,(HH) in London at 124*14 than 
at 124*20. 

(2) l^»ndt»n has a lower s(«‘rling rati*, then*fi>n‘ it is lK\st to buy sterling in Buenos 

.Ain-s. It costs fewer ]KSi>8 to pay a debt of £1,000 at 47,*’d. than at 

471-d. lH*r jv*80. 

Choice of Rates for Covering Operations. -The jirineiples which 

have lieen t^xplainetl above in relation to tlie choice of rates are applitnl 

by an extdiangi* dealer to the whole of his ojx^rations. Whenever he 

lias n^ti.son to buy or sell a given currency he coinptres the rates ruling 

in his own centre with tho.se ruling in other centres, and he carries 

out the operation t hrough that centre which quotes the most favourable 

rates. 

Example IS.- In tin* Morning Post of 2nd Novomlior, 1032, the following 
(|uot4ition8 apixared in (In* (able of Nt'w York Kxchango Rates:— 

Buenos Airea on New York (loM .. 171*00 (i.r., 171 gold j>esos per $100). 

New York on Buenos .Aires Pajxr .. 25*75 (i.c., 25*75 ccfUs per paper peso), 

A New York ojH'rator wishes to Iniy $oro 100,0lK) (i.e., 100,(X)0 gold fx>so8) 
T.T. Buenos Aires. Is it l>e((er for him to do the deal in New’ A"ork or Buenos 
Ain^? 

EloltUion - 
100 

The (irs( rate is ('<juivalent to ^ 58*4795 cents jvr gold |vso. 
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™ 25*76 
Tlio second rate is equivalent to —=- 58*5227 cents per gold peso. 

• 44 

It will therefore be better for the operator to do the deal in Buenos Aires. 

Cheqae against T.T.—Sometimes a dealer in London can take 
advantage of the spread between T.T. and cheque rates in order to 
make use of his sterling funds for the mailing period. For instance, 

he may cable to his agent in New York: “ Against spot buy £100,000 
cheque London Mauretania ”, meaning that the agent is to buy a 
cheque on London for £100,000 and to remit it on the Mauretania % 
(which sails that day). At the same time the agent is to sell a T.T. 
on London for £100,000. Thus, the London banker will be out of 
funds in London for the period which must elapse before the cheque 

arrives. He will, however, gain the interest represented by the margin 
between cheque and T.T. rates. 

Thus, if his agent answers: “Bought £100,000 cheque 5*0112 

against 5*0143”, this means that the cheque was bought at 5*01^and 
T.T. was sold at 5*01-^. 

Thus the banker gains c. on each £1, or c. on $5*01^, ctiuiva- 
lent to:— 

5 100 

Hi iiofl-jr) 

Since the cheque will Ik; pre.'ientc*! in eight days, flu* gain is 

5 365 

16 

100 

501 * 125 
% |>er annum. 

Say, 2^ % i)er annum. 

A similar operation can Iw effected by selling cheque on New York 

against a purchase of T.T. In this ca.se the London hanker obtains 
the use of dollars at the cost of the spread between the two rates. 
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ARBITRAGE 

Some of the characterintics of modern arbitrage in exchange have 
been explained in ('hai)ter VI. Ah i« there pointe<l out, the close 
inter-communication between the variou.s financial centres tends to 
reduce the opportunities for profitable arbitrage to a minimum. The 
relative values of the world s most important currencies tend to equality 
in all the leading centres, and any dis|>arity is so quickly noticed and 

taken advantage of that it almost iininedmtely disappt'ars. Naturally, 
this tendency is less marked lK“tw«H'n centres which arc so far apart 
that cable messages take some hours to reach their destination. The 
distance* l)etween Ixmdon anti Kola? is so great that appreciable 
differences might arise in their re8i>ective rates on each other were it 
not that New York, which has much the best market in Japanese 
yen, is largely used as an intermediary. Again, the difference in time 
between some centres makes it possible for the rate in one centre to 
continue monng after the other centre is closed, with the effect of 
restricting the number of hours during which arbitrage can be effected. 

Joint Operations.—Whilst the majority of arbitrage deals are 
“ nostro ” operations, i.e., transactions worked independently for its 
own profit by the house instituting the business, a considerable number 
are conducted as “ joint ventures”, i.e., on joint account between the 
two houses concerned, which share expenses and divide profits or 
losses, as the case may be. The transactions in such circumstances 
are usually passed over the vostro accounts of the two participants, 
and, as a rule, no commission is charged or allowed for the actual 
conduct of the dealings. In most cases, joint operations are initiated 
when one of the parties, who sees a likely source of profit in a given 
transaction, instructs the other dealer by telephone or cable to buy 
or to sell a specified amount of a given currency on joint account. 

By way of illustration, wo may supposo that dollars arc quoted in 
London at 4 •86J-|, and that the dealer in Lloyds Bank rcceiws advice 
from New York that sterling is l)eing quoted then> at 4*85J-*86J. 

m 
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Seeing a chance of making a profit from a direct arbitmgo l)etwtHm 

the two centres, he buys T.T. 250,000 on New York in London at, 

say, 4-86J, and cables his New York corresjx)ndent to cover by 

buying sterling at best or at a limit, e.g., “ Buy joint sting 500(X) bc‘st ” 

or “Limit 48612 buy joint sting 50000’*. On executing the order, 

the New York dealer cables “ Ik>ght fftho 4S612 joint sjK'cifying the 

rate which ho was able to obtain. 

Alternatively, the London dealer may make a profit on dollars by 

cabling his corres|X)ndent in that centric sonu'wliat as follows: “ liest 

posel fftho jointi.e., “ At the Ix'st rate obtainable, sell $50,(K)0 on 

our joint account In due course, New York will cable, say, “ SMjt 

fftho 48612 and, on nx^eipt of the messages the Ijondon dealer will 

cover by purchasing dollar T.T. at the Ix'st rat<‘ obtainal)le in London, 

say, 4*86}, imim‘diatt‘ly advising his convsiK)ndt'nt of tlu‘ fact so that 

the latter will know how the transaction has worked out. 

In due cx)urse, tlu‘ equivalents in dollars and sterling |uiss to the 

respective vostro accounts, and the deals ari‘ c*onfirine<l by mail, 

showing a joint protit of i cent in the rate divisil»le iK^tween the two 

parties, less any exiXMises, brokenige, etc., incurnnl. 

It will lx? seen that dii'cct arbitrage is bas^ul on the same principles 

as were explained in the last chapter in connection with the choict^ 

of rates for drawings and remittances. The dealer keeps a close watch 

on rates in foreign centres as well as on those in his own centre, and, 

whatever deal he contemplates, whether a simple arbitrage, a covering 

ojxration or a transfer of his funds for investment, he will always 

carry out each operation in that centrt' wht*n! he can get the incwt 

favourable rate. 

Indirect Arbitrage.—At the present time the possibilities of profit 

from such direct arbitrage are at a minimum, and dealers find greater 

opportunity in indirect operations. Naturally, no dealer will exchange 

one currency direct for another if he can more profitably effect the 

transfer by an indirect exchange^ i.e., by making use of one or more 

intermediate currencies in order to effect the ultimate conversion. 

Such arbitrations in exchange arc termed simple or compound ac<iOixI- 

ing as there is one interv'ening currency or more than one, and, as 

was explained in Chapter VT, the rate of exchange calculated l)ctweon 

two currencies by reference to their resjKxitive values in terms of a 

third currency is called a simple “ arbitrated parity ” or a simjilo 

“ arbitrated rate *’ between the two currencies. If more than thnx) 

currencies are involved, the calcuhited rate is know*n as a compound 

arbitrated rate. 
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Suppose, for example, that a Ijondon dealer wishes to transfer 

Fes. 1,000,(KK) to Paris, either to meet maturing obligations or to 

take advantage of a high interest level in that centre. His close 

touch with the London Foreign Exchange Market will keep him well 

apprised of the tendency of francs in terms of ‘sterling, whilst his 

morning mail from CJontinental correspondents and his subsequent 

tt»l(*phone and telegraphic communications to and from them will 

keep him informed of the tendency of francs in the European markets. 

Hence he will determine how the direH rate of exchange London on 

Paris e()m])are8 with the sterling cost of francs bought with florins 

in Amsterdam, marks in Ik^rlin, lire in Milan, and so on. In other 

words, he will compare the direct rate on Paris with the simple 

arbitratvd rate between I^rondon and Paris, calculated by reference 

to the dire< t rate l)etwe<*n sterling and each of the principal European 

currencies and th(‘ crofts rate between each of those currencies and 

the franc. Having made his calculation.^ he will use that rate, din^ct 

or indirect, which Auelds him mo.st francs per £1. 

Tables of Equivalent Rates.- These* an* tallies of varying rates 

of exchange between certain currencies compiled with the object 

of enabling the deal(*r to say almost at a glance w hat rate is estiibli.died 

between two <‘urrencies by the intervention of a third currency at a 

given rate. The following simple example illu.strates the m(‘tluKl of 

compiling such a tal)I<* for determining tlie ecpiivalent rate between 

London an<l Paris when the l^ondon T.T. rate on Amsterdam is known 

and also tin* liieipie rate on Amsterdam in Paris: 

EQUIVALENT RATES. 

liONDoN, Paris ano Amstkrdam. 

Rat** fur 
T T . 

Rat«*»» fur l*arl«. T.T. nito l^>naun on Anistrnlam. 

AniMt4*nlain, 
in Carl**. ri (w 12 0i> 12 10 12 11 12 12 12 13 

_ . . _ — _ _ 
I02fl 12:mu 124-14G 124-249 124-3r»l I24-4.’i4 
U)2ri*jr» 12:M>71 124 074 124 170 124-279 124 ^vSl 124-484 
i()2rtr>o riiorti I'Jt-lOl 124-207 124-309 124-412 124-r)l4 
1020-75 124031 124 134 124-2.17 124-339 124-442 124-544 
1027 1240G1 124-lot 124-207 124-37 124-473 124-575 

- - — — — — 

— ^ — — — — — — 
— — — — — — — 

— - - — — — — — 
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Suppose, for example, that when the London T.T. rates on Amster¬ 

dam are 12*08-*10, a London dealer is advised that T.T. Amsterdam 

can be sold in Paris at 1026. On reference to the table, the dealer 

finds that the equivalent rate for francs is 123-94. Hence, if he is a 

buyer of francs, and cannot get them in London at such a good rate 

as this, e.g., if the London rates are 123-93--95, he may buy T.T. on 

Amsterdam at 12-08 and instruct his agent in Paris to sell florins at 

1026. In using the table, the dealer must, of course, be most careful 

to allow for any necessary brokerages and exjxjnses involved in the 

indirect exchange. 

These tables are of considerable utility in connection with instruc¬ 

tions received by cable embodying orders to buy or to sell one currency 

against another at a given rate. Thus, a London dealer may receive 

a cable from New York:— 

“ 391 Byapt Paris five milln.” 

This rate means $3-91 per 100 francs, and, m order to determine 

whether he can execute the order, the London operator uses his Loga 

calculator, or, for greater accuracy, his Madas machuie, to find that 

the quotation of 3-91 is equivalent to the following London rates on 
Paris and New York respectively:— 

124-00 and 4-8484, 

124-01 „ 4-848791, 

124-02 „ 4-849182, 

124-03 „ 4-849r>73, 

124-04 „ 4-849964, 

or 124-05 „ 4-850355. 

If, therefore, he is to execute the American ortler and keep a 

margin of two centimes for his expenses and profit, he must be able 

to buy the francs at 124-03 and sell the dollars at 4-848791 (roughly 

4-84J) or at 124-05 and 4-849573 (roughly 4-84*2), o*'- 

With such aids to the arithmetical processes involved in exchange 

dealing, the skill of the operator makes itself evident mainly in the 

speed with which he seizes upon a likely opportunity for profit, in 

the foresight or judgment which he displays in anticipating the course 

of rates ih the immediate future, and in the care which he exercises 

in ensuring that proper allowance is made for all necessary expenses 

and chaiges. At the same time, it must be remembered that involved 

arbitrage operations arc not possible unless the house concerned is of 
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good credit and can deal freely through a network of agents and 

correspondents in the principal financial ct^ntres. 

ExampU 1.—You wish to buy $50,000 af^ainAt French francs. You are 
offered a rate of 25*43 francs {x^r dollar from one quarter and 3*92 cents per 
franc from another. Which is the better rate from your point of view? 

SoltUion:— 
100 

The reciprocal parity of 25*43 is 25743 ^ 3*93236 cents per franc. 

As this is a higher rate than 3*92, the rate of 25*43 is the better for buying 
dollars, since more dollars will be obtained for each franc. 

ExampU 2.—If francs art» quoted in Ixindon at 83 and U.S. dollars at 3*27, 
what would you expect the crons rate to be? 

S6lxUi<m:— 

By Chain RuU— 

Exj^ected cross rate 

? Fes. $1 

$3-27 £1 
£! Fes. 83 

83 

^ ' 3*27 

Fes. 25*38 ]>cr $1. 

ExampU 3.—Huy $100,000 in .Amsterdam at 2*49 and sell the dollars in 
London at 3*511. Heiu»o work out the protit when the Ixmdon brokers can deal 

w ith your bank at 8*75J~*70J for T.T. .Vinstenhun. 

Solution:— 
$KH),(KK} at 2*49 cost FIs. 249,(K)0 

FIs. 249,000 con lx* bought in Ixuitlon ui 8* 755, costing 
SlOO.mX) 3*5125 realise 

Profit (ignoring ex|iense8) 

£ 8. d. 
28,440 17 10 

28,409 15 0 

^sTT”> 

ExampU 4.—London quotes T.T. on Amsterdam at 12*11-12*11), w*hile in 
Paris, T.T. on AnuilerJam soil at 1026. What indinx^t rate of exchange between 

London and Paris is established for buying francs, allowing brokerage at 1 per 

mille, and other oxi^ensos at 1 per millo? 

Solution:— 

To effect an indirect purchase of francs with the ratc^ quoted, the London 

dealer must buy florins in Ixindon and soil them in Paris for francs; therefore— 

? Fes. « £1 

£1 

FIs. 100 

12*11 florins (market seUing 

rate to the dealer) 
1,026 francs 
12*11 X 1026 

100 
Fes. 124*2486 

Allow two brokerages @ 1 per mille and 

other expenses @ 1 ]x>r mille *37275 

Indiieot rate via Amsterdam .. Fes. 123*87585 per £1. 
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Example 5.—On a given day the following market nUes are quoted:— 

In London. 

Paris 124*30 -36 
Amsterdam 12*12-^ 
Berne 25*25 

Berlin 20*43-^ 

In Paris. 

Amsterdam Fes. 1026-*26 per FIs. 100 
Bemo 492*6 *75 per Fes. 100 
Berlin 608- * 50 per Mks. 100 

Find the indirect rates between London and Paris at which a London dealer 
can operate by using each of those centres, and decide which is the l>est nito for 
(a) paying Paris, i.e., buying francs; (6) receiving from Paris, i.e., selling francs. 

Allow for brokerage at in per mille on each purchase or sale, and for other 

expenses at tS per mille on the indirect operations. 

Solution:— 

Buying Francs. Selling Francs. 
Diref't Rates. 

Market rate ..124- 300 
Less brokerage, per mille *012 

124*288 

Market rate .. .. .. 124*350 
Add hn>kt‘rage, |>€*r mille *012 

124*302 

Amsterdam. 

? Fes. =» £1 

£1 » 12*12 Borins 
(buying) 

FIs. 100 == 1,026 
(selling) 

12*12 y 1026 

Too 
= Fes. 124*351 

Less two brokerages (a\, 
(V; per mille and ex¬ 

penses per mille *037 

Fes. 124*314 

? Fes. — £1 
£1 ~ 12* 125 Borins 

(wiling) 
FIs. 100 « 1020-2.’) 

(Inlying) 
12 -125 X 102t5-26 

■ ioo 
^ F. a, 124 - i:i3 

Add two bn>ken4g#*H <'ii 
I*. |>er mille and ex- 
|)onses i',. |>er riiilln *037 

Fch. 724 *470 

Berne. 

T Fes. = £1 

£1 - 26*26 Swiss Fes. 
(buying) 

Sw. Fes. 100 = 492-5 French Fca 
(relling) 

26-25 X 492-6 

100 
= Fes. 124-356 

Less brokerages, etc., as 

above •037 

? Fes. - £1 

£l 25 *2526 Swiss Fch. 

(selling) 
Sw. Fee. 100 492*76 Fmnch Fes. 

(buying) 
26*2625 X 492*75 

ioo 
-- Fes. 124*432 

A dd brokerages, etc., os 
above .. • 037 

Fes. 124*319 Fch. 124*469 
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Berlin. 
T Fc8. = £1 TFcs. - £1 

£1 == 20 -43 Mks. £1 == 20*435 Mks. 
(buying) (selling) 

Mks. 100 608 Vc8. Mks. 100 608 *5 Fes. 
(selling) (buying) 

20-43 X 608 20*435 X 608*6 

100 • • 100 
Fes. 124-214 » Fes. 124-347 

Less brokerages, etc. .. *037 Add brokerages, etc. .. *037 

Fes. 124*177 Fes. 124*384 

Co.Mi*ARisu.N OF Uatks : 

Buying. Selling. 
Hi reel £1 Fes. 124 *288 £l - Fch. 124*362 

Hy iiHing Ainstordani £1 -- ,, 124*314 £l - ,. 124*470 
,, Home £1 „ 124*319 £1 ,. 124*469 

., Herlin £1 - „ 124*177 £1 - 124*384 

The lH\st rate for buying French currency or paying France is the 

one tliat yields the largest number of francs per £1. This is sho^^Ti to 

Ik; the indirect rate obtained !)y purchasing Swiss francs and selling 

them for francs, i.e., the indirect rate via IkTne. The best rate for 

selling French currency, or receiving payment from France, is the 

one that yields the highest amount in sterling, i.e., the direct rate, 

Ixmdon on Paris. 

So for (a) Kcmittariccs, the indirect rate via Berne, 124*319, is best. 

(b) Returns, the direct rate on Paris, 124*362, is best. 

Example U.—A I.#ondon exchange dealer purchasoe 100,000 T.T. Madrid in 
New York at $14*60 |)er 100 pesetas and sells them in London at 33*25 to the 

£1. Ho covers his dollars against sterling at 4* 86{. What profit or loss does he 
make on the transaction? 

Solution: - 

T.T. Now York on Madrid costs $14*60 per 100 pesetas. 
The cost in Now York of 100,000 Madrid is $1,000 X 14*60 = $14,600. 

£ 8. d. 
£14,600 

. *. Cost in sterling = ■ . = 2,909 9 9 
4 * oD J 

100,000 
rrocwxl, of snloofl 00,000 Mad rid at 33-26 == 3,007 10 6 

.*. Profit on the transaction t= £8 0 8 exclusive 

of brokerage and cablegrams. 

Example 7.—A Tendon arbitrageur purchases a T.T. on Prague for one 

million kn>neii against dollars at Kr. 33*925 per$l. Ho sells the kronen in London 

at 165 and covers the dollars at 4 * 861. What profit or loss does he make on the 

transaction? 
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SokUian:— 
Dollar coat of Kr. 1.000,000 at 33-025 $20,476-78 

£ a. d. 
$20,476-78 (Ji: 4 -861 coat 6,058 10 0 
Kr. 1,000,000 (a) 165 realise 6,060 12 1 

Profit, excluding expertises £1 13 1 

Example 8.—T.T. Kobe is quoted in New York at 21 •06~-00 (cents per yen), 
while the current quotation in London is Is. 3|.l-l8. 

(а) Assuming that a London banker can obtain exchange at these prices, 
which is the better market for a purchase of 250,000 yen when brokers 
tell the dealer they arc finn at 3*29J ] for the dollar? 

(б) Calculate the cost of the yen in accordance with your dc^cision. 

Solution:— 

(a) The banker has two alternatives:— 

(1) He can purchase the yen in London at Is. 4/., 16‘062/)d. 
(2) Ho can purchase the yen in New York at an indirect rate of 

240 X -2199 
—- - —- -d. : : 16-03o24rMl. jx'r yen. 

He u*ill therefore choose the indirect rate via Xew York\ uhich is the cheaper, 

(b) The cost of the yen will Ix' 

2rj0.0<K) X 16 035245 
£--£10^03 78 . 7d. 

Example 9.—In Paris there are dealers in Swedish kronor at 437}-0 (francs 
per Kr. 100), and sterling is quote<l at 83 *55 *78. A French banker, who can 
cover at the prices quotecl, telephones to London asking his English corrf*s|K>ndent 
to make him a dealing price in Stockholm. The Ixindon banker quotes him firm 
at 19r*jj~T5. Can the French banker deal on thirt call? 

Solution:— 

Two courses are open to the French banker; (o) He can buy kronor from the 
London banker and sell thc^* against francs, or (6) Ho can sell kronor to the 
London banker, buying direct cover in Paris. 

(o) By Chain RuU— , ,5„,nor 

if Kr. 19 0623 -= £1 
and £1 -- Fes. 83-78 

8378 

19 0625 
Fes. 4,39-5016 

It will not pay the French banker to buy kronor in London, for each 100 
kronor, which would cost him over 439} francs via London, would realise only 
437} francs by a direct sale in Paris. 

(6) By Chain Rule. ? Fes. -- Kr. 100 
If Kr. 19-1875 - £1 

and £1 == £83-55 
8355 

19-1873 435-5 

It will not pay the French banker to sell kronor to London, os a direct 
purchase would cost him Fes. 439 per Kr. 100, and w-ould realise only Fes. 435}. 

The French banker cannot, therefore, deal on this call. 
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Exampie 10.—New York offers Paris at 3*93| (i.e., dollars per Fes. 100), 
while in Paris dollars are offered for 25*44. A I^ndon dealer hears from his 
brokers that the market hero is 3*28-1 and 83^' ! for the currencies concerned, 
Gan the London banker take advantage of these offers in any way ? 

Solution:— 

(1) Assuming the banker buys the francs in New York, he will obtain 100 
francs for on expenditure of 3*93| dollars, and these dollars he will 
hava to buy in London at 3 • 28. 

Hence, by Chain Rule— 

? How many francs 
if £1 

and $3*93125 

1 X 3*28 X 100 

1 X 3*93125 

£1 
= $3*28 
— 100 francs 

- Fes. 83*40 

As he cannot sell francs in Ixmdon at a Injiter price than 83*50 per £1, 
it will not piiy him to buy francs in New York. 

(2) Ascertain whether or not a cross-transaction between the two offers will 
pay (i.e., buying the fran(*8 in New York and sc'lling them in Paris for 
dollars). 

In Paris, Fes. 25*44 an* wanted for a dollar. 
.*. Fes. 100 will buy 

100 

»S.W4 ■ 

As this will not l>e suflicient to buy Fes. ItX) in New York (where 3*93J 
are oskcsl) no croHs trnnsaction will jMiy. 

(3) Assuming the London dcah*r buys New York in Paris— 

£1 
Frs. 83J (his buying price in Ix)iu!on) 

$3*272 

Then: Ho\%- manv $ £1 
if £1 FrH. 

and Fes. 25* 14 $1 
8.325 

2.V14 

But os the dealer cannot sell dollars in London at a better rate than 
3*28|, he cannot affonl to buy dollars in Paris. 

Example II.—A tlealer has oversohl his l^.S. dollar ]>osition and, in seeking 
to cover it, he enquires of his broker the market rates for dollars, which are:— 

New York .. 3*26i-l 
Montreal .. 3*58|-} 

Ho now receives a cable from his Canadian coiTesix>ndent:— 

•• OFFER YOU NEW YORK 91 PREMIUM RUSH 

How wdll he act? Ascertain the cost of $100,000 U.S. in accordance with 
toia decision. 
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SoluHon:— 

He can buy the U.S. dollars in London at 3*26i, 

or 

He can buy them in Canada, receiving 100 U.S. dollars for 109} Canadian 

dollars. He will then have to cover by buying Canadian dollars in London 

at 3*58|. 
By Chain Rule- 

How many U.S. $ — £1 
if£l - $3-58625 Can. 

and $109*75 Can. -- $100 U.S. 

358*625 

109*75 
= 3*2676 

It will therefore be cheap)er to buy the U.S. dollars through Canada, and, on 

the basis of this decision, $100,000 will cost:— 

100,000 
- «0.603 10b. 0.1. 

Example 12.—A French banker sends tin* following cable to his Tendon 
correspondent, an Eastern Exchange banker: — 

“ QXS YOU DEAL CALCUTTA 620-25 OUK TERMS COI NTEK ” 

On receipt of this cable, the London banker is pre]>an*<i to (h'al in nijn'cs at 
l/6(V-i';;. The market quotation on Laris is 82•25--30. Ignoring brokerage, 
etc., ascertain whether the London banker can lake advantages of the French 

banker's dealing prices. 

Solution:— 

The cable may be construed to mean: “ Can you buy from na^ ru|MH*8 at 
Fes. 6-25 each, or 8c*ll me nifw-es at Fes. 6-20? If not, make counter offer.” 

IJ the London banker ie to sell rupees (or francs and sell the* francs in Laidon 

at 82*30, his rate may lx? calculatetl thus:— 

? How many francs ^ 1 ruix*e 
if 1 rupee -- 18*312,5d. (1/6,'. ) 

and 240 j)enre - 82*30 Fes. 

18*3125 y 82*30 

Since the Paris banker offers only Fes. 6*20 i)er riijn'e, tho Ixindon banker 
cannot sell w ithout loss. 

If the London banker is to buy rupees for francs, obtaining th<^ franca in Ix>niion 
at 82*25, his rate may be calculated thus:— 

? How many francs -- 1 rup<'e 
if 1 rupc?e 18*I875<I. (1/6,V) 

and 240 penoe 82*25 Fes. 

18*1875 X 82*25 

240 
Fes. 6*23 

Since the Paris banker reqtiin*B 6*26 francs per ruix*e, the London banker 
cannot buy without loss. 
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TAe London hanker can afford to seU at Fca. 6*28 and to buy at Fes. 6*23. 
Hence ho could oiler to deal at, aay, Fes. 6 *22-*29 (his terms). 

His reply would read;— 

“ KKOKET KUPEES DEALER 622-29 ” 

Example 13.—A London banker has sold $100,000 to a customer at 4*86, 

which ho wishes to cover through Stockliolm. lie telegraplis to his Stockholm 
agent:. 

“ BUY BEST (INE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ”,and receives 

the ix?ply— 

“ BorcMlT ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS 3*725 ” 

If he can purehaae in Ixmdon the kronor necessary to cover his purchase of 

dollai'H in Stoekhohn at 18*12, what is his profit or loss on the transaction? 
Ignore exix'nses. 

Solution: - 

The biuiker has sold $100,000 at 4-80 for which he receive’* 

100.000 

^ 4 HG 

Ho (nirehases $100,(KM) at Kr. 3*72i ix?r $ which cost him 

Kr. 372,500. 
372.500 

H«' covers the kronor at 18*12 at a total cost of £ ^ - — 

Thendore his profit oti the transaction is 

£ 8. d. 

20,576 2 8 

20,557 7 11 

£18 14 9 

Example 11, -The dealers in a I/ondon bank art' busy answering two telephone 
calls, one from Paris, where the Frc*iieh bimk quotes dealing prices in Dutch 

llorins of l,t»30-50 to 1,031 (French fnuics p*r FIs. IW), mid the other from 
Amsteifhim cpioting Paris at 9*70J-J (florins per Fes. 100). 

(d) i’hese pric(^ Indiig ** firm ”, can the I,,ondon bank make any profit in 

arbitragf* using only these two centn^s? 

(5) Ascertain the reault of a deal utilising £10,0fK), if Paris con be bought in 
l,s>iidon at 81*62 and florins can )>e sold here at 8*21. In this case 
ignore entirely the quotations you have receivc'd from Paris. Expenses 

can Ihj ignoro<l. 

Solution: -- 

(a) To comfiare the rates in I’aris with those in Amsterthun it is neot'ssary 

to bring them to a common basis, say, florins per 100 francs. 
The rat<‘8 in Paris may Iw converte<l as follows:— 

1030*50 francs 100 florins 

^ 100 X 100 ^ . 
.*. 100 franca -= noruis 

1030•o 

i.e., 9*704 florins — 100 francs. 

1031 francs = 100 florins 

100 X 100 ^ . 
.*. 100 francs — flonns 

i.e., 9*699 florins 100 francs. 
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The rates in Paris are therefore FIs. 9 *609-*704 per 100 franos, and the rates 
in Amsterdam are FIs. 9*705-* 7075 per 100 francs. 

(i) Francs can be bought in Arnstertiam at 9*7075 and sold in Paris at 9*699. 
This is cbvioiisly unprofiiabU. 

(ii) Francs can be bought in Paris at 9*704 and sold in Amsterdam at 9*705. 
This yields a profit (ignoring expenses). 

(h) Purchase of francs @ 84*62 for £10,000 -- Fes. 846,200. 
Sale of francs in Holland @ 9*70| }x*r 100 realises 

846,200 
—X 9*705 - FIs. 82,123*71 

Sale of florins in London @8*21 realist's 

82,123*71 
£———- = £10,002 17s. Oil. 

0*21 

This shows a profit of £2 17a. 9d. (ignoring exj^emtes). 

Example 15.—An arbitrageur in London piirehiisos a T.T. on Pnigue for one 

million kronen against dollars at Kr. 33*745 per $1. Ho st'lls the kronen in 
London at 164} and covers the dollars at 4*87}. What profit or loss does ho 
make on the transaction? 

Solution:— 

The cost in dollars of T.T. on l*raguo for 

l,tM)0,000 
Kr. 1,000,000 - $ 

33* <45 

^ . .. . . , 29,634*02 
The cost m sterling is therefore ^ — 

4* oi} 

The proceeds of the sale of ont? million Prague Cg. 164} 
" 1,000,000 

" ^164*5"“ 

$29,634*02 

£ §. d. 
6,074 2 0 

6,079 0 7 

His profit (less brokerage and cables) is therefore £4 18 7 

Example 16.—You hear from New York that the .Argentine (X'se is quoted 

there at $35*45-*55 (per M$N lOt)). The Lomloii quotations are 43)-44, 
while brokers quote Now A'ork at 4*51J -*52}. /Vseertain whether, if you can 
take advantage of these prices, you can deal at a profit. 

SoltUion:— 

The London rates an* for gold pesos. 
Reducing these quotations to fiaper rates:— 

43} X 44 

100 
19*14d. 

44 X 44 

100 
19*36d. 

(a) If po8r>s are bought in London and sold in Now York, £1 will realise:--* 

7 How many $ £1 

if £1 =: 240 pence 
10’ 36d. - 1 peso 

1(X) pK^sos $35*45 

.'. £1 $4*39462 

But as dollars can only bo sold in London at a higher rate ($4*52} » £1), fAs 
operation is not profitable. 
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(6) If dollars aro bought in London and are used to purchase pesos in New 
York, each peso will cost:— 

? How many pence ™ 1 peso 
if 100 pesos - $35-65 

$4-511 £1 
£1 ~ 240 pence 

1 jx^so 18-88G<I. 

Since {x^sos can bo sold in Ix^ndon at 19-14 fx-nce, Mm ojjeration will lie profitable. 

Example 17.—You rectnvo the following cable from a New* York bank:— 

“ HUYKKS HITNTHOU ZURICH 25815 OUR TERMS 

In Ixmdon, brokers are quoting Swiss fraric-s at 18* 11- } and dollars at 4*67|—}. 
The Ix)ndon banker can reckon on brokerages of ith per mille and 

inille resjx'ctivfly. 

(ri) How would you ascertain quickly whether you can accept the onlcr? 

(6) Show jirofit or loss if you execute it, allowing actual brokerages of 128. 6d. 
on the Zurich and Hs. (kl. on the dollars. 

Solution: — 

(а) To ascertain ([uickly whether the offer can 1x5 accepted it is necessary to 
ascertain the cross rate obtained by selling dollars and buying Swiss francs. 

The rates arc; Sale of dollars, 4 071. 
Purchase of franc's, 18*11. 

? How rnanv $ -- 100 Swiss francs 
if Fes. 18-11 - £1 

and £1 - S4*07| 
4-07375 X 1(K) 

18-11 
- $25-8076 

Aild Charges, |H'r mille •(K>48 

$25-8124 

The cross-rate is $25*8124 - Fes. 100, i.e., Fes. llXl will “cost** the 
dealer $25-8124. 

Hence the offer from Xcw York of $25-815 i-v acceptable, 

(б) Proco<Hl8 of Sw. Fes. 100,(KKl at $25*815 

^25-815 X 100.000 
« $ 

$25,815 

£ 8. d. 

Sale of $25,815 ('<i' $4*67i| realia4'8 5,523 8 0 
Cost of Fes. 100,0(K) {€i, Fes. 18*11 5,521 16 3 

Profit £1 11 9 
Deiuct Rrokeragi's 110 

Net ProHt 10 9 

Compoond Arbitrage.—If time allows and rates are sufficiently 
steady, a dealer who wishes to transfer a considerable sum from one 

centre to another may examine the position of the various exchangee, 

45 
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\vith still greater care in order to determine whether he can profitably 

transfer the funds by making the exchange through two, or even 

more, currencies, i.e., by executing what is known as a compound 

arbitrage. 

Compound arbitrage is sometimes describ'd as /owr- or fivc-poini 

arbitrage, according to the number of currencies or places involved, 

but, as the chiuges on such complicated oin rations increase with each 

intervening centre, they iu*c nowadays very rarely undertaken. 
The following examples are largely hypothetical, but tlu^y should 

serve to illustrate the principles involved and afford ustful theoretical 

practice in the application of exchangi* ratis in different centres. In 

all cases, the calculations are made by the Chain Kule, as in previous 

examples. The question of ex|X'nses and charges is necessiirily of 

great importance, and, in circuitous o^HTations, allowance must in 

certain circumstances be made fur interest on the moiU‘y invested for 

the time of the operation. 

Example 18.—London and Mculrid. 

A London dealer buys T.T. on Paris at 124* 15, tlio francs being used to buy 
T.T. on Berlin at 607. The pnJcetH.ls are applied in purchase of T.'i\ on Amster¬ 

dam at 106*60. With tho florins so obtained the dealer buys |>esetaH at 40*60. 
Find tho cora]K)und arbitrated rate l^mdon *uid Madrid, allowing for 
brokerage on each opi'ration at 1 |mr milk* ami for a commi.s8ion of % on 
each of tho deals in foreign centres. 

Solution:— 
? Pesetas £1 

£1 -- 124*15 francs 

Fes. 607 100 marks 

124 

Mks. 166*60 -~ 
FIs. 40-60 -- 

15 X 100 X 100 X 

607 X 166-60 X 40-60 

loo Ho I ins 
loo |H‘setas 

100 
- Pesetas 30 -1713 

Deduct Chartjes, ' 
4 Hrokoragos (u; 1 fxjr millo .. • 1207 

3 Commissions (f^ % .. .. • 0566 
- -1773 

20-004 

Compound arbitrated rate ~ Pesetas 20*004 fwr £1. 

Example 10.—London and Beme, 

A London dealer is under tho necessity of making a largo mmittanco to 
Switzerland, and, being in close Ujuch with his Continental agents as well as with 
his own market, he is quoted the following rates;— 

London on Berlin, Mks. 20* 41* -•42 jHjr £1. 
Berlin on Paris, Mks. 16*325- *425 per 100 francs. 
Paris on Bonie, Fes. 491 * 5 402 * 5 |x>r 100 Swiss francs. 
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What ia the compound arbitrated rate cstabliBhod if ho iwos all four centres? 
Allow brokerage at 1 per millo on each purchase or sale, and agent^s commission 

jV. %• 
Solution:— 

T Swiss Fes. = 
£1 =» 

Mks. 16*425 = 
French Fes. 492*5 =» 

£1 
20*415 marks 

100 French francs 
100 Swiss francs 

20*415 X 100 X 100 

16*425 X 492*5 
= Fes. 25*237 per £1. 

Dedu:t Charges. 
3 Brokerages @ 1 per mille .. * 0757 

2 Commissions @ i'.i % .. *0315 
- *107 

Compound arbitrate<l rate = Fes. 25* 130 per £1. 

Circiiitoas Arbitrage.—Compound operations in which the proceeds 

return to the original or operating centre or currency after passing 

through three or more centres or currencies are described as circuitous 

arbitrations. 
By circuitous operations it is .sometimes possible to make profits 

by a series of exchanges without employing any capital whatsoever. 

But operations of this kind are nowadays rarely executed, for one 

thing l)ecause the op]>ortiinitie.s of making profit are few and far 

lK?tween, and, for another, l)ecausc the dealers have little time to work 

out complicat<*d o]>erations Ix^fore one or otlier of the rates may change 

unfavourably and so minimise the chances of profit. The following 

are illu.strative examples. 

Example 20.—Circuitous Arbitration. 

A Now York banker invests $500,000 in marks at 23*69, with which he buys 
francs at 16*42. Tho proceeds aro applieil in the purchase of sterling at 123*95. 
The sterling is used to buy T.T. on Now York at 4 * SoJ. Wliat is the gross profit or 

on tho operation ? 

Solution: - 
? $ r- $500,000 

123*69 = 100 marks 
Mks. 16*42 «= 100 francs 
Fes. 123*95 £1 

£1= $4*856 

600,000 X 100 X 100 X 4*866 

23*69 X 16*42 X 123*96 

» $603,471*04 
/. Gross Profit « $3,471*04 

Example 21,—Circuitous .4r6ifration, 

£10,000 is invested in Ix>ndon in T.T. on Berlin at 20*43. Tho marks are 
sold in Paris at 609. Tho prooi'ods are ustnl to buy lire at 133, which aro sold in 
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New York at t5*23i. With the proceeds T.T. on London is bought at 4*85. 
What is the profit on the transaction? Allow for brokerages of 1 per millo on 
each operation. 

Solution:— 
? £ = £10,000 
£1 » Mks. 20*43 

Mks. 100 « Fes. 609 
Fes. 133 == Lire 100 
Lire 100 » $5*2326 

$4*85 » £1 

£10.000 X 20*43 X 609 X 100 X 5*2325 

100 X 133 X 100 X 4*85 

« £10,092*564 

Lest 5 Brokerages @ 1 per mille .. =» 50*463 

£10.042*101 

. •. Net profit *= £42 28. Od. 

Example 22.—Circuitous Operation, 

£10,000 is invested in T.T. on I^eme at 25*29, the francs being sold in 
Amsterdam at 48*22. The proceeds are used to buy sterling at 12* 10. Find the 
profit or loss on the o|>e rat ion, allowing brokerage 1 |X'r inille on each transaction. 

Solution:— 
? £ = £10,000 
£1 = Fes, 25*29 

Fes. 100 = FIs. 48*22 
F\s, 12*10 = £l 

£10,000 X 25*29 X 48*22 

“ 100 X 12*1 
£10,078*378 

Less 3 Brokerages @ 1 per millo .. ** 30*235 

Proceeds .. = £10.048*143 

Net profit ~ £48 2s. lOd. 

The above example worked in full appears as follows:— 

£10,000 invested in francs @ 26*29, buys Fes, 262,900 
Less Brokerage in London, 1 per mille .. 252*9 

252,647*1 

Fes. 252,647*1 sold in Amsterdam @ 48*22 realise .. .. FIs. 121,826*43 
Less Brokerage in Amsterdam, 1 per mille 121*83 

121,704*60 

FIs. 121,704*6 invested in sterling @ 12*10 buys £10,058*231 
Less Brokerage in Amsterdam, 1 per mille _10*058 

Amount received in London £10,048* 173 

The slight difference is accounted for by the fact that, in the first method, the 
three brokerages are calculated on the final proceeds, whereas, in the second 
method, brokerage in the last two cases is calculated on the proceeds less one and 
two brokerages respectively. The second is, of course, the more accurate 
method and should strictly be adopted in answering any problems of this type. 
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EXCHANGE OPERATIONS INVOLVINa FORWARD RATES 

The principles involved in calculations connected with the purchase 

and sale of forward currency are precisely the same as those which 

apply to dealings in spot currency, subject, however, to the fact that 

the dealer who is carrying out a forward transaction, either on his o^im 

behalf or on behalf of his customer, must keep well before him not 

only the current market rates for the foreign currency in question, 

but also the relationship between the rates of interest ruling in the 

foreign centres conceriu'd. This will be clear on a consideration of 

the following examples. 

Example 1.— If inoiu'v ratoH in Now Yorkaro 1 p.a. highor than in London, 

at what rate would you ox|)Oot fonvard dollars for throe months* delivery to bo 

quoted in London as against a siwt rate of 4 * SOJ ? 

isolation :— 

Since interest rates are 1 % higlier in New York than in London, London 

fonvard rates on Now York shcmld bo at a discourU of approx, 1 % p.a. on the 

rate, i.o.;— 
t % annum on $4 • 8025 .. *048625 

1 % per 3 months on $4*8625 ■--- *012150 

London fonvard rate on New York — lv.> c. discount per three months. 

Example 2.—From the following data, calculate at what rate a Imnker, 

o|>orating with £1.000, can sell .American dollars three months' fonvard "out¬ 

right”: Dealer 8 spot rate, $4*86iV l; interest in London 5 %, in New York 

4%- 

Solution :— 

As interf'st rates in New A"ork are 1 lou'fr than in Lomlon, the dealer 

will charge a premium on the sale of forward dollars, since by covering with a sjxit 
purchosc of dollars ho will los<« inten^st at 1 p.a. 

Dealer's selling rate for spot $4 * 860625 

(Assumed to allow for his proHt) 

Premium on 3 months* forward dollars 

(3 months @ 1 % p.a.). *012152 

3 months* fonvard '* outright ** rate .. $4*848473 

Say, $4*84j(4d. per £1. 

709 
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Example 3.—Given a spot rate of exchange, London on Paris, of 120|, caloiilato 
tlie probable three months* forward rate of exchange. The rate of interest in 

London is 6 % and in Paris 7J %. Neglect other considerations. 

6'ofti/ion ;— 

Spot rate (London on Paris) .. .. 120*50 francs per £1. 
London interest rate .. .. 5 % p.a. 

Paris interest rate .. .. .. 7i%p.a* 

i.e., money earns 21 % mure in Paris than in London. 

the forward rate, London on Paris, will probably be at a discount of 2 J p.a. 

2J % p.a. .. .. .. .. .. 8 'yo for 3 montlis. 
T.T. rate. 120*50 

Acid i% . .ilyH™ 
3 months* forward rate, London on Paris 121*253125 francs |)cr £1. 

Say, 12H francs por £1. 

i.e,, forward francs are quoted at a diseount of J fnuic for three inontlis. 

Example 4.—If the market quotation in Lomlon for three months’ forward 
dollars is ic. premium on a s|K»t rate of 4*8t»4, and tlio value of thrc«» months' 
money in London is 5 %, what is the prubublo current rate fur thrtH.' montlis 
money in Now’ York? 

Solution :— 

As London three months’ rate on New York is at a premium, the likelihood 

is that interest rates in the latter centre are knver than in the former. 

Premium on $4*8075 for 3 months is i c. 
l*reraium on ?4*8075 for 12 months is 2*5 c. 

•025 X 100 

4* 8075 

= ’513%. 

The pitjbability is that the curnmt rate for three months' money in Now 
York is about J % under the rate, i.e., a)>out 4 J % jier annum. 

Quoting Forward Rates.—In C’haptpr XI it was explained how a 

banker fixes his rates when quoting for forward transactions with his 

customer. As a general rule a London dt^aler bast*s his forward rates 

for outright ” deals with his customers on the assumption that ho 

will cover by buying or selling .spot in the Market and then elTeeting 

a swap. Hence the forward rates he (piotes to his customers will ho 

calculated in accordance with the following rules:— 

(a) For Sklling Forward to Customkrs:- - 

(1) Take as basis the market selling rate for spot. 

(2) If forward swaps are quoted at a premiuin, deduct the 

premium from the spot rate (for '"pence ” rates add 

the premium). 

(3) If forward swaps are quoted at a discount, add the discount 

(for “ 2)ence rates deduct it). 
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(4) Deduct any necessary allowance for profit, etc, (for 

“ 'peiice ” rates add), 

(b) For Buying Forward from Customers :— 

(1) Take as basis the market buying rate for spot. 

(2) If forward swaps are quoted at a premium, deduct the 

'premium from the spot rate (for “ pence ” rates add it). 
(3) If forward swaps are quoted at a discount, add the dis¬ 

count to the spot rate (for “ pence ” rates deduct it). 

(4) Add any necessary allowance for profit, etc. (for “ peyice ** 
rates deduct). 

Example 5.—What rate should a London doaler apply in the purchase of 
dollars “ outright** for dolivory two months ahead, if the market spot rato is 
4*86iV.“wi, and forwani dollars are cpiototl J cent diK^ount |>er month? Keckon 
tlu' dealer's profit at i*,. cent, and other expenses (including brokerage) at a’i cent. 

SoltUion :— 

Market buying rate for sjwt .. .. $4-8Ci’.. 
Add 2 months* discount @ i c. .. . . . . J 

Rato at which denier can cover 2 months’ forwani . . 4‘86jV; 
Adil Brokerage, etc. . . . . . . . . Vi 

Dealer’s profit . . .. . . . . . . . . i*,. 

Dealer’s** outright ” buying rate, 2 months’ forward . . $4*8fi.n 

Example 0.—Hates, etc., as in the hvst example, calculate the rate which a 

dealer should apply in aelUng to a custoiuor $50,000 “outright”, one month 

forward. 

Solution :— 

Market 8<*lling rnt<‘ for sjxjt.. 

Add 1 month's discount 

Cost of covering for 1 month forwani 
Lrsa Brokerage, etc. 

Dealer's profit . . 

Jh'aler’s “ outright ’’ selling rale, 1 month forward 

Example 7.—Ja|>anese currency is quoted in London on a certain date at 
2/01]-', ], and a doaler is offenxl 100.000 yea two months’ forwani “ outright”. 
With what sterling ecpiivalent will he cnnlit his customer if the forw*ard rate on 
Ja|)an is cpioted at ,',.d. i>remium i’hu* month, aiul the ilealer reckons his profit at 

in the rate? 

Soluti(tn 
Market buying rale for 8]x>t .. . . . . 241 bl- 
Ad^l 2 months' premium n jx'r month id. 

Deah'r covers 2 months’ forward at . . 241.id. 
Ik'nler's I'rofit . . . . . . . . iVd. 

Ibite to be ai)plied to the purchase .. 241 jd. 

100,000 X 24-46875 
Sterling equivalent £-- 

J4u 

i- £10,105 68. 3d. 

$4-SC,'. 

_L 
4S0,'„ 

_ 
$4 • 
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DouUe-Bamlled Forward Quotations.—Commonly tho calculation 

of forward rates is complicated by the fact that swaps are quoted at 

double-barrelled rates, e.g., 5-10 c. discount, or 10-5 c. premium. 

Where this is the case the dealer will usually assume that he will have 

to effect his swap at the least favourable rate. 

Thus, if he is buying foruxird fra7ics from a customer tho banker 
will have to cover by selling spot. Next he will have to buy spot 

against a sale of forward. In quoting to his customer he will assume 

that when he comes to sell forward to the Market (against spot) he 

will have to give away the larger discount. Hence he will include the 

larger discount in the rate he quotes his customer. Thus if swaps in 

francs are quoted at 5-10 c. discount, he will base the rate he quotes 

to his customer on the larger discount—10 c., which he will add to 

the market buying rate for spot. 
If he had been selling to the customer the banker would cover by 

bujing spot, and then swapping the spot against a purchase of forward, 

for which he would assume that he w'ould be able to obtain only the 

smaller discount, 5 c., which he will add to the market selling rate 

for spot. 

Now let us consider the position when the rates are 10-5 c. 

premium. 

In buying forward from a customer the banker will have to sell spot 

in the Market and then sell foiw'ard against the purchaiw? of spot. In 

selling forward in the Market he will receive only the smaller premium, 

and will therefore allow his cu.stomer only 5 c. 

In selling forward to a customer the banker will have to buy spot, 

then sell spot against a forward purchase. On the swap he will have 

to pay the larger premium for the forward currency, and will therefore 

charge the customer 10 c. 

From this explanation it should be obvious that when 8waj)8 arc 

quoted at a discount, the banker will give tho customer the smaller 

discount when selling to him, and will require the larger discount when 

buying from him. 

When swaps are at a premium the banker will charge his customer 

the higher premium when selling and allow him the smaller premium 

when buying from him. 

In other words, where double-barrelled rates are quoted, the banker, 

when fixing his rate for his customer, uses the least favourable of the 

two from the customer’s point of view. It will be remembered that 

a similar rule was enunciated on page 494 in regard to Forward Options 

—Always quote that rate which is most favourable to the banker. 
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Example 8.-—A banker is asked by a customer to sell him Fes. 100,000 three 
montlis' forward. What rate will he quote and what profit will he make (ignoring 

expenses) if the rates at which he is able to deal are Fes. 80* 15-*20 for spot and 
10 15 c. discount for 3 months ? Allow the banker 5 c. in the rate for his profit. 

Solutum :— 

Market selling rate for spot 

Hunker's profit 5c... 

Add Discount on swap 

Rate quotcnl to customer .. 

80*15 

•05 

80*10 
*10 

Fes. 80*20 

Hiuiker sells Fes. 100,000 (a 80*20 to customer, realising. . 

He buys spot from the Market at 80* 15 

These two o|M»ralion8 show a loss of .. 

£ 8. d. 
1.240 17 8 
1,247 13 3 

15 7 

He sells spot against forward, at a discount of 10 c. in his favour. 

l*rOC*<H'ds of 81M)t 

(<>8t of forward 

KHI.OOO 

^ so" 2(7 
100,000 

^“so'^d 
Profit on swap 

£ 8. d. 

1,240 17 8 

1,245 6 8 

£l 11 0 

Net profit on the transaction - £1 lls. Od. — ISs. 8d. — 158. 4d. 

(Note,—In the second jmrt of the tnmsaction it is not certain that the 
biuiker will <»ffect the swap on the basis of the same spot rates as are quoted 
in the <jU<‘8(ion. Hy the time he comes to rtfect the swap the spot [rates may 
have im)ved consitlerably, but so long as the swap margin remains unaltered, 
the actual cost or profit arising from the swap will lx* approximately the same. 

Thus, if the sjxit rates luul moved to S(b45 *5(1, and the swap margin was 

still It) 15 c. disc'ount, the ciilculations would be:- - 
£ s. d. 

IfKMHH) 
Proceeds of sinit £-- 1,242 4 8 

itm.txKj 
(V»st of forward - 1,240 13 11 

SO*till ^ 

IVofit on swap £1 10 9 

Alternafively. if fhe kjh)! rates had moveti to 70*95- 80*00, and the sw'ap 
margin was still IP* 15 c. discount, the calculations would bo:— 

£ 8. d. 

I00,tXK) 
PrcH'eods of sjX)t - - ^ 1,250 0 0 

otf * vHI 

KHl.OOO 
Cost of forward .= —j - ---- 1,248 8 10 

Profit on swap £111 2 

It will be seen that, though there is quite a wiile movement in the sjwt rates, 
the profit on the swap is scarcely aflfeetwl. This illustrates why it is that the 

banker protects himself by covering in the spot market, and carrying out the 

swap at his leisure—see Cliapter XI.) 
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Example 9.—A customer offers a London dealer 50,090 lire three months* 
forward. Calculate the rate which the dealer will apply, if the market spot 
rate is 92 *78-*83, and forward lire are quoted 15-10 c. per month under 
spot. Allow 5 centesimi in the rate for dealer's profit, brokerage, and other 

expenses. 

Solution :— 
Market buying rate for spot .. .. 92*83 lire. 
Lees 3 months' premium @ 10 c. pt'r month . . *.30 

92*53 
Add Allowance for profit, etc. .. ., *05 

Dealer’s rate for 3 months’ forward . . .. 92-.38 lire piT £1. 

Example 10.—If the T.T. rate London on New York is quote*! on 30th Sep¬ 
tember at $3*64-J per £1, whilst the fon^'artl margins are: one month. J-J c. 
premium; two months, lj~ljc. premium; and throe months, 2j-2c. premium, 

€tnd a London banker is prepared to deal at these rates, what rat4‘« will he fpiote 
to a customer: (1) for the sale; (2) for the purchase of:—* 

(a) $10, 

{h) 
(0 
(d) 

(e) 
(/) 
(9) 
(h) 

(i) 

,000 for delivery 31st October; 
during October at his option; 
30th November; 
during November at his option; 

during Octobor/Novembt'r at his option; 
Slst December; 
during IX'cember at his option; 
during Novcmber/Deccmbcr at his option; 
during October-Df*cember at his option? 

Solution :— 
Banker's Rates. Selling. Buying- 

T.T. 3*04 3*041 
1 month for\vard 3 *631 3*03} 

2 months’ forward 3 *021 3*03 

3 months’ forward 3*012 3*021 

From these the following rates can l>e *iuotcd :•— 

S<*Ilin:;. Biiyintf. 

(«). 3 03J 3 *032 

(5). 3 031 3* oil 

(0. 3-021 3 03 

id). 3*021 3 *032 

(e). 3 02A 3*041 

(/). 301J 3*021 

io). 3*011 3*03 

(*). 3*01 J 3 03J 

(0. 3*CiJ 3*041 

Example 11.—Using the figures in the preceding example and assuming that 
the customer enters into a contract: (a) for the purchase of $10,000 from the 

bank; (6) for the sale of $10,000 to the bank; for delivery at his option at any 
time during 1st October to 31st December, at what date must ho deliver or take 

delivery of the currency if he is to take full advantage of his option ? 
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Solution :— 

(а) Purchase of $10,000 by the customer:— 
Since dollars for forward delivery become dearer as the option is running, 

the customer is paying for them at the dearest rate, namely, for 
3lBt December. He should therefore take delivery on 3l8t Decemljer. 

(б) Sale of $10,000 by the customer:— 
In this case he is having to deliver dollars to the bank, in effect, at the 

T.T. rate, i.e., at the rate least favourable to himself. 
To take full advantage of his option, therefore, he wall deliver the dollars 

on Ist October. 

Example 12.—The Market T.T. rate London on Paris on 30th June is 

80francs [K'r £1, whilst the forward margins are: one month, discount; 

two months, discount; and three months, j-i".. discount. A Ixindon banker 

is prepared to deal on the basis of these ratt«, allowing for his commission of 
) franc. 

(1) Wlmt rates will he ({uote for selling frimes for delivery: (a) 3l8t July fixed; 

(h) 31«t .August fixed; (c) buyer’s option over two months; (d) buyer's 
option over thre<' iiiontliH? 

(2) What will Ix' his baying rate for delivery: (a) stdler’a option over one 

month; (6) 30th S^'ptemlx'r fixeil; (c) sellers option 3l8t August- 

30th S<‘ptcmWr ? 

Soltdiffti :— 
Banker’s Selling. Buying. 

T.T. 86i 86} 

1 month forward . 8fi| ST,*, 

2 montlia’ forward 86i 87}», 

3 montlis’ forward 86} 87 y',. 

From tlu‘8c tlio following rates can be tjuotcd:— 

(1) Selling. (2) Buying. 
(n). 80S (a) .. 87 iV 

w. 80i (6) 87 

(0. 80} (c) .. 87, 

(rf). 80} 

Modification of Forward Contracts.- Although all forward contracts 
iK'twfcn banktTs and their customers are made in e.xpress terras as to 
date, amount and form of delivery, it is not uncommon for the customer 
to ask later for some modification in the arrangements. Thus, he 
may ask the banker to allow an early delivery or a postponement of 
delivery, or he may wish to tender the currtmey in the form of a 
chefiue or notes when he had agreeii to deliver T.T. In each of these 
cases the banker has the right to refuse to modify the terms; but 
usually ho will agree to do so if it can l>e arranged without loss to him. 

Generally there arc two alternatives: either he modiiles the n\te at 
which payment is to be effected, or else he closes off the existing 
contract at current rates, and maJkes a now contract ba«ed on current 
conditions. 
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Example 13.—A customer has agreed to sell FIs. 10,000 for delivery May 3l8t 

at 8*12|. On Ist May he asks for delivery to be po8t|X)ned until Juno 30th. 
How can the banker arrange this transaction if his current dealing prices are 

spot, 8‘07-*07i, and forward, 4-5 c. discount per month? 

(1) The banker can ** buy in ” FIs. 10,000 against the customer for delivery 

on May 31st, charging his own selling rate of FIs. 8*07 plus 4 c. = FIs. 8*11. 

Under the old contract the customer was duo to deliver £ s. d. 

10 000 
Fis. 10,000 and to receive on May Slat .. 1,231 2 11 

The contract is closed or “ compensated at FIs. 8*11, under 
10,000 

which customer mtist p&y £-^7-77- .. 1,233 0 11 
8*11 - 

Amount due from customer to clear contract at maturity .. £1 18 0 

The banker now makes a new contract to take ilclivcry of Kls. 10,000 on 

30th June, i.c., 2 months forward. For this he quotes FIs. 8*07J plus (o X 2) c. 

= FIs. 8*171. 

Under the new contract the customer will receive 

10,000 

Less amount due from customer under ohl contract 

Amount due to customer on June 30th 

£ 8. d. 

1,223 4 10 

1 IS 0 

£1,221 0 10 

(2) Insteatl of closing out the okl contract, the banker may agre«* to continue 
the old contract, altering the rate to allow for the Jurthcr month. The old rate 

was FIs. 8*121, but the bemker will a<ijust this to allow fur the difTerenco between 
his present buying rate for tw'o months forward and his selling rate for one 
month forward (FIs. 8*175 less 811 = *005). 

He will therefore adjust the rate to 

FIs. 8*121 plus *0(51 

Amount due to customer on June 3oth 

- £1,221 78. (kl. 

FIs. 818J 
10,(H>0 

£ 
8 * 18 # 5 

It will be seen that there is very little difference between the linal 

amounts involved in the two methods. But this is liecause there had 

not been a wide movement in rates. If a wide movement occurs, the 

banker will almost invariably use the first method, which he is fully 

entitled to enforce. 

When a customer has agreed to buy forward, and later wishes the 

contract postponed, the banker will sell out against him at the current 

rate, and make the new contract at the rate applicable to the new 

date of delivery. 

Early delivery is treated on similar lines. If the customer has 

agreed to sell forward, and tenders his currency earlier than the contract 

date, the banker may either adjust the rate according to current con- 
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ditions, or, more probably, will buy the currency at his spot rate and 

sell forward to his customer the amount necessary to close off the 

contract. 

On the other hand, if the customer has agre^ to buy forward, and 

asks for early delivery, the banker may adjust his rate, or alternatively, 

he may sell the currency to his customer at his spot rate and buy 

forward from his customer the amount due under the contract. 

Example 14.—A cufitomer has agreed to sell cheque for Belgian francs 50,000 
for delivery on 30th June at Belgas 23*30. On let May he tenders a cheque for 
the amount and asks the banker to close off the contract. Calculate the amount 

duo to the customer if the banker^s dealing rates on May Ist are Belgas 23* 10-* 15 

for sixjt and Belgas • 15--10 premium per month. 

Solution:— 

Belgian francs 50,000 is equivalent to Belgas 10,000. 

10,000 
Amount duo to customer on June 30th ~ 

* oU 

This is closed off by banker selling him the 
10,000 

amount, 2 months forward, at Belgas 22*80 - 

Due from customer .. 

10,000 
PnK*eeda of cheque £ . 

IM • 15 

I.eHS amount due on compensation of forwartl 

contract 

Net amount due to customer 

Example 15.—A customer has agree<l to buy Sw. Fes. 50,000 at 16*95 for 
delivery on Slst March. On Ist March he asks to have the currency delivered 

at once. If the banker is then a dealer in s^xU at Fes. 16* 85 -• 90 emd is willing to 

settle the bargain on the basis that his 1 month forwanl rate is 5 c. discount, 
calculate the amount ixiyable by the customer. 

Solution :— 
50,000 

Under existing contract customer should pay March Slst. 

But banker compensates this contract by buying the francs back from 

him at his buying rate for 1 month forward, viz. 

Fes. 16*90 d *05 -- 16*95. 

8inco this is tho same rate as was fixed under the contract, there is no 

difference to pay or receive, 
50,000 

Cost of Fes. 60,000 (spot) at Fes. 16*86 — £ 
lO* 8t> 

Amount duo from customer .. .. £2,967 7s. 2d, 

The problem U a little more difficult when the customer has an 

option, ns will be seen in the next example. 

£ 8. d. 

-- 431 19 3 

9 8 4 

£422 10 11 

£ 8. d, 

= 429 3 8 

- 438 12 0 

£9 8 4 
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Example 16.—A banker has sold to his customer Pes. 100,000 at 35*30 fur 
delivery at customer's option during May. On April Ist the customer asks for 
immediate delivery. \Vhat amount will he have to pay if the banker is thou a 
dealer in spot at 35*50^-*60 and in forward at 10-15 c. iliscount per month ? 

Solution:— £ s. d. 
, . _ ^100,000 

. The customer is due to pay (durmg May) £—;-^ ~ 2,832 17 3 

But the banker will compensate this contract by buying 
the currency back from him for delivery during May— 

again at customer's option. The buying rate for 
May Ist (1 month forward) is 35*75, and for May 3l8t 
(2 months forward) is 35*90; the cuslortier is entitkii to 

expect the better oj these rates, since the option is in his 
favour. Hence the banker will apply the lower raU', 
35*75. 

Hence, contract is compensated at 35*75 2,707 4 0 

Due from custonw^r £35 13 “3 

£ s. d. 
Cost of Pes. 100,000 (spot) at 35*50 - 2,816 18 0 

Add Difference above 35 13 3 

Net amount due .. 111 "ll “3 

Example 17.—Early delivery under Forward Contract. 

You purchase from a customer $10,000 cheque New York for delivery three 
months forward @ 3*451. One month after anrangenient of this contract your 
customer delivers a cheque for $5,000 and asks you to conqx‘iisat<* tin* balance. 
You are then a dealer in dollar cheque rqj 3*50J^-J and two months forwanl <Ui 
1 c.-lj c. discount. You accordingly take the chi*qun from him at the contract 
rate less an allowance of 1 c. in the rate for early delivery, ami sell him $r>,(XM) 

two montlis forward to com[x?nsiito the uruielivered iKution. He imUs you to 
discoimt his profit on the compensatcil i>art of the c ontnn t,and this you agree to 

do at 5 % p.a. Find the sterling amount with which you have to orinlit your 
customer. 

Solution:— £ s. d. 
Your customer has contracted to deliver to you $5,fMk> 
@3*45i. 1,4 »7 3 6 

You compensate this by selling him $5,U<K) 2 nionths’ 
forward at 3*51 . 1,423 9 9 

C'ustonier's profit .. . . £23 13' “o 
Less Discount p.a. 3 11 

£23 10 
Add Amount due to customer for $5,000 3*44} 1,151 7 7 § 1 17^ 5 

/. Total amount duo to customer =- £1,474 178. 5d. 

Example 18.—Extension oj Forward Purchase from Customer. 

A merchant contracU with his banker to sell the latter Km. 10,000 for delivery 

Ist January at 14*20. Just before this date he delivers to the banker a draft on 
Berlin for Rm. 3,290*60, and asks for the balance of the contract to bo extended 
until 1st March* which the banker agrees to do at 6 pfennige in my favour 
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Find (a) the amount credited to the customer in exchange for ids draft, 
allowing the banker 2s. 6d. % os collecting coinniission. 

(6) The amount to bo credited to the eustoiner ujxin delivery of the balance 
on Ist March. 

^Solution:— £ s. d. 

(d) Kquivalentof Kin. 3,2»U (K) (a) 14-20 . 231 14 8 
Lena Collecting Coriunission (^i% .. .. .. .. 50 

Amount to bo credited to customer immediately 1231 8 11 

(6) Equivalent of Hm. (5,709-40 14-25 .. .. .. 470 16 8 
Amount to be credited to customer on 1st March £470 16 8 

Kxample 19.—On 29th March, 1933, a lAindun exc-hange operator is asked by 
a eustuiuer to quote for the sale to the latt4-r of I'c-s. 100,000 T.T. i’aris for delivery 
at the customer's option duiing May and June, 1933. The London market rates 

8j)ot T.T. (for 3l8t March) 
'I'.'r. 1 month fonvard 
T.T. 2 montlis' forward 

T.T. 3 montlia* forward 

m-i 
|-1 franc discount 

1 -IJ 
11-2 

Assuming that the I.ondou o{x>rator can deal in the market at these rates 
aiul rt‘([uire8 i franc protit on (he dt»al, what nite should he quote to the customer? 

'J'lie customer accepts the rate, but on 29th May, 1933, lie infonns the dealer 
that he will not require tlie fnuus an<l asks for them to be bought back from 
him as on 3Ist May, 1933. If the London market rates are then:— 

iS[X)t T.T. (for Slat May) 
T.T. 1 month forward 
T.'P. 2 months’ forward 

T.'r. 3 months' forward 

85J-i 
i franc premium-par 

1-^ franc premium 

11-1 

anil the ilealer again retpiirea { franc prolil, what will be the sterling amount 
due to or by the customer in n-sjieel of the whole transaction? 

(Neglect charges and exiK'iises throughout.) (InatUtUe of Batikers, 1934.) 

kSoltUion :— 

The customer's option extends from 1st May to 30(h June. 

Hence th«' hanker will quote the worst of the rates for one and three months* 
forward, n'spectivcly. 

His rate for scdliiig 1 month forwarii is 83J i — i = 83J francs 

Ilia rate for selling 3 montiis* for>vani is 83J f IJ — J — 841 francs 

Ho wdll quote 83J fes. per £1. £ a. d. 

100,000 
Amount duo from customer is £ '-jr .. .. .. = 1,194 0 7 

83 • 75 

On 29th May, tho biuikor buys back the francs, for delivery 
3Ist May, at his buying rate for s^iot fnmes, i.c., 85| 

100,000 
Amount duo to customer is £ --zr .. . • .. .. == 1,169 11 10 

85-6 -- 
Sterling amount due by the customer .. ., ., .. £24 8 9 
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Bad Tender.—^Most forward contracts are for T.T., though occa¬ 
sionally they are entered into for delivery of the currency by cheque. 

Whichever is agreed, the banker is entitled to demand tender in the 

form agreed upon. If the customer has agreed to deliver T.T., but 

tenders a cheque, the banker is entitled to refuse it, but usually if the 

amount is not too large (or the mailing period too long) ho will merely 

charge a collection commission (as in Example 18 above). But if the 

centre is at some distance (e.g.. New York) or the forward currency 

is at a heavy discount, the banker is entitled to send the cheque for 

collection and treat the delivery as having been postponed until the 

date when the proceeds are credited to him. Alternatively, he could 

adjust the rate to that which he would have quoted for cheque 

deliverj% i.e., by adding the cheque margin. 

If a customer tenders foreign notes, when the agreement is for 

cheque or for T.T., the banker may adjust the rate to allow for 

insurance and other expenses on the notes. But if the notes cannot 

be remitted abroad, owing to exchange restrictions, the banker will 

have to sell them for what they will fetch and buy in the cheque or 

T.T. against the customer, debiting him with the difference. 

Example 20.—A cuatoraer agrees to deliver Swedish Kr. 5,000 by cheque, 
at 18*75, on January Slst. On that date ho tenders Kr. 1,000 in bank notes 
and asks the banker to ** close out ** the remaindor of the contract. Assuming 
that the banker is willing to take the notes at a discount of 50 Ore on his cheque 
rate and that he is willing to deal in cheque Stockholm at Kr. 19* 10 * 15, calculato 

the amount due to or from the customer. 

ScitUion :— 
Kr. 1,000 of contract is settled by tender of bonk notes, 

which banker takes at discount of 50 Ore on the contract 

rate, viz., 19*25, realising .. 

Amount due to customer under balance of contract 

4,000 

“ ^8-75 
£4,rKM) 

This is compensated at Kr. 19*10, viz., “ff,—, 
19*1 

Due to customer .. 

£51 18 11 

£ s. d. 

213 (5 8 

209 8 6 

£3 18 2 

Net amount payable to customer - £51 18s. lid. plus £3 18s. 2d. 

£55 178. Id. 

Example 21.—You are dealing in T.T. Kobo at l/4^~ ,*s» if' iho forwanl 
at discount per month. A customer who is expecting to receive yen from an 
importer abroad asks you to quote for one, two, and throe rnontlis’ options. 

(а) What rates will you quote him T 

(б) Asstiming he accepts the one month option, buy from him Yen 04,071 *30. 
(c) If he subsequently asks you to accept cheque in lieu of T.T., adjust your 

rate to allow for 36 days* mail, reckoning interest at 0 % p.a. 
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Solution :— 
(а) The following rates would bo quoted:— 

1 month's option 
2 months' option 
3 months' option 

(б) Yen 64.071-30 at 
By practice:— 

64.071-30 @ 1/- 
64.071-30 4 4d. 
64,071-30 @ . 

.. l/4*d. 

.. l/4d. 
l/3Hd. 

£3.203-565 
1,067-855 

8-343 

£4.279-763 

Amoimt due from customer — £4,279 15b. 3d. 

(c) If tho customer tenders a cheque in place of a T.T. the rate will be adjusted 

as follows:— 
T.T. rate . 16-03125tl. 
Deduct Interest, 6 % for 35 days .. -09223 

15-93902(1. 

liate is l/3Hd. per yen^ 

Example 22.—On 28th November the following rates ruled in the London 
Market;— 

London on New York, T.T. for 30th November . . 5-20J-21 
1 month forward margin .. .. 41-5 c. discount 
2 months'forward margin .. 7-71 c. discount 
3 months' forward margin .. 9{-10 c. discount 

A London banker is asked to sell a customer $17,500 for delivery at the 
option of the customer during the month of January, 1934. He makes the sale 
at the appropriate market rates, with an allow-ance of | e. for his profit and covers 
his risk by buying in the dollars for Slst January fixed, again at tho market price. 
The customer requests delivery of the dollars on 2nd January. The banker 
complies and has to buy spot for that date against selling Slst January, when the 
market rates are, T.T., 5- 36-- 36J, spot (for 2nd January) against end January, 
3J-4 c. discount. What eventual jirofit or loss does the banker make on the 
transaction, neglecting all (-hurgi-s and expenses? (InstitiUc oj Bankers, 1934.) 

Solution :— 

Banker's selling rates;— 
Spot. 
1 month forward 
2 months' forward 
Option over second month 

5-20J-J =5-20 
5-201 f 41 - J = 5-241 

5-201 f 7 - 1 =» 5-27 
5-24i 

^ .... . 17,500 
Cost of dollars to the customer = 

5-245 
Banker covers by buying spot at 5 * 205, and 

swaps the spot for forward at a difforenoo 
of 7 c. in his favour. Hence, the rate at 
w’hich he obtains his forw-ard cover is 
5-205 + 07 5-275. . ,17.500 

. 
Profit 

£ s. d. 

3,336 10 3 

= 3.317 10 9 

£18 19 6 

46 
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On 2nd January tho btuiker effecU a swap, 
buying spot and selling forward. 

Banker buys spot on 2nd January say, 5*36 £ s. d. 
$17,500 @5-36. 3,264 18 6 

He sells forward for delivery 31st January, at 

a difierence of 4 c. against him, say, 5*40, 
realising .. 3,240 4 0 

Loss 24 3 9 
Deduct Profit 18 19 0 

Net Loss £5 ““r 

Investment Operations with Forward Exchange Secured.—The 

following are typical examples of modem investment oix'rations, 

protected by forward deals, undertaken by bankers with the object 

of taking advantage of differences in the rates of interest ruluig in 

various financial centres at the same time. The examples are self- 

explanatory, and it will be seen that they may be of almost infinite 

variety. 

It will be noticed that in many of the following transactions the 

banker is able to make a profit by taking advantage of a disparity 

between forward margins and differences in interest rates. This 

proves conclusively that interest rates are not the sole determinant of 

forward margins (see Chapter XI, ante). 

Example 23.—Investment in Kobe unth Forward Exchange QuansnUed. 

The rate of interest in Kobe being 6^ % per annum, a London banker wires 
his agent in the former centre to sell T.T. £^0,000 on London at 21}d. per yon, 
placing the proceeds on fixed deposit in Kobe for 00 days. In London the 

anticipated total is sold 90 days forward at 21tJd. If the London interest rate 

is 5 %, show the net resulting profits 

Solution :— 

£50,000 T.T. on London sold in Kobe @ 21} produces .. Yen 551,724* 14 

Int. thereon for 90 days (9 6} % p.a. _8,502 * 6 

ToUl. Yen 560,226* 74 

This total sold forward in London (9 21! Id. yields at maturity £50,916 8 10 
Deduct £50,000 plus 90 days’ interest at 5 % p.a. 50,616 8 9 

Net resulting profit. £300 1 

Example 24.—U.S. DoUar Deposit Invested in London with Forward Exchange 
Secured. 

A London banker is offered a U.S. dollar deposit fixed for three months at 
3} % p.a., the forward rate on New York being 1~} c. premium, three months; 

spot rates 4*85]—*86. iX^termino tho rate at which sterling must bo usable in 
l^ndon to make the deal profitable, and find tho approximate not profit if tho 
amotmt is $486,000 and the three months' Treasury bill rate is 4} % p.a. 
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SoltUian:— 

Dollars can be sold spot in London at |4 * $6 and bought 3 months* forw^ard 

at $4*85, i.e., the banker can effect a swap at a difference of 1 c. against him. 

. *. On $4 * 86 the loss for 3 months is 

On $100 the loss for 1 year is 

$01 
% 0l X 100 X 4 

4*80 

B *825 % p.a. (approx.)* 

If the deal is to be profitable, sterling must be usable in London at a mai*gin 
over:— 

^ % + -826 % = 4-326 % (approx.). 

If, therefore, three months* Treasury or bank bills in London yield from 

fo % p.e.* the offer of the dollar deposit would bo acceptable. 

Illustration, £ 8. 
$486,000 T.T. on Now York sold in London at 4*86 yields .. 

This sum, invested in 3 months* Treasury bills at 4^ % p.a.. 

100,000 0 

yields 1,137 16 

Total . £101,137 To 
Amount of deposit . . $486,000 

31 % for 3 months .. .. 4,252*5 

$490,252*5 
This amount bought forward at 4*85 costs at maturity 101,083 0 

Giving a profit, excluding oxpt'nw's, of £54 To 

Note.—The yield on the Treasury bills is ealeulated as follows:- 

3 months’ discount (<i'> 4J p.a. ■ 1J%. 
A bill for £1(M) due in 3 months costs £98J. 

£100,0(H) will purchase bills for £- 
100,000 X 100 

085 
= £101,137 16^. 

In this illustration it is assumed that the banker buys forward the 

principal amount of dollars together with interest. In practice, of course, 

ho would effect a swap, buying forward the same amount as he sells 

H|)ot, i.e., $486,(KK). For purposes of convenience in this and the 

following examples, however, the les.s jwactieal methotl of including 

interest is adopted. 

Example 25.—InveMmcnt o] Xcw York Futuh in London, 

A New York dealer can obtain 3| % p.a. on 3 months* deposits, while in 
London 3 months* bank bills can bt' bought at % p.a. If exchange rates 

are T.T. 4-86iJ-*86|V. end 3 months' forward {-*1 c. premium, and the dealer 
can do business at the middle rates for spot and forw^ard, what is the gain or 

loss per cent p.a. by undertaking a swap and deposit, and investing the sterling 

in bills, brokerage c. 7 Calculato the outturn of an investment of $486,000. 

Approximate Solution :— 

Difference in interest rates * =* 4J-3| % «» f % per annum. 

*=* 5*1 % P®** quarter. 
% in $ rate at 4*86 » *01063 $. 

n 1<|*^ c. in the rate. 

• See Note over. 
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Selling dollars spot and buying 3 months' forward at J J c. against the dealer 
(middle rate) leaves a margin of ItV c.- tJ c.- c. (brokerage) - i} c. 

in the rate, or 

15 1 

04 ^ 4^ ^ 

== A % P^** 3 months (approx.) - A % per annum. 

If the forward dollar rate goes to a higher premium the operation beoomee 
too fine to show a reasonable profit. 

♦ Note.—If London bills can be bought at 4i % p.a., the actual yield is 
calculated thus:— 

% P-^* for 3 months — 1J %. 
£100 bill costs 98}. 
£98} yields £100 in 3 months 

1} 100 4 
eqmvalent to x —p X . \ per annum 

= 4•5512-% p.a,, i.e.,slightly more than 4| % p.a. 

For most estimates of yields it is sufficient to take the rate of discount, but 
where an exact result is required, the true yield must bo taken. 

Illustration :— 

$486,000 T.T. on New York sold in London at 4*86 spot 

yields 
This sum invested in 3 months' bank bills at 4^ % p.a. 

, £10,000 X 4-5512 

—nrioo—. 
Total . . 

£ s. d. 

100,<X)0 0 0 

1,137 16 0 

£101,137 16 0 

3 months forward rate, lees brokerage, 

- $4-86 - li c. - A c. « $4-85a. 

£101,137 16e. sold forward at $4-8511 yields.$490,692 16 
Original deposit $486,000 

In New York this would yield 3 months 3| % 4,405 
- 490.405 

Profit . $287-16 

or approximately H % p.a. 

Example 26.—A London banker purchases a T.T. for 1,000,000 reichsmarks 
when the market rates are 20*51-}, and places the funds on fixed deposit in 

Berlin for a period of three months at a rate of 7} % p.a. At the same time 
he sells forward the amount of the deposit plus the interest, the market forward 
rates being l}-2} pfennige discount for three months. Calculate (a) the original 
cost of the deposit, and (6) the amount realised by the proceeds at maturity. 

Solution:— 

(a) Cost of 1,000,000 reichsmarks |it 20-51. 

100.000 

^ ^ 20-51 
== £48,756-704 
« £48.766 14s. Id. 
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(6) Amount realised by proceeds at maturity. 

1,000,000 X 15 
= Rm. 1,000,000 + 

= Rm. 1,018,750 
800 

Assuming the banker effects a sw'ap, these proceeds are sold forward 
at a difference of 2J pf. against him, say at 20*531. 

Sterling 
1,018,750 

^ 20*5325 
= £49,616*462 
- £49,616 98. 3d. 

Example 27.—An exchange operator in London can borrow U.S. dollars at 

21 % p.«.. and can lend sterling at 3 % p.a. If the T.T. rate, Ix^ndon on New 
York, is quoted in the Market as $4*85J-*86 per £1 and the throe months* (or 
93 da^ii') forward margin is 1 c. ]:>reiiiium, find the proht or loss, neglecting 
ex{x»n808, on borrowing $500,00<J, and lending the sterling equivalent for 93 days. 
(New York allows 360 and lA)n<lon 365 clays to the year.) 

Solution :— 

The o|S'rntor will sc*ll the $500,(M)0 in the form 
of a T.T. on Now York at the rate of 

.5(M>,000 
$4*86 per £1, giving a net yield of £~£102,880*659 

On this he will receive interest at 3 p.a. for 
102,880*659 x 3 v 93 

93 days - - 786*403 
365 ;• UMl 

Total proeot'ds of loon in Ixindon .. £103,667*062 

In New York ho has to imy intert»8t at 2J 
5(K),000 >: 5 X 93 

p.a.on $500,000 -= = $3,229-17 

£ 8. 
103,667 1 

Ho must buy forward $503,229*17, and, 
assuining he effects a swap, the rate will 

be i c. against him, viz., 4*851, costing 
^503,229*17 
^*= £103,598-388 = 103,598 7 

4.8t)c5 -- 
His profit on the deal .. .. . . £68 13 

d. 

3 

9 

6 

Example 28.—An exchange ojioralor can borrow sterling at 4 % p.a., and can 
lend francs at 5J % p.a. If the market rates for T.T., London on Paris, are 
123*95-124*00 francs jX'r £l,and the three months' fonvard margin in London is 
20 e. 15 c. premium, find the profit or loss, neglecting ex|>on8e8, on borrowing 
£100,000, and lending the franc equivalent for three months. 

Solution :— 

The operator has to borrow sterling, buy sjxit francs and lend them, and 
s€K!ure the exchange risk by selling the proceeds forwarti:— 

Amount of francs obtainable for £100,000 at 123*95 .. Fes. 12,395,000 
This earns interest for 3 months at 5| % p.a, .. ., 162,684*375 

/, Total proceeds in 3 montlis .. .. ,. Fes 12,557,684* 375 
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AsBuming that the spot purchase and the forward sale are combined in a 
swap, the forward rate will be 15 o. in favour of the operator, viz., 123*80. 

Value of francs 12,557,684* 375 at forward rate of 123*80 
12,557,684*375 

123*8 
= £101,435*253 

Out of this the dealer will have to repay £100,000 plus 
interest at 4 % for 3 months (£1,000) totalling 

The dealer makes a profit on the deal of 

£ 8. d. 
£101,435 5 1 

£101,000 0 0 

£435 5 1 

Example 29.—Investment in Ifulian Treasury Bills with Forward Exchange 
Sectired, 

Calculate the net yield |x?r cent. jK*r annum from the following invest¬ 

ment in Indian Government Treasury hills. You buy six months* Treasury bills 

with a face value of 7 lacs at an issue price of 98. You buy the spot ruix'os 
at l/djd. and re-sell the proc*oeds of the bills six montlis* forward at 1/6v,d. 

Brokerage is j** % p.a. on the sterling cost of the bills. Cable expense's amount 

to £5. 

Solution :— £ 8. d. 
70<>,0(M) !>.S ISl 

Tl,o bills cost -„H, . 240 •• •• 52,164 11 8 

Brokerage (ti: % 8 3 0 
Cable expenses 5 0 0 

£52,177 T4’ 

70<t,W»0 x 18,^ 
The sterling yield at maturity is £-- .. 53,138 0 5 

Profit £960 5 9 

Therefore the yield i)er c<‘nt p<*r annum -~ 

3*6808 

960*2875 V 12 X 100 

6 A 527177^33^ 

Example 30.—Investment in British Treasury Bills with Forward Exchange 

Secured, 

A New York banker buys sterling in N<*w York for investment in Trcasury 
bills in London. lie covers his purr.*ha8<^ by a sale of sterling three months' 
forward. Ho deals at a spot rate of $3*30 and at a forward rate of c, 
premium. His London agent missi*8 the Treu.sury bills by teiuler arul is obliged 

to purchase them in the Discount Market at a brokcrnge (i.e., %) l>el*)W {I %. 
Wliat return (calculated to the nearest % p.a.) will the New York banker 

obtain from thus employing his funds ? 

Solution :— 

Profit on rcj-oxchango - e. - $*001875 for 3 months — $*0075 p.a. 
Yield p.a. on $3*3 ~ $*(8)75. 

• 75 
/. Yield per cent, p.a. = $*227 = (say) u %* 

Yield per cent. p.a. on Treasury bills ^ (1 % (approx.).♦ 
Total yield = -j 5| \ % p.a. 

/. Total yield percent, p.a. (to nearest Vi % p.a.) }. 

^ See note on page 724 re calculation of truo yield. 
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Example 31.—Borrowing Sterling hy Selling Cheque on New York and Covering 
by Forward T.T, 

Over the turn of the half-year ending 30th June, 19.., 7-day money in 
London was worth 5 %, while New^ York T.T, rate waa 4‘80-*86r^», whilst the 
margin for selling cheque on New York was J c. over T.T. The American mail 
left London on 2Cth Juno for delivery in Ne\v York on 2n<i July. If a London 

dealer W'ishcrl to borrow sterling over the turn of the half-year, would it have 
Ix^en cheaper to borrow money in the London Market or to sell cheque in New 
York (for which ho receives sterling at once), covering by an outright forward 
T.T. purchase, valour eompens^e 2nd Julj', the rate at which he can effect the 
short forw’ard purchase for this date being 4 *851,'. 

Solution :— 

Dealer selUt cheque at 4 •80/*., ami buyu 2nd July at 4‘85|i, a total charge of 

} c. in the rate. 

Money in London is worth 5 % per annum. 

6 days at 5 % p.a. is approx. of 1 %. 
%of $4-85':: =:= $-00405 

=- c. (approx.) in the rate. 

Therefore the dealer can save M c. i c. 

== i'i c. per £ by soiling cheque and buying forward T.T. 

Example 32.—Investment in Vienna Bills with Forward Exchange Secured, 

The following is an actual example of an investment operation made from 
London. 

£50,000 T.T. on Ix)ndon was sold in Vienna @ 34-48, yielding 
Which was placed Uj the credit of Vienna Nostro Account 

Dills to tho value of S. 1,700,000 having 
an average oi 3 months to run were pur¬ 
chased at a discount of 10 %, plus % 
commission, and the schilling account was 
debited with their cost, viz. .. .. 8. l.T00,tKK) 

Less total discount and commission .. 43,444-44 

Balance 
This balanco was placed on OxckI deposit for 3 months at 10 % 

p.a. (free of all taxes) yielding .. 
The balanco of the de[)osit, pliw interest, viz.. S. (>0,130-.'>5, and 

the fiico amount of the bills, S. 1,700,000, were sold forwanl 
3 months at 34*705, returning to Ixmdon at maturity 

S. 1,724,000-00 

1,656,555-56 

S. 67,444-44 

S. 1,686-11 

£50,886 8 8 

This shows a profit of £886 8s. 8d., or approximately 7 ‘'i |K*r annum. 

Example 33.—A London banker is prepared to deal in T.T. New York at 
$4-841i{“4-84LL Ho buys a parcel of 60 days' sight bills on New York for a 
total face value of $153,479-50 ami sells the proceeds forward at $4-85iV» 
Discount in Now* York is 3| % p.a., ami is calculated on a 3(U)-day year. 

Find (a) the banker's buying rate for the bills, to the nearest iV. c.; (6) his 

outlay in sterling; and (c) the sterling equivalent of the proceeds at maturity. 
Allow 10 days for mailing period, but neglect other charges. 
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Solution :— 

(а) T.T. rate (buying) $4 -841.1. 4-849375 
Interest 70 days at 3} % .. *03536 

4*884735 

/. Bankers* Buying Rate for 60 days’ sight draft (to nearest i*,* c.) 
= $4*88tper£l, 

(б) Cost of $153,479-50 at 4-88} ^ £31.418-526 
= £31,418 IQs. 6cL 

(c) Forward rate, $4 - 85== $4 • 850625 

Value of $153,479-50 at $4*850625 
= £31,641 3s. 7d. 

Example 34.—If the brokers in London quote Zurich at either side of 17*90 
and the three months* forwaixl Swiss franc as J -| c. premium, find the yiehl to the 
nearest Jth % p.a. on a purchase of three months* Swiss bank acceptances at 21i % 
p.a. after securing the exchange by a swap imdertakcn in the London Market. 

Solution :— 
The banker will buy the bills at a long rate based on the spot rate of 17-90 

and will cover this purchase by selling sj>ot at 17-90. On those o{x^rations ho 

will receive a net yield of 21J % p.a. 
He has now to “ swap ** the sjxit sale for a forward sale, i.e., he sells forward 

against a purchase of 8ix)t, at a margin of } c. in his favour (since forward francs 

are at a premium). 
This margin represents a percentage yield for one year of;— 

^2 3 1 UK) 

~S '■ 8 '*■ 17-90 1' 

= -084 r. p.“- 
Add 2-8125 % p.a. (Yield on bills.) 

Total Yield -• 2-8965% p.a. 

«ay. % p a- 

Example 35.—(a) The market in three inonths’ Treasury bills is J % - U %. 

Assuming that your bank can deal at these prices with the bill brokers, how would 
you sell £100,000 Treasury bills, taking in the rate- for yourself? 

(6) If you sell the bills to an American bankr-r at this prii-e, what is his net 
yield if spot sterling is quoUMl at 4-49--50, and thn*e months* forwanl sterling 
in New York is 2-3 c. premium? ife covers the exc-hang<- risk. 

Solution :— 
(а) The bank can buy Tre-osury bills at ^ % p.a. and will therefore Ix) willing 

to sell at I minus y‘j — V'f % p.a. 

(б) The New- York banker will effect a swap of s|K>t sterling against the 
forward at 2 c. in his favour, viz., at 4*52 against 4-50. 

If, therefore, the New York banker buys £100,(KK) Tri'iisury bills, he w-ill have 
to purchase sterling at 4 * 50. 

The bills w-ill therefore cost him .. $450,000 
Lee$ discount @ % for 3 months .. .. 667*97 

$449,332-03 
He wUl sell £100,000 4 -52, realising .$452,000-00 

Showing a profit of . $2,667-97 
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This represents a fiercentage yield per annum of:— 

2,608 4 

449,333 ^ T ^ 
- 2*375 % 

100 

T 

Net Yield, say, 21 % p.a. 

Example 36.—S%Mip and Deposit in Yen, 

The following is an example of the rough and exact calculations of the yield 
from an investment in yen. 

Rough Calculation, 

At the time of writing, forward yen in London are at a premium of about 
}d. per three months, i.e.. Id. i>er year, wdiich, on a basis of l/OJd. per yen, gives 
a yield of 

1 X 100 

21*75 
4*5977 % p.a. 

Less brokerage, which on yon is a*ind ixsr cent., 

i*©*. i % P »- .*125 

4*4727 % p.a. 

A swap and deposit operation in yon would therefore yield 4*4727 % even if 

the deposit in Japan received no interest. It would require an interest rate 
of only 1| % to bring the yield up to 5*9727 %, or nearly 6 %. 

Exact Calculation, 

Yen 600,000 sold fonvard, value 6th Sept., 1/lOd. £45,833 6 8 
Yon 600,000 lx)ught spot, value 6th June, @ l/9Jd. 45,312 10 0 

£520 16 8 
lntere.st on Yen 500,000 fmm 6th June to 6th Sept, (92 days) 

?o ^"cn 1,890*41, which at 1/lOd. (the forwartl 
rate) .. £173 5 9 

£694 2 5 
Less bntkomge (,'i % on £45,833 6s. 8<l., the larger side of 

the swap*) 14 6 5 il TT ”o 

* Note.—Only ono brokerage is usually charged on a swap. 

Hence an investment of £45,312 10.^ in Ja|mn for 92 days at 1J% p.a. 

produces £679 16s., or 5*9521 %, subject to a small outlay on cables, the only 

other expense. 

The first calculation is that which a busy dealer w'oiild make, the second 

being left to the instruction clerks. The slight discrepancy between the two 
rates calculated is due to the fact that the dotder calculates roughly that he 
will bo out of his money for exa<*tly a quarter of a year, whereas his investment 

92 
actually lasts for 92 da}Ti, i.e., — of a year. 

Note.—In this example the interest has boon sold sop irately. This is tlio 

practical method—see Note to Example 24. 
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Example 37.—Arbilrage by “ Swaps ” oj Spot and Forward Pesetas in two 
centres, 

London brokers quote Madrid one month forwanl at 3-5 premium. During 
a telephone call to Berlin, a London dealer induces a German operator to quote 
him the forward peseta on a sterling basis, and is given a quotation of 0-8 premium. 
He accordingly swaps pesetas 500,000 in Berlin at 6 contimos, and covers in 

London at the middle, i.e., 4 centimos. Calculate his profit on the operation if tho 
London spot rate is 34*21. 

Sdtition :— 

In Berlin:— 

500,000 pesetas bought spot at the equivalent of 34*21, cost £14,615 12 2 
500,000 pesetas sold one month forward at tho equivalent of 

34*15, yield .. 14,641 5 9 

Banker's profit.. £25 TT ”7 

In London:— 

500,000 pesetas sold spot at 34*21, yield 14,615 12 2 

500,000 pesetas bought one month forward at 34*17, cost .. 14,632 14 4 

Ik>8S £17 2 ”2 

Gross Profit = £25 13s. 7d. less £17 28. 2d. 
== £8 lls. r>d. 

Gross profit .. .. .. .. .. .. £8 11 5 

From this total, certain expenses would have to be deducted, 
vis.:— 

One " pay ** and one receive ** cable (the 
forwards being settled by mail), say .. £0 8 0 

Brokerage on London swap at 5/- per Ptas. 
100,000 . 1 5 0 

Telephone call (assuming that the London 

dealer originated it and that no other 

business was done), say .. 10 0 
Special ** overdraft commission ** charged by 

Spanish banks where the pa3rment is not 

covered a full day ahead (/r.th per millo 

on two payments of Ptas. 500,000 each) 
Ptas. 50*00, or roughly .. 19 3 

- 3 12 3 

Net profit . £4 19 2 

A margin of two centimos between tho foru'anl swaps therefore gives a net 

profit of £4 19s. 2d. If, however, a margin of only one centime wore obtained, 

it is clear that the net profit would bo only 13/6d. As oven one centimo is hard 
to make nowadays, the difficulties of arbitrage under present conditions are 
obvious. 

Example 38.—A London banker has an overdraft in New York amounting 

to $1,000,000. He knows that tho overdraft will be cle^re<i the following day, 
but in order to avoid ]>nying 5 % on his overdraft he carries out a “ short 

swap ** for the delivery of dollars ** to-day against to-morrow* ’* at a discount 

of c. per diem. If his London funds are worth 1 % to him and brokerage 
is £1 10s. per $100,000, work out: (1) the total cost of the swap; and (2) the 

saving effected thereby. Assume that spot dollars are quoted at $4 » £1. 
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SoltUion:— 

Cost of swap (he buys spot and sells forward) 

i c. per $4 plus 30s. per £100,000 
d4 

1 (1*6 X 400 X 4) 

”64® + -lOOiOOO- 
= •016626 c. -f 024 c. per $4 
== *039626 c. in the rate. 

, *039625 1,000,000 
Tho actual cost (on $1,000,000) is $—— X 

100 

Saving in interest is 
1,000,000 

360 
Net saving 

100 

$99*0625 

138*8888 

$39*8263 

$39*82 (fi) $4 
Dixluct loss of interest at 1 % 

1 1,000,000 1 

” 100 ^ 4 ^305 ■■ 
Total saving 

£ 8. d. 
- 9 19 1 

6 17 0 

£3 2 1 

Example 39.—A London bunker sells $40,000 to a customer for delivery in 
three months* time. His selling rate is based on the London Market rates of 
$3*76i^-i T.T. and J-J c. premium for three months* delivery, with an 
allowance of | c. for his profit. He covers himself by buying tho dollars in 
Paris, for tho same forward date, at an ** outright ** rate of Fes. 25*53 per $, 
and subsequently buys the necessary francs in tho London market when tho 
ruling rates aro Fes. 96|~J for T.T, and Fes. premium for three months* 
delivery. Neglecting expenses and charges, what will bo the eventual profit 
or loss on tho transaction? (Institute 0/ Bankers^ 1932.) 

Solution :— 

Bankers* selling rate for 3 montlis* forward is $3*755. 

40,000 ^ 
Proceeds of sale of dollars ~ -z i . . 10,652 9 3 

3*7o5 
40,0(H) X 25-.53 

Cost of covering £---.. . . . . 10,637 10 0 

Profit on transaction is .. £14193 

Example 40.—A dealer finds tho market in New York Guaranteed Mail 
Transfer for seven da3*s ahea4l is 3 * 47 J - J, while there are sellers of T.T. for for>vard 
tlelivery in seven days at 3*47|. Therefore, he soils G.M.T. and bu>*s forward, 
and thus luuj tho use of £100,(H)0 for ono week. AscorUun the rate of interest 

j>or cent, per annum ho is p^^yiiig for tho use of tho funds. 

Solution :— 
Tho dealer btiys forward at 3*47}, and sidls G.M.T. at 3*47|. 
Therefore he gives away J c. on every 3*47} for ono week, 

365 
For 365 days ho gives away } c. X -y- per 347} c. 

On 100 cents ho gives away per year 
*26 c. X 365 X 100 

7 X 347*876 
=-• 3*747 cents. 

Tho rate of interest piud by tho dealer for the use of the funds 
~ (approx.) 3i % p.a. 
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Example 41.—Temporary Use of Sterling by Means of a Purchase of a Ouaranteed 
Mail Transfer and Sale of Proceeds Forward. 

During 1929 certain reatriotionB were placed on the employment of foreign 
funds in the New York Call Money Market, and, as a result, it was not always 
possible for a London bank, wishing profitably to use surplus sterling for a week 
or 10 days, to adopt what hckl become a frequent practice and utilise the funds in 
New York, by buying spot and selling forward dollars, and using the spot on 
the New York Call Money Market at the higher rates prevailing there. 

The London offices of American and Canadian banks have greater facilities in 

this direction, however, and they are usually ready to buy spot dollars and sell 
guaranteed mail transfers for ptayment in New York on a stated date, the sterling 
payment here being ** compensated*’. 

If, therefore, the forward margin will permit and the parties can agree on 

rates, a three-cornered deal can be carried out as follows:— 

A wishes to use his sterling for 10 da3'8 at about 5 %. 

B will sell spot dollars and buy 10 days foruard, and wants ) c. in his favour 
for the swap ” (about 1 % p.a.). 

C (the borrower) w'ill buy spot dollars and sell O.M.T. on New York 10 days 
ahead, being willing to give aw'ay c. for the 10 days' run (about 6 % p.a.)- 

If, therefore, the spot rate is assumed to be 4* 86:— 
C buys spot dollars for the 10th from B and sells .4 (l.M.T. for the 20th 

(i.e., he pays and receives Ht<*rling in London on the 10th, receives dollars 
in New York on the 10th mid pays them out on the 20th). 

B sells dollar T.T. deliverable 10th to C at 4*86, and buys dollar T.T. 
deliverable 20th from .4 at 4*86J. Ho pays out dollars and receives 
sterling on tho 10th. On the 20th he recHuves drdlurs and pays out sterling. 

.4 buys G.M.T. from C due 20th at 4-861*, selling forward dollars to B to 

cover for the 20th. Thus, ho imys out sterling on the 10th. On the 20th 
he receives sterling and receives and pays dollars. 

On the lOtA. 

A pays C sterling for G.M.T. 
C uses sterling to pay for T.T. from B. 

C receives dollars in New York from B. 

On the 20th. 
C uses dollars received from B on 10th to meet G.M.T. duo to A. 
A usee dollars from C to meet forward contract due to B. 

B pays A sterling for forward T.T. 

A has used sterling from 10th to 20th for fn c. (practically 6 % p.a.). 
B has had use of sterling but loses use of dollars for 10 days and receives } c, 

compensation. (It evidently must suit him to have sterling instead of 
dollars or ho would not do the deal.) 

C has had use of dollars for 10 days witliout cost of sterling, but has to give 
away U c. (6 % p.a.), so he can evidently use dollars at, say, 7 % p.a. 

Example 42.—A London exchangi^ operator has sold to a customer $20,000 
T.T. Montreal for delivery in three months’ time at the rate of 3*76|, which he 

has covered by a purchase of a similar amount of spot T.T. at the rate of 3*75. 
He must reckon that the sterling he uses in his stxii purchase is wo/th 1 % p.a. 
to him, while he will receive int€*rcst on his account in Montreal at the rate of 
2} % p.a. If the dealing rate in tho London Market for throe months* Montreal 
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against spot is c. discount, what can tho dealer do to improve the rate of 
profit shown by the transaction as it stands? Give full arithmetical reasoning. 

(Take the period of tho contract os being exactly one-quarter of a year and 
neglect charges and expenses.) (InaiUtUe oj Bankers, 1933.) 

Solution :— 

By carrying out a swap (soiling dollars spot and buying them forward) the 
banker would incur a loss of interest at tho rate of (2 J — 1) % p.a., i.c., I i % p.a., 
or I % for three months, which, on a rate of $3*75, represents:— 

3-75 X 3 

100 X 8 
$014. 

i.e., he loses interest amounting to 1 * 4 c. per £1 in three months. 
But he receives on his swap a margin of 2| c. 

Hence, by swapping his spot dollars for delivery in three months ho can 

effect a net gain of approximately 1 c. per £1. 

Example 43,—Option Deal in Francs* 
A dealer buys from a customer French francs for delivery at seller's option 

during August, and covers by selling spot at 124 for Slst July. On 28th July 

the customer notifies tho dealer that the franca will not delivered until the end 
of August. If one month forward francs are 35 to 40 c. discount, while the Paris 
overdraft rate is 8% p.a., and Liondon money is worth 4%, what should tho 
dealer do, and why ? 

Solution :— 
Paris overdraft rate .. .. ., 8 % p.a. 
London money rate .. .. .. 4 % p.a. 
Difference in cost of funds .. .. = 4 % p.a 

4 % p.a. on 124 for 1 month = 41 Jc. 

Therefore if the market quotes one month forward Paris at 35 to 40 c. dis¬ 

count, it is IJ c. cheaper for the dealer to buy 8|>ot against one month forward 
at a difference of 40 c. against him than to have nn overdraft in Paris at 8 %. 

Example 44.—A London banker can borrow sterling for throe months at 
4|%. Ho has tho following jxjssihle investments: (a) Treasury bills at 4J ; 
(6) any of tho following currencies, by buying six)t and selling forward at the 
margins given: Now York, | c. premium, tlireo months, interest 4 % ; Paris 62 c. 

premium, three months, interest 2| % ; AmsteHam, 4 J c. premium, three months, 
interest 3 % ; Berlin, 5| pf. discount, throe months, interest OJ %. Spot rates are: 

Now York, 4*851; Paris, 123*92; Amsterdam, 12*12; Berlin, 20*50. Brokerages 
may be disreganleii. Which investment should ho choose, and what would be 
tho profit on an investment of £100,000? 

Solution :— 

If the banker invests in Treasury bills at 4t % he gains approx, J % p.a., 
since ho has to pay only 4i % for the money which he invests. 

If ho buys spot an<l sells forward New York at f e. premium, ho makes 2{ c. 

for a full year, which on $4*86 is J % p.a. (approx.). As tho difference in 
interest between tho two centres is J % p.a., (here is no profit in the operation* 

If he buys spot and sells forward Paris at 62 centimes premium, ho makes 

Fes, 2*48 in a full year, which on Fes. 124 is 2% p.a. The difference in interest 
between tho two centres is 2 % p.a., so again he would make no profit. 
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If he buys spot and sells forward Amsterdam at 4| o. premium, he makes 
18 0. on a full year, which on 12*12 is just less than 1^ % p.a. The difference 
in interest is 1} % p.a. so that he wmld make a small loss. 

If he bu>’8 spot and sells forward Berlin at 5} pfennige discount, he will lose 
20| pfennige in a full year, which on 20*50 is 1 % p.a. loss. As ho will make 
2 % p.a. profit by the difference in interest between the two centres /i€ will make 
a net profit o/1 % p.a. by investing in Berlin. 

Hence he would operate in reichsmarks. 

Purchase of reichsmarks @20*50 for £100,000 
realises .. .. .. .. .. Rm. 2,050,000 

Add Interest @ % for 3 months .. 33,312*5 

Proceeds at Maturity .. .Rm. 2,083,312*5 

Sale of Rm. 2,083,312*6 @ 20*55| realises 
^2,083,312*5 

^ 20-55125 . 
Cost of loan is .. -. £100,000 
P/us interest, 4J %, 3 months .. .. 1,125 

Profit •. 

£ 8. d. 

101,371 11 5 

101,125 0 0 

£240 ll“~5 

Exampleib.—.4 Dutch hanker purchases a parcel of three montlis* billson London 
at 8*60} and finds he can re-cliscount them at p.a. in the London 

Money Market, Spot sterling is quoted at 8*62^-4 on the Ainsteniain Bourse, 
and the three months' forv%’anl quotation is 1 e. over 8j)ot. .Vssuming that he 
can use florins at } % p.a. in Holland, ascertain whether he should hoKl the bills, 

or re>diseount them. 

Solution :— 

// the banker holds the bills until maturity, for every £100 worth of hills ho ran 

sell £100 forward, realising in three months' time (at FIs. 8*031) Florins 853*25. 

If he discounts his bills immediately he will receiv-o £1(H) less discount, viz.:— 

100 X 11 X 1 

‘"“'•“‘nmmiSi 
i.e., £100 less 3rt, TmI. 

=- £99 Iffe. 7d. 

By selling this spot, at FIs. 8*62}, ho realises 
FIs. 99*829 X 8*6225 . Pis. 860*776 

He can utilise these Florins at } % p.a. 

Add Interest for 3 months 1*076 

Net proceeds in 3 months* time .. .. FIs. 861*852 

Hence the first procedure is the more profitable, and the banker will hold 

the bills. ' 

Example 46.—Investment in Bank'bills unth Exchange Secured. 

A Swiss banker inquires oy telegram at what rate a London banker can sell 
£50,000 three months* bank bills *' en pension, change assur£^\ 

[Note.—This order means that the Swiss banker wishes to utilise Swiss /rones 
to invest in sterling bills, but not wishing to suffer any loss in exchange, desires the 
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eeUcr to hold the bills, to collect the sterling proceeds at maturity, and to re-convert 
these into Swiss francs at the same rate as was applied to the original purchase of 
sterlitig, Frotn the London banker's point of view, this deal amounts to a sale of 

sterling bills, with the complication that he is to buy the Swiss banker's francs, and, 
on maturity of the bills, sell him the francs back at the same rate. Thus his quotation 
for the sale of the bills will be the ordinary market discount quotation, so adjusted as 

to allow the cost of the swap to be included.] 

Assuming that tho London banker is prepared to buy spot francs at 17*11 
and to sell throe inontiis* forward at a premium of 2J c. on this rate, find the 
rate wliich he will quote to the Swiss banker if fine bank paper is quoted at 

%t mid he requires at least % in the bill rate for his profit. Show also 
tho discount statement w'hich ho will forward to the Swiss banker. 

Solution :— 

Tho London banker agrees to take approximately £50,000 worth of Swiss 
francs at 17*11, and, at the end of three months, to sell them back at tho same 

rate. But as this amounts to selling forward, ho will charge the premium of 

c. per three months or 9 c. p.a., on 1,711 c. This is equivalent to an annual 
900 

percentage Yvii '520. 

The bank bills can be obtained at ,. .. .. 2*5625 % p.a. 

Less Swap Cost .. .. .. .. • 526 
Profit.*03125 

- *55725 „ „ 

2*00525 „ „ 

The London banker would offer to sell the bills at 2 % p.a. 

His discount statement to the Swiss banker would take the following form:— 

DISCOUXT STATEMENT, 

As agreed, we have sold you to-day £50,000 fine bank bills as per 
schedule attached. 

Total: bills maturing .. .. .. .. 19.. £50,000 
Less .. days* discount (a) 2 % p.a. (for the purpose of this question 

an exact three months is assumed) .. .. .. .. 250 

Sterling cost of bill .. .. .. . . .. .. £49,750 

Please pay our agents tho Banque .... of Zurich, the franc cost of these 
bills, viz., £49,750 @ 17*11 =- Fes. 851,222*50. 

Wo hold tho bills in portfolio in your name, and on tho duo date, 
viz., .. 19.., wo sliall instruct our agents to pay you the 

sum of Fes. 855,500, being the equivalent of £50,000 @ 17*11 as agreed. 

Example 47.—Renewal of Currency Loan with Exchange Secured. 

A German banker has borrowed $100,000 from a London banker, and at 
maturity of the loan requests a three months’ renewal. The London banker 
agrees to this on the basis of interest at 3 % p.a. plus swap costs ”, If New 
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York ** spot ** is either side of 3*31 and three months* forward dollars are quoted 
} c. discount, work out the cost of the swap, and the gross rate per cent. p.a. 

(to tw*o places of decimals) on the loan. 

[Note.—In order to provide the German banker %vith doUare^ the London banker 
wiU have had to buy them hinkselj, and will have sold them forward for delivery at 
the maturUy of the loan. He will now have to make a fresh “ swap ** by buying spot 
dollars aftd selling “ forward ** against the renewal of the loan,] 

Solution :— 

The beuiker will buy spot and sell forw'artl at a difference of J c. against him. 

The cost of the “ swap ” is j c. for 3 niontlis, or 3 c. p.a., on 3*31 c. 
300 

= 331=^ -907% p.a. 

.4dd Interest Charged 3*000% p.a. 

3*007% p.a. 

Gross rercentage Ci>8t is 3*01 % p.a. (approx.). 

Example 48.—At what rate can a London biuiker lend French francos for 

3 months if the sfxit rate is 80*25 luid forward swaps are quoted at 15 10 c. 
premium? Allow the banker 2% p.a. for loss of interest on his funds and a 
further J % flat for ex|>ense8 anti profit. 

Solution :— 

The profit on his swap (buying francs s|>ot and selling them forward) 
is 10 c. on Fes. 80*25. 

10 100 4 

i 
- J % P-®- approximately. 

Allowance for loss of inten*8t .. .. .. .. 2 % p.a. 

Ex|x*n8C8, i % for 3 months, equivalent to .. .. 1 % p.a. 

Deduct Swap margin 

Rate charged for loan 

3 % p.a. 

i 

Example 49.—Using the same figures os in the last example, give the answer 

if forward swaiie had been 4-6 c. discount. 

Solution:— 

Swap cost (i.e., loss on swapping spot for forward) 

5 100 4 

= gjoM ^ T ^ 1 P *PP'‘°** 
Add other expensee 3 % 

Rate charged for loan — 3^ % p.a. 

Example 60.—Indirect cover of Purchase of Forward Florins, 

A London banker buys from a customer 15,000 Dutch florins two months' 
forward. He is quoting a spot rate of 8*30|-*31J, and a forward rate of |“Jc. 

premium per month. He can sell florins two months' forward in Paris at 1,024 
and the Market is quoting francs in London at 84}-} spot, two months* forward 
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at par. Find (a) the amount with which the cuetomer will be credited; and 
(6) the profit or loss accruing to the banker if ho covers his purchase by means of 
a sale in Paris. 

Solution :— 

(o) The banker will buy the florins from the customer at the rate of 
8-31Jle88 (2 X i)c. - 8-30i. 

Ho will therefore credit his customer with 
.15,000 

S-3075 
- £1,805 lls. lid. 

£1,805-597 

(b) Uy Chain HuU. 
? £ Kls. 15,000 

if l-’Ia. lOO = FfH. 1,021 

and Fes. 84*5 (Market s buying price) - £1 ? 

150 X 1,024 153,000 

84^5 " ”8T5“ 
- £1,817*751 

.*. Proceeds of an indirect sale via Paris.. 
Amount eredit-od to customer 

/. 13anker*s Profit .. 

£ 8. d. 
1.817 15 0 
1,805 11 11 

£12 3 1 

Calculation o! Long Bates and ^^Tel Quel Bates from Forward 
Bates.-“Comi>etition for business nowadays forces exchange dealers 
to quote the finest possible rates for any business offered to 
them, and often a better long rate or iel quel rate can be quoted 
by basing the calculation on the price at which the currency can 
be sold fonoard for the maturity of the bill, and on the loss of interest, 
at the home rate, on the sterling which must be paid at once for the 
bill. 

If the foreign interest rate is lower than the home interest rate 
this method cannot be used unless the forward margin more than 

compensates for the difference in interest. If the foreign interest rate 
is higher than the homo rate and the forward margin does not absorb 
all the difference (as it seldom does), then the method may be applied 
with advantage to the customer. 

Suppose, for instance, a banker is aaked to quote a rate for the purchase of a 
throe months* date bill on Amsterdam at a time when the T.T. rate on Amsterdam 
is FIs. 8* 16-*20 to £1. Discount rato in ^Vinsterdam is,say, 4 % p.a.; collecting 
commission is | %, and Stamp duty, | per millo. 

In addition the following data aro available: loan interest in London, 2 % p.a., 
forward quotiition for throe montlis’ florins is 0-4 c. premium. 

The banker has two alternatives. He can either 8(»n«l the bill forward, have 
it discounted, and sell T.T. against the proceeds, or he can hold the bill until 
maturity, and sell/orti^rd against the proceeds. 

47 
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(1) Selling T.T, against Proceeds of Discount, 

111 this case the basic rate is that at which tlio banker can sell T.T. to the 
Market, viz., 8*20. But he will require more florins from liis customer, since ho 
has to bear the cost of discount charges, collection coininission and stamps. Hence 
he calculates as follows:— 

Market buying rate .. 

Add 3 montlis* Interest at 4 % 
Coiiunission, J % 
iStainp iluty, ^ per inille 

The best possible rate he could quote to his customer wouKl therefore be 
8*296, say, 8*30 florins per £1. 

(2) Selling three months' forward against Proceeds of Collection. 

In this case, the basic rate is that at which the banker can sell thriH> months' 

forw’ard florins to the Market. Actually, he would sell s|xjt to the Marktd at 
8*20 and effect a swap at a difference of *04 in his favour, making the cost of 
his cover 8*20 less *04 - - 8*16. The banker holds the bill as an investment, 
but loses interest on his sterling during the three inontlis at 2 % (the rate \vhu‘h 

he could otherwise obtain on his funds). He must thc'reforo make lui allowanct^ 
in his rate for this loss of interest, i.e., he treats the transaction as an mlvmic«f 
of sterling, with the e.xchange secured. In aildition, he will have to recoup 
himself for stamp and collection charges. 

It will be observed that by selling forward at once, the banker squares his 
position and avoids any loas through exchange fluctuation. 

8*20 
•082 
•01 
•004 

8^296 

Market buying rate for spot .. .. 8'20 
Zess Premium on forward swap •04 

8-16 

Add 3 months' Interest at 2 % •041 
Commission, J % •01 
Stamp duty, j per mille •001 

8*215 

The best possible rate he could quote would be 8 *215, say, 8*22 florins |R»r £1. 

To this rate ho would, of course, add his allowance for profit. 

A comparison of the two methods shows that, in the second case, tho banker 

is able to quote for the bill at a much lower rate than in the first method. Conse¬ 

quently, where com[)etition is keen the banker is obliged to consider both ways 
of covering, and to quote at the lower rate. 

Example 51.—What rate would a bank dealer apply to a bill at 90 days' sight 

on New York (a) if he basers his calculation on tho forward rate for dollars; (6) if 
he calculates in the usual way ? 

Assume that the London on New York T.T, rates are 4 *841-* *85; dis<.*ount in 

London is 5 %, in Now York (for similar bills), 6 % ; tho threnj months' forward 

margin on New York is c. discount; the cheque margin is | c. discount, and 
the time of transit to New York, 8 days. 
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Solution :— 
“ Tel quel ** rate baaed on Forward Price, 

Market T.T. rate (buying) .. .. .. .. .. .. $4*85 
Allow 3 montlis* forward margin, J c. -f 8 days, gay, 1^ c. .. *008125 

$4*858125 
Interest on the sterling for 98 days @ 5 %, London terms (365 

days) . *06521 

$4*923335 

Neglecting stamps, brokerage and profit, rate to be applied is, say, 
$4«92ti £1. 

[Note.—It is assumed that the discount rate of 5 % in London represents the 
yield which the London banker could have obtained on his sterling fimds.] 

“ Tel quel" rate based on Spot Pate and Foreign Interest. 

T.T. rate . $4 *85 
Cheque margin (allowance for time in transit) .. .. *00375 

$4*85375 
Interest for 90 days ^ 6 %, New York terms (360) days .. .. *072806 

$4*926556 

Neglecting extras ns above, rate to l>e applied is, say, $4*92^5 per £1. 

If the purchase is mn^le on the basis of the first metho^l, the banker must be 

prewired to hold the bill until maturity, since, if he were pressed for funds and 
was compidled to re-discount during the bill’s currency, he would, of course, have 
to re-disoount in New York at 0% p.a., and, by so doing, he would lose |)art 
of the diflfewuKN' In'tween tlie X<*\v York interest rate and the London interest 
rate pins the forward margin. 

Kxamplc 52.—A banker has to quote coiiq)etitiveIy for a thr(H> montlis’ bill, 
on Sjiain \\hen the Market is (pioting:— 

SjKit jH»s<'taa .. 40J-i 
3 months’ forward • • 4 J 1" 
Dimmunt rat<' in Mmlrid •• Oi". 
I.K>an interest in London ft o/ 

•' /O 

Stamp duly • • i/i. 
Commissions and profit .. • • 1% 

What price will he ofTer for tho bill ? 

Solution :— 

Tho banker can consider tho bill from l>vo angles:— 
(1) Ho may build up a long rate in tho onlinary way on the assumption that 

ho soils spot arid re-discounts tho bill at once in Miulrid. In this case 
ho can quote:— 

Short Rate (ho covers by selling spot) .. 
Plus Commission at J % .. 

Stamps at J 
Discount abroa<.l, 3 montlis at 6| % 

40*375 
•10094 
•02019 
*65609 

41*15222 

Ho con quote 4H pesetas per £1. 
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(2) He can consider the transaction as merely lH>ing a loan of sterling, having 
firet secured the forward rate by selling the proceeds forward. 

In this case he can sell spot at 40*376 and effect a swap at a difference of 
^ peseta against him. 

Spot rate 40*376 
Add Forward margin •600 

Stamps *02044 
Commission 

Interest (on sterling advances) 3 
•10219 

months at 5 % •61094 

41*50857 

As this rate is leas competitive than that obtained by the first method, the 

banker will quote the first rate, i.e., 41J pesetas per £1, for the business. 

Example 53.—On 28th September, 1932, a customer asks you to negotiate a 

bill on Amsterdam for FIs. 9,327*75, due 30th December, 1932. From the 
following data calculate (a) the rate of exchange, to the nearest | c., at which 
the bill should be negotiated, and (6) the amount of sterling with which you should 
credit the customer:— 

T.T. rate London on Amsterdam .. 8*36i-J 
3 months’ fonvard (for 30th December) .. .. J-1 c. discount 
Discount rate for 3 months’ commercial bills in London 2^ % p.a. 
Discoimt rate for 3 months’ commercial bills in Amster- 

dam .. 2f%p.a. 
Dutch stamp .. J per mille 
Bankers’ profit .. 1 per mille 

(Take the period as being exactly one-quarter of 

Bankers^ 1934.) 
a year.) {Institute of 

Solution :— 

(a) (i) Basing Long Bate on Forward cover :— 

Market buying rate for T.T. 

Add 3 months’ forward margin 
FIs. 8*365 

•01 
Bankers’ profit and stamp-duty, 1 per 

mille *0084 
Interest, 3 months at 2J % p.a. •0523 

FU. 8-4357 

(ii) Basing Long Rate on Re-discount:— 
Market buying rate for T.T. FIs. 8 -305 
Add Interest, 3 months @ 2J % p.a. •0576 

Bankers’ profit and stamp-duty, 1 per 
mille •0084 

FIs. 8-4309 

As the second method produces the most competitive rate, the banker will 
negotiate the bill at this rate, say, FIs. 8-43J. 

(6) Proceeds of bill, converted at FIs. 8*43126 

9,327-76 

8'43126 
= £1,106 68. 7d. 
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Example 64.—You are aaked to quote a competitive rate for the purchase from 
a customer of a 90 d/s bill on San Francisco for $5,000. T.T. New York is 
quoted in London at $4* 66J-J and 3 months* forward at 1J-1 c. premium. The 
charge for transfers of funds from San Francisco to New York is tV c. per £1. 

If sterling can be used for 90 days in London at 3} % p.a., and the discount 

rate in New York is 3 % p.a., what is the best rate you can quote ? 
Take 360 days to the year, and allow yourself ja c. profit in the rate. Ignore 

stamps and expenses. 

Solution :— 

Long Rate based on New York T.T. Rate and U.S. Discount Rate. 

T.T. rate .. .. .. . .. $4*6625 

Add Discount 90 days at 3 % *034969 

Transfer charge, iV, c. •000625 

Profit, Vi: c. -000625 

Tho best rate would bo $4-69J (to nearest n'y c-)- 

$4*698719 

Long Rate based on the Forward Rate. 

T.T. rate. 

Lcsa Prerniuin on forward swap . . 

Add Loss of Inl(*rcst, 90 days at 3J % (on 4*6625) 

Transfer charge, i'„ c. 
Profit, i\j c. 

The best rate would be $4*694'. 

.. $4*6625 
*01 

4*6525 
*040797 

•000625 
*000625 

$4*694547 

Hence, the finest competitive rate which the dealer could quote would bo 

$4* 694.2 ^9 based on a forward sale of the dollars. 

The Short-Swap Margin.—The margin between the M.T. (or cheque) 
rate and the T.T. rate is often based on the “ short swap ” margin. 
For example, if the margin for forward dollars is very wide, the spread 
between cheque and T.T. based purely on interest rates may show a 
divergence from current conceptions as to the worth of dollars payable 
ten days ahead. In some cases, the cheque rate tends to move towards 
a point which will reflect the wide margin of the forward quotations, 
since it is possible for a banker who sells a cheque on New York to 
cover by buying T.T. and then to swap his spot dollars for dollars 
deliverable in, say, ten days. By so doing, he neither suffers nor gains 
any loss of interest in New York, but he gains interest on his sterling 
in London and must also allow for the “difference*’ paid or received 
on the swap. Conversely, a banker who buys cheque on New York 
can cover by selling T.T. and then buying spot against a sale ten days 
forward: by so doing, he neither gains nor loses interest in New York 
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but must allow for the loss of interest on the sterling paid for the 
cheque and also for the swap margin. 

The following example will illustrate this more clearly;— 

Example 66.—A banker is willing to deal in T.T. New York at 4*49i-'60. 
Forward dollars are at a premium of 2-lJ c. for one month, G-4J c. for three 

months. Interest in New York is 4 % on overdrawn accounts. In London 
money is usable at 2 %. At what rate will the banker buy cheque on Now York ? 

SoltUion :— 

(a) Cheque rate based on overdraft interest:— 

Banker’s buying rate for T.T. .. .. .. ..$4*50 

Plus Interest for 10 days @ 4 % .. .. .. *005^ 

Buying rate for cheques .. .. .. .. S4*50J 

{b) Cheque rate based on forwards:— 

Spot .4-50 

Less 10 days forward (say ]rd of H c.) .. .. -OOo 

4*495 

Add Interest on sterling paid for cheque now (10 days 
at 2%).*0025 

4*4975 

The rate will probably tend to be nearer 4*49? rather than 4*501, i.e., the 

banker cem quote a competitive rate based on the short-swap margin. 



CHAPTER XXXI 

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS ON THE EXCHANGES 

The following worked examples, some of which have been chosen 

from past examination papers, arc designed to afford the reader a 

variety of problems for study and practice. 

In certain cases, exchange quotations which are now obsolete are 

included in the examination questions reproduced, but these have 

not been altered as no change of principle is involved. 

Unless otherwise stated, the reference ** Inst, of Bankers at the end of 

certain questions refers to the English Institute, and the two Parts of the 
Associate Examination of that Institute are indicated by the abbreviations 

“ I ’* and II ” respectively. 

Eastern Cunencies. 

Example 1.—Find equivalent in taels of £217 lOs. 6d. @ 2s. 6Jd. per tael. 

Solution:— 

£217 10s. 6d. ==217-525 

28. 6id. = -128125 

No. of taels = 
217-525 

128125 

12'8'l'2'5)217625(1697-75 

89400 

12525 

994 

— 

7 

1,697-75 taels. 

Example 2.—A banker sells his customer T.T. on Bombay for Rs. 500,000 

at Is. 6Jd. and covers by buying a T.T. for Rs. 300,000 at Is. 6Jd. and a cheque 

for Rs. 200,000 at Is. 6d. Allowing interest on his overdraft in Bombay at 

6 per cent., calculate his profit. Mailing period is 21 days. 
743 
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Solution:— 

Proceeds of Rs. 600,000 at Is. Old. 

£ 8. d. £ s. d. 

Rs. 600,000 @ Is. .. 25,000 0 0 

@ 3d. 6,260 0 0 

@ 3d. 6,250 0 0 

@ id. 620 16 8 

38,020 16 8 

Cost of Rs. 300,000 @ Is. 6Jd. 

£ 8. d. £ s. d. 

Rs. 300,000 @ Is. 16,000 0 0 

@ 3d. .. 3,750 0 0 

@ 3d. 3,760 0 0 

@ Jd. 166 5 0 

22,656 5 0 

Cost of Rs. 200,000 @ Is. 6d. 

£ 8. d. 

Rs. 200,000 @ Is. .. 10,000 0 0 

@ 6d. 5,000 0 0 

15,000 0 0 

Interest on £15,000, for 21 days at 6 % 51 15 8 

Total cost • • £37,708 ~0 8 

Profit = £38,020 IGs. 8d. minus £37,708 Os. 8d. 

= £312 16s. 

Example 3.—Standard silver in London is worth 3s. 6d. per oz. troy. If a 

rupee contains | oz. of silver, Mths fine, find the metallic parity between a 
sovereign and a rupee. 

Solution 
? Rupees = £1 

£1 = 20s. 
3’58. — iJ oz. of fine silver 

Oz. fine silver | X 11=1 rupee 

20 X 37 X 96 

" 40 X 3*6 X 33 
“ 16‘376 rupees 

~ 16 rupees 6 annas. 

Note.—Answers expressed in Indian currency should always be 

given in rupees and annas, and not in decimal form. 

Example 4.—A London banker buys a cheque on Bombay for Rs. 100,000 at 
a rate of Is. 6^d. Against it he sells T.T. at Is. 6fd. for delivery in 21 days, 
i.e., at approximately the date when the proceeds of the cheque will be credited 

to him. Calculate the profit and the yield on his money. 
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Solution:— 

Cost of Rs. 100,000 @ Is. 6Jd. 

£ s. d. 

Rs. 100,000 @ Is. .. «. 5,000 0 0 

@ 3d. .. 1,250 0 0 

@ 3d. .. 1,250 0 0 

. 104 3 4 

Proceeds of Rs. 100,000 @ Is. 6Jd. 

£ s. d. 

Rs. 100,000 @ Is. .. 5,000 0 0 

@ 3d. .. 1,250 0 0 

@ 3d. .. 1,250 0 0 

@ id. 156 5 0 

Banker’s profit 

£ s. d. 

7,604 3 4 

7,656 5 0 

£52 1 8 

£52 Is. 8d. 365 100 , 

“ £76bT3^4a. ^ 21"" “T P-*'- 

= 11 *9 per cent. p.a. 

Example 6.—A Bombay merchant owes Paris Fes. 10,000, and a bill on 
Paris can be obtained (5$ 2*5 as. i>er franc. If exchange on London is 28. 6d., 

and London quotes Paris at Fes. 50’5, whicli is the best way of payment, direct 
or via London ? Neglect charges. 

Solution:— 

Payment direct costs 25,000 os. = Rs. 1,562*5 

Indirect, 
? Rupees = 10,000 francs 

50-5 = 20s. 

2*5=1 rupee = Rs. 1,584*15 

Payment direct is therefore cheaper by Rs. 21 * 65 

i.e., 21 rupees 10 annas. 

Example 6.—If Rs. 8*5 = £1, and a Shanghai tael is worth 8s. 3d., how many 
rupees must be sent from Calcutta to Shanghai to pay a debt of 1,000 taels? 

Solution:— 

? Rupees = 1,000 taels 
1 tael = £4125 

£1 = Rs. 8 *5 

= 8*5 X 412*5 

= 3,506 rupees 4 annas. 

Example 7.—For what amount would you issue a draft on Lucknow in rupees^ 
against payment of £526 18s. 7d., the rupee rate being Is. 3Jid. ? In your 

calculations make an allowance of per cent, commission paid by the customer. 
(Jnsf. o/ Bankersf 1922.) 
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Solution:— 
£526 18s. 7d. = £626-929 

Deduct charges per cent. = -329 

626-600 

Rate of exchange = 

Amount of draft = 

Is. 3:Md. = 15-843d. 

626-6 X 240 42128-0 

15-843 6-281 

= 7,977 rupees. 

Example 8.—The basis of exchange between Japan and London is, by general 
consent, the rate for telegraphic transfers on London, and in practice the 
dememd rate is based on the T.T. rate. Given a rate for telegraphic transfers, 
Kobe on London, 2s. l}d. per yen, find the rate of exchange for demand bills. 

(Time of mail 45 days; London discount rate 3J %.) (InsL of Bankers^ II, 1924.) 

Solution:— 
The rate for T.T. Kobo on London is 2s. IJd. Demand bills will be cheaper, 

and the rate must therefore be adjusted by adding interest at 3J per cent, for 

45 days :— 
T.T. rate Kobe on London, 2s. IJd. = 25-7r)d. 
45 days’ interest at SJ % 
25-75 X 7 X 45 8111-25 

73000 ~ 73000 
-0811125 (loc/oouth) 
-0270375 (j of above) 

•0027037 (* of above) 
-0002704 (* of above) 

-1111241 

-00001 (less Tomio total) 

•1111141 

= 28. l|d. 

= -nil 

25-8611d. 

Example 9.—If exchange Shanghai on Hong Kong is quoted at 73-33 taels 
for $100, and Hong Kong on India is quoted at $100 for 137J rupees, and the 
sterling quotation for rupees is Is. 4d., what is the sterling value of the tael? 
Chain rule may be used to arrive at the result. (Inst, of Bankers, II, 1922.) 

Solution:— 
How many pence = 1 tael 

if 73-33 taels =100 dollars 
if 100 dollars = 137J rupees 
and 1 rupee = lOd. ? 

100 X 275 X 10 2200 

73-33 X 100 X 2 " 73 -33 
= 30-001 

= 28. 6d. 

Example 10.—An Indian customer sends to you from Bombay a 90 days* 
sight bill for £30,000, with instructioQs to get the bill discounted on the London 
market immediately after acceptance, and then to remit the proceeds by 
telegraphic transfer to Bombay. Show the amount of the proceeds obtained 
in London (Bank rate 5J %, stamp duty Is. per £100, your commission J %), 
and the sum, in rupees, remitted to India. Rate for remitting proceeds to 
Bombay, Is. Sfd. per rupee. (Inst, of Bankers, II, 1922.) 
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Solution:— 
Amount of bill .. .. .. .. .. = £30,000 0 0 

Leaa 92 ♦ days’ interest at 5^ % ~ £416 17 10 
Stamp duty, Is. % .. .. = 16 0 0 

Commission, J % .. .. .. = 76 0 0 
- 505 17 10 

Proceeds to be remitted to Bombay .. .. .. £29,494 2 2 

^ 29494 1083 X 240 X4 
Amount m rupees ==-- 

63 
= 4,49,434 rupees. 

* 90 days’ sight plus throe days’ grace less one day allowed for acceptance. 
The bill would bo left with the drawees for acceptance, picked up the next day 

and discounted at once. But, as the acceptance will bo dated as from the day 
of sighting, one day of the usance will have run when the bill is discounted. 

Example 11.—A banker in Shanghai sells T.T. on London at 2s. 4d., and covers 

his sales by purchasing 4 months’ bills at 2a. 4|d. If London discount rate is 4 %, 

what is his net profit per cent, on the transaction? Assuming that a month 
elapses between the time of drawing the T.T. and arrival of the bills in London, 
what rate per cent, per annum is earned? Allow brokerage @ J %, and stamp 

@ I per mille. 

Solution :— 
{d. on 2s. 4d. = £2 48. 8d. per cent., 

.*. Gross profit per cent. = 
£ s. d. 

Leas 4 months’ discount @ 4 % .. ..168 

Brokerage ® i % .. .. .. 2 6 
Stamp i per mille .. .. 10 

Net profit per cent. 

This profit is made in a transaction covering one month, 
Rate per annum = lls. 6d. X 12 

= £8 148, per cent. 

£ 8. d. 
2 4 8 

1 10 2 

14 6 

Example 12.—Find the amount realised in i)enco per tael by purchasing 
silver *994 fine in Shanghai at 111*10 taels currency per 100 taels weight and 
selling it in London at 24d. per oz. standard (*925 tine). Allow for charges 

at i %. (1 tael weighs 679*84 grains.) 

Solution :— 

? pence = 1 tael 

if 111*10 taels currency == 100 taels w’oight 
1 tael weight = 679*84 grains *994 fine 

* 925 grain fine = 1 grain standard 

480 grains standard = 24 pence? 
. •, Amount realised in ponce per tael, neglecting charges 

100 X 679*84 X *994 x 24 

“ 111*10 X -926 X 480 

= 28042d. 
Leaa charges @ I % .. == *210 

Amount realised .. = 27*832d. per tael. 
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Fremiam or Discoont. 

As is pointed out on page 111, the cuirency unit of one country 

is frequently referred to as being at a premium or at a discount in 

another centre, i.e., when compared with the currency of that centre. 

Thus, the franc may be at a discount of, say, 16 % in New York, 

while the dollar may be at a premium of, say, 4 % in London. 
This premium, or discount can be calculated by expressing the current 

value of the currency unit concerned (as expressed in the current quota¬ 

tion) as a percentage of its normal or Mint Par value. If this percentage 

is above 100, the excess represents the premium on the currency; 

while if the percentage is below par, the deficit represents the discount 

on the currency concerned. 

Example 13.—Sterling and dollar in New York. 

In New York, London is quoted at 4*75. (a) At what proniiuin or discount 

per cent, does sterling stand in relation to the dollar if the Mint Par is 4*8t)()5? 
(6) What is the premium or discount per cent, on the dollar in New York in terms 

of sterling? 

Solution :— 

(а) Current value of £1 — $4*75 
Par value of £1 = $4*8655 

4*75 100 , ^ 
Current value = - X —p % of par value, 

4 * oOUO 1 

= 97*6% of par value. 

/. Sterling is at a discount of 2*4 % in terms of dollars. 

(б) Current sterling value of $1 = £—^— 

Par value of $1 - 57^ 

/. Current value =-;-% value. 

4*8665 

4*8665 X 100 
= -4^^- 

= 102*45 % of par value. 

Dollar in New York stands at a premium of 2*45 % in terms of sterling. 

Example 14.—Rupees in London, 

In London, T.T. on Bombay is quoted at ISfV. What is the premium or 
discoimt per cent, on ruxiees in relation to sterling if the parity is 18d. ? 
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Solution :— 
Current value of 1 Rupee ~ 18*3125d. 

Par value of 1 Rupee = 18cl. 
^ , 18-3125 100^, , 
Current value = —— X -p % of par value 

lo 1 

= 101 • 74 % of par value. 

/. Premium on rupees = 1*74%. 

Example 15.—The Franc in London, 
Prior to the devaluation of the franc in 1928, the London T.T. rate on Paris 

stood at 124-5. What was the discount on the franc in London, if the Mint Par 
was 25-2215 per £? 

Solution :— 

Current value of 1 franc 

Par value of 1 franc 

Current value of 1 franc 

25-2216 

% of par value 

25-2215 
25-2215 X 100 

“ 124-6 
= 20-26% of par value. 

Francs wore at a discount of 79-74 % in relation to sterling. 

Example 16.—Sterling in Paris. 

In Paris, London is quoted at 125-15. If the Mint Par is 124-2134, what is 
the premium or discount per cent, on sterling? 

Solution :— 
Current value of £1 Fes. 125-15 

Par value of £1 - 124 -2134 

.*. Current value =- r ■■ ■ ■ . - X 100 % of par value 
124-2134 

- 100-75% 

,*. Sterling in Paris stands at a premium of - 75 %. 

Example 17.—Dollars and Sterling in London, 
If the London quotation for dollars is $3-25 per £, find (a) the discoimt on 

sterling in terms of dollars, and (b) the premium on dollars in terms of pounds, 
assuming the Mint Par to be 4 - 8665. 

Solution:— 
(a) Current value of £1 $3-25 Current value of £1 $3-25 

Par value of £1 = $4-8665 
3*25 

Current value of £1 = " > X — % of par value _ 4.8666 ''1/0 ' — 

= 66-78 % of Mint Par value. 

Discount on sterling = 33*22 %. 
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(b) Current value of $1 

Par value of $1 = £■ 

3*25 
1 

/. Current value of $1 

4-8065 

1 
% of par value. 

4-8605 
4-8665 X 100 

3-25 % 

— 149-74 % of par value. 

/. Premium on dollars = 49*74 %. 

Example 18.—Sterling and the Peso. 

Exchange between London and Buenos Aires stands at 47J. What is the 

premium on sterling and the discoimt on the peso if the Mint Par is 47*677d. 

per peso ? 

Solution:— 

(a) Premium on Sterling. 

Par value of £1 
240 

47*577 
JX^SOS 

^ 240 47-577 x 100 , ^ 
Current value of £1 == pesos --- % of Mint Par 

4^*0 4^-0 

- 100-1621 %. 
/. Premium on sterling = -1621 

(b) Discount on the Peso. 

Par value of 1 peso ~ 47-577d. 
47-5 X 100 

Current value of 1 peso 47•5d. —-—fir::— % of Mint Par 
47-577 

r : 99-8.382%. 

Discount on peso = -1618 % .* 

Example 19.—Sterling in Buenos Aires. 

English money being at a discount of 35 % in Buenos Aires, what is the 
approximate rate of exchange if the par is 47 • 58 pence ? What is the cost of 
a bill on London for £1,000 ? 

Solution:— 

Par value of peso — 47*58 pence. 
47*58 X 100 

CHirrent value of rieso =-- ■ 
65 

= 73*2 pence.* 

.*. Exchange Rato =73-2 pence per peso. 
^ , • 1000 X 240 
Cost of £1,000 bill on London = -73^2— 

= 3278*7 pesos.* 

* The rates and amounts refer to gold pesos. 
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Example 20.—(1) If on a cortain date tho Now York rate on Amsterdam is 
$40*28 for 100 florins, and on tho sarno date the London rate on Amsterdam 
is 8* 45, what is the parity between dollars and sterling ? 

(2) Assuming that sterling is actually quoted in New York at about the parity 

calculatetl above, at what premium or discount docs sterling stand in relation 
to dollars, tho mint parity being taken as $4*8605 ? 

Solution 

(1) 

l^iiity rate is 3*4037 dollars - £1. 

How many dollars ^ £1 
if £1 — 8*45 florins 

100 florins = $40*28? 
40*28 X 8*45 

.. -- dollars. 

(2) Present value of £1 (at parity rate) -- $3*4037 
Mint Par value of £1 $4*8605 

3*4037 
/. Present value ^ ■' ---i X 100 % of par value. 

4*86bo 
~ 09*96 % of par value. 

* * is at a discount of .30 % (approximately). 

Premium or Discount and Forward Rates. 

The margin at which a forward rate is quoted is, of course, a 

premium or discount on the spot rate, but it is expressed in the form 

of an absolute (as distinct from a percentage) premium or discount. 

Thus, when spot dollars are quoted at $4*25 — £1, forward may be quoted 

at a discount of, say, 2 cents. This is very different from a discount of 2 per cent,, 

for it means that forward dollars are quoted at $4*25 *02 = $4*27. 
If tho discount ^^■erc 2 per cent,, tho absolute margin would be:— 

2 4*25 
X —j— = $*08i, or 8i cents. 

Tlic margin of 2 cents represents a percentage discount of;— 

•02 100 
4^5 X -J- = -*7 I’cr cent. 

It will be seen that there is a wide difference between the two 
margins. 

Appreciation or Depreciation. 

An exchange rate or currency unit is frequently referred to as 

having appreciated or depreciated by a given amount per cent. 

This percentage appreciation or depreciation is calculated in exactly 

the same way as premium or discount by a comparison of the current 
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value of the unit we are considering with its normal (or Mint Par) 
value, in terms of the other currency. 

Example 21.—The Franc in London. 

The franc in London moves from 25 to 125. What is the percentage 

depreciation ? 

Solution:— 

Original value of 1 franc == £— 

1 25 
Chirrent value of 1 franc = “ 2^ X 1^^ % of original value. 

= 20 % of original value. 

Percentage depreciation 80 % . 

Example 22.—Sterling and the Dollar. 

Exchange between London and New York moves from 4*8668 to 4*695. 
What is the percentage depreciation of sterling and the percentage appreciation 

of the dollar ? 

Solution:— 

(o) Depreciation of Sterling. 

Original value of £1 = $4*8668 
4*695 X 100 

Current value of £1 = $4*695 ^ — % of original value. 

= 96*5%. 

/. Depreciation of sterling -- 3*5 %. 

(6) Appreciation or the Dollar. 

1 
Original value of $ ^4^8^ 

1 4*8668 X 100 
/. Current value of $1 = £~^-^ — -f^96-original value. 

= 103*7%. 

Appreciation of the dollar = 3*7 % . 

Fremiam on Sold. 
Example 23.—Suppose the sovereign is equal to 20 gold dollars of a certain 

country, but that the currency of the latter country has become inconvertible 
and gold is at a premium of 200 per cent. What is the current value of the 

sovereign ? 

Solution:— 

100 gold dollars are equal to 300 paper dollars, 

300 
/. 1 gold dollar = == 3 paper dollars. 

If £1 = 20 gold dollars. 

It must = 20 X 3 paper dollars «s 60 paper dollars. 
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Example 24.— 

Mint Par between England and Turkey = Pstrs. 110 per £1. 
Premium on gold in Turkey = 810 %. 

What is the current value of the gold sovereign ? 

Solution:— 
100 gold pstrs. = 910 paper pstrs. 

1 gold pstr. = paper pstrs. 

But £1 = 110 gold pstrs. 

110 X 910 

- 100 

= 1,001 paper piastres. 

Example 25.—If gold is at a premium of 810 % in Turkey, what is the discount 
at which the paper piastre stands in relation to the gold piastre 7 

Solution:— 
At 810 % premium 100 gold pstrs. = 910 paper piastres. 

100 
Present value of 1 paper piastre = — piastres gold. 

Normal value of 1 paper piastre = 1 piastre gold. 

Present value of paper piastre 
100 X 100 

■ % of normal value. 
910 

= 11 % (approx.). 

Paper piastre stands at 89 % discount (approx.). 

Example 26.—If the ratio between the Argentine paper peso (the circulating 
medium within the country) and the gold peso is legally fixed at 44 c. gold 
= 1 peso paper, what is the premium on gold? 

Solution:— 
44 pesos gold 

.*. 100 pesos gold 

Premium on gold 

100 pesos paper. 

100 X 100 
-- pesos paper. 

227 * 27 pesos paper. 
127*27 per cent. 

MisceUaneous Pioblemg. 

Example 27.—A broker in London bought a cheque on Melbourne at 2\ % 
discount, and sold it at 1} % premium. Find the gain per cent, on the outlay. 
If the amount of the bill was £1,000, what is the actual gain if the broker borrows 
money from a bank at 4 % and one month elapsed between the purchase and 
sale? 

48 
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Solution:— 
£100 bill on Australia costs £97} 
£100 bill on Australia sells @ £101} 
Gain on £97} (outlay) « 3| 

16 100 > 
Gain on £100 (outlay) =» -j* X — 

= 3-846. 

Say, 

The £1,000 biU costs £976 

The £1,000 bill sells for £1,012-6 

Actual gain = £37-6 
Deduct interest on £976 for 

1 month @ 4 % .. 3-25 

Net gain .. £34*25 
= £34 5s. 

Example 28.—On 6th February, 1920, you receive an order to remit bills 
drawn on Paris @ 48*60, Brussels @ 48*40, or Amsterdam @ 9*10, or the 
nearest rate. On going into the market the quotations are; Paris 48-25-*30, 
Brussels 48 * 15- * 20, Amsterdam 8 * 72- • 75; which rate would you choose and why ? 

Solution — 

All rates are worse for buying, as they have all fallen:— 

Paris. Brussels. Amsterdam. 
48*26 48*16 8-72 

4515 - isTo - 515 - 
The Paris rate is therefore slightly nearer the limit than the Brussels rate, 

so bills on Paris should be purchased. 

Example 29.—(a) On Slst January, 1920, exchange quotations being 

Copenhagen .. .. 22*03-22*07 

Berlin .. .. .. .. 290 297, 

at what rates w'ould you have issued drafts so as to allow your bank a gross 
profit of } % on both places. Kates to be quoted to the nearest manageable 
fraction, e.g., Copenhagen—nearest } Ore; Berlin—nearest 10 pfennige. (Inst, 

oj Bankers, II, 1920.) 

Solution:— 

The first rate—i.e., the selling price—must bo used in both cases 

Copenhagen ,, 0, ... .. 22*03 
Less} % . -0276 

22-0026 

Rate to be charged = 22-00} kr. per £1 

Berlin . • . 200 
Less} % . -3626 

289-6376 

Rate to be charged » 289*6 marks per £1 
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(6) For what amount would you have issued a draft on Berlin against payment 
of £760 88. 2d.—rate as above? 

Solution:— 

(1) Payment. £789-408 

Rate. 6-982 

163881-6 
61652*6 
6924-6 
461*6 

222820-4 

Amount of draft b= 222»820-40 marks 

Example 30.—On a day when you are able to deal in Belgaa in the Market at 
Belgas 20-35-*40, you receive from a Belgian correspondent a draft on a British 

trading firm for ^Igas 3,280, bearing the clause ** Payable without loss in 
exchange**, which you are asked to collect. Allowing yourself a margin of 6 c. 
in the rate to cover your expenses and commission, calculate the sterling amount 
which you should dememd from the drawee. 

Solution:— 

Banker’s selling rate for T.T. is 20*35 less 6 c. = 20-30. 
He will therefore demand payment of:— 

3,280 

^2-0^ = 7d. 

Example 31.—A London banker has an order from Madrid to draw cheques 

upon one of the following centres at the rates indicated, or at best, viz.: Berlin 840, 
Paris 60*66, Amsterdam 11*68J, Lisbon 4Jd. When he receives these instruc¬ 

tions he finds the rates quoted are: Berlin 850-J, Paris 5l*16-i, Amsterdam 
11*70J-|, Lisbon 4J-Jd. Upon which place should he draw in order to comply 
with his customer’s instructions ? 

Solution:— 

All the rates have got worse for selling cheques ; i.e., those in foreign currency 

have risen, whilst that in sterling has fallen. To determine the best rate for 

the operation, express all rates as proper fractions, and determine which is 
nearest to unity :— 

Berlin 

Paris 

Amsterdam 

Lisbon 

840 

860J 

60-66 

61-16i 

11-68^ 

ll-70f 

1* 
4* 

-988 

-990 

-998 

•917 

The rate on Amsterdam has therefore deteriorated least, and the cheques 
should be drawn on that city. 
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Example 32.—On 9th February, 1923, exchange on Amsterdam was 11 * 84| for 
£1, London on Pans 74 • 80 francs for £1. What was the florin value of 100 francs ? 

{Inat, of Bankers, II, 1923.) 

Solution:— 

? florins = 100 francs. 
74*80 francs = £1. 

£1 = 11*841 florins 

100 X 11-846 

““ 74-80 
= 15* 83^ florins. 

Example 33.—Gold in London is quoted in shillings and i>ence per ounce 
fine. In 1923, the price was called the ** American Parity ** price, i.e., it was 

based on the rate of exchange for £1 gold in New York. Calculate the price 
of gold in London with exchange $4-68| ($1 => 23*22 grains gold; 1 oz. =3 480 
grains gold). (Inst, of Bankers, II, 1923.) 

Solution:— 

? £ = 480 grains fine gold. 
23-22 grains = $1. 

$4-685 = £1. 
480 

23-22 X 4-685 
.*. Price per oz. = £4*412 

= 888. 3d. per oz. 

Example 34.—^The American dollar originally had a gold content of 25*8 

grains, Vaths fine, but by decree it has been reduced to 59*06 per cent, of its 
original value. If the rate of exchange between London and New York is 
$4*95 = £1, calculate the price of gold in London based on the American parity 

(1 oz. troy = 480 grains). 
If the price of gold in London is actually 142b. per fine oimce, at what 

premium or discount does it stand in relation to the American parity 7 

Solution :— 
7 £ ~ 1 fine ounce. 

If 1 oz. ~ 480 grs. 
9 grs. fine = 10 grs. standard. 

258 grs. standard = $10 (old). 
$59-06 (old) » $100 (new). 

$4-95 = £1. 
480 X 10 X 100 

9 X 268 X 69-06 X 4*96 

*5 £7-071, or 1418. 5d. per fine ounce. 

Actual price of gold is 1428., i.e.. 

Price is at a premium of 7d. over the American parity. 

Example 35.—^From the following data calculate what rate should be given 
in New York for a 60 days* commercial bill on London for £120 158. Demand 
rate $4* 68^, London Bank rate 3 %, Stamp duty ^ per cent. (Inst, of Bankers, 
II, 1923.) 
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Solution:— 

Demand rate ==$4*685 
Less 63 days* int. at 3 % = *02426 

(London terms) 
Stamp duty % = *00234 

-*0266 

Kate for 60 days* bill = |4*6584 

Say, $4* 65ft. ■— 

Note.—Three days* grace must be edlowed. The amount of the bill need 

not enter into the calculation of the rate. 

Example 36.—^The New York rate on Paris is quoted in dollars and cents 

per 100 francs. If exchange London on Paris be 92*80 and London on New 
York 4*25^, what will be the arbitrated rate between New York and Paris in 
cents per franc ? {Inst, oj Bankers^ /J, 1924.) 

Solution:— 

If London on Paris is Fes. 92*80 to £1, and London on New York is $4*25^ 
to £1, then New York on Paris in cents to I franc will be :— 

? c. = Fr. 1. 
Fes. 92*80 = £1. 

£1 = $4 *251. 
$1 = 100 c. 

4*2525 X 100 

92*80 

= 4*58 cents per franc. 

Example 37.—A banker in London purchases an exporter’s bill for $10,000 
drawn on Buenos Aires at 42 ^d. He sends the bill to Buenos Aires with 
instructions to his correspondent to present for payment and remit the proceeds 
by T.T. to London less charges. Show (1) the sterling amount paid in London 
for the bill, and (2) the amount of the proceeds ultimately received in London 
from Buenos Aires in sterling. The T.T. rate at which the correspondent remits 

is 42^. Argentine stamp duty t VooJ correspondent’s commission ( %. {Inst, 
of Bankerst II, 1924.) 

Solution :— 

The bill will be drawn payable in paper pesos, so the exchange rate will be ...... 
Sterling amount paid in London 

= 42*125 X 

= £772 58. lOd. 

10,000 

240 

Net proceeds received in Buenos Aires 

Less stamp duty = $5 

Agent’s commission i % = $25 

$30 
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The sterling proceeds received in London are therefore $9,970 at 42|d. X 
per $. 

^4,226 44 

“ ^ 240 ^ 100 ^ 
= £772 6b. 2d. 

44 

100 

Example 38.—A customer offers you a sight draft drawn on a Now York 

bank and asks for a draft on Milan for lire 124,774*88 in exchange. The rates 
current are; New York T.T. 4*85-J, New York cheque 4*85J-J, Italy cheque 
121J-}. Calculate how many dollars you w'ould require. Allow a profit for 
yourself of J cent in the New York rate and J lira in the Italian rate. (Inet, of 
Bankers, I, 1926.) 

Solution:— 
The Milan draft is sold at the cheque rate, 121J, less commission J lira, 

i.e., at 121J, yielding in sterling 
124,774*88 

121*25 

For this amount the customer must give a dollar draft at the New York 
cheque rate 4*85}, plus the bank’s commission of } c., i.e., at 4*85}. 

, , , , . , „ 124,774*88 X 4*85875 
Amount of draft in dollars = -- -- 

121 * 25 

== $5,000. 

Note.—In both transactions, the rule “Buy high, selJ low” applies, so the 

bank’s commission is deducted in sellitvg lira, and is added in buying dollars. 

Example 39.—A client plcu^es £754 ISs. lid. with his London bankers, with 
instructions to remit the equivalent by mail to Capetown. At the time exchange 

on that city was quoted } % premium for mail transfers. Subsequently it was 

found that the funds were not required in South Africa and the remittance 
was returned telegraphically. At this time telegraphic remittances South 
Africa to London were quoted } % premium. What would bo the net amount 
received back by the original remitter? {Inst, of Bankers, /, 1926.) 

Solution:— 

If exchange on Capetown is at } % premium, 

£100} in London purchases £100 in Capetown. 
100 X 754*69583 

£754*69583 in London purchases -io'q*”125- 

If South Africa quotes London at } % premium, 
£100} in South Africa purchases £100 in London. 

100 X 754*69583 £100 100 x 754*69583 

100*125 
■ in South Africa purchases X 

100*125 

in London 
* £750-004 

Say, £750. 
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Example 40.—An exporter in this country draws a 90 d/s bill for £1,000 on 
on importer in New Zealand. He enlaces the bill with the clause ** Payable 
with exchange and stamps for negotiating bills on the Colonies as per endorse¬ 

ment ** and asks his banker in London (a New Zealand bank) to negotiate it. 
Allowing for New Zealand stamps at 2s. per cent., calculate: (a) the amount 
received by the exporter; (6) the amount to be collected from the importer. 

The rate quoted for the purchase of 90 d/s bills on New Zealand is 127f. 

Solution:— 

(a) Banker’s buying rate will be endorsed on the bill, and stamps will be 
collected from the drawee. 

Hence, the customer will receive £1,000. 

(h) The rate endorsed will be New Zealand £127{ /= £100 English. 

The bill will be converted as follows:— 
£ s. d. 

1,000 127-876 

^ 1 ^100 . 

Add Stamps, 1 %o .. 

Amount to bo collected from drawee 

1,278 15 0 

1 6 0* 

£1,280 1 0 

♦ Note.—It is important to remember that on “ exchange as per endorse¬ 
ment” bills the stamp duty in the foreign country will be calculated on the amount 
of the bill when converted into the foreign currency, in this case £1,278 N.Z. 

Example 41.—If American currency be at a premium of J % in Montreal, 
calculate (a) the rate, (b) the amount, a Canadian banker would pay for a 

GO days* sight bill on London for £5,000. New York demand rate on London 
is $4-84J-|-, London discount rate 5 %, and profit to be made for the Montreal 
banker J % (include stamp duty). (Inat. of Bankers^ II, 1927.) 

Solution :— 

(a) $100J in Montreal will buy $100 in New York. 
Now York demand rate on London 

(buying) .. .. .. .. = 4 • 846 
4-846 X 100-25 

.*. Canadian demand rate on London — -- 

= $4-8571 

Less Interest for 03 days at 6 % = -0419 
Profit at i% ^ =-0121 
English stamp duty, say, J %o *0024 

- -0504 

$4-8007 
Say, $4-80 per £1. 

(6) Amount paid for bill = $4-80 X 6,000 

= $24,000. 

Example 42.—Given a spot rate of exchange, London on Paris, of 120J, 
calculate the probable three months* forward rate of exchange. (Rate of interest 
in London is 6 % and in Paris 7J%.) (Inst, of Bankers, II, 1927.) 
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SoluHon:— 

London interest rate, 5 % per annum. 

Paris interest rate^ % per annum. 
.% Money earns 2^ % per annum more in Paris than in London. 

The three months* forward rate should be at a discount of approx, i %. 

_ . , , , 120-6 X 100-626 
Three months forward rate —-- 

» 121-263126 

121-25 fca per £1, or 

76 cents over spot. 

Example 43.—On 1st February, 1927, an American banker sends the follow¬ 

ing telegram to his London oorrespondent:— 

** Against doUars I am a buyer of lire 600,000; limit 4-28.** 

When the wire was received, the London quotation for lire was 114~J, while 

dollars were quoted $4 - 84{- - 85. 

On the assumption that the London banker executes the order, what would 
be the profit or loss on the transaction? {InaU of Banktra^ //, 1927.) 

Solution:— 

If the London banker executes the order at the limit specified, i.e., $4*28 

per 100 lire, he receives for 600,000 lire 

^600,000 X 4-28 ^ 

100 

These dollars he sells in London for £ 
21.400 

4*86 

£ s. d. 
4,412 7 6 

He covers his sale of lire by purchase of 500,000 lire 

^600,000 
at 114, costing £- 

114 

.*• Profit (excluding brokerage and cables) 

== 4,386 19 4 

= £26 8 1 

Example 44.—^You receive from a foreign correspondent a three months* 
sight bill drawn on a London firm. The instructions are to present it for 
acceptance, and, when accepted, to get the bill discounted on the London 
market, the proceeds to be placed to the credit of your correspondent. 

The bill is for £100 13a 4d. The discount rate in London is 6} %. 
Show the amount with which you would ultimately credit your correspondent. 

(Days of grace and stamp duty to be taken into account.) (Inat, of Bankera^ 
II, 1927.) 

Solution:— 

It may be assumed that the bill has 96 days to run when discounted. 

£ s. d. 
Amount of bill .100 13 4 

100-667 X 96 X H ^ 

= £—3653^200- = 1 810 

Stamp. 2 0 

- ^ 
/• Total net proceeds •. .« £09 2 6 
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Example 45.—If English currency exchanges for Egyptian currency at the 
rate of £1 sterling for lOs. 9d. Egyptian, what rate of exchange does this repre¬ 
sent ? Express the rate as a premium or discount. 

Solution:— 

Egyptian currency is quoted as so many piastres per £1 sterling, 100 piastres 
being equivalent to £1 Egyptian. 

Hence:— 

? Piastres = £1 sterling. 
If £1 sterling = 19s. 9d. E. 

£1 E. = 100 piastres. 
100 X *9875 __ - 

= 98*75 Pi. per £1, or 

A discoimt of 1}^ per cent. 

Example 46.—A London merchant invested £10,000 in lire in 1913, and 

sold them in 1928. Assuming that the purchase and sale took place at rates 

approximating to the pars of exchange ruling at these times, how much do you 
estimate would be the capital loss on the transaction? (IneL of Bankers, I, 
1928.) 

Solution :— 

Mint Par between England and Italy in 1913, 25*2215 lire per £1. 
Mint Par between England and Italy in 1928, 92*46 lire per £1. 
£10,000 at lire 25-2215 per £ => Lire 252,215 
Lire 252,215 at lire 92*46 per £ « £2,727 Ss. 

Say, £2,728. 

Capital loss = £10,000 — £2,728. 
= £7,272 (approx.). 

Example 47.—A British merchant exports goods to New York to the value 
of $10,000, and receives in payment a three months' acceptance for that amount. 
To realise sterling he can either sell the bill now at 4*94|, or he can sell the 

currency for delivery in three months’ time at a forward exchange rate of 
4*86}. Which method would you adopt? Show your arithmetical working, 
allowing for sterling being worth 5 % per annum. (Inst, of Bankers, I, 1928.) 

Solution:— 

Net proceeds if bill is sold immediately 

Interest on this sum at 5 % .. 

Total proceeds 

10,000 

^4*94125 
« £2,023-779 

= 25*297 

= £2,049 076 

$10,000 sold forward at $4 * 86} realise £ 
10,000 

4*8675 
= £2,054*443 

It is therefore better for the merchant to sell the dollars forward, as he 
thereby realises £5 7& 4d. more than if he had discounted the bill immediately. 

Example 48.—^You are asked to buy a demand bill for $487,535*02 drawn 
on Montreal. The rate of exchange for sight drafts is $4*88-}, and your charge 

is, say, i\r % commission. What will be the sterling amount with which you 
credit your customer’s account? {Inst, of Bankers, II, 1928.) 
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Solutwn:— 
487,535 >02 

$487,636-02 at $4-881 realise £ ■ == £99,863-663 
4 * clo^O 

Less Commission at tV % • • • • =* • 408 

£99,791-166 

Sterling amount credited to customer's account is 

£99,791 38, Id. 

Example 49.—An exporter in Milan has the choice of two methods for ob¬ 
taining payment from the London importer. He can open a London reimburse¬ 
ment credit through his own bank, available for bills at 3 months’ date, for 

which the charge is | per cent. The discoimt rate in London for fine bank 

bills is 2 per cent., whilst the exporter’s bank will allow for a collection com¬ 
mission of 1 per cent, in the rate at which it will negotiate bills imder the credit. 

Alternatively, the exporter can take payment in the form of a sterling T.T. 

to be remitted by the importer in 3 months. His bank quotes a foi^vard rate 

of 10 c. discount for the sterling, as compared with the spot rate of lire 63-45. 
Which method is the better for the Italian exporter, if his funds are worth 

4 per cent. p.a. to him in Italy? (Ignore Italian stamp (luty.) 

Solution:— 
(1) Spot rate at which bank will buy T.T. .. . . Lire 63-45 

Deduct Discount at 2 % for 3 months .. .. -3172 

Commission, ( % .. -0793 
Stamp duty, i ^ .. -0317 

-4282 

Lirfi (53 02 1 8 

Long rate will probably be .. .. Lire 63 -02 

Deduct Cost of credit, } % •24 

Ultimate rate at which exporter will realise his sterling.. Lire 62> 78 

(2) Forward rate at which bank will buy T.T. Lire 63 • 35 
Deduct Loss of interest in Italy at 4 % for 3 months.. • 0335 

Ultimate rate at which exporter will realise his sterling.. Lire 02 -7105 

It will be seen that he realises more lire for each £1 by the first method than 
by the second. 

Hence the first method is the better. 

Example 50.—A German export house is desirous of making arrangements 

for a series of shipments to South America. The importer’s agent offers payment 
in London, and, on enquiry, the exporter, who is prepared to extend and pay 
for three months’ credit to his customer, finds the following methods open to 
him: 

(а) He can ask the importer to arrange for a Documentary Credit in London 

available for the acceptance of the exporter’s three months’ bills on the London 
bank. In this case, acceptance commission in London is } % and credit charges 
in South America J % on the face amount of the drawings. Such tin acccpianco 
can be discounted at the market rate for fine bank paper of 2f %. 

(б) He can draw a bill on his customer direct, the customer domiciling it in 
London. In this case the paying agent charges | % commission, and the market 
for domiciles is very poor, the chea]iest buyer being at 4J % per annum. 
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(c) He can draw a bill on his customer direct, payable in sterling, and these 
bills can be negotiated in Berlin at an inclusive rate of Rms. 14*20 per £1, the 
current cheque rate being 14 *37^. 

Which arrangement is the cheapest ? 

Solution :— 

(а) The cost per annum of a three months' credit will be 

(I + i) X 4.= 2 % per annum. 
Plus cost per annum of discounting bank bills .. = 2 J % ,, ,, 

Total .. .. .. .. ., =-“ 4f % per annum. 

(б) Tho three months' domicile commission will bo J % , or J % per emnum. 
The discount charges are . . .. . . . . ~ 4J % ,, ,, 

Total .. .. .. .. — 5 %P©r aimum. 

(c) Ho can deal in the bill by selling it iii Berlin for Hm. 14*20 per £1. This 
is 17J pfennigo worse on a three months* bill, or, yearly, a charge of 70 pfennige 

on the short rate of 14-37J. 

Hence on 14*37J reichsmarks charge is 

,*. On 100 reielisinarks charge is 

say, 4 J % per annum. 

The exporter’s chcn])e8t method is therefore to ask the importer to arrange 

a (lo<.*umt‘ntary acceptance cr(*(lit with a London banker. 

Rrnks. 0*7 

•7 X 100 

14*37J 

Example 51.—Owing to exchange restrictions abroad, exporters often have 
difliculty in repatriating funds to this country. An exporter in London draws 
a bill on Hungary at sight for £329 ISs. lid. Tho bill is duly presented, but, 
owing to local laws, paid in pengOcs at tho rate of 29 per £1. These pengOes are 

placed on a “ blocked ” account and the exporter requests his bank to sell at 
best, when possible. Later, a buyer of pengOes appears wishing to import 
goods from Hiuigary, and for this purpose the pengOes will be released. The 

rate ho is willing to pay for the Inland PengCes as these are called, is 31 J. 

Ascertain the exporter’s exchange loss. 

Solution :— 

Proceeds of the bill in pengCes == 329*796 X 29 
“ Pengoes 9,564*08 

Proceeds of sale of PengOcs 9,564*08 @ 31*25 
= £306 Is. Od. 

Loss to exporter = £329 158. lid., 7ninus £306 Is. Od. 
- £23 14s. lid. 

Example 52.—You have bought from a customer “ about ” Pea. 60,000 for 
delivery end October at 39J. On the 2nd November you are advised by your 

Madrid corrcsix)ndent that Pes. 60,395*50 have been credited to your ** blocked ” 
peseta accoimt, and that an official permit for their release has been applied for. 
At that date there is a discount on forward pesetas of i per month. If the 
amount on tho blocked account is released on 30th November, with what amotmt 

will the customer bo credited ? 
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SoltUion 

On 30th November the banker is short of about 60,000 Pes. as a result of the 
non-delivery of free currency. 

He therefore buys in the pesetas at the ruling spot rate and sells them one 
month forward at a difference of hoping that the blocked account will be 
freed by the end of the month. His cmticipation turns out to be correct, but 
he has lost J in the rate on the swap and will therefore charge this up to the 
customer by adjusting his rate to 40( (i.e., 30} plus }). The customer would 
therefore be credited w'ith 

£ 
60,396-40 

40} 
£1,505 38. 7d. 

Example 53.—A bank requires to buy 200,000 ounces standard silver for use 

in two months* time. The six>t price is ISa^^d. per ounce, and the forward price 
is 18}4d. per ounce. The bank can invest its money at 3 % for the two 
months tmd accept the forward rate, or it can. buy the silver at once at the spot 

price. In the latter case, half the silver, owing to lack of storage speu^e, will 

have to be stored elsewhere at a charge of 3tl. per 1,000 ounces per month and an 
insurance premium of £1 58. Which course should the hank adopt ? 

Solution:— 

(a) Cost by Buying Spot: 

200,000 ounces X IH^’-.d. 
Storage on 100,000 ounces .. 

Insurance 
Interest lost, 2 months at 3 % 

(6) Buying Fokwakd; 

200,000 @ 18i4 = £15,286 Os. 2d. 

It will therefore be cheaper to buy spot silver and store it. 

£ B. d. 
15,182 5 10 

1 5 0 
1 6 0 

75 18 3 

£15,260 14 1 

Example 54.—A merchant banker agrees to buy from a customer 1,000 
sovereigns at 258. 6d. each. He ccui sell gold at 1 lOs. per oiuiee hno. A sovereign 
contains 113*0016 grains of pure gold and 480 grains equal one ounce. Find 
his profit, ignoring the cost of melting down. 

SoltUion:— 
1130016 

1 sovereign = —— ounces 

Therefore the amount of pure gold in 1 sovereign can be sold for 

113-0016 X 110 

480 
shillings 

= 25 * 8962 shillings. 

Therefore 1,000 sovereigns can be sold for 25,806*2 shillings. 
But the banker pays for them 

1,000 X 258. 6d. = 25,500 shillings 

.*. Banker's profit = 306*2 shillings 

= £19 16s. 2d. 
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Example 65.—A banker buys Turkish lira in Baghdad, at the rate of 8f paper 
lira for each gold lira. The current price for sterling is 680 (piastres per £1). 
The following is the bullion statement from the rehners for 3,000 coins. Complete 
the calculations, and from this, assuming the banker sells the sterling at the 
current rate quoted, find his profit, in Turkish paper, ignoring freight or other 
charges not given in this qestion. 

Weight after Melting 
(Including Pot Scrapings). 

Ounces. 
689•56 

Assay Report. 
Fine Gold. Fine Silver. 

Ounces. 
631-628 11*03 

Gold, 631*628 oimces, sold at 1248. 3d. per ounce .. .. £ 
Silver, 11*03 ounces, sold at 19|d. per ounce .. .. .. £ 

Cost of assay 4 0 
Melting and refining .. .. £5 14 11 

- £5 18 11 
Net proceeds of gold coins .. .. £ 

Solution:— £ s. d. 
The gold will realise .. .. .. 3,923 19 9 
The silver will realise .. 18 0 

£3,924 17 9 
Less charges .. 5 18 11 

Net proceeds of gold coin .. .. .. £3,918 18 10 
£3,918 18s. lOd. at 680 
— Piastres 2,664,880*56 or £T.26,648*81 (paper) 
Cost of £T.3,000 gold at 8| = £T.25,125 (paper). 
Profit: £T. (paper) 1,623-81. 

Example 66.—Egypt is sometimes quoted at a single rate and sometimes at 
par (which is £E.97i = £100 sterling), plus or minus a percentage. 

A client tenders you for negotiation a cheque on (IJairo for £E. 1,000. Having 
no nostro account in Egypt, you ring up two banks operating in that country and 
are offered 97J by one and par (97J) J % by the other. Which rate would 
you accept? 

Solution:— 
97J X i 

Par4. =97i + -|3jj^ 

= 97i + *24375 
= 97-74376. 

The second rate should therefore be accepted. 

Example 57.—You have $12,000 in notes in your foreign money till and 
decide that, as you do not need a running balance of more than $2,000, you 
will dispose of $10,000 of them. A foreign note dealer offers to buy them at 
3*40; or, alternatively, you can ship the notes to New York and sell cheque 
against them. On the market spot dollars are quoted 3 * 39the cheque margin 
is '^ths of a cent, the insurance on notes from London to New York is 9d. % 
and the postage on the parcel 5s. Which will be the most remunerative course ? 
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SoltUion:— 
(o) If the notes are sold to the dealer* the proceeds are :• 

10,000 

* 3-40 
£2,941 3b. 6d. 

(b) If the notes are remitted to New York, you will sell cheque against them 
at 3 • 39| (the market \iill pay you only at the higher rate) plus c. ~ 3 • 39)^ths. 

£ 8. d. 
Proceeds of $10,000 @ 3*39ii .= 2,943 17 8 

Less Insurance @ 9d. % .. .. =12 1 
Postage .. .. .. = 5 0 

- 1 7 1 

£2,942 10 7 

The best course is therefore to sell cheque against remittance of the notes 
to New York. 

Example 58.—^The exchanges between a country whose currency has 
depreciated and those of the various gold standard countries tend to show approxi¬ 
mately an equal discount on the mint parity, any disparity being rapidly removed 
by arbitrage operations. 

Ascertain the approximate rate of exchange between London and Switzerland, 
given that the rate of exchange on Paris is 83 • 83 J to £1. What is the percentage 
discount on sterling in terms of gold standard currencies ? 

Solution :— 
, 83-8375 

Sterling is worth only . -r— of its par value, 
IJ4* Zl«>4 

83-8375 
l e., j24~.'2134 ^ 

= 67-49J% (approx.). 

Discount on sterling in terms of gold currencies = 32-50^ %. 

67-495 25*2215 
The rate on Switzerland will be approximately • X -j—- 

= Fes. 17-02i. 

Example 69.—A London banker finds that certain exchange operations will 
result in his accoimt in New York being overdrawn for eight days. He would 
be charged overdraft interest at the rate of 4^ % per annum or ho can buy T.T. 
and sell cheque New York at | c. discount on a spot rate of $4-87J. Assuming 
that the cheque would not be presented for 8 days, when his accoimt will be 
in credit, which would be the cheaper form of temporary cover ? 

Solution 
Interest charged per £1 on overdraft for 8 days in New York at New York 

terms 
4-876 X 9 X 8 

^360 X 2 x 100 
= -4875 0. 

Discount per £1 on sale of cheque j c. = -375 c. 

It is therefore cheaper for the London banker to buy T.T. and sell cheque 
than to overdraw his account in New York. 
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Example 60.—A bank receives from a French correspondent the following 
telegram:— 

“ Value Friday sell 560,000 francs against three months sixty centimes 
our favour.** 

Explain the operation. 

Solution:— 

The request contained in the telegram given is that the London bank should 
carry out a spot against forward operation for the French bank. The Lnndon 
bank will have to sell 560,000 francs on the London, or any other market, ** value”, 

i.o., for payment here and there, on the following Friday, and against this sale 
will have to purchase 560,000 francs for future delivery in three months’ time 
at a price which will bo more favourable for its French customer by 60 centimes 
per £. That is to say, if the sale of spot francs is effected at the rate of 123*85 

francs per £, the purchase of the forward francs must be made at a minimum 
price of 124*45 francs i>er £. In respect of the spot sale the French bank will 
credit its London agent with the franca on the same day that it receives credit 
for the sterling equivalent, i.e., on the following Friday, while in respect of the 
forward purchase, the Loiulon bank will debit the sterling account of the French 
bank in throe months’ time on the same day that it gives instructions for the 
francs to bo paid over to the French bank. The London bank will, of course, 

eiuloavour to obtain more than 60 centimes per £ in its favour for the three months* 
spri'ad us, if it can obtain, say, 65 centimes, the extra five centimes will constitute 
its profit. 

Example 61.—Ascertain the Central Bank’s position in reichsmarks, given the 
following details:— 

Balance at Deutsche Hank .. .. .. Hmks. 100,000 (in credit) 

Balance at Dresdner Bank .. .. .. 14,000 (overdrawn) 
Total Forward purchases outstanding . . 4,491,000 
Total Fonvard sales outstanding .. 5,026,000 
Bills on Berlin held, not yet due .. .. 460,000 

Foreign Branch simmiary of small deals not yet recorded by the dealers 
(being too small in themselves to be separately recorded):— 

Drafts, etc., sold .. .. .. .. Rinks. 7,000 

Cheques, couxx)n8, etc., bought .. .. 1,000 

Solution :— 
Six)t balances (net) .. .. .. .. .. Rmks. 86,000 
Add Purchases: Forward .. .. .. .. 4,491,000 

Bills held . 460,000 
Sundries . . .. .. .. 1,000 

6,038,000 

Sales: Forward .. .. .. Rmks. 5,026,000 
Sundries .. 7,000 

5,033,000 

Not operating position .. .. .. .. .. Rmks. 5,000 

i.o., the Central Bank has on overbought position of Rmks. 5,000. 

In practice, this position would bo regarded as ” square **, for the value of 

the reichsmarks is only about £300, and thoreforo not a dangerous risk. 

Example 62.—An exchange dealer finds that his position in New York is as 

follows:— 
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(а) He has a credit bcdance of $100,000 with one agent and a debit balance 
of $50,000 with another. 

(б) He has purchased T.T. $1,560,000 and sold T.T. $1,500,000.* 
(c) He has sold drafts for $245,000 which are still in transit. 
(d) He has bought drafts for $110,000 which are still in transit. 
(e) He has bought long bills for $295,000 which have not yet matured. 
(/) He has the following forward contracts outstanding:— 

Bought. Sold. 
$ 9 

1 month .. .. 3,562,000 4,129,000 
2 months 5,148,000 6,324,000 
3 months 2,197,000 3,212,000 

$10,907,000 $13,665,000 

♦ Note that T.T.’s are not deliverable until two days later, by market 
custom. Hence they do not appear immediately in the spot balances. 

From these particulars work out his position and explain what action is 

called for. 

Solution:— 

Spot deals 
T.T.’s 
Drafts outstanding 
Long bills 

Forward contracts 

The dealer is thus oversold to the extent of $2,488,000, and should, therefore, 
buy in, say, $2,500,000 spot to square his position. It will be noticed, however, 
that it is his forward position that is heavily oversold, and, assuming that he 
does not desire to have his funds tied up in dollar balances, he might still further 
improve his position by swapping the $2,500,000 spot he has bought for, say, 
$500,000 one month, $1,000,000 two months*, and $1,000,000 three months' 
orw’ard. By so doing he squares up each of his forward positions. 

In practice, of course, the dealer's actual disposition of spot and forward 
balances would depend upon many considerations, e.g., usability of the money 
in the different centres and rates of interest. 

Bought. Sold. 
$ % 

100,000 50,000 
1,560,000 1,500,000 

110,000 245,000 
295,000 — 

10,907,000 13,665,000 

$12,972,000 $15,460,000 

Example 63.—Losing the figures given in the preceding example, show the 
dealer's final position after carrying out the suggested operations to square 
his position. 

SolutionDgblte. 

Balances (unchanged) .. .. .. .. 50,000 
T.T.’s sold (further $2,500,000 swapped) .. .. 4,000,000 
T.T.’s purchased (further $2,500,000 bouglit to cover) — 
Drafts and bills (unchanged). 245,000 
Forward contracts:— 

Credits. 
$ 

100,000 

4,060,000 
405,000 

1 month (further $500,000 bought against spot).. 4,129,000 4,062,000 
2 months (further $1,000,000 bought against spot) 6,324,000 6,148,000 
3 months (further $1,000,000 bought against spot) 3,212,000 3,197,000 

$17,960,000 $17,972,000 

He is now overbought to the extent of $12,000, which he might cover by a 
spot sale. 
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Example 64.—^Your bank has the offer of a G.M.T. for ten days ahead for 
$500,000, just at a time when you have actually $350,000 on current account in 
New York, earning 2 % per annum. The terms of the offer are that the customer 
will sell G.M.T. at 4»51| provided you will sell him the same amount of dollars 
by T.T. at 4 • 51. You decide to do this, but in covering the operation you utilise 
your available balance abroad, buy $150,000 at 4*51 for T.^. and thus make up 
the amount required to sell to him. 

You have now to get rid of the unwanted $150,000 G.M.T. which you have 
purchased (for your dollar balance abroad has been accumulated for a pre¬ 
arranged purpose, and you are naturally ready to take this back in 10 days* time). 

Your sales of G.M.T. are done as follows:— 
$100,000 at 4*51} and the balcuice, viz., $50,000, at 4 61f. Allowing 

brokerages of £2 5s. Od. in all, what prolit does your acceptance of this offer 
yield ? (New York works on 360 da3rs to the year.) 

Solution :— 
PurchaMS. Sales. 

(а) $500,000 G.M.T. @ 4*51J. (c) $500,000 T.T. @ 4*51. 
(б) $150,000 T.T. @ 4*51. (d) $100,000 G.M.T. @ 4*51}. 

(e) $50,000 G.M.T. @ 4*51}. 

Setting off (6) against part (c) we have:— £ s. d. 
(6) and (c) Proceeds of T.T. (500,000-150,000) @ 4*51 .. = 77,605 6 5 
(d) Proceeds of G.M.T. 100,000 @ 4*51} = 22,148 7 11 
(e) Proceeds of G.M.T. 50,000 @4*51}. = 11,068 1 4 

Total proceeds .. £110,821 15 “8 
Less Cost of $500,000 G.M.T. @ 4 *51} .. = 110,711 6 5 

£110 9 3 
Less brokerages = 2 5 0 

Gross Profit £108 4 3 
Less interest lost on $350,000 sold at 4*51 (£77,605), 10 

days @ 2 % .. == 43 2 3 

Net Profit = £65 2 0 

Example 65.—(a) Find the silver exchange constant applicable to the Chinese 
ta<d of, say, 579 * 85 grains, i^ths fine, in t-orins of Britisli standard silver * 925 line, 
l^er ounce of 480 grains. (.Vnswer to 5 places of decimals and ignore expenses.) 

(b) Apply this constant to a price of 17}d. per ounco standard and thus 
ascertain the rate of exchange of tho tael produced by shipping silver from 
London to Shanghai. Allow for interest lost in shipment (40 days at 3%), 
and other charges totalling 1} %. (Nearest }d.) 

(c) Assiuning a shipment of 90,000 standard ounces bought at the above 
price, the actual charges amounting to £80 10a. Od. with interest for 35 days only 
being lost, work out the rate of exchange thus produced. 

SolxUion :— 
(a) ? Pence == 1 Shanghai tool 

If 1 tael = 579*85 grains standard 
10 grains standard = 9 grains fine 

925 grains fine = 1,000 grains British standard 
480 grains = 1 ounce 

1 ounco == X pence (price of silver in London)? 
, 579*85 X 9 X 1,000 X x 

” ‘ -i0“926"^480-^ 
= 1*17537 X pence (where x is the price of silver in London) 

Silver Constant (ignoring charges) =« 1*17537. 

49 
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(6) Constcuit == !• 17637 
Price of Silver = 17-376d. per ounce 

Value of tael (ignoring charges) = 1* 17637 X 17*376 .. == 20*4221 
ildd Interest, 40 days @ 3 % .. .... — *0671 

Charges, li% •. .= *2663 

20*7446 

Rate of exchange — 20id. (to nearest ^d.). 

£ s. d. 
(c) Cost of 90,000 standard ounces @ 17* 376d. .. .. = 6,616 12 6 

Add Charges .. .. .. .. .. .. = 80 10 0 
Interest, 35 days @3% .. .. .. .. » 18 14 11 

Total Cost .«£6,614 17 5 

925 1,000 
90,000 ounces st. (British) — 90,000 x X “^7-7 ounces st. China. 

1 ,uuu yuu 
90,000 X 025 480 

Tael equivalent =-—- X 

= 76,571*52 taels. 
Taels 76,571*52 cost £6,614 17s. 5d. 

6614*871 X 240 
Rate of exchange -- —76 671 * 62- ~ 20* 733d. 

(say) 20}d. (to nearest |d.). 

Example 66.—If American currency is at a discount of 6J-6J jier cent, in 
Montreal, how much will a Canadian banker pay for a T.T. for American $1,000, 
if he takes a profit of 10 cents in the rate ? 

Solution:— 
The Canadian banker can cover by selling at 6J per cent, discount, i.e., 

Can. $93*50 per U.S. $100. 

He will therefore quote Can. $93*40 jxjr U.S. $100, and will pay 

1,000 93*40 

* 100 ^ 1 

= Can. $934. 

Example 67.—An exchange operator purchases 4 % Funding Loan in London 
to the face value of £50,000 at 90J and sells the stock in New York at 91. He 
employs the proceeds in the purchase of a T.T. on London at the current rate of 

exchange of 4*8534. The Wall Street quotation is based on a nominal parity of 
$5 to the £. 

Calculate the oiierator’s profit or loss on the deal. You may ignore brokerages 
and other charges. 

Solution :— 
50,000 X 90*75 

(k)Hi of £50,000 Funding Loan @ 90j == -r—r- 
100 

Dollar proceeds of £50,000 Funding Loan at 01 
$50,0(X) X 6 X 91 

=-^- = $227,600 

Proceeds of $227,500 @ 4*85iji 

/. Operator’s Profit .. 

= £1,466 168. 7d. 

- £45,376 

£46,831*779 

== £1.466*779 
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in 
Example 68.—^Tho following quotations for exchange on South Africa appeared 
the daily Press:— 

S.A. Union Territory, T.T.s 
S.A. Union Territory, sight drafts 

Buying Rate. Selling Bate. 
£67 12 6 £66 12 6 

68 2 6 66 13 9 

If the South African banks in London charge 9 % per annum for discounting 
commercial drafts on South Africa, use the above rates to calculate (a) the probable 
rate which would bo quoted by the London office of a South African bank for 
the purchase by it from a Manchester merchant of a 60 d/s commercial bill on 
Cape Town for £173 128. 6d., and (6) the sterling amoimt which the merchant 
would receive if he sold the bill, to the bank, at such a rate. (Allow Is. S.Af. % 
for stamp, and take 360 days to the year.) (Institute oj Bankers, 1933.) 

Solution :— £25 

(a) Buying rate for sight drafts .68 •! 

Add Interest @ 9 % for 60 days, ^ x X — .. .. 1*022 

Stamp duty, i ®/o0 .. .. .. .. .. .. *034 

£69*181 

Buying rate for 60 d/s draft is £69 3s. 9d. (to nearest 6d.). 

(6) On the basis of this rate a bill for £173 128. 6d. would be purchased for:— 

^173*625 

^69-1875 ^ 
100 = £260 198. 0(1. 

Example 69.—If the mailing period between London and South Africa is 
taken as 28 days, calculate the rate of intei-est represented by the spread between 
the rates quoted in London fur the purchase of T.T. and cheque on South Africa, 
the two rates being £100 lOs. and £101 5s. respectively. 

Solution:— 

The spread is lOs. on a rate of £100 15s., i.e., 

10 100 365 
ir^ X T X 2^ I’crccnt. p.a. 

- 6*47 % approx. 
Say, 61 |>er annum. 

Example 70.—An exchange dealer in Lomlon, having bought from a customer 
«15,000 T.T. Now York at $3-60i per £, seeks the best method of covering the 
operation. If the following are the current market rates how should ho cover 
his purchase of dollars and what is his profit ? (Ignore expenses.) 

T.T. London on New York 
,, „ Berlin . . 
,, ,, Amsterdam 

,, ,, ,, Zurich .. 
,, Berlin on New York 

• ,, Amsterdam on New York 
,, Zurich on New York 

3*60-1 
14-50--55 
8*71-*72 

18-37--3S 
4*04 nun ks ix'r $ 
2*42 FIs. ix?r S 
6 * 10 Fcb. per $ 
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SohUion :— 

The dealer must sell |16,000 at as low a rate as possible. 

1. If he sells dollars in London the rate is $3*60^. 

2. If he sells dollars in Berlin at 4*04 Rm. per $ and sells the proceeds at 
14*55 

14*65 Bm. per £, the equivalent rate is per £ 

= $3*6016 per £. 

3. If he sells dollars in Amsterdam at 2*42 FIs. per $ and sells the proceeds 
8* 72 

at 8*72 FIs. per £, the equivalent rate is per £ 

= $3*603 per £. 

4. If he sells dollars in Zurich at 5*10 Fes. per $ and sells the proceeds at 
18*38 

18*38 Fes. per £, the equivalent rate is $ ^ per £ 

= $3*604 per £. 

The best centre for the sale of dollars is therefore Berlin. 

£ 8. d. 

4^64 18 11 

4,160 17 9 

£4 1 2 

Sale of $15,000 @ Rm. 4*04 realises Rm. 16,000 X 4*04 
= Rm. 60,600. 

Sale of Rm. 60,600 @ 14*55 realises £* 
,60*600 

14*55 
16,000 

Purchase of $15,000 from customer at $3*601 costs£ _ 
3* DUO 

The dealer’s profit is 

Example 71.—On a given date francs were quoted at Fes. 124*23-*26 per £1. 
Some time later the rates were quoted at Fes. 801-80^. Compare the size of 
the spread in these two rates by expressing each as a jx^r milleage of the middle 
rate. 

Solution :— 

When francs are quoted at 124*23-*25, the middle rate is 124*24, whilst 
the spread is Fes. *02, 

*02 1,000 
i.e., a spread of — ^ X -y— per millo 

= *16permille. 

When francs are quoted at 80J-^, the middle rate is 80|, w'hilst the spread 
is J Fc., 

•26 1,000 
i.e., a spread of — X —y— per millc 

— 3*11 per mille 
= 3i per mille (approx.). 

I.e., the spread is twenty times greater than in the first instance. 
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Example 72.—From the following data calculate at what rate a banker, 
operating with £1»000, could sell Americem dollars three months* forward. Spot 
rate, $4 • 84. Interest in London, 6 %. Interest in New York, 4 %. {Institute 
of Bankers, 1929.) 

Solution:— 

Assuming that the banker covers his forward sale by buying spot, 
he bases his forward rate on the spot rate, viz. .. .. .. 4*84 

loss of interest, 3 months at 1 % .. .. .. .. .. *012 

4*828 

say, 4*82} for dollars 3 months* forward or 1 j- c. premium. 

Example 73.—If, on 30th November, 1931, the T.T. rate, London on New York, 
was quoted at $3*74-} per £, and the forward margins were: 1 month, }-} c. 
premium; 2 months, 1-} c. premium; and 3 months, 1}-1} c. premium, and 
a London banker was prepared to deal with his customers at these rates, what 
rates would ho have quoted to a customer who required the sale to him of:— 

(a) $20,000 for delivery 31st January, 1932; 

(b) $20,000 for delivery during December, 1931, at his option; 

(c) $20,000 for delivery during December, 1931-January, 1932, at his option; 

{d) $20,000 for delivery during January, 1932, at his option ? 

Assuming that the customer accepts the quotation for (6), with how much sterling 
would he be charged on completion of the contract and on what date would this 
take place if he took full advantage of his option 7 

Solution :— 

(а) 3*74 less *01 = 3*73. 

(б) 3*74 less *005 =s 3*73}. (This is more favourable to the banker than 3*74 
for six)t.) 

(c) 3 *74 less *01 — 3*73. (This is more favourable than 3*735 for Decem¬ 
ber 31st.) 

{d) 3* 74 less *01 3*73. (This is more favourable than 3*735 for Decem¬ 
ber 31st.) 

Cost of $20,000 at 3*73} = £5,354 158. Id. 

The customer would take delivery on Slst December, as he has been charged 

the premium of } cent on the assumption that he will take full advantage of his 
privilege to delay completion for a full month. 

Example 74.—A customer hands you for collection on the let May a bill for 
£1,000 on Rio de Janeiro claused “ Payable at collecting banker’s selling rate 
for 90 d/s draft on London *’. You agree to advance him £500 against the 
bill, and the advance is made on the same day (Ist May) at 5} per cent. On 
12th August the return remittance is received from Rio de Janeiro, together 
with a debit note for Milreis 50 in respect of stamps and other expenses. The 
return remittance is accepted on 13th August and is discounted the following 
day at 3 per cent. Calculate the amount to be credited to the customer. The 
milreis may be converted at 3}d. 
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Solution :— 

Return remittance falls due on 14th November. 
It is discounted on 14th August. 

Hence, from face value .. 

Deduct Discount at 3 % for 92 days 
Stamps, J %o. 

Net Proceeds 

Amount of advance to customer 
Add Interest from let May to 14th 

Aug., 105 days at 5J % .. 
Expenses, Mil. 60 @ 3id. 

£ s. d. 
1,000 0 0 

£ 8. d. 
7 11 3 

10 0 
- 8 1 3 

£991 18 9 

£ 8. d. 
600 0 0 

£ 8. d. 
7 18 3 

13 1 
- 8 11 4 

608 11 4 

£483 7 6 Amount due to customer 

Example 75.—^A New York dealer is willing to sell T.T. on London at $4*95 
and to sell cheque at $4*94}. Allowing for a mailing period of 9 days, calculate 
the interest rate represented by the spread between the two rates. 

Solution :— 
The “ spread ” between cheque and T.T. amounts to 

$•005 (i.e., } cent) on $4*95. 
*005 100 365 

This IS equivalent to X -g- X -y* cent. p.a. 

= 4 *0965 %. 

Say, 4vj % per annum. 

Example 76.—A customer hands his banker for collection a draft for £400 
on Paris, which is expressed to bo payable by a sight draft on London. The 
banker sends the draft to his Paris agent, who stamps the bill, presents it to 
the drawee euid obtains payment. 

If the Paris banker wm a dealer in cheque on London at 80 *46-*60 at the 
date of presentation, and if French stamp duty is } per rnille, calculate the 
amount with which the London banker will credit his customer on receipt of the 
proceeds from Paris. Allow the London banker a commission of 1 per mille. 

Solution :— 
The French banker would demand payment at his selling rate, viz., 80*60, 

and would therefore receive Fes. 400 x 80*60 — Fes. 32,200 from the drawee. 
He will credit the London banker with £400 and debit him with Fes. 16*10 

for stamp duty. He charges no collecting commission, as ho takes his profit 
in the rate at which he collects. 

< £ s. d. 
London banker will credit customer with .. 400 0 0 

s. d. 
Leas Commission, 1 •. .. .. 8 0 

Stamp duty, Fes. 16* 10 @ say 80 4 0 
- 12 0 

Amount credited to customer £399 8 0 
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Example 77.—A banker in Norw'ay buys a bill on London (due 18th November) 
for £1,619 13s. 6d. at Kr. 18*16 = £1. He remits it to London, discounts it on 
2nd September at 1J per cent., and sells the proceeds by T.T. at Kr. 18*22 = £1. 
Calculate his profit. 

Solution :— 

Cost of bill == Kr. 18*16 X 1.519*675 
== Kr. 27,597*29. 

Proceeds of bill 
£ s. d. 

Leas Discount, 77 days @1J% “ 402 
Stamps, Is. % .. .. = 16 0 

£ 8. d. 
1,519 13 6 

4 16 2 

£1,514 17 4 

£1,614 178. 4d. at Kr. 18*22 realise .. Kr. 27,600*87 
Deduct Outlay. 27,597*29 

Banker’s Profit Kr. 3 * 58 





APPENDIX 

Abbreviations used in 

A, Anna (Indian coinage) 
@ At; for; to; from 
A.A.R. Against all risks 
A/C Account Current 
a/c or tiCCt. Account 
Acc. Acceptance, accepted 
Acct. Accountant 
Ackgt. Acknowledgment 
A.D. Anno Domini 

(In the year of our Lord) 
a.d. or a/d After date 
Adv. Advice 
Adval. Ad valorem 
Agt. Agent 
Agst. Against 
Amt. Amount 
Ana. Answer 
A/o Account of 
A/or And, or 
A. P. protester (to be protested 

—bills) 
Approx. Approximate 
A/8 Account Sales 
a/s At sight, after sight 
as. Annas 
Av. Average 
Av. or Avoir. Avoirdupois 
A/v Ad valorem 

(according to value) 

Bal. Balance 
B. B. Bill Book 
B.C. Bills for CoUection 
B/D Bank Draft; Bill Dis¬ 

counted 
B.Dt. Bill Discounted 
B/E Bill of Exchange 
B. of E. Bank of England 
B/f Brought forward 
Bk. Bank; Book 
Bkg. Banking 
Bkpt Bankrupt 

Exohakge akd Banking 

B/L Bill of Lading 
B.N. Bank Note 
B/N Bill Negotiated 
B.O. Branch office; Buyer’s 

option 
Bona fide In good faith 

I Bot. Bought 
B/P Bill Payable 

' BJP.B. Bank Post Bill 
B/R Bill Receivable 
Brit. British 
B. S. Balance Sheet 
B/S Bill of Sale 

C/- Currency; coupon 
C. Cent; cents; centime; 

centavo; copeck 
C/A Capital Account 
C.A. Chartered Accountant 
Cap. Capital; Capitulum 

(Chapter) 
Cash. Cashier 
C.B. Cash Book 
C. and D. Collection and Delivery 
C/d Carried down 
C.d. Cum dividendo (with divi¬ 

dend) 
C. and F. Cost and Freight 
Cent. Centum (100); Centime; 

Centigrade; Centavo 
Cert. Certificate or Certified 
C/f Carried forward 
Cert. Inv. Certified Invoice 
C.H. Custom House; Clearing 

House 
Ch. Chapter 
Ch. fwd. Charges forward 
Chq. Cheque 
C J.F. Cost, Insurance and Freight 
Cml. Commercial 
C/N Credit Note; Consignment 

Note; Grcular Note 
777 
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Co. Company; County 

C.O. Cornpte ouvert (open 
account) 

C/0 Cash Order (banking) 

c^ Care of; carried over 
C.O.D. Cash on Delivery 
Com. Commercial; Commission 

Con. Contra (against) 

Con. cr. Contra credit 

Con. inv. Consular invoice 
Cont. Contract; Continent 
Contra Against 

Coy. Company 

C/P Charter Party; Custom of 
Ports 

Cr. Credit; Creditor 

ct. Cent; credit; current 

cts. Cents 
Cnm d/- (or div.) With dividend 
Cnrt. Current 

C.W.O. Cash with order 

Cwt. Hundredweight 

Cy. Currency 

D. Denarii (pence): 500 

D/A Days after Acceptance; 
Documents Against Ac¬ 
ceptance ; Deposit 
Account 

D.B. Day Book 
D/C Deviation Clause 
D/D Demand Draft 

d/d Days after date; Days* 
date 

Deb. Debenture 

Dept. Department 
Dft. Draft 
Die. Discount 
Div. Dividend; Divij-ion 
D/N Debit Note; Delivery Note 

D/0 Delivery Order 
Dole. Dollars 

D/P Documents against Pay¬ 
ment 

Dr. Debtor; Drawer 
D/B Deposit Receipt (banking) 

d/s Days’ sight 

D/W Dock Warrant 
Dwt. Pennyweight 
Dy., D/y 
Dely. 

I" Delivery 

E. and O.E. Errors and Omissions Ex- 
cepted 

e.d. Ex Dividend 

E.E. Errors Excepted 
E/I Endorsement Irregular 

Eng. England 

Eq. Equivalent 

Ex. Exchange 

Exoh. Exchange; Exchequer 

Ex cp. Ex coupon 

Ex div. Without dividend 

Ex In. Without Interest 

Ex n. Ex new (without the right 
to new shares) 

Exs. Expenses 

f.a.s. Free alongside ship 

Fb Francs beiges, i.e., Belgian 
francs 

f,fc. Franc 

Fes. (fcs.) Francs 
F.G.A. Foreign general average 
Fig. Figure 
FI. Florin(s) 

Fo; Fol. Folio 
F.O.B. Free on board 
f.o.c. Free of charge 
f.o.r. Free on rail 
For. Foreign 
f.p. Fully paid 
F.P. Fire Policy 
F.P.A. Free of Particular Average 
Ft. French; Franc 
Frt. Freight 

Fs. Francs Swiss 

g. gramme 

G.A. General average 
G.B. Great Britain 
G.M.T. Guaranteed Mail Transfer 
Gov.; Govt. Covemment 
gr. grain; gross 

grs. grains; gross 

Gs. Guineas 

H.M.C. His Majesty’s Customs 

H.M.S. His (or Her) Majesty’s 
Service 

H.O. Head Office 

I.B. Invoice Book 
ler First (French, premier) 

m Indorsement Irregular 
Ins. or Insce. Insurance 
Inst. Instant 
Int. Interest 
In trans. In transitu (in transit 
Inv. Invoice 
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lOU I owe you 
l88. Issue 

J/A Joint Account 

Ko. Czecho-Slovakian kronen 

Kg. Kilogramme 
Kilo: Kilog. Kilogramme 
Kilos. Kilogrammes 

Kr. Kreutzer (coin); Krone; 
Krona; Kronen 

L Lira, or lire 

£ Pound(s) Sterling 

£E. Pound(8) Egyptian 

£P Pound(s) Peruvian 
£T. Pound(s) Turkish 

L/A Letter of Authority 
L/C Letter of Credit; London 

Cheque 

Ld. Limited 
Ldg., and dely. Landing and delivery 
Led. Ledger 

£s Pounds sterling 

Li Lira, Lire 
L.I.P. Life Insurance Policy 
Lit Lire (plural) 

£ 8. d. Libra3, solidi, denarii 
(pounds, shillings, ponce) 

Ltd. Limited 
Loro Their account 

M. Thousand, Monsieur 
-/m. Thousand (as 20/m) 
m. metre; mark(s) 

M/a My account 
M/C Marginal Credit 
M.D. Memorandum of Deposit 

m/d Months' date (i.o. Months 
after date) 

Mdse. Merchandise 
Mem.; Memo. Memorandum 

Mil. Milreis 

Min. B/L Minimum Bill of Lading 

M.I.P. Marine Insurance Policy 

Mks. Marks (coin) 

M/L Monoda Legale (page (505) 

M/N. Moueda Nacionale (page 
605) 

M.O. Money Order 

M.O.O. Money Order Ollice 

Mo. Month 
Mos. Months 

V/R Mate's receipt 
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m/s Months' sight (i.e., months 
•after sight) 

M/T Mail transfer 

N/A No advice (banking); New 
Account (Stock Ex¬ 
change) 

N.A. Non-acceptance 
N/E No Effects 
N/P No funds 
N/m No mark 
N/N No Noting 
N/0 No Orders (banking) 
No. Number 

Nom. Nominal 
Nom. Cap. Nominal Capital 
Nostro Our account abroad 
N.P. Notary Public; No protest 
n/p Net proceeds 
Nos. Numbers 
N.R. No risk (insurance) 

N/S Not sufKcient (banking) 

N.S. New Style; New Series 

o/ 
/O per cent. 

0/ /oo per mi lie 

0/a (^n account of 
Oc. B/L Ocean Bill of Lading 

0/d On demand 
0/D Overdraft 
O.P. Open Policy (insurance) 

O.S. Old style 
Oz. Ounce 

P/A Power of Attorney; Parti¬ 
cular average 

P/A Private Accoimt (book¬ 
keeping) 

P. and L. Profit and Loss 

P/C Price Current; Petty 
Cash 

p.c. Per Cent 

P.C.B. Petty Cash Book 

Pd. Paid 

Per ann. Per annum, by the year 
Per cent. Per centum (by the hun¬ 

dred) 

Per contra On the other side 
Per pro Per procurationem (on 

behalf of) 

Pf. pfennig or pfonnige (plural) 

PerMille per thousand 

Pm. Premium 
P/N Promissory Note 

P.O. Post Office; Postal Order 
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Prem. Premium 

P.O.D. Pay on Delivery 

P.0.0. Post Office Order 

P.P. Per procuration 
Pref. Preference or preferred 
p.pro Per procuration 

Pro forma As a matter of form 

Pro tern. Pro tempore; for the time 
being 

Pros. Proximo; of the next 
month 

Pta; psta Peseta (Spanish coin) 
P.X. Please exchange 

07 query 

B. Rupees; Rouble 
R/D Refer to Drawer (banking) 
Be. Rupee 
reg.; regd. Registered 
Bm. Reichsmarks 
Bo. Rouble(s) 
B.P. Repotise payee (reply paid) 
Be. Rupees 

Bz. Ten rupees 

$ Dollars 
8. Shilling; sou 

8/C 8on compte (his or her 
accoimt) 

Sh. Share; shilling 
Shipt. Shipment 

Shr. Share 
S/N Shipping Note 
Sov. Sovereign 
Sovs. Sovereigns 
SJ>. Supra Protest 

St. Sterling 

Std. Standard 

Stg., Star. Sterling 

T. Tons; Tare 
thl. Thaler (German coin) 

Thro’ B/L Through Bill of Lculing 

T.M.O. Telegraph Money Order 

T.O. Telegraph Office 

Tonn. Tonnage 

T/q. Tale quale; tel quel (ex¬ 
change) 

T.T. Telegraphic transfer 

U.K. United Kingdom 
Ult. Ultimo (of the last month) 

Via By way of 
Vol. Volume 
Vostro Your account with us 
v.v. Vice versa 

W.P.A. With particular average 
Wt., wgt. Weight 

W/W Warehouse Warrant 

Z.C. Ex coupon 

z.d. Ex dividend 
z. in. Ex interest 
z. new Ex new shares 

zl. Zloty 

& And 
&c. And the rest, and so on 

a Number(ed) 
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Acckptai^ce, 25,831. 

Bill, 31. 
Business, 103, 341. 
Business in France, 267. 
Credits, 514, 541. 

Accei’TINq Houses, 76. 77, 328, 330 et seq., 
510, 542. 

Accommodation Bill, 83,339. 
Adjustment Crisis, 427. 
** Agency *’ Paper, 330. 
Air Transport and Ooij) Points, 63. 
AKZEPT KrEDIT, 517, 510. 
Albania, Monetary System, 591. 
Allonge, 27. 
American Investments. 300. 
Amsterdam Discount Market, 341. 
Anna, 588. 
ANTiaPATORY Operations, 195,256. 
ANTinPATORY TRANSFERS, 305. 
APPREQATION, 751. 
Arbitrage, 127 et eeq., 227, 639 et seq. 
^■Cfrenitous. 707. 

Compound. 127,128, 694, 705, 706. 
Indirect, 695. 
Simple, 694. 

VArbitrated Gold Parity, 313. 
Arbitrated Parity, 128,694. 
Arbitrated Kate, 113,128. 
Argentina— 

Exchange History, 441. 
Monetary System, 004. 

Arithmetic of Foreign Kxciianob, 551 et seq. 
Arhav 71 
“ AT A CURRENCY ”, 30, 
“ At Best”, 679. 
Aurar, 599. 
Australasian Rates on London, 201. 
Australia, 192 et seq., 199 et seq. 

Bills on. 141. 
Kxchnngc History, 434. 
Exchange Pool, 436. 
Monetary System, 587. 

A U8TRIA~” 
Exchange History, 442. 
Exchange Restrictions, 317, 319, 321. 
Monetary System, 593. 

Authorities to Negotiate (Credits), 499 
514, 520. 

AVAL, 101, 550. 

BACK Value, 156. 
Bad Tender, 720. 
Balance of Indebtedness, 40, 60, 206, 208 

281 et seq. 
Balance Unaccounted for, 286. 
Borrowing and I.>ending, 206. 
Inconvertible Currencies and, 206. 

Balance of Payments, 201,208,285,312. 
Estimates, 284. 
Gold and, 286. 
Short-term Movements, 304. 

Balance or Trade, 60,206,280 et seq., 291 ei 
seq. 

Australia, 434. 
Central Banks and, 205. 
Gold Standard and, 202. 
Theory of, 806. 

Balancing International Accounts, 297 et 
seq. 

Central Bank, 207. 
Movement of Short-term, 289. 
Transfer of Balances on, 302. 

Bani, 601. 
Bank Bills, 30, 332, 336. 
Bank Charter Act, 1844, 344. 
Bank Commercial Credits, 509 et seq. 
Bank Credits, 499 et seq., 514. 

Standardisation of, 545. 
Bankers— 

and Gold Movements, 54. 
and Settlement of International Debts, 16 ct 

seq. 
Balances, 263 et seq., 273 et seq., 289. 
Bond, 549. 
Call Rate, 369. 
Clearing House, 19. 
Commission, 648. 
Demand Draft, 24. 
Deposit Rate, 369. 
Deposits, 350. 
Discount, 578. 
Drafts, 114 et seq. 
Drawees of Bilis, 540. 
Funds, 264. 
Gain, 579. 
Holding of Foreign Bills, 265. 
Profit, 648. 
Seven-Day Rate, 369. 
Short Rate, 369. 
Sight Draft, 24. 

Bank for International Settlements, 437 
445, 592. 

Banking Operations and Exchanges, 222. 
Bank of England, 67, 330, 343 et seq., 376, 

431. 
and Demands for Currency, 353. 
and Gold, 47 et seq., 345 et seq. 
Bankers’ Bank, 353, 375. 
Banking Department, 349. 
Criticism of Policy, 380. 
Discoiuits and Advances, 352. 
Fiduciary Issue, 346, 349. 
Government Debt, 348. 
Government Securities, 351. 
Issue Department, 348. 
Note Issue, 344 et seq., 586. 
Oi>en Market Activities, 351, 479. 
Other Accounts, 350. 
Other Deposits, 352. 
Other Securities, 352. 
Price of Gold, 51, 355 et seq., 357. 
Proportion, 352. 
Public Dejiosits, 349. 
Reserve, 352, 381. 
Rest, 349. 
Return, 348 et seq. 
Securities, 352. 
Seven-Day and Other Bills, 351. 
Silver Coin, 348. 

Bant seo et seq., SSl, 479. 
and the Money Market, 369 et seq. 
Effectiveness of, 373. 
Raising of, 871. 

Bank Return, 348, et seq. 
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Barter, 5. 
Belga, 439, 594. 
BELOIU.M— 

Exchange History, 43d. 
Monetary System, 504. 

Beneficiary to a Credit, 541. 
Berun Foreign Exchange Market, 10‘2. 
Berlin Table of Exchange Rates, 189. 
“Better the Bill, the lower the Rate”, 

107,648. 
Bill Brokers, 327, 328. 

Position of, 381. 
Bill “en Pension”, 519. 

With Exchange Secureil, 278 ft arq. 
Bill of Exchange, 15 et ««/., 21 el seq., 74 

102 et seq., 385. 
Acceptance, 25. 
Australian, 140. 
Date of Payment, 28. 
Days of Grace, 27. 
Definition, 21. 
Dishonour of, 32. 
Dishonoured, 671. 
Documents Appertaining to, 526 et setj. 
Domiciling, 26. 
Drawee, 25. 
Drawer, 25. 
Ea.stern, 140. 
Finance, 223. 
for Collection, 12.5. 
for Negotiation, 125. 
Foreign. 23 et .vc//. 
Illustration, 15. 
In a Set, 34. 
Indian, 141. 
Indorsement, 26. 
Inland, 22. 
Intere.st on, 35. 
International Investment Demand, 266. 
Investment in, 264 et xeq. 
Inve.stment yield on, 268. 
Manufactured, 223. 
Negotiation of, under Credit, 537 et seq. 
Noting of, 32. 
Parties to, 25. 
Payee, 25. 
Protesting, 32. 
Rebating, 338. 
Retiring, 338. 
South American, 139. 
Stamp Duty, 28. 
Usance of, 27. 
Utility of, 15 et seq. 
Various kinds of, 29 et aeq. 

Bill of Exchange Credit Policy, 549. 
Bill of Lading, 30, 428, 526 et teq. 

Freight Fonvard, 529. 
Freight Paid, 539. 
Received for Shipment, 52S. 
Stamping, 528. 
Through, 529. 
Transhipment, 530. 

Bimetallism, 405. 
“ Black Bourse ”, 323. 
Blank Credits, 519. 
BloCE£0 317 et neq. 
Bolivia, Monetary System, 605. 
Boliviano, 605. 
Borrowing by Foreign Nations, 219. 
Borrowing, Metluxls of, 221. 
“Bradstreets’ Ratings”, 547. 
Brazil, Monetary System, 605. 
British West Africa, Monetary System, 587. 
Brokerages— 

Gold Movements, 65. 
Payable in J..ondon, 676. 

Brokek/1’ Contract Notes, 87. 
Brokers* Deposit Rate, 369. 
BuiAtARlA, Monetary SystcTr, 594. 
Bullion Arbitrage, 354, 359. 
Bullion, Purchase and Sale of, 65. 
Bullion Returns, 862 et m* 

“BrYlTlOlI ”,106, 108,648. 
“ Buy High, Sell Low **, 683. 
Buying and selling, 677. 

Eastern Bankers’ Limits, 387. 

C.I.F., 280. 
C.I.F. Contr.\CT, 528. 
Cable, Settlement by, 635. 
Cable Transfers, 80, 114 ef m;., 162. 
Calculation of Interest, 572 et eeq. 
Calculations, Problems of Specie Point, 632. 
Call Money, 334. 
Canada, Monetary System, 587. 
Candareen, 608. 
C.anton Tael, 397. 
Cape Asbestos Co., Ltd., v. Liaiyds Bank, 

Ltd., 1921, 512. 
Capital Market, 326. 
Capital, llefugee, 315. 
Capital Repayments, 211,218. 
Case of Need, 32. 
Cash (Chinese), 398, 608. 
Cassel’r Theory, Etc., 40 et seq., 423. 
Central Banks, 375, 445. 

and Gold Exciiango Stindard, 400 et seq. 
Balance t)f Payments, 312. 
Control of Exelianges, 313 seq. 
Equipment, 375. 
Exchange Rates, 299. 
Exchanges and, 297 et seq. 
Foreign C'nrreney and, 299, 301. 
Gold Movements and, 70. 
Gold Stimlanl, 299. 
Policy. 234. 375. 

“ Certain ” Quot.ations, 191. 
“ CERTAIN ” Rates of Exchange, 37. 
(‘EUTIFICATE OF INSPECTION, 533. 
Certificate of Insurance, 531. 
Certificate of Origin, 30, 526, 533. 
Certified Invoice, 533. 
Ceylon, Monetary System, 588. 
Chain Rule, 615 et seq. 
Cheque Margin, 639. 
Cheque R.atk, Calculation of, 639. 
Cheques, 29,121, 123. 

Dealing in, 692. 
Settlement by, 638. 

Chile, Monetary System, 606. 
CHIN.A— 

Curreney and Exeiiange, 397 et seq. 
Demand for Silver, 368. 
Monetarj' System, 609. 

“ Chopping ”, 398. 
.Circular Cheques, 506. 
Circular Letter of Credit, 501. 
Circular Notes, 122, 222, 506. 
Claused bill or Lading, 527, 539. 
Clean Bills, 30, 337, 338. 
Clean Credits, 519. 
Clearing House, 318. 
Close Price, 180. 
Coinage Act, 1891, 586. 
Collection of Bills, 125, 131,133. 
COLON, 607. 
Colonial Kxchange Business, 148. 
Commercial Bills, 30, 336. 
Commercial (Credits, 500. 
Commercial Discount, 578. 
C03fMITTKE ON THE CURRENCY AND BANK OF 

Knoland Note Issues op 1925, 345. 
Commonwealth Bank Act, 1924, 435. 
Compound Arbitrated Parity, 694. 
Confirmed Bankers* Credits, 510. 
CoNnRMED Credit, 541. 
Consular Certificate, 526. 
Consular Certificate op Health, 626. 
Consular Invoice, 30, 533. 
Continental Bankers’ Investment Demand 

FOR Bills, 266. 
Contracted Methods, 651 et seq. 
Conversion of Decimals into £ s. d., 560, 
Convertible Paper, 47. 
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COUNCU< BILLB, 414, 417, 419. 
Coupons AB Remittancics, 115. 
COURS Moybn, 101. 
COVERINQ B'ORWARD, 244, 275. 
CovsKiNG Operations, 685, 691. 
CRBDI'P— 

and Price Level, 59. 
Control of, 369 et seq. 

Credit Anstalt, 457. 
Credit guarantees, 548. 
Credit Information, 546 et seq. 
Credit Instruments, 15. 
Credit Insurance. 547. 
Credit Insurance Companies, 540 et seq. 
Credit Risks, Elimination of, 498. 
Credit Transfers, 15. 
Credits, 122, 498 et seq. 

Acceptance, 514, 541. 
Authority to Negotiate, 499, 514, .520. 
Irrevocable, 511, 523, 541. 
Packing, 545. 
Types of, 500 et seq. 

Crisis— 
American, 468 et seq. 
in Germany, 456 et seq. 
in Great Britain, 458. 
of 1031, 453 et seq., 465. 

Cross-Firing, 34. 
Cross Rates, 128 et seq. 
CuNLiFFB Committee. 1918, 345, 431. 
CUNLIFFE Limit, 431, 433. 
Currencies— 

Exchange of, 36 et seq. 
Rate of Exchange of, 37. 

Currency, 4. 
Appreciation, 110. 
Buyers, 299. 
Central Banks and Foreign, 290, 301. 
Deflation, 423 et seq. 
Demand for, 205 et seq. 
Depreciation, 110, 315. 
Discount, 748. 
External Value, 232, 426. 
Flight from, 439, 444, 456, 450. 
Fon^'ard, 487. 
“ Free ”, 318. 
Inconvertible, 421, 432. 
Inflation of, 421 et seq. 
Internal Value, 231, 426. 
Managed, 475, 479 et seq. 
Management, 411. 
Overvaluation, 426. 
Pegged, 313. 
Premium, 748. 
Price of, 109. 
Purchases of Foreign, 123. 
Pureiiasing Power of, 231 et seq. 
Sellers, 299. 
Selling, 116. 
Selling Foreign, 116. 
Stabilisation, 431 et seq., 440. 
Supply of, 205 et seq. 
Undervaluation, 237, 426, 454. 

CURRENCY AND BANK NOTES ACT, 1928, 346, 
460. 

CURRENCY BILL, 29, 30. 
CURRENCY Depreciation, Forward Rates, 259. 
Currency Exchanqe standards, 420. 
CURRENCY OF A BILL, 29. 
Currency Rates, 37, 52,106. 
CZBCHO-SLOVAKIA— 

Exchange History, 442. 
Monetary System, 595. 

D/A bill, 30. 
D/P Bill, 31. 
Daily Bullion Article, 363. 
Dantzio, Monetary System, 595. 
Date of Payment of bills, 28. 
Date of Sighting, 649. 
DAWES Plan, 444, 449, 4.52, 465. 
Days of Grace, 27, 640. 

Day-to-Day Money, 330,334. 
Dealer’s Position, Examples of, 767 et seq. 
Debts Clearing Office and Imports Re¬ 

striction Act, 1934, 322. 
Decimalisation of Money, 566 et seq. 
Declaration Policy, 531. 
” Deferred ” Rates, 638. 
Deferred T.T.’s, 414. 
Deflation, 423 et seq. 
” Del Credere ” Business, 550. 
Delivery order, 532. 
Denmark— 

Exchange History, 437. 
Monetary System, 592. 

Depreciation, 751. 
Devaluation, 316, 423 et seq., 442. 
TJEVIations from the Purchasing Power 

Parities, 58. 
Devisen, 265. 
Diamond Alkali Export Corp. v. Bour¬ 

geois, 1921, 529, 531. 
"Difference”—Forward exchange, 250. 
Dinar, 603. 
Direct Exchanges, 694. 
Direct Quotations, 191. 
Direct Rates of Exchange, 37. 
” Dirty ” Bill of Lading, 527, 539. 
Discount, 326. 

Calculation of, 748 et seq. 
in Exchange, 111. 
in Forward Exchange, 219. 
Rates and the Exchanges, 111. 

Discount Houses, 327, 328. 
Discount Ledgers, 547. 
Discount Market, 327, 328, 335, 340. 
Discount Rates, 330. 
Dlscounting, 335. 
Discounts, 332. 

and Advances, 352. 
” Run otf”, 112. 

Division— 
Abbreviated Method of, 552. 
lUilian Method of, 552. 

Division of Decimals, Contracted Method, 
560. 

Division of Money, 562. 
Dock Receipt, .529, 532. 
Dock Warrants, 532. 
Documentary Bills, 30, 337, 338. 

Guarantees in respect of, 134. 
Documentary Credits, 520. 
Documents Against Aci eptanck, 31. 
Documents Ag.unst Acceptance Bills, 337. 
Documents Ag.vinst Payment Bills, 337. 
Documents Relating to the shipment op 

Goods, 532. 
Dollar, 608. 

Depreciation, 469 et seq. 
Devaluation, 472. 

Doll.vk Stabilisation Fund, 314, 472. 
Dollar-sterling Rate, 307. 
Domiciling, 26. 
Dominion— 

Exchanges, 90. 
Ratt'S of Exchange, 191. 

Qouble-Barrelled Forward Quoiationb, 
712. 

Double Legal Tender System, 405. 
Double Quotation, 177. 
Drachma, 598. 
Dr.U'TS, 163, 635 et seq. 

Dragon ” Dollars, 398. 
Drawn Bonds, 124. 

Eastern Clause, 142. 
Ea.st£rn Currencies, 742. 
Eastern Exchanges, 90, 440. 
Ecuador, Monetary System, 606. 
Egyi*t, Monetary System, 603. 
Encashment Credit, 518. 
Equated Date, 580. 
Equation of Payments, 580. 
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Equiubriuh of Exchange. 298. 
Equivalent Rates. 686.695. 
Escudo. 601. 
Esthonia, Monetary System. 593. 
ETALON BOITBUX. 407. 696. 
** Evert Foreign Loan Creates an Export ”, 

217. 
Exchange— 

Buying and Selling, 105,116 et seq. 
Contracts, 167,168. 
Control, 312 seq. 
Dealing, 675 el seq. 
Depreciation, 315 seq. 
Fluctuations, 40. 
from Currency to Currency, 610. 
“ Marked*’, 191. 
Maxims. 105. 
Middle Bate. 180. 
Miscellaneous Problems, 743 ei seq. 
Operations. 677, 709 et seq. 
Pegging, 313 et seq. 
Rates, 36. 
Restrictions, 312 et seq., 316 etseq. 
Retail, 179. 
Short Sight, 191. 
Sight. 177. 
Stability, 461. 
Step in, 181. 
Tables, 613. 
Wholesale, 179. 

'•Exch.angb as Per Endorsement ”, 136, 
64.3. 

Exchange Clauses, 136,488. 
Exchange Clb.\ring, 3\9 et seq. 
Exch.anoe Confirmation, 89. 
Exchange Dealer’s Position Sheet, 96. 
Exchange Dealing, 80. 
Exchange equalisation Account, 314, 360, 

376, 379, 462.474. 
Exchange Pool, 436. 
Exchange Quotations Between London 

and the dominions, 196. 
Exchanges— 

and Credit, 369 et seq. 
and Foreign Loans, 215. 
and Interest Payments, 218. 
and Reimration Payments, 218. 
and the Great War, 421. 
History of, 421 et seq. 
Theory of, 1 et seq. 
with ;^minlons, 434. 

Exotics, 175. 
Export Credits, 516. 
Export Credits Insur.4Nce, 547 el seq. 
Export Point (England), 52. 
Export spehe Point, 51. 
Exporters’ Credits, 519. 
Exports Created by Loans, 217. 
Extended Credit, 518. 
Eyrir, 599. 

F.O.B.,280. 
” Fall ” in Exchange, 110. 
Favourable Current Account Balance, 

294 et seq. 
Favourable Rates op Exchange, 105. 
Federal Reserve Banks, 51,472. 

Policy of, 308. 
Fiduciary Issue, 345,349,431. 
Filler, 598. 
Finance Bills, 32,223, 337,330. 
Financing Outward Shipments, 641. 
Fine Gold, 67. 
Fineness of Gold, 583. 
Finland, Monetary System, 596. 
“ Firm ” Exchange, ill. 
“Firm” Price, 87. 
Fixed Credits, 518. 
Fixed Forward, 493. 
Fixed Quotations, 191. 
B’ixed Rates of Exchange, 37. 
Flat Rate of Negotiation, 139, 669. 

” Floaters ”, 329,333. 
Floating Poucy, 531. 
Foreign Bills, 132,162. 

Collection of, 133. 
Regularity of, 132. 

Foreign Branch, 148 et seq. 
Foreign Cashier, 106. 
Foreign Coupons, 124,167. 
Foreign Credits Outw.ard, 165. 
Foreign Currency— 

Dealing in, 107 ei seq. 
Demand for, 38 et seq. 
Overvalueti, 44. 
Relative Purchasing Power, 40. 
Rules for Dealing in, 108. 
Speculative Demand for, 40. 
Supply of, 38 et seq. 
Undervaluetl, 44. 

Foreign Currency Account, 136, 487, 497. 
Foreign Debts, Methotls of Settling, 114. 
Foreign Domiciles, 339. 
Foreign Drafts, 123. 
Foreign Exchange— 

Arbitrage Operations, 227. 
Banking Operations, 222. 
Basis of, 13 et seq. 
International Debts, 2 et seq. 
ProHts, 171. 
S])eciilative Dealings, 229. 

Foreign Exchange article, 176,182. 
Foreign Exchange Brokers, 84 et seq. 
Foreign Exchange Dealers, 84, 90. 
Foreign Exchange Departments, 83. 
Foreign Exchange Lists, 174 et seq. 
Foreign Exchange Markets, 74 et seq. 
Foreign Exchange Quotations, 174 et seq. 
Foreign loans, 444. 

Britisii Embargo on, 218. 
Embargo, 317. 

Foreign ^otes and Coins, 123. 
Foreign Securities, 167. 
Fob¥8 OF Remittance, 10 et seq. 
Forward Contracts, 488 et seq. 

Modification of, 715 
Forward Discounting, 330. 
JlOEWARO fiXOMANGS, 241 et seq. 

Anticii)atory Operation.^, 256. 
Application of, 275. 
Basis of Rates, 246. 
Currency Depreciation and, 259. 
•• Difference,’’ 250, 251,277. 
Discount, 254, 259, 751. 
Dominions with, 201. 
Exporter and, 490. 
Factors Affecting, 254. 
Fixing Bates, 253. 
Gerinivny, with, 260. 
In^rter and, 489. 
Influence of Demand and Supply, 256. 
Modifleation of Contract, 715. 
Premium, 254,258, 751. 
Problems, 709 et seq. 
Purchases, 496. 
Quotations, 242, 710. 
Rates, 241, 261, 531 et seq., 708. 
Bates, Buies for Quoting, 710. 
Relative Interest the Basis of, 247, 254. 
Sijccie Points and, 260. 
Speculative Influences, 258. 

Forward Exchange Market, 80,83,240,260 
Forward Exchange secured, 722. 
Forward Options, 492. 
Forward Price for Silver, 367. 
Forward Purchases of Foreign Currency 

158. 
Forward Sales of Foreign Currency, 158. 
Forward Sales of gold, 63. 
” Foul ” Bill, 627,689. 
Franc, 259. 

” Flight ” from, 230, 426, 439, 466. 
France— 

Exchange History, 488. 
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FttANOE—(con«ini/«d) 
Kxchuiiijc Quotations, 109. 
Monnt^iry System, 596. 
Purity I’rice, 69, 361. 

Franchi, .591. 
Franco, 165. 
Freight (UiAROKS, (Jolil Movements and, 62. 
Freight Hec^eipt, 539. 
F’REIGHT UEtEASK, 539. 
French Indo-China, Monetary System, 609. 
French Parity Price, 69, 361. 
Frozen Balances, 458. 
Funds, Transfers of, 304 et seq. 

(iARAH, .598. 
(iERMANY— 

FxeluiTiKe History, 443 et Req. 
Exfhant<e Re.strietions, 317. 
" Flljilit ” from Mark, 230. 
Monetary System, 597. 
Ueparation.s, 465. 

(JOLD ~ 
and Silver Prices, 366. 
and the Bank of fiiii^land, 47. 
and the Settlement of International Debts, 

14. 
as Remittance, 115. 
Banking Operations, 358. 
(Vntral Banks and, 70. 
Cost of TransiKirt of, 62 et seq., 621 et seq. 
“ KannarkiMl ”, 366. 
Export of, 54. 
ExiKjrt Point, 105. 
Exports, Restrictions on, 233. 
Fine, 356. 
Forward Sales, 63. 
France, 311. 
Freight Charges, 62. 
London and Paris Slilimients, 620, 630. 
Movements, 52 et seq., 02 et seq., 70, 115, 

286, 357, 365, 621 ei seq. 
Price of, 67, 345. 
Price of, and the Exchanges, 360 ei seq. 
“ Released ”, 366. 
Scramble for. 309, 311. 
” Set Aside 366. 
Spot Sales, 63. 
Standard, 356. 
Sterilisation, 308, 311, 450, 477. 
Transfer of Balances and, 306. 
Unitetl Stiites, 308. 
r. Sterling, 483. 
Witlidrawals, 455. 

(.’OLD Blo(’, 175, 440, 473, 474, 484. 
(iOLD Bullion Market, 355. 
Bold Bullion Stand.\hd, 345, 347, 433, 437. 
*• Gold Exchange ”, 265. 
Gold Exchange FLUCTu.vnoNS, 55. 
Gold Exchange standard, 313, 384 et seq.^ 

408 et seq., 437. 
India, 417. 

Gold Exchanges and Credit Factors, 234. 
Gold Points, 50, 62 et seq. 
({OLD Shipments, Arithmetic of, 020 el se^i. 
(JoLD STANDARD, 75, 450. 

and l^irehasiug Power Parity, 46.- 
Balance of Trade and, 292 et seq. 
Bank of England Reserve and, 354. 
Bullion, 46. 
Case for, 475 et seq. 
Central Banks, 295, 299. 
Controversy, 431. 
Disadvantages, 476. 
JO.xchange, 46. 
l*:xchangc witli Inconvertible Currency, 57. 
Free, 312. 
Full, 46. 
Great Britain's Return in 1925, 59, 433, 

453. 
Interest Rates and, 293. 
International, 479. 
Managed, 478. 

Gold Standard—{continued) 
Movements of Gold, 53 et seq. 
Price Level and, 293. 
J*robIcm of, 474 et seq. 
Purriiasing Power under, 232. 
Restoration, 485. 
Specie, 46. 
Suspension, 75, 112, 267, 342, 347 et seq., 

355, 300, 363, 394, 434, 459 et seq., 469. 
Gold Standard Act, *1925, 47, 67, 345, 363, 

433, 586. 
Gold Standard (Amendment) Act, 1931, 347, 

4.50, 586. 
” Gone Long ”, 168. 
” Gone Short”, 168. 
Goschen’s Theory, 40, 60, 307. 
Government Borrowing on Treasury Bills, 

378. 
Government Debt, 348. 
Government Export Credits Schemes, 548 

ei seq. 
Government Securities, 348, 351. 
Great Britain, 315, 318. 

After the War, 429 ei seq. 
Balance of Indebtctlncss, 284. 
Balance of Payments, 453. 
Balance of Trade, 429. 
Balance on Current Account, 240, 284. 
Balance on Income Account, 288. 
Coinage, 583 et seq. 
(!redit-or, 450. 
Currency System, 474. 
(b>ld Ihillion Standard, 433. 
Intlation, 429. 
Mint Regulations, 586. 
Monetary System, 583. 
Note Issue in, 460. 
Post-War History, 453. 

Greece, Monetary System, 598. 
Gresham’s Law, 405. 
Guaranteed Mail Transfers, 120, 637. 

IfAiKWAN Tael, 397. 
Hamburg (Jredit System, 550. 
Hedging, 306. 
Heller or Haleru, 515. 
*‘ Herb and There”, 89. 
Hermes Credit system, 550. 
‘‘High Rates are aq.unst Us and Low 

Rates are for Us”, 105, 106, 109. 
Hold Accounts, 160. 
Holland— 

Kxchaiige History, 430. 
Monetary System, 598. 

Home and Foreign Entries Reconciled, 
156. 

Hoover Moratorium, 457. 
*• Hot ” Treasury bills, 379. 
House P.\per, 34. 
Hungary— 

Exchange Restrictions, 317, 319, 322. 
Monetary System, 598. 

Iceland, Monetary Sy.'^tem, 599. 
Immature Lender, 283. 
Import gold Points, 105. 
Import Point (England), 52. 
Import Specie Point, 51. 
Income Account of a N.\tion, 2S2. 
Income Tax on Coupons, 167. 
Incoming specie Points, 105. 
Inconvertible Currencies— 

Balance of Iiidebteilness, 296. 
Exchanges and, 237. 
Exchange with Gold Standard Currency, 57. 
Purohasing Power of, 235 et seq. 
Purchasing Power Parity and, 56 et seq. 

235. 
Index Numbers, 8 et seq,, 58. 
India— 

Bills on, 141. 

50 
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India—(om/iiitMeO 
Demand for Gold, 359. 
Demand for Silver, 368. 
Exchange, 413 e( seq. 
Monetary System, 
Silver Agreement, 402. 

Indian Commutes on Exchange and Cor- 
RSNCT, 1019, 416. 

Indian Currency Act, 1927,418. 
Indian Currency Returns, 366. 
Indirect Exchange, 694. 
Indirect Rates op Exchange, 37,113. 
Indorsement of a Bill, 26. 

Sana Recouis, 26. 
lNPLATLQN>2aflLR15.421 elm-, 429,438,443. 

"TMand Bill, 22. 
Instructions department, 80,168. 
Insurance, Gold Movements and, 65. 
Insurance Poucy, 526. 
Interest and Forward Rates, 247 et ieq.^ 

254 el seq. 
Interest, Calculation of, 572 el seq. 
Interest Factor and Gold Movements, 63. 
Interest on Bills, 35. 
Interest on Current Account Balances, 

576. 
Interest P.ayment8, 218. 
Interest Tables, 576. 
International Accounts— 

Borrowing Short, 303. 
France, 311 ei seq. 
Great Britain, 2^ et seq. 
Lending Long, 303. 
United States, 307 et seq. 

International Chamber of Commerce and 
Credits, 511, 545. 

International Currency, 14 et seq. 
Gold as, 14. 
London Bills an, 77. 

International Debts, 2 ei seq. 
Banks and Settlement of, 16 et seq. 
Foreign Exchange and. 2 et seq. 
Gold and Settlement of, 14. 
Settlement of, 14. 

International Economic Conference, 1922, 
423. 

International Finance, 449. 
International Indebtedness, Settlement of, 

60. 
International Loans and Exchanges, 219 et 

seq. 
Investment— 

Discoimt and Exchange Rates and, 270. 
in Foreign Securities, 212. 
in Silver Countries, 396. 
of Bankers* Funds, 229. 
of Nation’s Surplus Balance, 263 et seq. 
Operations, 722. 
Telegraphic Transfers, 274. 

Investment Demand for London Bills, 264 
et seq. 

Investment Income, 282. 
Investment Operations with Forward 

Exchange Secured, 722 et seq. 
isiBLB Credits^ A54>. ■ 
ISiSlxiiriQ^ETs AND Imports, 281. 

Inward Collections, 134, 164. 
Inward Credits, 164. 
Irish Free State, Monetary System, 420, 588. 
Irrevocable Credits, 511,541. 
Irrevocable Documentary Credit, 522,523. 
Isometric Standard, 479. 
Italy— 

Exchange History, 423, 438. 
Moneta^ System, 599. 

Japan— 
Exchange History, 440. 
Monetary System, 609. 

Java, Monetary System, 609. 
Joint Operations, 639. 
Joint Ventures, 692. 

Kindersley's Estimates, 282. 
“ Kites 33. 
Kopecks, 602. 
Krone, 442. 
Kroon, 593. 
K*uping Tael, 397. 

Lac, 588. 
Landauer & Co. v. Craven and Speeding 

Bros., 1921,530. 
Lat, 591. 
Latin Standard, 590. 
Latin Union, 405, 590, 598, 599. 
Latvia, Monetary System, 501. 
Lausanne Conference, 1932,466. 

j:diAailM0F JfATl0N8,j59a»J&tt4*.fK)l. 
Legal Tender, 4. 

Limited, 5. 
in Great Britain, 586. 
in India, 418. 

Lepta, 598. 
Letter of Guarantee, 135. 
Letter of Hypothecation, 426, 533, 542. 
Letter of Indemnity, 135, 539. 
Letter of Indication, 501, 505, 506, 507, 

509. 
Letters of Credit, see Credits. 
Leu, 601. 
Leva, 594. 
“ Level ” Book, 97. 
Li (China), 308,608. 
Liability Files, 547. 
“ Limit Orders **, 683. 
Limited Rate, 670. 
Limited Traveller’s Letter op Credit, 

501. 
^IJICPINQ standard, 596. 

Lira, 439, 599. 
Litas, 600. 
Lithuania, Monetary System, 600. 
Loans—Short Term, 454 et seq. 
London— 

Bullion Market, 355 et seq. 
Course of Exchange, 181 sf seq. 
Financial Centre, 75. 
Financial Supremacy, 103, 332. 
Foreign Exchange Market, 79, 84 ft 
Silver Article, 368. 
Silver Market, 367 et seq. 

London Bills— 
an International Currency, 77. 
Preference for, 267. 

London Exchange Kates, 79, 370. 
on Australia, 109. 

London Foreign Exchange Brokers’ Asso¬ 
ciation, 85. 

London Money Market, 77, 325 et seq. 
Bank Kate, 369 ft seq. 
Borrowers, 327 et seq. 
Function of, 326. 
in the Bank, 344, 352, 373. 
i/cnders on, 326. 
Lending and Borrowing on, 286, 296. 
Overseas Issues on, 286. 
Security on, 332. 
Treasury Bills, 379. 

London-New York Exchange, 313. 
London-Paeis Rate, 439. 
London Reimbursement, 332. 
London Reimbursement Credits, 516, 535, 

541. 
London Silver Agreement, 402. 
Long Bills, 29,200. 

Collection, 125,131. 
' Negotiation. 125,131,144 ft seq. 

Settlement by Creditor's, 645. 
Settlement by Debtor’s, 656. 
Purchase of, 660. 
Stamp Duties on, 203. 

Long-Period Loans, 2ll. 
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liOna Rates op Exchange, 131,268,646. 

;* Alter Date ” Bills, 649. 
“ After Sight ’* Bills, 649. 
Calculated from Forward Rates, 737. 

, Calculation of, 648, 654 et seq. 
Lord King’s Law, 361. 
Loro Accounts, 160. 
“ Low rates are against Us ”, 109. 

M/T, 637. 
Macmillan Report, 377, 382, 458, 478. 
Mailing Period, 198,199. 
Mail Transfer Ouarantekd, 637. 
Mail Transfers, ii5, ii9, 163. 

Settlement by, 637. 
Making a Rate, 98. 
Managed Currency^ 475,479 etjm^ 
^ Ciise for, 480. 

Objections, 480. 
Price Index Numbers, 479. 

Managed Currency School, 431. 
Manufactured Bills, 223. 
Marginal Deposit Receipts, 146, 543. 
Mark, “ Flight " from, 426, 444. 
” Marked ’*^Rate, 191. 
Market Deals, 94. 
Market Margin, 99. 
Market Rates of Discount, 369. 
Market Turn, 99. 
Markka, 596. 
Marine Insurance Policy, 30, 530. 
Master’s Copies, 527. 
Mate’s Receipt, 529. 
Mature Lender, 283. 
May Report, 468. 
McKenna, R., 381. 
Mechanism of Exchange, 81 et seq. 
Medjidre, 602. 
Merchant Bankers, 328. 
Methods of Remitt.\nce, 114. 
Mexican Silver Dollar, 398. 
Mexico, Monetary System, 607. 
” Middle ” Price, 179,180. 
Middle Rate, 174. 
Milreis, 605. 
mint Par, 48, 60,114,176. 

Between French Franc and the Dollar, 620. 
Calculation of, 615 et seq. 
Calculation of Foreign, 619 et seq. 
of Dominions, 191. 

Mint Price, 67. 
Mint Price of Gold, 47(n). 
Mixed Parcels, 668. 
Modification of Forward Contracts, 715 

et seq. 
Monetary History of World, 428 et seq. 
Monetary Units, 683 et seq. 
Money— 

and the Price Level, 6. 
at Call and Short Notice, 327. 
Credit Instruments, 19. 
Currency and, 4. 
Decimalisation of, 566 et seq. 
Division of, 562. 
Legal Tender, 4. 
Meaning of, 3. 
Measurement of Value of, 8 cf seq. 
Purchosing Power ot,Q et seq. 
Quantity Theory of, 7. 
Standard, 4, 405. 
Token, 4. 
Value of, 6 et seq. 

Money Market and Bank Rate, 369 et seq. 
Montagu Commission, 441. 
Morocco , Monetary System, 603. 
Movable Rates of Exchange, 37. 
Multiplication, Abbreviated Method of, 661. 
Multiplication of Decimals, Contracted 

Method, 655. 

National Credit Corporation, 469. 
National Debits and Credits, 300 et eeq* 

Nearest Commercial Rate, 635. 
Negotiable Instruments, 16. 
Negotiating Banker, 537. 
Negotiation Credits, 499,514. 
Negotiation, Flat Rates of, 669. 
Negotiation of Long bills, 131. 
Neutral Exchanges, 436. 
New York (American) Parity Price, 69. 
New York Discount Market, 341. 
New York Foreign Exchange Market, 100 
New Zealand — 

Exchange, 191 etseq.t 307. 
Monetary System, 689. 

Non-Commercial Bank Credits, 500 et seq. 
Norway— 

Exchange History, 437. 
Monetary System, 592. 

Nostro Account, 150 et seq., 164. 
Nostro Control Accounts, 159. 
Notation, System of, 181. 
Noting a Bill, 32. 

Official Quotations, 180. 
” Official Rate ”, 316. 
Omnibus Credits, 518. 
Open Market Policy, 351, 373 et seq., 479. 
Open Policy, 531. 
Option Forwards, 493. 
Optional Orders, 684. 
Orders to Buy and Sell at Best, 681. 
Other Deposits, 350. 
Other Securities, 348. 
Outgoing Specie Points, 105. 
Outright Deals, 711. 
” Outright ” Forwards, 257, 277, 381, 492. 
Outright Purchases, Investment, 278. 
Overbought, 168. 
Overnight Money, 330,334. 
Overseas Capital Issues, 282,285, 286. 
Overseas Investments, 424. 
Oversold, 168. 
Overvaluation of Currency, 44, 59. 

Packing Credit, 545. 
Palestine, Monetary System, 610. 
Par of Exchange Column, 182. 
Paras, 603. 
Paris Course of Exchange, 188. 
Paris Discount Market, 341. 
Paris Foreign Exchange Market, 101. 
Parity, 113. 
Parity Price, 361. 
Parity Rates, 191. 
Part Deliveries, 637. 
Partial Shipments, 539. 
Parties to a Bill, 25. 
Payee, 25. 
Payment Bills, 31. 
” Pegging ”, 430,440. 
Pence Rates, 37,52,106, 710. 
Peno6', 598. 
Peru, Monetary System, 607. 
Peseta 691. 
Philippines, Monetary System, 409. 
Piastre, 589,602. 
Pick, 688. 
” Pig on Pork ”, 34. 
Poland, Monetary System, 600. 
Portugal, Monetary System, 601. 
Position Sheet, 92. 
Prediction, Method of, 556. 
Premium, Calculation of, 748 et seq. 
Premium in Exchange, 111. 
Price Index Numbers, 58, 479. 
Price Levem, Cold Stocks and, 50 
Price of Cold, 355,356. 
Prices ,6,470 et seq. 

Fail in World, 435 etseq. 
Prices of Bills, 105 et seq. 
Primary pRODuaNo Countries, 807. 
” Private ” Rate, 369. 
Pro-Forma Invoice, 627 
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** PROPORTION ’*—BANK OF ENGLAND, 353. 
ProtbsTinq a Bill, 32. 
Public Deposits, 349. 
Purchasing Power, 6 et seq., 46 et seq., 231 et 

seq., 470. 
Purchasing Power Parity, 44 et seq.y 114. 

Between Silver and Gold, 392. 
Deviations from, 58. 
Free Gold Standard, 46. 
Importance of, 60. 
Inconvertible Currencies, 56 et seq. 
Mint Par of Exchange, 48, 60. 

Quantity Theory op Money, 7. 
‘Quotas, 317. 

Rand, 590. 
Rate of Exchange, 36,109,176. 

and Investment, 211. 
and Long-Period Loans, 214. 
and Purchasing Power Parity, 44. 
and Short-Term Investment, 263 et seq. 
and Speculation in Stocks, 212. 
and Stock Arbitrage, 213. 
and Stock Exchange Transactions, 211. 
and Trade Operations, 206 et seq. 
at Foreign Centres, 187. 
Australian, 192,194. 
Berlin, 188. 
Between Silver and Gold Currency, 386. 
Central and South American, 204. 
Comparison of, at Two Centres, 688. 
Definition, 37. 
Dominion, 191 et seq. 
Fluctuations In, 205 et seq. 
Investment and, 270. 
New York, 190. 
on China, 401. 
Paris, 188. 
Short-Term Investment and, 263. 
South African, 194. 
Specie Points, 299. 

Rationalisation, 451. 
Ready Price for Silver, 367. 
Rebate, 31. 
Received for Shipment Bills of Lading, 

528, 540. 
Reciprocal Parity, 129. 
Reconciliation Statement, 157. 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, 469. 
Red Clause, 544. 
Re-discounting, 344. 
Refining, 71. 
Reflation, 472. 
Register of Credits Inwards, 538. 
Reichsmark, 444, 597. 
Relative Par, 389. 
Remedy Allowance, 50. 
Remittance from London, 638 et seq. 
Remittances, 107, 635 et seq, 689 et seq. 

Forms of, 10 et seq., 114. 
Limits to Price of, 51. 
Prices of, 51. 
Types Quoted, 175. 

Renewals, 226. 
RENTBNMARK, 444, 597. 
Reparations, 222,445,456, 464 et seq. 
Report of the Indian Currency Commis¬ 

sion, 418. 
Reserve Ratio, 352(n). 
Rest 349 
“ Retail ’* Exchange, 179. 
Returns, 689 et seq. 
Reverse Councils, 414, 417, 419. 
Reverse Stock Draft, 125,673. 
revocable Credits, 512. 
Revolving Credits, 518. 
Rhodesia— 

Exchange, 202. 
Monetary System, 590. 

“ Rise ” in Exchange, lio. 
Risks, Elimination of, 486 et seq. 

Roosevelt, 469. 
Roubles, 602. 
Rumania, Monetary System, 601. 
Running Brokers, 336. 
Rupee, 315, 588. 
Russia— 

Exchange History, 438. 
Monetary System, 602. 

Sai Ssu, 398. 
San Salvador, Monetary System, 607. 
Santime, 591. 
Saorstat Pound, 589. 
Scandinavia— 

Exchange History, 436. 
Monetary Systems, 592. 

Schilling, 442, 593. 
Scott v. Barclays bank, Ltd., 531. 
Seasonal Influences on Exchanges, 209. 
Securities as Remittances, 115. 
** Sell High ”, 109. 
“ sell Low ”, 648. 
Sen, 609. 
Service of Loans, 283. 
Seven-Day and Other Bills, 351. 
Seven-Day Rate, 122. 
Seven-Power Conference, 457. 
Shanghai Tael, 307. 
Shipping Income, 282. 
“ Shoes ” op Silver, 397. 
Short Bills, 30. 
Short Loan Fund of the Money Market, 

327, 370. 
Short Loan Market, 328, 335. 
Short Rates, 122, 640, 648, 655. 

Calculation of, 639. 
” Short Sight ” Rates, 122,191. 
Short Swaps, 741. 
Short-Term Borrowings, 377. 
Short-Term Investment, 263 et seq. 
Short-Term Loans, 334. 
Sight Credits, 514. 
Sight Draft, 121. 

Settlement by Creditor’s, 643. 
Settlement by Remittance of, 638. 

SILVER- 
Exchange Constants, 300 et seq. 
Exchanges, 384. 
Fine, 367. 
Fluctuations in Price of, 393. 
Hedging, 396. 
Parity, 389. 
Price of, 402 et seq. 
Returns, 366. 
Revalorisation, 402 et seq. 
Rupee, 412. 
Specie Points, 386. 
Standard, 367. 
United States, 393. 

Silver Agreement, 467. 
Simple Arbitrated Parity, 695. 
Simple Exchanges, 583. 
Sinking Fund, 218. 
Slump of 1929, 452. 
Sound Currency School, 431. 
South Africa— 

Exchange, 192, 202 et seq. 
Monetary System, 590. 

South African Reserve Bank, 590. 
South America- 

Exchanges, 441. 
Bills on, 139. 

SPAIN— 
Exchange History, 438. 
Monetary System, 591. 

special Traveller’s Letter of Credit, 501. 
Specie Points, 50. 

Calculation of, 615 et seq., 621, 632 et seq. 
Exchange Rates, 299. 
Forward Rates and, 260. 

Specific Depreciation, 426. 
Speculation in Securities, 212. 
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Speculative Influences on Forwaed Quota¬ 

tions, 258. 
Spot and Forward Operation, 250. 
Spot Price for Silver, 367. 
Spot Sales op Gold, 63. 
Spread, 121,124, 197, 201, 638, 639. 
Stabilisation Crisis, 427. 
Stabilisation “ de Facto ”, 428. 
Stabilisation ” De Jure ”, 428. 
Stabilisation Problems, 422 et seq. 
Stamp Duties— 

on Bills, 28. 
on Long Bills, 203. 

Stamping Bill of Lading, 528. 
Standstill Agreement, 458. 
Statements op Account, 157. 
Stein v. Hambros Bank op Northern Com¬ 

merce, 510. 
“ Step ” in Exchange, 181. 
Sterilisation op Gold, 59, 308. 
Sterling, 112,432. 

Appreciation, 462 et seq. 
Demand and Supply, 168. 
Demand for and Supply on Trade Account, 

209. 
Depreciation, 462 et seq. 
Flight from, 459. 
Meaning of, 112. 
Overvaluation, 434. 
Value of, 112, 460 et seq. 
V. Currency Credits, 508. 
V. Gold, 483. 
Weakness, 464. 

Sterling Accounts, 150. 
Sterling Bills, 135. 

Exchange Clauses on, 136 et seq. 
French Commercial Banks and, 267. 
Investment Demand for, 269. 

Sterling Bloc, 483,484. 
Sterlinq-Dollar Rate, 430. 
Sterling Exchange Standard, 419, 420, 

588, 589. 
Stock arbitrage, 213. 
Stock Cheque, 125. 
Stock Draft, 125. 
Stockholm Discount Market, 341. 
Stotinki, 594. 
Straight Credit, 524. 
strength in Currency, 185. 
Sudan, Monetary System, 589. 
Swap and Deposit, 255, 256, 729 et seq. 
Swap and Investment, 276, 725 et seq. 
Swaps, 2.50 et seq., 276, 722 et seq. 

Short, 741. 
Sweden— 

Exchange History, 437. 
Monetary System, 592. 

Switzerland, 319, 321, 322. 
Exchange Clearing, 319, 321. 
Exchange History, 436. 
Monetary System, 592. 

Sycee, 397. 

T.T., 116 et seq.,4U. 
Tables of Equivalent Rates, 695. 
Tabular Standard of Value, 432, 479. 
Tael, 397, 608. 
” Taking a View ”, 95. 
Tallin, 175. 
Tap Rate, 379. 
Tariffs, 317, 452, 453. 
Tchervonbtz, 440, 602. 
Telegraphic Transfers, 116. 

Investment, 274. 
Settlement by, 635 et seq. 

” Tel Quel ” Rates, 132, 137, 661 et seq. 
Calculated from Forward Rates, 737. 
Calculation of, 661 et seq. 

Tenor Bill, 30. 
‘‘Through ” Bill of Lading, 529, 540. 
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BOOKS FOR BANKMEN 
A Selection From Macdonald & Evans’s List 

THE PRACTICE AND LAW OF BANKING 
By H. P. SHELDON. Cert. A.I.B. 

Demy 8vo. 568 pp. Fourth Edition Price 12s. 6d. net. 
This book contains the full text of the Bills of Exchange Acts 1882-1917, and 
also a new chapter on the Agricultural Credits Act, 1928. It is divided for 
purposes of treatment into seven parts, embracing in all twenty-eight chapters, 
exclusive of an extensive appendix giving numerous approved forms (guarantees, 
mortgages, authorities, etc.) in actual use by bankers. Its comprehensiveness 
may be illustrated by the fact that the index to the book extends to some 
32 columns of text, and comprises over 2,000 references. Moreover, the text of 
the book accords with the most recent legal decisions affecting bankers. It is 
safe to say that there is no general text-book on banking which better satisfies 
the requirements of the modern bankman and student of banking. The book 
has been very favourably reviewed by, amongst other periodicals. The Tunes, 
The Economist, and The Financial Times. 
This book has been placed on the list of books recommended by the various Councils 
of the Institutes of Bankers in Ireland and in India to students preparing for the 
Institutes' examinations. 

ELEMENTARY BANKING 
Bv H. P. SHELDON 

Author of “ The Practice and Law of Banking ” 
Demy 8vo. 313 pp. Third Impression Price 7s. 6d. net. 
This book has been written for those who are beginning the study of the law 
and practice of English banking, and particularly for students preparing for 
Part I Examination of the Institute ot Bankers. It includes the full text of 
the Bills of Exchange Acts, 1882, 1906 and 1917. 
This book has been pla^ced on the list of books recommended by the Councils of the 
Institutes of Bankers in Ireland and in India to students preparing for the Institutes' 
examinations. 

MODERN FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND FOREIGN 
BANKING 

By H. W. PHILLIPS 
Manager, British, Foreign and Colonial Corporations, Ltd. (Foreign 
Branch); Formerly with Barclays Bank, Ltd., and S. P. Scaramanga, 

^ Sworn Broker 
Demy 8vo. xii 300 pp. Price 8s. 6d. not. 

With 20 Half-Tone Illustrations and 1 Folding Form 
In this work the twin subjects of Foreign Exchange and Foreign Banking are 
treated from the practical standpoint by a practising exchange dealer and foreign 
banker. The book gives a very intimate accoimt of the way in which foreign 
exchange operations and foreign banking are conducted at the present day. It 
is addressed to exchange operators, to bankmen, and to every manufacturer and 
merchant engaged in carrying on the foreign trade of the country. To all such persons 
no book should prove more useful than this. 
This book is on the list recommended by the Council of the Institute of Bankers, 



FOREIGN EXCHANGE ACCOUNTS FOR 
BANKERS 

By H. C. F. HOLGATE, F.C.R.A. 
Certificated Associate of the Institute of Bankers 

Demy 8vo. 154 pp. Price 10s. Cd. net. 
A comprehensive survey of Exchange Accountancy by a well-known Exchange 
Accountant for the use of Bankers, Bank Auditors, Exchange Dealers, Banking 
and Accountancy Students. The system here traced in detail is in actual 
operation in one of the large banks. Valuable chaptei'S include those dealing 
with Exchange Risks, Bureau de Change, Error of Fraud, together with sug¬ 
gestions for the Audit Programme. 

The Corporate Accountant: “To those interested in Foreign Exchange this volume 
should prove a boon.” 

THE ENGLISH WAY 
A Text-Book on the Art of Writing 

By B. L. K. HENDERSON, M.A., D.Lit. 
Crown 8vo. 370 pp. Sixth Impression Price 5s. not. 
This book deals in a very fresh way with the all-important subject of English 
Composition. The author, apart from his high academical qualifications, is 
specially equipped for writing such a book, since he has been teaching and lecturing 
upon the subject for the past twenty years. The scope of The English Way 
renders the book suitable for students preparing for Matriculation, the Oxford 
and Cambridge Locals, the Institute of Bankers, the Preliminary I’rofcssional 
Examinations, and the Examinations of the Royal Society of Aits, the London 
Chamber of Commerce, etc. 
This hook has been added to the list of books recommended by the Council of the 
Institute of Bankers to students preparing for the Institute's examinations. 

CHATS ABOUT OUR MOTHER TONGUE 
By B. L. K. HENDERSON, M.A., D.Lit. 

Author of “ The English Way: a Text-Book on the Art of Writing ” 

AND “ The English Way for Junior Forms,” etc. 

Pott 8vo. 210 pp. Price 2s. net. 

A MIRROR OF ENGLISH 
By B. L. K. HENDERSON, M.A., D.Lit. 

Examiner in English to the London Chamber of Commerce 

Crown 8VO. 165 pp. Second Edition Price 28. 6d. net. 

A GUIDE TO CORRESPONDENCE 
FOR BANKERS AND OTHER BUSINESS MEN 

By B. L. K. HENDERSON and R. W. JONES 
Lecturers to the Institute of Bankers 

Crown 8vo. 136 pp. Price 2s. 6d. net. 
The Dark Horse (Lloyds Bank, Ltd.) says; “ This little book, which deserves 
to be found on the desk of every bankman whose duties involve correspondence, 
can be strongly recommended to students who are shortly to sit for the 
Examination of the Institute of Bankers.” 
The Midland Venture (Midland Bank, Ltd.) says; “ The modest price of 2s. 6d. ^ 
makes this book a remarkably cheap investment, and one that no ambitious 
bankman can afford to overlook.” 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE 
TO PRECIS WRITING AND INDEXING 

By G. O. E. LYDALL, L.L.A. 
Lecturer in English at the City of London College 

Crown 8vo. 256 pp. Third Impression Price 3s. net. 
This book is on the list of books recommended by the Council of the Institute of Bankers, 

MACDONALD h EVANS, 8 John Street, Bedford Row, London, W.C.l 
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